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NOBLE v. BOOTHBY. B.C.

Il ri fink Columbia Supreme Court. Trial before Murphtj ./.
October 8, 1912.

1. Evidence ( # Il E 7—108)—Burden op proof as to fraud in negotiat
ing PROMISSORY NOTE—VALUE IN GOOD FAITH WITHOUT NOTICE OF

Where, in an notion upon a promissory note, it is shewn that a 
previous negotiation of the note was i fraud upon the defendant, 
the plaintitr must shew not only that value has been given subsequent 
to such negotiation by some other holder in due course, but also that 
it has been given in good faith without notice of the fraud.

[Tatam v. Haelar, 2.'I Q.B.D. .‘14.">, followed ; Talbot v. Von Itoris, 
[1911] 1 K.B. 8f)4, referred to; see also By les on Bills of Exchange, 
17th ed., footnote, at p. 144.1

Trial of an action upon promissory notes. statement
The action was dismissed.
Hums, for plaintiff.
C. Wilson, K.C., for defendant.

Murphy, J. :—I held at the hearing that the negotiation of Murphy.J. 
the notes in question by Thomas was a fraud on defendant. That 
being so by sub-see. 2 of sec. 58 of the Bills of Exchange Act 
the burden of proof is on the plaintiff to shew that value in good 
faith has been given for the bill by some other holder in due 
course. According to Maelaren on Bills, 4th ed., p. 194, there 
is probably no difference in the effect of this clause and of sub
sec. 2 of sec. 30 of the English Bills of Exchange Act. [See 
Falconbridge on Banking 458.] As no attempt to impeach the 
correctness of this statement was made in argument and as a 
comparison of the language of the two sub-sections in my 
opinion bears it out, I so hold. Under the English Act the bur
den of proof is on the holder to prove both that value has been 
given and that it has been given in good faith without notice of 
the fraud ; Tatam v. Haslar, 23 Q.B.I). 345, and see Talbot v.
Von Boris, [1911] 1 K.B. 854.

In a footnote at page 144 of the 17th edition of By les on 
Bills of Exchange dealing with this sub-section the following 
appears :—

The lute I*>rd Esher, M.R., favoured the editors of the 15th edition 
of this book with the fid lowing opinion on this subject : “If the plain
tiff (or the party giving the value relied on) van be called, no jury 
would. 1 think, be satisfied unies* he is called to say that he had no 
knowledge of the fraud.”

If such evidence were given it would lie a question of the 
balance of testimony whether the plaintiff was merely grossly
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B.C. negligent or whether he was dishonest in the sense explained by
S.C.
1912

Lord Blackburn in Jones v. Gordon, 2 A.C. 616, 629 ; Oakley v. 
Boulton, 5 Times L.R. 60.

Booth by.

In this ease the plaintiff was called and I have had a tran
script made of his evidence and also of Reid’s, they being the 
only two parties called through whose statements such onus

Murphy, J. could be satisfied. 1 cannot find a shred of evidence to shew 
the plaintiff had no knowledge of the fraud. The matter was 
not touched on in plaintiff’s evidence and the only statement 
in Reid’s evidence that could be so construed was that the trans
action was a bond fide one between him and plaintiff. This was 
objected to and 1 think rightly objected to. in any event as 
the context shews Reid was only referring to the question of 
value being given. From the nature of things he could not prove 
that plaintiff had no knowledge of the fraud. If the question 
had been put directly to plaintiff and he had denied such know
ledge it might well be that he would have succeeded in this action.
It would then become a question of the balance of testimony.
But on the record as it stands I hold the plaintiff has not satisfied 
the onus cast upon him by said sub-section in limine once fraud 
in negotiating the notes was proven. The action is dismissed.

Action dismissed.

QUE. BEAULIEU v. PICARD.

cTït.
1912

Quebec Court of Itcview, Tellier, DcLorimi^r, and Grccnshiclds, JJ.
n, lolw is. |»1S

1. Master and servant (g 11 B 6—170)—Payment by pieck—Work on
Oct. 18. PREMISES UNDER SUPERVISION.

It is immaterial, under the Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act, 
that the workman is paid by the piece or by the foot, provided the 
work is done on the premises, and under the supervision of the em
ployer.

2. Master and servant (g III B3—305)—Who are independent con
tractors.

In order to In* an independent contractor n workman must be free 
from control and must not be subject to the orders of any one as to the 
manner in which the work is to be done.

Statement Appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court at Mon
treal, St. Pierre, J., condemning the defendant to pay the plain
tiff the sum of $110.69, and a weekly payment of $6.18 during 
the duration of plaintiff’s incapacity. «

The appeal was dismissed.
It. Boy, for plaintiff.
E. Brossard, for defendant.

Ukeensiiields, J.i—The plaintiff obtained a judgment 
against the defendants for #110.69, representing one-half of the
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salary of the plaintiff, to count from tin* 31st of December, 1011, 
up to the 10th of May, 1012, the date of the judgment ; and fur
ther to pay to the plaintiff the sum of $6.18 on each weekly 
pay day so long as the plaintiff is suffering from the incapacity 
which he now suffers.

In his action the plaintiff alleges that he was employed by 
the defendants by verbal agreement on or about the 7th of Dec
ember, 1911, as day labourer, for the excavation of a drain 
situated on Roseinonnt Boulevard, in the city of Montreal : that 
by the terms of his engagement the plaintiff was to drill rock 
which might be found in the drain and was to receive for the 
said work 20 cents a foot, and in default of their being rock to 
drill, he was to work as an ordinary workman with a pick and 
shovel.

On the 23rd December, while in the employ and doing the 
work incident to his employment, he met with an accident, by 
which his right leg was broken; the said accident being caused 
by the falling of a large piece of stone from the hank of the ex
cavation.

The defendants pleaded to the action, alleging that the plain
tiff was not a workman at the date of the said accident, but was 
in reality a contractor, that under the agreement with the defen
dant the plaintiff was at liberty to work when and where he 
liked, and did not receive a salary or wage, hut so much per foot 
for the rock he drilled ; that the plaintiff was never engaged by 
the defendants at a salary or wage; that, moreover, on the night 
previous to the accident, there had been an excessive fall of rain 
and the defendants had abandoned and intended to abandon 
work on the excavation in question, and had notified their men 
of such intention; that nevertheless, the plaintiff, although he 
was notified by the defendants’ foreman, that the works were 
suspended, went to the works before 7 o’clock in the morning to 
continue his work, and finding the place where he wished to 
stand in a slippery condition, went to get a large piece of sod 
upon which to stand, when he struck with his shoulder a sus
pended rock which fell and caused the accident ; that the acci
dent was due to the inexcusable fault of the plaintiff himself.

The question to be decided is largely a question of fact.
If the engagement between the plaintiff and defendants 

created the relationship of employee and employer, as found 
by the learned trial Judge, then there is no doubt the Act 9 
Edw. VII. ch. 66, known as the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 
is applicable, and the plaintiff is entitled to the relief sought.

On the other hand, if the plaintiff was an independent con
tractor, and was in no way under the control of the defendants, 
the relationship did not exist, and the Act is not applicable.

The only remaining question is. whether, the Act being ap-
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plicable, the plaintiff was guilty of an inexcusable fault, there
by exposing him to a reduction in compensation.

At the argument it was suggested, that in any event, the 
accident did not happen during the course of his employment, 
but happened before the hour when the men were accustomed 
to start.

Upon questions of fact, as above stated, the learned trial 
Judge found against the defendants. He found, that the proof 
established that the plaintiff was engaged by the defendants 
to drill rock, and that when there was no drilling to be done, he 
worked as an ordinary workman in the employ of the defen
dants. He found, in like manner, that after seven o’clock, while 
the plaintiff was at the bottom of the trench or excavation, a 
stone was detached from the side or bank of the excavation and 
the falling of it broke his leg. He found that the work that the 
plaintiff was doing was under the control of the defendants, 
and that he had remedy under 9 Edw. VII. (Que.) ch. 60, even 
if he was not engaged at the same time as a day workman.

The learned Judge found, further, that no notice was at any 
time given to the plaintiff not to work.

There is no doubt that the business carried on by the defen
dants was one of the industries covered by the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act. No contention to the contrary was made.

In my opinion, there is no doubt that the proof clearly es
tablishes that the relationship of employer and employee ex
isted between the plaintiff and the defendants at the time the 
accident happened.

The proof establishes that the plaintiff was recommended to 
the defendants as a competent workman, and was told by the 
defendants, or one of them, to go to work at drilling holes for 
the purpose of rock blasting, and was also told that he would 
be paid at the rate of twenty cents per foot.

The defendants pretend that the plaintiff thereby became a 
contractor.

It must be observed at once, that the plaintiff did not con
tract for any specific quantity of drilling; did not contract to 
do the drilling in any particular place, but was at all times un
der the immediate control, direction and governance of the de
fendants ; he was doing work for the defendants at a place where 
they were carrying on a work covered by the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act, and was subject to the orders of the defendants. 
If there was no drilling to be done, he was told so, and on one 
occasion, at least, was put by the defendants to an ordinary 
labourer’s work with a pick and shovel, and was paid at the 
rate of so much per hour.

I take it as a fair statement of our law and jurisprudence, 
that it is immaterial whether the workman is paid by the piece
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or by the foot, as in this case, provided the work was done on 
the premises and under the supervision of the defendants.

In order to be an independent contractor, as pretended by 
the defendants, a workman must be free from orders, and must 
not be subject to the orders of any one as to the manner in which 
the work is to be done.

That the accident ned during the course of the plain
tiff’s employment, 1 have no doubt. The plaintiff had been 
working for some time previous to the accident. On the morn
ing of the accident he returned to his work in the usual man
ner, and with others of his companions, resumed work at a 
place where he had been directed to work by his employers the 
previous day, and it was while engaged in this work that he met 
with the accident.

In my opinion, the proof does not disclose any fault what
ever on the part of the plaintiff, much less an inexcusable fault; 
nor does the proof establish that he was forbidden to work; if 
he was forbidden to work, it would clearly destroy the other 
pretension of the defendants, that the plaintiff was working in
dependently entirely of them, and was not under their control.

Upon the whole 1 find no error in the judgment of the 
learned trial Judge, and I am to confirm tin* judgment.

A ppral d ism issed.

Annotation—Master and servant ( § II—351 Workmen’s compensation
law in Quebec.

The following is a summary of the principal provisions of the Quebec 
Workmen's Compensation Law, 9 Edw. VII. ch. tit), and R.S.Q. 1909, secs. 
7321 7347.

hale of enactment.—May 29. 1909. in effect January 1. 1910.
Injuries compensated.—All injuries happening to workmen by reason 

of or in the course of their work causing dentil or disability listing over 
seven days. Injuries intentionally caused by the | >erson injured arc not 
compensated.

Industries covered.—Building, manufacturing, transportation, engin 
cering and construction work, mining, quarrying stone; wood and coal 
yards; any industrial enterprise using machinery unrated by power. 
Agriculture and sailing vessels are excluded.

Persons compensated.—Workmen, apprentices, and employees earning 
not more than $1.000 per annum. Foreign workmen or their represents 
lives are comjiensated only if ami so long as they reside in Canada.

Government employees.—(iovernment employees arc not mentioned in 
the Act.

Burden of payment.—The entire expense rests upon the employer.
Compensation for death.
(o) Medical and funeral expenses not in excess of $25, unless same 

are provided by an association of which the deceased was a member.
(6) Four times average yearly wages, but not less than $1,000 nor
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QUE. Annotation (coutliiued) — Master and servant (g II—35)—Workmen’s com

Annotation
pensation law in Quebec.

Workmen's 
Compensa
tion Law 
(Que.).

more than $2,000, payable to surviving consort, to children under 
10 years of age, and dependent ascendants; shares to be agreed upon 
or determined by Court.

All amounts may be decreased or increased by Court on account of in
excusable fault of employee or employer.

Payments made for disability before death are deducted.
Compensation for ttisabilit y.
(а) For permanent total disability, a pension equal to 50 jier cent, 

of the yearly wages (including the maximum and minimum 
amounts).

(б) For permanent partial incapacity, a pension equal to 50 per cent, 
of the amount by which the wages have been reduced because of 
the injury.

(c) For temporary incapacity lasting over seven days, compensation 
• equal to one-half the daily earnings received at the time of the

accident, beginning with the eighth day.
(</) In computing pensions only one-fourth the excess of the annual 

earnings between $000 and $1,000 is considered. The capital of any 
jiension shall not exceed $2,000, unless higher, because of acci
dents due to inexcusable fault of the employer.

Révision of compensation.—Demands for change of amount of compen
sation may be made wdthin four years.

Insurance.—No reference concerning the insurance of risks under the 
law is contained in the Act. except ns to the payment of pensions due, 
which may be transferred to insurance companies. No release from liability 
is obtained by the employer by such transfer.

(luarantee of payment.—Claims for compensation or pensions form a 
lien on the real and personal probity of the employer so long as they 
remain unpaid.

Settlement of disputes.—Superior and Circuit Courts have jurisdiction 
over all disputes arising under this Act. All proceedings are summary, no 
trial by jury being allowed.

QUE. MONTREAL STREET RAILWAY v. FEIGLEMAN.

K. B.
1111

Quebec Court of Kiny's Iteneh. Archamheault, C.J., 1. a very ne. Cross, 
Carroll, and (1er vais, JJ. October 31. 1012.

1. Public policy (| I—6)-—Privilege extending to communications be
Oct. 31. TWEEN SOLICITOR AND CLIENT.

The privilege attached to communications between solicitor and 
client is given in favour of the client and not of the solicitor, and is 
a matter of public order both under French law and English law.

2. Discovery and inspection (g I—2)—Statement furnished by em
ployee ah to accident—Use ok solicitor—No litigation con
templated—Privilege.

A document or statement of facts prepared by the employees of a 
company (e.y., conductors and motormen) at the request of the com
pany and ostensibly for the use of the solicitors of the company in 
case of litigition is a privileged communication of which the adverse 
party cannot compel the production at an examination on discovery,
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notwithstanding that such report was made at a time when no liti
gation was contemplated and that it was only communicated to the 
solicitors of the company ten months after the accident.

[Feigletnan v. Montreal Street It. Co., 2$ D.L.R. 125, reversed.]
3. Discovery and inspection (8 I—2)—Report of accident—Privilège 

—Intention of party preparing same.
A statement of facts prepared by the employees of a company at the 

request of the company is privileged although it were only a subter
fuge on the part of the company to avoid disclosure of the facts of 
the action when it appears that the persons making the report pre
pared it under the impression that it was to be treated as confidential.

[Southwark ami Vauxhall Water Co. v. Quirk, L.R. 3 Q.B.D. 315; 
Amlersvn V. Hank of British Columbia, L.R. 2 Ch.I). 044 ; Bond y V. 
Valois. 15 Rev. U-g. 03; Hunter v. fI.T.H.. 10 Ont. P.R. 385. referred 
to; Collins v. London (lencral Omnibus Co., 08 L.T. 831. followed; 
see also Swaiêland v. Ü.T.H., 5 D.L.R. 750.]

An appeal from the interlocutory judgment of Charbonneau, 
J., in Feiglcman v. Montreal Street R. Co., 3 D.L.R. 125, order
ing the defendant, appellant, to produce on discovery the re
port of a street car accident prepared by employees of the com
pany, appellant.

The appeal was allowed.
R. Taschereau, K.C., for the appellant :—The report in ques

tion was handed to the appellant’s attorneys that they might 
prepare their defence thereon. To compel the appellant to pro
duce this report is to compel it to give away its defence and 
thereby to be seriously prejudiced. The Judges of the Superior 
Court seem to be hesitant as regards these reports and their 
decisions are somewhat conflicting: Stocker v. C.P.R. Co., Tren- 
holme, J., 5 Que. P.R. 117 ; Zastc et al. v. G.T.R. Co., Fortin, J., 
10 Que. P.R. 270; Emerson v. M.8.R. Co., Demers, J., 13 Que. 
P.R. 13; Glickman v. M.S.R. Co., Laurendeau, J., 13 Que. P.R. 
143. Mr. Justice Charbonneau himself a few weeks ago was of 
the opinion that such a report could not be produced : Rcardsell 
v. M.S.R. Co., 13 Que. P.R. 152. English authorities, however, 
consider such report as privileged : Anderson v. Bank of British 
Columbia, L.R. 2 Ch. D. 644. 35 L.T. 76, 45 L.J. Ch. 449; Hun
ter v. G.T.R. Co., 16 Ont. P.R. 385 ; Holmested & Langton, On
tario Judicature Act, 3rd ed., p. 585; Nellis on Street Railways, 
2nd ed., vol. 2.

A. Rives Hall, K.C., for the respondent :—The application is 
justified under 289 C.: rule 507 of the Ontario Judicature 
Act and English Rule No. 356. English and Ontario authorities 
therefore apply. Two questions suggest themselves : (1) Is the 
report a document? Yes. for “document” means any substance 
having any matter expressed or described upon it by marks 
capable of being read: Anderson v. Bank of British Columbia, 
L.R. 2 Ch. D. 644, 35 L.T. 76. 45 L.J. Ch. 449; Cook v. Metro- 
poUton Trom Co,, 6 Times LB 81; /mm i Oroot Control /•' 
Co., 100 L.T. 710; Fox et al. v. Slecman et al., 17 Ont. P.R. 492;
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Cameron v. Cameron, 10 Ont. P.R. 522. (2) The report being a 
statement of the circumstances of the accident, prepared by a 
servant of the company and delivered by him to the company 
itself, is not entitled to any privilege : Phipson on Evidence, p. 
181 ; Odgers, Law of Evidence, Canadian ed., pp. 231,6:16; 
Westinghouse v. Midland liy., 48 L.T. 462; Woolley v. North 
London By., L.R. 4 O.P. 602 ; Chadwick v. Bowman, 16 Q.B.D. 
561; Bustrot v. White, 1 Q.B.D. 423; Martin v. Butchard, 'i'1 
L.T. 732. The report was made by the employee in the ordinary 
course of his duty, it was not prepared at the instance of the soli
citor who only learned thereof ten months after the accident. 
The endorsement that the report is made at the request of the 
solicitors is a mere subterfuge. The principle is laid down in 
the ruling and most recent ease of Jones v. Great Central B. Co., 
100 L.T. 710.

Taschereau, in reply.
Arch a mbk ault, C.J. (translated) :—This is an appeal from 

an interlocutory judgment which ordered the company-appel
lant to produce a report which it had received from the conduc
tor and the motorman of the street car, concerning an accident 
in which the plaintiff is alleged to have received serious in
jury, for which he sues the company in damages.

This report is written on printed forms, on which are the 
following words :—

Ce rapport cat fail pour l'usage exclusif do» procureur» de la com
pagnie, et pour leur permettre de conduire la défense de la compagnie 
au cas ofi elle serait poursuivie.
The company gives to each one of its conductors a document 

on which this endorsement appears, requesting him to make a 
report each time an accident happens which causes damages, 
corporal injuries or loss of life. The question at issue is ns to 
whether this report is privileged or not.

Article 332 of the Code of Civil Procedure states that a wit
ness cannot be compelled to declare what has been revealed to 
him confidentially in his legal capacity as a religious or legal 
adviser. This is what is known as professional secrecy. The 
law protects, by declaring them secret, all communications which 
may take place between solicitor and client. This provision of 
the law is absolute and one of public order. It has existed at 
all times and under every legislation. It has been introduced 
in order to establish absolute confidence in the exercise of the 
advocate’s profession.

Tout se quo le client dépose dans le sein de ses avocat est con
fidentiel et doit rester couvert du secret le plus impénétrable.
These words are of a distinguished magistrate, Mr. Mollot, 

who was able to explain, as he knew how to praetise them, the 
duties of the Car. Mollot continues:—
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C'était |>our l'avocat un point de religion, avant que la loi pénale 
lui en eût fait un devoir d’état.

La eonflanee nécessaire qui leur est témoignée dans un grand nombre 
de circonstances, s.iys Pli. Dupin, “fait un devoir aux membres du bar
reau de la discrétion la plus absolue; leur cabinet, comme le confession
nal du prêtre, ne doit jamais rendre fl personne les paroles mystérieuses 
qui s’y prononcent.”
Chauveau and Ilélie express the same doctrine:—

Comme le prêtre, l'avocat reçoit dans l’exercice de ses fonctions les 
aveux et la confession des parties; il doit considérer ces révéla
tions comme un dépût inviolable. La confiance que sa pro
fession attire serait un détestable piège s'il pouvait en abuser au 
préjudice de ses clients. I-e secret est donc la première loi de ses 
fonctions; s'il l’enfreint, il prévarique. (vol. 5. No. 1888).

Merlin, on the other hand, says that :—
La discrétion est une qualité essentielle A l'avocat. Dépositaire de la 

eonflanee de ses clients et de leurs secrets souvent les plus importants, 
il trahirait Indignement son ministère s'il abusait de cette confiance. 
He quotes a judgment of February 12th, 1672, and the 

qualification applied by Robert to the lawyer witnessing against 
his client :—

Rem facit perlidam. nefaviam et scélérat am.

In France, where a lawyer violates the secret confided to him 
by a client, in the interest of his consultation or of his defence, 
this constitutes an offence falling under and punished by the 
penal code.

From the foregoing it will be clearly seen that professional 
secrecy exists in favour of the client and not in favour of the 
advocate. The same doctrine obtains in England.

Starkie. Law of Evidence, vol. 2, p. 229 (20th ed. ), speaks as 
follows on the subject :—

The rule that counsel, solicitor, or attorney, shall not be permitted 
to divulge any matter which has been communicated to him in pro
fessional confidence, has already been adverted to as one that is 
founded on the most obvious principles of convenience. This is the 
privilege of the client, and is founded on the policy of the law which 
will not permit a person to betray a secret which the law has in
trusted to him. To allow such an examination would be a manifest 
hindrance to all society, commerce, and conversation.

In a case to which I shall refer at greater length in a mom
ent : The Southwark and VaurhaU Water Co. v. (Juick, L.R. 3 
Q.B.I). 315, Cotton, J., says as follows :—

Laymen (by which 1 mean jiersons not learned in the law) cannot 
be expected to conduct their defence or litigation without the assist 
mice of professional advisers; and, for the purpose of having the liti
gation conducted properly, the law has said that communications be
tween the client and the solicitor shall lie privileged. . . . There 
must be the freest possible communication between solicitor and 
client, and it is on this ground that professional communications are 
entitled to privilege, which excepts them from the general rule.
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In another case of Anderson v. The Bank of British Col
umbia, L.R. 2 Ch.D. 044, the Master of the Rolls lays down the 
same doctrine:—

As, by reason of the complexity and difficulty of our law, litigation 
van only be properly conducted by professional men, it is absolutely 
necessary that a man, in order to prosecute his rights or to defend 
himself from an improper claim, should have recourse to the assist
ance of professional lawyers, and it being absolutely necessary, it is 
equally necessary, to use a vulgar phrase, that he should be able to 
make a clean breast of it to the gentleman whom he consults with a 
view to the prosecution of his claim, or the substantiating his defence 
against the claim of others; that he should lie able to place unre
stricted and unbounded confidence in the professional agent, and that 
the communications so made to him should lie kept secret, unless with 
his consent (for it is his privilege, and not the privilege of the con
fidential agent), that he should lie enabled properly to conduct his 
litigation.
As will be seen the same idea prevails on the subject both in 

Franco and in England, and this idea must necessarily obtain 
under every legislation where professional secrecy is recognized. 
The privilege is absolute and of public order, and exists in fav
our of the client.

The English expression translates this idea, it seems to me, 
far better than the French expression.

We arc dealing here rather with a privileged communication 
than with a “secret professionnel.”

In our own local jurisprudence I find the case of Bondy v. 
Valois, 15 Revue Légale 63, where the reporter speaks as fol
lows in a footnote :—

Quant ft ce qui concerne les communications professionnelles, la 
règle est maintenant bien établie que, lorsqu'un avocat est employé 
par un client en sa capacité professionnelle, toutes communications 
qui interviennent entre eux, au cours et pour les tins de cet emploi, sont 
privilégiées, au point qu'on ne peut permettre ft l'aviseur légal, lors
qu’il est ap|ielé comme témoin de les divulgeur, soit quelles soient 
sous forme de titres, te-dt meats, documents ou autres papiers requis, 
ou déclarations ft lui faites, ou do lettres, mémoires ou déclarations 
écrites ou faites dans cette capacité.
The reporter then cites a large number of judgments and 

authorities on the question. This footnote is in answer to those 
who would contend that professional secrecy no longer exists 
when an advocate is examined as a witness in open Court. Be
sides, if 1 have been so insistent on this subject, it is not be
cause the respondent contests the principles 1 have just enun
ciated. On the contrary’ he admits them îitly. He recog
nizes that if the report in question had been prepared at the re
quest of the company's solicitor, and during the course of a suit, 
or in view of a probable suit, then that this report would con
stitute a privileged document.

0
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Hut the respondent contends that the report is not privileged 
for three reasons :—

(1) Because it was not prepared at the request of the com
pany’s solicitors, who only received communication thereof ten 
months after it had been made.

(2) Because, when the report was made there was no existing 
litigation nor any litigation contemplated.

(3) Because the report was made by the company’s em
ployees in the ordinary course of their duties.

The foregoing enunciation of the legal principles governing 
this subject will help us to solve these objections. As already 
said, the report in question was made by two employees of the 
company on a blank form handed to them by the company, with 
an endorsement thereon to the effect that said report was to be 
made for the exclusive use of the company’s solicitors and in 
order to allow them to conduct the defence of the company, in 
case it should be sued.

Do we not find here all the elements required to make of 
this report a privileged communication? Those who made the 
report were notified that it was to be for the exclusive use of the 
company’s solicitors in case of litigation. Were they not given 
reason to believe that their declarations were confidential and 
would be held secret as privileged communications ? Should not 
the company itself be protected ? Surely it must have the right 
of refusing to communicate to the adverse party a document 
which it has obtained for the use of its solicitors in order to 
obtain their advice in case claim is made, as a result of the acci
dent on which the report is based.

The fact that the report was not made at the demand of the 
company’s solicitors cannot affect the question. For as the 
privilege exists in favour of the client it matters little whether 
the documents have been prepared or not at the attorney’s re
quest ; it suffices that it had been prepared in order to be com
municated to the attorney in case of litigation, in order to allow 
him to prepare and conduct the defence.

This question is not new. It has arisen several times in Eng
land and in the Province of Ontario, and the rule recognized 
and laid down by the jurisprudence is clearly expressed by 
Bray, Law of Discovery, at page 415.

In a case of II it nier v. The Grand Trunk If. Co., 16 (Ont.) 
P.R. 385, Ferguson. J., cited the following quotation of Bray, 
who, after having referred to the judgments on this question, 
continued :—

The true principle is thnt, if a document comes into existence for 
the purpose of lx-ing communicated to the solicitor with the object of 
obtaining his advice or of enabling him either to prosecute or defend 
an action, then it is privileged, beet use it is something done for the 
purpose of serving as a communication between the client and his
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solicitor, and it makes no différence whether in fact it has or has 
not been laid before the solicitor so long as it was bond fide prepared 
with that object, and is so stated in the affidavit.
I find the same* rule laid down in lialsbury’s Laws of Eng

land, vol. II., p. 70:—
Communient ions between a party ami a non professional agent or 

third party arc only privileged if they are made both—lo—in answer to 
inquiries made by the party as the agent for or at the request or 
•«U'jgestion of his solicitor, or without any such request, hut for the 
purpose of living laid Is-fore a solicitor or counsel for the purpose of 
obtaining his advice, or of enabling him to prosecute or defend an 
action, or prepare a brief ; and ; 2o—for the purpose of litigation 
existing or contemplated at the time. Both these conditions must lie 
fulfilled in order that the privilege may exist.
The ruli1 thus laid down has been consecrated as it were by 

jurisprudence. A great number of precedents exist on the sub
ject. 1 shall be content with citing those which appear to me 
to have most analogy with the present case.

The first case is that of Atuhrson v. The Hank of British Col
umbia, decided in 187Ô, and reported, L.R. 2 Ch.D. (144. This 
was an action instituted against the bank to compel it to re
imburse a sum of money which it was alleged had been impro
perly transferred from one account to another, to one of its 
branch offices in Oregon. Before the institution of the action, 
but at a time when litigation was most probable, the London 
manager of the bank telegraphed to the manager of the Oregon 
branch to send him details of the transaction. Whilst the suit 
was pending plaintiff* demanded that the letter sent by the 
Oregon manager, in answer to this telegram, be produced. The 
Master of the Rolls decided that the letter in question was not 
a privileged document, and ordered the production thereof. 11 is 
judgment was confirmed in appeal. The reason as given in 
justification of this holding that the document was not privi
leged, was that there was nothing of record to shew that the 
answer of the Oregon manager was to be considered as confi
dential, because it was to be submitted to the bank’s attorney 
for his opinion. I cite this case because the principles on the 
points at issue are explained by the Master of the Rolls.

After having declared that the document was not privileged, 
for the reason that it was not destined to be communicated to 
the bank’s attorney for his opinion, he went on to say :—

If it had been so. I apprehend that it would haw been protected 
upon principles well understood. If you ask your agent to draw out 
a case for the opinion of your solicitor, or for the opinion of your 
counsel, that is a confidential communication made for that pur|msc. 
Here there is nothing of the sort. . . . This communication then, 
as regards the sender, was not made or sent for the purpose of being 
laid before a professional adviser nor was there any intimation of such 
purpose sent by the person who required the communication.
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In another case, decided in 1878, The Southwark and Vaux- 
hall Water Co. v. Quick, 3 Q.Ii.l). 315, three documents were in 
issue. The first was a transcription of stenographic notes of a 
conversation which took place between a chimney-sweep in the 
employ of the company and the company's engineer, the object 
of which was to give to the latter information which he should 
transmit to the directors. The second document was also a 
transcription of stenographic notes of interviews which took 
place between the president and the engineer of the company 
and certain of the company’s inspectors. The third document 
was a statement of facts prepared by the president of the com
pany. The three documents had been prepared for the purpose 
of submission to the company’s solicitor, in order to have his 
opinion on the action to be brought. Two of the documents 
were, as a matter of fact, submitted to the company’s solicitor, 
hut there was no evidence whether the first document had really 
been submitted to him.

All three documents were held to be privileged. And it was 
held :—

Document* prepared in relation to an intended action, whether at 
the request of n solicitor or not, anil whether ultimately laid before 
the solicitor or not, are privileged if pn pared with a bond fiilr in 
tent ion of being laid before him for the purpose of taking his advice; 
and an inspection of such documents cannot lie enforced.

Several Judges expressed their opinion. Coekburn, J., 
said :—

The relation between the client and Inn professional legal adviser is 
a confidential relation of such a nature that to my mind the mainten
ance of the privilege with regard to it in essential to the interests of 
justice and the well dicing of society. Though it might occasionally 
hapjien that the removal of the privilege would assist in the elucida
tion of matters in dispute, I do not think that this occasional benefit 
justifies us in incurring the attendant risk. The question here in whe
ther the documents of which inspection is sought are within the 
privilege. I think they are. It is dear that they were documents 
containing Information which had I wen obtained by the plaint ilT with 
a view to consulting their professional adviser. Two out of the three 
sorts of document* were actually submitted to him ; ns to the other 
it is not dear whether it was actually submitted to him or not. It 
is admitted upon the decisions that where information has I wen 
obtained on the advice of the party's solicitor it is privileged. I can 
see no distinction between information obtained upon the suggestion of 
a solicitor, with the view of its being submitted to him for the pur
pose of his advising upon it. and that pnwured spontaneously by the 
client for the same purpose. If the Court is satisfied that it was 
bond fuie procured for the purpose, it appears to me that it ought to 
be privileged.
Mel lor, J., on the other hand, said :—

It is conceded that information pnwured by the advice of a solicitor
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to be submitted to him is privileged. If so, I cannot under*tind the 
distinction between such information and that spontaneously pro
cured for the same purpose. . . . I do not see any sound distinc
tion between the document that was not actually submitted to the 
solicitor and those that were, provided the former was really in
tended to be submitted to him. «
Manisty, J., added:—

As to the documents that were actually submitted to the solicitor 
I entirely agree. As to the other document I have some doubt; but 
the distinction is perhaps rather subtle, and I am not prepared to 
differ from my Lord and Brother Mcllor. With regard to the state
ment of facts by the chairman, it would be monstrous that such a 
statement, made for the purpose of being laid before the company's 
solicitor, and actually laid before him, should not be privileged. What 
can be the difference between n-king to sec such a statement and ask
ing what oral instructions were given to a solicitor? The same prin
ciple also applies, 1 think, to the other set of documents that were 
submitted to the plaintiff's solicitor.

The case was carried to appeal, and their Lordships in ap
peal expressed themselves as follows:—

Brett, J.:—
The question depends upon what is the principle to he extracted from 

Andcnton v. Bank of British (Columbia, L.R. 2 Oh.D. 044. The 
facts of that case do not apply to the present, but the
judgment lays down the rule upon which we ought to act.
James, LJ.» lays down a rule; he says: "Looking at the 
dicta, and the judgments cited, they might require to be fully 
considered; but I think they may possibly all lie based upon this,which 
is an intelligible principle, that as you have no right to see your adver
sary's brief, you have no right to see that which comes into existence 
merely as the materials for the brief." Now, reading that passage, it 
is clear that if a party seeks to inspect a document which comes into 
existence merely as the materials for the brief, or that which is 
equivalent to the brief, then the document cannot be seen, for it is 
privileged. It has been urged that the materials, or the information 
obtained for the brief, should have been obtained at the instance or 
at the request of the solicitor; but I think it is enough if they come 
into existence merely ns the materials for the brief, and I think that 
phrase may be enlarged into “merely for the purpose of lieing laid 
before the solicitor for his advice or for his consideration."

Cotton, L.J. :—
Privilege only extends to communications with legal advisers, or 

in some way connected with legal advisers; communications with a 
most confidential agent are not protected if that confidential agent 
happens not to be a solicitor.

After giving the reasons wherefore communications between 
an advocate and his client should he considered secret, Cotton, 
L.J., continued:—

It was conceded on behalf of the defendant, that if the documents 
had been obtained or prepared at the instance and by the Instruction
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of the solicitor, they would be privileged, though not prepared by the 
solicitor himself, and the contention is, in fact, that there was no re
quest beforehand by the solicitor that this information should lie ob
tained. . . . That. I think, is the true principle, that if a docu
ment comes into existence for the purpose of being communicated to 
the solicitor with the object of obtaining his advice, or of enabling 
him either to prosecute or defend an action, then it is privileged, be
cause it is something done for the purpose of serving as a communi
cation between the client and the solicitor. . . The fact that one 
of the documents was not actually laid before the solicitor, can, in 
my opinion, make no difference; the object of the rule and the prin
ciple of the rule is that a person should not be in any way fettered 
in communicating with his solicitor, and that must necessarily in
volve that he is not to lie fettered in preparing documents to be 
communicated to his solicitor. If such a distinction prevails, what 
is to be the rule where the application is made before a document is 
laid before a solicitor, but which it is intended should be laid before 
him? Is it then to be produced? If so, is it to be saved from pro
duction, beenuse after the original application, but before the appeal 
is heard, the party has in fact laid the document before his solici
tor? The distinction, in my opinion, is not one which can be sup
ported."
I shall cite another case, The “Theodor Kovner,” 3 P.D. 

362, Tliis was an action for damages caused to a cargo. The 
owners of the ship had requested one of their employees to 
make an investigation as to the causes of the accident by ques
tioning passengers, the members of the crew, and by any other 
method.

The report made in compliance with these instructions was 
declared to be a privileged document, and Sir Robert Philli- 
more thus expressed himself:—

I do not see how, having regard to the language of the plaintiff*» 
affidavit, I can grant the motion. The affidavit states in effect, that 
the plaintiffs have in their possession these two reports of survey, 
but that they object to produce them, on the ground that the docu
ments in question were written and prepared solely for the purpose 
of proceeding in this action. This being so. I am of opinion if I did 
grant the motion I should be disregarding the principle, in accord
ance with which the Court of Appeal decided the case of the South
wark WatcncorkH Oo. v. Quirk, 3 Q.Il.D. 315. This I cannot do.

In another case of ('oiling v. London General Omnibus Com
pany, decided in 1893, 68 L.T., p. 631, an action in damages re
sulting from an accident, a vicious horse had caused the acci
dent, and a passenger who was riding in the omnibus, and who 
had been injured in the accident, sued the company in dam
ages, alleging negligence on the part of the omnibus conductor. 
The latter, on the morrow of the accident, had made a detailed 
report to the company. When the company was called upon to 
produce and file this report it contended that it was a privileged 
document, alleging:—
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to advise the defendant company in reference thereto, and that it 
had been made under the actual direction of the defendant's solicitor, 
and for no purpose other than for his use in anticipation of litigation, 
and in the conduct of this action.

Held, that, though there was at the time of the making of the re
Anhamhrsnlî.

CI. port no action begun or even threatened, the circumstances of the 
case were such as to raise a high probability, amounting almost to a 
certainty, that litigation would ensue, and that the report having 
come into existence in view of litigation reasonably apprehended, for 
the purpose of being laid liefore the defendant's professional adviser, 
was privileged from inspection by the other side.
This judgment, as will be seen, is based on that of the South

wark and Vauihall Water Company v. Quick, 8 Q.B.D. 315.
I shall cite finally the Ontario ease where I find the quotation 

from Bray, On Discovery, already referred to; the case of 
Hunter v. (/rand Trunk 1\. Co., 16 Ont. P.R. 385. This case in
volved a report of a nature similar to the one in controversy 
in the present ease, it was headed : ‘‘Personal Casualty Re
port for the information of the company’s solicitor and his ad
vice thereon. * ’

As in the present case this declaration was printed on a 
blank form given by the company to its employees. Ferguson, 
J., confirming the judgment of the Judge in Chambers, held the 
report to be privileged. And speaking of the printed headline 
on this report stated :—

This would, of course, intimate to and inform the officer, agent, or 
employee of the defendants, that he was making a report for this pur
pose, and even if it should lie assumed that the report answered an
other purpose, that is, to give information to other people as well, 1 
do not see that this would make any difference, so long as it was in 
good faith prepared for the purpose of being communicated to the soli
citor as above.

This remark of Mr. Justice Ferguson is in answer to the 
respondent’s objection that the endorsement of this printed de- 
elaration which appears on the back of the report is a subter
fuge on the part of the company in order to pass off as privi
leged a document which is not so in reality.

Whatever be the object of the company it remains none the 
less true that the report was made in good faith by employees 
who were led to believe that the report was intended for the 
company’s solicitors in order to allow them to advise the com
pany and to conduct the defence in ease of litigation. Nor is it 
possible to follow respondent when he says that the report in 
question was prepared by the company’s employees in the ordin
ary course of their duties. 1 again repeat that the employees
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were notified that this report was intended exclusively for the 
company’s solicitors. As a result they wen* to consider this re
port as confidential. Therefore, in preparing and transmitting 
this report to the company they were no longer discharging 
their ordinary duties.

The respondent’s demand is based on (\!\ 289, which states 
that the Judge may, at any time after defence filed and before 
trial, order the opposite party to give communication or furnish 
a copy or allow a copy to be made of any document under his 
control relating to the action or the defence. This disposition 
of article 289 is a reproduction of a similar disposition of the 
Ontario Judicature Act (rule 507), and is derived from Eng
lish law. Hence English and Ontario authorities apply, and, 
as wc have seen, under these the present report is confidential 
and privileged.

It might be that the communication of this document would 
tend to throw' more light on the case and would enable the 
Court to render better justice, but the maintenance of the pri
vilege is of such importance that it must override the benefit 
which might accidentally result from the production of the 
document.

This is the opinion expressed, as we have seen, by Cockburn, 
J., in Southwark Water Company v. Quick, 3 Q.B.D. 315.

Though it might occasionally happen, that the removal of the 
privilege would assist in the elucidation of matters in dispute, I do 
not think that this occasional benefit justifies us in incurring the at 
tendant risk.
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In another case of Recce v. Trye, decided in 1846, 9 Beav. 
316, the Master of the Rolls expressed himself in the same man
ner. He said:—

The unrestricted communication between parties and their pro
fessional advisers lias lieen considered to be of such importance as to 
make it advisable to protect it even by the concealment of matter with
out the discovery of which the truth of the case cannot be ascertained. 

For these divers reasons I am of opinion that the judgment 
of the Court below should bo set aside.

Appeal allowed.

N.B.—A similar judgment was handed down in the ease of 
the Montreal Street Railway Co. v. Findlay and Howard.

2—7 D.1..B.
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Ontario Divisional Court, FaIconhridgr, C.J.K.It.. Britton, ami Riddell, •/•/.
October ID. 1912.

Minks and min rials (| I A—7e)—Mining Act or Ontario— Kkuird-
I NO MINING CLAIMS—WlIKN APPLICATION DF.KMKD TO UK RKOORDKD.

An application under the Mining Act, H Edw. Vil. (Ont.) eh. 21, 
sec. (12. for a in ini ml' claim is dvfinetl to lie rvmnlcil in the mining 
recorder's oflire as soon as the application is received in the recorder s 
ollicc after nil requirements for recording have been complied with by 
tlie applicant.

, Minks and minerals (8 I C—21 )—Application for mixing claim— 
Disputant—Vbockhubk.

Under the Mining Act. 8 Edw. Vil. (Ont.) eh. 21. see. «12. where 
an application for a mining claim is refused by the mining recorder, 
and the refusal is contested, the applicant’s proper and competent 
procedure for a hearing is that provided under sections U3. Üf». OU. 
ISO (2). where the recorder's formal decision is to lie obtained in the 
first instance la-fore the right to appeal to the mining commissioner

. Minks and minkbalr <8 IC—21)—Denial or application for record 
—Disputant—Application to mining commissioner.

Under the Mining Act of Ontario. 8 Edw. VII. ch. 21. where a 
disputant, ignoring sections 63, Uf>, 66 and 130 (2), fails to. submit 
the dispute in the first instance to the recorder and instead initiates 
his proceeding liefore the mining commissioner, the commissioner will 
rightly refuse to go into the merits because the dispute is not pro
perly la-fore him under sec. 130 (2).

Appeal by W. Campsall and others from a decision of the 
Mining Commissioner of the 4th March, 1912.

J. J. Gray, for the appellants.
//. E. Hose, K.C., for the respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Riddell, J. :— 
On the 3rd July, 1911, the Mining Commissioner decided ad 
versely to certain claims which are referred to in lie Barns and 
Hall (1911), 2.1 O.L.R. 168. The judgment is said to have been 
received at the Mining Recorder's office on the 5th July. On the 
6th July, tlie re» < appeared at the Recorder’s office with
five claims based upon discoveries purporting to have been made 
that morning. The applications were regular in all respects in 
point of form ; but the Recorder thought they should not be re
corded, because the time for appealing to a Divisional Court 
from the decision of the Mining Commissioner had not run. The 
claims were accordingly filed under the provisions of see. 62 (21 
of the Mining Act of < Intario, s Edw. VII. ch. 21.

It is asserted by the appellants that certain discoveries were 
made for them on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd January, 1912; they 
appeared at the Recorder’s office on the 5th January, but were 
refused record, as they had not their licenses: sec. 60.

22^7
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The judgment of the Divisional Court in Re Burns and Hall, ONT. 
25 O.L.R. 168, having been reported to the Recorder, he, on the j^T
6th January, without further application by the respondents, ]012
recorded their claims. ----

Du the 16th January, the appellants, having obtained dupli- 
cate mining licenses, again tendered their claims, but the Re- AXD 
corder refused. Au.kx.

On the 20th January, an appeal was taken from this refusal, tMâîas. 
and also from the recording on the 6th January of the respond
ents’ claims.

On the 23rd January, the Recorder granted the respondents 
an extension of time for the work: sec. 80.

Leave was obtained to appeal also from this extension.
On the 4th March, all three appeals came on before the 

Mining Commissioner; and lie refused to go into the merits of 
the staking, etc., and dismissed the appeals

This is an appeal from that decision.
T 4*'ink the appeal must fail. Section 140 provides that “the 

Con .ssioner shall give his decision upon the real merits and 
subs «ntial justice of the case”—but that means “the case which 
is properly before him.” It does not mean that any claimant 
may raise an issue before him at any time, without regard to the 
provisions of the Act—and have the merits of that issue decided.

Section 62 (1) provides that when a mining claim is deemed 
by the Recorder to he in accordance with the Act, unless a prior 
application is already recorded, the Recorder must file it with 
his records; “and every application proper to be recorded shall 
be deemed to be recorded when it is received in the Recorder's 
office, if all requirements for recording have been complied with, 
notwithstanding that the application may not have been imme
diately entered in the record book.” When the respondents pre
sented their claims on the 6th July, they should have been re
corded; and must be deemed to have been recorded as of that 
day.

In any case, they were properly recorded on the 6th January, 
before the appellants had tiny right to have theirs recorded.

They should then have proceeded the “dispute” under sec.
63—see secs. 65, 66—and had their dispute passed on by the 
Recorder under- sec. 130 (2).

The Mining Commissioner rightly refused to go into the 
merits. Nor can we say that the Recorder was wrong in extend
ing the time for doing the work. And it is plain that, the claims 
of the respondents being recorded, the Recorder was right in 
refusing to record those of the appellants.

All the appeals should be dismissed with costs.
We do not interfere with the proceedings said to have been 

taken under sec. 66 of the Act.

Appeal dismissed.
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ONT. HOME BUILDING AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION v. PRINGLE.

D. C.
1012

Ontario Divisional Court. Faleonbridge. CJ.K.B., Britton, and Riddell. •/■/. 
October 18. 1012.

Oct. 18.
1. Appeal (g VIIL4—510)—Review of Master’s report—Rk-opkmnu—

Solicitor's neglect—Substantial grievance.
A motion by the defendants entitled to the equity of redemption to 

re-open a Master’s report in a mortgage action upon the ground of 
mistake will not Is* refused where a substantial grievance to the 
defendants is suggested by the material produced and the mortgagee’s 
security is ample, although the omission to bring all the facts lie 
fore the Master may have been due to the default of the defendants' 
solicitor.

fHome. Buildiufi and Ravings Assorti, v. Pringle, 3 D.'L.R. 890. 3 
O.W.N. 1595, reversed on appeal.)

2. Mortgage (8 III—48)—Sale of part of mortgaged lands—Covenants
AGAINST INCUMBRANCE—EQUITIES.

Where a person purchases part only of the lands comprised in a 
mortgage made by his vendor and takes a covenant against incum
brances. for further assurance and for quiet possession, he is entitled 
as against the mortgagor and as against a sut>sequcnt purchaser of 
the remainder of the mortgaged lands with notice of rights, to be 
indemnified against the amount due on the mortgage.

[Fisher on Mortgages, fith ed.. sec. 1350; In re Jones. 118931 2 
Cli. 101 ; In re Darby's Estate. [19071 2 Ch. 405. 470; Maitland v. 
\l chart y (1850). 1 (Jr. 570; Tally v. Bradbury (1801). 8 Gr. 501: 
Heap v. Crawford (1804), 10 (Jr. 442 ; Henderson V. Brown (1871). 
18 (Jr. 79; Eyleson V. Iloicc (1879). 3 A.R. 500; and her v. Her 
(1809). 4 Ir. Eq. 15 at 28. referred to. See also Bell and I)unn on 
Mortgages 424. and 27 Cyc. 1307.1

3. Reference ($ I—4o)—Report and findings—Mortgage accounts—
Senior and junior mortgages.

Where mortgage accounts are the basis of a Master’s report, in
volving the marshalling of assets as between senior and junior mort
gages. and the sale of part of an incumliered estate with various 
equities set up by defendant purchasers, the facts upon which the 
Master proceeds should lie set out in his riqiort so that in case of 
apjieal all necessary material may be before the court.

Statement Appeal by the defendants Victoria McKillican and David A. 
Smith from the order of Sutherland, J., 3 O.W.N. 1595.

The appeal was allowed.
C. II. ('line, for the appellants.
F. A. Magee, for the plaintiffs.

Riddell. J. The judgment of the Court was delivered by Riddell, J. :— 
The facts are not fully disclosed, but, so far as they appear and 
are material, they are as follows.

One Peter Valley, on and prior to the 1st March, 1885, owned 
a considerable portion of land in the county of Stormont, and 
lie upon that day mortgaged it to the Hamilton Provident and 
Loan Society for $1,900 and interest. He also on the 1st Febru-
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ary, 1886, mortgaged the land to the same company for $150 and ONT. 
interest. Making certain payments, certain portions of the land c 
were released from the mortgage at his request. jgjô

On the 26th March, 1887, he made conveyance of a certain 
lot, part of the said land, to one J.T., by a deed which contained huildi.no 
covenants for quiet possession, further assurance, and “that he and 
lias done no act to incumber the said lands.” The defendant Me- . Savixoh 
Killican claims under J.T. On the 24th May, 1887, Valley sold h <MrIATI° 
another lot to M.M., giving a similar deed. The defendant Smith Pbinolr.
claims under M.M. Bidden. J.

On the 16th December, 1887, the defendant Pringle bought 
the equity of redemption under Sheriff’s sale, and took a quit 
claim deed from Valley.

Thereafter, Pringle made deeds in like form of certain lots 
to individual purchasers. Some of these mortgaged to the plain
tiffs. who acquired the position of the Hamilton Provident and 
Loan Society, the original mortgagees. The plaintiffs sold some 
of these lots so mortgaged to them, purporting to act under the 
power of sale in the mortgages made to them by the several 
owners—hut made a conveyance of the fee to the purchasers and 
discharged their first mortgage as against these lots. They 
applied all the proceeds of the sale upon the second mortgages 
without reference to the first mortgage.

In March, 1908, the plaintiffs brought an action against 
Pringle and other defendants (including McKillican and 
Smith) for $631 interest and costs, and, in default of payment, 
sale, possession, etc. Smith and McKillican defended on the 
Statute of Limitations, and said further that the plaintiffs had 
received sufficient to pay their mortgage off, principal and 
interest.

Judgment was given on the 25th February, 1911, under 
which a reference went to the Master at Ottawa : and he, on the 
6th November, 1911, reported a balance of $819.80 due, including 
costs, etc.—$460 being the amount found due as principal on the
two mortgages. 

A motion was made by McKillican and Smith on the 8th 
I June, 1912, to reopen the report, on the ground of mistake, etc. 
I Mr. Justice Sutherland refused, and this is an appeal from such 
I refusal.

The land being admittedly ample security for any amount
which may he found due on the mortgages—and no great incon
venience being suggested against such a course—I think, if the 
appellants have any substantial grievance, they should be allowed
an opportunity fully to explain and develope their case, and have 
such relief as the facts entitle them to—even if the omission to 
bring all the facts before the Master were due to the default of 
their own solicitor.
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Ah the facts are not fully disclosed either on the material 
before us on the argument or on the further material furnished 
us, 1 do not think we should determine the rights of the appeal
ing defendants at the present time. Wc should do no more than 
call the attention of the learned Master to the rule laid down in 
Fisher on Mortgages, titli ed., see. 1350, fully supported as it is 
in In rc Joncs, 11893] 2 Ch. 4(il ; In re Darby's Estate, [1907] 
2 Ch. 465: “By the sale of part of an incumbered estate the 
burden is thrown upon the residue in favour of the purchaser.” 
See also our own eases: Maitland v. McLarty (1850), 1 Gr. 576; 
Tally v. Bradbury (J861), 8 Gr. 561 ; /hap v. Crawford (1864), 
10 Gr. 442; Henderson v. Brown (1871), 18 Gr. 79; Eglcson v. 
Howe (1879), 3 A.R. 566.

The modification of this doctrine in case of several purchases, 
spoken of by Christian, L.J., in Kcr v. Her (1869), 4 Ir. Eq. 15, 
at p. 28, and by Warrington, J., in In rc Darby's Estate, [1907] 
2 Ch. 465, 470, may also be of importance.

Upon all the facts being brought out, the Master will be in a 
position to apply the law. In his report he should set out tin- 
facts upon which lie proceeds, that in case of an appeal the 
Court may have all necessary material.

As it may turn out that the new facts are wholly immaterial 
or should have been brought out by the appellants, 1 think we 
should leave the costs of this appeal and of tin* motion before 
Mr. Justice Sutherland in the discretion of the Master.

Appeal allowed.

LA COMPAGNIE PONTBRIAND v. LA COMPAGNIE DE NAVIGATION 
CHATEAUGUAY ET BEAUHARNOIS.

Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, CJ„ and Davies, Iding 
ton. Duff. Anglin, and lirodeur, ,1,1. Mag 7. 1912.

1. Evidenck (5X11—921)—Expert evidence—<'ode Civil Procedure
(Que.)—Viewers and experts—Appointment by trial judge
HUA 8PONTE.

Where, at the close of the evidence in the trial of a breach of con 
tract cnac. upon the motion of the plaintiff under secs. 302 et scq. of 
the Code of Civil Procedure (Que.), for the appointment of viewers 
ami ex|>ertH. the trial judge, sua spontc and over the defendant"' 
objection, appoints a single viewer and expert, such nppointment will 
on appeal In* set aside as irregular where the directory provisions of 
the Code have not been strictly followed.

2. Appeal (IVI1IC—675)—Expert evidence—Code Civil Procedure
(Que.)—Viewers and experts—Appointment irregular, care

REMITTED FOR REHEARING IN PART.
Where, at the close of the evidence in the trial of a breach of con

tract case, upon the motion of plaintiff for the appointment of viewers 
and experts, the trial judge irregularly appoints a single expert un
der Rees. 3112 et scq. of the Code of Civil Procedure (Que.), and such 
np|>ointment is on appeal declared irregular, the cuise will he remitted 
to the trial court to lie reinscribed for hearing on the roll at the 
stage it had reached when the motion for expertise was made.
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3. Appeal (8 VIII C—675)— Kemittinu—Code of Civil Pbockdube (Que.)
—VlEWKBH AND EXPERTS—IRBELEVAXT «JUEHTIOXH BY TB1AI. JUDGE.

Where the trial juilyv submit* t<i n single expert, appointed by the 
judge sun sponlr at the trial, question* not relevant under the plead
ings, the cause will lie remitted for rehearing from the point reached 
in the trial when the motion for the appointment of the expert was 
entered.

Appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court, sitting in 
review, at the city of Montreal, affirming in part the judgment of 
Mr. Justice Bruneau in the Superior Court for the district of 
Richelieu.

The action was for breach of a contract for alterations and 
repairs to a ship, and the pleadings involved a counterclaim and 
an incidental demand. At the close of the evidence the respond
ents (plaintiffs) made a motion for the appointment of experts 
to examine the ship in order to ascertain what works were neces
sary to put it in condition for navigation, and the cost of such 
works. The motion for the proposed expertise was granted forth
with, notwithstanding objections raised on behalf of the appel
lants, and. without the consent of the parties as to the appoint
ment and choice of an expert or experts, nor allowing an oppor
tunity for recusation, the trial Judge sila sponte, named one 
«•Xpert for the purpose of ascertaining the matters mentioned. 
The appellants took exception to the Judge’s order. The single 
expert, named, made some investigations, but did not hear evi
dence of witnesses, and made a report recommending that certain 
alterations should he made to the ship at a cost of about $5,800. 
The trial Judge received this report, and, without any further 
proce«‘dings, maintained the respondents’ action in respect of 
several items of damages claimed by the principal demand and, 
in addition, for the sum of $5,800 mentioned in the report of 
the expert. From the total amount, so found, the trial Judge 
deducted the amount claimed by the appellants’ cross-demand, 
and condemned them to pay the remainder to the rei 
On an appeal to the Court of Review, this judgment was affirmed 
as to the principal demand and the cross-demand, and, as to the 
incidental demand the Superior Court judgment was reversed 
and the said demand was dismissed.
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Statement

The appellants, on their app«*al to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, contended that, on the evidence, the principal demand 
should have been dismissed and the cross-demand maintained, 
and complained that the appointment of the expert had been 
irregularly made, without compliance with the requirements of 
articles 392 et scq. of the Code of Civil Procedure and, further, 
that the trial Judge had no authority, on the ph-adings, to sub
mit the questions referred to a single expert and that the re
port should have been disregarded as the expert had not based 
it upon evidence regularly adduml before him.

A40B
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CAN. T. Chase Casgrain, K.C., and George E. Mathieu, for the
S. P.
1912

appellants.
Aimé Gcoffrion, K.C., for the respondents.
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Reaviiar-

The Court allowed the appeal with costs in the Supreme 
Court, of Canada and in the Court of Review, costs in the Super
ior Court to abide the issue of a partial new trial ; it was ordered 
that the cause should he remitted to the Superior Court to he 
re-inscribed for hearing on the roll at the stage it had reached 
when the motion for expertise was made ; and it was declared 
that the appointment of the expert was irregularly made and 
the questions submitted to him by the trial Judge were not 
relevant in the existing state of the pleadings.

Appeal allowed with costs.

ALTA. Re BAPTISTE PAUL.

H. C.
1912

(Decision No. 1.)

1 Iberia Supreme Court, Simmons, ,/.. in Chambers. September 13, 1012.

Sept. 13. 1. SU MM AB Y CONVICTION ( g 111—30 )—ILLEGAL METHOD OF COMPELLING AT 
TENDANCE TO ANSWER CHARGE.

Whether the defendant wan illegally arrested or not i« not material 
to the jurisdiction of a magistrate under the nummary convictions 
clauses of the Criminal Code when the accused is brought before him 
to answer a charge as to which an information had been properly laid 
liefore such magistrate.
|Reg. v. Hughes, 4 Q.B.I). 014. 48 L.J.M.C. 151, applied; Mcduiness 

v. Dafoe. 3 Van. Vr. Cas. 139, 23 A.R. (Ont.) 704, referred to; but see 
contra. He Paul (No. 2), 7 D.L.R. 25.]

•2 Habeas corpus (glC—12a)— Illegal proceedings—Arrest without
WARRANT.

The fact that a person charged before a magistrate with an offence 
punishable on summary conviction had been brought before the magis
trate under arrest without warrant, although a warrant was required 
by law, does not go to the jurisdiction of the magistrate, nor affect the 
validity of a conviction and commitment made at the hearing.

| Keg. v. Hughes, 1 Q.H.1). 614, 48 LJ.M.C. 131, applied; McGuiness 
v. Dafoe, 3 Can. Vr. Vas. 139. 23 A.R. (Ont.) 704. referred to; but see 
contra, Ke Paul (No. 2), 7 D.L.R. 25.]

Statement An application by way of habeas corpus on behalf of one 
Baptiste Paul, who was tried and convicted under the Indian Act 
before two justices of the peace for supplying liquor to an Indian. 

The application was refused.
,/. MacKinley Cameron, for appellant.
Stanley L. Jones, for respondent.

Simmons, J. Simmons, J. :—The grounds raised in support of the applica
tion which I deem necessary to consider are:—

(<i) That the information was laid before one only of the 
magistrates who tried the defendant.
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(b) That the magistrates had no jurisdiction because the de
fendant was illegally brought before the magistrates, having been 
arrested without a warrant some time after the offence was com
mitted.

(r) That the informant was interested in the result of the 
trial, as a moiety of the fine went to him under the Indian Act.

The cases cited in support of the first ground are Ex parte 
White (1897), .I Can. Cr. Cas. 94, 34 X.B.R. 383, and Keg. v. 
Ettinger (1897), .‘1 Can. Cr. Cas. ‘187, 32 N.K.R. 176. Both the 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick cases were prosecutions under 
the Canada Temperance Act. The remarks of Ritchie, J., in Keg. 
v. Et Huger, 3 Can. Cr. Cas. 387, 32 N.K.R. 176, clearly point out 
the distinction between the section of the Canada Temperance 
Act under the authority of which the information was laid and 
sec. 842. sub-sec. 3, of the Code, now section 708 of R.S.C. 1906, 
ch. 146.

But aside from this the wording of section 708 is so clear and 
unmistakable that l fail to appreciate the reasons that led counsel 
to raise this question.

As to objection (b) this matter was fully considered in Keg. 
v. Hughes, 4 Q.B.D. 614. 48 L.J.M.V. 151, and I have no hesi
tation in following this decision. Whether the defendant was 
illegally arrested or not is not material once he was before two 
magistrates having authority to deal with the charge laid against 
him by a proper informant. Keg. v. Hughes, 4 Q.B.I). 614, was 
followed in the Ontario Court of Appeal in McGuiness v. Dafoe, 
a \ i; Ont 704, 3 Can Cr Caa. 119

The third ground of objection, that the informant was in
terested in the result of the action, affects only the circumstances 
of the arrest and in no way has it any bearing on the question of 
jurisdiction of the magistrates. The Act distinctly provides in 
section 135 that “a moiety of such penalty shall belong to the 
informer or prosecutor.”

The application is, therefore, refused.

Discharge refused.

Re BAPTISTE PAUL.
(Decision No. 2.)

Alberta Supreme Court, neck, September 25, 1912.
1. Summary conviction (8 III—30)—Illegal method of compelling at

tendance TO ANSWER CHARGE.
Where a statutory offence in made punishable upon nummary con

viction and a statutory method of com|>eiHng the attendance of the 
accused is provided, an omission of such .ta tutor y method and the 
illegal arrest of the accused as » means of bringing the accused liefore 
the magistrate will constitute a valid objection «-» a summary conviction 
obtained ns a result of the illegal proceedings, u -re the irregular pro
cedure was objected to by the accused.

\Pcarkft v. KiehardHon, f 1902] 1 K.lt. 91. 71 L.J.K.B. 18, applied ; 
and see contra, He Caul (No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 24.]

He
Baptiste 
(No! ! ..

Simmons, .1.

ALTA.

Sept. 25.
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Summ ary conviction (8 III—30)—Objection to illegal process—

Vnl<»M the occuectl who linn bwn brought before a magistrate to 
answer a cliarge punishable on summary conviction objects before the 
magistrate to t 1m* illegal method whereby his attendance has been com
pelled, rx. nr., by an arrest without warrant where a warrant is essen
tial. the objection is considered as waived.
|Hey inn v. Huykrt, 4 Q.B.D. till, and Dixon v. Itell», 25 Q.B.D. 24», 

considered.]
3. Hx he as corpi s (8 1 C—12a)— Illegal proceedings—Arrest without

warrant—Protest by accused.
A prisoner whose attendance for trial by a magistrate in a summary 

conviction matter has lieeti com|>cllcti by arrest without warrant in a 
ease where a warrant is required by law. will he discharged upon 
habrns corpus from the commitment following conviction, if he pro
tested before the magistrate against the illegal procedure.

[See contra, He Paul (No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 24.]
4. IIaiieah corpus (8 I B—7)— Renewal of application on same grounds.

Subject to any statutory restriction of the right, an application for 
a writ of habrns rat pus fur the discharge of a prisoner from custody 
may Im- renewed liefore another judge of co-ordinate jurisdiction, not
withstanding that a similar application upon the same grounds had 
lieen refused by the judge to whom the application was first made

[See also to the same effect. It. v. ('(trier, 5 Can. Cr. ('as. 401. I!c .11c- 
Krnzic. 14 X.S.R. 481; Hr ./. IV. Hlack, Cong. Dig. 614; but as to the 
effect of a statutory right of appeal, see Rr Hall, 8 A.R. (Ont.) 135; 
Hr Harper, 23 O.R. 03; Taylor V. Scott, 30 O.R. 475.]

Motion for a writ of habeas corpus or for prisoner’s dis
charge without the issue of the writ in respect of his conviction 
and commitment for it liquor to an Indian contrary to
the Indian Act, R.K.C. 15)06, eh. 81.

The order was made for discharge.
,/. MacKinlvy Cameron, for applicant.
F. S. Selwood, for respondent.
Reck, J. ;—This is an ion for a writ of habeas corpus

or for discharge of the prisoner without the actual issue of the 
writ.

A similar application was before my brother Simmons and 
dismissed. Ke Caul (No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 24. It is( nevertheless, my 
duty to consider the present application independently of and 
uninfluenced by the decision of Simmons, J., Cox v. Hakes, 1» 
A.C. 506, at 514, 523, 60 L.J.tj.R. 89.

One of the grounds taken on the prisoner's behalf is that the 
magistrate was without jurisdiction to try the prisoner, inasmuch 
as lie had been brought liefore the magistrate by an illegal 
method and luul not submitted to the magistrate’s jurisdiction 
even impliedly, but on the contrary bail protested and taken 
exception to it.

There is no doubt that where the jurisdiction of the magis
trate extends to the class of offences with which the accused is 
charged, and to the class of persons of whom the accused is one, 
not only all irregularities in, but even the entire absence of,

0655
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process to compel the accused's appearance may lie waived and 
will be deemed to In* waived if the accused does not take and 
insist upon the objection. There is ample authority for this pro
position. Regina v. Iluglus, 4 tj.B.I). (114. 48 L.J.M.C. loi, was 
among the cases cited and. as pointed out in Dixon V. Wells, 25 
Q.lt.l). 249, 59 L.J.M.C. 1 l(i, the language of some of the Judges 
in the former case, though not necessary for the decision, indi
cate that in their opinion the protest of the accused would make 
no difference and would he of no avail.

The latter case, however, does recognize the distinction ; that 
is, the effectiveness of a protest. It is again recognized by Lord 
AI verst one, C.J., in Dearies, <Illusion <V Tec, Lid. V. Ri hard son, 
(1902) 1 K.H. 91, 71 L.J.K.ll. IS. That view appears to be 
taken also in Halshurys Laws of England, vol. 19, tit. “Magis
trates,” p. 594.

In my opinion there is good ground for the distinction, else, 
e.g., for an illegal arrest, there would he no remedy except the 
many times worthless one of a civil action.

In the present case it appears that the accused was arrested 
without warrant by a constable. There seems to he no authority 
for an arrest without warrant in the circumstances of this case.

As objection was taken upon this ground to the jurisdiction 
of the magistrates and, as it was distinctly insisted on, I am of 
opinion the magistrates were without jurisdiction. My brother 
Simmons appears not to have adverted to the distinction which 
I have pointed out. I, therefore, direct the prisoner’s discharge. 
I have not considered the various other grounds and points of 
argument raised Ik*fore me.

Order for discharge.

RAMSAY & SON, Ltd. (plaintiff, respondent) v. TURCOTTE et vir 
(defendant).

Quebec Court of Repine, Trllier, DcLorimitr, a tut (heenxhiclds, J,[.
October 26, 1912.

1. FSAVni-LKST < <IXVKYAN< KH < g VIII- 41 )—To WHOM REMEDY IS AVAIL-
ABI.K—V.NI'AID CREDITOR WHOSE <lool>S ARK HOLD—BUIJt SaI.KH Ad,
1 G ko. V. (Ql'K. ) CII. 39.

Under the Quel>ec Hulk Sale-» Art, 1 Geo. V. (Que.) eh. 39, only 
the unpaid creditor whose good* are included in the bulk »nle to a 
third party has th<- right to attack the «nie made without the formali
ties required by law. i.r„ without the purchaser having obtained from 
tin* vendor an nllidavit containing the name*, addresses of. and amounts 
du<- to the unpaid creditor* whose merchandise is being transferred by 
the bulk *ale.

2. Kraviii o.xt (xixvkyaxces (* VIII—41 )—Vxi'Ain < kkiutor wiiosk.
OtHMfH ARK NOT HOLD—ItllillT TO ATTACK—C.C. (QUE.) ART. 1033.

An ordinary unpaid creditor or one whose good* have not l»een dis
posed of hv their debtor by means of a bulk sale have no interest in 
attacking a sale even though made without the due formalities, such 
creditor* having their ordinary common law right guaranteed by 
<’.C. (Que.) 1033 tt neq., in case the sale is made in fraud of their 
rights.
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Appeal from a judgment of the Superior Court for the dis
trict of Richelieu, Hruneau, J., rendered at Sorel, on November 
2, 1911, maintaining with costs the contestation of the declara
tion of the garnishee, appellant by the plaintiff, respondent.

The appeal was allowed.
(I. K. Mathieu, for appellant.
J. ('. Wurtdc, for res
Montreal. Tki.lier, .1, (translated) :—Oil May 26th, 1911, 

by judgment rendered at Sorel, the defendant, who carries on 
business at St. Joseph, in the district of Richelieu, under the 
firm name of “J. E. Seneca 1 & Co.,” was condemned by default 
to pay the plaintiff the sum of $106.52, the price of goods sold 
and delivered by the plaintiff to the defendant. In execution of 
this judgment the plaintiff took, on June 24th. 1911, a seizure 
after judgment in the hands of the garnishee, who declared that 
he had nothing in his possession lielonging to the defendant, and 
that he owned and would owe nothing to the defendant, but the 
garnishee admitted that he bad bought en Hoc all the stock in 
trade of the defendant at Sorel as per inventory, for a price of 
about $500 paid by means of four promissory notes, one of which 
was already paid, and the remainder of which were payable at 
intervals of one month ; and the garnishee further admitted that 
he had neither asked nor obtained from the defendant an affi
davit containing the names and addresses of the unpaid credi
tors who had sold to the defendant the goods and effects com
prised in the stock sold cn bloc to him the garnishee, and the 
amounts due or to be paid to each of the said creditors.

The plaintiff, thereupon, contested the garnishee’s declara
tion on the ground that the garnishee had bought the defend
ant’s stock # a him', and owed the defendant a large part of the 
price thereof, that this sale had been made contrary to law and 
without the formalities required by law (C.C.. 1569b), to tbe 
plaintiff’s prejudice inasmuch as at the time of said sale plain
tiff was an unpaid creditor of the defendant for goods sold and 
delivered for the trade and commerce of the defendant.

In other words the plaintiff contestant contends that this 
sale t n bloc is null and void and can have no effect until the houa 
fide creditors of the defendant have been paid by tbe defendant 
or by tbe purchaser and that the goods and effects thus sold 
contrary to law are still the pledge of the ordinary creditors of 
the defendant. Hence, says tbe contestant, the garnishee should 
have so declared instead of denying that he owed the defendant 
or lmd anything in his possession to him belonging.

Tbe garnishee replied in brief that the notes given in pay
ment of the merchandise *> by him did not remain in the 
defendant’s hands, but were discounted by the Bank of lloelie- 
laga and paid by him ; that the garnishee bought these goods in

1
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good faith and in ignorance of the plaintiff's claim and of any 
other claims; and that, in any event, as none of the goods sold 
by the plaintiff to the defendant had been bought by him, the 
garnishee, from the defendant, the plaintiff had no interest in 
raising the present contestation.

The facts established by the evidence may be summed up as 
follows :—The price of the goods sold and delivered by the plain
tiff to the defendant for a total amount of $106.52—for which 
judgment was rendered and execution issued—has not yet been 
paid. The goods thus sold were disposed of in the ordinary 
course of the defendant’s business at St. Joseph of Sorel, and 
no part thereof remained in the defendant’s stock when the same 
was sold to the licrs-ttam in May, 1911. This sale of May. 1911. 
was, as a matter of fact, a sale cn bloc within the moaning of 
C.C. 1569a, hut it did not comprise any of the merchandise origi
nally sold by the plaintiff. The garnishee paid the price of his 
purchase by means of four notes, all of which have been hon
oured, one into the hands of the defendant and the other three 
to the transferee, the Hank of Ilochelaga. No affidavit as re
quired by C.C. 15695 was obtained by or given to the garnishee 
at the time of this sale.

The judgment appealed from held the contestation well 
founded and the garnishee’s declaration incorrect and concludes 
as follows :—

I)Marc nulle et «le nul effect, «niant ft «lemnmh'resse, In vente fuite 
en bloc pur lu ilAfemlcres-c au tier*-*ni*i ; «IMare que lorn de la 
signifie tt ion du bref de saisie-arrêt en cette eu une, le tiers-saisi était 
endetté envers In défenderesse, et avait et a encore actuellement entre 
les mains et détenat et détient pour la défenderesse, comme gage de 
ses créanciers tout !<• fonds de commerce acheté d'elle ; déchire que 
lorn de la signification du dit bref de saisie-arrêt en cette cause, le 
tiers saisi était endetté envers In défenderesse en la somme de $145.25 
avec intérêt ; ordonne que les «lits effets «le commerce et murcliamlises 
soient vendus per autorité de justice, pour, sur le prix de la dite vente 
être In demanderesse, payée «le son «Ift, condamne le tiers-saisi ft payer 
ft la demanderesse la dite somme de #145.25, etc.
Wc find there in error in this judgment of November 2, 1911. 
Article 15695 of the Civil Code enacts that :—

Any person who. directly or indirectly, buys in bulk a stock in 
trn«l«* or merchandise . . . shall, More paying the purchase price, 
wbo||y or in part, and whether in cash «»r on time, iditain from the 
seller or his agent . . an affidavit conta the names and
addresses sf the person* who have sold him the said stock in tra«le or 
merchant!is<>, and who have not been paid, and the amounts «lue or to 
become due to each of such persons ns price or part of the price 
thereof. The nllidnvit mentioned in this article shall, so far as possi
ble, be in the form of the schedule annexed to this chapter, ami the 
sidler . . . shall Ik* bound to make the same.

According to the schedule the form should rend ns follows:—
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I................of.................Holler (or agent of the Heller). being duly
«worn, depone and nay :—

That I have Hold (or agreed t » sell) my stock in trade or merchan
dise, aituite................for the Hum of

That the following name* and addresses are the mines and addresses
of nil my creditors (......... ) who have me (..........) with
the effects or merchandise, or any part thereof, which I have wild or
agreed to sell (............. ). and that the amounts opposite their names
are the amounts which are due to them or which are still to become
due. ___; that I have not (............... ) any other vditors than
those hereinbefore mentioned, so far ns the said effects or merchandise 
or any part thereof are concerned.

And C.C. 1569c says :—
Every si le made in contravention of article 1009b, if the buyer has 

not paid the price of the effects or merchandise to the horn) fide credi
tors of the seller mentioned in the affidavit referred to in the said 
article shall, ns regards every such creditor, lie null and of no effect, 
until such creditor is paid or settled with. The sale shall, never i 'less, 
he valid if the buyer, after having pa d his seller, pays the amount of 
the purchase price to the bond fide creditors of his seller, and, in such 
case, he may recover from the seller the amount so paid.

And C.C. 1569*/:—
The buyer after having received the affidavit hereinabove mentioned, 

shall pay to the creditors therein mentioned, out of the purchase price, 
ratealdy and in accordance with the contracts between them and the 
seller, the sums which are due them for such effects or merchandise. 
If one or more of such creditors is or are absent from the province, 
or in case of contestation between them with respect to their claims, 
the buyer may. after having, in the latter case, given eight clear days’ 
notice to the interested parties, deposit tlie price of such effects or 
merchandise in the hands of the Provincial Treasurer, in conformity 
with articles 1-1 St to 148(1 of the Revised Statutes, lOOfl.

Now these new articles which were added to our Civil (’ode 
by 1 Ueo. V. eli. 59 (Que.), were adopted simply in order to 
protect and safeguard the rights of creditors over the unpaid 
merchandise and stock in trade sold by them to their debtor and 
by the said debtor resold to a third party by a bulk sale of his 
stock, and in order to allow the purchaser of such stock to give 
full effect thereto by paying the creditors, rateably and accord
ing to their contracts with the debtor, from the purchase price, 
the sums due on the unpaid merchandise or effects.

So that where a sale is made contrary to C.C. 1569b and tin- 
purchaser has not paid the price of the effects or merchandise 
to the bonâ fide creditors of the vendor, who are mentioned in 
the affidavit above referred to, the sale is only null and void as 
regards those creditors who have seen their unpaid goods and 
merchandise pass by bulk sale to a third person, and only in so 
far as the creditors of the vepdor have not been indemnified or 
paid of the sums due on these goods. Ami these particular dis-

9005
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positions introduced by recent statute have not done away with 
the general right of the creditors to attack in their own name the 
acts and payments made by their debtor in fraud of their rights 
as provided by 1033 <1 su/.

In the present case the plaintiff lms not established that in 
this lmlk sale were included unpaid goods sold by it to the de
fendant; it has not even been established that any unpaid goods 
at all were transferred to the garnishee under this bulk sale, or 
that any amount whatsoever was due thereon to any creditors 
whatsoever.

This merchandise is no longer the common pledge of the de
fendant’s creditors. The garnishee is in possession after proper 
delivery and payment. The plaintiff has under these circum
stances no right nor interest to avail itself of the ions of
C.C. 15ti9o /1 scq., and to complain of the absence of affidavit in 
this case.

The appeal is therefore allowed and the plaintiffs’ contesta
tion dismissed with costs of both Courts.

Appeal allowed.

KINSMAN v. KINSMAN.

(Decision No. 2.)
Onlaiio Divisional Court. Meredith. OJ.C.P., Tectzel and Kelly, JJ.

S' i>h mbi /■ li. ini'.
1. Evidence (8 XII A—020)—Sufficiency of evidence in proviso Un

ix \i. CONTRAI i'

Where the ngreement under which the plaintilT nock* to hold the 
defendant liable is nn unii-nal one. mid there in nothing in writing to 
support the statements of the plaintilf. which are directly denied by 
the defendant, a very clear cane must lie made by the pluintill to suc
ceed and his evidence as to the terms of the alleged agreement should 
be clear and specific.

(A'inamon v. Kinsman, 6 D.L.R. 871, reversed.)

2. Appeal i 8 Vil 1.3—485)—Findings of Coear— Review—Reversal by
APPELLATE COURT—CREDIT OF WITNESSES.

Where the .Judge at the trill has seen and heard the witnesses for 
the plnintitr. hut *thc evidence of those for the defendant has been 
taken dc bene esse and read at the trial, and it appears to an appel
late Court that the evidence fur the defendant was given with clear
ness and candour, while that for the plaintilT is discredited by the 
plaintiffs own letters, ami the agreement sued upon by the plaintilT 
is, under the undisputed circumstances, a very improbable transaction, 
the appellate Court may reverse findings of fact in favour of the 
plaintilT, and may hold that he has not made out his case, in spite of 
the fact that the trial Judge has expressly given credit to the wit
nesses on his behalf.

[Kinstnan V. Kinsman, 5 D.L.R. 871, reversed.)

Appeal by the plaintiff, Emily S. Kinsman, from the judg-
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ment of Riddell. J., f> D.L.R. 871, .‘1 O.W.N. 960, in favour of the 
defendant Maria L. Kinsman on her counterclaim.

The appeal was allowed.
Kinsman ^• //<7/wi##//<• K.C., and IV. 1/. MvCUmuul, for the appel* 

r. lant.
Kinsman. ^ IVr/r, for the respondent.

Meredith, oj. Meredith, C.J. :—The action was brought by the appellant 
and K. Palmer Kinsman against the respondent and her hus
band, Homer F. Kinsman, for the delivery up and cancellation 
of a promissory note, dated the 2nd January, 1011. made by the 
appellant and E. Palmer Kinsman in favour of the respondent, 
and the delivery up and cancellation of another promissory note 
for $1,000, bearing the same date, made by the appellant and her 
husband in favour of the respondent, or the cancellation of the 
appellant’s signature to it, on the ground that they had been 
obtained by the respondent, through her husband as her agent, 
by fraud.

The defendants pleaded as a defence to the action a denial of 
the fraud alleged, and that the promissory notes were given in 
pursuance of an agreement entered into between the appellant 
and the respondent, that, in consideration of the respondent 
subscribing for $3,500 of the capital stock of the U. E. Kinsman 
Lumber Company Limited, if she at any time desired to get her 
money back for the stock, the appellant would take the stock 
from her and pay her the face value of it ; and the respondent 
and her husband, by way of counterclaim, repeat the allegations 
of their statement of defence, and claim against the appellant the 
$3,500 on her undertaking and agreement to take the shares and 
pay for them.

By the judgment pronounced at the trial it was ordered and 
adjudged that the note for $2,500 should be delivered over to 
the plaintiffs in the action to be cancelled, and that the signa
ture of the appellant on the note for $1,000 should be cancelled, 
but that it should “remain as far as the signature of R. E. Kins
man thereon is concerned,” and that iu all other respects the 
action should be dismissed ; and it was further ordered and ad
judged that the respondent should recover on her counterclaim 
against the appellant $3,500; and it is from the judgment on 
the counterclaim that the appeal is brought.

There was a direct conflict of testimony as to the agreement 
alleged to have been made by the appellant which forms the 
subject-matter of the counterclaim ; and, if the case turned upon 
the oral testimony only, and the learned Judge had reached his 
conclusion as to the credibility of the witnesses after seeing and 
hearing all the witnesses, his finding could not properly be dis 
turbed.
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] am, with great respect, of the opinion that the documentary 
evidence adduced at the trial, and that put in by leave on the 
hearing of the appeal, is quite inconsistent with the existence of 
an agreement by the appellant to take the shares off the respon
dent’s hands at face value or on any other terms, and makes it 
clear, I think, that any agreement on the subject that was made, 
if any was made, was an agreement by the husband of the appel
lant and by him alone.

According to the testimony of the respondent, the appellant 
was on her way to visit some one in Holland, Michigan, and with 
her husband stopped over at the respondent’s house in Sarnia, 
and on this occasion she was applied to by the appellant and her 
husband to subscribe for shares in the company; that she at first 
refused to do so, but offered to lend them some money on a mort
gage “if they wanted to mortgage their place;” that the appel
lant said she owned the place and that it was unencumbered, 
and that she would not mortgage it, but that “they wanted to 
sell the stock very much,” that if the respondent would take 
stock that at any time “she wanted her money back” she would 
take it. over; they would take over the stock and pay” the re
spondent her money back; that no conclusion was then come to, 
and the appellant went on to Holland, and on her return stopped 
over at the house of the respondent; on this occasion she said 
she hoped that the respondent had decided to take the stock, that 
she need not be afraid, that at any time she wanted the money 
back “they would take it back and they would take the stock over 
themselves and pay me my money back;” nothing was concluded 
on this occasion, but the respondent says she asked the appellant 
what her place was worth, and was told that it was worth 
$(i,000 and increasing in value; and that she said she would go 
to Hamilton and look at the place before taking the stock; that 
she went to Hamilton in the fall of the same year, ami looked 
the place over. What occurred on this occasion is thus stated 
by the respondent, p. 48:—

“(j. What conversation had you with her on that occasion! 
A. Well, she told me that her father had built the place, had 
done the carpenter work, for a while she had lived with them, 
and that the place was good security, that I need not In* afraid. 
Well, I said, ‘I may want this money in a great hurry, I may 
want it in a short time. I suppose you would have no difficulty 
in raising it for me, because I would not be lending anything 
like the value you say your place is. I suppose you could raise 
that amount any time I should want it, if I should want it in a 
hurry,’ and she said she would.”

And after this the respondent “took the stock.”
The respondent also testified that she attended a meeting 

of the company in January, 1910, that the appellant met her
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at the train and that the re* told her that she wanted
her stock “out,” that the appellant said: “Perhaps after the 
meeting I would decide to leave it there as they had had a very 
good year,” but that the respondent refused to do so and said 
she wanted it.

What followed is thus detailed :
Q. And what did she say as to that ? A. She told me to 

see her husband about, it, they would arrange to pay it. They 
would have to pay it if 1 wanted it, and that ver arrange
ment they made she would be perfectly willing.

Q. Did you see him about it? A. Yes, I did, after the meet
ing.

Q. And why was it not arranged then ? A. It was. He said 
lie could not pay it all just then, but she would take the $1,000 
and pay me a $1,000 on it and take back this stock right away.

Q. Yes? A. He was to send me that $1,000 in cash in a 
couple of weeks when 1 was down there at that meeting.

Q. In January, 1010? A. Yes.
Q. And the $1,000? A. Inside of a month anyway, be said 

he would do it.
Q. Pay that $1,000? A. And if he could not send the 

money he would send a note at short date.
Q. Did the $1,000 come? A. No, it did not.
(j. Or the note! A. Nothing.
The respondent testified that she next saw the 

in Hamilton on Thanksgiving Day in the same year. What 
occurred then is detailed by her as follows :—

Q. And what took place on that occasion? A. I told her 
I had come down to see why they had not paid me, they would 
have to arrange it right away.

Q. And what did she say? A. She said I need not lie afraid. 
I need not worry myself, they would take back the stock, ami 
I knew she owned the house, and that her husband had been 
sick or they would have paid me long before, I was not to worry 
them just then, 1 was just to let it stand at that until he got 
better. She did not want me to see him at all, she did not 
want me to talk with him about business or any business. She 
said it was impossible for me to talk to him about business.

Q. Did you see him ? A. I insisted on seeing him, just 
before I left, and just before I left I saw him in a room. I 
would not leave unless I saw him—he came into the back 
parlor and I saw him there.

Q. What took place? A. He kept out of my way. they 
were trying to avoid this.

His Lordship : You had better stick to the story—what took 
place between you and him?

A. lie agreed at that time, she said there was a lot of

8832
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money coming in out of his own private fund, and he agreed 
at that time to send me the money within a very short time, 
J guess probably three weeks or else a note signed by his 
wife and himself for that, and the $2,500, he was to pay at 
the same time you know.

The testimony of the respondent is corroborated in the 
main by that of her husband, and Margaret Kinsman, a 14- 
year-old daughter of the respondent, corroborates the testimony 
of her mother as to a conversation said to have taken place 
Thanksgiving Day in the year 1910, between her and the appel
lant, although there are some important differences in their 
statements of what was said. The respondent says nothing as to 
any amount being mentioned, while according to the daughter’s 
testimony, the first thing said was said by her mother, and was 
that “she wondered why they had not sent her the $1,000 
before this.” and that the replied “that they would
only her husband had been sick that summer,” and that the 
respondent said she wanted them to send the other $2,500 as 
soon as they could. The daughter also testified that “Mother 
said that if Emily Kinsman’s husband signed a note for $1,000 
instead of the money, mother would rather have her money, 
hut if she did send a note Emily Kinsman would have to sign it, 
and Emily said she would and mother said if they sent notes 
for any of the rest of the money Emily Kinsman would have 
to sign them, and sin- said she would sign them,” p. 60. Not 
one word of all this about the notes or about the $2,500 was 
told by the respondent in her account of the conversation, on 
pp. 50 and 51, which I have quoted. The only mention the 
respondent makes of $2,500 is in her account of a conversation 
at the same time with E. E. Kinsman, in which she says he 
promised to send her the money “within a short time, I guess 
probably three weeks or else a note signed by his wife and 
himself for that, and the $2,500 lie was to pay at the same time 
you know,” p. 51.

The alleged agreement to take back and pay for the stock, 
as well as the conversations deposed to by the respondent, were 
categorically denied by the appellant and her husband.

Even if there were no correspondence to throw light upon 
the transaction, and nothing but the oral testimony to guide, I 
should have hesitated long before coming to the conclusion that 
the agreement which the respondent sets up was proved. The 
evidence on the part of the respondent is. as I have said, met by 
directly contrary evidence on the part of the appellant; and, in 
my judgment, a very clear case should he made by the respond
ent in order to fasten upon the appellant the liability which is 
sought to be imposed upon her, without a scrap of writing to 
support the statements of the respondent and her husband as to
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the making of the somewhat unusual agreement which the ap
pellant is alleged to have made.

The testimony of a party seeking to fasten such a liability on 
another, as to what were the terms of the agreement alleged to 
have been made, should at least be clear and specific; and in that 
respect the testimony of the respondent is wanting, and, in my 
opinion, unsatisfactory, as appears from the extracts I have 
made.

As I have said, however, the correspondence, in my opinion, 
makes it clear on which side the truth lies.

The correspondence on the subject of taking stock in the 
company begins with a letter from R. E. Kinsman to the re
spondent’s husband, bearing date the 12th February, 1906, in 
which the latter is informed that the writer has turned his 
“business into a limited liability company,’’ and is told that 
the writer would like him to buy some shares preferably of the 
preferred stock. The letter also contains this statement, “Now 
if you feel so inclined and can subscribe for a good number of 
shares, all right, but if not, take a few anyway. If there is any 
further explanation you would like regarding it, the next time 
I am in London I will run up and spend the night with you 
and give you such explanation.”

There is a postscript to this letter, written by the respond
ent’s son Palmer, which reads: “Cheer up, Homer, and get in on 
the ground floor. It has steamboating all beat to death.”

The next letter is dated 10th April, 1906, and is from R. E. 
Kinsman to the respondent’s husband; it gives further par
ticulars as to the prospects of the company, and says: “Now. 
as I said, while I don’t want to be too pressing about the matter. 
I want, of course, to sell a good deal of this preferred stock, 
and would like you to take some, but, of course, if you decide 
not to, why there is no harm done.”

Nothing appears to have been done until the close of the 
year, 1906, when, as appears from a letter from Palmer Kinsman 
to the respondent’s husband, dated 3rd January, 1907, an appli
cation was sent in by the latter for $2,000 of the preferred 
stock; on receipt of this application, four certificates were made 
out, each for $500 shares in the name of the respondent; the 
money to pay for the shares appears not to have accompanied 
the application, but was probably sent afterwards by express, 
as suggested in this letter.

The letter which accompanied the application, if there was 
one, is not among the exhibits, nor is it among those produced 
by the appellant on the argument.

$1,000 of common stock were subscribed for by the respond
ent on the 4th March, 1907, but there is no correspondence 
produced with regard to this subscription.
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A certificate for 5 additional shores of preferred stock was 
issued to the. respondent on the 31st December, 1907. No cor
respondence with regard to these shares is produced, except a 
letter from the respondent’s husband to R. E. Kinsman, dated 
30th December, 1907, in which the writer asks that “the certifi
cate for 5 shares we are taking from J. A. Brown,” be dated 
January 1st, 1909, and forwarded with the stock Palmer trans
ferred to the writer. A letter, dated 6th January, 1908, from 
R. A. Kinsman to the respondent’s husband sending the certi
ficates as requested; a letter dated 10th January, 1908, re
turning the certificate, which had l>een made out to the respon
dent’s husband instead of as intended to the respondent, and 
asking to have it corrected; and a letter of 13th January, 1908, 
from the company to the respondent’s husband, returning both 
certificates.

Brown had been induced by the respondent’s husband, who 
was canvassing for subscribers, to subscribe for these shares 
upon the promise that the respondent, when Brown wanted his 
money, would take the shares off his hands; and in accordance 
with this arrangement Brown got hack his money and trans
ferred the shares at first and by mistake to the husband—the 
mistake being afterwards corrected.

There is some further correspondence in January, 1908, and 
in February, 1908, and 1909, but it is unimportant except as 
shewing that the respondent’s husband was canvassing for 
subscrilters for preferred stock.

After the last of these letters, there is a gap in the corres
pondence until 30th March, 1910, when the respondent wrote 
to R. E. Kinsman the following letter:—
“Dear Ed.:— “Sarnia, Mar. 30th, 1910.

“I was very much disappointed in not getting the money for 
that common stock. As I told you I need it now and although I 
have lost that piece of property I told you of (The Bell Tele
phone Company having bought it), there is a piece on the other 
side that will suit us just as well. You speak of a large sum 
coming in in April that you expected before, and that you 
could let me have the money then. I would be very glad if 
you could take it off my hands by then. I may not need the 
money for a great length of time, but cannot say for sure. No 
doubt you will want the stock yourself, and I would rather have 
preferred when I take any more, but just now I want the money 
and as you agreed to take it over if I did not want it I hope you 
will try and oblige me as soon as possible.

“We did not write sooner as we were expecting every day 
to hear about the dividends and word ns to when you could 
take the stock.

“Very sincerely,
“Mina Kinsman.”
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It is to Ik- observed that in this letter the arrangement as to 
taking over the stock is said to have been made with R. E. Kins
man, and to have had relation to the common stock, and not a 
word is said as to any agreement that the appellant should take 
it over.

1 am quite unable to understand how this letter can he 
reconciled with the testimony of the respondent, or its being 
consistent with the existence of any such agreement as she s *ts
up.

On the 18th of the following April, the respondent writes 
to R. E. Kinsman saying that his wife had received no answer 
to her letter, and asking if it had Ikhmi received. This letter 
contains this sentence: “When Mina took stock in the com
pany it was on your assurance that if at any time she needed 
money out of it. you would take over sufficient of the stock 
to make up what she required, this you assured her of in my 
hearing, and she is only asking you to do as you said you 
would do.”

How is it possible to reconcile this statement of what the 
arrangement was with the writer’s testimony as to what it was?

The letter indicates what possibly was the understanding 
of the parties at the time, that there was to be no legal obliga
tion to take over any of the stock, for in it the writer speaks of 
R. E. Kinsman “straining a point to oblige Mina” (his wife).

R. E. Kinsman’s answer to this last letter is dated 22nd 
April, 1910, and as it appears to have an important hearing on 
the matters in dispute, 1 set it out in full. It reads as fol
lows :—

“I received your second letter this morning Indore leaving 
for Toronto, where 1 am writing from. 1 would have answered 
the first one (should have ' have been hoping from
week to week to In* aide to send the amount of your dividends 
and to lx* able to say something definite regarding the sale or 
taking over the $1.000 of Com. stock, thus the time has gone 
by. I guess it’s worried me more than you, for 1 always like to 
use others as I would like them to use me, but when 1 can’t it 
worries me. Upon my return home we will send you cheque for 
dividends. 1 can’t, however, send the cash for the stock. There 
are those now owning stock could and would buy it at a disc, 
so as to make something more than dividends, but I holt! out 
no such inducement.

“As I said, however, 1 will take it over myself, hut cannot 
do so just now. You must remember 1 do not pretend to have 
any money to speak of. and what 1 have is in the business. When 
you took stock and 1 said 1 would take it over if you should 
want to dispose of it and could not sell to someone else. 1 
naturally expected (though don’t think I said so), as any Imsi-

12637861
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ness person would, that you would let me know sometime before 
you would want the transaction completed (the length of this 
time in proportion to the amount and conditions). Now, I think, 
if you just think of it you will conclude a month or three 
months is not a reasonable time within which to expect me to 
come up with $1,000 cash. If 1 had money at command it 
would be different. Then consider we have been paying out 
money on logs all winter ami these an* now ready to be sawn, 
which calls for cash, and in order to do this 1 have had to pri
vately do some financing for the company. Yourselves arc 
worth many times what 1 am and in negotiable shape, still if you 
were called on for this amount yoti might find you needed a little 
time within to raise it. .lust as you would like to feel you 
should do so. so as not to cause you a Iohh. The sum of money I 
wrote we expected in Jan. but did not get and would not until 
April, has not come yet, or only a small part of it. As soon as I 
can possibly raise the $1,000 1 will do so. In the meantime if 
you like 1 will give you my own notes to that amount, you at 
the time transferring the stoek to me, and agreeing to renewing 
a reasonable part of these notes, a reasonable time if upon their 
maturity I can’t pay them in full, ami the notes to bear Ie/, 
per annum interest. 1 am anxious to cause you as little uneasi
ness as possible, and no one would be better pleased than 1 if I 
was able to hand over the $1,000 cash now or 3 months ago as 
soon as I knew you wanted it. If, however, I had cash available 
like that 1 would be buying all the stoek (not waiting to be asked 
to buy it or any portion of it). Let me know which way you 
prefer and in the meantime lielieve me I am doing my l>est and 
will continue to do so to accommodate you.

“We are all well as usual and will be glad to see either of 
you and the children whenever you can come or call to see us.

“Having a lot of writing to do, 1 must close.
“Your cousin,

“Ed.”
This letter, like those of the > ' and her husband,

treats whatever promise wa.; m; as to taking over the stock 
as being the promise of K. K. i...isman and not the promise 
of his wife or of both of them.

It is important also as it contains the first reference to the 
giving of a note for the price of the common stock. The sug
gestion is that the writer will give his own notes to that amount 
on the $1,000 of common stock being transferred to him.

There is no reply to this letter produced.
The next letter is from R. E. Kinsman to the respondent’s 

husband, and is dated 27th April, 1910, and sends $258 to 
pay the dividends of the respondent and her husband on their 
shares.
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There is now another ga|> in the correspondence; the letter 
next in date produced is from the respondent to the appellant 
and is dated 7th November, 1910—a few days after the Thanks
giving visit to which reference has been made. 1 refer to it only 
because its tone is very different, from what I would have ex
ported if what is said by the respondent and lier daughter to 
have happened on that occasion hail actually occurred.

On the 17th December, 1910, R. E. Kinsman writes to his 
“dear cousins’’ (the respondent and her husband) that owing 
to a heavy loss it is impossible for him “to raise the money 
now,” and he adds “so can do nothing for some months; this 
is poor satisfaction I know. All I can do is keep this $1.000 
in mind.”

On the 25th of the same month the respondent’s husband 
writes to R. E. Kinsman, and referring to a rumour that the 
dividend is to be passed, to which he is opposed, says:—

“It is this sort of question coming up that makes Mina dis
satisfied with her common stock and as you said in your last 
letter that you are not in a position to take over the $1,000 
of common stock Mina has decided to “let you have it and is 
willing to take your notes as you offered to do in a letter you 
wrote us last fall. This will not inconvenience you in any 
way and will really amount to the same thing as Mina taking 
preferred for it, except that the notes will mature while the pre
ferred would stand, and we want to use the money.”

It is, in the face of such a letter as this, impossible for me 
to believe that there was a binding contract with the appellant 
to take over not only the $1,000 of common stock but also the 
$2,500 of preferred. There is not in the letter a suggestion, 
much less a stipulation, that the appellant should join in the 
notes with R. E. Kinsman for the $1,000, and this too, but a 
few weeks after, according to the testimony of the respondent 
and her daughter, the respondent had insisted that the appel
lant should join in the notes for the stock if R. E. Kinsman 
was unable to pay and desired to give notes for it, and accord
ing to the respondent’s testimony R. E. Kinsman had promised 
that his wife would do, and according to the testimony of the 
<laughter the wife herself had promised to do.

The next letter bears date the 19th January following and 
is from the respondent’s husband to R. E. Kinsman. In it the 
writer suggests that the result of the arrangement to which 
his wife had assented would In» that if a dividend was deelared 
on the common stock R. E. Kinsman would get the benefit of 
it, and says that that would not be fair to his wife, and that 
they expected to lie allowed what the stock had earned, even 
though it was not declared as a dividend, and that his wife 
was willing to take preferred stock for the common if tlir
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profits were allowed ns shewn by the year’s business, which 
would enable K. K. Kinsman to take over the $1,000 of preferred 
at the end of the year, and that would do away with personal 
notes, and would, he thought, lie the better way. The writer 
goes on then to say that his wife would prefer to have the 
money than the note or the preferred stock, and asks to lie 
informed if R. K. Kinsman concurs in what lie had written 
about the profits, “seeing that Mina is going out of the common 
stock.”

On the same day a friendly letter was written by the re
spondent to the appellant. The only reference to business it 
contains is a statement that the business meeting (i.c., of the 
company) would lie soon, and that it was likely that she or 
her husband would go down to it; that her husband wished 
her to go, that he thought she would understand all about it if 
she attended the meetings, and that she would perhaps go. Not 
a word as to sending the money for the stock or a reference to 
a note for it in which the appellant was to join if the money 
was not available.

The next letter is dated 1st February, 1911, and is from 
the respondent’s husband to It. K. Kinsman. In it the writer 
says that he had not received a reply to his last letter, and that 
his wife was becoming very much annoyed at It. K. Kinsman’s 
neglect, and the letter concludes with the following:—

“It is a simple matter for you, as president of the company, 
to change the 10 shares of common to preferred, and then at the 
end of the year it will lie quite a usual net of a company to re
deem that portion of the preferred stock, and the common you 
receive in exchange for the preferred is certainly worth the extra 
undeclared dividend above par.”

R. E. Kinsman’s reply to this letter is dated 2nd February, 
1911, and in it he proposes to undertake to make up to the re
spondent 7 per cent, per annum from the time she took this 
$1,000 of common stock to Hist December, 1910, and says that 
this should lie satisfactory to her, and he would “do as stated 
in my conversation, take this $1,000 of common and give you 
my note at one year at 7 per cent, per annum from Dec. :11st, 
1910, you at the same time transferring the stock to me.” Then 
follows a calculation shewing the amount he is to pay to make 
up the 7 per cent, per annum to lie $66.00, which he promises 
to pay “sometime about July.”

In a postscript he adds : “This is my own private matter, 
mind. I simply step into your place.”

On the 9th of the same month, the respondent's husband 
replied to this letter as follows:—

“Your delayed letter of February 2nd received, and your 
offer regarding the taking over of the stock and the dividends
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you an* allowing, viz. : the 7 per cent, for the time the common 
stock has been held, is entirely satisfactory to us, and for your 
kind consideration of our wishes you will please accept our 
sincere thanks.

“I must point out to you, however, that your statement of 
dividends paid on the said common stock is incorrect in the 
first item, as the amount received for the part of the first 
year we held it was only $55.8!) instead of $80, which will 
make amount due to make up the 7 per cent, to In* $90.71.

“1 do not quite understand what is required re the trans
ferring of the stock to you ; but if you will send the necessary 
instrument for so doing, when you send the note, Mina will 
sign it and return it the next day together with the stock 
certificate which she holds.

“We are all well and hope you are continuing to improve 
in health.”

The proposition of R. E. Kinsman to give “my note” is 
accepted on the terms proposed by him, and he is thanked for 
his kind consideration “of our wishes.” Not a word as to the 
appellant joining in the note; on the contrary, U. E. Kinsman's 
offer to give his note is said to tie “entirely satisfactory to us.”

The respondent’s husband wrote again to K. E. Kinsman 
on 9th March. 1911, saying that he had written several weeks 
ago “accepting your arrangement,” and not having received a 
reply he wondered if his letter had miscarried, and asking for 
a reply.

R. E. Kinsman’s note for the $1,000 is dated the 1st June. 
1911. and is payable in one year with interest at 7 per cent.

There is no correspondence to shew when or how this note 
came to the hands of the m , hut according to the testi
mony of the respondent’s husband it was received in July, 1911 
(p. 70), and a letter from the ret s husband to R. E.
Kinsman dated 29th July. 1911, is produced in which the writer 
says : “We expected to have lieen in soon and to have
taken the stock certificate with us, but have had to change our 
plans. We are mailing same to you to-morrow or Tuesday,” 
and adds that his wife would like to have the difference in 
dividends, payment of which in July had been promised.

According to the testimony of the respondent’s husband 
(p. 70), after receiving the note he had a conversation with 
R. E. Kinsman in which he told him that he had brought down 
the certificate for the $1.000. also his note which was to haw 
his wife’s name on it, and he would give up the stock certificate 
in exchange for the note if his wife would sign it; that R. E. 
Kinsman said his wife was ill, probably at the point of death, 
and could not sign the note; and that it was then arranged be
tween them that he should hold the certificate until the note
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was signed by the wife. The date of this conversation is not 
given, but it is said to have taken place in Hamilton after a 
meeting of the shareholders which the respondent’s husband 
had

I am unable to reconcile this testimony with the correspond
ence as to the note or with the letter of the 29th July. The 
statement of the letter as to sending the certificate is quite in
consistent with any such conversation having taken pla-'e or 
any such arrangement having been made.

The letter of the 29th July was acknowledged and replied 
to by K. E. Kinsman on the 19th August following, in which he 
says that the certificate was not enclosed, but lie supposed “von 
omitted it,” and referring evidently to the $90.71, the difference 
in the dividend which lie had promised to pay in July, adds: 
“That account I can’t pay now, but hope to later.”

The next letter, dated 23rd August, 1911, is front R. E. 
Kinsman to the respondent’s husband, and refers to his having 
been in Hamilton the other afternoon, and promises to send a 
statement as soon as his son Horace returns.

The next letter is from the respondent’s husband to lî. E. 
Kinsman, and bears date the 31st of the same month, and evi
dently refers to a proposition R. E. Kinsman had made to give 
a note for the $90.71, and asks him to make it at not more than 
60 days.

The res * 's husband again writes to U. E. Kinsman 
on the 13th September, and complains that lie had not heard 
from him as promised in the letter of the 23rd August.

To this letter R. E. Kinsman replied on the 18th September, 
saying that when the respondent’s husband was in Hamilton he 
had sending his note, but as things had turned out
he saw no way of paying it in the near future, and there was 
no use of sending a note, that lie would have to wait until he 
could get the money or a portion of it, that he was not going to 
give any more notes or accept any more drafts from any person 
until he saw a way of paying them.

With this last letter the correspondence appears to have 
ended.

The company made an assignment for the benefit of its 
creditors on the 2nd September, 1911, and turned out to be 
hopelessly insolvent.

On the 25th September the signature of the appellant to the 
$1,000 note which her husband had given was obtained by the 
respondent’s husband, and the joint note of herself and E. 
Palmer Kinsman for $2,500 which had been ordered to be de
livered up to be cancelled, was also obtained by him.

Were it not that the learned trial Judge had accredited him 
“as transparently honest,” I should have been inclined to think
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that the signatures to these notes were obtained by the fraud 
of the respondent’s husband ; that finding that the company was 
insolvent and that the money which his wife had invested in its 
shares was probably lost, he concocted the plan of representing 
that it was necessary that these signatures should be obtained 
in order that a large payment to a creditor might he attacked 
as a preferential one, and the assets of the company bought in 
by himself and the directors, so that they could be realized to 
the best advantage for the benefit of the shareholders, and “if 
need he of the creditors,” in order that by means of this plan 
he might obtain the signatures and shift the burden of the loss 
from the shoulders of his wife to those of the appellant and 
her son.

Ilis testimony as to the reason he gave for wanting the 
signatures to the notes and for antedating the $2,500 note is 
scarcely intelligible, and not at all satisfactory. Why should tin 
appellant and her son be willing to put the respondent in a 
position to “enter” a “Us pendens” against their properties, and 
why should E. Palmer Kinsman become liable for the $2,500?

The learned trial Judge has preferred the testimony of the 
respondent’s husband as to what occurred when the notes were 
signed to that of the appellant and her son. I prefer the latter. 
My learned brother had, no doubt, an opportunity of seeing and 
hearing the witnesses to whom he has given credit, but he did 
not see the appellant or her husband, as their testimony was 
taken dr bene <ss< and read at the trial. A reading of the testi
mony of the appellant, leads me to the conclusion that her evi
dence was given with clearness and candour, and it is quite pos
sible that had my learned brother seen and heard her and her 
husband a different conclusion as to the credibility of the wit
ness might have been reached by him.

However that may he, the testimony of the respondent and 
her husband is discredited by their own letters ; and it is, to 
my mind, out of the question that, against the denials of the 
appellant and her husband, and in the face of these letters, it 
should be determined that the respondent has satisfied the onus 
of establishing the agreement which she sets up in her counter
claim.

Almost any one of the letters I have quoted is sufficient to 
turn the scale in favour of the appellant ; but the cumulative 
effect of the whole correspondence is, in my opinion, to lead 
irresistibly to the conclusion that the case attempted to be made 
by the respondent is disproved.

I am, for these reasons, of opinion that the judgment directed 
to be entered on the counterclaim should be set aside, and that 
judgment should be entered dismissing it with costs, and that 
the respondent should pay the costs of the appeal.
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Having come to that conclusion, it is unnecessary to consider 
whether, had the promise alleged to have been made been proved, 
the respondent would have been entitled to recover $3,500. It 
may be open to serious question whether in that case she would 
have been ntitled to recover in respect of the $1,000 of common 
stock subscribed for on the 4th March, 1907, or the $500 of 
preferred stock subscribed for by Brown and transferred by 
him to her.

Teetzel, J. :—While the judgment is supported by the evi
dence of the respondents, if believed, it is so inconsistent with 
the plain inferences to be drawn from the letters written by the 
respondent between the time of the alleged agreement and the 
failure of the Kinsman Company that 1 think if those letters, 
some of which were first produced on the argument of the ap
peal, had been pressed upon the attention of the learned trial 
Judge be would not have accepted it.

To begin with, the alleged agreement was a very improbable 
transaction under the undisputed circumstances. The letters 
referred to arc entirely consistent with the evidence of the ap
pellant, and, as 1 have said, inconsistent with that of the re
spondent as to the alleged agreement, and I think that giving 
them proper effect the appeal should lie allowed.

Kf.i.ly J. :—For the reasons set forth in the judgment of his 
Lordship the Chief Justice, I concur in that judgment.

Appeal allowed.
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EDGAR v. CASKEY ALTA
(Decision No. 2.)

Alberta Huprcnie Court, Harvey, C.J., Htuart, Simmons, and Walsh, JJ.
October 4, 1012.

1. Brokers (6 II A—7)—Real estate agent—-Agent pubchasi.no from
PRINCIPAL BOUND TO 1HHCLOHE HIM IDENTITY—VALIDITY OK CON

A real estate agent purchasing from hi* principal the land* which 
the latter ha* listed with him for sale is liound to disclose to the latter 
that ho is the purchaser; and. although the sale may be fair and 
reasonable in other respects, yet if the vendor ha* not been made aware 
that the real purchaser i* his agent, such a sale cannot be supported 
unless the principal clmoses to ratify it after knowledge of sucli fact.

\ Mrl’herson v. lVotf, 3 A.C. 254. 2(13. followed; Edgar v. Caskey, 4 
D.L.R. 4(10. revereed.l

2. Brokers (9 II A—8)—Real estate agents—Employment or sun

The business of selling real estate is one in which the right of an 
•gent to employ another to dispose of the land* listed with him may 
reasonably be presumed.

S.C.
1912

Oct. 4.
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ALTA. 3. Principal ami aukxt i 8 111—41)—Si n aukxt ok hi iiktititf:—Privity 
OF CONTRACT.
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Tliv general rule involved in tliv maxim tleleyatua mm fmtvnt tlrlegan 
merely prevents an agent from establishing the relationship of prin 
eipal and agent lad ween his own prineipal and a third person without
the authority of his principal as regards the service which the agent 
has (tcrsonally undertaken to |ierform, Imt the rule is relaxed where 
the instructions necessarily may have to lie carried out by another, 
in which ease the original agent may appoint a sub-agent or “sub
stitute" and thus constitute in the interests and for the protection of 
the principal a direct privity between the prineipal and such "sulnti 
tut a" (or sub-agent ).

| Ih Bunmhr v. I//. H ( b. 1). 2*6. at .110; Powell V. ./one*. 1190»!
1 K it. II. followed.|

4. Evidence ( 111 K2—152)—Identity—Phlmimptioxh — Similarity of

It is not to be inferred merely from the similarity of name of the 
proposed purchaser in a written offer of purchase and of a mendier 
of the firm of real estate agents as disclosed upon the printed letter 
head accompanying such offer that the promised vendor, on whose In- 
half the real estate firm were commissioned to sell the property, knew 
that such purchaser was the identical |ierson who Is-longed tu tin- 
firm. particularly where the firm were charging him a commission a* 
for an alleged sale to which they would not legally In- entitled on a sale 
to one of themselves for their joint benefit.

[Etlgar v. Casât i/, 4 D.L.R. 4tM>, reversed.]

5. Evidkxck (ft 1IE.3—l«.l )—Ox is—Pcrciiahk iiy auf:xt ox n ih own
accovxt—Notick.

TIh» onus is upon the agent who seeks to enforce agivilist his prin 
eipal an alleged purchase on his own account of the principal’s pro 
pert y which lie had lieen employed to sell to establish to the satisfc 
lion of the Court that lie disclosed to hi* principal the fact that tin- 
offer was on his own liehalf.

fl. Appeal (g VII L .1—4RÔ)—Trial witiiovt jury—Drawixo difffrim 
ixfkrkxck from faith iikfork trial judge.

W here it i- evident upon an ap|ieal. in a case tried without a jut>. 
that the trial judge lw*ed one of his conclusions entirely upon the 
inference* which lie drew from certain facts to which he referred in 
his opinion or written reasons for judgment, and tlie appellate Court 
is of opinion that he erred in such conclusions, it may draw from the 
same facts the inferences which it considers to In* tlie pro|ier ones, and 
dispose of the ease upon its own of the effect of the trail-
action in question.

7. Semite PERFORMANCE (I I A—1.1)—IllUIIT TO RKMEIIY—llKAIIIXIhN OK 
1-Mil > -MM NO I" l NPORl i

A party cannot call u|hhi .i court of equity for specific performan-e 
unless lie has sliewn himself ready, desirous, prompt and eager, i-» 
jierform his own part of the contract. f/Vr Simmons and Stuart. .11 i

| M i hr a ni V. Karl of Thaiirt, 5 Ves. 720a; Emin v. Williams. 4 |ka. 
XI. A C. «71. «01. referred to.)

Statement Appeal by defendants from the judgment of Seott. J.. 
Edfiar v. Cask» t/ ( Decision No. 1 ). 4 D.L.R. 460. in which the 
plaint ills were ad judged to lie to specific performance,
in an action brought by them for possession of land and dam
ages for breach of contract. At the trial they were allowed 
to amend so as to specific performance.

6

03
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The appeal was allowed with costs, the plaint ills’ action dis
missed, and defendants’ counterclaim allowed.

Frank Ford, K.C., for plaintiff (respondent).
(), M. Hi (/(jar, for defendant

Harvey, C.J. :—I concur with the judgment of Walsh. J.

ALTA.

s. c.
1UI2

Stuart, J. : 1 concur with the judgments of Simmons and naro-y. c.j.
Walsh, JJ. etuert J-

Simmons, J. :—The iffs carried on business at Edmon- j.
ton as real estate agents.

The defendant Caskey, through the agency of the defendant 
Dale, purchased lot 2.72. block 4. Hudson Hay Reserve, for specu
lative purposes, and agreed with Dale that the latter should 
share equally with him in the profits when the said lot should 
he sold.

The plaintiffs independently of the defendants ascertained 
that Dale claimed an interest in the lot and on May 18th. 1911. 
wrote Dale at Kitscoty, Alberta, as follows :—

Understanding that you are tin* owner of lot 252, block 4, in the 
Hudson Hay Reserve here, we should Is- glad to have your price and 
terms as we have buyers for the property in that neighlmurhood.

and on May 19th, Dale replied as follows:—
My price is #2,000. half cash, balance in H and 12 months at 8 per 

cent. There is another man interested in this, so in making out the 
papers leave name blank and I will have papers sent to him to sign.

On May 20th, the plaintiffs replied as follows:—
John Dale, Esq.

Kitscoty, Alta.
Dear Sir,—Your letter to hand ami enclosed please find cheque for 

#50 as a deposit on lot 252. block 4. in the Hudson Hay Reserve here.
The agreement will be made out and left blank as you direct and be 
sent down on Monday night's train together with the balance of the 
first payment less commission.

Trusting this will lie satisfactory to you,
Yours truly,

(Sgd.) Eimjar Aoar Co. 
per A.H.A.

On the same day Dale replied as follows :—
Your letter to hand with cheque #50.00 re lot 252, hlk. 4. H.B.R.

I had a wire from party interested with me this morning accepting 
the sale at S2.INH)—half cash, balance It 12. Send me the papers and 
1 will forward them East to be signed, in the memtime will give your 
party receipt for payment.

Dale had in the meantime on the 21st of May wired Caskey 
at Madoe, Ontario:—

Sold lot for two thousand, half cash, balance six and twelve months: 
is big price. Sending papers to sign. Will give them tcnqiornry trans
fers. Answer.

0
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and had received an answer as follows :—
Price and terms acceptable. Will sign papers and return through 

the bank.

To Dale’s letter of the 20th, plaintiffs replied as follows:— 
Enclosed please find agreements for lot 252, block 4, in the Hudson 

Bay Reserve as stated in our letter of the 20th inst. and duly signed 
by our party here and witnesses. The other names were left blank 
as you desired and 1 shall be glad if you will get them filled in and 
witnessed, returning the agreements with drafts attached for $S75 to 
the Traders Bank here.

The amount of the draft is made up as follows:—
To cheque for deposit .......... $50.00
To commission which we are holding..................75.00
To balance of 1st payment of $1,000.00.. ..875.00

Total.......... $1.000.00
Trusting this will lie satisfactory to you.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) Edgar Agab Co.

Dale on receipt of this letter and the agreement sent them 
by mail to Caskey at Madoc, hut they never reached Caskey and 
on June 15th, lie wrote Dale enquiring why they had not conn- 
to hand. Dale then went to Edmonton and explained to tin- 
plaintiffs the miscarriage of the agreement, and procured from 
them a new agreement in duplicate and sent them to Caskey 
with a cheque for $50, the deposit received by him from plain 
tiffs, and asked Caskey to execute same and “draw on the man 
for the balance less $75.00 commission,” and also stating “If 
you could let me have my share of profit less the $75.00 commis 
sion paid it would help me out.”

Caskey received tin- agreement and executed it in duplicate 
and attached a draft for $875.00 on the purchaser Thos. D. 
Edgar to one original and forwarded through a private firm of 
bankers at Madoc to the Canadian Dank of Commerce at Edmon 
ton. Through the carelessness of the bank, the draft was not 
presented to the purchaser Thos. D. Edgar, but was by the bank 
returned to Madoc with the endorsement “Notified and held. 
No attention paid.” This was incorrect as no notice reached 
Edgar in regard to the draft.

Nothing more happened till August 24th when the plain
tiffs wrote Dale inquiring why the papers had not been returned. 
Dale immediately wrote Caskey for an explanation and on 
August 30th, Caskey replied that draft had lieen returned 
with papers and as no attention had been paid to it he concluded 
the purchaser had decided to forfeit his deposit and abandon 
the purchase. In their letter of the 24th to Dale the plaintiffs 
said :—

If we <nmvil get the property a* promised we *hall at leant lx- glad 
if you will «end the $50.00 deposit back.
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On September 27th Caskey sold the lot through another firm 
of real estate agents in Edmonton to the defendant Horner. On 
October 2nd, 1911, Thos. 1). Edgar filed a caveat in land titles 
office claiming an interest as purchaser and on October 5th, 
1911, Horner filed his caveat claiming also as purchaser.

At the trial the learned trial Judge allowed an application 
of the plaintiffs to amend their claim by claiming on behalf of 
the plaintiffs specific performance of the agreement of the 23rd 
June, 1911, or if that should not In* allowed by substituting 
Thos. I). Edgar as plaintiff and claiming specific performance 
on his behalf. The judgment appealed from held that the 
plaintiffs were not guilty of such laches as should disentitle them 
to specific performance and expressed doubt as to whether‘the 
plaintiffs were the agents of Caskey and indicating that they 
were only the agents of Dale. The defendants’ appeal is based 
on two grounds: (<i) Laches on behalf of plaintiff and (b) non
disclosure by plaintiffs that they were buying for themselves 
while purporting to act as agents for the owner. The letter of 
inquiry of the plaintiffs and Dale’s reply thereto does not in 
any way suggest an agency between the plaintiffs and Caskey 
the owner. There is implied an agency for prospective pur
chasers only. Their letter of May 22ml in which they charge a 
commission of $75.00 does imply an agency relation between 
them and Dale. If Dale had held himself out as merely an 
agent of Caskey, it is doubtful if this letter could be held as 
establishing the relation of principal and agent between the 
plaintiffs and Caskey. Dale how'ever held himself out as owner 
because the plaintiffs addressed him as “owner” and he replied 
“my price is two thousand dollars -there is another man in
terested.”

Dale was not a part owner but was only interested in the 
proceeds of sale with the result that it is rather difficult to 
define the actual relations between the parties, in so far as the 
law of principal and agent may apply.

1 do not think it necessary to define this relation as I am 
of the opinion that the plaintiffs must fail on aeeount of their 
own laches.

A party cannot call upon a Court of equity for apaeifle performance 
unie** lie ha* shewn himaelf ready, <le*irou*, prompt ami eager. Per 
Lord Alvnnley, M.K., in MiUrard v. Rail of Thanrt, 5 Vea. 720».

Specific performance i* a relief which thi* Court will not give un
ie** in ea*e* where partie* Mocking it come promptly ami a* »oon a* 
the nature of the ca*e will permit. Per Lord Cranworth. in Rada v. 
Williams, 4 Défi. M. A G., 674. at p. 691.

The sale was not consummated on account of an inadvertence 
for which neither of the parties was to blame.

If the plaintiffs intended to vigorously assert their right to 
performance of the contract surely on August 24th when they 
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ALTA. wrote the defendants they should have indicated this intention. 
s Nearly two months had elapsed since the execution of the docu-
1912 ments and their attitude is
—— if we cannot, get (lie property as promised we shall at least lie glad if

Kdoak you will send the $50.00 deposit hack.

Cahkkv. and on September 12th, 1911, they had formal notice from 
, Dale that defendants considered the deal was off.

Simmons, J. The fact that the land was being purchased by them for 
speculative purposes is important and it would be manifestly 
unfair to the defendants if the plaintiffs could play fast and 
loose* as real estate prices might fluctuate.

The defendant Caskey had not yet (September 12th) resold 
and the plaintiffs by their delay allowed the defendants to lie 
placed in a position where specific performance will work a 
hardship upon them, they having in the meantime resold with 
the result that a decree against them would subject them to an 
action by their purchaser Horner.

I would therefore allow the appeal with costs ; defendants' 
counterclaim allowed and plaintiffs’ caveat ordered to be r. 
moved. The $50.00 deposit paid by plaintiffs to be credited to 
them on taxation of defendants’ costs against them.

wai.i. j. Walsh, J. :—The defendant Caskey who lives in Ontario is
the registered owner of a lot in the city of Edmonton, which In 
authorized the defendant Dale, who lives at Kitseotv, Alberta, 
to sell for him. The plaintiffs who arc real estate agents earn 
ing on business in Edmonton, opened negotiations with Dale in 
a letter dated on the 18th of May, 1911, asking his price and 
terms for the same “as we have buyers for property in that 
neighbourhood.” Dale replied giving the required information 
and stating that ‘‘there is another man interested in this." 
though not naming him. The next day the plaintiffs forwarded 
to Dale by letter their cheque for $50 as a deposit and stated that 
the agreement would In* forwarded later “with the balance of 
the first payment less the commission.” Dale acknowledged tin- 
receipt of this on the same day. concluding his letter by saying 
‘‘in the meantime will give your party receipt for payment." 
The plaintiffs on the 22nd of May, 1911. forwarded to Dale an 
agreement for the sale of this lot in conformity with the under 
standing thus arrived at in which the name of Thomas I). Edgar 
of Edmonton, real estate agent, appears as the purchaser. Tin- 
covering letter asked that the agreement lw* executed and re
turned to the Trailers Bank in Edmonton with draft attached 
for $875, which according to this letter was the balance of the 
cash payment of $1,000 after deducting $50 paid on account 
and $75 ‘‘commission which we are holding.” This agreement 
when so forwarded to Dale had been signed by Edgar or as 
the covering letter says “duly signed by our party here.” Dale
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forwarded this letter with the accompanying agreement to 
Caskey but they never reached him. Caskey whom Dale had 
advised by telegram of the sale and who had replied by wire 
confirming it, wrote Dale under date of June 15th, 1911, stating 
that lie had received no papers and asking for information 
about the deal in which he says. “1 don’t even know to whom 
you sold the property.” Vpon the receipt of this letter a new 
agreement was prepared and executed by Edgar and was, on the 
29th of June, 1911, forwarded by Dale to Caskey with a cheque 
for the $50 paid by the plaintiffs. Dale’s accompanying letter 
instructed Caskey to “draw on the man for balance less $75.00 
commission.” This letter with its enclosures reached Caskey 
who executed the agreement and attaching to it a draft on the 
purchaser for $875, forwarded the same through his bankers to 
the Canadian Hank of Commerce at Edmonton with instructions 
to surrender the agreement to the purchaser on payment of the 
draft. On July 25th. 1911, a notice was sent from the office of 
this bank in Edmonton intended for Edgar informing him that 
it held this draft for acceptance. This notice never reached him 
and in ten days after sending it the bank returned the agreement 
and draft to Caskey’s bankers as. because of the fact that this 
notice had not been received Edgar had paid no attention to it. 
On the 24th of August. 1911, the plaintiffs, who apparently had 
heard nothing of the matter since May. wrote Dale for informa
tion and in their letter they say that they sent him the agree
ment on May 22nd “duly signed by our party here” and in 
which they further say “if we cannot get the property as 
promised, we shall at least he glad if you will send the $50 
deposit back.” On the next day Dale wrote Caskey asking what 
had become of the papers, his letter commencing “Edgar wrote 
me this morning, etc.”

On August doth Caskey wrote Dale explaining that as the 
agreement had l>een returned by the bank with the draft unpaid 
he concluded that “the purchaser had decided not to take the 
lot and to forfeit the deposit of $50’’ and concludes “in that 
case I cannot see how Edgar is entitled to any commission.” 
The only other communication produced at the trial is a letter 
from Caskey to Dale dated October 2nd. 1911. which shews upon 
its face that it was written in reply to a telegram from Dale 
advising him that Edgar was suing him and that the draft was 
returned in error and asking him to re-draw. The letter then 
goes on to say that Caskey has sob! the property to another pur
chaser and winds up by saying “I cannot see why Edgar can 
collect bis commission from you” and “when bis client failed 
to meet the payment, no sale was made.” By writing dated on 
the 20th of September, 1911. Caskey agreed with the defendant 
Horner for the sale of this lot to him. Edgar recorded a caveat

ALTA.
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on the 2nd of October, based upon the agreement in question in 
this action and Ilorner recorded a caveat on the 5th of October 
based upon his agreement of the 26th of September. The action 
is brought by the Edgar-Agar Company, the parties with whom 
Dale’s correspondence was carried on, it being admitted that 
Thomas 1). Edgar whose name appears in the agreement as the 
purchaser was at its date a member of this firm and that the 
property was really bought for the firm and taken in Edgar’s 
name for convenience. The plaintiffs claim as amended at the 
trial is for specific performance and the defendant Caskey by 
his counterclaim prays for the removal of the plaintiffs’ caveat. 
Judgment was given after the trial of the action in favour of 
the plaintiffs decreeing specific performance of the contract in 
question and directing the re .îoval of the defendant Horner’s 
caveat from the title. From this judgment the defendant Cas
key appeals.

The appeal is based upon two grounds, namely,
(1) that the plaintiffs while acting as the defendants’ agents 

for the sale of this lot bought it for themselves without disclosing 
that fact to the owner, and

(2) that the plaintiffs were guilty of such delay and laches 
as disentitle them to relief by way of specific performance.

The plaintiffs in their factum contend that they were not 
the agents of the defendants Caskey and Dale for the sale of 
these lands and they submit that the learned trial Judge was 
right in holding that they were not such agents. No such 
finding and in fact no express finding of any kind was made 
upon this question by my brother Scott who tried the case. 
He simply suggests a doubt as to “whether the plaintiffs were 
the agents of Caskey or anything more than the agents of Dale” 
but says nothing even to indicate his view of that question. I 
would certainly think from this, that he held the opinion that 
the plaintiffs were the agents of either the one or the other. I 
did not understand the plaintiffs’ counsel to urge this point very 
seriously in his argument, but as the question of agency lies at 
the threshold of the enquiry into this branch of the case it is 
essential to deal with it.

1 have set out very fully the material parts of all of the 
correspondence which deals with this phase of the case. Every
thing that took place between the parties so far as the question 
as to the footing upon which the parties were dealing is con
cerned rested in this correspondence.

It is manifest from it that the plaintiffs at the start placed 
themselves in the position of agents for the sale of this land and 
I do not see how in the face of their own letters and in the 
light of their conduct in deducting a commission from the pur
chase price their right to which was assented to by both Caskey
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and Dale, they can be heard to say that they were not. A com
mission could only have been claimed by them on the assumption 
that they had done something to earn it and that something in 
this instance could only have been the selling of the land.

I am inclined to think that the plaintiffs were not the agents 
of Caskey but were simply authorized by Dale to sell the land. 
The learned trial Judge has found that Dale “had practically 
unlimited powers as to the disposal of the property.” Dale 
as a matter of fact was entitled under his arrangement witli 
Caskey to one-half of the profit resulting to Caskey on the re
sale of this lot which he had originally purchased through Dale 
and in this way he had a substantial interest in it. While the 
general rule appears to be that there is no privity of contract 
between a principal and a sub-agent and that a right or a duty 
arising out of a contract between an agent and a sub-agent can 
only be enforced by or against the parties to it, it is equally 
true that the agent may under certain circumstances make 
another the agent of his principal. The principle is so clearly 
stated in the judgment of Thesiger, L.J., delivering the judg
ment. of the Court of Appeal in Dr Busschc v. Alt, 8 Ch. D. 
286 at p. 310, which was followed in Dowell v. Jones, f 1905]
1 K.B. 11, that I cannot do better than reproduce his words

As a general rule, no doubt, the maxim delegatus non potest delegare 
applies so as to prevent an agent from establishing the relationship 
of principal and agent between his own principal and a third person; 
but this maxim when analyzed merely imports that an agent cannot 
without authority from his principal, devolve upon another obliga
tions to the principal which he has himself undertaken to personally 
fulfil; and that, inasmuch as confidence in the particular person em
ployed is at the root of the contract of ngenoy, such authority can
not be implied as an ordinary incident in the contract. But the ex
igencies of business do from time to time render necessary the carry
ing out of the instructions of a principal by a person other than 
the agent originally instructed for the purpose, and where that is 
the case, the reason of the thing requires that the rule should be 
relaxed, so as, on the one hand, to enable the agent to appoint what 
has been termed “a sub-agent” or “substitute” (the latter of which 
designations, although it docs not exactly denote the legal relation
ship of the parties, we adopt for want of a better, and for the sake of 
brevity) ; and, on the other hand, to constitute, in the interests and 
for the protection of the principal, a direct privity of contract between 
him and such substitute. And we arc of opinion that an authority to 
the effect referred to may and should be implied where, from the 
conduct of the parties to the original contract of agency, the usage of 
trade, or the nature of the particular business which is the subject 
of the agency, it may reasonably be presumed that the parties to the 
contract of agency originally intended that such authority should 
exist, or where, in the course of the employment, unforeseen emerg-
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oncles arise which impose upon the agent the necessity of employing 
a substitute; ami that when such authority exists, and is duly exer
cised, privity of contract arises between the principal and the sub
stitute, and the latter becomes as responsible to the former for the 
due discharge of the duties which his employment casts upon him, 
as if he had been appointed agent by the principal himself.

This is a case to which 1 think the principle of De Bussche 
v. Alt, 8 (’It. I). 286, should he applied. Caskey knew by his 
correspondence with Dale that the sale had been made through 
the intervention of an agent other than Dale and he not only 
did not object, but expressly consented to this method of dis
position. The business of selling real estate is one iu which tin 
right of an agent to employ another to dispose of the same might 
reasonably be presumed. It is common knowledge that this is 
a very usual method employed by real estate agents in this 
country. I think, therefore, that not only from the conduct of 
Caskey and Dale but also from the nature of the particular 
business which Dale was employed to transact it may reasonably 
be presumed that they originally intended that Dale should 
have the right to dispose of the property through the efforts of 
some one other than himself.

In my view of the facts the plaint ill's were agents for the 
sale of this property and though appointed by Dale and in that 
sense his sub-agents, they became in the circumstances of their 
appointment responsible to Caskey for the proper discharge of 
their duties and clothed with all of the responsibilities and sub
ject to all of the disabilities which would have followed their 
direct appointment by him.

The plaint ill's then, being not only the agents for the sale 
of this property, but the purchasers of it through themselves as 
such agents, two questions arise upon the solution of which the 
determination of this branch of the appeal must rest, namely, 
what duty did the plaintiffs owe to Caskey under these circum
stances and did they discharge that duty in a manner which 
entitles them to insist upon the performance of this agreement 
by him.

There is no room for doubt as to the.answer that must be 
given to the first of these questions. My brother Scott in his 
reasons for judgment says ; “It is a well-settled principle of law 
that an agent purchasing from his principal is bound to disclose 
to the latter that he is the purchaser.” The correctness of this 
statement of the law upon this subject is beyond question. This 
principle has been acted upon so often of late not only by this 
Court, but by Courts in other jurisdictions that it should be 
unnecessary to cite authorities in support of it. I will content 
myself therefore, with simply quoting the language of the Lord 
Chancellor in McPherson v. Watt, 3 A.C. 254 at p. 263:—
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My Lords, it is here that the pointed observations made by Lord St. 
Leonards in this house, in the cose of Lewis v. Hillman, 3 H.L.C. 607 
and 630, become so very material. They were not observations laying 
down any new rule of law, for the same principles had already been 
applied in numerous eases, but what Lord St. I/*onards said in that 
case was this: Take the case of a sale of any kind, which is so fair, 
go reasonable as to price, so entirely free from anything else that is 
obnoxious, as to Ik* capable of lieing supported, yet i' there has 
entered into that sale this ingredient, that the client has not been 
made aware that the real purchaser is his law agent, if 
the purchase has been made in the name of some other person for 
that law agent, that is a sale which cannot be supported. My I»rds, 
so say I here. Assume, if you please, that in every respect as to 
price, and as to all other things connected with the sale, this was a 
sale which might have been supported had the McPherson family 
been told that Watt was the purchaser. In my opinion it cannot be 
supported from the circumstance that that fact was not disclosed to

It is true that tin* agent in McPherson v. Wall, 3 A.C. 254, 
was a law agent, but I know of no reason why the language 
which 1 have quoted should not apply with equal force to these 
plainti . who are charged with doing what the law agent there 
was acc ised of, namely buying the property which he was em
ployed to sell without disclosing his interest. It is clear also 
that the onus is upon the agent of establishing to the satisfac
tion of the Court that he did make the disclosure. It must not 
be left to mere suggestion or inference that the principal must 
have known but must be established by the agent as an actual 
fact that the disclosure of his purchase was really made to the 
principal. The fairness of the transaction cannot validate it 
in the absence of this disclosure. The faet that the principal, 
if he had known of his agent’s interest, would have concluded 
the sale finds no place in the consideration which the Courts 
give to such a transaction. The principal is entitled to be in
formed of the agent’s interest and unless he is, nothing but the 
ratification of the contract by the principal after he is made 
aware of the facts can give validity to it.

The learned trial Judge finds that Dale
was aware that Edgar, whose name appeared in the agreements as 
purchaser, was a member of the plaintiffs' firm, as on the letter
heads of all the letters written by them to him Edgar's name appears 
as a member of the firm.

lie also assumes that Caskey must have known that Edgar 
was an agent or one of the agents for the sale,

as he appears to have recognized Edgar’s claim to a commission and 
in his letter of the 30th August, 1011, his only objection to its pay
ment was merely that Edgar had not fulfilled his agreement to pur-
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the way of such a dealing that is suggested. The remarks 
which 1 have quoted are all that appear in his reasons for judg
ments by wa) of a finding that disclosure was made and of the 
reasons for such finding and as it is evident that he based his 
conclusion entirely upon the inferences which he drew from the 
facts to which he has referred, it is open to this Court to draw 
from these same facts the proper inferences if of opinion that he 
erred in so doing.

The fact that the name “T. I). Edgar” appeared as a mem
ber of the plaintiff’s firm in the letter heads on the paper upon 
which all of their letters to Dale were written, in my opinion 
falls very far short of a disclosure of the fact that the plaintiffs 
were buying this property for themselves. The very best that 
can be said for it is that there was no attempt on their part 
to conceal the fact that a man bearing substantially though not 
absolutely the same name as the purchaser named in the agree
ment was a member of their firm. As the learned Judge himself 
said at page 132 of the appeal book, when the evidence was 
nearly all in,

All he knew was that a man named Thomas D. Edgar was the 
purchaser named in that agreement.

If Dale had noticed this name in the letter-head it might per
haps have occurred to him that a member of the firm might be 
the purchaser. But instead of there being any evidence in 
support of the theory that he did see this name in the letter- 
paper the very opposite conclusion is to be drawn from the 
evidence. And even if he had seen it, was he to be left to guess 
that one of his agents was the purchaser simply because of this 
identity of name. He was entitled to be told and should not 
have been left to guess. My brother Scott has clearly made his 
finding as to Dale’s knowledge upon the bare fact of Edgar’s 
name appearing in the letter-head. For the reasons which I 
have given, 1 think that the inference which he drew from that 
fact was not properly drawn.

The assumption that the learned Judge makes from Caskey's 
letter of the 30th of August is not, I think, with great deference, 
warranted. The letter says:—

I concluded that the purchaser had decided not to take the lot and 
to forfeit the deposit of sixty dollars. In that case I cannot see how 
Edgar is entitled to any commission.
He draws a plain distinction between the purchaser and 

Edgar and, in my rending of the letter, there is nothing in it
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from which it can be said that Caskey knew that the Edgar who 
bought was the Edgar who made the sale.

The only other fact insisted upon at the argument in sup
port of the contention that the plaintiff's had done their full 
duty in this respect is that it appears from Dale’s evidence that 
he first met Edgar when he called at the plaintiffs’ office for 
the second set of papers, and we are asked to find from what he 
said with reference to that visit that he then discovered the 
identity of that man with the purchaser. I have carefully 
read this evidence and I can find absolutely nothing in it to 
justify this contention. There was no pretence that lie said that 
Edgar or anyone else told him that this man was the purchaser. 
His evidence proves nothing more than that he saw a man named 
Edgar who was a member of the plaintiffs’ firm, a fact of which 
lie must have already been aware from the partnership name. 
Mr. Ford laid particular stress upon the answers to the conclud
ing questions of his examination of Dale at page 129, but 1 can 
see nothing in them which leads me to think that the identity ot 
this Edgar with the purchaser was made known to Dale.

There is no pretence that the plaintiff's ever told either Cas
key or Dale that they were the purchasers and we are forced 
therefore to look to their correspondence to sec what they did 
represent to them. The plain inference from the use of the 
words ‘ we have buyers,” ‘‘signed by our party,” etc., through
out the plaintiffs’ letters is that they were concealing the fact 
that they were themselves the purchasers, perhaps with no more 
sinister motive than to secure to themselves the commission 
which, if they had disclosed the facts, would have been denied 
them. It is equally plain from a reading of the defendants’ 
letters that they did not realize that they were selling to one of 
their agents. 1 have no difficulty whatever in finding as 1 do 
that the plaintiff's did not make to the defendants any disclosure 
whatever of their interest and for this reason 1 would allow 
the appeal with costs and dismiss the plaintiffs’ action with 
costs and adjudge that the defendants’ counterclaim be given 
«•fleet to by the removal of the plaintiffs’ caveat from the certi
ficate of title with costs.

It is unnecessary for me to consider the question of laches 
and delay as the plaintiffs’ claim is disposed of so far as this 
Court is concerned upon the other ground.

1 think that we should do as we did in Dunlop v. Holster 
(No. 2), 0 D.L.R. 408, 21 W.L.R. 695, namely, order the return 
to the plaintiffs of the fifty dollars deposit which will be done 
bv crediting that amount upon the costa which the defendants 
tax under this judgment.
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SASK. WEBBER v. COPEMAN.

S. C.
1912

Sept. (I.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Wet more, September 0, 1912.

1. CONTRACTS ( 8 II II 4—1H7<1 )—CONSTRICTION of CONTRAI T Tt> VI T, HTACK,
HALE. HAUL AM. LOAD IIAY.

Onv who ugrvc* verbally to cut. *tuek, bale ami haul to the station 
the ha> growing on a piece of land owned by the other party to the 
agreement, and to load it on the care an that party shall order, for 
a -tated price jier ton, is Imuml to cut all the hay upon the land 
which in capable of being cut.

2. CONTRACTS (8 I B—9u )—IMPLIED AGREEMENT AH TO TIME IN WHICH MM
FUBMAXVK OK CONTRACT IH TO HE MADE—REASONAHLENEHH.

Where a party to a contract undertaken to do some particular act, 
the performance of which depends entirely on himself, so that lie may 
choose his own mode of fulfilling his undertaking, and the contract is 
silent as to time, the law implies a contract to do the act within a 
reasonable time under the circumstances; and. if some unforeseen 
cause over which he has no control prevents him from performing 
what he has undertaken within that time, he is res|ionsible for the 
damage.

| Ford v. Cotesirorth, L.R. 4 Q.B. 127, followed.]
3. Contracts i{IIII—133)— Entirety—Liability for partial perform-

Where one agrees to cut and deliver at a given point all the hay 
upon a pim> of land owned by another for a stated price per ton. the 
agrwment is an entire agreement, but the owner must nevertheless 
pay for each ton as it is delivered.

[Jobunion v. Keenan, 3 Terr. L.R. 239; and Taylor V. Kinsey, 4 
Terr. L.R. 17*. followed.]

4. Da macks (8 111 P—340)—Failure to deliver hay agreed te he cut
AND DELIVERED—U>88 OF PROFIT—MEASURE OF DAMAGES.

Where one who has agreed to cut ami deliver at a given point a cer
tain Quantity of hay lielonging to another fails to deliver all the hay 
agreed upon, the owner may recover the prolit which he would have 
made by a sale of the hay not delivered.

statement An action to recover the amount due under an oral agree
ment entered into between the parties which provided that the 
plaintiff was to cut, stack, hale and haul to the railway and to 
load on to cars, as directed, the hay growing upon a particular 
half section of land owned by the defendants. The defendant 
counterclaimed for damages for breach of the contract.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for $2J0 and costs, and 
the counterclaim was allowed to the extent of $410 with right of 
set-off.

,/. F. Frame, for plaintiff. 
.V. /»*. Craig, for defendant.

weunore. C.J. Wetmore, C.J. :—There is a conflict in the testimony of the 
parties to this action as to when the agreement in question in 
this action was made, and as to what it contained. The agree
ment was entirely a verbal one. I find that it was made some-
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where about the middle of June, 1909, and according to its 
terms the plaintiff agreed to eut. stack, hale and haul into 
Drinkwater station the hay growing on a half section of land 
owned by the defendant and load it on cars there as the defend
ant ordered it to be done, for which the plaintiff was to be paid 
$6 a ton. The plaintiff himself testified on his examination for 
discovery that all hay contracts in that part of the country are 
supposed to be cut before frozen; and I also find under the 
evidence that hay is not hurt by frost after it is cut and. I 
assume, cured. There was no frost to injure the growing hay 
until about the 17th September. The defendant wrote to the 
plaintiff before the 1st November that he would require fifty 
tons of the hay on the 1st November, fifty tons on the 1st De
cember, and the balance at the rate of two or three ears per 
week. There is no evidence that the plaintiff ever got that 
letter. But 1 find that the defendant, before the 1st November, 
told the plaintiff verbally that be would have to have fifty tons 
by that date and fifty tons on the 1st December, and the balance 
at the rate of two or three cars per week, and he also told him 
that he had contracted for all the hay on that half-section; and 
the plaintiff testified on his examination for discovery that the 
defendant told him that he wanted to get some of the hay in 
November and that he appeared as though he was very anxious 
to get some of it on the market.

1 will now proceed to put my construction on tin* agreement. 
There was no express provision that the plaintiff was to cut, etc., 
all the hay on the half-section. The plaintiff testified in effect, 
in answer to one question on bis examination for discovery, that 
there was such a provision, but he withdrew or rather qualified 
it by a answer. I hold, however, that the effect of
the agreement as I have found is that he was to cut, etc., the 
whole of the hay on the land that was capable of being cut. it 
never could have been the intention that he could go on and cut 
just and only what suited him; the agreement bound the plain
tiff to cut and have the hay ready for delivery within a reason
able time. In Ford v. Votesworth. L.R. 4 Q.I3. 127. at p. 133, 
Blackburn, J., in delivering the judgment of the Court, lays 
down the following;—

We agree that whenever a party to a contract undertakes to do 
some particular act. the |ierf<>rmance of which depends entirely on 
himself, so that he may choose his own mode of fulfilling his under
taking. and the contract is silent as to time, the law implies a con
tract to do it within a reasonable time under the circumstances. And 
if some unforeseen cause, over which he has no control, prevents him 
from performing what lie has undertaken within that time, he is 
responsible for the damage.

The plaintiff did not comply with the terms of the contract 
in two respects:
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(1) He did not cut nil the hay on this land that was capable 
of being cut.

(2) lie did not have the hay ready for delivery within a 
reasonable time.

As to not cutting all the hay, the plaintiff excused himself on 
the ground that the land uncut was too rough for the sweeper. 
The evidence satisfies me that such was not the case. He also 
attempted to excuse himself on the ground that the agreement 
was entered into so late in the season that the frost came before 
he could get it cut. Seeing that I have found that the agreement 
was entered into about the middle of June, that contention can
not be supported. But even assuming that the agreement was 
entered into when he says it was. namely on the 23rd August, 
according to his evidence in the examination for discovery there 
was ample time to get the whole of the hay on the land cut be
fore the frost came. The fact is that he was working his own 
land instead of devoting his attention to the agreement. It was 
attempted to set up that it was part of the agreement that he 
was only to work at the defendant’s hay when he was at liberty 
to do so by reason of his not having to attend to the working of 
his own farm. I find that that was not part of the agreement.

As to his not having the hay ready for delivery within a 
reasonable time, he ought to have had some of it ready for ship
ment by the 1st November and the whole of it ready for ship
ment by the 1st January, he attempts to set up that he had hay 
ready for delivery whenever the defendant ordered it. As a 
matter of fact, he did not have the hay he engaged to cut ready 
for delivery ; he had to deliver other hay ; and he knew the 
defendant was anxious to get the hay as far back as November, 
which was a reasonable time within which to require it. The 
fact of the business is that he did not up to or at that time have 
a baler, and could not bale the hay. lie had informed the defen
dant al>out the time the agreement was made that he had ordered 
a baler. He swore at the trial that shortly after starting baling 
he got an order for a car between the 25th and 30th January. 
1910. As a matter of fact, he did not get a baler until the 7th 
February, and as he swore on his examination for discovery he 
did not commence baling until the middle of that month, I find 
that this was to a large extent the cause of all the delay in 
finishing his contract and of the hay being damaged as here
inafter stated. The plaintiff hauled to Drinkwater station, as 
he alleges, 120 tons of hay under the agreement. This is not 
contradicted, but at the same time it is not very clear, because he 
hauled hay of his own to the same station at or about the same 
time, and he mixed his own hay with that which he cut under 
the agreement, so that they could not be distinguished. I find, 
however, that he did haul to that station 120 tons of hay, whether
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it was hay he cut for the plaintiff on this land or hay that was 
taken in substitution therefor by the defendant. Of this, 45 tons 
were shipped to the defendant. T rather gather from the evi
dence that he shipped more than that, but 45 tons is the quantity 
stated in the statement of claim, and, as I understand, was 
assumed at the trial by each party to be the correct quantity. 
I must, therefore, be mistaken, and the plaintiff is bound by his 
pleading. A very large portion of this hay so shipped was 
shipped before the middle of February, when the plaintiff com
menced to bale; in fact, it was shipped before he got his baler ; it 
could not, therefore, have been hay got under the agreement. 
As, however, the defendant accepted it, I must assume that he 
took it in substitution to that extent for hay got under the agree
ment. I hold that the defendant was, under the agreement, liable 
to pay for the hay ton by ton as it was delivered, and by that I 
mean shipped, and that notwithstanding I have found in effect 
that the agreement was an entire agreement in that the plaintiff 
agreed to cut all the hay that was capable of being cut on the 
land in question. The agreement was to pay $6 a ton.

In Johnston v. Keenan, 3 Terr. L.R. 239, and Taylor v. Kin
sey, 4 Terr. L.R. 178, I held that upon a servant hiring for a 
specified term at a stated amount per month as wages, such wages 
were payable at the end of each month while he remained in the 
service, although he was not justified in leaving unless, as in 
Owen v. James, 4 Terr. L.R. 174, there was an agreement that 
such wages should not be paid until the end of the term of en
gagement. I am unable to distinguish this case in principle from 
Johnston v. Keenan, 3 Terr. L.R. 239, and Taylor v. Kinsey, 4 
Terr. L.R. 178. I, therefore, allow the plaintiff on his claim for 
45 tons of hay at $6 a ton, which amounts to $270, less $40 paid 
to Ostrander, leaving a balance of $230. I cannot allow him the 
price for the balance of the hay he hauled, for he never delivered 
it; nor can I allow him damages as claimed in par. (b), sub-par. 
(2) of his prayer for relief, because he was in fault in not having 
the hay ready for shipment according to the agreement. I may 
state here that I find the plaintiff’s testimony and conduct very 
unsatisfactory. Ilis version of the agreement is in many respects 
unreasonable and unlikely. He performed or attempted 
to perform his part of the agreement in a very casual and 
indifferent manner, and some portions of his testimony are in 
important particulars inconsistent with other portions of it.

The 75 tons, being the remainder of the 120 tons, were never 
shipped. The plaintiff states that this was caused by two snow 
storms, one on 15th May, 1910, and the other on the 30th May 
of that year, which entirely ruined the hay and rendered it unfit 
for shipment ; it was rendered unmerchantable, so much so that 
it was burned by order of the town council of Drinkwater. 1
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find, ns n matter of fact, that the hay not having been lnled until 
the middle of February, when owing to the general inclemency 
of the weather at that season of the year, when snow was liable 
to get into the bales, snow did get in and that had more to 
do in affecting the quality of the hay than the storms in May did. 
I find, moreover, that if the plaintiff had carried out his agree
ment according to its terms, that is, had the hay ready for ship
ment within a reasonable time, the hay would have been taken 
away from Drinkwater a long time before those snow storms 
took place, and consequently the damage was the consequence 
of the plaintiff s default. Moreover, the plaintiff, not having 
delivered the hay according to his agreement, it was at his 
risk. I also find that the bales might have been so piled that the 
storms in question would have caused very little damage. I am 
inclined to the opinion that the plaintiff is not including in the 
45 tons any hay shipped after April 20th, 1010. The shipment 
of 20th July set out in exhibit A is evidently a mistake; it should 
be 29th January. I find that at least 250 tons of hay ought to 
have been cut on the land and stacked, baled, and hauled in to 
Drinkwater according to the agreement. I credit the 45 tons as 
shipped by the plaintiff on account of that agreement, which 
leaves a balance of 205 tons altogether either not got and de
livered under the contract or spoiled by the carelessness or bad 
work of the plaintiff or destroyed while at his risk. I find, 
averaging it all round, that the defendant lost a profit of $2 a 
ton, or $410, which amount I award him as damages under his 
counterclaim.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff on the claim for 
$230 and costs, the taxing officer to determine whether Rule 721 
of the Rules of Court is applicable. There will be judgment for 
the defendant on the counterclaim for $410 and costs. One judg
ment to be set off against the other, and the party in whose 
favour the hi lance is to have execution therefor.

Judgmc n t accordiugly.

ONT. BUCKNALL v. BRITISH CANADIAN POWER CO.
ixc. (Decision No. 2.)
1912 Ontario Diriaional t'oint. Falconbridpr. CJ.K.B., Britton, anil Riddell, JJ.

Oct. 25. October 25. 1912.

1. Deeds i 6 II C—30)—Constri ction—Lease from the Crown—Re 
mi.NANCY—Intention.

Where a deed I»y way of lease front the Crown in ita operative 
clause demises and leases to the ilefemlant a s|>evifle tract as ,i water
power location, ami in the same clause expressly grants to him the 
right to overflow a larger area (including the smaller tract) of Crown 
lands, and where a later clause of the same instrument assumes to
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limit the overflow privilege to the smaller tract ; upon a construction 
of the entire instrument, it will lie read as leasing for the purpose 
of overflowing the larger area, in order to give effect to every clause 
and to avoid a repugnancy.

\ II tick nail v. British Canadian Cower f'o. (No. 1). 5 D.L.R. 574. re
versed on appeal.]

2. Mines and minerals i§I C—21)—Livkxski: —Tenant at will—Min
1N0 LOCATION—ADVKBNE GRANT OF CROWN—LOCATOR'S BIGHTS.

A tenant at will under the Crown holding an unpatented mining 
claim under the Mining Act of Ontario, S Edw. VII. eh. 21, has no 
status to attack an express adverse grant of the Crown, nor to set 
up a claim for damages against the adverse grantee.

[See lie Clarkson and Wishart (1012). (I D.L.R. 570. 27 O.L.R. 70. 
.1 O.W.X. 1(140. analyzing and passing upon licensee’s rights to each 
stage up to patent.]

Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Middleton, 
J., BucJenall v. British Canadian Cower ('o., 5 D.L.R. 574, 3 
O.W.N. 1138.

The appeal was allowed.
J. Bicknell, K.C., and ./. Lonu McDougall, for the defend

ants.
lî. McKay, K.C., for the plaintiffs.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by Riddell, J. 

Most of the material facts are mentioned in my learned brother’s 
written reasons for judgment. It may be well to supplement 
his statement in one or two particulars.

The lease to the defendants read: “demise and lease . . . 
all and singular that certain parcel or tract of land and land 
covered by water . . . more particularly described as follows 
and <1 signaled as water power location R.L. 450 composed of 
land and land under the water.” Here follows a description, 
and the document proceeds: “together with the right to hold 
ai maintain the waters in the Hass Lakes and the Mabitchewan 

r and tributaries to a height of not more than forty feet 
above the high water mark at the ordinary stage of the water in 
First Hass Lake . . . and the right to overflow any Crown 
lands along the shore of said Mabitchewan River and its lake 
expansions and tributaries which may be overflowed by the rais
ing and maintaing of the water to the said height.”

Clause 13 reads: “13. The said lessees shall not have the power 
or authority under these presents to overflow or cause to be 
overflowed any land or lands other than those hereby demised : 
and it is distinctly understood and agreed that, should any lands 
other than those hereby demised be overflowed or damaged, the 
Crown or the Government of Ontario shall in no wise be respon
sible for damage done thereto to the owner or owners thereof.”

It is admitted that to raise the water to the 40 ft. level would 
necessitate an overflow of the plaintiffs’ claims to a depth of 
10 feet.
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It is argued that the “lands . . . hereby demised” men
tioned in cl. 13 are simply the “water power location K.L. 450” 
specifically mentioned and described in the operative part of the 
deed : and effect was given to this in the trial Court. But in the 
operative part of the deed an express right is given to overflow 
Crown lands; and, if the “lands hereby demised” were only the 
location, there would he a repugnancy. It is, of course, neces
sary to read the deed so as to give effect to every clause—and 
that can be done by considering the deed as leasing for the 
purpose of overflowing the Crown lands which would be over
flowed along the river and lake when the water was raised to the 
40 feet level—otherwise this part of the express grant would he 
rendered wholly nugatory.

The next question is as to the effect of this conveyance on the 
rights of the plaintiffs.

We had recently, in lie Clarkson ami Wishart (1912), 6 D.L.R. 
579, ‘27 O.L.K. 70, 3 O.W.X. 1645, to consider the position of tin- 
owner of an unpatented mining claim. The matter was consid
ered from a somewhat different point of view in that case, and it 
may be that some of the conclusions arrived at were not neces
sary for the judgment. I have, however, reconsidered the ques
tion with the assistance of the very able arguments advanced in 
this case, and I am unable to deport from the opinion expressed 
in that ease. The result is, that the plaintiffs had no rights as 
against the Crown, and the act of the Crown was not ultra vires. 
The Crown had the right to give and did give the defendants the 
right to overflow the claims as they have done.

1 am of opinion that the appeal should be allowed with costs 
and the action dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed.

DICK A SONS V. STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO

Ontario High Court, Boyd, C„ in ('hainters. September 24, 1012.

1. Stay ok proceedings (8 I—5)—Mechanics* lien procedure—Contrac
tor AND OWNER—CLAIM FOR DAMAGES FOR IIRKACII OF CONTRACT—
Jurisdiction op officer.

I'mler section .17 of the Mechanics' ami Wage Earner»' Lien Act. 10 
K«lw. VII. (Out.) cli. 61), nil things necessary to work out mechanic»' 
liens, quoad the land, arc within the jurisdiction of the officer hearing 
the mechanics' lien actions; but such officer has no power, merely bo- 
cause there are mechanics’ lien actions already pending against both 
the contractor and the owner, to stay proceedings in an action by 
the contractor against the owner for damages for breach of an al
leged agreement to supply materials to carry on a construction con
tract made lietween them, in which action the contractor is not 
claiming a lien.

Appeal by the plaintiffs from an order of a Local Judge per- 
petnally staying this action, on the ground that the matters in

Statement
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controversy therein were before the Court in a proceeding to 
enforce a mechanics’ lien.

The order staying proceeding was vacated.
E. C. Catlanach, for the plaintiffs.
(3. //. Levy, for the defendants.
Boyd, C. :—The plaintiffs claim a large amount of damages, 

$100,000, against the defendants for breach of contract in not 
supplying materials to carry on a construction contract made 
by the plaintiffs with the owners of the land, the defendants. 
This action was launched after mechanics’ lien proceedings 
had been begun by an alleged lien-holder, on behalf of himself 
and all others, against the contractors and the owners. To deter
mine what should be paid for liens, it may be necessary to 
consider the rights of the contractors and owners inter se; but 
the contractors do not propose to claim any lien on the property, 
and refuse to bring in any such claim in the mechanics’ ro- 
cccdings. They are claiming a much larger sum than the value 
of the land, by way of damages against the owners; and their 
claim, if successful, will not interfere with the right of those 
having liens to be paid under the Act. The plaintiffs do not 
propose to make any claim under the Act; and I do not think 
the statute is of sufficient stringency to enable the judicial officer 
charged with the mechanics’ lien contest to bar the plaintiffs 
in their independent action and stay all proceedings therein 
perpetually. All tilings necessary to work out the liens quoad 
the land are within his jurisdiction, but I do not think a wider 
scope should be given to the provisions of the Act 10 Kdw. VII. 
ch. 60, sec. 37.

I vacate the order to stay proeedings, with all costs of motion 
and appeal to be in the cause to the plaintiffs.

Appeal allowed.

CHINIQUY v. BEGIN.

Qiivive Nupcrior Coin I. Trial before Grcetuhielda, J. June 21. 1912.
1. Unix AND SLANDER (6 HO—19)—PUBLICATION OC STATEMENT THAT

PARENTS WERE NOT LEGALLY MARRIED—CHARGE OF BASTARDY.
A statement published in a newspaper to tlie etlect that a «lore.iscd 

man ami woman were not legally married ami that the woman was 
the rnneuhine of the man is a lil«el under (Junboo law upon the child 
or ehililren born of such union for which they have an action at law 
to recover damages from the writer and publishers of th«- article.

2. Evidence (8XII F—9.*>2)—Sufficiency of proof of marhiaue—Certi
ficate of FOREKix County Court clerk.

A certificate under the si-al of the clerk of a County Court of a 
foreign state certifying to the fact that two persons were join«*d in 
matrimony is prinni facie proof of murriugc in ncconlnncc with the law
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of Midi foreign state, anil it is immaterial whether <»r not that mar
riage is considered ecclesiastically valid in view of the rules and re
gulations of a religious body to which either of them may have ls*-

:i. Evidence (8 XU K—052)—Sufficiency of i’boof of marriage—Bap
tism a i. register—Legitimacy of ciiiliibfx.

An extract from the baptismal register of a Presbyterian church 
in a foreign country certifying to the baptism of a child born of the 
marriage of two persons and signed by the officiating pastor is proof 
that such clergyman who signed such certificate is the custodian of 
records and authorized to issue certificates of baptism ; and such proof 
coupled with that of an uninterrupted public status of legitimacy is 
abundant evidence of filiation.

4. Evidence ( § IIM—363)—Libel—Plea of the public interest.
Under a plea of truth and public interest brought to an action for 

lilsd, the onus of proof lies on the defendant.

5. Libel and slander (8 IIIC—106)—Justification-Matters of public
interest—Attack on private character.

It is no justification to plead to an action for libel that the de
ceased was a Roman Catholic priest and that according to the Roman 
Catholic religion he could never marry and any marriage contracted 
by him was null and void ; attacks on the deceased's theories and 
opinions might be matters of public interest, but statements as to his 
private life are not.

0. Libel and slander (8IIIC—111)—Justification—Belief in tbutii 
—Immateriality of motive or intention.

Inasmuch as tin* rule of law is that the motive or intention of the 
writer is immaterial to tin* right of action, the fact that the writer 
wrote as a Roman i'afiiolic addressing himself to Roman Catholic 
readers is not a ground of justification for the publication of an ab
solute statement that two persons were not legally married when the 
fact was merely that their marriage was not recognized as valid by the 
Roman Catholic church.

7. Libel and slander (| III C—10(1)—Charging invalidity of marriage
OF PERSON DECEASED—LACK OF KNOWLEDGE THAT THE DECEASED 
LIBELLED HAD CHILDREN SURVIVING.

The fact that the writer did not know that the deceased he has 
lilielled had left children still living is an aggravation and not a 
mitigation of a lilsd charging that the deceased had not Isvn legally 
married.

8. Liiiel and slander (f III O—108)—Plea of justification ah evid
ence of malice—Abandonment—Aggravation or damages.

Pleading justification is md. by itself, evidence of malice in a lilsd 
action hut it will tend to aggravate the damages if the defendant 
either allumions the plea ill the trial or fails to prove it.

|See nlso Odgers on Libel and Slander. 5th ed„ H)2o, 303; Paiicraon 
v. Plnindmtrr Co., 2 A.L.R. 29.1

An action for damages for the publication of an alleged libel, 
in a newspaper owned by the defendant, charging that the par
ents of the plaintiff bad not been legally married and that the 
plaintiff’s mother was merely her father’s concubine.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
Dcsaulnicrs tf Vallée, for the plaintiff.
Lamothe, Saint-Jacques, tV Lamothe, for the defendant.
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Grkenhiiields, J.:—The plaintiff, the wife of Joseph L. QpE-
Morin, one of the professors of McGill University, complains of ^ ç
an article published on the 18th day of November, 1911, in the 1912 
issue of a weekly newspaper called “La Croix,” which is en- t lT 
titled, ‘‘On appelle un chat, un chat, et Chiniquy un apostat,” 1,I^<VUY 
and asks, by her action, a condemnation in damages against the Moist. 

defendant, the proprietor of the paper. The article is printed QreeÜdi j 
in the French language, and is as follows:—

Quand on eat catholique sans épithète, on évite, en écrivant, de se 
servir de termes capables de fausser, tant soit peu, les idées sur la 
doctrine de l'Eglise. La Vérité a relevé la semaine dernière les ex
pressions malsonnantcs dont un journal catholique de Montréal s'est 
servi pour annoncer la mort d'Kuphémie Allard, que l'apostat Chiniquy 
avait prise pour compagne et décorée du titre d'épouse. Aux remar
ques de la Vérité, nous allons ajouter quelques mots.

Chiniquy tout court, tel est le nom qu'on doit donner A ce mal
heureux apostat. 11 est prêtre, son caractère est ineffaçable pour son 
malheur. Mais quand on veut parler de lui. il faut dire l'ex-ahbé 
Chiniquy; et si l'on s'aventure de parler de la malheureuse personne 
qu'il a voulu associer A son apostasie, il faut le faire de façon A ne 
pas donner A entendre qu'elle était sa femme. Chiniquy, apostat, ne 
pouvait pas plus contracter un mariage, que n’importe quel prêtre ou 
religieux, lié pur les vœuz solennels.

Par conséquent, Kuphémic Allard n'était pour Chiniquy qu'une 
concubine.
The plaintiff alleges, in brief, in support: that she is the 

daughter of the late Rev. Charles Chiniquy and Kuphémie Al
lan!, referred to in the article, who were united in marriage, 
according to the laws of the State of Illinois, one of the United 
States of America, on the 13th day of January, 1864, by the 
Rev. Mr. Desroches, pastor of a Protestant church, at St. Anne, 
in the State of Illinois; that the defendant is the proprietor 
and publisher of the weekly newspaper, “La Croix,” and did, 
on the 18th day of November, in the issue of the paper of that 
day, print and cause to be published the article above set forth; 
that previous to the 3rd day of August, 1858, Charles Chiniquy 
was a member of the communion of the Roman Catholic church, 
and was a priest in holy orders of that body; that 011 the last- 
mentioned date, he renounced, formally and solemnly, his ad
herence to, and membership in, the said church; that the article 
in question was written, printed and published, with a view of 
insulting, injuring and defaming the memory of the father and 
mother of the plaintiff, and did insult, injure and defame their 
memory. The plaintiff further alleges that the article clearly 
means, intends, and inferential!}* states, that |he is the illegiti
mate daughter of Charles Chiniquy and Euphcmie Allard, the 
whole to her great humiliation and damage, which damage she 
fixes at the sum of $10,000, and for which sum she prays judg
ment in her favour.
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QUE. The defendant’s plea to the action, in effect, is as follows :
s c He says *to the plaintiff—I am entirely ignorant whether you
1912 are the legitimate daughter of the marriage of the late Charles
----- Chiniquv and the late Euphémie Allard; I am entirely ignor-

Chiniquy antf even, as to whether the late Charles Chiniquy left any
iîÉoix. children ; I am entirely ignorant whether Charles Chiniquy

omlîîhtëids j an<^ Euphémie Allard were, on the 3rd day of January, 1864,
married according to the laws of the State of Illinois; I am 
entirely ignorant whether you are the legitimate wife of Joseph 
L. Morin, professor in McGill University. Then follows the ad
mission, that he is the proprietor and publisher of the news
paper, “La Croix,” but he denies that it has a large circulation 
in the Province of Quebec and elsewhere. With regard to the 
article itself, the defendant is contented with saying that it 
speaks for itself. lie reaffirms his ignorance as to whether the 
Chiniquy referred to in the article he published, is the legiti
mate father of the plaintiff. He admits that the late Charles 
Chiniquy was born in the catholic religion ; that he took orders 
and became a priest, and made solemn vows of perpetual chas
tity and perpetual obedience to that church ; but denies that he 
solemnly and officially renounced his adherence to the church, 
on the 3rd day of August, 1858.

Again, the defendant states his entire ignorance as to whe
ther Euphémie Allard, referred to in the article, was the legi
timate mother of the plaintiff. Then follows a statement, by 
way of defence, that the interpretation placed upon the article 
by the plaintiff, is erroneous ; that he never wished or intended 
to make allusion therein, in any way, to the plaintiff, of whose 
existence, even, he was entirely ignorant ; he denies formally, 
that the article did, or could, mean, or was intended to mean, 
that the plaintiff was the illegitimate child of Charles Chiniquy 
and Euphémie Allard ; denies that the article, in its words and 
expressions, is calculated to insult and defame the memory of 
the father and mother of the plaintiff; he denies that the article, 
either by inference or direct statement, charges that the plain
tiff was illegitimate, or that Charles Chiniqu) and Euphémie 
Allard had cohabited without marriage ; he denies that the 
article, in question, is of a nature to cause, or did cause to the 
plaintiff any damage, or wounded her in her honour and sen
sibilities, or wounded the honour or blackened the memory of 
her parents, and denies that the article could, or would, ex
pose* the plaintiff to the execration and contempt of her fellow 
citizens. Then follows a denial of any right of action to the 
plaintiff, and a denial of relief to her under the circumstances.

Proceeding, then, by way of affirmation, the defendant al 
leges, that Charles Chiniquy, in his lifetime, was a devoted and 
warm exponent of certain ideas and views ; that he attacked
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with violence and virulence the Tioumn Catholic Church of which QUE. 
he was a priest; ridiculed the beliefs of its members, in public 8 c
audiences, and by his writings; in his latter years, he made i9I.>
violent attacks on the dogmas, doctrines and the authority of -----
the Roman Catholic Church; that his views, as set forth in his Chixiqut 

writings, became, were, and still are, the fair subject of public bêgiv. 
criticism, and were publicly criticised, and he, the defendant, ------ ,

' ,!• i i .1 • i Oreenehlelds, Jas editor and proprietor of a catholic paper, had the right to 
take part in such discussion and criticism; he had the right to 
criticise the man himself, the holder of the ideas, and the writer 
of the articles, and, says the defendant, my criticism and state
ments were true, and were made in the public interest. Then 
he adds, that Charles Chiniquy, as a priest of the Church of 
Rome, was incapable of contracting a valid marriage, particu
larly owing to his solemn vows of perpetual chastity, made to 
his God and his Creator. The quality of priest, says he—which 
never could be abandoned—is an absolute impediment to mar
riage, according to the law which has always prevailed and still 
governs this country, according to which a marriage has always 
been, and still is a religious act.

Qualifying his paper, then, the defendant asserts, that it is 
a catholic paper, as is shewn by the article itself, and by the 
paper's title. It is a paper, says he, that combats all ideas 
opposed to the Roman Catholic belief—on the question of mar
riage and upon all other questions. Then, adds he, it is from 
this point, of view, in particular, that the article was written 
and published. The article is in conformity with the ideas 
of the readers of the paper, and is in conformity with the truth, 
and was written, printed and published in good faith and in 
the public interest; that the article, and the expressions used 
therein, the general tone thereof, and the character of the paper 
in which it appears, clearly shew that the article had for its 
object, to convey, to its readers, the fact that the marriage of 
Charles Chiniquy, contracted outside this country, was a mar
riage tainted with irregularity from a Roman Catholic point of 
view, and from the point of view of the laws governing this 
province. And finally, and in conclusion, the defendant adds: 
that the plaintiff, suing alone, has no right to complain of the 
article, has no right to claim damages; her prayer is unfounded 
in law and in fact, irregular, illegal, and he concludes for the 
dismissal of her action.

By her answer, the plaintiff puts in issue the truth of the 
allegations of fact affirmatively alleged in the plea, and alleges 
that, even if they are true, they constitute no answer in law 
to the plaintiff’s action. Abstraction made of technical and 
legal phraseology, the clear cut issues between the parties, may 
be summarized as follows:—
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QUE. («I The plaintilF arnterU her right of action; alleges the responsi-
■”- bility of the defendant, and states her duningvs;

' ' (6) The defendant denies the right of aetion, justifies the publi
cation of tlie article, for the reasons given, ami, as a conxc<|ucnee, 

Ciiixioi'Y confidently states, that no condemnation in damages can in law be
r. pronounced against him.

__ Before entering upon the consideration of the article itself,
Oreenshicids, j. an,| Qf ||„. defendant's affirmâtive defence, then* are two pre

liminary questions to be disposed of: firstly, whether legal proof 
of the status or quality of the plaiutitf has been made, and, 
secondly, her status and quality being established, whether, 
if the article is found defamatory and libellous, the law gives 
her relief by way of civil action.

Dealing with the first: I have before me a certificate under 
the seal of the clerk of the County Court of the county of Kan
kakee, in the State of Illinois, certifying that on the 10th day of 
January, A.D. 18(i4, the Rev. Charles Chiniqny and Miss Kuphc- 
mie Allard were joined in matrimony, by Rev. Desroches, Chris
tian minister. I have before me the proof, that from that date, 
Charles Chiniquy and Kuphémie Allard lived together, publicly, 
as man and wife. I take the proof as made by the document re
ferred to, ami oral testimony given, as, at least, prima facie 
proof of the marriage of these two persons, according to the law 
of the State of Illinois. Proof of a general character was made, 
that the validity of that marriage had been questioned by advo
cates and exponents of the doctrines of the Roman Catholic 
Church. By no competent authority, either of a Court or legis
lature, has that union been declared void or invalid. I am not 
called upon to decide, nor do 1 determine, whether that mar
riage was valid or invalid. For the purposes of my judgment 
in the present case, it is sufficiently, abundantly and legally es
tablished, that Rev. Charles Chiniquy and Kuphémie Allard 
were united in matrimony, and lived as man and wife, until the 
union was severed by the death of the husband. No proof is be
fore me as to what was the civil law of the State of Illinois at 
the time of their union.

Says the defendant, from the view’ point of the Roman Cath
olic Church, that, marriage is invalid. I declare that for the 
purjHises of my judgment, it is immaterial whether such be a 
correct statement of the doctrines or dogmas of the Catholic 
Church, or not. In matters purely civil, its distinguished from 
matters purely religious, if 1 may use such an expression, no 
church, be it the great and powerful Roman Catholic Church, 
or the equally great and powerful Anglican Catholic Church, 
possesses any authority to override the civil law. Such author
ity as the church has in civil matters, is given to it by the law 
of the land, and is subservient to and in no sense domina!es the 
law. I hold, therefore, that so far as it is necessary, the plain-
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tiff has legally established the matrimonial union of Charles QUE. 
Chiniquy and Euphémie Allard, and leaving the defendant to K
diseuss with those who wish to discuss with him the doctrines. 1012

if the Roman Catholic Church, 1 prix...... to consider the proof -----
of the plaintiff s filiation. r

Again, 1 have before me an extract of the baptismal regia- luxas, 
ter of the First English Presbyterian Church of St. Anne, „i,1,1,1,.j.
Illinois. It certifies, under the baptismal No. 26 of the year 
1868, that, on the 18th day of October, then1 was baptised,
Rebecca, born the 18th day of July, of the marriage of Charles 
Chiniquy and Euphémie Chiniquy. That extract or certificate 
is signed by the pastor of tile First English Presbyterian Church 
of St. Anne. If tin1 law of the Slate of Illinois is the same as 
our law, and no proof to the contrary being offered, it is pre
sumed the same, says the defendant's counsel, then, the clergy
man signing the certificate is the custodian of the records and 
authorized to issue certificates of baptism and the same should 
be accepti-d. The identification of the parties therein men
tioned is fully established. The plaintiff lived as the recognized 
legitimate daughter, issue of the marriage of Rev. Charles Chi- 
niqny and Euphémie Allard ; to her greater or lesser world of 
acquaintances and friends, she was always known as sueli.
Until the publication of the article complained of, to use the 
words of our code, she enjoyed the uninterrupted possession 
of the status of a legitimate daughter, and our own code is 
kinder far to the plaintiff, than is the defendant. Art. 228 
says, the uninterrupted possession of a status of legitimacy 
is sufficient, even in the absence of an act establishing such.
On this point again, I rule against the defendant, and hold 
that the filiation of the plaintiff, as by her alleged, is legally 
and abundantly established.

Arriving at this conclusion, there remains to be given an 
answer to the question, whether, under the law of this province, 
an action is given to the plaintiff for the causes, and in the 
manner and form by her alleged and set forth. Without hesi
tation, I answer in the affirmative. That the law of this pro
vince gives to the living descendant a right of action in damages 
for defamatory libel, without justification, on the memory of 
a dead ascendant, there can be no doubt.. To make my state
ment entirely in accord with the law and jurisprudence of this 
province, and entirely in accord with the law and jurisprudence 
of France, well established and unvaried, I should only add, 
that words spoken, in the ease of slander, or written and pub
lished, in the ease of libel, calculated, by reference to the dead, 
to injure, defame, humiliate and damage the living descendant, 
such living descendant, suing alone, is given relief. This doc
trine is clearly laid down, anil forcibly upheld in the following

■■
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cases adjudged in tills province : lluot v. Xouiscux, 2 Que. Q.B. 
521 ; Hoy v. Turgcon, 12 Q.L.R. 18G.

As to the law of France, I content myself with one citation :
L'injure envers les morts peut donc être poursuivie, mais seulement 

sur la plainte d’un ou plusieurs des héritiers directement et person 
vilement atteints par cette injure dans leur honneur ou leur con
sidération.

(Fuzicr-lierman, Répertoire, vol. 24, p. 477. no. 1110.)
Under the common law of England, criminal prosecution 

lies by way of indictment, against the publisher of defamatory 
words upon the dead, and is punishable by fine and imprison
ment. By our law, the plaintiff’s action is undoubtedly given 
to her. Indeed, at the argument, eminent counsel for the de
fendant did not seriously contend the contrary. Having thus 
expressed my opinion as to the status of the plaintiff and her 
right to sue, there remains to decide, whether the article is de
famatory and libellous, and whether the defendant has justified 
its publication. That the article in itself, on its face, is, and 
the words used in themselves, are, defamatory and libellous, 1 
bave no doubt. I shall have a further word to say on this in a 
moment, but consider it sufficient here, to state, that, in unmis
takable terms, the article charges Charles Chiniquy and Euphé- 
mie Allard with having lived and cohabited as man and wife, 
without marriage. In unmistakable terms, it charges Euphémie 
Allard with being his concubine, and, by irresistible inference, 
it charges the illegitimacy of the plaintiff.

But the defendant pleads justification : a plea which, if well 
founded in fact and in law, is a complete answer to the action. 
He finds justification in the statement, that the article is true, 
and that it was published in good faith, and the public interest. 
Has the defendant proved the truth of the article? I seek in 
vain in the record before me, for an answer in the affirmative, 
and with equal futility I seek an affirmative answer in any law, 
statutory or common of this province. Pleading the truth of 
his article, it was for the defendant to prove the same. I quote 
the words of a well-known writer on the subject of Libel and 
Slander :—

The truth of any defamatory words, if pleaded, is a complete de 
fence to any action of libel or slander. The onus, however, of proving 
that the words arc true, lies on the defendant. The falsehood of all 
defamatory words is presumed in the plaintiff’s favour, and he need 
give no evidence to shew their falsity.

Realizing that to a plea of truth, in a defamatory attack on 
private individuals, the public interest must he pleaded, the 
defendant adds:—the article was written and published in 
the public interest.—I had, says the defendant, the right to 
criticise and discuss the public man:—I, as the proprietor and

6
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publisher of a Catholic paper, was entitled to take part in ad
verse criticism of the acts, writing and conduct of the public 
man, Charles Chiniquy, and had a right to criticise even the 
man himself. Public interest is a mixed question of law and fact, 
and here, it is proper to make the briefest possible statement of 
the facts as they appear in the record before me. Charles Chi
niquy was born of parents professing belief in, and adherence 
to, the Roman Catholic Church. Arriving at such age as lie 
could make a choice, he yielded his adherence to that faith ; in 
due time, and presumably, according to the forms and dogmas 
of the Roman Catholic Church, he became a priest in holy or
ders ; he officiated as such. At a subsequent date, for rea
sons which are of no interest in the present case, he utterly and 
entirely renounced his adherence to the faith and to the church 
of his childhood and early manhood. Alleges the plaintiff: 
“He solemnly and formally renounced his belief in, and adher
ence to, the doctrines of the church.”

It was urged by the defendant’s learned counsel, that such 
renunciation was not properly and legally established. The 
fact is abundantly proved. If the renunciation, by Charles 
Chiniquy, of his belief in, and adherence to, the faith of the 
Roman Catholic Church, lacks proof by the plaintiff, as to its 
form, that proof is overwhelmingly supplied by the established 
fact that the Roman Catholic Church did, on a certain date, 
pronounce and issue, against Charles Chiniquy, its decree of 
excommunication. By excommunication, the authority and 
power to do Which 1 freely concede, Chiniquy was put beyond 
the pale of the Church ; was excluded from its sacraments, and 
had no voice in its administration during his life, and when 
«lying, was denied its consolations. If his renunciation failed 
in form, most effectively the church implemented his incomplete 
act. Five years, or thereabouts, after such renunciation and 
excommunication, he decorated (to use the words of the article) 
Kuphémie Allard with the title of wife. Before that time, he 
had commenced a polemic against the Roman Catholic Church, 
by word, by pen, in private, and in public. In bitter words, 
verging on violence and virulence, approaching even fanati
cism, he attacked the dogmas, doctrines, beliefs and system of 
the Catholic Church. Extravagant he may have been in his 
statements; in his opposition, he was consistent and persistent 
to the end of his life. He became and was an openly avowed 
enemy and opponent of the Church, in the communion of which 
he had at one time held high office. He became the subject of 
bitter attack by the upholders of the Church he had forsaken, 
and which had substantially forsaken him. Books were written 
by him; sermons were preached by him—all directed against the 
teachings and doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church, and
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then, Ik* died, and he died thirteen years before the publication 
of the article in question. All this time, and during all these 
years, he lived with Kuphémie Allard, as man and wife, and 
the plain till' possessed the status of a legitimate child.

Kul again, says the deft-ndant, 1 had the right to criticisi'
and discuss the public man, the man in the public
eye. The right of the defendant and of his paper,
to refute, criticise and condemn the tc-achings of tile
late Charles Chiniquy must be conceded, but that doi'S not in
volve the right of the defendant or his paper t<> besmirch, -I. 
fame and villify his memory by gratuitous statements, alleged to 
be facts, concerning his private life. An able writer on the 
subject, whose words clearly state the law, says criticism

<lvnl* only with huoIi things ns invite public comment. It doe* not 
follow h public man into his private life, or pry into hi* domestic 
concerns. Criticism never attack* the individual, but only hi* work. 
Such work may Ik* either the policy of a government, or s|h'pcIi, or 
action of a member of parliament, a public entertainment, a hook pub 
lished, or a picture exhibited. In every cnee, the attack is on the 
man’* acts or some Ihinfj and not upon the man himself. A true 
critic never indulges in personalities, or recklessly imputes dishonour 
able motives, but eon tines himself to the merits r.f the subject matter 
before him. The critic never takes advantage of the occasion to gratify 
private malice, or to attain any other object, beyond the fair dis
cussion of matter* of public interest, and their judicious guidance of 
the public taste. He will carefully examine production before him. 
and then honestly and fearlessly state his true opinion of it.

To quote the words of a distinguished jurist of our own 
province, the late Sir Francis Johnson :—

Free discussion does not include falsehood to the prejudice of an 
other, and liberty docs not imply groundless insult.
On what possible ground of public interest can the article 

he justified? Its appearance in the defendant’s paper followed 
shortly after the death of Kuphémie Allard. She was, in no 
sense, in the public eye. Her private life is befouled and be- 
smirehed. Surely, the fact of her death did not provoke an at
tack upon her private life. Hut, again, says the defendant— 
my paper is a catholic paper; the readers of my paper are 
Roman Catholics, and I want them, as Roman Catholics, to know 
that, in my opinion, Kuphémie Allard was the concubine of 
Charles Chiniquy. Says the defendant again, in justification 
lest the readers of my paper should be ignorant of the fact, I 
wanted them to understand, and well understand, a fact about 
the private life of this dead woman—liecause 1 am a mendier of 
the Roman Catholic Church, and liecause my paper is, above all 
things, a Roman Catholic paper, I claim that right. And just 
liecause the defendant is Roman Catholic, and just because his 
paper is a Roman Catholic paper; just as if the defendant were
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a member of the Anglican communion, and just as forcibly as 
if his paper could be called an Anglican paper, he cannot claim 
that right. No man, and no paper, be it Presbyterian, Anglican. 
Methodist or Roman Catholic, has the right to say in public 
print, in utter disregard of the civil law, and even in ignorance 
of the law under which the marriage took place, and concerning 
a private individual :—

According to the dogmas, doctrines nnd teachings of my church, you 
arc a concubine, and your offspring are bastards.
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I trust the defendant stands alone, among the members of 
his Church, in the assertion of this right. However that may 
be, lie has no right to put his own interpretation on the article 
lie has published. But again, says the defendant, I was speak
ing only as a Roman Catholic, and 1 insist that my interpreta
tion he given to the article I have published. And again I an
swer by quotation from high authority :—

As a rule, unless the occasion l*‘ privileged, the motive or intention 
of the speaker or writer is immaterial to the right of action. The 
Court looks only at the words employed and their ell'ect on the plain
tiff's reputation.

But the defendant urges and seeks comfort and benefit from 
the statement, “Once a Roman Catholic, always a Roman Cath
olic,” Whether the defendant has made a correct statement of 
the doctrines of his Church, I am on this point not in a position 
to say; all I can say is, that I find no sanction for it in the law 
of our land. As a matter of internal administration, it may 
exist, and for that purpose it may be useful. Further than 
that, it does not and eannot go. If union with the Church 
of Rome creates a contractual relationship in law, that rela
tion may he subject to all the penalties of a broken contract. 
Excommunication, with nil its present and future consequences, 
would probably be the penalty.

To sum up the whole matter, so far as I am concerned, and 
that there may he no uncertainty as to my holding, without 
hesitation, and with all the emphasis and force that words can 
lend or give to the expression of a firm conviction, I hold the 
article published by the defendant in his paper on the 18th 
of November, 1011, to he grossly defamatory, libellous to the 
memory of Charles Chiniquy and Euphémie Allard. In like 
manner, I declare it to Ik* insulting, humiliating and damaging, 
in the extreme, to their daughter, the present plaintiff. With 
like lack of hesitation, and with equal force and emphasis, I 
pronounce the article to have been published without excuse 
or justification, either in law or in fact, On the contrary, I de
clare it to have been published with a malicious and reckless 
disregard of the most sacred feelings that find their lodgment 
in the human breast.
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Under the Judicature Act in force in this province, occu
pying as 1 do the dual capacity of Judge and jury, I have to 
decide questions of law, to find on questions of fact, and assess 
damages. My opinion on the law has been given ; my finding of 
fact is now of record; there remains only the assessment of 
damages. The defendant in his plea boldly states:—

I never knew of the existence of the plaintiff: 1 never knew, even, 
that Charles Chiniquy, or his wife, left ln'liiml them any offspring; I 
never knew when or where Charles Chiniquy was married, or pre
tended to have been married.

Testifying on his own behalf, he unconcernedly informed 
the Court that he did not know what he would have done, if 
he had known, at the time the article was published, that the 
plaintiff was the daughter of Euphemic Allard.

In my opinion, this is an aggravai ion instead of a mitiga
tion of his offence. Before he branded the dead as the main
tainor of a concubine, and the other as the maintained concu
bine of the man with whom she had lived as wife, he should 
have made some enquiries to ascertain if there were any to 
whom the memory of the deceased was dear, and who would 
suffer pain and anguish by reason of his uncalled for onslaught 
on their memory. Is it too much to say he should have well 
ascertained if any there were, who, by irresistible inference, 
would be branded as bastards? Further aggravating his of
fence, he pleads—“It is true,” and that without proof offered. 
Again I quote from high authority :—

Placing justification on the record, is not, by itself, evidence of 
malice on the part of the defendant, but it will certainly tend to ag 
gravate the damages, if the defendant either abandons the plea at the 
trial, or fails to prove it. A plea of justification is always construed 
strictly against the party pleading it.

The defendant persisted in his libel by his plea, and persisted 
even to the last word that fell from his lips as he stepped from 
the witness-box. I hasten to pay tribute to the frankness, fair
ness and the courtesy of the eminent counsel who represented 
the defendant’s interests at the trial ; but I have only words of 
condemnation to express my view's as to the attitude assumed 
by the defendant himself. By the article, an irresistible infer
ence and deduction is forced upon the believing reader, that the 
plaintiff is without a name.

In assessing the damages, I take into consideration the grav
ity of the charge made. 1 take into consideration the high posi
tion occupied by the plaintiff as the wife of Professor Morin : 
I take into consideration the fact that spoken words may Is» 
forgotten, but, when written, they remain. In seeking a motive 
for the publication of the article, I have not forgotten the words 
and expressions used and the attitude assumed by the defendant
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before this Court. I assess the damages at the sum of $3,000. QUE.
1 dismiss the defendant’s plea, as absolutely unfounded in law 
and in fact. I maintain the prayer of the plaintiff. I condemn 10i2 
the defendant to pay to the plaintiff the sum of $3,000, with —- 
legal interest from this day. As to the prayer of the plaintiff Chiniquy 
for the imprisonment of the defendant, in default of payment, iifejix.
1 am not called upon, nor can I adjudicate thereon. I reserve ---- „
that for further adjudication at the proper time and place.

Judgment for plaintiff.

BUTLER V. MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CO. of Canada Ltd.; DOMINION 
IRON AND STEEL CO. v. MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CO. of Can
ada Ltd.

Quebec King'»* /icnclt, Archambeault, C’../.. /.avergne, Cross, Carroll, and 
tin tais, «/./. October 31, 1012.

1. Contracts (g I)4—U4)—Acceptance—Contract proved iiy cobbe- 
spondenck—Peace where letter of acceptance is posted.

Contracts by letter correspondence are only completed where there 
is absolute agreement between the parties as to the object, price and 
conditions of the contract, and the place where the contract is com
pleted is the place where the letter of actual acceptance is posted 
irrespective of whatever offers and negotiations may have preceded it.

[See also Magunn v. Auger, 31 Can. S.C'.H. 186.1

Appeals from the judgments of the Superior Court at statement 
Montreal, Laurendeau, J., May 4th, 1912, dismissing with costs 
the declinatory exceptions of the defendants, appellants.

The appeals were dismissed.
The judgment appealed from is as follows:—
Laurendeau, J. (translated) :—The plaintiff claims from the Uumidce.j. 

defendants the sum of $13,000, the price of two “Farrow Auto
matic Rail Spike Machines” which it manufactured for the 
defendants. In virtue of the contract entered into between the 
parties, it manufactured three machines, but one has been de
livered and paid for.

The defendants reside in Nova Scotia and the action was 
served on them there.

The defendants have filed declinatory exceptions alleging that 
the contract between the parties was made in Nova Scotia and 
not in Montreal as claimed by the plaintiff.

The contract is one by correspondence and results from the 
following letters:—

Montreal, Aug. 24th, 1910.
Mr. W. C. Mitchell.

Dear Hir,—In reference to our conversation this morning, in the 
matter of the Furrow Automatic Railway Spike Machine, bog to say 
that we would build live (5) of those machines for your company for 
thirty-two thousand five hundred dollars ($32.500), f.o.b. Montreal.

QUE.
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Laurendeau, J.

The machine* will he made of atcel ami weigh alunit 12 tons each. 
The lirai machine could he delivered in a hunt three months, and one 
machine every HuliMei|uent month. We would Is- pleased to furnish 
you with any further particulars that you may desire.

Awaiting your reply, we remain.
Yours truly,

The Mechanical Equipment Vo., Ltd.,
(Signed ) S. Davis,

Manager.

Montreal. August 211th. 191».
Mr. W. V. Mitchell, (len'l Sup't.,

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., LUI.,
Sydney, Nova Scotia.

Dear Sir,—Referring further to our conversation of the 24th iiist., in 
the matter of the Farrow Automatic Railway Machine, beg to say that 
it would lie dillicult for us to arrange to build those machines at 
your works, ns we exjwet considerable export trade this winter that 
would necessitate our men in this vicinity.

However, if you favour us with your order, you will receive im
mediate attention ns we are making arrangements with some of the 
larger shops to handle this work.

Awaiting a reply, we remain,
Yours truly,

The Mechanical Equipment Vo., Ltd., 
(Signed) S. Davis,

Manager.

Sydney, N.S., Sept. 1st, 1910. 
The Mechanical Equipment 'Vo. of Canada,

64.')-ll.r>3 St. Lawrence Houlvd,
Montreal.

Dear Sim,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 20th ult., and 
note that you think it would lie dillicult for you to build your 
machines at my works, as you expect considerable export trade this 
winter that would necessitate your men in your vicinity.

Would you not consider selling me drawings and the right to 
build and use one or more of the Farrow Spike Machines myself, 
these machines to Is* for my own use only. You would then only 
have to send a man to inspect the machines when completed.

Yours truly.

Montreal. Sept. 5th, 191».
Mr. W. L. Mitchell, (len’l Supt.,

Dominion Iron & Steel Co.
Dear Sir,— In reply to your favour of the 1st Inst., beg to say 

that we could not consider a proposition to sell our drawings fur 
the Farrow Automatic Railway Spike Machine, however, we could 
supply you with these machines in the time specified in our previous 
letter.

Awaiting your reply, we remain,
Yours truly.

The Mechanical Equipment Vo., Ltd.,
( Signed ) S. Davih,

Manager.
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Mr. W. C. MitrlH-ll, Supl..
Dominion Iron & Steel Co.,

Montreal, Oct. 3rd, 1910.

Sydney, N.S.
Dear Nir,—Since writing to you lint week, wo have closed a deal 

with an American linn for the installation of two of our Spike 
Machines, and this will necessitate shipping our patterns over the

We arc desirous therefore to know whether you intend ordering 
machines for your company at once, as we could then run off castings 
Itefore shipping patterns, and giving you early deliveries.

Awaiting your reply relative to same, we remain,
Yours very truly,

Tub Meciiaxical Equipment Co., Ltd., 
(Signed) S. Davis,

Manager.
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Messrs. Mechanical Equipment Co., Ltd., 
04.1 St. Lawrence Doulvd, 

Montreal.

0th October, 1910.

Dear Sira,—Deferring to your correspondence with Mr. W. C. 
Mitchell of this company you will please prepare for us

3 Farrow Automatic Hail Spike Machines—delivery in about 3 
months for the first machines and one each subsequent month.

Price to 1h* $0,.i00 each.
While I am ordering this machine, ami the Dominion Iron & 

Steel Company will In* responsible for the payment thereof, it is not 
to be entered by you as an order from the Dominion Iron & Steel 
Company. You will ship the machines to Sydney, but another com
pany will probably own them after they reach here.

Yours truly,
‘2ni/ Vice-President and General Manager.

If the contract was completed by the letter of October (ith, 
the declinatory exception should he maintained, hut if completed 
only by the letter of October 11th, 1910, it should be dismissed.

In order that a contract may he complete the parties must 
have agreed on the object and on the price, and their consent 
must he unequivocal.

In the present ease the plaintil!' by its letter of August 24th, 
declared its readiness to manufacture five machines for the de
fendants for a price of $32,500, f.o.h., Montreal, and by its let
ters of September 5th and October 3rd the plaintiff again de
clared its readiness to fulfil the order solicited in its letter of 
August 24th.

On October 6th the defendants instead of giving an order 
according to the terms of the plaintiff's letter of August 24th, 
or of accepting purely and simply the plaintiffs order as con
tained in such letter, ordered three machines at a price of $(>,500 
each, on condition that the order he not considered as coming
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QOE- from the defendant, although it was to be responsible therefor,
K. B. fln<l °n condition that the machines be shipped to Sydney.
1912 The plaintiff might have been ready to manufacture live

Butlkb machines for the sum of $32,500, which represents in reality 
r. $0,500 per machine; but there is nothing to shew its readiness 

Mechanical to manufacture three machines for the sum of $10,500, or $0,500 
E<)U£“” each.

----  The letter of the defendants, of October Oth, 1010, therefore
Laurendeau, j. rvqUjrv(| a reply from the plaintiff, reply which was given by 

the letter of October 11th, and in which the order of October 
0th is accepted.

For these reasons I am of opinion that the consent to the 
contract was only given by the plaintiff by its letter of October 
11th, and that it was this consent which completed the contract. 
This letter of October 11th was mailed at the Montreal post 
office to the defendants’ address and the contract was therefore 
completed in Montreal. The declinatory exceptions are dis 
missed with costs.

The defendant appealed.
O. U. Montgomery, K.C., for appellants.
It. Chenevert, for respondent.

Carroll, J. (translated) :—This is an appeal from an inter 
locutory judgment, dismissing a declinatory exception and tin- 
point in issue is whether the contract, over which there is liti
gation, originated at Sydney as claimed by the appellant or 
at Montreal as contended by the respondent.

The action is for $13,000 in recovery of the price of two 
automatic railway spike machines.

The contract is one by correspondence ; it comprises seven 
letters written from Montreal to Sydney.

These are set out in chronological order, in the judgment of 
Laurendeau, J.

If the letter of October 6th contains all the elements of a 
contract, then the contract originated in Sydney. Otherwise 
it only became perfect by the letter of October 11th, and then it 
would have originated in Montreal.

As will be seen, the respondent, by its letters of the 24th 
August, and of the 3rd and 5th October, offered to make live 
machines for $6,500 each, a total sum of $32,500, deliverable 
f.o.h., Montreal.

By its letter of October 6th the appellant says it is ready 
to take three machines for $6,500 each, but adds that this order 
should not be considered as an order of the Dominion Iron and 
Steel Co., although this company is to Ik* responsible therefor. 
And, moreover, the machines are to Ik* shipped to Sydney in
stead of being delivered f.o.b., Montreal.
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In fact the question to bo decided is this: was the respoudeni 
obliged to execute a contract for three machines to be delivered 
at Sydney ? If not so bound the contract was not completed.

Now, it might very well have suited the respondent to manu
facture five machines for $12,500. but it might not have suited 
it to manufacture three of them for $6,500 each, and it might 
not have suited it to accept the risk of shipment to Sydney.

The parties were, therefore, not bound by the letter of Octo
ber 6th. It follows that they only became bound by the letter 
of October 11th, sent from Montreal, accepting the conditions 
of the letter of the 5th, and the contract was completed at Mon
treal.

The judgment dismissing the declinatory exception is there
fore well founded, and the appeal is dismissed.
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ZUFELT v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. ONT.
Ontario Court of Appeal. I/o**. C.J.O., (Jarroir. Maclaren, and 

Meredith, JJ.A. s> ntnnber 27, MM2.
1912

1. Appeal (6VIIL2—475)—Hii.ur uf appellate Court to review xlu —
DicT of jury—Absence of error or other substantial orofmi. *«‘pt. 27. 

Although an appellate Court may think that the preponderance of 
testimony is in favour of the unsuccessful party in an action tried 
with a jury, it cannot substitute its opinion for that of the jury, nr 
interfere with the jury's conclusions except upon some error nr ••tl:,-r 
Mibst intial ground.

2. Trial (8 VC—285)—Sufficient y »f finihxos of jury—Secoxdirixi.
—Damages—Appellate Court's estimate of the weight or
EVIDEXCB.

Where an action has been twice tried with a jury, and upon the 
M'cond trial the jury have found in favour of the same party, hut have 
reduced the damages, a third trial will not be ordered merely lH><au- 
the findings of the jury at the second trial are contrary to what the 
appellate Court regards ns the weight of evidence, if then* i- -<.m. 
evidence upon which the verdict can be sustained.

Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Teetzel. «stement 
•1.. in favour of the plaintiffs for the recovery of $2,000, upon 
the findings of a jury, at the second trial of the action.

The facts are stated in the report of the judgment of the 
Court of Appeal, 23 O.L.R. 602, 2 O.W.N. 1063, directing a 
new trial.

The second appeal was dismissed, Meredith, J.A., dissenting.

/. /•’. Hcllmuth, K.C., ami Anyas MacMurchy, K.C., for the 
defendants.

IV. 1/. Douylas, K.C., and (7. /•'. Malion, for the plaintiffs. 
0—7 D.L.R.
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G arrow, J.A. :—The ease was in this Court before, wlu-u 
a new trial was directed. It has now been tried again ; and. 
for the second time, upon essentially the same evidence, a jury 
has found in favour of the plaintiffs, while reducing the dam
ages awarded at the former trial.

The defendants still complain, saying that the verdict is 
contrary to the evidence and that the damages are excessive 

I do not see how we can properly interfere on either ground 
It cannot, I think, be said that there was no evidence to go 

to the jury : and, while I may think—as I certainly do—that 
the preponderance of testimony is in favour of the defend 
ants, 1 cannot substitute my opinion for that of the jury or 
interfere with its conclusions, except upon some error or other 
substantial ground, which, so far as I can see, does not appear 

No objection was taken to the learned Judge’s charge ; 
and, from a perusal of it, I cannot say that the findings of tie 
jury could, in any proper sense, be called perverse. That they 
are contrary to what 1 regard as the weight of evidence, is not 
alone, in my opinion, under the circumstances of the case, 
sufficient justification for directing a third trial, which in all 
probability would afford the defendants no substantial relief 

Nor do I perceive any sufficient ground to interfere upon 
the question of damages. There was, I think, some evidem- 
upon the subject ; and the quantum—within reasonable limits 
of course, which, I think, have not been exceeded—was very 
much a question for the jury.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Moss, C.J.O., Maclaren and Magee, JJ.A., concurred.

Meredith, J.A. (dissenting) :—The uncertainty which pre
vailed after the first trial of this action by reason of the jury not 
having been polled, or the facts as to how they were divided in 
their finding! not otherwise ascertained, do not now prevail : tIn
jury wfre polled at the last trial, and in that way it was made 
plain that the same ten persons were in favour of the plaintiffs 
in all things essential to a verdict in their favour; that is to say. 
that, had the jury been composed of those ten jurors only, the*- 
would have been unanimously in favour of the plaintiffs upon 
all the questions submitted to them ; so nothing now stands in 
their way in that respect.

And in regard to negligence in respect of sounding the 
whistle and ringing the hell, of that negligence being tin* 
cause of the disastrous collision out of which this action arises, 
and of absence of contributory negligence, this jury also Ini 
found altogether in the plaintiffs’ favour. It may be that 
such findings, some of them, do not commend themselves to 
some judicial minds; but that is not the question ; the simile
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question really is. whether there was any evidence upon which 
reasonable men could have so found ; and I am hound to say 
now, as on the former occasion, that there was. The fact that 
i second jury—a special jury summoned at the instance of the 
defendants—have so found, may he far from conclusive upon 
the question ; but, when added to that is the learned trial 
Judge’s view that the question was so difficult an one that he 
was glad that the onus of solving it did not rest upon him, as 
well as the unquestionable fact that, upon the evidence for 
the plaintiff's alone, it would he impossible to argue reasonably 
that there was no reasonable proof of these things, and equally 
so upon the evidence adduced for the defence upon these ques
tions if the testimony of the trainmen be excluded, it comes to 
this, that the charge of unreasonableness rests upon the evidence 
of men more or less interested, whom the jury, after seeing 
and hearing them, have discarded—with these things added, as 
I have said, 1 find it quite impossible to say that there was no 
case to go to the jury in these respects ; or that the verdict is 
anything like a perverse one; or that it ought to he set aside, 
and another trial directed, because against the weight of the 
evidence. The case was, in my opinion, one for the jury in 
these respects, and they, as the Judges of fact chosen by the 
parties, having the responsibility of finding as they have
found, in the plaintiff's’ favour, for a second time, there would 
he, in my opinion, no legal justification for disturbing such 
findings now.

But upon the question of damages I am in favour of allow
ing this appeal. There was no reasonable evidence of any 
pecuniary loss to the plaintiff's by reason of the death of either 
son or daughter killed in this lamentable accident. Two things 
are indisputable : (1) that recovery can be had. in such an 
action as this, for pecuniary loss only ; and (2) that such loss 
must be proved so that reasonable men can, upon their oaths, 
say that the sum awarded is a fair measure of such loss. There 
was no such proof in this case. According to the evidence, the 
plaintiffs and their sons and daughters were living as one 
household upon a farm which was owned by two of the sons, 
one who was killed and one who yet lives. The death of the 
two children has not altered that state of affairs, hitherto, in 
any manner, and there is no evidence whatever that it is 
likely to. It is said that the young man died intestate and 
unmarried ; and, that being so, not only has the plaintiffs’ 
position in the household not been prejudicially affected, hut it 
has, in a legal sense, been very much strengthened, giving all of 
the family a legal interest in the farm, where, before, all hut the 
two sons, nominally at all events, had no interest whatever 
except in the bounty of such sons. And there is no evidence to
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farm than there was before.
On this ground, the appeal should, I think, be allowed and

Canadian
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the action dismissed ; but there should be no order as to any 
costs. If this point had been raised and relied upon on tb 
former appeal, this action should then have been dismissed, and 
subsequent costs saved; therefore, the defendants should pay 
all subsequent costs, and receive costs down to that appeal: and.

Meredith. J.A. setting the one set of costs off against the other, it is reasonable 
to make no order as to costs and so save further costs.

Appeal dismissed; Meredith, J.A., dissenting.

ONT. Re ST. DAVID’S MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER CO. AND LAHEY

D.C.
1912

Oil lai io Divisional Court, Falconbridgc. C.J.K.B., Britton, and Riddell,d.t. 
Beptembet 21 19

Sept. 21. 1. Evidence (§ II E 0—205)—Contract—Silence as consent—Rebuttv
The fact that one of the parties to an alleged contract with 

corporation embodied in a corporate resolution, although preaeri 
when the resolution was read, raised no objection or dissent, is n* • 
conclusive of his assent by silence, as such party is entitled to addu 
evidence in explanation of his silence.

2. Courts (§ II D—100)—Reasons h*r conclusions—Appeals fro-:
county Judges.

County Court Judges should incorporate the reasons for their c« 
elusions in decisions which are subject to appeal.

3. Estoppel (8 III K—70a)—Disputing landlord's title—Proof •
TENANCY—OVERHOLIUNG TENANTS ACT (ÜNT.).

Where, in proceedings against an alleged overholding tenant, cert a 
evidence tendered by the alleged tenant in contradiction of the lca- 
xvas improperly rejected by the trial Judge, the question of estopy 
from disputing the landlord’s title does not arise until evidence : 
and against the making of the lease has first been fully introduv 
although it is competent for and the duty of the trial Judge to 
termine both questions (tenancy and estoppel) in their proja-r ont

Statement Tub company, claiming to be the owners of certain property 
in the possession of Lahey, whom they alleged to be their tenon 
served him with a notice to deliver up possession. Upon li - 
refusal to do so, they took proceedings under the Overholdin. 
Tenants Act, before the Judge of the County Court of th 
County of Welland. The Judge made an order for possession 
and Lahey appealed therefrom, upon the grounds that ti 
Judge’s decision was wrong in law and in fact and that e\ 
dence was wrongly excluded.

The appeal was allowed and a new trial ordered.
(). II. King, for Lahey.
W. M. Douglas, K.C., for the company.
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Falconbridoe, C.J. :—I think that Lahcy should have had 
Hi.- opportunity to develop his ease in evidence.

There must be a new trial. 1 thought La hey ought to have 
n costs of this appeal, but will not dissent from the view of 

my learned brothers as to costs.

Britton, J. :—It is to be regretted that the evidence tendered 
by Laiiey in explanation of his alleged silence, when the reso
lution mentioned was read and passed in his presence, was 
rejected. Lahey was entitled in law to tell his whole story in 
regard to the particular transaction relied upon by the land
lords to establish Lahey’s tenancy. Simply because of the 
improper rejection of part of the evidence Lahey was prepared 
to give, I agree that there should be a new trial—and on the 
terms mentioned by my brother Riddell. I entirely agree with 
the contention of counsel for the landlords that, as the law 
now is, it is competent for and the duty of the County Court 
.Judge to determine the question of tenancy, and the termin- 
ation of it, and that the Judge may do this on conflicting evi
dence. Re Fee and Adams. 1 O.W.N. 812, and Moore v. Gillies,
2** O.R. 358, are in point.

Riddell, J. :—The evidence, so far as admitted, shews that Bidden, j.
Lahey being in possession of the property) at a meeting of 

the company the secretary called attention to the unsatisfactory 
condition of affairs, owing to there being no definite agreement 
with Lahey, whereupon a resolution was passed in the following 
tenus: “Resolved to give the house and farm to Mr. Lahey rent 
free in consideration of his keeping the front trees cultivated 
and looked after; such arrangement, however, to be terminated 
at any time at the will of the directors.” Lahey was present 
when the resolution was passed, and it was read over to him.
Lahey swears that he said nothing, but was not allowed to ex
plain why he said nothing. The president of the company,
<>n the contrary, says : “He thanked the directors for appoint 
ing him, and told them that he would get out at any minute they 
asked him:” This Lahey specifically denies.

It is rather indicated than proved that the property had 
been purchased by the company from Mrs. II. D., acting for her
self, and, as Lahey asserted <at least) in part for him, he claim
ing a one-third interest. Counsel for Lahey stated to the County 
Court Judge—upon the Judge saying, “He can’t dispute tin- 
landlord’s title”—“He has no title over us—we are as much 
owner as he is.” Whereupon the learned Judge said : “That 
doesn’t make any difference. 1 suppose the law goes this far, 
that, if Mr. Hill is the owner of property, and he accepts a 
lease from you, although he may have an interest in the prop-
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erty, he can’t dispute your title.” And it is quite manifest 
that the County Court Judge proceeded on the assumption that 
there was an acceptance by Lahey of the provisions of the reso
lution already spoken of. If the learned Judge so found after 
hearing all the evidence properly admissible, no one could 
quarrel with his determination—but lie seems to have reached 
his conclusions with the fact before him that Lahey swore that 
he stood silent when the resolution was read, and without an 
explanation being permitted of his silence.

No doubt, ‘‘silence gives consent” in many cases—and, no 
doubt, in many other cases silence implies assent. Hut silence is 
not conclusive: it may be explained. 1 can conceive of more 
than one explanation which would nullify every adverse infer 
encu to be drawn from this silence—I do not mention any, in 
view of a continuation of the trial being the proper course, in 
my opinion.

The Court was called upon to pass upon the question whether 
Lahey accepted the terms of the resolution. That depended 
upon: (1) the relative credibility of Murphy and Lahey; and 
(2) the construction to be placed upon the facts as found by 
the Court to be. Lahey should have been allowed to give his 
explanation in order to enable the Judge to determine the 
amount of credit to be given to his testimony, it is a matter of 
every day experience that a trial tribunal forms a low opinion 
of the credit of a witness for a time, only to change it when his 
full story is told. The explanation, too, would or might deter 
mine whether silence (if his story were accepted) was an 
assent.

It has been suggested that Lahey is, in any case, bound by 
another kind of estoppel. It is argued that his silence (if ther< 
was silence) and his conduct led the company not to take pro 
ccedings—that the company acted upon this silence. It is 
sufficient to say that there is no tittle of evidence of any such 
result.

I think there should be a new trial—the evidence already 
taken to stand, but to be supplemented as may be thought best 
No doubt, the full facts of the title will be gone into unless th 
County Court Judge finds an estoppel.

As it may turn out that all the evidence adduced will not 
advance matters, I think the costs of this appeal and of the new 
trial, as well as the proceedings heretofore had, should be ii. 
the discretion of the County Court Judge.

The Divisional Courts have more than once said that Count} 
Court Judges should give reasons for the conclusions they arriv
ât: it seems necessary to repeat this once more.

Xcw trial directed.
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DUBE v. THE CITY OF MONTREAL. QUE.

Quebec Court of Uevietc, Tvllirr, Del.orimicr, and Grecnshields, «/•/. ( • p
October 31, 1012. MU'*

1. Municipal corporations (ft IIG 2—225)—Liability tor damages— —”
Negligence or police—Duty towards an arrested party. ni,,‘ **•

Where co?ntnbl<»< in tin* ordinary course of their duty and in pur
suance of civic by-law* take into custody a person in a stite of intoxi
cation, they are hound to exercise every reasonable care and precau
tion to afford their charge proper protection and failure to do so 
renders the city which employs them liable in damages for injuries 
that may result from imprudence and negligence.

2. Police ift 1—5)—Negligence in taking care or a drunken man
under arrest—Dangerous stairway.

It is an act of imprudence and neglect to lead a pra'tically helpless 
drunken man down a dangerous stairway under the charge of but one 
constable; and where under such conditions the prisoner misses his 
foothold, falls and breaks his neck the constables’ employer is liable; 
and the fact that the constables knew of the infirmity of their prisoner 
obliged them to use all the more care.

[Beven on Negligence, 3rd ed.. 150, approved; see also Ctai/ard* v.
Ih thirl:, 12 Q.H. 430. 44.'». I hi Eng. Hep. 032 ; Las v. Darlington, 5 
Kx I). 28, 35; McMahon V. Fields, 7 Q.H.D. '>01, 504; Thomas v. Qua,- 
tennaine, 17 Q.H.D. 414. 417, 18 Q.H.D. 085.1 

Death (ft II B—13)—Who may maintain action for—Right of
MOTHER.

The mother has a pecuniary interest in the life of a son who i~ 
killed giving her the right to sue in damage* those responsible for his 
death even though at the time of such death her own husband In
finite able to support her.

Tins was an appeal from a judgment of the Superior Court, statement 
Dunlop, J., rendered at Montreal, on March 28. 1911, dismissing 
with costs the action taken by the plaintiff-appellant against tin- 
city. respondent, for $1,999 damages resulting from the death 
of her son.

The appeal was " " with costs.
T. Cusson, K.C., for plaintiff,
IV. Pamphonssc, for the ref

Greenshields, J. :—The facts in the present ease are free J.
from difficulty and may he briefly stated as follows ;—

• On the 20th of August. 1909, between three and four o’clock 
in the afternoon, a young man, Ernest Racine, twenty-five years 
of age, was brought, in a patrol waggon, to No. 2 police station, 
one of the police stations owned and in charge of the city, de
fendant. The charge against him was entered as drunkenness.

Arriving at the station. Racine was brought in and received 
by Constable Lemieux. He was brought to the wicket and 
searched, and it was decided to take him down stairs to the cells.
To reach the cells it was necessary to descend a narrow, steep 
stairway of eight steps. Half way down the stairway was an 
iron liar, giving entrance to the cell proper.

A2C
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QUE. It should ho remarked hero, that the prisoner offered no re-
sistmiee of any kind hut was per feet ly quiet ; and although the 

1012 ••oustaides state that ho was abb* to walk, it would appear that 
he was in such an advanced state of drunkenness that he could 

PoaK scarcely speak.
City of Brown, another constable present with Lemieux, took him hv

Montbkm the left arm, and was about to start down the stairway with him. 
orerMhiri* .i wl|,‘n Lemieux said to him, “I am going to get my keys,” and 

turned into the office of the lieutenant for that purpose.
ltrown started down the stairway with Racine and arriving 

near the wooden door, four stops down. Racine made a movement 
as if to catch the top of the door, either to stop his descent, or 
t<* steady his movements. 11 is hand missed the door ; his right 
foot missed the step ; he fell midways : his weight carried Con
stable Rrown with him; Brown’s shoulder struck the side of the 
door; he lost his hold of Racine, and the latter fell sideways 
and struck the back of his head, or the side of his head against 
the iron bar or cement floor at the bottom of the steps. Death 
resulted.

The plaintiff, the mother of the deceased, sues the city in 
damages for the sum of $1.999, and after alleging the facts as 
above set forth, alleges that the death of her son was due to 
the negligence of the constables, employees of the defendant, 
who failed to exercise prudent care in conducting the deceased 
to the cell in question. She alleges that he was unmarried and 
contributed to her support, and that she suffered the damages 
alleged.

The defendant denying the rxwnlial allegations of the plain
tiff's declaration, alleges that the city contributed neither di
rectly nor indirectly to the death of Ernest Racine ; that it was 
beyond its power to prevent the accident which resulted in his 
death, and that his death was due entirely to his own fault ; 
that if the plawitiff received any money from the deceased, it 
was pure gratuity, and lie was under no obligation to pay the 
same.

The issues are joined by a general answer.
The learned trial Judge dismissed the plaintiff’s action. *
The chief considérants of the judgment are that the plaintiff 

totally failed to prove that the death of Ernest Racine was due 
to the negligence of any of the city’s employees or constables : 
that, on the contrary, the said constables seemed to have em
ployed all necessary prudence ; that the defendant did not con
tribute directly or indirectly to the death of the said Ernest 
Racine, and that it appears that bis death was due to his own 
fault and to the condition in which he was taken to the police 
station for protection.

A careful examination of the proof leaves no doubt whatever
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Moxtbkal.been known, and must have been known to the constables that 
if Racine, in the condition in which In* was, missed a step and or»m*iëïdi .1. 
fell, that the consequences would he serious.

The immediate cause of the death of Raeine was that being 
in a condition of drunkenness, and while in charge and under 
the care of the defendant’s employees, he was allowed to fall 
down a steep stairway and meet with injuries resulting in his 
death.

Taking the only version of the accident, that given by tin* 
constables, who naturally make it as favorable as possible to 
the defendant, the deceased fell because he missed his hold and 
his step, and Brown, who alone was in charge of him, was not 
sufficiently strong, or had not a sufficiently firm grip on him to 
prevent him falling.

This, in my opinion, creates a presumption of imprudence 
and negligence which can he only rebutted or destroyed by posi
tive proof that the accident resulted from something beyond the 
control of the defendant’s employees, or was due to a fortuitous 
event or irresistible force. This, in my opinion, the defendant 
has failed entirely to prove.

• The learned trial Judge in finding the deceased Racine to be 
at fault, apparently finds that fault in the condition to which 
lie brought himself by his excesses.

But the drunkenness of Racine was not the immediate cause 
of his death. It is true that had he not become intoxicated, the 
probability is that he would not have been in the police station.
It is equally true that if lie hail not been intoxicated, lie would 
not have fallen down the stairway. It is equally true that with 
the men and means at the disposal of the city, he would not 
have fallen, had he been carefully and prudently, and wisely 
conducted down a dangerous stairway. The immediate cause 
of his death was the imprudence of one man attempting to con
duct a practically helpless drunken man down a dangerous way.
Raeine was perfectly quiet—offered no resistance, and did only 
what might be expected from a man in his drunken and helpless 
condition.

These constables, and both of them, were accustomed to the 
handling of drunken men, and they should have foreseen the 
possibility of the happening of that which actually took place.

It would be useless to argue, that what the constables de
cided to do with Racine, viz., to place him in a cell, could not
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have been done with perfect safety to themselves and to tin- 
deceased in the condition in which he was. If the constables of 
the city take charge of a drunken man and place him in a posi
tion of danger, it is their duty to protect him against tin* dan
ger to which their act has exposed him.

I find against the defendant upon the proof. I find it an 
act of imprudence and negligence on the part of Brown and 
Lemieux to allow Brown alone, unaided, to attempt to take 
Racine where he was being taken when he met with the accident.

It has been held in our Courts, that a railway company 
undertaking the transportation of a passenger while in a state 
of drunkenness, owes to that passenger protection, and it is a 
fault if the employees of the company, knowing of the state of 
intoxication of the passenger, allows him to stand upon the 
platform and allows the train to start while he is on the plat
form and damage results: see Ducharme v. Canadian Pacific It. 
Co., lfi Rev. de Jur. 27.

As to the American jurisprudence, see American and English 
Railroad Cases, Annotated, vol. 39, N.8. 534.

In the case of Pria v. 77# < St. Louis Pail uny Company, 39 
A. & E. R. Cas. N.S. 534, it was clearly stated, that if a con
ductor of a train accepts a person as a passenger, whom lie 
knows to he unattended and knows to he insensible from intoxi
cation and thereby unable to protect himself from danger and 
injury, the company owes him the duty to exercise such cave as 
may be reasonably necessary for his safety. While the company 
is not an insurer of the person of one who has been received as a 
passenger in such condition being cognizant thereof it is bound 
to exercise all the care that a reasonable prudent man would to 
protect one in such insensible and helpless condition from tin- 
dangers incident to his surroundings and mode of travel.

In the present case the constables knew of the condition of 
Racine, he was taken in charge because he was in that condition. 
The constables knew the danger to which he was exposed by be
ing taken down this stairway while in that condition, and It was 
their duty to exercise the greatest care in his conduct.

This principle is well recognized by the English Courts:— 
Further, tiie more fact of an injured person being of unsound mind 

or drunk or blind, or deaf, does not of itself deprive the right to
recover in the event of injury...................

While deafness or blindness, or any similar infirmity, does not put 
the sutlerer under civil disabilities, neither does it confer greater right- 
unless the existence of it is known to the injured person. If, however, 
lie comes to the knowledge that the person in front of him is deaf or 
blind, or lame, he must regulate his conduct accordingly. Knowledge 
engenders a greater duty. Heven's Law of Negligence, 3rd ed., Vol. I. 
pp. 150, 160.

Applying this to the case under consideration, certainly
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Racine was suffering from an infirmity—temporary though it 
may have been. The constables had full know bulge of its ex
istence. He was taken in charge just because of his temporary 
infirmity and, as already stated, knowing his infirm, helpless 
condition, they placed him in a place of extreme danger, and 
they failed properly to protect him. I find negligence proven.

As to the responsibility of the city, the learned trial Judge 
found, that if negligence was proven tin* city could not escape 
responsibility. In this 1 agree with the judgment. In fact, 
the learned counsel for the city practically abandoned that dé
foncé at the hearing.

The constables at the time of the act. were clearly acting 
within the scope of their authority as employees of the city; 
were acting in virtue of a by-law passed by the city, and the 
city is responsible for their negligent act of omission or com
mission.

As to the damages, this young man was not the sole support 
of his mother; in fact, she admits that her present husband is 
quite able to support her; nevertheless, in my opinion, she is 
entitled to compensation. She 1ms pecuniary interest in the life 
of her son; if the occasion arises when his support is required, 
she has a legal right to enforce it.

I find no contributory negligence on the part of the de
ceased. After he was taken in charge by the constables, he did 
nothing that he should not have dont; to bring about tin* result
ing conditions.

I would assess the damages at $400.

Jml<fni4 nt for plaintiff.

CAMPBELL v. TAXICABS VERRALS LIMITED.
Ontario Mali Court, Boyd, C. September 19, 1912.

1. Corporations and companies (gl R—7)—Delay in organizing—Let
ters patent—Liability oe solicitors entering an appearance.

Where letters patent incorporating a company have l>een obtained 
under the Ontario Companies Act. and. though no steps have been 
taken towards its organization, its corporate powers have not been 
forfeited by delay, the company is an existing legal entity, and 
solicitors entering an appearance on its behalf cannot he made per
sonally liable for the costs of the action ns having ap|>carcd for a 
non-existing client.

[5immon* v. Liberal Opinion, Ltd., In rc Dunn, [1911] 1 K.B. 006, 
distinguished.]

2. Corporations and companies lgIG2—117)—-Power of directors to
DEFEND AN ACTION IN NAME OF COMPANY.

The directors of a company have power to defend an action in the 
name of a company.

[See I.indlcy on Companies, 0th cd., vol. 1, p. 378.]
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| Thinni H llano I ho I, anil Hailmtit Co. V. Hall, M. A tlr. 274; and 
l'ii i< Il v. Kan tern CoiioIôh I,taihroji (V, 2 Ex. 1144.]

Statement Motion by the plaintiff for an order setting asidv an ap|>cnr- 
ance entered in the name of the defendant as a company, and all 
subsequent proceedings, and directing the solicitors who entered 
the apix-aranee and defended the action to pay the plaintiff's 
costs, upon the grounds that the defendant never authorised 
the defence, and had never Ihhti organised as a company, and 
had never ap|xiintcd officers, and had never ap|>ointcd any |x-rson 
to accept service, and had given no instructions to the solicitors 
to defend.

The action was for damages for injuries sustained by the 
plaintiff on or nlnmt the ffth November, Iff 10, by reason of the 
negligence of the driver of a taxicab engaged by the plaintiff 
from the defendant's garage. The plaintiff recovered judgment 
against the defendant; but found no assets to realist- upon.

The at ion was dismissed.
./. MacUrqior, for the plaintiff.
J. M. (imifny, for the defendant anti the solicitors who 

defended the action.
Septeml>er Iff, Iff 12. Boyi>, (’.: This motion was launched on 

the authority of Simmon* v. Liberal Opinion Limited, In re I)unn, 
|Iff 11 ) 1 K.ih ffOO, the head-note of which suffices to shew' its 
scope: “A solicitor assuming to act for one of the parties to an 
action warrants his authority, anti is ix-rstmally liable to the 
op|Hising party for costs, if it turns out that the client for whom 
lie assumed to act is non-existing, or has revoked the authority." 
The defendant in that ease was suetl as a company; it turned 
out that, though some prelimiiuirv steps had Ih-cu taken to form, 
the matter hatl not Ist-n consummated by registration, so that 
in fact there was no company—it was non-existent. That is 
the radical difference as eompaml with this ease, where the de
fendant, suetl as a company, had lieen legally constituted a 
company by letters patent of Ontario dated the 27th October, Iff 10. 
No steps ap|H-ar to have In-en taken to organise the compati\ 
in the usual way; anti, after the charter issued, so matters reniaine«I 
till lately, when a meeting was held, anti the directors ratified 
what had l>een tlone in defentling this action. The charter has 
not lieeomc forft r any of the provisions of the Companies
Act by reason of its inaction.

So far as appears, the vehicles which art1 sent out in rvs|>ons. 
to calls made by telephone on the “Taxicalis Verrais” an* owned

4
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1 »y ( Icorge Verrai. The writ was served upon him, and he for
warded it to an indemnity company in the United States, and 
that company undertook the defence, and instructed the solicitors 
who arc now called upon by this motion to pay all the costs of 
litigation. There is nothing to shew that these solicitors had any 
knowledge of the defects or omissions in the organisation of the 
defendant, which are now relied on as nullifying the conduct 
and the results of this action: a very different position from that 
occupied by the solicitor in the English ease. At most, or 
at least, in this instance, there is a defendant which has a legal 
entity, with unused powers it may be, but still other than a non
existent body. The statute under which the defendant was 
incorporated declares (sec. Hi) that notice of incorjMiration 
shall be given by the Provincial Secretary in the Ontario Gazette, 
and the corporation shall be deemed to be existing from the 
date of the letters patent incorporating the same (7 Kdw. \'ll. 
ch. 34, ().) U|x>n incorporation, the corporation is in possession 
of the powers sjieeified in the Act (see sees. 17, IS, etc.). Section 
21 declares that if a corporation does not go into actual operation 
within two years after ineorjioration or for two consecutive years 
does not use its corporate jtowers, the powers, except as far as 
is necessary for the winding-up of the corjioration, shall be for
feited - but that forfeiture shall not prejudicially affect the 
rights of creditors.

This company, being incorporated on the 27th October, 1010, 
had not defaulted under this lajise of time when the action was 
begun or when this ajiplication was made. It was an existing 
body, in jxisscssion of unused powers, and with its original direc
torate holding office (see secs. 70 and 85). The directors, of 
whom George Verrai was one, had power to defend this action 
in the name of the conijiany (Lindley on Cotnjianies, 0th ed., 
vol. 1, I». 378); and the solicitors had no knowledge or intimation 
that this was not a bond fide defence. That tin* conijiany had 
no property is nothing to the purjiose of this aj>j>lieatioii. Many 
an action against a conijiany is frustrated for want of assets after 
judgment has been obtained.

The solicitors having ajijienred for the company, and the 
suit having been contested clown to judgment, it does not ajijiear 
relevant to inquire in what manner the solicitors were appointed; 
the company cannot raise any objection to their authority, nor 
can the plaintiff: Faviell v. Eastern Counties It.W. Co. ( 1818),
2 Ex. 344, and Thames Haven Dock and AML. Co. v. Halt (1843), 
5 M. * (Jr. 274.

I do not further jiursue this inquiry; 1 see no ground to in
terfere with the record or to order payment of costs of the action 
by the solicitors.

The ajiplication is dismissed, with costs to be set off against 
the costs taxed to the jilaintiff in the action.

ONT.
lie f. 

1912
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ONT. REIFFENSTEIN v. DEY.

D.a
1912

Ontario Divisional Court. Itoi/ri, Middleton, ami Latch ford,
September !10, 1012.

Sept. .10. 1. New trial (8 III 11—Hi)—Erroneous verdict—Unsatisfactory find
ings—Trial iiy Judge without a jury.

Where, in an action which has lieen twice tried, the jury have dis
agreed upon the first trial, and, upon an appeal from the verdict at 
the second trial, the appellate Court is of opinion that some of the 
findings are so entirely against the evidence Hint it is apparent that 
the jury must have given effect to some improper consideration or have 
acted unreasonably, and the plaintiff, by whom the jury notin' was 
first given, desires a trial without a jury, the appellate Court will 
direct a new trial la-fore a Judge without a jury.

2. New trial <8 1111—Itl)—Erroneous verdict—Unsatisfactory evid
ence—(Appellate Court remitting for new trial.

Where an appellate Court is of opinion that some of the findings 
of a jury are against the weight of evidence, hut there is conflicting 
evidence upon some of flip issues raised, the Court will not itself de
termine the ease, but will direct a new trial.

Statement Motion by the plaintiff for a new trial, or for judgment in 
the plaintiff's favour, after trial Wfore Riddell. J.. and a jury, 
at Ottawa, and judgment dismissing the action.

The action was brought by two ladies to recover damages 
for injuries sustained as the result of a running-down accident, 
occasioned, it was said, by the negligence of the defendant.

The motion was allowed and a new trial ordered.
0. /•’. II aider son, K.C., for the plaintiffs.
A. E. Eripp, K.O., for the defendant.

Middleton, J. Middleton, J. :—The jury have answered in the defendant's 
favour all the questions submitted by the trial Judge; and, in 
ordinary circumstances, their decision would he final. Rut upon 
some of the questions it is clear that the answers of the jury 
are not warranted by any possible view of the evidence. Upon 
other questions there was evidence from which the findings might 
well be in the defendant's favour.

After careful and anxious consideration, we have come to 
the conclusion that the answers of the jury to some of the ques
tions are so entirely against the evidence that it is apparent that 
for some reason the jury must have given effect to some improper 
consideration, or have acted unreasonably, and that there lias 
not been a fair and impartial trial. We have spoken to Un
learned trial Judge, and he agrees with us that the result must 
be regarded as unsatisfactory.

In view of the fact that the case had already been tried 
before Mr. Justice Britton—when the jury disagreed—and of 
the fact that the jury notice was given hv the plaintiff, ami
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the plaintiff now desires trial without a jury, we think it proper 
to direct a new trial before a Judge without a jury.

We are much impressed by the view that a new trial ought 
not lightly to be given ; but in this case the danger of a miscar
riage of justice, if the present verdict is » stand, appears
so great that we think this case may be treated as exceptional.

We were pressed by the plaintiff's counsel to pass upon the 
evidence ourselves, instead of directing a new trial. We do 
not think we should do this, in view of the conflicting evidence 
upon some of the issues raised.

As a new trial is directed, it is not desirable that we should 
now comment upon the evidence.

No costs of the last trial or of this appeal.

ONT.

DC.
1913

Hum v-

lh.v.

Latciiford, J., agreed with Middleton, J. : and Boyd, C., 
agreed in the result.

I.ntcliford. J,

New trial without a jury directed.

REX v. ACKERSON. H.S.
\ di h Sri,tin Supreme Court, Ihusilnb. in Chamtn i v Xovcmbcr 2, 1912.

1. Aitkai. ( $VIII G—077) Km hid i:\ii \t oi AFFIRMED .uhomkxts—
Warrant of commitment issved bv aitei.i.ate judge.

S.rlion 150 sub-sec. (r) of the Liquor License Act. R.S.N.S. 1900, 
oh. 100, which provides that, upon the nflinuance on apjwil of a con
viction thereunder, if it is adjudged hv the conviction that the person 
convicted "shall lie imprisoned.” the county court judge hearing the ap
peal may issue his warrant of commitment, nppl es only where the com
mitment imposed imprisonment in the first instance without the 
alternative of a fine, and the county court judge has no authority to 
i-sue a warrant of commitment lieeause of the default of the un- 
-uccessful n in paying the line which the conviction imposed
although the conviction provided that in default of payment the de
fendant should he imprisoned unless the fine were sooner paid.

[Ex parte Abril, 33 C.L..T. 020. followed.]
2. Courts (8 II A fl—179)— Jurisdiction of county court judge on an

Al’I’EAI. FROM CONVICTION UNDER TIIE LlQUOB LICENSE ACT,
H.S.N.S. 1900, oil. 100, sec. 149.

A county court judge hearing an appeal from a summary convic
tion under the Liquor License Act. H.S.N.S. 1900. eh. loo. sec. 119.. is 
a statutory ofilcer and, ns such, is strictly limited to the authority 
which the statute confers.

s. c.
1912

X»v. 2.

• Motion on notice to the Judge of the County Court of dis
trict No. 1 at Halifax, and the prosecutor the chief inspector 
of licenses for the city of Halifax, to discharge the defendant 
under writs of habeas corpus and certiorari in aid thereto, from 
the city prison at Halifax, where he was imprisoned under a 
warrant of commitment in execution made on October 31, 1012, 
by the Judge of the County Court for district No. 1 at Halifax.

Statement

1871

3887
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N.S. The dcfeiiduut has been convicted under the Liquor License
S.C.
1912

Act. Rev. Stitt. N.8., 1900, ell. 100, sees. 80 and 135 by the 
stipendiary magistrate nt' the city of Halifax on July 2. 1912.

Kkx

Ackkuson.

for unlawfully selling liquor in the city of Halifax by retail, 
without the license required by law, within six months previous 
to the date of the laying of the information on June 22nd, 1912.

Statement and was adjudged, etc., to pay a penalty of $50 and $4.15 costs 
and in default, etc., sixty days at hard labour unless the said 
sums and the costs and charges of conveying him to gaol 
were sooner paid.

lie appealed under sections 14!) and 150 of the said Act to 
the County Court for district No. 1 at Halifax, and the appeal 
was dismissed, the conviction was affirmed and it was adjudged 
“that process of this honourable Court should issue for the en
forcement of the said conviction.” The appeal Judge then made 
the warrant above referred to under sec. 150(e) of the Act. 
which recited the steps leading to and the conviction made by 
the stipendiary magistrate, and directed enforcement according 
to its terms.

J.J. Pouvr, K.C., for the prisoner.
J. It. Johnston, for the inspector.

Drysdale. J. Drysdale, J., in an oral judgment held that the Judge on 
ing a statutory officer was limited strictly to the author

ity conferred on him by the statute, and as sec. 150(c) of the 
Act related to a conviction made in the first instance for a term 
of imprisonment absolute as distinguished from imprisonment 
to enforce payment of a penalty, his warrant was bad and with
out jurisdiction, and the prisoner held under it was entitled to 
be discharged: Christii v. Unwin, 11 A. & B. 373, 379, 113 
Eng. R. 457. per Coleridge. J„ and Ex parte Abril, 33 C.L.-I. 
fi26, may be referred to.

Prisoner dischartp d.

ALTA. DENMAN v. THE CLOVER BAR COAL CO., Limited.

S.C.
1912

Alberta Supreme Court, liar veil, C.J., Scott, neck, ami Simmons, J./. 
October 4. 1012.

Oct. 4. 1. CoRPUDATIIINB IXII milI'ANil» 11 1V0 i—117) —RlOHT UP DIRECTOR m
CONTRACT WITH COMPANY—ABSENCE OF ANY ADVANTAGE BKIXU

One who contracts with an incorporated company, of which he i~ a* 
director, must shew that the contract is a fair one and that he lias 
taken no advantage of the company.

2. Contracts (8 VC3—402)—Corporation's right to rescind contract

INDUCED BY MISREPRESENTATION OF ONE OF ITS DIRECTORS.
Misrepresentation by the director of an incorporated company in

ducing a contract la-tween him and the company, given the company 
tiie right, not merely to a future judicial rescission of the contract !•> 
a judgment of the Court, hut to repudiate the contract by its own a t.

6244
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3. Contracts ( 5 V C 2—397)—Rescission of contract rv coriniration
—Restoration of benefits—Contract induced by mihrepre-
SENTATION OF A DIRECTOR.

The repudiation by an incorporated company of a contract with 
one of its directors, on the ground of misrepresentation, must be 
made promptly after the discovery of the misrepresentation, and 
while the company is still in a position to restore matters, not neces
sarily to their precise original position, but to a position which shall 
be just with reference to the rights which the director had before the 
contract.

[.4dam V. Xcubigging, 13 AX'. 308, referred to; see also Kerr on 
Fraud and Mistake, 4th ed., pp. 305 ct scq.j

4. Evidence (8 IIE 7—187)—Onus of establish!no affirmatively
truth of representations—Contract with corporation to re
pudiate AS BEING INDUCED BY MISREPRESENTATION.

Where an incorporated company attacks a contract between itself 
and one of its directors on the ground of misrepresentation, the onus 
is upon the director to prove affirmatively the truth of the represent
ation complained of.

[Imperial Mercantile Credit Association v. Coleman. L.R. ti H.L. 
181»; (libson v. Jeyes, 6 Ves. 2Uti. referred to; see also Kerr on Fraud 
and Mistake, 4th ed., p. 147; and Bowstead on Agency, 5th ed., p. 137.]

5. Corporations and companies (g IVG 2—117)—Right of managing
director to compromise or release a liability of another 
director—Contract induced by misrepresentation.

It is not within the authority of the managing director of an in
corporated company to compromise or release the liability of another 
director in respect of misrepresentations made by that director in
ducing a contract between him and the company.

Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Stuart, J., 
at the trial without a jury in favour of the plaintiff in an action 
for damages for breach of an alleged agreement.

The appeal was allowed with costs, and an account directed, 
costs of trial reserved, to be dealt with by a single Judge after 
the accounts are taken ; Simmons, J., dissenting in part.

0. M. Biggar, for the plaintiff, respondent.
J. II. Leech, for the defendants, appellants.

Harvey, C.J. :—This is an appeal from my brother Stuart, 
who in his reasons for judgment has stated the facts so fully as 
to make it unnecessary for me to state them here.

Dealing first with what may be referred to as the second 
agreement, viz., that arranged between the plaintiff and Robert
son, for the breach of which the learned trial Judge gives the 
plaintiff damages, it appears to me that there was no agreement 
of which there was any breach. The agreement made with 
Robertson was of temporary character, the terms being those of 
a proposed agreement between the plaintiff and the company 
through its directors but the time being only until the directors 
should formally deal with the matter. This is perfectly clear 
from the plaintiff’s letter of May 1st, 1909, in which he speaks 
of “the agreement now pending signature by the directors of 

7—7 D.L.R.
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the company,” and says : ‘‘Should the same not be accepted by 
them then after notice of non-acceptance the original agreement 
shall remain in full force.” By an agreement of that tempor
ary character it was in my opinion quite within the power of 
Robertson as general manager to bind the company. Acquies
cence by the directors in what was intended to be only a tempor
ary arrangement could not make it something it was not intended 
to be, though binding the company by its terms so long as they 
permitted it to continue. When on 15th February, 1910, the 
company refused to deliver any more coal which the plaintiff 
was receiving under that arrangement they thereby terminated 
the agreement made by Robertson, which the agreement recog
nized their right to do. The refusal to supply coal was a repudi
ation of any right of the plaintiff to act as defendants’ sales 
agent under the original agreement of 27th June, 1908, as well, 
and it does not appear to me to be necessary to consider whether 
that agreement was effectively rescinded before the agreement 
with Robertson was entered into, because it was not subsequently 
acted on and it clearly was repudiated by the refusal to supply 
coal on February 15th, 1910.

I am of opinion that the defendants had a right to rescind 
that agreement. When it was made the plaintiff occupied the 
position of director and general manager and the co-directors 
were entitled to place confidence in him and actually did rely on 
the information he gave them respecting the working of the mine. 
In the portion of the examination for discovery of the co-director. 
A. W. Denman, put in evidence by plaintiff’s counsel, it is stated 
that the plaintiff represented the cost of the coal as from 85c. 
to $1.05, giving a dollar a ton profit in addition to the 50c. com
mission to be allowed the plaintiff under the contract and that it 
was on the strength of that statement that he got the contract. 
It seems well established that a person occupying the position 
of trust that the plaintiff did, must shew that the contract he 
entered into with his beneficiaries is a fair one and that he has 
taken no advantage of them. If the statements made and relied 
on are untrue the beneficiaries are not bound by the bargain and 
may repudiate the contract when they learn that they have been 
deceived.

Then» is much evidence of probable cost of production on 
which, in my opinion, not much reliance can be placed. There 
are, however, in evidence, statements of actual operations, fur
nished by the plaintiff, for the year 1907. These statements do 
not satisfy me that the cost of production was as low as was 
stated and much less do the opinions of the witnesses. Indeed 
from the statements i find myself unable to come to any other 
conclusion than that the cost of production was much greater 
than the plaintiff admits he stated it to be, viz., 9Gc. to $1.05 a
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ton. My brother Heck has made some computations and the 
lowest sum he is able to arrive at is $1.40 a ton. In my opinion 
that is even more favourable than the figures warrant. It may 
be noted that in the statement shewing the profit for the year as 
$11,177.71 the assets current account are given as $11,986.50, 
whereas the account itself gives only $8,386.50, considerably 
more than half of which is for hills and accounts receivable. 
The most favourable computation for the plaintiff I can make 
shews the cost of production as $1.60 a ton. It is probable that 
the directors were more influenced by the statement that there 
would be a profit of $1 a ton for the company after paying 50c. 
commission to the plaintiff. It may he said that this was a 
statement of expectation, hut even if it he so treated unless there 
were a proper foundation of fact to support it, it must he treated 
as a misstatement of fact.

If the profit for the year 1907 had been in reality $11,177.71 
as given in the statement, this would have been nearly $1 a ton 
that the company received, hut as I have already pointed out, 
the figures by which this amount is obtained are not the figures 
of the other statements, and there seems no reason why the price 
of all the improvements should he added. There would no doubt 
be improvements each year, hut allowing one-half the value as 
a special and extraordinary charge against the first year opera
tions and all the preliminary expenses and deducting only 10 
per cent, of the accounts and hills receivable and assuming that 
nothing was advanced by the owners to the business, the profits 
would not appear to be more than $5,361.60, which would he less 
than 50c. a ton. Then we find a statement of the profits for 
January and February, 1908, probably the two best months of 
the year. The amount shewn as profits for these two months 
is $710.05. In January and February, 1907, 3,725 tons were 
mined. If the same amount was mined in January and Febru
ary, 1908, this profit would he less than 20c. a ton. Moreover, 
the whole trouble, which is referred to at length in the reasons 
for judgment of the learned trial Judge, was that at no time was 
the mine paying. It seems never to have made any substantial 
profit and I feel, no doubt, that the assurance that the plaintiff 
gave that a profit of $1.00 a ton would lie derived from the mine 
after paying his commission of 50c. a ton was entirely unwar
ranted by the facts which wore or should have been within his 
knowledge. The weight of evidence is also that 50c. a ton for 
the work he was to perform as sales agent was not a fair or usual 
commission but was excessive.

The directors were, therefore, entitled to rescind the agree
ment of 27th June, 1908, when they learned of the facts. They 
did in fact pass a resolution for that purpose in March, 1909. 
There is a dispute as to whether notice was given to the plaintiff
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but it is, I think, ns 1 have already said, unnecessary to determine 
that point because there is no doubt that he became aware very 
shortly after that there was dissatisfaction with that contract 
and new terms were discussed and arranged between him and 
Robertson, the general manager, to which reference has already 
been made, and he did not suppose that he was continuing under 
the first contract, after that. The plaintiff, therefore, cannot 
claim under the contract of 27th June, 1908, and in the account 
between him and the company he should be allowed for his 
services upon the basis of quantum meruit up to the first of 
May, 1909, when the new arrangement was made with Robert 
son, which arrangement should be the basis for the remainder 
of the time he was in the company’s employ, allowance being 
made also for his services as general manager while he acted as 
such.

As to the claim in respect to what is called the Rush property, 
it is quite clear that the defendants arc entitled to a conveyance 
of this upon satisfying whatever claim the plaintiff may have. 
The account to be taken between the parties should be general 
and should include this. After the report is made and the state 
of the account is ascertained, further directions can lie given.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the account 
should be taken upon the basis I have indicated. The costs of 
the original action should be reserved to lie dealt with by a 
single Judge after the accounts arc taken.

Scott, J. :—I concur with the judgment of Beck, J.

Reck, J. :—This is an appeal from the judgment of Stuart. J., 
at a trial before him without a jury. He gave judgment for the 
plaintiff on his claim and directed an account against the plain
tiff on the defendant’s counterclaim. The learned trial Judg«* 
has set out the facts so fully that I need not repeat them.

One of the questions raised on the appeal is the question 
whether the agreement between the plaintiff and the defendant 
company of the 27th June, 1908, is binding upon the defendant 
company. That agreement the learned trial Judge has summar
ized as follows:—

The company appointed the plaintiff their sales agent and 
gave him in general terms the exclusive right to handle and sell 
the output of tlie defendant company’s mine for a period of 
five years from the 1st September, 1908, and the plaintiff was to 
receive fifty cents per ton of all coal sold. The plaintiff veed 
to give his whole time and attention towards effecting sans, to 
provide such office or offices and office staff as might be necessary 
and to bear all the expense of selling, collecting, bookkeeping, 
etc., to arrange for delivery of the coal except where delivery 
should be accepted by the purchaser at the pit mouth or on
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hoard ears, but the cost of such delivery was to be ultimately 
borne by the company. The plaintiff was to be responsible for 
the price to be paid by the purchaser and to meet all bad debts 
and to pay demurrage where not caused by the fault of the com
pany. He was to account for and pay over in cash on the 5th 
of each month the price of all coal sold except in cases of special 
contracts approved by the mine superintendent in which case 
the terms of such contracts should govern. The company agreed 
to “mine and produce such quantity of coal ils having regard 
to the season and conditions affecting the same may be reason
ably possible.” Sales were not to be made below current market 
prices except with the consent of the mine superintendent. The 
plaintiff agreed to remain as general manager for the company 
until September 1st, 1908, when the contract was to become 
operative and then to resign. All moneys received by the plain
tiff for sales of coal were to he considered the property of the 
company subject to the deduction of 50 cents a ton and, as was, 
of course, understood, the cost of hauling, but the company was 
not to be liable on contracts made by the plaintiff. There were 
other clauses in the agreement not necessary to be mentioned 
here.

This agreement is attacked by the defendant company on the 
ground that the plaintiff at the time it was entered into occupied 
a fiduciary relationship towards the company ; that he misrepre
sented to the company what had been hitherto the cost of pro
duction or at all events did not make that full and fair disclosure 
with regard to the cost of production which, in view of the fact 
that he alone knew or was in a position to ascertain the cost and 
of his fiduciary relationship, he was called upon to make before 
concluding the agreement.

The learned trial Judge deals at some length with this part 
of the case. He says:—

The misrepresentation alleged was that he (the plaintiff) had as
sured Rogers and A. W. Denman (two of the directors and the holders 
of almost the whole of the subscribed stock) that coal could be mined 
and was being mined at a cost of from 96c. to $1.05 a ton and the 
defendants allege that it was in reliance upon this assurance that 
Rogers and A. W. Denman had entered into the contract on behalf of 
the company and that, in fact, the cost of production had been and 
continued to be a much larger amount.

Then the learned Judge, after discussing the evidence of 
Rogers and one Smith, says:—

Both these circumstances tend to confirm the plaintiff's statement 
that whatever he said was given as an estimate and had reference to 
the contemplated installation of more perfect machinery. . . . What
ever truth there may be in the defendant company’s complaints on 
this score, and as I have indicated, I think there is very little, and 
even assuming that there never was any valid change in the original
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contract. I am clearly of opinion that the company through its directors 
must be held by the course of conduct which I have described to have 
acquiesced in the agreement in question and to be debarred from set 
ting up misrepresentation or breach of trust according to the principle 
laid down in the case of Erlanger v. New Sombero Phosphate Co., 3 
A.C. 1201.
As I interpret the learned Judge’s reasons for judgment he 

upholds the agreement of the 27th June on the ground of ac
quiescence without forming any definitive opinion upon the ques
tion of misrepresentation. At all events, in fulfilling the duty 
which falls upon me of considering the correctness of the learned 
trial Judge’s findings of fact I have the less hesitancy in differ
ing from him, in case the evidence should lead me to a different 
conclusion, than if it had appeared to me that he had based his 
decision upon a fully considered and definitively stated finding 
of fact against misrepresentation.

The clear purport of the plaintiff’s evidence (pp. 74 and 75) 
is this, that he shewed Rogers and A. W. Denman a statement 
which he had prepared shewing that up to that time the com
pany had been making “about a dollar a ton profit,” that during 
this time the company was to pay his salary ($150 a month) and 
the expenses of the city office; that continuing with the same 
methods of operation this profit might be somewhat reduced by 
reason of new competition ; that taking as a basis this profit in 
the past of nearly a dollar a ton the company might, with a 
contemplated installation of new plant and construction of a 
spur line of railway look for a profit of a dollar a ton clear after 
deducting the proposed commission of fifty cents a ton to him
self, he, it is to he remembered, bearing the expenses of the city 
office and ceasing to be manager.

Going further back in the plaintiff’s evidence he states quite 
definitely and distinctly (pp. 67, 68, 69) that the statement lie 
produced shewed that the cost of production had been ninety-six 
cents per ton ; that this was for all the coal that had been sold 
which consisted almost entirely of screened coal, “a very, very 
small part” being nut coal, as to which he says: “We threw 
away a lot of nut coal which is considered a by-product of the 
mine. It is not considered always a saleable article and mine 
managers don’t generally consider that in the cost of produc
tion” (p. 68).

On p. 869, the plaintiff says ;—
I had them (certain books) at the time I made up the cost of 

production that I gave to the board of directors of 90 to 105.

On pp. 927-8 this occurs :—
Q. If I were to tell you that your brother swore, Mr. Denman, that 

you stated to him in Mr. O’Connor’s office that it cost 96c. to $1.05 to 
produce coal, would that statement be correct? A. It would.

Q. You made that statement to him there? A. I did.
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Q. Although you denied having made that statement? A. No, no. 
I never denied. I always said that was the prive I told him it did

Q. You also told Mr. Rogers the same thing? A. Yes.
This evidence, even without reference to the evidence of 

Rogers and A. W. Denman, shews beyond question, it seems to 
me, that the plaintiff represented positively and as basing his 
representation upon the actual results, that the cost of producing 
the coal up to that time had been from 96c. to $1.05 for all the 
coal sold which consisted almost entirely of screened coal and 
that it was in no sense any estimate of what could be accom
plished in the future under improved conditions.

Counsel for the plaintiff takes this view of the evidence. His 
factum puts it in this way (p. 5) :—

When these negotiations were going on certain statements made in 
April were submitted by the plaintiff which shewed that, taking all 
the coal sold, it was costing from tltic. to $1.05 to produce and he so 
stated then and so swears now.
This is a conclusion from the evidence which differs from 

that of the trial Judge, who, in view of the enormous mass of 
evidence in the case which occupied thirteen days, may very 
readily be supposed to have forgotten some of the evidence.

Having, as 1 find, made these representations and they hav
ing been the inducement for the agreement of the 27th June, 
1908, and the agreement being attacked by the defendant com
pany, the other party to it, the plaintiff, standing at the time in 
a fiduciary relationship to the company as he undoubtedly did 
(Imperial M. C. Association v. Coleman, L.R. 6 ILL. 189) is 
called upon to prove affirmatively their truth : Gibson v. Jeyes, 
6 Ves. 206 at p. 270; Kerr on Fraud and Mistake, 4th ed., p. 
147 ; Bowstead on Agency, 4th ed., pp. 137-8. As far as I can 
discover he has not only failed to do this but the most reliable 
evidence upon the matter points strongly to the conclusion that 
his representations as to the cost of production cannot be sub
stantiated.

Exhibit 10. pp. 1015 et s q., is a statement made upon an 
audit by one Toll. The statement was prepared by the plaintiff’s 
direction and was issued by him (p. 77). It appears to be the 
most reliable and satisfactory evidence on which to calculate the 
cost of production from the 1st December, 1906, to the 31st De
cember, 1907. The difference between the revenue and the ex
penses would shew the entire cost of carrying on the business. 
To ascertain the cost of production there should obviously be 
deducted from the expenses all expenses which arc not properly 
part of the cost of production, such as haulage, the greater part 
of the salaries of the managing director, of the city office staff, 
of the rent and maintenance of the city office, all advertising, 
and an allowance for interest on investment. The statements
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comprised in exhibit 10. though they may not furnish us with 
sufficient details to enable us to make an exact calculation either 
of the entire expenses or of the cost of production, appear to 
be sufficient for an approximate calculation, as against the plain
tiff. Taking them as they arc, counsel for the defendant com
pany contends that they shew that the cost of production was 
not less than $1.55 per ton, or at all events that they appear to 
shew this and that if they shew a less cost it lies upon the plain
tiff to establish it.

He puts it in this way :—
The total revenue from the sale of coal is stated to be $40,063.00

The cost of hauling........................... $18,220.00
The net profit ................................... 11,177.71

-------------------- 29,403.71
Cost of production .................................................... 20,550.89

Divide that by the number of tons 13,250.47 and the result is $1.55

In this calculation it seems to me some things have been over
looked. In ascertaining the profits (p. 1020) the total of the 
preliminary expenses $822.36 (p. 1017-18) and the total of the 
improvements $3,450 (p. 1016) making together $4,172.36 
have been charged instead of only a proportionate part, for in
stance one-tenth, that is $417.23 should be added to the estimated 
profits.

Besides this, it would appear that in respect of the capital 
account amounting to $248,231.10 (p. 1022) some allowance 
should be made for interest on the investment ; though I should 
think it ought to be assumed that a year’s interest was paid and 
charged upon $220,000, the balance of the original purchase 
price of the land.

There should therefore, I think, be taken into account 1 
month’s interest on $220,000 as follows :—

Interest on $11,000, at 8 per cent....................... $ 73.33
Interest on $15,400, at 7 per cent....................... 89.83
Interest on $203,000, at 0 per cent....................... 1,018.00

-------------- $1,181 10
13 months' interest at say 8 per cent, on $5,043. ($248.-
231.10 less $242,588.00) ...................................................... 489.06

$1,670 22
This amount should be deducted from the estimated profits. 

Then, we should allow for the salaries of the manager and his 
assistants in the city office and other expenses, what would seem 
more than sufficient (see pp. 49-50) $4,500 and add to it 1/12 
for the thirteenth month $375 making $4,875. About 2/3 of 
this latter amount, $3,250 should be taken to be cost other than 
cost of production and like the item for hauling deducted from 
the revenue from coal. No other items by way of correction of
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the defendant’s counsel’s calculation occur to me. The result ALTA.
would be as follows : 8 0

1912Total profits 
Add .............

It\u Com.
11,504.34 

1.070.22Deduct

0,924.12 
18,220.00Add coat of hauling

28.150.12
3,250.00

31,400.12

Total revenue 
Deduct ..........

$40.003.00 
31,400.12

$18,503.48

This amount divided by 13,256.47, the number of tons, leaves 
$1.40 as the cost of production per ton. I do not see how the 
amount can be much further reduced from anything that appears 
in the evidence and I therefore think that the plaintiff has failed 
to shew that his representation as to the cost of production was 
true; not only so but, as far as can be ascertained by any of the 
evidence which can be relied upon with any sense of satisfaction 
at all, the cost was in fact higher than he represented.

This state of things, in my opinion, gave the defendant com
pany the right, not merely to a future judicial rescission by a 
judgment of this Court, but the right to repudiate, by its own 
act, the contract of the 27th June, provided the company did so 
promptly after discovering the falsity of the representation and 
provided that the company was still in a position to make not 
strictly a restitutio in integrum but only “to that which shall be 
a just situation with reference to the rights which he held ante
cedently to the transaction though not precisely to that position”: 
Kerr on Fraud and Mistake, 4th ed., ch. 7, pp. 365 et seq.t especi
ally pp. 369-70 ; Adam v. Ncwbigging, [1888] 13 A.C. 308. On 
the 1st March, 1909, the directors of the company passed a reso
lution purporting to cancel the agreement of the 27th June, 1908. 
As I understand the evidence, it seems to me tolerably clear 
that this step was taken mainly because the directors had come 
to the conclusion that the business was not paying, which, it 
seems to me, was in effect that the plaintiff had misrepresented 
the cost of production.

The making by H. II. Robertson on behalf of the company, 
of what is called the second or amended agreement of the 1st 
May, 1909, is said to estop the defendant company from setting
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up their repudiation of the agreement of the 27th June, 1908. 
or from now obtaining its reseission.

What the learned trial Judge says atsmt it is this (p. 
1272 i :—

With regard to the amended agreement. I have come to the conclu 
■ion that it is binding U|win the defendant company if the plaintiff 
choose* to act upon it. All the director* knew alioiit it for month* 
and these director* were practically the only shareholder*. Robertson 
informal both Roger* and A. W. Denman about it. Race’s report* 
refer to it again and again. Robertson was local director. Indeed he 
claimed at one time to lie lioth general manager and mine superintend 
ent. The plaintiff was never informed that the second agreement was 
not accepted by the company. Every officer of the company, including 
the mine manager. l)unn, knew all about it, as I say, for month*. It 
was a contract within the ordinary routine of the company's businc** 
and I think, in these circumstances, that the company cannot repudiate 
it.
The terms of what is spoken of as the amended or second 

agreement appear in engrossment of a draft proposed agreement 
between the plaintiff and the company. It is exhibit 3 (p. 1000). 
It was never executed either by the plaintiff or by the company 
The following letter (exhibit 2, p. 1,000) referring to it was 
proved :—

• May 1st. 190!»
Mr. II. II. Roliertson,

(Jen. Mgr. Clover Bar Coal Co.. Ltd.,
Dear Sir,- -Confirming the verbal agreement re my contract as sale* 

agent, you agree to accept all sales made a* lieing under the agreement 
now pending signature by the director* of the company. Should the 
same not lie accepted by them, then after notice of non-acceptance, 
the original agreement shall remain in full force but all sales made 
and new contracts made in the interim period to lie accepted a* m 
the new contract (anti then added in ink by Robert ton ) but not to 
prejudice II. II. Roliertson or others in any way (and then addnl in 
ink it in dinputed by irhoin and irhen) in their consideration of it.

Respectfully yours,
(Sgil.) J. J. Des max,

Sa ten agent.
(Sgd.) Harry H. RoherUon,

tSenrral manager.
There Are some expressions in this letter deserving of careful 

consideration and a consideration of tnem leads, in my opinion, 
to a conclusion different from that of the learned trial Judge.

The words, “the agreement now pending signatures by the 
directors”—and it is to be observed that the form contemplate 
signature by the president, vice-president and secretary-treas
urer and the affixing of the company's seal—shew that regular 
and formal execution of the proposed agreement was contem
plated to bring it into effect, involving a meeting of the directors. 
The words, “Should the same not be accepted by them. . . .
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all sales made and new contracts made in the interim period to he 
accepted as in the new (proposed) contract," clearly to my mind 
indicate that the plaintiff was himself proposing to Robertson, 
not that he should attempt to hind the company, as then manag
ing director, to the terms of the proposed new contract but merely 
that he should in that capacity hind them to a mere temporary 
arrangement to which those terms should apply as far as appli
cable to such an arrangement. The words added by Robertson 
seem to lie intended to add restriction even to this.

It is no doubt true as the learned Judge has said that both 
Rogers and A. W. Denman knew about this proposed agreement 
but it appears that their knowledge of it was conveyed to them 
in letters from Robertson asking their approval of it and that 
they never gave their approval.

It is also, no doubt, true that Race’s reports refer to it again 
and again; but there is no evidence that cither Rogers or A. XV. 
Denman ever saw these reports.

In my opinion, such a contract, extending over a period of 
five years, is not one which would come within the powers of u 
general manager, at all events, of one in the position which 
Robertson is shewn to have occupied. Rut if it were so. Robert
son not only never purported to enter into an agreement for that 
period, hut expressly limited the agreement he made for an in
definite temporary period for the purpose of meeting the press
ing temporary need of the company to have some satisfactory 
arrangement for the disposal of the output of the mine, pending 
the making of a definite and permanent arrangement for that 
purpose. Robertson himself refers to the above quoted letter 
(exhibit 2) and the form of agreement (exhibit 3) as a “tenta
tive arrangement” or “tentative agreement” (pp. 518 <7 xrq.).

In my opinion too, it was not within the authority of Robert
son to compromise or in any other way to discharge the plaintiff 
from his liability to the company in respect of his misrepresenta
tions or to confirm or validate the agreement of the 27th June, 
1908, which the company hv formal resolution had cancelled. I 
think it would not have been within his authority had he been 
really a managing director. In fact lie was little more than gen
eral manager in name only as, of course, the plaintiff quite well 
knew. I think, therefore, that Robertson had no authority to 
agree to the plaintiff’s words, “Should the same (the new pro
posed agreement) not l>e accepted by them (the directors) then, 
after notice of non-acceptance, the original agreement shall re
main in full force.” However, even while appearing to agree 
to this, he, I think, prevents it being more than a proposal to the 
directors, by adding to the plaintiff’s words, “hut not to prejudice 
II. II. Robertson or others in any way.” Robertson says (p. 
524) that when he came to the point of signing this letter: “I
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told him (the plaintiff) I had no authority to sign, that is to 
bind the company. That is why I wrote that on the bottom of the 
letter, it wasn’t to prejudice me.” There is a disagreement be
tween Robertson and the plaintiff as to the addition of the further 
words, ‘‘in their consideration of it.” Robertson says that they 
are not in his handwriting and that they had not been added when 
he put his signature to the letter ; that he never saw them until 
the letter was produced to him on his examination for discovery, 
and that in his belief they are in the plaintiff’s handwriting. 1 
believe this evidence. A careful examination of the original and 
a comparison of the written portion with proved or admitted 
handwriting of Robertson and of the plaintiff, convinced me that 
these words arc in the handwriting of the plaintiff. The learned 
trial Judge thought their addition makes no difference in the 
sense. In this, it seems to me, he is mistaken. Without them, 
Robertson’s‘‘but not to prejudice II. II. Robertson or others in 
any way” are general and extend to the whole management ; 
with them, they are perhaps restricted to the consideration of the 
new proposed agreement.

As I have said, in my opinion, it was beyond Robertson’s 
authority, had he purported to do it, to reinstate the old agree
ment, and there is no evidence that I have been able to discover 
on which to base a suggestion of ratification. There is no evi
dence that Robertson informed the directors or any of them, in 
any way, that he had assumed to interfere in any way with the 
action of the directors in cancelling the old agreement.

The result of what I have said is that in ray judgment,—
1. The plaintiff has no right of action for breach of the agree

ment represented by the letter of the 1st May, 1909; that was a 
merely temporary arrangement terminable at will ; though for 
the period during which it remained in force, the account be
tween the plaintiff and defendant ought to be taken on the basis 
Of il :

2. That the defendant company were justified in repudiating 
the contract of the 27th June, 1908, on the ground of misrepre
sentation of the cost of production, and that that agreement was 
not afterwards ratified, and that therefore in the account be
tween the plaintiff and the defendant company, the plaintiff is 
entitled to compensation for his services during the term of that 
agreement only on the basis of a quantum meruit.

With regard to what is spoken of as the ‘‘Rush” matter, the 
matter referred to in the second paragraph of the judgment, the 
evidence does not satisfy me that the amount paid by the plain
tiff was raised—admittedly it was raised in the bank—independ
ently of the credit and name of the defendant company, and, 
whether or not that was the ease, that, as the plaintiff had the 
handling of the defendant’s moneys, the amount was not ulti-
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mately paid out of the defendant’s moneys. As there must be 
an account, I think justice will best be served by allowing the 
title to the land to remain in the plaintiff as security for any 
sums which may ultimately be found due to him in the account 
to be taken, and that the account should include this particular 
transaction.

I have sufficiently indicated what, in my opinion, the judg
ment of this Court ought to be. I would dispose of the costs as 
proposed by the Chief Justice ami reserve the further consider
ation of the case, for a single Judge.

Simmons, J. :—I agree with the finding of the trial Judge 
that the defendants have failed to establish misrepresentation by 
the plaintiff in regard to the contract of June, 1908, for the 
sales agency of coal, which agency was to commence on Septem
ber 1st, 1908, and whereby the plaintiff was to receive 50 cents 
per ton on all the coal sold by him. He, it is true, represented 
that the estimated cost of production would be 96 cents to $1.05 
per ton. lie based his estimate on the result of prior operations 
and seems to have disclosed the results of these prior operations 
to his co-partners and after the incorporation of the joint stock 
company to his co-directors up to the time of entering into the 
sales agency contract of June, 1908. The mine was during the 
period prior to the contract of June, 1908, working from a level 
drift and was not equipped with machinery such as is usually 
included in an operative coal mine. The estimate made by the 
plaintiff contemplated the installation of mining machinery and 
a consequent reduction in the cost of production of coal. None 
of the parties to this action had at the time of entering into the 
contract any experience in coal mining beyond what they had 
acquired during the operation of this mine and in view of the 
pioneer methods under which they had worked the mine, their 
knowledge of the practical operation of a modern properly 
equipped coal mine, and of the probable cost of production in 
the same, could not have been very much extended by their 
former operations. Both the plaintiff and defendant were in
clined to colour the outlook as to probable profits with too rosy a 
hue—a tendency not at all unusual in mine promoters.

I am of the opinion that the defendants have not made out 
even a prima facie case against the plaintiff as to actual wilful 
misrepresentation further than this, that the plaintiff made an 
estimate which he thought was capable of realization, but which 
subsequent experience proves was too high, and the defendants 
relied to some extent at least upon it and to that extent they were 
misled by the plaintiff.

There was a failure by both plaintiff and defendants to ap
preciate vheir mutual lack of knowledge of a business enterprise, 
namely, the probable cost and probable selling price of coal over
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an extended period of five years, and involving as the contem
plated enterprise did, large expenditures for mining machinery 
and large expenditure for installation of same and for develop
ment of the mine. The rudimentary operation of the mine from 
which they had derived their knowledge and on which they very 
foolishly based their estimate could give very little valuable in
formation as to these added factors which they contemplated. 
The usual result followed, the results did not come up to the esti
mates. The defendants then sought to relieve themselves of wlmt 
turned out to he a very bad bargain so far as they were con
cerned. The defendants by a resolution of March 1st, 1909, pur
ported to cancel the agreement of June, 1908, as to the sales 
agency, hut did not serve any written notice of same on plaintiff 
and while the learned Judge at the trial has made no positive 
finding as to verbal notice, he has not found, as a matter of fact, 
that the plaintiff had even verbal notice.

At any rate in May, 1909, there was an arrangement (exhibit 
2) entered into by Harry II. Robertson, then acting manager, and 
the plaintiff and which was communicated by Robertson to his 
co-directors and under which both parties acted until the de
fendants on February 15th, 1910. refused to deliver coal to the 
plaintiff, thereby terminating the sales agency. Robertson says 
the agreement (exhibit 2) was a tentative one, and he did not 
consider he had authority to bind his co-directors or the defend
ant company.

It seems to me that the plaintiff has allowed himself to he 
placed in this position—either that there was a tacit acknow
ledgment by him that the sales agency agreement of June, 1908, 
was one which the defendants could not reasonably carry out on 
account of the cost of coal exceeding to so great an extent his 
estimates—or in the alternative, that Robertson did tell him 
(as he, Robertson, says) that the defendant had cancelled his 
contract. IIow can the plaintiff account for his entering into 
negotiations with Robertson, looking to a new contract which 
would be manifestly better for the defendants unless on one or 
other of the above grounds? In either case it seems to me that lie 
has no claim in damages against the defendant. If the first 
agreement was based upon incorrect premises, which rendered 
it so onerous as to he impossible of performance by one party, 
surely then aside from any action of the parties the Court can 
grant equitable relief and terminate it.

The general rule is, “that an act done, or contract made, 
under a mistake or ignorance of a material fact, is voidable and 
relievable in equity”: Story’s Equity Jurisprudence, 2nd ed., 
page 86. The rule requires ignorance or mistake as to a fact 
material to the contract. It is quite clear that the contract (ex
hibit 1) was entered into under the belief by both parties that the
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defendants would have a profit of $1.00 per ton after paying the 
plaintiff a commission of 50 cents per ton, and that the defend
ants’ expectations in this regard were to a large extent the result 
of plaintiff’s incorrect estimates, and the plaintiff was in a better 
position to know than his co-directors. There was here clearly a 
material ingredient in the contract which disappointed the in
tention of the parties by mutual error : Story, page 92.

The defendant company never formally ratified the tentative 
agreement (exhibit 2) and were within their rights in determin
ing it in March, 1910.

The position of the parties when Robertson entered into the 
tentative agreement (exhibit 2) with the plaintiff was this—the 
company was in financial difficulties; the plaintiff had a con
tract with them from which they were entitled to he relieved ; the 
company were receiving from the plaintiff advances by way of 
loans to help them from time to time. On account of the financial 
stress hanging over their heads and their inability to relieve it 
other than !>y obtaining assistance from the plaintiff, they were 
not in a position to assert the right which they purported to ex
ercise when they passed the resolution of March, 1909.

The plaintiff took an unfair advantage of defendants’ stress 
to obtain a new contract or in the alternative a revocation of the 
resolution of March, 1909, by providing in the tentative agree
ment with Robertson that if same were not ratified by the com
pany. that the original sales contract should be maintained. The 
result is. that the plaintiff’s claim for damages fails. In view of 
the result it does not seem necessary to consider the charges of 
misconduct made against the plaintiff as a ground of rescission.

I quite agree with the findings of the trial Judge as to the 
Bush contract. I am of the opinion, therefore, that the judgment 
below should be varied to the extent of dismissing the plaintiff’s 
claim for damages.

Appeal allow* (I, Simmons, J., dissent in g in part.

Annotation — Corporations and companies i § IV G 2 117) - Directors con
tracting with a joint-stock company.

(By Alkx. Hannah, Barrister, Calgary.)
The circumstances which lead to n director contracting with a com

pany of which he in a director can arise in either of two way*. (1) dir
ectly on behalf of himself, or (2) indirectly through hi* Itving a share
holder of a company, contracting with the company of which lie happen* 
to lie a director. The principle involved in both instance* i* the same and 
the law regard* the difference between a director contracting directly with 
a company as opposed to contracting indirectly a* only one of degree.

Director* are agent* and trustees of a company and the utmost care 
must be exercised in the matter of a director contracting with a company 
a* the law is jealous of the rights of those who impose their confidence in
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Annotation(continued)—Corporations and companies (§ IV G2—117)—Dir
ectors contracting with a joint-stock company.

a body of directors and elect them to a position of trust for the purpose of 
protecting and furthering their interests.

The well-settled rule that an agent cannot, without the knowledge or 
consent of his principal be allowed to make any profit out of the matter 
of his agency beyond his proper remuneration, applies with peculiar strin 
gcncy to the directors of joint-stock companies.

Lord Cairns, L.C., in the case of Parker v. McKenna, 10 Ch. 90. 118. 
says: “It is a rule founded upon the highest and thoroughest principles of 
morality. No man can in this Court, acting as an agent be allowed to 
put himself i..!x> a position in which his interest and duty will conflict."

This view is confirmed in the decision of Lord Herschell, in the case of 
Bray v. Ford, [1800] A.C. 44, 51. Delivering judgment in that euse Lord 
Herschell said: “It is an inflexible rule of a Court of equity that a person 
in a fiduciary position such as the respondent's, is not. unless otherwise 
expressly provided, entitled to make a profit, he is not allowed to put him
self in a position where his interest and duty conflict. It does not appear 
to me that this rule, is as has been said, founded upon principles of moral 
ity. I regard it rather us based on the consideration that human nature 
being what it is, there i^ a danger in such circu; ; nces of the person 
holding a fiduciary position being swayed by intere rather than by duty, 
and thus prejudicing those whom he was hound to protect. It has, there
fore, been deemed expedient to lay down this positive rule. But I am 
satisfied that it might be departed from in many cases without any breach 
of morality, without any wrong being inflicted, and consciousness of wrong 
doing. Indeed, it is obvious that it might sometimes he to the advantage 
of the beneficiaries that their trustee should act for them professionally 
rather than a stranger, even though the trustee were paid for 1ns services."

The strictness with which the rule is adhered to in the case of joint 
stock companies is illustrated in the cuse of The Aberdeen R. Co. v. Blakie, 
decided in 1853, by the House of Lord*, 1 Macq. 401, 9 Sc. Rep. H.L. 305. 
where it is laid down: “It is a rule of universal application that no trustee 
shall lx- allowed to enter into engagements, in which he has, or can have, a 
personal interest, conflicting or which may possibly conflict with the in
terest of those whom he is bound by fiduciary duty to protect. So strictly 
is this principle adhered to that no question is allowed to be raised as to 
the fairness, or unfairness of the transaction, for it is enough that the 
parties interested object. It may be that the terms on which a trustee has 
attempted to deal with the trust estate, are as good as could have been 
obained from any other quarter. They may even be better. But so index 
ible is the rule that no inquiry into that matter is permitted."

In determining whether a director is entitled to enter into a contract 
with a company much depends upon the powers contained in the articles 
of association. Unless the articles contain powers enabling the directors 
to contract with a company, no director in respect of his fiduciary relation 
toward the company can contract with the company: Albion, etc., Co. v. 
Martin, 1 Ch. D. 580.

It is. therefore, necessary in each case to care'ully scrutinize the article* 
of association of the company. The subject is accordingly hypothetical.
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Annotation (continued)—Corporations and companies (§IVG2 117) Dir
ectors contracting with a joint-stock company.

but two of the most common instances of provisions contained in articles 
of association of a company may lie cited.

1. The articles of association may provide that the office of a director 
will be vacated on his contracting with the company without any direct 
permission to enter into contracts with the company. This provision is 
most frequently qualified to the extent that no director is to vacate his 
office by reason of his being a member of any company which has entered 
into contracts with or done any work or which is concerned in or partici
pates in the profits of any contract with the company with which he is 
contracting. In the instance cited it is clear that no director can directly 
enter into contracts with the company of which he is a director except 
that he vacates his office as director but any company of which he hap
pens to be a member may contract with the company of which he is a 
director.

A provision in the articles on the terms above set out has the effect 
of automatically vacating the office of director, but the disqualification 
does not continue longer than the continuance of the contract itself and 
if on the termination of the contract the person interested is re-elected ns 
a director the election is good, although the fact of interest has not been 
previously discovered: Re Bodeya Co., [1904] 1 Ch. 276.

It is well settled that any man who is a shareholder in another com
pany contracting witli the company of which he is a director is interested 
in the contract.

The second instance which may be taken of the powers contained in 
the articles of association of a company is where the articles distinctly 
authorize a director to contract with a company either directly or indir
ectly provided that the nature of his interest in the contract is disclosed 
at the meeting of directors at which the contract or arrangement is de
termined on. It is advisable that this provision should be inserted in all 
articles of association of a company as the only question left to be disused 
of is that of what constitutes a sufficient disclosure.

The cases in which the question of disclosure has been pointedly dis
cussed are: Imperial Association V. Coleman, L.R. 6 H.L. 189, 0 Ch. 558; 
Southall v. British Mutual, 6 Ch. 614; Adamsons Case, 18 Equity 670; 
Costa Rica Company v. Foricood, [1901] 1 Ch. 746.

From these cases it may be generally laid down that if sufficient in
formation is placed by the interested director liefore his co-directors to 
enable them to scrutinize fully the contract being entered into and to 
have the whole facts before them, the contract, provided that the articles 
of association of the company do not negative it, can be competently en
tered into.

Of course, the law imposes upon a director, contracting with the com
pany within the powers contained in its articles of association, all the 
other legal essentials which it demands in the case of a contract lietwoen 
private parties and places both the company and thon* contracting with it 
under the same legal disabilities.

The one very important point to lie kept in view is that the rule as to 
the fiduciary relationship between a director of the company and the com-
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pany itself in the matter of contracta between these two parties, is that 
a company may unquestionably waive the lienellt of the rule: Imperial, etc., 
Association v. Coleman. (1 ('ll. 558, L.R. 6 H.L. 189; Southall v. British 
Mutual, etc., Society. «1 Ch. <114; Black v. Mallaluc, 7 W.R. 303; Adam 
sons Case, 18 Eq. €70; Kaye v. Croydon Tramways Co., [ 1898] 1 Ch. 358; 
Costa llica It. Co. v. Fortcood, [19011 1 Ch. 740.

Ratification by shareholders of a contract with directors is in every 
instance a question of proof and the Courts will demand very clear evid
ence to prove that the rule governing the fiduciary relationship between 
directors and a company has been waived.

In addition a company in general meeting may sanction a contract in 
which the directors are interested; tirant v. l’ni ted Switchback It. Co.. 
40 Ch. Div. 135.

Where, however, a contract is to lie submitted to a meeting for con
firmation in which directors arc interested, the notice convening the meet
ing should set forth the particulars of the directors’ interest: Kaye v. 
Croydon Tramways Co.. [18981 1 Ch. 358; Ticssen V. Henderson. [1899]
1 Ch. 801 ; X or ma lulu v. Ind, Coope tf Co., [ 1908] 1 Ch. 84.

ALTA. WALLACE v. POTTER.

S. C.
1912

Alberta Supreme Court, Walsh, ./. October 18, 1912.

1. Whit and process (9 IT0-—35)—Whit of summons—Substituted sut
Oct. 18. vice—Sufficiency.

Where the end aimed at in an order for substituted service is ser 
vice upon defendant’s brother, service upon a brother other than tle
one designated in the order may be confirmed and allowed as sufficient

2. Judgment (§ I A—2)—Default of appearance—Claim by possession
—Personal service.

When the claim is for a declaration that plaintiff has acquired a 
title to land by possession, the Court will not grant judgment in 
default of appearance without an examination of the witnesses in 
open court, if the writ hu.s not been served personally.

3. Evidence (SUES—150)—Absence for seven years—Presumption of
death—Appointment of counsel to represent estate.

In an action to declare valid a title by possession where the party 
mimed as defendant has not been hoard of for seven years, the court 
may not upon the presumption that he is dead, and appoint counsel 
to represent his estate under Alberta Rule 57.

4. Costs (§11—25)—Party presumed dead—Counsel appointed to
REPRESENT ESTATE.

Where an order is made under Alberta Rule 57, for the représenta 
lion as defendant of the estate of a person presumed to lie dead be
cause he had not lieen heard from in seven years, the court may at 
the same time direct that the costs of such counsel in attending at 
the liearing and examining witnesses shall lie paid by the plaintiff.

Statement An application for judgment in default of appearance, the 
writ of summons, statement of claim and order having been 
served on the defendant suhstitutionallv.
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The application was refused, the action placed on the list for 
trial and counsel appointed to represent the defendant.

8. Brownlee, for the plaintiff.

Walsh, J. :—The order allowing substituted service of the 
writ directed the publication of a certain notice in ten news
papers and service of the writ, statement of claim and order 
on a brother of the defendant at Mount View, Washington. This 
order has been fully complied with except that service was made 
upon a brother of the defendant at Ottawa, Canada, instead of 
at Mount View, Washington. The end aimed at was ser
vice upon a brother of the defendant and that has been as 
effectively accomplished by service at Ottawa, as if it had been 
made at the place named in the order. I therefore allow the 
service. No appearance has been entered and the time limited 
therefor has elapsed. Under the rules judgment cannot lie en
tered “until the Judge is satisfied by such proof as he may 
require of the justice of the claim.M The action is for a declara
tion that the plaintiff has acquired a title by possession to 1G0 
acres of land of which the defendant is the recorded owner. 
I do not think that effect should be given to such a claim as this 
where personal service has not been made upon the defendant 
except after an examination of witnesses in open Court. The 
plaintiff may place the action on the list for trial at the Novem
ber sittings in Calgary or at any subsequent Calgary sittings.

The material upon which the order for substitutional service 
was made is suggestive of the death of the defendant. lie does 
not appear to have been heard of or from for more than seven 
years, and this raises a presumption of death. Although the 
evidence falls very far short of conclusive proof of death or 
even of the fact that the defendant has not been heard from 
for seven years, I intend for the purpose of this application to 
act upon the presumption to which 1 have referred and appoint 
a person to represent him or rather his estate under rule 57. 
Although the ease made by the plaintiff’s material seems very 
strong I do not think that it would be right to take the defend
ant's property away from him behind his back unless he or his 
estate is represented on the hearing. I appoint Mr. E. A. Dunbar, 
of Calgary, to represent the defendant in the subsequent proceed
ings. His costs will 1m* paid bv the plaintiff. I do not think that 
so far as the trial is concerned, he need do more than appear 
at the hearing and take such part in the examination of the 
witnesses as he may think necessary. He should communicate 
with the brother at Ottawa upon whom service was made inform
ing him of this order so that the brother may give him any in
formation which he may be disposed to communicate. The 
pin intiff’s solicitor will on Mr. Dunbar's request furnish him 
with a copy of the statement of elaiin and of any of the material
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on file and will give him such further information and supply 
him with such further material as he would under the practice 
be entitled to if he was the solicitor in the record for the defend
ant. If the defendant’s brother instructs Mr. Dunbar to par
ticipate in the defence of the action more actively than I have 
intimated that he should, he may, of course, act upon such in
structions, but not at the expense of the plaintiff, unless, of 
course, costs are awarded to him by the trial Judge upon a 
dismissal of the action.

Order accordingly.

WELSH v HARRISON.

Ontario lliyh Court, Riddell, J., in Chambers. October 21, 1912.

1. Judicial sale (§YrI—45)— Deposit paid into court—Interest.
Where a purchaser at a judicial sale has paid a deposit on pur

chasemoney into court in conformity with the conditions of sale in 
a partition action, hut the sale goes off without any fault on the pur
chaser's part, the interest, earned thereon and credited to the court 
ledger account of the funds in that action while the money was in 
court, lielongs to the purchaser to tie repaid to him with his deposit.

2. Costs ($ II—28)--Commission in lieu of costs—Partition action—
Con. Rule (Ont.) 1146.

The commission and disbursements allowed in lieu of taxed costs 
in partition actions iand administration suits) under Con. Rules 
(Ont.) 1897. rule 1140, include all future costs to the close of the 
case as well as the costs up to the date of the report whereby the 
amount is certified, the proper future disbursements being included 
therein and fixed in advance.

Motion on behalf of all parties to a partition proceeding for 
distribution of the moneys in Court in accordance with the re
port of the Local Master at XVhitby.

J. A. Campbell, for all parties.

Riddell, J. :—On the 7th December, 1908, an order was made 
herein by Mr. Justice Britton, at the Whitby Assizes, for par
tition or sale of lands. Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the order cor
respond with paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of Form 158—with a refer
ence to the Master at Whitby : paragraph 5 directs an account 
of rents and profits received by four of the defendants; and 
paragraph 6 an account of the goods and chattels of the de
ceased received by the said defendants. The plaintiff and the 
defendants were tenants in common of the land.

The Master directed a sale of the lands, and an advertisement 
was issued for a sale by auction on the 20th March, 1909. The 
defendant Catherine Harrison was declared the highest bidder, 
but her offer was accepted subject to the consent of the others 
interested, she being a party to the action I do not know why 
this was necessary : Con. Rule 725 : but no one complains of this, 
and there may have been some good reason.
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It proved impossible to get this consent, and subsequent 
attempts were made to sell by auction on the 7th May, 1910, 
and by tender on the 1st July, 1910, 15th June, 1911, and 1st 
August, 1911, all of which attempts proved abortive.

Catherine Harrison’s bid had been $3,650: she paid at the 
time $365 to the plaintiff’s solicitors, and he paid it into Court. 
Subsequently the lands were sold by tender in separate parcels 
to four persons—one of them Catherine Harrison—ami by a 
perfectly proper agreement her payment of $365 was allowed on 
her purchase-money. All the purchase-money was paid into 
Court, and vesting orders have been issued therefor. The 
Master’s report has become absolute by lapse of time.

The Master has properly allowed a commission in lieu of 
costs, under Con. Rule 1146.

1 am now asked to make an order: (1) that Catherine Harri
son be paid the interest upon her payment of $365 from the time 
it was paid into Court until the time at which she could have 
been required to pay for her final purchase. (I may say that, 
by a strange overnight, the date of this sale does lint appear in 
the Master’s report or in the affidavit filed); (2) that the costs 
of this application may be paid out of the fund in Court; (3) 
that payment out may be made in terms of the report.

All parties consent to the last two. As to (1), this is a proper 
order to make in any case : Catherine Harrison paid money into 
Court which she should not have paid—and the other benefi
ciaries are not entitled to bave any advantage of the interest 
upon that sum.

As to (2), the application must be refused: the commission 
covers all costs other than disbursements. When the disburse
ments are taxed by the Master, he takes account of all disburse
ments proper to lie allowed, future as well as [last—and the com
mission covers all costs, future as well as past.

As to (3), subject to what I have said in respect of (1), 
the order may go.

It seems to be necessary again to call the attention of practi
tioners to the necessity of filing all the papers which are to be 
used on motions—it is too much to expect the Court to act the 
solicitor’s clerk and hunt up the missing documents.

I have recently pointed out also that the Court does not act 
as a conduit pipe to draw orders through, just because parties 
desire them. Mere consent will not justify the issue of an order 
wrong in principle.

ONT.

H. C. J. 
1912

Harrison.

Riddell, J.

Order accordingly.
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KEDDY v. DAUREY

A ora Scotia Supreme Court. Trial before Uiisscll, J. October 23, 1012.

1. Contracts (§ I D—51 )—Meeting of minds—Mutuality—Illiterate 
MARKSMAN.

Where an illiterate person signs by his mark a contract to sell 
standing timber and it appears that the instrument was not. Indore 
signature, read or explained to him and that he did not know its 
wording when he made his mark thereto, such circumstances con
stitute in his favour a valid ground of defence against the enforce
ment of the contract by the other party thereto, particularly where 
the written contract was materially différent from the oral agreement 
in conformity with which the illiterate person might reasonably have 
supposed the writing to have been drawn.

Trial oil an action brought to recover damages for breach of 
an agreement in writing by which it is claimed that the defen
dant sold to plaintiff the timber on three hundred acres of land 
for $60, to be paid in instalments of $20, the first payment to be 
made when 100 logs were taken off and subsequent payments of 
$20 each to be made at later stages, the plaintiff to have three 
years to cut the timber. The defendant was an illiterate person 
who signed the documents as a marksman and the defence was 
that he did not know what he was signing. The papers were pre
pared by a county magistrate who is no longer living, and the 
mark was witnessed by a clerk in the store in which the papers 
were executed, who said that he did not pay much attention as 
the matter did not concern him.

The action was dismissed.
V. J. Patou, K.C., for plaintiff.
S. A. Chaley, K.C., and McLean, K.C., and Manjrson, for 

defendant.

Hi"snell, J. :—When the papers were drawn up the area of 
land was stated as five hundred acres. It is not dispute 1 that 
this was an error. At least the defendant Daurcy objected to 
this quantity and the document was amended by the interlinea
tion of a description containing only three hundred acres. 
Daurcy says that he asked for two other changes, first that six 
inches instead of five should be the minimum size to be cut, a*id 
secondly, that the payment of $60 should be paid on the execu
tion of the documents instead of in instalments, tin first of which 
under the terms of the agreement might not be payable until the 
third year of the period allowed to the plaintiff to cut the 
timber. He says that he put his mark to the document suppos
ing that these alterations had been made. It is a circumstance 
which seems to ine to confirm his contention that when lie 
called on the magistrate soon after he had executed the agree
ment he expected to find that Keddy had signed it and that he 
had left the purchase money with the magistrate for him. The

• - - '<
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plaintiff’s cross-examination appears to be -based on the theory 
that it was the failure of plaintiff to pay this amount that 
caused the defendant to break the agreement. But defendant 
could not have expected this amount to be paid if he had not 
been under a misapprehension as to the contents of the writing. 
My impression as to the facts is that the defendant never agreed 
to a postponement of the payments in the manner provided in 
the agreement nor to the permission given to cut trees down to 
five inches in diameter. 1 think that these features of the agree
ment were not made clear to him before he signed it and that 
he affixed his mark believing that the document provided for the 
payment of the sixty dollars at once and for a minimum of six 
inches. It is likely enough that his reason for declining to go 
on with the transaction was that the money had not been paid 
rather than that the documents were wrongly filled out. He 
probably did not know at that time that they were not correctly 
drawn up. I think his impression was that when he got back 
the two documents that he executed as he says for Keddy lie had 
cancelled the transaction, and it was only after he took them 
home and his wife read them that he discovered that they were 
wrong.

It does not seem to me to matter whether four papers were 
signed or only two. I should have explained that there were 
two agreements, one as to the land and another relating to a 
mill. Both agreements appear to be executed in duplicate and 
defendant’s marks to all four and witnessed by the attesting 
witness on all the four papers. Defendant says he put his mark 
to two only. Probably he is in error here, though there is an 
expression used by the witness about the execution of “two 
papers each time,” which would seem to be inappropriate if all 
the four documents were signed at the same time. The truth is 
that the recollection of the witness is confessedly hazy as to the 
circumstances attending the execution.

It has been suggested that the defendant Daurey’s reason 
for breaking his agreement was that he could get a better price 
for his timber from the other defendant, Aulenbach, to whom he 
sold it at a later date. But he broke with the plaintiff three 
weeks or thereabouts after the dating his agreement, which was 
December 18, 1908, while his sale to Aulenbach did not occur 
until January 25, 1910. I think it is very improbable that 
Daurey would have made the sale to Aulenbach if there had 
been a document executed embodying the terms of his previous 
agreement with plaintiff. He would surely have had sense 
enough to know that if the writing was in accordance with the 
terms of the actual agreement he was bound by it and would 
have to answer in damages for the breach. His conduct is con
sistent with his theory. Of course this consideration, if it

N.S.
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N.S. stood iilone, would not amount to very much, as men do know-
s J ingly break their agreements ami the defendant may well have
leii done so.

I think the defence is available under the pleadings, hut if an 
Kkddy amendment were necessary to cover it, I should not hesitate to 

Dai hky. grant it. The plaintiff's claim will he dismissed.

Action ilisniissi <1.

ALTA. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO v CANADIAN NORTHKRN R. CO.
^ (i Alberta Supreme Court, Walsh, ,/. October 24, 11112.

1912 1. Injunction (| I A—4)—Inconvenience or iiekkniiant—Grounds kob
------  am nix;—Dxmauks in lieu ok.
Il The ordinary rule is to grant damages in lieu of an injunction in

eases where (a) the injury to plaintiff's legal rights is small, and 
(hi is capable of living estimated in damages, and (r) turn be ade 
((uatelv compensated by a small money payment, and (it) where it 
would In* oppressive to defendant to grant an injunction.

\Shrlfer v. City of London Electric l.iyhtiny Co. (No. 1), [1811.»] 1 
<’h. 287, at .'122, approved. 1

2. Dam An Ks ( 8 1—la)—Injury not ykt committed—Jurisdiction to
AWARD IN UKU OK INJUNCTION.

Where an injury has not I wen actually committed, but is threateiasl, 
it is still a matter of doubt, whether the court which might grant an 
in j urn lion to restrain the threatened injury liaa any jurisdiction to 
award damages in lieu of an injunction which would have been pre
ventive only and not mandatory.

[Fortin v. Price, [1801] 1 Oh. 270, considered.]
.1. Injunction <8 I A—4)—Inconveniencing defendant—Grounds for 

kkfuhinii—Railway company—-Temporary iiridokh.
Where a railway company had agreed in building it* road to erect 

permanent bridges over plaintiirs irrigation ditche-. and it appeared 
that, without tirst erecting temporary bridges, and maintaining them 
for some months, the agreement could only be performed with great 
dillivulty and considerable delay and consequent loss to the company 
and there was no proof that plaint ill" would sustain more t han nominal 
damages, the court has a discretion to refuse an interim injunction to 
rentrain the railway company from erecting the temporary structures, 
leaving it open for the court at the trial to make a mandatory order 
for their removal or to award damages or to do both, and this par 
tidilerly in view of an express statutory power to award damages in 
lieu of, or in addition to an injunction for breach of contract.

statement Motion to continue an interim injunction restraining the 
défendants until trial from crossing certain ditches dug by the 
plaintiffs, with temporary wooden structures, contrary to the 
terms and conditions of an agreement entered into between the 
parties hereto and dated August 24, 1910, under which the de
fendants were authorized to take possession, for right-of-way 
purposes, of a strip of land in an irrigation block of the plain
tiffs, but subject to the condition that the structures carrying 
the defendants’ line of railway over the plaintiffs’ ditch's 
should he of a permanent character conforming to spécifications
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satisfactory to ami approved by the plaintiffs’ superintendent 
of irrigation.

The motion was refused.
(}, A. Walker, for the plaint ill's.
M. 8. McCarthy, for the defendants.

Walsh, J. :—These two companies entered into an agree
ment under date of the 24th of August, 1010, by which it was 
agreed that an order should he made by the Board of Railway 
Commissioners authorizing the defendant to take possession of. 
and use and occupy for right-of-way purposes a strip of land in 
the irrigation block of the plaint ill’ on certain terms and con
ditions. The only condition which is relevant here is that which 
calls for the construction by the defendants of a concrete, rail 
and culvert of certain specifications over each of the plaintiffs’ 
ditches to be crossed by the defendants’ railway in this block, 
to the satisfaction and approval of the superintendent of irri
gation for the time being of the plaintiff and so as not to inter
fere in any way with the plaintiffs’ works and their operation 
and maintenance. The Board of Railway Commissioners has 
since, by various orders, authorized the construction of the de
fendants’ line across different parts of this irrigation block 
subject to the conditions contained in the said agreement. The 
defendant is now preparing and intends to construct its rail
way across this land and to carry the same across the plain
tiffs’ ditches by means of temporary wooden structures and it 
is to prevent the defendant until the trial of the action from 
crossing any of these ditches except upon structures of the 
character called for by the agreement that this application is 
made. It is alleged in the affidavit of A. T. Fraser, the defen
dants’ district engineer, that the defendants’ line of railway has 
been constructed to the north territory of the plaintiffs’ land and 
that it is necessary for it to construct these temporary structures 
so that the material for the building of the permanent struc
tures called for by the agreement may be brought forward as 
otherwise its line of railway will lie tied up at the first irrigation 
ditch requiring rail culverts long enough to let the concrete set, 
which he says would take at least forty days. It appears that 
there is practically no gravel in this locality and that it is neces
sary therefore to haul it from some distant point. What the 
defendant in effect says is that it cannot build the permanent 
structures until it gets its matt rial on the ground, that it can
not get its material on the ground without making temporary 
crossings unless it builds its permanent structures, of which 
there are said to be 24, one by one and giving to each one forty 
days for the setting of the concrete. This would practically 
mean that it would take nearly three years for the defendant
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to build its railway across the plaintiffs’ land. There is some 
contest in the affidavits as to the nearest place at which gravel 
can be secured but there is no dispute over the fact that it must 
be brought from a distance. I do not find any material dis
pute as to the other facts alleged in this connection.

However that may be, it is manifest that what the defen
dant proposes to do is not to substitute these crossings for Re
structures called for by the agreement but merely build them as 
a means of enabling it to live up to its agreement in this respect. 
The plaintiffs’ material establishes that it is the defendants’ 
intention to cross the ditches by means of temporary wooden 
structures, while the affidavits of the defendant shew that if 
this method is not interfered with, “the temporary structures 
can be removed and the permanent structures installed on or 
about the 1st day of May, 1913.” Counsel for the defendant 
offered his undertaking to the removal of the temporary struct
ures by that date.

The only allegation of injury to the plaintiff is contained 
in paragraph 10 of the affidavit of the plaintiffs’ engineer, Mr. 
Ilyde, which says :

very grave injury is likely to result to the pluintiHV irrigation works 
if the defendants are not restrained by injunction from constructing 
their said railway in violation of the terms of the said agreement.

No particulars whatever are given of this alleged injury. 
I am left to find it therefore as best 1 may how the plaintiff 
is likely to lie injured if 1 refuse this application.

It is shewn by the defendants’ evidence and not contradicted, 
that the season during which the plaintiff is bound to supply 
water through its ditches closes on the 1st of October in each 
year and does not open again until the 1st of May following. 
If, therefore, these temporary crossings form any obstacle to 
the flow of the water through the ditches their removal by that 
day will put an end to possibility of injury from that source.

The only other injury possible to the irrigation works that I 
can think of is damage to the beds or sides or banks of the 
ditches and of this there is not the slightest suggestion in any 
of the plaintiffs’ affidavits. The affidavit which the defendant 
files of Mr. Hervey, who was at one time in the plaintiffs’ em
ploy as assistant superintendent of operation and maintenance 
of the western section of its irrigation block, shews that “the 
plaintiff itself crosses these same ditches with its Langdon-Acme 
branch which has been in operation for three years, on tempor
ary structures similar to those sought to be restrained herein.” 
This statement, the correctness of which is in no manner dis
puted, seems to me to meet fully the vague allegation of grave 
injury in so far as that might mean damage to the ditches 
themselves.
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by the defendant, in which they express the opinion that no in
jury will result to these ditches by those temporary crossings, 
more than meet the bald statement of grave injury sworn to by 
Mr. Ilyde in the language which I have quoted. That tempor
ary structures are not />< r s< injurious is evident from the agree
ment itself which provides that during certain periods of time 
which have now elapsed, the defendant might construct tem
porary structures over the main and secondary canals of the

The affidavits of the two engineers, Fraser and Ilervey, tiled ALTA, 
by the defendant, in which they express the opinion that no in-

plaintiff's’ system built to a design first submitted to and ap- .“f,
1 iii . , ..... Walsh. J.proved by the plaintiffs superintendent ot irrigation.

Fpon the material submitted to me I find without hesitation 
that no injury is likely to result to the plaintiff from the con
struction of these temporary crossings across the ditches.

That injury most serious and far-reaching will result to the 
defendant if it is stopped is patent. Its march to Calgary will 
lie halted and the completion of this particular branch will be 
indefinitely postponed. It is not necessary for me to say more 
than this to shew what serious consequences will follow the 
plaintiff's’ success in this action.

The facts as 1 find them on the material before me may be 
thus summarized. The defendant proposes to temporarily 
cross the plaintiffs’ ditches on structures which are not in con
formity with the agreement of the parties at a time of the year 
when the ditches are out of use for irrigation purposes, and in 
a manner which will do no harm to them, which crossings will 
Ik* removed before tin* irrigation season of 1913 opens with no 
resulting loss to the plaintiff and the saving to the defendant 
of months, if not years, in the completion of this branch of its 
railway. What order should I upon these facts on an
application which has for its object the stopping of the con
struction of these crossings until the trial of this action? If 
the covenants of the defendant were negative in form I would 
have no option in the matter. If a man by binding agreement 
contracts with another that lie will not do a certain thing be 
will not be allowed to do it and the Court will, by injunction, 
restrain his breach or attempted breach of this covenant re
gardless of all considerations of damage to the defendant or in
jury to the plaintiff. But the covenants of this agreement are 
not negative in form at least; they are affirmative. Kadi of the 
parties covenants with the other as to what it will do in the 
events therein provided for; and a different rule prevails where 
the aid of the Court is sought in restraint of the breach of such 
a covenant. Let me quote the words of Lord Chancellor Cairns 
in the House of Lords case of Duhirty v. Allman, 3 A.C. 709, at

liut. my Ixinl.4, if tlivre lie imt » negative covenant but only an 
affirmative covenant, it n|i|>ciir* to me that the ease admits of a very

ti
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different construction. 1 entirely admit that an affirmative covenant 
may he of such a character that a Court of equity, although it can 
not enforce affirmatively the performance of the covenant, may, in 
special cases, interpose to prevent that being done which would be a 
departure from, and a violation of, the covenant. That is a well 
settled and well-known jurisdiction of the Court of equity. But in 
that ease, my Lords, there ap|>enr to me to come in considerations 
which do not occur in the case of a negative covenant. It may he 
that a Court of equity will see that, by interposing in a case of that 
kind, in place aving the parties to their remedy in damages, it 
would he doing more harm than it could possibly do good, and there 
are, ns we well know, different matters which the Court of equity will, 
under those circumstances, take into its view. It will consider, for 
example, whether the injury which it is asked to restrain is an injury 
which if done cannot lx* remedied. It will consider whether, if done, it 
can or cannot lx- sufficiently atoned for by the payment of a sum of 
money in damages. It will ask also this question: Suppose the act 
to be <1 i \ would the right to damages for it be decided exhaustively, 
once and lor all, by one action or would there necessarily be a re- 
|K»tition of actions for the purpose of recovering damages from time 
to time? Those are matters which a Court of equity would well look 
to, and on the other hand a Court of equity would look to this: If 
we interfere and say, in aid of this affirmative covenant, that some
thing shall not he done which would be a departure from it, no doubt 
we shall succour and help the plaintiff who comes for our assistance 
But shall we do that? Will the effect of our doing that be to cause 
possible damage to the defendant, very much greater than any pos
sible advantage we can give to the plaintiff? Now, in a case of that 
kind, where there is an amount of discretion which the Court must 
exercise, those are all considerations which the Court will carefully 
entertain before it decides how it will exercise its discretion.
Now, this Court lias express statutory power in all eases 

in which it has jurisdiction to entertain an application for an 
injunction against a breach of any covenant, contract or agree
ment to award damages to the party injured either in addition 
to or in substitution for such injunction. It may be, therefore, 
that upon the trial of this action it would be competent for 
the Court, bearing in mind the considerations which Lord Cairns 
points out should he carefully entertained, “before it decides 
how it will exercise its discretion,” to decline to enjoin the de
fendant and to direct instead an assessment of damages against 
it for this breach of its covenant.

Lord Justice A. L. Smith, in Shelfcr v. City of London 
Electric Lii/hting Co. (No. 1), [ 1895] 1 Ch. 287, at 322, says:—

In my opinion it may be stated a* a gcxxi working rule that:—
1. If the injury to the plaintiff»' legal right» is small;
2. And is one which is capable of being estimated in money;
3. And is one which can lx* adequately compensated by a small 

money payment;
4. And the ease is one in which it would be oppressive to the 

defendant to grunt an injunction;
then damages in substitution for an injunction may be given.

00
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Upon the facts of this case as established before me the 
Court might reasonably and pfoperly apply this rule here as it 
has been applied in many eases decided in England since it was 
formulated in 1894. I am not unmindful of the fact that it is 
by no means certain that damages can he awarded in such a 
case as this where the injury has not yet been committed but is 
only threatened and intended. The last reference which I have 
seen to the question is in Marlin v. Price, [1894] 1 Ch. 276, in 
which Lindley, L.J., delivering the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal, at p. 284, says, that the question is

by no means free from difficulty. On the one hand this Court in 
Dreyfus v. Peruvian (Suano Co., 43 Ch. D. 31(1, expressed a clear op
inion against the existence of such jurisdiction. On the other hand 
it has been very commonly assumed and there are several observa
tions by eminent Judges favouring the view, that there is such a 
jurisdiction, and in llullaml v. Worley, 20 Ch. I). 57S, the late Mr. 
Justice Pearson did award damages in lieu of an injunction which if 
granted would have been simply preventive and in no sense man
datory.

It is plain from this that the Court of Appeal as then con
stituted considered the question unsettled. Nor do I forget 
that the defendants’ covenant is in such form that it may be 
said that the placing of these permanent structures is a condi
tion precedent to its right to build its railway across these 
ditches, and that this may make a difference in at ion
of the principle of compensation in lieu of an injunction.

I think, as I have already indicated, that there is a substantial 
question to be investigated and which 1 am powerless to dispose 
of here, that being whether the defendant shall be enjoined or 
made to pay damages. That being so, the only other question 
that I have to determine is whether or not the slat as quo should 
be maintained pending the trial.

In vol. 17 of Halsbury’s Laws of England, at page 1118, and 
section 483 under the heading “when an interlocutory injunc
tion will be granted ’ ’ it is said

the plaintiff must also be able to shew that nil injunction until the 
hearing is necessary to protect him against Irreparable Injury; more 
inconvenience is not ei ugh. By the term “irreparable injury” is 
meant, substantially, injury which could never lie adequately re
medied or atoned for by damages.
The plaintiff, as I have already said, absolutely failed to 

shew injury of any kind from the building of these temporary 
crossings, and I cannot see how it can possibly be injured in 
any way by my refusal to grant the injunction asked for. This 
action will be tried long before the 1st of May next, which is 
the earliest date by which, on the material before me, the plain
tiff will need the unobstructed How of water through its ditches. 
If the Court holds upon the trial of the action that the award of
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damages cannot, in this ease, he substituted for an injunction it 
will have the power by mandatory injunction to compel the re
moval of the temporary structures built in the meantime and 
the restoration of the ditches to their former condition and the 
payment of the damages, if any, which the plaintiff has sus 
tained by their erection. It seems to me that it is the defendant 
which is taking all of the risk of damage and loss.

I dismiss the plaintiffs’ application, which means, of course, 
that the ex parte injunction taken out by the plaintiff no longer 
stands. The order may, if the plaintiff so desires, contain the 
undertaking offered by Mr. McCarthy for the removal of these 
temporary structures by the 1st of May, 1913. The costs of 
this motion are reserved for disposition hv the trial Judge.

Motion refused.
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Statement

TWO MOUNTAINS DOMINION ELECTION; SAMUEL FAUTEAUX (peti
tioner, appellant) v. J. A. C. ETHIER et al. (respondents, respondents)

Supreme Court of Canada. Sir Charte» Fitzpatrick, C.J.. and Davies, Idintj 
ton, I tuff, Ant/lin and Brodeur, ././. October 29, 1912,

1. Elections (§ III—85)—Irregui.arit'.cs—-Technical or formal objkc

Technical or formal objections to nomination papers filed with the 
returning "Hicer under the provision* of the Dominion Elections Act, 
R.S.C. 190(1. should not bo permitted to defeat the manifest purpose and 
intention of the statute.

2. Elections ($111—85)—Nomination papers—Absence of place of
RESIDENCE AND ADDITION OF NOMINEE—DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT.
K.S.C. 190(1, CH. 0, SECS. 94 ANII 100.

Paper* proposing the nomination of a candidate for election as a 
mendier of the House of Common*, under the Dominion Elections Act, 
which do not mention the resilience and addition or description of the 
candidate projmsed in such a manner as -mllicicntly to identify him do 
not constitute a nomination in tin- form that is s|>ccified as essential hv 
section 94 of the Act. This being, in the present case, a potent u 
substantial defect, it became the duty of the returning oüleer to give 
«•licet to the objection, taken by an opposing candidate and to reject 
such proposed nomination on the ground that the essen ial requirements 
of the statute had not been complied with, and such rejection could 
properly Is* made after the expiration of the time limited for tin- 
nomination of candidate* by section 190 of the Act.

[Fauteuw v. Et hier, 42 Que. SA'. 2115. allirmed on appeal.]
3. Evidence (SME—354a)—Payment of deposit—Dominion Elections

Act—Presumption as to regularity of nomination.
The receipt for the required deposit of $200, accompanying the 

nomination pa|M-rs, given under the provisions of section 97 of the 
Dominion Elections Act. is evidence merely of the production of the 
papers and not of tin- validity of the nomination.

Appeal from the decision of the Superior Court (Que.), 
Robidoux and Laurendeau. •!•)., dismissing a petition undvr tin* 
Controverted Elections Act (Can.).

The appeal was dismissed with costs and the judgment ap
pealed from, 42 Que. S.C. 235, affirmed.

■
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Atwater, K.C., and Mignault, K.C., for applicant. CAN.
Perron, K.C., and Gencst, for respondents. s c
Fitzpatrick, C.J., concurred in the opinion stated by Davies,

J. Two
Mountains

Davies, J. :—This is an appeal from the judgment of the Dominion 
Superior Court for the district of Terrebonne, dismissing with Ki.mrox. 
costs the appellant’s contestation of the election of the respond- mat», j. 
ent Ethier.

On the nomination day two persons put in nomination
papers, the respondent, Mr. Ethier. and Mr. Guillaume André 
Fauteux ; Fauteux’s nomination paper consisted of two large 
double sheets of paper, the first page of each double sheet con
taining a printed form of the nomination of some person as a 
candidate, with blank spaces to fill in the nominee’s name, resi
dence and occupation, and with spaces below for the nom
inating electors to sign their names, professions and resi
dences. At the foot of the page below where the electors’ signa- 
tiires are to be placed, was a clause also printed with blanks to 
be signed by a witness to the electors’ signatures, and also a 
printed form of acceptance by the person nominated of the nom
ination, with an attesting clause by a witness.

On the inside of each of these double sheets was printed the 
form of “oath of attestation of the nomination paper.”

These forms were in accordance with those required by the 
statute (Forms II. and I.).

One of these large double sheets with the form of nomination 
at the top not filled in, containing thirteen names of electors, had 
a witness’s name attached at the foot of the names, with resi
dence and addition certifying that the paper had been signed by 
the said electors in his presence and also had, at the foot of the 
same page, the form of acceptance by the person nominated filled 
up and signed. On this double sheet the form “1” of tin* oath 
of attestation of the nomination paper was tilled up bv a witm»ss 
and contained the names not only of the thirteen electors whose 
names appeared on the front page of that large double sheet, but 
also the names of nineteen electors whose nanu^s appeared on 
another double sheet of the same kind and character as that con
taining the thirteen names.

On this latter double sheet the form of the oath of attestation 
was printed in blank and was not filled up and the form at the 
foot of the nominating electors' names providing for the witness 
to their signatures and also that for the acceptance by the candi
date of his nomination, were both struck out.

On the other hand, this double sheet containing the nineteen 
names had the blank at the top of the first page filled up nomiii-
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ating Mr. Guillaume André Fauteux as a candidate, but without 
any residence or addition or description of him.

These two double sheets were not in any way attached or 
fastened together, though they were handed in together and, 
some of the witnesses at the trial said, folded together.

A written objection was fyled by Mr. Ethier, the respondent, 
who had also been nominated as a candidate, to the reception of 
these papers as a valid nomination of Mr. Fauteux on the 
ground, 1st, that they did not mention his domicile or his 
occupation, and 2ndly, that they were not signed by 25 electors 
conformably to the law. lie demanded in consequence that he 
should be declared elected by acclamation.

The returning officer, after taking time to consider and con
sult counsel, acceded to Mr. Ethier’s objection and demand, and 
returned him by acclamation accordingly.

It was against this return that the election petition was fyled. 
The learned Judges upheld both objections.

In the view I take of this case, it is unnecessary for us to ex
press any opinion whether the two double sheets, unattached to 
each other, but delivered to the returning officer on the nomina
tion day in the manner I have described, should have been 
accepted by him as a valid nomination paper.

Assuming therefore, without deciding, that the returning 
officer should have treated both sheets as really one nominating 
paper and that the candidate’s acceptance and the witnesses’ 
attestation were all right and should have been treated as apply
ing to l>oth double sheets, the question still remains, did they to
gether contain the essential requisites of a valid nomination ?

To determine this we must have recourse to the Dominion 
Elections Act, but before setting out the relevant and controlling 
section of that Act, I desire to point out that neither in the body 
of the nomination paper itself, in which section 94 and Form II 
require “the name, residence and addition or description” of 
each person proposed, nor in the witnesses’ “oath of attestation 
of the nomination paper,” nor in the candidate’s acceptance of 
the nomination, was there any attempt to comply with the 
statute’s requirements as to the nominee’s residence, addition or 
description, and so make up as it were for the defect in the nom
ination paper itself. On the face of the nomination papers, in
cluding the candidate’s acceptance and the attesting witnesses' 
oath, these requirements were entirely absent.

The sections of the Act which, on the particular point I am 
discussing, are controlling, are the 94th, 97fh, 107th and 314th. 
They arc as follows :—

94. Any twenty-five electors, except in the province of Su skat chew an 
and Alberta and the Yukon Territory, may nominate a candidate, or 
as many candidates as are required to be elected for the electoral dis-

5
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trict for which the election is held, by signing a nomination paper in 
form H, stating therein the name, residence and addition or description 
of each person proposed, in such manner as sufficiently to identify such 
candidate and by causing such nomination paper to Ik* produced to the 
returning officer at the time and place indicated in the proclamation, 
or to be filed with the returning officer at any other place, and at any 
time between the date of the proclamation and the day of nomination.

»7. The returning officer shall give to the candidate or his agent a 
receipt for such deposit, which shall, in every case, be sufficient evi
dence of the production of the nomination paper, of the consent of the 
candidate and of the payment therein mentioned.

107. On a poll being grunted, the returning officer shall cause to be 
posted up notices of his having granted such poll, indicating the 
names, residences and occupations of the candidates nominated, in the 
order in which they are to lie printed on the ballot papers.

2. Except in the Yukon Territory, such notices shall, as soon as pos
sible after the nomination, lie placarded at all the places where the 
proclamation for the election was posted up.

3. Such notices shall lie in Form K., except in the provinces of Sask
atchewan and Alberta, where they shall lie in form L.

4. In Prince Edward Island, the returning officer shall, in addition 
to such notices, cause to be placarded at the same time and places such 
notice or advertisement regarding the qualification of voters as is re
quired under the provincial law to lie posted.

314. No election shall lie declared invalid liv reason of non compli
ance with the provisions of this Act as to the taking of the poll or the 
counting of the votes, or by reason of any want of qualification in the 
persons signing a nomination paper received by the returning officer 
under the provisions of this Act, or of any mistake in the use of the 
forms contained in schedule one of this Act, if it ap|ienrs to the 
tribunal having cognizance of tin- question that the election was con
ducted in accordance with the principles laid down in this Act, and 
that such non-compliance or mistake did not affect the result of the 
election.
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The contentions on the part of the petitioner (appellant) arc, 
1st, that section 94 is directory only and not imperative in its 
requirements, that the identification called for was for the satis
faction of the returning officer only, and that he knew well who 
the M. Guillaume André Fauteux really was and. therefore, that 
the statute was satisfied ; 2nd, that the receipt given by the re
turning officer of the $200 was conclusive, and that in any event, 
sec. 814 prohibited the election from being declared invalid by 
reason of the alleged non-compliance with the Act.

In construing the sections of such an important public Act 
as the one under consideration, I think that while we should be 
careful on the one hand not to allow merely technical or formal 
objections to prevail so as to defeat the manifest purpose and 
intention of the Act, on the other we should not attempt to re
write the Act or to strain the clear, precise language of its sec
tions so as to render them innocuous.

0—7 D.L.R.
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As Lord Coleridge1, Ch.J., said in the ease of Mather \. 
Brown, 1 C.P.D. 596 at 601 :—

It must Im> rvmvmlH-ml that, in doaling with cases under these 
Acts, we arc sitting as a final tribunal of appeal, in the exercise of a 
duty cost upon us under peculiar circumstances and as a sort of com
promise between conflicting parties in the legislature, and, therefore, 
are more especially bound to keep ourselves strictly within the letter 
of the Acts, and to abstain from any attempt to strain the law. There
fore, although I yield reluctantly to the objection, conceiving it to lie 
a fair one, J do so without hesitation.

In a later case, Gothard v. Clarke, 5 C.P.D. 253 at 265, Lopes, 
J., says, line 8:—

I entirely agree with the Lord Chief Justice when he said in 
Mather v. Broun, 1 C.P.D. 696 at 001, that in construing these Acts it 
is a duty with which the Court is entrusted to keep strictly to the 
Acts themselves.

Now applying these rules and principles to the sec. 94 under 
consideration, how can this Court say that any 25 electors may 
legally nominate a candidate for an electoral district by “sign
ing” a nomination paper in form II. while omitting to state tin- 
name, residence and addition or description of the person they 
nominate in such a manner as sufficiently to identify such candi
date?

The essential conditions of a legal nomination paper are Hie 
signatures of 25 electors as nominators, and the name, residence 
and addition or description of the person proposed “stated 
therein.”

The Court certainly could not declare valid a nomination 
paper with only 24 electors’ names attached. If the name of the 
candidate was incorrectly spelled, or there was some inaccuracy 
in the residence and addition or description of the person nomin
ated, there might he much room for argument that the language 
used was sufficient to identify the candidate. The result would 
depend altogether upon the extent of the inaccuracy of the 
language used.

But where there is no inaccuracy of language or spelling to 
construe or give effect to, but a total omission of any residence, 
addition or description, and this omission extends as well to the 
acceptance of the nomination and to the oath of attestation of 
the witness to the signature to the nomination paper, so that on 
the face of the papers as delivered there was absolutely nothing 
to identify the person nominated, I cannot see how the Court can 
hold such paper a legal nomination paper. It does not “state 
therein” any of the statutory requisites, and it seems to me, with 
deference, that to construe such language as directory merely 
would he to do violence to the expressed intention of the legis
lature. As well might the Court declare that less than 25 nom
inees’ names would suffice or that a paper signed in blank with
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the name subsequently filled up was good. The “name” may 
not require the insertion of each and all of the nominee’s 
Christian names in full, but at least there must be a surname and 
such Christian name or abbreviation as would sufficiently identify 
the party nominated.

Then as to the receipt. If the nomination is bad, the receipt 
certainly cannot cure it. The nomination paper must stand on 
its intrinsic merits and the receipt is good just for what the 
statute says, “sufficient evidence of the production of the nomin
ation paper, of the onscnt of the candidate, and of the payment 
therein mentioned.” Evidence of the production of the nomin
ation paper, not of its validity. If it was the latter, then it 
would cure the cardinal defect of want of tin* proper number of 
nominators.

The importance of the language requiring tin* name, resi
dence and addition or description of the candidates is seen by 
the 107th section, which requires the returning officer on a poll 
being granted to post up notices “indicating the names, resi
dences and occupations of the candidates.”

If the nomination paper does not itself give him this essential 
information, where else can he acquire it ? In many small con
stituencies it is said the candidates are well known. That may 
be true, but this Act relates to constituencies all over Canada 
and it is reasonbly certain that no such assumption could be 
made with respect to the returning officers in many of the larger 
thinly populated districts.

The returning officer is not authorized to hold any Court 
of inquiry so as to ascertain the identity and the residence and 
occupation of the candidate. Hut he is bound to give that infor
mation to the electors in the notices he puts up of his having 
granted a poll. lie must find the information on the face of the 
nomination paper, and to allow him to go outside of such paper 
and obtain information elsewhere might lead to much gross in
justice and defeat the express purpose of the Act that the 
identical candidate proposed by the 2."> electors and no one else 
shall lie published as the candidate.

The defect in these nomination pa pel's is one apparent on 
their face, and not one requiring any inquiry or investigation 
on the part of the returning officer to ascertain or determine. 
Being a patent and substantial defect in the omission of a speci
fic statutory requirement, it became the duty of the returning 
officer, when at the proper time his attention was called to it, 
to give effect to the objection and reject the nomination.

Then with reference to sec. 314, a most useful section to pre
vent mere technicalities defeating the expressed will of the 
electors, the only possible part of the section which could be
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invoked in this ease is that referring to “a mistake in the use of 
the forms.”

Rut those defects complained of in this nomination paper 
are in no possible sense mistakes in the ust- of the forms. The 
proper form was used. But the essentials necessary to make the 
form a living and valid nomination paper were wanting.

The decisions in the English Courts which I have consulted, 
are chiefly upon statutes relating to municipal elections. They 
ore nevertheless of value, because they cover analogous cases to 
the one we have now before us and outline principles which 
should control Courts in deciding upon statutes relating to elec
tions and the distinction between matters of form and those of 
substance: Mather v. Brown, 1 (MM). 596; Oothard v. Clarke, 5 
C.R.D. 253; Harmon v. Park, 7 Q.B.D. 369; Marton v. Oorrill, 
23 Q.B.D. 139; Queen v. I), ighton, 5 Q.B.R. 896.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Idington, J. (dissenting) :—The first duty of a returning 

officer, on receipt of a nomination paper, is to inspect it and 
ascertain if it appears to be conformable to law, and if found 
defective to point out wherein he finds it so; and then if duly 
rectified, or if originally in appearance correct, to require, pur
suant to section 99 of the Dominion Elections Act, the person or 
persons presenting it to take before him the oath or oaths of 
verification required by said section. When that has been duly 
done and deposit made, his next duty is to give, in obedience to 
section 97, a receipt for the deposit, which is the assurance the 
law gives the parties promoting the candidature of any person, 
that he has been duly and properly nominated.

This section is so comprehensive and complete in its terms 
that it is, for me. difficult to see how anyone who has accepted the 
office of returning officer, desiring to discharge his duties with 
fairness to all concerned, could, after complying with its im
perative direction, see his way to attempt a revocation of his act. 

The section is as follows:—
97. Tin1 returning oflii-er shnll give to the candidate or " igent, 

n receipt, for such deposit which shall, in every vase, be suit 1 evi
dence of the production of the nomination paper, of the consent of the 
candidate and of the payment therein mentioned.

The officer in question herein did point, out certain defects, 
had them rectified in his presence, and then administered the 
oath of verification to the agent who had presented the paper or 
papers.

The signatures of the alleged electors appear on two sheets of 
paper, which, if joined together in an orderly way as the act of 
tin- officer in administering the oath implies to have been done, 
and the contents of that oath naming the several parties who had 
signed, clearly demonstrates was intended to be the case, ought
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to have sufficed for the purpose then in hand. At its bmt. the 
mode of joining was slovenly. A pin or fastening of some kind 
to keep these sheets together in their proper order of sequence 
would have saved u world of trouble.

When separated, these papers were misleading.
The evidence of how this separation happened is conflicting, 

but the officer, his acts and their consequence, 1 submit, must 
Is* passed upon in light of the transaction as it must have 
appeared to him when he administered the oath, and not by 
weighing this conflict of evidence arising later ami elsewhere.

It is to be noted that the Act provides for the presentation 
of a nomination paper at any time between the date of proela- 
mntion and the day of nomination.

Unless the determination of the officer as evidenced by the 
receipt for tin- deposit, is treated as irrevocable, so far as he is 
concerned, the door would be thrown open for frauds, and worst* 
results than any 1 can conceive of as possible from holding such 
determination as irrevocable.

I am much more puzzled as to the proper disposition of the 
question of costs than I am by the merits of the ease.

The appeal, I submit, should In* allowed with costs thereof 
to the appellant against respondents, and the election Is* set 
aside; ami, as at least a deterrent against such slovenly work 
hereafter, I think the several parties should lie allowed to bear 
their respective costs of the proceedings in tin* Court lielow.

I confess I fear this division of costs may encourage the late 
taking of such objections as were taken here. The temptation 
appellant's slovenly work held out was no doubt great. But for 
the view taken by the learned Judges in the Court below. I 
should have been disposed to order the returning officer to pay 
all costs.

Duff, J. (dissenting) :—I have come to the conclusion that 
the judgment under review cannot be sustained. For the pur
poses of this judgment I shall assume that the nomination paper 
is (on one or both of Hie grounds upon which the respondent’s 
objections rest) defective in some essential n*quircment of the 
statute so that if a poll had been held ami the appellant had 
been relumed on account of receiving the larger number of 
votes (and the question had come before an Election Court in 
a proper proceeding under the Controverted Elections Act) 
the respondent (the now sitting member) must, on account of 
the invalidity of the np|H*llant’s nomination, have been declared 
entitled to the scat. The very short ground on which 1 think 
the return of Mr. Kthier ought to In* declared null is this: The 
returning officer having received the paper professing to nomin
ate the appellant along with the appellant’s consent and the
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sum required by law to be deposited, and having given his re
ceipt for that sum pursuant to see. 1)7 of the Dominion Elec
tions Act—and the time for nominating candidates having ex
pired— the status of the appellant as a candidate (as affecting 
proceedings under the control of the returning officer) was fin
ally determined and it was the duty of that official to proceed 
with the poll.

For the sake of clearness and convenience of reference, I 
set out here in full the enactments of the Dominion Elections 
Act which are comprised in the fasciculus hearing the title 
“Nomination Papers” (sees. 1)4 to 103 inclusive) :—

91. Any twenty-five electors, except in the provinces of Saskatchewan 
and Alberta and the Yukon Territory, may nominate a candidate, or 
ns ninny candidates as are required to In* elected for the electoral dis 
triet for which the election is held, by signing a nomination paper in 
form 11. stating therein the name, residence, and addition or de
scription of each person proposed in such manner as sufficiently 
to identify such candidate and by causing such nomination pa per 
to Is- produced to the returning officer at the time and plais- indi
cated in the proclamation, or to be filed with the returning officer at 
any other place, and at any time between the date of the proclamation 
and the day of nomination.

05. Each candidate shall be nominated by a separate nomination 
paper; but the same electors, or any of them, may subscribe as many 
nomination papers as there are members to be elected.

91$. N’o nomination paper shall In- valid or acted upon by the return 
ing officer unless it is aemnipanied by—

to) The consent in writing of the |tcrson therein nominated, except 
where such person is absent from the province in which the election is 
to In- held, when such absence shall In- stated in the nomination pa|N-r ;

( b i A deposit of two hundred dollars in legal tender or in the bills 
of any chartered iNink doing business in Canada ; or a cheque for that 
amount drawn upon and accepted by such bank.

07. The returning officer shall give to the candidate or his agent a 
receipt for such dc|H>*it which shall, in every case. In- sufficient evi
dence of the production of the nomination pa|H-r, of the consent of tin- 
candidate and of the payment therein mentioned.

98. The sum so deposited by any candidate shall In- returned to him 
in the event of his being elected or of his obtaining a number of votes 
at least equal to one half the numlN-r of votes polled in favour of tin
ea ml idate elected ; otherwise, except in the east- hereinafter provided 
for, it shall In-long to His Majesty for the publie uses of Canada, and 
shall In- applied by the returning otfieer towards the payment of tin- 
election expenses, and an account thereof shall Is- rendered hy him t-> 
tin- Auditor (ieneral of Canada.

2. The sum so de|n»sited shall, in case of the death of any candidate 
after In-ing nominated and before the closing of the |niII, be return-1 to 
the personal representatives of such candidate.

99. The returning officer shall require the person, or one or more of
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the persons producing or tiling as aforesaid any such nomination paper, 
to make oath before him that he knew or they knew that —

(а) The several persons who have signed such nomination paper 
are electors duly entitled to vote ;

(б) They have signed it in his or their presence ; and
(c) The consent of the candidate was signed in his or their presence, 

or as the case may lie, that the person named as candidate is absent 
from the province or territory.

2. Such oath may be in form I, and the fact of its having been taken 
shall lie stated on the back of the nomination paper.

100. At the close of the time for nominating the candidates, the re 
turning ollicer shall deliver to every candidate or agent of a candidate 
applying therefor a duly certified list of the names of the several candi 
dates who have been nominated.

101. Any votes given at the election for any other candidates than 
those nominated in the manner provided by this Act shall be null and

102. Whenever only one candidate, or only such a number of candi
dates as are required by law to be elected to represent the electoral 
district for which the election is held, have Is-en nominated within the 
time fixed for that pur|*i*e, the returning ollicer shall forthwith make 
his return to the clerk of the Crown in Chancery, in form J, that such 
candidate or candidates, as the case may be. is or are duly elected for 
the said electoral district, of which return he shall send within forty 
eight hours a duplicate or certified copy to the jierson or persons 
elected.

103. The returning ollicer shall accompany his return to the clerk 
of the Crown in Chancery with a report of his proceedings and of any 
nomination proposed and rejected for non compliance with the require 
merits of this Act.

The Elections Act does unquestionably contemplate the pos
sibility of nominations being “proposed and rejected for non- 
compliance with tin? requirements” of the statute, since sec. 
103, in express terms, lays upon the returning officer the duty 
of making a report upon any such re jected nomination. But 
the Act does not seem to contemplate the rejection by the re
turning officer of a nomination paper (verified as required by 
see. 99 and accompanied by the consent and the deposit pro
vided for by sec. 96) which has been accepted by him and for 
which he has given a receipt in pursuance of sec. 97. Once that 
is done see. 98 appears to come into play. The sum deposited 
is, by the provisions of that section, to In; returned to the candi
date only in one of three specific events: 1st, his election; ‘2nd. 
his obtaining a specified proportion of the votes east : 3rd, his 
death after being nominated and before the closing of the poll. 
Otherwise the money deposited is to l>elong to Ilis Majesty as 
part of the public funds of ('anada. Then* is nothing to auth
orize the return of the money in the ease in which after having 
signified his acceptance of the nomination paper by giving the 
receipt under sec. 97 the n-turning officer discovers some de-
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feet in it, which had previously escaped his observation. The 
enactments of sec. 08 are explicit, the money once deposited is 
to lie the property of His Majesty except in one of the three 
events enumerated above. From this, the inference seems irre
sistible that the returning officer’s authority to reject the nomin
ation paper for nonconformity with the statute is at an end 
upon the giving of the receipt ; for it is inconceivable that the 
Legislature should have conferred upon the returning officer 
authority to reject the nomination after receiving the deposit 
and in circumstances in which he is prohibited from returning 
the deposit. Even if this view of the effect of these proceedings 
were doubtful and it could fairly he argued the status of tin* 
nominee ns candidate is not fixed by them, it still seems hardly 
open to doubt that his status as such is (ns regards the duties 
of the returning officer) irrevocably fixed when (his nomination 
having been accepted) the time for nominating candidates has 
closed. That is made very clear by the provisions of sections 
100 and 102. “At the close of the time” for nominating candi
dates the returning officer is, under the provisions of these sec
tions, to deliver to “any candidate” applying therefor, a list of 
the names of “the candidates who have been nominated.” At 
that point of time—“at the close of the time for nominations” 
—if not before—the number and identity of the candidates is 
determined, a state of affairs obviously impossible, if after that 
point of time is passed, the returning officer has authority to 
reject a nomination already accepted. Sec. 102 again provides 
that when only “one candidate” has been “nominated” within 
the time fixed for that purpose,” the returning officer shall 
“forthwith” make his return to the clerk of the Crown in 
Chancery that ” such candidate” has been duly elected ; and hv 
see. 103 this rid urn is to he accompanied by a report upon nom
inations “proposed and rejected for non-compliance with the 
requirements of this Act.” This return and this report then 
are to he made “forthwith" on expiry of tilt lime fired for the 
purpose of nominating candidates ; an enactment obviously pro 
eeecling upon the assumption that when that time has passed 
all questions touching the statutory sufficiency of nomination 
papers have been concluded in so far as it is within the province 
of the returning officer to deal with such questions.

The inference arising from the language of these sections 
receives support from that of section 124 which provides that 
if the number of candidates is greater Mian two the returning 
officer shall give effect to any agreement between them that 
their names shall he arranged on the ballot paper otherwise than 
ill alphabetical order when* such agreement is made “within 
an hour after the tinn appinntnl fur tin nomination": a pro
vision which pre-supposes all questions as to what persons an*
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entitled to have their names placed upon the ballot papers to 
have been at the time mentioned finally determined.

It. is argued, however, that the respondent must eventually 
have been returned since (the appellant’s nomination being in 
point of law inoperative) the only candidate for whom ballots Mocnta’ns 
could validly be east: and consequently, it is said the respondent Dominion 
has rightfully been elected. I assume, «s I have already said. t lhtTI<>N 
til.- appellant's nomination to have been invalid hv reason of Dutr.j. 
one or lioth of the objections raised by the respondent. On 
that hypothesis we are still, it seems to me (if 1 am right in tin* 
view I have just expressed touching the powers of the returning 
officer), under a necessity imposed upon us by law to declare 
that the répondent was not duly returned and that lie is not un
der the law entitled to the seat. The jurisdiction conferred upon 
the Courts by the Controverted Elections Act is a very special 
one. At common law all questions touching the election and re
turn of memls-rs to the House of Commons were questions ex
clusively within the cognizance of the House itself. I tv the 
Controverted Elections Act the duty of passing upon certain of
such questions when raised by a prot.....ling authorized by the
Act was imposed upon the Courts. Rut the jurisdiction of the 
Courts is strictly circumscribed by the limits which the Act 
prescribes. The Act. as it appears to me, leaves no other course 
open to us (if the returning officer exceeded his legal powers in 
returning the respondent as the elected member) hut to declare 
that the return was not according to law.

The powers vested in the Court in such circumstances are 
to he gathered from two of the sections of the Controverted 
Elections Act. These sections are as follows:

11. The petition presented initier this Act may 1m» in any prescribed 
form; but, if or in no far as no form i* prescribed, it need not 1*» in 
any particular form, but it limit complain of the undue election or 
return of a member or that no return Inn lieen made, or that a double 
return hm lieen made, or of matter contained in any special return 
made, or of mine such unlawful net as a forein id by a candidate not re
turned. ami it limit la» nigned by the petitioner, or all the petitioneri 
if there are more than one.

AS. At the conclusion of the trial, the trial Judgei shall determine 
whether the member whom election or return ii complained of or any 
ami what other person was duly returned or elected, or whether the 
election was void, and other matter* ariiing out of the petition, and 
re«|uiring their déterminât inn, and shall, except in the cun» of appeal 
hereinafter mentioned, within four day- after the expiration of eight 
day* from the day on which they iliall so have given their decision, 
certify in writing such determination to the Speaker, appending thereto 
a copy of the notes of evidence.

2. The determination thus certified shall lie final to all intenti and
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The petition in this ease complains of the undue election of 
the respondent and asks to have the return made by the return
ing officer declared a nullity. Under sec. 58 it was the duty of 
the trial .Judges to pass upon these questions and report to the 
Speaker accordingly. In the view 1 have expressed these ques
tions are of course susceptible of only one answer.

Anulin, and Brodeur, JJ., concurred with Davies, J.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

McDonnell v Canadian pacific r. co.
(Jurhrr ('mut of King's Bench {Appeal Side), Arohambeaull, C.J., haver g ne. 

Cross. Carroll, anti (1ervais, JJ. October 31. 1912.

1. DAMAGES ( S III I -102)—Measure ok damages—PERMANENT injuries 
—Qukiieu Workmen's Compensation Act.

Under the Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act the annual payment 
to be innilv for permanent <li*uhUity U one-half of the average yearly 
wage of which the injured party i* deprived by reason of such in

1. Damages i8 III I—19-, —Permanent disability—Quebec Workmen’s 
Compensation Act—Option not available to employer.

The workman entitled to a permanent disability claim under the 
Quels» Workmen's Compensation Act has the option of accepting the 
annual income specified in the Queliec Workmen's Conqiemutiou Act 
or of demanding that the capitalization thereof (not exceeding $2,000> 
lie handed over to an insurance company in order to purchase an an
nuity therewith, hut no similar option is available to the employer 
to eimfees judgment for $2.ooo or for the annuity which that sum 
would purchase, as in satisfaction of his liability.

[Omni Trunk i: On i VcDonneU, 8 D.L.R. 88, followed |

Appeal in it Workmen’s Compensation case.
K. Vipond, for appellant.
A. It. Holden, for respondent.

Arciiambeault, C.J. This vase involves a judgment on a 
petition of the appellant to be authorized to sue the respondent 
for damages resulting from a labour accident. The petition 
prays that the appellant be authorized to bring suit for a yearly 
rent of $337.50 representing a rent equal to one-half of the loss 
of his earning powers as u result of the said accident. The re
spondent appeared on this petition and offered to confess judg
ment for tlie sum of $2,000 or an annual rent represented by 
such capital sum of $2,000.

The Court below thereupon granted acte to the respondent 
of this offer and adjourned the case to an ulterior date to allow 
the respondent to establish the amount of the rent which a 
$2,000 capital would yield to the appellant at his present age. 

This is the judgment submitted to us for revision. This
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judgment was rendered on May 14th last, prior therefore to the 
judgment of this Court in the ease of Grand Trunk If. Co. v. 
McDonnell,5 D.L.R. (>5. In the latter ease we held that the right 
of option granted hy article 7329. R.S.t,». 1909. of having a 
capital sum paid instead of an annual rent lies only in favour 
of the claimant and not in favour of the employer, and that only 
when the claimant does exercise this option does the provision 
of the last paragraph of article 7322 come into operation where
by in no case, except that of inexcusable fault of the employer, 
may the capital of such rent exceed the sum of two thousand 
dollars.

The respondent has not succeeded in convincing us that our 
judgment in Grand Trunk If. Co. v. McDonnell, 5 D.L.R. 05, is 
erroneous, and we persist in our opinion.

The appeal is, therefore, allowed, and the judgment set 
aside.

Appeal allowed.
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PEARSON v. ADAMS. ONT.

i Decision No. 8.1 D C

Ontario Divisional Court. Fa I con bridge, CJ.K.H.. Itritton and Riddell, JJ. 1912 
August 27, 1912.

1. Covenants and conditions ( 6 II A—5) —Constri ction—Giving effect
TO OBJECTS UK'S ION ED To BE ACCOMPLIS II Ell.

In order to ascertain tin- scope and effect of covenants, regard must 
la* liait to the object which they were designed to accomplish.

2. Covenants and conditions (g II A—5)—Constri ction—Ordinary and
POPULAR HEADING TO LANGUAGE.

The language of a covenant is to lie read in an ordinary or popular, 
and not in a legal or technical sense.

3. Buildings (|U—IS)—Restriction as to erection or detached
dwelu.no house—Apartment house.

A covenant that certain land shall be used only for a detached 
dwelling house is broken by the erection of an apartment house upon 
the land.

[Re Robertson and Defoe, 25 O.L.R. 2Sit. distinguished and doubted ;
Rcarson V. Adams (No. 1). 3 D.L.R. 386, reversed on appeal. 1

4. Covenants and conditions (g IT A—6)—Construction—Distinction
between a covenant and a condition.

If it be doubtful whether a clause in a deed lie a covenant or a con
dition, the court will always incline to construe it as a covenant.

[Rauson V. Inhabitants of Sehonl District. 89 Mass. 125, referred V» 
and approved. 1

5. Covenants and conditions (g II A—6)—Construction—Requisites
FOR CREATING A COVENANT.

No particular form of words is necessary to create a covenant, but 
it is sufficient if, from the construction of the whole deed, it ap|»ear 
that the party meant to bind himself, ami. if that appear, it does 
not matter whether the words relied upon are in the recital or in any 
other part of the deed.
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6. Covenants and conditions (5 III B—32)—Restrictions as to krk<
TION OK DWEI.LIXO IIOI'SE.

TIio words “to <>c used only as a site for a detached brick or stone 
dwelling Iiouwi" lietwwn the description and the habendum in a deed 
of land constitute a covenant by the grantor to erect no building other 
than a building of the kind mentioned, a breach of which will lie re
strained by injunct ion.

7. Maxims (11—1 )—“Exkbkshio vnivs"—Application.
The maxim “expreaaio unfit* v*t cxrliuiio altrrius” is not of universal 

application, but depends upon the intention of the parties as it can In- 
discovered ii|nin the face of the instrument or u|niii the transaction, 
and should not la* applied when its application, having regard to the 
subject matter to which it is to lie applied, leads to inconsistency or 
Injuet lee.

8. Deeds ( 8 11 A—19)—Constriction—In form ok a condition i\ hi
AI.ITV A COVENANT—“KXPRESHIO UNIES EST KXCI.USIO AI.TERM s ”

Where a deed contains words which, though in the form of a coin 11 
tion. are sufficient to create a covenant, and also covenants in the 
usual form, the maxim “exprmaio mi ins ml rxrluaio altrrius” has 
no application, and ellect must U* given to all |mrU of the deed.

9. Covenants and comutionb (8 HI C 1—36)—Restrictions as to i st
OK PROPERTY—Who XIAY ENFORCE—PURCHASE OF NEIGHUOl It
I NO LANDS.

Where land is sold with a restrictive covenant, one who subsequently 
buy* neighbouring land from the same owner can enforce tlie covenant.

statement Motion by the plaintiff for an injunction restraining the 
defendant from erecting an apartment house upon certain lands on 
Maynard avenue, in the city of Toronto, in alleged breach of the 
provisions of a conveyance of the 18th April, 1888, which stipu
lated that the lands were “to be used only as a site for a detached 
brick or stone dwelling-house.”

By consent of counsel the motion was turned into a motion for 
judgment.

The decision appealed from (Pearson v. Adams, 3 D.L.R. 
386) was as follows :—

uiddMon.j. Middleton, J.: — Apart from authority, binding upon 
me, I would have thought that an apartment house such as 
the defendant contemplates erecting could not be described as 
“a detached dwelling-house.” I would have thought it clear 
that the building was in truth a series of separate dwellings, 
attached, and separated by the one main perpendicular wall and 
the two horizontal partitions. But this, as 1 understand the case of 
He Robertson and Defoe (1911), 25 O.L.R. 286, is not the law here; 
and, yielding to the authority of that case, there is no alternative 
save to dismiss the action with costs. 1 do not think 1 should 
attempt to refine away that decision by making distinctions 
without any difference.

1 think it better to adopt this course, and leave it to the 
plaintiff to take the cast; to a higher ( ’ourt, rather than to adopt 
the alternative course of investigating the matter with such 
thoroughness as to enable me to say that I deem the decision
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referred to to be wrong. See sec. 81 of the Judicature Act. This 0NT
relieves me from considering the other matters argued by the D c
defendant's counsel. ]ni2

The attention of the parties is drawn to the very recent decision — 
in Campbell v. Bainbridge, [1911] 2 Scots L.T.R. 373 Pkahson

The plaintiff appealed from the judgment of Middleton, J. Adams. 

The appeal was allowed, Britton, J., dissenting.

J. II. Cooke, for the plaintiff. This case, I submit, is dis- Argument 
tinguishable from Be Robertson and Defoe, 2.1 U.L.R. 280, by 
which Middleton. J., considered himself bound. The fact that 
the erection of a “three-suite dwelling-house” in that case may 
not have l>een a breach of the covenant there, does not make the 
erection of the building which is proposed here permissible under 
the stipulation in this deed. The stipulation or condition here is 
an implied covenant. To ascertain the scope of covenants, 
regard must lie had to the object which they were intended to 
accomplish. In this cast; there was a general building scheme, 
and the intention was to build up Maynard place with a high class 
of private dwelling-houses: Mackenzie v. Childers (1889), 59 L.J.
Ch. 188; Dart's Vendors and Purchasers. 7th ed., vol. 1, p. 579.
It may he argued that there would be hen* an infringement of the 
rule against perpetuities. But I contended there would not.
See Mackenzie v. Childers, supra, and Coles v. Sims (1854), 23 
L.J. Ch. 258. As to the building itself, I submit that it is not 
“a detached dwelling-house” in the ordinary acceptation of the 
term : Rogers v. Ilosegood, [1900J 2 Ch. 388; Ilford Bark Estates 
Limited v. Jacobs, [IMS] 2 Ch. 822.

./. M. (iodfrey, for the defendant. The stipulation here is a 
condition, not a covenant, and so can only be enforced by the 
original grantor. It is not even an implied covenant: Am. &
Eng. Encyc. of Law, 2nd ed., vol. 6, p. 501 ; Rawson v. Inhabitants 
of School District No. 5. in Uxbridge (1803), 89 Mass. (7 Allen)
125; Duke of Norfolk's Case (1553), 2 Dyer 138 5; Shep. Touch.,
133. The Massachusetts case is very much in point. As to the 
assumption of the right to sue, see Clark v. City of Vancouver 
(1903), 10 B.C.R. 31, which shews that after the conveyance there 
is no estate left in the grantor, but only a possibility of reverter, 
which is not assignable, and so no action lies. I also urge that 
there would l>e here a breach of the rule against perjietuities:
Ijondon and South Western R.W. Co. v. Gomm (1882), 20 Ch. D.
562. On the main point, the erection of the proposed building 
would not be a breach. The building is a detached dwelling- 
house. One family could occupy the whole. I rely on Re 
Robertson and Defoe. See also Camjtbell v. Bainbridge, [1911]
2 Scots L.T.R. 373.

Cooke, in reply. As to the right to sue, see Renais v. Coiclishaw 
(1879), 48 L.J. Ch. 33, 830.
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0WTt Riddell, J.:—The plaintiff, an architect, purchased one
D (j of the few vacant lots on Maynard avenue—he knew that
1012 there were building restrictions as to the class of building to
---- be erected upon that street, and knew by personal inspection that

l karson ^he houses then on the street were private dwelling-houses and 
Adams. worth between $7,000 and $10,000 each. He himself built a 
r— house costing him about $14,000, which he would not have done 

had he not believed that there were building restrictions sufficient 
to prevent the erection of such a building as is proposed by the 
defendant.

In 1888, Miss Maynard and Mrs. Atkinson, the executrices 
and devisees of the previous owner of the land (who had laid out 
Maynard avenue), sold a lot (No. 32) on this avenue to one William
son, through whom the defendant claims, the husband of Mrs. 
Atkinson joining as grantor. The deed (which is numbered 4033) 
reads : “All and singular" (describing the land) “to be used only 
as a site for a detached brick or stone dwelling-house, to cost at 
at least two thousand dollars, to be of fair architectural appearance, 
and to be built at the same distance from the street line as the 
houses on the adjoining lots. To have and to hold," etc. After 
the usual covenants, the following covenant by the purchaser is 
found: “And the said party of the second part hereby, for himself, 
his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, covenants, 
promises, and agrees to and with the said parties of the first part, 
their heirs and assigns, that he, the said party of the second part, 
his heirs and assigns, or any person or persons claiming or deriving 
title or interest in the lands hereby conveyed or any part thereof, 
through, under, or in trust for him, shall not nor will at any time 
or times hereafter erect or maintain or suffer or allow to be erected 
or maintained upon said lands or any part thereof any building 
for manufacturing purposes nor carry on or permit to be carried 
on on said lands or any part thereof any dangerous or noisy or 
offensive trade or business which would be a nuisance in the neigh
bourhood."

Miss Maynard swears that it was always her father's intention 
that Maynard avenue should be built up with a uniformly fine 
class of private detached dwelling-houses, and she had endeavoured 
to sell and convey the lands still unsold at his death in such a way 
as to carry out his wishes —and it was with a view that there 
should be erected on lot 32 a private detached dwelling-house, 
which would be in keeping with the houses on the other and 
adjoining lots, that the condition already recited was put in the 
deed.

The defendant purposes to erect an apartment house, a 
six-suite apartment house, upon lot 32. The plaintiff, having 
taken an assignment from Miss Maynard of “all and any right as 
grantor in the said conveyance (i.e., that to Williamson) to en
force the conditions imi>osod under the said conveyance," brings
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his action “for an injunction restraining the defendant from 
erecting an apartment house on lot number 32, plan 454 . . . 
and thereby violating the conditions and restrictions contained 
in deed . . . number 4033.”

A motion for an interim injunction was, by consent, turned 
into a motion for judgment by Mr. Justice Middleton, and he 
dismissed the action with costs.

The plaintiff now appeals.
My learned brother thought that he was bound, on the 

authority of Re Robertson and Defoe, 25 O.L.R. 286, to hold that 
an apartment house such as the defendant intended to build is a 
“detached dwelling-house.”

With much respect, I do not think so; I think that the 
learned Judge was, notwithstanding Re Robertson and Defoe, to 
follow his own opinion—and hold, as he would have held in the 
absence of authority which he considered binding upon him, 
“that an apartment house such as the defendant contemplated 
erecting could not be described as ‘a detached dwelling-house’”. 
In Re Robertson and Defoe there was a covenant that every residence 
erected on the land should be a detached house—the question (or 
one of the questions) was, was the erection of a “ three-suite 
dwelling-house” a breach of this covenant? The learned Chief 
Justice of the Common Pleas held that it was not—but that is 
quite a different thing from saying that all apartment houses arc 
“detached dwelling-houses.” “In order to ascertain the scope 
and effect of . . . covenants . . . regard must be had 
to the object which they were designed to accomplish : Ex p. 
Breull, In re Bowie (1880), 16 Ch.D. 484; and the language used 
is to he read in ‘an ordinary or popular and not in a legal and 
technical sense : ’ per Collins, L.J., Rogers v. Hosegood, [1900] 
2 Ch. 388, 409:” Robertson v. Defoe, 25 O.L.R. at p. 288—that is 
what James, L.J., in 11 ext v. Gill (1872), L.R. 7 Ch. 699, at p. 719, 
calls the “ vernacular”.

In the particular case, the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas 
held that a certain apartment house was a detached house, and we 
are not called upon to consider whether his conclusion was what 
we should have arrived at. The learned Chief Justice does not, 
as I read the case, lay down any rule of law at all—if it be con
sidered that the decision is such as to cover the present case, with 
much respect I should be unable to follow it. Within fairly wide 
limits, the question is not one of law at all but of fact.

Without at all saying that in some contracts, even in some 
statutes, under certain circumstances or in certain parts of the 
English-speaking world, an apartment house such as is con
templated might be called “a detached dwelling-house,” I think 
it plain that it cannot be so called in Toronto and in this contract. 
No one using language here in its ordinary and popular vernacular 
sense would call an apartment house “a detached dwelling-house.”

D. C. 
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Pearson

Riddell. J.
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It is, to my mind, of none effect to say that a family, if large 
enough, might occupy the whole building—that might be said of 
the King Edward Hotel—or to say that there is just the one front 
door, etc.—that might be said of the Alexandra or the St. 
George Mansions. No one would, I think, call this apartment 
house even a dwelling-house, except one who desired to build an 
apartment house where only a dwelling-house should be—or his 
architect or some one making an affidavit for him. And neither 
defendant, architect, nor neighbour here ventures to call the 
proposed building “a detached dwelling-house.”

The next question is—Is the provision in question a covenant? 
It is either a condition or a covenant—it is not simply a mere 
nullity.

I do not know of any case in which the law is more clearly, 
concisely, and accurately laid down than Rawson v. Inhabitants of 
School District No. 5 in Uxbridge (1863), 89 Mass. (7 Allen) 125. 
Bigelow, C.J., delivering the judgment of the Court, says (p. 127): 
“A deed will not be construed to create an estate on condition, 
unless language is used which, according to the rules of law, 
ex proprio vigore, imports a condition, or the intent of the grantor 
to make a conditional sale is otherwise clearly and unequivocally 
indicated. Conditions subsequent are not favoured in law. If 
it be doubtful whether a clause in a deed be a covenant or a 
condition, courts of law will always incline against the latter 
construction . . . Co. Litt. 2055, 2195; 4 Kent Comm.
(6th cd.) 129, 132; Shep. Touch., 133; Merrifield v. Cobleigh 
(1849), 4 Cush. 178, 184. . . . The usual and proper technical 
words by which such an estate is granted by deed are ‘provided’, 
‘so as’ or ‘on condition’. Lord Coke says, ‘Words of condition 
are sub conditioner ita quod, proviso’. Mary Portington's case 
(1614), 10 Co. 42a; Co. Litt. 203a, 2035. ... In grants from 
the Crown and in devises, a conditional estate may be created by 
the use of words which declare that it is given or devised for a 
certain purpose, or with a particular intention. . . . But
this rule is applicable only to those grants or gifts which are purely 
voluntary, and where there is no other consideration moving the 
grantor or donor besides the purpose for which the estate is 
declared to be created. But such words do not make a con
dition when used in deeds’ of private persons. If one makes a 
feoffment in fee, ea intentione, ad effectum, ad propositum, and the 
like, the estate is not conditional, but absolute, notwithstanding. 
Co. Litt. 204a; Shep. Touch., 123, Dyer, 1385. . . . Ordinarily 
the . . . nonfulfilment of the purpose for which a conveyance 
by deed is made, will not of itself defeat an estate. . . . We
believe there is no authoritative sanction for the doctrine that a 
deed is to be construed as a grant on a condition subsequent solely 
for the reason that it contains a clause declaring the purpose for 
which it is intended the granted premises shall be used, where
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such purpose will not enure specially to the benefit of the grantor 
and his assigns. . . . If it be asked whether the law will give
any force to the words in a deed which declare that the grant is 

for a specific purpose or to accomplish a particular object, 
the answer is, that they may, if properly expressed, create a 
confidence or trust, or amount to a covenant or agreement on the 
part of the grantee. . . . Conditions subsequent are not to
lie favoured or raised by inference or implication.” Duke of Nor
folk's Case (Ilil. Term, 3& 4 Ph. A: M.), 2 Dyer 1386: “It seems 
ca inentionedo not make a condition, but a confidence and trust 
. . . : ” per Saunders and Stamford, Justices of B.K.,

ONT.

D.O.
i»ii

1*1 ARSON

Riddell, J.

p. 139 (a).
“No particular form of words is necessary to create a covenant. 

It is sufficient if, from the construction of the whole deed, it appears 
that the party means to bind himself:” El phi ns to ne on the 
Interpretation of Deeds, p. 409, rule 151. “Wherever tin* intent 
of the parties can be collected out of a deed for tin1 not doing or 
doing a thing, covenant will lie:” per Nottingham, ('., Hill v. 
Carr (1670), 1 (’a. (’ll. 294; S.C., sub nom. Holies v. Carr, 2 Mod. 
80, 3 Swans. 638. Lindley, J.. points out in Brookes v. Drysdale 
(1877), 3 (’.P.D. 52, at p. 60, that a covenant may be “in the form 
of a condition, a proviso, or a stipulation.” And Parke, 13., Bays 
in (treat Northern R.W. Co. v. Harrison (1852), 12 (’.13. 570, at p. 
609: “No particular form of words is necessary to form a covenant : 
but, wherever the Court can collect from the instrument an 
engagement on the one side to do or not to do something, it 
amounts to a covenant, whether it is in the recital or in any other 
part of the instrument.”

To my mind, there can be no doubt, taking the deed as it 
stands, that the words ‘ enable the Court to collect that
the vendee was engaging not to put up any building but “a 
detached dwelling-house;” and, if that is so, although the words 
are more like a condition, there is a covenant.

Nor does the well-known rule expressio uni us est exclusio 
alterius, or, as it is otherwise stated, expression faeit cessarc 
taciturn, prevent this from operating as a covenant.

This maxim “ is not of universal application. It depends 
upon the intention of the parties as it can be discovered upon the 
face of the instrument or upon the transaction:” Saunders v. 
Evans (1861), 8 H.L.C. 721, at p. 729, per Lord ( toll. “The 
maxim ‘Expressio uni us exclusio alterius' is one that certainly 
requires to lie watched. Perhaps few so-called rules of inter
pretation have been more frequently misapplied and stretched 
beyond their due limits:” Colquhoun v. Brooks (1887), 19 
Q.B.D. 400, at p. 406, per Wills, J.

“1 agree with what is said . . . below by W ills, J., about 
this maxim. It is often a valuable servant, lint a dangerous master 
to follow in the construction of statutes or documents. The exclusio

10—7 II.L.R.
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ought not to be applied, when its application, having regard to the 
subject-matter to which it is to be applied, leads to inconsistency
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or injustice:” S.C. (1888), in appeal, 21 Q.B.D. f>2, at p. 65, per 
Lopes, L.J.

Finally, the maxim has never been applied to a case in which
Riddell. J.

a covenant would have been held to be created by the words 
of which it is desired to exclude the effect, and then covenants in 
the usual and regular form have been superadded. A covenant in 
the form of a condition is just as much crpressum as one in the regu
lar form of a covenant : and the whole of a deed must be given 
effect to wherever possible.

That the plaintiff, who bought from the owners after the deed 
under which the defendant claims, can take advantage of this 
covenant, is decided by Roger« v. Hosegood, [1900] 2 Ch. 388; 
Formby v. Barker, [1903] 2 Ch. 539, at p. 551, and cases cited. 
This is not, indeed, contested, and I do not pursue the subject.

I am of opinion that the judgment below should be reversed, 
with costs of the motion and the appeal.

1'alconlirldge.
C.J. Falconbridoe, C.J.:—I agree in the result.

Britton, J. Britton, J.:—The action was brought for an injunction 
restraining the defendant from erecting an apartment house on 
lot No. 32 on the east side of Maynard avenue, in Toronto. It 
is contended that such erection there is in violation of a condition 
and restriction contained in a deed of this property from the 
executrices and devisees under the last will and testament of the 
Reverend George Maynard, in his lifetime of the township of 
York, deceased, to John William Williamson. The plaintiff 
claims title under Williamson. The deed to Williamson was made 
on the 18th day of April, 1888; and , after the grant to Williamson, 
his heirs and assigns forever, of the land therein described—being 
the land now owned by the defendant—the words added, now 
invoked by the plaintiff as applicable to the present case, are 
these—“to be used only as a site for a detached brick or stone 
dwelling-house, to cost at least two thousand dollars, to be of 
fair architectural appearance, and to be built at the same distance 
from the street line as the houses on the adjoining lots.” The 
express covenants of the grantee in that conveyance are against the 
erection or maintenance on the land of any building for manu
facturing, and against carrying on, or permitting to be carried on, 
any part of the land, any dangerous or noisy or offensive trade or 
business which would be a nuisance in the neighbourhood.

The defendant proposes to build an apartment house. He 
calls it a dwelling-house, and in a sense it will be, if erected, a 
dwelling-house. He desires to rent it to or for six families—and 
the house will be fitted up to accommodate six tenants, and it 
will be a dwelling-house for these tenants. The architectural
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design of the proposed house, its location, the material in its 0NT- 
construction, are all unobjectionable. The objection is, simply, D q
that it is to be an apartment house—and the Court is asked, upon mi2
reading the conveyance, and taking into consideration that the 
street was intended to be what is commonly known as a residential *** x®suX 
street, to say that this house is not “a detached dwelling-house,” Adams.
within the meaning of the conveyance and the understanding of -----
the parties, when in April, 18SS, the conveyance was made. In nn,ton-J« 
1S88, there were very few—comparatively—apartment houses in 
Toronto. Since then the number has increased, and they have 
increased in size and improved in finish and convenience. It is 
quite true that, even with the best architectural design, they are 
objected to in certain localities; and, when the objection is because 
of location out of line with other buildings on the street, or because 
of finish, such objection may lie well-founded. That is not this 
case. This is the simple objection that an apartment house is not 
a detached dwelling-house. I am of opinion that an apartment 
house may be fairly called a dwelling-house—and in this case a 
detached dwelling-house. It appears to me that an apartment 
house, as an objectionable house, was not within the contempla
tion of either of the parties to the deed in question. No definition 
of “dwelling-house” was given by either of the parties. As to 
location, it was to be detached, and the same distance from the street 
as houses on adjacent lots. It was to cost not less than $2,000.
Nothing was said as to maximum of size or cost. It was to be of 
fair architectural appearance. We are now asked to limit its size 
and its capacity to accommodate dwellers therein. That would 
be making a new conveyance, with more restriction than the 
grantee agreed to and more than the grantors asked. “The 
presumption is in favour of freedom.”

The case of Campbell v. Bainbridge [19111 2 Scots L.T.H. 373, 
seems to me expressly in point. In that case the prohibition was 
of “houses or buildings of any kind other than villas or dwelling- 
houses with offices and such enclosing walls as my said disponee 
may think proper to build,” and it was held that the building of 
tenements was not prohibited. The Lord President (p. 375) 
said: “A tenement of dwelling-houses is just a dwelling-house.
It is a dwelling-house with more or less accommodation in it. 1 
cannot think that, in ordinary parlance, a set of flats could not 
be called a dwelling-house—they arc dwelling-houses.”

Having come to the conclusion as above, it is not necessary 
that I should discuss the other branch of the case, namely, that 
there was no covenant on the part of the grantee affecting the 
matter in question.

In my opinion, the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed; Britton, J., dissenting.
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CAN. STECHER LITHOGRAPHIC CO. v. ONTARIO SEED CO.

8. C. Supreme Cmill of Canada, Sir Chari ex Fitzpatrick, C.J.. l<Finylon,, huff, 
\nglin, and Brodeur, JJ. May 7, 1012.

]. FRAUDULENT ro.WKYA.NCK8 (8 III —10)—ASSIGNMENTS AND PRKFKREN- 
ckh Arp (Ont.)—Inboi.vknt uektob — Subrogation — s- rkty’s
KTATI'S OX FRAUDULENT PREFERENCE.

Where a surety in paving off a guaranteed debt of an insolvent 
debtor devises a scheme under which, in a roundabout way. he takes 
in fraud of the other creditors, a chattel mortgage and transfer of 
book dobts covering all the assets of the insolvent debtor, contrary to 
tin- Assignments and Preferences Act, K.S.O. 1807, now sec. 5 of 10 Edw. 
VII. (Ont.) eh. 04, and where prior to the fraudulent mortgage the 
book debts were held under a valid assignment by the guaranteed 
creditor, the transfer of the book debts to the surety will stand, not 
by virtue of the fraudulent mortgage but under the surety's equit iblc 
right of subrogation to stand in the shoes of the guaranteed creditor.

[Strelur Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co.. 24 O.L.R. 503, varied; 
Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co., 22 O.L.R. 577, varied. 
Sec annotation to this case.]

2. FkaI IU I I XT CO.NVKYAXCE8 ( § III—10)—SUBROGATION—INSOLVENT DEB
TOR AND IIIS SURETY—SCHEME FOR FRAUDULENT CHATTEL MORT 
gagh—Prior subrogation rights, how effected. 
here a surety is entitled by subrogation upon the payment of the 

gu. in teed debt to a transfer of the liook debts of the debtor, and in
stead of taking the transfer purely and simply he enters into a scheme 
to take, under a fraudulent transfer to another, not only the book 
debts, but also in fraud of the other creditors all the rest of the deb
tor's a .sets as security, the transaction growing out of the scheme is 
void at against creditors under the Assignments and Preferences Act 
(now sec. 5 of HI Kdw. Nil. (Out.) eh. Ii4 i. but the prior and inde
pendent subrogation rights of the surety will be allowed except in so 
far as his own scheme has interfered therewith.

[Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co.. 24 O.L.R. 503, varied ; 
S tec her Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co., 22 O.L.R. 577, varied. 
•See annotation to this ease.]

3. Fraudulent conveyances (8 III—10)—Assignments and Preferen
ces Act—Fraudulent chattel mortgage—Insolvent debtor— 
Surety’s rights, when impaired by his own scheme.

Where a surety in paying off the guaranteed debt of an insolvent 
debtor as to w hi eh the guaranteed creditor bolds a valid assignment 
of the debtor's book debts, chooses, instead of simply paying the debt 
and taking by subrogation a transfer of the book dobts, to take in 
fraud of the other creditors, a. chattel mortgage and transfer of Imok 
debts covering all of the assets of the insolvent debtor, as security, 
and where the lunik debts are thereupon, in a roundabout way, as
signed to the surety and by him committed to the insolvent debtor 
who collects and appropriates the same, the surety cannot have equit 
able relief to collect their value in priority over the other creditors, 
out of the proceeds of the other property covered by the fraudulent 
chattel mortgage with which the sum so appropriated had become 
intermixed.

| Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co.. 24 O.L.R. 503, varied : 
Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co., 22 O.L.R. 577, varied. 
See annotation to this case.]

4. Subrogation (8 VI—25)—Insolvent debtor—Security for ou ah an
TEED DEBT—PERMISSION TO DEBTOR TO RETAIN—EFFECT OF.

Where a surety of a debt for an insolvent debtor pays it olT and by 
subrogation takes over from the creditor an assignment of the deb
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tor’* lxM»k d«<hts. but instead of collecting them himself allows the CAN.
debtor to retain and collect and appropriate same, lie cannot demand ------
as a preferred claim against the estate as against the other creditors S. C. 
the amount by which the insolvent estate had lievn enhanced in value jojo
by the mixing with it of the sum so collected and appropriated when -----
no portion of the fund is earmarked to any specific asset. NrmiKit

[tiiccher Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Need (*«>.. 24 O.L.K. .'itHI. varied ; l.mio 
Stcchcr Lithographir Co. v. Ontario Seed Co., 22 O.L.K. f>77, varied, graphic* Co. 
See annotation to this ease.] <’•

Ontario
à. Fraudulent conveyancer <§ VI—30)—Transactions hetwki n hem Skkd Vo.

TIVKh—Vloakinu wmi xvbono name to iihie intent.

Where a surety, to increase liis security, plans and carries out in 
fraud of the other creditors, a scheme in which his brother is used 
as his mere instrument in the transactions, equity will sheer the 
transaction of the brother’s name and substitute that of the suret \ 
when necessary to shew the true nature of the transaction.

[Nfcc/irr Lithographic t'o. v. Ontario Sod Co.. 24 O.L.K. fit».'!, varied ; 
Stechcr Lithogra ph ir t.'u. v. On ta no Sod t'o.. 22 O.l,. R. 577, varied. 
See annotation to this case.]

6. Fraudulent conveyances ($111—10)—Preference - Subrogation
RIGHTS OF SURETY.

Where the plaintilf in a creditors’ action attacks as fraudulent u 
chattel mortgage given by an insolvent debtor and it is set. aside under 
the Assignments and Preferences Act (now 10 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) cli. 
04. sec. 5), the debtor's surety who was the party lieneliting by the 
transaction, and who is found to have entered into it with intent to 
obtain an illegal preference, does not by reason thereof lose as against 
the insolvent estate the prior rights which he bad against the insol 
vent at «the time of the carrying into effect of the impeached transac 
tion, the rights of the other creditors not extending beyond the re 
inoval of the fraudulent security. (Per Anglin. .1.)

7. Chattel mortgage ( $ 11 A—5)—Fraudulent preference — Surety.
Where the object of a chattel mortgage made by un insolvent ditbtor 

is to withdraw all his assets from tin* reach of the other creditors in 
order to enable a surety to pay a délit of the insolvent which the 
surety had guaranteed, the chattel mortgage is invalid as against 
creditors under the Assignments and Preferences Act, 10 Kdw. VI1. 
(Ont.) eh. (14. us having lieen made for an unlawful purpose. (Per 
Idington, J.)

8. Creditors’ action ($111—10)—Fraudulent preference — Chattel
MORTGAGE—PROPERTY NOT EXIGIBLE, EFFECT UPON.

Where the creditors of an insolvent debtor attack a transfer of eer 
tain personal projierty as fraudulent and as Hindering ami delaying 
the creditors, and where some of the property in question could never 
have tiecome exigible to answer the claims of the creditors, the at 
tack fails us to the nonexigihle property. (Per Idington. J.)

t*. Fraudulent conveyances ($ III—10)—Substitution of securities—
CiOOD faitii.

Vnder sub-see. 5 of sec. :i of R.S.o. 18U7. eh. 147 (now 1(1 Kdw. 
VII. eh. t!4, see. (1) protecting the substitution in good faith of one 
security for another security for the same debt so far as the insolvent 
debtor's estate is not thereby lessened in value to the other creditors, 
the substitution itself, as well us the good faith must Is* established 
in order to sustain the transaction, and when the mortgage attacked 
treats in express words the one security as being in addition to the 
oilier a ml when the circumstances shew bad faith, no part of the 
transaction eon. as against creditors, lie sustained as u substitution. 
(Per Idington, J.)
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Appeal by the plaintiffs from the judgment of the Ontario 
Court of Appeal in Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co., 
24 O.L.R. 503, in an action brought by the plaintiffs on behalf 
of themselves and all other creditors of the defendant company, 
to set aside a chattel mortgage and assignment of book-debts 
made by the defendant company to the defendant Adam Uffel- 
mann, on the ground that they were made with intent to defeat, 
hinder, delay, or prejudice the creditors of the defendant com
pany, within the meaning of sub-sec. 1 of see. 2 of R.S.O. 1897, 
eh. 147. The defendant Uffelmann cross-appealed asking that 
the action be dismissed.

The plaintiffs’ appeal was allowed and the cross-appeal dis
missed with costs to the plaintiffs, varying both the judgment of 
the Court of Appeal and the judgment of a Divisional 
Court, Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed Co., 22 O.L.R. 
577, at p. 582.

Section 1 of 13 Eliz. eh. 5, as reinacted in Ontario, R.S.O. 
l'v*7. i'll. 334, sri-. i. is as follows :

I jr the avoiding and abolishing of feigned, covinous, and fraudulent 
feoffments, gifts, grants, alienations, conveyances, bonds, suits, judg 
ments, and executions, as well of lands and tenements as of goods and 
chattels, more commonly used and practised in these days, than hath 
been seen or heard of heretofore, which feoffments, gifts, grants, aliena
tions, conveyances, bonds, suits, judgments, and executions have been, 
and are, devised and contrived of malice, fraud, covin, collusion, or 
guile, to the end, purpose and intent to delay, hinder, or defraud, credi
tors and others, of their just and lawful actions, suits, debts, accounts, 
damages, penalties, forfeitures, not only to the let or hindrance of the 
due course and execution of law and justice, but also to the overthrow 
of nil true and plain dealing, bargaining, and chevysaunce, between 
man and man, without the which no commonwealth or civil society 
can lie maintained or continued : All and every feoffment, gift, grant, 
alienation, bargain, and conveyance of lands, tenements, hereditaments, 
goods and chattels, or any of them, or of any lease, rent, common, or 
other profits, or charge, out of the same lands, tenements, heredita
ments, goods and chattels, or any of them by writing or otherwise, 
and all and every bond, suit, judgment, and execution, at any time 
had or made, or at any time hereafter to be had or made, to or for any 
intent or purpose before declared and expressed, shall be from hence
forth deemed and taken, only as against that person and his assigns, 
und every of them, whose actions, suits, debts, accounts, damages, 
penalties, forfeitures, by such guileful, covinous, or fraudulent devices 
and practices as is aforesaid, are, shall, or might lie, in any wise dis 
turbed, hindered, delayed, or defrauded, to be clearly and utterly 
void, frustrate, and of none effect; any pretence, colour, feigned con 
sidération, expressing of use, or any other matter or thing, to the con
trary notwithstanding.
Sub-sccs. (1) and (2) of sec. 2 R.S.O. 1897, eh. 147 (now 

see. 5, 10 Edw. VIL (Ont.) ch. 64) provide as follows ;—
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(1) Subject to the provisions of section 3 of this Act, every gift, 
conveyance, assignment or transfer, delivery over or payment of goods, 
chattels or effects, or of bills, bonds, notes or securities, or of shares, 
dividends, premiums, or bonus in any bank, company or corporation, 
or of any other property, real or personal, made by a person at a time 
when he is in insolvent circumstances, or is unable to pay his debts 
in full, or knows that he is on the eve of insolvency with intent to de
feat, hinder, delay or prejudice his creditors, or any one or more of 
them, shall, as against the creditor or creditors injured, delayed or 
prejudiced be utterly void.

(2) Subject to the provisions of section 3 aforesaid, every gift, 
conveyance, assignment or transfer, delivery over or payment of goods, 
chattels or effects, or of bills, bonds, notes, or securities, or of shares, 
dividends, premiums, or l>onus in any bank, company or corporation, 
or of any other property, real or personal, made bv a person at a time 
when he is in insolvent circumstances, or is unable to pay his debts in 
full, or knows that he is on the eve of insolvency, to or for a creditor 
with intent to give such creditor an unjust preference over his other 
creditors or over any one or more of them, shall as against the credi
tor or creditors injured, delayed, prejudiced or postponed be utterly

CAN.

S. C.
1812

1 >X I MHO

Statement

The provisions of see. 3 of R.S.O. eh. 147, material to he set 
out here are as follows :—

Sub-section (1) s Nothing in the preceding section shall apply to any 
assignment made to the sheriff of the county in which the debtor re
sides or carries on business, or with the consent of a majority of his 
creditors having claims of $100 and upwards computed according to 
the provisions of section 20 to another assignee resident within the 
Province of Ontario for the purpose in each of the said cases of pay
ing rateably and proportionately and without preference or priority 
all the creditors of the debtor their just debts; nor to any bond fide 
sale or payment made in the ordinary course of trade or calling to 
innocent purchasers or parties; nor to any payment of money to a 
creditor, nor to any bond fide conveyance, assignment, transfer or de
livery over of any goods, securities or property of any kind, as above- 
mentioned, which is made in consideration of any present actual bond 
fide payment in money, or by way of security for any present actual 
bond fide advance of money, or which is made in consideration of any 
present actual bund fide sale or delivery of goods or other property ; pro
vided that the money paid, or the goods or other property sold or de
livered bear a fair and reasonable relative value to the consideration 
therefor.

Sub-section (5); Nothing herein contained shall affect The Act 
Respecting Wages, or shall prevent a debtor providing for payment of 
wages due by him in accordance with the provisions of the said Act. 
Nor shall anything herein contained affect any payment of money to a 
creditor, where such creditor, by reason or on account of such payment 
has lost or been deprived of, or has in good faith given up, any valid 
security which he held for the payment of the debt so paid, unless 
the value of the security is restored to the creditor. Nor to the sub
stitution in good faith of one security for another security for the
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«aine debt so far as the debtor'* estate is not thereby lessened in value 
to the other creditors. Nor shall anything herein contained invalidate 
a security given to a creditor for a pre-exising debt where by reason 
or on account of the giving of the security, an advance in money i- 
inade to the debtor by the creditor, in the bond fide belief that the 
advance will enable the debtor to continue his trade or business, and 
to pay his debts in full.

The other sub-sees. (2) (3) (4) of see. 3, it is not necessary 
to set out here. Attention may be called to the fact that see. 
3 (now see. 6 of 10 Edw. VIi. (Ont.) eh. 04) has been changed 
somewhat by the later enactment but that the transactions in 
question in this case took place before the passage of the later 
Act.

Prior to the incorporation of the defendant company in 
1909, Ilerold and Kusterinann carried on business as co-partners 
under the name of the Ontario Seed Company, and in December. 
1909, presented a statement of their affairs to Jaeob Uffelinann, a 
merchant of Waterloo, shewing a surplus of $14,000, upon which 
he indorsed notes for them, and finally gave his bond for $5,000 
as security for their debt to the Merchants Bank, in the spring 
of 1909, the firm being then indebted, and pressed by their credi
tors, the defendant company was incorporated to take over the 
business. Jacob Uffelmann became a director and secretary- 
treasurer of the new company, taking $1,000 of stock. The new 
company was not floated successfully, only about $5.000 of the 
stock being taken up.

Defendant Adam Vffelmann is a brother of Jacob Pffelmann. 
and a clerk in his employ, worth about $11,000. lie received a 
cheque for $7,000 from St rut hers of London, handed to him by 
his brother Jacob, which he indorsed and handed back to Jacob, 
who deposited it to Adam’s credit in the Merchants Bank on the 
3rd August, 1909. He had not asked a loan from Strut hers. The 
money was obtained by Jacob on his own note, without the know
ledge of Adam.

The chattel mortgage in question, which also contains an 
assignment of the company’s book-debts, is dated the 12th Aug
ust, 1909. and covers all the personal property of the defendant 
company. At that date the defendant company was indebted 
to the Merchants Bank in the sum of $8,234.52, in respect of 
which Jacob Vffelmann, the secretary-treasurer of the company, 
was liable to the bank under a bond as surety for the company, 
and as indorser of notes discounted by the company, to the ex
tent of about $7.700, and who was, therefore, found to be a credi
tor of the company, within the meaning of sub-sec. 5 of sec. 2 
of R.K.O. 1897, ch. 147. The bank also held an assignment of 
the company’s book-debts as further collateral security for this 
claim.
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For some time before the chattel mortgage was executed, 
the company had been pressed by its creditors, some of whom 
hud threatened and others had started actions, and the com
pany was unable to meet its liabilities as they matured; and the 
trial Judge found as a fact that, at the date of the chattel mort 
gage, the company was in insolvent circumstances, within the 
meaning of sec. 2 of the Act in question, lie also found as a 
fact that, when the chattel mortgage was executed, the company, 
through its officers, Otto Herold, vice-president, and Jacob C(Tel
man u, secretary-treasurer, knew that the company was insolvent, 
and that the company, through the said officers, when they exe
cuted the chattel mortgage in the name of the company, intended 
thereby to defeat, hinder, delay, or prejudice all the creditors of 
the company except the Merchants Bank and Jacob Uffelinann : 
and further, that it was the intention of the company, through 
the said officers, to defeat the objects of the said Act by raising 
the money advanced under the chattel mortgage to pay the claim 
of the Merchants Bank, and by paying the same to give an un
just preference to the bank and Jacob Uffelinann, as surety, over 
their other creditors, to the extent that at that time the bank and 
Jacob Uffelinann were not already protected by the assignment 
of book-accounts held by the bank. On the 13th August, the 
next day after the day the chattel mortgage was made to defen
dant Adam Uffelinann, he gave a cheque to the defendant com
pany for $8,300, which was deposited to its credit in the Mer
chants Bank, and on the same day the defendant company gave a 
cheque to the Merchants Bank for $8,254.52, being the full 
amount of their account. On the 14th August, there was a fur
ther deposit to the credit of Adam’s account in the Merchants 
Bank of $1,000, of which a part was obtained from Jacob and 
the balance borrowed from another source. These are the only 
entries in his bank book. And the trial Judge found as a fact 
that the $8,300 advanced to the company in the name of Adam 
Uffelinann was raised upon the credit of Jacob Uffelinann and 
placed in the hands of Adam Uffelinann to make the advance, 
and that Adam, in taking the mortgage in his own name, was 
allowing himself to be used by Jacob Uffelinann as an instrument 
to do what, under the law, Jacob Uffelinann could not success
fully have done in his own name. He also found as a fact that 
the defendant Adam Uffelinann, if he did not actually know, 
ought, under the circumstances which were known to him. to 
have known that the company was insolvent, and that it was the 
intention of the company and of his brother, in raising the money 
under the chattel mortgage, to effect an unjust preference over 
the company’s creditors other than his brother and the bank. 
That the transaction was really the affair of Jacob Uffelinann 
was found to be shewn by the following extract from Adam 
Uffclmann’s examination for discovery put in at the trial :—
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Statement

“526. So that, reducing this matter to a few words, so far 
as the procuring of the chattel mortgage was concerned, the 
carrying out of it and arranging for the money and everything, 
you had really nothing to do with it? A. Very little.

“527. You had your brother act for vou in the whole matter?

“528. He had guided and protected you? A. Yes.
“529. And he arranged everything for you? A. Yes.”
The money advanced by Adam Uffelmann was only nominally 

his money. All hut $200, which was furnished by Jacob out of 
his own funds, was raised on Jacob’s credit, so that it was really 
Jacob’s own money, which he could not himself lend to the com
pany to satisfy his own claim without the transaction being 
void under sub-sec. 2 of see. 2, R.S.O. 1897, ch. 147.

On the 7th September, 1909, the hank assigned to the defen
dant Adam Uflfelmann all their interest in the hook-debts held 
by them as security for their indebtedness, the assignment pur
porting to be in consideration of $8,254.52 “paid by Adam 
Uffelmann.”

The judgment at the trial of the case, 22 O.L.R. 577, was de
livered by Teetzel, J. :—I do not think, under all the circumstan
ces, that the money could be said to have been given to the com
pany in good faith, as the chief intent and object of the trans
action was, so far as concerned the company and Jacob Uffel- 
mann, to secure the payment in full of the bank’s claim, and. 
therefore, to relieve Jacob Uffelmann from liability, the necessary 
consequence of which was and was known by them to be that all 
the other creditors were to be hindered and delayed, if not de
feated, in their remedies.

It was part of the transaction that the bank should transfer 
to Adam Uffelmann the book-accounts which they held under 
assignment from the company, and which they subsequently 
assigned to him; and, while I think the facts above found bring 
the case within the principle of Hums v. Wilson (1897), 28 Can. 
S.C.R. 207, and Allan v. McLean (1906), 8 O.W.R. 223 and 761. 
I think the transaction can only be impeached to the extent of 
the difference between the actual value of the book-debts held 
by the bank on the 13th August, 1909, and $8,300, because it 
was in fact only to the extent of that difference that cither the 
bank or Jacob Uffelmann, as surety, could be said to be unjustly 
preferred, and, therefore, to that extent only could the advance 
be said to have been mala fide for the purpose of avoiding the 
statute. It appeared from the evidence that, after the mortgage, 
the company was allowed to collect the book-accounts and to use 
the proceeds for the purposes of its business, and that only a 
small amount remains uncollected.
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There was nothing to shew that this was clone in bad faith, 
and I can find no reason why the defendant Uffelmann should 
be deprived of the security to the extent of the value of the book- 
accounts which at the time of the transaction were held as sec
urity for part of the claim which was satisfied by the advance.

The judgment will, therefore, declare the chattel mortgage 
void as against the plaintiff and other creditors of the company 
to the extent of the difference between the actual value of the 
book-accounts on the 13th August, 1909, and $8,300.

An appeal was taken to a Divisional Court, a cross-appeal 
being taken by the defendant Adam Uffelmann. The judgment 
of Mr. Justice Tcctzel was varied, and the whole transaction 
held to be void as against creditors, 22 O.L.R. 577, at p. 582.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Clute, J. :—The 
plaintiffs appeal and contend that the judgment should be varied 
by declaring the chattel mortgage void in toto; and the defen
dant Adam Uffelmann, by his cross-appeal, asks that the action 
be dismissed. It will be convenient to deal with the cross-appeal 
first.

Mr. Gibbons urged that the chattel mortgage was not in
valid ; that the question of preference was eliminated because 
the Merchants Bank and Jacob Uffelmann—the parties who, it 
is alleged, were benefited—are not parties to this action ; and 
that it was not void as against creditors, upon the ground that 
it was made with intent to defeat, hinder, and delay credi
tors, because there was an actual bond fide advance in money, 
and the fact that one creditor was preferred is no offence either 
against the Statute of Elizabeth or our Act, R.S.O. 1897, eh. 
147, sec. 2, sub-sec. 1, which corresponds to it.

It was clearly established that, at the time the chattel mort
gage was given, the company was insolvent, and that the effect 
of the transaction was to give the bank a preference and in
directly to benefit Jacob Uffelmann, who was security to the 
bank, and that it was done with this object in view.

In Mulcahy v. Archibald, 28 Can. S.C.R. 523, it was held that 
a transfer of property to a creditor for valuable consideration, 
even with intent to prevent its being seized under execution, 
and to delay or defeat the creditors, is not void under 13 Eliz. 
eh. 5, if the transfer is made to secure an existing debt, and the 
transferee does not, either directly or indirectly, make himself 
an instrument ior the purpose of subsequently benefiting the 
transferor.

In Middleton v. Pollock, Ex />. Elliott, 2 Ch. I). 104, Jessel, 
M.R., points out fp. 108) that “there is no law which prevents 
a man in insolvent circumstances from preferring one of his 
creditors to another, except the bankruptcy law. ... It has 
been decided, if decision were wanted, that a payment is bond
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fide within the meiming of the Statute of Elizabeth, although 
the man who made the payment was insolvent at the time to 
his own knowledge, and even although the creditors who ac
cepted the money knew it. Therefore, the mere fact of the 
deliberate intention of Mr. Pollock, if he entertained that 

< HAPinv Co. deliberate intention, of preferring, in case of insolvency, this 
( '• selected list of clients to the others, would not he sufficient to
Seed Co. av°id this claim. Assuming, therefore, that it had been proved

---- not only that he was insolvent, but also that he was insolvent
tf) |1jg own knowledge, 1 think that, looking at the words of tin- 
statute and the authorities, the payment was bond fide if it was 
intended to be a payment, and the security was bond fide if it 
was intended to be a security. The meaning of the statute is 
that the debtor must not retain a benetit for himself. It has no 
regard whatever to the question of preference or priority amongst 
the creditors of the debtor.” This case was approved of by the 
Court of Appeal in New Prance and Harvard's Trustee v. Hunt
ing, [1897] 2 Q.B. 19.

But a deed, though made for valuable consideration, may 
be affected by maid fidcs: Harman v. Hiehards (1852), 10 Hare 
81.

‘‘The Court is to decide in each particular case, whether, 
on all the circumstances, it can come to the conclusion that the 
intention of the settlor, in making the settlement, was to de
feat, hinder or delay his creditors”: Thompson v. Webster 
(1859), 4 Drew. 028, at p. 032, quoted with approval by Fry. 
J., in In re Johnson, Golden v. G ilia m, 20 Ch. 1). 389, 392, where 
Holmes v. Penney (1856), 3 K. & J. 90, and Freeman v. Pope, 
L R. 5 Ch. 538, are referred to.

In Ex p. Games, In re Bamford, 12 Ch. I). 314, it was held that 
I bill of sale of all the grantor’s then existing and after-acquired 
property, by way of mortgage to secure an existing debt and 
future advances, is not necessarily void under the statute 13 Eliz. 
ch. 5. It will only be void if it is not made bond fide, i.e., if it 
is a mere cloak for retaining a benetit to the grantor. In Alton 
v. Harrison (1809), L.R. 4 Ch. 022, Lord Justice Giffard says 
(p. 020) : ‘‘1 have no hesitati in in saying that it makes no differ
ence in regard to the Statute of Elizabeth whether the deed 
deals with the whole or only a part of the grantors property. 
If the deed is bond fide—that is, if it is not a mere cloak for re
taining a benefit to the grantor—it is a good deed under the Stat
ute of Elizabeth.” Applying these remarks, Thesiger, L.J., says, 
in Ex p. Games. In re Bamford, 12 Ch.D. at pp. 324, 325: ‘‘Tak 
ing the question to be, what it plainly must lie, was the deed 
bond fide, or was it a mere cloak for retaining a benefit to the 
grantor, what are the facts? Undoubtedly there was good con
sideration given for the deed; though it was not good under tin-
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bankruptcy law, it was perfectly good under the Statute of 
Elizabeth.”

I have thus fully referred to these authorities because Mr. 
Gibbons insisted that they clearly shewed that the present ease 
was not within the Statute of Elizabeth (ami therefore not with
in R.8.O. 1897, eh. 147, sec. 2, sub-see. 1); as the statute lias , 
no application to the ease of a preference of one creditor over 
another. No doubt, this is so, but the statute has express re 
ference to the ease where the conveyance is made with the intent 
to delay, hinder, or defeat creditors.

A careful perusal of the evidence satisfies me that there is 
ample evidence to support the finding of the trial Judge that 
there was intent to delay and hinder creditors, quite apart from 
the question of preference. The case was, in my opinion, brought 
within the Statute of Elizabeth.

I think the ease is also clearly within sub-sec. 1 of see. 2 of 
the Assignments ami Preferences Act. The directors and Jacob 
Uffelmann knew that, unless the creditors were held off in 
some way, the company must assign. It could not meet its ob
ligations. Jacob knew this, and desired to have the hank paid 
off and to he discharged as surety. He planned and carried out 
the scheme, using Adam as his instrument. Adam must have 
known or should have known this condition of affaire. The 
money advanced, while in the hank in his name, was obtained 
and placed there for the purpose by Jacob Uffelmann.

In Campbell v. Patterson, Mader v. McKinnon, 21,Can. S.C. 
R. 645, a case somewhat like the present, Gwynne, J., says (p. 
653): “The mortgagee William Mader . . . appears to have 
placed himself wholly as a puppet in the hands of his brother 
to be dealt with as the latter pleased, for the purpose of effect
ing a matter in which William Mader in reality had not and was 
not intended to have any bond fide interest and in respect of 
which he was not intended to be subject to any real obligation, 
but to be simply a tool in the hands of his brother.” Every 
word of these observations applies to the present case.

Adam Uffelmann had not obtained the $7,300 on his own 
credit or with any intention, at the time the mortgage was given, 
of becoming liable to Strothers for the loan: nor did he in fact 
become liable until some time afterwards.

I think this case is within the language of sub-sec. 1 of arc.
2 of the Act, and that Burns v. Wilson, 28 S.C.R. 207. ami 
Campbell V. Patterson, Mader v. McKinnon, 21 S.C.R. 645, and 
Allan v. McLean, 8 O.W.R. 223, 761, govern the present case. 
The defendant's appeal fails.

As to the plaintiffs' appeal, the learned trial Judge held that 
‘‘the transaction con only be impeached to the extent of the 
difference between the actual value of the book-debts held by
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the bank on the 13th August, 1009. and $8,300, because it was 
in fact only to the extent of that difference that either the bank 
or Jacob Uffelmann, as surety, could be said to be unjustly pre
ferred, and, therefore, that to that extent only could the advance 
be said to have been maid fide for the purpose of avoiding the 
statute.”

In Commercial Hank v. Wilson, 3 K. & A. 257, it was held 
that, under the very words of the Statute of Elizabeth, the judg
ment, if fraudulent as to part, is utterly void as against the 
creditor whose action is attempted to be defeated by it. This 
decision was followed in Campbell v. Itochc, McKinnon v. Jtoclh 
(1891), 18 A.It. 646. In appeal to the Supreme Court (Camp
bell v. Patterson, Madcr v. McKinnon. 21 S.C.R. 645, 653), it 
was held that Commercial Hank v. Wilson, decided under the 
Statute of Elizabeth, is inapplicable under the Ontario statute, 
as the Statute of Elizabeth contained no exception corresponding 
to sec. 3, where the security is for a present actual bond fide 
advance of money. The judgment was affirmed upon the 
ground that it was proven that no part of the consideration 
was bond fide.

The hank did not assign its debt to Adam; it was paid off. 
No doubt it was part of the arrangement that Adam should have 
the book-debts, and they were included in the chattel mortgage. 
There was no advance specially in respect of the book-debts.

It is true that the company got the benefit of them as far 
as collected, and, if a bond fide advance had been made in re
spect of them, no doubt the mortgage to that extent would have 
been valid. But the whole advance was one transaction, made, 
in my opinion, to hinder and delay creditors, contrary to tin- 
statute. There being no bond fide advance by Adam, he has 
no equitable claim of any kind. He is not entitled to stand in 
the shoes of the bank and be subrogated to their position in 
respect of the book-debts. But, if he was, that would not entitle 
him to his present claim. He has allowed the company to ex
haust this part of his security, and now seeks to have his loss 
made good out of the proceeds of the chattels, to which he lias 
no legal right as against the other creditors. By his own laches 
he has lost his security, and cannot be heard to say, “True, I 
have neglected to enforce my claim in respect to that to which I 
had a title, and now I ask the Court to make good my loss from 
the proceeds of that to which 1 have no title.”

The judgment of the Court below should be varied by el i in in 
ating the clauses having reference to book-debts and deductions 
on account thereof. The plaintiffs are entitled to the costs of 
this appeal and of the cross-appeal.

The judgment of the Divisional Court was reversed in part 
by the Court of Appeal, 24 O.L.R. 503, on an appeal by the de-
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fendant Adam Uffelmann and the judgment of Mr. Justice Teet- 
zel restored.

CAN

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
s.C.
191J

Sin hi it
Meredith, J.A.:—No reasonable fault can be found with the

findings of the trial Judge, upon the evidence adduced by the ‘"••«ai'iiic c'o. 
parties at the trial before him. The effect of such findings is, as 1 Ontabio

understand them, that the transaction in question was really sekiiVo.
that of Jacob Uffelmann, though the mortgage was taken in the Mmdithj.A 
name of the defendant, his brother, Adam Uffelmann; and that 
the purpose of the transaction, and the effect of the mortgage, 
was to delay all other creditors of the company and to give to 
Jacob Uffelmann, who was a creditor of the company, an unjust 
preference over all other its creditors. The findings are not in
consistent ; the scheme was intended to stave off all other creditors 
in the hope that the company might recover itself, but, if not, 
that the defendant would have his preferential security; and 
therefore was, in my opinion, a transaction in violation of both 
the Statute of Elizabeth and the provincial enactment against 
unjust preferences.

The only substantial question in the case, as it seems to me, 
is as to character and extent of the relief which should be given 
to the plaintiffs. When the mortgage was given, Jacob Uffelmann 
was a guarantor of the Merchants Bank of Canada, who were 
creditors of the company, and who had security to a certain 
extent for their claims against the company, to the benefit of 
which Jacob Uffelmann, as such surety, was entitled; by the 
transaction in question the claims of the bank were all paid oil', 
and so Jacob Uffelmann was released from his liability as surety.
In these, and the other circumstances of the case, the plaintiffs 
are entitled to have the transaction in question wholly set aside; 
but, in my opinion, it does not follow from that that Jacob Uffel
mann is also to lose the rights which he had against the com
pany at the time of the carrying into effect of the impeached 
transaction. Why should he? What right have the plaintiffs 
at common law, under the Statute of Elizabeth, or under the 
provincial enactment, beyond the removal of the fraudulent 
security out of their way? The only penalty which the Courts 
can impose is that provided for in tin» Statute of Elizabeth, and 
that is not sought in this action. The parties should, in my op
inion, be put in the same position as if the impeached transac
tion had never taken place; and that, as I understood him, was 
the position finally taken by Mr. Secord, in his argument of this 
appeal.

1 may add that the facts of the giving of value for an im
peached security, whilst entitled to great weight on the question 
of fact whether the intention was to defeat, delay, or hinder
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creditors, cannot, under the provincial enactment, save the trans
action, if in truth made with such intention.

1 would allow the appeal to the extent of restoring the judg
ment directed to he entered at the trial, and would dismiss it in 
other respects; the defendant should have the general costs of 
the appeal, but should pay the costs of that branch of it upon 
which he has failed, if there be any separable from the general 
costs.

The letter of the defendant company referred to by Mr. 
Justice Idington in his judgment delivered in the Supreme 
Court, as being written four days after the execution of tin- 
chattel mortgage is as follows:—

Waterloo, Ont., Canada, Aug. HI, lOUO. 
Steelier Lith. Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Dear Sir,—We lieg to inform you that under date of April 22nd, 
the Ontario Seed Co., Limited, of Waterloo, Ont., has been duly in 
corporated under the Ontario Companies Act. The business formerh 
carried on by Messrs. O. Hcrold and <'. 11. Kustermann developed very 
rapidly and the prospects are the very best. The reason for incor 
poration was to enlarge the capital, which proved inadequate. At 
the statutory meeting on July 28th, the following directors and 
olfieers were elected:—

President—C. 11. Kustermann, of Waterloo, formerly manager of 
the Ontario Seed Co.

Vice-President—O. Herold, of Waterloo, formerly agriculturist of 
the Ontario Seed Co.

Secretary-Treasurer—Jacob Ufielmann, of Waterloo, Ex-Mayor, Gen 
eral Merchant.

Director—Peter 11. Rons, of Waterloo, Treasurer of the Dominion 
Life Ass. Co., of Waterloo.

Director—F. R. Hrotlierton, of Toronto, Traveller.
There is no doubt that the standing of the firm is enhanced by the 

new directors giving their assistance ami large experience.
At a general meeting of the <diurcholder* on August 12th, financial 

arrangements were made. It was found that allowing things to d«- 
velop undisturls-d. nil liabilities could lie paid within one year, as a 
large amount of stock is on hand, considerable amounts arc outstand
ing and the crop most promising. However, some of the smaller credi 
tors threatened to sue the company, which would have been disastrous 
to all concerned in forcing an assignment, which is always connected 
with considerable losses.

It was also necessary to provide funds for wages and other n«*cc- 
sary expenses, until tne outstanding money would come in, most of 
which is due Scptemlicr 1st. Further a loan from the bank to the old 
company had to be paid off. After due and careful consideration ami 
investigation, also having consulted other financial authorities, the 
only practical way to be found was to secure a loan on the strength 
of a chattel mortgage covering the chattels, property, crops, etc., of 
the firm, and an assignment of the book accounts. In this way, we 
think we serve your interests best. This will give us time and thus
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a chance to pay off every creditor in full, thus also avoiding that some 
of the creditors by threatening with suits would force us to pay them 
in full at once, to the detriment of the other creditors. About the 
middle of September, after outstanding money has been collected, we ex
pect to be able to pay you the first instalment of your account and 
state definitely how soon the balance can be settled. We are con
vinced that we will be able to pay every one of our creditors in full 
with interest.

We trust, that, under the circumstances, you will find this step 
justified, as it was done in the best interests of everybody concerned.

For references, we would refer you to Mr. Butler, manager of the 
Merchants Bank of Canada, Berlin, and also to Mr. Carl Bergmann, 
manager of the Dominion Bank in Berlin, Ont., both of the gentlemen 
know the parties concerned personally.

Yours truly,
The Ontario Seed Co., Limited..

J. Uffelmann, Secretary-Treasurer.

The Stecher Lithographic Company appealed to the Supreme 
Court of Canada, and the defendant Ufifelmann cross-appealed 
for the dismissal of the action.

Secord, K.C., for the appellants. The chattel mortgage is 
clearly void under the Statute of Elizabeth and it cannot, be 
void in part and valid in part: Commercial Honk v. 
Wilson, 3 E. & A. 257 ; Madcr v. McKinnon, 21 Can. 
S.C.R. 645, at 652; Totten v. Douglas, 18 Gr. 341, at 
359. The mortgagee was particeps criminis in procur
ing the mortgage and cannot obtain relief in equity : Kerr on 
Frauds, 4th ed., pp. 365 et scq.; Cameron v. Perrin, 14 AR. 
(Ont.) 565.

Sir George Gibbons, K.C., and Sims, for the respondents. 
There was a bond fide advance by the mortgagee which prevents 
the mortgage being held void under the “Assignments and Pre
ferences Act”: Mulcahy v. Archibald, 28 Can. S.C.R. 523; 
Middleton v. Pollock, 2 Ch. I). 104. Even if the advance was 
made with intent to give a preference it was still bond fide : Ex 
parte Games, 12 Ch.D. 314.

The Chief Justice (Sir Charles Fitzpatrick) (oral) :— 
This appeal should be allowed with costs.

Idington, J. :—1 recognize to the full extent that, as has 
so often been said, a preferential assignment is not by reason 
of its preferential character obnoxious to the Statute of Eliza
beth, said to be declaratory of the common law, against schemes 
for defeating, hindering or delaying creditors. I must also 
recognize as possible that a scheme may be formed having in it 
the elements which may render it obnoxious to both that law 
and the provision of R.S.O. 1897, eh. 147 (now eh. 64, Ont. 
statutes of 1910), aimed at preferential assignments.
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In this case I think the chief purpose of the parties to the 
chattel mortgage in question was clearly to prefer the claim of 
the surety and relieve him from the situation in which he had as 
such become involved. There is evidence, however, of its being 
only part of a wider scheme which involved at least the hin
dering and delaying of the creditors.

All the Courts below have found the chattel mortgage in 
question was the result of both designs to defeat, hinder or 
delay, and to prefer one creditor of an insolvent over another. 
1 cannot say they are wrong in taking that view of the facts. 
But even if I could, and find that the sole purpose of the par
ties was the alleged preference and nothing else, how would that 
help the respondent, Adum Uffelmann ?

When the immediate object of an agreement is unlawful the 
agreement is void. Therefore the object and, if you will, the 
sole object of the chattel mortgage, having been to withdraw 
certain assets of the insolvent debtor from the reach of other 
creditors in order to enable the surety to pay the debt he was 
surety for, and thus prefer one creditor over others, surely the 
entire object was unlawful.

Prima facie the whole is tainted with illegality, for such is 
the presumption the statute has declared and created against 
such transactions when concluded within sixty days prior to 
attack thereon.

I am, therefore, with all due respect, unable to understand 
how the learned trial Judge and the Court of Appeal have been 
able to draw the line where the parties did not, if we have any 
regard to their language in expressing in this ‘mortgage their 
intentions, and thereby sever the legal from the illegal.

I concede it was quite possible to have produced, whether 
lawfully or not, such an agreement as the learned trial Judge 
finds the parties had intended relative to their purpose. It was 
not, however, in the minds of the parties to create a security of 
which the parts and purpose could In* severed in the way the 
judgment appealed from implies: and without doing violence to 
the language of the instrument and the manifest purpose of the 
parties thereto, we cannot find anything therein to justify such 
a severance or drawing of such a line between the legal and 
illegal as is attempted below.

Nor do we find anything in the language of sec. 10 (now 
sec. 13) of the statute upon which this action is founded, to 
warrant the giving only such conditional relief as given.

That section, sub-sec. 1, is as follows:—
13. (1) In the ense of a gift, conveyance, assignment or transfer 

of any property, real or personal, which is invalid against creditors, if 
the person to whom the gift, conveyance, assignment or transfer was 
made shall have sold or disposed of, realized or collected the property 
or any part thereof, the money or other proceeds may be seized or
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recovered in any action by a person who would be entitled to seize 
and recover the property if it had remained in the possession or con 
trol of the debtor or of the person to whom the gift, conveyance, trans
fer, delivery or payment was made, and such right to seize ami recover 
shall belong not only to an assignee for the general benefit of the 
creditors of the debtor, but where there is no such assignment, to all 
creditors of the debtor.
1 quote this just to point out that it does not countenance 

any such thing ns has been done, and next to s s limitations 
in relation to another point I am about to refer to in connection 
with the hook debts.

I submit that the language “assignment or transfer of any 
property . . . which in law is invalid” lends no counten
ance to what has been done.

Are there, however, two or more agreements or assignments 
in this chattel mortgage 1 I think there are, for we have the 
assignment of the stock in trade and then a distinctly separate 
assignment by way of additional security of all book debts, etc., 
due the old company, and we have also another relative to the 
unpaid capital. It is conceivable in many ways that an instru
ment might well contain in this way a series of assignments of 
which some might he legal and others illegal, but in the language 
used relative to the stock in trade part of the mortgage, there is 
no room left for any such severance or suggestion as made, of 
the good from the bad. To do so on the lines laid down is. I 
respectfully submit, to construct a theory of what the parties 
might fairly have so designed as to bring them within one or 
more of the saving clauses of the statute, and constitute thereby 
a bargain they never dreamed of.

I incline to think the vicious purpose tainted each of the 
whole of these assignments in this instrument. Hut as to the 
collaterals, held by the hank, and called book debts, I think they 
were on his payment to the hank the property, or at all events 
the potential property of Jacob Uffelmann, for whom the re
spondent was acting and on behalf of whom he was entitled to 
receive said securities by virtue of his (Jacob’s) right as a surety 
paying off the creditor holding same. The same day as the 
mortgage was given the company gave a direction to the bank 
to transfer these hook debts to respondent, Adam Uffelmann, 
but as he clearly was but the substitute of Jacob, no violence is 
done to the actual intention or even the language used in attri
buting what was done to an assertion of Jacob’s right ns the 
surety who had in fact raised and in a needless roundabout way, 
paid off the bank. Ilis right need not be rested upon the clauses 
in the mortgage and cannot be injured by any clause therein 
referring to the same subject. When these securities were trans
ferred thus they formed an asset distinctly severed from the 
rest of the estate, and if Jacob took no care to collect them, but
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lot the company do so, he lost his security to that extent and 
has no one but himself to blame. Indeed he may truly blame 
the illegal purpose of hindering and delaying the creditors for 
the year that was needed to enable them to pay, as evidently 
was the intention of those who concocted the circular issued 

graphic Cb. four days later over Jacob’s own hand as secretary of the 
'*• company. If he permitted the collection and appropriation 

seed Co! thereof by the company pursuant to such a scheme, how can
---- any equity rest thereon to make good his consequent loss out of

idington, j. other property to which he was not at all entitled as against the 
other creditors to resort. If he permitted it through sheer 
neglect, how again can he resort for indemnity to a mortgage 
that the statute presumes, under the circumstances, void?

Again, let us look at the above quoted sub-section of sec. 10, 
read it closely, and we see that the right of appellant is bounded 
by and is limited to an account of the proceeds of that which 
would have been exigible had it “remained in the possession or 
control of the debtor,” etc.

On the one hand the respondent has no right to claim any 
part of that which he has taken possession of by virtue of an 
instrument presumed to be illegal and void. And on the other, 
the appellant has no right to claim an account of those securities 
which clearly, under the circumstances, never could have become 
exigible to answer the claims of other creditors.

As to the argument rested on sub-sec. 5 of sec. 3, relative 
“to the substitution in good faith of one security for another 
security for the same debt so far as the debtor’s estate is not 
thereby lessened in value to the other creditors,” where is the 
evidence of any such substitution in good faith or bad faith?

There never existed a foundation on the facts for alleging 
substitution of one or part of one for another. The mortgage 
treated in express words the one as being in addition to the 
other. And when we depart from it to the other basis of right 
to the book debts as security, the two subjects as security are 
entirely independent of each other, and the book debts free 
from any such pretension. No one ever thought of any substi
tution in regard to either or any part thereof. And, as clearly 
as can be, the debtor’s estate has been, by what has taken place 
relative to book debts, lessened in value, if effect be given the 
judgment appealed from, to the other creditors.

I repeatedly pressed counsel to see if the proceeds could be 
traced to anything specific which now formed part of the estate, 
but was told it could not be done.

Now, as I take this saving clause, if the money had been 
found invested in some specific thing that has remained to 
answer for the condition I have quoted relative to lessening of 
the estate “in value to the other creditors,” principles of equity 
would require, as well as the statute, relief to be given to that
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extent. Or if some privileged claim over the whole estate, the 
payment of which would enhance the value of the whole estate 
to the creditors, had been paid off thereby, the same should be 
done in regard thereto. As it is there is nothing either in shape 
of agreement or actual results, to lay a foundation on which 
to apply such principles.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the Divisional 
Court judgment be restored.

Duff, J. :—I agree that this appeal should be allowed with 
costs.

Anglin, J.:—A study of the evidence has satisfied me that 
it fully supports the findings of the learned trial Judge that 
the impeached chattel mortgage, nominally given to Adam Uffel- 
mann, was in fact the security of Jacob Uffelmann, and that it 
was given and taken with knowledge of the mortgagors’ insolv
ency and with the intent and purpose that it should serve to 
“hinder” and “delay,” though perhaps not to “defeat” or 
“prejudice,” the creditors of the mortgagors other than the 
bank and Jacob Uffelmann. Unless, therefore, it comes within 
some one of the saving exceptions of sub-secs. 1 and 5 of sec. 
3 of the R.S.O. 1897, oh. 147, 1 am convinced that, as against 
such creditors, it is void under sub-sec. 1 of sec. 2 of that 
statute.

Jacob Uffelmann, as surety to the bank for the mortgagors, 
was already their creditor for all of the $8,300 which the mort
gage purports to secure, except about $500. The evidence makes 
it reasonably clear that the real object of the parties was not to 
secure this $500, but to secure Jacob Uffelmann in respect of 
his existing liability of upwards of $7,700 as surety, which he 
was by payment converting into a direct claim against the com
pany. The additional $500 he had to assume in order to clear 
off the bank’s claim and to obtain an assignment of the $6,000 
worth of book debts held by it as collateral. The last of the 
exceptions made by sub-sec. 1 and the last under sub-sec. 5 of 
sec. 3, therefore, do not apply to the transaction.

The other exceptions under sub-sec. 1 and the first exception 
of sub-sec. 5, clearly have no application.

The bank is not a party to this action. The payment to it 
is not now in question. The second exception under sub-sec. 5 
does not apply to the case as between the plaintiffs and the 
chattel mortgagee.

I shall presently give my reasons for thinking that the 
respondent has not brought himself within the only remaining 
exception made by sub-sec. 5, namely, “the substitution in good 
faith of one security for another security for the same debt.” 
I am. therefore, of the opinion that the validity of the impeached
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instrument is not saved by anything in sub-see. 1 or sub-sec. 5 
of see. 3.

I agree, however, with Meredith, J.A., that although 
the plaintiffs are entitled to have the transaction in question set 
aside ... it does not follow from that that Jacob Uffelmann is 
also to lose the rights which he had against the company at the time 
of the carrying into effect of the impeached transaction.
1 also agree that the plaintiffs have no right “beyond the 

removal of the fraudulent security out of their way.” In his 
factum counsel for the appellants expressly disclaims any inten
tion to attack in this action the assignment by the bank to the 
defendant Adam Uffelmann of the book debts held by it as 
collateral. As surety for the debtors, Jacob Uffelmann was 
entitled on paying the guaranteed debt to be subrogated to the 
rights of the creditor. I agree with the learned trial Judge that 

It was part of the transaction that the bank should transfer to Adam 
t’ffelmun the book accounts which they held under assignment from 
the company and which they subsequently assigned to him.
In taking this assignment Jacob Uffelmann did nothing 

fraudulent. He merely exercised a clear equitable right. It 
is not material to this part of the case that he took it in the name 
of his brother Adam.

But I am, with respect, unable to concur in the conclusion 
ot the learned trial Judge and of the Court of Appeal, as 
expressed by Meredith, J.A., that, in the result, the defendant 
Uffelmann is entitled to retain, on account of his claim against 
the insolvent company, out of the proceeds of the property 
covered by the chattel mortgage, a sum equal to the value, at 
the time they were assigned to him, of the book debts formerly 
held by the bank as collateral. The statute provides that nothing 
contained in it shall affect

the substitution in good faith of one security for another security for 
the same debt, so far as the debtor’s estate is not thereby lessened 
in value to the other creditors.

But there is no evidence in the record that a substitution of 
chattel property for book debts as security was ever agreed upon 
or intended. Moreover, the finding of intent to hinder and 
delay creditors in the giving and taking of the chattel mortgage 
is incompatible with that good faith which would be essential 
to its validity had a substitution been contemplated. What the 
parties had in view was not the substitution of a new security 
for the same debt; it was rather to obtain security upon the 
chattel property in addition to the book debts, so that all would 
he out of the reach of other creditors, and also to secure the 
whole claim of $8,300 instead of the $6,000 already secured by 
the book debts. The debtor’s estate was lessened in value to the 
other creditors.

The right of the defendant Uffelmann must, in my opinion,
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be restricted to such of the book debts transferred to him by 
the bank as still remain outstanding. 11 is title to those is 
distinctly severable from the claim which he asserts to the pro
ceeds of the chattel property. It in nowise rests or depends 
upon the impeached chattel mortgage transaction. But for 
such of the book debts as he has allowed the debtor to collect, 
or to discharge by a set-off of contra-accounts, he cannot be 
allowed to have indemnity out of the proceeds of the chattels, 
to which his only claim is under an instrument found to be 
fraudulent. To give him the benefit of security upon this pro
perty, without any agreement or understanding that it was to 
be substituted for the released book debts, and notwithstanding 
the finding of mala fidrs, would Ik* to give efficacy to a transac
tion which the Legislature has declared to be invalid.

I am, for these reasons, of the opinion that this appeal must 
he allowed and the cross-appeal dismissed, both with costs. The 
appellant is also entitled to his costs in the Court of Appeal. 
The judgment of the Divisional Court should be restored.

There may be some hardship in this result. Jacob Uffel- 
inann appears to have been persuaded by Kustermann to lend 
himself to his schemes. He undoubtedly advanced substantial 
sums of money. He may even have thought that in taking the 
chattel mortgage in question he was giving the Seed Company 
a chance to retrieve itself and was thus, while temporarily help
ing it to stave off its other creditors, taking a step which would 
ultimately benefit them. He nevertheless contravened the 
statute when he took as security for his own claim a conveyance 
of his debtors’ property with intent to hinder and delay other 
creditors; and that he knew' he was entering into a transaction 
of very doubtful legality is manifest from the efforts he made 
to conceal the fact that the chattel mortgage was really taken 
for his benefit.

Brodeur, J. :—It has been found by the trial Judge that the 
chattel mortgage in question was made with intent to defeat, 
hinder and delay creditors, and that view has been confirmed 
by the Divisional Court and the Court of Appeal.

It is perhaps unfortunate for Vffelmann that he might lose as 
a result of this judgment the value of the book debts that had 
been transferred to the bank as a security for the debt for which 
he was also responsible. But instead of paying purely and 
simply that debt and becoming thereby possessed of the security, 
he tried through the respondent, his brother, to make a fraud
ulent transaction and take a chattel mortgage which the com
pany in view of its insolvent situation could not legally grant 
and have a larger security that would cover the whole indebt
edness of the company to him.

I am of opinion that the chattel mortgage to Adam Uffel-
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mann is illegal and should be set aside. As to the book debts I 
concur in the views expressed by Mr. Justice Idington, and 
Mr. Justice Anglin. The appeal is allowed and the cross-appeal 
dismissed.

Appeal allowed.

Annotation—Subrogation ( §VI—25)—Surety — Security for guaranteed
debt of insolvent—Laches—Converted security.

Under the caption of a surety’s right by subrogation, as against credi
tors of an insolvent estate, to the security held for the guaranteed debt, 
a summary of the manner in which the decisions in the Courts below are 
affected by the above reported judgment of the Supreme Court may be of 
special interest. The decisions before the trial Judge and in the Divisional 
Court and the Court of Appeal for Ontario, are all. it will be seen, varied 
by the Supreme Court in so far as the surety’s rights under the complex 
circumstances of the case are concerned. The final appellate decision in
dicates the distinction in equity between that part of a surety’s subro
gation security which by laches he has permitted to lie converted and 
mixed without earmark into the general insolvent estate and that por
tion which remains intact and traceable.

The trial Judge (Teetzel, J.), the Divisional Court, and the Court of 
Appeal for Ontario held the entire chattel mortgage transaction void as 
against creditors.

The trial Judge held the surety’s right to the original creditor’s secur
ity as to the debtor’s liook debts to be complete and absolute by sub
rogation.

The Divisional Court held the surety disentitled to any subrogation 
rights whatever as to the book debts, with a subsidiary conclusion that if 
he had any subrogation rights he had lost this security by his own laches, 
as against the creditors.

The Court of Appeal for Ontario restored the judgment of the trial 
Judge holding that the surety retained full rights to the book debts by 
subrogation.

The Supreme Court of Canada, holds:—
(1) That the entire chattel mortgage transaction was void.
(2) That while the surety’s subrogation right to the book debts (as 

his creditor’s security for the guaranteed debt) remained intact so 
far as the effect of the fraudulent chattel mortgage transaction 
was concerned at the time of its execution; yet subsequently the 
surety as against the creditors deprived himself of the book debts 
in part by allowing the debtor to retain and collect and appropri
ate them, although as to the book debts still outstanding and tm 
collected by the debtor (if any) the surety’s rights are by subro 
gat ion valid and undisturbed by the fraudulent transaction.

The decision of the Divisional Court is therefore varied as to surety’s 
right by subrogation to the portion of the guaranteed debt security (i.e., 
the insolvent’s book debts) still unconverted and unappropriated by the 
debtor and is restored as to the residue of that security.

The decision of the Court of Appeal is, therefore, reversed in so far 
as it affirmed the surety’s right by subrogation to that portion of the
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guaranteed debt security, t.r., the insolvent's book debts, which had al- ------
ready been collected and appropriated by the debtor, but that portion of Surety 
the Court of Appeal judgment which declared the surety entitled to the 
uncollected portion of the book debts is not disturbed.

The case docs not disclose what proportion of the book debts had not 
been collected; but the legal distinction as to any not collected appears to 
be well defined by the Supreme Court decision.

Re STEELE. ONT
Ontario High (\>urt, Riddell, ,/. October 3. 1912. II C J

1. Wills ( 8 HI G 4—137)—Construction—Condition subsequent— 1’hk- 1912
SUMPTION AGAINST INTESTACY. ——

Where a sum is bequeathed to trustees to invest, paying the in- ®
terest to a granddaughter “so long as she lives and is unmarried, and 
if she dies without having married or if married without issue" then 
the principal is specifically bequeathed over to another “at the grand
daughter’s death" and if the granddaughter “marries and has a child 
or children then the principal elinll be paid to the granddaughter at 
such time thereafter as the trustees shall deem best in the interests 
of the granddaughter and her child or children." but the testator has 
not otherwise (either specifically or by residuary bequest or necessary 
implication) disposed <>f the corpus or its income during the childless 
period of the granddaughter’s married life, the interest of the fund 
will be paid to the grand daughter during that period.

[Itird v. Hutudon (1818). 2 Swans. 343. 1 Wile. Ch. 463. followed; 
Humphrcyn v. Humphrey h ( I H«7 ). L.R. 4 Eq. 457; Roe d. Betidale v.
Summerset (1770). 5 Burr. 2008; Ralph v. Carrick (1877), 5 Ch. D.
084 (1879). 11 Ch.D. 873; In rc Springfield. (18941 3 Ch. 003. re 
ferred to.]

Motion by Catherine Loretta Smith (formerly Steele), upon statement 
an originating notice, for an order determining a question aris
ing upon the construction of the will of John Steele, deceased.

W. H. Norlhrup, K.C., for the applicant. 
B. N. Davis, for John Alexander Steele.

Riddeli., J. :—The late John Steele in a codicil to his will aiddui. j. 
made the following provision: ‘‘I hereby revoke the bequest to 
my granddaughter Catherine Loretta Steele contained in the 
fourth (4th) paragraph of my said will and in place of said 
paragraph 1 hereby will give and licqueath unto my grandson 
John Alexander Steele of Sidney aforesaid farmer and Robert 
Fraser of the town of Trenton in said county of Hastings 
Customs officer the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) 
upon trust to place the same at interest either in some chartered 
bank in Canada or upon first mortgage upon lands in Ontario 
and shall pay over the interest accruing therefrom from time to
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time annually or oftener to my said granddaughter Catherine 
Loretta Steele so long as she lives and is unmarried and if she 
dies without having married or if married without issue then 
the said sum of two thousand dollars shall at her death go to 
and he paid over to my said grandson John Alexander Steele 
and in case of his having died before such period then to such 
of his children as may be living at the period of the death of my 
said granddaughter, but if my said granddaughter Catherine 
Loretta Steele marries and has a child or children then the said 
trustees shall pay the said principal sum of two thousand dollars 
($2,000.00) to my said granddaughter at such time thereafter 
as the said trustees shall deem best in the interests of my said 
granddaughter and her child or children.”

There is no residuary clause in will or codicil.
The granddaughter is married, without issue; and the ques

tion arises, ‘‘Is she entitled to the interest upon $2,000.”
1 made an order that John Alexander Steele should repre

sent all those in esse or otherwise who would be entitled to this 
interest, in case the granddaughter is not.

It seems to me that the case may fairly be said to be covered by 
Bird v. Ihuisdon (1818), 2 Swans. 343. There the provision 
was: ‘‘The rest of money to be put into government security 
. . . and the said Mary Morris to have the said interest to 
maintain her as long as she lives single, and no child; and when 
it shall please God to call her, that money shall come to my 
brother’s and sister’s children.” Mary Morris married, but 
had no child. The Master of the Rolls (Sir Thomas Plumer) 
said (pp. 345, 346) : ‘‘The testator contemplated three periods: 
1st, her minority; 2nd, her remaining single, without a child; 
3rd, the interval between her marriage and death. ... To 
the third period, the interval between her marriage and her 
death, there are no words expressly applicable; but the interest 
being first given to a favoured object, and the capital not given 
over till the death of that person, the Court is driven to the 
necessity of saying, either that there is an intestacy during the 
remainder of her life, or that she is to take during her whole 
life. The latter seems the more reasonable alternative. I can
not suppose that the testator meant to leave a partial interest 
in the property undisposed of; and that, on the marriage of 
Mary Morris, the dividends, during her life, should devolve on 
those for whom the will expresses no intention to bequeath 
more than a legacy of £50 to one.”

Theobald on Wills, 7th ed., p. 735, says: ‘‘Some of the earlier 
cases, in which a life interest has been implied, would probably 
not now be followed;” and mentions Bird v. Hunsdon. I$ut in 
Humphreys v. Humphreys (1867), L.R. 4 Eq. 475, at pp. 478, 
479, Sir John Stuart, V.-C., says that Bird v. Hunsdon has
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never been overruled—and I cannot find that any later ease 
deals with the matter. fine d. Bendalc v. Summerset (1770), 5 
Burr. 2008, may also be looked at. In lialplt v. Carrick (1877), 
5 Ch.I). 084, at p. 005, Hall, V.-C., mentions Bird v. Ffunsdon 
without disapproval, and distinguishes that ease from the ease 
he was then considering, liai pit v. Carrick, 5 Ch.D. 084, and 
(1879), 11 Oh. I). 872, and In re Springfield, 118041 2 Oh. 602, 
shew us how careful we must be in applying Bird v. ffunsdon, 
but they by no means overrule it.

Were there nothing more here than a gift to John Alexander 
Steele of the $2,000 upon the death of Loretta without issue, 
these cases would or might apply ; but there is more. There are 
substantially the characteristics which differentiated Bird v. 
ffunsdon, spoken of by Hall, V.-C., in lialpli v. Carrick, 5 
Ch.D. 984, at p. 095, as “a trust of the income for maintenance 
of the person named, and a gift over after her death.” 
With the proper changes, the result is not very un
like Bird v. ffunsdon. The testator here contemplated : 
1st, the time before her marriage: 2nd, the time there
after before a child was born ; 3rd, the time thereafter. 
For the first period, he has provided by giving her the income ; 
for the third by giving her the principal; but for the second, 
which may last for the whole of her married life, he has made 
no provision in so many words. Must he not, however, have 
meant that during that period also she was to Ik* provided for! 
The very tempting argument was advanced that what the testa
tor must have meant was that when she got married her husband 
should take care of her—and when she had a child she would 
receive the principal for the support of herself and child. But 
the husband in Bird v. flunsdon might equally well be expected 
to support Mary Morris.

Without overruling that case, 1 think 1 should hold that 
Loretta is entitled to be paid the interest during her life—and, 
although 1 am not wholly satisfied with the reasoning in the 
principal case or its exact application to the present case, I will 
so declare.

Costs of all parties out of the corpus of the $2,000 fund.

Order accordingly.

REX v. ROGER HICKS.
Alberta Supreme Court, Waltth, ./. October 15, 1912.

1. Criminal i.aw (8 II B—40)—Summary trial—I'owkr of juhticks to
COMMIT FOR TRIAL.

Under the Criminal ("ode it in not eimqietoiit f<>r a magistrate who 
b holding a nummarv trial after hearing all the evidence on both sides 
to decide to commit for trial in-dead of disposing of the ease himself: 
the right to commit for trial lieing limited as to time by the term* of 
Cr. Code, see. 786, directing that the magistrate nmv “Is-fore the ac
cused person lias made his defence” decide not to adjudicate sum
marily upon the case.
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Habkan I'uHl'ls ( j IC—12a)—Commitment fob trial—Illegality— 
lllOIlT TO DISCHARGE.

The fact that a warrant of committal for trial was illegally issued 
on n charge of n^nult and occasioning actual bodily harm after the 
justices before whom the accused hud been brought to answer the 
charge had with his consent entered upon a summary trial thereof, 
which trial had proceeded to the close of the evidence for the de
fence, is a ground for discharge upon habeas corpus.

Hahkas CORPUS (8 I <’—12o)—Dihciiabok of prisonkr—Rkmittkr TO 
MAGISTRATE—DISCRETION.

Where the court has power upon habeas corpus instead of discharg 
ing a prisoner from custody under an invalid commitment to remit the 
case to the magistrate under section 1120 of the Criminal Code ( 1 flOtt). 
consideration will Is- given to the imprisonment already suffered and 
to the costs to which the accused has ls-en put in moving agiinst the 
illegal warrant of commitment.

Statement An application on behalf of the prisoner for a writ of habeas 
corpus, or for his discharge from custody.

An order discharging the prisoner was made.
A. McDonald, for prisoner.
L. F. Clarry, for Crown.

waish, j. Walsii, J. :—The accused, who is confined in the guard room
at Fort Saskatchewan, under a warrant of commitment issued by 
a justice of the peace, applies for a writ of habeas corpus or for 
his discharge from custody without the actual issue of the writ. 
He was summoned before this justice upon a charge of having 
assaulted his wife and occasioned actual bodily barm to her. At 
the conclusion of the proceedings, which were carried on before 
two justices, he was committed for trial at the next Court of 
competent, jurisdiction and it is under this commitment that he 
is now in custody.

The ground upon which his application is based is that the 
justices with his consent undertook to summarily try him upon 
this charge but that after he had made his defence before them, 
they refused to dispose of the charge summarily and instead 
committed him for trial.

Sec. 784 provides that under certain circumstances the mag
istrate may “before the accused person has made his defence 
decide not to adjudicate summarily upon the case.” This is the 
only provision which entitles a magistrate who has undertaken 
to summarily try a person charged before him, to refuse to do 
so. The right so given can be exercised only in the terms of 
the section which confers it. It is therefore not competent for 
a magistrate who is holding a summary trial after hearing all 
of the evidence on both sides to decide to commit for trial instead 
of disposing of the case himself. After the accused has made his 
defence the magistrate is the only tribunal clothed with power 
to try the charge and he must dispose of it.

Upon the material before me I have no doubt whatever but 
that upon the hearing before the justices the accused consented

ALTA. 2.

8. C.
1912
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to a summary trial and that the justices undertook to so try him ALTA, 
and that the trial proceeded upon that understanding until all s c 
of the evidence on both sides was before them and that it was 1912
then and not until then that they decided to commit instead of ----
disposing of the ease themselves. And so finding, it follows that U*x
the justices erred in committing the accused for trial and that Hicks.
he is wrongfully detained in custody under the warrant. Mr. W"J
Clarry asked me in the event of my conclusion being as above, 
not to order the discharge of the accused but instead to remit 
the matter to the justices under sec. 1120 of the Code so that 
they might do what they should have done in the first place, 
namely either dismiss the charge or impose upon the accused the •
punishment which in their opinion should be meted out to him.
I have not considered with any degree of care the question as to 
whether or not the aid of this section can be invoked by the 
Crown in such a case as this, for I think, that even if it can,
it should not lie under the circumstances here present. This
section authorizes me to do such act, as in my opinion, “may best 
further the ends of justice.” I think that the ends of justice 
have been fairly well served bv the punishment which this man 
has already undergone. By the time that this order can be acted 
upon he will have been imprisoned for very nearly a month and 
he will have paid a considerable sum for his costs of defence and 
of this application which may be looked upon perhaps as some
what in the nature of a fine. The maximum penalty fixed for this 
offence under sec. 781 is six months’ imprisonment and a fine 
of $100. It is true that the assault upon his wife was of a violent 
character. In giving his own evidence, however, the accused 
was most frank and candid in his admissions of wrong-doing so 
far as this particular charge is concerned. One cannot read his 
evidence without a strong feeling of pity for the man, for it is 
apparent from it, if he is telling the truth, that he is the victim 
of an ungovernable temper which is hereditary with him and 
which is responsible for the events which led up to this prosecu
tion. I understood from what was said in argument and I gather 
from something that appears in the material used before me, 
that since the hearing his wife has gone to England to live, her 
departure doubtless being the result of this assault. I11 addition 
therefore to the imprisonment which he has undergone, and the 
expense to which he has been put to he is under the further 
punishment of having driven his wife from him. While it is 
quite true that a longer term of imprisonment and a heavier 
fine might without injustice have been imposed upon him, I 
think that I “may best further the ends of justice” by ordering 
his discharge, which I do. The order will contain a clause pro
tecting from liability the justices and all persons who have acted 
under the warrant.

()r<U r (lischartfin<j prisoner.
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Oct. 20.
1. Courts (§ E—31f>)—Rui.ks of decision—Provincial courts following

decision of Privy Council—Railway Act (B.C.)—Analogy to
Canadian Railway Act.

Under the British Columbia Railway Act upon an appeal from the 
nwiiril of arbitrators fixing damages under eminent domain proceed
ings where the principle applicable to such an apj>ea) has already been 
laid down by the Privy Council under the Canadian Railway Act, 1888, 
which is, so far as material, identical in language with the British 
Columbia Statute, that construction will lie adopted.

[Atlantic aiu1 North-west Railway Co. v. Wood, [1895] A.C. 257, L.J. 
P.C. 116, applied.]

2. Appeal (§ VIIL—470)—Review of facts—Award—Eminent domain
—Railway Act (BjC.)—Scope of appellate jurisdiction.

Under the British Columbia Railway Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, eh. 194, 
sec. 08, upon an ap|ienl from the award of arbitrators fixing damages 
under eminent domain proceedings, the court will not supersede the 
arbitrators but will review the award as it would review the judgment 
of a subordinate court in a case of original jurisdiction, considering 
the award on its merits, both as to the facts and the law.

[Atlantic and North-icest Railway Co. v. Wood, [1895] A.C. 257, 
04 L.J.P.C. 116, followed, under which a similar question under sub- 
sec. 2 of see. 101 of the Canadian Railway Act, 1888, being 
sec. 108 of 3 Edw. VII. (Can.) eh. 58, was decided.]

3. Appeal (§ VII L—470)—Review of facts—Award — Railway Act
(B.C.)—Findings, when sustained—Quantum of damages.

Under the British Columbia Railway Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, ch. 194, 
sec. 68, upon an appeal from the award of arbitrators fixing damages 
under eminent domain proceedings where conflicting views as to the 
quantum of damages were apparent but the estimate made in the 
award cannot lie said to he unreasonable or manifestly incorrect, the 

. findings of the arbitrators will not in that respect be disturlied, the 
arbitrators having seen and heard the witnesses and viewed the land 
in question.

Statement An appeal from the award of arbitrators fixing damages 
under eminent domain proceedings.

The appeal was dismissed.
J. X. Harvey, K.C., for appellants.
1). Armour, for respondents.

Murphy, J. Murpiiy, J. :—The principle applicable to this appeal has 
been laid down by the Privy Council in The Atlantic <V Sorth- 
west Railway Co. v. Wood, 11895] A.C. 257, G4 L.J.P.C. 116, 
where the statute construed was, so far as is material, identical in 
language with the British Columbia statute under which these 
proceedings are taken. It is to the effect that it was not the 
intention of the Legislature that the Court should entirely super
sede and take the place of the arbitrators, but that they should 
examine into the justice of the award given by them on its 
merits on the facts as well as the law ; that, in short, they should
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review the judgment of the arbitrators as they would that of a 
subordinate Court in a ease of original jurisdiction, where re
view is provided for. 1 have read the evidence herein and whilst 
conflicting views as to the quantum of damages can be urged 
thereon, yet, in my opinion (mindful that the arbitrators saw and 
heard the witnesses and viewed the land in question), to use the 
language of the Court appealed from in the case cited, the esti
mate made in this award cannot be said to lie unreasonable nor 
manifestly incorrect, and I do not feel warranted, therefore, by 
substituting my discretion for theirs to adopt an estimate of dam
ages which might be open to equal criticism and even less de
fensible according to the evidence by which both they and I are 
bound.

The appeal is. therefore, dismissed.

Appeal </ism issi d.

LOVE (applicanti v. BILODEAU (execution creditori.
Alberta Supreme Court, Scott, J. November 0, 1912.

1. Officers ( 8 11A—74)—Registrar of land registration district—
Homestead exemption—Dvty as to certificate.

A land owner within a land registration district in All>erta i-. not 
entitled to demand from the registrar of the district an official certi
ficate that the land in question is a homestead and as such exempt 
from a certain execution issued under a judgment against the appli
cant and registered under the Executions Ordinance, Revised Ordin 
ances, 1011 (Alta.) eh. 27, a.s it is not the duty of the registrar t-i 
determine whether or not the property is a homestead and as such 
exempt, that living a question for a competent court; the registrar 
for the purposes of his official certificates of his records must Ire it 
the execution as a charge upon the land with priority according to 
the date of its registration.

2. Homestead ( 8 HI—23)—Homestead exemption—Waives of exemp-

The right of exemption of a homestead from seizure under execu 
tion under Alberta law, Revised Ord.. 1911 (Alta.) eh. 27. although 
once complete, may cease by reason of some act or conduct on the 
part of the owner forfeiting his claim to exemption.

An application under the provisions of the Execution Ordin
ance. R.S. eh. 27, for an order directing the registrar of a land 
registration district to register a mortgage exempt from an execu
tion issued upon a judgment obtained against him.

The application was refused.
•/. W. G. Morrison, for applicant.
C. L. Freeman, for execution creditor.

Scott, J. :—On 11th October last the applicant, who 
is the owner of the soutli-east quarter of section 22, 
township 49, range 6 west of fourth meridian, obtained
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an originating summons on an application for an order 
directing the registrar of the Northern Alberta land re
gistration district to register a mortgage from him to 
the British and American Mortgage Company, clean and ex
empt from an execution upon a judgment obtained by the execu
tion creditor against the applicant and to issue an abstract of 
title and general certificate shewing such mortgage as a first 
charge upon the property in priority to the execution.

The registrar in a reference made by him dated 20th Sep
tember, 1912, states that the property is claimed by the applicant 
as his homestead, and that he (the registrar) is unable to deter
mine whether the mortgage should properly be registered free 
from the execution.

The registrar on 19th September, 1912, issued an abstract of 
title to the property shewing that the applicant is the holder of 
a certificate of title to the property subject to the execution and 
mortgage referred to above, the latter being dated 25th March, 
1912, and registered on 27th April following.

The evidence upon the question whether the applicant is en
titled to claim that the property is his homestead consists of his 
own affidavit and his cross-examination thereon. They satisfy 
me that from a time prior to the registration of the execution re
ferred to up to the date of his cross-examination upon his affi
davit (24th October, 1912) he was entitled to claim the exemp
tion of the property as his homestead and to create an incum
brance thereon which would have priority over an execution.

It follows, therefore, that the interest which the mortgage 
company acquired in the property prior to the time of that cross- 
examination is entitled to such priority. I can deal only with the 
situation of the parties as it existed at that time, as the property 
may at any time thereafter have ceased to be exempt as a home
stead. The applicant might immediately or at any time there
after, by some act or conduct on his part, forfeit his claim to such 
exemption.

It has not been shewn what amount, if any, the mortgage com
pany had advanced upon its mortgages prior to that time or the 
extent of the interest it was then entitled to claim. I, therefore, 
cannot hold that it was entitled to priority to the amount speci
fied in its mortgage.

As to the reference by the registrar, 1 am of opinion that it 
was his duty to treat the execution as a charge upon the property 
with priority according to the date of its registration. lie is not, 
in my view, bound to ascertain and determine whether the execu
tion debtor is entitled to claim that his property is exempt from 
it as that question appears to me to be one for the Court to decide.

A p plica tion ref used.
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CAMPBELL v. PUGSLEY.

King’s County Court, Xetc Brunswick. Trial before Borden, ./.
August 15, 1012.

1. Automobiles ( § I—l )—Public regulation—Not dangerous pkb be—
PoWKR AND BI’EED.

While the automobile is not dangerous per se, its freedom of motion, 
speed, control, power, and capacity for moving without noise give it 
a unique status and impose upon the motorist the strict duty to 
use care commensurate with its qualities, and the conditions of its 
use, especially since the dangers incident to the use of the motor 
vehicle me commonly the result of the negligent or reckless conduct 
of those in charge and do not inhere in the construction and use of 
the vehicle so as to prevent its use on the streets and highways.

[Fisher v. Murphy, 3 O.W.N. 150; Beven on Negligence, 3rd ed., 
439, 440; I.e Licvre v. (Sould, [1893] 1 Q.B. 491, referred to. See 
also Stewart v. Steele, 6 D.L.R. ].]

2. Automobile (81—1 )—Public regulation—Danger—Greatest care.
The driver of an automobile is to lie considered in law as lieing in 

charge of a dangerous thing, and so called upon to exercise the greatest 
care in its operation.

[Fisher v. Murphy, 3 O.W.N. 150, specially referred to and ap
plied. See also Stewart v. Steele, 0 D.L.R. l.j

3. Automobiles (8 I—1 )—Public regulation—Frightened iiorbe —
Motorist’s duty.

Where an automobile on the highway is meeting a horse and buggy 
and the car is frightening the horse and the motorist sees or ought to 
see this, it is the legal duty of the motorist to stop his ear and take 
all other precautions as prudence suggests and this irrespective of 
any statute regulating and controlling the use of motor vehicles and 
whether or not the driver of the horse holds up his hand to indicate 
the trouble with his horse; and the greater the danger capacity of 
the car the greater is the degree of care and caution incumltent on 
the motorist in its use and operation.

[See also Stewart v. Steele, 6 D.L.R. 1.]
4. Automoiiileh (8 I—1 )—Public regulation—Motor meeting iiorbe

AND BUGGY—DIVISION OF HIGHWAY.

Where an automobile is nweting a horse and buggy on the highway, 
it is, under the Motor Vehicles Act (N.B.) 1911, 1 Geo. V. ch. If), 
sec. 4. sub-sec. 1, the motorist’s duty “reasonably to turn to the left 
of the centre of the highway so as to pass without interference.”

5. Automobiles (81—1 )—Public regulation—Statutory requirements
—Penalty — Civil damages — Cumulative.

Where an automobile is meeting a horse and buggy on tbe high 
way and is frightening the horse, and under the provisions of the 
Motor Vehicles Act (N.B.) 1911. 1 Geo. V. ch. 19, sec. 4, sub-sec. 
4, the motorist, violating its provision in not stopping his car, incurs 
a fixed penalty by way of fine for the violation, this penalty is addi
tional to, not in lieu of, civil damages to the person injured by the 
motorist's negligence.

[Beven on Negligence, 3rd ed., 439, referred to.]
0. Automobiles (8 I—5)—Negligence — Statute — Violation of htat-

i II'. III N I \ II’I Ml IN ITBHJ •11 M «.I 101 IK I

Where an automobile is meeting a horse and buggy on the high 
way and is frightening the horse, and fails to comply with the direct 
provisions against negligence enacted by the Motor Vehicles Act 
(N.B.) 1911, 1 Geo. V. ch. 19, his violation constitutes evidence of 
negligence.
12—7 D.L.R.
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7. Automobiles (§ I—1)—Public regulation—Statute and common
LAW CUMULATIVE.

The statutory requirements of the Motor Vehicles Act (N.B.), 1 
fleo. V. eh. 19, for the public regulation and control of the use on 
highways of automobiles, do not limit or interfere with the common 
law remedy for negligence, but they give oilier remedies directed to 
other ends.

[Reven on Negligence, 3rd ed., 440, referred to.]
8. Automobiles (§1—5)—Negligence — Contributory negligence —

The law of the road in New Brunswick—Custom—Statute.
In an action by the plnintiff for personal injury for negligence 

against the driver of an automobile on meeting a horse and buggy on 
the highway, and the consequent frightening the horse, it is not con
tributory negligence by the plaintitT to whip up his horse and pass 
the motor car on the embankment side of the road, where the evid
ence shewed that the plaintiff was accustomed to driving horses and 
that the means he took, by using the whip, to urge his horse ahead 
and keep it on tiie road, were reasonable and proper under the cir
cumstances, anil that the law of the road in New Brunswick re
quired the plaintiff to pass on the left-hand side where the embank 
ment was.

[Dooie» v. Mann, 10 M. & VV. 546, 12 L.J. Ex. 10. 6 Jur. 954, re- 
ferred to. |

9. Automobiles (g I—1)—Public regulation — “Badly frightened”
horse—Question for jury.

Where the Motor Vehicles Act (N.B.), 1 fieo. V. eh. 19, sec. 3, 
sub-sec. 4, provides that in case a horse appears “badly frightened" 
in meeting a motor the motorist shall stop the car, it is a question 
for the jury to determine upon the evidence, in a negligence action 
against the motorist, just what may be the condition that should 
la- termed “badly frightened.”

10. Damages (8 HIE—135<i)—Quantum — Horse and waggon —
Automobile colliding with rig.

NX here a motor collides with a waggon and in a negligence action 
against the motorist, the jury assess damages against him taking 
into consideration upon the evidence (1) repairs to the waggon; (2) 
necessary painting and that it would still la- a patched up waggon; 
(3) a valuable horse made lame and still lame; a verdict of $100 
will not be disturlied as excessive.

[ Went worth v. Ilallett, 4 N.B.R. 500; Harlrn v. White, 4 N.B.R. 
634; Prescott V. Wallace. 13 N.B.R. 230. referred to. S«>e also Van
horn v. Verrai, 4 D.L.R. 624, upon the quantum and increasing of dam 
agee.J

11. Evidence (6 XII A—921)—Admissibility — Opinion—Facts—Jury.
In an action for negligent driving in a collision case where the 

defendant is asked by his counsel “whether anything more could have 
lieen done than was done to prevent the collision which occurred,” 
the question may pro|H-rly lie excluded as lieing the point which the 
jury has to decide, the proper procedure lieing that the defendant 
should state the facts without giving his opinion and leave it to 
th«- jury to determine whether he could have done anything more 
than he did to avoid the collision.

[Courser v. Kirkbride, 23 N.B.R. 404, followed.]
12. Appeal (|VIIM—535)—<*ustom — Judicial notice of—Evidence

UNNECESSARY—ADMISSION NOT GROUND FOB SETTING ASIDE VER

Where evidence was, against defendant’s objection, received by the 
court tending to prove a custom of which the court could take judi
cial notice without formal proof, its admission is not a ground for 
setting aside the verdict.

[MeKcnzic v. Ncovil, 12 N.B.R. 6, referred to.]

40
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13. Automobiles ( $ I—1 )—Public regulation — Strange objects to
horses—Motorist’s duty to know.

Where an auto on the highway is liable to meet a horse anil buggy 
and to frighten the horse because in that locality the auto may still 
U- a strange and startling object to the horse, it is the motorist's 
duty to know this and increase his care and caution accordingly.

[House v. ('rawer, 134 Iowa 374; Word v. Meredith, 77 N.E. 
118, 220 III. 66. referred to. See also Stewart v. Steele, 6 D.L.R. 1.]

14. Automobiles (§ 1—1 )—Public regulation — Elements of danger
—Notice of, when presumed.

That automobiles are vehicles of great s|»eed and power, whose 
appearance and puffing noise are frightful to most horses unaccus
tomed to them, and that from their freedom of motion laterally they 
are much more dangerous than street cars and rnilntnd trains, are 
elements of danger calling for the utmost care and caution to pro
tect the public in their operation.

[Christy V. Elliott, 216 111. 31; Comtnomccalth V. Kingsbury, 1D9 
Ma.ss. 542; Weill V. Kreutzer, 134 Ky. 563; Fisher v. Murphy, 20 
O.WJR. 201, referred to. See also Stewart v. Steele, 6 D.L.R. 1.]

A motion by the defendant to sot aside the verdict in favour 
of the plaintiff for $100 on the trial of the action with a jury, 
for a nonsuit, or in the alternative for a new trial. The action 
was brought to recover damages for injuries to the plaintiff’s 
horse and carriage, sustained while driving along a highway by 
reason of the alleged negligence of the defendant, who. when 
approaching the plaintiff in his automobile, failed to stop on 
being signalled to do so. which resulted in the injuries com
plained of.

The grounds on which the motion was made are as follows :—
1. There was no evidence of negligence or improper management 

of the automobile.
2. That the horse passed the automobile safely and there was no 

evidence that it was frightened, ntir that the plaintiff requested the 
defendant to stop running the motor.

3. That the plaintiff was in fault by whipping his horse and pass
ing on the embankment side of the road.

4. That no evidence justified the damages given by the jury.
5. That evidence ns to the stopping of the motor long enough or 

in time to prevent an accident, was improperly rejected.
6. That the evidence ns to custom was improperly admitted.
7. That the Judge was in error in charging the jury to the effect 

that it was the duty of automobile drivers to take more than ordinary 
care and that the mere frightening of an animal is evidence of negli
gence ; that there was evidence that might point to negligence; that 
the defendant was guilty of negligence at common law ; that if the 
jury believe the evidence all through of the plaintiff, they should find 
the defendant guilty of negligence.

The motion was dismissed.
Dr. W. It. Wallace, K.C., for the defendant.
Oco. W, Fowler, K.C., for the plaintiff.
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Borden, County Judge:—This, I think, is the first case 
tried in this province involving the use of the automobile on the 
highway, and I have thought it advisable to give my reasons and 
authorities for the conclusions at which I have arrived quite 
fully.

The evidence in this case was very conflicting. The plain
tiff and his witness, who was apparently a very intelligent and 
disinterested person, gave evidence that the defendant did not 
stop his car; while the defendant and his witness, who was trav
elling with him in the car, also a very intelligent and apparently 
disinterested person, both gave evidence that the car was stopped 
on the signal of the plaintiff. In other particulars the evidence 
was conflicting.

The status of the automobile and the rights and liabilities, 
in connection with its use on the streets and highways, have been 
the subject of legislation in most civilized countries. It is a 
vehicle of modern times, having come into general use within 
the last fifteen years. During that time, however, a large num
ber of cases have come before the Courts, principally in the 
United States.

While the judgments of the United States Courts are not 
binding in Canada, the learned and able decisions and views of 
the laws of these Courts are very instructive and helpful in 
determining similar cases in this country, especially as new 
rights and liabilities are involved, in the use of this modern ve
hicle, which have not been settled by previous decisions of our 
own Courts. I have referred to a number of these cases, as I 
have not had access to many decisions of the English Courts.

The Courts, generally in the United States and Canada, do 
not consider the motor vehicle an outlaw, or as dangerous per se, 
or that it should be placed in the same category as locomotives, 
gunpowder, dynamite and similar dangerous machines and 
agencies, but generally hold that the nature of the machine, 
by reason of its great power and speed, etc., makes it the duty 
of those operating it to use care commensurate with its qualities 
and the conditions of its use.

The dangers incident to their use as motor vehicles are com
monly the result of the negligent and reckless conduct of those 
in charge of and operating them, and do not inhere in the con
struction and use of the vehicle, so as to prevent its use on the 
streets and highways. It is conceded that they have the right 
to go on and use the highway, as well as other users of the 
highway.

While this is so, the Courts and Legislatures have recognized 
the fact that there are peculiar conditions in connection with its 
use, rendering necessary certain restrictions and regulations 
peculiar to motor vehicles.
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The Court of Appeals of Georgia, in Lewis v. Amorous, 3 
Ga. App. 50, in rather a humorous way makes some remarks that 
will be appreciated by the Judges of this province, especially 
Judges of the County Courts.

It is not the ferocity of the automobile that is to he feared, but 
the ferocity of those who drive them. Until human agency interferes 
they are usually harmless. While by reason of the rate of pay 
allotted to the Judges of this State, few, if any of them, have ever 
owned one of these machines, yet some of them have occasionally 
ridden in them, thereby acquiring some knowledge of them, and we 
have, therefore, found out that there are times, when these machines 
not only lack ferocity, but assume such an indisposition to go, that 
it taxes the limit of human ingenuity to make them move at all. 
They are not to be classed with bail dogs, vicious bulls, evil-disposed 
mules and the like.

N.B.
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In Beven on Negligence, 3rd cd., 439 and 440, some general 
principles relating to automobiles and the legislation, as to their 
use are laid down.

After referring to the various provisions of the statutes and 
the penalties, fines, etc., which are quite similar to our own, it is 
remarked, at 440:—

Those alterations in the law, while they |>ermit the use of motor 
cars and regulate their uses, are directed to the public and police 
aspect of the case, and do not affect individual rights or remedies. 
The statutes referred to come within Willes, J., first class ; (Wolver- 
hampton New Waterworks Co., v. Ilawkesford (1859), 0 C.B.N.S. 
350), they leave the common law remedy, but they give other remedies 
directed to other ends. The statutes, except in imposing a penalty 
for failure to stop in case of accidents, bring nothing under the pur
view of the law that was not so before. Reckless or negligent driv
ing, or to the common danger, is not permitted, and when injury re
sults to a passenger on the highway was and is actionable, whether 
the offending vehicle is a motor ear or the meanest conveyance. The 
duty on the driver of a motor-car is greater the more powerful and 
complicated the engine he drives is; for the duty to use care increases, 
in proportion to the danger involved in dealing with instruments, 
which, for a man’s own purposes, he brings into relations of proximity 
to his neighbours.
Compare Le Licvre v. Gould, [1893] 1 Q.B. 491.
There is no vehicle operated in the public streets and high

ways that bears much similarity to the automobile. The motor 
car’s freedom of motion, speed, control, power, existence or non
existence of noise necessarily stamps it with a status different 
from that attached to other vehicles. • Recent legislation has 
given the automobile a status of its own.

The 1st and 3rd grounds of motion involve the questions of 
defendant’s negligence, and the plaintiff’s contributory negli
gence. These are matters of fact and were left to the jury; and 
the jury found for the plaintiff. The question now arises as to
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the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain this verdict. It ap
peared to me, at the trial, that the jury believed the evidence 
of negligence to justify a verdict. As to the credibility of wit
nesses, I think, under the ruling of our Supreme Court, in 
Wort man v. Martcr, 2 Allen 309, and other eases, I could not 
withdraw that question from the jury.

As to evidence of defendant’s negligence, I think he should 
have, irrespective of the provisions of the statute, stopped his 
car and motor, whether the plaintiff held up his hand or not. 
when he saw the horse was frightened.

In 8imsone v. Lindsay, Pennewill’s Del. R. 224, Judge Pen- 
newill says:—

It is the duty of n |H»rson o|>ornting an automobile upon the public 
highway to use reasonable care in its operation, to move it at a rate 
of speed reasonable under the circumstances, and cause it to slow up 
or stop, if need lie, when danger is imminent, and could, by the exci 
vise of reisonable care, lie seen or known in time to avoid accident. 
The more dangerous the character of the vehicle or machine, and the 
greater its liability to do injury to others, the greater the degree of 
care and caution required in its use and operation.

In McDonald v. Yoder, 80 Kansas 25, it was held :—
That it is the duty of one, in charge of an automobile, driving upon 

a public street or highway, to look ahead and see all persons and 
horses in his line of vision, and that in case of accident, he will be con 
clusively presumed to have seen what he should have seen, in the 
priqier discharge of such duty.
In Gccchi v. Lindsay. Del Super. 1910, it is said :—

It is the duty of a person, operating an automobile or any other 
vehicle upon the public highway, to use reasonable care in its opera 
tion, to move at a rate of sjieed reasonable under the circumstances, 
and to slow up or stop, if need be, when danger is imminent.

In Shinklc v. McCullough, 116 Ky. 960, it is remarked:—
It is the duty of one operating a motor ear to take nil proper pre

cautions against frightening horses or other domestic animals met on 
the highway. If he knew or could have known, by the exercise of 
ordinary care, that the machine in his possession and under his 
control has so far excited a horse as to render the horse dangerous 
and unmanageable, it is the motorist's duty to stop his automobile 
and take such other steps for the traveller's safety, as ordinary 
prudence might suggest.
The plaintiff’s evidence shews that defendant did not stop his 

ear, although he held up his hand twice. Ilis evidence also states 
that the defendant’s auto passed very close to his waggon and 
that there was ample spare room on the other side of the auto or 
the plaintiff’s right. The defendant’s evidence also shews that 
there was space to the left of the defendant’s auto, on the road. 

The N.B. Act, 1911, 1 Geo. V. ch. 19, sec. 4, sub-sec. 1, pro-
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That the person operating a motor vehicle shall seasonably turn to N.B.
the left of the centre of such highway so as to pass without inter- ------
ference. ^ ^

1912
While it does not appear by the evidence just where the de- ----

fendant was, as to the centre of the road, it does appear that he Campbell 
was very close to the plaint iff * waggon and had room to spare pv«»let.
on the other side. This state of facts might have been taken by ----
the jury to indicate negligence on the part of the defendant. Jwig* Bordm.

The plaintiff’s evidence shews that he held up his hand twice 
for defendant to stop, hut that he did not do so. The provisions 
of our statute, above referred to, sec. 3, sub-sec. 4, are very ex
plicit on this point; but it was contended by defendant’s coun
sel that the neglect of the defendant to comply with the statute, 
in that respect did not render him liable for damages in this 
case, as the statute provides a penalty for the violation of that 
section of the Act.

It appears to me this contention cannot be maintained. If 
this were so, a motorist might drive ever so recklessly, do ever so 
much damage, or kill people or animals anil only be liable to a 
fine under the statute. Further, the sec. 4, sub-see. 3, of the 
N.B. Act seems to preserve all the common law rights, notwith
standing any provisions of the Act. I can hardly conceive of 
any stronger evidence of negligence than a failure to comply 
with the direct provisions of the law. The provisions of see. 3, 
sub-sec. 4, emphasize and strengthen the common law right of 
the defendant to stop where he sees he is frightening a horse; 
ami indicates that the Legislature recognized the greater danger 
arising from such conditions and imposed the penalty in addition 
to any civil remedies the person injured might have. 1 think the 
reference to Beven, pages 439 and 440, quoted before sustains 
this view, as well as the following eases in the United States

In Murphy v. Wait, 102 App. Div. (N.Y.) 121, it is held:—
It is a common statutory provision nt the present time to require 

a motorist to stop upon a signal by the driver of a horse or other 
domestic animal, and to remain stationary long enough to allow the 
horse or domestic animal to pass. A motorist must obey such a 
statute or be liable for the consequences.

In Christy v. Elliott, 216 111. 31, it is laid down:—
Independently of such a statute or the giving of a signal, the 

automobilist should stop when he sees that lie is frightening a horse 
by proceeding.
The defendant’s counsel in his argument for setting aside the 

verdict urged that there was evidence of contributory negli
gence on the part of the plaintiff as set out in his third ground.

The verdict of the jury, I think, settled this contention. The 
evidence shewed that the plaintiff was accustomed to driving 
horses, and the means he took, by using the whip, to urge his

_________
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reasonable and proper by the jury under the circumstances.
I hardly see how the plaintiff can be charged with negligence,
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by passing on the embankment side. The embankment was on 
his left-hand side of the road. The custom of passing, the law 
of the road, is on the left-hand side, and the N. B. statute re-

Judge Borden. ferred to, sec. 4, sub-sec. 1,* requiring the motorist to turn to the 
left of the centre of the road in passing, of necessity required 
the plaintiff to turn to his left. If the plaintiff had not done 
so, he would have made himself liable. The presumption is 
against the person on the wrong side.

The general rule, as to contributory negligence, as laid down 
in Davies v. Mann, 10 M. & XV. 546, 12 L.J. Ex. 10, 6 Jur. 954, 
is:—

“That although there may have been negligence on the part of the 
plaintiff, yet, unless he could, by the exercise of ordinary care, have 
avoided the consequences of the defendant's negligence, he is entitled 
to recover.
In Dublin, Wicklow Wexford Ry. v. Slattery, 3 App. Cas. 

1155, 39 L.T. 365, it is held :—
A man is not necessarily to lie regarded as having caused or con

tributed to his own injury by acting in a manner primâ facie dangerous 
and imprudent, if there is evidence of acts or omissions by which he 
might have been put off his guard.

I am of the opinion, therefore, that the verdict of the jury 
should not be disturbed on cither the fiyst or third ground.

Second ground. 1 think the verdict of the jury answers this 
ground. Sub-sec. 4 of sec. 3 of N.B. Act says:—

Provided that in case such horse or animal appears badly fright
ened, etc., such person shall cause the motor to cease running, etc.

It would appear from the evidence that the horse shewed 
considerable fright. It is difficult to define just what may lie 
the condition that should be termed “badly frightened.” It is a 
question for the jury.

•The Amended Motor Vehicle Law (N.B.) 1911, 1 Geou V. ch. 19, 
see. 4, sub-sec. 1.

Whenever a person ojierating a motor vehicle shall meet on a public 
highway, any other person riding or driving a horse, or horses, or other 
draft animals, or any other vehicle, the person so «iterating such motor 
vehicle shall seasonably turn the same to the left of the centre line of sucli 
highway so as to pass without interference. Any such person so operating 
a motor vehicle shall, on overtaking any such horse, draft animal, or 
other vehicle, pass on the right side thereof, and the rider or driver of 
such horse, draft animal, or other vehicle shall as soon as practicable 
turn to the left so as to allow free passage on the right. Any such person 
so ojierating a motor vehicle shall, at tlie intersection of public highways 
keep to the left of the intersection of the centres of such highways, when 
turning to the left and pass to the left of such intersection when turning 
lo the right. Nothing in this section, however, shall he construed as 
limiting the meaning and effect of the jirovisions of sec. 3 of this Act.
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Fourth ground. While it might appear, in view of the evi
dence of the plaintiff as to probable cost of repairing the car
riage, that the damages found were large, it must be taken into 
consideration that there was evidence, that after the repairs to 
the waggon mentioned, it would have to he painted and would he ( AM£BrLL 
a patched-up waggon; that the plaintiff’s horse, a valuable one, puohi.et. 
was made lame and has been lame ever since; it is possible the Julg7^d n 
jury took all these into consideration, I, therefore, think the 
verdict should not he disturbed on this ground : Wentworth v.
Hallet, 2 Kerr 560; Jladen v. White, 2 Kerr 634; Prescott v.
Wallace, 2 Ilan. 230.

Fifth ground. I am still of opinion that the evidence referred 
to in this ground was properly rejected.

The judgment of the Court in Courser v. Kirkhride, 23 
N.B.R. 404, seems to be in point, where it was held;—

In an action for negligent driving, the defendant was asked by his 
counsel, whether anything more conld have been done than was done 
to prevent the collision which occurred; held improper as being the 
point which the jury had to decide, and that the defendant shouh’ 
have stated the facts without giving his opinion, and left it to the 
jury to determine whether lie could have done anything more than he 
did to avoid the collision.
Sixth ground. The evidence here allowed as to the custom of 

passing by turning to the left, might be considered unnecessary, 
as the Court will take judicial notice of the custom, and the 
statute requires it. I, therefore, think its allowance would be no 
reason for setting aside verdict: McKenzie (Curator) v. Scovil,
1 Han. 6.

Seventh ground. Section A. This section does not correctly 
state my charge to the jury on that point. It goes no further 
than to hold it the duty of the defendant to use reasonable care 
under the conditions stated, and I did not say that “the mere 
frightening of animal is evidence of negligence.”

I am of opinion that my charge to the jury goes no further 
than is proper on this point, and is in accord with the previous 
reference to Beven, page 440. and cases cited, and the rulings of 
the Courts in the United States.

In Mouse v. Cramer, 134 Iowa 374, it is held :—
It is incumbent upon a person driving an automobile along a high

way, to take notice that motor cars are, as vet, usually strange objects 
to horses, and are likely to startle the animals when driven in front 
of them at a rapid rate.
In Ward v. Meredith, 77 N.E. 118, 220 111. 66, the Supreme 

Court says;—
Just when a horse is about to liecome frightened and just when he 

is actually frightened is very difficult to determine and we think 
the plain meaning of the statute is to require persons using such 
vehicles as automobiles, calculated to frighten horses, to stop the same 
whenever a horse shews indications of fright upon their approach.

M.B.

c7c\
1912
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In Rochester v. Bull, 78 S. Car. 240, 58 S.E. 766, it is laid

It is a fact of which Courts will take judicial notice that automo
biles on highways, especially when they are infrequent, have a ten
dency to frighten animals. The duty therefore devolves upon drivers 
of such machines to exercise due care to prevent accidents. The 
amount of necessary care varies with the various circumstances and 
acts which, in a given case, might lie negligence, in another might lie 
due care. Therefore, it is almost absolutely necessary that what ac
tions amount to due care must lie a question of fact. From the evid
ence it was held that the present case was one in which great cure was 
required.

In Christy v. Elliott, 216 111. 31, the Supreme Court of Illi
nois held :—

That it is a matter of common knowledge that an automobile is 
likely to frighten horses. It is propelled by a power within itself, is 
of unusual shape, is capable of a high rate of s|ieed, and produces a 
pulling noise when in motion. All this makes such a noisy vehicle 
a source of danger to pedestrians and persons travelling on the high
way in vehicles drawn by horses.

In Commonwealth v. Kingsbury, 199 Mass. 542, the Supreme 
Court of Massachusetts remarks: —

Automobiles are vehicles of great speed and power, whose appear
ance is frightful to most horses that are unaccustomed to them. The 
use of them introduces a new element of danger. In order to protect 
the public great care should lie used in the use of them.

In Weil v. Kreutzer, 134 Ky. 563, the Court says:—
An automobile is nearly as deadly us, and much more dangerous 

than a street car or even a railroad ear. They are propelled along 
fixed rails, and all the travelling public has to do is to keep olf the 
tracks, but the automobile can lie turned ns easily ns can an indi
vidual, and, for this reason, is far mort» dangerous to the travelling 
public than either the street car or railway train.

In a recent case in Ontario, Fisher v. Murphy, 3 O.W.N. 150, 
20 O.W.R. 201, it is «aid:—

While it is true a motor is not an outlaw, it must be borne in mind 
that the driver is not the lord of the highway, but a man in charge 
of a dangerous thing, and so called upon to exercise the greatest care 
in its operation.

Ground seven, sec. (b). I have, in this case, at the trial and 
in this judgment, considered the evidence of the plaintiff and 
defendant describing their actions, respectively, while very con
flicting, should he left to the jury, and the jury having found for 
the plaintiff. I have now to consider the evidence of facts from 
the standpoint of the jury’s finding, and I consider if the jury 
believed the evidence of the plaintiff, as they appear to have done, 
there was evidence of negligence on the part of the defendant, 
as I pointed out in the earlier part of this judgment.
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Ground seven, sec*, (c). I have previously referred to the 
action of the defendant in driving close to the plaintiff's waggon, 
or crowding him while plaintiff was close to the edge, as he said, 
while there was room on the other side of the auto, as evidence 
of negligence on the part of the defendant at common law.

In Pfeiffer v. Radkr, 142 Wis. f>12, it is stated:—
Evidence tending to shew that, upon a travelled track twenty-two 

feet wide, with a ditch on each aide, plaintitr luid driven his single 
home, hii far as he could, to the right, and hail stopped ns defendant 
appmavled with hi* automobile ; that defendant could have kept 
wholly to the right of the centre of the road, hut, instead of doing 
eo, he turned his machine to the left and passed so close to plaintiff's 
buggy, that there was hut from one to two feet between the wheel 
track of the buggy and that of the car; that water and slush were 
splashed towards the horse as the car passed, and that the horse, 
though not ordinarily afraid of automobiles, suddenly lurched and over
turned the buggy, was held sufficient to sustain a verdict to the effect 
that the defendant was negligent, and that his negligence proximatcly 
caused the injury.
Ah to the question of negligence for not stopping his ear as 

required by the statute, it appears to me that, irrespective of the 
statute, at common law, the defendant was bound to stop his car 
when requested by plaintiff, also to stop his car and motor engine 
when lie saw the plaintiff's horse was frightened even without 
request.

In Sational ('asl.it Co. v. Power, 127 Ky. 156, it is laid down 
as follows:—•

In constructing statutes, relating to automobiles, it is decided that 
an Act, regulating the speed of automobiles at highway intersections 
and curves, and requiring the giving of a warning by signalling with 
a horn, bell or other device, when approaching persons on the highway 
or a horse or other draft animals; the taking of precautions not to 
frighten such animals; in case they appear frightened to reduce the 
speed, and if apparently necessary for the safety of such person or 
animal, to bring the machine to a stop, having due regard to the safety 
of the passenger* in such motor vehicle, is declaratory of the common 
law of negligence, adding to it certain standards of care, on the part 
of the drivers of the machine, which per ne constitute negligence, and 
which if injury ensues to another, is a sufficient basis for an action 
to recover damages for the injury.
1 think the fact that the Legislature has seen fit to make pro

vision by statute for doing or not doing certain things by motor
ists and has imposed penalties for their violation, which the 
motorists would lie liable to pay, whether injury resulted from 
their action or not, shews most conclusively that any violation of 
the statute resulting in injury, is an act of negligence. It can
not be supposed that the Legislature intended to take away the 
common law remedy of the injured party for damages, in such 
cases, imposing fine in its stead.

N.B.

C. C.
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Ground seven, sec. (d). I have in this judgment pretty fully 
discussed my reasons for holding that the evidence of the plain
tiff, if believed by the jury, shewed that the defendant had been 
guilty of such negligence as would entitle the plaintiff to recover ; 
I could not withdraw the credibility of the witnesses on either side 
from the jury, and whether the actions of the parties under the 
circumstances set out in the evidence amounted to negligence, was 
a question of fact which was within the province of the jury to 
determine. I left the whole evidence of the plaintiff and defen
dant to the jury. They appear to have believed the plaintiff.

Dr. Wallace, in his argument for a new trial, brought up the 
point that the charges to the jury did not make any reference to 
contributory negligence by the plaintiff.

This was not pleaded or taken as a ground of motion in this 
application. I was not asked at the trial to charge the jury on 
that point, very little prominence was given to that contention 
at the trial, and, I think, is not now a reason for setting aside the 
verdict : Marvin v. Butter well Trin. T. 1867, see Stevens Dig. p. 
543; Doc dt m. McVey v. Da niai, 2 Pug. 372.

In Wolfe v. Ives, 83 Con. 174:—
Where, in any action to recover damages for personal injuries, al

leged to have been caused by the negligence of the defendant, trial 
Courts instructed the jury that a failure to comply with the require
ments of the statute respecting the operation of such vehicles (auto
mobiles) on the highway from which an injury resulted gave the 
injured person a cause of action, if his own negligence did not materi
ally contribute to the injury, but omitted to say, in so many words, 
that the burden rested upon the plaintiff to prove the negligence 
charged, as well as his own exercise of due care, and no request was 
made to instruct them ; it was held that, under these circumstances, 
the omission to charge more specifically respecting the burden of 
proof, as to negligence and contributory negligence, was not a suffici
ent ground for granting a new trial.
After consideration of all the points taken and the authorities 

bearing on them, I consider the verdict should not be disturbed, 
and, therefore, dismiss the motion, with costs.

Motion dismissed.

roscoe v. McConnell

Ontario High Court, ItiJdell, ./., in Chambers. October 17, 1912.

1. Jury (8 I D—31)—Motion to strike out—Question as to equitable
MORTOAOE WHERE DEED ABSOLUTE IN FORM.

Upon a Chambers motion to strike out a jury notice, where the 
case turns upon whether a conveyance of land absolute in form is so 
in substance or merely an equitable mortgage, the relief sought comes 
within see. 103 of the Ontario Judicature Act, and the case is one for 
trial without a jury.

[See new Con. Rule (Ont.) 1322; also Bissett v. Knights of the 
Manabres, 3 D.L.R. 714, 3 O.W.N. 1280.1
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Motion by the defendant to strike out the jury notice filed 
and served by the plaintiff.

The motion was granted.

Grayson Smith, for the defendant.
J. P. MacGregor, for the plaintiff.

Riddkll, J. :—The statement of claim sets out that T. Mc
Connell, the father of the parties, was in his lifetime the owner 
of certain lands in Toronto; that, suffering heavy losses, he was 
forced to have “the lands he trough t and sold in his . . .
real estate business, held in the names of various nominees, as 
trustees for him, pending their resale; that he bought the lands 
in question and put them in the name of one J. II. S., an em
ployee of his, as trustee for him; that a mortgage was made by 
J. II. S. to S. C. S., and the proceeds applied in improving the 
property, building on it, etc. The mortgage was collateral to 
certain notes made by T. McConnell, upon which his son, the de
fendant, was also liable; and the defendant persuaded his 
father, T. McConnell, to have J. II. S. convey to him, the de
fendant, the sail! lands as security against his liability on the 
notes. This was done, S. C. S., who is a solicitor, preparing the 
conveyance. It is alleged (somewhat loosely) that this was 
“for the purpose of making the eldest son (the defendant) hold
ing trustee for him (T. McC.), instead of the said J. II. S„ until 
the said houses could be sold and the said advances repaid, when 
the father expected to be able from the profits to clear off all 
his old obligations and hold the remainder of the lands himself.” 
The plaintiff claims that this conveyance, though absolute In 
form, was to have the same effect as that to J. II. S., “with the 
additional proviso that when the said lands were reconveyed, 
the defendant . . . was to be released from his liability 
upon the . . . accommodation endorsements , . . T. 
McConnell went on collecting the rents for a time, when the de
fendant notified the tenants not to pay him any more, and 
“from that time forward the . . . defendant . . . has 
aaserted all the rights of a mortgagee (sic) in possession.” T. 
McConnell asked the defendant to convey the property to a 
purchaser, and he “refused so to convey and alleged that his 
father must first discharge the said liability of the defendant in 
respect of the said notes;” but he several times agreed to con- 
vey, upon payment of the amount charged upon the lands in 
favour of himself and S. C. S., amounting to less than $9,000. 
The plaintiff further alleges that the conveyance was procured 
hv duress and misrepresentation. The defendant sold a part of 
the land to W. XV. P. XV. for $12,500; but he holds the rest of the 
property still. T. McConnell died, leaving a widow and issue,

ONT.
H. C. J.

Rescue

McConnell.

Riddell. J.
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ONT. the plaintiff, the defendant, and three others. The plaintiff
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took out letters of administration. She sues on behalf of her
self and all other the heirs-at-law of T. McConnell, and claims :

Roscoe
(1) “a declaration that the defendant . . . holds the said 
lands as equitable mortgagee thereof from his father, the said

McConnell. T. McConnell(2) an accounting as such mortgagee in pos-
Riddell, J. session ; (3) sale and division amongst parties entitled ; (4) or 

partition ; (5) a declaration as to the rights of all parties; (6) 
costs ; and (7) general relief.

The defendant denies everything, claims estoppel against 
T. McConnell, etc., by reason of illegality of his alleged scheme, 
and alleges that the conveyance to him was intended to lie an 
absolute conveyance.

A motion is made by the defendant to strike out the jury 
notice.

As the defendant has a conveyance of the property in form 
absolute, it is obvious that to obtain any kind of relief the plain
tiff must have a declaration that the defendant is trustee or 
mortgagee. That kind of declaration never could be had from 
a common law Court, and it was necessary to apply to the Court 
of Chancery. The ease accordingly comes within sec. 103 of the 
Ontario Judicature Act ; and the jury notice must lie set aside ; 
costs to the defendant only in the cause.

The same result would have followed had it been necessary 
only to apply the new Rule 1322: Risse tt v. Knights of the 
Mtu cabers, 3 D.L.R. 714, 3 O W N. 1280.

Application granted.

N. S. WHITFORD v. BRIMMER.

S.C.
1912

Vont Scotia Supreme Court. Trial before RuhhcII, ,/. October 21. 1912.

1. Fraudulent conveyances ($ VIII—#0)—Insolvent debtor—Csroi-

Oct. 21.
tor’s action—Proof rewired.

Upon an application by a creditor, under the Assignments Act. 
R.S.N.S, ch. 145, to set aside a deed of conveyance of property made 
by the insolvent debtor in contravention of section 4 with intent to 
hinder and delay the creditor, the deed may tie declared void as against 
the creditor without a finding of the precise amount of the creditor’s 
claim, provided some amount is fourni to be due, an accounting to 
follow if necessary.

Statement Trial of an action brought to set aside a deed from the late 
Henry Brimmer to his wife shortly before his death which it is 
alleged was made with intent to defraud his creditors.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
V. J. I'aton, K.C., for plaintiff.
McLean, K.C., and Marge son, for defendant.
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Russell, J. :—The only question in the case is whether the 
grantor was indebted to the plaintiff who claims to hold his note 
for $184.92 made on the 4th of January, 1905. but dated Decem
ber 31st, 1904. The note was made while Brimmer was in his last 
illness and is signed by his mark, not witnessed. Plaintiff ex
plains that he did not have it witnessed because Brimmer said 
he would l>e out in a few days and would then settle the matter. 
There was a previous note dated June 14th, 1895, also signed by 
Brimmer by his mark and witnessed for $73.58, on which there 
were credits made from time to time for work done by Brimmer 
which plaintiff says were by agreement to lie allowed as pay
ments on the note. Plaintiff retaihed the old note, because, as 
he says, of the arrangement that the debtor would be out in a few 
days as already stated. There are some mysterious passages 
in the evidence, among other things. A witness, Bond, son-in-law 
of the deceased, says that in August or at least during the hay
making season after the old man's death, plaintiff called him in 
to see the note and shewed him a note of hand for $184 and some 
cents with Bond’s name on it as a witness. But two other 
witnesses sav that they saw the note in April of the same year 
and it bore the name of no witness. Were these two notes made 
by the plaintiff one with the name of a witness forged and the 
other with no witness? Would plaintiff, after shewing the note 
to the two persons referred to, a daughter of Brimmer and her 
friend, and after one of them had called his attention to the fact 
that there was no witness, concoct a note with the forged mark of 
the maker and the forged signature of Bond as a witness? I 
think he would be too shrewd to fall into such a trap even if he 
were unscrupulous enough to he guilty of such a fraud.

I think the note for $184.92 was made by the deceased Brim
mer as plaintiff swears it was and that the existence of the old 
note furnishes the corroboration required, if corroboration is 
required in such a case as the present. I do not see bow the ac
count grew from $73.58 in 1895 to $184.92 in 1905. There is a 
sum to be credited of $16.65. If it is necessary to settle the 
amount due in this action 1 shall require to be enlightened upon 
this part of the cast». The deed must lie set aside as a con
veyance that hinders and delays the creditor.

N.S.
JTc!
1912

Rsimmkr.

Judgment fur plaintiff.
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ALTA. William F. W. CARSTAIRS (petitioner) v. Charles W. CROSS 
(respondent.)

S.C.
1912 Re F.dmonton Election.

Oct. 19.
(Decision No. 2.)

Alberta Supreme Court, Scott, J. October 16, 1912.

1. Elections (g IV—1)0)—Petition — Custody of voters' list—Proof
THAT PETITIONER'S NAME APPEARS THEREIN.

Under the Alberta Elections Act. 1009. ch. 3, the clerk of the 
executive council is the proper custodian of the voters’ lists for the 
various divisions, and n document produced from his custody, and 
purporting to be a voters’ list, will tie deemed to lie such list until the 
contrary is shewn.

2. Evidence (g III—299)—Election petition—Qualification of peti-

Thc onus of proving that the petitioner is not disqualified under 
the Alberta Elections Act. 1909, ch. 3. is discharged by his statement 
that, lie was n qualified elector and, thereupon the burden of proving 
disqualification is on the respondent raising the preliminary objection ; 
proof that the petitioner wae a qualified elector at the time of tin- 
election is sufficient.

3. Evidence (g II M—364c)—Presumption as to residence—Election
petition—«Statutory period.

Where it is shewn that the petitioner presenting an election petition 
and whose status was in question Ind resided in the electoral district 
for four years, and preceding the election, for a whole year, and 
the date of the writ for the election was not shewn, it will la- pre
sumed that he had resided in such district for the three months im
mediately preceding the issue of the writ.

4. Evidence (gllL—364a)—Payment of fees iiy petitioner—Contro
verted Elections Act (Alta.).

Payment of the deposit required on filing an election petition, un
der the Alberta Controverted Elections Act is sufficient, if made by 
the petitioner's agent on his behalf.

Statement An application by the respondent to set aside the petition 
filed herein under the provision of the Alberta Controverted 
Elections Act.

The application was refused.
C. C. MrCaul, K.C., and C. F. Newell, for petitioner.
0. M. Bxggar and A. 0. Mar Kay, for respondent.

Scott, J. :—On 13th August, 1912, the respondent obtained 
a summons under see. 13 of the Act to set aside the petition filed 
by the petitioner on the following grounds, viz. :—

(1) That the petitioner is not qualified to file a petition ;
(2) That it was not filed within the time prescribed by the 

Act;
(3) That the deposit was not made in accordance with the 

requirements of section 5 ;
(4 That the petition does not on its face disclose sufficient 

groun Is or facts to have the election set aside or declared void ;
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(5) That service of a copy of the petition has not been made 
on the respondent as required by the Act ;

(6) That the r was guilty of corrupt practices at
and during the said election and is therefore not qualified to file 
a petition;

(7) That the returning officer has not returned the respond
ent as being duly elected and therefore no petition lies;

(8) That the notice prescribed by sec. lit) of the Territories 
Election Ordinance has not been complied with;

(9) That when the petitioner affixed his signature to the 
petition In* was not aware of the contents thereof and is not 
therefore, in truth and in fact, a petitioner.

On the return of the summons before me on 13th September, 
the question of the onus of proof of the facts disputed under 
these objections was raised, I reserved the question until the 
following day when, for the reasons stated in the judgment I 
then delivered, I held that the onus of proving those facts dis
puted under the first, second, third and fifth objections was upon 
the petitioner and that, as to the seventh, eighth and ninth, the 
onus was on the respondent. The sixth objection was abandoned 
hv the respondent (Carstairs v. Cross (No. 1), 6 D.L.R. 59).

On the last mentioned day and on 1st October evidence was 
adduced by the petitioner and others in support of the matters 
the onus of proof of which I held was upon him. The effect of 
this evidence I will deal with in disposing of the objections raised 
by the respondent as to its sufficiency.

Upon the argument it was contended that the petitioner had 
not established his status as such.

By sec. 3 of the Act any duly qualified elector of the electoral 
district in which the election was held may petition under the 
Act against the undue return or undue election of any candi
date.

By sec. 104 of the Alberta Elections Act (ch. 3 of 1909), the 
persons qualified to vote at the elections in question were all 
male persons of the full age of twenty-one years who were British 
subjects by birth or naturalization, who were not Indians, ami 
who had resided in Alberta for at least one year and in the 
electoral district for at least three months immediately preceding 
the dab* of the issue of the writ of election, and who were not 
disqualified under any of the provisions of the Act.

One objection to the proof of status is that it is not shewn 
that the name of the petitioner appeared on the voters’ list for 
that polling division.

At the hearing on 14th September the petitioner’s counsel 
applied for and afterwards obtained from me an order requir
ing the clerk of the Executive Council to produce the enumcr-
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ator's list for that polling division. Counsel for the respondent 
stated that he thought they could arrange with that official to 
leave it with the clerk of the Court. At the hearing on the fol
lowing day a document purporting to he the list of voters for 
that polling division was tendered as evidence by the petitioner. 
Counsel for the respondent admitted that it was produced by the 
clerk of the Executive Council but contended that then* was 
nothing in the Alberta Elections Act requiring the deputy return
ing officer to return the list used in the taking of the vote or con
stituting the clerk of the Executive Council its custodian, also 
that it was not shewn that it was the list used at the election ami 
that, if the name W.F.W. Carstairs appeared therein, it was 
not shewn that he was the petitioner.

Section 01 of the Elections Act prescribes that the polling list, 
certain other specified documents ami all other documents which 
served at the election, save the disputed ballots and the poll 
l>ook, shall be placed in the ballot, box. Sec. 03 requires the 
deputy returning officer to lock and seal the ballot box and de
liver it to the returning officer and by sec. 234 the latter is re
quired to transmit to the clerk of the Executive Council all docu
ments received by him from the deputy returning officer.

Sections 02 and 13.') appear to me to clearly shew that the 
polling list referred to in sec. 101 is the only list of voters or 
voters’ list used in each polling division and, such being the 
case, it follows from the sections I have referred to that it 
should be returned to the clerk of the Executive Council and 
that he is the proper custodian thereof. The document referred 
to having been produced from his custody and its purport be
ing as I have stated, Î think 1 am bound to assume that it is 
what it purports to be. The name “W.F.W. Carstairs” ap
peal's therein. It is true that there is no evidence that the per
son so named is the petitioner but 1 do not well see how proof 
could be given of that fact by any means other than by calling 
the person who prepared the lists and I think it would be un
reasonable to hold that the petitioner was bound to procure his 
evidence. It is, however, unnecessary for me to decide that 
question as counsel for the respondent stated at the hearing 
on 14th September that he was satisfied that the petitioner’s 
name was on the list.

A further objection to the proof of status is that it has not 
been shewn that the petitioners resided in the electoral district 
for the three months immediately preceding the date of the 
issue of the writ for the petition.

The evidence of the petitioner in so far as it is material 
upon the question of his status ns such, is that he is over twenty- 
one years, that he voted at the election in polling division No. 
41, that he is a male British subject, that he is not an Indian,
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that he has resided in Alberta for seven years and resided there
in the year immediately preceding the date of the eleetion. that 
his rooms are in the Windsor block in Edmonton, that he lias 
been there for the last four years and for all the year immedi
ately preceding the election, that for three months and on the 
day of the election he was in good faith a resident of and had 
his residence in the electoral district, and that he was on the 
date of the election qualified and entitled to vote.

The dale of the issue of the writ was not shewn, but as the 
petitioner stated in his evidence that he has resided in the 
electoral district for four years, and for all the year next 
preceding the election, I think the only reasonable deduction 
is that he must have resided in it for at least the three months 
next preceding the date of the issue of the writ.

A further objection to the proof of status is that it is not 
shewn that the petitioner was not disqualified under any of 
the provisions of the Elections Act.

The petitioner testified that he was qualified and entitled 
to vote at the election and in view of that statement and, in 
view of the fact that he has also shown affirmatively that he 
was possessed of the qualifications referred to in sec. 104, I am 
of opinion that it was not incumbent upon him to negative his 
disqualification under any of the other 299 sections of the Act. 
His statement that he was qualified in itself negatives any such 
disqualification and the onus of proving such disqualification 
was thereby shifted to the respondent.

Another objection to the proof of status is that sec. 3 of the 
Act requires that the petitioner shall be a duly qualified elector 
at the time of filing the petition, that the fact that he was such 
at the time of the election is not sufficient and that the former 
has not been shewn.

In my view the only reasonable construction to be placed 
upon sec. 3 is that it merely requires that the petitioner shall 
be a duly qualified elector at the time of the election. It could 
not have been the intention to give to a person who was not 
qualified to vote at an election the right to petition against the 
return of a candidate elected thereat, and, if this objection were 
sustained, that would be the effect of the section. The right to 
petition does not appear to be restricted to those who voted at 
the election as see. 2, sub-sec. 9 of the Elections Act provides 
that the term “elector” shall mean any person entitled to vote 
at an election.

Further, under sec. 104 of the Elections Act the qualification 
of an elector can be ascertained and determined only with re
spect to a pending election for which a writ has been issued. A 
petitioner cannot be in a position to say that he was a duly 
qualified elector at the time he filed his petition, his qualification
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as an «‘lector being dependent upon the date of the issue of the 
writ and, if no writ issued, there is no standard of qualifica
tion. At most, he could only say that, if a writ for an election 
had been issued at the time he filed his petition, he would have 
been qualified to vote at an election under it.

The form of petition given in the schedule to the Act and 
which, under sec. 4, is the form which may be used, supports 
the view I have expressed as it contains an allegation that the 
petitioner was a duly qualified elector at the election. It may 
be that the prescribed form cannot have the effect of restricting 
the scope of sec. 3, but I think that it may be referred to as a 
guide in ascertaining its meaning and intention.

As to the s«‘cond ob.j«‘ction nfferred to in the summons, viz., 
that there is no evidence that the petition was filed within the 
prescribed time, the grounds relied upon are, that the leaving 
of the petition with the clerk was not a filing, as it is the clerk 
who files the petition, that there was no evidence that the docu
ment filed was signed by the petitioner and that there is no 
evidence that the proper fees were paid.

It is open to question whether it is the clerk who files the 
petition as sec. 5 provides that the petitioner shall, at the time 
he files the petition, deposit the necessary security. Apart 
from this, however, the deputy clerk of the Court, who produced 
the petition filed in the clerk’s office, states that itwas filed there 
on the 22nd July, 1912. It bears the certificate of the clerk 
that it was filed on that date. The duplicate original which was 
present«‘d at the clerk’s office at the time of filing has attached 
to it the necessary law stamps to cover the fees for filing, and 
the petitioner’s solicitor in bis evidence stat«‘s that the original 
filed with the clerk was signed by the petitioner. In view of 
this evidence I hold that this objection cannot be upheld.

As to the third objection referred to in the summons, viz., 
that the deposit was not made in accordance witli the require
ments of the Act, it was contended by counsel for the respon
dent that the deposit of $300 required by sec. 5 to be made by 
way of security for costs has not been shewn to have been made 
by the petitioner.

The evidence is to the effect that the solicitor and duly 
authorized agent of the petitioner at the time of the filing of 
the petition deposited with the clerk the $500 by a bank note 
of the Dominion for that amount. Sec. 5 prescribes that the 
petitioner shall make the deposit at the time he files his peti
tion and the gist of the objection is that it must be shewn either 
that the petitioner himself made the deposit or, at least, that it 
was made with his money.

Upon the cross-examination of the solicitor by counsel for 
the respondent he questioned the former as to the source from
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which he had obtained the money for the deposit. This being 
objected to, I then ruled that the solicitor was not bound to 
answer the question, that the deposit having been made by the 
agent and solicitor of the petitioner and on his behalf it must be 
taken to have been made by the petitioner. The question was 
again raised upon the argument of the application and my at
tention was then called to the difference between the words of 
see. 14 of the Dominion Controverted Elections Act and sec.
5 of our Act, the former providing that tho deposit shall be 
made on behalf of the petitioner ami the latter that it shall be 
made by the petitioner. It was contended by counsel for the 
respondent that our sec. *i was taken from sec. 14 and that the 
change in the wording afforded a strong indication of intention 
to change the effect.

A comparison of the two sections will shew that there is a 
wide difference between the two sections not only in the specifica
tion of the manner in which the deposit shall be made but also in 
that of the purpose for which it is to be made. In fact the only 
point of resemblance is that they both prescribe that a deposit 
shall be made by way of security at the time of filing the peti
tion. To my mind the dissimilarity is so great that it cannot 
reasonably be presumed that sec. 14 was taken as a guide in the 
framing of section In fact comparing the Tl sections of our 
Act with the lid sections of the Dominion Act I cannot find a 
single section of the former which is couched in the same lan
guage as that of any section of the latter and, beyond the general 
scheme of providing for the trial of controverted election peti
tions, there docs not appear to me to be any point of similarity 
between them. 1 therefore see no reason for changing the view 
I expressed at the hearing of the application.

The fourth objection was not referred to by counsel for the 
respondent upon the argument nor was it stated in what re
spect the petition did not disclose sufficient grounds to have the 
election set aside; 1 therefore treat it as

As to the fifth ground of , viz., that it has not
l>een shewn that a copy of the petition was served on the res- 

nt, the evidence is to the effect that the original petition 
was in duplicate, that one of them was filed with the clerk by 
the petitioner's solicitor, that he had a copy made which he 
handed with the other original to Mr. I'pjohn, a barrister in his 
office, to deliver to the sheriff for service. Mr. Upjohn states 
that he handed liotli in to the sheriff’s office and the sheriff 
states that he compared the original with the copy and that he 
served the copy on the respondent on 25th July last. I therefore 
cannot see what doubt there can exist that the document served 
on the respondent was a copy of the petition filed.

As to the ninth ground of objection the evidence is to my
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petition was fully aware of its contents.
No evidence was adduced by the respondent in support of

CABSTAIR8 the seventh and eighth objections.
For the reasons I have stated I dismiss the application with 

costs.
Application dismissed.

ONT. HALLIDAY v CANADIAN PACIFIC R CO

H. C. J. 
1018

Ontario llijih Court. Trial before ('lute, ./. September 30, 1912.
1. Mastkb and servant ( §IE—25)—Termination of employment —

Sept. 30. l.i KOI il "i If011< E.
Where a railway conductor had been employed continuously for 

twelve years by the same railway company and the practice of the 
company had been not to dismiss employees of that grade in their ser
vice without holding an ollicial inquiry, it. may Ik* assumed, in the ab
sence of any contract to the contrary, that lie should have a reasonable 
notice of the termination of his engagement other than for cause, and 
damages for wrongful dismissal are properly computed on the basis of 
the conductor being entitled to three months' notice.

Statement Action against the railway company and James II. Hughes 
for wrongful dismissal of the plaintiff by the railway company 
from his employment as a conductor and for false imprison
ment and malicious prosecution.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for $480, with costs.
It. It. McKcssock, K.C., for the plaintiff.
W. II. Williams, K.C., for the defendants.

Clute, J. :—I disposed of the action at the trial in so far as 
the issues arising out of the charge for false imprisonment and 
malicious prosecution were concerned. I further found that the 
plaintiff had been wrongfully dismissed. The plaintiff had 
been in the employment of the defendant company for some 
twelve years, and during that period had borne a good character. 
Ilis engagement with the company had been continuous, and, 
as stated by the superintendent, he was during all that period 
in the employ of the defendant company. Under the custom 
and practice of the company with their men, an employee in 
the grade of the plaintiff was not to be dismissed without in
quiry. His dismissal was on account of liquor having been 
found in the caboose of the train of which he was conductor. 
This train started from Cartier to White River. There was a 
collision, and the train was delayed. At the place where the 
collision occurred, the débris arising therefrom had to be re
moved, and a number of workmen, twenty or thirty, were en
gaged in this work. The night was very cold, some fifty degrees.
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it whs stated, below zero, and the men were constantly going ONT. 
into the caboose to get warmed. The plaintiff, as was his duty. hTcTj. 
was at the station to be ready to start his train when the road 
was clear. One of the ears of the train was broken into at this 
time, and a case of liquor taken therefrom. The plaintiff had llAI*,n,AT 
been without sleep for over fifty hours. It was discovered that Canastas 
the car had been broken into and some bottles extracted, and
the superintendent, searching the plaintiff’s caboose, found one _1_
bottle and part of another bottle in the caboose. The plain- ciut»,j. 
tiff was arrested and charged with stealing liquor, and immedi
ately suspended. The case was tried before Judge Kehoe, and 
the plaintiff honourably acquitted. He was, however, dismissed 
the day before the Judge had appointed to give his decision.

Upon the evidence before me, 1 was satisfied that the plain
tiff was not guilty of the theft, and did not know that the liquor 
had been secreted in his caboose. In my opinion, under the 
evidence disclosed, he was wrongfully dismissed, under such 
circumstances, having regard to his hiring, as entitled him to 
three months’ notice: African Association v. Allen, [1910] 1 
K.B. 396; llarnu'dl \. Carry Sound Lumber Co., 24 A.R. 110;
Bain v. Anderson, 27 O.R. 369, 24 A.R. 296, 28 Can. 8.C.R. 481 ;
Oould v. McCrae, 14 O.L.R. 194, and see Crcen v. Wright, L.R.
1 C.P.D. 591; Speakman v. City of Calgary, 1 Alta. L.R. 454;
Henderson v. Canadian Timber and Saw Mills Limited, 12 B.C.
R. 294.

The certificate given by the defendants to the plaintiff shew
ing the time he had served the company, without which it was 
difficult to get employment in another company as conductor, 
was worse than useless, as it contained a statement that he was 
dismissed on account of liquor having been found in his car.

I suggested on the trial that, the plaintiff having been hon
ourably acquitted by the County Court Judge, the company 
might so modify the certificate as to shew the facts, and thus 
enable him to make an engagement with another company.

Upon the whole case, I think the conduct of the company 
towards the plaintiff was harsh and unfair in dismissing him 
the day before judgment was to be given. The costs in the 
case were not appreciably increased by the other issues raised ; 
and, under all the circumstances of the case, I do not think the 
defendants should have the costs of the issues in which they 
were successful, viz., those arising out of the charge of false im
prisonment and malicious prosecution.

Having regard to the plaintiff’s earning power while with 
the defendant company, I assess the damages at $480, with full 
costs of action. Any amendments that may be necessary to meet 
the case as disclosed in the evidence may be made.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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ALTA. CARLSTADT DEVELOPMENT CO. v. ALBERTA PACIFIC ELEVATOR
-----  CO.
8.C.
1912 Alberta Supreme Court, Stuart, J. Map 27, 1912.

1. Phi.VII'A I. AMI AGENT ($11 A—12 ) —AUTHORITY—TRAN 8 ACTION IX
agent's name—Name ok i-rix vital iuhcloned—Sikkuiency.

On a niIii of MM-il llax, where the sale-note contains the name of 
the buyer's agent instead of the Inzer's own name, but the seller when 
lie made the sale knew who the principal was and that the sale was 
really being made to him and not to his agent, in an action by the 
principal for breach of contract, the contract will lie read as made with 
the known principal.

2. Sale «9 lit*—nil)—Warrant?—Ihr dknvriftiox—Quality. «km ini
msn on kitnknh — Ski:» grain — Sale or Goons Obiiinance
(Alta.).

Where a contract is made for the sale of goods by description tin i 
is under sec. III. sub-sw. I. of tile Sale of Goods Ordinance X.W.T. 
Ordinances (Alta.| Mill. eh. .*19, an implied condition that the goods 
were reasonably 111 for the purpose intended ; and if, by acceptance of 
the goods, this implied condition were waived, and reduced to a war 
rant y only, such warranty would lie covered by sec. l;t of the same 
Ordinance.

3. Sale ($11 <'—."16)—Warranty—Seed grain—By nami-i.r—s.m; or
Goons Ordinance (Alta.).

Where a contract is made for the sale of goods by sample there is 
under sec. 17 (/>) of the Sale of Goods Ordinance X.W.T. Ordinnmv- 
(Alta.) Mill, ch. .‘19, an implied condition that the bulk should corres
pond to the sample.

4. I’i.eadi.no i$ I X —114)— Amendments- Scope ok amendments—4 on
tract i.iaiiility—Warranty — Sale ok Goons Ordinance
( Alta. ).

Where the plaintiiT in Ids statement of claim upon a sale ami de
livery of seed grain d<s...... . allege the exart ground of action, whether
misrepresentation and deceit or breach of contract or both, but does 
bring out all the facts tailing his action, thus sulliciently informing 
the defendant what the real complaint is so that the defend int canint 
Is* prejudiced by a proper amendment, such an amendment may Is
lande during the trial to allege a breach of warranty so that a more 
satisfactory ground of action may lie laid under sees. 1.) to 17 in 
elusive of the Sale of Goods Ordinance X.W.T. Ordinances (Alta.) 
Mill, ch. 39, when those sections are applicable.

5. Sale ($ Ii V—36)—Warranty—Seed grain—Wild mumtard— Fitness.
Where grain is sold as "M-ed Max' and it was at the time of sale 

contaminated with noxious mustard seed, the seller may Is- held in 
damages for a breach of warranty under see. Ill (1) of the Sale of 
Goods Ordinance, X.W.T. Ordinance*. (Alta.) Mil 1, ch. 39. on tin- 
ground that the seed was md reasonably lit for the purjiose for which 
it was intended.

It. Damages (§ III A4—82)—Quantum—Warranty ok—Seed grain.
The damages recoverable for breach «if warranty where grain is 

s«ild us “see«i llax" and it was at tin- time of sale contaminated with 
noxious mustard seed, ami was in consequence not reasonably lit for 
the purpose for which it was intended, include deterioration of the 
lands in which the seed was sown, ns well as the wages of the help 
«•mployeil in pulling out the wibl mustard.
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7. Salk ( § 11 ('—3tf)—Warranty—Sample —Seed grain—Examination
of sample—Salk of Goods Ordinance (Alta.)—Remedy.

When* grain is sold a* “seed ilax" by mimpb* and the seed delivered 
does not correspond with the sample, iho delivery ls-ing contaminated 
with noxious mustard seed, the seller may In* held in damages under 
see. 17 (21 (r) of the Sale of (ioods Ordinance N.W.T. Ordinances 
(Alta.) 1011. eh. 30, although the buyer may have omitted to examine 
the goods delivered but relied upon nis warranty and examination of 
the sample.

8. Sam: i 8 11 E—44)—Skki> i.kain—Sampi.f — Warrxnty — I ntrivatk
Government test—When i nnkussauy Wild mustard- In
.11 RV TO SOIL.

Where “seed Ilax" is sold by sample and the buyer would require 
an intricate analysis and test by a Government official in order to 
detect the presence of noxious mustard seed in the sample, the onus 
is not on the buyer to make a test involving such unreasonable trouble, 
and upon injury resulting to the buyer's land from “seed ilax" eon 
laminated with noxious mustard seed, the seller may In* held iu dam 
ages for same, without the Government test.

!». Contracts i§iii> in.i i Construction Sali Endorsemkni <*\
BILL OF LADING, EFFECT OF.

Where seed grain is delivered by rail and the bill of lading is cn 
dorsed “for seed purposes free from noxious weeds," if it In- shewn 
that the seller made this endorsement as a representation to the rail 
way company which refuses to carry seed grain containing noxious 
weeds, the words will not necessarily, upon a legal construction of the 
contract of sale, lie read into it.

lo. Evidence (8 XII A—020)--Weight—Seed grain - Lack of vitai.iiy 
—Fronted condition—Germinating test—Ran in»m test oi loo 
heeds—Complete test.

VjKin a sale of seed grain, where the buyer pleads that it lacked 
vitality, and was frosted, a random test of loo seeds is unsafe upon 
which to base a conclusion as to the general vitality of lôo bushel* of 
the grain, a more general and complete test Is-ing necessary under 
the circumstances.

[I.tnrioi» v. Rcul, 2 W.L.R. 240. applied.)

Trial of an action for damages for breach of contract and 
for deceit.

U\ b\ IV. Lent, for the plaintiffs.
C. V. Me Caul, K.C., ami It. Hub* rls, for the defendants.
Stuart, d. :—In this ease I find that the defendant company 

on the 28th April, 1910, agreed to sell to the plaintiff company 
500 bushels of seed flax at #2.25 per bushel. It is true that the 
sale-note speaks of the sale being to K. K. Floyd ; but from all the 
evidence it is (dear that the defendants’ agent l)o\v 1er knew 
when he made the sale that it was not really to Floyd, but to the 
plaintiff company. I also find that the sale was made accord
ing to a sample which was produced to Lasher, who negotiated 
the purchase, and who, as he said, acted under Floyd’s instruc
tions, who in turn had, as he said, “advised iu directing affairs” 
for the plaintiffs until one of them could get out to Alberta.

There is quite sufficient evidence from which to make the 
inference that the seed delivered did not correspond to the 
sample. The plaintiffs, however, do not complain directly that
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the bulk did not correspond to the sample. They complain that 
the defendants represented to them that the seed was free from 
noxious weeds and of strong vitality; that, relying upon these 
representations, they sowed the seed delivered; that the seed de
livered was in fact of weak vitality and mixed with mustard 
seeds; and that, as a result, they had a poor crop, and their land 
was contaminated with mustard, and thereby depreciated in value. 
The}-, therefore, claim damages. There was no evidence what
ever adduced as to any express representation. The only repre
sentation suggested was such as may have been implied in tin* 
use of the words “seed flax” in the negotiations for the sale and 
in the sale-note. The indorsement on the bills of lading of the 
words, “for seed purposes free from noxious weeds,” is not 
shewn to have been made by the defendants; and, even if so 
made, it is clear that it was intended as a representation to the 
railway company, who refuse to carry seed grain containing 
noxious weeds.

Now, I have much doubt whether there is known to the law 
any such thing as liability upon an implied misrepresentation. 
In reality, the indorsements on the bill of lading, to which 
I have referred, were the only excuse existing for framing the 
action as an action of deceit. Such a course was, furthermore, 
entirely unnecessary. A careful reading of the Sale of Goods 
Ordinance, secs. 13 to 17 inclusive, would have revealed a much 
more satisfactory ground of action. If the contract was a con
tract for the sale of goods by description, t.e., under the descrip
tion of “seed flax,” then sec. 1G, sub-sec. 1, would suggest an 
implied condition that the Hax was reasonably fit for the purpose 
intended, which condition would, by acceptance of the goods, be 
waived and reduced to a warranty under sec. 13; and for this 
breach of warranty an action would lie. On the other hand, if 
the contract was a contract of sale by sample, then sec. 17 (b) 
would suggest an implied cone tion that the bulk should cor
respond to the sample.

The only suggestion of an action upon a contract is contained 
in paragraph 9 of the claim; and it is difficult to decide from a 
perusal of that document what exactly is the ground of action 
alleged, whether it is for misrepresentation and deceit, which is a 
tort, or for a breach of contract. However this may be, all the 
facts were brought out. The defendants were sufficiently in
formed of what the plaintiffs’ real complaint was; and they 
cannot be prejudiced if I treat the case as if any necessary 
amendments had been made, and as if the action were one for 
breach of warranty under the sections to which I have referred. 
1 find as a fact that the seed delix'ered was contaminated with 
mustard seed, and that mustard is a noxious weed. The ground 
upon which the seed was sown was fresh breaking. It was not
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an old farming neighbourhood, but a new district. No grain of 
any kind had ever been sown on the land in question before. The 
grain was sown with a drill : and all the witnesses say that the 
mustard which appeared grew along the drills. I think the wit
nesses were right in saying that the only possible inference to be 
drawn from these facts is that there was mustard seed in the 
grain sown which was supplied by the defendants under the con
tract. This being so. I think the defendants arc liable in dam
ages for a breach of warranty either under sec. 10 (1) of the 
Ordinance, inasmuch as the seed was not reasonably fit for the 
purpose for which, to their knowledge, it was intended ; or under 
sec. 17 (2) (c), inasmuch as the seed supplied did not cor- 
resjKmd to the sample.

Mr. McCaul contended that the plaintiffs should have ex
amined the seed when delivered, and that a reasonable examina
tion of it w’ould have revealed the defect, if it in fact existed. 
Hut the duty of the purchaser is to examine, not the goods sent, 
because, though he has a right to do so, he may quite clearly 
waive that right and rely upon the warranty, but to examine the 
sample. The evidence shews that Lasher did examine the sample 
carefully. It also shews that, owing to the exceedingly small 
size of mustard seeds, it is very difficult to detect their presence 
among larger seeds. I infer from the evidence, although it is 
nowhere directly so stated, that there was no mustard seeds found 
by Lasher in the sample. He says it was an excellent sample of 
flax. Dowler, when recalled at the close of the case, stated that, 
to the best of his belief, there was no mustard seed in the sample. 
I think this is sufficient to shew that the bulk did not correspond 
to the sample. In any case, even if there had been a defect in the 
sample, I do not think the presence of the defect could have 
been detected by any reasonable examination. The defendants 
produced evidence to shew the possibility of applying to some 
(Government official to make a test of the nature of the seed; but 
it seems to me that this only goes to shew that there is great 
difficulty in detecting all the kinds of seed that may be in a 
sample, and that an examination which would be sure to detect 
and determine them all, would involve unreasonable trouble.

I think the defendants are, therefore, liable for the damage 
caused to the plaintiffs by reason of the deterioration in the value 
of the land in which the se<nl wits sown, owing to its having 
been contaminated with wild mustard. As all the witnesses 
state, and as is well known, this is a very noxious weed and ex
ceedingly difficult to eradicate from» the soil. Some witnesses 
swore that the damage to land so contaminated would amount 
to $10 an acre. The weed inspector, Robinson, stated that the 
decrease in value would be from $5 to $7 an acre. I think, in 
view of this evidence, that $6 per acre is the most satisfactory
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figure to adopt. As there were J15 acres sown, this will amount 
to $1,890. To this might properly have been added, I think, tin- 
wages of the men who worked at pulling the mustard ; hut tin* 
amount was not definitely proven ; and I cannot find any basis 
in the evidence upon which to make a calculation.

There were other claims for damages also. The chief one 
was, that the seed delivered lacked vitality, as a consequence of 
which the resulting crop was very poor. I cannot give the plain
tiffs any damages on this account, because 1 do not think it was 
proven with sufficient certainty either that the seed was defectiw 
or that the poor crop was a result of such defect. The plaintiffs’ 
foreman, Shields, had a theory that the seed was frosted; hut his 
evidence was largely a matter of theory and nothing mar-. 
Speaking of the grain that did not come up. he said, “Most likely 
it was frosted.” And again he said, “I think the flex seed I got 
was .Vested”; again he said, “1 think the had results were due 
to frosting.” It was only under pressure of cross-examination 
that, he at last said, “I know this exhibit 11 is frosted”; hut th
udded. “My belief in frosting is from examining the seed and 
from the germinating test.” I cannot accept such evidence as 
sufficient to prove that the seed delivered was in fact partially 
frozen. With regard to the germinating test, 1 also think it un
safe to base a conclusion as to the general vitality of 150 bushel* 
of seed flax upon one random test of one hundred seeds. I 
think the test should have been more general and more complet-. 
Besides, many of the witnesses spoke of the crop as not being by 
any means a poor one for the season. Shew felt, who cut the 
crop, said : “It was not a very good season. The flax was looking 
pretty good.” Kohinson, the weed inspector, said, “The flax 
looked all right.” Lasher said, “When the flax came up, it was 
a fair stand of flax.” It. is true that other witnesses did not 
speak so favourably of it. But there was evidence that the 
season was dry. There was some evidence also of frost; and I 
think it is also clear that the crop was sown late, t\r., only early 
in June, and that no rain came till July. In such circumstances. 
I am of opinion that it is impossible to make the findings of fact 
necessary to establish a liability for damages for the delivery 
of defective seed grain, a thing always very difficult to do in any 
case. See Lawton v. lin'd, 2 W.L.It. 240.

The plaintiffs, having accepted 170 bushels of the seed, arc 
bound, I think, to pay the price agreed. The damages allowed 
above are to be taken as placing the plaintiffs in the same 
position as if the mustard seed had not been mingled with the 
seed sold. As I have decided that there can be no damages for 
lack of vitality in the flax seed itself, there can be no reason for 
refusing to allow the defendants the price agreed upon for the 
seed actually delivered. This amounts to 170 bushels at $2.25 per
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bushel, or $382.50 in all, upon which $100 was paid, leaving a 
balance of $282.50, for which the defendants should have credit. 
There will, therefore, he judgment for the plaintiffs for $1,607.50 
and costs. The plaintiffs were entitled to reject the balance of 
the seed; and the counterclaim will be dismissed with easts.

Jmlymcnt for plaintiffs.

SAVOIE-GUAY CO. v. DESLAURIERS and DcBRlÉRE 
ROSE es quai, (appellant) v. SAVOIE-GUAY CO. (respondent).

Quebec Court of King's Bench (Appeal Bide). Trcnholme, Lavergnc, Cross, 
Carroll, and Ucrvais, ,1,1. June 17, 1912.

1. Levy axu seizure (8IIIB—*0 )—Non-observance of statutory for-
m a Li ties'—Annulment of sheriff's sale.

The formalities required by law regarding proceeding* at sheriffs 
sale are of public order a ml the violation thereof entail* the annulling 
of such sale at the instance of any interested party.

2. Levy and seizure (fi III II—49)—-Right of unpaid vendor of immove-

An unpaid vendor of immoveable* sold at sheriffs sale is an inter
ested party and has the right to have such sale set aside If the due for 
malities have not been complied with.

3. Writ and process (§111—58)—Setting abide service—Absence of
fraud—Mode of raising question—Intervention.

In the absence of fraud and prejudice mere irregularities in the *er 
vice of process will not give rise to cancellation, and such irregulari
ties should be raised by intervention or opposition and not by petition 
to annul.

4. Levy and seizure (§ I A—15)—Immoveables — Séquestration —
“Ammo DOMINI.”

A seizure made on a defendant of immoveables under sequestration is 
a seizure on the possessor thereof animo domini and as such is valid.

5. Execution (fill—25)—Quebec practice—Seizure of moveables pre
i I Dllffl SI i/i m "i i m MOI> ABU ■

In all execution proceedings the moveables of the debtor should lie 
seized and discussed before his immoveables are sold, or at least if 
should lie established by a return of nulla Iona that there are no 
moveables to seize; and failure so to do is a fatal irregularity of 
which any interested party may avail himself to have the sale of the 
immoveables annulled.

0. Levy and seizure (§ I—15)—Sale of immoveable—Failure to publish
STATUTORY NOTICE OF SALE.

Failure to publish in the newspapers of the locality within which 
the immoveables are situated the legal notices of the sale of such im
moveables does not per sc justify the annulling of the sale but only 
makes the sheriff responsible for the damage* resulting therefrom ; 
nevertheless such omission may be evidence of fraudulent connivance 
between the parties which the Court will carefully consider on an al
legation of fraud.

7. Notice (fi I—9)—Sale by sheriff—Statutory notice—Failure to
POST UP ON DOOR OF PARISH CHURCH.

Inégal notices of the sale of immoveables at sheriff's sale should be 
posted up at tin* door of the parish church recognized by the civil 
law for this purpose, and failure so to do is a fatal irregularity.
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.Ml immoveables to In» sold at sheriff’s sale should U> descrilied a 
fording to the prescriptions of the civil law with indication of their 
lKiundnries and of eo-terminous lands and of the cadastral name and 
number. Failure to give these boundaries or the pro|s-r cadastral 
description is a fatal irregularity vitiating the sale.

Khtoiti i. < S III F—80)—Assent to ibbeoular sale by sheriff—hi 
POSSIBILITY of ratification.

There can Is* no ratification of a sheriff's sale vitiated by reason of 
grave informalities by the defendant in the case, his consent lieing 
•absolutely useless for this purpose as against the rights of third

10. Evidence ( § 11 E 7—189)—Presumption of fraud—Sheriff’s sale 
Failure to observe statutory conditions.

Every violation of the provisions of the law regarding the procedure 
to he followed at sheriff’s sale raises a presumption of fraud juris < t 
de jure which cannot be rebutted.

statement An appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court for 
the district of Arthabaska, Malouin, J., rendered on Septeinlmr 
3, 1910, dismissing with costs the petitioner-appellant’s peti
tion to have a sheriff’s sale of immoveables annulled.

The appeal was allowed with costs.

T. liinfn t, K.C., for appellant.
J. E. Perrault, K.C., for respondent.

Gmaii, j. (Ikrvais, J. (translated) : — The appellant by repris( 
(Vinstancc prays for the quashing of the judgment ren
dered by the Superior Court for the district of Yr- 
thabasca, on September 3rd, 1910, which dismissed with 
costs the petition of Dame Arthéinise Brière to annul the 
sheriff’s sale effected on October 15th, 1907. “at tin rcgistni 
office of the village of Papineauvillcn by the sheriff for the dis
trict of Ottawa who then disposed of immoveables described in 
the Official Gazette of September 14, 1907, as follows:—

1. Partie des lots numéros vingt-trois et vingt-quatre (23 et 24 >, 
du village de Rapide de l’Orignal, dans le premier rang du canton de 
Campbell, dans le district d’Ottawa, appartenant nu dit défendeur, et 
liornés il l’est par le chemin principal, au sud et ouest par partie 
du dit lot No. 23, appartenant il la fabrique de la paroisse de Rapide 
de l’Orignal, et au nord par la rivière nu Lièvre—avec le moulin A 
farine et A scie et autres bAtisses sus érigés, et aussi les machines 
dans le dit moulin, A l’exception de ce qui appartenait A la dite de
manderesse, entre autres les objets suivants:—

(o) Une machine raboteuse bouveteuse sur le banc en fonte, avec 
couteaux pour bouveter 1/2 A 2 épais, par. 12 de large et moins, 
pesant 4,000 lbs.

(6) Une turbine améliorée pouvant donner 18 forces C.V. A 12' de 
tète d’eau.

(c) Une turbine améliorée pouvant donner 40 forces C.V. A 12' de 
tète d’eau.
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2. Lo pouvoir «Tenu situé sur la dite propriété et le long du Rapide QUE.
de l'Orignal, sur la rivière du Lièvre, le dit pouvoir d'eau étant em- -—
ployé p"ur mettre en opération le 'lit moulin à farine et à ecie. *

Pour être vendus au bureau d'enregistrement du village de Papineau* ____
ville, le quinzième jour d'octobre prochain, A dix heures de l'avant midi. Savoik Ci ay

i. a rimas.

Hull, 30 août, 1907.
C. W. Wbioiit,

Shérif.

In support of lier demand the petitioner alleged divers 
grounds, amongst others, the following:—

1. Her quality of unpaid vendor of the said immoveables 
for a price of $6,500, of which $4:16.25 cash, as appears by deed 
passed before Lachaine, N.P., at St. Jérôme, on August 14th, 
1902, containing a resolutory clause worded as follows :—

“Convenu qu’à défaut par l’acquéreur de faire l’un des 
dits paiements à échéance, la clause résolutoire aura lieu, c’est- 
à-dire que la venderesse reprendra ce que dessus vendu, sans 
rien rembourser à l’acquéreur.”

In the same deed the immoveables were described as:—
1. Un morceau de terre A prendre sur les lots numéros vingt-trois et 

vingt-quatre (23 et 24) du premier rang du canton Campbell, comté 
La belle, avec le pouvoir d’eau qui longe 1e dit terrain, appelé le 
Rapide de l'Orignal, et contenant le dit morceau de terre environ dix 
arpents en superficie, tenant d'un vête A Alfred et Louis X. Fortier 
ou représentants, en suivant une eourlie, et de l’autre vête et en 
arrière aux dits Fortier ou représentants, avec moulins A scie et A 
farine, leurs tournants et mouvants et autres accessoires.

2. Un autre terrain désigné comme suit : Un morceau de terre A 
prendre sur le lot numéro vingt-quatre (24), du premier rang du 
canton Campbell, contenant cinquante arpvns en superficie, le dit 
terrain aura la largeur du dit lot (cinq arpents de largeur) sur dix 
ar|M>nts de profondeur, A partir du ruisseau, tenant d’un cftté A 
Joseph Thibault, et de l'autre cêté et en arrière aux dits Fortier. 

The waterfall itself or hydraulic power in question, is thus
described in the government letters patent confirming the grant 
and dated the 18th of February, 1907 :—

Un pouvoir hydraulique A utiliser sur la rive gauche seulement 
(ctité du canton Campbell) de la rivière du Lièvre, dans le Comté 
d'Ottawa, étant une partie du pouvoir hydraulique du rapide de 
l’Orignal, et étant constitué par un débit de cent (100) pieds cultes 
par seconde, A prendre dans la dite rivière en face des lots numéros 
vingt-trois et vingt-quatre (23 et 24) du premier rang du canton 
Campbell, et par la dilTérenee de niveau qu’il peut y avoir dans la 
dite rivière, en face des mêmes lots.

2. The petitioner in nullity of this sheriff’s sale further al
leges that the suit taken by her on April 4th, 1907, in resolution 
of the said sale of August 14th, 1902, had not been decided by 
the Superior Court for the district of Terrebonne before Janu
ary 22nd, 1908, long after the judicial sale of October 15th,
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QUE 3. The petitioner further contends that the adjudication of
K B these immoveables at a ridiculously low figure (« vil prix) has
1912 seriously prejudiced her rights inasmuch as shé has been de-
— prived thereby of her real rights either as proprietor or as pri- 

S'"AY vileged creditor and vendor.
r. 4. The petitioner finally alleges a whole series of in formal i-

,,KH ties in the present personal action instituted on June 29th, 1907,
' __i‘H' and maintained on July 9th, 1907, on the defendant’s confession,
Qcmii, j. and also in the execution of this judgment in virtue of a writ 

of execution directed against both moveables and immoveables 
and addressed by the Superior Court of the district of Artha- 
lmska “/o the sheriff of our Superior Court for the Province of 
(Quebec appointed in and for the district of OttawaHere 
are the main informalities complained of:—

(a) Summoning of Legault, domiciled in Montreal, before 
the Superior Court sitting at Arthabaskaville, by serving the 
papers on a stranger living in the house at the l’Orignal rapid ;

(b) Confession of the latter ;
(r) Failure to discuss the moveables before the immoveables ;
(d) Seizure of the immoveables on Legault when he no longer 

was possessor animo doinini seeing that the resolutory action 
against him was pending at that time and that the immoveables 
in question were under sequestration ;

(e) Failure in the notices of sale of these immoveables, to 
describe the parts of lots sold by their cadastral numbers and 
by their boundaries (tenants et aboutissants) as well as to give 
any indication of the official cadastre affected;

(/) Lack of indication of the place at which the sale would be 
held, in the same notices;

(g) Failure to publish these notices at the parish church 
door ;

(h) Failure to publish these notices in a French or English 
newspaper of the locality.

5. The petitioner also alleges subsidiarily fraudulent under
standing between the defendant, the purchaser at the sheriff's 
sale and the plaintiff as evidenced by the fact that the plaint ill' 
re-took moveables sold to the defendant for $1,000.30, repre
sented by notes on which the judgment is based, and then re
sold these moveables to the purchaser at sheriff’s sale in settle
ment of this judgment ; as also by the fact that the purchaser 
at sheriff’s sale re-sold part of the lots before they were judi
cially sold and that the notices of sale never appeared in the 
local papers as required by article 719a C.P.

The contestant denied all these allegations of the petitioner. 
At the hearing, the following facts were established by the peti
tioner en nullité de décret:—

1. Her interest in the matter, resulting from—
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(a) Her quality of unpaid vendor under resolutory clause 
by virtue of her deed of sale of August 14th, 1002. and 
also by virtue of the judgment rendered in her favour 
by the Superior Court for the district of Terrebonne, on 
January 22nd, 1008, copies of which are filed of record. 

(?>) The ridiculously low price (vititc) at which the immove
ables were adjudicated to Abbé Génier, to wit. .$1,801 ; 
and yet the abbé admits that “at the time of the sale 
the property was worth $5,000,” and later he says that 
it is worth even more to-day, by reason of the building of 
a C.P.R. branch line, of some 00 miles, which branch line 
was in course of construction at the time of sale.

2. The absence of any civil parish known as “rapide de 
l’Orignal” is established by the respondent’s own admission. In 
reality this municipality is only a township municipality, of the 
county of Campbell.

3. By the registrar’s certificate, it appears that quite a 
number of emplacements had been dispos <1 of even before the 
adjudication of the lots in question, both by the petitioner in 
nullity, her miteurs, and by tin* purchaser at the sheriff's sale, 
who admits .e gave title after the sheriff’s sale to five pieces of 
land which he had sold, rather curiously, before this judicial 
sale. To these five sales by the purchaser we must add. there
fore, the following which appear on the registrar’s certificate :—

Isidore Gauthier to Wilfred Touehette, Mnreh H1 nt. 1807. Isidore 
Gauthier to Jean-Baptiste Fleurant, July 2.'lrd. 1807. Isidore Gau
thier to John Huron. July 27th, 1807. Mortgage Aleide Bélec to 
Joseph D. Fournel, November 18th. 1807. Sale I/utis Norbert Fortier 
to Napoléon Bélanger. January 8th. 1001. Sale Isidore Gauthier to 
the Svhool Municipality of Campbell county, April 3rd, 1001. Sale 
Che. 1ailier to the Revd. J. A. Génier, Oc tôlier lfitli, 1003. Sale Revd. 
J. A. Génier to A. Vaillancourt, October 22nd, 1003. Sale J. H. Chasles 
to A. Duhreuil, June 13th, 1003. Donation Alfred Fortier and La. 
Norbert Fortier to Joseph Limoges of a piece of land of 10 aqients, 
forming part of lots nos. 23 and 24. June 2llth. 1803.

And also, same twenty other sales and deeds of alienation of parts 
of these two lots.
4. Obscurity, if not ambiguity, in the notices of sale re

sulting from the absence of any description of the trrnnts ct 
aboutissants of the parts of the lots sold by authority of justice, 
and from the absence of any mention of the parcels of land sold 
to third parties under duly registered deeds, without forgetting, 
of course, the absence of any mention of the ofiieial cadastre 
governing these immoveables :—

Q. M. le Curé, ft l’époque de la vente par le shérif, est es* qu’il y 
avait quelque chose pour indiquer, une distinction entre le terrain 
décrit dons l'acte de vente de Mme. Briére ft b-gault et les cinquante
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nr|M*ut*« auxquels vous avez référé? Y avait-il une marque de division 
entre les cinquante arpents et la partie des lots vingt-trois et vingt- 
quatre, A l'époque de la vente? Y avait-il une ligne de division entre 
ce que le shérif a vendu et ce qu'il a laissé de la propriété de Mine. 
Briére? H. Lors de lu vente du shérif, il y avait le chemin, c'est-A-dire 
pas exactement; ces cinquante arpents-lit dont il est fait mention, 
c'est une partie du lut qui se trouve au moulin, quatre arpents, de 
quatre A cinq arpents. La propriété Briére, ce qui composait les 
deux parties, «'est cinquante acres pris en plein milieu d'un bois et dix 
nr|M>nts autour du moulin, et ces dix arpents-lA sont séparés par un 
chemin. La plus grande partie est A l'est du chemin. 11 reste une 
petite partie A l’ouest, comprenant quelques centaine* de pieds, dont 
un emplacement de village vendu A M. Paré, marchand. Cette partie 
n'a pas été comprise dans la vente du shérif, parce qu'il dit. lu pro
priété A l'ouest du chemin.

Q. D'après vous, est-ce la propriété A l’ouest du chemin ? IL S uis 
doute, lu propriété lsirnée A l'est par le chemin.

Q. Ca vous satisfait <;a vous; mais pensez-vous qu'une personne qui 
n'aurait pas été au courant des faits comme vous, ça l’aurait bien 
renseignée, cette deseription-lA? R. Peut-être que c'aurait été difficile. 
Je ne vois pas comment on aurait pu désigner cela autrement.

Q. S'il avait donné l'étendue, la superficie? R. Courait été plus ou 
moins; il reste encore une petite partie du lot qui n’a pas été vendue, 
qui se trouve A l’est du cliemin et qui fait toujours partie des lots 
vingt-trois et vingt quatre.

Q. Comme les cinquante arpents et qui n'a pas été transmise par 
le shérif? R. Oui.

Q. Pouvez-vous me dire dans le moment, par quelle partie du lot 
numéro vingt-trois, cette propriété de Mme. Briére se trouve encerclée 
nu sud et A l'ouest? R. Pur le terrain de la fabrique.

i). Dans l'avis, il ne le dit pas, je crois. Kst-ce qu'il indique le 
terrain appartenant A la fabrique. R. Il y avait dans le temps uni- 
clôture et la rue île l’Knglise.

Q. Cil, c’est A l'ouest ? R. Au sud et A l’ouest, c'est-A-dire au 
sud-ouest et une clôture A l’ouest qui sépare le terrain de la fabrique 
du terrain de M. ta»gault.

Q. Il y avait déjA A l'époque de la vente, trois emplacements de 
concédés? R. Oui.

Q. Il y en a deux autres depuis? R. Oui.
Q. Concédés par vous? R. Oui. J’ai donné un titre A tous.
Q. Kst-ce depuis longtemps? R. ("est tout de suite après la vente, 

après mon achat.
Q. Kst-ce que vous n'avez pas dit tout A l'heure, dans votre témoigu 

age en chef, que la description du shérif est plutôt favorable que 
défavorable A Mme. Briére? R. Oui. parce que d’après la description 
donnée par le shérif on pourrait croire que c'est tout le ]x>uvoir d’eau 
qui est vendu, tandis que c’est rien qu'une partie.

0. Vous interprétez cette description comme étant tout le pouvoir 
d'eau? R. Oui.

Q. On dit : “situé sur la dite propriété”; la propriété n’enjambe pas 
la rivière? R. Kl le n'est que d'un côté seulement.
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It was under these circumstances that the trial Court dis
missed the petition in vacation of this sheriff's sale.

Should this judgment be reversed?
Before this question can he answered, several points have to 

l)e decided.
First question: 11ns the petitioner an interest in the' matter 

so as to entitle her to move for the vacation of this sheriff's sale?
She is on the verge of losing almost in its entirety her pri

vileged claim of $0.000, or her immoveables which are worth 
that sum, as a result of the judicial sale of October 15th, 11107. 
which, though irregular and à vil prix, discharges the property 
from all her rights.

We find, in the present ease, the four conditions required by 
the authors and by the judgment in Bvrard v. Barrette it ux. 5 
R.L. 703, to justify the petition in vacation of this sale.

The petitioner is certainly an “interested party” within the 
meaning of art. 784 C.P.

Second question: Can the petitioner invoke the violation of 
the rules governing competency, ratione persona, resulting from 
the summoning to Arthahaskavilie of the defendant in Montreal 
by service of process on a stranger in the township of Campbell? 
and can she attack the confession of judgment of tin deft ndant f

In the absence of fraud and prejudice we must answer in 
the negative. Besides, such grounds should he raised by inter
vention or tierce-opposition.

Third question: Dors the absence of the seizing creditor's 
claim as a result of the distraction of the machinery from the 
seizure and the sale thereof posterior thereto, void the sale?

We do not think so.
This might have given rise to an opposition to annul or to a 

contestation of the collocation. But, in any case, the decree on 
the execution for the costs of the seizing creditor’s attorneys is 
valid.

Fourth question: Was the seizure made super non domino.1
No. Legault was possessing animo domini during the seiz

ure. All he had to do to remain proprietor of the immoveables 
under an unassailable title was to pay the petitioner’s claim, and 
this even up to January 22nd, 1008. This is the teaching of the 
authors, the jurisprudence, and the law.

It is not so much art. 1005 f\(\ as art. 1538 which was 
to decide the fate of Legault's c in the immoveables in
question. The sequestration thereof, according to the order of 
the Superior Court of the district of Terrebonne (8th August, 
1007), did not prevent 'him from possessing them animo domini 
for the purposes of the seizure.

Fifth question: Was there any discussion of the moveables of 
Legault mentioned in the minutes of seizuret
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No, must wo answer. The writ of seizure was not addressed 
to an official of Hie Superior Court for the district of Art ha 
baska, which Court rendered judgment ; the inventory of the 
seizure of the moveables or the return of nulla bona should have 
been served at the office of that Court according to art. 633 C.I\, 
whereas the minutes of seizure of the immovables could be left 
at the office of the Court of the district within which these wen- 
si tuate according to art. 707 C.P.

No writ was addressed to a bailiff of Montreal. The sheriff 
for the district of Ottawa, no more than any official, has the 
right to delegate his powers to Olivier Daoust, bailiff, of Mon
treal.

The service of a return of nulla bona as to moveable pro
perty in the district of Ottawa, where the defendant had no 
longer any domicile even at the time the action was served can
not avail as a proper and regular inventory of seizure or re
turn of nulla bona, which could have been drawn up only by 
the sheriff’ or a bailiff of the district of Art ha baska or the sheriff 
or a bailiff of the district of Montreal, in pursuance of a writ 
duly addressed to one of them ; or, finally, as regards the move- 
able effects of the district of Ottawa, of a writ addressed to 
Sheriff Wright. All these different addresses might have been 
included in the same writ dc bonis et terris.

Such are the teachings of articles 116, 121, 617 C.P. To 
overlook the discussion of moveables, in other words, failure to 
seize and sell a debtor’s moveables before seizing and selling his 
immoveables—in the absence of an opposition to withdraw, or, at 
the very least, of a return of null a bona is a violation of the 
Ordonnance of Villers-Cottercts, a violation of art. 614 C.P. 
And the petitioner is justified in complaining of this illegality 
against art. 784 C.P.

Sixth question : Failure to publish, in tin local newspapers, 
the notices called for by art. 719n f'./\

The omission to give such notice docs not, according to this 
article, i* the proceedings, but the officer in default is
responsible for all damages which may result therefrom.

We shall not go further than art. 71‘J«; but we might say 
cn passant, that had such notices appeared in the St. Jérôme 
newspapers then the petitioner’s attention might have been 
drawn thereto.

It is quite evident that the proper formalities have not been 
complied with in this ease. The sheriff fails to produce copies 
of these notices ; he produces no proa's-verbal of the publication 
thereof in the newspapers ; he is content, in his report, to claim 
twenty dollars as fees for these notices, not a trace of which 
can be found in the record.

5480
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Seventh question : Failure to publish the notices of sate of 
immoveables according to articles 706, 716, (\/\ as regards:—

(a) The proper place.
(b) The proper official.
(c) The place of sale.
(d) The necessary information therein.
(a) The proper place is the door of tin* parish church, that

is to say, of the church civilly ( -d according to the for
malities of the canon law confirmed by the formalities of Un
civil law, as is seen from art. 717 O.P.

Besides, art. 741 C.P., in accord with the practice and juris
prudence, is quite clear on the subject :—

Si les immeubles |H*uvent ft re vendus ailleurs qu'ft la porte de 
l'église paroissiale, les annonces n'en peuvent être faites ailleurs, 
("est l’art. 11 de l’ordonnance

“de Henri II., 2d novembre, 1551, qui dit impérativement.”
Et la saisie faite, sera tenu de laisser une attache contenant la 

déclaration telle que dessus est dite des dites choses criée*, laquelle 
sera mise et attachée A la porte d’entrée de l’église paroissiale des 
dits lieux criés.

The porch of the church, in those times of great religious 
preoccupation, was considered the necessary meeting place, 
more necessary than the champ de mars or the market-place. 
This explains why, in the old French judicial administration 
and in ours, the door of the church civilly recognized is par 
excellence, and to the exclusion of all others, the place for 
notices and public sales.

(b) Even if we admit that Arthur Trudeau, at the time he 
posted the notices at the door of the church of the Rapide de 
l’Orignal, was bailiff in and for the district of Ottawa ; he does 
not say so in his procès-verbal; the sheriff could authorize him 
specially so to do; but no proof of such special authorization 
can be found of record. (Vide art. 702 O.P.)

(c) Faultg indication of the place of sale. There is no “re
gistry office of the village of Papincauville,” but there is an 
office “for the registration division of the county of Label le,” 
at the village of Papincauville. Art. 74 R.S.tj. says so.

(d) Insuffieieneq of description of the immoveables without 
indication of boundaries (tenants et aboutissants) nor indication 
of the official plan concerning them.

The deed of August 14th, 1902, and the letters patent are 
as explicit on this question of tenants it aboutissants or co
terminous lands. i.e.f the lands and tenements abutting on the 
land sold—as the notices in question arc vague, ambiguous, ob
scure, and incomprehensible. The purchaser admits this, the 
defendant likewise. Nobody at reading these could have any 
idea of the object put up for sale on October 15th, 1907. And
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as to tin* hydraulic power, the notices art* deceiving, as they 
give no indication of its output nor of its situation : two elements 
absolutely essential to the estimation of the value thereof.

Now what do we find? If the co terminous lands abutting 
on that part of lot 23 which is sold are indicated on three sides 
it is impossible to know what they are “to the south-east”: as 
for lot 24, no co-terminous lauds in truth are given; and ac
cording to the notices that part of lots 23 and 24 which is sold 
is only hounded “to the south and to the west” by “part of lot 
23” without any indication of what that particular part is. 
It is well to notice that the seizure and sale were not of an un
divided part of one or two lots, but of a definite part of each of 
three lots on the cadastre of the township of Campbell. There 
should have been a clear enunciation of the tmants it aboutis
sants of each of these three lots. The notices of sale do not in
dicate properly the object of the sale.

Such boundaries may be physical or astronomical, that is 
to say, either by the indication of latitude and longitude or 
simply by the mention of the area of the part of the lot sold, or 
of those parts neither sold nor affected.

Nothing of the kind was done in the present east*. Reverend 
Mr. dénier cannot state how much of lots 23 and 24 was sold 
him. And if he is unable to say this, who can? In other words, 
the notices do not state what portions of lots 23 and 24 were 
sold.

These notices violate articles 2168 C.(\ and 706 C.P. which 
follow the German system of registration introduced into our 
law in 1860 by means of the cadastre, the official plan and the 
book of reference to immoveables. Our municipalities as defined 
and created under the municipal code, have each one of them, 
an official plan prepared by the provincial land surveyors; the 
name of the municipality gives its name to the plan and notices 
of sale, ami deeds of sale are to be drawn according to such 
plan. Now, there is no such village as the Rapide de l'Orignal; 
there is only a municipality of the township of Campbell, after 
which the cadastral plan is named. This is another fatal error 
which increases the vagueness of the description of the immove
ables in question. Art. 7486 R.S.Q. enacts that the cadastre 
shall take its name from that of the municipality.

Once more we must note that our judicial administration 
recognizes the administrative township divisions.

Our entire hypothecary system rests on the specialization of 
the immoveable affected and the determination of the claim 
covering it.

All the dispositions of our law on these subjects are matters 
of public order.

Cassation, February 6th, 1641;
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Troplong, vol. 2, no. 515;
Aubry & Hnu, vol. 3, see. 2(ifi ;
Beaudry-Lacantinerie, vol. 2, no. 1377.
This last author sums up in happy vein the French law on 

the subject:—
1377. I<ii sanction <!«• la règle dc l:i spécialité consiste, comme nous 

l'avons déjA dit, dans la nullité <lc l'hypothèque qui n’a pas été 
spécialisée conformément il la loi. Notre code n’admet que des hypo
thèques conventionnelles spéciales; si cette condition n’est pas remplie, 
l'hypothèque n’est pas valable suivant les termes mêmes de l'art. 2129.

Cette nullité peut incontestablement être invoquée par les tiers qui 
ont intérêt il faire écarter l’hypothèque, par exemple par les créanciers 
hypothécaires de date postérieure. Elle lient également l’être par les 
tiers détenteurs.
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Peut-elle l'être aussi par le débiteur ou ses héritiers! La juris
prudence, par les motifs de ses arrêta et par un arrêt, parait incliner 
vers la négative. Elle confond A notre avis, deux idées bien différentes, 
quoique corrélatives, la spécialité et la publicité. La publicité est 
ordonnée dans l’intérêt exclusif des tiers; eux seuls ont qualité pour 
opposer le défaut de publicité; ni le débiteur, ni ses héritiers n'en ont 
le droit ; c’est une formalité que le créancier doit accomplir après la 
naissance du droit hypothécaire, A laquelle le débiteur demeure 
étranger. Au contraire, la spécialité de l’hypothèque est une condition 
requise pour la validité de celle-ci ; elle doit être établie par l'acte 
constitutif ou par un acte authentique postérieur; elle est 
exigée dans l’intérêt du débiteur et du crédit public; l'in
térêt de* tiers, s’il a été pris en considération, ce qui est 
douteux, n'apparaît, qu’au second plan. N'est-il pas logique 
d’appliquer le princi|ie: les nullités sont, en règle générale, absolues, 
elles peuvent être invoquées par tout intéressé, A moins qu'elles 
n’aient été édictées dans l'intérêt particulier de certaines personnes? 
Il ne faut pas non plus oublier que les hypothèques touchent nu crédit 
public et qu'A ce point de vue les règles qui les régissent sont d'ordre 
public. C'est pourquoi nous reconnaissons au débiteur et A ses héri
tiers le droit de demander la nullité de l'hypothèque qui n'est pas 
spéciale.

The entire history of the legislation, jurisprudence and doc
trine I ranee, is summed up in these lines. Nevertheless, in 
France, ’.lie old Homan law general mortgage still subsists in a 
few cases. Whence it follows that if this nullity is one of public 
order in France, a fortiori, must it he so here in Quebec, where 
the whole system of hypothecary law rests on the specialization 
of the immoveable hypothecated and the determination of the 
claim affecting it, and this in the most rigorous manner. For, 
as is well known, our law has, as distinguished from'the French 
law, abolished judicial, legal and general hypothecs which in a 
few cases still obtain in France.

By art. 2042 C.C. “hypothecs are not valid unless the deed 
specially dcserilies the immoveable hypothecated with a désigna-
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tion of the co-terminous fonds'*; and art. 2168 C.C. enacts that 
“no description of an immoveable ... in the notice of sale 
by the sheriff . . . will be deemed sufficient unless it is made 
in conformity with these provisions.” And articles 706 and 

^A'°Co^UAY "16 C.P. explain and confirm these prescriptions of the civil
r. law as regards the necessity of describing parts of lots sold

Uk8; judicially by mentioning the co-termiiwus lands. It would al-
*__ 1 most seem as if they hod followed the advice of Beaudiy-Lacau-
Gerra". j. tinerie.

These principles may be illustrated by the following de
cisions : The Montreal Loan and Mortgage Co. v. Fauteux, 3 
Can. S.C.R. 411 ; Comfort v. Hoy, 25 L.C.J. 222; City of Mon
treal v. Lionais, 8 L.X. 402 : Barrette v. Corporation of the Par
ish of St. Bcrthélemi, Que. 2 Q.B. 585 ; The Iloyal Institute v. 
Guerin, Que. 15 S.C. 344 ; The Corporation of the Township of 
Sainte Edwige of Clifton v. Foy, Que. 16 S.C. 418; T hcr rien v. 
Hénault, Que. 21 S.C. 452; Pelletier v. Trudeau, Que. 27 S.C. 
196

All the formalities regarding notices of judicial sale of pro
perty are also of public order.

No ratification, no consent can validate a judicial sale made 
in violation of the law as regards the place where notices are 
to be given, the place of sale, the time of the sale, the duration 
of the notices, the designation of the object sold. This sale dis
charges the immoveable; the legal effects thereof are far too 
serious to allow of its taking place without the required for
malities.

Every violation of these laws carries with it a presumption 
juris et dc jure of fraud and prejudice excluding all proof 
to the contrary ; every such violation gives rise to an action to 
have the sale annulled.

And yet in the present case all the prescriptions of our law 
have been violated.

We are of opinion to reverse the judgment of the 2nd Sep
tember, 1910, a <juo, for the following reasons :—

1. Failure to discuss the moveables of the defendant, or, at 
least, to have a return of nulla bona;

2. Failure to describe the three parcels of land sold with in
dication of the co terminous lands, either physical or astronomi
cal, for each one of them, and failure to give the cadastral name ;

3. Failure, in the notices, to indicate the seat of the hydraulic 
power, i.e., the left hank of the Lièvre river, as well as its out
put, which cannot exceed 1(H) cubic feet per second ;

4. Failure to publish these notices at the parish door of the 
Catholic church civilly recognized for this purpose;

5. Failure to have these notices published by the sheriff or 
his nominee;

QUE.
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6. Failure to indicate in these notices the place of sale;
7. Evidence of fraud or fraudulent agreement between the 

plaintiff, the defendant and the purchaser, as seen from the 
following facts :—

(а) Sale of parcels of land by the purchaser before the 
sheriff had sold to him ;

(б) Distraction from the seizure of the machinery and re
sale thereof by the seizing creditor to the purchaser ;

(c) Suppression of the notices in the newspapers of the 
locality where the petitioner in nullity resided.

The appeal is therefore allowed in part with costs.
The petitioner in vacation or nullity also prays in her con

clusions that she be declared proprietor of the said immoveables 
and that the same be given over to her.

These are conclusions of a petitory action or of an opposition 
to withdraw.

We cannot grant such conclusions.
The sale is annulled. That is all. The parties are left free 

to assert their rights over the immoveables which remain in the 
defendants’ estate, subject to the claims of the creditors, owner 
or third party acquiring, named in the registrar’s certificate.

in order to grant the petitory conclusions of the petitioner 
in nullity of this wile, this Court would have to call in the case 
all the interested parties who are not parties to the present 
suit. This would be tantamount to the opening up of a totally 
new action in the present suit, and this would be contrary to 
the spirit and letter of our laws.

A ppral alloii'ul.

Re TOWNSHIP OF ORFORD AND TOWNSHIP OF ALDBOROUGH.

Ontario Court of Appal, )/oax. CJ.O., Harrow, Marlaren, .Meredith and 
Mapcr, JJ.A. April 1», 1012.

1. Drains and hkwkrh (8 II—12)—Procedure—Work for improving an
kxisti.no hyntkm—10 Euw. N il. (Ont.) ch. 00, sec. 77.

Where what in pro|ionod is not the construction <>f a new drainage 
work, hut merely the repair ami Improvement of an existing system, 
which experience ha* proved it defective in that it provide* no ade
quate outlet, the work fallu within nee. 77 of the Municipal Drainage 
Act, 10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) ch. 90, and can lie performed without a 
|N*t ition.

[foirnnAip of Otford v. Township of Howard. 27 A.R. 22.1, followed; 
Sutherland-1nom t*o. v. Township of Itomney, 30 Can. N.C.H. 4Où, dh* 
cu-ned ami dUtinguUhed.)

2. Watkbb (|ICI—18)—Municipal hrainaiik ditches—Vhk ok former
naîtrai, watercourse— Rights to use ok whole system.

Where watercourse* have lout their natural condition and have be
come part of an artificial drainage system created under the drain
age lawn, the part of the system which wan once a natural water 
c mine in entitled to no particular immunity under the law. over the
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parts which 
to <li<tcliurg« 
Hit let.

purely artificial, but the whole must operite so n< 
waters wliieli it gathers at a prviier ami suflivient

C.A.
lilt

Re
ToWNHIIII' 
of Orford

Township

Statement

| Itr Totntnhip of Elina anil Township of Wallarr, 2 O.VV.R. 1!H ; ami 
»il c(Ji Mitra y v. Tominhip of Lovhicl, H O.L.R. 44ti, clistiuguished.]

.*». Eminent domain (g 111 B 3—120)—Test of dktfrmixi.no injuring 
I.IAIIII.ITV IIV CONSTRUCTION OF DRAINAGE WORKS—10 EOW. VII.
(Ont.) cii. 0»».

The test in determining injuring liability under the Municipal 
Drainage Act, 10 Kdw. VII. (Ont.), eh. 00. is whether the drainage 
work is necessary in fact or in law to enable or improve the cultiva 
tion or drainage of lower land suffering injury from water brought 
from upper land by artificial mean*, and. where the drainage work 
will carry this water to a i»ullicient outlet, the iands from which 
the water causing the damage is artificially brought arc assessable for 
injuring liability. (Err Henderson, Drainage Referee.)

4. Drains and kkwkhh (8111—16)—Rules for making assessment— 
Test of determining outlet liability—10 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) 
cii. 00.

The test in determining outlet liability under the Municipal Drain 
ago Act, 10 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) t;h. 00, is whether the drainage work 
is necessary in fact or in law to enable or improve tlie cultivation or 
drainage of the land proposed to lie assessed, and where lands can 
lie more effectively drained after the construction of the drainage 
work than before, lieeause they will then have an outlet which they 
did not have before, or where they are effectively drained, but their 
waters are not taken to a sufficient outlet, no that, legally speaking, 
they have no outlet at all, and the drainage work will give them a 
sufficient outlet, they are assessable for outlet liability. (Err Demin 
son, Drainage Referee. )

Appeal by the Municipal Corporation of the Township of 
Orford from the report or decision of George F. Henderson, 
Esquire, K.C., Referee under the Drainage Laws for the Province 
of Ontario, dismissing with costs the appeal of Orford from the 
report of G. A. McCubbin, O.L.S., dated the 21st May, 1910, 
whereby he assessed and charged the sum of $3,225 against 
lands and roads in Orford in respect of a proposed drainage work 
in a natural creek or watercourse in Aldborough.

The ap|)cal was dismissed.
The reasons for the decision of the Refeiee, given on the 

8th September, 1911, were as follows:—
The drainage scheme in question on this appeal is one initiated 

by the Corporation of the Township of Aldborough, without a 
petition, for the extension of a former drainage work, known as 
the Pool drain, which had its outlet at a point in Aldborough, 
a very short distance to the w'est of the road between lot 3 and 
lot 2 in that township. The Pool drain was an improvement 
of a portion of a creek, known as the Kintyre creek, the head
waters of which arise some three or four miles further up in the 
township of Orford. Some tun miles up, in a more southerly 
portion of the township of Orford, there is the beginning of 
another creek, known as the Fleming creek, which has an outlet 
in the Kintyre creek at a point on lot No. 6 in the 4th concession 
of Aldborough.
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The present intended improvement is the result of n com
plaint made by one Robert (iraham, upon whose lands the 
Fleming creek joins the Kintyrc creek ; and the proposition is 
to take up the improvement of the Kintyrc creek at the point 
to which it had already been made west of the road to which 
I have referred, and to straighten, widen, and deepen that creek 
along its course to ami beyond the junction of the Fleming creek, 
as shewn upon the plan of the proposed work which has been 
filed.
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There are a large number of drains in Orford tributary to statement 
the Kintyrc* creek, all of which have been constructed under 
the provisions of the Municipal Drainage Act or the Ditches and 
Watercourses Act. Similarly, the usual number of drains have 
been dug in the upix-r portion of Orford tributary to the Fleming 
creek, the improvement of which itself is marked upon the plan 
as the McKerracher drain. I find as a fact, on the evidence, 
that the flooding of which Mr. (Iraham complained to the council, 
and as the result of which he suffered in common with his more 
immediate neighbours, was caused by water caused to flow from 
lands and roads in Orford into Aldborough and brought by the 
Fleming creek and the Kintyrc creek to the lands in Aldborough, 
to their detriment. 1 am satisfied, as a matter of law, that, 
in the result, lands in Orford are assessable because of this con
dition of things. The improved tributary to Kintyrc creek has 
been altogether artificial down to the point at which the present 
work is intended to be commenced. It is a matter of particular 
importance, however, in view of the legal position taken by 
counsel for the appellant, that the Fleming creek has not been 
artificially improved throughout its whole length. Its artificial 
improvement ends at a point on lot B in the 6th concession of 
Aldborough, where the figures 68 apjiear on the plan tiled as a 
portion of exhibit 1, that being the terminus of a proposed im
provement of the Fleming creek now pending. 1 inspected such 
portions of the locality in question as the parties thought proper, 
yesterday, and think it proper to state that a view of the locality 
is of very great importance in this action; that it is so is largely 
because of the fact that the land is not only what is culled rolling 
land, but rolling to a very considerable extent. The highways 
which we traversed are laid out along the road allowances pro
vided by the surveys, but one goes a very short distance at any 
time before coming to a steep decline in the road, reaching down 
to approximately the water level, and then again followed by 
a steep ascent to higher ground. Generally shaking, the ground 
surface, except as to these low places, is some fifteen to twenty- 
five feet higher than the level of the creek. Kach of these creeks 
itself runs along the lied of an unusually wide depression, and 
care has to be taken in estimating the evidence (if transcribed) 
to distinguish between the banks of the creek and the edges of
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the waterway itself. There are large stretches of good land 
C. A. on either side of the waterway. The high hanks occur at the 
1912 outer limits of these stretches.
Re The matter has been argued by counsel for the appellant

Township on the assumption that the creek in its original condition must 
ofOrford be taken to be the land level between the high banks, no matter 
Township how far apart these may be. I do not understand that it is 

op the intention of the law that riparian proprietors should be en- 
Ar.DHOBouon. titled to the natural flow of the water at times of high freshets, 
sut.-mont no matter how far back that flow would extend. If that were 

the case, there are certain portions of this Province where the 
rights of people up-stream would be so great as to prevent the 
cultivation of many miles of very valuable farm property; and, 
if the argument presented were pushed to its logical conclusion, 
the result would be to defeat the purposes of the Drainage Act 
in very many cases. There must, of course, be an application 
of common sense to each particular case; and, whether I am 
right or wrong, I always endeavour to administer the law accord
ing to the particular case; and in this particular case, through
out almost all the course of the water as I saw it yesterday, 1 
found the high banks to be so far back from the actual water
way and the quantity of land between the high banks and the 
actual waterway to be so extensive and so valuable that I think 
the matter must be treated as if the rights of the parties depended 
upon the flow in the actual waterway; and 1 so treat it. I 
elaborate that idea because I think it necessary in order to enable 
the intention of the engineer to be carried out, that intention 
being to render fit for cultivation during ordinary seasons all 
the low-lying lands between these high banks, which ant now 
unfitted for cultivation because of the fact that they are flooded 
so frequently that it is unsafe to attempt to crop them. I can
not accept the evidence of those who say that the lands are not 
now flooded as seriously as they were some ten or twelve years 
ago. I prefer to accept the evidence of the others who say that 
the flooding has been increasing as the years go by. I note 
the fact that there has been no real attempt at cultivation of 
the flats for the last period of ten years or thereabouts, and that 
apparently there was some attempt at cultivation of portions of 
the flats before that time. I do not seriously regard the posi
tion of the witness who is still cultivating an acre of his flats. 
That is the witness D. McMillan, if I recollect rightly. His 
case illustrates the care that has to be taken in considering the 
situation as it is on the ground. I can quite appreciate that 
from his point of view there is no particular injury because of 
water brought down, because his flat land is so irregular in its 
natural conformation that it would be very difficult to cultivate 
it even if it had perfect drainage. I can quite appreciate the 
position of his namesake, higher up, who has 290 acres of land
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and (lex's not regard as a matter of consequence the injury to 
a couple of acres only of that large tract which he has never 
wanted to cultivate. A portion of it is in rough hush or slash, 
and it answers for pasture at the upper end of his farm. So, 
too, with some of the others who were called. They are men 
who do not want to pay the charges which the engineer has 
imposed upon them. If they had less land, and required to 
cultivate the land they had, they would probably feel differently 
from what they do feel. In estimating the evidence of wit
nesses of that class, one has to regard their actual condition. 
The fact remains that damage is occasioned to the lands of Mr. 
(iraham and his neighbours, and that Mr. MeC'ubbin proposes 
to do away with that damage by the very simple expedient of 
straightening, widening, and deepening the creek through their 
lands. Some of these men have already had sufficient enter
prise to do that sort of thing on their own lands, although they 
have not done it to the extent which would be necessary in con
nection with the larger scheme now under way. For that the 
engineer gives them credit. The engineers agree, as they must 
agree, that the fact that there are many windings in the stream 
is a very important element causing damage.

Coming back to the question of legal liability, I am satisfied 
that the matter has resolved itself into the application of the 
judgment of the Court of Appeal in the case of Township of 
Orford v. Township of Howard (1000), 27 O.A.R. 223. In fact, 1 
am told by counsel for the respondent that Mr. McCubbin had 
that decision in view in making the re]x>rt which he has made, 
and that lie was advised that he could not make the report had 
it not been for that decision. As I understand it, the Court 
of Appeal there holds that there may be an assessment for injuring 
liability, where, as a matter of fact, lands are injured by water 
brought down artificially from high lands, although not brought 
down to the actual point where the injury occurred, which is 
important here in view of the fact, already noted, that there is 
a considerable portion of the Fleming creek which is yet in a 
state of nature, and which is located between the now proposed 
improvement of the Fleming creek and its junction with the 
Kintyre creek. I find, on the evidence, as 1 have already stated, 
that the injury is caused by the waters which come down the 
Fleming creek, as well as by the waters which come down by the 
Pool creek. And, if I am right in my understanding of this 
decision, the result of that finding is, that lands in Orford to 
which these waters come are assessable, as a consequence. It 
is contended that, because the proposed improvement of the 
Fleming creek drain finds an outlet, within the meaning of the 
Act, at station 08, to which I have referred, there can lx* no 
liability attaching to lands in Orford beyond that point. At 
first blush that would seem to lx* a very formidable contention, 
hut there again I apply the knowledge gained on the inspection
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and note that the improvement of the Fleming creek drain, 
for the small section over which it is being improved, is for a 
strictly localised purpose, which has no effect at all upon the 
facts which lead to liability in this case. At the point where 
the Fleming creek is being improved, there is one of the dips 
of country to which 1 have referred, and there is a short, com
paratively short, space through which the highway is very 
materially affected by reason of the overflow of that creek. The 
improvement there will not materially affect the flow of water 
down Fleming creek. It will result in enabling the township 
corporation to take proper care of its roads, and will, of course, 
be of some benefit to or perhaps relieve from injury some of 
the adjacent lands; but it will not either prevent or to any appre
ciable extent facilitate the flow of the water from Orford which 
occasions damage to the lands in Aldborough now in question. 
It will, of course, bring down more water which would otherwise 
be evaporated, but the amount will be so small in comparison 
with the whole volume of water with which we are concerned, 
that I cannot feel that it should weigh in the determination of 
this present appeal.

Dealing with the question of whether or not the old outlet 
of the Pool drain is sufficient, I am satisfied, as the findings I 
have already made indicate, that it is not and never has been a 
proper outlet for the waters which are conducted to it. It may 
be that the assessment as to waters tributary to the Kintyre 
creek in Orford would be more properly outlet assessment ; but, 
in view of the fact that then is no practical difference in this 
case in the result between the assessment for outlet liability and 
assessment for injuring liability, I have not thought it fit to sug
gest any alteration in the report. Had there been any practical 
difference so as to necessitate a re-adjustment of the assessment, 
I might possibly have thought fit to suggest that. Hut, however 
one regards it, the result is the same. There are waters brought 
to the old outlet, and which flow beyond it, causing damage to 
lands below. These waters occasion injury, and the engineer 
is justified in relieving them and in assessing the lands which 
cause the injury accordingly.

It may be convenient shortly to state the practical distinc
tion between injuring and outlet liability, in view of the fact 
that many lawyers and most engineers complain of difficulty 
in understanding it. Where lands can be more effectively drained 
after the construction of the drainage work than before, because 
they will then have an outlet which they did not have before, 
they are assessable for outlet liability. Where lands are effec
tively drained, but where their waters are not taken to a sufficient 
outlet, so that legally speaking they have no outlet at all, and 
the drainage work will give them a sufficient outlet, they arc 
again assessable for outlet liability. The test is, that, in order
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to enable an assessment for outlet liability, the drainage work 
must be necessary, in fact or law, to enable re improve the cul
tivation or drainage of the land assessed.

Where, in the course of his examination, the engineer finds 
lands suffering injury from water brought from upper lands by 
artificial means, and his proposed work will pick this water 
up and carry it to a sufficient outlet, he can assess for injuring 
liability the lands from which the water causing the damage is 
so artificially brought. This is usually on pretty much the 
same state of affairs as the second kind of outlet liability, but 
from the opposite point of view, the test now being the existence 
of injured lands seeking relief, not higher lands seeking outlet. 
It follows that the extent of liability differs in each case, as set 
out in the respective sections.

An attack is made upon the engineer's principle of assess
ment, and it is said that he erred in arriving at his assessment 
for injuring liability, leaving his assessment for outlet liability 
to follow, and that for benefit to follow again. 1 do not so under
stand the evidence of the engineer. That evidence was given 
when he was under cross-examination, and when he was en
deavouring to answer, to the best of his ability, leading ques
tions such as counsel would put to him in cross-examination. 
It was counsel for the appellant who took up the question of 
injuring liability first, and 1 do not understand that the engineer 
did so. I noticed that he used the phraseology of the statute 
in answering questions put to him, shewing that he knew what 
he was talking about, and knew what he was doing when he 
made the assessment. I am satisfied, as a result of his evidence, 
that his charge for injuring liability was limited to the extent 
of the cost of the work necessary for the relief required; but 
I do not understand that he assessed to that extent. 1 have 
no warrant for holding, on the evidence, that there was any
thing wrong about the engineer’s principle of assessment ; although, 
perhaps, it is proper that I should say that 1 agree with counsel 
for the that, while the Act says that the assessment
may Ik? to the extent of the cost of the work necessary for the 
relief of the injured lands, it does not at all follow that it should 
be so. Benefit should first be taken into account, and then 
outlet liability, and then injuring liability, although probably 
in many cases, as was the case here, in practical result, outlet 
liability and injuring liability will run side by side.

Another contention of the is, that the scheme is
not continued to a sufficient outlet, within the meaning of the 
Act. I cannot so find u|R>n the evidence. Mr. Laird and Mr. 
Manigault compare it with the present 1*<h»1 outlet, but overlook 
the all-important distinction that in the one case lauds Mow 
are injured and in the other no injury is anticipated by either 
the engineer or the owners of the lands Mow. Again, the par
ticular facts of the particular locality become important.
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1 am also asked to find, on the evidence, that the assessment 
on lands in Orford is excessive. The total cost of the work, 
apart from a certain branch which is assessed exclusively upon 
Aldborough, is $6,645. For injuring liability lands in Aid- 
borough arc assessed at $1,094 and lands in Urford at $3,225. 
There is a small assessment for outlet liability, $126, on lands 
in Aldborough, and an assessn ent of $2,200 for benefit on lands 
in Aldborough. No evident has been called to criticise the 
assessment for injuring liability on lands in Orford. The princi
ple, of course, has been attacked. At first blush, again, the 
amount might seem large; but, when one thinks of the very large 
area which is very well drained by the two creeks ami their 
tributaries, it is not surprising that the engineer has found it 
necessary to impose an assessment to the amount of $3,225. 
I cannot, on the evidence, say that lie has in any way erred in 
that respect.

In the result, therefore, the appeal must be dismissed, with 
the usual result as to costs, and the costs in this ease- shall be 
on the scale of the High Court. The excess costs of the respon
dents, as between solicitor and client, shall be chargeable against 
the drainage scheme as a whole. The party and party costs of 
the respondents shall be chargeable against the lands in Orford. 
The solicitor and client costs of the appellant shall be chargeable 
against the lands in Orford.

M. Wilson, K.C., for the appellant. The decision of the 
learned Drainage Referee was based upon the previous decision 
of Township of Orford v. Township of Howard, 27 O.A.R. 223, 
which, as we contend, was not properly appreciated by him. The 
lands in Orford could not be assessed for outlet liability, and 
no such assessment was in issue at the trial, the assessment being 
for injuring liability alone. Here the burden is on the respon
dent to shew that the appellant should pay for work done in 
the respondent township. It is submitted that the work in 
question could not legally be done without a petition; and that, 
even if it could lawfully be so done, the facts of the case do not 
warrant it. As to the necessity for a petition, see the Municipal 
Drainage Act, sec. 3, sub-secs. 3 and 4, and sec. 77. There must 
be initiation on the part of the council in order to justify the 
W'ork. The work in question is not desired by the appellant, 
and is useless to it, and the scheme should be set aside, as was 
done in In rc Township of Raleigh and Township of Harwich 
(1899), 26 O.A.R. 313. Reference was also made to the following 
authorities: Suthcrland-Inncs Co. v. Township of Romney (1900), 
30 ( an. S.C.R. 495, at pp. 516-518, which was considered in In re 
Township of Rochester and Townships of Mersea (1901), 2 O.L.R. 
435, at p.439; In re Townships of Orford and Howard (1891), 
18 O.A.R. 496, which was approved by Osier and Maclennan, 
J.I.A., in In rc Township of Harwich and Township of Raleigh
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(1894), 21 O.A.R. 077, and followed i 
drey and Township of Elma (1897), * 
on Watercourses, 7th cd., sec. 108 
cases there cited. (Garrow, J.A., r 
(1899), 26 O A.R. 102.]

C. St. Clair Leitch, for the respondent, referred to secs. 77,
64, and 3 (3) of the Municipal Drainage Act, 1910 (10 Edw. VII. 
ch. 90), as giving the right to perform the work and make the 
assessment. Under sec. 77 no petition is required : Re Township Aldborouoh. 
of Dover and Township of Chatham (1909), 1 O.W.N. 327. [Mere- Argument 
dith, J.A., referred to Re Johnston and Township of Tiltmry East 
(1911), 25 O.L.R. 242.] The question at issue is concluded by 
the Orford and Howard case in 27 O.A.R., supra, where the 
previous cases are discussed: see especially the judgment of 
Lister, J.A., at p. 230. He also referred to Young v. Tucker, 
supra, and to McGillivray v. Township of Loch id (1904), 8 
O.L.R. 446.

Wilson, in reply, referred l' Re Township of Elma and Township 
of Wallace (1903), 2 O.W.R. 198, and In re Township of Caradoc 
and Township of Ekfrid (1897), 24 O.A.R. 576, 581, and argued 
that the Orford and Howard case was not applicable to the circum
stances of the present case.

June 28. G arrow, J.A.:—The facts arc very fully set out o»m>w. j.a. 
in the judgment of the learned Referee, in the course of which 
he says:—

“ Dealing with the question of whether or not the old outlet 
of the Pool drain is sufficient, I am satisfied, as the findings 1 
have already made indicate, that it is not and never has been 
a proper outlet for the waters which are conducted to it. It 
may l>e that the assessment as to waters tributary to the Kintyrc 
creek in Orford would be more properly outlet assessment; but, 
in view of the fact that there is no practical difference in this 
case in the result l>etween the assessment for outlet liability and 
assessment for injuring liability, I have not thought it fit to sug- 
gest any alteration in the report. Had there l>ecn any practical 
difference so as to necessitate a re-adjustment of the assessment,
I might possibly have thought fit to suggest that. Rut, how
ever one regards it, the result is the same. There are waters 
brought to the old outlet, and which flow beyond it, causing 
damage to lands below. These waters occasion injury, and the 
engineer is justified in relieving them and in assessing the lands 
which cause the injury accordingly.”

This seems tersely to epitomise the case with which we are 
called u{>on to deal.

Counsel for the appellant addressed us very fully and very 
ably u|)on certain objections, all of which are in their nature
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objections going to the jurisdiction of the council. These, briefly 
stated, are: (1) that the proceedings should have been initiated 
by petition, and not by report without petition; (2) that the 
work proposed is useless to Orford lands, which already have 
a sufficient discharge by the works already constructed, and 
for the construction of which the land-owners in Orford have 
paid their share; (3) that the Orford lands discharge into natural 
watercourses, with defined banks, and are for that reason not 

Aldbobouoh. liable for the proposed work ; (4) that the proposed work does 
airi^Tj a n°t improve the present outlet or furnish a sufficient outlet.

There were also objections as to the details of the assessment 
and u|>on the merits generally, all of which were very fully dealt 
with by the learned Referee, with a knowledge and experience 
in such matters to which 1 cannot pretend; and I, therefore, 
content myself with a general agreement with his conclusions as 
to them.

Dealing now with the objections to the jurisdiction before- 
mentioned, and taking them in their order, I am quite unable 
to follow the learned counsel in his contention that a petition 
was necessary. The contention necessarily implies that, if there 
had been a petition, the objection would fail. I could more 
easily understand an argument that, even upon petition, the 
circumstances are such that the relief could not lawfully be granted; 
and that, that lieing so, there could be no relief, either upon 
petition or re|>ort—in view of the fact which we have here of 
an intervening watercourse. Such an argument would have had 
some show of virtue, and even of authority (see In re Township 
of Rochester ami Township of Mersea, 2 O.L.U. 435), under the 
old and narrower construction of sub-sec. 3 of sec. 3 of the Muni
cipal Drainage Act, 1910, by reason of the absence from it of 
the words “either directly or through the medium of any other 
drainage work or of a swale, ravine, creek or watercourse,” which 
are in sul>-sec. 4. The “any means” in sul»-sec. 3 did not, so 
it was held, include a “swale, ravine, creek or watercourse” 
—always, it seems to me, an excessively narrow construction. 
Rut, if it be granted, as it apparently is, that the relief required 
could be obtained on petition, the objection seems utterly to 
vanish. What is proposed is not the construction of a new 
drainage work, but merely the repair and improvement of an 
established system which, experience has proved, is defective, in 
that lands and roads along its course are being flooded from year 
to year by the overflow of waters for which that system provides 
no adequate or sufficient escajH*. Such a case seems to me very 
clearly to fall within the express provisions of sec. 77 of the 
Municipal Drainage Act as to “repairing upon report.”

In considering such eases as Sutherland-Innés Co. v. Town
ship of Romney, 30 Can S.C.R. 495, and Township of Orford v. 
Township of Howard, 27 O.A.R. 223, both of which were much dis-
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cussed before us, it should be remembered that this section, which 
is the old sec. 75, was very materially amended after both these 
decisions, by 6 Edw. VII. ch. 37, sec. 9, so as to be made ex
pressly to apply to the case of the better maintenance of a natural 
stream, creek, or watercourse, which had been artificially im
proved by local assessment or otherwise in the same manner 
and to the same extent and by the same proceedings as arc ap
plicable to the better maintenance of a work wholly artificial. 
The effect of this amendment is very wide. It destroys at one 
blow the value of much that was said in Sutherland-1 unes Co. 
v. Township of Romney, never in some respects an entirely satis
factory decision: see per Armour, C.J.O., in In re Township of 
Rochester and Township of Mersea, before cited, 2 O.L.ll.at p. 43(>; 
it restores the authority of Township of Orford v. Township of 
Howard as an exposition of sub-secs. 3 and 4, which had been 
shaken- by the Sutherland-Innes case; and, quite apart from 
these, and from all the other cases decided before the amend
ment, it apparently gives a new and substantive right, directly 
applicable to the facts and circumstances which here appear.

It would, perhaps, have been better if the Legislature had 
expressly made the words which I have quoted from sub-sec. 4 
applicable also to the previous sub-section. To have done so 
would, at least, have saved some rather hnir-splitting arguments 
upon the subject to which the Courts have had from time to 
time to listen. There is, upon the face of things, no good reason 
why injuring liability should stand upon one foundation and 
outlet liability upon another and a different one. It must surely 
often happen that certain sections or lots in a drainage scheme 
are liable for both. In Township of Orford v. Township of Howard, 
Lister, J.A., apparently with the concurrence of the other mem
bers of the Court, held that the amendment of sub-sec. 4 by the 
introduction of these words had had the effect of also enlarging 
the meaning of sub-sec. 3—a conclusion fortified and put beyond 
question by the subsequent amendment, which, while not 
primarily directed to sul>-scc. 3, is directed to another and a 
minor phase of the same subject-matter.

The second and third objections, which are somewhat related, 
may perhaps be conveniently coasidered together.

It is not, in my opinion, necessary in this case to discuss the 
general question of the riparian right of drainage into natural 
watercourses for the purposes of agriculture. The facts in the 
cases of Re Township of Ebna and Township of Wa lace, 2 O.W.R. 
198, and McGillivray v. Township of Lochiel, 8 O.L.R. 440, to 
which counsel referred and upon which he relied, were very 
different. Fleming creek and Hint y re creek, both, although 
small, entitled in strictness to be called watercourses, long ago 
lost their natural condition and became part of an artificial 
drainage system created under the drainage laws of the Province.
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The law |M»rmits that to he done. And, when it is done, the 
part of the system which was once a natural watercourse is en
titled to no particular immunity, under the law, over the other 
parts which are purely artificial. The whole must operate so 
as to discharge the waters which it gathers, at a proper and suffi
cient outlet. The law at least aims at affording complete relief 
from the common enemy, and not merely a nominal or paper 
relief, or the relief of one section of the locality at the expense 
of another. Anil until this main object is secured, I sec nothing 
in the Act pointing to the finality u|M>n which so much of the 
argument was based. Section 77 provides that “Wherever, for 
the better maintenance of any drainage work constructed under 
the provisions of this Act or any Act resjM'cting drainage by 
local assessment, or to prevent drainage to any lands or roads it 
is deemed expedient to change the course of such drainage work, 
or make a new outlet for the whole or any part of the work, or 
otherwise improve, extend, or alter the work . . . the council 
. . . may . . undertake” the work.

These words are very large, but not too large for the accom
plishment of the very durable purpose aimed at by the Legis
lature; and they should not, in my opinion, be narrowed by 
the construction for which the ap|>ellant contends.

The remaining objection, of the insufficiency of the proposed 
outlet, is a question of fact dc|>cuding upon the evidence, and 
was determined against the appellant by the learned Referee. 
The learned Referee, in the course of his judgment, points out 
the importance in this case of a personal inspection which lu- 
had made. Whether or not his conclusion u|x>n this objection 
wits affected by the inspection does not, I think, appear; but, 
however that may Ik-, while the finding is not in some rcsj>eets 
entirely satisfactory, I am not convinced that it is erroneous. 
And I reach this conclusion with the less regret liecause the objec
tion does not ap|x-ar in the written notice of objections served 
by the appellant, which contains some thirteen other objec
tions. If it had, it is quite possible that further ami more satis
factory explanations would have l>een forthcoming.

Upon the whole, the appeal, in my opinion, fails, and should 
be dismissed with costs.

Mkhkoitii, J.A.:—Ï desire to say that, as they appear to me, 
all the points raised, and argued at sueli length, on this appeal, 
involve, when properly looked at, questions of fact only.

The question whether the scheme was properly launched 
without a petition, is simply a question whether, on its facts, 
that scheme came within the provisions of see. 77 of the drainage 
enactment.

Upon such a question, the finding of the Drainage Referee, 
who had all the ordinary advantages of a trial Judge, as well
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as the advantage of a personal inspection of the locality and of 
the work—especially when that finding is in accord with the 
drainage engineer’s judgment—is not lightly to be reversed in 
any Court of Appeal, even if otherwise one might be inclined to 
reach a different conclusion, which 1 am not: and so the appeal 
fails upon that branch of it.

So, too, as to the sufficiency of ihc outlet, and also as to the 
method of assessment, and the amount of the several assessments.

The provisions of the drainage enactment ought not to 
he eniployed to such an extent as to be oppressive or unreason
ably burdensome; the duty of municipal councils is, or ought 
to be, a safeguard against that ; nor should unauthorised methods 
be taken to effect that which cannot be effected by authorised 
methods; the Courts should prevent that ; but there is, as fa” 
as the evidence aliens, nothing objectionable in this case in 
these respects.

I concur in dismissing the appeal.
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Moss, C.J.O., Maclakkn and Mauee, JJ.A., also concurred 
in dismissing the appeal. lUctarra, J.A. 

UaflM, J.A.
Appeal dismissed.

REID v. TABER TRADING COMPANY. ALTA.

IHntrict Court of the lUetrict of Calgary, Alberta, Waleh, n n
October 23. 1912. 1912

1. CoVBTH (8 II A 1—150)— AIJOKIA DlHTRICT CoVBTH—JUBISDICTION.
The juriwtietion of a District Court i* not «hihI«sI merely by reason ***•

«if the fact that ilefendant resides, ami the cause of aetion arose, with 
<iut the limita of tlie judicial district in which the action is lmnight.

Motion to set aside the writ of summons on the ground of statement 
want of jurisdiction.

The motion was refused.
Fcntriy, for the motion.
McDonald, for plaintiff, contra.
Walbii, J.:—The defendant applies to me sitting as a w.uh.j. 

District Court Judge in Chambers for an order setting aside 
tin* writ of summons issued out of the District Court of the dis
trict of Calgary on the ground that “this honourable Court has 
no jurisdiction to adjudicate on this claim.” The détendant 
does not reside nor did the cause of action arise in this judicial 
district and it is upon these facts that the defendant's argu
ment as to want of jurisdiction rests ; the contention being that 
a District Court action can only be brought in the Court in 
which cither the defendant lives or the cause of action arose.
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The application should. I think, have been made to the Sup
reme Court for prohibition hut in view of the disposition which 
1 am making of it 1 am disregarding its form.

The Legislature had the undoubted power to establish the 
District Courts and to confer upon them the jurisdiction which 
it has given to them. It also had the power either to extend the 
jurisdiction of each Court over men living or causes of action 
arising in any part of the province or to limit it to men living 
or causes of action arising within its own territorial area. There 
is nothing in the Act which says in so many words what the 
jurisdiction of each Court shall he in this respect and it is there
fore only by a scrutiny of the various sections which bear upon 
the question that the intention of the Legislature can In- ascer
tained. The Courts arc created by section 3 which says that 
“there shall be in every judicial district a Court of Record to 
be styled the District Court of the district of (as the case may 
be).” These words import nothing more than this that in each 
judicial district a new tribunal is brought into existence whose 
functions must be discharged within the territorial limits of 
the district.

The jurisdiction of the Courts is conferred by the group of 
sections numl>ered from 23 to 27, both inclusive, of which 23 
is the pivotal section. Under it the Courts have jurisdiction in 
all causes of the various characters enumerated in it up to tin- 
amount thereby limited. The language of this section is broad 
and simple. There is nothing whatever in it suggestive of a 
limitation of the jurisdiction to men who live, or events which 
occur within its geographical area, (living to its words their 
ordinary meaning they seem to me to mean nothing less than 
this, that given a cause of action of one of the kinds named in 
the section and involving no greater amount than that which 
is thereby fixed as the pecuniary limit of the Court's jurisdic
tion, any District Court in the Province can entertain it, unless 
it is an action to which under section 32 a local venue is given, 
1 think it a fair inference that when the Legislature says, as it 
docs in sec. 32, that some actions must be brought and tried in 
a certain district its intention was that no other action should 
lie under any such limitation and therefore that any other ac
tion can be brought and tried in any district.

The new sub-see. enacted by sub-sec. 2 of see. 13 of eh. 4 of 
the statutes of 1909 which enables a Judge to transfer an action 
to another Court where the preponderance of convenience is 
against the trial in the Court in which the action was commenced. 
atTords some evidence of the fact that the jurisdiction is not 
fixed by such considerations as the defendants’ residence or the 
place wli4*re the cause of action arose.

Section 40 gives validity to process of the Court which is to
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lu» served or executed in another district which is a plain stretch 
ing of the arm of the Court beyond the coniines of the district. 
Section 41 limits the jurisdiction in probate to the estates of 
persons dying within the territorial limits of the Court which 
is so far as I can ascertain tlx* only residential test applied to 
the Court’s jurisdiction.

The provisions to which 1 have referred, in the entire ab
sence of anything in tlx* Act to shew a contrary intention on 
tlx* part of the Legislature, satisfy me that there is no such limi
tation upon the jurisdiction of a District Court as the defendant 
here contends for, but the strongest argument against tlx* defen
dant’s contention is, I think, to he found in the sections to 
which 1 will now refer.

Section 35 brings the Judicature Ordinance into force in all 
tlx* District Courts. Section 4 of that Ordinance provided that 
suits should Ik* entered and tried in the district where the cause 
of action arose or in which a defendant resided or carried on 
business at. the time of action brought. This section would 
therefore have applied to the District Courts if it had remained 
in force, but it was repealed by an Act that received the Royal 
assent on the same day that the District Courts Act was as
sented to, the repeal being accomplished by sub-see. (1) of sec. 
7 of ch. 5 of the statutes of 1907. By section 52 of the District 
Courts Act the small debt procedure set out in Bart III. of the 
Judicature Ordinanee is made to apply to claims under $100 
in the District Courts. By sub-sec. 7 of sec. 7 of ch. 5 of the 
statutes of 1907 it is enacted that

in small debt case* suit shall In* entered and unless otherwise ordered 
tried in the judieial district where the cau*e of action arose or in 
which the defendant or one of several defendant* reside* or carries 
on hnsine-* at the lime the action i* brought.
The result therefore of these enactments all passed at the 

same time is that the section of the Judicature Ordinance which 
would have made it impossible to bring or to carry on this ac
tion in the Calgary District Court was repealed and tlx* pro
visions of that section were in effect transferred and made ap
plicable only to small debt suits. The men* mention of this 
limitation in the case of a small debt aetion would, under the 
well-known maxim, exclude its application to other actions, but 
when, in addition, there is at the same time the removal of the 
limitation from other actions by the repeal of a section which 
would have imposed it, there seems to me to lx? no room for fur
ther argument about it.

The only section to which the defendant’s solicitor referred 
xx* in support of his contention is section 33 which provides 
that an action by or against a District Court Judge may be 
brought in the Court of an adjoining district, the argument, of
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course, being that the reason for this section lies in the faet 
that without it the Judge must sue or be sued in his own Court. 
1 think that the only Court in which such an action could hr 
brought is that of an adjoining district, the word “may” in 
the section meaning “must” or “shall.” The object of the 
section is not to give the plaintiff in such an action a choice be
tween the two Courts but to take away from him the right which 
he otherwise would have to sue in the Court presided over by 
one of the parties to the litigation.

The opinion which I expressed on the argument against the 
defendant’s contention was based largely upon my familiarity 
with the County Courts Act of Ontaiio and the practice under 
it. County Court actions are commenced there without the 
slightest reference to the defendant’s residence or the county 
in which the cause of action arose. Our Act is modelled very 
closely upon the Ontario Act. The Courts are created and the 
jurisdiction conferred in almost identical language. There is 
then*, as here, the element of local venue in certain cases and 
the practice of moving to change the venue when inconveniently 
laid by the plaintiff. In fact, in all things essential for con- 
sideration on this application, our Act is practically a reproduc
tion of the Ontario Act, except that the latter contains no small 
debt provisions, those being found in Ontario in the Division 
Courts Ac*. I have been unable after a eareful search through 
the Ontario Digests to find any case reported in which the con
tention here made was even suggested in that Province. On the 
other hand, reports of motion to change the venue are innumer 
able and in many of them the residence of the defendant and 
the place in which the cause of action arose form an important 
element as justifying a change. In some of the other Provinces 
the Act creating the inferior Court limits its jurisdiction as 
the defendant here contends that ours should be, and in those 
Provinces such a motion as 1 am now disposing of would «if 
course succeed. The question of jurisdiction turns in each Pro
vince upon the wording of the statute under which the Court 
is created.

For the reasons which I have attempted to give, the motion 
must be dismissed. As the point involved is of considerable im
portance and it comes up now for decision for the first time so 
far as I know, I direct that the costs of it shall be in the cause.

Motion dismiss'd.
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JOHNSON v. CITY OF MONTREAL and THE MERCHANTS’ TELEPHONE 
COMPANY of Montreal.

(Jurbee Huperior Court. Trial before Saint-Pierre,

1. PbOXIMATR t’AVHK ( 6 1—8)—InDKPKNDKXT .NKIiLIQKNT ACTS OF TWO PtS 

HONS CAUSING INJURY TO A THIRD PHUUlN.

Where one person is negligent, and. by the négligente or wilful act 
of another, his negligent net causée injury to a third person, if the 
first negligent act he not in its nature such that the second might 1st 
looked for as a natural ami probable consequence, then the first negli
gent person is not responsible, but. if it be so, then he is liable.

I See 1 Ber en on Negligence, 3rd ed., 76.]

2. Dfath (8 III—20)—Fall of tklkphonk folk in public htekkt-
or COMPANION OF DM'K A HKD.

Where a pole erected by a telephone company upon a street of ;
municipality has decayed to some extent, but would nevertheless have 

fur stmt'stood for some time without falling hv its own weight, and was still 
fit to I» used for the puqiose for which it was erected, and one passing 
along the street, in a frolic, jumps up and catches a guy wire attached 
to the pole, and pulls the pole down upon his companion and injures 
him, neither the telephone company nor the municipality is responsible 
for such injuries.

[Xordheimer V. Alexander, lit Can. R.C.R. 248; and Engel Hart V. 
Earrant, [1807] 1 Q.B. 240. discussed and distinguished.]

An action for damages for the death of the plaintiff's 
husband caused by the fall of a telephone pole erected by the 
defendants the Merchants' Telephone Company of Montreal on 
St. Dominique street in the city of Montreal.

The action was dismissed.
A. Chase Casgrain, for the plaintiff.
R. C. Smith, K.C., and G. Gordon Hyde, for the Merchants' 

Telephone Co.
J. A. Jarvy, for the city of Montreal.

Montreal, October 12, 1912.

Saint-Pierre, J. :—The question submitted for the decision 
of the Court is one of responsibility resulting from an accident 
wherein Bruce Currie, the husband of the plaintiff, lost his life.

By her present action, Elizabeth Johnson sues the Mer
chants’ Telephone Company and the city of Montreal, both 
of which she holds responsible for said accident, and claims 
from them jointly and severally the sum of $75,000, said sum 
representing, as she alleges, the loss she has sustained in con
sequence of the death of her husband.

The facts are but few and quite simple:—
In the year 1910, the Merchants' Telephone Company of 

Montreal had one of their large wires mnning along Dor
chester street from the west as far as St. Dominique street in the 
east, where it had been made to turn at a square angle so as to

_
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follow the western side of this last-mentioned street going up 
north.

In order to ease ofT the strain produced at the angle upon 
the pole put up there, another pole had been planted on St. 
Dominique street some distance south of Dorchester street on 
the western side of the street, which pole was connected by a 
strong wire with that at the corner of Dorchester and St. Dorn 
inique streets. At the time of the accident, however, this eon 
necting wire had been temporarily removed. In order to give 
more strength to the counter traction intended to be obtained 
by the use of this auxiliary pole, it had been planted so as to 
incline southward, and had been anchored in the ground by 
means of a guy wire running from its head to a considerable 
distance towards Lagauehetiere street, with its other end see 
urely fastened in the ground underneath the edge of the side 
walk, thereby forming a line descending gradually and running 
in a slanting direction from the pole’s top to the ground.

On Saturday, the 12th November, 1010, about midnight, 
five young men. named respectively David Mendelshon, Bruce 
Currie, the deceased husband of plaintiff, Honoré Fréchette. 
Pierre ('houinard and Charles Hansher. who had spent the 
evening together, were going up St. Dominique street walking 
in Indian file on the western side of the street, when, on near 
ing Dorchester street, where the guy rope of the slanting post 
I have just described was at their side, Mendelsohn, who was 
leading and who is a strong and comparatively heavy man. was 
seized with the mad freak of playing acrobat. He suddenly 
jumped up, and, clutching the guy win* with both hands, sus
pended himself from it. At the same moment a creaking noise 
as of wood breaking was heard and the pole fell down, injuring 
Currie, who was walking next to Mendelsohn, so seriously that 
he died at the hospital in the same night. Hence the present 
action of damages by his widow, both against the Merchants’ 
Telephone Company of Montreal and against the city.

Her contention is that so far as the Merchants’ Telephone 
Company is concerned, it should be held responsible for tie- 
reason that the pole in question which had been planted hv 
them and was their property was rotten at the level of the 
ground, and as to the city, that it also should be held respon 
sihle for the reason that it had failed in its duty by allowing 
to stand in one of its streets a rotten pole which was a constant 
menace to the lives of the passers-by. As the broken ends of tie- 
pole were produced before the Court, it became easy to ascer
tain the real condition in which the wood was. It was then 
seen that said pole was far from being in as bad a condition as 
had first lieen represented. Those pieces of stumps have a dia
meter of about eighteen inches, out of which more than six
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inches in the centre appeared to be perfectly sound. The sur
rounding parts were; what the witnesses call “hazy,” a word 
which I would take to correspond to the French word “cotti,” 
used by the common people in this country. Now it is clear 
that this pole in the condition in which it was could have lasted 
for a considerable time without falling under its own weight, 
and that it was still fit to be used for the purpose originally in
tended it should serve.

A number of authorities have been cited on behalf of the 
plaintiff in order to shew that the owner of a building which 
lias tumbled or crumbled down, or of a tree which has fallen 
under its own weight, are responsible for the damages caused 
by such accidents.

I quite agree with the principle thus laid down by the text 
writers, but our case differs essentially from those upon which 
such a legal conclusion has been made to rest.

I find in Beven on Negligence (Canadian edition, vol. 1, 
p. 76), a distinction in cases of responsibility resulting from 
negligence, which may assist us in arriving at a proper solu
tion of the one now under consideration. It reads as follows :— 

Again, ono iierson may h« negligent. a ml by the nvgli- 
grnt or wilful act of another the negligent net of the IIrut 
may vaium injury to a third ; then, nay* Hewn, “n dis
tinction is to lie taken: If the tlr»t negligent act in not in it* nature 
mich that the second might U> looked for an a natural and probable 
sequence, then the first negligent )x>r«on i« not reaponaible. If the 
subsequent negligence i* likely to follow from the antecedent negli
gence, tl-en the first negligent |H»r*on is liable."

Among the cases which were brought under my notice on be
half of the plaintiff, two may be here referred to as illustrations 
of the above distinction. One is the case of Nordheimer v. Alex
ander, M.L.R. 6 Q.B. 402, decided by our own Courts, and the 
other the English case of Engelhart v. Farrant, [ 1897 J 1 Q.B. 
240.

In the case of Nordheimcr v. Alexander, M.L.R. 6 Q.B. 402, 
and Nordheimcr v. Alexander, 10 Can. 8.C.R. 248, the evidence 
shewed that a high wall which had been left standing for sev
eral days after a fire had destroyed Nordheimcr s store, and 
which, owing to the effect of a strong wind, had fallen upon 
Alexander’s house, constituted a succession of facts which ren
dered Nordheimcr responsible for the damage caused to Alex
ander’s property. Nordheimcr was clearly at fault in leaving 
this high wall standing, and the various Courts which were 
called upon to adjudicate upon his case readily came to the 
conclusion that he should naturally have anticipated that pre
cisely such an accident as actually did occur would lie quite 
likely to take place under the action of a strong wind. The
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consequence whs that Nordhcimer was held liable and con
demned to pay damages.

In the case of Engclhart v. F arrant, [1897] 1 Q.B. 240, the 
English Judges came to a similar conclusion.

The facts were those : The driver of a horse and cart left it 
for a temporary purpose, and a lad in the cart, while wrongfully 

05TBKAL. aD(| agajn8t orders, attempting to drive, ran into the plaintiff's 
at. nene. j. carriage, which was upset, the occupants sustaining serious in

jur)'. The Judges held that the driver of the horse and cart 
should have anticipated, or at least suspected, that the lad 
might start the horse and as a consequence that some accident 
would happen.

Turning now to our case, I must say that I find nothing 
that would justify any anticipation that some foolish young 
man might act as Mendelsohn did act on the occasion I hat* 
mentioned. The pole was good enough for the purpose for 
which it had been put up and nothing short of the tremendous 
weight which was made to bear upon the guy wire could have 
caused it to break and fall down as it did. In addition to the 
shock produced by Mendelsohn suddenly clutching at the wire, 
the weight of his body must have acted in the same manner as 
the moveable weight upon the beam of a steel-yard, thereby 
creating a pressure which only a body several times the size of 
his own could otherwise have produced. It is doubtful that a 
pole more than half the size of the one which was broken, as
suming it to be perfectly sound, could have resisted such a 
pressure.

Let us suppose by way of illustration that the shutters of 
one of the houses along the street had been hung upon weak 
hinges, and that Mendelsohn had by a sudden pull jerked off 
one of those shutters, which in its fall had injured his friend. 
Currie, could it be reasonably contended that the owner of the 
house might be held liable in damages owing to the fact that 
the hinges of his shutter were weak, and by pretending that if 
they had been stronger the accident might not have happened ’ 
Such an action would simply be preposterous ; shutters no 
more than guy ropes used for telephone poles, are not expected 
to become objects of sport for young men who happen to bi
passe rs-by.

My conclusions, therefore, are that no fault can be attributed 
either to the Merchants’ Telephone Company of Montreal nor 
to the city, and that the sole recourse of the plaintiff is against 
the young man whose foolish act was the cause of the accident 
and ns a consequence of the death of the plaintiff’s husband.

The action is, therefore, dismissed with costs.
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Re COUTTS ami I.EBOEUF.
Ontario High Court, Kelly, J. June 7. 1612.

1. Wills (| III E—108)—Oonhtbuction—Dkscbiption ok lanhh—Town
SHIP LOTS—NoBTII HAI.K FOB SOUTH HALF—MISTAKE IN DKSCBIP-

Whero a testator, at tin* time of his will. an«l at hi* death own* 
the north half and no part of the south half of a certain township lot, 
and in hi* will devises to his son the south half of the north half ami 
to his wife the “north half of the south half.” the devise to the wife 
will lie read as the “north half of the north half." where the will 
shews an intention to dispose of all his lands, ami such a reformation 
of the will fit* the testator's exact ownership.

\Ke Clement. 22 O.L.R. 121: Smith v. Smith, 22 O.L.R. 127; He 
liar kin, 7 O.W.R. 840, 841, referred to.]

An application under the Vendors and Purchasers Act.
J. A. Walker, K.C., for the vendor.
A. Clark, for the purchaser.

Kelly, J. :—Jane Coutts, claiming to he devisee under the 
will of her husband, Alexander Coutts, of the north half of the 
north half of lot 11 in the 5th eoneession of the township of 
Tilbury East, in the county of Kent, agreed, in February, 1010, 
to sell these lands to Eugene Lelwvuf. The purchaser objected 
to the title, on the ground that the property was not devised or 
disposed of by Alexander Coutts, and did not pass by his will, 
and that he died intestate as to it; and that, therefore, the 
vendor has no power to sell it.

Alexander Coutts made his will on the 17th April, 1875, 
and died on the 14th August, 1881. Iiis wife, Jane Coutts, 
was appointed his executrix, and probate of the will was issued 
to her.

The first paragraph of the will is: “I give devise and be
queath all my lands and tenements goods and chattels as fol
lows.” Then, after devising to his son the south half of the 
north half of lot 11 in the 5th concession of Tilbury East, con
taining 50 acres more or less, and other lands, he devised to his 
wife, Jane Coutts, the vendor, for the benefit of his family, 
several parcels, including “the north half of the south half of 
lot number 11 in the 5th concession, containing 50 aereirrnore 
or less;” and he did “also enjoin her to sell any portion or 
parcel of* the lands willed to her at any time she may see fit 
or judicious.”

At the time the will was made, and also at the time of his 
death, the testator was the owner of the north half of lot 11 
in the 5th concession of Tilbury East, but was not then and 
never was the owner of or interested in the south half of that 
lot.
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The will shews an intention on the part of the testator 
to dispose of all his lands and tenements, etc. Not owning the 
south half of the lot, hut owning the north half of it, and hav
ing devised the south half of the north half to his son, if in the 
devise to Jane Coutts he had used the word “north,” instead of 
“south,” the description in the will would then, as stated in 
Re Hurl in, 7 O.W.R. 840, at p. 841. “fit his exact ownership, 
and all his lands will pass by his will as the intention is therein 
expressed.”

I am of opinion that the will operated so as to pass to the 
vendor, Jane Coutts (for the benefit of the testator's family, and 
subject to the power of sale as therein expressed), the north half 
of the north half of lot 11 in the 5th concession of the township 
of Tilbury East. 1 refer to Re Hark in, 7 O.W.R. 840; li> 
Chinait, 22 O.L.R. 121 ; and Smith v. Smith, 22 O.L.R. 127. 
where many of the earlier cases are considered.

Judgment for vendor.

ERNST v. SLAWENWHITE.
(Decision No. 1.)

-Vow Scotia Supreme Court, IIuxkcII, ,/. October 16. 11)12.

1. Lkvy and hkizvkk <fi III II—401—Abioikiiino hkiitok — Vkovknh — 
Motion to hvt asidk—-Scmmaky MUET, wiikn rkkchki*.

Where the defendant, an alleged absconding debtor moves suminaril.x 
under the Supreme Court Rule»* ( X.S. ), to act aside a prove** i**iivl 
iigain*! him. if originally the circumstance* of the cane at the time 
the prove** wa* i**ued wen» *uvh a* to warrant the bond fide belief that 
the defendant wa* absconding from the province, the process will not. 
under the summary juridiction of the court, be set naide even though 
the defendant ha* returned to the provint*» and shews that lie had had 
no intention of remaining out of it. hut if the defendant's property 
has been attached unwarrantably ne will la» left to hi* action therefor 

I Hint v. Soule, 1 N.S.R. 2< HI (ed. 2), followed ; Starr v. Muncey, 
.1 N.S.R. 244, referred to. |

Motion to set aside process against an alleged absconding 
debtor.

V. J. Cat un, K.C., for plaintiff.
McLean, K.C., and Margeson, for defendant.

Ri'ssell, J. ;—In Hunt v. Soule, 1 N.S.R. 20fi (ed. 
2), Halliburton. O.J., referring to the case of Starr 
v. Muncey, 3 N.S.R. 244, cited by both parties in the 
present contest, said that the Court had decided in 
this ease that the mere return of the defendant into tin- 
province would not authorize the Court to set aside the pro
cess if circumstances authorized the issue of it at the time. »./.,
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if those circumstances authorized the plaintiff to deem the de
fendant an absent or absconding debtor when lie sued out the 
process. I understand this to mean that if the ci re es
were such as to warrant the bond fulc belief that the defendant 
was absconding the process would not be set aside even though 
the defendant should return to the province, and even if he 
could shew that he had no intention of remaining out of the pro
vince. The learned Chief Justice in the same case said that “if 
the circumstances leave any doubt upon the minds of the Court 
the summary jurisdiction to set the process aside ought not to 
exercise, but if the defendant thinks his property has been at
tached unwarrantably he should be left to his action.”

The circumstances of this case seem to me to have fully war
ranted the belief that the defendant was an absent or absconding 
debtor, and I must, therefore, decline to set aside the process. I 
reserve the costs of opposing the motion, which should probably 
he made plaintiff's costs in the cause to be set off in the possible 
event of his ultimate failure in the a t ion.

Motion refused.

ERNST v SLAWENWHITE et al.
(Decision No. 2.)

Vul'fl Scotia Supreme Court. Trial before Itutowll, ./, October 2.1, 1912.

1. KviUKNCK (8 11 b—.140)—1‘REHl MITION AH TO PAYMENT OP ACCOUNT— 
Partner ok creuitor ah well ah op hkiitoh—Status.

Where a claimant i* n partner in n firm of ship supply merchant* 
and is also the owner of u one-third interest in n certain vessel, and 
where the claimant relis out his one-third interest in the vessel to 
the owners of the remaining two-third interest, and it appears that at 
the time of this sale there was a current account for -hip supplies 
outstanding against the vessel in question and in favour of the tirm 
of merchants of which the claimant was a partner; there is from 
these circumstance* of themselves no presumption that the claimant 
by virtue of selling his interest in the vessel intended thereby to waive 
his claim as a merchant for the ship supplies, and this especially since 
none of the parties to the sale of the interest in the vessel appear- to 
have so treated the supply account.

Trial of an action on an acceptance.
V../. Pot on, K.C., for plaintiff.
McLean, K.C.. and Marginon, for defendant Slawcnwhite.

Iti smell, J. :—The making of the acceptance was disputed 
in the first instance and a comparison of handwriting shewed 
some peculiarities that warranted a doubt as to the genuineness 
el the signature. Hut the defendant abandoned that part of his 
defence and the sole contention now made is that the deceased 
Ernst was only entitled to two-thirds of the amount that the 
acceptance represents and that the present plaintiffs suing as 
bis executors, can only recover that amount.
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The traiitmction arises out of, or rather is connected with, the 
ownership of a vessel in which Abraham Ernst and the two 
defendants Slawenwhite and Rudderham were interested in sub
stantially equal shares (the 64 shares were not exactly divisible 
and the odd share was held by one of the three). After the run
ning of the vessel for some time Ernst sold out to the other 
owners at their desire and request. Ilis firm had been supplying 
the vessel and rendering accounts from time to time and notes 
were running for such supplies both before and after the sale 
from Ernst to the other owners, which took place in 1908. Ernst 
died in September, 1911. In July of that year there was an ac
ceptance for upwards of $2,000 which was a consolidation of two 
previous or current obligations, with some charges added, for 
interest certainly, and I suppose for supplies, although of this 
I am not certain and need not pause to make myself certain. 
It is sufficient to say that this acceptance was made by Slawen
white in such form that it might be contended that it was in a 
representative capacity as made on behalf of the owners of the 
vessel, of whom, however, Slawenwhite was one and Slawen
white and Rudderham were the only two. When this accept
ance came due the firm of J. Ernst & Son drew on Slawenwhite 
for the amount required to retire it, and this was duly indorsed 
by Slawenwhite, but has not been paid.

I can sec no defence to the action. Abraham Ernst sold out 
his shares in the vessel to his co-owners for $500. It would be 
absurd to suppose that he meant to forego his claim as a member 
of the firm for the supplies furnished to the vessel or that he was 
to continue liable for the debts of the vessel to his own firm or to 
anybody else. The common sense of the matter as well as the 
conclusion to be drawn from the conduct of the parties is that 
he merely parted with all his interest in the vessel for $500. He 
did not part with his claim as a merchant for supplies to the 
vessel. If this had been the understanding the account would 
have been so adjusted when the current acceptance or accept
ances or note or notes came due after the sale. The continuing 
owners instead of accepting for the whole amount of the cur
rent obligations to Ernst & Co. would have struck off one-third 
of the amount and accepted for the balance. Indeed, it would 
he a singular thing that they did not have the matter so ad
justed at the time of the sale. If the proposition had been made 
to Ernst that although he was to receive $500 for his shares in 
the vessel he must lose one-third of his claim for supplies, I 
think the proposition would have been rejected. If he or his 
estate is to lose that claim because he was a part owner when 
the goods were supplied, there is no reason why he should not 
have continued liable on all the other existing obligations, if any. 
The parties themselves have not so dealt with the matter. The
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subsequent acceptances for supplies which were running for 
three years or thereabouts after Ernst had sold out were treated 
as obligations of the continuing owners to the firm of J. Ernst & 
Son. Whatever question there may have been in connection 
with the previous notes or acceptances I do not see how any 
question can be made with respect to the draft sued on which 
is made by the firm of J. Ernst & Son. after the death of 
Abraham Ernst and accepted without qualifications by Klawen- 
white. The other part-owner Rudderham does not defend the 
action. He is, of course, not liable on the acceptance. The 
claim against him as against Sla wen white is not directly on the 
acceptance, but for money paid to retire the acceptance which 
it is alleged was drawn for the accommodation of the two de
fendants to renew a note endorsed by J. Ernst & Son for the 
accommodation of the defendants, that is the duly note already 
mentioned. The defence on the part of Rudderham being with
drawn. 1 see no reason why there should not be judgment for the 
plaintiff as claimed.

Judgment fur plaintiff.

TOWN OF WATERLOO v. CITY OF BERLIN.

Ontario High Court. Trial before Itoyil, C. November 8, 1912.

1. Courts (5 ID—124ft)—Jurisdiction — Matters under control ok 
thi Ontario Railway and Municipal Board.

A formal agreement between municipalities which ia not of a volun
tary character hut which is executed in conformity with a direction 
of the Ontario Railway and Municinal Board as to the operation of a 
municipal railway is within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Board as 
to adjustment of differences arising thereunder between the munici
palities in the accounting for the profits of the operation of the road, 
ami an action in the High Court will be dismissed.

Action to enforce a proper accounting for profits under an 
agreement between the parties for the operation of a street 
railway.

The action was dismissed.
A. B. McBride, for the plaintiffs.
A. Millar, K.C., for the defendants.
Boyd, C. :—Action by the town of Waterloo against the city 

of Berlin to enforce proper accounting under clause 20 of an 
agreement between these parties dated 18th January, 1910. The 
agreement, as a whole, makes provisions for the operation of the 
street railway between these municipalities; the railway itself 
being owned and operated by the defendants.

Clause 20 provides that Berlin shall pay to Waterloo one- 
quarter of the annual net profits earned by the railway on the
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1st January of each year. The complaint is that Berlin has 
wrongly assumed to make deductions from the total profits 
“under the guise of faxes.” and has so reduced the amount 
properly payable to the plaintiffs: and also with like effect the 
defendant has charged to maintenance account several sums 
which should have been properly charged to the capital account ; 
and otherwise has failed fully to account for other profits. A 
general account is asked with special declarations of liability. 
Tbe defendant pleads as a matter of law that the Court has no 
jurisdiction.

It was admitted that the agreement sued on was not of a 
voluntary character between the signatories, but was the out
come and the effective expression of terms and regulations im
posed by the Ontario Board of Railway Commissioners by its 
order duly made on the application of Waterloo. The agree 
ment itself was after execution submitted to and approved of by 
the same Board as appears by its order dated 2nd September. 
1910. The objection having regard to these conditions is well 
taken. The policy of the legislature is that questions such as 
these between municipalities and street railways as to their 
operation and mutual relations, financial or otherwise, should be 
exclusively dealt with by the Railway Board specially con
stituted for that purpose. Once having laid hold of a matter 
within its jurisdiction, that Board is seized of it for all pur
poses of working out details of any directions given by the 
Board. It is for the Board to interpret and give effect to its 
own orders and to deal with differences arising out of these 
orders, and this the legislature intends for the very purpose of 
expeditious and appropriate adjustment without having recourse 
to the intervention of the Courts. Ample machinery is provided 
by the statute for dealing with the adjustment of the accounts 
and the ascertainment of the net profits on a right footing satis
factory to the Board—which gave the direction. Reference 
passim to the statute of 1906, 6 Edw. VII. eh. 81. will shew how 
abundant are the powers and methods entrusted to the Board, 
for administrative and supervisory purposes. Thus sec. Ifi gives 
power to the Board to dispose of any complaint that there has 
been a failure to do the thing called for by the agreement in 
question, viz., to pay a full and proper one-quarter of the net 
profits. And again more particularly as applicable to the pre
sent situation, the group of sections headed “Enforcement of 
Municipal Agreements.” e.g., sec. f>3. The Board has power to 
enforce municipal agreements such as this and the power to con
strue and determine the proper meaning of the clause in question 
(sec. 64). The Board may take such steps as are necessary to 
enforce payment of the one-quarter net profits and to solve the 
difficulties raised in the pleadings, sec. 68(2). The Board has
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full jurisdiction to hear and determine all matters of law or 
fact and have such powers in connection with the exercise of 
its jurisdiction as are possessed by the High Court, see. 17(1 ) : 
and having become properly seized of a case the Board has 
exclusive jurisdiction therein (sec. 17(3)).

Appellate jurisdiction is given to the Board in questions of 
amount, taxation and exemption therefrom (sec. 51 ), and these 
are also within the purview of its primary powers in ,i dispute 
such as the present. Of cases cited, lie Sandwich, 2 O.W.X. 
93, where the question arose chiefly under a private agreement 
made between the litigants as to which it was said that the 
Board was not a Court and had no general power of adjudicating 
upon questions of construction in the abstract: a proposition not 
pertinent to the present agreement. On the other hand the 
large jurisdiction conferred by the Act of 1906 is commented 
on and recognized in lie Port Arthur, 18 O.L.R. 376, 382.

The objection is well taken and the action should stand dis
missed with costs : this is, of course, without prejudice to any 
further application being made to the Railway Board.

Action dismissal.

CANADIAN NORTHERN QUEBEC R. CO v. JOHNSTON.
Quebec Court of King's Bench. Archambcault, C.J.. Trenholme, Lavergnc, 

Cross, and Carroll, ././. October 31, 1912.

1. Damages (§ III S—357)—Fatal accident — Deducting accident
INSURANCE.

Whore the widow or heirs of a person killed as the result of an 
accident sue the person responsible for such death in damages the 
defendant is entitled to have the amount of damages sutlered dim
inished by whatever sums the heirs may have received under the 
terms of accident jM>licics carried by the deceased.

This was an action in damages brought by the widow of 
the late Wilfrid Heather, who died as a result of injuries suf
fered in a collision in June, 1907. The trial Judge awarded 
$4,500 to the widow plaintiff, $3,000 to the widow, and $1,500 
to the minor children, and held that the company alone was at 
fault.

W. S. Johnson, for appellant.
E. Languedoc, K.C., for respondent.
Laverone, J., rendering judgment for the Court, said that 

in their opinion on the facts disclosed by the record there was 
evidence of contributory negligence. Had there not been such 
common fault the Court thought that damages of $6,950 should 
have been awarded. As there was contributory negligence, 
however, the award of $4,500 was a proper one and should be
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maintained. The deceased, however, had an accident insurance 
policy and his widow had been paid the amount thereof, to wit. 
$1,000, in her quality of tutrix. Their Lordships were of the 
opinion that this amount should bo deducted from the amount 
of the condemnation awarded in favour of the children. Con
sequently the judgment would have to he modi tied ; $.'1,000 should 
he granted to the widow and $.">00 for the children. And as to 
the costs, seeing that the widow was to receive herself tin full 
amount allowed her by the Superior Court, she should not be 
called upon to pay costs.

Judgmfnt modifiai, without cost*.

LEONARD & SON i respondents i v. KREMER (appellant I.
Alberta Supreme Court. Seott, Stuart, Beck and Simmon», J.l.

February 3, 1912.

1. Damages (§ III P2—342)—Breach of contract—Sale of goods—De
lay IN DELIVERY—PURPOSE OF PURCHASE KNOWN.

Where the seller of a boiler and attachments agrees to deliver at a 
certain time, ami at the time of the agreement of sale knows the pur 
]k>sc for which the buyer is purchasing and that prompt delivery is 
essential and subsequently Iteforv the date for delivery is warned hv 
the buyer of the necess ty for prompt delivery, and where the goods are 
shipped twenty days later than the date agreed upon and there is addi
tional delay because one of the essential attachments had not been 
shipped at all and another of them was a misfit, the seller is liable in 
damages for each of these failures to deliver promptly in violation of 
his contract.

2. Damages (§ III P2—342)—Sale of goods—Quality—Seller’s breach
—Buyer's minimising damage.

Where, upon an agreement of sale of a boiler and its attachments, 
with stipulation for delivery on a fixed date, the seller violates! the 
contract by being late with the delivery and when delivered one of 
the essential attachments was a misfit, the buyer is bound to be rea
sonably prompt in minimising, so far as in his own power lies, the dam 
age resulting from such violation of the contract by the seller, and 
this especially where the buyer is claiming a very large daily loss 
therefor.

3. Damages (§ III P2—342) —Sale — Dilatory delivery — Notice fix
I NO DAILY LOSS, WHEN BINDING UPON CLAIMANT HIMSELF.

In an action by the buyer of goods for damages for breach of con
tract in failure to deliver goods promptly, where the buyer gives the 
seller written notice prior to the dilatory delivery that his loss by 
the delay will Is- $40 per day and afterwards introduces evidence of 
a greater daily loss, the notice prevails and limits the damages to the 
$40 per day.

4. Contracts (§11 C—140) —Construction — Time — “On or about”—
Interpretation.

Where a contract to sell goods stipulates for delivery “on or about 
the 28th April,” the variance from the exact date “28th April” must 
Ik* only slight if at all, where the seller, at the time of the contract 
knew the purpose of the purchase and that, the buyer needed and ex
pected prompt delivery not later than the day specified, and this, es-
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peclally where between the date of execution of the agreement and 
tiie date for delivery, the buyer further gave special written notice 
that failure to deliver promptly would involve him in a loss of $40 
per day.

[Croa* v. Elgin, 2 B. & Ad. 100. applied.1
5. Contracts (6 IV K—370)—Written agreement—Sale of goods—Sep

arate letter—Effect as to varying contract.
Where a written order for the purchase of goods fixes a date for 

delivery, and the buyer having duly signed the order in transmitting 
same to the seller writes and mails concurrently a separate letter to 
accelerate the delivery, such letter has not. the legal effect of varying 
the contract but the date of delivery is determined from the written 
order without reference to the letter.
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fi. Evidence (8 UK—311)—On vs — Sale of goods — Saving proviso 
“if unable to deliver promptly."

Where a written contract for the sale of goods contains a clause for 
delivery on a certain date with a proviso that "if for any reason the 
seller may lie unable to fill the order or deliver the goods at the time 
stated, the buyer will not in any way hold the seller responsible for 
damages," the onus is upon the seller, in case of failure to deliver 
promptly to establish his inability to deliver at the stated time.

f.l Itirood v. Emery, 1 C'.B.N.S. 108, specially referred to. and dis 
tinguished.]

7. Evidence (§ II E 5—100)—Presumptions — Wholesale manufac
turer AND DEALER—MACHINERY—MlSFITS—SELLER PRESUMED TO 
KNOW REQUIREMENTS.

Where the seller of a lxiilcr and its attachments is a wholesale 
dealer and manufacturer of such machinery, and where the attach
ments sent under the contract of sale are misfits and not work
able. the seller will lie held strictly to knowledge of their require
ments in an action by the buyer for damages for delay in returning the 
attachments for readjustment and alterations.

Appeal by defendant from judgment of Harvey, C.J., dis- Statement 
missing defendant’s counterclaim for damages for the delay of 
the plaintiffs in delivering a 1 toiler and certain attachments, and 
awarding plaintiffs judgment for the halanee due them.

The appeal was allowed, Simmons, J., dissenting.
C. F. Adams, for plaintiffs, respondents.
John Barnett, for defendant,

Scott, J. :—I eoneur in judgment of Heck, J. scott. j.

Stuart, J. :—The order which the plaintiffs accepted, and smart, j. 
which therefore contained the contract between the parties, stated 
that the goods were to he delivered “on ears at Calgary, Alta., 
on or about the 28th April, 1910.” It also stated that “all 
piping, valves and fittings, etc., are covered by this lien”—that 
is, the lien given in the contract.

The bulk of the goods were placed on the cars in Calgary 
on May 18th, i.e., twenty days later than the date agreed upon.
When they arrived at Innisfail on May -3rd a steam flange, 
which was an essential part of the boiler, was found not to be 
there at all. The defendant had to make a paper template of

^844
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it, and, at the request of the plaintiffs’ Calgary agent, sent this 
to Calgary, so that one might be made there. This was not 
received at Innisfail till June 2nd. There is no question here 
of any change in the size of anything. The steam flange simply 
was not there at all and had to be manufactured. This, how
ever, did not cause a further delay of 10 days, as would at first 
appear, because the flange was not needed at once. The boiler 
had to be set up and some work done on it before the defendant 
was ready to put the flange on. According to his letter of May 
27th, in which he says, “The boiler will be finished to-morrow 
and ready l'or action,” I gather that he had up to that time suf
fered no real delay merely by the absence of this flange. 1 think 
as he got the flange on June 2nd only three days should be 
added, which makes 24 in all.

Then, on June 2nd, lie, for the first time, discovered that 
the safety valve flange did not fit the corresponding flange on 
the boiler, to which it was to be attached. I do not think he 
was to blame for not discovering this sooner, because I gather 
that he needed the steam flange before he could go on to adjust 
the safety valve flange. I can see no reason for blaming the 
defendant for this mistake. It is true that the steam connection 
on his engine was only two inches in diameter, and that he 
points this out in his letter of April 9th, where he enquires as 
to the diameter of the steam connection of the boiler. The 
answer given by Stewart, in his letter of April 12th, was that 
the boiler outlet was 3yL. inches. “Rut this can be reduced to 
21/» inches if required.” It is clear, however, that there was no 
change made in the boiler outlet on this account, because when 
it came it was neither 3*/» nor 21/*» inches, but 3 inches, as set 
forth in the affidavit forwarded to be filed with the (Jovcrnment. 
What Stewart was referring to when he spoke of reducing the 
size was a device by which by means of a joint the size of a pipe 
may he reduced on its way from one outlet to another. All this, 
however, is no reason why the one flange should not correspond 
with the other to which it was to he bolted. These, at any rate, 
should have fitted each other. The plaintiff's knew that one 
should fit the other and that they were intended to be bolted 
together. Yet when the defendant proceeded to do it on June 
2nd it could not be done, and he expresses his reasonable aston
ishment in his letter of June 2nd, wherein he asks in popular 
language, “What do you know about that?” He sent the flange 
at once to Head and Company, of Calgary, and also wrote to 
Stewart that he had done so. That may have been a foolish 
thing to do, but Stewart was informed as to where it had been 
sent, which, in my opinion, covers up any fault. Stewart con
tented himself with merely enquiring for it at Head’s, and then 
writes back that it had not arrived. His company was in de-
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fault, and in my opinion he eoukl have undertaken to locate the 
flange, just as lie should have done if it had been expressed to 
himself and had not arrived. Yet so far as the evidence goes 
he made no attempt to do so.

In such circumstances the plaintiffs are not entitled to criti
cize with too much strictness the defendant’s method of repair
ing a default which was theirs and not his. The defendant got 
to work on dune 18th, which was sixteen days’ further delay. 
In all it would appear to me that the total delay is made up as 
follows: 28th April to 18th May, twenty days; 80th May to 
June 2nd, three days; June 2nd to June 18th, sixteen days; or 
thirty-nine days in all. From this, however, should he deducted 
some time which must have been spent in any case in fixing the 
boiler and making connections over and above the period be
tween May 23rd, when the boiler arrived, and May 30th, when 
the defendant was ready to put on the two flanges, one of which 
was missing and the other a misfit, which I have already allowed. 
From the evidence I should infer that four or five additional 
days should be allowed, which would reduce the delay to thirty- 
four days, the number finally claimed by Mr. Harnett in the 
argument before us.

I think, however, it is fair that a further allowance should 
also be made. Between June 5th, the date of the defendant’s 
last communication with Stewart about the misfitting flange, and 
the time he took the train to go and see about it in Calgary, he 
seems to have waited around doing practically nothing. For a 
man who seeks damages at $40 a day for delay, 1 think he should 
have been somewhat more prompt in minimizing the damage ami 
I would deduct, say, six days further. This leaves twenty-eight 
days, which, I think, is the right period, unless the plaintiffs are 
entitled to a reasonably further time after April 28th in view of 
the use of the expression “on or about” in the order. I have 
been unable to discover any case in which an interpretation is 
put upon the word “about” when it refers to time. But there 
is a case of Cross v. Elgin, 2 B. & Ad. 106, where the contract was 
for the sale of “about 300 quarters” of rye, “more or less.” 
Delivery of 350 quarters was tendered. Parke, J.. and Patter
son, J., held that it lay upon the vendors to shew that such an 
excess above the quantity named was in the contemplation of 
the parties.

In the present case the plaintiffs’ agent knew, when he took 
the order, that the boiler was needed for the opening of the brick- 
making season. He was also afterwards warned by the defend
ant that prompt delivery for the opening of the season was 
required. I am unable to conclude that the letter accompanying 
the order is sufficient to constitute a variation of the contract 
or of its real meaning. The defendant signed the order as
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drawn by Stewart, mid must, I think, abide by the true inter
pretation of it. The defendant says lie would not have been able 
to start in any ease till May 8th, but. even if there had been 
prompt delivery on the day named, the defendant would have 
needed a good deal, the intervening time to set up his machinery. 
For myself, I do not think the plaintiffs ought to expect in the 
circumstances to be allowed more than ten days at the outside 
after the date named. They have given no evidence to justify 
any larger allowance. I therefore think only eighteen days' 
delay should be charged against them.

The order contained a clause reading as follows :—
If for any reason you may he unable to fill this order or deliver the 

goods at the time stated, the undersigned will not in any way hold you 
responsible for damages.
The learned Chief Justice who tried the case thought that 

this clause, even in the absence of any evidence shewing in
ability on the part of the plaintiffs, was sufficient to defeat tin- 
defendant’s counterclaim for damages. With great respect I am 
unable to view the matter in that light. One does not need to 
assume wilful delay on the part of the plaintiffs in depriving 
them of the benefit of this clause in the absence of evidence. 
They may have been merely careless and dilatory. I do not 
think the clause is sufficient to throw the onus probandi on the 
defendant. The facts were not within his knowledge. If it were 
open to us to interpret the real meaning of the contract to be 
that the plaintiffs were merely to deliver “as soon as possible." 
which was the expression used in Attwood v. Kmrry, 1 (ML X.S. 
108, something might be said in favour of the view that the 
burden of proving that the goods were not delivered “as soon as 
possible” lay upon the purchaser ; but in the form in which the 
present contract stands and in all the circumstances of this case, 
I have no doubt that the burden of proving inability lay upon 
the plaintiffs, and, as they offered no evidence, they cannot rely 
upon the clause.

I make no reference to the question of the governor, because 
I concur in the observations made in that regard by the judg
ment of Mr. Justice Beck, which I have read, and with which, 
upon that point, I entirely concur.

I also agree that .$40 a day is the measure of damages that 
should he allowed, which will amount to $720. The plaintiffs' 
claim is $565.30. Deducting $100 from this for parts not sup
plied, as allowed by the trial Judge, and deducting the balance 
from the above sum of $720, we have the sum of $254.70, for 
which, I think, judgment for the defendant should be entered, 
together with costs of the appeal and of the trial.

Beck. J. Beck, J. :—This is an appeal from the Honourable the Chief 
Justice giving judgment for the plaintiffs for the balance of
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their claim after deducting $100 for certain attachments not 
with the boiler and certain other machinery the price 

of which forms the subject matter of the action, and dismissing 
the defendant’s counterclaim for damages for delay in delivery.

There seems to be no ground for disturbing the learned 
Judge's decision upon the plaintiffs' claim. 1 think, however, 
the defendant is entitled to judgment for some damages on his 
counterclaim. The reasons stated bv the learned Judge for dis
missing the counterclaim are first, that the terms of the contract 
exclude the defendant's right, and secondly that the delay was 
occasioned by reason of the defendant not having a governor 
which was not included in the contract in question.

As to the first ground, the contract which was created by 
the plaintiffs’ acceptance of an order given by the defendant 
contains the following provision:—

If for any reason you arc unable to fill this onler or deliver the 
goods at the time state’, the undersigned will not in any way hold you 
responsible for damages.
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This is the provision to which the learned Judge referred to 
as excluding the plaintiffs’ liability. He seems, howevt r, to have 
overlooked the fact that then* is no evidence whatever of the 
plaintiffs’ inability to deliver at the time stated. Counsel for 
the plaintiffs contended that no such evidence was necessary; 
that either “unable" means nothing more than “fail” or non
delivery at the time is prima facie evidence of inability. 1 
think this contention is not sound, that inability means more 
than failure, and that men» failure is no evidence of inability; 
that under the terms of the clause the onus lay upon the plain
tiffs to shew that they were unable to deliver at the time stated 
which they might have done by shewing, for instance, a strike 
of their own or the railway company’s employees, inability to 
obtain railway cars, an accident in their works, etc. See Elkin 
v. Janson, 13 M. & W. 655, 14 L.J. Ex. 201.

As to the second ground:—It is true that the defendant dur
ing his cross-examination, in reply to a question from the trial 
Judge, made the bald answer “No” to the question, “Could 
you have gone ahead without a governor?” but while he was 
in the witness-box on this occasion the point was not again 
referred to. Later Watson, the Government Inspector of Boilers, 
was called and with regard to a governor gave evidence as 
follows:—

(j. What would you any as to the necessity of a governor for running 
an engine?

A. It would depend on what kind of work you were putting the engine 
to. Certain kinds of work you arc compelled to have a governor.

Q. For example!
A. You could not do electric lighting without a governor.
Q. Could you run a brick plant without a governor!

8455
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Q. What is the purpose of a governor?
A. It is to have the engine running at a uniform speed regardless 

of the lend.
Q. And there is no way of accomplishing that without a governor?
A. Throttling.

What do you mean by throttling!
A. /our valve, shut off valve at the engine. You can regulate the 

speed by that, if your load were varying. You would need a man to 
attend to that though.

Q. You say you have run an engine for weeks without a governor?
A. Yes, there are all kinds of engines. A locomotive never has a 

governor. An American engine has not. There is any amount of times 
the bolt of the governor may break and you don’t stop to fix it. 

Later he said, “It is not necessary to have n governor to operate 
the engine.”

The defendant was recalled and gave evidence as follows:—
Q. Concerning that boiler, was it in the same condition at the time 

of Mr. Watson’s inspection as when you set it up?
A. Yes, the boiler, exactly the same.
Q. Had there been any changes?
A. No changes whatever.
Q. Did you know an engine could bo run without a governor?
A. Yes.
Q. Had you ever done so?
A. Yes.

lie was not cross-examined at all, nor was any refer-1 
made to his earlier contradictory answer to the trial Judge. The 
defendant’s answer to the learned Judge, that he could go
ahead without a governor, was, it seems clear, not true : 1 from 
a perusal of the whole evidence I fancy what he meant > that
he did not intend to operate his plant without a governor. I 
think it must he taken as established that a governor was not 
essential for the operation of the plant for the purpose of the 
defendant’s business of briekmaker, which was the business he 
was carrying on to the knowledge of the plaintiffs, though I am 
inclined to believe that the defendant did not intend to list1 any 
other available expedient in lieu of a governor from these same 
plaintiffs, he got another elsewhere on account of their delay in 
filling his order for it. I therefore think that the absence of 
the governor was not the real cause whereby the defendant was 
prevented from getting his plant into operation. In any case 
the delay in the delivery of the governor was the delay of the 
plaintiffs.

A part of the correspondence about the governor was as 
follows: On the 9th April the defendant writes saying:—
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(Jive me your t>est price on governor with 2*i steam connection. 
Plaintiffs on 12th April write :—

Re governor. We could supply you with one 2*/j-inch Evans patent 
noiseless governor for the sum of $30. This is the engine we use oa 
our Leonard and Clipper engines. We would be pleased to supply you 
with one of these governors.
The defendant on the 19th April writes ordering the gov

ernor. On the 26th the plaintiffs’ agent replies saying he has 
sent in the order for the governor, “which will come up with 
the boiler.” This last statement no doubt was relied upon by 
the defendant and when the boiler came without some of the 

necessary attachments comprised in the order for the 
boiler, the absence of which .admittedly delayed its being put 
into operation, no occasion arose until or at any rate until shortly 
before these other attachments had arrived or other expedients 
had been f id for the defendant to decide what course he 
would take on account of the absence of the governor—whether 
he could do without it, adopting some other expedient, or as he 
eventually did, procure one elsewhere.

As to the damages :—The plaintiffs at the time the order for 
the boiler was given were notified by the defendant that he had 
contracted for a sale of all the brick he could manufacture dur
ing the season of 1910. He proves a contract at $8.75 a thou
sand, a price less than the market price. I think he has estab
lished a loss of profits for 18 days.

On the argument his counsel finally stated his claim to be 
for 34 days from the 10th May to the 18th June at $52.88 per 
day; but on the 9th May the defendant wrote to the plaintiffs, 
saying :—

I am and will be losing $40 per day until that boiler is in steaming

I think that in consequence of this notice $40 per day is the 
rate which should be charged against the plaintiffs; that makes 
$720. The plaintiffs’ claim is $565.30, from which $100 allowed 
by the trial Judge for parts not supplied should be deducted, 
leaving $465.30. This deducted from $720 leaves $254.70. In 
my opinion the defendant is entitled to judgment for this 
amount, with the general costs in the Court below and costs of 
the appeal.

ALTA.

S.C.
1912

Leonard A

Simmons, J. (dissenting) :—This is an appeal from the judg- simmom, j. 
ment of the Chief Justice dismissing defendant’s counterclaim 
for damages for the delay of the plaintiffs in " " g to the 
defendant a boiler and attachments.

The judgment in favour of the plaintiffs in regard to defend
ant’s claim for damages is upon the finding of fact that an 
attachment called a governor (which was not included in plain
tiffs’ contract with the defendant, and which was not got from

8
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enable him to start work.” There is also an intimation in the 
judgment appealed from that even aside from this that the

Lkonard di- 
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defendant might not succeed on the ground of remoteness of 
the damages.

The plaintHTh carry on at London, Ontario, the business of 
manufacturers of boilers and engines, and (Seo. Stewart, their

Simmons, J. agent at Calgary, visited the defendant at Innisfail and discussed 
with the defendant the kind of boiler the defendant required 
for his brick plant at Innisfail, and after some correspondence 
between them the defendant executed and delivered to Stewart 
the order, which is as follows :—

To E. Leonard & Sons,
Manufacturers of Engines an<l Boilers.

London, Canada.
Dated at Calgary, Alberta, the 28th day of February, 11)10.

Sirs,—You will please manufacture for the undersigned and deliver 
on cars at Calgary, Alta., on or aland the 28th day of April. 1910, 
ono .*4 in. x 12 in. return tubular boiler complete with nil fittings, built 
for 125 lbs. steam pressure; 50 feet of 24 in. smoke stack and wire; 
one C. C. l’enberthy injector, and one 3 in. by 2 in. by 3 in. steam 
pump and piping to connect same, and suspension for rear end of 
boiler, which the undersigned agree to receive, and to pay you therefor 
the sum of seven hundred and forty-four dollars, in the following 
manner: ♦744.00.
Cash in hand when ready to ship...................................................  $300.00
My or our approved joint note, due 6 months after shipment.. 222.00 
My or our approved joint note, due 9 months after shipment.. 222.00

$744.00
with interest at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum on said purchase 
money from the date of delivery of said goods. The above goods to 
l>e shipped via C. I*. R. Railway to Innisfail, Alberta, or by such other 
route as you may direct at the risk of the undersigned, on or about 
the time above mentioned, but if for any reason you may lie unable to 
fill this order or deliver the goods at the time stated, the undersigned 
will not in any way hold you responsible for damages.

And the undersigned agree not to countermand this order, and if 
the above machinery is not settled for by cash or notes within 20 days 
after shipment, according to “terms of sale," then the account shall 
become due, and the undersigned hereby agree to accept and pay draft 
for the amount mentioned aiiove.

It is distinctly understood ami agreed that the property and title 
to the goods, so to lie furnished by you to the undersigned, is not to 
pass to the undersigned until you are fully paid the price therefor, and 
it is also distinctly understood and agreed that all piping, valves and 
fittings, etc., arc covered by this lien and for all repairs in connection 
therewith, and that the notes so to lie given are to be held by you as 
collateral security in resjiect of such purchase money. If default lie 
made in payment of the said note or notes or any of them, or of any 
renewal or renewals thereof, including all accounts for repairs in re-
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■poet of mi ill gooili*, or if the Hniil good# tie iliepoeeil of, or attempt.»! 
to lie disposed of, l>y the undersigned, or are seized in execution in 
respect of any ilebt due by the undersigned, or if the undersigned 
make an assignment for the benefit of creditors or abscond or leave the 
said goods unprotected, or sell or attempt to sell the real estate of the 
undersigned or any of them, or of any part or parts thereof, then you 
are at lil>erty to take possession of the said goods and re sell the same 
by public auction or private sale, crediting the undersigned with the 
proceeds only less all expenses connected with such retaking and all 
repairs in respect thereof, including repairs for refitting said goods 
for the purpose of such resale, which you are hereby authorized to make 
for the purpose of such resale ami the residue of the price of such goods 
and said repairs, if any, shall at once become due and payable, and 
the undersigned in such case hereby agree to pay the same, and such 
notes shall continue to be collateral security for the payment thereof.

And the undersigned and each of them hereby declare that the pro
visions of the Statutes of Ontario, f>l Viet. eh. 10, now ch. 140, Revised 
Statutes of Ontario, entitled an Act respecting Conditional Sales, shall 
not apply to this agreement, ami you shall be at liberty to resell the 
said goods without any notice to me.

And the undersigned hereby acknowledge having received a copy of 
this agreement.

If an engineer is required, the charge to lie #"> per day, and the 
railroad fare and board at cost.

Remarks.........................................................................................................
Witness: D. H. Kit km Kit,

Innisfail, Alta.
As the landlord of the said..................................................T we hereby

release the al>ovc mentioned machinery from any and all claims for
rent I we have or may hereafter have, against the said............................
..........................until the above claims of....................................................
are fully paid and satisfied, and 1 we as far ns the said machinery 
is concerned.
The order is dated the 28th of February, 1910, and on Feb

ruary 24th. 1910, the defendant advised the plaintiffs by letter 
that

ALTA.

s. C.
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Simmoni, J.

I signed a contract yesterday to supply nil the brick I can make 
in the season of 1910.

And on February 28th, 1910, the defendant wrote Stewart 
enclosing the order, exhibit 1, and stating:—

Now about delivery, I would like to get this lioiler sooner than stated 
in the order.

In reply Stewart on February 28th. 1910, said:—
We will get this boiler put in hand for you at once and will try and 

have it brought up a little sooner than atnted.
On .April 9th defendant wrote plaintiffs at Calgary as fol

lows :—
Innisfail, Alta., April 9th, 1910.

I.koxard & Sons,
Calgary, Alta.

Dear Sirs,—I would !>e much obliged if you could tell me what sizi 
steam connection will lie on boiler. My engine is 2 inch and I would
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rather have it two ami a half (2Mi) inch if it is possible to change. 
Ciive me your best price on governor with 2 Vi steam connection.

I am ready any time now for that boiler. I am setting engine now. 
A reply by return of mail will oblige,

Yours truly,
D. IL Kremek.

In this letter defendant for the first time intimates to the 
plaintiffs that his engine is 2 ineh and he would rather have 
stemn connection 2V> inch if it is possible to change, and asks for 
price on governor and 2\U inch steam connection. Plaintiffs 
replied by letter as follows:—

E. Leonard & Sons,
Manufacturers of Engines and Boilers,

London, Canada.
Geo. Stewart, P.O. Box 1315, Calgary, Alta., 

April 12th, 1911.
D. 11. Kremer, Esq.,

Innisfail, Alta.
Dear Sir,—Your favour received and in reply beg to say that the 

outlet on the boiler is 3% inches, but this can be reduced to 2,_> 
inches if required.

Please let us hear from you by return mail as to this.
Re governor, we could supply you with one 2% inch Evans patent 

noiseless governor for the sum of $30; this is the governor we use on 
our Ijconard and Clipper engines. We would be pleased to supply you 
with one of these governors.

Kindly let us hear from you and oblige.
We beg to remain,

Yours respectfully,
H. Leonard & Sons.

Per Geo. Stewart.

Defendant replied by letter as follows:—
Innisfail, Alta., April 19th, 1910.

Leonard & Sons,
Calgary, Alta.

Dear Sirs,—Re governor for engine, would say that I will take a 
2 % inch Evans for $30.

The boiler outlet would have to be reduced to 2% inches. I may 
want a short time to pay for this governor, which I hope would be 
satisfactory. You will find enclosed a pattern for governor to fit.

Could you give me some idea about when the boiler would arrive! 
What would you advise ("for use on engine) to shut engine down, say 
with u small rope 25 or 30 feet away, which would only be used in 
case of accident at brick machine. Some tell me the governor could be 
used and others say a throttle valve.

Would like to hear from you regarding this, I remain,
Yours truly,

D. II. Kremer.

On April 26th, 1910, plaintiffs replied by letter (ex. 13, p. 
112):-
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Your favour of the 19th inat. received, for which kindly accept our 
thanks; this would have been answered sooner, but the writer has been 
out of the city.

Have sent your order in for the 2l'j inch governor, which will come 
up with the boiler, and we expect the boiler to arrive here in about 
two weeks, as it will l>e shipped now in a day or so. We will try and 
navigate a little time for you on this governor.

We note that you want the outlet made to -*.• inches on the boiler; 
this can be done by using a reducer.

Re shutting down engine, we think you should have what is called 
a quick shut off throttle, or valve, for this purpose, as the governor 
will hardly do this.
Defendant made no eomplaint and no reference to plain

tiffs’ notice in this letter that the boiler was expected in two 
weeks, although this was April 2l»th and the contract named 
April 28th for the delivery of boiler at Calgary, and on May 
9th, in reply to another letter of plaintiffs of May 4th, stating 
boiler would be at Calgary in ten days, the defendant says ;—

Yours of the 6lh inst. received, enclosing sworn to affidavit. I um 
pleased to hear that boiler has lieen shipped. Boiler not being here 
sooner has put me to considerable trouble.

I am and will be losing $40 per day until that boiler is in steaming 
shape. I contracted for all my brick to be shipped to Calgary and will 
not be able to fill contract. I hope you will rush boiler and help me 
get it as quick as possible.

Be sure that everything is correct and all on board liefore it lente* 
Calgary, so that I will have no delay tthen it arrives.

ALTA.

S. C.
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Simmons. J.

On May 18th the boiler was shipped from Calgary to Innis- 
fail and the pump > ?d by local freight. The claim for dam
ages seems to rest practically upon two grounds ; (a) the delay 
from April 28th to May 17th in the arrival of the boiler at 
Calgary, and (b) the absence1 of one of the parts of the boiler 
called a steam flange. This steam flange fits on to a nozzle flange 
on the boiler, and in the top of the steam flange* is an opening, 
in whiedi is inserted the steam pipe by me*ans of which the steam 
is conducted from the boiler te» the engine. On May 23rd de*fenel- 
ant wrote plaintiffs at Calgary calling attention te» absence of 
steam flange, anel the plaintiffs had erne made in Calgary ami 
shipped to defendant al>out May 28th. On June 2nd the defend
ant, eliscovered the safety pop flange or safety valve eliel not fit 
the e*orre*8ponding part of the betiler, anel he sent it to William 
Head Co. at Calgary for alterations. Through some mistake at 
the express eiffiee apparently it remained at the express office for 
semie days and finally defendant went to Calgary on the 12th 
or 13th of June and got this pop flange at the express eiffice* anel 
te»e>k it to Sutor’s foundry, and Kutor said he could not do any
thing with it, and defendant then took it home and fitteel it on 
to the boiler by doing some chiselling. In dcfemelant’s letter of 
June 2nd to the plaintiffs at Calgary, advising them that he 
had sent the safety pop flange to William Head & Co., he says :—

4
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I him delayed any way on account of the governor* ho long a* I get 
it a* soon a* they arrive.

And on page 57 of the ease, in answer to a question by the 
Court, the defendant says he could not have gone ahead without 
a governor. A governor was ordered on April 19th from plain
tiffs, but the defendant, not being able to get it from plaintiffs, 
got one from another dealer on June 14th. The defendant com
menced operations on June 18th.

In regard to defendant’s claim under (o) namely, delay in 
shipment of twenty days, 1 am of the opinion that the clause of 
the contract

If for any reason you may be unable to fill this order or deliver the 
good* at the time stated, the undersigned will not in any way hold you 
responsible for damages,

fully protects the plaintiffs in the absence of negligence or mala 
fidcs upon their part. It would clearly lie upon the defendant, 
in the face of this exemption clause, to assert and prove neglig
ence on the part of the plaintiffs as the cause of delay, and there 
is not the slightest indication in the evidence of either main 
fidcs or negligence.

In Smith’s Mercantile Law the effect of exemption provisions 
which arc inserted in charters and bills of lading is somewhat 
fully discussed, and it is intimated that the Court will give full 
effect to them even to the extent of giving relief by way of 
exemption from damages where these clauses include exemption 
as to negligence of the carrier. See also Wcslport Coal Co. v. 
Mcl'kail, |1898] 2 Q.R. 130; also in It. C. Sair Mills Co. v. Set- 
tleskip, I. R 8 C I1 i''1'. 87 L.J C P 885. Willes, -i . aays at 
page 508:—

If this matter had been brought to the ship owner’s knowledge not 
as mere information, but as the basis of liability, he would have re 
jevted the contract, and it is absurd to contend that mere knowledge 
that the chattel is to lie used in a specific manner is to fix the carrier 
when if it had been suggested that he was to bo responsible he would 
have rejected the liability if he had a chance.

See also the remarks of Lord Esher in Hammond v. Hussy, 20 
(J.B.l). 79, as to the application of the dictum in lladluj v. 
Baxcndale, 9 Ex. 341 :—

Such damages ns may reasonably la* supposed to have liven in the 
contemplation of lioth parties at the time they made the contract, as 
the probable result of the breach of it.

It seems to me that in the clause of the contract above quoted 
we have a clear, unequivocal declaration of both parties that the 
plaintiffs are not to be liable for damages even though they know 
the defendant wants his machinery for a certain purpose at a 
named date. The same principles seem to me also to apply to 
the matters raised under (6), namely, the absence of the steam
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flange and the subsequent misfit of tin- safety pop flange. Even 
if it were negligence of the plaintiffs in shipping the boiler 
without this part, it would seem they had no diftieulty in having 
one made in Calgary and shipped to the defendant in a few days. 
In regard to the misfit of the safety pop flange, I am not satis
fied that the defendant was not the direct cause of this. On 
April Oth he wrote plaintiffs (ex. 10) ami they replied by letter 
iex. 11), and defendant replied to them on April 19th (ex. 12, 
supra). This correspondence seems to clearly indicate that the 
defendant wished some modifications in regard to the size of the 
outlet on the boiler in order to accommodate it to the engine to 
which the defendant intended attaching the boiler. The 
evidence of Watson, boiler inspector, is to the effect that the 
governor was not necessary to operate the boiler in connection 
with a brick-making machine. The defendant thought it was. 
On May 27th defendant wrote plaintiffs:—

The boiler will lie finished to morrow and ready for action, 
and on June 2nd he said to plaintiffs that

he whh delayed any way on account of the governors.
At the trial he said he could not operate without the gover

nors. It seems to me the defendant must fail as to both grounds 
raised under (a) and (b). He has not brought home to the 
plaintiffs their assent to assume any liability for delays or 
defects such as occurred, and secondly, he has not shewn that 
these were the natural proximate causes of the delay in com
mencing the operation of the machine.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.

ALTA.
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Appeal allowed, Simmons, J., dissenting.

Re BAYNES CARRIAGE CO. ONT.
Ontario High Court, Boyd, C., in Chamber». September 20, 1012. H C J

1. Corporations and companies (gVIE—344a)—Windino-up Act 1912
(Can.)—Examination of directors—Procedure—Rules, reou- ------

i \ i has. r*x. 11 <i Sept 20.
Vpon r*i application to examine certain directors of a corporation, 

the provisions of sec. 1.15 of the Windiçg-up Act, lt.S.C’. 1906, ch. 
144. control, and ns read with sec. 2 (c) ami sec. 1.14, render appli
cable. in the Province of Ontario, the procedure, including rules and 
regulations and methods of practice, current in the High Court of 
Justice (Ont.), ndapted as nearly as may la? ns laid down in the 
Con. Rules (Ont.), it appearing that no other rules have yet lieen 
made under see. 194 of R.S.C. ch. 144.

[Be Belding Lumber Co., Ltd. (1911), 29 O.L.R. 255, specially re
ferred <o.l

2. Corporations and companies (g VI E—944a)—Winding-up Act (Can.)
—Directors competent and compellable witnesses—Con.

Vpon an application by a corporation for a winding-up order un
der the provisions of the Windjng-up Act, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 144, the 
17—7 D.L.R.
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director» of the corporation are compellable witnesses for pxainiiLt- 
tion under see. 135 of the Act supplemented by Con. Rules (Ont.)
4H9, 4111. 492.

3. Coi'RTH (§VK—315)—Koi.uiwixo decisions of English rovers — 
Winding-up Act (Can.)—Procedure.

Upon a question of practice under the Winding-up Act R.8.C. lOilti. 
eh. 144. English caws decided upon different conditions of practice 
may not lie applied to frustrate the clear intent of the Act itself.

Motion on behalf of the company and certain of the directors 
to set aside an appointment to examine the directors, and the 
subpœna to testify, therewith served, on the ground that it was 
not competent for the petitioners to use sueli evidence on an 
application for a winding-up order under the Dominion Act.

The motion was dismissed.

II. A. Burbidge, for the applicants.
Grayson Smith, for the petitioners.

September 20. Boyd, C.:—The petitioners are shareholders 
to the extent of $50,000 paid-up shares, the total capital being 
$375,000. The broad position taken is, that the procedure 
under the Consolidated Rules is not available under the Act. 
It is also urged that directors as officers cannot be so examined. 
As I read the Act (R.S.C. 1906, ch. 144), it makes no express 
provision as to this preliminary procedure except what is fourni 
in sec. 13, i.e., the application is to be by petition, of which four 
days’ notice is to be given to the company before the application 
is made. No provision appears as to how the petition is to be 
supported or verified. It seems to be that it is only by reference 
to secs. 134 and 135 that the modus operaudi can be ascertained.

Sections 107 to 133 are headed “Procedure,” but they apply 
generally to proceedings under a winding-up order, that is, after 
it has l>een made, and not to this preliminary application for such 
an order. Section 110 is the only one which relates in terms to 
a step before the winding-up order is made, and that is of a con
servatory character. Sections 134 and 135 relate to “Rules. 
Regulations, and Forms.” Section 134 provides for the Judges 
making “forms, rules, and regulations,” to be followed ami 
observed in proceedings under the Act, but no action has been taken 
in this direction; so that sec. 135 now controls the situation 
applicable to the present motion. It reads: “Until such forms, 
rules, and regulations arc made, the various forms and pro
cedures . . . shall, unless otherwise specifically provided, be 
the same as nearly as may be as those of the Court in other cases." 
No other special provision has been pointed out to me, nor do 
I know of any, which derogates from this sweeping direction 
as to the method of procedure. I read the word used, “pro
cedures,” as including rules and regulations and methods of practice 
current in the High Court of Justice (sec. 2 (e)), which are to be
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adapted as nearly as may be to the uses of the profession under 
the Winding-up Aet. The marginal gloss is not of authority, 
hut it is correet as found opposite see. 135, to wit, “Until rules are 
made, procedure of Court to apply.” The practice of the Court is 
to support petitions by affidavits or by viva voce evidence of wit
nesses under the Consolidated Rules in that behalf, 489, 491, 192. 
Substantially the very matter now in was decided as I
now decide in earlier cases; see He Beldimj Lumber Co. Limited 
(1911), 23 O.L.R. 255.

1 see no reason why the directors should not be examined 
as witnesses. They know more about the internal affairs of the 
concern than any other, or should have such knowledge, and the 
shareholders should not be deprived of this source of information 
when no imputation of mala Jides exists. The policy of our legal 
methods is to facilitate and to simplify proceedings, and English 
cases in other conditions cannot control what is the manifest 
intention of the law-makers as set forth in the Winding-up Act.

All I now decide is, that it is competent for the petitioners 
to examine the directors, and the procedure taken is right.

The application must be dismissed with costs.

Motion dismissed.

ONT.

H. V. J. 
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GERBRACHT v. BINGHAM.

Ontario High Court, Riddell, J., in Chambers. October 14. 1912.

1. .ÎCBY (g I 1)—31)—INTERI.OCCTORY MOTION TO STRUCK OCT .ICRY NOTICK.
l"|)on a Chandlers motion to strike out a jury notice, the judge 

should proceed under Con. ltule (Ont.) 1322 ( passed 23rd Decern lier. 
1911), to determine the mie-dion whether the case is proper for trial 

with a jury or not. and should not merely direct that the question be 
left over -to lie determined by the judge at the trial.

[ItisHctt v. Knitjhts of the Maccabees (1912), 3 D.L.R. 714. 3 O.W.N. 
1280, followed.)

2. Trial 18 11 C* 8—104)—Damaukh—Mau’ravtick case auainht piiy-

An action for malpractice against a surgeon or physician should lie 
tried without a jury.

[Toini v. Archer (1902). 4 O.L.R. 383; Kcmpffer v. County (1091).
2 O.L.R. 858n; McSulty v. Morris (1901), 2 O.L.R. 056, referred to.)

ONT.

H. C. J.
1912

Oct. 14.

Motion hy the defendant Bingham for an order striking out 
the jury notice.

E. F. Ritchie, for the applicant.
J. If. Spence, for the plaintiff.
S. G. Crowell, for the defendant Easton.

Statement

Riddell, J. :—The action is for malpractice against two sur
geons. The plaintiff hy the statement of claim alleges that the 
defendants left certain gauze within the plaintiff’s body after an

Riddell. J.

C-D

9
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operation, which had to be subsequently removed ; and he 
charges negligence and want of skill. Dr. Easton, one of the de
fendants, says that Dr. Bingham had sole charge of the oper
ation, and that he (Easton) was not negligent ; Dr. Bingham 
says that he performed the operation with skill and in the proper 
manner.

In Bisselt v. Knights of the Maccabees (1912), 3 D.L.R. 714, 
3 O.W.N. 1280, I pointed out that, since the change in the Rule,* 
“the Judge in Chambers is called upon to exercise his judgment 
as to how the case ought to be tried ; he cannot [mss that respon 
sibility over to any one else—and, if it appears to him that the 
ease should lie tried without a jury, he must—he ‘shall’—direct 
accordingly.”

I have no kind of doubt that an action of malpractice against 
a surgeon or physician should be tried without a jury—and I 
am strengthened in that opinion by the almost if not quite uni 
versai practice for twenty years.

At the bar, I had very many cases of this kind ; and I never 
saw one tried with a jury since about 1887.

Town v. Archer (1902), 4 O.L.R. 383, Kcmpffer v. Conerty 
(1901), 2 O.L.R. 658 (n.), and McNulty v. Morris (1901), 2 0. 
L.R. 656, may be looked at.

It is said, however, that this case will or may turn upon one 
simple question of fact, “Did the operating surgeon leave a 
piece of gauze in the body of the patient!” But, while that may 
be so as regards one surgeon, it is not so as regards the other 
and in any case it may have been good surgery to leave the gauze 
as it is alleged to have been left.

Even if it were the case that there would be but the one 
question, and that a question of fact, to try, in addition to the 
damages, I should still be of the opinion that such a fact should 
be passed upon by a Judge.

Shortly before leaving the Bar, a case of malpractice, in 
which I was of counsel, came on for trial before Mr. Justice 
Meredith at Brampton. The sole question (outside of damages ) 
was one of fact—Did the operating surgeon direct the nurse to 
fill the rubber bag (upon which the patient was to lie during the 
operation) with boiling water! Mr. Justice Meredith, the trial 
Judge, nevertheless, dismissed the jury, and tried the case him
self.

The present is by no means so simple a case ; and I think the 
jury notice should be struck out.

Costs in the cause.

Order mad».

•See Con. Rule 1322, passed on the 23rd December, 1911.
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MONTREAL STREET R. CO. ». CONANT QDE.

Quebec Court of King’* Bench, Archawbeault, Lavergne, Cross,
Carroll, and (lert'ais, JJ. October 31, 1912.

1. Trial ( § III K 4—253)—-Corkkctxesh ok instruction—Negligence of
HTREKT RAILWAY—MODIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONS — DkHISTINC.
AGAINST (INK OK IIKKK X DA NTS.

Where, in a jury trial of an action for negligence against a street 
railway company and a municipal corporation, the plaintiff desists 
from his action as against one of two defendants jointly sued in dam
ages and the trial .Judge thereupon modifies the assignment of facts 
to lie submitted to the jury, no prejudice is suffered by the remaining 
defendant if the assignment of facts as modified allows the jury to 
find the accident was due either to the negligence of the plaintiff, or 
to that of the defendant or to that of neither of them.

2. Street railways (§ III B—2«)—Operation—Rate of speed—Munici
pal by-law—Duty to use care even when running within
prescribed limit of speed.

Where a municipal by-law fixes a limit of speed, c.g., eight miles an 
hour for the street cars of a company, such company is not thereby 
authorized to run its cars at such maximum speed regardless of con
ditions and oircumstanees; hence a s|ieed of not more than five or 
six miles an hour may Js* imprudence on a dark, rainy night on slip- 
jiery rails and on a dimly lighted street, and if such car causes in
jury to a person crossing at the intersection of streets the company 
will lie liable in damages.

This was an appeal by the defendant company from the Statement 
judgment of the Superior Court, Demers, J., assisted by a jury, 
rendered at Montreal, on March 8, 1912, condemning it to pay 
to the plaintiff the sum of $3,000 damages.

T. Rinfret, K.C., for the appellant.
V. Bcullac, K.C., and H. J. Elliott, K.C., for the respondent.

K. B. 
1912

Oct. 31.

October 31, 1912, Montreal. Archambeault, C.J. (trails- Archambeauit. 
lated) :—This is an action in damages where judgment was reu- CUl 
dered according to the verdict of the jury. The respondent’s 
wife, Lydia Charland, was struck by one of the company’s cars 
on May 21st, 1910, about ten o’clock at night, as she was cross
ing Papineau avenue, from Lalonde avenue. The left limb had 
to be amputated above the knee. The respondent and his wife 
are common as to property and the husband is the plaintiff in 
the present case. He claims $10,400 from the appellant. The 
jury rendered their verdict and found the accident was due to 
the common fault of the company and of the victim, and award
ed the plaintiff $3,000. Judgment was rendered according to 
the verdict.

The appellant complains of this judgment and prays for its 
reversal on three grounds :—

1. Because the trial .Judge during the suit, modified the assignment 
of faots and thereby injustice was done to tlie appellant;

2. The verdict is not based on the plaintiffs declaration but on a 
fault not therein alleged;
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3. The verdict in contrary to the weight of the evidence, such that 
no jury could reasonably find otherwise than in favour of the appel 
lant.

As to the first point. The action whs at first directed against 
the appellant and against the city of Montreal. The declaration 
alleges that the accident was caused through the fault and negli
gence of the appellant and of the city of Montreal; that of the 
city being the fact that the street was insufficiently lighted, and 
was full of stones, obstructing it; that of the appellant being 
the failure to have a proper headlight on the car, the excessive 
speed of the car, the insufficiency of the brakes and the inex
perience and incompetency of the employees of the company. 
The assignment of facts was drawn according to this declaration. 
The minutes of the trial shew that after the enquete had been 
declared closed by both parties, the plaintiff declared that he 
desisted from his demand as regards the city of Montreal. The 
Judge then ordered that the assignment of facts he modified ac
cordingly, and he struck out all questions tending to have the 
city of Montreal declared responsible either for its sole fault or 
for its fault and that of the appellant.

The appellant contends that this modification in the ques
tions submitted to the jury caused it prejudice in that the jury 
were no longer called upon to answer whether the accident had 
been caused by the exclusive fault of the city of Montreal, an an 
ewer which might have relieved the company of all responsi
bility. The jury, says the appellant, then found themselves face 
to face with an assignment of facts which necessarily presup
posed that the accident had been caused either by the fault of 
the victim or by that of the company, without being given an 
opportunity to pass on the fault of the city of Montreal or of a 
third person.

I am of opinion that this first ground of the appellant is ill 
founded. The assignment, as modified by the trial Judge, al 
lowed the jury to weigh the ease as a whole and to declare whe
ther the accident was due to the sole fault of the appellant, to 
the sole fault of the victim, to the common fault of these two 
parties, or without the fault of cither of them . . . Had tin- 
jury been of the opinion that the accident was due to insuffi
cient lighting, or to the presence of obstructing stones in the 
street, or to any other fault not imputable to the appellant it 
would have answered negatively to the three questions. The 
changes brought by the trial Judge, therefore, caused no pn 
judice to the appellant.

The second reason urged by the appellant is to the effect 
that the verdict is not based on the declaration. Paragraph 4 
of the plaintiff’s declaration which charges fault against the ap
pellant reads as follows:—
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The negligence of the defendant, tli<* Montreal Street RiUlway Com
pany, eoiiHinted in the ebaencc of proper and «iiMiciciit light, in front 
of the ear, as required by tlie by-laws of the city of Montreal, and by 
tlie said defendant's own regulations and usage, also in the fact that 
the ear was driving too fust, viz., faster than provided by the by-laws 
of the city of Montreal; that said ear was provided with an improper, 
insufficient ami dangerous fender or guard, and that said car was 
equipjied with inipro|>er and insullioient brakes and appliances, which 
had long been condemned by the oflieers of the said defendant, and 
furthermore, said ear was in charge of inex|Nirienml and incompetent 
employees.

As already stated, the jury found that the accident was due 
to the common fault of the victim and of the appellant and this 
is how it defined the fault of each. 1 quote textually:—

Madame Charland aurait dfl exerts*r plus de prudence, attendu 
quelle est sourde, et attendre avant de s'engager sur la traverse; 
quant ft la compagnie, son employe aurait dft aller plus tranquille
ment ou arrêter, sachant qu'il faisait si noir qu'il ne |»ouvait voir. 
The appellant contends that in order to conform to the 

declaration the verdict should have found that the speed of the 
car was greater than that allowed by the by-laws of the city of 
Montreal, and that by simply declaring that the defendant’s em
ployee should have gone more slowly or should have stopped on 
account of darkness, the jury based their verdict on a fault not 
alleged against the appellant. In returning this verdict, says 
appellant, the jury went outside of the question as raised by the 
parties and placed the controversy on totally new ground.

There is no doubt of course that a plaintiff can only succeed 
at law “secundum allryata it probata.” But I do not think 
that, in the present case, it can be said that the verdict is con
trary to this legal maxim. The declaration alleges that the 
street wdiere the accident occurred was not sufficiently lighted, 
that the light in front of the car was insufficient, and that the 
ear was driven faster than allowed by the city by-laws. The 
jury returned that the company was at fault in that its employee 
should have driven more slowly or should have stopped know
ing that it was so dark he could not see.

This verdict seems to me perfectly based on the allegations 
of the declaration. The appellant claims that the by-laws of the 
city of Montreal authorize the company to drive its cars at a 
speed of eight miles per hour, that the car in question was only 
going at five or six miles per hour, and that, consequently, the 
verdict is not founded on the declaration which charges that the 
ear's speed was greater than that allowed by the by-law. By
law No. 210, on the point at issue, indicates ami fixes the extreme 
of speed allowed for cars. They must not go faster than eight 
miles an hour. But if that lu* the maximum speed allowed 
under the most favourable circumstances possible—in broad day-
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light, fine weather, between crossings—should it not be inferred 
that, if the conditions are unfavourable, then the same speed is 
no longer allowable ; and if this speed is kept up, notwithstand 
ing, can it not be said that the car is being driven at a greater 
speed than that allowed by the by-lawT It seems to me that the 
jury could perfectly well interpret the by-law in this sense, 
and render a verdict accordingly.

In the present case the motorman should certainly have been 
more prudent. It was 10 o’clock in the evening; it was a very 
dark night ; the street was scarcely lighted; it had rained and 
the rails were more slippery than usual ; several witnesses swear 
positively the car had no head light. All these circumstances 
obliged the motorman to drive his car at a very moderate speed 
and even to stop, as the jury said, before crossing streets. Now 
the motorman himself admits he was running his car at a speed 
of five or six miles per hour. If a speed of eight miles an hour 
is the maximum speed allowed by the by-laws, then surely 
speed of five or six miles under the conditions just mentioned is 
not in accord with the spirit of the by-law. For these reasons I 
cannot admit that the verdict is not founded on the allegations 
of the declaration.

In the third place the appellant contends that the verdict is 
contrary to the weight of the evidence. From the foregoing 
remarks it is evident that I do not agree with the company’s 
pretensions. I find the verdict well founded, and the judgment 
is affirmed purely and simply.

Appeal dismissed.

LAMBERT v. MUNNS.

Alberta Supreme Court, Stuart, ,/. February 8, 1912.

1. Records and registry laws (9 III 0—20)—Dealer in real estate—
Sole proprietor using a company name.

The business of buying and wiling real estate on his own account 
may he carried on by a sole proprietor, without incor|siration, using 
as his business style, a company name or designation without register 
ing a declaration of such company name under the Partnership A 
(Alta.) 1908, eh. ».

2. Records and registry laws (8 III C—20)—Real estate agent—Son
PROPRIETOR OPERATING UNDER A COMPANY NAME.

The business of a real estate agent may Ik* carried on by a sole 
proprietor, without incorporation, using us his business style a com 
pany name or designation without registering a declaration of such 
company name under the Partnership Act (Alta.) 1908, oh. 5.

2. Partnership (8 I—3)—-Registration of firm names—“Trading, mani
FACTutiNo on contracting " •

The word "contracting,’’ as used in the phrase “trading, manufa 
taring, contracting or mining." contained in the Partnership A t 
(Alta.) 1908, eh. 3. as to registration of firm and company names, 

to lie interpreted in its jmpulor sense as referring to what is usual I
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known »s a contracting bii*inc*s. ex. pr., builtling or railway contract
ing work, ami lines not include the making of contracts for tliv sale or 
purchase of real estate either on one's own account or as a broker or

Hearing of motion for judgment made by plaintiff on the 
admissions made in the examination of defendant Mutins for 
discovery.

The motion was refused.
Charles F. Adams, for plaintiff.
Albert E. Millican, for defendant.

Stuart, J. : -This is a motion for judgment upon admis
sions made by the defendant Mutins in the examination for 
discovery under rule 220.

The plaintiff sues on behalf of himself and the King for a 
penalty under the Partnership Act, which is ch. 5 of the Al
berta statutes of 1008. See. 4 of this Act says:—

Every person engaged in business for trading, manufacturing, con
tracting. or mining purposes and who is not associated in partner
ship with any other jierson or persons, tint who uses as his business 
style some name or designation other than his own, or who, in such 
business uses his own name with the addition of “and company" or 
some other word or phrase, indicating a plurality of members in the 
firm, shall cause to be filed as aforesaid a declaration of the fact in 
writing «ignvd by such person.

The defendant, in his examination for discovery, admits 
that he began in the month of January, 1911, to do business un
der “The Calgary Loan & Investment Company”; that he had 
no other person in the said business, hut that the company con
sisted of himself alone and that he had not registered a declara
tion of this fact until August 25, 1911 ; that is, some time after 
the period of six months allowed by the Act had elapsed. This 
would, of course, make the defendant liable to the penalty im
posed by see. 9 of the Act, provided the business which he car
ried on could be held to come within the meaning of the terms 
aliove quoted, namely : “ trading, manufacturing, contracting or 
mining.” The defendant said that the business he carried on 
was that of buying and selling real estate. I gather from his 
evidence that he not only bought and sold on his own account, 
hut acted as agent for intending vendors, because he says that 
people came in and listed their property with him. There was 
really no other business carried on by the defendant, although 
lie states he did negotiate a loan for some third parties on 
behalf of a client or two, and also that on one or two occasions he 
introduced a friend to a life insurance agent, as a result of 
which some life insurance business was done.

This motion is made really for the purpose of testing the 
question whether or not such a business as this is one which
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comes within the meaning of the Partnership Act, which I have 
just quoted. I am of the opinion that it does not. It is neither 
trading nor manufacturing nor mining. The only mentioned 
word that could possibly cover such a business is the word 
“contracting,” but, in my view, this word refers to what is 
popularly known as a contracting business, that is, taking 
contracts for various kinds of work, building or railway con
tracts and things of that kind.

The motion for judgment, therefore, upon the admissions 
will lie dismissed with costs.

Motion refused.

SERLING v. LEVINE.
Hu prime Court of Canada, Fitzpatrick, C.J.. hlington, Fuff, Anglin, amt 

Brodeur, JJ. October 7. 1912.

1. Writ ami process (f II A—hi)—Service ok process on infants—
Appointment op tutor.

The summoning of u minor under Quebec law in an action in dam 
ages brought by a plaint ill" win» had lieen decoyed from the Vnit4*d States 
to the Province of Quebec, by fraudulent representations in order that 
he might !*• arrested on copia* is not null merely from the fact that 
the defendant in a minor, such incapacity as that of minority being 
removable on application to the court for the appointment of a tutor 
to represent and assist the minor.

2. Infants (§111—41)—Service of process—Irregularity—Proof of
PREJUDICE.

The inca|Nicity of a minor to be sued is only relative, it is not an 
absolute nullity and may Is* denounced by an exception to the form 
revealing the fact of minority; but such exception will only lie main 
tained if the defendant can prove prejudice from the method whereby 
the summon# was nerved.

3. Infants (§111—II)—Defence iiy infant—Act of minor hindering
APPOINTMENT OF TUTOR—FAILURE TO PLEAD.

Where on an exception to tlie form the court orders the summoning 
of a family council to appoint a tutor to represent ami assist him and 
the defendant hinders ami prevents the family council from meeting and 
the minor liecomes of agi*, the exception falls to the ground and the 
court may then declare the minor to Is* properly in the record and Is* 
must plead |N-rsonally to the action as brought, and if Is* fails to do so 
judgment may Is* rendered against him ex parte.

11/areau v. Ih-nis, 2 Que. P.R. 3H9, approved.]
4. Appeal ( § VII 12—332) — Discretion of court of original juris

diction—Matters of procedure.
The discret ion used hv the court of original jurisdiction as to inci 

dents of procedure and informalities therein should not Is- interfered 
with by ap|N*llatc courts unless substantial injustice has been don*

5. Estoppel <f III F—82)—Participation in legal proceeding»—Sun
REMUENT OBJECTION TO TIIEIR REGULARITY—WAIVER.

A defendant who ap|ienrs as a witness to answer Interrogatories on 
artieiiled facts and who objects to the relevancy of questions put t" 
him, ami who object# to questions put to other witnesses, by such 
proceeding acquiesces in his lieing summoned as a defendant ami can 
not raise later the question of hi# incapacity.
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The facts involved iti this case are shortly as followsskri.txo 
Tin* appellant, a resident of Syracuse, where he was carry- Lev ink. 

ing on business as a metal dealer, was decoyed to Montreal by , —— 
means of two letters, written to him by the respondent. These * n Pmen 
letters stated that a large whiskey distillery at Ste. Anne de 
Bellevue had recently been burned down, and that the receiver 
was ready to se of the metals, and suggesting that the ap
pellant should come on to Ste. Anne’s to purchase thi*se mat
erials, and giving particulars as to how he should reach his de
stination, most of which statements were, to the knowledge of 
the respondent, falsi*.

On his arrival at Ste. Anne’s, the was met by the
respondent, who represented that the letters had been written 
by his father, and requested the appellant to wait at Ste. Anne’s 
until he, the appellant, could communicate with his father in 
Montreal. The same afternoon, while the appellant was waiting 
for his interview with the respondent’s father, he was arrested 
on a capias issued by Miss Christine Olsen, a stenographer in 
the employ of Mr. Henry Weinfield, a brother-in-law of the re
spondent, who was at that time also living at Ste. Anne’s with 
the respondent’s parents. After his arrest, the appellant was 
taken by the bailiffs charged with the writ of capias to Mr.
Weinfield’a office, where the following conversation was held :—

Mr. WvinHehl n*ke«l me, “What will you olTer?" I told him I was 
wiling—what do you want ? llv mi id: “What are you offering me?”
Mo 1 asked him if I owed him anything. lie mud : “On that rapian.”
I told him I did not know anything «limit that copiait and did mit 
know who lie was.

The appellant was taken to the Montreal jail and instructed 
his attorneys to contest the capias, and the capias issued by 
Miss Olsen was on the 8th of September, and she de
sisted from her action on the 6th of October following. While 
the respondent was still in jail and before he could In* liberated 
following the judgment on the first capias, a second capias was 
issued by Ijouis and Hyman Sapery, the former being also a 
brother-in-law of the respondent, and, with Mr. Weinfield, liv
ing with the respondent’s parents at Ste. Anne’s. This capias 
was likewise on the 23rd of September, and a désist
aient from the action was filed on the 26th of September.

After the conclusion of these proceedings, the appellant took 
action against the respondent, against Miss Christine Olsen, who 
made the affidavit for the issue of the first capias, and against 
Louis and Hyman Sapery who took the second capias, alleging

6
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ft conspiracy on the part of these four defendants to decoy the 
appellant to the city of Montreal in order to extort money from 
him by the illegal and malicious proceedings which they adop
ted. Judgment was rendered against Miss Olsen and the Sap- 
erys, after contestation, on the 30th day of June, 1911, by the 
Honourable Mr. Justice Guerin. The present respondent did 
not plead to the merits, but filed an exception to the form, on 
the ground that, at the time of the institution of the action, he 
was a minor.

In the Superior Court, district of Montreal, the defendant 
was condemned ex parle in damages; the Court of King's 
Bench, appeal side, reversed this judgment and dismissed the 
action.

The judgment of the Court of King’s Bench was reversed 
and the judgment of the Superior Court was restored.

A. Geoffrion, K.C., and A. Hives Hall, K.C., for appellant.
E. F. Surveyor, K.C., and P. Lcdieu, for respondent.

Fitzpatrick, C.J. (dissenting) :—1 am obliged, with great 
reluctance, to differ from the c-onclusion reached by the ma i 
ority of this Court to reverse the unanimous judgment of the 
Quebec Court of Appeal.

The question at issue is of first importance, affecting, as it 
does, not merely the practice and procedure of the Quebec 
Courts, but the broad question of the rights of minors in that 
province. The judgment in the Court below, which is reversed 
here, conforms with what I have always understood to be the 
settled jurisprudence of Quebec.

This is an action of damages brought by the appellant 
against the respondent to recover the sum of $2,f>00 damages. 
It is unnecessary to state in greater detail the cause of action. 
Nothing turns upon the merits of the claim. The respondent 
was a minor when served with the writ, but he attained his maj
ority during the course of the proceedings in the Superior Court 
after the issue of minority had been raised.

The question is: In these circumstances, could the plaintiff, 
now appellant, ignore the plea of minority and proceed to 
judgment without a tutor being appointed to the defendant 
minor and without issuing a new writ of summons?

The ex parte judgment of the Superior Court proceeds on 
the assumption that the plaintiff may obtain a condemnation 
against the minor although not represented by his tutor. The 
defendant was not represented by eounsel at the hearing, an-1 
the attention of the trial Judge does not appear to have been 
specially drawn to the plea of minority. In the Court of King's 
Bench, after very full argument, it was held that the fact of 
minority was an absolute bar to the action, and the judgment
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of the Superior Court was reversed. I concur in the judgment CAN- 
in appeal. s c

Minority is an absolute bar to an action, and. even when 1912
not set up, may be invoked after judgment rendered, on a peti- smuTxc 
tion in revocation, C.P.Q., art 1177, par. 0. The general effect 
of articles 246, 304, 320, 323, 324, 987, 1039, and 1263 of the Lkvise. 
Quebec Code, is that, except in special circumstances, and for pttzp^trick.c.j. 
very limited purposes, a minor is not capable of performing 
any civil act, or of assuming an enforceable civil obligation. On 
the other hand articles of the Code of Procedure (arts. 78 and 
174), when read as they must be with the provisions of the Civil 
Code, make it quite clear that no person can be a party to an 
action either as plaintiff or defendant or in any form what
ever unless he has the free exercise of his rights; those who 
have not the free exercise of their rights must be assisted, auth
orized or represented in the manner prescribed by law. Since 
this ease was decided in the Superior Court, the question came 
up again for consideration in Paquette v. Auclair, 12 Que.
Prac. Rep. 402, and, in a footnote to the report of that case, 
will be found a long series of decisions, dating from 1819, in 
all of which the law is laid down as decided by the Court of 
Appeal. I see no reason to innovate.

I do not, of course, dispute the right of the plaintiff, in a 
suit like this, upon the production of the plea of minority, to 
take such steps as are necessary to have a tutor appointed who 
could be brought into the ease by a new writ when the proceed
ings are continued as if the tutor had been a defendant ah initio.
Such is the practice in Quebec. Hut nothing of that sort was 
done here, and I hold that the service Of the writ of summons 
on the minor was a nullity which could not be cured except, if 
at all, in the way that I have just indicated. At the time the 
minor became of age he was not properly before the Court and 
he was careful not to acquiesce in any of the subsequent pro
ceedings.

Demoloinhe’s dictum “on nr confirme pas le néant” (vol.
24, par. 382, page 367), will, 1 am convinced, continue to be 
acted upon by the Quebec Courts even after this judgment is 
rendered and until this important point is settled by the Privy 
Council.

I refer to the following French and Canadian text writers:
Roy, Droit de Plaider, No. 89; 2 Mignault 215; Si rois, Tutelles 
et Curatelles, No. 242; 1 Langelier 403 ; 4 Laurent No. 365; 1 
Boitard, Procédure Civile, No. 215.

In answer to the argument that the respondent was not pre
judiced, I refer to the following eases in all of which it was 
held that whenever there is a nullity there is a prejudice : Larue
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P.R. 72, 73 ; Roberts v. Dufresne, 7 Que. P.R. 226.
J would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Idington, and Di ke, .I.I., concurred with Bruokir, J.

Anui.in, J. (dissenting), concurred with the Chief Jus
tice.

Brodeur, J. Brodei'R, J. (translated) :—The defendant, respondent, was 
sued in damages as a result of his inducing the plaintiff, appel
lant, under fraudulent representations, to come to the province 
of Quebec, in order that lie might be arrested there on a capias.

The defendant tiled an exception to the form, pleading min
ority. He never filed any plea to the merits, although he was 
ordered so to do after he had attained the age of majority. 11 is 
exception to the form having been dismissed, judgment ex pat h 
was rendered against him, condemning him to pay to the plain
tiff $2,000.00 damages. He appealed from this judgment as 
well as from ‘hat rendered on his exception to the form, and was 
sustained by the Court of Appeal which decided that seeing his 
minority, he had been illegally summoned, and that, as a result, 
the action taken against him should have been dismissed. The 
plaintiff appealed from this judgment of the Court of Appeal.

The question which we are called upon to decide is as to 
whether this exception to the form should have been maintained. 
It seems to me at the very outset, that the conduct of the pro
cedure in a case should be left to the Court of original jurisdic
tion. Now, no less than five Judges of the Superior Court, to 
wit, Davidson, Fortin, Martineau, Lafontaine and Charbonneau. 
JJ., were called upon to render interlocutory judgments in this 
case, where this question of summons arose, but every one of 
them was of the opinion that the ends of justice were alwolutely 
safeguarded, not by having the action dismissed, but by causing 
a tutor to be appointed to the defendant, whilst lie was a minor 
or by compelling him to plead to the merits when he became of 
age. These interlocutory judgments were, moreover, in line 
with the decision of Pagnuelo, J.. in the ease of Oareau v. Denis, 
2 Que. P.R. 389.

It must not lie forgotten that the res|>ondcnt had lieen sum
moned in the name of 11 is Majesty, and in obedience to this 
writ, he had appeared, and, first of all, tiled a dilatory exception 
praying that security for costs be furnished. But when after
wards he disclosed the fact of his minority by his exception to 
the form, the Court decided that a tutor should be appointed, 
in order tlmt be might be properly represented and assisted, ami 
for this purpose, ordered the summoning of a family council.

With the obvious object of preventing the arm of the law
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from striking and punishing him as he deserved, for his most 
reprehensible offence, his parents refused to accede to the orders 
of the Court. When he became of age ten months later, the 
proceedings for the summoning of the family council, were dis
continued, and the defendant was ordered to plead to the 
merits.

In order that his exception to the form might succeed, the 
respondent was bound to establish that lie had suffered pre
judice. Art. 174 C.P. says:

The defendant may invoke any of the following grounds by excep
tion to the form whenever they cause a prejudice; ... 2. the in
capacity of the plaintiff or of the defendant.
What is the prejudice suffered by the defendant in the 

present case?
He alleged that he was incapable of defending himself be

cause he was a minor. The Court answered, stating that he 
would be given a tutor, and when he became of ago. it ordered 
him to defend himself personally.

The incapacity of minors is relative, it is not absolute. They 
are answerable for their offences, says art. 1003 of the Civil 
Code. They may demand of the Courts that a tutor be ap
pointed to them, and they may in certain cases appear before 
the Courts (C.C. 250, 323). They may also sue for wages and 
bring all actions arising from the contract for the hire of their 
personal services (art. 304 C.C.).

If they are reputed as of the age of majority in the case of 
an offence committed by them, can they not, just like minors 
er.gaged in commerce, be brought before the Courts? The ques
tion may arise, but it is not necessary to decide it in this case.

Art. 174 of the Code of Civil Procedure, is new law; Art. 
116, formerly ruled in this matter, and read as follows:—

Sont invoqués par exception il la forme le# moyen# resultant l0. «le# 
informalités «lans l'assignation; 2. «le# inf«irmalit«,‘# «!«• la «lemande 
lorsqu'elle est en contravention avec les di*|K>#ition* contenue# «lans 
!«•# articles 14. 10, 50, 52 et 63.
It is, therefore, necessary to suffer prejudice before an ex

ception to the form can succeed. This is a question of fact 
which should be left to the discretion of the Judges of the Court 
of original jurisdiction, and if, as in the present case, the neces
sary precautions have been taken to obviate to this prejudice, 
then appellate Courts should not intervene. Even under the old 
Code, the summoning of a minor was not radically null.

Pigeau, vol. 1, p. 79, says:—
Deux choses sont nécessaires pour qu'on puisse intenter une action 

contre une personne; la première qu'elle soit soumise au droit d'où 
procède l'action; la seconde, qu'elle ait le discernement nécessaire 
pour se défendre.

CAN.
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Guyot, Vo. “Mineurs,” is no less explicit. “Minors,” says 
he :—

no peuvent ester en jugement sans l'aseistancc d’un curateur ; mais 
comment doit-on entendre cette maxime générale T I>a demande formée 
par le mineur seul sera-t-elle nulle? Donnera-telle seulement lieu à 
une exception de la part du défendeur, qu’il n’est pas tenu de répondre 
A l’assignation jusqu'à se que le mineur ait été pourvu d'un curateur?

11 semble donc qu’une demande formée en justice par un mineur 
au-dessous de l’Age de puberté ne devrait pas être déclarée nulle, sur 
le fondement qu’elle aurait été formée par lui seul sans être assisté 
de son curateur parce que cette nullité n’a été établie qu’en sa faveur.

L’incapacité des mineurs n’est donc que relative A eux afin qu’ils 
ne puissent se préjudicier.

The respondent alleges the nullity of the summons. Solon says in 
his “Traité des Nullités,” page «l : En général les nullités sont odieuse-. 
Que signifie en effet dans le for intérieur l’irrégularité d'une demande 
dans sa forme si cette demande est juste . . . elle doit être re
poussée dans tous les cas oit le législateur ne s’y appose pas formelh-

Where then can be found the text of law whereby the legis
lator declared the nullity of a proceeding such as the one in 
issue!

Article 304 C.C. says, it is true, that actions belonging to u 
minor are brought in the name of his tutor and nevertheless, 
this article gives instances in which the minor can act alone 
with the authority of a Judge. The Civil Code has no provi
sions regarding actions brought against a minor. The Code of 
Civil Procedure deals with this question at art. 78 which reads 
as follows :—

No person can be a party to an action, either as claimant or de 
fendant, in any form whatever, unless be has the free exercise of his 
rights, saving where special provisions apply.

Those who have not the free exercise of their rights must be re 
•presented, assisted or authorized in the manner prescribed by the 
laws which regulate their particular status or capacity.

Nowhere docs the Code declare that the summoning of u 
minor is null ; it therefore, belongs to the Judge to decide. Mer 
lin, Répertoire, Vo. “Mineur,” par. 8, says :—

Il suit donc qu’une demande formée en justice par un mineur au 
dessus de l’age de puberté ne devrait pas être déclarée nulle sur le 
fondement qu'elle, aurait été formée par lui seul sans être assisté de 
son curateur, parce que cette nullité n’a été établie qu'en sa faveur; 
le défendeur pourrait simplement proposer une exception dilatoire et 
soutenir qu'il n’est pas obligé de défendre la demande contre lui 
jusqu’A ce que le mineur ait été fourni d’un curateur.

If, as is stated by Merlin, the minor may bring an action, 
and if the adverse party has only the right to ask that he be 
assisted by his tutor, it seems to me that this right also exists 
in the case of actions brought against the minor.
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In neither case should the action be '* issed, but the Court 
may order the tutor, who is to assist and represent the minor, 
to be called into the suit.

Solon, “De la Nullité,” at page 14 says :
Il rôsultc de ce que nous venons de dire qu’il dépend le plus ordin 

airemwit du jupe d"accepter ou de refuser une nullité qui n’est point 
prononcée de plein droit. Au lieu que *i elle n ce caractère il ne 
peut se dispenser de In prononcer car elle repose sur les présomptions 
légales contre lesquelles aucune preuve n'est admise. (Articles 1350 
et 1352.)

These articles 3350 and 1352 of the Code Napoléon, cor
respond to articles 1239 and 1240 of our Civil Code.

Far front declaring the nullity of the summons of a minor, 
art. 174 of our Code of Civil Procedure states that, it may only 
be invoked when it causes a prejudice, and this is a fact which 
I have already stated, should be left to the absolute discretion 
and appreciation of the trial Judge. Appellate Courts I 
not overlook the discretion which he has exercised.

It is well to add that the defendant was summoned to answer 
interrogatories on articulated facts according to the dispositions 
of article 359. and following of the Code of Civil Procedure. He 
was then of age, and he was summoned as a defendant to answer 
the questions served upon him. The objections which lie raised 
against this last summons are such as to constitute on his part 
an acquiescence to his treatment as the party defending tin* case.

The Court of Appeal has also held that tin- inscription for 
judgment was Irregular, but tins informality is not such as 
would justify the dismissal of the action. The defendant when 
summoned as a witness and on faits /1 artichs, never ned
of this irregularity in the inscription. It is evident that the 
defendant in this cause, hoped he could avoid the consequences 
of his offence and of his most reprehensible conduct, by invok
ing informalities of procedure. He will have to be convinced 
that the rules of procedure have not been instituted to hinder 
the course of justice.

The appeal is maintained with costs, both in this Court and 
in the Court of Appeal, and the judgments of the Superior 
Court are confirmed.

CAN.

S.C.
11112

Brodeur, J.

Appeal allouai: Fitzpatrick, V.J., 
and Anglin, J., dissenting.
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WIGGIN and ELWELL v. BROWNING.

Ontario High Court. Trial before Middleton, ./. October 22, 1912.

1. Estoppel (6 III D—63)—Agency—Equivocal reply after loss si s

Estoppel does not arise to prevent a denial of agency in respect "f 
a purchase made by one in the name of another from whom in fact In- 
had no authority, where the latter is first notified of the transact in» 
after the pretended agency has been acted upon and after the con 
sequent loss had been sustained, although, instead of directly repudi 
ating any liability, the pretended principal answers a demand fur 
settlement in terms which imported a doubt on his part as to the 
evidence of his legal position when he had no doubt, ex gr., by writ
ing to the deceived party that while not admitting that the pretended 
agent is correct in asserting that he was authorized, the writer docs 
not wish for the pressent to take the stand that he had absolutely no 
authority.

\Ewing v. Dominion Bank, 35 Can. S.C.R. 133. and f 1904) A.c. 
896. considered.)

2. Estoppel (§ III I)—63)—Pretended agency—Repudiation.
Where one learns that another had been without authority pur 

porting to act in his name, he owes a duty to the third person with 
whom the transaction has taken place, to inform him that the tran- 
action was without authority, ami a failure in this duty may opera!-- 
as an estoppel against a subsequent denial of authority as regards 
obligations afterwards entered into by such third person on the faith 
of the pretended agency.

| Firing v. Dominion Bank, 35 Can. S.C.R. 133. and Firing v. Dom
inion Bank, [1904) A.C. 806. discussed.)

Action to recover $5,538.75, being a balance of the price of 
stock alleged to have been purchased by the plaintiffs for the 
defendant.

The stock was purchased by one Mills, now deceased, pur
porting to act on behalf of the defendant, and a part of it was 
paid for by Mills; but he had in reality no authority to use 
the defendant’s name. When the defendant first heard of it, 
in October, 1911, and was pressed by the plaintiffs’ solicitors 
to admit or assume liability, he declined to do so; but on the 
14th November he wrote to one of the plaintiffs as follows 
“Mills claims that he had authority to purchase this stock; 
and, while I am not admitting this. I do not wish for the 
present to take the stand that he had absolutely no authority 
to do what he did. At the same time, I do not feel like guar
anteeing the amount.” On the 22nd November, the plaintiffs 
wrote to the defendant that they were “carrying the account in 
its present position as a personal indulgence and to enable you 
to avoid a loss, if possible. In view of the fact that you have 
not repudiated liability, w'e are willing to give you a further 
opportunity of working out the account.” On the 24th Novem
ber, the defendant wrote to the plaintiff, “I am not admitting 
liability.” On the 1st December, the plaintiffs wrote; “If we 
are to understand it,” i.e., the letter of the 24th, “as a repudi-
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ation of your liability . . . we fancy that we cannot allow 
the matter to stand. We are satisfied that we have sufficient 
evidence to establish your responsibility, and we do not feel 
justified in postponing action.” On the lib December, the de
fendant replied: “It may be that you are right in thinking that 
I am personally responsible, and as to this I am not expressing 
an opinion.

IT. IT. Dewart, K.(\, for the plaintiffs.
/*. McKay, K.O., for the defendant.

Middleton, J. :—'The plaintiffs are slock brokers, carrying 
on business at Boston. Mass. The defendant is a barrister, 
practising at North Bay and at Toronto. At the time of the 
occurrences hereinafter related be was absent from Canada. 
J. F. Mills, now deceased, was a broker, carrying on business in 
Toronto. Browning bad had business transactions with Mills, 
but Mills had no general authority to act for him in any way.

In July, 1011, Mills was interested in the flotation of a min
ing company known as the Porcupine Coronation. lie bad asked 
Browning to assist him in this. Browning had absolutely re
fused to have anything to do with it. During Browning’s ab
sence, and for the purpose of forwarding his own schemes in 
connection with this company. Mills conceived the idea of pur
chasing stock in the company, from the plaintiffs, in Brown
ing’s name, and he accordingly telegraphed the plaintiffs, in
structing purchase of the stock.

Some correspondence ensued: all the communications from 
Toronto being telegrams sent by Mills in Browning’s name, and 
the answers, both by telegram and letter, being intercepted by 
Mills in some way not explained.

In the result, several parcels of stock were purchased and 
drafts were made hv the plaintiffs upon Browning, in pursuance 
of instructions given by Mills in bis name. One of these drafts 
were paid by Mills, but at the end of July 2.1,000 shares had 
been purchased and there was some $8,100 due to the plain
tiffs. On the 2nd of August, Mills cabled to the defendants at 
Ivondon for authority to purchase for him 21,000 shares of Cor
onation. This cable message reached the defendant at Belfast. 
He wrote, refusing:—

I would not give an order for 25.000 if I were on the ground. The
mine may be all right, hut I have too many irons in the lire to go as
far as you in your gambling transaction*.
On the drafts being unpaid, a member of the plaintiffs’ 

firm came to Toronto and saw Mills. The matter was placed 
in the hands of solicitors, and it then became quite apparent 
that Mills had no authority to use Browning’s name. This is
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on August 2nd.

It is true that a letter of August 14th was tendered in evid

Browning.

ence for the purpose of getting over the statements contained in 
the earlier letter ; but no evidence was adduced in support of 
the statements contained in that letter, and 1 think 1 should 
disregard it. Mr. Browning returned to Toronto in October. 
1911, and was advised by the solicitors of what had taken phi"

Middleton, J. in his absence, lie saw Mills. He says :—
1 asked Mills for an explanation of what lit* had done ... II- 

admitted that he had acted without authority . . . that he km .
he was liable criminally, and had done what he did thinking that 
the stock market would act differently from the way it had gout
(Examinations for discovery.) The solicitors at this tlu< 

pressed Browning to admit or assume liability. This he d 
dined to do, and up to this point, no possible fault can be fourni 
with his conduct.

On the 14th of November he wrote a letter to Mr. El well, 
one of the members of the plaintiffs’ firm, stating that since 1 > 
return he had been interviewed both by Mills and Hodgson (til- 
solicitor) with regard to the purchase of stock made by Mills 
in his name, and he adds:—

Mills claims that he had authority to purchase this stock; ami 
while I am not admitting this. I do not wish for the present to take 
the stand that lie had absolutely no right to do what he did. At the 
same time, 1 do not feel like guaranteeing the amount.

On the evidence of the defendant, which 1 accept, Mills not 
only had no authority but did not claim that he hud any autli 
ority ; and this letter is most disingenuous. It was well cal
culated to lead the plaintiffs to suppose that the question of 
Mills’ authority was one of doubt, upon which different views 
might be taken. The plaintiffs did not at once respond on re
ceipt of this letter ; but on the 22nd November they wrote a let
ter which might also be the subject of criticism, stating that 
they were “carrying the account in its present position as a 
personal indulgence and to enable you to avoid a loss if possible. 
In view of the fact that you have not repudiated liability, we un
willing to give you a further opportunity of working out the 
account.”

This was immediately replied to by a letter of the 24th. in 
which Mr. Browning said : “I am not admitting liability.” On 
December 1st the plaintiffs wrote :—

If we are to understand it (the letter of the 24th) as a repudiation 
of your liability for our account, we fancy that we cannot allow the 
matter to stand. We are satisfied that we have sufficient evidence to 
establish your responsibility, and we do not feel justilied in postpon
ing action. On the 4th of December, Mr. Browning replied: “It may
be that you arc right in thinking that 1 am jiersonally responsible, 
and as to this I am not expressing an opinion.”
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It is sought to treat the letter of the ‘24th Xovemher as bring
ing the case within the decision of Dominion Hank v. Kwimj, 7 
O.L.Ii. 00, Ewing v. Dominion Dank, 35 Can. S.C.R. 133, and 
119041 A.C. 806.

To understand the precise effect of that decision is not 
easy. In the Supreme Court, no doubt, the majority of the 
Judges thought that, where one learns that another had been 
without authority purporting to act in his name, he owes a duty 
to the person with whom the transaction has taken place, to 
inform him that the transaction was without authority, and that 
by failing in this duty he is estopped from thereafter assert
ing the absence of authority.

In the Privy Council no such wide proposition is assented 
to. Their Lordships regard the matter as a pure question of 
fact, and treat the principle of Mtukrnzit \. Drilish Limn Co., 
fi App. Cas. 82, as governing the case. There the principle 
invoked was not estoppel, hut rather ratification. The silence 
of the defendant was treated as "very strong evidence indeed 
that Mackenzie, for Fraser’s sake, thus ratified Fraser’s act for 
a time; and a ratification for a time would, I think, in point 
of law operate as a ratification altogether.”

In Dritish Linen Company \. Cowan 1906i. S F. 704, the 
Court of Session, while accepting to the full the decision in Mm - 
it mi( V. Drilisli l.int n, 6 A.C. 82, also adopts the statement of 
the Lord Ordinary when he says :—

Upon general principles I cannot too strongly repudiate the ides 
that one person can fasten liability upon another, with regard t" a 
matter witli which that other ha- no previous concern, by writing him 
letters or handing him documents which nr facie demand an answer, 
and afterwards founding upon the fact of no answer I icing received 
to them is inferring liability of some sort < n the part of the person 
to whom they were sent. I consider it to In- the right of every fier-on 
who receives a letter or other document regarding a matter with which 
he is not concerned, to destroy that document at once and take no 
further notice of it, and to countenance any other doctrine might. I 
think, lie productive of most mischievous results and put honest 
|ieople to a vast amount of annoyance, trouble, and expense.

ONT.

il. c. r.
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Drowning.

Middleton. J.

It is, however, 1 think, my duty to accept the law, as l 
understand it, laid down by the majority of the Supreme Court: 
and 1 do so with the less hesitation because 1 think that, even 
if there is no obligation on the part of the recipient of the letter 
to answer, there is. I think, an obligation upon him, if he under
takes the burden of answering, to state the truth with abso
lute candour.

Hut I do not think that this helps the plaintiffs. At the 
time the letter was written, the loss had been sustained. The 
plaintiffs knew that Mills had no authority. If they had learned 
anything between the 2nd and 14th August to justify a change
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interviews with Browning were not for the purpose of seeking 
information upon which the plaintiffs intended to act in their

Browning.

dealings with Mills. It is not shewn that they in any way acted 
upon or relied upon the letter. What was sought was an 
admission by Browning of his own liability. What was given 
was a denial of liability, or, at any rate, a refusal to admit 
liability, unsatisfactory because made in terms which import

Middleton, J. doubt on Browning’s part as to the evidence of his legal posi
tion, when he had no doubt.

1 think 1 should be extending the Supreme Court’s decision 
unwarrantably if 1 were to treat it as applying to the circum 
stances of this case as warranting either a finding of assump
tion of liability or as creating an estoppel.

The action fails, and must be dismissed; but, as it has been 
provoked by the letter under discussion, without costs.

Action dismissal.

SASK. MORRISON et al. v. BERNMART et al.

S.C.
1912

Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Trial before \i iclands, October 24. 1912.

1. Sl’EClFIO PERFORMANCE (§ 1 K—30)—RlGlIT OF ONE PARTNER TO UINI) 1 III
Oct.24. OTHER TO OPTION FOR PURCHASE OF REAL PROPERTY.

One of two owners of pnrtnerahip real property, holding a power of 
attorney from the other partner authorizing him to lease the pro 
perty and to consent to the assignment of an existing lease upon <iid 
property, which lease contained an option to purchase exercisable at 
any time during the term of the lease, may hind the other partner t•. 
an agreement consenting to the assignment of that lease and giving 
a new option for the same amount and with a like limitation as to 
time as was contained in the original lease, especially where the agree 
ment made by the one partner was shewn to the other and no obj.r 
tion was interposed for several months.

Statement This is an action for specific performance of mi agreement in 
writing whereby the defendants agreed to give the plaintiffs an 
option to purchase lots 37 to 40 in block 123, Moose Jaw, for tin- 
sum of $36,000, payable as therein mentioned.

Judgment was given for specific performance.
0. E. Taylor, for plaintiff.
C. E. I). Wood, for defendants.

Newlinda, J. Nkwlands, J. :—The facts as proved at the trial are that the 
defendants are the owners of said land, and on the 4th day of 
February, 1000, they leased the same to one William Pereival 
Curran for the term of five years, and said lease eontained a 
provision allowing Curran to purchase the premises during 
said term for the sum of $36,000. This lease was signed by the 
defendant Joseph Bernhart for himself and as attorney for the 
defendant Antoine Bernhart.
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On the 5tli May, 1900. Curran assigned the said lease from 
Bern hart to himself to Robert A. Machan, and transferred the 
option to purchase said premises to him, the same being put at 
$35,000. On the 7th May, 1909, Robert A. Machan transferred 
the said lease and option to the plaintiffs.

There was a provision in the lease from the defendants to 
Curran that he was not to assign the lease without their consent, 
so on the 15th of January. 1910, the defendants entered into an 
agreement with the plaintiffs, in which Machan joined, agreeing 
to the assignment of the above-mentioned lease. The plaintiffs 
by the same agreement released the Curran option assigned to 
them by Machan, and which was for the sum of $35,000 and 
took a new option from the defendants for the sum of $30,000, 
which was the amount of the original option to Curran.

I might point out here that Curran was a son-in-law of the 
defendant Joseph Bernhart, which was, in my opinion, one of 
the reasons for the defendants giving a new option to the plain
tiffs, Curran having given an option to Machan for $35,000, 
which he assigned to the plaintiffs, when his option from the 
defendants was for $36,000.

The agreement sued on was executed by the defendant Joseph 
Bernhart for himself and as attorney for his brother Antoine 
Bernhart, and the real question in issue is, whether Joseph had 
authority to bind his brother Antoine by executing said agree
ment as his attorney.

It is true that Joseph disputes bis liability also on the ground 
that he did not know he was giving a binding option, but the 
evidence was entirely against him on this contention, he having 
been advised by counsel before executing it, and it having been 
read over to him, and 1 am of the opinion that he not only knew 
what he was signing, but that the agreement carried out his 
intention.

Antoine's liability is placed on two grounds. 1st. that Joseph 
was authorized to sign for him, and, 2nd. that he acquiesced in it. 
It is not disputed that Joseph signed the lease to Curran as 
Antoine’s authority and that he had authority to do so. He had 
also, by virtue of a power of attorney dated 13th January, 1910, 
authority from Antoine to lease said premises and to consent to 
an assignment of the existing lease upon said property. The 
option to purchase was a part of this lease which Joseph had 
authority from Antoine to consent to being assigned, and as the 
agreement which he did execute amounts to no more than an 
assignment of the least», 1 have come to the conclusion that he 
had express authority from Antoine to execute it on his behalf. 
In addition to this, he and his brother were in partnership, and 
the premises in question were partnership property, and Joseph 
was the partner who conducted the business of the firm, and the
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Statement

transaction in (|U(*stion was a partnership one. Then the docu
ment in question was shewn to Antoine immediately after its 
execution, and remained in his possession for some months be
fore lie made any objection to it. For these reasons I am of the 
opinion that Antoine is bound by the execution of the agreement 
in question by his brother Joseph, both because Joseph had auth
ority to execute it on his behalf and because, by not objecting to 
what was done, he acquiesced in it.

It is admitted that the plaintiffs made a tender of the amount 
due under the agreement, and they are. therefore, entitled to 
spécifié performance as prayed for, with costs.

JudflHU ill for *p< tlfic performance.

HOODLESS v SMITH.
Ontario llii/h Court. Unhtell. ./., in Chamber». October 30, 1912.

I. Parties ( 81—.13) — Non joiniimr <>i joint owner with plaintiff.
While the non joinder of partie* having n joint interest as co-owner

for the almoliite di'ini'-aI of the action, the court will direct, on the 
defendant'* exception raised on an interlocutory motion, that the n< 
tion do not mine on for trial unless and until the other jierson in 
terestvd has lieen joined as a party.

[l.ydull v. Martineau, 5 Ch.D. iHU. specially referred to.]

Appeal by the plaintiff from an order of one of the Local 
Judges at Hamilton requiring the plaintiff to add his wife as 
a co-plaintiff, within one week, and, in default, that the action 
be dismissed with costs.

J. (r. O'Donofjhue, for the plaintiff.
E. I). Armour, K.C., for the defendants.

Riddell, J. :—The pleadings set up that one C.B. was the 
owner of a certain park lot, which he laid out in 54 lots, register 
ing the plan ; that he sold 35 of these to the C.L. company, the 
company in the deed covenanting, for themselves, their suc
cessors and assigns, not to erect any building with the front wall 
within less than ti ft. from the line of Sophia street. The C.L. 
company sold certain lots to A.M., who entered into similar cov 
enants; A.M. sold to “the plaintiff and his wife, K.H., as joint 
tenants, and not as tenants in common,” part of this property ; 
and the plaintiff and his wife entered into similar covenants. 
A.M. sold thereafter to the defendants (husband and wife) other 
parts and adjoining the property of the plaintiff and his wife; 
and they entered into similar covenants.

The defendants in April, 1912, commenced to excavate a 
cellar, and this to a depth below the plaintiff’s brick house--
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and also out to the margin of Sophia street, and have erected a 
store there. The plaintiff claims a mandatory injunction, etc.

The defendant M.D.S. denies the allegations, and submits 
that the plaintiff is not the sole owner, denies any covenant but 
one he did not break, etc. ; his wife’s defence is the same.

Notice of trial was served for the assizes at Hamilton be
ginning on the 7th October, 1912, and the case was postponed 
by Mr. Justice Kelly, to the non-jury sittings beginning on the 
18th November.

The defendants moved on the 24th October for an order dis
missing the action, on the ground that the plaintiff is suing for 
damages to land of which he and his wife are joint tenants, 
without joining her as a party; the motion was heard hv Judge 
Monek, Local Judge in Chambers, and an order made that the 
plaintiff’s wife be joined within one week, and, if this were not 
done, that the action he dismissed with costs.

The plaintiff now^^ÿ.
There can, I think, he no doubt that this is a ease of non

joinder which is most objectionable: Daiiiell’s Chancery Prac
tice, 7th ed., vol. 1, p. 182; Stafford V. London, 1 P. Wins. 428. 
But it is argued that the application should be made at the 
earliest possible moment: and that is true: Sheehan v. Gnat 
East<rn IL Co., 16 Ch. D. 59; Sea ne v. Puckett, 3 O.R. 370.

Nevertheless, 1 cannot see how the plaintiff is hurt: and all 
rules of practice must, of course, he elastic.

The defendants raise in their defence that the plaintiff is 
not the sole owner of the land. This is probably a sufficient 
objection—and the plaintiff would proceed at his peril: Xobels 
v. Jones, 28 W.R. 726: Lydall \. Martineau, ."> (’h.t). 780. And 
the Court, while it would not perhaps dismiss the action (Con. 
Rule 206 (1)), would certainly not proceed in the absence of 
the co-tenant—but would order that the wife be made a party 
(Con. Rule 206 (2)).

I think that the order was properly made now that she be 
made a party; hut the penalty should not be (on default) that 
the action be dismissed; it will be sufficient that the order he 
made that the action do not come on for trial unless and until 
the amendment be made.

I think, too, that the costs both here and below may be in the 
cause, in view of the delay in moving.
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HARQUAIL COMPANY v. ROY.

.Veto Brunswick Supreme Court, Barker, C.J.. Landry, Mel.cod, White.
Barry and McKeown, JJ. April 10, 1912.

1. Sale (§111A—55) — Rights and remedies or parties—Liability ok
VENDEE ON QUANTUM VALEBANT—WHEN IT ACCRUES.

Where a vendee liecomea liable on yuan turn valebant for goods sold 
and delivered, the liability accrues as soon us the goods are retained 
by him. notwithstanding that the |»criod of credit under the original 
agreement had not expired.

2. Sale (§ III A—55)—Rights and remedies ok parties—Recovery on
‘•quantum valebant” where contract not performed.

Notwithstanding a special contract for the sale of a quantity of 
goods at a specified price, where the vendee accepts a certain number 
cf the goods, lie is liable for their value on quantum valebant, though 
the goods accepted were not up to the contract.

[Cutter v. l*owell, tl Term It. 320, 2 Smith’s L.C.. lltli ed.. 1212 
t and similarly 11th ed.. 1903, vol. 2, p. 24), followed ; Bead v. Batin, 
10 B. & C. 438, referred to.J

An appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Me 
Latchey, J., refusing to set aside a verdict, and to enter judg
ment for the defendant or for a new trial, a verdict having been 
given and judgment for $100 entered in favour of the plain
tiff on the trial with a jury. The action was brought for goods 
sold and delivered under the following circumstances :—

In March, 1911, the plaintiff agreed to manufacture and 
deliver to the defendant 2,000 crates at 35 cents per crate. All 
the crates were delivered on or before April 25, 1911, but did 
not prove up to sample. Some of them were used by the defend
ant and the remainder, about three-quarters of the whole quan
tity, were taken back by the plaintiffs and altered and delivered 
again to the defendant some time after May 2, 1911. The de
fendant rejected some of the altered crates. It was agreed when 
the order was given that the defendant might pay cash or in 
sixty days. About the first day of May, the defendant accepted 
a draft at thirty days for $500 and paid the same at maturity, 
but refused to pay any more. This action was brought on 
June 30 for the recovery of the balance of the contract price, 
viz., $200. The only count in the declaration was for goods sold 
and delivered.

A. T. LcBlanc, for the defendant (appellant), moved to set 
aside the verdict and enter judgment for the defendant or for 
a nonsuit or for a new trial. The plaintiff could not recover on 
a quantum meruit, because the contract was entire : Ilcncy v. 
Bottwick, -M N B B n i.

McLeod, J. :—Should you not have immediately returned all 
the boxes when you found part were not up to the contract?

A. T. LiBlanc.—W'e used part of the crates and paid $500 
for them, but we did not accept all of them after they were
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altered. The jury gave a verdict for only $100, virtually find
ing that the plaintiff did not complete his contract. The plain
tiff cannot recover unless he has completely fulfilled his part 
and yet the Judge charged that we were liable to pay for the 
crates we kept: Fry* v. Frye, 34 N.H.R. 569; ('utter v. Powell, 
6 Term R. 320, 2 Smith’s L.C., 9th od., 1212.

White, J. :—You would he liable for the boxes you accepted 
on a quantum meruit.

A. T. LcBlanc:—Yes, but the plaintiff must shew that he 
could not take back the unused ones. There is no finding that 
they were up to quality.

Harry, J. :—If the verdict had been for the balance on the 
boxes used you could not have complained.

A. T. Le Blanc:—I would not have appealed, although none 
of the boxes were up to sample. The period of credit hail not 
expired, because the altered crates were delivered between May 
2 and May 6, 1911, and the act ion was begun on June 30, 1911. 
We are entitled to a nonsuit.

IV. A. Trueman, for the plaintiffs (respondents) :—This was 
one order. The defendant could not use part and then say 1 
will refuse part. The evidence shews that after he did receive 
the goods and before he complained, he had used the crates and 
had ample opportunity to know that they were not up to con
tract. The crates were accepted subject to an agreement to 
make them right, and the defendant could not restore the crates 
to Mr. Harquail and put matters as they were. The question as 
to the period of credit was expressly left to the jury and they 
found it had expired. While a special contract remains un
performed, there is no recovery on an indebitatus assumpsit, 
but, if one party has received some benefit which cannot be re
turned, he must pay a reasonable amount for it: Watcrous v. 
Morrow, 18 N.H.R. 11.

A. T. Le Blanc, in reply.
The appeal was dismissed with costs, Barry, J., dissenting.

Barker, C.J. :—This is an appeal from the County Court of 
Ilestigouche. The action is for the recovery of $2UU, a balance 
alleged to be due for goods sold and delivered. The particulars 
are for the price of 2,000 crates at 35c. each on which .$500 had 
been paid on account. It seems that there was a contract made 
by the defendant with the plaintiff for the manufacture and 
delivery of 2,000 crates for holding bottles. The agreement was 
a verbal one and it provided that the crates were to be in vari
ous specified sizes, according to sample, and at an all-round 
price of 35 cents each. When the goods came to be delivered,
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tlie appellant objected that they were difficult to put together 
and not as they should be. This resulted in all or some of them 
being returned to the plaintiffs’ shop, where they were made 
all right, as he says, and sent back. The Judge told the jury 
that notwithstanding there was a contract for the delivery of 
the 2.000 boxes at a specified price, if the defendant took and 
received and used a certain number, he was liable for their 
value notwithstanding they were not up to the contract. Tin- 
jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for $100.

Two questions were raised by the appellant. The first 
is as to the correctness of the Judge’s charge to which 1 have 
just referred. I think the Judge’s charge in this particular was 
right. In the notes to (’tiller v. Powell, f> Term R. .'120, 2 Smith's 
L.C., Oth ed. 1212 [and similarly 11th ed., 1000, vol. 2, p. 2-1 . 
the rule in such cases is stated thus:—

The general rule lieing thus established, viz.: that while the »;*•• > 11 
contract remains unperformed, no action of indebitatus assumpsit van 
l>e brought for anything done under it. wc now come to the except inns 
from that rule, anti the first of them is that adverted to by Mr. I. 
Parke in Itniil v. ltann, 10 It. & ('. 438. in the passage just cited. It 
consists of eases in which something has l>een done under a *pc i 
contract, but not in strict accordance with the terms of that conti ;
In such a cose, tlie party cannot recover the remuneration stipulated 
for in the contract, because he has not done that which was to Ih* t' «- 
eonsideration for it. Still, if the other party has derived any benefit 
from his labour, it would lie unjust to allow him to retain that 
without paying anything. The law, therefore, implies a promise < n 
liis part to pay such a remuneration, ns the benefit conferred upon 
him is reasonably worth, and to recover that quantum of renmnei 
at ion an action of imlrbitatus assumpsit is maintainable. This is cm 
ceiveil to lie a just expression of the rule of law ns it at present 
prevails.

The passage from the judgment of Parke, J„ Read v. Rann, 
10 H. & C. 4)18, at p. 441, referred to, is as follows:—

In some cases, a special contract, not executed, may give rise to a 
claim in the nature of a quantum meruit, ex gr. When a special 
contract has been made for goods, and goods sent, not according to the 
contract, have been retained by the party, then a claim for the value 
on a quantum valebant may be supported; but then from the circum 
stances a new contract may lie implied.
And Smith’s continuing says:—

Rut no claim in the nature of a quantum meruit can be founded upon 
a special contract which has not lieen performed, unless the person 
who has a right to insist on the performance of the s|iecial contract 
has accepted some benefit resulting from its partial performance or 
the circumstances arc such as to shew, in any other way, that a new 
contract has arisen between tlie parties.

This seems to be ample authority for the maintenance of 
the action. And see Waterom v. Morrow, 18 N.B.R. 11 ; Caaaels' 
S.C. Digest 138.

1
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The other question was, that the period of credit had not ex
pired. The evidence was that the defendant said he might pax 
cash or lie might want sixty days’ credit and it was said that 
that period had not elapsed when this action was commenced. 
As to this question the Judge left it to the jury to say whether 
or not the period of credit had expired, and they seem to have 
found that it had, and there is evidence to sustain that view.

Tliis docs not seem to me to he a material question. When 
once you have got rid of the special contract a part of which w,.s 
this provision ns to payment, you are rid of that question. 
This action and the recovery are based not on a special contract, 
hut on implied liability to pax on request tor the goods r« < ;ve.I 
and used. By agreement, goods delivered according to con 
tract were to be paid for in 60 days at the contract price. Bx 
law the value of the goods retained though not up to contract 
was to be paid for on request.

Landry, J.:—The facts shexv that boxes were delivered to 
the defendant under the contract; some of which wen* accepted 
and some rejected. The rejected ones went back to the manu
facturer; the accepted ones were used. When the rejected ones 
came hack altered, some of such altered ones xvere used and 
others were rejected. The action is for goods sold and d< 
livered. Had the contract been tilled by the plaint iff, the suit 
could only have been brought on the contract. The contract was 
not filled, but the defendant, with the knoxvledge that all tin- 
goods delivered were not up to contract, accepted some of them 
and used the same. For such as he used, I take it, that he 
became liable outside of the original contract, to pay for goods 
sold and delivered as soon as he used them irrespective of any 
time given in the original contract as to payment.

The appeal should be dismissed.

McLeod, J. (oral) :—1 agree in this case that the appeal 
must be dismissed. The action is brought for the value of a 
quantity of Ifoxes that wen? delivered by the plaintiff to the 
defendant, under a contract. They were all delivered to the 
defendant some time in April. Some of them were not accord
ing to contract; but the defendant, with that knoxvledge. took 
ami used some of them. The defendant complained to the 
plaintiff about some of them not being according to contract, 
and the plaintiff took them back and practically repaired them 
and returned them to the defendant in May. Notwithstanding 
that, a number of the boxes were still not according to the 
contract, but the defendant did not return them. One of the 
defences is that the action was brought too soon; that is. that 
he had a credit of 60 days, and the 60 days had not expired. I 
think the delivery took place xvhen the boxes were delivered
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a new delivery, and the term of credit had expired. The plain
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tiff is clearly entitled to recover on the quantum meruit for 
those that were kept, although they were not up to the contract.

White, J. :—I agree with my brother McLeod.

(diMriiting).
Barry, J. (dissenting) :—In March, 1911, the plaintiffs, 

(respondents) carrying on a wood-working and manufacturing 
business at Catnpbellton, contracted with the defendant (appel 
lant) a manufacturer of non-intoxicating beverages, also carry
ing on business at Campbellton, for the manufacture and delivery 
of sufficient material properly cut and sized, called shocks, to 
make, when put together, 2,000 crates, such as the defendant 
required in shipping his product, at thirty-five cents per crate. 
There was no particular time specified for the delivery of the 
crates, although it seems to have been understood in a general 
way by both parties that the goods were to be delivered in the 
following April.

The plaintiffs commenced to deliver crates on April 15, and 
on the 25th of that month, the delivery of the whole quantity 
contracted for had been completed. Samples, according to 
which the crates were to be manufactured, had been furnished 
by the defendant to the plaintiffs at the time of the making of 
the contract. After the delivery of the material at the defend
ant’s warehouse, it was found when his workmen began to put 
the crates together, that the different parts would not fit satis
factorily. so as to make a complete whole. It sufficiently 
appears from the evidence of the plaintiffs’ principal witness, 
Mr. John Harquail, president and manager of the company, 
that the sliooks were not satisfactory, and that the company, 
recognizing the defects in them, at its own suggestion, took 
them back to the factory for the purpose of having the necessary 
alterations and corrections made. Mr. Ilarquail says :—

The defendant claimed that the ends were n little narrow and the 
centre division required too much force to put them together. Those 
reasons were the complaints made. I ordered those parts complained 
of to lie brought back to the factory, that is the parts he had not 
used. We took back nearly all the centre divisions that had not 
lieen used and had them put together. We widened the ends to what 
we thought would be satisfactory. The ends wore made to sample 
in the first instance. The ends shrunk because of atmospheric changes 
in the first instance and we corrected this. We put together I should 
say fully three-quarters of the centre parts of the 2,000 crates.

And again, h< says:—
My foreman t Id me crates were not satisfactory. Did mit fit well 

in centre pieces . . . They were ordered back because my foreman 
told me crates ' cut together bad and the ends a little narrow.
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And the foreman of the plaintiffs’ factory says:—
We acknowledge that the boxes were not fit for market before 

change, but that is why the changes were made.

About three-quarters of the whole quantity of crates 
ordered had to he and were taken baek to the plaintiffs’ factory 
for the purpose of having the necessary alterations made in 
them. It is important to bear in mind that, according to the 
plaintiffs’ evidence, this was done after the second and before 
the sixth day of May. The exaet date upon which the second 
delivery, i.e., the delivery* of the shocks as altered and corrected, 
was made, does not appear to be at all clear, although I should 
rather infer from the plaintiffs’ evidence that it was after the 
sixth of May. It is clear, however, that this delivery took place 
after the second of May.

There is very little difference between the plaintiffs and the 
defendant in regard to the terms of payment agreed upon. Mr. 
Harquail says:—

Mr. Roy said when order was given, he might want sixty days nr he 
might pay cash. ... He said he might pay in sixty days or 
might pay cash. I understood sixty days was after delivery of

That would mean, I take it. after the delivery of the goods 
satisfactorily manufactured and in a condition fit for use in the 
manner in which they were required and intended to he used. 
The defendant, speaking of the terms of payment, says:—

Everything else all right, and asked him to give me to the last of 
June to pay. He said it was all right.

And again :—
I asked Mr. Harquail if he would give me until the end of June to 

pay for cases; he said “ves.” I will not say that I did not say I might 
pay cash or might want sixty days, to Mr. Harquail. If ! did use* the 
foregoing words, that is the way I put it. instead of saying I wanted 
to the end of June.
The defendant about the first of May. although there was no 

obligation upon him to do so. accepted a draft at thirty days for 
1500 on account of the price of the crates; this draft he paid 
at maturity. This action was brought for the recovery of the 
balance of the contract price. The declaration contains but 
one count, the common indebitatus count for goods sold and de
livered, and the particulars indorsed upon the writ of summons 
exhibit a claim for the price of 2.000 crates, at 35 cents each, 
$700; upon which the payment of $500 is credited, leaving the 
amount sought to be recovered, $200. i.e., the balance of the 
contract price.

One of the defences raised by the defendant is that the goods 
were sold on credit, and that the period of credit had not ex
pired at the time of the commencement of the suit. The writ
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was issued on June 30. 1911. That the goods were sold on credit 
cannot lie disputed, the only question being the time at which 
the period of credit expired. According to the plaint ill's* own 
evidence, a credit of sixty days after the second of May- 
accepting that date as the date of the ultimate delivery from 
which the credit was to run—and would not expire until tin* 
first of July: or, on the other hand, accepting the defendant > 
statement, that he was to have until the end of June in which 
to pay the price, he would have the whole of the day on which 
the writ was issued in which to discharge the balance of his 
obligation. There is no conflict or balancing of evidence here : 
take the statement of either party and you arrive at the gam 
result—a writ issued before the period of credit had expired 
In the judgment which he delivered upon the motion for a new 
trial, the Judge of the County Court says :— *

This question ( i.e., whether or not the period of credit had ex 
pi red) was left squarely to the jury by me in my charge, and the> 
have found against the defendant’s contention. 1 must say there 
was ample evidence for a finding in defendant’s favour, hut that 
evidence is not clear, and 1 am not prepared to say the jury erred in 
their finding.

For my part I am disposed to go very much further than 
the learned Judge goes in the quoted passage from his judg
ment» and to say that there is not a particle of evidence to war 
rant the jury in coming to any other conclusion than that, at 
the time of the commencement of the suit, the period of credit 
had not expired.

The interval between the date when the writ issued and tin 
date when, according to my view, it might have been safely 
issued, is, it is true, short—one, or at most two days—an inter 
val that might be regarded as trifling and of little moment to 
the defendant, were it not that in this ease the interval, short 
though it may have been, is the measure of the difference lu 
tween an unaccrued right of action, and a right of action 
aecnied.

It is a well established principle that wherever the terms 
of any special agreement, not under seal, have been performed 
and satisfied, so as to leave a mere debt due to the plaintiff, lie 
may sue in an indebitatus count, reserving the contract and the 
performance of it on his part to ’ proved in evidence. lie is 
not limited to a special count upon .he special contract, although 
he may if he likes, adopt that course. And it is equally well 
established that where a special contract has been rescinded 
either by mutual consent, or by such a breach on one side as 
entitles the other to rescind, and goods, labour, etc., which have 
been provided by one party under the special contract, and 
retained by the other party after the rescission, the value may
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bp recovered in this form of count, provided a new contract 
can Ik* implied to pay the value of the consideration actually 
received. So that with this choice of procedure open to the 
plaintiffs, the form of action which they have selected fur
nishes no guide, but on the contrary leaves the Court in un
certainty as to whether they are seeking to recover upon a 
fully executed and completed special contract, or upon an 
implied promise to pay for the‘value of the goods furnished 
in part performance of a special contract which has been re
scinded. But when one looks at the course of the proceedings 
at the trial, there can be no doubt, or uncertainty. According 
to the record the plaintiffs opened their case and adduced evi
dence with the avowed object of proving a fully executed 
special contract, and being fully executed, entitling them to the 
balance of the entire consideration. That this was the course 
of the trial seems clear, not only from the evidence, but also 
from the remarks of the trial Judge in the judgment before 
alluded to, in which he says :—

The plaintiff in his case proved a contract with the defendant to 
make and deliver 2.000 crates at 35 cents each, the contract price 
being $700. The defendant paid $500 a ml refused to pay any more, 
which was the cause of the suit.

In the whole of the case there is nothing said about rescind
ing the contract ; neither is there anything said about repudi
ation by the defendant; the defendant never had any idea of 
repudiating the contract, for the very good reason that he 
wanted the crates, he says, because he needed them in his busi
ness and could not get them elsewhere. The attitude of the de
fendant at the trial was nothing more than that of a purchaser 
who denied having received the full quantity of crates con
tracted for, of the t specifications, and quoad those that
had been delivered, the time of payment under the contract had 
not arrived at the time the plaintiffs issued their writ.

If goods are sold on credit, the vendor cannot, as a general 
rule, sue for the price until the period of credit has expired : 
Paul v. Dod, 2 C.B. 800; Price v. Nixon, 5 Taunt. 338. It is 
said by Alleu, C.J., in Waf crons v. Morrow, 18 N.B.R. 11 at p. 
13:—

The general rule, no doubt, Is, that while a speciil contract remains 
unperformed, no action of iiulrbilntus assum/isil can be brought for 
anything done under it; but there are exceptions to that rule, and one 
of them is, that where something has been done under a special 
contract, but not in accordance with the terms of the contract, if the 
other party has derived any lienefit from it, it would lie unjust to 
allow him to retain that benefit without paying anything. The law, 
therefore, implies a promise on his part to pay such remuneration 
at the lienefit conferred upon him is reasonably worth.

19—7 D.L.R.
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Foshmj v. Baxter, 6 N.H.R. 335, is to the same effect. In 
Bead v. Bonn, 10 B. & C. 438, it was said by Parke, J. :—

In some caws a Hpvrinl contract, not executed, may give rise to a 
claim in the nature of a quantum meruit, ex gr.t where a spedal eon 
tract has been made for goods, and goods sent, not according to the 
contract, are retained by the party, there a claim for the value on a 
quantum valebant may be supported, but then, from the circumstances, 
a new contract may lie implied.

See also Bartholemew v. Mark wick, 15 C.B.N.8. 711 ; Let 
Bisdon, 7 Taunt. 188.

Accepting as correct the statement of the law as laid down in 
the authorities which 1 have alluded to, the (juration is, can tIn- 
plaintiff’s here in the absence of any repudiation or rescission if 
the contract by the defendant recover for the balance of I In- 
price of the crates before the time for payment as stipulated 
in the special contract has arrived? If the plaintiffs had manu
factured and delivered all the crates strictly in accordance with 
the terms of the contract, they could not have recovered tin- 
price until the arrival of the time agreed upon; and I cannot 
well sec why they should now lie permitted to call to their 
assistance a breach of the contract committed by themselves, 
that is the delivery of a quantity of inferior goods or goods not 
according to the sample furnished them—for there must have 
been a deficiency in either the quantity or the quality of tin- 
goods to justify the verdict—and recover the value of those 
accepted and used by the defendant before the time when, had 
they fully carried out their part of the contract, they might 
properly have demanded payment. That the plaintiffs could 
ultimately recover the value of the goods accepted ami used 
by the defendant, is not disputed, but 1 do think they wen- 
premature in bringing the present action.

Wayne's Merthyr Coal Co. v. More wood, 40 L.J.Q.B. 74b 
is, I think, a direct authority in support of these views. Tin- 
reasoning in the case is not easy to follow in the report, hut 
this statement of the case which is taken from Benjamin on 
Sales, 5th ed., 814, appears to be generally accepted as correct. 
The plaintiffs had contracted to supply the defendants with 
coke bars of iron of a particular quality by successive deliveries, 
payment for each delivery to be made in cash for discount within 
a month, or by bills at four months, at the defendant's option. 
The plaintiffs delivered coke bars which were inferior to sample; 
but it was only after the defendants had worked all the liars 
delivered up into plates that they discovered their inferior 
quality, and they then refused to accept the residue. Before the 
discovery, the defendants had elected to pay for the bars by 
bill. The plaintiffs thereupon and before the expiration of the 
period of credit brought an action for the price of goods sold

■
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and delivered. It was contended on the authority of Bartholo
mew v. Mark wick, 15 C.B.N.K. 710. that they were entitled to 
treat the original contract as rescinded, but it was held that 
as, distinguishing that case, the defendants had elected to take 
credit, and it was owing solely to the plaintiffs’ fault in de
livering inferior goods that the defendants had withheld the 
bill for the price, the contract was not wholly rescinded, and the 
plaintiffs were not entitled before the expiration of the credit 
to sue on a quantum valebant for the value of the goods de
livered, but that they were entitled to damages for the defend
ants’ refusal to accept the residue of the goods. The defendants 
had either not repudiated the contract at all, or at most had 
repudiated only the latter part of it, which had become severable 
from the rest ; at any rate, the plaint ill's, being in fault could 
not be allowed to contend that the defendants had r< i*d 
the contract in toto, so as to deprive the defendants of their 
right to credit for the goods already delivered. The contract 
therefore, so far as concerned the goods delivered, being either in 
fact open, or the plaintiffs not being allowed to say that it was 
not, no immediate right of action on a quantum meruit was 
competent to them; but the defendants were liable for their 
breach of contract in refusing to accept the residue of the goods.
See Fee v. Whyte, 13 U.C.C.P. 83.

Several other questions, some of them of more or less import
ance, were raised on the appeal, but having come to the conclu
sion indicated, upon the question of the terms of credit,—and 
it is upon that question alone that 1 base my judgment,—it is 
unnecessary to refer to those other matters. 1 would allow 
the appeal with costs, and send directions to the Court below 
to enter a judgment of nonsuit against the plaintiffs, with 
costs, together with the costs of the motion for a new trial.

McKeown, J. :—I agree with the judgment of the learned McKeown. j. 
Chief Justice.

Appeal dismissal, Barry, J., dissenting.

KENNEDY v. HARRIS.
Ontario lliyh Court. Trial before Riddell, ./. October -0. 1012.

1. Damages (8 III A 7—75)—Constri ction—Penalty or liquidated dam 
ages—Test—Option.

Whether n stipulated liability for default in keeping alive an option 
it a penalty or liquidated damages may depend upon whether the dam 
ages though inevitable (1) arc an enigma and incapable of exact cal
culation, or (2) are such that, proof of them is extremely complex, 
dilliciilt. and ex|iensive. or Cl) are such that the very thing intended 
to be provided against by the stipulation is to preclude the necessity 
of the minute, dilliciilt. and complex proof.

I Mc lia nut v. Rotharhild (1011). 25 O.L.R. 138. applied.)

H. C. J. 
1912

A:A
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2. Contracts (g II C—140)—Construction—Option—Default in keep
1NO ALIVE THE OPTION—DATE, HOW DETERMINED.

Where a written mining contract prescribes n fixed liability if one 
of the contracting parties “fails in carrying out” a certain option with 
a third party, such is in effect an agreement to keep the option alive 
ami the date «if the default may lie fixed by reference to the date of 
the cancellation of the option by the third party.

.1. Contracts (§11 A—1.13)—Option—Recital—Later clause, control
UNO EFFECT IIY SPECIFIC PROVISIONS.

In an action hv the plaintiff f«ir a stipulated sum as liquidated dam 
ages iiihIci the defemlant’e written agreement to carry out. and com 
plete an option with a thin! party for the purchase of a certain interest 
in a mine, where the recital provides that in case the option is not 
curried out nml completed the defendant will “on or before" June 1st 
pay the sum so fixed, and where a later clause stipulates that in case 
of the defendant's failure to carry out the option and complete the 
purchase he shall “within one month after such default, on <ir before 
.lune 1st," pay the stipulated sum. the sjiecific provisions of the later 
clause prevail, and the liability will arise at the expiry of one month 
after the default, although such construction of the contract max 
mature the obligation prior to June 1st.

Action by a mining prospector to recover $5,000 under an 
agreement with the defendant.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.

W. N. Tilley, for the plaintiff.
J. E. Pay, for the defendant.

Riddell, J.:—The plaintiff had set up a claim in good faith 
to a certain mining property, and had commenced and was pro 
scenting an action to enforce it. The land was also claimed by 
a company. On the 30th March, 1911, the company and the de
fendant entered into an agreement which provided for the de 
fendant obtaining a release of the plaintiff’s claim and a dis
charge of his action—and the company, in consideration thereof, 
gave the defendant an option for $14,000 worth of work to be 
done on the property and $50,000 cash, as well as paid-up stock 
to the amount of $300,000 in a company to he formed by the de
fendant, with a capitalisation of not more than $2,000,000. The 
defendant was to spend $2,000 on development work, etc., be
fore the 30th June, and $2,000 in each of the months of July, 
August, September, October, November, and December—or he 
might pay in cash to the company $500 for each of the mont lis of 
June and July. The cash, $50,000, was to he paid on or befon* 
the 1st January, 1912, and the stock to he delivered not later 
than the 1st February. Time was made of the essence of the 
contract—and the defendant was given also an option to pur 
chase, for money payable in stated instalments.

On the same day, the plaintiff and defendant entered into a 
contract which contained recitals of the plaintiff’s claim, the 
agreement with the company, and continued:—

“And whereas one of the considerations of the said option is
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that the said Kennedy shall release his caution and all his claims 
on the said lands, it being agreed that he shall be a partner with 
Harris in obtaining the said option and entitled to a one-half 
of all the profits, benefits, ami advantages derived or to be 
derived by the said Harris under and by reason of the said 
option or by reason of acquiring selling or dealing with the said 
lands.

“And as a further consideration for the said Kennedy this 
day releasing the said lands from bis caution and his other 
rights in an action now pending . . . which action shall be 
dismissed without costs, Harris is to agree with Kennedy that 
lie shall, in case the annexed option is not carried out and com
pleted, that he will on or before the 1st day of June, 19V2, pay to 
Kennedy the sum of five thousand dollars.”

The contract then provides that fl) the parties shall be' 
partners, (2) the defendant shall be the selling agent while not 
in default; “but no sale . . . is to be bad or made by Harris 
without Kennedy’s written consent unless Kennedy's share of 
the profits shall equal .$7,500, which shall be guaranteed by 
Harris in the ultimate result of the transaction.”

“3. Harris is to furnish all the moneys required for the pur
pose of carrying out the said option, and, in case he fails to 
carry out the said option and complete the purchase, he is then, 
within one month after default, on or before the 1st day of June, 
1912. to pay to Kennedy the sum of five thousand dollars.

“4. Harris shall make the election and make each of the pay
ments called for by the annexed option at least one month prior 
to the date named for such payment, work, or notice or election, 
and shall at once notify Kennedy in writing where and when 
such payment was made. If Harris fails in carrying out tin- 
said option, or in doing the work or making the election or in 
making the payments called for thereby or thereunder, as herein 
sot out, Kennedy shall thereupon be entitled to exercise the said 
option for his own benefit, as to him seems best, and Harris 
shall have no rights or interest in said option or thereunder.”

“5. Kennedy agreed to release his caution and dismiss his 
action.

“ti. If it becomes necessary in carrying out this proposed 
purchase, and the parties shall mutually consent to any changes, 
or if they cannot agree in the changes, the dispute between them 
shall be settled by XV. N. Ferguson, and his decision shall be 
final as to what changes shall be made.”

There are other provisions not material to be mentioned.
The plaintiff discharged his caution and action; the defend

ant went on with his option. In July, he asked the plaintiff to 
permit a change in the work, which, by the contract between 
them, was to be done in July, but by the “option” could be

ONT.
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done in August. Tin» plaintiff refused unless $2,000 were paid 
into the hank as security that the work would be done. The de
fendant refused this. Mr. XV. N. Ferguson, being spoken to, 
said that he thought the plaintiff’s condition perfectly fair. 
Mr. Ferguson was never applied to, to make or decide any 
changes in the contract under clause 0 nlmve quoted. It would 
have been difficult, but not at all impossible, for the defendant 
to have done the work in July as agreed. The evidence of tin 
plaintiff is to be fully accepted.

All parties knew that the company rued their bargain, and 
would get out of it if they could. Accordingly, when the <!«• 
fendant failed to do the work in July, the plaintiff made up his 
mind to do it, and took tools on the ground for that purpose 
this, of course, under clause 4. He also tried to sell, but failed 
—and he did not in fact do the work required or any of it.

The company cancelled their option, and the plaintiff sues 
for $5,000 and interest from the 20th October, 1011. The writ 
was issued on the 20th March, 1012.

The statement of defence sets up that it became necessary to 
make changes in the contract, but the plaintiff refused to sub
mit the matter to Mr. XV. N. Ferguson; that the defendant was 
prevented from doing the work by a conflagration; that the 
$5,000 is a penalty; that the plaintiff suffered no damage; and 
that, in any case, there is nothing payable till June, 1012; and, 
therefore, the action is premature.

The plaintiff joins issue.
I find, upon the evidence, that there was no refusal or request 

to submit to Mr. XV. N. Ferguson; no prevention of the work by 
the conflagration; and the questions of law now remain.

In addition to the defences set up in the pleading, another 
was raised at the trial, viz., that the provisions of clauses J ami 
4 are alternative—and the plaintiff has taken that relief given 
by clause 4.

An examination of the contract shews its purpose. The de 
fendant was to do the work, etc., a month before the time that 
his option with the company called for; so that, in case he failed, 
the plaintiff might do it and keep the option alive. In that case, 
however, he would keep it alive for his own advantage only; 
anil, while the language is used in clause 4, “If Harris fails in 
carrying out the said option,” etc., it is obvious that what is 
meant is the acts necessary to keep the option alive during its 
contemplated currency up to the end of December—otherwise 
the provision that, on such default, Kennedy was to exercise the 
option for his own benefit would be wholly nugatory. Hut clause 
J contemplates something quite different. In the recital it is 
provided that the defendant is to agree with the plaintiff that 
“he shall, in ease the annexed option is not carried out and coin

—
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pleted, . . . pay to Kennedy the sum of $5,000.” There is 
in clause 3 an agreement which is inserted to implement this. 
But the express agreement govs further, and provides that the 
defendant shall, ‘‘in ease he fails to carry out the said option 
and complete the purchase . . . within one month after de
fault. on or before the 1st day of June, 1912, pay to Kennedy 
the sum of five thousand dollars.” 1 think this contemplates the 
final failure of the defendant to complete the purchase: and that 
it is quite independent of the provisions of clause 4. Whether, 
had the plaintiff succeeded in selling, the defendant would still 
have been liable, is a curious question, but we need not consider 
it here.

I do not think that the liability of the defendant to pay the 
$5,000 arose so long as the option was in existence, but that the 
right of action accrued one month after the company cancelled 
their option—which was well before this action began.

Nor do I think that this sum is due only on the 1st June, 
1912; clause 3 is perfectly specific.

Nor is it a penalty. The Divisional Court has so recently 
dealt with the qm^tion of penalty aut non, that 1 need not 
further discuss it: McManus v. KolhschiUI (1911), 25 O.L.R. 
138.

The plaintiff will have judgment for the sum of $5,000 
(without interest) and costs.

In case of conflict, the evidence of the plaintiff and of Fergu
son is to be given full credit.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Re BRENNAN and WALDMAN.
Ontario lliflh Court. II lit ton, 7. Ortohrr 26, 11112.

1. Descent ami nisnunrriux i$ It A—1)—Rkai.ty in Oxtabio—-Ntati tkm
IX KORCK AT miK OK IlKATI!.

The real estate in Ontario <7 an infant who died In the year 1882. 
leaving no brother or nieter. devolve* in aevordanee with the statute 
then in font* in regard to real property I U.N.O. 1877, eh. 106. see. 221, 
anil goes altogether to the father surviving to the exclusion of the 
mother.

Application by the vendors, under the Vendors ami Bur- 
chasers Act, for an order declaring that Matilda Agnes Hay, 
wife of Robert John Ilay, the grantor in a deed to John ami 
Margaret Brennan (the vendors) dated the 22nd May, 1903, 
had no right to dower and no other interest in the land therein 
described.
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IV. ./. ('lark, for the vendors.
J. T. Ilichardton, for the purchaser.
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Britton, J. :—Robert John llay and his wife lived together 
until about the 1st January, 1880, and the only child born to 
them was one sou, named William John Hay.

The land mentioned was purchased by Robert John Hay 
and conveyed to him by deed dated the 23rd December, 1881. and 
in the conveyance the words describing Robert Hay are “as trus 
tee for William John Hay”—his son. It is said that the ag»* 
of the son was then about two years.

Matilda Agnes Hay deserted her husband about the 1st 
January, 1880. The infant son died on or about the 30th June. 
1882.

Robert John I lay did not sign the deed, and he never signed 
any deed of trust. It was argued that he never was trustee in 
fact. Certain it is that the land was purchased by Robert John 
with his own money. He remained in possession until the 22nd 
May, 1903, when he sold to John and Margaret Brennan, the 
present vendors.

It is now suggested that Matilda Agnes, if living, may be 
entitled to an interest, by reason of her husband taking tin- 
land in trust for the son.

The facts arc sufficient to warrant an order declaring that 
the wife is not, if living, entitled to dower.

It seems to me unnecessary formally to decide the question 
of trusteeship. The son died on the 20th June, 1882, leaving 
no brother or sister, but only his father and mother. The law 
then in force in regard to descent of real property in Ontario 
was R.S.O. 1877 eh. 105, see. 22. Robert John Hay was the 
sole heir-at-law of his son William John. The mother of tin- 
infant took no interest in the land other than an inchoate right 
of dower.

An order should go declaring that Matilda Agnes Hay is 
not entitled to any interest in the land. No order as to costs.

Order nec/trdinghf

CAN.

S.C.
1912

Oct. 7.

Douglas C. CAMERON (defendant, appellant i v. Thomas Alfred CUDDY 
and John Franklin Boyd (plaintiffs, respondents).

Supreme Court of Cumula, Sir Charltm Fitzpatrick, ami Idingt<■"
Duff, Anglin, and Brodeur, JJ. October 7, 1912.

I. Arbitration (g 1—2)—Sale or timber limit—Fixing deficiency by
ARBITRATION.

Where the vendor of a timber limit guarantees the existence of .i 
specified amount of timber, and agrees to make gissl any deficiency In 
deduction from the purchase price, the amount of such deduction to 
In- ascertained by arbitration, in an action for the purchase price tin- 
purchaser may counterclaim for damages for the breach of the ven 
dor’s guarantee, notwithstanding that there has been no arbitration, 
but he cannot set up as a defence that the timber descrilied in the
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agreement lias hot been delivered, and that the vendor is not entitled CAN.
to recover the purchase price until the value of any deficiency Inis ----- -
been ascertained by arbitration, and deducted therefrom. S. C.

\Davitl v. Nicift, 44 Can. S.C.R. 170, referred to.l 1912
2. Covbts (8 111—195)—Jurisdiction ok Supbemk Coubt of Canada—

Question ok procedure.
The Supreme Court of Canada will not entertain an ap|s*al in

which a mere i|uestion of procedure is involved.

An appeal by the defendant from the judgment of the Su- statement 
preme Court of British Columbia affirming the judgment at trial 
in favour of the plaintiffs, in an action brought to recover the 
purchase-price of shares sold by the plaintiffs to the defendant 
under a written contract.

The appeal was dismissed with costs.
Ewart, K.C., for the appellant.
Nesbitt, K.C., for the respondents.

Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—I agree in the opinion stated by Mr. nupatru*.u.j. 
Justice Anglin.

Idinoton, J.:—This case is presented in a most unsatisfac- idington, j, 
tory shape. The respondents sold the appellant fifteen hundred 
shares in a company, and had them delivered according to the 
terms of the contract, for which he agreed to pay one hundred 
and fifty thousand dollars. The time for payment had long 
elapsed when this action was brought.

The respondents had guaranteed that certain specified assets 
of the company existed, and were in its possession, and if found 
deficient to make good such deficiency by deducting same from 
said price, on a basis furnished by the agreement in question.

At the trial the respondents proved their ease by reading the 
appellant s answers to interrogatories herein and were entitled 
thereupon to judgment.

At the elose of the plaintiffs’ case in that way the only record 
we have of what counsel for the appellant said or did is this:—

Our defence rests, my Lord, under paragraph six followed 
by the single word “argument.”

Exactly what it was about we can only gather from the 
learned trial Judge’s judgment and what appears in the judg
ments of the learned Judges in appeal.

In the agreement of sale between the parties there was a 
method by way of arbitration provided for determining the 
deductions agreed to be made from the price.

It is said by the learned trial Judge and the learned Chief 
Justice that there had been an award made by arbitrators and. 
on the application of the appellant, set aside on the ground 
that the arbitrators had no power to decide upon the extent of 
the deficiency, but only to the value thereof after the extent had 
been otherwise ascertained.

Cameron
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The award is not before us and whether anything is res 
judicata as the result of that proceeding, as the learned 
Chief Justice intimates, I am unable to say.

Nor am I quite sure that I would take the ground that the 
learned trial Judge takes of the scope of such a submission as 
appears herein to have been, probably, what the arbitration pro
ceeded on, or might have proceeded on.

The learned Chief Justice holds, and with him the majority of 
the Court of Appeal, that upon the pleading set up in paragraph 
six of the defence there was not such a pleading as entitled the 
appellant to make a case by way of defence, but that he ought to 
have counterclaimed.

And 1 infer, from what the learned trial Judge says, not 
only did he take that view, but that, on some application made 
relative to striking out and amending the defence, views had 
been put forward by the learned Judge before whom the appli
cation had been heard that the solicitor for the defendant was 
determined to ignore, and that he was determined to have his 
own method of pleading approved.

This Court has almost uniformly declined to entertain ap
peals in which only mere questions of procedure are involved.

If that is what this appeal is about, and it certainly seems so. 
I think it should be dismissed with costs.

Anglin, J. :—I am of opinion that under the clause of the 
agreement between the parties to this action, numbered two, it 
was open to the defendant, notwithstanding the provision for 
arbitration made by the clause numbered six, to have counter
claimed in this action for such damages as he sustained by rea
son of the breach of the plaintiffs’ guarantee,

that the assets of the said company with their approximate values con
sist of the lands and tenements and goods and chattels set forth in the 
schedule hereunto annexed (clause 2):

David v. Swift, 44 Can. 8.C.R. 179.
The defendant, however, did not so counterclaim. On the con

trary, he contented himself with pleading by way of defence an 
allegation that the goods set out in the memorandum of agree
ment had not been delivered and that, under the sixth clause of 
the agreement, the plaintiffs were not entitled to recover the 
purchase-price of the property sold until the value of any de
ficiency in it had been ascertained by arbitration and the amount 
thereof deducted from the sale price.

The learned trial Judge held that, although there were a 
deficiency, this fact was not available to the defendant as a de
fence in this action for the price of shares, unless he was in a 
position to shew that the extent and value of the shortage had 
been ascertained as provided for by the sixth clause of the agree-
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ment. This judgment was confirmed by the Court of Appeal; 
and. as a matter of strict legal right, it seems unimpeachable.

It would, in my opinion, have been more satisfactory and 
more in accord with the true rights of the parties if, without 
setting aside the judgment of the trial Judge, the Court of Ap
peal had, on proper terms, so mollified it that the defendant 
would not be compelled to pay to the plaintiffs the entire price 
of the shares purchased, although entitled in a proper proceed
ing, to recover from them a substantial sum in respect of the 
deficiency in the timber on the limits sold. That there is such a 
deficiency is admitted. The guaranteed quantity was 526.890,000 
feet The defendant in his factum states that the plaintiffs 
have admitted a shortage amounting in value to $10,126.13. He 
alleges a deficiency of 222,477,103 feet, worth, at fifteen cents 
per thousand, $33,361.50. There is no evidence in the record of 
the alleged admission or of the extent of the deficiency; but, in 
their factum, the m $ say that “it has always been com
mon ground that a deficiency exists.”

In these circumstances, 1 should have thought it reasonable 
and legitimate to modify the judgment so that the defendant 
should now pay the plaintiffs the amount ordered less the 
$33,361.56 in dispute: and that he should either pay this latter 
sum into the Supreme Court of British Columbia to the credit of 
this cause to abide further order, or should, in lieu of payment in
to Court, give security to the satisfaction of the registrar of the 
Supreme Court of British Columbia for the payment of it, or so 
much of it as he might ultimately he found to owe to the plain
tiffs. Proper directions for the ascertainment of the correct 
balance might have been given and due provision also made to 
protect the interests of the plaintiffs. Had that course been 
taken I should certainly have been better satisfied. But the 
Court of Appeal has not seen fit to so deal with this case. It 
was entirely discretionary with it to do so or not. The defend
ant was not then and is not now as of right entitled to any such 
relief. My learned brothers think he should not have it. Under 
these circumstances I cannot do otherwise than concur in the 
dismissal of this appeal.

CAN.

8. C. 
1912

Camkrox

Brodeur, J. :—I agree that the appeal should be dismissed Brodtir.j. 
with costs.

A Pinal dismutxed.

9924
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GUNDY v. JOHNSTON

Ontario lli'jh Court. Trial before l.rnnor, J. October 10, 1012

1. Coats (8 II—35)—Fixing nr statut*—Right ok solicitor to main
TAIN ACTION FOR ADDITIONAL CIIARUKH.

Where, by privnte Act of Parliunient (2 Geo. V. eh. 125. nee. ti 
the costs of the plaintitT in an action «guiiint a township, were lixnl 
“as between solicitor and client” at $1.800, which was to he paid In 
the township, a statutory contract was thereby created between the 
plaint ill' and the township only, and the plaintiffs solicitor acquire! 
from the Act no right against his client as to compensation, and li
en n not maintain an action against the latter until after the deliven 
of a detailed bill of costs as required bv the Solicitors Act, It.Sn 

17, eh. 174.
[He Solicitor, 22 O.L.R. .‘10, sjiecially referred to; Itrlromt v. t'nm 

22 O.L.R. 501, considered.]
2. Statvtkn i 8 II A—96)—Lkqihlativk intknt—AinuouiTT—Encroach

HUNT ON PRKVIOVH RIUIIT.
It is not to lie presumed that the legislature intended to encr-u h 

on the rights >ny one; and to justify such an interpretation of i 
statute there . . lie cither express words to that eflWt or such an
interpretation oust lie implied lieyond a reasonable doubt.

( IIValeri. Counties It. Co. v. Wim/sor anti Annapolis It. tVi.. 7 \ 1 
178. applied.]

Action by a firm of solicitors for the recovery of solicitor 
and counsel fees.

The action will be dismissed.

M. Wilson, K.C., for the plaintiffs.
M. Houston, and A. Clark, for the defendant.

Lennox, J. :—The plaintiffs sue for the recovery of solicitor 
and counsel fees. They delivered a signed bill of costs on the 
8th May last, the principal item of which was set out as fol
lows :—

1912. April 15. Solicitor and client costs in liti
gation over by-law No. 17 of 1910 of the Town
ship of Tilbury East, concerning the Forbes 
Drainage Works, both in the High Court and in 
the Court of Appeal, as settled -by agreement be
tween the parties, and fixed by statute of the 
Province of Ontario passed on or about April 15,
1912, which costs as settled and fixed as aforesaid 
were by the said statute directed to be paid by
the Township of Tilbury Fast to you................... $1,800.ini

There were other items amounting to......................... 84. 08

1,884.08
Payments on account are admitted, amounting to ... 575.00

The plaintiffs claim to recover a balance of................. $1,309.08
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with interest from the time the Aet was assented to, the 16th 
April, 1912.

The retainer of the plaintitfs is not disputed, nor their right 
of lien upon the money payable by the Township of Tilbury 
East; but, as far baek as May last, at all events, the defendant 
demanded and insisted upon the delivery of an itemised bill. A 
letter of the 8th May to the plaintiffs, from the solicitors then 
acting for the defendant, defined the attitude of the defendant 
in this way: “The bill that you gave us this morning is not a 
detailed bill, and we require a detailed bill from beginning to 
end so that we ean have them (it) taxed. If you refuse to de
liver your bill, we shall be obliged to make an application for 
an order in the usual way under the Rules. If you will read 
the statute, you will see that Mr. Johnston gets the .$1,800, and 
not you. We again say that we do not deny your lien, and our 
client is ready and willing to pay you whatever you are en
titled to, so soon as the bill is taxed.”

There are some minor matters: but, as indicated in the 
letter quoted from, the substantial question is this: Is the de
fendant concluded by the provisions of the private Aet re
ferred to, or is he entitled to the delivery of a bill of costs shew
ing how the $1,800 is made up, and to an opportunity for tax
ation, 1>efore being called upon for payment?

Section 34 of the Solicitors Act, R.S.O. 1897 eh. 174, provides 
that no action shall be brought until one month has elapsed after 
delivery of a bill. The section of the statute referred to in the 
plaintiffs’ bill of costs—2 Geo. V. eh. 123—'is sec. 6: “The 
Township shall pay to the plaintiff James Johnston, his costs, 
as between solicitor and client, in the litigation over the said 
by-law, both in the High Court and in the Court of Appeal, 
and such costs are hereby fixed at eighteen hundred dollars.”

The plaintiffs submit that this private Aet supersedes the 
ordinary right of the client to have a bill delivered, and an 
opportunity for taxation, before being called upon to pay; and 
that it finally fixes the costs in this case at $1,800, not only as 
In-tween the Township of Tilbury East and the defendant, but 
1m-tween the defendant and the plaintiffs as well.

I am unable to accede to this proposition. It is true that, 
‘a statute is the will of the Legislature,” and that the will of 

the Legislature, acting intra vires, whether reasonable or un
reasonable, just or unjust, is supreme. If this enactment is to 
shut out all right of information and inquiry, it is glaringly 
unjust to the defendant; but, if it is clearly the legislative will, 
there is no redress except by its repeal: Maxwell on Statutes, 
4th ed., p. 5. Rut the presumption is, that the Legislature in
tended what is fair, reasonable, convenient, and just; and, if the 
language is capable of two interpretations, that which avoids
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hn injustice is to be adopted : Maxwell, pp. 285, 299, 300. It is 
not to be presumed that the Legislature intended to confisent.- 
the property or encroach upon the rights of any one; and, if 
such be its intention, it will manifest it plainly, if not in ex 
press words, at least by clear implication and beyond reasonabl. 
doubt; Western Counties It. Co. v. Windsor and Annapolis 
It. Co., 7 App. Cas. 178, 188; Commissioners of Public Worl.s 
v. Logan, f 19031 A.C. 355.

In construing a statute and ascertaining the intention of th. 
Legislature, the preamble, context, history, and object of tin- 
enactment is to be taken into account; Maxwell, pp. 37 and 
78. It is to be presumed that the Legislature did not intend to 
interfere with the existing law beyond what it declares or 
beyond the immediate scope and object of the statute: Maxwell, 
p. 152.

The services in respect to which the $1,800 is claimed wen 
rendered in connection with the defendant’s opposition to a 
drainage by-law of the Township of Tilbury East, No. 17. The 
judgment of the Drainage Referee was against the defendant, 
with costs, and against all the other appellants. The defendant 
alone appealed, and he succeeded in quashing the by-law in the 
Court of Appeal, with costs against the township. This relieved 
him of assessment in respect of the drainage works.

What, then, was the object of the private Act? The object 
was the relief of the Township of Tilbury. The municipal 
council had diverted the general funds of the township, to pro 
vide moneys for which only the ratepayers of the drainage area 
should be liable; and the object was to enable the council to 
recoup the township.

The defendant occupied a position of exceptional advantage. 
He was free from the by-law, free from taxation, and the town 
ship was liable for his costs. He was not seeking legislation; he 
was opposed to legislation. He engaged the plaintiffs, and 
specifically he engaged Mr. Gundy, of the plaintiffs’ firm, to 
prevent legislation, or, failing in this, to see to it that the relief 
granted to the township did not invade or impair the defend
ant’s rights.

There was no suggestion of interference in any way whatever 
with the contractual or statutory relations existing between the 
plaintiffs and the defendant. Such a thing was not contem
plated by the parties to this action, was not within the purview 
of the relief sought by the municipality, and could not he in 
the contemplation of the Legislature.

The defendant was physically unable to come to Toronto. 
He sent his son Thomas to supplement the efforts of his lawyers 
or to assist them. The son was a special agent, with powers 
limited within the scope of his instructions. He had no power
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whatever to vary in any way the relations between the parties 
to this suit, much less to sweep away this beneficent statutory 
condition precedent to the recovery of costs; and he did not 
profess and was not asked to do so.

It was the manifest and absolutely imperative duty of Mr. 
Gundy, acting there in the absence of the defendant, not only 
to safeguard his client’s interest against the municipality, but 
sedulously to guard him against any collateral embarrassment, 
inconvenience, or loss arising from careless or slovenly draft
ing; and, a fortiori, of course, absolutely to refuse* an advantage 
to himself or his partners at the expense of his client. It would 
indeed be an extraordinary thing, if, while representing the de
fendant as solicitors and counsel, and bound to protect him, the 
plaintiffs could by a side-wind and by doubtful implication 
legislate themselves out of a long-established legislative disabil
ity—the inability to sue until a signed bill had been delivered; 
and I would certainly think it unfortunate if, notwithstanding 
the limited scope and object of the Act, the clearness of the 
language employed compelled me to give effect to the plaintiffs’ 
contention. Hut it does not. On the contrary, I am clearly of 
the opinion that the Legislature never intended to do more, and 
upon a proper construction of the language does not do more, 
than: (a) provide for the payment to the defendant of the de
fendant's costs as between solicitor and client; (b) determine 
that as between these parties, and only as between these parties, 
the sum which the Legislature will compel the municipality to 
pay and the defendant to accept is to be $1,800.

A statutory contract, in fact, between these parties; the only 
parties before the Legislature. The solicitors were not acting for 
themselves; they were there to represent the defendant, and the 
defendant alone. They had no personal interest in the matter 
whatever. The money, when paid, is the money of the client; 
and, if paid to the solicitors, they receive it as trustees and 
agents of the client: lie Solicitor, 21 O.L.R. 2”>5, affirmed in 
appeal, 22 O.L.R. 30.

Hut there was no agreement at all between the plaintiffs and 
defendant for the Legislature to confirm ; and in fact there could 
be no binding executory agreement between them before delivery 
of a bill in conformity with the statute: In re Baylis, [18001 2 
Ch. 107; and with this decision Belcourt v. Crain, 22 O.L.R. 
501, and the English cases there referred to, do not conflict; 
nor do any of them relax the vigilance with which the Courts 
have l>een accustomed to guard the client’s rights concerning 
taxation. On this latter head, lit Solicitor, 14 O.L.R. 404. and 
Ur Mow at, 17 P.R. 180, may also be referred to.

It is perhaps right to add that my reference to the duty of a 
solicitor is not to be taken as an indirect reflection upon the con-
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duct of Mr. Gundy, but merely for the purpose of defining how 
1 should approach the interpretation of the private Act in ques
tion. On the contrary, I formed the opinion that Mr. Gundy 
acted throughout the legislative proceedings with the utmost 
good faith, and with skill and judgment.

In my opinion, the action cannot be maintained. I have not 
referred to the other items of the bill ; but, with the exception 
of “costs re Hickey,” $f>, all the charges relate to this drainage 
matter, and are all included in the same bill. In any event, they 
constitute one cause of action ; and the plaintiffs could only 
have judgment upon them separately if they were prepared to 
abandon their other claim. I may say, too, in view of the posai 
bility of an appeal, that, if I were giving judgment upon these 
items alone, it would be without costs, as the litigation arose in 
reference to the $1,800 item alone.

The action, then, will be dismissed ; and, the parties each 
standing upon what they assumed to be their legal rights, it will 
be dismissed with costs. The plaintiffs will have the right re
served to them of suing again. I trust, however, that further 
litigation may be avoided.

Action dismissed.

Re CANADIAN SHIPBUILDING CO.
(Decision No. 2.)

Ontario lliyh (Snirt, Riddell, «/., in Chambers. October 24, 1012.

1. Appeal ( g XI—720)—Granting leave to appeal—Matter ok public
imposi mes.

Leave to ap|icnl to the Court of Appeal on the ground that the 
question raised by the judgment of the trial court is of great public 
importance, will not lie granted the liquidator of a company under 
sees. 101 (r) and 104 of the Winding up Act. R.S.C. 1000. ch. III. 
where the question involved is not of a common law or equitable right, 
but simply of the interpretation of a statute, and where such question 
is not one of frequent recurrence.

2. Appeal ( § XI—720)—Leave to appeal—Liquidator ok company- K
ABILITY TO SUCCEED IK JUDGMENT REVERSED.

Leave to appeal to the Court of Appeal will not lie granted the 
liquidator of a company under secs. 101 (c) and U>4 of the Winding up 
Act. from the decision of the trial court that the liquidator was not a 
creditor and as such entitled to the lie ne tits of the Bills of Sale ami 
Chattel Mortgage Act, where, if the judgment should lie reversed, he 
could not prevail in the action unless he could successfully con 
tend, as he must, in order to succeed, that the bills of sale under 
which the opposing party claimed, did not satisfy the requirements 
of such Act, and no case for leave to ap|mil on that branch of the ca- 
was made out.

Statement Motion by the liquidator of the company, under sees. 101 (r) 
and 104 of the Winding-up Act, for leave to appeal to the Court 
of Appeal from the judgment of Riddell, J., lie Canadian Ship-
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build'ng Co. (Devision No. 1), 6 D.L.R. 174, 2(i O.L.R. 564, ami 
also for an extension of the time for giving security.

The liquidator attempted to appeal, without leave, to a Divi
sional Court, but the ease was struek off the list for want of 
jurisdiction.

./. A. Pa tenon, K.C., for the liquidator.
//. E. Pose, K.C., for the Hamilton and Fort William Navi

gation Company Limited.

Riddell, J. :—It is eontended that the question raised by 
my judgment is of great public importance, and that the Court 
of Appeal did not decide it, though raised, in Pc Piling Lake 
Lumber Co. (1888), 15 A.R. (Ont.) 749. There are several an
swers to this argument.

In the first place, the question is not of a common law or 
equitable right but as to the interpretation of a statute. If my 
interpretation be not that intended by the Legislature, the 
matter van be set right by a simple amendment, retroactive or 
otherwise, a mere drop in the bucket of annual legislation.

Again, the matter cannot be very important, in the sense of 
frequently recurring, as, raised a quarter of a century ago, no 
cast» seems to have occurred again till the present.

Then, too, as there are two grounds upon which the judg
ment may be supported, either of which is sufficient, it might 
happen, as in the Rainy River case, that the Court of Appeal 
would proceed on the ground taken by the learned Referee, 
and leave this point undecided.

But the objection to granting leave goes much deeper.
It would not profit the applicant at all to have a judgment 

in his favour reversing my decision and holding that he is 
entitled to take advantage as a “creditor” of the Bills of Sale 
and Chattel Mortgage Act, unless he could go further and 
succeed in convincing the Court of Appeal that the learned 
Referee was wrong in holding that the bills of sale in the pre
sent ease satisfy the statute.

The main fact is, that the liquidator is saying: “The navi
gation company are not entitled to hold the property because 
their solicitors made a mistake in drawing up the documents. 
My solicitors made a mistake in not going to the Court of 
Appeal. Help me by enabling my solicitors to take advantage 
of the mistake of the other solicitors, by nullifying theirs.”

It is the proverbial rule of fair play—“If you can’t help the 
man, don’t help the bear.” And it would, in my view, be mon
strous for the Court to assist one litigant to take advantage of a 
kH|» of his opponent by lifting him over a slip of his own.

Whatever advantage any litigant can derive from a statute,
20—7 D.L.S.
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he must have—the Court cannot mitigate the rigour of a stat
ute, however great injustice it may work in the particular in
stance. “The w'ords of the Legislature are the text of the law, 
and must be obeyed:’’ per Hamilton, J., in Attorney-General v. 
Exeter Corporation, [1911 ] 1 K.B., at p. 1101. The Legislature 
can legislate only in general terms, and every general rule will 
work hardship in particular cases—but with that the Court has 
nothing to do. “The statute is like a tyrant: where he comes, 
he makes all void,” said Ilobart, C.J., according to Twisden, C. 
J., in Malevcrer v. Redshaw (1670), 1 Mod. 36, and W il mot. 
C.J., in Collins v. Blontern (1767), 2 Wils. 351 : No one can 
withstand that tyrant when he attacks ; but, when all danger of 
an attack is over, it is a matter for the sound discretion of tin* 
Court whether the tyrant is to be called back and empowered to 
make an attack.

In the present case, the navigation company made a per
fectly legitimate, honest, and usual agreement ; they spent 
money on the strength of it; they are guilty of no fraud or im
propriety ; they are unquestionably entitled to the property, 
unless their solicitors have made a slip in preparing documents 
I think they would have every reason to complain if a slip of 
the solicitors of their opponent were healed by the Court to 
take advantage of a slip of their own solicitors which the Court 
cannot heal.

Of course, I could not limit the appeal to the one ground 
which would not dispose of the case : the Court of Appeal has 
quite enough to do to give actual litigants their rights in actions 
properly before it, without taking up academical questions. 
At all events, if that be desired, the initiative must come from 
another source.

The motion will be dismissed with costs.

Mo tion dism issrd.

AURIOL v ALBERTA LAND AND INVESTMENT CO.

Alberta Supreme Court. Simmon*, .1. February 14, 1912.

1. Vendor and purchaser (fi I<*—18)—Transe;» or title—Right uv
PURCHASER TO DEMAND UNINCUMBERED TITLE.

Vnder an agreement for llie mile of land wlien«!n the vendor oven 
ants to transfer the fee .simple upon payment of the purchase pii <\ 
the purchaser is justified in refusing to pay the balance until the 
vendor can give satisfactory assurance as to title and as to arrears

2. Vendor and pvrvhankr (§IC—13)—Transfer of title—Rights m
PURCHASER WHERE TRANSACTION IN TO BE COMPLETED XT DISTANT!
FROM REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.

Where the parties are dealing at a distance from the registrar's 
office, the mere tender on the part of the vendor of an abstract fr-mi 
the land titles office, shewing him to lie the registered owner, free
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fnim incumbrance*. of Un» lot* in <|ue*tion, i* not sufficient. The pur ALTA,
chaser i* entitled to In» prot«*cte<l against the risk of having to «leal ——
with incumbrances «if any nature that might In- worded against the S.C.
title between the time of delivery «if the transfer to him and its re- 1912
cording at the registry office. He has the right to notify tla* venikir ___
that he will appear at the registry office on the da.e «if payment amt AVBIOL 
will there tender the vendor the price on the vendor depositing with 
the registrar a proper transfer and the vendor's duplicate oertillcate Aliikrta 
«•f title under the La ml Titles Act ami on ascertaining from the re- I.anh and 
cords that the title is free of all incumbrance*. Iwkntmknt

[Mayberry v. William*, 3 8.L.R. 350. referreil to.) Co.

Trial of an action for the balance of the purchase-price of Statement 
land.

Judgment was given directing a reference to title ami re
serving further directions.

K. II. Nichols, for the plaintiff.
(I. II. Iloss, for the defendants.
Simmons, J.:—The defendants bought from the plaintiff flimmons.j. 

four lots in the town of Catnrose for $1,f>01, paying cash $>53, 
and the balance payable in two equal instalments, of $>53.70 each, 
in three and six months respectively, with interest at 0 per cent, 
per annum. An agreement for sale was executed by the parties, 
setting out these terms of payment. The agreement contained 
the following clauses: “In consideration whereof and on pay
ment of the said sums of money with interest thereon as afore
said, the vendor will immediately thereupon transfer to the pur
chasers in fee simple the said tract of land with the appurten
ances, hut subject to the conditions and reservations expressed 
in the original grant thereof from the Crown; and such transfer 
shall be prepared by the vendor at the expense of the purchas
ers. ” “Time is to be considered the essence of the agreement.”
On the 2nd or 3rd October, 1911, a clerk in the office of the 
plaintiff’s solicitors attended on Mr. Bryan, manager of the 
defendant company, and tendered a transfer, properly executed, 
to Mr. Bryan, coupled with a demand for the tinal instalment of 
principal and interest and $3 for drawing the transfer. Mr.
Bryan says that the letter (exhibit 5) was handed to him with 
the transfer, and the letter is as follows:—

Calgury, Oct. 9th, 1011.
The Allierta latnd & Investment Co., Calgary.

Dear Sirs,—Re Auriol. We beg to tender you herewith transfer of 
lota 5 and 6 in block "E.,” 1 and 2 in block “D.." ami 6 and 0 in 
block “D.," according to a plan of sub-division of block 7. known as 
Kairview Addition, registered as plan 1,700-U., which plan of sub
division i* regi*tere«l as 5,202-A.II.. ami to inform you that tin* balance 
due under this contract is $571. We are ««emling duplicat«^certlflc»te 
of title to the registrar, and the land* are registered in the name of 
AndrO Auriol, grantor of the within transfer. In other respect* the 
title l* clear. You may receive this transfer on payment of $571.

Yours truly.
NlellOI-S A S\V\KY.
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Mr. Bryan says he was unwilling to part with his money 
till lie was absolutely assured that the property was not incum 
bered; that the vendor did not give an assurance satisfactory to 
him. Mr. Bryan says he did not know that there were no nr 
rears of taxes or no execution against the vendor, and did not 
know who was the registered owner of the land when the trails 
fer was tendered to him. The defendants had, prior to this, n 
ceived from the plaintiff’s solicitors the following letter:—

•Calgary, Oct. 4, 1911.
The Al!»erta Lund & Investment Co., I.td., Calgary.

Dear Sir»,—He Auriol. Under agreement dated Hth Mareli last you 
ptirchn»cd lot» 6 and <1, bloek “K.,” 1 and 2 in bloek “B„" and 5 ami li 
in bloek “It.,” Mubdiviwinn of Kairvicw Addition, Camroae, registered 
a» plan 5.2(12 A.It. Final payment of $553.70 i» in arrenr under the 
term» of the contract. You were tendered tranafer ami neglected to 
pay the amount, which a» of to-morrow i» $571 a» follows:—

Final instalment .......................................................$553 70
lntere»t to October 5th ........................................... 14 30
Fee drawing tran»fer ............................................. 3 00

$571 00
The charge for the transfer i» provided for in the agreement. Of 

course the principal sum will carry intercut until payment. We take 
this opportunity of notifying you that the taxe» are paid on this pro
perty, and the title i» in the name of André Auriol, tran»fer from 
whom was tendered you to day, let us have cheque for this sum of 
$571. and receive the transfer. Your attention will oblige.

Your» truly,
Nichols 4 Savabv.

And in reply to the defendants* letter of the 5th October, 
which was not produced at the trial, the plaintiff’s solicitors 
wrote to the defendant as follows:—

OalfMjr. Oct $th, mu
Allwrtu Ixian & Investment Co., Calgary, Alta.

Dear Sir»,—He Auriol. Heplying to yours of the 5th Inst., we Irg 
to say that, unless the money tvn» formally tendered, we shall have 
to insist <ui the interest being pni«l. A» for tbc title, we are glad to 
inform you that it i» clear of incumbrance ami taxe» paid. We shall 
expect to receive your cheque to morrow for tbc amount stnte«l in our 
previous letter and will deliver you transfer and deposit title in the 
land* titles ofliiv.

Yours truly,
Niciiols 4 Savabv

The defendants refused to pay the balance until the plaintitT 
gave them assurances satisfactory to them as to title ami as to 
arrears jf\‘ taxes. The plaintilf produced at the trial an ab
stract from the land titles ofiicc at Kdmonton, shewing the plain
tiff to lie the registered owner, free from incumbrances, of the 
lots in question, and also that the certificate of title covering 
these lots included other lots in the same sub-division.
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Nortli Alberta Liml Registration District, 

Kdmonton, Alla.
Messrs. Nichols & Savory, Barristers, etc., Calgary, Alta.

Sirs,—Replying to your favour of the loth instant, asking for in 
formation in regard to duplicate certificate of title No. 2.14-F. 111. in 
the name of AndrA Auriol, covering property in Cam rose, I U*g to a<l 
vise you that this certificate is on file in this ollicc.

Your uliedient servant,
A. Y. III.ain, Itrtjixlrar.

As to tli«‘ production of the plaintiff’s certificate of title, 
he did all he xvas required to do under the circumstances. The 
certificate covered other lots, and depositing it with the regis
trar for the purpose of registration of the transfer to the defen
dants was quite justified.

I am of the opinion, however, that the defendants were quite 
within their rights in demanding an abstract of title and a cer
tificate from the registrar that there were no executions re
gistered against the vendor.

Tlie vendor is InuiiiiI to shew and make good title in accordance with 
the contract: Kneyc. of Laws of Knglnnd. 2nd ed., vol. 14. p. 452.

The terms conferring on the purchaser a right to a good title are 
conditions for the benefit of the purchaser: Fry, 4th ed.. p. 1H0.

In every contract for sale of land a condition is implied for a good 
title: Fry, 4th ed., p. 150.
And Williams on Vendors and Purchasers, vol. 1, p. 555, 

enunciates the general rule “that the vendor must shew a good 
title, that is, he must prove his right to convey what he has 
sold”; and on p. 53 of the same text: “If the vendor delay in 
sending the abstract of title, the purchaser should ask for it.”

It seems quite clear that the law in Knglaml and also in On
tario requires the vendor to produce at his own expense an ab
stract of title. In delivering the judgment of the Court m banc 
of Saskatchewan, in Mayberry v. Williams. 3 S.L.K. 350, 15 W.L. 
It. 553, Wctmore, C.J., deals with the relative rights of vendor 
and purchaser when the vendor sues for the purchase-price.

There it was held that the vendor was not hound to iroduee 
and shew to the defendant an abstract of title before su ? for the 
balance of the purchase-price where the defendant purchaser 
pays no attention to the contract and docs not demand any 
evidence of title, if at the trial it was found the plaintiff had a 
good title when he made the demand for payment. The learned 
Chief Justice, however, quotes, with approval, Boyd, ('., in 
i'amcron v. (’artcr, 9 O.R. 42(1:—

When mi estate i* offered generally fur Nile, the purchaser lui* n 
right to n**umc that the title i* good and that it i* free from in
cumbrance, and he ha* a right to miuire I hi* to !*• -hewn liefore he 
can !*• compelled to pay any part of the purchase-money.
And the inference to lie drawn from the judgment in May- 

lurry v. Williams, is, that, when the purchaser is ready to pay
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his purchase-money and demands an abstract or other evidence 
of title, the vendor must comply with the demand. The remarks 
of Wetmore, (’.J., in Maybt rry v. William*, 3 S.L.R. 350, as toll 
relative importance of an abstract under our system of registn 
tion and the English and Ontario systems, are very apt in tie- 
case before me. I'ndcr the latter systems an abstract was a 
necessity to shew the chain of title. Under our system, it shews 
at a particular moment the registered owner in fee simple, snl- 
ject to the incumbrances, if any.

In the ease before me, the defendants were content witli 
something less than they were entitled to. The registry oflin 
was in Edmonton, and the parties were dealing with each other 
at Calgary. The defendants were content to accept an ab
stract of title shewing the plaintiff the registered owner fn- 
from incumbrances, including arrears of taxes. If they had 
paid over the purchase-price and received the transfer with the 
assurance as to title demanded, the defendant would inevitably 
take the risk of having to deal with executions, caveats, or 
mechanics’ liens that might he recorded against the title in the 
registry office at Edmonton, between the delivery of the trails 
fer at Calgary and its arrival at the registry office in Edmonton

If the parties stand at arms’ length on their absolute rights, 
it would ajipear that the purchaser has the undoubted right to 
notify the vendor that he will appear at the registry office on tin 
date of payment, and will there ami then tender the vendor 
tin* price, on receiving the assurances that the vendor has ih 
posited with the registrar a proper transfer and the vendor’s 
duplicate certificate, and that the title is free of all incum 
brances. The covenant of the vendor in the agreement for sale 
“will immediately thereupon transfer to the purchrser in fee 
simple the said tract of land” fully bears out this view. The 
vendor covenants to do all he is able to do to give the purchaser 
“a title in fee simple free from all incumbrances,” that is. to 
procure the purchaser to become the registered owner of the 
saiil lain! free from incumbrances. These acts of the purchaser 
and vendor, namely, the payment by the purchaser ami the 
transfer in fee simple by the vendor, an* consecutive acts, which 
are in so close proximity as to Ih* in the practical working out 
thereof simultaneous.

The covenant of the vendor is, “And on payment of the 
said sum of money . . . the vendor will immediately then 
upon transfer to the purchaser the,” etc. The purchaser is en 
titled at that moment to lie satisfied of the vendor’s ability ns 
well as his intention to transfer the fee simple.

The only remaining question to consider is the request of tie 
defendants to In* furnished with a tax certificate shewing no 
arrears of taxes prior to the 1st January, 1911. It is to Ih*
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noted that the agreement for sale is dated the 8th March, 1911. 
The defendants plead, in par. 10 of their defence,

1 tint it wax n condition precedent to the right of the plainti.T to to 
cover the huiii demanded that he tdiould deliver to the defendantx an 
abatraet of title and tax certificate and prove and xhew hla title to the 
lands in question, etc.

Section 43 of the Real Property Act provides 
that the land mentioned in any certificate of title granted under this 
Act shall, by implication and without any special mention therein, 
unless the contrary is expressly declared, lie auhjcct to all unpaid

The effect of this section is to make unpaid taxes a charge 
upon the lands. The Municipal Ordinance gives the munici
pality of Camrose the right to take proceedings by way of sale 
when the taxes upon the lands are in arrears for two years.

Surely the purchaser is entitled to have an assurance from 
the vendor that there was no charge upon the lands in the way 
of arrears of taxes. This is an essential part of the vendor’s 
proof of ability to transfer in fee simple, and should lie pro
duced when the purchaser demands it. I am of the opinion 
that he is clearly within his rights. The purchase-money and 
the transfer are in Court, and there will be a reference to the 
clerk as to the amount due on the day of trial; and, on payment 
into Court by the defendants of the balance, if any. found due 
on account of purchase-price and interest ami $3 for transfer 
under the agreement, the clerk will investigate the title, and 
if found by him that there arc no arrears of taxes and that he 
can register the transfer now in Court so as to pass title to the 
defendants in fee simple, subject to the conditions and reserva
tions expressed in the original grant from the Crown, the 
amount of purchase-price will be by him paid out to the plain
tiff, or his solicitor, and he will deliver to the defendants, or 
their solicitor, the transfer for the purpose of registration.

Leave to each party to apply to a Judge in Chambers for 
further directions. The defendants to have the costs of the 
action.

Reference directed as to title: 
further directions reserved.

Rc LANE and BEACHAM.

Ontario II iijh Court. Trial before Itrillon. ./. Vo ms 1er H, 1012.

I Wills (| III 0 4—139o) —Coxhtkvction ok iikvihb—Rkhtsaint otos
AI.IKXATIOS.

Where a t ext at or'x lamlx are to be equally divided amomM hi* 
children nfler the death or re-marriage of hix widow hut the lamlx 
are not to lie mild "only to the textator'x own heirx—they nny huv or 
■ell to each other." the rextraint doea not apply where all the pnrticx 
entitled are de*irou« of celling to a xlranger.
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Willh (fill! H—81)—Description ok bknkkiciariks—Who may taki 
—Mkam.no or “iibibs.”

Where land in <levinvd to «uns of the testator after a prior life estât ■ 
with the provision that “should any of the boys marry and have lieir-, 
and ahmild die liefore this pro|>erty is divided"—i.e., at the detei 
inination of the life estate—the word “heirs" means “children."

3. Vk.NDOB A Nil PVRCHA8KR (§ 1 ('—10)—TlTLK TO LAND—RESTRAINT VI-UN 
ALIENATION.

Where land is devised to the testator’s widow for life, and then to 
the testator's sons living at the date of the death of the widow, but 
if during her life any sons shall die leaving children, the children are 
to Like the share their parent would have taken if he hail lived, tin- 
interest of such of the sons as may be alive at the death of their 
mother does not vest until such death, and the executors, widow and 
sons of the testator van not make title to a purchaser during the life 
time of the widow.

Application by thv vendors, under the Vendors and l*ur
chasers Act, for n declaration that the vendors can make a g....I
title to the lands in question.

J. C. Ilcgler, K.C., for the vendors.
M. I). Fraser, for the purchaser.

Britton, J. :—This property was owned by the late Henry 
Johnston, who died on the 1st day of December, 1886, and whose 
will was made on the 21st June of that year.

The executors and beneficiaries under the will have entered 
into an agreement with John Beacham for the sale to him of Up
land in question.

There was personal property sufficient for payment of all 
debts of the deceased, and all such debts have been paid. An 
only daughter was left a legacy of $1,500, payment of which by 
the sons was directed by testator, although the testator did not 
in terms leave to the sons property out of which payment was to 
he made. This legacy has been paid. The widow and all the 
children of the testator are living. The widow has not married 
the children are all of age, and all are anxious that the sale lie 
carried out. as none of the family now reside upon the properl \ 

The purchaser objects that, under the will, the vendors are 
not able to make a good title. One specific objection is, that by 
clause 5 a valid restraint on alienation is created. I will deal 
with that objection, as if no other, and as if the three sons of the 
testator took an estate, a vested remainder, the widow having an 
estate for her life.

Clause 5 is as follows: “Furthermore, I do not allow my 
executors hereinafter mentioned to let any of my lands be sold 
only to my own heirs—they may buy or sell to each other.” It 
seems to me clear, from reading the whole will, that the attempted 
restraint aimed at was to meet a situation that the testator in 
1886 thought might exist in the, then, near future. He attempted
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to provide for the ease of his children having the farm divided 
by the assessor as he mentioned or in some other way, and each 
one of his sons living upon his part. In that ease, if one should 
desire to sell, lie should sell to a brother, or a member of his 
family, and not to a stranger. It was not intended to apply, and. 
in my opinion, does not apply, to the ease of all those interested 
selling. No possible objection could come from any one now 
living.

The clause attempting restraint on alienation may well In* in
terpreted as meaning that any of the testator’s sons bolding 
under the division any part of this land, shall not sell that part 
to one not an “heir.” This objection by the purchaser is not 
valid.

A further objection is raised under clause 0 of the will.
The testator disposed of all his property by clause 2. The 

widow took it all for her life unless she should marry again. 
Should the widow marry, txvo-thirds of all the property should go 
to the testator’s sons living at the time of the marriage of their 
mother.

In the event of the widow not marrying, she holds the pro
perty for her life, and then the property will go to the testator's 
sons living at the time of the death of their mother. Then the 
testator desired to provide for the ease of his widow marrying 
before the youngest son, Fred Meredith Johnston, became of age 

-that is not material now, as tin» widow did not marry and Fred 
attained his majority many years ago. Then the testator added, 
as part of clause f>, the following: “And should any of the hoys 
marry and have heirs, and should die before this property is 
divided, the heirs shall claim their parents’ share.” Mv inter
pretation of this clause is that the word “heirs” means children; 
that the division of the property means the division provided for 
by the will, viz., division upon marriage of thvir mother, should 
she marry, or upon her death, when that takes place.

The effect of this clause last mentioned is to add to clause 2. 
from the end of it, these words: “And should any of the boys die 
leaving children, before the property is divided, the children 
shall claim their parents' share:” and to add to clause 3. after the 
words, “my boys that may he alive at my wife’s death.” the 
words: “And should any of my boys die leaving children before 
this property is divided, the children shall claim their parents’ 
share.”

Under this will I am of opinion that the sons do not take any 
present interest in the estate of the testator. The interest of 
such of the sons as may be alive at the marriage or death of their 
mother, does not vest until such marriage or death. If any one 
of the testator’s sons dies before division, and leaves children, then 
these children will take under this will the share their father
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any deceased son of the testator, there would he no difficulty in 
making a perfect title, the executors, the widow, and all the 
children of the testator joining in the conveyance.

Britton, J. As all the parties are anxious to have the sale carried out, 
such a sale apparently being in the interest of all, it would seem 
to be a proper case for sale under the Settled Estates Act.

No costs.
Judgment accordingly

ONT. McGUIRE V TOWNSHIP OF BRIGHTON.

D. C. 
1912

Ontario IH risional Moi lit. Mu lock, VJ.Ex.D., Clutc, and Riddell, JJ. 
October l". 1912.

Ont. 10.
1. Municipal corporations (§110 3—241)—Liability—Damaokh — In

junction — Drainage hitch—Overflow of natural water 
course.

Where n drainage ditch is constructed by a defendant munici|ia! 
corporation opposite the pluintiirs farm no as to drain surface-water 
into a natural watercourse, it may not, apart from statutory autli 
oritv, bring into it a larger volume of water than can lie carried at 
its natural capacity, and if it doc* so, the injured party has a re 
medy in damages or by injunction.

[See also Henni/ v. Rural Municipality of St. Clements, 4 D.L.R.
904 1

2. Municipal corporations (§1I<*3—241)—Damages for drainage
overflow—Slightly excessive assessment not hypercriticai ly 
SCRUTINIZED IF MUNICIPALITY A WILFUL WRONGDOER.

If a municipal corporation, about to drain into a natural water 
course, proceeds, without due regard to the rights of an adjoining 
property owner and without any attempt at preliminary nmical-l< 
negotiations with a view to obviating or lessoning the damage to ad 
joining lands, to overflow’ the course anil damage neighbouring Inin!-, 
the municipality which committed the wrong cannot complain if 
the damages awarded against it for both past and future injury in 
lieu of an injunction, should slightly exceed a sum which would coni 
js-nsate the land owner, the situation having been brought about li
lts own wrongdoing.

Statement Appeal by the defendants, the Corporation of the Township 
of Brighton, from the judgment of the Junior Judge of the 
County Court of the United Counties of Northumberland and 
Durham, awarding the plaintiffs, Archibald McGuire, Frank 
McGuire, and Patrick McGuire, the sum of $350 damages in per
petuity, in lieu of an injunction, in an action to restrain the 
defendants from bringing on the plaintiffs’ land a greater 
volume of water than naturally came thereon, which, as the 
plaintiffs alleged, had been done by a drain or ditch constructed 
by the defendants and a double culvert crossing the road oppo
site the plaintiffs’ farm.
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The appeal was dismissed. 0NT-
E. d. Porter, K.C., for the defendants. D. C.
W. F. Kerr, for the plaintiffs. 1012

McClIRK
At the conclusion of the argument, the judgment of the Court r. 

was delivered by Mu lock, C.J. :—Mr. Porter relies on what is, Towxsniv 
we think a correct statement of the law, the proposition of law hkh.iiton. 
that the defendants have the right to drain surface-water into — 
the creek in question, it Wing a natural watercourse, provided M,dor*'CJ* 
that no greater volume of water is turned into the creek than, 
according to its natural capacity, it can take care of. lie did 
not elaborate the proposition thus fully, hut what I have said 
is a fair paraphrase of the proposition.

According to Mr. Porter, the evidence shews that, before the 
defendants drained any surface-water into the watercourse, it 
periodically overflowed its hanks. It is still in its normal con
dition, having never been deepened or had its capacity in
creased. It, therefore, must follow that, when the defendants 
brought into it a larger volume of water, they increased the over
flow ; and, thus increasing the overflow, they are liable for doing 
what they have no right to do, namely, turning into this water
course a volume of water in excess of its natural capacity—thus 
having committed a wrong for which they must answer in dam
ages or by injunction.

As to the amount of damages, the learned trial Judge has 
named a very moderate sum. In actions for damages arising out 
of the doing of violence to another man’s rights, the amount is 
not to be weighed, as my brother Riddell correctly observes, 
in scales of gold. A man who commits a wrong against the 
property of another must take the consequences, and cannot 
complain if the damages awarded should slightly exceed the 
actual damage sustained. The situation is brought alwut by his 
wrongdoing.

If the defendants hen* had been influenced hv a due regard 
for the plaintiffs’ rights, they might have negotiated with them 
for the deepening of the watercourse and put it into such con
dition that it would have taken care of the drainage, whereby 
all this litigation would have Wen avoided. Instead of so act
ing, they proceed in a lawless way to act without reference to 
the plaintiffs’ rights. There is no evidence controverting the 
estimate made by the plaintiffs as to the damages ; and the 
amount awarded is a moderate capital sum for the probable 
annual damage. Mr. Porter prefers damages to an injunction.
Therefore, we will not disturb the finding of the learned trial 
Judge as to the amount awarded; and dismiss this appeal with 
costs.

.1 p/x al J ism issi <1.
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WILSON v. TAYLOR.

Onlaiio High Court. Trial before Boyd, C. November 7, 1912.

1. Mortgage (6 VI G—1(H))—Enforcement — Sale — Status ok moki

A mortgagee wiling under the power of Male in the mortgage is not 
n trustee for the mortgagor, and is not liable for any loss by reason 
of the sale unless guilty of wilful negligence and default, and when 
such wilful negligence and default occurs, and the land is sold at an 
undervalue, the mortgagee is chargeable witli the full value of the land

2. Mortgage (8 VIG—100)—Sale en max; less advantageous than ham
BY PARCEL.

If in the bond fide exercise of his discretion where there is a doub* 
as to whether the land would sell more advantageously rn bloc or in 
parcels a mortgagee prefers one way and sells accordingly, he is not i - 
Im> charged on the ground of wilful default if it is made to appear after 
the sale that the other way might have In-vh more advantageous.

[Haddington Island (Jimtry Co. v. Hniton, [ 1911 ] A.C. 722. followed.|

Action for damages for sale of the plaintiff’s property by 
the defendant, a mortgagee, under the power of sale in a mort
gage.

The action was dismissed.
J. E. Hutcheson, K.C., for the plaintiff.
J. L. Whiting, K.C., for the defendant.

Boyd, C. :—It has been said that in exercising the power of 
sale in a mortgage, the mortgagee is acting as a trustee, and in 
explanation of that relation it has been further said that lie 
should act in the same way as a prudent man would act in tin- 
disposal of his own land. The highest Courts, however, have 
held that the mortgagee is not acting as a trustee, but only in 
pursuance of the powers conferred by the mortgage, and that he 
may first consult his own interest before that of the mortgagor, 
especially I would think in a case where the security, though 
adequate, may he difficult of realization. The effect of this 
state of the law is to displace the test of the prudent man deal
ing with his own property, in favour of a somewhat lesser degree 
of responsibility. The point is adverted to by Mr. Justice Duff in 
British Columbia Land & Investment Agency v. Ishitaka, 4> 
Can. S.C.R., at 302, 317, and has a bearing on the present case 

A valuable rule as to the obligations of the mortgagee is to he 
found in an appeal from Victoria to the Privy Council ; viz., that 
a mortgagee may be chargeable with the full value of the mort 
gaged property sold if from want of due care and diligence it 
has been sold at an undervalue, and the reference in such an 
event would be to charge the mortgagee with what, but for his 
wilful negligence and default, might have been received: .Vo 
tional Bank of Australasia v. United Hand-in-IIand (187!!), 4 
App. Cas., at 391, 411. In other words : the inquiry is, has
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tin* mortgagee lieen culpable to the extent of wilful default in 
exercising his power of sale?

My attention was called to the terms of the power of sale ; 
in this case, the statutory form which was used in the mortgage 
of 20th November, 1908, made by tin* plaintiff to tin* defendant 
to secure $4,000, R.S.O. eh. 120, covenant 14. p. 1180. Power is 
given “to sell the lands or any part or parts thereof by public 
auction . . . as to him shall seem meet . . . and the mort
gagee shall not he responsible for any loss which may arise by 
reason of any such . . . side . . . unless the same shall
happen by reason of his wilful default or neglect.” The re
sponsibility arising from the exercise of the power of sale is thus 
exactly defined in the terms used by the Privy Council and is 
to be measured by the usual tests applied in cases of wilful blame. 
In conveying the land to be held as security the mortgagor has 
given a large discretion to be bom fide exercised by the mort
gagee. If default is made in payment and due notice given of 
the intention to sell by proper and adequate advertisements, the 
manner of selling whether en bloc or in parcels is left in the 
hands of the mortgagee. For a disadvantageous sale or for an 
inadequate price he is not responsible when he acts born fide, 
unless the amount is so disproportionate to the value as to induce 
the conclusion that the property has lieen recklessly sacrificed. 
One is wise after the event, and after a sale one may be able 
to say that had the property been put up otherwise a better 
result would have been obtained. But in considering the method 
of advertising and the best way of putting up the property for 
sale it may be a matter of doubt as to what course is most advis
able, for example, as to selling cn bloc or in parcels. If in this 
dilemma the mortgagee prefers one way to the other he cannot 
he charged on the ground of wilful default. Acting according 
to the beat light reasonably attainable he may err and yet he 
absolved from making good any loss to the mortgagor.

In the latest decision on the point in the Privy Courted the 
language of Kay, J., in Warner v. Jambs, 20 Ch.I). 220, is ap
proved, who says the power is given to enable the mortgagee the 
better to realize his mortgage debt. 4If he exercises it bond fide 
for that purpose without corruption or collusion with the pur
chaser the Court will not interfere even though the sale be very 
disadvantageous unless indeed the price is so low as in itself to lie 
evidence of fraud:” Haddinyton Island Quarry Co. v. Huson, 
11911] A.C. 722, 729. In Kennedy v. Dc Trafford, (1897) A.C. 
180, the law lords agree in holding that if a mortgagee takes 
pains to comply with the provisions of the power and acts in 
good faith his conduct as to the sale cannot be impeached.

At the close of the evidence I thought that the mortgagor 
had been damaged to the extent at least of $1.800 as an effect of
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ONT. the sale conducted as it was; the evidence as applied to the
H. C. J. plfln of the place indicated that the better way would have

1912 been to have sold in parcels and that four parcels could readily
•— be adjusted (1) of the house and barn, (2) of the brickyard,
ip80N and 7 acres of clay, (3) of three lots to the north of the house

Tayi.uk. and (4) of the grazing land, about 13 acres, separated by a
stream from the brickyard. There was evidence that the owner 
himself, to the knowledge of the mortgagee, had offered the 
place for public sale about a year before in parcels, and other 
evidence shewed that persons would have competed for the lots 
and the grazing land had they been put up in parcels. Some 
attempt was made to have the land parcelled out before the sale 
on behalf of the mortgagor, but nothing very definite as to the 
manner of subdivision was suggested.

I think, on the evidence, that the land should have been ail 
vertised in parcels and that a better attendance would have been 
the result at the place of auction.

On the other hand local conditions existed—that the property 
was a difficult one to dispose of in any way, and that in Ganano- 
que, where it was situate, there was little or no market for land 
or for such a sized house as was on this land. The property 
was all in one place and fenced around, with some intermedi
ate fencing, and though the mortgagee, from age and infirmity, 
waa not able to give much assistance, he referred the appli
cants and the arrangement of the whole sale to a solicitor of 
long standing and experience resident in the place, who 
weighed the pros and cons of the situation. I might almost 
say that the mortgagee did not act as if he had been disposing 
of his own property, yet this would not be a decisive test in 
view of the latter authorities, for he employed a competent per
son who endeavoured to “take some pains'* to carry out rightly 
the provisions of the mortgage both as to advertising and con
ducting the sale. The mortgagor had himself made use of all 
the various parts of the mortgaged property in connection with 
the brickyard, and the solicitor thought that the best way to get 
the whole sold was to make no separation of the parts. The pro
posal to separate was not urged in any explicit or defined wav: 
only a claim was expressed by the creditors that it should be 
sold in parcels, and what the mortgagor himself asked was that 
the brickyard might lie sold separately and the rest to the best 
advantage.

The complaint in the pleadings is that the defendant sold 
the whole property en bloc; that he neglected to divide into 
separate parcels prior to the sale, though requested by the 
mortgagor, and that he omitted ten lots in the description 
given in the advertisement. Xo harm resulted from the omission 
of the numbers of these lots—it was a printer’s error, and as
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the lots formed part of the brickyard, this enumeration was 
merely following the minuthv of the description in the mort
gage. No one clear method of division was suggested by the 
mortgagor or anybody else. When the mortgagor himself ad
vertised for sale, he made three parcels: (1) the house and ham, 
(2) the brickyard, and (3) the grazing land, hut his sale was 
aliortive and none of the parcels were hid up to the reserved hid.

No douht it was decided in Aldrich v. Canada Permanent 
Loan Co., 24 A.K. 193 (dissentientr Burton, J.A.), that the 
duty of the mortgagee was to sell in parcels and not en bloc. 
But that duty depends upon a variety of circumstances which 
do not here exist. In that ease the mortgage covered a farm, 
and two shops in a village nearly three-quarters a mile away, 
and no justification for a joint sale existed. Whatever loss has 
resulted to the mortgagor from the sale of the property, con
ducted as it was, I do not think judgment should In» given in 
his favour, having regard to the trend of judicial opinion.

I dismiss the action without costs.

Action dismissed.

TOFFEY v. SUTHERLAND.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Beck, J. February 0. 1912.
1. VtCNDO* AXII PVBVIIAHK* (| I E—27)—ItKHClBHION or TRAN8KS.K OK LAXII 

KOB KBAVD—MISSmUCMKXTATlOX OK VALUS, AND DSCSPT1VR MAI'S.

A formal trannfer of lands will In> wt aside where the transferee 
relied upon false representations of value of the transferor’s property, 
made by the latter and hi* agents, and when* deceptive maps and plans 
were »hewn to the transferee, misrepresenting that the transferor’s 
land wan on a certain avenue, the transfene never having seen the 
land in question.

Trial of action to set aside a formai transfer of lands made 
upon an exchange of property on the ground of fraud. 

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
F. I). Byers, for plaintiff.
L. W. Brown, for defendant.

Beck, J. :—My judgment is in favour of the plaintiff. I am 
going to declare the transaction shall he set aside. I do it on 
this ground. I am satisfied that the plaintiff bought this land 
relying upon representations of its value and a further repre
sentation which affected him to some extent that it was on 
Jasper avenue and that he was deceived to some extent by that 
name and by the appearance of the property upon the maps 
and plans which were shewn to him. lie never saw the property 
and he depended upon what was made to appear at the meeting 
at which the transaction was, as the defendants say, closed.
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Now, tin* maps anil the plans are all deceptive. They are de
ceptive in more ways than one. There are marks on this plan 
of the city—this plan of the city shews, in more prominent 
lines the proposed extension of the boundaries of the city than 
the actual Imnndaries of it; it shews a straight line as Jasper 
avenue right out to this property. As a matter of fact there is 
no straight line as a continuation of Jasper avenue to that pro
perty, there is a considerable detour; and I have got to say 
here that I think it is a thing which is misrepresented, pro
bably by many people without thinking it would have the effect 
of a misrepresentation, but it, to my mind, is a gross misrepre
sentation to file a plan shewing a property eight miles from the 
eentre of this city and five or six miles from the boundary as on 
Jasper avenue. It is not on Jasper avenue. These plans, 1 am 
inclined to think, have to get the approval of the Minister or 
Deputy Minister of Public Works. I am not sure al>out that, 
but if he gives his approval to plans with these names on them, 
I think it is time to stop. Not only that, but I think the Legis
lature, in connection with the bill before it now, in dealing with 
these sub-divisions might very well put in a provision to pre
vent the naming of a road away out in the country like this by 
tin- name of ;i street in town.

Now I am satisfied that at that conversation, beside this mis
leading of the plaintiff by the appearance of these plans as to 
the distance and the continuation of Jasper avenue, he was mis 
led also as to the value. I believe him when he states that before 
the transaction was closed in the manner in which they say it 
was closed, that Sutherland spoke of the value and that the 
plaintiff depended upon Sutherland's statement and I am satis 
tied that there is not the value to-day in these lots that is placed 
upon them by the prices which these men are trying to get for 
them. The best price that anylmd; has spoken of for lots there 
is that spoken of by Mr. Mills, ar e would be willing to sell 
lots that he got there at $200 a h ml his lots are some con 
siderahle distance nearer to Edmonton and they an* on what is 
called Jasper avenue.

Of these lots which are in <|Uostion lien*, four are on Jasper 
avenue, so called, and the rest on a side stn*et which is called 
7th stn*et. Now, when Mr. Mills got these lots he didn’t pay 
cash for them; he got them in an exchange for property which 
he had great difficulty in getting a sale for down in Millet. 1 
have not a great deal of confidence in his appreciation of the 
values of them ; he is not a real estate man ; I am not sun* that 
1 would have much more confidence in the opinion of a good 
many of the real estate men, than I would in his, but he is the 
man who gives the highest price which has lieen given for these 
lots, of those who have spoken al>out them outside of the parties
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i iiP-rcsted. Mr. Hart comes next and his value would In- as I 
estimated from his figures for such lots as these nl>out $100 so 
that I find as a faet that these lots at the time this eonversation 
took place were not worth the price which was placed upon them 
1 don’t think they were worth more than $1T>0 apiece. 1 would 
not give that for them myself. I find as a faet that Sutherland, 
in the presence of his co-defendant, so acted and so s|H>k«‘ as to 
lead the plaintiff to believe that the lots were worth approxi
mately the prices the plaintiff was asked to pay for them.

Now, 1 am not quite satisfied that I have got the full truth 
or the exact truth of either side of the case. 1 have some little 
doubt about the plaintiff's evidence as to whether he intended to 
conclude the transaction that evening, hut I do believe his evid- 
vnee in the other respects that he depended entirely for his in
formation as to the value of the lots and the location and so 
«ni upon the defendants and their agent, Magee, ami as he relied 
upon their information, and I hold he so relied it is not neces
sary for me to find anything more—it is not necessary for me to 
find that there was framl on the part of the defendants ami I 
do not find it. It is sufficient for the purposes of my decision 
that I find there was, in faet, a misrepresentation and I do 
find that. A good deal of conversation took place there and as 1 
sav 1 believe the plaintiff's account of it. 1 can quite well un
derstand that a good deal may have been said which was of in
ti-rest to him which the other people thought of no particular 
interest—of no particular importance to them and consequently 
that they don’t remember it now. They made, as I find, by rea
son of the conversation that went on in their presence, conversa
tion in which they took part, such statements as amount to dir
ect statements of the location, position ami value of this pro
perty which were not true. On that ground I direct judgment 
to In- entered rescinding the transaction and I think I should 
make it with costs.

7mUjmnil for plaintiff.

CAMPBELL v. VERBAL 
(Decision No. 2.)

Ontario High Court, l/itidlr/on. in Chamber». October 20. 1012.
1. WlINKHHKH (|V—lltl WlTSKSM FKK—SOLICITOR—I*HOFF8S|OX Al WIT

XKHM KICK-—CSOMS-EXAMIXATIOX OX I’BOMCMHIOXAl. AFFIDAVIT.

V mler a «iihpu-nn requiring a mil ie I tor t«> at trail before a special 
examiner fur crosM-examination upon an althlnvit imulr ns solicitor, 
where the knowledge busing the attiilavit was acquiml by the iliqHim-nt 
in the course of the remlering of professional service*, th.- witness is en
titled to a professional witness fee per diem of $4 in advance, pursuant 
to Con. Rules 402. 44.'l, and disbursement* tariff Item lilt.
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ONT. Motion by the plaintiff for an order for the committal of Mr
Phelan, a solicitor, for his failure to submit himself for cross-ox

was brought subsequently to the action of Campbell v. Taxicabs 
Verrais Limited, 4 O.W.N. 28.

The motion was dismissed.
./. MacGregor, for the plaintiff. 
J. M. Godfrey, for Mr. Phelan.

Middleton, J. :—The real question is the right of Phelan to 
demand payment of a professional witness-fee, and I propose to 
deal with the motion upon that basis.

Mr. MacGregor argued that the objection was taken prenia 
turcly, and that Mr. Phelan ought to have been sworn before de
manding the fee in question. I do not agree with this; but, even 
if Mr. MacGregor be right, this defect in Mr. Phelan’s conduct is 
more than offset by the fact that the subpiena served was not in 
any authorised form, and merely commanded attendance before 
“John Bruce, special examiner, on Friday the 4th October. 1912. 
at half past nine o'clock in the forenoon,” without specifying, 
as it should, the purpose for which attendance was to be made. 
The subpoena did not require more than “attendance.”

The right to a professional fee seems clear. Evidence upon 
a motion may be given by affidavit (Con. Rule 489); but the 
deponent may be cross-examined (Con. Rule 490) ; the witness 
being “required to attend in the same manner as, and his exam
ination shall be subject to the same rules as apply to, the exam 
ination of a party for discovery” (Con. Rule 492.) The exam
ination may, therefore, take place when the witness is “served 
with a copy of the appointment and a subperna, and upon pay 
ment of the proper fee” (Con. Rule 443.) The proper fee is 
indicated by the disbursements tariff item 119: “Barristers and 
solicitors . . . other than parties to the cause, when called
upon to give evidence, in consequence of any professional service 
rendered by them . . ., per diem $4.”

The affidavit upon which cross-examination is sought is an 
affidavit made by a solicitor as solicitor, relating entirely to tin* 
proceedings in this cause and another cause in which the plain 
tiff herein was plaintiff and the defendants were “Taxicabs 
Verrais Limited.” All the solicitor's knowledge was acquir'd 
by him in the course of the rendering of professional services. 
and, manifestly, his evidence is given by reason of professional 
service rendered by him.

Before the examiner, the position taken was that when s 
solicitor makes an affidavit “he is entitled only to the ordinary 
fee of $1.” This is dearly untenable.
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The motion must be dismissed with costs, which I fix at $15. ONT.
If the applicant desires, she may have an order directing that, ifTcTj. 
upon payment of the costs and the proper witness-fee, $4, Mr. ibij
Phelan do attend and submit to examination at a time to be ----

. . , Cam paru,appointed. r
Motion dismissal. Verbal.

Re SOLICITORS. ONT.

Ontario Court of Approl. Harrow, Maelarea, Meredith, and Magee, JJ.A., C. A.
and l.ennox, J. September 27, 1012. jjjg

1. Sol U ITORH (S II A—24)—Rioht to payment for services rendered by ------
director—Absence op express agreement. Sept. 27.

In the aliwiui' of an express promise by the client to pay for service* 
rendered by a solicitor as a director of a company incorporated by the 
client, no remuneration for such service* will lie allowed.

2. Kvidence (I II P—217 )—Presumption as to obatuitovs service or
DIRECTORS.

The presumption in the case of a director of a company is that bis 
services a* aucli are to lie gratuitous.

3. Evidence (SIV.I—137—Conclusiveness op entries in solicitor’s

Entries in a solicitor's docket. while not conclusive, are primâ furie 
evidence of the proper remuneration for his services.

4. Costs (| I—10)—Discretion or taxing office»—Interference with
—Absence of any governino principle—Right to review.

The rule that, where a taxing ollicer lias not made any mistake in 
principle, and the amount allowed by him as remuneration for a solici
tor's services is not so grossly large or so extremely small as to la* 
lieyond all question improper, the court should not interfere with his 
discretion, is not applicable to services not governed by any authorized 
tariff, but in such cases the principle is that the solicitor is to Is* 
allowed the value of his services, and such value is a question of fact 
to Is* determined by proper evidence, and. while the taxing officer is 
at liberty freely to apply his own special knowledge and experience, 
his conclusion is just as much ojieii to review as that of any other 
judicial officer dealing with a question of fact, c.g,, the assessment of 
damages by a judge at a trial without a jury.

| He Noliritor, 12 O.W.R. 1074. distinguished.]

Appeal and cross-appeal from the order of the Divisional statement 
Court on an appeal and cross-appeal from the order of Brit
ton, J.

The clients, B. C. Beach, (\ A. Beach, Beach Brothers, and 
the Cobalt Power Company Limited, had appealed and tin* 
solicitors had cross-appealed, from the certificate of Mr. J. 11.
Thom, Senior Taxing Officer of the Supreme Court of Judicature 
for Ontario, upon the taxation of bills of costs of the solicitors 
rendered to the clients.

May 1, 1911. The apjieals and cross-appeals were heard by 
Britton, J., in the Weekly Court at Toronto.

II. A. Pringle, K.C., for the clients.
/•’. E. llotlyins, K.C., for the solicitors.
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Britton, J.

June 21), 1011. Britton, J.:—The history of the proceedings 
for which the hills of costs in question were rendered is fully 
given in the statements and papers filed. I have had the benefit 
practically of an argument in writing, part of it being the state
ments at length and in full detail of Mr. Kilmer and of Mr. 
Me Andrew (two members of the solicitors’ firm). Mr. Pringle, 
also, for the clients, has submitted in writing his view of the 
facts and < ‘ the law applicable.

The bills were rendered as separate bills against Beach et al. 
and against the company. The proceedings necessarily ran into 
each other or overlapped. Much of the time of the solicitors was 
occupied for both Beach et al. and for the Cobalt Power Com
pany. The work was inqiortant and difficult, and required a 
great deal of care and attention and professional skill of a high 
order; but the bills must necessarily be considered as a whole, 
and as growing out of work done practically in the same matter. 
The solicitors were employed as such. They were not em
ployed as brokers or promoters. They were employed generally 
by Bfach et al., and the interests of Beach et al. and the Cobalt 
Power Company were not conflicting but identical; and what
ever changes were necessary in the capitalisation or organisation 
of the company were those required by the solicitors, who were 
the solicitors for Beach et al.

Mr. Me Andrew mentions the date of the first work of his 
firm in this matter as about the 18th February, 1909. Mr. 
Pringle states that the entire time taken in the work, other than 
that of a trifling character, was alsnit one hundred and fifty 
days. That would not necessarily prevent the solicitors from 
getting a larger amount than that allowed ; but time occupied 
is one of the factors necessary to know in determining the proper 
amount to allow. The work was confined to comparatively 
narrow limits as to time, and the clients had the benefit of the 
work being done expeditiously. In looking at the matter as a 
whole, as a matter in which Beach and the company were at 
one as a client of the solicitors, the amount of fees as taxed seems 
large and would be so considered by the majority of clients, 
even of the wealthy class, and in these days of large transactions. 
The bill against Beach cl al. as individuals was ren

dered at....................................................................... $15,907.07
And there was disallowed............................................... 9,234.12

leaving it taxed at $ 6,672.95

The bill against the Cobalt Power Company was ren
dered at....................................................................... $ 9,193 07

There was disallowed....................................................... 3,126.70

And allowed at $ 6,066.97
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So that the entire amount of the solicitors' costs as allowed is 0NT« 
$12,739.92. This amount the clients think unreasonably large. A 
The solicitors say the amount is unreasonably small, and that )91 •>
certain items, struck off by the Taxing Officer, should not have -----
been disallowed—hence these appeals. Su| 1^T0|

These bills are not “solicitors' bills,” within the ordinary -----
meaning of these words; nor arc they “solicitors' bills” within Brlt,on'J' 
the meaning of the statute. The clients appreciated that, and 
so on this appeal argued that the solicitors should be compiled 
to furnish further particulars, details, and items, shewing the 
work for which large sums were charged. It is not in accord
ance with the practice, if in my 1 tower, at this stage and as to 
this kind of bills, to order further particulars, or to order new 
bills to be delivered.

The order for taxation was made on the 17th November,
1910, by the Master in Chambers, upon the application of the 
individual clients; and the clients submitted to pay what, if 
anything, should be found due to the solicitors, iqum the taxa
tion of these bills. These bills, which had then been delivered, 
were referred to the Taxing Officer; and the bill which the solicit
ors had delivered to the Cobalt Power Company should also 
be taxed by the Taxing Officer, but the latter without prejudice 
to any rights which the solicitors may have against the said 
Cobalt Power Company. The Taxing Officer, however, refers to 
a precipe order dated the 21st September, 1910, as his authority 
for taxing the bill against the Cobalt Power Company, and ren
dered to that company. Both bills were in fact taxed, and all 
parties were represented. It is not now a case of new bills— 
it is simply taxation of present bills rendered.

1 have looked at every item in these bills, and have con
sidered the evidence and arguments in support of and in objec
tion to the items under review. There has been no error in 
principle on the part of the taxing officer. It is in every case 
only a question of amount.

lie Solicitor (1908), 12 O.W.R. 1074, is binding upon me.
In that case the authorities are cited, and the conclusion reached 
that “where the Taxing Officer has not made any mistake in 
principle, and where the amount is not so grossly large or small 
(as the case may l>e) as to Ik* beyond all question improper, the 
Court” ought not to “interfere with the discretion of the Taxing 
Officer.” That case, unless and until reversed, is binding upon 
me.

In Murphy v. Carry (1906), 7 O.W.R. 363, cited upon the 
argument, Mr. Scott, then Master at Ottawa, discusses the whole 
question of such bills as these are, and of the rules and principle 
to govern on such taxation.

For the above reasons, and without referring to any other 
of the many eases cited, 1 must dismiss the clients’ appeals. I
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do not interfere with the discretion of the Taxing Officer in dealing 
with costs of taxation, and I do not allow any costs of these ap
peals. They will he dismissed without costs.

The appeal by the solicitors is: (1) against the disallowance 
by the Taxing Officer of a commission by wav of remuneration 
for services in negotiating and completing a sale of stock and 
bonds of the Cobalt Power Company for 8180,000; and (2) in 
not allowing to the solicitors, as against Beach Brothers, remu
neration for the services of the solicitors as directors and officer- 
of the said company. What I have said in regard to the whole 
matter scorns to me a sufficient answer to both grounds of this 
appeal. The Taxing Officer acted upon a proper principle in 
dealing with the solicitors and the costs as upon quantum meruit.

If the solicitors intended to make a charge of five per cent 
or any other large sum by way of commission, the clients wen 
entitled to know of it, so that they could at least have endeavoured 
to separate what may be called the financial part of the business 
from that which is generally understood to be the work of solicitor 
and counsel—the difficult work of organisation and steering cor
porations away from the troubles into which so many fall. It 
may be accepted, as the solicitors allege, that solicitors are en
titled to receive the same remuneration as could be recovered 
by any person not a solicitor for the same services. It is not 
the case, however, that a solicitor, employed as such, and doing 
special work in connection with a company or undertaking and 
charging for that work, can, at the end, when the undertaking 
is to be sold, or when bonds are issued and sold, as the result 
of all the work of solicitor and client and for which the client 
has paid the solicitor, charge a commission, adding it as “rounding 
out” the bill of costs. The evidence taken as a whole does 
not establish that in this case five per cent, was only reasonablv

The claim for remuneration for the services as directors and 
officers of the company by members of the firm of solicitors 
should not be allow'd!. If such services should be paid for at 
all, payment should be by the company, and only with the con
sent of the shareholders. When these services as directors, etc., 
were rendered, they were rendered as part of the whole work 
being carried on by Beach Brothers and the solicitors, and it 
was not in contemplation of Beach Brothers that any special 
and separate charge for these services by solicitors, quA directors 
and officers, should be made, over and above the day-by-da\ 
work being charged, as shewn by the bills.

The entries in the solicitors’ dockets do not estop the solicitor* 
from claiming larger amounts than those mentioned, but thc\ 
confirm my opinion that the bills should not be increased beyond 
what the Taxing Officer has allowed.

The appeal of the solicitors should be dismissed—but, as in 
the other cases, without costs.
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The clients and the solicitors both appealed from the order 
of Britton, J.

October 31, 1911. The appeals were heard by a Divisional 
Court composed of Falconbiuimjk, C.J.K.B., Riddell and 
Latchford, JJ.

li. A. Pringle, K.C., for the clients.
F. K. llodginft, K.C., for the solicitors.

November 3, 1911. Riddell, J.:—Messrs. Beach Brothers ri<w«ii.j. 
were lessees from the Crown of a water power at Hound Chutes, 
anil had entered into an arrangement with the firm of Baillie 
A Co., looking to the development of this water power.

The Cobalt Electric Power Company Limited had been char
tered to carry out this arrangement, Beach Brothers being the 
owners of the stock in fact, and the incorporation of the com
pany being for technical reasons. On the 18th February, 1909, 
the solicitors were retained by B. C. Beach, for Beach Brothers; 
and they subsequently, at the request of their clients, became 
directors of the company.

The arrangement with Baillie & Co. fell through, and the 
bonds of the company, to the amount of $180,000, were sold to 
Mr. D. Fasken.

The clients, Beach Brothers, procured an order, on the 20th 
October, 1910, for the delivery of bills of costs, charges, and dis
bursements, and bills were rendered accordingly against Beach 
Brothers and the company separately. An order was obtained 
for taxation on the 17th November, 1910, and the taxation pro
ceeded before Mr. J. II. Thom, Taxing Officer, on the 6th Decem
ber, 1910. The result was:—
Against Beach Brothers, rendered at. . . $15,907.07

Taxed off. 9,234.12

Allowed at............... $ 6,673.95
Against the company, rendered at. $ 9,193.67

Taxed off............................ 3,126.70

Allowed at......... $ 6,066.97

I'pon the taxation it was agreed that the whole be dealt with 
as a bill against Beach Brothers, as the amount would come out 
of their pocket in any case.

An appeal and cross-appeal were dismissed by my brother 
Britton.

Both parties now uppeal to this Court, the clients having 
failed to obtain an order allowing an appeal direct to the Court 
of Appeal (2 O.W.N. 1495), although the solicitors did not object 
to such order.

The appeal, as argued before us, covers six points:—

OUT.
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(1) A charge is made of $2,(MM) for the preparation of a trust
0. a. mortgage, etc., to secure bonds to the amount of $300,000 and 
1912 the mortgage bonds—this is allowed by Mr. Thom at $1,500

but the clients contend that $700 to 8750 is ample.Rk
Solicitors. (2) A similar charge of $4.(MM) in respect of $000,000 and 

afterwards $800,(MM) bonds; allowed at $2,(MM); the clients con-
Riddeii, j. tend that $1,250 is ample.

(3) Items 1 to 27 charged at $5(M), allowed at $350; tin 
clients are willing to allow only $235.25.

(4) Items 28 to 02 charged at $0,(MM); allowed at $2.7(M); tin 
clients would allow $005.

This is also to be considered as No. 7, being the first point 
of the cross-appeal.

(5) A charge of $0(M), which the clients sav should only I» 
$3o8 12.

(0) A charge of $5,(MM), allowed at $2,540.98, which tin 
clients do not admit.

Nos. 3, 5, and 0 are really pressed because the dockets of 
the solicitors are said to contain entries with amounts to tin 
sum the clients desire the costs should be reduced to; but this 
is not exactly the case, and many entries are not full. I can 
find nothing in the way of an estoppel, even if the contention 
of the clients as to the dockets were well founded—the solicitors 
are entitled to a reasonable sum for their services, no matter 
what their dockets do or do not shew.

As to Nos. 1, 2, and 4, while the Taxing Officer might have 
Ikhmi justified in reducing the amounts allowed, I can see nothing 
in which he has erred in principle.

It cannot be necessary to elaborate authorities for the rule 
to Ik» followed on an appeal from the Taxing Officer. I adhere 
to the opinion expressed in Ur Solicitor, 12 O.W.R. 1074: “Tin- 
Court must necessarily possess a general jurisdiction over tin 
Taxing Officer on all matters to prevent any positive wrong to 
parties or suitors;” but we can give “no countenance to the 
proposition that where the Taxing Officer has not made any 
mistake in principle, and the sum awarded is not so grossly larg« 
or small (as the case may be) as to be beyond all question im
proper, the Court can interfere with the discretion of the Taxing 
Officer.” It is much the same case as when a motion is made to 
the Court against a finding at the trial —the Court, no doubt, 
has the power to set aside the finding, but it will not do so unlc« 
the finding is “ beyond all question improper.”

I may add that I can see no excess in the amounts allowed 
on any of the items. They should as to Nos. 1, 2, and 4 be in
creased, if anything. It cannot be unknown to any one that 
the value of money had decreased and is decreasing—the satin- 
an unt of money cannot command the same amount of services 
or of goods as formerly.

\
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The appeal should be dismissed. In the cross-appeal are 
two matters for consideration

(7) The solicitors were instructed to sell $180,000 worth of
bonds, which they did; they claim five per cent., i.e., $0,000. 
and have been allowed $2,700. The argument is, substantially, 
that they were employed by Reach Brothers as brokers, and 
should be paid the same amount as brokers would charge as 
brokerage or commission. Now, it is undoubtedly true that a 
person who happens to be a solicitor may be employed as a broker, 
just as he may be employed as an auctioneer or a gardener; but 
it is equally true that what these solicitors were < iyed to 
do is what is done by solicitors every «lav for their clients. The 
present case on the facts comes within Lord Langdale’s test in 
Allen v. Aldridge, In re Ward (1844), 5 Beav. 401. and the busi
ness was “business in which the . . . solicitor was em
ployed, because he was a . . . solicitor, or in which he
would not have been < iyed, if the relation of

solicitor and client had not subsisted between him 
and his employersee p. 405.

In re linker Lees it* Co., [1003] 1 K.B. 180, is a late instance 
of the application of the principle that in such cases the fees 
to be paid are solicitors’ fees, and so are taxable.

The solicitors in the present case are not to be paid as brokers, 
but as solicitors.

There is no hard and fast rule as to the remuneration to be 
allowed for such services—it may be on a percentage basis, as 
was the case in In re lliehardson (1870), 3 Ch. Ch. K. 141, or 
a hinq) sum, as in lie Solicitor, 12 O.W.R. 1074. I adhere to the 
view expressed in the latter case that “in . . . proceedings 
taken by persons who indeed are solicitors, but who do not act 
differently or with any different right from those not solicitors, 
I cannot see why they should not be paid the same as any other 
|M‘rson.” But all that is for the Taxing Officer; so long as he 
does not err in principle, speaking generally, the Court on uppeal 
will not interfere. It cannot be said that there is any error in 
the principles upon which the Taxing Officer proceeded in this 
item; he is an officer of very great and varied experience, ami 
we should not interfere. This the more that the learned Judge 
appealed from has affirmed the Taxing Officer.

(8) The solicitors, at the instance and in the interests of 
Beach Brothers, became anil acted as directors, etc., of the com
pany. There is and can be no pretence that there was any im
propriety in this, or that there was any conflict of duty to client 
and company—the client “owned” the company, which, in
deed, as has been said, was formed for technical reasons.

This was work done for the client; and, while there would 
be difficulty in the solicitors compelling the company to pay 
them, I can see none in the way of charging the clients Beach
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Brothers. The Taxing Officer thus reports : “The said solicitors 
claimed an allowance for services performed by them and mem
bers of their office staff in acting as directors and officers of the 
Cobalt Power Company Limited, at the request of and in tin- 
interests of the said Beach Brothers; but that 1 did not con
sider the said claim, and made no allowance therefor.” In this 
1 think lie was wrong. I am unable to follow my brother Britton 
when he says : “If such services should be paid for at all, pay
ment should be made by the company.” The services, while 
they were in form rendered for the company, were in fact ren
dered for Beach Brothers, and as part of the whole work carried 
on for Beach Brothers. The appeal should be allowed on this 
ground.

If both parties agree, we may fix a reasonable sum to allow; 
but, if they cannot agree (say, within ten days), the matter 
should be referred back upon this point—costs of the new refer
ence to be in the discretion of the Taxing Officer. The costs of 
this appeal should substantially follow the event—the clients 
should pay three-fourths of the costs before us; and we should 
not interfere with the costs before Mr. Justice Britton.

r*iconbrid«t. Falconbridoe, C.J.:—I agree.

Latchford, j. Latch ford, J.:—I agree in the result.

The clients appealed to the Court of Appeal from the order 
of the Divisional Court, and the solicitors cross-appealed.

May 9 and 10, 1912. The appeals were heard by Carrow, 
Maclaren, Meredith, and Magee, JJ.A., and Lennox, J.

Argument R. A. Pringle, K.C., for the clients. The bills of costs, as 
thus far allowed, are grossly excessive, even if much has been 
taxed off the original amounts. There is nothing like this in 
Scott's Bills of Costs, 10th ed. The responsibility of the solicit
ors in respect of the two mortgages, for which such a large fee 
was allowed, was not great, as they were acting only for the 
mortgagors. Their charges in many instances exceed the amounts 
which their dockets shew; this, though not conclusive, is prima 
facie evidence of what they should receive unless satisfactory 
explanation were given that the docket entries were undercharges. 
This was not shewn here. On the main question, this is not a 
case of a mere mistake in quantum by the Taxing Officer, but 
a mistake in principle. This case does not come under tin- 
regular tariff, and so the rule against interfering with the Taxing 
Officer's discretion does not apply. Where the matter is outside 
the tariff, as here, the solicitor should get the value of his ser
vices, which should be determined by the Taxing Officer on 
evidence, not on his own knowledge. Therefore, the taxation 
should be re-opened for the admission of evidence of the value
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of the* services. I do not find any ease just like this, but refer 
to the following: lie It. L. Johnston, a Solicitor (1901), 3 O.L.R.
1 ; lie Me Brail y and O'Connor, Solicitors (1899), 19 P.R. 37; 
Murphy v. Carry, 7 O.W.R. 303; Am. A Eng. Encyc. of Law, 
2nd ed., vol. 3, p. 420; lie Tilleard (1803), 32 Beav. 470; In 
re A. B.t a Solicitor ( 1871), 8 U.C.L.J.N.S. 21. The solicitors 
should not have been allowed a fee for their services as directors. 
There was no express contract to pay them as such, and none 
should be implied: lie Mitnico Sewer Pipe and Brick Manufac
turing Co., Pearson's Case (1895), 20 O.R. 289; Scott's Bills of 
( osts, 10th ed., pp. 509 to 584. No claim for commission should 
be allowed, as it was never contemplated by the parties, and at 
any rate was not a proper charge in the circumstances.

F. E. Hudgins, K.C., for the solicitors. Tin* bills, as so far 
allowed, are fair and reasonable. In the taxation of these bills, 
the Taxing Officer did not err in principle, and the question of 
quantum alone arises on this appeal, and on that question the 
Taxing Officer’s discretion should govern: In the Estate of Ogilvie, 
Ogilvie v. Massey, (1910] P. 243. The clients chose the Taxing 
Officer for their tribunal ; they did not call as witnesses the 
experts who, they say, would have agreed with their conten
tions. The case of Be Bussell Son and Scott (1880), 55 L.T.R. 
71, explains Be Tilleard, supra, cited on behalf of the appellants. 
The solicitors are not bound by the entries in their dockets: 
In re Hellard & Bewes, (1890] 2 Ch. 229. There was a great 
deal of responsibility assumed by the solicitors. The clients 
would have lost all they had but for the loan of $180,000 from 
Fasken, which was obtained through the influence of the solicit
ors: Be Solicitors (1907), 10 O.W.R. 951; Be Solicitor, 12 O.W.R. 
1074. The solicitors are entitled to a commission: In re Baker 
Lees <t* Co., (1903) 1 K.B. 189; O rail well v. A itch iso n (1893), 
10 Times L.R. 20; In re Bichardson, 3 Ch. Ch. R. 144; In re 
Attorneys, etc. (1870), 20 C.P. 495; O'('on nor v. Gemmill (1899), 
20 A.R. 27; Paradis v. Bossé (1892), 21 S.C.R. 419; In re Harri
son (1880), 33 Ch.D. 52; In re Macgowan, Macgowan v. Murray, 
(1891] 1 Ch. 105, at p. 114; Bice v. Galbraith (1912), 20 O.L.R. 
43. The solicitors are entitled to remuneration for services as 
directors, under an implied contract: In re Dover Coalfield Exten
sion Limited, (1908) 1 Ch. 05; Greenwell v. Porter, (1902] 1 Ch. 
530; In re South Western of Venezuela (Barqui-simelo) B.W. Co., 
1902 I Ch. Tin.

Pringle, in reply. In regard to commission, the solicitors 
should have employed a broker to do a broker’s business. As 
to the clients seeking the tribunal, they had to go to Mr. Thom. 
The clients should have got the costs of the taxation, as they 
taxed off three-fifths of the whole.
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September 27. (Iarri /, J. A. : As will be seen, tin* Divisional 
Court reversed the judgment of Britton, J., in part, upon the

Osrrow, J.A.
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cross-appeal, and allowed the items charged by the solicitors 
for attendance as directors and officers of the Cobalt Power Com
pany Limited. Riddell. J., in his judgment, says of this item 
“This was work done for the client; and, while there would he 
difficulty in the solicitors compelling the company to pay them. 
1 can see none in the way of charging the clients Beach Brothers."

The view of Britton, .1., is thus expressed : “When these ser
vices as directors, etc., were rendered, they were rendered as 
part of the whole work being carried on by Beach Brothers and 
the solicitors, and it was not in contemplation of Bench Brothers 
that any special and separate charge for these services by solicit
ors, (/uil directors and officers, should be made, over and above 
the day-by-day work being charged as shewn by the bills.”

it would, I think, be dangerous to encourage the idea that. 
under any circumstances, a solicitor acting for a client may as 
such become a director upon the board, or act as an officer of. 
a joint stock company, and be at the same time in the pay of 
the client for the services so rendered to the company.

Whether or not the company is what is called a one-man 
company can make no difference in the principle. Such a com
pany is an entity, and is subject to the general law respecting 
joint stock companies, the policy of which seems to be entirely 
against such a practice. The rule, or, as it might perhaps better 
be called, the presumption, in the case of directors, is, that the 
services as director are to be gratuitous. See per Bowen, L.J., 
in Hutton v. West Cork R.W. Co. ( 1883), 23 Ch.D. 054, at p. 072. 
Although, of course, by observing the formalities prescribed by 
the statute, provision may lawfully be made for payment. See 
the Ontario Companies Act, 1912, secs. 89, 90.

There is certainly no evidence of an express promise to pay 
for these services; and I agree with Britton, J., in thinking that 
the circumstances do not justify the necessary inference of an 
implied promise by the clients; for which reason I agree with 
Britton, J., that the item should not be allowed, and that tin- 
judgment of the Divisional Court should, to that extent at least, 
be reversed.

Then as to the main question. The clients contend that, 
notwithstanding the large amount already taxed off, the bills 
are still grossly excessive in several particulars—a contention so 
far not acceded to either by Britton, J., or in the Divisional 
Court. The contention is, therefore, one, under the circum
stances, not easy to maintain in this Court. None of the mem
bers of this Court nor of any of the Courts who have passed 
upon the matter can or will pretend to either the knowledge or 
experience of the learned Senior Taxing Officer, universally 
acknowledged to be an exceptionally capable ami competent 
official. And, if the matter could properly be regarded, as it 
evidently was, both by Britton, J., and in the Divisional Court. 
as not involving any principle, but merely a question of amount —
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in other words, of “more or less” under some stated or acknow
ledged principle—I for one would not think of interfering. Britton, 
J., in his judgment, said: “lie Solicitor, 12 O.W.R. 1074, is bind
ing upon me. In that case the authorities are cited, and the 
conclusion reached that ‘ where the Taxing Officer has not made 
any mistake in principle, and where the amount is not so grossly 
large or small (as the case may Ik*) as to be beyond all question 
improper, the Court’ ought not to ‘interfere with the discretion 
of the Taxing Officer.’ ” Riddell, J., in delivering the judgment 
of the Divisional Court, refers to the same case, which was a 
judgment of his own, and used practically the same language. 
And the language itself correctly expresses what, after looking 
at a number of cases upon the subject, seems to me to be the 
law in such eases. But what I cannot understand is the “princi
ple” which both the learned Judges seem so satisfied is not living 
violated, and that, therefore, the whole question is one of amount. 
I could understand the use of the term as applied to items governed 
by an authorised tariff; but it is conceded that the items com
plained of are not tariff items; and the only principle applicable 
to them, so far as I am aware, is, that the solicitor shall recover 
the value of his services—in other words, he shall recover as 
upon a quantum meruit. What the value of the services is, is 
a question of fact, to be determined, as in other cases, by proper 
evidence, which means, of course, here, the evidence of experts 
of experience, the Taxing Officer living, of course, at liberty 
freely to apply his own special knowledge and experience in 
addition. And his result or conclusion in such a case must, on 
principle, be just its open to review as that of any other judicial 
officer dealing with a question of fact, just as, for instance, an 
assessment of damages by a Judge at a trial without a jury; for 
it would certainly be odd and not reassuring to the public that, 
while this Court may, as it constantly is called upon to do, re
view the findings of a trial Judge, or even of a Divisional Court, 
upon a question of the quantum of damages, it is fHiwerless to 
act in such a case as this.

There does not apjiear to have been a large amount of evi
dence given More the learned Taxing Officer, and what was 
given does not seem to me to Ik* very definite or conclusive. 
In the argument before us reference was made to other experi
enced gentlemen familiar with the class of work in question who 
might have l>een, but were not, called. And there must, we 
would think, be no dearth of such evidence.

Upon tin* whole, I have come to the conclusion, reluctantly 
I admit, that the clients are entitled to have the taxation at 
least partially re-opened, for the purpose of shewing, if they 
can, that the bills in question should Ik* still further reduced. 
The amounts, even as allowed, are certainly very large. They 
greatly exceed the amounts as entered in the solicitors’ dockets,
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which, while not conclusive, ought to he at least primâ facie 
evidence of what the correct charges should be. The whole 
account need not, of course, be gone into, but only those items 
of which the clients still complain, which arc all, I think, set 
out in the judgment of Riddell, J. Roth parties as to these 
will be at liberty to call further evidence, and the clients will 
take the risk in costs, if in the end they fail to obtain a further 
reduction.

It is a pity that there is no proper tariff for such charges. 
It places all parties in a very awkward position. That there is 
power to fix such a tariff, see the Solicitors Act, 1912, secs* 
46, 47. And it may be worth while to note the various clauses 
(a) to (e) of the latter section, as to what should guide in framing 
such a tariff, these being indirectly some guide, even in the ab
sence of a tariff or until one is provided.

We were asked to interfere with the order heretofore made 
as to costs by the Taxing Officer. The clients might very well, 
under the circumstances, have been given their costs, considering 
the very large amount struck off the bills; but it was, I think, 
a matter within the discretion of the Taxing Officer, with which 
we ought not to interfere.

As to the other costs, if the parties had produced before the 
Taxing Officer the evidence which, I think, might have been 
obtained, we should have been able to deal with the whole matter 
here. For that omission both parties arc, it seems to me, some
what to blame. VVe are reversing the resv.lt in the Divisional 
Court, in so far as concerns the solicitors’ cross-appeal ; but, on 
the other hand, are not allowing the clients’ appeal otherwise 
than by a reference back to the Taxing Officer—in other words, 
giving them another opportunity on further evidence still further 
to reduce the bills, if they can; so that the final result is still 
uncertain.

Conditions such as these lead me to think that a fair order 
as to costs is to direct that the order of Britton, J., as to the 
costs of the proceedings before him, should stand, and that there 
should be no costs to either party of the appeal or cross-appeal 
to the Divisional Court or to this Court. The costs upon the 
reference back will, of course, be in the discretion of the Taxing 
< Officer.

IÆnnox, J., agreed with G arrow, J.A.
Meredith, J.A.:—The rule that an appeal does not generally 

lie from a Taxing Officer to a Judge as to the amount of a tax
able item comprised in a bill of costs, has no application to such 
a case as this: the rule deals with ordinary matters of taxation, 
with which the Taxing Officer, from experience, ought to be 
better able to deal than a Judge; if he be not, the remedy should 
be in a better Taxing Officer; because, but for the rule, a Judge 
would, by appeals, be made really a Taxing Officer. The items
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involved in this case arc of a very extraordinary amount—a 
$25,000 hill in a single matter; the character of the work has 
not been of ordinary occurrence in the past, and it seems to me 
to be quite time that the views of the highest Court of the Province 
should be expressed so as to be, to some extent, a guide in a new 
but apparently growing class of work.

The starting points in considering the case now may very 
well be these three: the amount of the solicitors’ claim against 
the clients, (1) as particularly set out by them, both as to ser
vices rendered and charges made for them, at their own instance; 
(2) as greatly increased in these demands for the purposes of 
the taxation; and (3) as taxed by the Taxing Officer.

The amounts charged by the solicitors in their books, from 
time to time as the services charged for were performed, are 
not, of course, necessarily binding upon them; though, as against 
them, they are entitled to great weight, needing satisfactory 
explanation before treating them as mistakes in the way of under
charge; and no such explanation was given; indeed, there seems 
to me to have been no reason for the increase except that the 
solicitors wanted more when the clients wanted explanation. 
To the contrary, after a careful examination of the original 
entries, I have no hesitation in saying that the charges made 
in them are, to say the least of it, very liberal, and such as any 
solicitor might well be satisfied with; and the increases made 
for the purpose of the taxation extravagant.

Two of the main items upon which the solicitors’ extremely 
large ultimate demand was made, consist of the two mortgages 
prepared for the purpose of securing bonds to be issued, and 
much was attempted to be made of them, especially on account 
of the responsibility the solicitors, it was said, incurred in respect 
of them; but, under any circumstances, as the solicitors were 
acting for the mortgagors only, what great responsibility could 
they be incurring? It would be very different with solicitors 
who were acting for the bondholders. And, beside this, the 
first mortgage was not finally used; the second one was sub
stituted for it; and the second one was prepared in accordance 
with a form provided by a solicitor, who was acting for the pro
posed bondholders, and who required that it be in that form. 
I can find no good reason for allowing any great amounts in 
connection with either of these mortgages.

Nor can I find any good reason for allowing the solicitors 
anything by way of a “commission.” Such a charge is entirely 
an aftersight; it was not thought of when the work was under
taken, when it was done, or when it was charged for; it is not 
ordinarily, if at all—except under Rules of Court made for the 
purpose of curtailing solicitors’ charges—a proper solicitors’ 
charge. One going to a broker and retaining his services in 
matters pertaining to his business, impliedly, if not expressly,
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undertakes to pay the usual brokerage charges, because that is 
the usual, if not the invariable, mode of dealing; but in this 
ease neither solicitor or client had any thought of any such method 
of payment; it was not the usual manner of charging, or paying, 
in that profession : the usual and proper method of charging was 
that adopted by the solicitors, evidenced by the entries in their 
dockets. If in the conduct of a client’s business a broker’s ser
vices are needed, I desire to say that it is the solicitor’s duty, 
with the client’s assent, to have the work done by a competent 
broker. To do the work himself and charge for it four or five 
times as much as the experienced man—the broker—would 
charge, would be inexcusable. I can find no justification for 
imputing to the clients a promise to pay, in any respect, by 
way of commission; and, short of a contract to pay, no such charge 
can lawfully be sustained. Nor, if charges by way of com
mission were incidents of a solicitor’s business, can I find evidence 
enough in this case to warrant any such charge: the loan or 
advance by the witness Fasken was not obtained by the solicitors 
independently of the clients, nor was that moneyed man first 
introduced to the clients by the solicitors, nor can I believe that 
the solicitors’ “personality,” and not the security of the clients’ 
property and the money to be made out of the transaction, 
opened the purse-strings, or, indeed, had anything substantial 
to do with that profitable operation.

In dealing with bills of costs for services such as those in 
question here, the allowances to be made must be reasonable ; 
and, in determining what is reasonable, the Taxing Officers have 
a safe guide in the authorised tariff of fees under which bills of 
costs are daily taxed; it affords evidence of reasonableness in so 
many things that I cannot but think it should afford a reason
able guide in most, if not in all, things.

I would allow the appeal and do not oppose a retaxation 
—if the solicitors are yet unwilling to accept the charges made 
by them in their own books, which the applicants are willing to 
pay, and which appear to me to be quite large enough.

The question of costs of this appeal and of former appeals 
has now been raised, and I have been asked to express my opinion 
upon it. When writing the foregoing opinion nothing was ex
pressed upon the subject, because I saw no reason to depart 
from the just rule that a successful party should have his costs 
of an appeal. Here the clients’ appeal is allowed and the solicit
ors’ cross-appeal is dismissed. What possible reason can there 
then lie for making an exception of, and a special order as to, 
costs in this case? Because the unsuccessful parties happen to 
be solicitors is no kind of reasonable or just reason. The clients 
were obliged to come to this Court to get relief from the judg
ment of a Divisional Court, and they have got it; the solicitors 
were not obliged to appeal from that judgment, which gave
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them too much; but they did, and failed. Why not pay co-ts 
of such an appeal? My conclusions upon the merits of the 
appeal do not necessitate a reference back of the bills; I would 
prefer dealing with them finally now; but see no serious objec
tion to such a reference. It is, however, in my opinion, no ground 
whatever for depriving the clients of their costs in this Court. 
If this appeal were allowed and the cross-appeal dismissed and 
the judgment of the single Judge restored merely, no one would 
gainsay the clients’ fight to such costs; why, then, should uhey 
fai worse when getting greater relief than that; and in any case 
wh> he deprived of them merely because this Court may deem 
it better to refer the matter back to the Taxing Officer than 
finally dispose of the case on its merits on this appeal? The 
costs of the appeals to the single Judge and of the appeals to 
the Divisional Court stand upon a different footing: the former 
appeal and cross-appeal failed, and the Judge exercised his dis
cretion over the costs of them: there was also failure to a con
siderable extent on each side ultimately as to the things sought 
in the appeals to the Divisional Court. So that a fair disposi
tion of the costs of the appeals in each of those Courts would 
be made in leaving the parties respectively to pay their own 
costs; and that disposition of such costs I would now make. 
The costs of the new taxation should be dealt with by the Taxing 
Officer.

Maclaren and Magee, JJ.A., agreed in the result.
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Appeal allowed and cross- 
appeal dismissed.

The order of the Court was ns follows: Ap|x>al allowed with costs and 
cross-appeal dismissed with costs; no costs to either party of the appeals 
to Britton, J., and the Divisional Court; reference back to the Taxing 
Officer.

POOL v. ROBINSON. MAN.

Manitoba King’s Bench. Trial before Macdonald, J. October 22. 1912. K. B.

1. Vendor and purchaser (g I E—28)—Purchaser’s default—Crop pat-
mekt plan Sam rt mortoagee on default or mrooe n(.t

Where the purchaser of land under a crop payment plan himself 
makes default in carrying out his agreement and such default is found 
to have been the enu-e of the vendor's default to a mortgagee of the 
property by reason whereof the property was sold under the mortgage, 
the original purchaser first mentioned has no right of action in dam
ages against his vendor for allowing the property to be sold.

Tiie plaintiff brings this action claiming damages against the Statement 
defendant for the latter allowing the property hereinafter re
ferred to being sold under a mortgage given by the defendant 
on the said property.

22—7 D.L.R.
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The action was dismissed.
A. Eakins, for plaintiff.
II. F. Maulson, for defendant.

Macdonald, J. :—The defendant, on the 16th November, 1908, 
entered into an agreement witli one Still for the sale to the latter 
of the south-east quarter of section ten (10) and south-west quar
ter of section eleven (11) in township fourteen (14) and range 
seventeen (17) west of the principal meridian in Manitoba, and 
Still, with the consent of the defendant, assigned the said agree
ment and all his interest therein and in the said lands to the 
plaintiff.

The land was at the time under mortgage by the defendant 
to the Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation, but the agree
ment is silent as to this mortgage, and no reference was made to 
it at the time of the sale to Still. The latter was, however, aware 
of the mortgage at the time of the assignment to the plaintiff, 
and the plaintiff was advised of it.

The agreement provides for the payment of the purchase- 
price without fixing any day for its payment, the purchaser 
agreeing to buy for the sum of $5,700 with interest at the rate 
of seven per cent, per annum on the sum of $2,500, being the 
amount of the mortgage against the property, and six per cent, 
per annum on the balance of the purchase money. And the pur
chaser further covenants and agrees

to break and backset twenty acres of the said land during the season 
of 1900 and a further quantity of the uncultivated arable land upon 
«aid premises to be broken and backset in the same manner during the 
proper seasons as follows: 20 acres in 1900; 20 acres in 1909.

This last twenty acres, it is evident, was intended for 1910. 
The agreement further provides that the purchaser will seed 

to wheat or such other grain as the vendor may consent to in 
writing all the land that may be broken previously to the year 
1909 unless the vendor consent in writing that some part may 
be left over to summer-fallow.

The purchaser agrees to pay and discharge all taxes, rates 
and assessments wherewith the land may be rated or charged 
from and after the date of the agreement.

Notwithstanding the slovenly and careless manner in which 
this agreement was made out it is plain that the intention of the 
parties was that the purchase-price was to be paid on what is 
known as the crop payment plan, upon the purchaser complying 
with the terms and conditions of the agreement and upon the 
purchase-price being paid the vendor agreed to convey to the 
purchaser by good and sufficient deed of conveyance.

In default in any of the payments or in the performance of 
any of the covenants the vendor shall be at liberty at any time 
after such default with or without notice to the purchaser, either
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to cancel the contract and declare the same void and forfeit any 
payments that may have been made on account thereof or pro
ceed to another sale of the said lands either by public auction, 
tender or private contract.

The purchaser made default in almost all (if not all) the 
conditions and provisions of the agreement, entitling the vendor 
to cancellation of the agreement on the happening of any default.

In 1909 he failed to break the twenty acres called for by the 
agreement ; in that year he put into crop but sixty acres instead 
of one hundred and ten as demanded by the agreement, and 
without advising the vendor or obtaining his consent to the lesser 
quantity; he did not give the notice required by the agreement, 
although this requirement may have been waived ; he did not pay 
the taxes, although he says he took care that the lands were not 
sold for arrears of taxes, hut this was not a compliance with the 
terms of the agreement ; he saw the clerk of the municipality 
several times about the taxes, and on the last occasion, after at 
least the second default, he was advised that the taxes had been 
paid by the company holding the mortgage against the property. 
This satisfied the plaintiff and he paid no further attention to this 
matter, knowing as he must, that this default on his part would 
make his vendor in default under his mortgage.

In the year 1909 he failed to deliver to the vendor his share 
of the oats as called for by the agreement, appropriating to his 
own use at his own estimate oats to the value of sixty dollars. 
He claims, however, that he had the permission of the vendor’s 
agent to do this, and although the agent does not remember any 
such permission, he thinks it improbable, and it seems unrea
sonable that he would consider his authority extended thus far. 
Although the plaintiff sets out this permission, he admits that 
he was to make good this shortage, which, however, he never did.

It seems to me the vendor could very well say that the pur
chaser. through his neglect and many defaults, was the cause of 
his default under the mortgage through which the property was 
sold.

The expectation no doubt was that the returns from the farm 
would protect this mortgage and failure to extend the cultivation 
and to account for one-half of the crop might make the payments 
under the mortgage difficult for the vendor.

The purchaser was ,iust as much in default ils if the purchase- 
price was payable in money instalments and he had failed in 
meeting them.

In my opinion the plaintiff, by reason of his failure to comply 
with the terms of the agreement of sale is without redress for 
the defendant allowing the property to be sold under his mort
gage, and I dismiss the action with costs. I also dismiss the 
counterclaim with costs.
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Action dismissed.
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Annotation — Specific performance (g IA—8) — Grounds for refusing the 
remedy.

Upon the well-known principle that the purchaser must have been ever 
ready to perform, it is clear that where he sues for specific performance, 
the crucial question commonly is whether he himself has ever been ready, 
desirous, prompt and eager to carry out his part of the contract, and, if 
not, an otherwise evenly-poised scales is by defendant's laches turned 
against him, and specific performance refused: Milward v. Earl of Tim ml,
5 Ves. 720»; Dunlop v. Bolster, 0 D.L.R. 408, 21 W.L.R. 095; Edgar v. 
Cask* a. 7 D.L.R. 48.

A party cannot cail upon a Court of equity for specific performance un 
leas he has shewn himself ready, desirous, prompt and eager, to perform 
his own part of the contract: Edgar v. Caskey, 7 D.L.R. 45, per Simmon* 
and Stuart, JJ., following the principle as laid down in Milicard v. Earl 
of Thanct, 5 Ves. 720»; Eads v. Williams, 4 De<i. M. & G. 074, 091.

A plaintiff purchaser seeking specific performance must meet tin- 
question whether he himself has temporized on a speculative purchase, so 
that by his own conduct he allowed the vendor to take a position by re
sale whereby sj>ecific performance would work a hardship; and the plain 
tiff failing to meet such a defence cannot succeed: Edgar v. Caskey, 7 
D.L.R. 45.

In a purchaser's suit for specific performance the onus is on him to 
shew reasonable diligence in setting up his claim, and where, either in 
speculation, or in bad faith, or even through inadvertence, he moved so 
slowly that the vendor, relying U|ion appearances from the purchaser’s de
fault, bargained to re-sell and therefore cannot retract without liability for 
damages, the original purchaser will be denied the relief: Dunlop v. Bolster,
6 D.L.R. 468, 21 W.L.R. 695; Edgar v. Caskey, 7 D.L.R. 45,

Under an agreement to sell lands, where the purchaser, by his con
tinued default on an instalment of the purchase price, placed upon the 
contract the earmarks of abandonment, and thereby entitled the vendor 
to cancel the contract, but, instead of cancelling, the vendor brought action 
to compel payment of the purchase-price under the terms of the agreement, 
this election by the vendor entitled the purchaser (had he acted promptly) 
to have the sale carried out.

Under an agreement to sell lands, where the vendor after default on an 
instalment of the purchase-price brought action demanding, under an ac
celeration clause, payment of the full bnlunce of purchase-money, and the 
purchaser tenders only the amount of the defaulted instalment when the 
vendor was entitled to the full balance, this shews on the purchaser's part 
a want of readiness and eagerness to carry out the contract and is in 
effect an abandonment of it, and when followed up by notice of rescission 
from the vendor, a subsequent action by the purchaser for specific per
formance must fail: Dunlop v. Bolster, 6 D.L.R. 408, 21 W.L.R. 69.1, re
versing, on appeal, Dunlop v. Bolster, 4 D.L.R. 451; Hands V. Robinson, 
21 Can. 8.C.R. 404, applied.

The principal ease holds that where the purchaser of land, under a 
crop payment plan, himself makes default in carrying out his agreement, 
and such default is found to have been the cause of the vendor's default 
to a mortgagee of the property by reason whereof the property was sold 
under the mortgage, the original purchaser first mentioned has no right of
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Annotation {continued)— Specific performance (8 I A—8)—Grounds for re- MAN.
fusing the remedy. -----

Annotation.
action in damages against his vendor for allowing the property to be sold: ------
Dool v Robinson, 7 D.L.R. ante. The purchaser, in that case, sought specific ®c^u.!la* 
performance, under an agreement of sale of lands, in which he had coven- performance 
anted to break and crop certain acreages, and to pay the purchase money 
on the crop payment plan, and to pay the taxes; it appeared that sub
stantially all of those covenants were broken; and, partly because of the de
fault on the taxes, the lands were sold under a mortgage which the vendor 
had covenanted to pay; the purchaser had stood by and watched the mort
gage sale; it was held that such default and laches by the purchaser him
self had been shewn that specific performance should be refused: Dool v.
Robinson, 7 D.L.R. ante.

So also where a purchaser of a farm, seeking specific performance of 
an agreement of sale, hud, under that agreement, covenanted (a) to break 
20 acres; (6) to crop 110 acres; (e) to turn over to the vendor his stipu
lated share of all the crops; (d) to pay all taxes; and where he has done 
practically none of those things; and where, as a result of his default, 
the farm went to sale under an outstanding mortgage the instalments on 
which the vendor had covenanted to pay, the purchaser by his persistent 
defaults was held disentitled to any relief by way of specific performance:
Dool v. Robinson, 7 D.L.R. ante.

Where an agreement for the sale of land expressly stipulates for a 
down payment of $10,000 on a $33,750 purchase, and there is outstanding 
a mortgage (of which the purchaser had notice prior to the agreement) 
which amounts to less than the balance of the purchase price, if the pur
chaser refuses on an objection to title based upon the outstanding mort
gage to make the down payment, the vendor is entitled upon reasonable 
notice to cancel the contract, ami where such notice is given and the pur
chaser still refuses to comply he cannot afterwards enforce specific perform
ance: Cushing v. Knight, 0 D.L.R. 820, 40 Can. S.C.R. 555, reversing, on 
appeal, Knight v. Cushing, 1 D.L.R. 331, 20 W.L.R. 28.

Where a purchaser, under an agreement to purchase lands, insists upon 
something unprovided for in the agreement as a sine qua non of his per- 
forming his own express obligations under the contract, lie thereby raises 
an impassable barrier to his own action for specific performance: Cushing 
v. Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820, 40 Can. S.C.R. 555, per ldington, J.

Where a purchaser under an agreement of sale of lands refused to 
comply with an express provision for payment of a substantial down pay
ment on the purchase price of lands of speculative value of which he dish» 
not receive possession, and after a long interval without taking any action 
until the property had greatly increased in value offers such down payment 
to the vendor, the latter will not be compelled to accept the same for the 
reason that it would, in effect, be constituting a fresh contract: Cushing v. 
Knight, 0 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. S.C.R. 555, per Duff, J.

Under an agreement for the sale of land, where the property is of 
a speculative character and time therefore of the essence of the agreement, 
where the purchaser has refused to comply with an express requirement of 
the contract for a large down payment on the purchase price, a four day 
notice by the vendor for payment, or, in the alternative, for cancellation 
is reasonable, and, on the purchaser continuing in default beyond the
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period so fixed bv the notice, the vendor is entitled to treat the agreement 
as cancelled : Vunking v. Knight, (i D.L.R. 820, 4Ü Can. S.C.R. 555, per 
Anglin. J.

Where both the parties are at fault, and the contract is therefore ended, 
the general rule is a return to the purchaser of his payments less damages 
to the vendor for the purchaser’s default: 39 Cyc. 2020; compare Campbell 
V. Oria , 10 V.C.C.P. 295.

In an action for specific performance, if literal enforcement would Ik* un
duly harsh, the relief will Ik* modified: .'1(1 Cyc. 726, 731, 755.

The rule which governs the Courts in giving relief by way of specific 
performance of agreements, even in cases in which time is not made of the 
essence of the contract, is that a plaintiff seeking such relief must shew 
that he has l>eeu always ready and eager to carry out the contract on his 
part: Harris v. Robinson, 21 Can. S.C.R. .‘190, 404; Dunlop v. Hululer, 6 
D.IaR fox.

The exercise of the jurisdiction to order specific performance of a con
tract is a matter of judicial discretion, to be governed, as far as possible, 
by fixed rules and principles, but more elastic than in the administration 
of other judicial remedies, and in the exercise of the remedy much regard 
is shewn to the conduct of the person seeking relief: Harris v. Robinson, 21 
Can. S.C.R. 390, 397; La mare v. Dixon, L.R. 6 H.L. 423; Fry on Specific 
Performance, 2nd ed., sec. 25; Fuller v. Maynard, 5 D.L.R. 520.

The jurisdiction, which Courts of equity formerly exercised by way of 
sjiecific performance, is, since the Judicature Act, administered by all 
Courts in Ontario, but upon the old established principles and subject to 
the old limitations; ami, in a case where a Court would be compelled to 
set at defiance the wholesome rule which requires promptitude and dili 
gence on the part of one who seeks this extraordinary relief in order to 
grant specific performance, the relief must lie refused: Harris v. Robinson, 
21 Can. S.C.R. 390, 397, 404; Fuller v. Maynard, 5 D.L.R. 520.

The granting of relief, in a proceeding for the specific performance of 
a contract, lies in the discretion of the Court, and will not be exercised 
arbitrarily or capriciously, but only where it would be inequitable to deny 
such relief: Fuller v. Maynard, 5 D.L.R. 520; see also Clowes v. Higginsun 

1 V. à ■ 84; Han ■ i Rot naan ( 1818), 81 « aa 6 C B "
Lamare v. Dixon (1873), L.R. 6 H.L. 414; Coventry v. McLean (1892).

: 1

Where time was not expressly or impliedly the essence of a contract 
for the sale of real estate, and the vendor failed afterwards to give the 
purchaser such reasonable notice to complete the contract within a definite 
and specified period as would make time the essence thereof, and the delay 
in completing the contract on the part of the purchaser was due to his 
waiting to hear as to an application he had made (with the knowledge of the 
vendor) for a loan on the property for the purpose of completing payment 
therefor; a determination of the contract by the vendor was unjustifiable, 
and the purchaser would be entitled to recover any special damage he had 
suffered, bv reason of having entered into possession and made extensive 
and costly improvements, with the knowledge and approval of the vendor: 
Mitchell v. Wilson, 2 D.L.R. 714; see also Darkin v. Thor old, 16 Iteav. 69
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16 Jur. 959, 22 L.J. Ch. 174; 7 Halsbury’s Laws of Knglund 413; Forfar 
V. Huge, 5 Terr. L.R. 255; Wallace v. Hcsslcin, 29 Can. S.C.R. 171, 174 ; 
Hunny v. Hopkinson, 27 Beav. 565, 29 L.J. Ch. 93, 6 Jur. (N.S.) 187, 1 
L.T. 53; Itolph v. Crouch, L.R. 3 Ex. 44; Mayne on Damages, 7th ed., 229.

Facts known to the vendor (at the time the contract was made) as 
having influenced the purchaser to agree to the time fixed for completion, 
in a contract for sale of land, will be considered in determining what is 
a reasonable notice, where tfie contract does not provide that time shall 
be of the essence of the contract: Mitchell V. Wilson, 2 D.L.R. 714 ; see 
also Parkin v. Thorold, 16 Beav. 59, 22 L.J. Ch. 174 ; Forfar v. 8age, 5 
Terr. L.R. 255; Wallace v. Hesslein, 29 Can. S.C.R. 171.

A memorandum of sale of land, which recites a consideration of $2,700, 
and provides for six yearly payments aggregating $2,400 only, does not 
contain all of the terms" of the contract between the parties so as to satisfy 
the requirements of sec. 4 of the Statute of Frauds, when the document is 
silent as to the manner of paying the remaining $300, whether in cash or 
otherwise, nor can it Ik» presumed, even ns against the vendor, that such 
balance was to be paid in cash, although the purchaser assents thereto by 
his pleading: Fenske v. Farbacher, 2 D.L.R. 634, and its annotation ; see 
also Hussey v. Home Payne, 4 A.C. 311, 316; Chinnock v. The Marchioness 
of Ely, 4 De(i. J. & S. 638, 646; Muiulay V. Asprcy, 13 Ch.D. 855; Fowler 
v. Freeman, 9 Ves. 351.

If one of two parties to a contract for a sale of land gives to the other 
notice that he will not perform the contract, and the person receiving the 
notice does not, within reasonable time after the receipt of such notice, 
take steps to enforce the contract; equity will consider him to have ac
quiesced in the abandonment of the contract, and will leave the parties to 
it to their remedies at law: Parkin v. Thorold, 16 Beav. 71.

When it is a condition of a contract for the sale of land that time is to 
be considered as of the essence of the agreement, a mere extension of the 
time is a waiver of such condition, only to the extent of substituting the 
extended time for the original time, and the condition remains effective so 
as to make time of the essence of the agreement as to the substituted date: 
Hicks V. La id lair, 2 D.L.R. 469, following Barclay v. Messenger, 43 LJ. 
Ch. 449; see also Annotation to Hicks v. Laid lair.

A Court of equity may either relieve against, or enforce, specific per
formance (notwithstanding failure to keep the dates assigned by the con
tract, either for completion, or for the steps towards completion) if it can 
do justice between the parties, and if there is nothing in the express stipu
lations between the parties, or in the nature of the property or circum
stances, which would make it inequitable to interfere with, and to modify, 
the legal right: Hicks V. Laid lair, 2 D.L.R. 460; Tilly v. Thomas, L.R. 
3 Ch. 61.

The exercise of the jurisdiction of equity, as to enforcing the specific 
performance of agreements, is not a matter of right in the party seeking 
relief, but of discretion in the Court, not an arbitrary or capricious dis
cretion, but one to be governed as far as possible by fixed rules and prin 
ci pies: Lamare v Dixon, L.R. 6 H.L. 414, 423; see also Knight v. Cushing, 
1 D.L.R. 354», and the same case in appeal sub nom. Cushing v. Knight. 
« D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. 8.C.R. 555.
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McLARTY v. TODD.
Ontario High Court. Trial before Riddell, J. October 20, 1912.

1. Assignment for creditors ( g VIII—74a)—Wages — Preferential 
claim — Meaning of “wages not exceeding three months’ 
wages"—Wages Act (Ont.) 10 Knw. VII. ch. 72.

Where an assignment is made for the general benefit of creditors, 
the wages “not exceeding three months’ wages” for which (under 
tne wages Act (Ont.) 10 Edw. VII. ch. 72. see. .'$), a person in the 
employment of the assignor within a month of the assignment has 
a preferential claim, means, not necessarily the wages for the three 
months immediately preceding the assignment, but the balance of 
wages due him not exceeding any three months’ wages.

An action brought by the assignee of a claim for wages 
against two companies and their assignee for the benefit of credi
tors.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
L. F. Tlcyd, K.C., for the plaintiff.
J. P. MacGregor, for the defendants.
Riddell, J. :—I held that the plaintiff had established by 

evidence that his assignor had been duly employed by the com
panies, and I gave judgment for the amount of the balance of 
the claim.

As against the assignee of the compares, the question arose 
as to the amount for which the said claim is a preferential 
claim under R.S.O. 1897 ch. 156, sec. 2, now 10 Edw. VII. ch. 
72, sec. 3. I should not have thought it necessary to write a 
judgment, had I not been informed by counsel that it has been, 
by Referees, etc., more than once ruled that the amount of the 
preference is to be found by taking the amount of the last three 
months’ wages and deducting therefrom the amount of wages 
paid during the same time. This I think an error : the assign 
is to pay “the wages of all persons in the employment of 
assignor . . . not exceeding three months’ wages . .
It is not the balance of the last three months’ wages, but “the 
wages . . . not exceeding three months’ wages.” In other 
words, the servant may venture to leave in the master’s hands a 
balance of his wages, so long as that balance does not exceed 
three months’ wages.

The wages were $35 per week—3 months=13 weeks at $35 
per week—$455.

Accordingly, of the amount of $873.77 found due at the 
trial, the plaintiff will have a preference to the amount of $455 
and a claim for the remainder.

The plaintiff is also entitled to his costs as against the de
fendant assignee, although the assignee on the facts before him 
was justified in disputing the claim : Zimmerman v. Sproat, 5 
D.L.R. 452, 26 O.L.R. 448.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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MAPLE CITY OIL AND GAS CO. v. CHARLTON.

Ontario Iligh Court. Trial before Kelly, J. July 29, 1912.

1. Estoppel (8 III II—54)—“On. lease" of wife’s lands executed iiy
HUSBAND IN PRESENCE OF WIFE.

Where a husband, who had twen in the habit of conducting his wife's 
business, executes an ‘‘oil lease” of lands belonging to her, in which 
lease she does not join, hut stands by at the execution thereof, reads 
the instrument, knows its contents and expresses her approval, and 
the husband accepts rent under the lease, and later the wife herself 
actually subscribes her name to the instrument in order to confirm it, 
she is estopped as against assignees of the lease from claiming that 
there was no valid execution of the lease.

[Cairncro88 v. Lorimer (1800), 3 Macq. H.L. 827, referred to.]
2. Mines and minerals (§ II B 4—53)—Rights of prior lessees of “oil

Subsequent lessees of an “oil lease” where there is already on re
cord an outstanding valid “oil lease” on the same property will lie 
restrained from entering upon or prospecting for oil or gas on the 
lands in question during the period that the prior lessees arc so en
titled.

3. Improvements ( § I—4)—Compensation fob improvements made by
SUBSEQUENT LESSEES UNDER “OIL LEASE.”

Where plaintiffs are entitled by reason of a prior “oil lease” to 
enter upon and prospect for oil and gas upon land subsequently leased 
to defendants and upon which defendants have already done work 
and made improvements, if the plaintiffs wish to take the benefit of 
this work done and improvements made, defendant is entitled to com
pensation therefor.

[McIntosh v. Leckie, 13 O.L.R. 54, followed.]

Action by the assignees of an oil lease for possession of the 
lands leased and to restrain the defendants from entering upon 
or prospecting for oil or gas thereon during the currency of the 
lease.

There was judgment for the plaintiffs with costs.
W. N. Tilley, for the plaintiffs.
O. L. Lewis, K.C., and W. G. Richards, for the defendants 

the Ridgetown Fuel Supply Company, Limited.
R. L. Gosnell, for the defendants John Charlton and Agnes 

Charlton.

Kelly, J :—The defendant Agnes Charlton, wife of her co
defendant John Charlton, is the owner of part of lot 177 on the 
north side of Talbot road (on the town line) in the township of 
Tilbury, containing 90 acres more or less.

On the 12th October, 1905, W. E. Keve, accompanied by 
George A. Jackson, a farmer residing in the township of Rom
ney, went to the residence of the defendants, the Charltons, and 
negotiated with the defendant John Charlton for what is known 
as an “oil lease" of the property. The negotiations were carried 
on in the presence of the defendant Agnes Charlton, and resulted 
in a lease being made by John Charlton to Keve of all the oil
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and gas in and under the premises, with the exclusive right to 
enter thereon for the purpose of drilling and operating for oil, 
gas, or water . . . for the term of ten years, “and as much 
longer as oil or gas are produced therefrom,” etc.

The lease was made on certain conditions, one of which was 
that, if operations for drilling a well for oil or gas were not 
commenced within four months from the date of the lease, and in 
case a well were not so commenced, the lease should become null 
and void, unless the lessee should pay to the lessor 25 cents per 
acre annually thereafter until a well should be commenced, and 
that such payments might lie made “in hand by cheque or post 
office order mailed to the first party’s (lessor’s) credit in the 
Bank of Commerce of Blenheim, Ontario.” Jackson, who com
pleted the drawing of the lease, says he assumed that John 
Charlton was the owner of the property.

On tiie 20th July, 1906, Keve assigned this lease to II. E. 
Graham, and both the lease and the assignment were registered 
in the registry office on the 9th August, 1906.

Drilling for oil or gas did not commence within the four 
months; and on the 6th February, 1907, $22.50 (being 25 cents 
per acre for the 90 acres) was paid to John Charlton, who gave 
to the New York and Western Consolidated Oil Company (a 
company apparently owned by Graham, or with which he was 
associated) a written receipt therefor, which was expressed to 
be “in full for one year’s rent from February 12th, 1906, to 
February 12th, 1907, on lease made by me to W. E. Keve, of 
Lima, Ohio, on the 12th day of October, 1905, for oil and gas 
purposes, on my land . . . and this payment is received by 
me in full satisfaction of all present claim or claims due me on 
•aid lease, which is hereby confirmed.”

It having come to the knowledge of Graham that these lands 
stood in the name of the defendant Agnes Charlton, and not in 
that of John Charlton, early in September, 1907, Graham and 
A. D. Chaplin, who was the secretary-treasurer of the plaintiff 
company, went to Charlton’s house, with the evident intention of 
having Mrs. Charlton confirm the lease made by her husband, 
or of having her sign a new lease to take the place of the former 
one. There was then produced to her what purported to be a 
copy of the original lease signed by her husband and Keve, and 
after the names “John Charlton” and “W. E. Keve” had been 
struck out, and the names “Agnes Charlton” and “H. C. 
Graham” substituted therefor, the document was signed and 
sealed by Agnes Charlton and by Graham.

Later on, the lease was assigned by Graham to A. D. Chaplin, 
who in turn assigned it to the plaintiff company.

The lessee, or those who subsequently became entitled to the 
benefit of the document, not having commenced to drill, they 
continued to make the annual payments of $22.50, aftd sub-
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sequent to the above-mentioned payments, for which the de
fendant, John Charlton, gave his receipt, the following pay
ments were made: Cheque of Graham to the order of The 
Canadian Hank of Commerce at Blenheim, dated February 7th, 
1908, for $22.50. The only evidence of the date on which this 
was paid to the bank, is from a statement of the bank, produced 
since the trial, shewing its receipt on February 15th, 1908.

Prior to February 12th in each of the years, 1909, 1910, 
and 1911, there was paid into the same bank by plaintiffs by 
cheques payable to the order of John Charlton, the sum of 
$22.50, each cheque on its face indicating that it was rent 
for the property in question.

All of these sums were by the bank placed to the credit of 
John Charlton.

It appears, too, from the bank’s statement that a further 
sum was paid in to the bank for the credit of John Charlton 
on January 6th, 1912.

On April 11th, 1908, John Charlton by cheque signed by 
him drew from the bank the $22.50 paid in the previous Feb
ruary.

On the 6th January, 1911, the defendants, Agnes Charlton 
and John Charlton, made an “oil lease” of these same premises 
to John W. Smith, who, on the 9th January of that same year, 
assigned it to the defendants the Ridgetown Fuel Supply Com
pany, Limited.

Prior to the making of the latter lease and subsequent to 
the making of the document under which plaintiffs claim, another 
lease was made by the Charltons, or one of them, to other 
parties, but it was afterwards abandoned.

The defendant company proceeded to drill a well on the 
premises, and have incurred considerable expense thereby.

Jasperson & McKay, the contractors, who did the work of 
drilling the well, were made parties defendants, but before the 
trial the action was discontinued against them.

In answer to the plaintiffs’ claim to be entitled under 
the documents executed in favour of Keve and Graham, the de
fendants have set up that the plaintiffs are not, under these 
documents, entitled to the property or the use thereof or to the 
gas or oil which may be taken therefrom, on the ground that John 
Charlton had not the right to make the lease; that the document 
signed by Agnes Charlton was not a confirmation of the lease; 
and, if the latter document should be taken to be a lease from 
her to Graham, that the lessees have forfeited their rights by 
reason of payment of the 25 cents per acre annually having been 
made to John Charlton and not to her. They also contend that 
there have been such material alterations in the documents as 
render them inoperative.
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The further defence is put forward that the lands are not 
described with such accuracy as to sttisfv the Statute of Frauds. 
The defendants, however, are not entitled to succeed on this last 
ground ; in my opinion, the documents sufficiently describe the 
property.

As to any alterations made, they were immaterial and not 
such as to affect the validity of the documents or to vary their 
legal effect; they merely expressed more fully the intention of 
the parties, already apparent on the face of the documents, and 
do not prejudice any of the parties thereunder : Norton on Deeds, 
2nd ed., p. 39.

Moreover, the evidence of Chaplin is, that no alterations or 
additions were made to the documents signed by Mrs. Charlton, 
after she had signed it, except this addition at the end, “22nd 
October, 1907;” but there is no evidence to shew by whom this 
addition was made.

The defendants laid stress upon two letters from Graham to 
Mrs. Charlton, in December, 1907, in which she was told that 
the plaintiffs would not drill on the property until they had 
got a lease properly signed. This was not in repudiation of what 
had been already signed, but it shews a desire on the lessees' 
part to h&ve a more formal document from the owner before 
they commenced to drill.

A ground of defence urged in the argument was as to the 
manner of making the annual payments of $22.50, and the con
sequence of their having been made to the credit of John Charl
ton, instead of to Agnes Charlton. On this ground, I think 
they must fail.

From the depositions of the Charltons, on their examination 
for discovery, it is quite apparent that both fully understood 
the nature, objects, and meaning of the original lease and the 
document later on signed by Agnes Charlton ; that the husband 
had been in the habit of conducting business for his wife; that 
she, when the original document was drawn, knew of its con
tents, read it over, and expressed her approval of it; and that, 
when she signed the document in September, 1907, she intended 
it to be a confirmation of the lease signed by her husband on 
the 12th October, 1905.

I cannot treat the dealings of the husband and wife in this 
transaction as separate; and, taking into consideration all the 
circumstances, I think it would be most unfair and inequitable 
to allow them to evade the consequences of what may be taken 
to have been their joint act, and thus relieve them from the 
obligation to carry out the bargain which they made with the 
plaintiffs’ predecessors in title. The propriety of this conclu
sion is to be seen from their evidence.

Mrs. Charlton, in her examination for discovery, says:—
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Q. And you were there on that day? (referring to the making of
the lease of 12th October, 1905). A. Yea.

Q. After that Mr. Chaplin and Mr. Graham came out to see you? 
A. Yes.

Q. And they told you that they had discovered somehow that Mr. 
Charlton was not the owner of the lot and that you were ? A. Yes.

Q. And they had a lease, a copy of the lease that he had signed there, 
signed by Keve and Chaplin? A. Yes.

Q. Now what you thought you were doing was that you were con- 
confirming your husband's action in leasing this property ; you were 
correcting what was an irregularity, as far as you knew? A. Yes.

Q. Ami that was your intention? A. Yea.
Q. I suppose it is the same in your family as others, the husband 

does the business ami the wife lets him? A. Yea. generally.
Q. And you were approving of what he had done? A. I guess I 

must have been or 1 would not have signed that paper.

And referring to her husband signing the lease to Keve, 
she says :—

Q. You were quite willing he should do what lie was doing, and
considered that whatever he was doing he was doing for you, as usual ?
A. Yea.

The evidence of John Charlton shews that the lease was recog
nized ns existing and in force, when, in April, 1908, he drew 
from the hank the $22.50 paid in by the lessees ; this money was 
not returned to the plaintiffs or their predecessors in title.

On the argument the question was not raised as to the effect 
of the payment for the year ending the 12th February, 1908, 
being made after that date. There is some doubt about the date 
the bank received it. But, assuming that it was made after 
the end of that year, I think the Charltons waived any forfeiture 
that might have resulted from failure to make payment within 
the proper time, when the husband drew that payment from the 
bank in April, 1908. The acceptance of this payment, and what 
took place in November or December, 1909, when John Charlton 
spoke to the plaintiff’s secretary about giving up the lease, and 
to which I refer later on, is evidence that the Charltons treated 
the lease as being in effect at that time.

John Charlton admits, too, that he had notice from the hank 
in each year, except the present year, that the annual payment 
had been paid into the bank.

Neither of the Charltons did anything to repudiate the lease, 
until about November or December, 1909, when an opportunity 
presented itself of leasing the property on terms more favour
able to them than those contained in the document under which 
the plaintiffs claim ; and, desiring to be freed from their dealings 
with the plaintiffs and their predecessors, the defendant John 
Charlton approached the secretary of the plaintiff company, and
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asked, as the secretary says, for a surrender of the lease held by 
the plaintiffs. John Charlton himself admits that he did go to 
the secretary, “to see what he was going to do about the lease, 
whether he was going to go on and drill, or give it up,” and he 
admits that he told the secretary that he was going to lease it 
to other parties ; in reply to which the secretary said that, if he 
did so, he would get into trouble. On his return home, he told 
his wife of this interview.

In the face of this warning, the Charltons did lease to Smith; 
and the more favourable terms they were able to make with him 
may have helped to induce them to disregard whatever obliga
tions they may have been under towards the plaintiffs.

In answer to an objection by the defendants, it is contended 
on behalf of the plaintiffs that Agnes Charlton is estopped from 
denying the right of her husband to bind her to the transaction 
of the 12th October, 1905.

Jackson, who completed the drawing of the lease, and whose 
evidence was given with frankness and apparent honesty, shews 
the interest she took in the negotiations when, as he says, she 
read over the lease of October 12th, 1905, before it was signed 
and expressed her approval of it. It is true that the husband in 
his examination for discovery denies that his wife read this 
document. I prefer, however, to accept Jackson’s testimony on 
that point. She knew or should have known that the title was 
in her, and I cannot see how she can escape from being held to 
be estopped, especially when it is so clearly shewn that she and 
her husband were acting together.

In Cairncross v. Lorimcr (1860), 3 Macq. II.L. 827, it is 
stated that

the doctrine will apply, which is to be found, I believe, in the 
laws of all civilized nations, that if a man either by words or 
by conduct has intimated that he consent» to an act which has 
been done and that lie will offer no opposition to it, although it could not 
have l>een lawfully done without his consent, and he thereby induces 
others to do that from which they otherwise might have abstained, he 
cannot question the legality of the act he had so sanctioned to the 
prejudice of those who have so given faith to his words or to the fair 
inference to lie drawn from his conduct.

And again,
I am of opinion that, generally speaking, if a party having an in

terest to prevent an act being done, has full notice of its having been 
done and acquiesces in it so as to induce a reasonable belief that he 
consents to it, and the position of others is altered by their giving 
credit to his sincerity, he has no more right to challenge the act to 
their prejudice than he would have had if it had been done by his pre
vious license.

Counsel for the Charltons contended that the registered deed 
to Agnes Charlton was notice to the plaintiffs of her title,
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and should be presumed against them; and. therefore, her 
“standing by” had not the effect of estopping her or giving the 
plaintiffs any right by estoppel.

It must not he overlooked that there was more than a mere 
“standing by” on her part, when she read over and expressly 
approved of the making of the original document. In Gregg v. 
Wells, 10 A. & E. 90, it is laid down that “a party who negli
gently or culpably stands by and allows another to contract on 
the faith and understanding of a fact which he can contradict, 
cannot afterwards dispute that fact in an action against the 
person whom he has himself assisted in deceiving.”

As to the defendant company, they cannot claim to have been 
ignorant of the true condition of affairs. The original lease to 
Keve and the assignment thereof hv Keve to Graham had both 
been registered before they negotiated with the Charltons. 
Charlton swears that Smith was told of the existence of the lease 
set up by the plaintiffs and of the documents under which they 
claimed; and, as he puts it, “I told him all about it.”

The evidence of Agnes Charlton on the same point is as 
follows ;—

26. Q. After that Macdonald come* along for Smith? A. Yes.
27. Q. And you gave him a lease? A. Yes.
28. Q. Now when you give Macdonald n lease for Smith, you told all 

about these leases? A. Yea.
29. Q. You had signed and your husband had signed? A. Yes.
30. Q. That you had received money. Who from? A. The com

pany. They knew all that, they knew everything.
31. Q. And they knew also, Mrs. Charlton, that your husband and 

Chaplin had some words about it. and that the Maple City Oil Company 
were claiming that the leases were good, and they were going to en
force them. You told them all that? A. They knew all that—ves.

The defendant company, though put upon inquiry, both by 
the registered documents and by the knowledge which they 
obtained from the Charltons, took no steps to clear off the title 
or to put themselves in a position where they could safely deal 
with or obtain a lease of the property; they took the risk of 
entering upon the property and expending a very considerable 
sum of money in drilling operations.

On the whole evidence, and without expressly referring to 
many objections taken by counsel for the defendants in their 
lengthy and able arguments, I cannot do otherwise than hold 
that the effect of the lease of the 12th October, 1905, and of the 
document subsequently signed by Agnes Charlton in favour of 
Graham, taken together, as I think they should be, is to con
stitute a lease by the husband and wife. It is beyond doubt that 
both intended that the lease should be given, and they thought 
they were making such a lease ; they acted upon it to the extent 
of accepting payment of the first year’s rental, as well as the
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rent for the year ending the 12th February, 1908, whieli was 
drawn from the bank by John Charlton (for I must hold that 
the receipt of these moneys by the husband was for the wife), 
and they had notice that the other payments were being made 
from time to time to the bank as rental for the subsequent years.

If any part of the evidence adduced by the plaintiffs was 
capable of being contradicted or explained by the defendants, 
they did not avail themselves of the opportunity of doing so, as 
they refrained from going into the witness-box at the trial.

I declare, therefore, that the document of the 12th October, 
1905, taken with that signed by Agnes Charlton in December, 
1907, constitutes a lease for the purpose therein set forth of the 
part of lot 177 on the Talbot road, township of Tilbury East, 
owned by Agnes Charlton, and that the plaintiffs arc entitled to 
possession for the purposes set forth in these documents.

The defendant company are restrained from entering upon 
or prospecting for oil or gas on these lands during the time that 
the plaintiffs are so entitled.

Following what was directed by his Lordship the Chancellor 
in McIntosh v. Leckie, 13 O.L.R. 54—a case in many respects 
not unlike the present one—if the plaintiffs take the benefit of 
the work done and improvements made by the defendant com
pany on the lands, it must be on terms of compensating that 
company therefor; and there will he a reference to the Master at 
Chatham to ascertain the amount of such compensation, if the 
parties fail to agree.

The plaintiffs are entitled to their costs of the action.

Judgment for the plaintiffs.

TOWN OF STURGEON FALLS v. IMPERIAL LAND CO.
Ontario High Court. Trial before Kelly, J. October 29, 1912.

1. Courts (8IC2—80)—Declaration of lien fob municipal taxes.
The provision of the Assessment Act (Ont.), 4 Edw. VII. ch. 23. 

sec. 89. whereby n municipal corporation is declared to have a special 
lien on lands for tax arrears confers no jurisdiction upon the court to 
pronounce a decree declaratory of such lien unless consequential relief 
can be given in the case.

[ifutrie v. Alexander, 23 O.L.R. 396, followed.]
2. Evidence (8VIJ—571)—Registered subdivision of lands.

The productioL for reference at the trial of what purports to be a 
copy of a registered plan the correctness of which alleged copy was 
neither admitted nor proved, is insufficient in an action for taxes, to 
prove that lots and subdivisions referred to in assessment rolls are 
identical with those shewn on the registered plans, so as to prove com 
pliance with sec. 22 of the Assessment Act (Ont.), 4 Edw. VII. ch. 23, 
sec. 22.
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3. Taxes (8 III H—110—Validity of assessment.
In order to shew that taxes are due, it must appear that the im

perative requirements of the statute as to assessment have been com
plied with and that the rate of taxation has been fixed.

4. Taxes (g IV—176)—Special lien for arrears.
The Assessment Act, 4 Kdxv. VII. (Ont.) eh. 23, sec. 89 in making 

land taxes due to the municipality a “special lien” on the lands con
fers no new right of realization by action at law which would acceler
ate the time for selling or shorten the time for redemption under the 
statutory mode of realizing under tax sale proceedings ; the effect of 
the statute is to give to the municipality a security by way of lien for 
such taxes in priority to other claims and incumbrances, until payment 
is enforced.

5. Statutes (| IIB—116)—Interpretation of taxation law.
A taxation statute is to lie construed strictly.
[fox V. Roberts, 3 App. Cas. 473, applied.] 

i). Taxes (8 HI B—llfi)—Subdivision assessments.
Under the Assessment Act. 4 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) cli. 23. see. 22. where

by land “subdivisions” are to lie assessed separately two or more lots or 
parcels on a plan should not lie included in one assessment. (Dictum 
per Kelly, J.)

7. Taxes (8 III B—116)— Assessment of part of subdivision lot.
Upon the separate assessment of a part of a lot in a land sulslivision 

such part should be designated in the assessment roll by its boundaries 
or other definite description, so as to indicate what part is intended 
(Dictum per Kelly, J.)

[Assessment Act (Ont.). 4 Kdw. VII. eh. 23, sec. 22, considered.]
8. Estoppel (8 IA—8)—Judgment for tax arrears—Concurrent reme

Where a municipal corporation accepted the promissory notes of a 
taxpayer for his tax arrears and by reason thereof had the taxes 
marked pn:d in the collector’s tax roil and then-after upon default in 
payment of some of the notes, took judgment thereon, the municipality 
is thereby estopped from afterwards seeking any other remedy for the 
taxes than what is available upon or incident to the notes and the 
judgment obtained. (Dictum per Kelly, .1.)

Action for a declaration that taxes to the amount of $9,- 
531.30, for the years 1906 to 1910, both inclusive, on a very large 
number of parcels of land, were charged by special lien on those 
parcels in priority to every other claim, privilege, or incum
brance of every person (including the defendants) except the 
Crown ; and for payment by the defendant or some of them of 
that sum and interest and the costs ($32.50) of an order per
mitting the action to be brought; and, in default of payment, 
to enforce the lien by sale; and also for payment by the de
fendants the Trusts and Guarantee Company Limited and the 
liquidator of the defendants the Imperial Land Company 
Limited of all sums received by them for rents and profits, insur
ance, or purchase-money, on any of the lands in question.

The action was dismissed.
G. II. Kilmer, K.C., and J. M. MacNamara, K.C., for the 

plaintiffs.
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S. II. Bradford, K.C., and J. Bradford, for the defendants 
the Imperial Land Company Limited and E. R. C. Clarkson.

II. W. Mickle and A. D. Armour, for the defendants the 
Trusts and Guarantee Company Limited.

Kelly, J. :—On the 25th June, 1909, on petition of the plain
tiffs, an order was made for the winding-up of the defendants 
the Imperial Land Company Limited, and the defendant Clark
son was appointed liquidator of that company.

The defendants the Trusts and Guarantee Company Limited 
are trustees under a mortgage deed of trust to secure bonds 
issued by the defendants the Imperial Land Company Limited.

Amongst the defences set up are : that no taxes are due as 
claimed by the plaintiffs; that the assessments for the various 
years for which the claim is made were not valid ; and that the 
imperative requirements of the Assessment Act and Municipal 
Act have not been complied with.

On the 1st September, 1908, the plaintiffs accepted from the 
defendants the Imperial Land Company Limited their promis
sory notes of that date, as follows : $500 at 3 months ; $500 at 
6 months ; $500 at 9 months; $500 at 12 months; and $957.93 at 
12 months; all of which notes bore interest at six per cent, per 
annum. These notes were given and accepted for the taxes on 
the lands in question for the years 1906 and 1907.

On the 1st February, 1909, the plaintiffs obtained judgment 
against the defendants the Imperial Land Company Limited for 
the amount of the first note; and on the 30th March, 1909, judg
ment for the amount of the second note.

The defendants contend that, even if the plaintiffs became 
entitled to a lien in respect of the taxi's, they have lost their right 
thereto for the years 1906 and 1907, by accepting the notes.

On the 5th October, 1908, the plaintiffs passed a resolution 
instructing the tax collector to mark as paid all taxes owing by 
the defendants the Imperial Land Company Limited, on the 
collector’s rolls for 1906 and 1907, as the same had been settled 
by notes ; and entries were made in the collector’s roll for 1907 
accordingly. The collector’s roll for 1908 does not shew any 
arrears for these properties.

The defendants set up, too, that such other persons as may be 
owners of or interested in any of the lands in question should 
be added as parties to these proceedings.

On the opening of the trial, counsel for the plaintiffs agreed 
that, if it should be found that any of the lands in respect of 
which the plaintiffs claimed a lien were owned by any other 
person or persons not parties to these proceedings, the plaintiffs' 
claim for a lien on the lands so owned by others should he 
abandoned in this action, the plaintiffs reserving their rights to 
proceed against such other person or persons and the lands 
owned by them by separate actions or proceedings.
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In the first place, is this a case where the Court should be 
asked to make a declaratory order in respect of the special lien 
claimed by the plaintiffs?

The plaintiffs not only ask a declaration as to a lion, but also 
that, in default of payment of the amount claimed, the lien 
should he enforced by sale of the lands. They rely for relief 
on sec. 89 of the Assessment Act, 4 Edw. VII. eh. 23, which is 
as follows:—

89. The taxon due upon any land with costa inny he recovered from 
the owner or tenant originally assessed therefor, and from any sub
sequent owner of the whole or any part thereof, saving his recourse 
against any other person, and shall lie a special lien on the land, en
forceable by action, in priority to every claim, privilege, lien or en
cumbrance of every person except the Crown, and the lien and its 
priority shall not lie lost or impaired by any neglect, omission or 
error of the municipality, or of any agent or officer, or by want of 
registration.

This cannot be taken to mean that the municipality having 
such lien has the right to enforce it by sale in such manner as 
to interfere with or deprive the owner of the right of redemption 
given by the Act, in the event of a sale for taxes.

The Assessment Act has provided a means of realising taxes 
which are three years in arrear, and has also given the owner the 
right to redeem within a year after such sale.

The intention of the Legislature in making the “taxes due” 
a special lien on the lands was not to give a new or additional 
means of realising, w’hich might have the effect of accelerating 
the time for selling, shortening the time for redemption, or 
otherwise interfering with such right, if not altogether depriv
ing the owner of it, but rather to give the municipality security 
for such taxes in priority to other claims and incumbrances as 
mentioned in the Act, until a tax sale or until payment before 
such sale.

This is not a case where, if a declaratory order were made, 
consequential relief could be given. Following what was laid 
down in Mutric v. Alexander (1911), 23 O.L.R. 396, and for the 
reasons given at p. 401 and in the authorities there cited, I re
fuse the declaration asked by the plaintiffs.

As to the claim for payment by the defendants of the taxes 
said to be due and the costs of the order: on the evidence sub
mitted, I think the plaintiffs must fail.

So far as the years 190f> and 1907 are concerned, the plain
tiffs accepted the company’s promissory notes and relied upon 
that form of payment; and whatever remedy they have against 
the defendants for the taxes for these years is upon the notes 
and the judgments obtained thereon.

The defendants, too, deny that any taxes are due for any of 
the years for which the plaintiffs make claim, on the ground,
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amongst others, that the description of the lands contained in 
the various assessment rolls and collectors’ rolls “are ambiguous, 
indefinite, and incapable of being identified upon the ground.”

Apart from other objections and apart also from any other 
errors or irregularities which may have occurred in making the 
assessments for these years (the effect of which I am not now 
taking into consideration), the evidence submitted by the plain
tiffs does not shew that there was a compliance with the pro
visions of see. 22 of the Assessment Act.

(e) Land known to be subdivided shall be designed in the roll by 
the numbers or other designation of the subdivisions, with referem • 
where necessary to the plan or survey thereof; land not subdivided 
into lots shall be designated by its boundaries or other intelligible 
description.

(d) Each Nulslivision shall be assessed separately, and every parcel 
of land (whether a whole subdivision or a portion thereof, or the 
whole or a portion of any building thereon) in the separate occupa 
tion of any person, shall be separately assessed.

The registered plans shewing the subdivisions of the property 
were not produced at the trial. The only guide before the Court 
as to these subdivisions is what was said to be a copy of the regis
tered plans or subdivisions, but this copy was not proven or 
admitted to be correct, nor is it shewn that the lots or subdi
visions mentioned in the assessment rolls are those shewn on the 
registered plans.

In the absence of some positive evidence that the lots and 
subdivisions referred to in the assessment rolls are according to 
the registered plans, I am unable to say that the assessment com
ply with the requirements of clauses (c) and (d) of sub-see. 1 
of sec. 22 of the Act.

After the trial, opportunity was given counsel to produce 
the original plans, or, in some satisfactory way, to prove the 
correctness of the copy produced at the trial. This, however, 
was not taken advantage of; and I have been left to deal with 
that part of the evidence in its unsatisfactory and incomplete 
form.

Even assuming that the copy of the plan produced at the 
trial shews correctly the subdivision into lots and blocks, there 
is clearly, in many instances, a want of compliance with the 
requirements of sec. 22, as, for example, where two or more lots 
or parcels were included in one assessment, or where the lands 
intended to be assessed were not designated with such certainty 
as to enable them to be readily defined or identified, or where 
the assessment refers to a part of a lot or parcel without desig
nating that part by its boundaries or other intelligent descrip
tion.

The effect of this non-compliance, or the failure or neglect to 
prove that there was a compliance, is to render invalid the
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assessments on the properties intended to be assessed : Hlakt >/ v. 
Smith (1909), 20 O.L.R. 279. Failure or neglect to shew a com
pliance with the Act in this respect makes it impossible to hold 
that there are “taxes due” upon these lands which “may be 
recovered” from the defendants.

What the plaintiffs are seeking to collect from the defend
ants is taxes for the years mentioned. To impose a tax legally, 
there must have been a valid assessment. A taxing Act must 
be construed strictly : Cox v. Uoherts (1878), !! App. Cas. 473. 
The making of a valid assessment is an imperative requirement.

In Love v. Webster (1895), 20 O.L.R. 45!!, Armour, C.J., 
held a tax sale to be invalid when an imperative requirement of 
the Act had not been complied with ; and the decision of a Divi
sional Court in Wacchter v. Pinkerton (1903), 6 O.L.R. 241, is 
to the same effect.

Section 89 of the Assessment Act presupposes that taxes exist 
and are due upon the lands ; and, in order to shew that taxes 
have been properly imposed and do exist and are due, there 
must have been a valid assessment and the fixing of a tax. It 
cannot be said that a tax exists or is due unless it is shewn that 
in making the assessment the imperative requirements of the 
Act have been complied with.

I, therefore, dismiss the action with costs. This, however, is 
not to be taken as affecting whatever rights the plaintiffs may 
have to recover upon the notes given for the taxes of 1906 and 
1907 or the judgments which they have obtained on any of these 
notes.

The defendants the Trusts and Guarantee Company Limited 
claim payment to them of such rents as the plaintiffs may have 
received from tenants of any of the properties under the order of 
Mr. Justice Middleton of the 17th May, 1911. If any such rents 
have been received, they will be paid over to such of the defend
ants as the Official Referee before whom the proceedings for 
liquidation of the defendants the Imperial Land Company 
Limited arc pending, finds entitled thereto. He will also ascer
tain the amount to be so paid, if the parties fail to agree.
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BURNEY v. MOORE.
Ontario Dirinional Court, FalconbridpC.J.K.B., Britton, and ItiddrU.J.f. 
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1. Vendor and i'I'bciiahkr (§ I A—4)—Salk — Land — Deed — Tender.
WHEN WAIVED.

A tender for execution of a deed of conveyance will be deemed to 
have been waived where it is clear from the circumstances existing 
at the date of the writ that the tender must have been refused if it 
had lieen made and for that reason would have been a mere useless

Oct. 26.
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person.
[McDouqall v. Hall (1887), 13 O.R. 166, followed; Knight v. Crock 

font (1794), 1 Es|>. 190; Lovelock v. Franklyn (1864), 8 Q.B. 371, 
referred to.] •

Burney 2. Vendor and purchaser (§ I A—4)—Sale — Lands — Right-of-way
—Deed—Survey by grantor condition precedent to tender of
CONVEY A NCR.

Where an agreement for the sale of land includes a right-of-way 
over other lands of the grantor, and contains a provision that he shall 
give a deed of the right-of-way “when and as soon as the same is sur
veyed.*' and it appears that the survey is necessary before a proper 
conveyance could be made, the grantee is relieved by the very nature 
of such a contract from tendering a conveyance for execution until 
the survey shall have Ix-cn made by the grantor.

| Deacon V. Mouth Lantern It. Co. ( 1889), (Il L.T.R. 377 ; Metro 
poli tan It. Vo. V. (Ireat Wntcrn R. Vo. (1900), 82 L.T.R. 451. in
ferred to.]

3. Easements (5 IIC—27)—Undefined right-of-way — Grantor to on
TAIN SURVEY.

Where the vendor upon the sale of a portion of his land agrees to 
give the purchaser a right-of-way across the remainder of bis pro- 
jierty from a certain road to the parcel sold and to make a grant of 
such right-of-way “as soon as tin* same is surveyed" it is the duty 
of the vendor to define the way by selecting its precise location ami 
having a survey made.

[Deacon v. Mouth-Eantern R. Co. ( 1880). til L.T.R. 377; Metro
politan It. Vo. v. (itcat M'cstnn R. Vo. (1900), 82 L.T.R. 451, re
ferred to.]

Statement Appeal by the plaintiffs from the judgment of the Junior 
Judge of the District Court of the District of Nipissing, dis
missing the action, which was brought to compel the defend
ant to make a survey and deliver a conveyance of a right of 
way, or for damages.

The appeal tvas allowed.
7i‘. McKay, K.C., for the plaintiffs.
G. F. Sltcplcy, K.C., for the defendant.

Riddell, J. Riddell, J. :—In April, 1906, the defendant entered into an 
agreement with the plaintiff Thomas Burney for sale to him of 
a part of lot 10 in the 5th concession of the township of Burke, 
which is wholly landlocked. The agreement—it is under seal 
concludes : “The party of the first part further agrees to give 
the party of the second part a right of way across lot number 11 
. . . from the Ilaileyhury and New Liskeard Road to tin* 
property above described, and agrees to make a grant of such 
right of way when and as soon as the same is surveyed.”

The agreement was transferred by Burney to his wife, the 
other plaintiff—and the defendant duly conveyed the land to 
her on the 6th April, 1907.

Before the conveyance was made, and shortly after the 
execution of the agreement, the parties agreed as to the location 
of the way—the only convenient location, it would seem, on tin-
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servient tenement. No survey was made and no conveyance 
given.

Some time thereafter, the defendant sold part of the land 
over which ran the way, to one Gillies: but the continual use 
of the way by the plaintiffs was not interfered with by Gillies. 
It would seem that the female plaintiff has attempted to sell 
the property, but failed, as the proposed purchasers objected 
that she “had no legal right to the right of way.” The property 
is worth about $500 if the right of way be secure, and it is not 
far from Haileybury.

According to the evidence of Mrs. Burney, which is not con
tradicted, in the spring of the year 1910 the defendant abso
lutely refused to give her a grant. He said: “1 can’t give you 
the right of way now, because I sold it, but later on I will give 
you the right of way over another portion of the land.” “I 
told him then that what he proposed to give at a future date was 
also Mr. Gillies’. This was in May last, after I threatened 
action, but before the writ was issued.”

This action was begun in May, 1910, both husband and wife 
suing as plaintiffs. They set up the agreement ; that the defend
ant, in 1906, laid out the right of way pursuant to the agree
ment, and placed them in possession thereof; that they have 
daily used it: that they have requested him to have it “surveyed 
and conveyed as agreed ;” but the defendant neglects and re
fuses so to do, and, on the contrary, has sold it, but admits that 
he has the power to obtain it from his grantee. They claim a 
survey and grant, or damages.

The defendant admits the agreement, the setting apart of the 
right of way, and the use thereof by the plaintiffs with his 
assent ; but alleges that the obligation to survey rests upon the 
plaintiffs, and that he is not called upon to make a grant until 
after the survey has been made. He says he was not tendered a 
deed, but is willing to execute a proper deed if tendered to 
him.

The case came on for trial before Ilis Honour Judge Leask 
in the District Court of Nipissing. The learned Judge reserved 
his decision until May, 1912, when he gave judgment dis
missing the action with costs. The plaintiffs now appeal.

The ground of the decision of the County Court Judge is, 
that “the plaintiffs could not . . .be excused from the duty 
of preparing and tendering a conveyance of the right of way 
for execution by the defendant before action could be brought ; 
and, if it were necessary for the preparation of such conveyance 
that a survey be made, then the survey should be made by 
them.”

I am of opinion that the judgment is wrong on both points.
Assuming, without deciding, that this conveyance of the
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ONT. right of way should have been prepared by the purchaser, I
D q think that, as matters were at the date of the writ—and in strict-
1912 ness that is what we must consider—the tender of the convey-
----  ance was waived. McDougall v. Hall (1887), 13 O.R. 166,

in knk> decides that where, if a tender hud been made, it would have 
Moore. been refused, the tender should, since the Judicature Act, be 
—, considered as waived—at least if that appear from the pleadings.

I do not think there is any need to wait for the pleadings to deter
mine whether it is safe to proceed without formal tender if it 
sufficiently appear that a tender would have been a mere use
less formality.

In the present ease, too, the defendant should not lie allowed 
to be in better ease than he would have been had his repre
sentations upon or at least after which the action was brought 
been true, lie said that he could not give a deed because he had 
sold the land. If he had sold the land so as to incapacitate him
self from giving the deed, it is plain that no tender of the con
veyance was necessary before bringing an action on the agree 
ment: Knight Croekford 1794 . 1 Bsp. 190;
Fronklyn 1846 . 8 Q.B 871.

But there is more in the case. The agreement provides for 
the defendant giving a deed of the right of way “when and as 
soon as the same is surveyed.” It is plain that the survey was 
required not that the parties should know the position on the 
ground, but that a proper conveyance could be made ; and it is 
equally plain that no proper conveyance could lx* made without 
a survey. The parties might have agreed to define the extent of 
the right of way by fences, stakes, or other marks on the ground, 
but they chose—and wisely chose—to have the right of way de 
fined by survey.

Where one person is entitled to a right of way over the land 
of another, the precise location not having l>een determined, it 
is the grantor who has the right and duty to select the precise 
location, to “define” the way. This is so in rights of way by 
necessity: Clarke v. ltugge, 2 Roll. Abr. 60, pi. 17, where it is 
said, “The feoffor shall assign the way where he can best span- 
H;” Vacher v. Wellstead, 2 Sid. Ill ; Pearson v. Spencer, 1 B. & 
S. 571, 3 B. & 8. 761; Bolton v. Bolton (1879), 11 Ch. 1). 968; 
and also in eases of contract: Deacon v. South-Eastern K. Co 
(1889), 61 L.T.R. 377; .Metropolitan li. Co. v. Great Western 
B. Co. (1900), 82 L.T.R. 451; and once the way is “de
fined,” it cannot In* changed by the grantor: Deacon v. South- 
Eastern H. Co., 61 L.T.R. 377.

It is, to my mind, clear that the parties agreed that the wax- 
should be “defined” by a survey. This, I think, made it the 
duty of the defendant to have the survey made. When he 
refused, I think an action lay at the instance of the female plain-
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tiff. Moreover, a survey being a prerequisite to a conveyance, 
the refusal to make a survey was a waiver of the conveyance.

We need not consider whether the defendant should have the 
deed prepared, as the plaintiffs express their willingness to have 
that prepared at their own expense.

I think the defendant must have a proper survey made of 
the way already agreed upon (which is said to be lf> feet wide), 
and furnish the correct description to the plaintiffs, and pay 
the costs of the action and appeal. He must also execute a 
proper deed of conveyance if and when tendered him on behalf 
of the plaintiffs—if the parties cannot agree, the conveyance to 
be settled by the Judge.

Some argument was advanced—perhaps it is better to say 
some regret was expressed—that the Court should be troubled 
with this matter, which was described as petty. For my part, I 
have no sympathy with the suggestion. It should not lx* con
sidered beneath the dignity of the Court to consider on its merits 
any question properly before it—and contracting parties should 
not be allowed wilfully to break their contracts because the 
damage is small.

Leave should be reserved to the plaintiffs to bring an action 
for damages, if for any reason the defendant fail to make title.

ONT.
Rc!

1912

Riddell. J.

Britton, J. :—I agree. Britton, J.

Kai-conbridgk, C.J. :—1 agree in the result. Fslconbndge,

Appeal allowed.

JOHNSTON v. CLARK A SON et al.

Ontario High Court. Trial before Middleton, •/. Xureniber 1, HH2.

1. Ki.kctricity III A—hi)—Injuries bksultixo from—Knowledge OF
PERIL—ELECTRIC COMPANY—Dl'TY TO ABATE UAXOEB.

When* an electric company with notice that their wire* are in dan 
gcrou* proximity to a crudely constructed pile-driver in operation 
over a river doe* not itself proceed to abate the danger but relies upon 
the promise of tlie operator of the pile-driver to do *o, the electric 
company is not necessarily liable for resultant injuries, by reason of 
its being in control of a dangerous electric current; the electric com
pany's undertaking being authorised by law there is no liability tin 
less negligence can be alHrmatively found.

| Ry lands V. Fletcher, L.R. 3 1I.L. 330, distinguished; Ihnnphy v 
Montreal Idght, Heat, and Forcer Co., [10071 A.C. 454. applied.)

2. Electricity (8 111 A—10)—Injuries result!no from—Knowledge of
peril—Contractor — Liability — Contact with crudely cox
STRUCT») PILE DRIVER.

Where a pile-driver was ignorantly and crudely constructed and tlie 
contractor in whose control it was, continued, after notice of its dan
gerous proximity to high voltage electric wires to maintain it there
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without utilizing the protective measures pointed out to him by the 
electric company which he had thereupon agreed to introduce, and 
where an employee was killed by the electric current coming in con
tact with the pile-driver, the contractor is liable in damages.

3. Master and servant (fi III B 3—305)—Who ark independent con
tractors—Municipal corporations—Questions op law.

Where a municipal corporation enters into a contract with certain 
contractors for the construction of a bridge, but some difficulty arising 
as to the remuneration for the piling, a $<> per diem charge was by a 
subsequent agreement allowed for the contractor’s own time and the 
use of his piling plant, but the contractor still retained complete con
trol over the entire work and he could select his own employees, he is 
in law an independent contractor and not an employee of the muni
cipality, and the municipal corporation is not liable for his negli-

4. Trial ( g II C—50)—Precautionary submission op question of law
to .m Bi Ignoring <>i ji n’■ i inding.

Where at the trial a question which is in truth a question of law 
is, as a precautionary measure, submitted by the judge as one of the 
questions of fact to the jury and the jury makes its finding thereon, 
the trial judge may. u|kui a motion for judgment u|h>ii the verdict, ig
nore that |M»rtion of the jury’s findings and assume control of the 
question as one of law alone.

6. Damages (§11114—105)—Fatal Accidents Act (Ont.)—Assess
MENT OF DAMAGES—QUANTUM—COSTS.

In an action under the Fatal Accidents Act (Ont.) 1 Geo. V. eh. 
33, for damages for the death of a son the following are proper mat 
ters of consideration upon the quantum cf damages: (a) the age of 
deceased; (6) his length of absence from home ; (c) what help he 
had given his parents during that absence; (d) what interest he had 
shewn in his parents; (c) his wages and habits as to economy.

fl. Costs (§ I—10)—Giving or refusing—Set-off of extra costs—Veb 
DU r i OR SUM WI i Ills INI 1110* .il RISDH i ION 

Gross misconduct of the defendant causing the death for which 
damages are awarded against him under the Fatal Accidents Act 
(Ont. ) constitutes a good ground for refusing a eet-ofT in favour of 
defendant against the verdict of his extra costs of defending in the 
High Court in which the action was brought when the verdict was fur 
an amount within County Court jurisdiction.

The plaintiff sued, under the Fatal Accidents Act, to recover 
damages for the death of his son on the 18th July, 1912.

The action was tried with a jury at Owen Sound. 
Judgment was given the plaintiff against Clark & Son for 

$500.
I). Robertson, K.C., for the plaintiff.
TV. //. Wright, for the defendants Clark & Son.
G. G. Albcry, for the defendants the Meaford Electric Light 

and Power Company.
Ghjn Osier, and J. S. Wilson, for the defendants the Corpor

ation of the Town of Meaford.

Middleton, J. :—Clark & Son made a contract with the Cor
poration of the Town of Meaford for the construction of a con 
crete bridge across the Big Head River. After some preliminary
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work had been done, it was found necessary to place piling as a 
foundation of one of the piers, because, instead of finding a 
rock bottom, quicksand was encountered.

Some negotiations took place between the contractors and 
those representing the town corporation—which it will be neces
sary to discuss more at length—resulting in an arrangement by 
which a pile-driver was constructed and erected by Clark & Son.

The leads of this pile-driver were thirty-five feet high ; and, 
when it was placed in position, the head of the leads was immedi
ately under two of the electric light company’s wires, which 
carried a current of 2,200 volts. The upright leads had been 
raised against these wires, lifting them and subjecting them to 
considerable strain. An iron bolt passed through the head of 
the leads, midway between the two wires, which were eighteen 
inches apart. This iron bolt extended some four inches above 
the head, and rested upon an iron washer four inches in dia
meter ; so that it was about six inches from the live wire on 
either side. The bolt supported an iron pulley or sheave, over 
which passed a steel cable used in raising the hammer. This 
cable ran through a sheave at the base of the leads, through 
another sheave at the rear of the machine and some ten feet to 
one side, thence to the winding drum of the hoisting machine.

It passes one’s comprehension how the apparatus could have 
been erected in this fashion without fatal injury to some one; 
but so dense was the ignorance of the contractor Clark and his 
son—a young man who said that he had successfully passed his 
third year examination at the School of Practical Science—that 
no one up to this time seems to have appreciated the danger of 
the situation.

The manager of the electric light company was sent for. He 
was indignant at what had been done, pointed out the danger of 
the situation, and finally acquiesced in what was proposed by 
young Clark, namely, that a board should be nailed upon the 
head of the leads, sufficiently high to carry the wires above the 
iron bolt. The manager then left the place, assuming that this 
would be adequate protection.

For some reason this board was not placed. The hammer of 
the derrick, weighing a ton, had been put on the ground some 
feet below the foot of the leads. The cable was attached to it, 
and the engine was started, with the intention of hoisting the 
hammer so that it would swing below the leads and then be 
placed in position. The pile-driver was not weighted nor 
braced ; it was merely chained to the main beams, upon which it 
rested, these in turn resting at one comer upon some loose blocks 
placed on some old piles which had been cut oil' at a lower level.

When the strain came upon the cable, it caused the derrick 
to move far enough to bring the bolt above in contact with the
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electric wire. The electricity passed immediately, followed the 
cable, and killed the man operating the hoisting drum. The 
hammer .jammed at the foot of the leads, and, as the engine wras 
not stopped, the whole machine was pulled over to one side, 
and the blocks fell out below'. Johnston, who had been below, 
attempting to get the hammer into |H)sition, started to escape by 
climbing up the bank. As the pile-driver sw'ung over, the cable 
came in contact with an old iron stay or bolt running from one 
of the old piles into the bank as an anchor. Johnston grasped 
this rod, and received a shock which instantly killed him.

Upon these facts, those responsible might well have been 
prosecuted for manslaughter.

At the trial, most of the facts were not controverted, and 
counsel agreed upon a series of questions to be submitted to the 
jury, to determine matters upon which there was dispute. The 
jury have found negligence against Clark & Son in the erection 
of the pile-driver upon insecure foundations, and in working it 
so as to come in contact with the electric wires, and in not having 
it properly guyed or weighted, and in leaving the driver in 
contact with the wires after the conversation with the superin
tendent of the electric company. They have assessed the dam
ages at $500. Upon these findings judgment must go against the 
defendants Clark & Son for that amount.

1 submitted a question to the jury, whether, in their opinion, 
there was “negligence on the part of the power company in fail
ing to remove their wires or to cut off the current after they 
knew of the erection of the driver.” This they have answered 
in the negative. I take it that this means that they thought the 
manager of the company was justified in leaving the power on 
after Clark had agreed to place the board above the dangerous 
bolt so as to prevent a metallic contact with the wires.

Notwithstanding these findings, the plaintiff’s counsel asked 
for judgment; basing his claim upon the theory that the electric 
light company, being in control of a dangerous electric current, 
and knowing that a condition of peril existed by reason of the 
unauthorised and entirely improper conduct of Clark, owed a 
duty to all who might be brought in contact with that dangerous 
current by reason of this unauthorised act, to sec that such pre
cautions were taken as would secure safety.

I do not think that this is a case falling within the doctrine 
of Hylands v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 II.L. 330: this not being the 
case of a non-natural user by the defendants of their own pro 
perty and premises. It is, on the contrary, carrying on an 
undertaking authorised by the law of the land ; and there is no 
liability unless negligence can be affirmatively found. The 
jury have found that there was no negligence. I do not think 
that I am in a position to say that, upon the undisputed facts,
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there was negligence. The ease is very much like Dumphy v. 
Montreal Light, If rat, and Power Co., \ 1907 ] A.C. 454; and can
not be distinguished unless the mere fact of knowledge imposes 
an additional obligation.

As to these defendants, the electric company, I think the 
action fails, and should lie dismissed with costs.

It is sought to make the Corporation of the Town of Meaford 
liable upon the theory that in the pile-driving Clark & Son were 
not contractors, but merely servants of the municipality. At 
the hearing, I thought that this was a question of law', and that 
in no possible view of the evidence could Clark & Son be re
garded as other than contractors. Counsel, however, thought 
that in one aspect of the evidence Clark & Son should be said to 
be employees, or that it would be open to the jury so to find; 
and, as a precautionary measure, 1 submitted a question to the 
jury, in answer to which they have found that Clark & Son were 
not contractors but were employees.

I retain the impression that this was a matter of law for me, 
and that in no possible aspect of the case is the answer to the 
jury justified. There was a contract for the construction of the 
bridge. Under this contract, the contractors probably had to 
do all work necessary for the completion of the structure. At 
any rate, they ultimately assume 1 the task of doing the piling. 
Some difficulty arose as to the remuneration. Under the con
tract, this had to be agreed upon before the work was under
taken, or no allowance would be made. The engineer named a 
sum which the contractors thought inadequate. A conversation 
took place with the Mayor, as the result of which the contractors 
went on with the work.

There is a difference in the recollection of the witnesses as 
to this conversation. Clark says that the Mayor said : “Go on; 
do the work ; we will pay you what it costs, and allow $6 a day 
for your own time and for the use of your plant.” This is as 
strong a way as it can be put in favour of the plaintiff ; and, 
accepting it to the full, I think Clark & Son were still contract
ors, and that this can only be said to be a means of adjusting 
the price to be paid. Clark, not the municipality, retained dom
inion over the work. Clark could procure his material where 
lie pleased and when he pleased. Clark could employ whomso
ever he thought necessary, and pay such wages as he thought 
proper. The municipality had surrendered to him complete 
control of the whole undertaking; and this, it appears to me, is 
the true criterion.

In this view, the action fails as to these defendants, the 
municipality, and should also be dismissed with costs.

I was not asked to give a certificate to prevent a set-off of 
costs, as the amount recovered is within the County Court juris-
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diction. After some hesitation, I conclude that I should certify 
to allow the plaintiff County Court costs without set-off. I 
think that the verdict of the jury is more than the plaintiff 
ought reasonably to have hoped to recover. The young man at 
the time of his death was 27 years old; had been away from 
home for five years; had during that time given his father $55 
and some trifling presents. He seemed to have lost all interest 
in his home, as he worked near to it for two seasons and never 
troubled to go and see his parents. He was in receipt of good 
wages, yet when he died he had no money except the wages due 
to him for the few days since the last pay-day. Had I thought 
the damages assessed on an illiberal scale, I would have given 
High Court costs. I refuse the set-off because of the gross mis
conduct of Clark & Son, which disentitles them to any kind of 
consideration.

Judgment for plaintiff against Clark rf: Son ; 
action against Electric Company dismissed.

WALKER v. HARRIS et aL
Alberta Supreme Court, Himmotm, J. October 30, 1012.

1. Appearance (8 I—5)—Conditional appearance—Variance in form.
While the proper practice under Order XII., rule 30, of the English 

practice rules, applicable in Alberta, providing for an entry by defen
dant of a conditional appearance is to apply ex parte for leave to do 
so. and for the clerk upon tiling the conditional appearance to stamp 
on the memorandum words to the effect that it is to stand as un
conditional unless the defendant obtains an order to set aside the 
writ, an appearance entered in the ordinary form, but adding that it 
is without prejudice to defendant's right to apply to discharge or set 
aside the order authorizing the service of the writ upon her and to 
set aside the service of the said writ and to set aside the said writ, 
is sufficient ns a conditional appearance, since it is sufficient notice 
to plaintiff that the appearance is conditional and such an appear
ance entitled the defendant to apply to set aside an order allowing 
service of a writ to lie made substitutionally.

[Mayer v. Claretie, 7 Times L.R. 40, applied.]

An application to set aside an order allowing the service of a 
writ of summons to be made substitutionally.

The order for substitutional service was set aside.

Simmons, J. :—The plaintiff, mortgagee, sued upon a certain 
mortgage made by the defendant Frederick Richardson.

The defendant Eva M. Harris is the owner of the lands in 
question through a purchase from said Richardson, and the de
fendant Eva M. Harris has executed a mortgage to the defen
dant Eliza Scheer.

The writ of summons is dated Feb. 17, 1012. On March 1st, 
1912, the plaintiff obtained an order from His Honour Judge 
Crawford that
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tho plaintiff lie at liberty to issue a concurrent writ for service out of 
the jurisdiction on the defendant Frederick Richardson, who resides 
at Hastings, in the Province of Ontario, and also an order that the 
plaintiff be at liberty to effect service of the writ of summons and 
statement of claim in this action by delivering copies thereof together 
with a copy of this order upon Charles F. Harris, of near the town of 
Macleod.

Both orders for service were apparently issued upon an 
affidavit of John Walter Macdonald, barrister, of Macleod, who 
swears that in his belief said Charles P. Harris is in communica
tion with said Eva M. Harris, who is temporarily residing at 
Minneapolis, in the State of Minnesota, and that service upon 
said Charles F. Harris will come to the notice of the defendant 
Eva M. Harris. On June 5th, 1012, service was made upon said 
Charles F. Harris pursuant to said order.

On July 3rd, 1012, Joseph Hecks, as solicitor for Eva M. 
Harris, entered a conditional appearance as hereunder:—

Enter an appearance herein for the above-named defendant, Eva 
Maud Harris, named in the writ herein, Eva M. Harris, without pre
judice to her right to apply to discharge or set aside the order auth
orising the service of the writ upon her and to set aside the service of 
the said writ and to set aside the said writ.
On September 23, 1012, the plaintiff obtained an order nisi 

from His Honour Judge Crawford, for judgment against the 
defendants Richardson and Eva M. Harris for the amount of the 
mortgage debt and costs and fixing the period of redemption at 
three months. This order, it is now admitted, was obtained upon 
an incorrect affidavit of Donald G. Mackenzie, dated September 
fitli, 1012, to the effect that no appearance had been entered by 
the defendants. Subsequently the plaintiff’s solicitors discovered 
the mistake and moved before the local Judge in Chambers at 
Macleod to set aside the order nisi obtained by them and in the 
meantime the defendant Eva M. Harris obtained a summons re
turnable in Chambers at Calgary for plaintiff to shew cause why 
the original writ of summons and order for substitutional service 
and all subsequent proceedings should not be set aside. The 
local Judge in Chambers at Macleod thereupon adjourned the. 
application pending the result of defendants’ application to set 
aside the writ, which application is now before me.

The proper practice under Order Xli., Rule 30, of the Eng
lish Rules, which provides for an entry by defendant of a con
ditional appearance is to apply ex parte for leave to do so. It 
appears the rule was intended to do away with the necessity of 
an order for leave to enter a conditional appearance which ac
cording to the Chancery practice was necessary where the de
fendant desired to set aside a writ irregularly served upon him : 
Tottenham v. Barry, 12 Ch. D. 797.

In practice, however, the time limited for appearance gener-
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ally expires before the application to set aside can be made and, 
therefore, it is generally necessary to apply for leave to enter 
the conditional appearance. When the conditional appearance 
is filed with the clerk he should stamp on the memorandum :— 

Tliis appearance is to stand as unconditional unless the defendant 
applies within days to set aside the writ or service thereof
and obtains an order to that effect.

In the present case this was not done. The number of days 
allowed is usually ten.

Unless the application to set aside the writ or service is made 
within the time limited and the order obtained the appearance 
stands as unconditional: Donnell v. Preston (1908), W.N. 155, 
24 Times L.R. 756.

It appears, however, that appearance if accompanied by a 
protest either by a separate letter or by a memorandum indorsed 
upon the appearance does not preclude the defendant applying 
to set aside the writ or notice or the order or service: Mayer v. 
Claretie, 7 Times L.R. 40.

The conditional appearance then of the defendant in this case 
while not in conformity with the practice would seem to be a 
sufficient notice to plaintiff to come within the rule laid down in 
Mayer v. Claretie, 7 Times L.R. 40. It was filed during holiday 
term and ten days after the expiration of the midsummer holiday 
term the defendant made the application now under considera
tion.

The plaintiff admits that his position is this, that he has taken 
no proper steps in the meantime for the order nisi obtained by 
him is admitted to have been improperly obtained.

The issue of the writ is not irregular, even though the de
fendant may la- out of the jurisdiction when it was issued, for the 
plaintiff may await an opportunity to serve the defendant if the 
latter comes within the jurisdiction: Fry v. Moore, 23 Q.D.D. 
395. In this case, Lindley, L.J., observes:—

Nothing could be easier than to issue an ordinary writ against a 
foreigner who was residing out of the jurisdiction and then to obtain 
an order for substituted sendee ami thus the very mischief at which 
the rules relating to service out of the jurisdiction are directed would 
lie brought back.

The present case appears to come quite within the principle 
here laid down as a clear violation of it. The result is that tin- 
order for substitutional service upon Charles F. Harris is set 
aside with eosts.

Order set aside.
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PATTERSON v. OXFORD FARMERS MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. ONT.
Ontario High Court. Trial before Unlock, CJ.Ex.D. Octobor 21. 1912. H C J
1. Insurance (§ III E—75)—Conditions in application for insurance— 1912

UlNDINO EFFECT ON APPLICANT—FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH STATU- -------
tory requirements—Insurance Act—R.S.O. 1897, en. 203. Oct. 21.

A condition of an application for fire insurance to the effect that the 
applicant's covenant or agreement that certain statements were full 
and true expositions of all the facts ami circumstances, so far as 
known to him, regarding the condition, situation, value and risk of
the property to be insured, together with the diagram of the premises 
accompanying the application, should be held to constitute the basis 
of the company’s liability, and form a part of and lie a condition of 
the contract of insurance, is not binding on the applicant if not evi
denced in the manner prescribed by secs. 109 and 170 of the Ontario 
Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1897, ch. 203.

2. Evidence (8 II K—313)—Burden of proof of establishing material
ITY OF ALLEGED MISREPRESENTATIONS OR CONCEALMENTS.

In an action on a policy of fire insurance, the onus rests upon the 
insurance company of establishing the materiality of alleged misrepre
sentations or concealments by the applicant of material circumstances 
affecting the risk.

[Lount v. London Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 9 O.L.R. 549, 555, referred 
to.]

3. Insurance (8 III E—75)—Representations—Filling out application
FORM SIGNED IN BLANK—INTENTION.

There is no misrepresentation or concealment by an applicant for 
a policy of fire insurance of the fact that the property was incumbered, 
where, without I icing aware that the application culled for such dis
closure, the applicant signed a blank application, which was filled out 
several days later by the agent of the insurance company, who, with
out the applicant's knowledge, wrote the word “none” after the clause 
relating to incumbrance, and placed a diagram of the premises on the 
application, since, under the circumstances, there was no intentional 
misstatement or concealment by the applicant.

[Guardian Ins. Co. V. Connely, 20 Can. S.C.R. 208, referred to.]

4. Insurance (8 III E—70)—Vitiating contract—Representation made
INNOCENTLY.

The failure of an applicant for fire insurance to disclose to the in
surance company all material circumstances pertaining to the property 
to lie insured, even though the applicant is innocent of wrong intent, 
will vitiate the contract of insurance where the company has been 
prejudiced by such non disclosure.

5. Insurance (8 HIE—76 ) —Non disclosure of fact that property in-
cumbered—Prejudice of insurance company.

The defence to an action on n policy of fire insurance of the non-dis
closure by the plaintiff of the fact that the property to lie insured was 
incumbered, rests upon the question whether the insurance company 
was prejudiced by such non-disclosure.

0. Evidence (8 XII K—979)—Admissibility of testimony of president
OF insurance company as to acceptance of APPLICATION—
Prejudice.

Testimony of the president of an insurance company to the effect that 
in his opinion, the board of directors would not have passed an appli
cation for insurance had the existence of an incumbrance on the in
sured property been known, is inadmissible to shew that the company 
was prejudiced by the non disclosure of such fact, since such testimony
24—7 D.L.R.
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did not tend to shew that the board of directors would have taken a 
similar view.

[Hurrrll v. Hrdcrlep, Holt. N.P. 285, anil Campbell v. Itiehards, 5 
It. & Ad. 841, referred to.]

7. Evidence (8 XI1 K—079)—Non-disclosure of fact that property was
INCUMBERED—ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE OF VALUE OF PREMISES—
Materiality.

In the absence of evidence of the value of insured pro|>erty it is 
impossible to say that the failure of the applicant to disclose that 
the property was incumbered was a non-disclosure of a material cir
cumstance of which the insurer should have been (informed.

8. Insurance (gHIE—76)—Concealment—Failure to state that
THREAT WAS MADE TO BURN APPLICANT’S PREMISES.

The defence to an action on a policy of lire insurance of the conceal
ment by and the failure of the applicant for the insurance to state in 
his application that he feared incendiarism fails, where the only evi
dence on the question was that seven or eight ynrs before a threat had 
been made to burn him out.

9. Insurance (8 VI A—247)—Proofs of miss—False statement—Sta
tutory REQUIREMENTS—R.S.O. 1897, Cll. 201.

A false statement by an insured person in a statutory proof of 
loss as to a fact not required by the Ontario Insurance Act. R.S.O.. 
1897. eh. 20.1, to la- stated, will not vitiate a claim for loss under sub
sec. (c) of condition 15 of the Act.

IOoriny v. London Mutual Fire In*. Co., 10 O.R. 247, referred to.]
10. Insurance (g VI A—246)—Relief from failure to oive notice or

lose R.8.0. lsot. ch. 80S, sec. 178.
The court may. under section 172 of the Ontario Insurance Act, 

R.S.O. 1897, eh. 20.1. if deemed equitable, relieve an insured person 
from an omission to give an insurance company written notice of loss.

[Fruirie City Oil Co. V. Standard Mutual Fire In*. Co., 44 Can. 
8.C.R. 40. and Hell Bros. v. Hudson Hap Ins. Co., 44 ('an. S.C.R. 419, 
referred to.]

11. Insurance (8VB5—230)—Failure of insured to give statutory
NOTICE OF LOSS—ABSENCE OF PROOF OF PREJUDICE TO COMPANY—
Acts of officers of insurance company.

The failure of an insured person to give written notice of loss is 
waived by an insurance company, since it did not appear that it was 
thereby prejudiced, where, on the day after the destruction of the 
insured pnqierty the president and two of the directora of the com
pany, in response to a message from the insured, came and inspected 
the ruins, ami told him that they would return the next day, which 
they did, when they obtained detailed particulars of the loss, which 
they reduced to writing, ami pursuant to their instructions, the in
sured attended the next meeting of the board of directora of the com
pany and gave them all the information they desired, and the secre
tary of the company prepared and the insured signed a statutory de
claration of loss, which, together with the |>olicy, were retained by the 
company, and where the insured subsequently paid an assessment on 
his premium note, and. after tin- insured and the company were at 
arm’s length, the former gave the latter a further statutory declar 
ation of loss, after which the company returned the premium note 
and declared the policy of insurance cancelled.

Action on a fire insurance policy, to recover $1,500 insurance 
on a barn, $200 on a shed, and $1,251 on contents of the destroy
ed buildings, situate on the east half of lot No. 29 in the 10th 
concession of the township of West Zorra, in the county of Ox
ford.
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The grounds of defence as relied upon at the trial were :—
1. Material misrepresentation and concealment in represent

ing the property as free from incumbrance at the time of the 
application for insurance, whilst it was at the time subject to a 
mortgage for $4,500 and to a life charge in favour of the plain
tiff’s mother.

2. Concealment of the fact that the plaintiff feared incendi
arism.

3. False and fraudulent statements by the plaintiff in the 
proofs of loss, in overvaluation of certain of the destroyed 
chattel property, viz., certain wheat and hay, and in stating that 
“there was no one except my own family about the place when 
I returned,” whilst in fact one Dennis had returned with him.

4. Omission forthwith after the loss to give written notice to 
the company.

W. T. McMullen, and Janies Wallace, for the plaintiff.
8. G. McKay, K.C., for the defendants.

Mulock, C.J. :—Dealing with the alleged misrepresentation 
and concealment respecting the incumbrances on the realty, it 
appears that the plaintiff acquired the land in the year 1893, 
under his father’s will, subject to a life interest in favour of his 
mother in a small portion of it, and also to her maintenance and 
to the payment to her of the annual sum of $50 during her life. 
All these interests cease on her death. She is still alive, and the 
plaintiff has met all charges in her favour. Except as to charges 
created by the will, the property was unincumbered when ac
quired by the plaintiff in 1893. There was no ham upon it, and 
in the year 1899 the plaintiff raised by mortgage $2,500 where
with to erect a barn and otherwise improve the farm. In 1907, 
that mortgage was discharged. On the 12th June, 1908, he mort
gaged the property for $3,500. This mortgage was discharged 
in July, 1910, when he effected a new mortgage for $4.500. This 
last-named mortgage was in force when, on the 10th November, 
1910, the plaintiff signed the application for the policy in ques
tion.

The application contains the following printed words: “In
cumbrance, state full particulars;” and, following them in writ
ing, the word “none.” This word “none” was written by \V. II. 
Sutherland, the company’s agent who canvassed the plaintiff for 
the application, but when and by what authority is in dispute.

Then at the foot of the plaintiff’s application, above his sig
nature, is the following printed matter: “That said applicant 
hereby covenants or agrees to and with the said company that 
the following is a just, full, and true exposition of all the facts 
and circumstances in regard to the conditions, situation, value, 
and risk of the property to be insured, as far as the same arc 
known to the applicant, and agrees and consents that the same,
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with the diagram of the premises herewith, shall be held to form 
the basis of the liability of the said company, and shall form a 
part and be a condition of this insurance contract.”

The condition contained in this covenant may be disregarded, 
it not being evidenced in manner prcscril>ed by secs. 169 and 
170 of the Ontario Insurance Act (the Act then in force).

Dealing with the first ground of defence, the onus is on the 
defendant company to establish the materiality of the alleged 
misrepresentation and concealment : Morton v. Anglo-American 
Fire Insurance Co., 2 O.W.N. 237, 1470; Lount v. London 
Mutual Fire Insurance Co., 9 O.L.R. 549, 555.

I accept the plaintiff’s evidence that at the solicitation of 
Sutherland, the defendants’ agent, the plaintiff signed the appli
cation in blank, nothing having been said between them as to 
the existence of any incumbrance on the property, and the plain
tiff not being aware that the application called for information 
on the point, and that subsequently Sutherland filled in the word 
“none.”

He admits having placed the diagram on the back of the 
application at his own house some days after it was signed by 
the plaintiff, hut is unable to say by what authority. Thus, the 
application was admittedly incomplete when received from the 
plaintiff, a circumstance which lends colour to the correctness of 
the plaintiff’s statement. In canvassing the plaintiff, Suther
land was the defendants’ agent, and if, as I find he did, he 
thought so little of the matter of the incumbrances as not to refer 
to them when obtaining the application, the plaintiff should not 
be blamed for not appreciating its importance : Guardian Insur
ance Co. v. Connely, 20 Can. S.C.R. 208.

The answer “none” was not the answer of the plaintiff and 
he is not bound by it. The non-disclosure of the existence of 
the incumbrances was innocent; but, nevertheless, if a material 
circumstance, it was the plaintiff’s duty to have made it known 
to the company ; and the real question is, whether the defend
ants have been prejudiced by such non-disclosure. Mr. Smith, 
one of the directors when the application was passed and now 
the president of the company, swore that, in his opinion, the 
Itoard would not have passed the application if they had known 
of the existence of the incumbrances. That is, doubtless, Mr. 
Smith’s present individual opinion ; but it does not follow that 
the board would have taken the same view; and I think Mr. 
Smith’s evidence on the point inadmissible: Burrell V. Bederley. 
Holt N.P. 285; Campbill v. Itichords, 5 R. & Ad. 841.

There being no evidence as to the value of the property, it 
is impossible to say that the existence of the incumbrances was a 
material fact that should have been made known to the company 
in order to guide them in their action. If the property was
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worth a substantial sum over and above the amount of the in
cumbrances, the company would, in my opinion, have accepted 
the application. For example, if it were worth $10,000, not at 
all an excessive value on a farm of the extent of that in ques
tion, I have no doubt that the company, with a full knowledge of 
the incumbrances, would have issued the policy in question. They 
having failed to prove the materiality of the alleged misrepre
sentation and concealment, this ground of defence fails.

As to the defence that the plaintiff concealed the alleged fact 
that he feared incendiarism, the only evidence is what he says: 
“I was threatened to be burnt out seven or eight years ago by 
Thomas Scott.” That evidence does not prove the existence of 
any danger of incendiarism at the time of the application, or 
that the plaintiff then '‘feared incendiarism;” and this ground 
of defence fails.

The next ground of defence, that of over-valuation and the 
proofs of loss as to the value of certain farm produce, I dis
posed of at the trial adversely to the defendants’ contention.

As to the defence that in the proofs of loss the plaintiff 
falsely stated that “there was no one except my own family 
about the place when I returned” (referring to his return home 
on the night of the fire), even if this was a false statement, it 
would not vitiate the claim. The policy is subject to conditions 
13 and 15 of the statutory conditions. (I refer to the Insur
ance Act, R.8.O. is'*7 eh. 203, and not tiie Ontario Insurance 
Act, 1912). Sub-section (c) of condition No. 13 declares that, 
with reference to the loss, a person claiming the insurance money 
is to furnish to the company a statutory declaration in regard to 
certain particulars; and condition No. 15 declares that any fraud 
or false statement in a statutory declaration in relation “to any 
of the above particulars” shall vitiate the claim. The alleged 
false statement in question is not one of the particulars re
quired to be so furnished, and its truth or falsity would not 
affect the claim: Goring v. London Mutual Fire Insurance Co., 
10 O.R. 247. This ground of defence is, therefore, disallowed.

As to the last ground of defence, viz., omission by the plain
tiff to give notice in writing of the loss. Such notice was not 
given, but the Court may, under sec. 172 of the Insurance Act, 
if it deems it equitable, relieve from such omission: Frairit City 
Oil Co. v. Standard Mutual Fire Insurance Co., 44 Can. S.C.R, 
40; Hell Brothers v. Hudson Bay Insurance Co., 44 Can. S.C.R

The fire occurred on the morning of Friday the 19th October, 
1911, and on the same day the plaintiff caused his sister to tele
phone to the company informing them of the loss. The same 
day, in consequence of such notification, the president and two 
other directors came to the plaintiff’s premises, there saw the
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ruins, had some conversation with the plaintiff, and stated that 
it was too late to do anything, but that they would return on 
another day. On the following Monday they returned, again dis
cussed the loss with the plaintiff, and obtained detailed particu
lars from him of the loss, which they took down in writing, and 
on leaving instructed him to attend the first meeting of the direc
tors. This the plaintiff did, and at that meeting gave them all the 
desired information touching the fire and the loss. The secretary 
of the company, who was present, prepared for the plaintiff a 
statutory declaration which he then made, setting forth the cir
cumstances in connection with the fire, the particulars of the 
destroyed property, and the extent of the loss. This, together 
with the policy, the secretary then obtained from the plaintiff, 
and the same have ever since remained in the company’s pos
session.

The plaintiff, doubtless, thought that the visit of the directors 
to his premises and the subsequent action of the board above 
referred to had to do with his claim.

On the 14th October, 1911, the company had made an assess 
ment against the plaintiff on his premium note, which assess
ment he paid on the 9th November, 1911. Subsequently, the 
parties got at arms’ length ; and on the 31st January, 1912, the 
plaintiff sent to the company a further statutory declaration 
dealing with the loss and claim, and on the 14th May, 1912, the 
company wrote to the plaintiff returning the premium note and 
stating that the policy was cancelled. Under these circum
stances, the company does not appear to have been prejudiced 
by the absence of a written notice of the loss. If it should have 
been given on or aliout the date of the fire, the conduct of the 
directors in visiting the plaintiff’s premises in consequence of 
the verbal notice was calculated to cause the plaintiff to suppose1 
that the verbal notice w’us sufficient ; and I am of opinion 
that the conduct of the directors and the board was an adoption 
of the verbal notice as sufficient; and that, therefore, the plain
tiff is entitled to the benefit of the relieving section. I, there
fore, disallow this objection to the claim.

Thus the various defences fail, and judgment should tx* 
entered for the plaintiff for $2,901.70 with costs.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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Re JOHNSON. ONT
Ontario IIi<ih (’ourI, 1/ulock, VJ.Kx.lt. Ortobrr 22, 11112. ||~7m

1. XViux (| III 0 2—12.»)—CoNHTBt'rrioM ok iikijikht iik vkbhonalty— 1912
NaTI'RK ok KMTATK ok I.NTKKKST—I .IKK IVI KKKHT—AhhoI.I'TK UIKT. -------

A life vitiate only, and imt an ulixoliite gift of the mr|m*. in money, Oct. 22. 
note* uml mortgage», wa* ereatetl liy a lwi|iie*t to a widow in lier de 
eenweil liuithaiid'H will, of all of lii* money, not en and mortgage*, ami 
real and (terminal |iro|ierty, for the term of her natural life, or widow
hood. with remainder to hi* eliildren in tlie event of her deitli or re
marriage.

[Hr 1 hum son's Kstatr. Ilmini/ v. Hat tour, lîl t'li. I). 144, ami It (’ll.
1). 2tM. referred to.)

Application by tin* willow mu I one of tin* executors of Wil- statement 
liant flolinaon, deceased, for an order determining a qtieation 
arising upon the const met ion of his will.

M. It. Tudhupc, for the applicant.
/). I nulls (Irani, for Janet Ratcliffe, one of the daughters of 

the testator.

MtTiiOCK, C.J. :—The question is, what interest the testator’s uutcA.cj. 
widow takes in that portion of his personal estate described in 
his will as “all my money, notes, and mortgages.” She claims 
to lie entitled to it absolutely, whilst the daughter’s contention is 
that she takes but a life interest in it. The will is ns follows :—

”1 give devise and bequeath all my real and personal estate 
. . . in the following manner ... 1 give devise and be
queath unto my wife Agnes Johnson my house and lot in Rugby 
. . . together with all my money, notes, mortgages and all 
my real and personal estate of every nature and kind 
whatsoever of which I may die possessed or interested 
in at the time of my decease for the term of her 
natural life she remains my widow ... In the event 
of her remarriage or death then the following legacies shall be 
paid forthwith if there is sufficient funds to pay the same . .”
Then follows a list of specific pecuniary legacies. Then the will 
proeeeds: ‘‘From and after the remarriage or death of my wife 
Agnes Johnson I give devise and bequeath my said house and 
lot together with furniture, household furnishings and effects 
or any live-stock and chattels, to my oldest unmarried daughter.
. . . If at the time of the remarriage or death of my wife 
my daughters are all unmarried, then my said property shall be 
sold and proceeds of sale divided equally among my daughters 
then living. Of the residue of my estate of every nature and 
kind not hereinbefore disposed of, I give devise and bequeath 
unto my daughters equally share and share alike. If an un
married daughter comes into possession of my house and lot at 
Rugby, at her marriage or death, if she is still possessed of it.
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it shall go into possession of ray next oldest unmarried daughter, 
and so on whilst any of the unmarried daughters are alive.” 
Then follows the appointment of executors.

I am unable to see how, under the language of this will, the 
widow is entitled to the corpus of the “money, notes, and mort
gages.” The testator in the first clause gives her his house to
gether with the moneys, notes, etc., “for the term of her natural 
life she (sic) remains my widow.” Doubtless the word 
“whilst” was intended to precede the word “she.” On her 
death (an event which must happen) or remarriage, the house is 
disposed of in remainder. In the event of the widow’s death 
or remarriage, the pecuniary legacies are to take effect. By the 
same set of words, the testator gives his widow the house and 
“my money, notes, and mortgages,” not absolutely, but at 
longest for the term of her natural life. These words would be 
meaningless if she took the money, notes, etc., absolutely : In rc 
Thomson's Estate, Herring v. Harrow, 13 Cli. I). 144, affirmed, 
14 Ch. D. 263. That the testator did not so intend is further 
shewn by the provision that “in the event of her remarriage or 
death then the following legacies shall be paid forthwith if there 
is sufficient funds to pay the same.” The widow taking the 
personalty absolutely would defeat this provision. Then from 
and after the marriage or death of his wife, the testator gives 
the house, furniture, household furnishing and fixtures, live
stock and chattels, to his eldest unmarried daughter. The gift 
to his wife of all his money, notes, and mortgages and all his 
“real and personal estate” for the term of her natural life 
would, unless cut down by other words, include his furniture, 
etc., hut the gift over of the furniture, etc., to a daughter after 
his wife’s death or remarriage, shews that the widow was not to 
take the furniture, etc., absolutely, but only during her lifetime 
at farthest, and leads to the same construction as to her interest 
in his “money, notes, and mortgages.” Further, the testator 
contemplated a residue after the widow’s death or remarriage 
and after the payment of the legacies; and this residue he dis
poses of by the residuary clause of his will: “All the residue of 
my estate of every nature and kind not hereinbefore disposed of. 
I give devise and bequeath unto my daughters equally, share and 
share alike,” etc. If the widow took all his personalty abso
lutely, there would be no residue.

The will, as a whole, makes clear the testator's scheme for 
disposing of his estate, namely, to give an interest to his wife 
during her natural life, or until her remarriage, and thereafter 
to distribute the estate amongst his children.

For these various reasons, I am of opinion that the willow 
is entitled to a life interest only in the testator’s “money, notes, 
and mortgages.”
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Mr. Tudhope stated that this was the only question upon 
which the opinion of the Court was desired. The application 
was a proper one, and the costs of all parties should be paid out 
of the estate.

Order accordingly.

STODDART v TOWN OF OWEN SOUND.

Ontario High Court, Middleton. J. October 2(1. 1912.

1. Parties (8 HI—120)—Intervention to cabby on appeal—Public
matter—Municipal by-law.

VVliorc in nil action by n ratepayer against a municipal corporation 
the submission of one of its by-laws was by a competent court de
clared a nullity and its operation was held not to prevent the sub
mission of a similar by-law in the .January following if the corporation 
should see fit to submit it. and win-re the decision of the Court was 
by resolution of the council formally and duly acquiesced in by the 
council of the municipality, a motion by another ratepayer for leave 
to intervene and appeal will be refused.

fRe Mace v. County of Frontenac, 42 U.C.Q.R. 70, distinguished.]

2. Municipal corporations (§II€1— AO)—By-law — Resolution of
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL—BINDING EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL RATEPAYERS.

Where a municipal corporation by its municipal council has deter
mined on the course to Ik- l iken in connection with pending litigation, 
that determination binds all the ratepayers, because the voice of the 
council is the voice of the municipality which, under the Ontario 
municipal system, is represented by its council and municipal action 
or inaction must be determined thereby.

Motion by F. XV. M ill house, a ratepayer of Owen Sound, for 
leave to intervene and appeal, either in his own name or in the 
name of the defendants, and upon proper terms as to indemnity, 
from the judgment of Lennox, J., in Stoddart v. Town of Owen 
Sound, 3 O.W.N. 83.

The motion was refused.
IV. E. Haney, K.C., for the applicant.
If. S. White, for the plaintiff.
Joseph Montgomery, for the defendants.

Middleton, J.:—The action was brought by a ratepayer for 
the purpose of having it declared that the submission of a by-law 
to repeal a local option by-law in January last was, by reason 
of the failure to observe the provisions of the Municipal Act, 
a nullity, and does not operate to prevent the submission of a 
repealing by-law in January next, if the municipality see fit.

At the trial, judgment was given in the plaintiff's favour 
for the relief indicated.

The municipal council have considered the question of 
appealing from the judgment, and have determined to accept the
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tion to acquiesce in the decision of the Court was moved by n
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member of the council who is an open and strong supporter of 
local option, and was passed without any opposition.

No authority was cited which would authorise the making of 
the order now sought, lie Mace v. County of Frontenac. 42 
U.C.R. 70, manifestly falls very far short of what is now de-

Middleton, J. sired.
Upon principle, I think the motion fails. Under our muni

cipal system, the municipality is represented by the municipal 
council. Municipal action or inaction must be determined by 
its voice alone; and where a municipality has by its municipal 
council determined upon the course to be taken in connection 
with a particular piece of litigation, that determination binds 
all the ratepayers.

There is nothing unique or peculiar in this particular action 
to take it out of the general rule. The council, elected by a 
majority of the electors, has determined against an appeal. It 
is not open to an individual ratepayer or to a group of rate
payers, even if they constitute a majority, to overrule the de
cision of the constituted authority. The whole idea is repugnant 
to the established system of municipal government. If 1 allowed 
intervention here, why might I not allow a ratepayer to inter 
vene in a “damage action” where he thought the verdict against 
the municipality was unjust—if the council determined not to 
appeal?

The motion fails, and must be dismissed with costs.

Motion dismissed.

SASK. STEWART A MATTHEWS CO. v. ROSS.

8.C.
1912

Satikutehcirun Supreme Court, Wctmore, C.J., Johnstone, and La mont, ,1.1.
If err* 10, 1018

1. Garnishment (§111—01)—Affidavit—Validity of. when swobx
I'KIOR TO ACTION.

Thv allidavit upon which a garnishing summons before judgment 
can he issued may lie sworn prior to the commencement of the action.

[Rule 505 of Sask. dud. Rules (1911), former dud. Ord. rule .'IS4, 
construed.]

2. Garnishment (§ III—01)—Affidavit — Title of cause.
It is not material whether the allidavit, upon which a garnishing 

summons is issued, when made before the action is commenced, is or 
is not entitled in the cause about to be commenced.

[Rule 409 of Sask. dud. Rules 1911, former dud. Ord. rule 294: 
ami rule 747 of Sask. dud. Rules 1011, former dud. Ord. rule 538, re
ferred to.]
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3. Garnishment (6 III-—61)—Affidavit1—Information and belief with
out SETTING OUT GROUNDS.

All ailiilavit required to In- tiled under Susk. Rules (1011) us u basis 
for the issue of n garnishing summons liefore judgment is not un 
affidavit for use on an interlocutory motion, and therefore doe* not 
require to have set. out therein the grounds of belief hut may Ik- made 
on information and lielief simply.

| Vo lirai v. Autcn ami Markham (1910), 1.3 W.L.R. 417; Rule .30.3 
of Susk. .iud. Rules (1911). former dud. Ord. rule 3H4. applied; Sal 
a mie r v. Jrnnon (1907). 0 W.L.R. 401; Rule 410 of Sisk. .Iud. Rules 
(1911), former dud. Ord. rule 29.3, referred to.]

This was an appeal by defendant from the judgment of 
Brown, J., in Chambers, dismissing an application on behalf 
of the defendant to set aside the garnishee summons issued by 
the plaintiff.

The appeal was dismissed.

II. E. Sampson, for defendant. The affidavit upon which 
the garnishee summons was issued was sworn to before the issue 
of the writ, and was upon information and belief without stating 
the grounds therefor, and was therefore insufficient. The re
quirements of the rule as to garnishee proceedings are impera
tive and should be strictly enforced: Nagengast v. Miller, 3 Man. 
L.R. 241; French v. Marlin, 8 Man. L.R. 302, at 304; Shorey 
v. Maker, 1 Man. L.R. 282. For the reasons stated the affidavit 
in question was a nullity: Jud. Rules 294 and 384; Williams 
v. Davies,2Coopt.Cott. 172; Anon., 4 Maddock 271 ; Hollis v. Bran
don, 1 B.&P. 30; Western Benefit Building Society, 33 Beav. 308; 
Francome v. Francome, 13 W.R. 355; Silber v. Lewin, 33 Sol. J. 
75; Bowen v. Bowen, L.R. (Ir.) 7 Eq. 251; Daniel Ch. Prac., 
7th ed., at 527; Mackenzie v. Mackenzie, 21 L.J. Ch. 380. The 
reason why such an affidavit is treated as a nullity is that the 
person making it could not be prosecuted for perjury: Reg. v. 
Pearce, 9 Cox C. 258; Reg. v. Hughes, 4 Q.B.D. 014; R. v. Cohen, 
1 Stark (N.P.) 511. The affidavit is also insufficient in that the 
grounds of information and belief are not stated. This is quite 
consistent with the deponent having no knowledge whatsoever. 
See Quartz Hill Consolidated Gold Mining Co. v. Beall, 20 Ch.D. 
501, at 508. The provisions of Rule 295 are imperative and 
apply to garnishee proceedings: Salander v. Jensen, 0 W.L.R. 
101; Bonnard r. Ponpnan 11801), 2 Ch. 260, 287-288; /■ rt 
J. L. Young Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 11900) 2 Ch. 753.

J. N. Fish, for plaintiff. It is not an irregularity to entitle 
the affidavit in garnishee proceedings in the action: Hargreaves 
v. Hayes (1855), 5 E. & B. 272; the affidavit need not be sworn 
after the issue of the writ: Schletter v. Cohen, 7 M. & W. 389. 
These cases have been followed in this jurisdiction in cases of 
replevin, the rules in regard to w'hich do not differ materially 
from those applicable to garnishee proceedings. See Marcy v. 
Pierce (No. 1), 4 Terr. L.R. 186; Gougeon v. Tompkins (1905),
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have disclosed the grounds of the belief of the deponent, tin 
affidavit having followed the exact wording of Rule 384 (b)
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has complied with the requirements of that rule. Rule 29') 
has no application, being confined to interlocutory proceedings, 
and garnishee proceedings are not interlocutory within the mean
ing of the rule. Even if irregular, however, it is submitted that 
the irregularity may be cured under Rule 538. See Reynolds 
v. Coleman (1887), 30 Ch.D. 453; Dickson v. Low, [1895] 2 
ChJX 62.

Wetmore, C.J. March 10. Wetmore, C.J.:—In so far as the questions 
raised by this appeal, that the affidavit on which the garnishee 
summons was issued was sworn before the commencement of 
the action, and that it is intituled in the cause, are concerned. 
I am unable to distinguish this case from Marcy v. Pierce (1899
4 Terr. L.R. 186, and I continue of the same opinion with respect 
thereto as set forth in the report of that case. I have nothing 
further to add to the judgment of my brother Brown, either 
upon this point or the other point decided by him, except to sax 
that on an application to hold to bail mentioned in Marcy \ 
Pierce the affidavit would have been held good whether intituled 
in the cause or not. Probably it would have been more in ac
cordance with this practice not to entitle it in the cause at all, 
but if an objection of this character is to be held fatal to tin 
proceeding by the omission to comply with Rule 294, then it 
seems to me that Rule 538 of the Judicature Ordinance serves 
no useful purpose. In my opinion, the intituling may be con
sidered a surplusage. What information does it give, after all 
said and done? The facts that are necessary to support the 
proceeding are set forth in the body of the affidavit. I am of 
opinion that the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Jolmutone, J. Johnstone, J.:—This is an appeal by the defendant from 
an order made in Chambers dismissing the defendant’s 
summons on the hearing of an applieation on the defen
dant’s behalf for an order setting aside the garnishee summons 
issued by the plaintiffs, on grounds of irregularity. The allege ! 
irregularities raised consisted of two: first, the affidavit tiled 
was not in accordance with sec. 384 of the Judicature Ordinance 
second, the affidavit was made on information and belief as to ti e 
indebtedness of the garnishee to the defendant, and the ground* 
of belief were not set forth.

The writ of summons in the action issued on the 12th day of 
May, 1910, on which day the garnishee summons also issued on an 
affidavit of the vice-president of the plaintiff company, sworn 
before A. (1. Kemp, a notary public in and for the Province of 
Manitoba, and, as appears from the jurat, at the city of Winnipeg, 
in the Province of Saskatchewan, on the 5th day of May, in I".
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This affidavit was intituled: “in the Supreme Court of Saskatche
wan,” in the style of pause in the garnishee proceedings. As to 
the objections to the affidavit, rule 384 of the Judicature Ordin
ance regulates the practice as to garnishee proceedings in so far 
as the issue of the writ is concerned. This rule reads:—

“Any plaintiff in an action for a debt or liquidated demand 
before or after judgment, and any person who has obtained a 
judgment or order for the recovery or payment of money may 
issue a garnishee summons in the form or to the effect of form C 
in the schedule hereto. Such summons shall be issued by the clerk 
upon the plaintiff or judgment creditor, his advocate or agent 
filing an affidavit:

“(a) Shewing the nature or amount of the claim or judgment 
against the defendant or judgment debtor, and swearing positively 
to the indebtedness of the defendant or judgment debtor to the 
plaintiff or judgment creditor;

“(b) Stating to the best of the deponent's information and 
belief that the proposed garnishee (naming him) is indebted to 
such defendant or judgment debtor.”

Richards, C.J., in Tiffany v. Mullen, 18 U.C.C.P. 91, at p. 95 
of the report, makes this statement as to the practice which then 
existed: “Garnishment proceedings are sometimes characterized 
as extraordinary remedies not known to the usual and ancient 
practice of the Court at common law. I apprehend that the 
Court could not call on a person indebted to a judgment debtor 
to pay that debt to a third person, and the right to do so is, as to 
the Courts of common law, a new right, and I take it, when a new 
right such as this is created, we must enforce it in the manner 
pointed out by the statute creating it.”

In Xayengast v. Miller, 3 Man. L.R. 241, Taylor, J., took this 
view. In delivering judgment, the learned Judge said: “In the 
case of a garnishing order, before judgment, tying up the de
fendant’s property and effects before the plaintiff has established 
the validity of his alleged claim, the greatest strictness should be 
required as to the material upon which the order is granted.”

If the procedure regulating our practice here were statutory, I 
should feel bound to follow the rule of construction laid down by 
the learned Judges named, but, as our procedure is governed by 
rules of Court, and rule 384 lias remained unaltered since Marcy 
v. Pierce (No. 1), 4 Terr.L.lt. 18G, and the practice ns there laid down 
permitting the use of affidavits for the purpose of invoking extra
ordinary remedies where such affidavits have been sworn before 
the commencement of the action has been recognized, 1 feel such 
practice should be followed in arriving at a conclusion in this 
appeal, but not without expressing the hope it may soon be 
changed. The practice, in so far as rule 384 is concerned, is abso
lutely farcical. See Clarke v. C author ne, 7 Term Rep. 321.

As to the second objection, I agree with the judgment of my 
brother Lamont.
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January 12. Lamont, J.:—This is an appeal from an order 
made in Chambers by my brother Brown. The grounds on which 
the appeal is based are: (1) That the affidavit on which the 
garnishee summons was issued was entitled in the action and 
sworn to seven days before the action commenced; and (2) that 
the allegations contained in such affidavit as to the indebtedness 
of the garnishee to the defendant are merely upon information 
and belief, and the grounds of such belief were not set forth in the 
affidavit.

As to the first of the above grounds, it is to be observed that 
Rule 384 provides that any plaintiff in an action for a debt or 
liquidated demand before or after judgment may issue a garnishee 
summons, and that such summons shall be issued by the clerk 
upon the plaintiff, his advocate or agent filing an affidavit contain
ing certain information. For the defendant it was argued that the 
affidavit was a nullity because it was sworn a week before the 
commencement of the action. The affidavit was sworn to on Max 
5th, and the writ was issued on May 12th and the garnishee sum 
mons the same day.

From the use of the phrase,“plaintiff in an action” in this Rule, 
it was contended that the legislature intended that an action must 
be commenced before the affidavit was sworn. This same in
ference was sought to be drawn from the fact that Rule 294 pro
vides that every affidavit shall be entitled in the cause or matter 
in which it is sworn. No case was cited to us, nor can I find any, 
in which the question was raised as to the validity of an affidavit 
sworn prior to the commencement of the action in so far as gar
nishee proceedings are concerned, but we were referred to the case 
of Mnrcy v. Pierce (No. 1), 4 Terr. L.R. 186, where it was held 
by the learned Chief Justice that in replevin proceedings an affi
davit upon which the writ of replevin was issued, sworn before 
the issue of the writ of summons in an action, did not afford a 
ground upon which the writ could be set aside. I cannot see any 
difference in principle between the present case and Many v. 
Pierce. The requirements of the rules as to replevin arc practically 
the same, so far as the questions involved are concerned, as the 
one in question. Rule 426 provides that “in any action brought 
for the recovery of personal property . . . the plaintiff may 
at any time after the issue of the writ of summons obtain a writ 
of replevin,” and Rule 427 provides that the clerk of the Court 
shall issue a writ of replevin upon the plaintiff or his agent tiling 
an affidavit setting forth certain things. In both garnishee 
proceedings and replevin proceedings the plaintiff may, after the 
issue of the writ of summons, obtain a garnishee summons or a writ 
of replevin upon filing an affidavit. For the reasons given by 
the learned Chief Justice in Many v. Pierce, which I cannot dis
tinguish, I am of opinion this objection cannot be sustained.

I am also of opinion that the appellant must fail on the second
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ground of appeal. I3y Rule 364 (b) the person making the 
affidavit is required to swear to the best of his information and 
belief that the proposed garnishee (naming him) is indebted to 
the defendant. In the affidavit filed the deponent says as follows: 
“To the best of my information and belief, Charles C. Goodwin, 
the proposed garnishee, is indebted to G. It. Itoss, the above 
named defendant.” In Salander v. Jensen (1907), 6 W.L.R. 401, 
the Court en banc for Yukon Territory held that an affidavit on 
information and belief was not sufficient unless the grounds of the 
belief were also set out, and the Court arrived at this conclusion 
after referring to a number of English cases in which that had been 
held. With great deference to the learned Judges who decided 
Salander v. Jensen, I am of opinion that under our Rule it is 
not necessary to set out the grounds of the deponent’s belief. 
The English cases referred to have held that the grounds of belief 
should be set out. The English Rule, however, differs from ours, 
and requires the deponent to swear that the proposed garnishee 
is indebted to the defendant, and the English cases referred to 
have held that if the person making the affidavit swears to in
formation and belief, stating the grounds thereof, that the rule is 
complied with. Our Legislature, possibly realising how difficult 
it would be for an honest plaintiff in many cases to swear positively 
that the proposed garnishee was indebted to the defendant, did 
not adopt the English rule, but required the deponent to state 
to the best of his information and belief that such indebtedness 
existed. I do not think a plaintiff is obliged to set out more than 
the rule calls for, and as it does not call for the grounds of the 
deponent's belief, I am of opinion they need not be set out.

I agree with what was laid down by Chief Justice Harvey in 
Sohren v. Auten and Markham (1910), 15 W.L.R. 417, when he 
said: “Rule 295, which requires the grounds of belief to be stated 
in affidavits used on interlocutory motions, can have no applica
tion, both because the affidavit is not for use on an interlocutory 
motion, and because the rule itself only requires it to be ‘to the 
best of the deponent’s belief,’ without more.”

I am, therefore, of opinion that the decision of my brother 
Brown was right and should be affirmed.
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B. C. Horace Ashmore JACKSON and E. A. Lacey (plaintiffs) v. PEOPLE’S
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TRUST COMPANY, Limited (defendants)
Yale County Court, British Columbia, Swanson, J. October 26, 1912.

Oct. 26. 1. Vendor and purchaser ( fi I ID—25) — Expression of opinion not
GROUND FOR CANCELLATION OF AGREEMENT OF SALE.

A representation by an agent of a vendor of land, which is merely 
un expression of opinion, and not a misrepresentation of a material 
ascertainable fact, does not, in the absence of fraud, constitute ground 
for the cancellation of the agreement of sale.

2. Fraud and deceit (8 111—10)—Representation that land was in
BUSINESS SECTION OF PROPOSED TOWN MERE EXPRESSION OF OP

Where un agent of a vendor of land represented that the purchasers 
were buying a business lot in the business section of a proposed town 
and the vendees, who were buying on speculation, knew that no bu-i 
ness section existed at that time, such a representation must be read 
in the light of existing circumstances, and must be considered as look 
ing to the future development of the town, and hence is purely a mut
ter of opinion and not a misrepresentation of a material ascertainable 
fact.

[Cave v. Horsell (1912), 48 Times L.R. 543, 81 L.J.K.B. 981, sped 
ally referred to.]

3. Fraud and deceit (§111—10)—Representation that purchaser could
DISPOSE OF LAND AT INCREASE MERE MATTER OF OPINION.

It is merely un expression of opinion and not a misrepresentation 
of fact where an agent of a vendor of land represents to the pur 
chaser that the latter would be able to dispose of the land at from two 
to three times the price before the third payment on the land was due.

4. Fraud and deceit (8 III—10)—Representation that main street of
PROPOSED TOWN WOULD BECOME PRINCIPAL STREET IS EXPRESSION
OF OPINION ONLY.

A representation to a purchaser by the agent of the vendor of land 
in a proposed town that the main street of the town would become a 
principal street, does not amount to a representation at law, but 
is only an expression of opinion.

6. Vendor and purchaser (§ I E—25)—Statement that adjacent land
WAS RESERVED FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES NOT AN INDUCEMENT TO
MAKING OF CONTRACT JUSTIFYING CANCELLATION.

A statement by the agent of a vendor that land adjoining that sold 
to the purchaser had been reserved by a railway for trackage and 
other purposes, when honestly made, is not, in the absence of fraud, 
such a material inducement to the formation of the contract as would 
justify cancellation of the agreement of sale, where it later appear- 
that such was not the case.

[/limn v. Alexander, 2 D.L.R. 553, distinguished.]

Statement Trial of an action for cancellation of an agreement of sale 
dated April 7th, 1911, whereby defendants as vendors agreed to 
sell to the plaintiffs, and the plaintiffs agreed to buy from the 
vendors the east half of lot 3, block 9, plan 1701, in the townsite 
of Port Mann, B.C., for the price of $1,000, payable $250 on 
the execution of the agreement, and balance in four equal in
stalments of intervals of 6 months from April 7th, 1911, with 
interest at 7 per cent.
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The action was dismissed.
A. I). Macintyrc, and O. W. Black, for plaintiffs.
IV. A. Macdonald, K.C., and Adam Johnson, for defendants.
Swanson, County Judge :—A clerical error has apparently 

been made in drafting the prayer for relief, the date of the ag
reement being there stated to be January 10th, 1912, instead of 
the 7th day of April, 1911. Permission is granted accordingly 
to amend the plaint.

The plaintiffs allege that they were induced to enter into the 
agreement in question through the falsi* representations of the 
defendants' agent, Mr. Hibbert. They allege that Mr. Ilibbert 
verbally, wrongfully and fraudulently and knowing tin* same to 
he false represented to them that the plaintiffs were

1. Buying a business lot in the business section of Port 
Mann, B.C. ;

2. That the plaintiffs would be able to dispose of the land at 
from two to three times the price paid before the 3rd payment on 
the land was due;

3. That the main street of the town of Port Mann—the 
Hon-Accord road—ran directly up from the wharf of the Fraser 
river past the land in question and that it would be the Gran
ville street of Port Mann, meaning thereby that the said main 
street would occupy the same relation to Port Mann as Granville 
street does to the city of Vancouver, and,

4. That the whole of the flat land lying between the said
land and the waterfront of the Fraser river had been reserved 
by the Canadian Northern Pacific Railway Company for track
age and other purposes, and that relying on these representa
tions which they now claim to be false they entered into the 
agreement in question, and payment $250, and the
first instalment $187 as therein provided. The plaintiffs ac
cordingly ask for a cancellation of this agreement and a return 
of their money paid.

As there is no proof whatever of fraud the case resolves it
self into one as to whether the facts proved entitle the plaintiffs 
to be relieved from their contract through the innocent misre
presentation of Hibbert or not. The issue is whether the state
ments alleged to have been made by Hibbert constitute represen
tations in law, and whether under the circumstances the plain
tiffs should be relieved from their contract. In my opinion the 
plaintiffs are not entitled to succeed.

The plaintiffs frankly state that they believe that Ilibbert 
honestly believed the statements which they allege he made to 
them to induce them to purchase the land in question. I have 
very carefully considered the evidence in the case, which as far 
as allegation (1) is concerned is quite unique.

25—7 D.I..B.
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Dealing with allegation (1) : The plaintiff Jackson, at pages 
48 and 40 of the transcript of evidence, furnished by the steno
grapher, says:—

Q. Now what representations did Mr. Hibbert make rh to these 
lots? A. He said it was a business lot in a business centre of Port 
Mann.

A statement which Jackson repeated at different times in 
his evidence. The plaintiff Lacey in somewhat similar language 
confirms this statement.

There was no business section and no business of any kind 
being done at Port Mann at the time of the agreement in ques
tion, as the plaintiffs frankly admitted they perfectly well knew 
at the time, the city of Port Mann being still only a city on 
paper. The townsite had then only been cleared in part by the 
Canadian Northern Pacific Railway Co., and the plaintiffs ad 
mitted a similar condition of affairs as existing at the date of 
the trial herein, September 4th last. The plaintiffs knew that 
the lot they were buying, being 33 feet by 120 feet, was a portion 
of a sub division of 40 acres owned by the defendants or by a 
syndicate represented by them, and marked in a red block on 
a small printed map similar to exhibit No. 2, and shewn to them 
at or before the time of the sale. The plaintiffs knew they wen- 
buying the defendants’ land and not the Railway Company's 
land. The defendants’ lands in question are, as a matter of faet. 
clearly in the heart of the land holdings of the railway com 
pany at Port Mann. About a quarter mile to the north of the 
defendants’ lands is a bluff rising some 200 feet above the flats. 
It is about a quarter mile from the bluff to the water-front. 
Fraser river. The old Bon-Accord road ran along the east side 
of the defendants’ lands, and northerly towards a wharf marked 
“B.” on plan Ex. 2, at the Fraser river. The plaintiffs admit 
they purchased this land as a pure speculation, expecting by 
buying early to turn it over at a considerable profit. Some 
months following the purchase by the plaintiffs the railway com
pany put on the market lots in the vicinity of the defendants' 
lands, but larger in size and at a less value than the defendants 
were offering theirs, the railway company also cutting up some 
of the flats lying between the proposed railway tracks and the 
bluff into what they designated as business lots. The conse 
quence was to depreciate the value of the defendants’ lands 
and the plaintiffs claiming they did not get what they say they 
bargained for, viz., a business lot in the business centre of Port 
Mann, ask to be relieved of their obligations under the con
tract, and a repayment of moneys paid by them.

Even accepting the story of the plaintiffs on this point 1 am 
of the opinion that they cannot succeed.

It was a pure matter of opinion on Hibbert’s part as to the
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lot in question being n business lot, and being in a business 
centre of the town, or as to the likelihood of such a contingency.

The expression “business lot in a business centre” in view 
of the admitted facts of the case, if it had any meaning what
ever, must be considered as looking to the future development 
of Port Mann, and not as contemplating the actual condition of 
affairs at the date of the sale in question. It was a pure matter 
of opinion as to what was going to happen or likely to happen 
in the future, an opinion too as the plaintiffs frankly say hon
estly believed in and honestly given by Hibbert. The plaintiffs 
knew there was at the time no such a thing actually as a “busi
ness lot” or a “business section or centre” in presenti in the 
townsite of Port Mann. They knew at the time there was no 
business being done there, and no people there at that time to 
do business with. IIow then can they claim they were deceived 
or damnified by such a statement, when they say they knew all 
these facts beyond a question? The law is I think quite clear 
that a misrepresentation to be material should be in respect of 
an ascertainable fact, as distinguished from a mere matter of 
opinion. It may be said that the expression “a business lot 
in a business centre” is a definite ascertainable fact. But if it 
is to have any intelligible meaning, it must be read in the light 
of the surrounding circumstances, of the undoubted facts fully 
known to the plaintiffs at the time, that such a thing as busi
ness or a business district did not actually exist at Port Mann 
at that time, and the expression can therefore have only one 
meaning, and that is as anticipatory of the future, thus turning 
the expression, in my opinion, clearly into one of mere opinion. 
The third allegation should be read in the light of the first alle
gation, and the very form of it as set out in the plaint destroys 
its effect as a representation in law, and clearly shews that Hib
bert ’s words (adopting the plaintiff’s version for the time be
ing) concerning Bon-Accord road were simply matter of opinion 
or prophecy on his part as to Bon-Accord road one day equalling 
Granville street, Vancouver, in importance—clearly a mere ex
pression of opinion for which no liability attaches to the de
fendants. I have so far dealt with allegation (1) on the assump
tion that the plaintiffs’ version of Ilibhert’s representations is 
the true one. Hibbert, however, puts it in a different form, 
and one which I think is more conformable to common sense 
when we consider the full knowledge of the facts of the situation 
possessed not only by Hibbert, but by the plaintiffs. Hibbert 
says at page 108 of the transcript of evidence:—

Q. Will you say that you never hinted to anybody that they were 
business lots? A. I did not.

Q. That is different to what you said to your counsel, do you dir
ectly contradict Mr. Lacey and Mr. Jackson in saying that business 
lots were not mentioned ? A. I never said they were not mentioned.
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i). Well then what was the word? A. Excuse nie: I said that I 
think as fur as 1 remember I can give you my own words; I said that 
it was a pretty good supposition, looking at that map that you got 
there, it was a pretty good supposition to supptwe that that pro
perty being in the centre of the Canadian Northern Townsite that 
one might take it. mit a certainty, hut at any rate a good sporting 
chance that you might hit somewhere near the business section of 
the city.
if I adopt Hibbert’s statement, and on the whole 1 am in

clined to prefer this statement as it appears to me a more pro
bable account of what actually transpired, I am clearly of the 
opinion that the i cannot succeed. Doth sides are
equally interested in giving their testimony, the plaintiff Lacey 
and his father-in-law Jackson are anxious to get rid of what 
they now believe to be a. bad bargain, and Ilibbert as agent of 
his company is anxious to defend the defendants’ interests. Ilib
bert is not joined as a party defendant. He says he has shewn 
his faith in the defendants’ property by himself purchasing 
four lots, in which In* says he still believes.

The parties here have entered into a solemn agreement un
der seal. This should not be lightly disturbed without the 
clearest and most cogent reasons. Where a contract is made be
tween adults of competent understanding where they are at 
arms’ length, and where fraud, duress, undue influence or other 
disabling circumstances do not intervene, it is a wholesome 
principle that a man should stand by and be held to his bar
gain. Sir Win. Ritchie, C.J., in Beatty v. Keeton, 13 Can. S.C.R. 
1, p. 5, says:—

I lake it there is no proposition better established than that fraud 
must In* distinctly and clearly proved; that the law will presume in 
favour of honesty and against fraud. As Baron Parke said in Hhaw 
V. Berk, 8 Ex. 392: “Defendants who si-ek to set an instrument aside 
as fraudulent must establish fraud, upon the universal principle that 
every transaction in the first instance is assumed to lx* valid, and the 
proof of fraud lies upon the party by whom it is imputed." There
fore. unless the nllcgcd fraud is established beyond a reasonable doubt, 
the presumption of law would In» that the proceeding on the part of 
the defendants was fair and honest.

In n leading Manitoba ease between two prominent par
ties (one of them the Chief Justice and the other, afterwards 
the Governor of that province), Shultz v. Wood (1881),6 Can. 
S.C.R. 585, at G13, the same leamed Judge says:—

In rescinding a contract under seal the evidence should be un
equivocal and conclusive.
Sir George Jessel, M.R. in one of his latest judgments, 

Wallis v. Smith (1882), 52 L.J. Ch. 145, at 153, says: -
1 think it necessary to say so much because 1 have always thought, 

and still think, that it is of the utmost importance as regards con-

1092
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tracts between adult#—persons not under disability and at arms' 
length—that the Courts of law should maintain the performance of 
contracts according to the intention of the parties, that they should 
not overrule any clearly expressed intention on the ground that Judges 
know the business of the people I letter than the people know it them
selves. I am perfectly well aware there are exceptions, hut these are 
chiefly of a legislative character.

Ijord Lindley, when Master of the Rolls, in Underwood v. 
Marker (1899), 98 L.J. Ch. 201, at 204, uses ei strong 
words as to the inviolability of contract, deliberately entered 
into which is not induced by fraud, etc. Mr. Justice Story in 
his work on Equity Jurisprudence, p. 199, says :—

Courts of equity like Courts of law do not aid parties who will 
not use their own sense and discretion upon matters of this sort.

Kerr, on Fraud and Mistake, 3rd ed., at p 47, says :—
A representation which merely amounts to a statement of opinion, 

judgment, probability or expectation or is vague and indelinite in its 
nature and terms or is merely a loose, conjectural or exaggerated 
statement goes for nothing, though it may not lie true, for a man is 
not justified in placing reliance on it. 

and at page 48 :—
They are, strictly speaking, pratis dicta and a man who relies on 

them does so at Ills peril, ami must take the consequences.

As to exaggerated expectation held out by over-sanguine 
company promoters in prospectuses, Kerr, at p. 49, adds :—

No prudent man cm. owing to the well known prevalence of exag 
geration in such documents accept the pro*|iects which are held out 
by the orginotor of every new scheme without considerable abatement.
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In all these matters the prudent man must keep before him 
the old maxim caveat emptor. See Lord Ilalsbury’s Laws of 
England, vol. 20, at p. 665 et seq., and at page 670, wher• the 
subject of exaggeration not being representation is dealt with.

Sir Frederick Pollock, in the last edition of his work on 
Torts 1918), at page 292, dealing with “Deceit,” says

A man cannot hold me to account because he has lost money by fol
lowing me in an opinion which turns out erroneous.

Similarly Sir Win. Anson in his Treatise on Contracts, 9th 
ed., on the subject of Misrepresentation, says:—

A mere expression of opinion is not a statement which if it turns 
out to be false invalidates a contract. Nor are commendatory ex
pressions such as men habitually use in order to induce others to » 
enter into a bargain dealt with ns serious representations of fact. A 
certain latitude is allowed to a man who wants to gain a purchaser, 
though it must lie admitted that the border line of permissible asser
tion is not always discernable.

It may be that the principles binding in a Court of morals 
in these matters are not always of equal binding force in a

1
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B-c- Court of law, but the Judge’s function is to decide what the law 
q ç is not what it ought to be.
1912 Cyprian Williams in his Treatise on Vendor and Purchaser

Jackson (1910), at pp. 816 and 817, sets out eight facts which must be
r. proved to give rise to the right to rescind a contract for mis-

Peoplb’s representation. The eighth fact, at p. 822, is set out as:—
Oy The party claiming to have been misled must not have known that

____ the statement was false. «

In the case at bar the plaintiffs frankly admit that they 
knew throughout the whole negotiations leading up to the con
tract herein that there was actually no business district estab
lished in Port Mann, and no business being done there, in fact 
that the whole city was merely one on paper without any actual 
settlement whatever excepting only a few men engaged in clear
ing the townsite. They were, accordingly, not deceived by this 
alleged representation. I have dealt with the most serious alle
gation No. 1, also No. 3 which is closely related thereto. As to 
allegation No. 2 I do not think that amounts to a representa
tion at law. I express no opinion ns to whether the plaintiffs’ 
case as disclosed in their evidence on this point amounts to a 
subsidiary agreement, for the breach of which they might have 
redress in damages, as this point was not raised in this way on 
the pleadings and was not discussed at the bar. As to allega
tion No. 4 I do not think that any representation to that effect 
would be a material inducement to the formation of the con
tract. Resides there is no evidence that what Ilibbert is al
leged to have said on this point was false at the time it was said, 
and the plaintiffs were satisfied with his honesty in making the 
alleged statement.

Williams, at page 819, states that the 4th fact which must 
be proved is

the representation must be of some material fact having relation to
the propoeed contract.

Ilibbert believed in the truth of the statement he made in 
this regard. Even if the statement under the 4th heading 
were ftdse it is open to question whether Ilibbert would make 
the defendants liable by disparaging the property of the C.N. 
Pac. Ry. Co., on the flats as alleged with the object of securing 
a purchaser for the defendants’ lands. Kerr, at p. 50, says the 
purchaser is not liable for disparaging the property which l.«$ 
proposes to buy, and assertions of value by the vendor are not 
fraudulent in law though erroneous or false. Nor is a buyer 
liable for misrepresenting a seller’s chance of sale or probability 
of his getting a better price. It is a false representation in a 
matter merely gratis dictum by the bidder in respect of which 
he is under no legal duty to the seller for the correctness of his 
statement, and upon which the seller would be incautious to
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affirmed, 4 Taunt. 488.

The plaintiffs’ counsel has referred me to the reasons for 
judgment given by the learned Chief Justice of the Court of 
Appeal and of Mr. Justice Galliher, in Dunn v. Alexander, 2 
D.L.R. 553, an action concerning the sale of lands alleged to be 
within the C. N. Pac. Ity. townsitc of Pori Mann. I take it from 
perusing the judgments of the learned Chief Justice and of Mr. 
Justice Galliher, that the gravamen of the charge against the 
defendant was that he falsely and fraudulently represented 
that the lands in question were within the C. N. Pac. Ry. town- 
site, whereas the facts shewed otherwise. The facts in the pre
sent case are, in my opinion, of quite a different'nature, and I 
accordingly think Dunn v. Alexander, 2 D.L.R. 553, is distin
guishable from the case at bar. Since writing the above I have 
read the decision of the Court of Appeal in Cave v. Ilorscll 
(1912), 48 Times L.R. 543, 81 L.J.K.B. 981. I refer to this ease 
relative to the interpretation 1 have above placed on 
the words “a business lot in a business centre,” where 
I have read them in the light of the surrounding 
circumstances of the case. In Cave v. llorsell, supra, 
the Court had to interpret the meaning of the word 
“adjoining” used in a lease. The headnotc states that the de
fendant was the owner of six shops in a terrace forming part 
of the Limes estate, and numbered 1 to 6 consecutively. No. 4 
was let for a term of years to plaintiffs, wdio covenanted not to 
carry on any trade or business except certain specially named, 
including that of cabinet-makers. Defendant also covenanted with 
plaintiffs that he would not at any time during the continuance 
of the lease let any of the adjoining shops belonging to him in 
the Limes estate for the purposes of certain trades including 
that of cabinet-makers. Subsequently defendant let shop No. 
6 to G. for purposes of carrying on business of cabinet-maker. 
In an action to recover damages for breach of covenant, held 
that shop No. 6 wras an adjoining shop within meaning of coven
ant. It was argued that according to the plain ordinary and 
primary sense the term “adjoining” meant immediately touch
ing or in physical contact with, that is as applicable only to 
shops No. 3 and 5, in accordance with the principle of interpre
tation enunciated by Lord Wcnsleydale in Grey v. Pearson 
(1857), 6 II.L.C. Gl, but the majority of the Court, Fletcher- 
Moulton, L.J., and Buckley, L.J., refused to place so narrow 
a construction on the word, but read it in the light of the con
text, of the surrounding circumstances of the case. Fletcher- 
Moulton, L.J., at page 986, says :—

Its purpose was admittedly to protect the business of the plaintiffs 
from the danger of a rival in the same business establishing himself

C.C.
1912
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clone nt hand. Under these circumstances I do not think that it would 
occur to anyone but a lawyer to interpret the words as applying only 
to the houses next door.
Later on the same learned Judge says :—

I fully accept the authority of those cases, but in my opinion, we 
have not here to decide the abstract question of the meaning of the 
word “adjoining” apart from the context. We are entitled and bound 
to hear in mind the surrounding circumstances, and then it is our 
duty to construe the words as a whole. We are entitled among 
other things to consider the object of the covenant. This is pointed 
out by Lord Justice Bowen in his judgment in Lightbound v. Higlu 
Itcbington Local Hoard, 182 B.D. 577, at 584. He was there dealing 
with a section of an Act of Parliament, and he lays down that there 
is a broad rule of construction “that in construing the words you must 
look at the subject-matter of the section and sec what is its scope and

Further on he says :—
The meaning of words is fixed by user alone.

Lord Justice Buckley in the opening part of his judgment 
says :—

There are few words, if indeed there be any, which bear a meaning 
so exact as that the reader can disregard the surrounding circum
stances and the context in ascertaining the sense in which the word 
is employed. Not even words expressive of number escape the ordeal. 
There are trades in which a dozen does not mean twelve nor a hundred 
five score. There are words upon whose primary meaning there is no 
room for doubt. I may instance again the word “dozen.” But this is 
not true of all words. Many are not of fixed but of flexible meaning. 
Such a word may have many primary meanings. It is for the reader, 
looking at the context, to say in which of those meanings it is em
ployed. In making that determination he must look at the subject- 
matter dealt with by the language in which the word occurs, and see 
what is the scope and object of the instrument in which he finds it. 
Much discussion has passed before us upon Lord Wcnslcydale's lan
guage in Grey v. Fearson (1857), 0 H.L.C. 61. He is not speaking of 
the meaning of a single word, etc.
There will be judgment for the defendants, dismissing the 

action with coMs.
Action dismissed.

CAN ALBERTA PACIFIC ELEVATOR CO. (defendants, appellants) v. VAN- 
___  COUVER MILLING AND GRAIN CO. (plaintiffs, respondents).

Kuprcmc Court of Cotuida, Kir Charles Fitzpatrick, CJ., and Davies, 
1912 Idington, Duff and Anglin, ./«/. .1/oy 7, 1912.

f. CONTRACTS ( $ IV B—325)—'FUTURE DELIVERIES—JUSTIFICATION FOR 
. BREAKING OFF.

A persistent failure on the part of the vendors to respond to the 
frequent calls of the vendee for more grain under several contracts for 
future delivery justifies a breaking olF of the contract on the part of 
the vendee.
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2. Contracts ( g 1V C 2—351)—Sufficiency ok tender—Withdrawal of
TENDER OF GOODS—QUESTION OF PRO TANTO FULFILMENT.

A tender on the part of the vendors during the lifetime of a contract 
for future delivery of grain by sending a numlfcr of cars loaded for 
the purpose of fulfilling the contracts or some one of them, hut sub
sequent ly diverting such shipments to some other destination at the 
request of the vendee, is not a pro tanto fulfilment of the contract, in 
the absence of a shewing that the parties intended to treat the tender 
of these cars as such part fulfilment.

Appeal from the Court of Appeal for British Columbia.
The appeal was dismissed.
Chrysler, K.C., and C. C. McCaul, K.C., for appellants.
C. W. Craig, for the respondents.
Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, J., agreed that this appeal 

should he dismissed with costs, for the reasons given by the trial 
Judge, Murphy, J.

Idington, J. :—I fail to see how the appellant can under the 
facts and circumstances existent herein avail itself of either 
the objection to the jurisdiction orf the learned trial Judge or 
the admission of Mr. Strong’s evidence given in response to 
orders for discovery.

Of the exceptions taken on the merits to the judgment ap
pealed from the two or three chiefly relied on and which bore a 
plausible look at first sight, a word or two may lie properly said.

The appellant under its several contracts with respondent for 
selling and shipping grain to the latter had on the way at the 
time when the latter’s elevator was burned down, a number of 
ears loaded for the purpose of fulfilling the said contracts or 
some one of them.

The respondent’s manager appealed to the appellant to turn 
these ears to some other destination as it was impossible for re
spondent to use them under the circumstances.

The appellant very properly responded to this request and 
dispased of these cars elsewhere, but I think very improperly 
seeks to apply such tender as a pro tanto fulfilment of the 
contracts.

If it had been the case that the parties had intended to treat 
the tender as such part fulfilment of the contracts, we would 
have had some facts or circumstances pointing that way. In faet 
we have not one such fact, but, ou the other hand, every circum
stance bearing on the question and spoken to by the conduct and 
correspondence of the parties, points the other way. Then, the 
property in, or control over, these cars so tendered never passed 
out of the appellant and the probabilities are a profit was made 
by the diversion. If there had been a loss we assuredly should 
have heard of it.

As to the next point there was no breach, no abandonment 
of the contracts or of intention to fulfil them on the 12th of June,
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it appears to me an impossibility to argue, therefore, unless we 
shut out of sight part of the correspondence.

If persistent failure for weeks to respond to calls of re
spondent for the grains, does not furnish ground for breaking 
off. I do not know what would. The courteous form of request 
for fulfilment might have been framed in an angry, boisterous 
tone and contained loud threats, but would have been rendered 
thereby no more commendable.

The contract of March for ten thousand bushels sold for May 
delivery, seems to have been so completely ignored that it is 
mere idle talk, as it seems to me, to try and read into the con
tract a term and condition, relative to tendering cars, which the 
parties never seem to have had in mind in framing it and the 
contract itself does not provide for.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Duff, J., agreed that the appeal should he dismissed with 
costs.

Anglin, J. :—Reading the contract of the 12th of March, 
1909, in the light of the correspondence which took place in 
May and June, I entertain no doubt that it was the intention of 
the parties that the vendor should supply cars for shipment of 
the 10,000 bushels of wheat covered by that contract, as they 
were bound to do for the shipment of the 70,000 bushels under 
the October contract. The fact that the defendants might ship 
from any one or from several of some fifteen or twenty points 
in Alberta to be selected by them differentiates this case from 
Marshall v. Jamieson, 42 U.C.R. 115, and Coleman v. McDermott, 
1 E. & A. 445, relied upon by the appellant.

But if it were the duty of the plaintiff to furnish cars under 
the March contract, in my opinion, the defendant, who had the 
duty of delivery and the selection of the exact point or points 
of delivery, was at least hound to notify the plaintiff when and 
where the wheat lay ready for delivery and shipment in order 
that the latter might send cars for it to such point or points : 
Vogt v. Schienebcck, 2 A. & E. Annotated Cases 814, 818 (n). 
On this branch of the case I see no reason for interference with 
the judgment of the learned trial Judge, confirmed as it is by 
the Court of Appeal.

On the 70,000 bushels contract there was an admitted short
age of 098.44 bushels. The defendant says that since this 
shortage was less than a carload it is not liable for it. This 
might perhaps be iui answer if there had not been the other 
contract for tile 10,000 bushels. The correspondence shews that 
the parties treated the two contracts in such a way that this 
698.44 bushels might have been shipped as part of a carload
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in the course of delivery under the 10.000 bushels contract. A 
ear of wheat, we are told, carries about 1,100 bushels.

On the oats contract, 1 am satisfied that the diversion of cars 
made by the vendor at the purchaser’s request was with the 
intent on the part of both parties that the diverted cars should 
be treated as not having been applied on the contract, and that, 
notwithstanding the forwarding and diversion of them, the 
vendor should remain at lilierty to enforce acceptance by the 
purchaser of the whole 150,000 bushels of oats as if they had 
never shipped the diverted cars or to claim damages in the event 
of refusal, with corresponding rights on the part of the pur
chaser to enforce delivery or to recover damages, for default. 
There was no intention so far as I can glean from the evidence 
on the part of either party that the 150,000 bushels of oats to 
lie delivered by the plaintiff should be reduced by the quantity 
contained in the cars so diverted. The learned trial Judge has 
so found; his finding 1ms been confirmed by the Court of 
Appeal; no case, in my opinion, has been made for disturbing it.

Non-delivery under the contract for winter wheat is admitted. 
The attack made upon the basis on which the damages in respect 
of this item were assessed was, I think, unsuccessful.

The demands of the plaintiff in May and June were within 
its right under its contract. There was undoubted and contin
ued default on the part of the defendant and the trial Judge 
has found that it sufficed to justify the plaintiffs’ action of the 
12th June, in refusing to take further deliveries.

On the whole I find no ground for interfering on any point 
with the judgment of the learned trial Judge.

This appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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Appeal dismissed.

WILKS et al. v. MATTHEWS. QUE.
Quebec Court of King's Itcnch, Archamhcault. C.J.. I.nrergnc, Cross, Carroll 

and (iervais, JJ. October 31, 1912.
1. Contracts (§ 111 D—272)—Depositing moneys for speculation—

Illegal gaming contracts—Rights of winners and losers—C.C.
Que. art. 1927.

Where parties entrust moneys to a financial agent for him to carry 
«m imaginary speculations of every kind for their benefit, ho as to yield 
them fantastic benefits, they are participants in illegal gaming con
tracts under art. 1927 of the Civil Code (Que.), hence the winners of 
t he game have no net ion to recover their profits nor t he losers any art ion 
to recover the profits paid out, even if these were fictitious and in reality 
paid with their own (the losers) moneys.

[Wilks v. Matthews, 41 Que. 8.C. 155, affirmed on different grounds.)
2. Insolvency (§ III—12)—Rights of assignee—Recovery of moneys

PAID BY INSOLVENT— ILLEGAL “BLIND POOL*’—CONTRACT.
Where a so-called financial agent, who obtains moneys for invest

ment in a blind pool under promises of 30% profit |>er month becomes

K. n. 
1912
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Argument

insolvent and absconds, and, prior to his absconding, has paid out to 
some of the depositors fictitious profits out of the moneys deposited 
with him by the mass, no action lies in favour of the curators named 
to the abandonment to recover these profits from the winner.

[Forget v. Ostiyuy, [1895] A.C. 318, distinguished.]

The appeal was dismissed on a different ground from that 
given by the trial Judge.

The judgment of the Superior Court, Creenshields, J., so 
affirmed as to the result was rendered at Montreal on December 
9th, 1911, Wilks v. Matthews, 41 Que. S.C. 155.

A. W. Atwater, K.C., and //. N. Chauvin, K.C., for the appel
lants, claimed the full amount on the ground that the payment 
injured Sheldon’s creditors and was made when Sheldon was in
solvent to the respondent’s knowledge: C.C. 1035, 1036; and 
made a special claim to the sum of $7,836 which represented profits 
on the ground that that was paid as a gratuity, and had not been 
earned, at a period when Sheldon was insolvent: C.C. 1034 and 
1140. Knowledge of insolvency can be proved by circumstantial 
evidence: 3 Toullier, Des Contrats, title 3, 2nd part, no. 355; 
5 Mignault, p. 299; 10 Duranton, nos. 385-6; 25 Demolombe, 
no. 204; Kane v. Racine, 24 L.C.J. 216; Gilmour v. Letourneux, 
1 Que. Q.B. 294. This circumstantial evidence results from the 
press campaign, the “run” on Sheldon, the respondent’s refusal 
to accept a post-dated cheque, etc. Knowledge of the wife is 
knowledge of the husband: Standard Life Ass. v. Trudeau, 9 
Que. K.B. 499, at 515; Chrétien v. Crowley, 2 D.C.A. 385; Am. & 
Eng. Ency., 2nd ed., vo. Agency, p. 1144. It is conceded by the 
trial Judge that the profits were not earned. It follows they were 
not due and payment thereof can be recovered for it was made 
cither in error or as a liability: 5 Pothier, Condictio Indebiit, 
no. 160; 31 Demolombe, nos. 278-9; 20 Laurent 353; 5 Mignault, 
p. 320; C.C. 1047, 1036. Creditors have the right to attack 
gratuitous contracts in fraud of their rights and have them set 
aside where the debtor himself could not do so: C.C. 1033, 1034, 
1140. The present action being brought under 1032 C.C. is 
distinguished easily from Parent v. Leclaire, 1 Que. Q.B. 241. 
referred to by the trial Judge, and should be maintained.

C. //. Stephens, K.C., and L. A. David, for the respondent, 
submitted no knowledge of insolvency existed and that the re
spondent like thousands of others believed in good faith in the 
financial genius of Sheldon, who was not afraid to answer press 
attacks and explain his system. To the moment of his departure 
there is no evidence that Sheldon was insolvent. In an action 
of this kind it is necessary from the very institution of the 
actio pauliana to prove the knowledge or complicity of the person 
benefited by the payment or transfer: Edict, of May, 1609, Or
donnance of 1673; 13 Elizabeth ch. 5; Halsbury’s Laws of Eng
land, vol. 15, sec. 164; C.N. 1167; Imperial Bankruptcy Act of



1883 (40, 47 Viet. ch. 52, we. 4, sub-sec. 1, and sec. 49). Cf. R.8. 
Ont. 1897, eh. 1471, we. 3, and Datum v. McLean, 2 O.L.R. 400. 
See also Parker, Frauds ort Creditors, 110. In both England and 
France proof of an intention to defraud appears the principal 
test : Halsbury, ibid. Title Bankruptcy, see. 471. Moreover the 
insolvent could not have recovered any of the moneys he paid as 
profits; therefore his creditors cannot have greater rights than he 
had: Parent v. Leclairc, 1 Que. Q.B. 244; Kitching v. Hicks, 0 
O.R. 749; Holt in son v. Cooke, 0 O.R. 590, 594 ; C.C. 1032 ft seq. 
Besides every one knew that these profits were to be made by 
speculations on the stock or grain exchanges, therefore they belong 
to that category of gaining contracts to which the law lends no 
countenance nor assistance.

Atwater, K.C., in reply.

The judgment of the Court was unanimous to confirm the 
judgment of the Superior Court, opinions being handed down by 
Cross and Gervais, JJ.

Cross, J.:—The action is taken by the curators to the bank
ruptcy abandonment of one Sheldon to recover $13,738 from the 
respondent on the ground that the latter procured Sheldon to 
pay the amount at a time when Sheldon was utterly insolvent to 
the knowledge of the respondent.

There is reason to say that the respondent should In* held to 
have known that Sheldon was insolvent when he paid the money 
and that the defence is consequently unfounded, but a difficulty 
of greater weight stands in the way of the appellants' success in 
the question whether the Court, having due regard to morality 
and decency, should entertain an action launched for the object 
sought to be accomplished in this suit.

The appellants alleged in their action that Sheldon was an 
“investment broker” who gave his customers to understand that 
by investing their money he made large profits for them.

At the trial it was shewn that the supposed investments, with 
the exception of a relatively small amount of unprofitable opera
tions in bucket shops, were all moonshine, and at that stage, 
instead of being referred to as a brokerage investing business, it 
was called a “blind pool,” and now in their factum in appeal the 
ap]H‘llants shortly call it a “swindle.”

It has not l>een explained what a blind pool is, and I think 
that the two other characterizations are inapplicable.

The respondent’s aeeounts as entered in Sheldon’s books have 
Ihh-h put before us and cover a period extending from January 
or February, 1911, to September, 1911. They even closed on the 
10th October, 1911. The respondent had paid in sums aggregat
ing $7,102. He had drawn out $1,200 before Octolier, and drew 
$13,743 on the 11th October as already stated.

Argument
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Sheldon had over five thousand accounts. The accounts wen- 
all treated alike in that they were all credited with “profits” 
monthly at the same rate for the same month.

For six months of the period above mentioned the “profits” 
were as follows: April—20%; May—43%; June—28%; July- 
30%; August—25%; September—25%.

Persons of age and not mentally and morally deficient do not 
need to be told that the making of profits on any such scale as has 
just been indicated is an impossibility particularly in a business 
having no such outward evidence of productiveness as a gold mine 
or actively operating manufactory, but one of such an elusive 
nature that its operations could not be explained and in fact were 
not explained to its patrons.

Regarding Sheldon’s so-called “business,” it may be said 
shortly that its nature was such that, as long as there was a 
sufficiency of money contributions of “investments” from old and 
new patrons to provide money with which to pay the withdrawals 
of that portion of the old patrons who desired to withdraw their 
contributions and “profits,” the thing could go on but no longer. 
Now that operations have stopped, the situation is that there are 
over four thousand so-called “creditors,” whose claims repre
sent $859,883.51 of money paid in, and, if the “profits” be added, 
these claims would mount up to $2,138,008.40.

There are assets estimated at $19,951.29 of which the principal 
items consist of house and furniture $4,858.23 and a Government 
deposit of $9,800. The persons who provided money to Sheldon 
in the expectation of withdrawing with so-called profits at the rates 
per month above mentioned were gambling. To speak of such 
acts as investing or doing business is to misuse language.

It is not surprising to find that many of the patrons did not 
like to have their names appear in Sheldon’s books, and it is in 
evidence that the practice of having accounts opened in tin- 
names of Sheldon’s servants “in trust” was very largely resorted 
to. Thus respondents' accounts, for example, stood in the 
names of :—

Charles Stephen; C. D. Sheldon, trustee J.F.M.; W. S. 
Hunton, in trust J.F.M.; Win. Crawford; J. G. Matthews, 
special; S. C. Matthews.

And there appears to have been a seventh account which 
was not included in the settlement and not identified at the 
trial. It was the respondent’s wife who closed the six accounts 
and drew the money, and it was at first arranged that the cheque 
would be sent to her by her son, but afterwards she called for it 
herself, giving as her reason for so doing her desire that her son 
should not discover how much money she had entrusted to Shel
don. She had reason to be so minded.

It appears from the appellant’s own statement of claim that 
Sheldon’s operations were carried on for account of his patrons
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in consideration of twenty per cent, of the profits to be deducted 
by him.

I consider that it follows from the facts above mentioned that 
the operations are of the character of what arc treated as gaining 
contracts in the Code, and that the so-called “creditors” repre
sented by the appellants frequented and assisted the gaming 
house where the operations were carried on.

The keeper of the place* has been imprisoned, but the patrons 
not only appear not to have been proceeded against but are 
actually attempting by this action to procure some of the money 
salvage from the gaming operations to be collected so as to be 
divided among themselves by officers of the Superior Court.

One should look at the real nature of the operations and not 
be misled respecting them by the employment of such respectably 
sounding words as “investment broker,” “clients” and “credit
ors,” as have been freely misused at the trial of this action.

The employment of such words has suggested to me the 
equally decorous language of the bill for a partnership accounting 
in the old English case of Everest v. Williams, referred to in Lindlcy, 
Partnership, (ith cd., p. 101, note («), as follows :—

The bill stated that the plaintiff was skilled in dealing in several 
commodities, such as plate, rings, watches, etc.; that the defendant 
applied to him to become a partner; that they entered into partner
ship, and it was agreed that they should equally provide all sorts of 
necessaries, such as horses, saddles, bridles, and equally bear all ex
penses on the roads and at inns, taverns, ale-houses, markets and fairs; 
that the plaintiff and defendant proceeded jointly to Hounslow Heath, 
where they dealt with a gentleman for a gold watch . . . that they 
went to Finchley and dealt with several gentlemen for divers watches, 
rings, swords, canes, hats, cloaks, horses, bridles, saddles and other 
things, etc., etc.- The bill is said to have been dismissed with costs to 
be paid by the counsel who signed it ; and the solicitors for the plaintiff 
were attached and fined £50 apiece. The plaintiff and the defendant 
were, it is said, both hanged, and one of the solicitors for the plaintiff 
was afterwards trans|>ortcd.
Operations of the kind shewn to have been carried on by 

Sheldon and his patrons represent one of the worst vices which 
taint the commercial life of Canada, and I consider it of the 
greatest importance that they should meet with nothing but 
reprobation or punishment in a law court.

Any action or plea grounded upon matters arising out of them 
should not be entertained, whether the immoral eharacter of the 
cause of action be pleaded or not : Scott v. Brown, (1892] 2 Q.B. 724.

The curator to an abandonment in insolvency is an officer of 
the Superior ( -ourt, and should not he required to act as croupier 
to the patrons of a gaming house. My conclusion is that this 
appeal should be rejected and the parties sent out without costs 
to either side.

Gervais, J. (translated) :—On Deceml>er 9th, 1911, Mr. Justice 
Greenshiclds dismissed with costs the action for $13,738, which
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the appellants, in their quality of curators to the insolvent estate of 
Charles 1). Sheldon, had instituted against the respondent to 
compel him to refund this amount which had been paid to him 
by the insolvent on October 10th, 1910, the day before he failed, 
on the ground that the respondent knew of Sheldon’s insolvency.

The trial Judge held that it had not been proven that the re
spondent knew of the insolvency in question, and therefore dis
missed the action, holding the payment to have been properly 
made.

Should this judgment be reversed?
The reasons for the dismissal of the action of the Court below 

might be questioned.
Sheldon had started carrying on business in Montreal in Janu

ary or February, 1908. A few months before he failed a formid
able press campaign had been organized and thundered against 
his methods and doings regarding the deposits made with him by 
his clients. The considerable profits which he was promising to 
his clients should have been to them a constant notice of his abso
lute insolvency.

Are we to decide this appeal on the reasons given by the 
Court below?

“Considering that the proof fails to establish a knowledge by 
the defendant or his wife of the insolvency of C. D. Sheldon at 
the time the payment was made;

“Considering in like manner the proof made by the plaintiff 
fails to establish any fraud on the part of the defendant or of his 
wife;

“Considering that in the absence of such proof the plaintiffs 
are not entitled to the restoration of the amount so paid by tin 
insolvent to the defendant’s wife on the 10th of October, 1910;

“Considering that the plaintiffs in their quality, in the absence 
of proof of fraud, cannot demand the restoration to them of that 
part of the amount paid to the defendant’s wife on the 10th day 
of October, 1910, which represents alleged profits or dividends."

But might not, on the other hand, this judgment be upheld on 
another ground in virtue of the denial of the right of action to 
recover what has been paid under a gambling contract decreed 
by C.C. 1927?

This article enacts that there is no right of action for the re
covery of money or any other thing claimed under a gaming 
contract or bet, except in the case of fraud, or in the case of ex
ercises for promoting skill in the use of arms, and of horse and 
foot races and other lawful games which require bodily activity 
and address.

Like the Code Napoleon at article 1967, our Cod' prohibits 
purely and simply all gambling contracts as did the Roman law. 
the old French law and subsequent legislation. As in all then- 
cases, our law represses or attempts to repress the gambling 
instinct.
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The jurisprudence accepted by the Privy Council in the case 
of Forget v. Ostiguy, [1805] A.C. 318, 64 L.J.P.C. 62 (Brodhurst, 
Stock Exchange, p. 188, and also p. 183), in holding that stock 
exchange speculations on margin were valid, has marked the 
extreme limit of the legal recognition of contracts of speculation.

Can the speculations brought into fashion by Sheldon be con
sidered analogous to the speculations as defined and recognised 
in Forget v. Ostiguy, [1895] A.C. 318. Not for one moment.

Sheldon’s speculations in which his clients participated, includ
ing the “auteurs” of the appellants—for these are but their ju
dicial agents for the purposes of the insolvency—were fictitious 
and imaginary speculations in order to hide a well-known form of 
embezzlement which leads straight to the criminal Courts : the 
procuring of u constant increase of deposits so as to pay enormous 
profits on the first deposits by means of the last deposits.

The ultimate object of the author of these financial tactics 
is to obtain for himself, at a given moment, a goodly portion of 
these deposits, either through absconding or through a haze and 
cloud of imaginary transactions.

This is exactly what happened with Sheldon. Without going 
so far as supposing that the appellant’s “auteurs” as well as the 
respondent himself were conscious participants in this colossal 
fraud which has been practised oft-times in the United States and 
in Europe, we may at least state that the appellant’s “auteurs” 
and the respondent, all of them deposited moneys with Sheldon 
that he might carry on imaginary stock exchange speculations, 
illegal speculations in any event; in other words, that he might 
carry on, to their benefit, all kinds of financial and stock exchange 
speculations, that is to say, all kinds of forbidden games; that is to 
say, all kinds of gaming contracts giving rise to debts, which 
once paid, cannot be recovered according to 1927 C.C.

In order to be convinced that these transactions were nothing 
but illegal financial gaming contracts we have but to look over the 
evidence of record, and to refer to the appellants’ factum itself 
(pp. 4 and 5).

“Some time in January or February, 1908, Sheldon began opera
tions in Montreal in a small way, speculating with money entrusted 
to him by customers. At first, and for some time afterwards, he 
pretended to keep each customer’s money separate, and he pre
tended to make large profits. These alleged profits were added 
to the capital and rolled up into largo sums. The news spread, 
and his customers increased, until they reached to about five 
thousand, when the crash came. Hardly any of his customers 
withdrew the whole of their investment, as Sheldon was ever 
ready with the plausible argument that withdrawals reduced the 
profits. In March, 1910, Sheldon’s business had grown to con
siderable proportions. In April, 1910, he received $57,581.14. 
Sheldon took advantage of the increase to make a change in his

26—7 Ü.L.K.
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method. Thereafter it was blind pool, and each customer was 
to receive a proportionate share of the profits. Thereafter all 
moneys were pooled, and at the end of each month the percentage 
of profit was declared, and each customer’s account was credited 
accordingly. That is to say, for the month of May, 1910, the profit 
declared was 25%. A customer with $1,000 to his credit at the 
end of May, was credited with $250 profit. If the customer had 
$2,(KM) to his credit the profit became $500. No person had any 
control over the speculations. Sheldon looked after that side of 
the business. He admitted no assistants. He was the “wizard.” 
The only information vouchsafed by Sheldon was given in a daily 
report, which he handed to an employee named Burnside, who 
was supposed to be in his confidence. Burnside, from these 
daily reports, calculated the profits, and posted the results each 
month. These reports all disappeared with Sheldon, and if 
Burnside is to be believed, he was as much taken in as the out
siders. As a matter of proof, it appears that Sheldon, far from 
being a “wizard” of finance, was the dupe of his own imagination. 
The proof does not disclose a single profitable speculation. All 
his deals seemed to have turned out disastrously, and yet, he 
still imagines he could make good his losses, if given another 
chance. During the summer of 1910 Sheldon’s supposed opera
tions liecame notorious and were the subject matter of comment 
in the public press. And there is no doubt that he received 
and paid out large sums. From the 14th March, 1910, to the 
10th October, 1910, he received $1,274,093.24, and paid out to 
customers, $1,092,884.94. Then the press began to attack his 
methods and to figure his stated results to their logical conclusion, 
which would, at 30% per month, increase 11,000,000 to 1542 
000,000 in two years. From the first to the tenth of October, 
1910, the press attacks increased in fierceness, and during these 
ten days $325,407.42 was withdrawn from Sheldon. This pro- 
duced a climax, Sheldon was broke and he fled, leaving over 
$2,000,000 of capital and bogus profits unpaid. The defendant 
was the last to obtain money from Sheldon.”

IiCt the appellants, as they will, call Sheldon a fool, a wizard, 
a sorcerer, a bandit of finance, it remains true none the less that 
both the appellants’ “auteurs” and the rescindent sought his 
intervention in order to practise all sorts of financial gaming 
contracts. Some succeeded in winning, a great many lost. 
Should the losers throw stones at the winners of the pool? We 
do not think so. So much the worse for those who lose, so much 
the I>etter for those who win the stakes.

The denial of the right to recover gaming debts is, in the mind 
of the legislators, an efficacious means of discouraging and uproot
ing the gambling instincts. And this Court is prepared to accept 
this doctrine, as nhould lie done, ami apply it to the present rase. 
Vide Jeu et Bari au point de vue civil, |>énal et réglementaire— 
Frèrejouan du Saint. Vide also Brodhurst on Stock Exchange.
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The article of our Code, outside of the exceptions above noted, 
ignores absolutely gaming contracts and bets. Our law does 
not protect the loser any more than the winner.

And this is also the teaching of English jurisprudence as 
summed up in Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 15, p. 278.

“Section 3, Right of the Parties to the Contract.”
Sub-section 1, Inter sc 555.—“All contracts by way of gaming 

or wagering arc void, and no action can be brought by the winner 
of a wager either against the loser or the stakeholder, to recover 
what is alleged to be won. This applies both to wagers upon 
games and to those upon other events. All alike are void, and, 
though not illegal, are of a neutral character, giving rise neither 
to rights nor liabilities.”

This Court, therefore, unanimously confirms the judgment 
appealed from, not in virtue of article 1034 C.C., but in virtue 
of article 1927 C.C., and dismisses the appeal with costs.
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Appeal dismissed.

LAURIER v. NELSON et vir. QUE.

Qitehee Court of Kintf* Bench. Aiehambeault. fI.avertine, ('rims, ('or- K. B.
roll, and dervaitt, Montreal, October .11, 1912. jqj0

1. Wills (8 111 fi 4—I.Wa)—4'onktrvctiox—Kkstraixtk upon ai.ik.n- , .
ATiuX. Oet. 31.

Where the terms of n will creating substitution prohibit* the 
usufructuary legatees or the institutes from alienating, such prohihi 
tion will not lie extended by inference to the substitutes them selves.

2. Wills (8 Ilf If—170)—Enjoyment ok m:gri:sr—IPoiith ok srnsTi-
Tt'TKH TO IUNV08K OK VKOVKRTY—LaV8I.N0.

Substitutes may, Iwfore the owning of the sulistitution to which 
they will be enlled. dis|*o-e of the property of which they will eventu
ally become absolute owners, subject only to such alienation lapsing 
should the substitution itself lapse.

Appeal by the defendant front the judgment rendered by statement 
Hie Superior Court at Montreal, Bruneati, J., o ’arch 23,
1912, maintaining the respondent's action to set asiù .t deed of 
transfer of certain property deeded over as collateral security.

The appeal was allowed.
The clauses in the will which are in issue are as follows:—

Donne et lègue le dit testateur A Dame .losephte Charlotte de 
Fleuri mont, son épouse, la jouissance et usufruit sa vie durant, de tous 
les biens qu’il délaissera, de quelque* nature et quantités qu’ils soient 
sans en rien excepter ; |*>ur par elle en jouir A titre d’usufruit sa vie 
durante, sans en rendre aucun compte A qui que ce soit ni être tenu de 
faire inventaire et de donner aucune caution pas même la juratoire, 
nuiis A la charge de jouir de tout en bonne mère de famille, sans 
|Kiuvuir vendre, engager, ni autrement aliéner le* dit* biens. Kt pour 
«près le dêcfi de l* dite Dame .losephte Charlotte de Kleurimont
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panser le dit usufruit de ses dits biens A ses sept enfants nés de son 
mariage avec sa dite épouse, A Henri Horace Nelson, écuyer, médecin. 
Sophie Nelson, épouse de Cornelius M. Hro-mui. Charles Arthur Nel
son, Alfred Nelson, écuyer, médecin, .fames Walter Nelson, Julie 
Nelson, épouse de Jonathan Wurtéle, écuyer, Charles Nelson, mar 
chand, pour après leur décès retourner et appartenir ses dite biens 
A ses pctits-flls et petites filles, nés en légitime mariage de ses 
enfants, et ses dits petits-fils et petites-filles auront droit A la jouis
sance A laquelle avaient leur père et mère, jusqu'au décès de tous 
et chacun des enfants du dit testateur, et lors du décès du dernier des 
enfants du dit testateur, il sera formé une manse des biens de sa 
succession qui devra être alors divisée par part et portions égales 
entre tous ses petits-fils et |»etitcs filles nés en légitime mariage de 
ses dite enfants.

Pour par chacun des légataires en usufruit ci-dessus nommés, jouir 
A part et devis des dits biens, après que la jouissance donné A Dame 
Josepbte Charlotte de Klcurimont. son épouse, sera éteinte. A titre de 
constitut et précaire leur vie durant, et être la propriété d’iceux 
réversible A leurs enfants nés et A naître en légitime mariage quami 
l'usufruit A eux constitué par ses présentes sera éteint et fini.

Veut et ordonne le dit testateur qu'aucun des légataire» en usu 
fruit ci-dessus mentionnés ne puisse vendre, ni transporter A qui que 
ce soit le droit de jouissance A lui ou A elle légué par ces présentes, 
et que la dite jouissance, ainsi que les fruit# et revenu» de» biens 
dont elle «era composée ne puiese être saisie par aucun de» créanciers 
de» dit» légataires en usufruit, et que la dite jouissance soit con 
sidérée comme étant A eux laissée comme provision alimentaire.

Paul St. Germain, for appellant, cited DeLorimier, Bibli
othèque du Code Civil, vol. 7, art. 958, p. 565; C.C. (Que.) 1190.

J. C. Lamothe, K.C., for respondent, referred to Muir v. 
Muir, 18 L.C.J. 96, 5 Rev. L. 637, L.R. 5 P.C. 66, 19 Rev. L. 
888, 48 LJ.P.C. 7. 80 L.T. 806, 81 Qne. Q.B. 385, 687, 685 
Millot v. Millet, 30 L.C.J. 328.

Gervair, J. (translated) :—By judgment of March 23rd, 
1912, the Superior Court for the district of Montreal, on the 
ground of the non-divisihility and untransferable character of 
the property in issue in the case, maintained the respondent’s 
action to set aside a demi of transfer passed before G. Beaudoin. 
N.P., on March 19, 1901, This deed was made by the respond
ent in favour of the appellant, and transferred his share

A devenir duc A la cédante en vertu du dit partage provisionnel (fait 
en justice, sur rapport d'experl», le 27 mars 1875), dans les revenus 
de la propriété située au coin des rue» Saint-Laurent et Craig, de 
cette cité, et connue et désignée sous le numéro 59 du cadastre officiel 
du quartier 8t. Louis, de la ville «le Montréal, 

according to the terms of the last will of the late Wolfred Nelson 
received before Belle, N.P., and his colleague on May 6th, 1861.

Under this will the property is charged with a substitution 
extending to three degrees; the first in favour of the testator’s
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widow, Dame Josephine Charlotte de Fleurimont; the second 
in favour of his seven children, and the third and last in favour 
of his grandchildren.

The tenus of this will do not create a substitution extending 
to more than two degrees exclusive of the institute. This would 
be contrary to law (C.C. 1632), and contrary to the interpreta
tion put thereon by the legatees themselves.

It is admitted by the parties that the transferor is one of 
the testator’s grandchildren; that the prohibition to alienate is 
directed only against the usufructuary legatees; that the parti
tion can take place lietween the substitutes only after the 
usufruct, has become extinguished as regards all of the testa
tor’s children so that the living substitutes may benefit from any 
accretion that may occur.

Now it is a well-known rule of law that the existence of a 
substitution does not prevent the alienation of the property 
subject to such substitution, either hv the institute, or by the 
substitute, under resolutory condition in the first case, under 
suspensive condition in the second case: C.C. 1)49, 956. Nor 
can the prohibition to alienate be extended from one person to 
another. In the present case it cannot affect the sulistitutes, 
inasmuch as it is stipulated only as regards the usufructuary 
legatees or the institutes.

In view of articles 689, 696, 928, 949, 950, 955, 956, 968, and 
975 of the Civil Code, we are of opinion that there is error in 
the judgment of the Superior Court.

The appeal is unanimously allowed, and the action dismissed 
with costs.

Appeal allowed.

MERCER v. BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTRIC R. CO. Ltd.

British Columbia Supreme Court, Murphy, J. October 14, 1912.

1. Pleading (I IN—113)—Amendment of statement ok claim iik.fobe

An amendment of the statement of claim consisting of the sub
stitution of the word “train” for “motor-ear” will lie allowed if the 
defendant is not thereby prejudiced in going to trial on the date 
fixed.

2. Pleading (SIN—121)—Amendment—Lapse of statutory period as
to new demand—Employers' Liability Act..

A plaintiff will not lie allowed to amend his statement of claim in 
an action for personal injuries by inserting an alternative claim un
der the Employers’ Liability Act after the statutory period, within 
which an action under that Act must be brought, has expired.
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This is an application by the plaintiff to amend his state
ment of claim.

The application was allowed in part and dismissed in part. 
Don;flax Armour, for application.
L. G. Mc Phillips, K.C., contra.

Murphy, J. Murphy, J. ;—The pleadings herein are closed and the action 
was set down for trial on September 3, 1912, and has been ad
journed to November 8, 1912. Plaintiff now applies to amend 
his statement of claim by substituting the word “train” for 
“motor car.” This amendment is granted. Apparently it is of 
small consequence but if defendant is in any way prejudiced as 
to going to trial on the day fixed the matter may be spoken to 
again.

The plaintiff, however, also wishes to amend his statement of 
claim by raising an alternative claim under the Employers’ 
Liability Act. It is, 1 understand, common ground that the 
statutory period of six months within which such action must 
be brought has elapsed. Defendant, therefore, objects that to 
grant such amendment would be unfair and in fact illegal, citing 
Weldon V. Neal, 19 Q.B.D. 394. This case is followed in Morris 
v. Carnarvon County Council, [1910] 1 K.R. 159. 1 find that 
this very matter was before the Scotch Court of Session in Appeal 
and that such amendment was refused. (See Minton-Senhouse 
on Accidents to Workmen, 2nd ed., p. 52.) The only distinction 
was that there the trial had actually taken place, but the ground 
of the decision was the one raised here by defendant’s counsel. 
It was held by the former full Court of this province in Hash
ing v. Lc Hoi, So. 2, Ltd., 9 B.C.R. 557, that a litigant is bound 
by the manner in which he proseeuted his ease and though this 
decision was reversed in the Supreme Court of Canada, Hash
ing v. Le Hoi, So. 2, Ltd., 34 Can. S.C.R. 244, such reversal was 
on other grounds. It is argued that the writ as endorsed would 
justify a statement of claim based on the Employers’ Liability 
Act which is quite true but the answer is that the statement of 
claim does not raise such a case, or if it does (which is suggested ) 
then there is no need for the amendment asked. This branch 
of the application is refused. The matter of costs may be spoken 
to again.

Application allowed in pari.
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SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS OF WESTMOUNT v. GALARNEAU.
Quebec Superior Court, Trtlier, DeLorimier, and (ïrecnshietds, JJ.

October IK, 1912.

1. Courts (§ II A I—150)—Jurisdiction of Superior Court, Quebec-
Hypothecary ACTION TO RECOVER SCHOOL TAXES.

A hypothecary action to secure recovery of school taxes or assess
ments, whatever he the amount thereof, is of the exclusive jurisdiction 
of the Superior Court.

2. Courts (§ II A I -160)—Jurisdiction of Circuit Court, Quebec—Per
son V. » I !< « N I • > HEOOl I R BCHOOI I \ x,

A |x*rsonaI action for the recovery of school taxes or assessments is 
of the exclusive jurisdiction of the Circuit Court, whatever be the 
amount thereof.
This was an appeal by the plaintiffs from the judgment of 

the Superior Court, Charbonneau, .1., rendered at Montreal on 
April 13, 1911, maintaining in part the declinatory exception of 
the defendant, who alleged that the action did not fall under the 
jurisdiction of the Superior Court.

The appeal was allowed.
C. A. Duclox, K.C., for appellants.
Paul Rainville, for respondent.

Montreal, October 18, 1912. The formal judgment of the 
Court was delivered by

Tf.llier, J. :—Considering that, in the present case, the 
plaintiffs’ action is brought to have the defendant condemned 
as third holder of the immoveable described in the declaration to 
abandon the said immoveable that the same may be sold by due 
process of law, unless the defendant prefer to pay the sum of 
$26.65 due to the plaintiffs for school taxes imposed on the said 
immoveable before its acquisition by the defendant herein, the 
whole with interest and costs;

Considering that if, on the one hand, the Circuit Court has 
original and final jurisdiction to the exclusion of the Superior 
Court to know of all demands for school taxes or assessments 
whatever be the amount thereof, it has on the other hand no 
jurisdiction, in the chef-lieu of the district of Montreal, to enter
tain an action in declaration of hypothec which is subject to 
appeal ;

Considering that the present case is not a demand for school 
taxes or assessments; that it is, on the contrary, an action in 
declaration of hypothec to have the defendant condemned as 
third party to abandon an immoveable that the same may be sold 
by due process of law in satisfaction of taxes which were imposed 
on the said immoveable but which taxes are not due and payable 
by the defendant personally;

Considering that, under these circumstances, the defendant 
was not justified in opposing a declinatory exception to the
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hypothecary action of the plaintiffs herein; nor the Superior 
Court in maintaining partially the said declinatory exception ami 
ordering that the present case be referred to the Circuit Court 
of the district of Montreal;

Considering that there is error in the judgment a quo doth 
quash and annul the same with costs against the defendant, ami 
proceeding to render the judgment which should have been ren
dered by the Court below, doth dismiss the said declinatory ex
ception with costs against the defendant.

The Court reviewed the jurisprudence on this question, 
stating that these principles had always obtained.

School Commissioners of St. Raphael v. Tousignant, 7 Que. S.C. 
209. Andrews, J.:—

A personal action in the Circuit Court (and not an hypothecary one 
in the Superior Court) is the proper mode to recover school taxes from 
those who owned and possessed the lands assessed when such taxes 
were imposed.
The Superior Court has no jurisdiction to hear suits for the 

recovery of school taxes: School Commissioners of Ilochelaga v. 
Hogan (Torrance, J.), 20 L.C.J. 298; Corporation of Township of 
Acton v. Felton (Torrance, Rainville and Jetté, JJ.), 24 L.C.J. 113.

An action brought in the Circuit Court for the recovery of 
school taxes cannot be evoked to the Superior Court even though 
this action may affect future rights: School Commissioners of 
St. Henri v. City of St. Henri (Mathieu, J.), 14 Que. S.C. 144.

Under art. 1053 C.P. (54 of the new Code of Civil Procedure, 
Que.) the Superior Court has not jurisdiction to take cognizance 
of a hypothecary action of $00 due for school taxes.

The Circuit Court has exclusive jurisdiction in actions for 
the recovery of school taxes, whatever the amount: School Com
missioners of Sillery v. Gingras, 0 Q.L.R. 355, Meredith, McCord, 
JJ. (Caron, J., dissenting).

School Trustees of St. Henri v. Salomon, 11 Que. S.C. 329, 
Tait and Jetté, JJ. (Archibald, J., dissenting). Art. 1053 C.P. 
(54 of present Code), which says that the Circuit Court has ulti
mate jurisdiction to the exclusion of the Superior Court in all 
suits for school taxes or school fees, does not apply where the action 
is a hypothecary one. In such case, under arts. 1054 and 1142 
C.P., the Superior Court has jurisdiction. In this case Lorangcr, 
J^, had maintained a declinatory exception on the ground that the 
hypothecary action should be brought before the Circuit Court. 
But the Court of Review, considering that the present action 
is a hypothecary action, and as such appealable, and that the Supe
rior Court at Montreal has now jurisdiction in appealable actions, 
seeing arts. 1054 and 1142 C.C.P., doth dismiss the declinatory 
exception.
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Labbé es quai. v. Routhier, ?■ Que. Q.B. 203, decided that “une 
action hypothécaire doit, au chef-lieu d'un district, être intentée 
devant le Cour Supérieure, et non devant la Cour de Circuit.”

Appeal allmeed.

Mackenzie v. scotia lumber co.
Nova Scolia Supreme Court, Graham, E.J. November 11, 1912.

1. Trover (§ I B—10)—Conversion—What constitutes—Dealing with 
another's goods as owner.

Actually dealing with another’s goods as owner, for however short a 
time and however limited a purpose, is a conversion, although such 
acts were done under a mistaken but honest and even reasonable su|>- 
position of being lawfully entitled.

[Hollins v. Fowler, L.R. 7 ILL. 757, applied. |

Trial of an action of conversion and also of trespass in respect 
to the plaintiff’s raft of lumber, about 14,000 feet.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
J. A. Wall, for plaintiff.
R. R. Griffin, for defendants.
Graham, E.J.:—The plaintiff had sent the raft down the St. 

Mary's river and the men tied it up to a raft of Hattie's lying 
in the river at the defendant’s wharf at Sherbrook. It went 
adrift from there and got into a cove and some one tied it to a 
boom across that cove. The Maritime Lumber Co. was moving 
that boom necessarily and they took the raft back to the defend
ant’s wharf and tied it to the Hattie raft.

Some rafts of deals, two I think, were being brought down the 
river to the defendant and the up river people fastened them to 
the plaintiff’s raft. Hattie, in order to help Chaplin about his 
nets, moved the plaintiff’s raft and the two rafts of defendant 
down a few yards to a boom, and moored them off shore. They 
were all tied together by rope. That night the three rafts went 
adrift and stranded on a ledge called Stopper Rock. Hattie 
next morning fastened them to a raft of logs of his there by put
ting a plank or planks from the plaintiff’s raft to his raft and 
putting weight on it.

The defendants, learning that their rafts had also gone adrift 
sent two of their men from their mill, not quite a mile away, 
namely Joseph McDonald and James Nantît s for their rafts. 
The men went up in a boat and brought all three rafts to their mill. 
That was on the 14th of June, 1912.

They brought the plaintiff’s raft attached to theirs in mistake 
as well as defendants’ supposing it was the defendants’. I find 
that as a fact. Because Hattie does not identify them as the two 
men he says he saw' there and told one of them that the third 
raft was the plaintiff’s. They are positive about it and Cluney
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is corroborative as well as Michaud in respect to the fact that it 
was these two men who took the raft.

Going back a little in the narrative, the plaintiff had made 
an arrangement with Hattie to take out the plaintiff’s lumber 
and dry it before shipping. He was also going to ship lumber of 
his own. Also the plaintiff had offered to sell his lumber to tin- 
defendants and the defendants’ offer of $10 per M. for it was 
not accepted. Hattie wrote to the plaintiff that the defendants’ 
men had taken his raft to their mill and the plaintiff on the lf>th 
June, 1912, received that communication. On the 17th he 
telephoned to the defendants’ mill and the defendants learned for 
the first time that it was the plaintiff’s raft which had been 
brought in with theirs. I believe Alexander A. Gunn, the secre
tary, when he says he left the telephone and went to where the 
rafts were tied up to see about it and found it was the plaintiff's 
raft with theirs. He told the plaintiff they would hold it securely 
until he came down and the plaintiff said he would come down. 
Adam Gunn knew that it was a stray raft, that the company 
had not bought it. Two or three days afterwards the plaintiff 
came down to the mill and saw Adam Gunn, the vice-president. 
The plaintiff asked him for a boat to take the raft back. He 
told him he could have a boat but by the wind it would be impos
sible to get up the river. The plaintiff was convinced of this. 
He talked about coming down in the night for it. Mr. Gunn 
said he would send it up if he saw a chance, and the plaintiff 
said he would come down for it.

The plaintiff saw the president, Mr. Anderson. I think the 
plaintiff claimed that it should be sent back to the wharf from 
which it went adrift and Mr. Anderson said they had taken it 
from Stopper Rock. The plaintiff evidently reserved this point 
so that he might find out where Hattie wanted it. Because- it 
was unreasonable that it should be sent back to Stopper Rock 
as that was advantageous to no one. The lumber could not be 
taken out there. After communicating with Hattie, apparently, 
the plaintiff wrote to Mr. Alexander Gunn as follows, on the 
19th June:—

Please have my raft taken hack to where your men took it away 
from, so that HatticK can pull it out, or if 1 misa shipping with them 
your company will have to take the lumber at the same price.
The defendants within a reasonable time sent the raft up the 

river and moored it to a permanent boom within fifty yards of 
the place where Hattie’s own lumber was, which happened to 
be within the defendant's boom, but with the boom between. 
This was the 21st. Hattie went home on the 22nd. On the 
24th the plaintiff consulted a solicitor. By the 26th the plaintiff 
had given instructions to Hattie not to accept even if it was taken 
to Stopper Rock after the 26th. Not till July or August did Hattie 
take out his own lumber and he had not shipped it by the time
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of the trial. He took it out at two wharves on the Golden ville 
side. The plaintiff’s raft could he moved as conveniently from 
where it was moved to these wharves on the Golden ville side as 
from Stopper Hock. Hattie says now he wanted to get the 
plaintiff’s out first as it had been longer in the water. If Hattie 
had intended to take it out at Anderson’s wharf on the other 
side Stopper Rock was nearer of course to it than the point at 
which the raft had been moored, but that depended upon Ander
son’s permitting him to take it out and dry it there. And if the 
plaintiff or Hattie expected the defendant to put the raft inside 
of their boom with Hattie’s lumber Hattie had already been in
formed that he would have to raft his own outside of the boom 
or it would be in their way in moving their own lumber. I think 
that the raft was left at a reasonable place for Hattie to get it in 
order that he might pull it out.

In my opinion, the taking was in law a conversion. The 
matter is not entirely free from doubt.

In Clark <fc Lindsell on Torts, 4th ed., 233, it is said:—
In most cases of conversion . . . there are two elements—first of all. a 

dealing with the goods in a manner inconsistent with the right of the 
person entitled to them ; secondly, an intention, in so doing, to deny 
his right or to assert a dominion which is in fact inconsistent with such 
right. Ignorance of the right will not affect the quality of the act 
done, but it may have a material bearing on the question of inten
tion. If a man, taking a flock of sheep from a market, by mistake, 
drives among them a sheep which does not belong to him, it is a trespass, 
but it is not, it is apprehended, a conversion, for there is no intention 
to assert dominion over that particular or to interfere with the right 
of the true owner.

N. S.

8. C. 
1912

Mackenzie

Lumbkb Oo.

<iraham, E.J.

In Fowler v. Hollins, L.R. 7 Q.B. GIG, G30, which afterwards 
wont to the House of Lords, Brett, J. (as he then was) in the 
Exchequer Chamber, refers with approval to an American case, 
Nelson v. Whatmore, 1 Rich. (S.C.) 318, 323:—

This action was brought to recover the value of a slave named Frank, 
a man of doubtful colour, who was passing as free in a public conveyance 
and was taken as his servant by the defendant, and the case turned 
upon the inquiry whether the defendant knew Frank to be a slave. 
If he did not, the treatment of Frank as a servant and consequent 
facilities of escape afforded to him may, said Wardlaw, J., have been 
acts in themselves lawful, certainly did not indicate an assertion of 
property.
Brett, J., continues (L.R. 7 Q.B. 631):—

In this case there were as must be seen when it was proved that in 
fact Frank was the plaintiff’s slave, possession and use by the defendant, 
but, under the circumstances, that is, on account of the want of know
ledge that the man was a slave, a possession and use without reference 
to any question of property in the plaintiff, the defendant or anyone

In Frame v. Dennis, 45 N.J.L.R. 515, the headnote ia:—
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N. S. The defendant borrowed the plaintiff's plough from one who had
8. C.
1912

possession of it, but had no right to lend or use it, and, after using it 
a few days, returned it to the possessor, the defendant all the time 
supposing that it belonged to the possessor. Held that the defendant

Mackenzie
V.

Lumber Co.

was not guilty of conversion.
In this case Hollins v. Fowler, L.R. 7 H.L. 757, was dis

cussed. But this decision of the House of Lords seems according

Graham, E.J.
to Pollock on Torts, 9th ed., 368, to establish this:—

Actually dealing with another’s goods as owner, for however short 
a time and however limited a purpose, is, therefore, a conversion. . . . 
It makes no difference that such acts were done under a mistaken but 
honest and even reasonable supposition of being lawfully entitled.
And I follow that. If that constitutes a conversion the sub

ject of demand and return becomes immaterial. I think that 
if it was necessary to decide that question, I should hold that 
there was not a refusal to comply with the demand. In any 
event the defendant would be liable for trespass.

In this view the question of the return becomes immaterial: 
Hiort v. London A N.W. It. Co., 4 Ex. D. 188, 195.

I assess the damages at $142 and in this view the defendants 
will have the raft. In respect to costs there has been very un
reasonable conduct in respect to the acceptance of the return of 
the logs on the part of the plaintiff and also in the bringing of 
the action. Servants will continue in mistake to bring in the 
wrong article, articles misdelivered at the door, sheep which they 
cannot separate from their master’s own, logs and lumber in the 
river which get mixed with their master’s own, and even masters 
will take the wrong umbrella and the wrong overshoes and when 
a return is demanded not be able to remember the exact locality 
from which they were taken, or it will itself have moved away.

And men will continue to moor rafts at the wrong wharf 
when they should not be there and men like Hattie will without 
authority move a neighbour’s rafts of lumber and fasten them 
where they will go adrift. But I rely on the good sense of people 
not to bring actions about such wrongs, even if I do not deprive the 
plaintiff of costs in this case.

The costs will follow the event.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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MOORE v. TOWN OF CORNWALL. ONT.

Ontario Divisional Court, Riddell, Kclhi, ami Lennox, October 21gl912. p q

1. Municipal corporations (§IIG 3—237)—Liability fob obstructions 1912
in \ DRAIN Ba< KINO i P "i W mi R. -------

Tho neglect of a town to clean out an open drain which it had 
defectively constructed adjacent to the land of the plaintiff in such
a manner that the drain would till up. will render the municipality 
liable for injuries sustained because of the water of the drain backing- 
up and flooding the plantifTs land, and also for causing a more con 
tinuous seepage of water into it, notwithstanding that some small 
portion of the injury was occasioned by the backing-up of the waters 
of a creek, and that the plaintiff might have diminished the damage 
by digging a watercourse, where, on the whole, the greater portion of 
the injury was due to the negligence of the town.

[Nniith v. Toinuiliip of Eldon (1907), 9 O.W.R. 9(13, specially re 
ferred to.]

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Judge of statement 
the County Court of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundns, 
and Glengarry, dismissing the action, which was brought to re
cover $300 damages for injury to the plaintiff’s land alleged to 
have been caused by the defendants bringing water thereon by 
means of a drain.

The appeal was allowed.
C. II. Cline, for the plaintiff. 
li. Smith, K.C., for the defendants.

Riddell, J. :—The plaintiff is the owner and occupier of lot Bidden, j.
7 south of Ninth street, in the town of Cornwall. On a lot a 
short distance west of his lot is built a furniture factory. Some 
years ago, the defendants constructed a tile or covered drain 
opposite this factor)', on the south side ot Ninth street, from the 
west nearly to the east line of lot 9—then dug an open ditch or 
drain east on the south side of Ninth street past the plaintiff’s 
lot and on down to Fly Creek. The plaintiff complains that his 
lot has been overflowed by water from this drain from time to 
time.

In 1905, a committee of the town council reported as fol
lows : “Your committee begs to report having investigated Mr.
Win. Moore’s claim to have suffered damage through water flow
ing over his lot No. 7 south side 9th St. As the principal damage 
was alleged to have been caused by the flow of hot water from 
the Cornwall Furniture factory, your Committee asked Mr.
Edwards and Mr. Moore to meet them and discuss the matter.
As a result of this Mr. Moore consented to modify his claim of 
$40. Your committee now recommend that Mr. Moore be paid 
$20 for the hay destroyed in the years 1903 and 1904, the 
amount to be divided equally between this municipality and the 
Cornwall Furniture Company, the company to be relieved from 
any further liability.”
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Riddell, J.

The plaintiff accepted this proposition: he was paid $10 by 
the municipality and $10 by the company.

Rut the trouble continued, and the plaintiff brings his action.
At the trial, it was, to my mind, proved beyond controversy, 

by witnesses to whom the learned Judge gave a high character, 
that the difficulty is, that the defendants constructed the open 
drain in such a way as that it will fill up, and they neglect to 
clean it out. It is true that the plaintiff might a little diminish 
the evil effects of the defendants’ negligence himself by digging 
a watercourse; but he is not called upon to do that. And, while 
it is true that some little of the damage to his lot is done by the 
occasional backing-up of Fly Creek, it is clear that most is due 
to the negligence of the defendants.

The neglect of the defendants to clean out the open drain has 
caused the plaintiff's lot to be overflowed from time to time by 
the waters of the drain and also a more continuous seepage into 
the plaintiff’s land.

For this an action lies: Smith v. Township of Eldon (1907), 
9 O.W.R. 963, and eases cited.

I do not see that there is any real contradiction by the wit
nesses for the defence—and I would allow the appeal with 
costs here and below.

It is not easy to estimate the damages on the evidence before 
us; and it may be that the parties will desire to have the dam
ages assessed by the County Court Judge. If, however, the 
plaintiff will be content with damages assessed at $200, with 
costs on the County Court scale here and below, I think he 
should have judgment accordingly. If not, the defendants will 
be allowed to have the damr *es assessed by the County Court 
Judge; and costs of the ac appeal, and reference will lie
disposed of by one of us on dication after the report of the 
County Court Judge.

Keiiy. j. Kelly, J. :—On the evidence submitted to us I am unable
to see how defendants can escape liability. The cause of the 
trouble of which plaintiff complains is found in the manner in 
which defendants constructed the ditch, or drain, and allowed 
its contents, at times, to overflow onto plaintiff’s lands when 
they should have kept the ditch cleaned out. This is clearly 
shewn by the evidence of the witnesses called for the plaintiff, 
and their evidence is not contradicted to the extent necessary to 
remove the burden of liability from the defendants. In fact it 
is not difficult to find in the statements of defendants’ witnesses 
corroboration of plaintiff’s contention in material particulars.

As to the damages to which plaintiff is entitled, while I 
have some doubt, on the evidence, what these should he assessed 
at, I am inclined to the belief that the $200 suggested by my
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brother Riddell would fairly compensate the plaintiff. 1, there
fore, agree with his conclusion as to the manner of disposing of 
the appeal.

Lennox, J. :—1 think the appeal is well founded. The plain
tiff is entitled to relief, and, if there is not a new trial, he should 
be allowed a substantial sum for damages, with costs.

I have had the advantage of reading the judgment of my 
brother Riddell, and I agree with him as to the way in which 
the appeal should be disposed of.

The trial occupied two days. The learned Judge of the 
County Court makes no findings and gives no reasons for his 
judgment. Brevity is rare, and is usually commended as a 
distinguished virtue, but, if I may say so without offence, it 
may be overdone, and its lustre obscured when shrouded in some 
seven hundred folios of undigested evidence as in this case.

This thought is not at all now. The neglect of County 
Court Judges to assign reasons has frequently been referred to 
in appeals, and in a very recent case Mr. Justice Riddell is re
ported as saying:—

The Divisional Courts have more than once said that County Court
Judges should give reasons for the conclusions they arrive at; it
seems necessary to repeat this once more.
1 have read the evidence. It is established beyond question, 

almost beyond controversy, that before the construction of the 
sewer and drains complained of, the plaintiff was always able 
to grow good hay, and at times grain crops, upon the flooded 
land. It is also clear upon the evidence that immediately upon 
the construction of the drain, and ever since—except when the 
ditch has been temporarily kept clean—the plaintiff’s land has 
been flooded and for the most part rendered unfit for crop of 
any kind. Independently, therefore, of the direct evidence of 
many witnesses, shewing the actual flow for the last nine years, 
the conclusion is practically irresistible that the drain com
plained of had the effect of flooding the land in question; and, 
whether by direct overflow or by percolation does not, to my 
mind, matter at all.

The plaintiff and his witnesses, all who appear to have im
pressed the learned County Judge by their knowledge of the 
situation and their honesty, swore specifically to seeing the 
water upon the plaintiff’s lands from year to year since the 
drain was constructed, that the water came from this drain, and 
that the land in question, now useless, was fairly good agricul
tural land before the construction of the drain.

Several witnesses were called by the defence, but they left 
practically undisturbed the evidence put in by the plaintiff.

As to the evidence of the experts—an engineer called by 
each party—I think it may be left out without any sensible loss

ONT.

DC.
1912

Town of 
Cornwall.

Lennox. J.
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pert witness called for the defence:—
When you bunk everything upon nn engineer*» evidence you are 

pulling theory against fuel, and it i** wonderful how they conflict at
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time». You can work out tiling» moat beautifully theoretically, but 
when it come» to facta, things arise which conflict with theory.

Then ns to the other witnesses for the defence, there hiv

l<t-nnoi. J. few of them who do not on some important point corroliorutc 
the plaint iff or his witnesses, or conflict with other evidence for 
the defence. For instance, the defendants' engineer swore that 
the hank at the lowest point was twelve inches high, and this 
would he sufficient to retain the water; but Henry Williams, 
who examined it on three different occasions, says

then- wu» not much water, it might have been two or three indu* 
deep, but the top of the water, 1 »hnuld nay, would be on an average 
of two or three indie* lie low the top of the bank;

or, in other words, from four to five or six inches deep, all told.
A persistent effort was made to ridicule and discredit the 

evidence which traced the source of the water on the plaintiff's 
land by shewing that steam was frequently rising from it and 
that there wen* disagreeable odors at times ; but this evidence 
was in the end clearly corroborated by John Green, an engineer 
in the furniture factory', who shewed that the water-closets of 
the factory emptied into this drain, that water of high tempera 
turc was discharged into it, that in the winter he found that 
this drain was not frozen, and that little frogs were wintering 
then».

Charles Lant, the defendants’ general superintendent of 
works, testified that when the ditch was cleaned out in Jtfbc, 
1911, the depth was increased from two to four inches, and that 
after that, there was from three-quarters of an inch to an inch 
and a quarter of water in it, and that the water could then 
rise six or eight inches without overflowing. This gives a total 

, when cleaned out, of, say, eight inches, and of from four 
to six inches la-fore cleaning out. Yet, until this evidence was 
given, there was no pretence by the defence that six or cv-n 
eight inches would In- a sufficient depth to prevent an overflow 

Referring to this, and to the fact that the engineer had 
sworn to a depth of one foot at the lowest point, his Honour 1 In- 
trial Judge said:—

1 nee the mont violent conflict in thi» case. A number of reputable 
citizen* have aworn to a certain atate of facta which your engineer 
ha» worked out theoretically a» impossible. I am not going to find 
out the particular reaaone why these tl ing» occur. The engineers have 
agreed that if the ditch waa flooded it would overflow. It seem- 
to be a ditch that would very easily overflow, and a number of r* 
putable wit tienne» have sworn that it did overflow.
James 11. Riimsay saw the ditch after it had been cleaned

5
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out, and could detect from the banks how deep it had been. It 
had ranged at the lowest places from three or four inches to 
nine inches ; and he says that in that condition “it was sufli- 
cient if no back water from the creek.”

Speaking of drainage by Sidney street, he says:
It would be a bettor outlet for the water, but there would In- a 

longer distance of pipe.

He is asked :—
But you think. Irrespective of distance, that it would be a better 

mode of drainage? 

and he answers:—
Yes, I do.

In reference to this the learned Judge said:—
I cannot see why there should I** any difilculty nhout running a 

|»i|H* down Sidney street to Fly creek, and it looks reasonable that if 
then* is anything like half a mile difference, that you would get 
better drainage down there ami less liability of blocking.

There wen* some witnesses who wen* sure that the water 
did not come in directly from the drain in question; but their 
evidence was theoretical, and could not reasonably displace the 
testimony of reputable witnesses speaking from the actual know
ledge. It is difficult, therefore, to surmise on what the judgment 
is based. If I may judge from the line of cross-examination of 
the plaintiff's witnesses, and enquiries made from time to time 
by the learned Judge, the error seems to be in assuming that 
if the lands in a state of nature were wet and comparatively 
useless—receiving large quantities of water from the lands to 
the north and west of them—it followed, per Be, that then* was 
no ground of complaint.

This, at all events, seems to me to he the only, even plau
sible, ground upon which the judgment could rest. But it is 
clear that the defendants cannot collect ami concentrate even 
surface water ami pour it u|>on the plaintiff's lands: Moss, 
.1 \ in Oitrom sun. 24 A.R. 526, at p. 639; Tucker \ Veto 
man, 11 A. & E. 40; Fay v. Prentice, 14 L.J.C.P. 208; It Mows 
v. Sarkett, 15 Barb. 96. In a state of nature this surface water 
was certainly widely diffused. Increasing the quantity or the 
velocity, too, makes the defendants liable: Malott v. Township

1/ , s, " " R 611
Bringing hot and foul water, as the defendants did, from 

the factory, they must keep it there, at their peril; and this is 
the rule as to what. Lord Cairns denominates “the non natural 
use” of the defendants’ premises, whether the thing brought 
there “he beast or water or tilth or stenches”: Hylands v. Flrt- 
vher, L.R. 3 H.L. 330. As said in Tenant v. (I old win, Salk. 21, 
361 : “He whose dirt it is must keep it that it may not trespass.”

ONT.

D.C.
1912

Town ok 
Cornwall.

27—7 D.L.B.
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ONT. To send down polluted water is always actionable: Hodg-
D. G.
1012

kinson v. Ennor, 32 L.J.Q.B. 231, 8 L.T. 451; Womersley \. 
Church 17 L.T.N.S. 190; Hecvc v. Toronto, 21 U.C.R. 60; Mat
thews v. City of Hamilton, 6 O.L.R. 198. And the parties may 
he enjoined : City of St. John v. linker, 3 N.B. Eq. 358; Ballard

Town or 
Cornwall.

v. Tomlinson, 29 Oh.D. 155. The plaintiff is not called up. n 
to shew actual damage : Crossley v. Leighton, L.R. 2 Oh. 478.

Lennoi, J. The plaintiff need not have any property in the water until 
it actually comes upon his land, and it matters not whether 
it comes visibly, as by overflow, or invisibly by seepage under
ground : Itallard v. Tomlinson, 29 Oh.D. 155, where the whole 
question of pollution is fully considered.

A lalwtured effort was made, and much time taken up, to 
shew that Fly creek chokes up and blocks this drain, and that 
the condition of Fly creek at high water accounted for the 
flooding of the plaintiff's land. Perhaps it did to some extent 
but does it matter at all? The defendants argue that the creek 
overflows and the water spreads out west and reaches the plain 
tiff's land. Does it alter the situation if it does? A municipal 
corporation is not allowed to collect water and bring it down 
to the plaintiff's land without providing a proper outlet : Cily 
of Indianapolis v. Lawyer, 38 Ind. 248; Wecse v. Mason, 39 
Am. Rep. 135; Iiurford v. Grand liapids, 53 Mich. 98.

Having brought this dangerous thing down to the plain 
tiff’s land, the defendants were bound to keep it under control 
and carry it safely on to a proper outlet. It cannot affect the 
question of their liability whether they poured it directly from 
their drain or emptied it into an already full reservoir when 
of necessity, as the defendants claim, it would overflow upon tin- 
defendants’ land.

This drain was in porous, mucky land; seepage was inevitable 
at all tiimw, and would lie rapid when the waters dammed up 
The defendants knew of the damming—then* was constant com 
plaints—and even if they had only “reason to believe that the 
drain would choke,” the municipality is liable : Scroggie v. 
Guelph, 36 U.C.R. 535. They must exercise reasonable care in 
the construction of their works ; Derimy v. Ottawa, 15 A H 
712, at 716; Breve v. Toronto, 21 U.C.R. 60.

The defendants were wrong ad initio. This drainage work 
was constructed at the instance of and mainly for the benefit 
of the factory company, and the defendants have no right to ex 
ercise their powers for the convenience of individuals . Fontaim 
v. Corporation of Sherrington, Q.R. 23 S.C. 532 (Ct. Rev.); 
and they are liable for the acts of the factory company : Van 
Egmond v. Town of Sea forth, 6 O.R. 599.

The plaintiff asks for an injunction, and I think the facts 
shew him to be entitled to have it; but damages from time to
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time, if the defendants are so ill-advised ns to persist, will he a 
fairly adequate remedy ; and the plaintiff himself has not re
garded the injury as irreparable, if we may judge from the long 
delay in bringing this action.

% Appeal allowed.

Re FARRELL.
Ontario Court of Appeal. (Sorrow. Warfare». Meredith, and Magee, JJ.A. 

\ otmnbtr l®, 1012.
I. Wills (9 III L—194—Intkri'hktation — Revocation clauses.

(lifts by will given in plain and explicit language are not to lie 
belli revoked by uncertain language of a codicil, particularly where the 
same testamentary writings contained as to other bequests revoca
tions clearly expressed.

[He Farrell, 4 D.L.R. 760. aflirmed on ap|ieal.]

Appeal by Edward Farrell from the judgment of Teetzel, 
•i. Rt Pam II, 1 D.L.R. 760, 3 O.W.N 1909, on a motion by the 
trustees under the will of Dominick Farrell for an order con
struing said will. The provisions of the will and the questions 
arising in connection with it, are set forth in the report re
ferred to.

The appeal was dismissed.
I). Ij. McCarthy, K.O., for the appellant.
/. F. Hcllmuth, K.C., for the adult respondents.
Olyn Osier, for the trustees.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Meredith,
J. A. :—It is impossible for me to tell, with any feeling of cer
tainty, just what the testator intended should be done, under 
the provisions of the codicil to his will, in question upon this 
appeal; but, if I were bound to come to some conclusion upon 
the subject, my conclusion would accord with that reached by 
the Judge of first instance, Teetzel, J., and would be reached 
in much the same way as that in which his conclusion was 
reached ; but 1 prefer to put another prop, and a firm one I 
think, to that conclusion, thus. the gifts contained in the will, 
given in plain and explicit language, are not to be revoked by 
the very uncertain language of the codicil, and the less so, 
because the testator used in the same testamentary writings 
very plain and appropriate words of revocation in other re
spects. That which is very uncertain ought not to override that 
which is very certain.

I would dismiss the appeal.

ONT.
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Statement

Meredith, J.A.

Appeal dismissed.
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Statement

Middleton. J.

Re RYAN and McCALLOM.

Ontario llig.* Court, Middleton, ./., in Chambers. October 31, 1912.
1. Buildings (g I a—9«)—Hviuiino i-khmits—Municipal moulatioxk

Ai.tkration ix VI.AXH—Amendment in effect a fbkhii apim.u \ 
TIOX.

Where a building permit is regularly granted to an applicant bv 
the city architect of a municipal eor|H>ration for an apartment hou- 
ami subsequently owing to certain huihling restrictions affecting In 
title, the owner is compelled to deviate sulmtimt hilly from the original 
plans, and applies to the city architect for his assent to the altera 
lions, such later application being for a building substantially different 
from that originally proposed although ,n form an application foi 
leave to alter the plans of the original building is in truth a fre->. 
application for a building permit, and the architect may legally apply 
to such fresh application the civic by-laws and regulations in forç
at its date, including those passed in the interim since the date ..f 
the first permit.

[Citti of Toronto V. W’hcctrr, 4 D.L.R. 3f>2, 3 O.W.N. 1424. distin 
guished.]

2. Buildings (g I A—9a)—Building i-khmits — Vested rights.
An applicant for a building permit within a municipal corporation 

who regularly obtains same from the city architect of the municipal in 
and proceeds to erect and partially completes his building pursuant i 
the |M-rmit. acquires a vested right only with respect to the Imildin 
plans submitted with and approved u|sm the granting of the permit 
which cannot be interfered with by subsequent muni-ip.tl by-law un 
less the statute under which the by-law is Iwsed clearly discloses such

[See Annotation on building permits generally, p. 422, post ]

Motion by Bridget Ryan for a mandatory order directing tin 
City Architect to issue a certificate approving of the alterations 
of certain plans for an apartment house in course of erection ;>t 
the intersection of Palmerston Ixmlevard and Ilarbord street, in 
the city of Toronto.

The motion was refused.
W. 0. Thurston, K.C., for the applicant.
C. .1/. Colquhoun, for the respondent.

Middleton, J. :—Prior to the passing of the by-law prohibit 
ing the erection of apartment houses in residential districts, and 
prior to the passing of by-law G023 hereinafter mentioned, tin- 
applicant had applied for a permit for the erection of an apart 
ment house. The City Architect, being of opinion that the appli
cation ought to be considered by him with reference to the law, 
municipal and otherwise, as it was on the date of the application, 
granted a permit. After the building had progressed to some 
extent, an action was brought, by the owner of an adjoining 
parcel of land, to restrain the erection of the building, ns being a 
violation of certain building restrictions existing in respect to 
lands upon Palmerston boulevard.

The action was tried before Mr. Justice Teetxel, who found 
that the building did infringe the restrictions; and an injum
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tion was granted restraining it.4 erection unless the structure 
was so modified as to make it conform to the restrictions.

The applicant then prepared modified and amended plans, 
supposed to comply with the building restrictions. These plans 
were submitted to the City Architect, with a request for 
approval. This approval has been declined; and the present 
motion is the result.

1 am not now concerned with the question whether the plans 
conform to the restrictions, as that matter is not before me in 
any shape.

There is nothing, so far as I can see, in the Municipal Act, 
which authorises the passing of a by-law requiring the obtaining 
of a building permit. The Municipal Act, see. 542, authorises 
the passing of a by-law “for regulating the erection of build
ings.” As Î understand the law', this would enable the council to 
lay down certain requirements to which buildings to be erected 
must conform; but I cannot see that it authorises the granting 
of a permit.

Neither counsel desired to take this position. They asked me 
to deal with the motion upon the assumption of the validity of 
the building by-law.

This by-law, in the first place, provides, by sec. 2, that the 
erection of any building must not be commenced until the owner 
obtains a permit from the City Architect. Plans of the proposed 
building arc to be deposited; and, when the Architect finds that 
they are in conformity with all civic requirements, he shall 
officially stamp the plans and issue the permit. Sub-section 4 
provides, inter alia: “If during the progress of the work it is 
desired to deviate in any essential manner from the terms of the 
application, drawings or specific notice of such intention to alter 
or deviate shall be given in writing to the Inspector of Build
ings, and his written assent must first In* obtained before such 
alteration or deviation may be made.” It is conceded that the 
alterations sought are alterations which require the assent of the 
Architect.

On the 15th April, 1912, a by-laTV was passed amending the 
building by-law by requiring an open space or yard area of not 
less than five hundred square feet for each and every suite of 
apartments or dwellings situated on any floor of the building. 
The proposed building does not comply with this requirement; 
and the Architect takes the position that he is justified in refus
ing to grant what is in effect a new permit based upon the appli
cation made on the 4th October, 1912, for permission to alter 
the plans.

It is also contended that, although the applicant had a vested 
right to erect the building, by reason of the granting of the 
original permit on the 20th April, 1912—notwithstanding the
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passing of by-law 6061 on the 13tli May, 1912, prohibiting the 
erection of apartment houses in the district in question, as 1 
held in City of Toronto v. XVhciUr, 4 D.L.R. 352, 3 O.W.N. 1424 
—yet, when the building for which the permit was granted can
not be erected by reason of the judgment referred to, the Archi
tect is justified in treating this application as substantially a 
new application for a building permit for an apartment house, 
which hi* is, by reason of tin* by-law of May, 1912, justified in 
declining to issue.

In the third place, it is said that, while the by-law imposes a 
duty upon the Architect to issue a permit when the plans con
form to the requirements of the building by-law, no duty is 
imposed to permit alterations; the written assent of the Archi
tect, required by sub-sec. 4, being entirely discretionary with 
him.

I am of opinion that the first two grounds relied upon by the 
Architect are sufficient to dispose of this case. The application 
is for a building substantially different from that originally pro
posed; and, though in form an application for leave to alter the 
plans of the original building, it is in truth an application for a 
building permit; and the Architect rightly applies to that appli
cation the civic by-laws and regulations in force at its date. He 
was, therefore, justified in refusing to grant the permit sought 
under either by-law 6023 or by-law 6061.

If I am right in the view that I have indicated, that the pro
vision of by-law 4861, requiring the issue of a permit, is ultra 
vires, the refusal of this application should not prejudice the 
applicant if she has the right to complete the building in any 
way which she pleases, so long as it is in conformity with the re
quirements of the building by-law at the time she commenced its 
erection on the 10th October last; this aspect of the case, hy 
reason of the nature of the present application, not being 
open for consideration.

I can sec no reason for withholding eosts.

Motion refused.

Annotation—Buildings ($ I A—7)—Municipal regulation of building per
mits.

Vested right* cannot be interfered with by municipal by-law* a* to 
building restriction* except where the language of the legi*lation confer 
ring the jiower to enact them clearly discloses such intent : City of Toronto 
V. W hrttrr, 4 D.L.R. 352.

If a municipality has power to pa** a certain by law, the question of 
its reasonableness is, generally speaking, one for the judgment and con 
-cience of the council, and. except in extreme cases, the Court will not 
•■old by-laws passed by municipal bodies within the limits of their auth 
ority to be invalid for unreasonableness: tie I Ho nick v. McCallum, 5 1)1.
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R. 84.1; Ktusc V. Johnson. [1898] 2 Q.1U). 91 ; Stiles v. Oalinski. ( 19041 1 
K.B. 015; He Wood and City of Winnipeg, 21 Man. L.R. 426.

The completion of a building on a certain street, which was begun 
under n permit from a city, for use as a garafp* for hire and giin, cannot 
be prevented by a municipal by-law prohibiting the “location" of structures 
of that character on such street; which was adopted subsequent to the 
granting of such permit: City of Toronto v. Wheel,r, 4 D.L.R. 352; nor 
can a by law of a municipal council lie altered by a mere resolution passed 
by the council : City of Victoria v. Mes ton. Il B.C.R. 341.

Without statutory authority a building by law cannot declare that re
pairs to a building erected prior thereto, shall, if of the value of forty per 
cent, of the existing building, lie considered a re erection and subject to the 
building by-law applicable to the erection of new buildings: The King v. 
Sunn. 15 Man. L.R. 288.

Clause (r) of sec. 541a of the Ontario Municipal Act, 190.1. as enacted 
by 2 Geo. V. (Ont.) ch. 40, sec. 10, does not authorise the prohibition by 

• by-law of an apartment or tenement house or garage which has already 
been "located": City of Toronto v. Williams, 6 D.L.R. 659; City of Toronto 
v. Wheeler, 4 D.L.R. 352, 3 O.W.N. 1424.

Where the land was purchased for the purpose of erecting an apart
ment house thereon, the obtaining from the municipality of a permit for 
the work and of a water service, and the performance of some work on the 
apartment house although not rapidly proceeded with, where there is 
nothing to indicate bad faith on the part of the owner, constitute a “loca
tion” of the apartment house within the meaning of section 541a, 
clause (c), of the Ontario Municipal Act 190.1. as enacted by 2 Geo. V. 
(Ont.) ch. 40, sec. 10, consented to by the municipality: City of Toronto v. 
Williams, 6 I).L.R. 659.

The purpose of a city by-law under the Municipal Act, 100.1 (Ont.) 
section 541a as amended by 4 Kdw. VII. eh. 22, sec. 19, is to protect re
sidential districts in cities from lieing disturbed by proximity of buildings 
in which general business is actively carried on and goods kept for sale, or 
wares are bought and sold or machinery or other commodities are manu
factured, repaired, or otherwise generally dealt in : He llobbs and City of 
Toronto, 6 I).L.R. 8.

The prohibition of the “location" of garages on certain streets of a 
city by a by-law is distinguishable from the “erection and use" thereof, 
and a garage that was in the course of construction under a permit from 
the city at the time such by-law was adopted, was completely “located" 
by virtue of such permit so a« not to lie affected by the subsequent adoption 
thereof: City of Toronto v. Wheeler, 4 11.L.R. 352.

Section 641a of the Consolidated Municipal Act, 190.1, as enacted by 
4 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) ch. 22, sec. 19, authorizing cities and towns to pass 
by-laws prohibiting the erection of buildings out to the street line in re
sidential districts is intended to aid in improving and lieautifying the dis 
triets embraced in the by-law: He llinnù k v. Met'allum, 5 D.L.R. 84.1, per 
K. IIy, J.

The fact that a municipal by-law may have the effect of preventing a 
resident of the municipality from making the most profitable use of hi*
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property is not any ground for holding the by-law invalid for unreason
ableness, so long as it is within the powers of the municipality and lion 
estly passed in the public interest: Sc Dinniek v. Mvi'allum, 5 D.L.R. 843.

A permit to erect a building for the mere purpose of storage or safe
keeping of furniture or machinery or implements does not fall within the 
class of buildings for “laundries, butcher-shops, stores, and manufactories’’ 
which may be prohibited by city by-law under the Municipal Act, 1903 
(Ont.), sec. 641a, as amended in 1004 by 4 Edw. VII. ch. 22, sec. 10: 
lie llobba and City of Toronto, 0 D.L.R. 8; but the permit for a building as 
a place merely for the storage of commodities may be restricted so as to 
provide that machinery or other articles which may be stored therein shall 
not lie repaired, refurnished, painted, traded in, bought or sold, as would 
ordinarily be done in a repair shop, salesroom, or factory : Ibid.

Sub secs, (a) and (6) of sec. 007 of the Municipal Act R.S.M. 1892, ch. 
100, as amended prior to 8th May. 1899, authorized the council of the 
city of Winnipeg to pass by-laws for regulating the erection in special parts 
of the city of wooden buildings or additions thereto or alterations thereof, 
■and for prohibiting the erection of buildings, with the walls other than of 
brick, iron or stone, within defined areas, and for regulating the repairing 
or alteration of roofs or external walls of existing buildings within the said 
areas, so that they might be made more nearly fireproof, also for regulating 
the size and strength of walls, beams, joists, rafters and roofs, and their 
supports in all buildings to be erected or repaired or added to, and for 
compelling production of the plans of all buildings for inspection and for 
enforcing the observance of such regulations it was held that the council 
had no power under that statute to pass a by-law requiring the submission 
of plans and specifications of proposed repairs to a building inspector and 
the obtaining of his certificate liefore the commencement of repairs to am 
building; and the conviction of the defendant for breach of such by-law was 
quashed : The hing v. \unn, 15 Man. L.R. 288.

As to by-laws prohibiting certain classes of buildings it was decided that 
under the charter of the city of St. Henri (Que.), the council may by a by 
law prohibit the construction of buildings of less than two storeys which 
are not cottages, and a conviction under such by-law will not be quashed in 
certiorari: Saint-Pierre v. City of St. Henri, fi Que. P.R. 362.

A municipal by-law prohibiting the erection of any building within 
certain limits other than of stone, brick, iron, or other material of an in 
combustible nature is ultra vires in prohibiting buildings of combustible 
materials other than wood : A Homey-Central v. Campbell, 19 fir. 299.

A municipal by-law providing that no naif of any building already 
erected within certain fire limits shall be relaid or recovered except with 
one of certain materials therein enumerated, cannot affect a house which 
had been standing for many years liefore the by-law was passed, and is 
ultra vires, in so far as it refers to existing buildings or ordinary re
pairs or changes thereof, not being additions thereto: Segina v. Uoicard. 
4 O R. 377.

A by-law of a municipal corporation by which “it is forbidden to erect 
and put in operation, within the limits of this municipality, any factory, 
saw mill, or other mechanism run by steam without having previously con
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ferred with this municipal corporation ami obtained permission therefor, the ^ ,7~_ | 
said council to decide u|*on the place* in the municipality for such business" regujation 
is illegal and void for not conforming to the provisions of arts. 010 and 0f building 
«48 M.C. ; and a by law of this kind, to be valid should itself contain the permits, 
«■numeration of all the conditions on which the council will permit such 
construction and the designation of the places in the municipality where it 
can be made: Village of Ste. A gat he den-.Monts v. Reid, Q.R. 26 S.C. 379 
(Ct. Rev.), reversing 24 S.C. 401.

The city of Victoria corporation, under the Municipal Act 1881, passed 
a by-law which defined lire limits, within which limits no wooden building 
was to lie altered without the jiermission of the inspector and a majority 
of the fire wardens. The defendant was convicted of a breach of this 
by-law for having altered his building (a wooden building existing in 1881), 
without permission:—Held, that the corporation under the Municipal Act,
1881, eh. Ill, sec. 104, had no power to regulate mere alterations in exist
ing bouses, and therefore the by-law was ultra rires: Regina v. On Ring,
1 B.C.R., pt. 2, 148.

A municipal by law prohibiting the erection of steam engines within the 
village limits without the leave of the council is ultra vires in that it ap
plies to nil eases whether there was danger in causing or promoting fires 
or not: Regina v. Webster, ltl O.R. 187.

It has been held that a municipal by-law prohibiting the erection of 
buildings upon the lots fronting or abutting on a residential street within 
a certain distance from the street line is within the authority conferred 
by see. 541a of the Consolidated Municipal Act (Ont.), 1903, as enacted by 
4 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) ch. 22, see. 19: Re Dinnick V. Mrt'allum. 5 D.L.R. 843.

In Frankel v. City of Winnipeg, a motion for a mandamus to compel 
the issue of a building permit was refused on 29th November, 1912, by Mr.
Justice Halt of the Manitoba King's Bench. See report of the case to 
follow in this volume.

The recourse of the party who objects to a municipal by-law in Quebec 
as being unjust and discriminating is by appeal to the county council. An 
application to the civil Courts to have it quashed is only open in ease of ille
gality or ultra vires: Parish of Hi. Pierre de Rroughton v. Marcoux, Q.R.
17 K.B. 172.

In the absence of fraud, or of hn undue invasion of private rights, or 
of the wilful infliction of a palpable and manifest wrong, the Courts of 
Queliec will not use its reforming and revisory power to interfere with 
municipal corporations in matters left by law to their discretion: Mercier 
v. t'ouniy of Hellerhassr, 31 Que. S.C. 247.

Ordinances to restrict the erection and alteration of buildings within 
the limits of a municipality are in derogation of the common law, and 
must lie const rued strictly, and they cannot Is* enlarged by implication ;
1,0nee a builder has, as against such ordinances, the right to erect, alter 
and repair his building in so far as not strictly inhibited by the ordinances 
in that liehalf: Inhabitants of lloulton v. Frank IV. Titcomb, 10 L.R.A.
INA.) 580, 683.

Hie "erection or placing” of buildings includes the removal of a building 
to a site within the prohibited area but does not affect "ordinary repairs"
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not amounting to an erection or addition. Biggar’s Municipal Manual. 
1000, p. 609: Reg. V. Howard, 4 O.R. 380; Williams v. WaHanley Local 
Board (1886). 10 Q.B.D. 718. referred to.

In an English case where a builder had built a house with a con
servatory on the first Hour in accordance with plans duly passed by muni 
cipal authority, and where subsequently he pulled down the conservatory 
and in its jdace built a bedroom a portion of one of the external walls of 
the house being raised for that purpose but the bedroom was of the same 
height as and occupied no greater space than the conservatory for which 
it was substituted; the mere fact that the bedroom occupied no greater 
space than the erection for which it was substituted did not necessarily 
prevent its lieing an addition to an existing building within the meaning 
of sec. Ill of the Hastings Improvement Act 1885, 48 and 4U Viet. ch. 
196: Meadows v. Taylor (1890), 24 Q.B.D. 717.

Building permits are in some jurisdictions made subj ct to revocation 
should the inspector of buildings or any of his inspectors, ascertain that 
the work being carried on under such permit is being done in a manner 
that does not reasonably comply in every respect with the plans and speci 
fications submitted for approval when such permit was granted. In such 
case a further proviso is sometimes included to the effect that the re
vocation of a permit shall be in writing and shall be served on the owner 
or his agent, or in their absence on any one doing any of the work, and 
that after any such revocation of permit, all parties doing any work in 
or about said structure or premises shall render themselves liable to the 
penalties of the by-law, and that persons attempting to proceed with 
any of the works hereinlwfore referred to without a permit will render 
themselves liable to be similarly dealt with: Toronto by-law No. 4861. 
passed March 11, 1907.

A municipal cor|H>ration has no inherent power to interfere urhi- 
trarily with the common-law rights of real estate proprietors in the use 
and improvement of their property. But under the police power some 
measure of authority for building regulations is found to reside in nearly 
every municipality. The power of regulation extends to erection, altera 
tion, and repair: Ex parle Fiskc, 72 Cal. 126, 13 Pac. 310; see fIrecne v. 
Damrell, 176 Mass. 304, 56 N.E. 707; compare Newton v. Belger, 143 Mas- 
508, 10 N.E. 464; New York Fire Dept. v. Wendell, 13 I)aly 427, 430; 
People v. Crain, 47 Mise. 281, 95 N.Y. Suppl. 906 [affirmed in 95 N.Y. 
Suppl. 11641. construing the Tenement House Act of 1901. Ami whenever 
the owner's right to pursue his own plane in building, altering, or repair 
ing is challenged, it is determined by two tests (1) has the municipality 
power to forbid the contemplated erection, alteration, or repair? (2) has 
it lawfully exercised the power by enacting a prohibitory ordinance? An 
affirmative answer to both questions is essential to sustain the municipal 
authority: 28 Cyc. 737.

An ordinance which provides that no person shall erect, add to, or gen 
erally change any building, without first obtaining the permission of the 
board of aldermen, is void in prohibiting the erection of buildings, Irre 
spec live of the materials to be used: State v. Tenant, 110 N.C. 600, 14 S.l! 
387. 28 Am. St. Rep. 715, 15 L.R.A. 423; State v. Starkey, 49 Minn. 603,
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52 X.W. 24; Hubbard v. Paterson, 45 N.J.L. .'110. 4(1 Am. Rep. 772; Smith 
v, UiMtmkre Builder*’ do., Kxcli. 91. Wia. .100, 04 N.W. 1041. 51 Am. 
St. ' Rep. 912. 30 L.R.A. 504.

It is competent for a municipal c0r4Mfr.ition in the exercise of the police 
function to reasonably regulate the use of property within the city limits. 
Thus, it has been held proper to regulate the construction, erection, or 
maintenance of awnings, hilllmards, or signs near the streets, fences, lire- 
escapes, floor openings, and railways, and leaders for conducting water 
from roofs of buildings. An ordinance declaring that no sign or bill- 
Ismrd shall he erected on any boulevard or pleasure drive, or in any 
street where three-fourths of the buildings are devoted to residence pur
poses, without written consent of at least three-fourths of the residents 
and projicrty owners on both sides of the street in the block where it is 
desired to erect such hoard is an arbitrary ami unreasonable exercise of 
legislative power : 28 Cyc. 738; Chicago v. dunning System, 214 III. (128, 
73 N.E. 1035, 70 L.R.A. 230. ullirming 114 III. App. 377. So an ordinance 
requiring sign or billboards to lie constructed not less than ten feet from 
the street is a regulation not necessary for public safety, and cannot he 
justified ns an exercise of the public power : Passaic v. Paterson Hill Post
ing, etc., Co., 72 N.J.L. 285, 62 Atl. 207, III. Am. St. Rep. 676, See also 
Crawford v. Topeka, 51 Kan. 756, 33 Pac. 476, 37 Am. St. Rep. 323. 20 
MIA. i

It is the duty of the builder to comply with any building regulations, 
and should he fail so to do he may In* fined. Where the obtaining of a per
mit is necessary and the contract is silent upon the subject it seems the 
duty of the builder to obtain it. unless under the statute or regulation it 
is the duty of the owner so to do. It is the duty of the owner to obtain a 
permit to build under N.Y. Consolidated Act, sec. 503, and. where a con
tract requires the contractor to proceed with the work promptly and dili
gently, an implied obligation is imposed on the owner to procure the lier
ont to enable the contractor to proceed with the work, and for a breach of 
such obligation the contractor may recover such damages as have been 
wcasioned : llrcAe v. Trinity Church, 56 N.Y. App. Div. 195, 67 N.Y. 
Suppl. 070.

Where a builder seeks to recover from the owner damages caused by 
his failure to obtain a building jiermit, which resulted in an enforced 
suspension of the work, the builder may shew that the specifications were 
not filed until after the contract was made, ami were so defective that Un
building superintendent refused a permit, and that the owner's attention 
was called to the defect too late to obtain a permit. Such evidence is 
sullieient to entitle the builder to have the question whet lier the owner 
did not fail in his obligation to procure a permit submitted to the jury: 
Weeks v. Trinity Church, 56 N.Y. App. Div. 195, 67 N.Y. Suppl. 670.

It is not the builder’s duty to obtain a permit that can be issued 
only upon the owner’s personal application, unless the contract goes fur
ther than to provide that a permit must be obtained before commencing 
work: Leerrone v. Arancio, 179 Mass. 430, 01 N.E. 45; 6 Cyc. 53.

Where the contract requires a builder to obtain a |iermit from the 
building department of a city he must file plans reasonably free from ob-
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jections and acceptable to the department, as their filing is a pre-requisite 
to a permit: Strom v. Donga n, 31 Mise. (N.Y.) 754, 64 N.Y. Suppl. 57, 
holding that unless this was done a builder was not entitled to payment of 
a first instalment of the contract price. Sec also Hawke v. Itrown, 28
N. Y. App. Div. 37, 50 N.Y. Suppl. 1032, in which case it was held that the 
filing of a plan shewing the size and dimensions of contemplated improve
ments, which was afterward amended and approved by the bureau of build
ings, was sufiicient.

A mandamus to compel a building inspector to grant a permit will be 
refused where the inspector considers that the plan submitted fails to 
comply with statutory requirements as to public health: Rafferty v. Had
dock, 0 Pa. Diet. 667 ; 6 Cyc. 53.

An ordinance enacted by the mayor and council of the city of Omaha, 
regulating the construction of buildings in that city, which provides that it 
shall lie unlawful to erect a gas tank or holder therein, without the written 
consent of all the owners of all the property within a radius of 1,000 feet 
from the site of such structure, is, as to such proviso, void; the decision 
being based on the following reasons: (a) because such an ordinance is, 
or in practical operation may readily become prohibitory, on account of 
the difficulty or impossibility of procuring the unanimous consent of all 
the owners of property in any locality of the city; (6) because such an 
ordinance assumes to confer upon individual property owners within the 
prescribed radii absolute and arbitrary powers, whose exercise is dependent 
solely upon caprice, and which have no necessary connection with the 
public safety, health, or morals, and are of such a nature that the govern
ing body itself could not safely or lawfully be intrusted with them: State 
of \cbra8ka cx rcl. Omaha (las Co. v. Charles II. Withnell, 8 L.R.A. (N.S.) 
978.

Where a general by-law prohibited the erection of buildings in a re
sidential district within fifteen feet of the street line, an amending by
law for the benefit of one owner was held valid whereby he was permitted 
to build within six feet of the street line in consideration of his convey
ing the front six feet and a triangle at the corner to the municipality for 
street widening, it appearing that the bargain was one of public advan
tage: Wood v. City of Winnipeg (1911), 21 Man. L.R. 426.

A municipal by-law for certain restrictions against carrying on certain 
manufactures and trades as likely to cause or promote fires, which pro
vided that the restriction should not exist if the owners of adjacent pro
perty within a certain radius should consent to the maintenance of fac
tories and trades and their consent should lie approved by a chairman of 
the Board of Works is ultra vires, in that it makes such persons the judges 
of the right involved, thereby permitting favouritism and delegating in 
part the exercise of the judgment and discretion which should be exercised 
by the enacting Imdy of the municipality alone: Regina v. Webster, 16
O. R. 187; Re Kiel», 13 O.R. 457; Re Nash and MdVaken, 33 U.C.Q.B. 
181, applied.

A building is on a residential street and the residential street is in 
front of the building, within the meaning of sec. 541a of the Consolidated 
Municipal Act, 1903, as enacted by the Municipal Amendment Act, 4 Edw.
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VII. (Ont.) eh. 22, sec. 10, when it in on n corner and one side faces upon 
the residential street though the front of it faces on another street, in its 
effect disapproving the principle laid down by Falconbridge, C.J., in 
Schultz v. City of Toronto, in so far as the decision in that case interfered 
with the application to corner lots of municipal by-laws inhibiting building 
up to street lines in residential districts: Re Dinnick v. McCollum, 5 D.L.R. 
843. See City of Toronto v. Ncliultz, Hchultz v. City of Toronto, in foot 
note, 5 D.L.R. 840.

WEBSTER v. LEARD.

Prince Eduard Island Supreme Court, Sullivan, C.J., Fitzgerald ami 
llaszard, JJ. May 7, 1912.

1. Militia (| I—5)—Civilian bifle association—Protection of Militia

The members of a civilian rifle association, pur|«>rting to Im> con
stituted in pursuance of powers conferred by the Militia Act, R.S.<\ 
1900. ch. 41. and of regulations made under secs. 03 and 04 of that 
Act, having its range selected, approved ami inspected by military 
officer» and financially aided by the federal government and having 
its ammunition supplied by the military authorities, are, while en
gaged in a shooting coni|ietitioii, approved by the district officer and 
under the command of a deputy captain, acting in pursuance of” 
the Militia Act, ami are entitled to the benefit of its provisions, in 
an action to recover for alleged injuries due to their negligence while 
engaged in such competition.

[Edirard V. St. Mary’s, Islington, 22 Q.B.l). 338, referred to.)

2. Venue (51—7)—Action against civilian bifle association.
An action for injuries alleged to have been received by reason of 

the negligence of a civilian rifle association, acting in pursuance of 
the Militia Act must Is* laid and tried in the judicial district where 
the act complained of was committed.

3. Limitation of actions (5 IIF—60)—Negligence of civilian rifle
association.

The members of a civilian rifle association in an action for in
juries, alleged to have been received by reason of their negligence, 
while acting in pursuance of the Militia Act. are entitled to the bene
fit of the provision of that Act, requiring an action to In* commenced 
within six months from the time the act complained of was committed.

4. Action ( § II It 3—17)—Notice of—Negligence of civilian bifle as
sociation.

The provision of the Militia Act. requiring at least one month’s 
notice in writing ty lie served upon defendant or left at bis usual 
place of altode liefore action can In- brought against any officer or 
person acting in pursuance of that, statute, applies where an action is 
brought against members of a civilian rifle association for alleged 
negligence while engaged in an act done in pursuance of the Militia 
Act, R.8.C. ItHMt. ch. 41.

Appeal by the defendants on a rule nisi to set aside the ver
dict rendered at the trial in favour of the plaintiff for $950, in 
an action brought to recover damages, from the members of a
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P.E.I. civilian rifle association, it being claimed that the plaintiff was
R. C. 
1912

struck by a stray bullet and seriously injured.
The rule was nr de absolute and nonsuit entered.

Webster N. McQuarric, K.C., and J. J. Johnston, K.C., for plaintiff. 
.7. //. Bell. K.C., l). C. McLeod, K.C., and A. C. Saunders, 

for defendants.
■ullitan, C.J, Sullivan, C.J. :—This case was tried at Georgetown last 

July term, before Ilaszard, J., and a jury. It was an action 
for damages for bodily injury sustained by the plaintiff under 
the following circumstances. The defendants were members of 
a civilian rifle association, and on one of their days for practice, 
viz., 31st August, 1910, were engaged at their range near Sum- 
merside harbour in a shooting competition for a prize then of
fered on behalf of the Government of Canada. The plaintiff 
was sailing with some friends in a motor boat in Summerside 
harbour, when she was struck by a bullet, fired as she alleged, 
from the defendants’ rifle range. The bullet entered her back, 
and passed through her body, causing her serious injury.

At the trial the let" ■dants" counsel moved for a nonsuit on 
the grounds that the defendants being members of a civilian 
rifle association constituted under the Militia Act, and the deed 
complained of having been committed in Prince county, the 
cause should have been tried :n that county ; that the action 
should have been commenced within six months after the cause 
of action arose; and that the defendants were entitled to notice 
of action. None of these requirements of the Militia Act had 
been complied with on the part of the plaintiff.

The motion for a nonsuit did not succeed, and the jury 
found a verdict for the plaintiff for $950. The case comes lie- 
fore this Court on a rule nisi, obtained on behalf of the de
fendants, to set aside the verdict. The grounds in the rule com
prise. amongst others, those already mentioned, as argued by 
the defendants’ counsel, in moving the trial Court for a non
suit. The same questions are also raised by demurrers sub
mitted in the course of the pleadings.

The provision, already referred to, in the Militia Act is 
as follows:—

Every action against any officer or person, for anything purporting 
to be done in pursuance of this Act or of any regulation, shall be laid 
and tried in the judicial district where the act complained of was 
done, and shall be commenced within six months from the time of the 
act committed. . . .

No action shall be brought against any officer or person for any
thing purporting to be done in pursuance of this Act, or of any 
regulation, until at least one month after notice in writing of such 
action has lieen served upon him, or left at his usual place of abode. 
It appears by the evidence that the association in question,
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which has an enrolment of about one hundred members, and 
is designated the “Summerside Civilian Rifle Association,” pur
ported to he constituted in pursuance of powers conferred by 
the Militia Act, R.S.C. 190G, eh. 41. and of regulations made 
under sees. G3 and G4 of that Act; that the site for the range 
was selected and approved by the District Officer commanding 
the military district in which it was situated; that it was after
wards inspected and approved by a military engineer, sent 
specially to examine it, after which the range and the requisite 
appurtenances were constructed; that subsequently, and after 
all the structures which were deemed requisite had been com
pleted, the District Officer commanding again inspected the 
whole work, took measurements of the requisite distances, the 
ranges being established at 200, 500 and GOO ya Is. and finally 
approved and passed the entire range as ready for use. The 
association then obtained a grant of money from the Federal 
Government in aid of the construction of the range, and the 
military authorities supplied them with the ammunition, and 
other requisites in order to enable them to commence target 
range practice. Notices of their days for practice and for the 
prize competition were duly published. Regarding the prize 
competition in which they were shooting when the accident in 
question occurred, the following correspondence passed between 
the secretary of the association and the District Officer com
manding in their military district. On 2nd August, 1910, the 
secretary wrote to the District Officer as follows:—

Dominion of Canada Prize.
We propose shooting for above prize on Wednesday. August 3rd, 

17th, 24th and 31st, which I trust will meet with your approval.

On 4th August. 1910, the District Officer commanding re
plied as follows:—

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2nd instant, 
and to inform you that I approve of your shooting for the Dominion 
Salver on the dates mentioned therein.

P.E.I.

8. C.
1912

Wbboteb

When the range was finally inspected and approved by the 
District Officer commanding there was no artificial stop-butt on 
its harbour front, and it was so situated on the day of the prize 
shooting when the accident in question occurred. On that day 
the members of the association including the defendants, whilst 
engaged in the prize competition already mentioned, were under 
the command of a “Deputy Captain,” appointed in pursuance 
of regulations made under the Militia Act. The question is 
whether, by the terms of the Militia Act, and upon the facts 
which I have stated, the defendants were entitled as claimed, in 
respect of the place of trial, the time within which the action 
should have been commenced, and the notice of action. By 
the terms of the Act they are entitled to have the action “laid
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P.E.I. and tried in the judicial district where the act complained of
sTc.
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was done,” and commenced within six months from the time 
the act was committed, and to notice of action, if the cause of

Websteb
action was for “anything purporting to lie done in pursuance 
of the Act or of any regulation.”

It becomes necessary, therefore, to construe the words of
Sullivan, C.J. the statute, and to consider whether the injury to the plaintiff 

was the consequence of something which is brought within those 
words. According to the decisions upon similar words, a thing 
is to be considered as done in pursuance of the Act, when the 
person who does it is acting honestly and bond fide, either under 
the powers which the Act gives, or in discharge of the duties it 
imposes. Though he may erroneously exceed the powers the 
Act gives, or inadequately discharge the duties, yet if he acts 
bond fide, in order to execute such powers, or to discharge such 
duties, he is to lie considered as acting in pursuance of the Act. 
and is to be entitled to the protection conferred upon persons 
whilst so acting. This is established by Gaby v. Wilts Canal 
Company, 3 M. & S. 580 ; 7'heobald v. Cnchmorc, 1 B. & Aid. 
227; Cook v. Leonard, (i B. & C. 351 ; Smith v. Shaw, 10 B. & C. 
277; Hughes v. Buckland, 15 M. & W. 346; Selmcs v. Judy. 
L.R. 6 Q.B. 724; Chamberlain v. King, L.R. 6 C.P. 474; Lea \ 
Facey, 19 Q.B.D. 862.

Where a statute containing provisions similar to those in 
question, imposes a duty, the omission to do something that 
ought to be done in order completely to perform the duty, or 
the continuing to leave any such duty unperformed, amounts to 
an act done or purporting to be done in pursuance of tin- 
statute: Wilson v. Halifax Corporation, L.R. 3 Exch. 114; Jot 
liffe v. Wallasey Local Board, L.R. 9 C.P. 62; Edwards v. SI. 
Mary's, Islington, Vestry, 22 Q.B.D. 338.

These positions were not controverted by the plaintiffs' 
counsel upon the argument ; but it was contended that the cas.- 
was altogether outside the provisions of the Militia Act and the 
regulations, inasmuch as there was no stop-butt erected in front 
of the range between the target and the harbour; that the de
fendants had no colour or authority under the Ac1 to conduct 
the shooting in which they engaged on the day in question, and 
had no reasonable ground for supposing that they were acting 
in pursuance of the statute and the regulations.

I am unable to accede to that view of the case. The rill- 
association in the selection of their site and in the construction 
and equipment of their range acted under the supervision, di
rection and control of the District Officer commanding in then- 
military district, who in turn acted or purported to act in pur 
suance of the statute ; and the defendants on the occasion in 
question had, in the circumstances, abundant reason for believ-
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ing that they, in the course of thei** practice and competition, 
as well as in the providing of their range, were acting in pur
suance of the statute and regulations.

The cause of the accident is no doubt attributable to some 
defect in, or some deficiency appurtenant to, the range, possibly 
to the absence of a sufficient stop-butt. But the range was con
structed under the authority, or supposed authority, of the 
Militia Act. Where persons act strictly in pursuance of a 
statute they do not require any protection ; the object of pro
visions such as are in the Militia Act is to give protection in 
cases where the parties believe that they were acting under the 
authority of the statute, although it turns out, on strict exam
ination, that their act cannot be supported on that ground. 
There was some argument at the bar as to whether the defend
ants, or the Government of Canada, were liable for damages in 
this case; but that is not the question that is involved.

The decision herein is based upon the non-compliance on the 
part of the plaintiff with the conditions required by the statute 
to be observed anterior to the commencement of the action, and 
it must not be understood to mean that an act such as is the 
subject of this suit can be committed with impunity, or that the 
defendants would not be held liable if the provisions of the 
statute had been observed on the part of the plaintiff. In that 
case the defendants would have had the privilege of tendering 
amends to the plaintiff before the commencement of the suit 
against them. The injury to the plaintiff was the consequence 
of an act clearly within the words of the statute, and the de
fendants are entitled to the protection which the statute affords.

The rule for entering a nonsuit must be made absolute with 
costs.

Fitzgerald and Habzard, JJ., concurred.

Nonsuit ordered.

»

P.E.I.
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BEER v. LEA.
Ontario High Court. Trial before Middleton, J. November 18, 1012.

1. Contracts (8 1 04—03)—Withdrawal of offer—Option to pub

A statement by the giver of an option to purchase, which is not 
under seal, and for which there is no consideration, that the option 
has expired and that he will have nothing further to do with the 
holder of it, constitutes a sulllcient withdrawal of the offer contained 
in the option.

2. Vendor and purchaser (§ I E—28)—Option—Failure to pay pur
CHASE PRICE.

An option to purchase for a certain sum, which provides for pay
ment of part of such sum in cash, can he effectually accepted only hy 
making the cash payment, and, until such payment, no contractual re 
lationship arises.

[Cushing V. Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820, 40 Can. S.C.R, 555, followed ; see 
also Miller v. Allen, 7 D.L.R. 438, post.]

3. Contracts (8 11)4—01)—Necessity of acceptance of offer.
One who has made an offer cannot dispense with an acceptance 

thereof, so as to create a contractual relationship without such accept

4. Contracts (8 V 3—409)—Failure to accept offer—Acceptance
EVADED HY OFFERING PARTY.

Where one who has given an option to purchase land, arranges to 
meet the holder of the option at a certain place and time, for the 
purpose of closing the sale, and. with the intention of evading no 
ceptanee of the option, fails to attend at the place and time arranged, 
he is not precluded from setting up an absence of any acceptance of 
the option.

5. Brokers (6 II A—0)—Real estate agent—Option to purchase or

Where an agent for the sale, who also holds an option to purchase 
the property, agrees for a re-sale at an advanced price, he cannot 
exercise his option until he has divested himself of his character as 
agent, and, in order so to divest himself, he must disclose his con 
tract for re-sale.

[Bentley v. Nasmith, 3 D.L.R. 619, 46 Can. S.C.R. 477, followed.)
6. Time (81—3)—Meaning of “days”—Expiration of option.

An option for a certain number of days is an option for that num 
lier of consecutive periods of 24 hours, running from the hour at which 
the option is given, and expires at the corresjionding hour of the last 
day, and not at midnight of that day.

[Corn foot v. Ho gal Exchange, [1904) 1 K.B. 40, applied.)

Action for specific performance of an agreement for sale of 
lands at Leaaide Junction by the defendant Lea.

The action was dismissed.

E. F. It. Johnston, K.C., and «S'. W. McKeown, for the plain
tiff.

A. W. Anglin, K'.O., and 77. A. Reesor, for the defendant 
Lea.

Glyn Osier, for the defendant Ogilvie.

♦
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Middleton, J. :—The defendant Lea, who owns a block of 
some 17 acres of land near Leaside Junction, discussed with Dr. 
Perry E. Doolittle, his medical attendant, the sale of this land. 
Dr. Doolittle, having in mind some idea that the property might 
he advantageously used for a sanitarium, undertook to become 
Lea’s agent for the sale of the property; and at that same time 
took an option upon the property in his own favour. This dual 
relationship is evidenced by two documents dated February 1st: 
by one of which a ten days’ option is given to purchase at $2,000 
per acre, and by the other, terms arc arranged for the payment 
of the price “in the event of Dr. P. E. Doolittle disposing of my 
property.” This document further provides: “If Dr. Doolittle 
succeeds in making the sale of my property I agree to give him 
a commission of two and a half per cent.”

After the expiry of the time limited by this option, on the 
12th February, 1012, a new arrangement was made, evidenced 
by a written memorandum in the words following:—

“In consideration of the sum of one dollar, the receipt of 
which is hereby acknowledged, I hereby grant to Dr. P. E. Doo
little a thirty days’ option to purchase my property at Leaside 
consisting of seventeen and three-tenths acres for the sum of 
two thousand dollars per acre, along with the further sum of two 
hundred and fifty dollars to be paid me by him in case this option 
is not exercised on or before the 22nd inst., and another added 
sum of two hundred and fifty dollars in the further event of this 
option not being exercised on or before the third day of March. 
All costs of searching title to be borne by you. Joseph N. Lea.”

Contemporaneously another memorandum bearing the same 
date was signed, giving the terms of payment “in case the 
option on my property at Leaside is exercised by Dr. Doolittle.” 
These terms called for payment of $10,000 if the option was 
exercised within the first ten days of its currency, $10,250 if 
exercised within the next ten days, and $10,500 if during the last 
ten days. Notwithstanding the argument of counsel, I think 
this is the meaning of the document. At the same time, the 
words “on completion of sale only” were added to the earlier 
document of February 1st, relating to the commission payable, 
thus shewing that the relationship of principal and agent still 
continued.

The option of the thirteenth of February purports to be in 
consideration of one dollar, but no money was actually paid.

The thirteenth of Mardi, was the thirtieth day after the giv
ing of the option. The thirteenth fell on a Wednesday. Dr. 
Doolittle had interested the plaintiff Beer in the purchase. An 
interview had taken place on the Monday, when a draft agree
ment of purchase had been discussed. Many terms had been 
assented to, but no final agreement was concluded. It was then
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arranged that the parties should meet on Wednesday at 2.30 
p.m., and that the transaction should be completed. For the 
purpose of avoiding any uncertainty as to this, Dr. Doolittle dur 
ing Wednesday forenoon telephoned to the plaintiff advising 
him that he would be ready to close at the hour named, and the 
defendant promised to keep the appointment.

At the time stipulated Dr. Doolittle and Mr. Beer attended 
at the place appointed, but Lea did not put in an appearance. 
Not anticipating any difficulty in closing the matter in the ordin 
ary mercantile way, by cheque, Dr. Doolittle and his purchaser 
Beer had not money with them for the purpose of making any 
formal payment or tender; but I find that if Lea had been 
present, Mr. Beer was prepared to make the cash payment. lie 
did not have the money standing to his credit in his bank, but ho 
had securities deposited with the bank entitling him to draw to 
an amount exceeding that required.

Lea had in the meantime learned of the plans of the Can 
adian Northern Railway, and was satisfied that he could sell 
the lands to the company at a much larger price. He had the 
view that the option expired at 4.00 p.m., it having been signed 
at that hour; and he deliberately refrained from attending at 
the place named, for the purpose of evading the receiving of 
any communication of the acceptance which he anticipated would 
then be made.

Doolittle was of the view that he had until midnight of the 
thirteenth to accept. He telephoned Lea at 6.30 p.m., asking an 
explanation of his failure to attend. Lea then told him that tin- 
option expired at 4.00 o’clock and he would have nothing further 
to do with him.

What then took place I think amounts to a revocation of the 
offer, and an intimation by Lea that he would no longer sell.

Dr. Doolittle, for the purpose of accepting the offer within 
the time limited (in his view of the meaning of the option) wrote 
and mailed a letter to Lea enclosing a marked cheque for five 
thousand dollars and accepting the offer.

This was not an adequate acceptance, because the contract 
did not contemplate acceptance by mail. The letter did not 
reach Lea until after the expiry of the option, upon either 
theory. Five thousand dollars was the amount of the marked 
cheque, because in course of the negotiations which took place on 
Monday, some willingness had been expressed on the part of 
Lea to assent to a variation of the terms of the sale by reducing 
the cash payment from $10,500 to $5,000. At the time the 
cheque was marked, Dr. Doolittle did not anticipate any attempt 
on the part of Lea to prevent the transaction being carried out, 
and anticipated that the five thousand dollars would be all that 
would be required.
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Fearing that the mailing of this letter and cheque would not 
be sufficient, Dr. Doolittle went to Leaside and met Lea, well on 
in the evening, and then gave him a letter accepting the offer 
together with an unmarked cheque for $10,500. These were not 
accepted by Lea, who insisted that the option was at an end at 
4.00 o’clock, and who further refused to regard the cheque as 
payment.

At this time Dr. Doolittle only had a very small sum in tho 
bank to his credit; but I have no doubt that if the cheque had 
been accepted by Lea, Doolittle would have arranged for pay
ment in some way. But, as a matter of substance, (apart from 
form), the cheque was by no means the same as money.

Lea then sold the property to Mr. Ogilvie, representing the 
Canadian Northern Railway, for sixty thousand dollars. It is 
admitted that Ogilvie took with notice, and has no higher posi
tion than Lea himself.

Upon these facts I think the plaintiff fails. I do not think 
there was any acceptance of the offer before it was withdrawn. 
The option being in fact without consideration and not under 
seal was nothing more than a mere offer. The telephone con
versation at 6.30 p.m. amounted to a withdrawal of the offer. 
Up to that time there had been no acceptance.

Beyond this, I think that the offer could only be accepted by 
a cash payment of the sum stipulated for, and that this was a 
condition precedent to the existence of any contractual relation
ship; Cushing v. Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. S.C.R. 555.

Mr. Johnston very forcibly contends that Lea ought to be 
precluded from denying that there was an acceptance of the 
offer, because of his failure to attend at the place arranged when 
the contract was to be closed. I cannot follow this. There can 
he no contract unless there is an offer and an acceptance of that 
offer. If there is a contract, then either party may—as in Mac- 
Ko\j v. Dick, 6 App. Cas. 251—by his conduct dispense with the 
fulfilment of the contract, according to its terms, by the other, 
hut so far as I can find, it has nowhere been suggested that one 
who has made an offer can dispense with an acceptance so as to 
create a contractual relationship. There would obviously be 
no mutuality.

Upon a different ground I think also that the plaintiff fails. 
Dr. Doolittle was an agent for sale. He had also the option re
ferred to. lie was re-selling to Beer at an advance of two 
thousand dollars. He falsely stated to Lea that he was selling 
at an advance of four hundred dollars. In Bentley v. Nasmith, 
3 D.L.R. 619, 46 Can. S.C.R. 477, it was held that 
where an agent had under the terms of his employment 
a right to himself become the purchaser, he could not 
purchase until he had divested himself of his char-
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acter as agent, and that to do so lie was bound to disclose 
all the knowledge lie had acquired as to the probability of selling 
at an increased value; and, a fortiori, he must honestly disclose 
the facts with relation to any contract of re-sale which he may 
have already made.

The question as to the duration of the option is both import
ant and interesting. In Cornfoot v. Royal Exchange Assurance 
Corporat on, 11903] 2 K.B. 363, and [1904] 1 K.B. 40, the Court 
of Appeal determined that thirty days in an insurance policy, 
whereby a ship was insured for thirty days in port after arrival, 
meant thirty consecutive periods of twenty-four hours, the first 
of which began to run upon the arrival of the ship in port.

I can see no reason why the same meaning should not be 
attributed to the expression in all contracts. Any attempt to 
give any other meaning would create difficulty. It is true that 
in most cases the law takes no notice of the fraction of a day ; 
but this rub has been modified, and the true principle now seems 
to be that as between private litigants the exact time can be 
ascertained, when necessary to determine the rights of the parties 
litigant. See Clarke v. R radia ugh, 7 Q.B.D. 151, and 8 Q.B.D. 
63; Barrel t v. Merchants Bank, 26 Or. 409 ; Broderick v. 
Broatch, 12 P.R. 561.

The action therefore fails; but I think the circumstances 
justify me in dismissing it without costs.

Action dismissed.

MILLER v. ALLEN.

Ontario High Court. Trial before Middleton, J. Kovember 18, 1912.

. Contracts ({I 1)4—02)—Option to purchase contained in a lease 
—Offer without consideration.

A clause in n lease not under seal giving to the lessee the option to 
purchase the demised premises at a stated pries», is not necessarily an 
integral part of the lease and where it in not founded upon any con
sideration, specific perform nice of the option will lie refused.

\ Darin v. Shaw, 21 O.L.R. 474. and Maltr:oH v. ltrounc, 19 O.W.I*. 
(1, applied; llall v. Center, 40 Cal. 6.1, referred to.]

!. Vendor and purchaser (8 IE—28)—Option—Failure to pay cash
PORTION OF PURCHASE PRICE.

Where an option stipulates for payment of part of the purchase 
price in cash, acceptance of the option by letter is not sufficient, and 
no c intr.ictual relationship can exist until the cash payment has been

[Cunhing v. Knight. 6 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. S.C.R. 655, followed; see 
also Beer % Lea, 7 D.l .R. u 1.1
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3. Action (8 I HI—7)—Pbematubity — Acceptino offer to sell af
ter ISSUING WRIT.

A cause of action must be complete before an action upon it is com
menced ; and, therefore, an action cannot 1m* maintained upon a con
tract, where the oiler was made before, but was not accepted until 
after, the issue of the writ.

4. Specific performance (8 I A—5)—Option to purchase contained in
lease—Exercise of within prescribed time—Failure to ten
der cash payment.

Where a lease, not under seal, contains a clause giving to the lessee 
nn option to purchase the premises for a certain sum, of which part 
is to he paid in cash, and the remainder secured by mortgage, and a 
letter is written within the time prescribed, notifying the lessor of 
the exercise of the option by the lessee, but no tender is made of the 
cash payment, an action for specific performance will fail, because of 
the absence of any tender, and the plaintiff cannot rely upon a tender 
made on the day following the issue of the writ.

5. Tender (6 I—2)—Sufficiency of—Option to purchase contained in

Where a lease, not under seal, contains a clause giving to the lessee 
an option to purchase the premises fur a certain sum of which part 
is to lie paid in cash, and the remainder secured by mortgage, and a 
letter is written within the time prescribed, notifying the lessor of the 
exercise of the option by the lessee, but no tender is made of the cash 
payment, an action for specific performance will fail, because of the 
absence of any tender, and the plaintiff cannot rely upon a tender 
made on the day following the issue of the writ.

Action for specific performance of agreement for sale of 
land under an option contained in a lease.

The action was dismissed.

W. C. Tlall, for the plaintiff.
IV. TV. Tilley, and IV. II. Cavcll, for the defendant.

Middleton, J. :—On the 29th May, 1911 a lease for two 
years was executed, purporting to he in pursuance of the Short 
Forms Act, and containing the following use:—

“The said lessor further agrees to g the said lessee the 
option to purchase the above premises one year, ending the 
third of June, 1912, for the sum of four thousand five hundred 
f$4,')00), paying $1,000 cash, and giving mortgage for balance 
repayable $100 half yearly, with the privilege of paying more 
at any time without notice or bonus, and with interest at six 
per cent, per annum.”

This lease is not under seal, although it purports so to be. 
On the 9th May, 1912, the plaintiff’s solicitors wrote the de

fendant stating .that their client (the plaintiff)—“intends to 
exercise the option of purchasing the premises at $4,500 given 
him in your lease to him dated the 29th of May, 1911, and we 
would be glad if you would kindly accept this as notice of his 
exercising the option.”

This was followed by a request to have a deed prepared and 
submitted, and some requisitions upon the title, and the state-
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ONT. mont : “Subject to the above the title appears satisfactory, and 
H. C.J. wc think our client will be ready to close as soon ns the papers 

1012 are in shape.”
Mimes No reply was made to this letter; and on the 23rd of May 

r' the solicitors wrote to the defendant that—
Allés. “Failing to hear from you or your solicitor by Monday with 

Mld— j a draft deed wc shall take it as an intimation that you do not in
tend to carry out the transaction, and shall be obliged to issue a 
writ for specific performance.”

The writ was issued on the 31st of May.
Up to this time the purchaser had made no tender of either 

deed, mortgage, or money ; and he was in point of fact in de
fault in payment of the rent, the last rent paid being that due 
on the 3rd of April.

On the 1st of June, the plaintiff and his solicitor attended 
on the defendant at his place of business, and then made a ten
der of one thousand dollars cash and of a mortgage for $3,500 
dated on the 1st of June, and carrying interest from that date.

The plaintiff’s solicitor seeks to avail himself of what then 
took place, in support of his action. 1 do not think that this is 
open to him. IIis cause of action must be complete before the 
action is instituted ; and if what then took place is relied upon 
as an acceptance of the offer embodied in the option, the con 
tract was not made until after the action was brought.

The letters which I have referred to arc put forward as 
constituting an acceptance. I do not think that they arc suffi 
cient. The case of Cushing v. Knight, G D.L.R. 820, 4fi Can. 
S.C.R. 555, shews that where an option stipulates for a cash 
payment, the cash payment is a condition precedent to the exist
ence of any contractual rights.

This case affords a good illustration. The vendor stipulated 
for cash. The purchaser accepts, and substitutes for cash a pax 
ment “as soon as the papers are in shape.”

There is another aspect of the case that also presents diffi 
culty. Before the plaintiff can justify his action he must shew 
not only a contract, but that the defendant is in default. Clearly 
the defendant was not called upon to do anything until the ten
der was made.

Also, the tender was insufficient, if based upon the theory 
that the letter of May 9th, constituted an acceptance. Interest 
ought to have been paid on the cash, and the mortgage ought to 
have provided for interest running from that date.

That renders it unnecessary to consider the other defences 
relied upon.

In dealing with the case, 1 have considered myself bound by 
the decisions in Davis v. Shaw, 21 O.L.R. 474, and in Maltczos 
v. llrousc, 19 O.W.R. 6, to regard the clause in question as a
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mere offer or option, quite distinct from the lease, and not 
founded upon any consideration. Were it not for these cases 1 
would have found myself unable to answer the question put in 
Hall v. Center, 40 Cal. 63, “IIow is it that the Court would 
thus compel the lessor to part with an estate for years at the 
mere option of his tenant, but would at the same time permit 
him to violate his agreement to part with the fee, if the tenant 
elect to purchase it?” For 1 take it to be clearly established 
by a series of English cases that the Court will decree specific 
performance of an agreement to grant a renewal of a lease.

Even if this were so, the plaintiff would yet fail in this ac
tion, for the reasons 1 have given. The action must, therefore, 
be dismissed with costs.

Action dismissed.

ROLLAND v. GRAND TRUNK R. CO.

Qtirbcc Court of Kiny's Rcnrh, Archnmbrault. C.J., Trcnhohne, Lavergne, 
Cross, and Carroll, «/./. Montreal, January 24, 1012.

1. Appeal (5 II Cl—50)—Award ok aruitmatoms under Railway Act
(Can.).

No appeal lies in the Province of Quebec to the Court of King's 
Bench from the judgment of the Superior Court upon an appeal under 
sec. 201) of the Railway Act, R.S.C. 100(1, eh. .'<7, from the aw ml of an 
arbitrator.

2. Eminent domain (8111)—101 )—Review ok award under Railway
Act (Can.).

An application to tin* Su|*eriur Court in the Province of Quebec 
under *ec. 200 of the Railway Act, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 37, to act aside 
an award of arbitrators, made in expropriation proceedings under 
that Act. on the ground of the inadequacy of the compensation awar
ded, which application is instituted by a petition praying that a writ 
of apiica 1 may Ik* issued in the nature and form of an npjienl from 
a decision of an inferior court, and that the court limy decide upon 
the amount of compensation and may render the award which the 
arbitrators should have rendered, is an appeal to the Su|H*rior Court 
from the award, and not an action in that court to set the award 
aside, and, therefore, no further appeal lies to the Court of King’s 
Bench from the decision of the Superior Court upon such an ap
plication.

Motion to quash appeals on the ground of want of juris
diction.

An order was made quashing the appeals.
Barnard, McKeown tV Barn/, for the appellant.
A. E. Beckett, K.C., for the respondent.

The following opinion was handed down.

Cross, J. :—The respondent moves that these appeals bo 
quashed, on the ground that there is no right-of appeal to this
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Court. The proceedings in the Superior Court, upon which 
judgment was rendered, consisted of an application to set aside 
an award of arbitrators, made in expropriation proceedings 
taken under the Dominion Railway Act, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 37.

The appellant, from whom the land was to be taken, com
plained of the proceedings of the arbitrators and of the award, 
alleging, amongst other things, that the amount awarded was 
grossly inadequate. The respondent also attacked the pro
ceedings of the arbitrators and their award, alleging, amongst 
other things, that the amount awarded was excessive. In so 
far as the proceedings in the Superior Court are to be con
sidered as appeals to that Court from the award, it is ack
nowledged, by both parties, that no right of appeal from the 
judgment of the Superior Court to this Court exists.

Section 209, Railway Act, provides for an appeal from the 
award, upon any question of law or of fact, to a Superior Court. 
It has been held, that, in view of the terms of that section, 
only one appeal was provided for, and that, after having 
appealed to the Superior Court, a party could not appeal from 
the decision of the Superior Court, to this Court. This is now 
conceded by counsel for the appellant. But the appellant says, 
in answer to the motions, that sub-section 4 of section 209, 
provides that the right of appeal, given by that section, does not 
affect the existing law or practice in any province, as to set
ting aside awards, and he contends that the proceedings in the 
Superior Court were not simply appeals to that Court, but 
were, in effect, actions to set aside the awards, as well. The 
sole question for decision is, therefore, involved in the answer 
to be given to the question whether the proceedings in the 
Superior Court were simply appeals to that Court, from the 
award and nothing more, on the one hand; or whether, on the 
other hand, they were not merely appeals to the Superior Court, 
but were, at the same time, in effect, actions to set aside the 
award. That question is to be decided by what the substance 
and purport of the proceedings really are, rather than by any 
particular name which may have been given to them by either 
party.

Taking, in the first place, the proceedings in the Superior 
Court, instituted by the present appellant, I find that they 
were commenced by a petition, addressed by him to the 
Superior Court, wherein he prayed “That a writ of appeal, in 
the nature and form of an appeal from a decision of an in
ferior Court, to this honourable Court, do issue, etc.;” that 
the arbitrators be summoned to produce the papers and to hear 
the judgment, and that, upon said appeal, the Superior Court 
should annul and set aside the award as illegal, irregular, in
sufficient and inadequate, and that the Court should proceed to
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adjudge and decide upon the amount of compensation and 
damages, and should render the award that the said arbitrators 
should have rendered in the first instance.

Leave having been given to issue out the writ, the appellant 
thereupon took his writ and attached to it his statement or 
demand and conclusions. This demand is addressed to the 
Superior Court sitting in and for the district of Montreal, as 
a petition. It commences by setting out the giving of a notice 
of expropriation; the appointment of arbitrators and the mak
ing of the award; the paragraphs to this effect concluding 
with the statement “and your petitioner is desirous of appeal
ing from same, both on questions of law and of fact.”

The statement goes on to set forth that the award is illegal 
and contrary to the evidence adduced, for a number of reasons 
set forth, namely:—

(a) Because the said award is inadequate and insufficient; (h) 
because the amount so awarded is considerably less than the amount 
of compensation and damages proved before the arbitrators; (r) be
cause the said award is null and void upon the face thereof and is 
informal; (d) because the said award does not comply with the re
quirements of the Railway Act; (r) because the lands and other 
property and the rights and privileges, for which the said award is 
intended to be conqiensation, arc not stated clearly or sufficiently in 
said award; (/) because the award, os made in notarial form before 
the said Leclerc, notary, on the 2nd of April, 1900, is not the same as 
the award actually made at the meeting of the arbitrators, on the 
27th of March, 1909.

QUE.
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Specific complaint i« made that the notarial deed of award 
varies from the arbitrator’s minute of award, by making the 
sum awarded cover damages, whereas, by the minute, it pur
ported to be awarded for land only. Then follow the conclu
sions of the demand, which are as follows:—

Wherefore your petitioner, who hereby np|ieuls from the said award 
of said arbitrators, prays that a writ of appe.il in the nature and form 
of an appeal from a decision of an inferior Court to this honourable 
Court, do issue to summon, and that, upon same, the said arbitrators 
may be summoned to be and appear liefore this honourable Court, 
within six days after the service upon them of said appeal, and to 
produce and file all papers, writings ami documents which they may 
have in connection with the said award, and more especially the notes 
of evidence taken by them and the exhibits filed therewith, and be 
further summoned, together with the said respondent, to hear the 
judgment of this Court in the premises, and that, upon the said 
appeal, this honourable Court do annul and set aside the said award 
so rendered on 27th of March last, 1909, as aforesaid, as also the said 
pretended award (aentenee arbitrale), rendered liefore the said notary 
Leclerc, by the said arbitrators on the 2nd of April last, 1909, as 
illegal, irregular, insufficient and inadequate, and that this Court do 
proceed to adjudge and decide upon the amount of compensation and
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statutes in such caw* made and provided, and do render the award 
that the said arbitrators should have rendered in the first instance, 
and do therefore, condemn the said respondent to pay your petitioner

Holland

ï(ïï

eueh amount of compensation for such lands and for said damages, as 
this Court finds should have been so awarded your petitioner by said 
arbitrators, the whole with costs distraits to the undersigned.

1 da not see how n demand, worded as is this one, can be re

-

garded as anything else than an appeal to the Superior Court 
under the Railway Act. As has been pointed out, that is dis
tinctly the way in which the appellant himself characterized 
it. lie prays, in the opening of his conclusions, for a writ of 
appeal and proceeds to state what is to be accomplished by 
the appeal, namely : transmission of the papers ; the setting 
aside of the award, which he expressly asks to be ordered 
“upon the said appeal,” and then he proceeds to make a de
mand which is distinctly characteristic of an appeal and not 
appropriate to an action to annul, namely : the demand that the 
Superior Court shall proceed to adjudge and decide upon tin- 
amount of compensation and should render the award 
that the arbitrators should have rendered. The entire demand 
has, thus, fastened uj>on it, the character of an appeal. 
Then, in regard to the proceedings initiated by the railway- 
company respondent, in the Superior Court, it may be said 
that the same mode of commencing by a petition for issue of 
a writ and of subsequently taking out the writ upon leave 
given, was adopted. The recitals of the petition for issue of 
the writ would seem to be a copy of those of the application 
made by the appellant. Then in regard to the statement of 
claim and conclusions, the same form of averment is adopted. 
The expropriation proceedings, the arbitration and the award 
are set out, and thereupon the respondent alleges:—

That inasmuch as by a petition served upon your petitioner by- 
respondent, said respondent prays leave to ap|>eal from the said 
award, both on questions of law and of fact ; your petitioners are desi
rous of filing a cross-appeal from the said award, both on que» 
lions of law and of fact.

Thereupon, the grounds taken against the award arc set 
out much after the same manner as they were set out in the 
demand or statement of claim of the appellant, though the 
complaint, as regards amount, is made in the opposite direc
tion and upon opposite grounds. The prayer is a counterpart 
of the prayer made by the petitioner in his appeal to the 
Superior Court, concluding with the same demand that the 
Superior Court shall render the award that the arbitrators 
should have rendered, and, to that end, declare that the amount 
offered by the notice of expropriation was sufficient.
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In both cases, I would, therefore, say that the action can- QUE. 
not he called an action to set aside the award. My conclusions, K R
therefore, would be that the motions should be granted. It 1012
may be added that the circumstance that the appellant tendered — 
and pleaded a confession of judgment upon the respondent’s ll"p'ANt 
petition, does not affect the question raised by these motions. Grand

Trunk

Appeals quashed. R. Co.

TURGEON es quai. v. ST. CHARLES.
Quebec Court of King’s Bench, Archnnibeault, C.J., Trcnholme, Laver gne, Cross, 

and Carroll, JJ. October 31, 1912.

1. Intoxicatino liquors (§ II A—39a)—Right to sell a license to sell
LIQUORS.

A license certificate for the sale of spirituous liquors is a commercial 
object and may be transferred and dealt with like any other commercial

[Canadian Breweries Co. v. Gariipy, 16 Que. K.B. 44, followed.1
2. Sale (6 I C—15)—Restaurant license-—Conditionalsale—Suspensive

condition.
The sale of a restaurant license under deed of transfer stipulating that 

the purchaser will become proprietor thereof only when he has paid to 
the vendor all the instalments of price due. ami that failure to make 
any of these payments will cause the assets sold to revert to the vendor, 
is a valid sale under susjfensive condition.

3. Insolvency ($ III—10)—What parses to assignee—Purchase or license
UNDER SUSPENSIVE CONDITION—DEFAULT IN PAYING INSTALMENTS—
Existence of consideration and absence of fraud.

If a purchase upon a sale of a restaurant license under suspensive con
dition becomes insolvent before all the instalments arc paid, and there 
results a default under a suspensive condition which provides that 
failure to pay any instalment should entitle the vendor to re-take pos
session and that the ownership of the license should revert to him, the 
vendor is entitled to re-take the license sold, even though such license 
be the only asset of the creditors, provided always the sale wits made 
for good consideration and without fraud.
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This was an appeal by the curator to the estate of an'insol- statement 
vent from the judgment of the Superior Court, Greenshields,
J., rendered at Montreal, on June 30th, 1911, granting the re
spondent’s petition to have transferred unto him the stock-in- 
trade and restaurant license of the insolvent.

The appeal was dismissed, Trenholme and Cross, JJ., dis
senting.

Paul St. Germain and K. La fleur, K.C., for the appellant:— Argument 
The judgment appealed from is evidently based on the case of 
Canadian Breweries Co. v. Gariépy, 16 Que. K.R. 44. That ease 
is easily distinguished, for there it was held that, inasmuch as 
the curator to an insolvent estate represented all the creditors, 
a particular creditor was not receivable to attack a judgment 
in a case in which the curator had been party. In the present 
instance, however, we contend that the conditional sale was
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QUE. fraudulent; that the license claimed is a renewal of the license
K B transferred, and, therefore, never belonged to the respondent;
1912 and that, as the insolvent made an abandonment prior to a
----- retrocession, the only recourse of the respondent was one in

Tvboeon damages against the estate. A license for the sale of intoxicants 
St. Ciiari.ks. *8 personal to the licensee : R.S.Q. 023, 024, 5, 6, 028-0, 030, 036,

----- all shew that the personality of the applicant is the chief object
Argument the |aw has in view. The respondent was never granted this 

license by the license commissioners; he bought it from a third 
party, and immediately passed it in to the insolvent—an abso
lutely illegal transaction, an attempt to have a mortgage on 
moveable property. The license law requires absolute publicity 
as to transfers. The deed of transfer was an attempt to defraud 
even subsequent creditors: 1 Larombière, Obligations, art. 125, 
no. 15, ibid. art. 1167, no. 20; 4 Massé, Droit Commercial, p. 79, 
no. 2178; 28 Demolombe, Contrats et Obi., vol. 5, no. 59; Sirey, 
1866-1-105; Murphy v. Stewart, 12 Rev. Leg. 501 ; Ivers v. Lemieux, 
5 Q.L.R. 128. And, lastly the obligation of the insolvent was 
a promise to do certain things; the promise remained unfulfilled 
at the time of the abandonment; the abandonment, therefore, 
vested in the curator all the insolvent’s rights for the benefit 
of the creditors, and the respondent’s only recourse is one in 
damages.

D. R. Murphy, K.C., and A. Perrault, for the respondent:— 
The only serious argument of the appellant is that the license 
could not be the object of a conditional sale. C.C. 1079 recog
nizes such a transaction, however, and so have the Courts: 
Watcrous Engine Works Co. v. Hochelaga Rank, 5 Que. Q.B. 125; 
Hochelaga Rank v. Watcrous Engine Works Co., 27 Can. S.C.R. 
406; nor does 923 R.8.Q. prohibit this. This statutory enact
ment does not decree that the person named in the license certifi
cate be the owner, but only the holder thereof. And 953 (b) 
R.S.Q. shews that the license law recognizes this distinction be
tween the holder and owner of a license certificate. Besides, 
art. 923 must be interpreted restrictively, as it is a penal enact
ment. Nor does the fact that the license is renewed from year 
to year alter the case: R.S.Q. 943, 940; (lariêpy v. Choquet et at. 
and Turgeon, 16 Rev. de Jur. 314. If the sale was in fraud of 
the creditor’s rights, then the curator should have taken action 
to set it aside; having failed so to do, the petition of the re
spondent had of necessity to be maintained. The principle laid 
down in the Canadian Rreweries case was followed by Tellier, 
J., in Chartrand ct at. v. Laurence et at. (unreported, December 
15, 1908), by Fortin, J., in Labette v. Turgeon and Gariêpy and the 
National Rreweries (unreported, Oct. 4, 1910.)

Lafleur, K.C., in reply.

The judgment of the majority of the Court was delivered by
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Lavergne, J. (translated):—Judgment was rendered on June 
30th, 1911, in favour of the respondent's contentions.

The petitioner respondent alleges that on December 14th, 
1900, by sale under certain conditions, before Biron, N.P., he, 
together with one Ferdinand Paquette—whose testamentary 
executor he now is—sold his stock-in-trade and all the accessories 
of a licensed restaurant situate at 27 Craig street east, Montreal, 
to one Goderre, now insolvent, that this sale comprised the 
goodwill, license, merchandise, cigars and liquors, and the unex
pired portion of the lease, as well as the fixtures of the said 
restaurant; and that Goderre, the insolvent, bound and obliged 
himself to fulfil all the obligations of the petitioner and Paquette 
under the said lease. The sale was made for a consideration of 
$11,500, of which $1,000 was paid cash and the balance was 
made payable as follows: $4,500 to one Thibault, to the peti
tioner’s and Paquette's exoneration, the said sum payable in 
sixty monthly instalments of 875 each, the first of which should 
be paid on January 14th, 1007, with interest at six per cent.; 
and as to the balance, it should be paid in seventy monthly 
instalments, the first of which payable on January 14th, 1000, 
the next thirty-six instalments to be of 850 each, and the last 
thirty-three of $125 each, the purchaser giving his promissory 
notes for all of the said payments. That it was stipulated in 
the said contract that, should the purchaser fail to meet any of 
the payments, even one only, or fail to fulfil any of the obliga
tions stipulated therein, the petitioner and the said Paquette 
could immediately and without notice retake possession of all 
the assets sold, including the license and any renewal thereof, 
and that all of such assets should revert in ownership to the said 
petitioner and Paquette. That when the said Goderre made an 
abandonment of his property, eighty-four of the said notes were 
still unpaid and many of them past due; that Goderre had failed 
to fulfil his obligations as to the payment of these notes and had 
failed to execute his obligations; that the petitioner was, there
fore, personally and es qualité entitled by law to exercise all 
rights and recourses given to him by the said contract; that on 
March 21st, 1910, Goderre made an abandonment of his property, 
and Turgeon, the appellant, was named curator to the said 
abandonment, and as such took possession of the restaurant and 
accessories, including the license, which had been renewed from 
year to year, and that the said curator had even obtained a con
firmation of the said certificate for 1909-10, but had neglected 
to pay the fee thereon, which the petitioner, in order to protect 
his rights, was obliged to pay, to wit, $413. The curator gave 
notice that the license would be sold on May 31st. 1910. The 
respondent, therefore, concluded his petition by praying that he 
be authorized to retake possession of the restaurant, accessories 
and the license, and tendered into Court all the unpaid notes,
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QÜE- and that the curator be ordered to deliver over to him the said 
kTr stock-in-trade, including the license, less, however, the cigars 
1012 and liquors.

Tubobon The curator-appellant answered, denying certain allegations 
v. and averring that Paquette and the respondent were not the 

St. Charles, owners of the license in question, and had never transferred it 
umgM. j. t° the insolvent, who had acquired the same directly from its 

then owner. He admits that the license was paid for by the 
respondent, but with the understanding that the respondent 
would be reimbursed in the event of his failure to be declared 
the owner thereof. The appellant further alleged that when 
Godcrrc made his abandonment he owed to divers creditors 
$9,900, and that he had no assets other than his license; that 
if the respondent obtained this license, even the privileged creditors 
of Godcrrc would remain unpaid; that the insolvent’s creditors 
advanced him merchandise because he was personally proprietor 
of the license in question and of all its subsequent renewals; that 
the deed of December 14th, 1900, is null, fraudulent and simu
lated, and should be set aside, inasmuch as the license was the 
property of the insolvent only; that the deed is contrary to tin- 
provisions of the license law; that the insolvent could not trans
fer his property in advance and thus render himself completely 
insolvent; that there was collusion between the insolvent and 
the resi>ondent to deceive the creditors of the former.

The respondent replied to this contestation that he bought 
the license in question with the said Paquette, together with 
other property, from one Thibault, and thereafter agreed to tin- 
deed of December 14th, 190(3, which is perfectly legal.

The allegations contained in the petition are true. On Decem
ber 14th, 190(3, the petitioner and Paquette bought the stock-in- 
trade, lease and restaurant in question from Thibault by authentic- 
deed, filed of record, for $9,500, and thereafter on the same day 
executed in favour of Godcrrc the deed now attached. No 
fraud appears as to the deed impugned. All of Goderrc’s creditors 
are creditors subsequent to this deed. The only things sold by 
these creditors to Goderre are merchandise, such as liquors and 
cigars, which arc not claimed by the respondent and which he 
leaves to the curator. The respondent and Paquette were owners 
in good faith of this license, acquired for good and valuable con
sideration. This license, as well as all renewals thereof, may 
be the object of a legal sale, either absolute or conditional, either 
under suspensive or resolutory condition. The whole realm of 
the license law shews that these licenses, which are considered 
as commercial things, may be the object of a sale.

The holder of the license need not necessarily be the true 
owner thereof. These transfers of licenses have been sanctioned 
by the Courts. The very letter of the license law (H.S.Q.) proves 
that these licenses are of an essentially commercial nature, and
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that the holder of the license is not necessarily the owner thereof, 
and may he the representative or agent of other persons. The 
insolvent in this case never was the proprietor of the license 
mentioned in the deed of December 14th, 1909, because he could 
only become proprietor after having paid for it and after having 
fulfilled all the obligations mentioned in the said deed, and this 
he failed to do.

Under the stipulations of the said deed, the respondent is 
entitled to reclaim possession of the things sold, including the 
license. We are not called upon to decide whether the license 
commissioners shall be bound to confirm the transfer of this 
license or the certificate which will be presented to another holder, 
whom, no doubt, the respondent will bring forward. The peti
tioner’s demand at the moment concerns but the respondent him
self, the insolvent and the curator.

As for the insolvent, he cannot oppose the respondent’s de
mand unless the contract between him and the respondent were 
simulated or fraudulent. There is no question as to the bond fide 
reality of the contract. St. Charles resold for $11,500 what he 
had really paid $9,500. The transaction was a perfectly legal 
and honest one. Nor is there any fraud. The sale was not 
made to defraud his future creditors. It was simply made under 
a suspensive condition for the vendor’s protection, and without 
such condition would not have been entered into. Besides, for 
several years the insolvent met his obligations. He only became 
insolvent in 1909, when he purchased another restaurant and 
assumed a greater burden than his financial resources warranted. 
Moreover, his insolvency was also hastened by imprudent en
dorsements given in favour of one Hubert Raymond, who left 
the province, leaving behind him heavy liabilities.

The publicity attached to licenses is not, in my opinion, 
enacted for the purpose of protecting creditors; it is a police 
measure taken in the public interest, (loderre’s creditors have 
no greater rights than their debtor could have, and their debtor 
has none as against the respondent.

We arrived at the same conclusion in 1890, in the case of 
the Canadian Breweries Company v. Gariépy, lti Que. K.B. 44.

For these reasons I would dismiss the appeal.

Alien am be AULT, C.J., concurred. He said he was somewhat 
doubtful whether this was the true interpretation to be given 
to the license law on this point, but he felt bound by the decision 
of this Court in the Canadian Breweries case. The holding in 
that case must have been known to the legislators. Yet they 
did not see fit to alter the law as it stood under such interpreta
tion. The decision had been followed by the Superior Court 
and the Court of Review', and the public were entitled to consider 
this view as the proper interpretation, at any rate until the ques
tion was decided in another manner by a higher Court.
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Trenholme and Cross, JJ., dissented.
Appeal dismissed, Trenholme 

and Cross, JJ., dissenting.

Tubokox n.B.—The appellant has lodged an appeal to the Supreme
St. Charles. Court of Canada.

D.C.
1012

Statement

WILKINSON v. CANADIAN EXPRESS CO.
Ontario Divisional Court, Falconbridge, C.J.K.B., Riddell, and Lennox, JJ. 

November 14, 1912.
1. Carriers (gHIJl—409)—Shipment of goods—Express company’s

RECEIPT TO PARTY OTHER THAN THEIR CUSTOMER—SPECIAL CONDI

A person who forwards his railway baggage checks to an exprès* 
company with instructions to take delivery of the baggage and re 
forward it by express may claim damages for its loss in transit while 
in their custody a* upon the company’s common law liability, ami i- 
not bound by a condition of a shipping receipt issued to the railway 
company on receiving delivery from it, purporting to limit the maxi 
mum liability of the express company in case of loss, where the con
tract evidenced by such shipping receipt is in terms made between 
the express company and the railway company only and its pro 
visions were not communicated to the owner of the baggage.

[But see Edwards v. Hhcrratt, 1 East. (104 ; Lohdcn v. Colder, II 
Times L.R. 311; llai/ward v. Canadian Northern R. Co., 0 Can. Ity. 
-Cas. 411 ; Mercer v. C.P.R., 8 Can. By. Cas. 372.]

2. Carriers (§ III G 3—455)—Shipment of goods—Stipulations limit
ing LIABILITY.

The fact that an express company is enabled by statute to make u 
of a special form of contract impairing, restricting, or limiting it* 
liability does not prevent the company from contracting upon the 
basis of a more extended liability as upon its contractual rights a1 
common law, although such social form has received the approval of 
the Railway Commissioners of Canada, exercising governmental jKjwcrs 
of supervision over common carriers.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Winchester, 
Senior Judge of the County of York, in an action to recover 
$500 for the value of a magic lantern and slides alleged to have 
been lost by the defendants in transit, and for damages. At 
the trial judgment was awarded the plaintiff for $50 with 
costs up to payment into Court, and no set off allowed the de
fendants.

The appeal was allowed.
T. N. Phelan, for the plaintiff.
W. E. Foster, for the defendants.

Riddell, J. :—The plaintiff, a clergyman living in Aylmer, 
had a magic lantern outfit which had been carried on the G.T.U. 
to Stratford in a trunk as baggage. He left this in the baggag--
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room at Stratford : he went to Woodstock. From that city he 
wrote a letter to the “Canadian Express Company, Stratford,” 
instructing the Company to ship it from Stratford to Galt. The 
letter is not produced : but there is produced a letter written 
immediately after as follows :
“Canadian Express Co. Woodstock, June 5/11.

Stratford.
I, in my haste dropped my previous letter in the office for

getting to enclose the check of my box. Find it enclosed with 
this.

Yours, etc.,
T. J. Wilkinson.”

The agent at the depot at Stratford for the defendants 
received these letters in due course of mail : he took the cheek 
to the G.T.R. baggage-room, paid 55 cents for warehousing 
charges, gave up the cheek, received the trunk, made out the 
usual receipt and gave it to the haggage-man who probably 
threw it into the waste paper basket. The receipt read “Re
ceived of G.T.R. (herein called the shipper) 1 box said to con
tain not given valued at not given 100 dollars addressed Rev. 
Wilkinson, Galt, which the Canadian Express Company herein 
called the Company agrees to carry and deliver upon the terms 
and conditions on the back hereof to which the shipper agrees 
and as evidence of such agreement accepts this shipping re
ceipt. . . .

For the Company,
A. Jones Agent.”

On the back were printed certain conditions of which the 
following seem to be material : “2. This agreement shall extend 
to and be binding upon the shipper and all persons in privity 
with him claiming or asserting any right to the ownership 
. . . of the shipment. . . .

“3. The liability of the company upon any shipment is 
limited to the value declared by the shipper ... If the 
shipper does not declare the value of the shipment, liability is 
limited to $50. . . .”

The trunk went astray and cannot be traced: the plaintiff 
sues for the value thereof, claiming $500 : the defendants pay 
$50 into Court and claim that they are not liable for more. The 
trial Judge, Winchester, Co.J., gave effect to this contention, 
the plaintiff now appeals.

Much argument was addressed to us to induce us to hold 
that the special contract did not apply in the present case and 
several cases were cited, amongst them: Lamont v. Canadian 
Transfir Co., 19 O.L.R. 291 ; Corby v. G.TM. Co., 23 O.L.R. 318, 
Janus v. Dominion Express, 6 Can. Rwy. Cas. 309; McMillan x.

ONT.

D. O. 
1913
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Canadian 
Km-rkss 
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Riddell, J.
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Mülan, 16 Can. 8.C.B. 648.
I do not think it necessary to decide that point because

Wilkinson

Canadian
Express

Co.

assuming that the contract does apply, it does not bind the 
plaintiff. The language is the language of the Express Com 
pany—they say in so many words that in that contract “ship
per-’ means the G.T.R.—and the contract is in terms bind 
ing upon the shipper and his privies. The plaintiff, for the

Riddell. J. purposes of the special contract is neither the shipper—that is 
the G.T.R.—nor a person in privity with him : the plaintiff is 
not, therefore, within the special contract at all. What has 
happened is that the defendants on being requested to carry 
certain goods for the plaintiff take it upon themselves to pur
port to carry them on a special contract with some one else.

They are liable in my view for the full value.
We are told that the Railway Board have approved of this 

form as the only form to be used. This must of course, be read 
as meaning the only form of contract “impairing, restricting, 
or limiting the liability of” the company : R.S.C. ch. 37, sec. 3f>3 
—it does not mean that the company may not carry on its com
mon law rights so long as no attempt is made to impair, restrict 
or limit its liability—c.g., there is nothing to prevent the express 
company agreeing to pay twice the value of the goods carried, 
the order of the Railway Board notwithstanding, and in this 
case what they have done is to take the plaintiff’s goods as a 
common carrier and lost them, without limiting their liability 
to him.

The evidence justifies a verdict for $280 and 1 think the 
plaintiff should have judgment for that sum with costs here and 
below.

Fa Iron bridge, FalconBRidoe, C.J.K.B., and Lennox, J., agreed in the 
result.

Appeal allowed.

ONT. Re ANNE CAMPBELL.
H. C. J. 

1912
Ontario Tlifth Court. Fir 0. Falconbrittfir. C.J.K.R. \ovcmber 4. 1012

1. Wills (5 III B—00)—Devise to two persons jointly—Joint tin
Nov. 4. A devise of n parcel of land to two persons “jointly” with a direc

tion that they are to pay a sum of money to a third person create- n 
joint tenancy.

2. Evidence (8 VI E—638)—Parol evidence as to testator’s intention— 
Surrounding circumstances — Admissibility of testator’s 
DECLARATION.

Declarations of a testator are not admissible to prove what lie
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meant by his will, but extrinsic evidence of surrounding circumstances
is .idmissible to shew what he probably intended.

[Davidson v. Hoomrr ( 18(18), 17 Ur. 509, followed.]

Motion by John W. Campbell, a devisee under the will of 
Anne Campbell, deceased, upon the return of an originating 
notice, for an order determining a question arising upon the 
terms of the will.

W. 8. Hall, for John W. Campbell.
H. A. Pringle, K.C., for the administrators of the estate of 

Martha S. Campbell.
Donald W. Fraser, surviving executor of Anne Campbell, 

though duly notified, did not appear on the motion.

Falconbridge, C.J. :—The question to be decided arises under 
the will of Anne Campbell, wherein, after certain specific be
quests, the following paragraph appears :—

“1 hereby bequeath unto my nephew John Campbell and my 
sister Martha Campbell jointly a piece of land situate west side 
of the south part of lot number 5 in the ninth concession of 
Hast Ilawkesbury containing twenty acres of land more or less, 
and they are to pay my nephew George Campbell the sum of two 
hundred dollars within three years after my decease and the 
residue of my estate I give and bequeath to my sister Martha 
Campbell”

At the time of the death of the testatrix, and for some years 
previous thereto, John W. Campbell resided with his aunt, 
Martha S. Campbell, who is the person referred to in the will 
as Martha Campbell ; and John W. continued to reside with his 
said aunt until her death (which occurred on or about the 17th 
August, 1910), on an adjoining farm, which she owned. The said 
parcel of 20 acres was cultivated in the ordinary course of the 
farming operations which Martha and John were then carrying 
on, and John says that the said Martha and he were thus in joint 
possession of the said parcel of 20 acres from the date of Anne’s 
deatli until Martha’s death.

The parcel of land mentioned is the only land of which Anne 
Campbell was possessed at the time of her death.

Neither Martha nor John ever conveyed away or incumbered 
or otherwise disposed of their interest in the said parcel of 
twenty acres.

The sum of $200 directed by the will to be paid to George 
Campbell, the nephew, was duly paid to him.

John W. Campbell now contends that, under the devise set 
forth above, Martha and he became joint tenants of the said 
parcel, and that he, as the survivor, is now entitled to the whole.

1 have outlined the situation of affairs as above, because, while
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declarations by the testator of what lie intended by bis will will 
not be received, yet extrinsic evidence of surrounding cireum 
stances to shew what he probably intended is admissible : Davit! 
son v. Hoorn tr (1808), 17 dr. 509. It would be entirely reason 
able to confer a joint tenancy on a young man and his maiden 
aunt working and living upon the adjoining farm.

And I think, apart from circumstances, that the use of tin* 
word “jointly” in the will creates a joint tenancy, especially 
when it is coupled with the direction that “they are to pay m.v 
nephew George Campbell the sum of $200;” not that each of 
them is to pay the sum of $100 to George Campbell.

1 find two cases in different Stales of the Union where the law 
is practically the same as R.S.O. 1897, ch. 119, sec. 11. In Cast' 
v. Owen (1894), 139 Ind. 22, it was held that the word “jointly" 
in the addendum of the deed creates in the grantees a joint ten
ancy. Coffey, J., says, at p. 24: “As tenants in com mon are two 
or more persons who hold possession of any subject of property 
by several and distinct titles, the word “jointly” can find no 
place in describing an estate to be held by them.” See also 
Davis v. Smith, 4 Harrington (Del.) 68.

The four unities which arc the requisites of joint tenancy all 
here exist.

The judgment, therefore, will be that, on the true construc
tion of the will, Martha S. and John W. Campbell became joint 
tenants, and that he is now solely entitled by jus accrescendi.

Costs to all parties out of the estate.
Counsel referred also to the following authorities: Encye. 

of the Laws of England, vol. 7, p. 513; Jarman, 6th ed., p. 178:! 
et scq.; De (iambic, 13 O.L.R. 299; Wharton, 7th ed., p. 392 ; 
Kcw v. House (1685), 1 Vera. 353; Am. & Eng. Encyc. of Law, 
2nd ed., vol. 17, p. 658 ; liichardson v. liichardson, 14 Sim. 52(>.

Judgment accordingly.

Re CLOY ADHESIVES, Limited.

Ontario High Court, l.alrhfortl, J. Xovembtrr 18, 1912.

1. Principal an» agent (j IIC—20)—Liability ok principal fob krai»
OK AGENT.

A principal is responsible for the fraud of hi* agent within tin* 
scope of the agent’* authority, whether the agent be acting for bis 
own lienellt or not.

[Z./oi/d v. tlrarr anti Co., 28 Times L.R. 647, referred to.]
2. Corporations and companies (|VIC—332)—Right ok liquidator -

Fraudulent sals « shares Ratxmanr oi money paid et <

Where one who ha* lieen employed by another to *e|| nhare* in a 
company liehuiging to that other, aell* them hy fraud, but procure* 
payment of the purchane price to be made to the company, and not to
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the vendor of (he shares, the vendor cannot recover the money from ONT.
the company, since to do ho would Ik* to obtain mi advantage frotn his ——
agent’s wrongful act. but the money in. nevertheless not the money II. C. J. 
of the company, and. therefore, the liquidator of the company cannot 1912
recover from the vendor any part of »uch money which has been paid -----
over to him by the company. Ur

G LOT
Appeal on behalf of T. B. Hughes from the report of the Adukhives. 

Master in Ordinary, declaring Hughes not to he entitled to twelve ste^ent 
hundred dollars paid by one Crosby for shares held by Hughes.
He claimed to be entitled to rank on the assets of the company 
to the extent of the twelve hundred dollars. On behalf of the 
liquidator of the company the report of the Master was sought 
to be varied in so far as it holds that the liquidator is not en
titled to recover from Hughes a sum of $800 paid to Hughes by 
the company.

The appeal and cross-appeal were both dismissed.

A. C. McMaster, for the appellant.
W. It. Wadsworth, for the liquidator.

Latciiford, J. :—That the twelve hundred dollars was re- utchford. j. 
ceived by the company for Hughes is undoubted. It was, with 
the eight hundred dollars in question, obtained by II. E. Van- 
derberg from the boy Crosby, by gross and unconscionable 
fraud. To hold Hughes entitled to the twelve hundred dollars 
would be equivalent to determining that he could rightly profit 
by Vanderberg fs wrongful—and, as I regard it, criminal— 
course in plundering young Crosby.

The circumstances under which the two thousand dollars 
was obtained by Vanderberg are so extraordinary that I think 
the evidence taken before the Master should be submitted to the 
Crown officers charged with the administration of the criminal 
law; and I am directing the registrar accordingly.

The relation of principal and agent did not, as the Master 
has rightly found, at any time exist between Crosby and Van
derberg, in regard to the purchase of the worthless shares of 
Hughes. Vanderberg was no doubt instructed by Hughes to 
sell his stock, and did sell it. Vanderberg was the company, as 
the Master puts it; meaning, I assume, that he conducted all the 
affairs of the company; the board of directors, of whom Hughes 
was one, leaving all matters in Vanderberg’s hands. Vender- 
berg induced Crosby to make the cheque for the two thousand 
dollars which Crosby had obtained from his widowed mother, 
payable, not to Hughes, hut to the company, which was at the 
time in a moribund condition. The company had the benefit of 
twelve hundred dollars out of the two thousand, only eight hun
dred being handed over to Hughes; but the company was not 
entitled either to the eight hundred dollars or to the twelve bun-
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dred dollars; it was simply made a conduit for the money be
tween Crosby and Hughes, and part of the money remained with 
the company ; a part only, the eight hundred dollars, passing on 
to Hughes.

Crosby has chosen to regard the company as his debtor, not 
only to the extent of the twelve hundred dollars of his money 
which it retained, but also as to the eight hundred dollars which 
Vanderberg passed on to Hughes in part payment for his shares

The liquidator has apparently not contested Crosby’s claim 
The Master in fact had allowed it, and the liquidator has not 
appealed upon the point. Hughes is not entitled to claim tin- 
twelve hundred dollars which the company received through his 
agent’s fraud. He is, moreover, in my opinion, liable for Van 
derberg’s fraud, whether Vanderberg was acting for his own 
benefit or not. Dicta to the contra were recently expressly dis 
sen ted from in the House of Ijords: Lloyd v. Orate <1* Co. (1912 
28 Times L.R. 547, reversing the decision of the Court of Ap 
peal, Lloyd v. Grace Smith d* Co., 11911 ] 2 K.B. 48!). Ilugln-s
is, in my opinion, not entitled to rank on the assets for tli 
twelve hundred dollars, and his appeal should be dismissed with 
costs.

The cross-appeal also fails. The eight hundred dollars which 
Hughes received was not the money of the company, but the 
money of Crosby. It reached Hughes in part payment cf shares 
which Vanderberg had sold for Hughes to Crosby. Had Hugh, s 
received the whole two thousand dollars, And not merely part of
it, the company would, in my opinion, have no right, whatever 
Crosby’s right might be, to recover these moneys from Hughes. 
The company had parted with nothing in exchange for Crosby 's 
money, and it has not, I think, in any way become subrogated 
to the rights which Crosby had, or might have had, if he had not 
elected the company as his debtor for the eight hundred dollars 
as well as for the twelve hundred dollars. No costs of the cross 
appeal.

Appeal and cross-appeal both dismissed.
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LOCKE v. SNYDER A WEBBER. SASK.
Satikatchcu'an Supreme Court. Trial before Metclanda, J. October 12, 1912.

1. Specific performance (§ I E—30)—Option to purchase land—Quota
tion OK PRICE BY OWNER—ESTABLISHING RELATION OK PRINCIPAL 
AND MU N i

An agency contract between the owner and a real estate agent is 
not necessarily established by the owner's answer quoting price sent 
in reply to a telegram from the real estate agent asking the best cash 
price although it also stated as a reason for an imnicdhtc answer 
that the sender bad a man “who will buy this if he can get it right.” 
and the owner may still shew that his negotiations with the sender 
of the telegram were only as with a prospective purchaser.

An action for specific performance of an option to purchase Statement 
land, or the return of deposit paid.

Judgment was given dismissing the action against Snyder, 
and for $100 against Webber.

C. J. Lennox, for plaintiff.
G. E. Taylor, for defendant Snyder.
N. R. Craiy, for defendant Webber.
New LANDS, J. :—The defendant Webber, on the 25th January, NewUnd*. j. 

1010, wired the defendant Snyder as follows :—
Wire me your best cash price on lot 17. blk. 65. I have a man who 

will buy this if he ean get it right. He is leaving on to morrow's 
train, so hurry up the wire and state your very best price. Can close 
the deal if price is right.
Snyder wired in reply :—

Eleven fifty net for lot 17, block 55.
Upon receipt of this telegram, Webber sold the lot to the 

plaintiff for the sum of $1,200, and lie and Webber signed an 
option for the purchase of the said property by the plaintiff, 
and the plaintiff paid Webber $100. Webber signed'as agent 
for Snyder.

As 1 held at the trial, the above telegram did not authorize 
Webber to act as agent for the defendant Snyder, and he had no 
other authority. The subsequent correspondence shews that 
Snyder treated Webber as the purchaser and not as his agent.

I hold, therefore, that there is no agreement in writing for 
the sale of this lot by Snyder to the plaintiff, and as he has 
pleaded the Statute of Frauds, the plaintiff cannot recover from 
him.

As the option shews that the plaintiff paid the $100 to Webber 
as the defendant Snyder s agent, and as 1 have held that he was 
not such agent, the plaintiff will be entitled to recover from him 
that amount.

There will, therefore, be judgment for the defendant Snyder, 
with costs against the plaintiff, and judgment for the plaintiff 
against the defendant Webber for $100 and costs.

8. C.
1912

Oct. 12.

Action dismissed.
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Alberta Supreme Court, Stuart, J. November 14, 1912.

1. JVDtiMKXT (8 I F—45)—G BOUNDS FOB REFUSING SUMMARY JUDGMENT—
Action on cheque—Uoijier in due course.

In an action against the drawer of a cheque, nummary jmlgim-nt 
will not la* granted where the material is sullicient to justify the -us 
picion that the plaintitT. to whom it was emlovned, is not the holder in 
due course; and it apjieara that a defence may be established as between 
the drawer and the payee.

Statement The plaintiff moves for summary judgment in an action on 
a cheque for $700 drawn by the defendant and of which the 
plaintiff claims to be the holder in due course.

The motion was dismissed.
Charman, for plaintiff. 
liyan, for defendant.
Stuart, J. :—I think that the defendant should be allowed 

to defend the action. Enough appears from the cross-examina
tion upon their affidavits of the plaintiff and Charles Hell, the 
payee of the cheque, to justify the suspicion that the plaintiff is 
not the holder of it in due course. He claims to have bought it 
from Hell on the 3rd of September. The defendant’s cheque, 
although actually given in August, was post-dated to the 15th 
of September. Hell swears that he sold it to the plaintiff for 
$650 because he needed the money very badly but he took in 
payment of this sum of $650 the plaintiff’s cheque for that 
amount upon the understanding that he would not present it 
for payment until a later date as there were not then funds of 
the plaintiff in the bank to meet it. This cheque of the plain
tiff has, as a matter of fact, never been paid or even presented 
for payment. The reason given for this is that Bell lost it. lie 
says he missed it “seven or eight, ten or twelve days after,” 
meaning I suppose after the plaintiff gave it to him. No cheque 
has been given in substitution for it and Bell has therefore re
ceived nothing in money out of this transaction. A Judge might 
on this evidence hold that the plaintiff is not a holder in due 
course.

If he is not such holder any defence which would have been 
open to the defendant if Hell was the plaintiff would, of course, 
be available to him in this action. The material filed satisfies 
me that there is a defence which the defendant may be able to 
establish, namely, that of a total or partial failure of considera
tion, and I think he should have a chance to do so.

The motion is dismissed and the costs of it will be in the 
cause.

Motion dismissed.
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WILLIAMS v. BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTRIC R. CO. B.C.
(Decision No. 2.) -----

S. C.
Itritish Columbia Supremo Court. Tiial before Murphy. J. October 26, 1912.

1. Street railways (8 III II—3»)—Conductor giving permission to in ~ V 
TENDING PA8BENUKR TO HIDE ON STEPS OP CAR—KNOWLEDGE OF <,<t- 2®* 
COMPANY.

Although it was beyond tin* scope of the authority of a street ear 
conductor to give the plaintiff, an intending passenger, permission 
to stand on the car step, the jury may properly find that the intending 
passenger had the leave and license of the defendants, where it was 
shewn that the practice of standing on the car steps was so common 
at the particular time and place, and was followed under such cir
cumstances, that the defendants must have known, or ought to have 
known of it.

Trial of an action for damages for personal injuries. Statement
Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
The plaintiff an intending passenger was standing on the 

lowest step of a crowded street ear when the conductor signalled 
the motorman to back up. This was done and a collision took 
place with another ear coming up behind, resulting in in jury to 
the plaintiff for which he claimed damages in this action.

Defendants’ counsel asked for a nonsuit at the trial on the 
ground that plaintiff had no right to be where he was, and was, 
therefore, a trespasser.

M. A. McDonald, for plaintiff.
L. (J. Mc Phillips, K.(\, for defendants.

Mvrpiiy, J. :—In my opinion the question of nonsuit decides Murphy, j. 
the question of contributory negligence and concurrent negli
gence by defendant and I therefore deal with the motion for non
suit first.

That depends on whether there was evidence given on which 
the jury could reasonably find that plaintiff was not a trespasser; 
in other words, whether they could reasonably find that plaintiff 
was on the ear steps by the leave and license of defendants. I 
agree that the conductor could not give such permission as it 
would not be within the scope of his authority. If, however, 
there is evidence on the record justifying reasonable men in 
concluding that the practice was so common and was followed 
under such circumstances that the company must have known 
or ought to have known of it, then, I think, it was my duty to 
let the case go to the jury. I think there was such evidence.
The plan and other evidence shews that the locus of the accident 
was close to, and the overcrowding at, an interurban station of 
defendants. It is a reasonable inference, I think, that officials 
of the company would be about such station. Even if this infer
ence should not he drawn on the evidence of Williams, on pages 
10 and 11,1 think it was open to the jury to find that “crowded” 
cars mean cars on which people stand on the last step and his
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Statement

evidence is that that condition had existed for over 12 month' 
previous to the accident. The evidence of Lang, on pages 20, 3u 
and 33, is, 1 think, open to the same construction, especially 
when read with his rebuttal evidence, and he states his exper 
ence extended over 6 or 7 years. When he says, in effect, that 
people habitually to his knowledge for some years have stood on 
the last step of the 5.30 ear when he (referring to Patterson, tin 
conductor) took it out, I think the jury may reasonably say h 
means that was the usual practice on the 5.30 car at all time» 
within his experience, not particularly when Patterson was eon 
duetor. Even on the other construction, if Patterson did allow 
such practice for a long time, that in itself would be material 
evidence which might-possibly justify the verdict. Taken with 
Lang’s evidence in the main case and with plaintiff’s evident 
above referred to, 1 hold the nonsuit must be refused and the 
matter become one for the jury. This, to my mind, disposes of 
the “concurrent negligence” argument. If the company must 
Ik* held to have known and allowed the practice—and the jury 
have so found—then the conductor, as their servant, should have 
looked to the condition of the steps and for approaching cars 
before he gave the signal for the car to back. He admits the 
ear would not. have moved but for such signal having been given. 
If the car had not hacked quite possibly this accident would not 
have occurred. The conductor of the city car probably would 
have stopped before he reached the interurhan car.

Judgment for f for amount of verdict.

Judgment for plaintiff

BANK OF HAMILTON v. McALLISTER.

Alhrrta Huprrme Court, Walsh, ,/. \ovrmhcr 13, 1912.

1. Records and registry laws ( 8 HI A—10)—Alberta Land Titles \« r 
—Amending record iiy substituting actual date of receivi m 
INSTRUMENT.

Where a registrar of land titles in Allierta has registered as ».f a 
certain date an instrument received by him prior to such date, and 
gives as his reason the complicated description of the lands men
tioned in the instrument and the time involved in examining the 
same, the court will order the date of registration to lie changed to 
the date of the receipt of the instrument, notwithstanding that, si me 
the date of receipt hut before the date of registration, a caveat has 
been registered in respect of a transaction prior in date to the in 
strument in question, the only question for decision in such ca-v is 
whether the instrument was registered as of its proper date, and the 
court will not inquire whether the instrument should, in fact, have 
been registered at all, or how the equities stand between the partic-

An application by a mortgagee under the provisions of the 
Alberta Land Titles Act by way of petition for an order direct-
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ing the registrar to amend the records of the registration of his 
mortgage by substituting the 18th of June, 1912, for the 18th 
of July, 1912, as the date of recording the same, the former 
date being that on which it was received for recording.

The application was allowed.
IT. P. Taylor, for mortgagee.
F. C. Moyer, for caveators.
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Walsh, J. :—On the 18th day of June, 1912, a mortgage waieh.j. 
made to the Bank of Hamilton was received at the land titles 
office in Calgary for registration, but the date of registration 
given to it is the 18th day of July. A caveat affecting the 
mortgaged lands was received by the registrar on the 20th of 
June and recorded on the same date, it being founded upon an 
unregistered transfer of these lands made by the mortgagors 
to the caveators at a date prior to the execution of the mortgage.
The result is that, although the mortgage was handed in for 
registration two days before the caveat, the latter was regis
tered nearly a month before the mortgage which thereby loses 
the priority to which it would have been entitled if it had been 
registered as of the date of its receipt.

Being dissatisfied with the act of the registrar in giving to 
the registration of this mortgage the date which he has given 
to it and with his refusal to change the same, the mortgagee ap
plies by petition under sec. 112 of the Act for an order directing 
him to amend his records by entering the 18th of June, instead 
of the 18th of July, as the date of such registration.

The registrar gave in writing, as required by see. 112, his 
reasons for his failure to register the mortgage on the 18th of 
June, they being

the complicated description of the lands mentioned therein and the 
time involved by my examining stnIF in examining the same.
lie further states that
mv refusal to now rectify such registration is due to the fact of ser
vice on me of an injunction issued out of the Supreme» Court of Al- 
lierttt at the instance of the above-named mortgagor, Ole .1. Aniund-

The facts as I find them arc ns follows:—
When the mortgage was received at the land titles office it 

was in proper form for registration and the duplicate certifi
cates of title to all of the lands described in it were then in the 
land titles office except that covering lot 15 in block 10 which 
was evidently included in the mortgage by mistake. The de
scription originally contained in the mortgage of the lots in 
block 10 was “lots 2 to 15, 17, 18, and 20.” Some one in the 
land titles office changed the figure 5 hi 15 to 4, making the 
description read, “lots 2 to 14” instead of “2 to 15.” With
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this exception the mortgage was recorded exactly in the form 
in which it reached the land titles office and without any one 
supplying or being asked to supply any further material than 
was in the hands of the registrar when it reached him.

Section 20 requires the registrar to enter in the day-book
a short description of every instrument . . . which is given in for
registration with the day. hour and minute of its so being given in. 

and the time so entered is by the section declared to be the time 
of registration. This mortgage was admittedly given in for 
registration on the 18th of June, and it was obviously the duty 
of the registrar to enter it as of that date in the day-book and 
when satisfied that it was in proper form for registration to 
register it as of that date. The day-book entry of this instru 
ment was made under date of the 18th of July and this was un
questionably wrong. The mortgage should upon the facts be
fore me have been entered in the day-book and registered under 
date of the 18th of June.

I do not think that the alteration of 15 to 14 to which I haw 
referred affects the question for decision here. The mortgage 
wras undoubtedly accepted by the registrar as being fit for re
gistration and was in faet registered by him. The only ques
tion to be determined here is whether or not he has attributed 
the right date to this registration. It may, perhaps, lie that, un
der the circumstances, he should not have registered the mort
gage at all or it may be that as the mortgage was in every re
spect complete for registration against all the land except this 
lot 15 he was entitled to register it against everything covered 
by it except lot 15 even if this change had not been made. These, 
are larger questions beyond the scope of the present enquiry 
which 1 cannot dispose of on this application and with reference 
to which it is therefore unnecessary that I should express an 
opinion.

Neither should I concern myself by considering how the 
equities are as between the parties. I cannot, on this applica
tion, at ang rate, determine the equities. There is only one 
point for determination here and that is the date upon which 
this mortgage was registered.

I am quite unable to appreciate the bearing which the facts 
disclosed in Mr. Moyer’s affidavit, and the facts which 
he established by the production of the original records 
from the land titles office have upon the point which I have to 
decide. I fancy that they w'ere proved for the purpose of shew
ing that the mortgage should not have been registered at all 
but that seems to me to be quite beside the question under con
sideration.

The injunction which the registrar refers to as the reason 
for his present refusal to correct his error does not stand in
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his way. It was issued on the 30th of July in an action brought 
by the mortgagors against the caveators and restrains the 
defendants and the registrar “from registering transfers of or 
otherwise dealing with any lands registered in the names of the 
plaintiffs.” The correction of a mistake in the date of the re
gistration of this mortgage, which registration was completed be
fore the injunction was issued, would not have constituted a 
breach of it.

I think that I have the power under see. 112 and perhaps, 
under sec. 116 as well, to order the registrar to correct this 
error. The caveators did not ae<|uire their interest in the land 
in reliance upon the fact that this mortgage did not appear of 
record when they registered their caveat. Their interest was 
acquired even before the mortgage was made and they therefore * 
have not been misled to their prejudice by the error. I direct 
the registrar to make the necessary changes on the certificates of 
title and the duplicate certificates and in the day-book and in 
the certificates of registration endorsed on the mortgage and on 
the registered duplicate to shew a registration of the same on 
the 18th of June, 1912, instead of the 18th of July, 1912.

This contest has been between the caveators and the mort
gagee. Before the motion was launched the caveators were 
applied to through their solicitor for their consent to the change 
which I now order, the registrar being willing to make it with 
such codSent, but it was refused. They have vigorously op
posed this application and they must pay the mortgagee’s costs
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of it.
I have referred to the registrar throughout this judgment. 

It probably is unnecessary but I think it only fair to say that 
the evidence shews that the registrar himself had nothing to do 
with this matter until after the mistake had been made, the 
fault being that of some member of his staff. I have simply 
used the words “the registrar” for convenience.

Order accordingly.

QUIST v. SERPENT RIVER LOGGING CO. ONT.
Ontario High Court. Trial before Britton, J. October 24, 1912.

I. Mas mi and servant (8 IIA 1—43)—Employers' liarility—Notice or 1912
INJURY UNDER STATUTE. ———

Where n workman, a foreigner, under the impression that lie was Oct. 24 
in the employ of a Arm, which was the owner of several timber berths 
in the vicinity in which he was working, and which also owned and 
operated a saw mill ami conducted extensive logging operations in 
the same district, gave to the Haiti firm the requisite statutory notice 
pursuant to the provisions of the Workmen's Conqiensation for Injuries 
Act, K.S.O. 1807, eh. 100, secs. 0 and 13, of the injuries received by 
him within the time limited by the said Act. his action was maintained 
against his actual employer, a limited liability company operating
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one of the berths owned by the aaid firm, notwithstanding the want 
of strict statutory notice to the company, where it appeared that the 
foreman in charge of the latter's works, in which the plaintiff was in 
jured, knew of the accident and all the circumstances surrounding the 
same, and the evidence shewed that defendant company was in no wn\ 
prejudiced by such failure to give the formal notice, and where tin- 
defendants had not pleaded want of notice as a defence but had sub 
sequently, pursuant to sec. 14 of the Act served notice of inten
tion t«. set it up it the trill.

Action for damages for injuries sustained by the plaintiff 
while in the service of the defendants owing to the negligence of 
the defendants or their other servants.

The action was tried at Sault Ste. Marie before Britton, J. 
and a jury.

W. A. Henderson, for the plaintiff.
J. E. Irving, for the defendants.

Britton, J. :—The plaintiff was a workman in the employ 
of the defendants. The defendants were constructing a road, 
over which it was their intention to haul timber from limits 
owned by them. In the construction of this road, it was neces
sary to remove rock by blasting. The plaintiff alleges that lie 
was inexperienced in the use of dynamite and other explosives; 
and the persons in the employ of the defendants under whose 
orders and direction the plaintiff was working, had no reason to 
think otherwise.

The plaintiff was ordered to do this work of blasting, and in 
doing it he was injured, by a premature explosion of dynamite, 
to such an extent as to lose the sight of both eyes. He was ren
dered totally and permanently blind.

Questions in reference to negligence of the defendants were 
submitted to the jury, and the answers, if warranted by the evi
dence, entitled the plaintiff to the damages assessed, unless the 
plaintiff's remedy is barred by reason of his not having given 
the notice in respect of his injury as required by secs. 9 and 13 
of the Workmen’s Compensation for Injuries Act. No notice 
within the time was served upon these defendants.

The accident occurred on the 16th January, 1912. The plain
tiff was at once thereafter brought to the Toronto General Hospi
tal, where he remained for a considerable time under treatment. 
He is a foreigner, and made his home at the village of Cut In- 
Cutler is the chief place of business of Ixmiand & Stone. Tlmir 
large mill is there. They have many men in their employ, and 
they are reputed owners of extensive timber limits. The plain
tiff, not knowing personally the proprietors of either the Love
land & Stone or the defendants’ business, thought lie was in the 
employ of Loveland & Stone, and made the mistake of so instruct
ing his solicitors. That was a mistake of fact—not of law. The 
plaintiff’s solicitors served the notice upon Loveland & Stoic on
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the 30th March, 1912. On the 6th May, 1912, a writ was issued 
in due course against Loveland & Stone, and it was not until 
after that date that the mistake was discovered, and it was then 
more than 12 weeks from the time of the accident. On the 2nd 
July, the plaintiff commenced this action against the defendants, 
who were the employers of the plaintiff.

The defendants in their statement of defence do not allege 
want of notice; but on the 28th September, pursuant to sec. 14, 
caused to he served upon the plaintiff’s solicitors the notice of 
their intention to rely upon want of notice of injury as a de
fence to this action. The defendants’ road foreman was well 
aware of the accident and injury, and all particulars. He was 
present at the time. All who knew anything connected with the 
plaintiff’s employment, or who knew of the instructions given 
by the defendants and of the supervision given by the defend
ants, were present, and, so far as is known, gave evidence at 
the trial.

I am of opinion that there was reasonable excuse for the 
want of notice of injury, and that the defendants have not 
thereby been prejudiced in their defence.

Upon the answers by the jury to the questions submitted, and 
upon my findings, there should be judgment for the plaintiff 
for $1,500 with costs.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Re PELTON.

.Vow* Scotia Supreme Court, Meagher, J. November 12, 1912.

1. Justice of the peace (§1—2)—Stipendiary magistrates—Status—
Relations to municipality.

The stipendiary magistrate of an incorporated town in Nova Scotia 
is an independent judicial officer appointed by the Lieutenant (îov- 
ernor-in Council and in no wise subject to the control or direction 
of the town council, the only relation of which body towards the 
magistrate is that it is required to fix his salary.

2. Municipal corporations (8 II A—34«)—Town officers—Salary of
STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE.

The provisions of the Towns Incorporation Act (R.S.N.S. 1900, ch. 
71. secs. 121 to 124) empowering a .lodge of the Supreme Court to 
reinstate, when improperly removed, a town officer whose appointment 
is during good behaviour, or to rescind a resolution reducing his 
salary where such resolution is not passed in the exercise of the 
bond fuie discretion of the town council, do not apply to stipendiary 
magistrates appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council, although 
the magistrate's salary is fixed by the town council.

3. Courts ( fi I C 3—102)—Jurisdiction — Control over municipal oao-
INANI

The Court cannot, under the provisions of R.S.N.S. 1900, ch. 71, 
secs. 121-124, interfere where a resolution was passed by the town 
council reducing the salary of its stipendiary magistrate not in the 
30—7 d.l.r.
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exercise of the bond fide discretion of the council, but for the pur|»'.--> 
of forcing him to resign, with the intention of securing the appoint 
ment of a successor in the hope that the latter's decisions in connection 
with liquor license proseeutions would lie more in accordance with tie 
wishes of certain members of the council.

Application of Charles S. Pelton to rescind a resolution of 
the council of the town of Yarmouth, reducing his salary as 
stipendiary magistrate for that town and as clerk of the Police 
Court.

The application was dismissed.
II. Mellith, K.C., and ./. It. Kenny, for the applicant.
W. E. Iioscoc, K.C., for the town council.

Meagher, J. :—The applicant was appointed stipendiary 
by the Governor-in-council in May, 1907; the salary for that 
position and that of clerk of the Police Court had been pre
viously fixed at $87)0 by the town council.

In June, 1910, a by-law was enacted by the council and ap
proved by the Governor-in-eouncil placing his salary as stipen
diary at $800, and as clerk at $17)0 per annum. On the 11th of 
January, 1912, a resolution was passed in terms, repealing the 
above by-law so far as the stipendiary’s salary was concern' I. 
It was sent to the executive for approval; it was refused on the 
ground it was not necessary. On the 18th of April last, a re. 
solution was passed by the council reducing the stipendian s 
salary to $7)00 and the clerk’s to $100 from March 31st, 1912. 
On the 23rd of October, 1911, the Governor-in-council appoint.-.1 
one Charles McKay, an additional stipendiary for that town, 
and on the 29th of February, 1912, the council, by resolution, 
fixed his salary at $400 per annum.

The application is founded on sec. 121, etc., of the Towns 
Incorporation Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, eh. 71. The contention made 
was that the resolution was not passed in the bond fide exer. i<e 
of discretion by the council, nor in the public interest; but to 
compel or induce the stipendiary to resign, and that it required 
the approval of the Govcrnor-in-couneil to render it effective.

Counsel for the town controverted the above and further 
urged that the stipendiary was not an officer of the town in any 
sense and therefore the invoked statute did not apply.

I was referred to sec. Ill of chapter 71 to shew that the 
stipendiary was regarded by it ns a town officer—to sec. 121, 
which speaks of “any officer,” and to sec. 263, sub-sec. 4, to shew 
that the statute made no distinction between officers appointed 
by the Crown and those by the town.

Section 111 provides that the town clerk shall hold office 
during good behaviour, and section 118 contains a like provision 
in respect to the town solicitor. These appear to be the only
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officers of the town under the statute whose tenure is expressly 
provided to be during good behaviour.

Section 121 enacts—omitting portions not at present mat
erial—that any officer of the town, the tenure of whose office 
is during good behaviour, whose salary, as such officer, to be 
then fixed by by-law or resolution, is reduced by resolution of 
the council may apply to a Judge to have such resolution re
scinded; section 1221 prescribes the procedure therefor, and 
section 123 refers to a case of removal.

Section 124 (sub-section 1) provides that in the case of re
duction of the salary of any such officer, if the Judge deter
mines that the resolution was made in the bond fide exercise of 
the discretion of the town council and made in the public in
terest, and with due regard to the efficient performance of the 
duties of such office, he shall dismiss the application and sub
section 3 empowers the Judge to rescind the resolution if he 
finds it was not made in the bond fide exercise of discretion, or 
that it was to compel or induce such officer to resign.

There is no reference in this provision to the public in
terest or the efficient performance of the duties of such office, 
which appear in sec. 124. This is a new and special jurisdic
tion and therefore one must be reasonably sure that what he does 
is within the powers conferred, or arises by necessary implica
tion from the purview of the statute. Ordinarily the Courts do 
not interfere in merely administrative matters with the action 
of municipal bodies.

I do not attach any importance to the question touching 
the need for a new by-law displacing or modifying the old one 
on the subject, or its approval by the Governor-in-council, be
cause section 121 appears to recognize a right in the council to 
act in the matter of reduction whether the salary of the town 
officer was fixed by resolution or by-law. I am unable to find 
anything in the statute which expressly or by necessary im
plication makes the stipendiary an officer of the town. The fact 
that amongst the many officials the town may appoint or who 
hold positions affecting town interests, two only are named as 
holding office during good behaviour, is opposed to th* view 
that there can be an implication in favour of the position con
tended for.

The words “any officer” in section 121 is governed by what 
follows defining the status of the officer to be affected, or bene
fited, by the provisions. It was also contended that section 115 
supported the view that the stipendiary was recognized as an 
officer of the town, but I can find no words in it in the least help
ful in the direction claimed. The officer to whom section 121 
refers is one appointed by the town, and who is therefore its 
officer, and whose tenure is during good behaviour; that seems 
to be its intention and meaning.

N. S.
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town the slightest power over him as stipendiary ; he is an in
dependent judicial officer, a public officer in no wise subject to

Rb
the control or direction of the council ; it would be lamentable 
if he were so subject. Chapter 33 provides that stipendiary 
magistrates shall be appointed by the Qovernor-in-council, shall

Meaghrr, J, hold office during good behaviour, and shall be paid by the town 
council such annual salary as may be agreed upon but not in 
any ease less than $150.

The only relation, therefore, filled by the council towards 
the applicant under the law is that it is obliged by statute to 
fix his annual salary at $150 or upwards ; and that I am unabh 
to regard as constituting him an officer of the town, and conse
quently I am not in a position to exercise the jurisdiction in
voked. Several affidavits were produced on both sides upon the 
subject of the alleged conduct of the applicant, and the causes 
which induced the adoption of the resolution attacked.

The duties and responsibilities of a stipendiary have boni 
materially increased in recent years, and meantime there has 
been a very substantial increase in the cost of all the nccessari- s 
of life, and in view of these, and the fact that the town has 
been receiving very considerable sums from the fees of the offii * 
of stipendiary, it would be but reasonable to expect his salary 
would have been left untouched. Certainly one would not look 
for a reduction either in the public interest or as a matter of 
economy. Moreover, the reduction of the salary did not effect 
any saving of revenue, and I am quite persuaded the council 
neither expected nor intended it should. The sum payable to 
the additional stipendiary equals the reduction made in the 
applicant’s stipend. It is therefore obvious the reduction was 
not made in the interest of economy. Under the conditions pro
duced by the action of the council the stipendiary has been do
ing about two-thirds of the work, and the additional stipen
diary about one-third, and that not the most onerous. This 
cannot well he regarded as a fair distribution either as regards 
work or compensation.

In my opinion there is little or no room for doubting that the 
proceeding attacked was prompted by a desire to get rid <«f 
this applicant because of alleged dissatisfaction with his <!•'- 
visions in proceedings for breaches of the Canada Temperance 
Act. It was a colourable proceeding with that end in view. 
Councillor Kinney, a member of the temperance committee, ap
peared to lie the mouthpiece of the council, and, in the dehate 
on the resolution, his expressed desire was “to have a stipen
diary to try cases under the Canada Temperance Act who was 
in sympathy with the cause of temperance.” The person who 
would advocate the appointment of another stipendiary for the
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reason he gave must possess a strangely t d mind on NS-
the duties of judicial ofliccrs and the due administration of jus- g c
ticc. The only qualification he seemed to think necessary—or 191*2
at any rate the most material one—was sympathy with the tern- -—
perance cause : a quality which would he liable to aid that cause *
regardless of what justice demanded. I say this because no ----
other ground of complaint against the stipendiary was put Me',el,rriJ* 
forward at all prominently. Mr. Kinney seemed to forget that 
the stipendiary’s oath of office obliged him “to do right to all 
manner of people after the laws of the province without fear, 
favour, affection, or ill-will. ’ Under that oath sympathy with 
the temperance cause would be as much out of place in a stipen
diary’s mind as sympathy with those accused of breaches of 
the Canada Temperance Act or any oilier statute or rule of 
law; yet Mr. Kinney was ready to punish for the supposed ex
istence of the latter while eager to secure the possession of the 
former in the new incumbent. The language he used is all the 
more objectionable because the council of which he was a mem
ber filled a position not far removed from that of prosecutor 
in the liquor cases. Temperance is, of course, a necessary virtue 
in all circumstances and in all things; but justice is equally 
necessary in human affairs; the latter, however, in the minds of 
extremists, when they deem the interests of temperance in
volved, is of little moment. In the estimation of a good many 
so-called temperance people, whose minds are either not well 
balanced or whose moral construction has been defective, tem
perance appears to be the only virtue worth 11 ling.

It will be an evil day for Nova Scotia, as far as the adminis
tration of justice is concerned, when the tenure, even of stipen
diaries, not to speak of other judicial officers, or their char
acters, depends upon the opinions of extremists, and those who 
co-operate with them, as to the correctness of their decisions or 
the propriety of their behaviour. My experience in legal mat
ters of nearly half a century confirms me in the belief that it is 
those who know the least about the facts or the law of a given 
case, who talk most vehemently and comment most unsparingly 
upon the decision in it, and are always the most ready to im
pute dishonesty, or ignorance, to the judicial officer or tribunal 
which gave it. Vulgar, noisy criticism (and but rarely it has 
any better quality) in nearly every instance, proceeds from ig
norance, audacity, or empty-headedness, and a vain desire to be 
deemed of importance in the community.

It is matter for greater regret that even members of the Far 
who fail in their advocacy of a certain cause, or series of causes, 
are sometimes found adopting much the same line of conduct, 
and lending their aid to bring the administration of justice into 
disrepute in order, perhaps, to account for the failure of the
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who ( them and those who co operated with such em
ployers. Such a course is au easy and convenient one, but it is

Re
very rarely a true or just one, and still more rarely an honest 
or manly one in this province.

The application must fail as a matter of law', hut I shall
Mrather. J. not say anything on the subject of costs at this stage, because 

the statute is silent on that brunch. Neither shall I refer fur
ther to the charges made against the applicant.

Application dismissed, costs reserved.

QUE. LEBEL v. BRADIN.

K. B. 
1912

Quebec Court of King's Hcnch (Appeal Side), Archambcault, C.J., Lavcrgiu, 
Cross, Carroll, and Gervais, JJ. October 31, 1912.

Oct. 31.
1. Cancellation of instruments (6 I—5)—Setting aside wife’s deed

<ilVEN AS SECURITY FOR HUSBAND'S DEBT—C.C. QUE. ART. 1301.
Where u person lends a sum of money and accepts as security a mort

gage on an immoveable belonging to the borrower's wife, by means of 
a deed of sale of the property secured with right of redemption or other
wise, he has no action against the wife for the recovery of the mon. . 
loaned, and the wife can have the deed set aside as being in violation 
of art. 1301 C.C'. (Que.), which makes void any obligation contract. 1 
by the wife with or for her husband otherwise than as being commun 
as to property, saving the rights of creditors who contract in good failli.

2. Cancellation of instruments (§ 1—5)—Wife’s deed as security tor
husband’s debt.

The purport of the words “saving the rights of creditors who contract 
in good faith,” which were introduced by an amendment in 1901 to 
article 1301 C.C. (Que ), is to authorize the courts to distinguish be
tween the creditors who unwittingly and in good faith violate the terms 
of art. 1301, and those who violate it in bad faith, and to protect only 
the creditors of the former class from the nullification of their security.

3. Husband and wife (§ Il D—76)—Right of creditor to recover fhom
wife— Loan made directly to herself.

Under art. 1301 C.C. (Que.), as amended 1904 in order to be able to 
recover upon a security given by a wife upon her separate estate, a 
creditor must have contracted in good faith and such good faith c n 
only exist in case the amount of the loan is paid directly to the wife 
and the lender has no suspicion that the money will be used for tlie 
benefit of any one but the wife; if these two conditions exist then the 
lender is nol obliged to verify the use made by the wife of the money 
loaned to her.

Statement An appeal from the judgment of the Court of Review, Tellier, 
DeLorimier and Weir, JJ., rendered at Montreal on May 8, 
1912, reversing the judgment of the Superior Court, McDougall, 
J., rendered at Hull on December 8, 1911, which had dismissed 
with costs the action of the plaintiff-respondent, to have a deed 
of sale of her property with right of redemption and the registra
tion thereof set aside as being in violation of the terms of art. 
1801 < 1

6605



The judgment of the Court of Review, now affirmed, contained 
the following considérants:—

Considering that it is established by the evidence of the 
defendant himself, that he knew perfectly the nature of the 
transaction which he made, not with the plaintiff, whom lie did 
not know at all, but with the husband of the latter, the said 
Thomas Sims;

Considering that it is proved that plaintiff never received 
any value or consideration whatever, for signing the act of sale 
of tin* 30th October, 1007, but on the contrary the result of the 
proof is that the husband of the plaintiff, said Thomas Sims, 
himself received and employed such consideration, to regulate his 
own iwrsonal affairs;

Considering that, under the circumstances, the act of sale of 
the 30th October, 1007, consented by plaintiff, in favour of the 
defendant, as above set forth, is an act null, illegal and fraudulent, 
and made in contravention of the prohibitive dispositions of art. 
1301 C.C., as amended; and on the whole the said act should be 
declared null, illegal and fraudulent;

Considering that plaintiff has proved the material allegations 
of her action, and that there is error in the judgment of the Court 
of first instance, which dismissed the said action;

This Court reverses and annuls the judgment rendered in 
this cause, by the Court of first instance, the 18th day of Decem
ber, 1911, and proceeding to render that which the Court should 
have rendered, maintains the action of plaintiff; declares null 
and void to all intents and purposes, the said act of sale with 
right of redemption, consented by the plaintiff in favour of the 
defendant, the 30th October, 1907, and annuls to all intents 
and purposes the enregistrât ion of the said act, unless the defend
ant prefers within fifteen days from the date of the present judg
ment, to pay to plaintiff the sum of $2,000, value of the said 
property, and in any event condemns the defendant to pay the 
costs and expenses, as well in the Court of first instance as in this 
Court.

C. J. Brooke, K.C., for the appellant, submitted that he might 
have had the knowledge imputed to him and yet be in perfectly 
good faith. He had no knowledge which would vitiate the deed, 
being a resident of Ontario, ignorant of Quebec law. No bad 
faith existed. The notary himself never questioned the legality 
of the transaction. The respondent signed without objection 
and acquiesced for three years. Besides she benefited in part 
from the transaction as her husband bought a pro|)orty with this 
money which fell into the community therefore, and on which 
she could exercise her rights. The amendment, 4 Kdw. VII. ch. 
42, was passed purposely to protect a person such as api>ellant, 
after the draconian judgments in (Uobensky v. Boucher, 10 Que. 
K.B. 318, and Kcrouack v. (lauthier, 12 Que. K.B. 29f), from
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which two Judges dissented. Besides art. 1301 C.C. never 
applied to purchases, sales, or exchanges of immoveable property, 
or to emphyteutic leases made by married women. The tram- 
action in question being a deed of sale therefore escapes abso
lutely from any application of the article.

A. McConnell, for the respondent:—Art. 1301 C.C. has not 
displaced the burden of proof, nor has it altered the provisions 
of the law and the jurisprudence now well established. The 
notary and the appellant knew perfectly well what was to be done 
with the money loaned, and therefore the appellant must be held 
to have been in bad faith. Had respondent been made aware 
of the nature of the contract she would never have consented to 
it: MaClatchie v. Gilbert, 24 Quo. S.C. 387, 304; Globensky v. 
llouchcr, 10 Que. K.B. 318, 321; Kerouack v. Gauthier, 12 Que. 
K.B. 295, confirmed by P.C.; Langlais v. Langlais, 9 L.N. Oil; 
C.C. 980-003, 094. The deed which it is sought to have declared 
null is against public order and .should be set aside.

Brooke, in reply.
Gervais, J. (translated):—Thomas Sims,farmer, of the town

ship of Templeton, husband common as to property of the respon
dent, wishing to acquire a farm known as the Main farm, in the 
township of Hull, for the price of S3,700, went, on October 30th, 
1007, to Mr. Tétreau, notary of Hull, in order that lie might procun- 
through him a person who would lend him SI,000 required by 
the vendors of the Main property. The notary addressed him
self to the appellant for this loan of $1,000.

The appellant had never seen the respondent before this loan, 
nor her husband.

The loan was put through by means of a sale with right of 
redemption of the respondent's property. This property is the 
middle portion of lot No. 24 of the township of Templeton. It 
was on October 30th, 1907, that notary Tétreau passed the deed 
of sale with right of redemption from the respondent of her 
Templeton property to the appellant with right of redemption 
in favour of the respondent.

The respondent acts therein with her husband, common as 
to property with her, who therein appears both for himself as 
well as to authorize the respondent to sell this property which 
she held from her father as a “propre,” that is to say as her own 
personal property having acquired the same from her late father 
before her marriage with the said Sims.

On November 0th, 1007, six days thereafter, the respondent's 
husband purchased, before the same notary, from the Main 
estate their property in the township of Hull for $3,700, of which 
SI,000 cash, which cash payment was the loan made to Sims by 
the appellant. The respondent borrowed from the appellant, 
therefore, but it was the respondent’s husband who got the pro
ceeds thereof and bought therewith a property in his own name.
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The appellant alleges that he acted in good faith, hut the 
cheque filed in the case shews that lie paid the amount of the loan, 
not to the respondent, hut to the notary who* acted in the case 
at the request of the respondent’s husband and who, therefore, 
handed to him the cheque in question. And in this he only 
followed the appellant’s written instructions as he had been careful 
to mark the cheque: “He T. M. Sims.”

The appellant further'admits that he never saw the respondent 
nor her husband; that it was the notary who requested him to 
advance the sum of $1,000 to Sims to he secured on one of his 
wife’s properties.

Mr. Tétrcau, the notary, is dead. Sims sold his Hull township 
projierty and left his wife with the obligation to pay the amount 
of this loan.

The respondent swears that she never benefited for one cent 
from the loan in question; that she consented thereto only under 
threats made by her husband to the effect that he would leave 
her; that her husband benefited from this loan by purchasing 
property in Hull township in his own name, which property he 
resold and then disappeared over the United States border.

Relying on these facts, which she has proven, the respondent 
took the present action, which the Superior Court for the district 
of Ottawa dismissed, but which the Court of Review in Montreal 
maintained, and which the np]>ellnnt now asks the present Court 
to once more dismiss.

The respondent bases her action on art. 1301 C.C., which 
reproduces in part the Sénat us-( onsultum Vellcianum, which 
was of general application under Roman law, of special applica
tion under the old French law, was then abolished in France and 
finally re-introduced into Quebec law. It is of interest here to 
explain tin* object of this SénatuM 'onsultum which prohibits a 
wife from binding herself with or for her husband and to review 
its historical vicissitudes both in France and in Canada. And 
for this purpose I cannot do better than to cite in its entirety 
the address delivered by the present Chief Justice of this Court, 
on April 25th, 1003, in his quality of Attorney-General for the 
province of Quebec, and Speaker of the Legislative Council, 
against the bill proposed by the Hon. Wenceslas LaRue, legislative 
councillor, to amend the article in question so as to protect, so 
it was claimed, the lender from the obligation of supervising the 
reinvestment (remploi) of the moneys lent to a married woman.

The Legislature did not adopt the amendment as moved, 
but accepted another amendment in 1004 (4 Edw. VII. ch. 42, 
sec. 2), which adds to art. 1301 after the words “of no effect,” 
the words “saving the rights of creditors who contract in good 
faith.** The primitive object of the Senatus-Consultum Velle- 
ianum, its modifications in the course of centuries, the way in 
which authors and Courts interpreted it, both in France and in

QUE.
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the province of Quebec, all this is most clearly, completely and 
thoroughly explained in this speech, which should be read from 
beginning to end.

(The learned Judge quoted the entire address, including dis
cussions on the following cases : Jodoin v. Dufresne, 3 L.C.R. 18!'; 
Hamel v. Panel, 3 Q.L.R. 173, 180-1 ; Hogue v. Cousineau, 23 
L.C.J. 270; Bank of Toronto v. Perkins, 2 L.N. 252; Boudria v. 
McLean, 6 L.C.J. 05; Jodoin v. Banqued'Hochelaga, 0 Que. Q.B. 
30; Dupuis v. McTavish, 21 Que. S.C. 455; Boucher v. Globensku, 
10 Que. K.B. 318, and continued:)

Two decisions of the Court of Appeal, one in the case of 
Kerouack v. Gauthier, 12 Que. K.B. 295; the other in the case of 
77tc Trust & Loan Co. v. Kerouack, 12 Que. K.B. 281, confirmed 
by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in [1903] A.( '. 
94, had rendered lenders a trifle nervous, inasmuch as, accordion 
to the holdings of this Court and those of the l*rivy Council, 
the lender was not only obliged to pay the amount of the loan over 
to the wife personally, but was also bound to see that it was 
reinvested (remploi) for the benefit of the wife. The old art. 
1301 carried, therefore, absolute prohibition for the wife to bind 
herself as surety for her husband, that is to say, to pledge her 
own personal property for the benefit of her husband, to dispossess 
herself thereof—that is to say, she could only bind herself for 
or with her husband in her quality of wife common as to propert v. 
Art. 1301 created a presumption entailing the nullity of an obliga- 
tion entered into by the wife who bound herself with her husband 
otherwise than in her quality of wife common as to property.

And our jurisprudence on this point had been practically 
unwavering from the introduction of the Senatus Consult uni 
Vellcianum to the judgments of the Privy Council in 1903. So a 
bill was presented to the Legislature to help, as was thought, 
the lender who could no longer lend to married women without 
running the risk of losing his money as a result of the application 
of art. 1301. The rights of the creditor in good faith were to be 
protected. Just as if there could be a violation in good faith 
of an absolute prohibition! The amendment to art. 1301 seems 
to us a discovery as wonderful as that of the squaring of the 
circle! the allowance of a contravention in good faith to a pro
hibition of public order.

And this is what the Speaker of the Legislative Council said 
to the Council when he stated that the adoption of the amendment 
suggested would deprive the public of a fixed guide, of a rule wi ll 
established by jurisprudence, and would replace it by an obscure, 
ambiguous provision which would have the annulling of the con
tract of loan depend on the good or bad faith of the lender, accord
ing as to whether he would lend himself or would not lend himself 
to lend to a married woman in order that she might disposer* 
herself of her property in favour of her husband, but in utter 
violation of art. 1301, which absolutely forbids her to go surety



with or to bind herself for her husband on her own personal 
property. It is only the wife separate as to property—or the 
wife common as to property but having property belonging to 
her personally—who can bind herself to her detriment, that is 
to say, who can pledge her own personal individual property for 
the benefit of her husband.

Article 1301 always meant and still means that a wife separate 
or common as to property cannot pledge1 her own individual 
property for the benefit of her husband. If she does so she is 
violating art. 1301. And as for the lender who loans money to 
a married woman on the security of her own individual property 
(propres) in order that the loan may benefit the husband's affairs, 
he is helping the wife to violate art. 1301, he is himself violating 
it, he commits an illegal act, and he falls under the nullity decreed 
by the article.

Before the amendment, then, the lender was obliged to see 
to it that the moneys advanced to the wife should be spent in 
payment of the wife’s obligations or should fall into her own 
personal estate. What is the purport of the 1004 amendment, 
“saving the rights of creditors who contract in good faith?”

Before the amendment the creditor could be in good faith, 
that is to say could pay the moneys directly to the wife, but if 
she benefited her husband therewith the lender lost all recourse 
against her because he had not taken the precaution to sec that 
the proceeds of the loan should go to the wife’s benefit.

Does this amendment mean that the lender is relieved from 
this obligation of seeing to it that the proceeds of the loan should 
go to the wife’s benefit? The amendment might have stated 
this in a few words, but it is silent on the question. Yet in order 
to give the amendment a practical effect conclusions must be 
drawn therefrom, even if with a little hesitation.

What can be meant by “creditors in good faith” under this 
1901 amendment in view of the jurisprudence under the old 
article? Before the amendment a creditor could be in good faith 
only where the money was handed over to the wife, or, in any 
event, only where this money went to the wife’s exclusive benefit. 
And this money could not be to the wife's exclusive benefit if it 
were not employed by her for the conservation of hcr “propre,” 
of her individual estate.

Can the creditor, since the introduction of the amendment, 
be in good faith in the absence of these two conditions?

Wc do not think so. At least, under the amendment, must the 
creditor hand over to the wife borrowing the proceeds of the loan; 
at least must he not by his loan help the wife to pay her husband’s 
debts—for otherwise how could it be contended that he is in good 
faith? The very first element of good faith required by the 
amendment is that the lender should pay the amount of the loan 
to the borrower, that is, the wife. And the second element is 
this: that the lender, who is aware of this provision of public

K. B. 
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order forbidding the wife from binding herself for her husband, 
should have no reason to believe, according to the special circum
stances of each case, that the loan might be to the interest of the 
husband.

As for this Court we are of opinion that the effect of the 
amendment, in many cases is to relieve the lender of the imperious 
obligation—whether or not there have been good faith—of super
vising the use of moneys loaned made by the wife. So that 
under the amendment where the lender, although he has paid 
over direct to the wife the proceeds of the loan, knows that the 
husband is to obtain the benefit therefrom, art. 1301 as amended 
should be applied. On the other hand, where the lender, unaware 
of the financial situation of the husband and of the wife, makes 
the wife a loan on her own immovables and pays the amount 
thereof into her hands, he will be entitled to recover from the 
wife even in the event of her having handed over the sum loaned 
to her husband without the knowledge of the lender.

This is the distinction which a fairly constant jurisprudence 
had endeavoured to establish on this Senatus-Consultum from 
1841 to the judgments in Kcrouack v. Gauthier, 12 Que. K.B. 21»'»; 
and Trust & Loan v. Kcrouack, 12 Que. K.B. 281. It is, we 
believe, the distinction which the amendment wished to authorize, 
according to the circumstances of each case, between the creditors 
violating art. 1301 in good faith and those violating it in bad 
faith. Direct payment by the lender to the wife of the amount 
of the loan; ignorance in good faith on the part of the lender of 
the use to which the wife will put the loan : these are the two 
essential elements of good faith as required under the 1904 amend
ment to art. 1301.

Do these elements of good faith exist in the case of the appel
lant as regards his loan for $1,000 to the respondent, according 
to the deed of sale with right of redemption of October 30th, 
1907, in order to enable the husband of the respondent to buy a 
piece of ground for his personal benefit six days later? Assuredly 
not.

The case is clear and admitted by the appellant: he lent, as 
a matter of fact, as he wanted and intended to lend, $1,000 to 
Thomas Sims, the respondent’s husband, for the benefit of the 
latter, and took security on an immovable belonging to the wife 
alone, a “propre.” The admissions of the appellant and his 
own cheque denounce him, condemn him, prove his guilt under 
art. 1801.

The appeal is dismissed and the judgment of the Court of 
Review at Montreal affirmed.

Appeal dismissed, Cross, J., dissenlimj.
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YOUNG v. LEWIS and C. B. Lewis. SASK.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Parker, M.Ç., in Chambers. October 21, 1012. s. C. 
Costs (§1—14)—Security fob costs—Non-resident plaintiff—Owner- 1912

SHIP OF PROPERTY WITHIN THE JURISDICTION. ~—
To relieve » non-resident pi a in till' from giving security for costs 1 '

on the ground that he is the owner of property <>f sufficient value 
within the jurisdiction, the property must be liable to seizure under 
the ordinary execution of the Court. The plaintilf, therefore, although 
he was the owner in fee simple of a one third interest in land held 
in the name of another in trust, was ordered to give security under

[Slack v. Malone, 4 W.L.R. ">40; Clark v. Fawcett, 4 W.L.R. 529, 
and Canadian Pacific It. Co. v. Silzer, 3 8.L.R. 162, followed.]

This is an application by the defendant under rule 714 for statement 
an order for security for costs. The plaintiff files the affidavits 
of himself and L. A. Walch, shewing that lie is the owner in fee 
simple of a one-third interest in part of the north-east quarter 
of section 22, tp. 17, rg. 20 west of the 2nd nier, in the Province 
of Saskatchewan, the land, however, being registered in the 
name of L. A. Walch, who holds it as trustee for himself, the 
plaintiff and one I. K. S. Webber.

The application was granted.
W. II. McEwen, for plaintiff.
C. W. Hoffman, for defendants.

Parker, M.C. :—In the case of Will» v. Timmins, 2 W.L.R. Puter. m.c. 
121, it was held that where the plaintiff is non-resident, but has 
property in the jurisdiction, granting an order for security for 
costs is discretionable.

In the case of Slack v. Malone, 4 W.L.R. 540, the Hon. Mr.
Justice Newlands held as follows :—

As plaintilf only has an interest under an agreement of sale in 
the lands mentioned in his affidavit and defendant could not realize 
his costs out of the same unless lie took further proceedings, plaintilf 
will have to give security for costs.
In Clark v. Fawcett, 4 W.L.R. 520, the lion, the Chief Jus

tice held that an interest in property under an agreement of 
sale was insufficient and unsatisfactory as security. In Ranncy 
v. Stirrctt, 18 W.L.R. 5, the same was held. In Canadian Pa- 
cific II. Co. v. Silzer, 3 Sask. L.R. 162, 14 W.L.R. 274, the lion.
Mr. Justice Lament held that

the interest of a vendee of land was not liable to be seized under 
ordinary execution ; and that, if it was liable to he proceeded against 
by a judgment creditor, it must he by some other proceeding than 
the ordinary execution.
The authorities appear to he quite clear that the property of 

the plaintiff in the jurisdiction must lie liable to seizure under 
the ordinary execution of the Court. I am of opinion that the 
property of the plaintiff as set out in his affidavit, which is vir-
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the* class mentioned in the cases cited.
There will be the usual order for security for costs in the

sum of $300.
Order granted.

ONT. LITTLE v. HYSLOP.

n. c.j.
1912

Ontario High Court. Lennox, J. Xovembrr 13, 1912.
1. Evidence (§ X -C—096)—Admissibility of statements made by a

Nov. U.
DECEASED PERSON AGAINST IIIS OWN INTEREST.

Evidence of statements made to n witness by a deceased person h 
admissible if they are statements against the interest of the deceased

[Thompson v. Coulter, 34 C'an. S.C.R. 261, referred to.]
2. Costs (81—10/i)—Right of executor to costs as between solicitor 

AND CLIENT—AMOUNT RECOVERED WITHIN COUNTY COURT JURIS
diction—High Court scale.

When an executor is justified in bringing an action in the High 
Court, having regard to the information in his hands liefore action. In
is entitled as against the estate to costs out of the estate, as between 
solicitor and client, upon the High Court scale, though the amount 
recovered in the action is within the County Court jurisdiction.

Statement Action by the administrator of the estate of Esther ITyslop. 
deceased, to recover $700, alleged to have been lent by the de
ceased to the defendant, one of her sons, and interest thereon— 
claiming also a lien on the property purchased with the money 

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
J. II. Scott, K.C., for the plaintiff.
0. E. Klein, for the defendant.

Lennox, J. (after setting out the facts) :—The defendant 
admits that he borrowed $650 from his mother, but says he was 
not to pay interest, and that he re-paid, and over-paid, this 
money to the deceased.

The evidence shews that on the date in question there was 
$700 drawn from the deceased’s bank account ; and the defen
dant admits that he drew out this money. But the defendant 
says he gave his mother $50 out of that amount, or out of money 
he had on hand, the same evening. His wife gives some evidence 
upon this point, too; and although, as I shall mention later, I 
place no great reliance upon the evidence of the defendant or 
his wife, yet the plaintiff must establish the loan; and I cannot 
say that 1 am satisfied that it was for more than $650. The 
defendant is not at this point giving evidence of repayment — 
he and his wife are shewing that only $650 was borrowed.

After careful consideration of the circumstances and evid
ence, I have come to the conclusion that the defendant agreed
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to pay interest; and I allow interest at five per centum per 
annum. As between strangers a loan imports payment of in
terest, and, in view of the very limited means of the deceased, 
the doctrine of advancement could find no proper place.

The onus is, of course, on the defendant to prove repayment; 
and, being “an opposite or interested party” he is not then en
titled to a finding in his favour “on his own evidence . . . 
unless such evidence is corroborated by some other material 
evidence:” R.S.O. ch. 73, sec. 10; Thompson v. Coulter (1903), 
34 (’an. 8.C.R. 261. And where the alleged payments arc wholly 
unconnected—as they are here—corroboration of an item here 
and there is not corroboration of the whole account : Cook v. 
Grant (1882), 32 U.C.C.P. 511 ; lie lioss (1881), 29 Grant 385.

The defendant called evidence which would amount to corro
boration within the statute, if I could believe it. Rut. unfortun
ately for the defendant, I can place no confidence at all in the 
testimony of Hector McDonald; and defendant’s own evidence 
and the evidence of his wife fell very, very far short of con
vincing me that they were telling the truth.

At this point, taking the testimony of these three witnesses 
alone, and carefully scrutinizing the various entries contained 
in defendant’s book of account, the question of corroboration 
hardly arises as, even without reference to the statute, I would 
not be able to find in favour of the defendant as to the alleged 
payments.

Rut the evidence of Martha Wallace, as far as it goes, may, 
I think, be invoked to relieve the defendant. It is not corrobora
tion—in fact, it is inconsistent with the defendant’s evidence— 
but I am satisfied that the deceased did tell Mrs. Wallace that 
the defendant had paid her $100, and $30, and three or four 
sums of $10 each. This evidence was objected to; but it was 
clearly admissible even upon the narrow ground of being a 
statement against the interest of the deceased.

1 will allow the defendants credit for the outside sum men
tioned by Mrs. Wallace, $170. Upon the evidence it is difficult 
for me to determine when these sums were paid. If I credit the 
$170 as paid at the end of the third year I shall, I believe, be 
doing substantial justice between the parties.

The loan, with interest at five per cent, to the 5th April, 
1910, will total $747.50. Deducting $170 from this, leaves a 
balance of $577.50.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff for $577.50, and 
interest thereon from the 5th April, 1910, with costs on the 
County Court scale; and the defendant will not be entitled to 
sot-off costs.

The defendant has not asked for a stay of execution ; and in 
view of this, I do not think that a declaration of lien is neces
sary.

ONT.
II. C. J. 
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interest. The action was, therefore, properly brought in the 
High Court, and he will be entitled to costs out of the estate, as

Hyblop.

between solicitor and client, upon the High Court scale.

Judgment for plaintiff.

SASK. GARDINER v. WARE

S. C.
1912

Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Trial before Norlands, J. October 24, 1912.

Forcible extby and detainer (§ I—2)—Forcible ejection—Wiio may

Oct. 24. MAINTAIN ACTION FOB.

A person who is in rightful possession of land has a right to re
cover substantial damages from one who forcibly enters and eject- 
him from the land, but lie cannot get judgment to restore the posse
sion to him without setting up his title to possession in the statement 
of claim and proving it at the trial.

Statement An action for damages for forcible entry, and for possession 
of land.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for $500 damages.
('. K. I). Wood, for plaintiff.
II. E. Sampson, for defendant.

Newlands, J. :—The plaintiff in his statement of claim sets 
out that he was on the 8th day of June, 1912, in his occupation 
and possession of certain premises, and that defendant broke and 
entered and forcibly ejected him, for which he claims damages 
and possession of the land. Possession is sufficient evidence of 
ownership to maintain an action of trespass against a wrong
doer. but it is not sufficient in an action for the possession of 
the land. There the plaintiff must set out his title, so that the 
defendant will know what he has to answer. It not being done 
in this case, the plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment for pos
session of the land. lie is, however, entitled to damages, lie 
was in rightful possession of the land on the day he was 
ejected by the defendant. I do not think the defendant ejected 
the plaintiff by entering the premises while the plaintiff was 
asleep in his room upstairs, but he did eject him when lie called 
in the police, and the plaintiff had to leave the premises under 
their instructions or lie arrested. Under these circumstances 1 
think the plaintiff is entitled to substantial damages, and 1 fix 
same at $501) and costa.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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Re HOLMAN end REA.

Ontario High Court, Sutherland, J. ’November 2, 1912.

1. Justice of the peace (§ III—10)—Jurisdiction of police maoistbatb
—Preliminary enquiry.

Every police magistrate is ex officio a justice of the peace for the 
whole county or district for which, or for a part of which, he is 
appointed, and such a justice of the peace need not hear both sides on 
the preliminary hearing, before committing the accused for trial be
fore another magistrate.

2. Justice of the peace (g III—12)—Jurisdiction—Procedure in crim
inal CASl B.

It is the duty of a magistrate to proceed with the trial of the 
accused when the accused is before him, when the accused has been 
committed for trial before him by another magistrate who is an 
ex officio justice of the peace for the same county ; and this is so, 
even if the complainant does not appear at the trial, but has due 
notice of the time and place.

[If. v. Burke, 5 Can. Cr. Cas. 29, referred to.]
Motion on behalf of N. J. Ilolman for an order prohibiting 

G. D. Laurier, Police Magistrate in and for the Town of St. 
Mary’s, in the county of Perth, from proceeding further in 
connection with a certain information or complaint laid by 
Ilolman on the 26th September, 1912, before James O’Loane, 
Police Magistrate in and for the Town of Stratford, in the same 
county, against Edgerton Rea, in which it was charged that at 
St. Mary’s, on the 14th September, 1912, he, Rea, sold a horse, 
the property of one "William J. Rea.

The motion was dismissed.
Fcathcrston Aylcs\vorlh, for the applicant.
If C. II. Casscls, for the respondent.

Sutherland, J. :—The ground set out in the notice of motion 
is, that the magistrate had no jurisdiction in respect of the 
matter.

A civil action is pending with reference to the sale of a 
horse, in which William J. Rea is plaintiff and Ilolman and one 
Guest, are defendants. An examination for discovery has been 
had in the civil action, and the defendant Ilolman thereafter 
laid the information. The alleged theft was charged to have 
been committed at the town of St. Mary’s. A warrant was 
issued on the 26th September, 1912, for the arrest of Edgerton 
Rea, and he was arrested on that day. He appeared before 
Police Magistrate O’Loane in Stratford, was admitted to bail, 
and directed to appear the next day before Police AMagistrate 
Laurier at St. Mary’s.

Police Magistrate Laurier, in an affidavit filed in answer to 
the motion, states that the accused, on the 29th September, 
1912, appeared before him and surrendered himself into cus
tody on the said charge, elected to be tried before him, and 
pleaded “not guilty.” The trial was then fixed by Police Magis-
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train Laurier for the 30th September, at St. Mary’s, at 10.30 
a.m. ; and the Crown Attorney was notified to appear and pro 
soeute the charge.

On the 30th September, shortly after the hour appointed, 
tlie accused again appeared in St. Mary’s before tin; said magis
trate, and was surrendered into custody, but the complainant 
Ilolman did not appear nor any witnesses on his behalf. It 
appears from the affidavit of a constable that, on the 27th Sep
tember, Ilolman had been informed that the trial was fixed for 
the 30th and the hour and place of trial. On that day, afh-r 
Court had adjourned, Police Magistrate Laurier received a tel- 
gram from Holman’s solicitors in the following terms: “Com 
plainant Ilolman disputes your jurisdiction in Rea case.’’

On the 3rd October, at the opening of Court at 10.30 a.m , 
the notice of this motion was served on Police Magistrate Lau
rier; and counsel on behalf of Holman appeared and “disputed 
the jurisdictfbn of the Court to hear the charge.”

The complainant Ilolman, though suhpu-nacd to attend, did 
not do so. The magistrate thereui>on proceeded with the case, 
and, after hearing evidence, acquitted the accused.

The complainant says that Police Magistrate O’Loane dir
ected the accused to appear before Police Magistrate Laura r 
without any notice to him and without his knowledge, and that 
he did not hear the complainant in person or by solicitor, coun
sel, or agent, before making such direction. Under these cir
cumstances, he asks for the order mentioned.

Section 6G5 of the Criminal Code reads as follows: “The 
preliminary inquiry may be held either by one Justice or by 
more Justices than one. (2) If the accused person is brought 
before any Justice charged with an offence committed out of tin- 
limits of the jurisdiction of such Justice, such Justice may, 
after hearing both sides, order the accused at any stage of the 
inquiry to be taken by a constable before some Justice having 
jurisdiction in the place where the offence was committed.”

If this section applies, then the Police Magistrate at Strat
ford did not comply with its terms, since he plainly did not 
hear both sides before ordering the accused to be taken before 
the other Justice. As I understand the counsel for the appli
cant, he contends, in the first place, that there was no prelimin
ary inquiry at all, under the section, before the Police Magis
trate at Stratford; and, consequently, the magistrate could not 
make the order permitted by the section. He further, how
ever, contends that, even if what was done by the magistrate 
amounted to a preliminary hearing, it was not regular, in that 
he did not hear both sides. Hut docs this section apply? I am 
not clear that it does. Was the alleged offence committed out 
of the jurisdiction of the Police Magistrate at Stratford, who
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look the information? By 10 Edw. VII. ch. 3fi, sec. 24 (0.), it ONT. 
is provided, that “every Police Magistrate shall be ex officio a ^ p j 
Justice of the Peace for the whole county or district for which 
or for a part of which he is appointed.” -----

The Police Magistrate at Stratford is, therefore, ex officio, 
a Justice of the Peace for the whole county of Perth, and the ami ltr.%. 
alleged offence was committed at the town of St. Mary’s, in that ^ ,
county. lie must, as it seems to me, have been proceeding un
der some other section.

It is provided by see. 708 of the Criminal Code that “any 
one Justice may receive the information or complaint, and 
grunt a summons or warrant thereon, and issue his summons or 
warrant to compel the attendance of any witnesses for either 
party, and do all other acts and matters necessary preliminary 
to the hearing, even if by the statute in that behalf it is pro
vided that the information or complaint shall he heard and de
termined by two or more Justices.”

He could properly proceed under this section. Even if he 
desired to hear a ease outside the limits of the town for which 
he was Police Magistrate, and had the power to do so, he could 
not he compelled to do so. See sees. 31 of 10 Edw. VII. ch.

Eiider sec. 708, the Police Magistrate at Stratford, therefore, 
as a Justice of the Peace for the County of Perth, might re
ceive the information in this case and issue his summons or 
warrant thereon. He did this. He could also, under that sec
tion, do all other acts and matters necessary preliminary to the 
hearing. He could also admit the accused to bail, unless sec. 18 
of ch. 36 applies. The alleged offence having been committed 
in the town of St. Mary’s, it was natural and proper that it 
should be disposed of by the Police Magistrate for that town, 
either by way of preliminary hearing, or, if the accused elected 
to he tried by him, by trial and disposition.

Section 668 of the Criminal Code is as follows: “When any 
person accused of an indictable offence is l>cforc a Justice, 
whether voluntarily or upon summons, or after being appre
hended with or without warrant, or while in custody for the 
same or any other offence, the Justice shall proceed to inquire 
into the matters charged against such person in the manner 
hereinafter directed.” The Police Magistrate at St. Mary’s 
found the accused before him after being apprehended, as al
ready indicated, or else voluntarily, lie should thereupon pro
ceed, and 1 think it was his duty to do so, to inquire into the 
matter: Regina v. Mason, 29 V.V.R. 431 ; Regina v. Burke, 5 
Can. (’rim. Cas. 29.

On the accused electing to he tried by him, he could proceed 
under sec. 707 of the Criminal Code to hear and dispose of the
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case. The informant had been told of the time and place, when 
and where and the Police Magistrate before whom the accus' d 
was directed to appear. He did not appear then, nor on the 
morning first fixed for the trial. He was thereupon served with 
a subpoena to attend the trial on the day finally fixed therefor. 
He was not present in person, but was represented by counsel 
attending to object to the magistrate’s jurisdiction. He cannot 
complain that full opportunity to appear and give evidence 
or assist in securing a conviction, if that were possible, in the 
circumstances of the case, were not given to him.

I think, under the circumstances, that the Police Magistrate 
at St. Mary’s did what he did rightly, and that this motion must 
be dismissed with costs.

Motion dismissal

BLACK et al. v. CARSON et al. and THE CROWN RESERVE MINING 
CO. Ltd. (mis-en-cause).

Quebec Court of King's Itnwh [appeal title) A relia in bea alt, CJ., Lavergnc, 
Cross, Carroll and (Serrais, JJ. October 31, 1912.

1. Corporations and companies (g VC 1—192)—Transfer of sharks to
PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY—RIGHTS OF TRANSFEREES — LIABILITY
TO ACCOUNT TO MEMBERS OF SYNDICATE.

Where the members of the syndicate organizing a joint-stock com
pany, agreed that a large number of the company’s shares should 
issue to the promoters of the company in trust for the members of 
the syndicate, also that a portion thereof should, in order to form a 
fund for the organization of the company as well as such working 
capital as the directors should from time to time deem prudent. U 
retransferred to the president and secretary of the company, which 
was done, and a number of such shares were sold by the directors, the 
proceeds lieing used in developing the business, which became profit
able, and the shares became valuable, the directors did not hold such 
shares in trust for the members of the syndicate, and they cannot lie 
required to account for shares sold, or for dividends received on tlie 
shares held by them, or to distribute the remaining shares among the 
members of the syndicate, as they had, by their agreement, in order 
to form a working capital for the company, vested it with such shares 
without retaining any individual interest therein, and it did not u|> 
peur but that the directors might at some future time need to m-II 
the remaining shares in order to assure the necessary development of 
the business.

2. Corporations and companies (gVEl—212)—Rights of minority
SHAREHOLDERS.

Minority shareholders of a joint stock company are obliged to fol
low tlie administrative directions of the majority shareholders in the 
absence of legislation to the contrary.

3. Corporations and companies (g VC 1—189)—Transfer of stock
11 EMI IN TRUST TO PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY OF COMPANY.

A joint-stock company, organised under the Companies Act (Can.), 
does not wrongfully acquire its own shares, where, under nil agree 
ment of the members of the syndicate organizing it, a numlwr of 
shares that were issued in trust for their benefit, were re transferred
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to the president and sevretary of the company in order to form a fund 
for the working capital thereof, under the control of a majority of 
the shareholders, since, by such agreement, the sale or distribution of 
the shares only was postponed, and the transaction is therefore per
missible under secs. 20, 80 and 132 of the Companies Act, lt.S.C. lOOti, 
ch. 79.

4. Costs (8 11—37)—-Unnecessary separation in defences ok various 
DEFENDANTS.

The court may restrict the costs of the successful defendants to those 
of one contestation where each filed a separate defence in identical 
form instead of a single defence for all, when all of the defendants 
were in the same interest.

[//<•/« v. Humphreji, 32 Que. S.C. 109, and l'on Felson v. Boudreau, 
IS Rev. de dur. 210, applied.]

Appeal by the plaintiffs, appellants, from the judgment 
rendered by the Superior Court, Demers, J., on June 28th, 1912, 
at Montreal, dismissing with costs the appellants’ action to have 
a certain trust declared at an end and the respondents con
demned to account to plaintiff for 569,950 shares of the capital 
stock of the Crown Reserve Mining Co., Ltd.

The appeal was dismissed.
.1. Gcoffrion, K.C., and C. M. Colton, for appellants.
U. C. Smith, K.C., and J. E. Martin, K.C., for respondents.
The material parts of the judgment appealed from are as 

follows :—

Deniers, J. :—The plaintiffs by their amended declaration 
allege that on the 9th January, 1907, W. Alex. Mackay, John 
Carson, A. G. F. Ross, J. F. Lennox, R. S. Smith, John Black, 
James Curry, Charles B. Potter, Herbert Ross, R. W. Garth, 
Percy Ross, Z. Gallagher, S. Booth, ami T. Herbert Lennox 
entered into a syndicate agreement establishing the terms and 
conditions regulating the Ross syndicate tender for lands, min
erals, mining rights and privileges under that part of r certain 
lake called Kerr Lake situated in the Township of Coleman, in 
the Province of Ontario; that under and by virtue of the said 
syndicate agreement, two of the subscribers thereto, to wit : A. G. 
F. Ross and Charles E. Potter, were given full authority to 
tender in their own names for the said lands, minerals, mining 
rights and privileges of Kerr Lake, and to remit to the Govern
ment ten per cent, of the amount of the said tender, which 
amount of money hud been subscribed by the members of the 
said syndicate. Furthermore, under and by virtue of the said 
syndicate agreement, the said trustees were also given power 
and authority in case the said tender was accepted to incorporate 
a company to take over the said lands, minerals, mining rights 
and privileges subject to certain conditions, the whole as more 
fully appears on reference to a copy of said agreement: Plain
tiffs’ exhibit No. 1. Acting in virtue of the said agreement,

___________
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the said Ross and said Potter on the ninth day of January. 
1907, previous to the transfer (plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 4), an 
Mines, for the Province of Ontario, for the purchase of that 
portion of the bed of Kerr Lake, which is situated in the Town- 
ship of Coleman, in tin; District of Nipissing, in the Province 
of Ontario, plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 2.

On the 9th day of January, 1907, the said tender was accept 
ed by the Ontario Bureau of Mines, as appears by a copy 
said acceptance: Plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 3. In pursuance of the 
said syndicate agreement, the said Ross and the said Potter did 
cause a company known as the Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, 
Limited, to be incorporated with a capitalization of two million 
dollars, for the purpose of taking over and acquiring the s;iid 
property mentioned in the said syndicate agreement; that on 
the 15th day of January, 1907, the said Ross and the said 
Potter transferred to the said Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Lim
ited, the lands, minerals, mining rights and privileges for 
which the said Ross and the said Potter had tendered for 
1,999,950 shares of fully paid stock in the said company, which 
said stock was duly allotted to the said Ross and the said Potter 
who received the same for and on behalf of the members of the 
said syndicate, plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 4; whereas the said plain
tiffs allege furthermore that at the time of the transfer from Russ 
and Potter to the Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Limited, there was 
still due and unpaid to the Ontario Government the sum of 
$160,650, being as and for the balance of the purchase price due 
by the said Trustees to the Ontario Government on the purchase 
of the said property; that under the said transfer from the said 
trustees to the said company it was agreed by the trustees that 
they would dispose of such shares of the capital stock of the 
company as might be requisite in order to raise the said balance, 
as also appears. Plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 4.

Previous to the said transfer one of the members of the said 
syndicate, to wit: John Carson, one of the defendants herein, 
had agreed with the trustees to give $160,650.00 for 800.000 
shares of fully paid stock in the said company in the event of the 
company taking over property; that on the 15ih day of January, 
1907, previous to the transfer (plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 4). an 
agreement was entered into between John Carson, of the city 
of Montreal, one of the defendants herein, as party of the first 
part, and Charles Edward Potter, and A. G. F. Ross, as parties 
of the second part and the other members of the syndicate 
above mentioned, to whom had been added William I. Gear, 
David M. Loekerby, James A. Ogilvy, Jr., and Claude Macdonell, 
parties of the third part, the purpose of the said agreement 
being to authorize the said Ross and the said Potter to execute 
the said transfer (Plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 4) and to declare and
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determine in the event of the execution of the said contract all 9UE-
the rights and interest of the members of the syndicate in and K B
to the stock of the Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Limited, to he re- im>
ceived by said trustees as the purchase price of the said mining -----
rights, and authorize the said trustees to dispose of certain shares K
of the stock in the manner herein mentioned : Plaintifl’s* exhibit Carso*.

Di-nun, J.
By virtue of clause 2 of the said agreement the said trustees 

upon effecting said sale were to hold 630,000 shares of the said 
fully paid stock in trust, for the said subscribers respectively 
under the names and to the extent as set forth in the said clause 
2; that by virtue of clause 5 of the said agreement the said 
trustees were authorized to transfer to the said John Carson 
800,000 shares fully paid stock in the said company for the pur
pose of realizing the balance of money due to the Government ; 
that by virtue of elausc 7 of the said agreement it was agreed 
that after the authorized distribution mentioned above was 
effected the balance of the said shares, to wit: 569,950 should be 
by the trustees the said Ross and the said Poter, transferred to 
the directors of the said Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Limited, 
for the purpose of providing funds for the organization of the 
said company and for working capital as the directors of 
said company might deem prudent from time to time; that on 
the 1st day of October, 1907, a meeting of the directors of the 
said company was held at the city of Toronto, at which meeting 
it was resolved that the said 569,950 shares of the capital stock 
jf the company, referred to in clause 7 of plaintiffs’ exhibit No.
4. be transferred by the said Ross and the said Potter to the 
president and secretary of the company for the purposes set 
forth in said clause 7, plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 6.

On the 1st day of October, 1907, the said Ross and the said 
Potter in virtue of the resolution mentioned in the two fore
going paragraphs and in their quality of trustees under the 
said trust agreement of the 15th day of January, 1907, trans
ferred, assigned and set over unto the president and secretary 
of the Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Limited, their successors and 
assigns 569,950 shares of the stock of the said company by an 
agreement in writing signed by the said Ross and the said Potter 
of the one part and by the said John Carson and James Cooper as 
president and secretary of the said Crown Reserve Company,
Limited, of the other part (plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 7) ; on the 1st 
day of October, 1907, and at all times and periods sulreequent 
thereto and at the present time the said John Carson, one of 
the defendants herein, was and is the president of the said Kerr 
Lake Crown Reserve, Limited, and James Cooper, the other de
fendant, was and is the secretary of the said company, and the 
defendants J. R. Laurendeau, J. G. Ross, W. I. Gear, C. A.
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QUE- Smart, II. II. Lyman, D. W. Lockerby, Ziba Gallagher, and
K. b. Gharlee E. Potter, were and are directors of the Crown Reserve
1912 Mining Company, Limited, and that at all times since the month

of January, 1008, and at the present time the defendant A. G. 
lii.AtK f Gardner has been and still is a director and at all times

Carson, since the 20th day of December, 1008, the defendant Robert
DcrnmTj Reford has been and still is a director; that since the 1st Octo

her, 1007, the name of the said Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Limi
ted, had been changed by a by-law duly passed and ratified to 
the Crown Reserve Mining Company, Limited, which is the 
prestint name of the said company; that the sa.d John Carson, 
and the said James Cooper obtained possession of the said 569,- 
050 shares of the said Crown Reserve Mining Company, Lirai 
ted, under the terms and conditions of clause 7 of the trust 
agreement of the 15th day of January, 1907, plaintiffs’ exhibit 
No. 4; that at various times since the 1st day of Octolier, 1907. 
the said trustees have, as plaintiffs are informed, disposed ol 
certain portions of the said shares to various persons, the exact 
amount of which the plaintiffs an* not aware, and out of the 
proceeds thereof the said trustees have paid all the expenses of 
the organizing of the said company, and have furnished suffi 
cient working capital for the said company to enable the said 
company to fully develop their mine and to place the said mine 
on a paying basis; that at various times the defendants have 
offered for subscription among the shareholders of the compam 
certain portion of the stock so held by them in trust, at a rate 
less than that at which the said stock was selling in the open 
market which said distribution, in view of the large personal 
holding of the said John Carson, James Cooper and the other 
defendants, who, as shareholders of the company purchased a 
large proportion of the trust shares so offered to the share 
holders, amounted to a purchase by the said trustees of the 
shares so held by them in trust; that the said company at pie 
sent is an exceedingly wealthy company, and has been paying 
dividends at the rate of 64 per cent, per annum, and in addi 
tion, is possessed of a reserve fund of $487,302.68 according to 
the last financial statement issued by the said company; that 
there is no further necessity for the directors or the said defen 
dants to hold in their possession or deal with or dispose in am 
way of any balance of the said stock so held by them under 
clause 7 of the plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 2, and for the purposes 
mentioned therein; that the said trust is completed and at an 
end, the said defendants are bound to account to the members 
of the syndicate and to the plaintiffs in particular each for his 
share of the 569,950 shares so transferred under the said agree
ment, and for all dividends received or which should have been 
received on the same and to return to each member of the syndi-
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cate and to the plaintiffs in particular, their proportion of all 
stock which were not used by the said directors for the purposes 
of the trust, and accrued dividends thereon, as set forth in the 
said agreement, plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 5; that plaintiffs are 
members of the said syndicate and subscribers to the agreement 
filed herewith as plaintiffs’ exhibit No. f>; that the share and in
terest of each of the plaintiffs in tin* said 569,950 shares trans
ferred as aforesaid to the trustees of the company is as follows:

QUE.

K.n.
1912

Domeri, J.

John Black .. 
K. Q. F Bois 
It. W. Garth . 
XV. A. Mackay 
Herbert Itoss 
Percy Ross ..

27,140 Shares.
27.140
27.140 “
27.140 “
27,140
27,140

That the value of the said shares at the present time is at 
least $5.00 per share;

nd praying that said tmst lie declared at an end and the 
do. ndants be ordered to account to the plaintiffs for. 569,950 
shares of stock held by the defendants under said trust deed.

The defendants have each severed in their defence and each 
of them plead by their amended pleas sepawtcly as follows: 
that the plaintiffs have no right of action against defendants 
by reason of anything alleged in plaintiffs’ declaration, there 
being no lien dr droit between plaintiffs and defendants with 
respect to the said 569,950 shares: that the said shares wore 
transferred to the president and secretary of the Crown Re
serve Mining Company, Limited, by A. G. F. Ross, one of the 
plaintiffs, and Charles Edward Potter, one of the defendants 
herein, for the benefit of the said company under the provisions 
of the plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 5; that the said agreement, plain
tiffs’ exhibit No. 5, was a general scheme for the organization 
of a joint stock company, under which each member of the there
tofore existing syndicate was to receive for his interest in said 
mining property, the number of shares of fully paid up stork 
provided for in paragraph 2 of said agreement, amounting in 
all to 630,000; 800,000 being appropriated for the realization of 
tin1 balance of the purchase price of the property, namely, 
$160,650.00 and the remaining 569,950 being by said agreement 
allotted for the benefit of the company—“for the purpose of pro
viding funds for the organizing of the said company and for 
working capital as the said directors may deem prudent from 
time to time;”—that neither the plaintiffs nor any member of 
tin1 former syndicate ever had any proprietary interest, either 
legal or beneficial, in said 569,950 shares, which by the said 
agreement, were thus allotted for the benefit of the company

t
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to be used from time to time;—that said 569,950 shares were 
thus acquired by the president and secretary of the company 
for its use and benefit and were disposed of in part by them for 
the benefit of the company and in pursuance of the company's 
instructions as hereinafter more fully alleged ; that at a meet in : 
of the directors of the saidx company, held on the first day of 
October, 1907, a by-law was duly passed authorizing a loan of 
$25,000.00 for the purposes of the company, which said sum 
of $25,000.00 was urgently and immediately required by the 
company, and the said by-law was duly submitted to a general 
meeting of the shareholders of the said company called pur 
suant to regular notice and held on the first day of October, 
1907, the whole as appears upon reference to exhibit 1). ; that in 
pursuance of the said by-law, those interested in the company 
and principally the directors thereof, entered into an agré
ment to lend the said sum of $25,000.00 to the said company, it 
being at the time impossible to negotiate a loan from banks 
or outside lenders, but scrip representing the security provided 
for in said by-law and signed by the said trustees was appro
priated to each loan so made; that as provided in said by-law 
the stock represented by such scrip as security for said loan, 
amounting altogether to 500,000 shares, was in the event of said 
loan not being paid before the 1st day of April, 1908, to become 
the absolute property of the lenders. The scrip so conveyed as 
security for the said various loans aggregating the sum of 
$25,000.00 represented a value of five cents on the dollar of its 
par value ; that under the provision of the agreement under 
which the said loan was made to the said company, the sum of 
$14,820.00 was actually advanced and when the said loan was 
maturing, that is, when the date was arriving at which the stock 
transferred as security would become the absolute property 
of the lenders, the company had incurred sundry pressing debts, 
among such debts being debts which under the laws of the 
Province of Ontario would carry privilege upon all the pro
perty of the company, and it was imperatively necessary to raise 
the said sum of $25,000.00 in order to liquidate the amount 
advanced under the agreement of loan and in order to prev- nt 
the stock transferred as security from becoming the absolute 
property of the lenders, and in order to meet the pressing 
nécessités of the company, and it was at that time impossible to 
raise the said sum by ordinary loans in the usual manner, and 
250,000 shares of said stock were disposed of for such purpose, 
the same having been offered to and acquired by the share
holders of said company, including plaintiffs pro rata and in 
proportion to their respective holdings in the company at that 
time, and in all that the company and its directors did in pre
mises they acted prudently and in the interest of the company
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nnd its shareholders, and realized more by the sale of said 
stock than could otherwise have been realized therefrom ; that 
as to 88,807 other shares of the stock held by the said president 
and secretary, for the benefit of the company and which they 
were entitled to deal with under the terms of the said trust deed 
in the interest of the company and its shareholders, the presi 
dent and secretary of the said company, acting under instruc 
tions from the said company, sold and disposed of the same in 
the best interests of the company and its shareholders and bond 
fide in the fulfilment of tie said trust imposed upon them, the 
major portion of same going to plaintiff A. G. Fowler Boss, and 
his wife, to wit, A. G. Fowler Boss, one of the plaintiffs herein, 
on the 19th of November, 1907, 27,000 shares; to Mrs. Maud II. 
Boss, on 19th November, 1907, 27,500 shares; to S. D. Madden, 
on 24th November, 1907, 10,000 shares; to J. fioclic, on the 24th 
December, 1907, 1,000 shares; to S. W. Cohen on the 3rd June, 
1908, 20,000 shares and to divers other shareholders of the said 
company between the 9th February, 1907, and the 17th August, 
1907, 2,807 shares; that the said plaintiffs were from time to 
time fully informed concerning every transaction made by the 
said company either as to its organization or its development 
and the plaintiff, Mackay, was a director and participated in 
the acts complained of by plaintiffs; that the president and 
secretary, acting under the instructions of the said company, 
thus dealt with 338,807 shares of the said 569,950 in tin* best 
interest of the company and its shareholders and the balance, 
231,143 shares, has continued to be and still is in the hands of 
the said president and secretary who hold the same subject to 
the provisions of the said deed (plaintiffs’ exhibit No. 5), and the 
plaintiffs have no ownership therein, the said shares represent
ing the balance of the working capital provided for in the gen
eral scheme of organization of the company and which is avail
able for all necessary capital expenditure from time to time as 
the same may be required, according to the terms of said agree
ment and the proceeds of the said balance of said shares will be 
expended from time to time upon capital account and the de
fendants are advised by their engineers that the same may be 
required at any moment in case of flooding or other similar 
accidents to which the property by its peculiar situation is es
pecially exposed, the mining operations of the said company 
being carried on under the bed of a lake, a large reserve work
ing capital and a large* cash reserve arc needed to safeguard the 
interest of the shareholders; and defendants separately plead
ing pray dismissal of plaintiffs’ action.

The mis-cn-cause, The Crown Beserve Mining Company, 
Limited, contest the plaintiffs’ action and pleads as the defen
dants have pleaded.

QUE.

K. n.
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QUE. It appears by the terms of the agreement between the organi
K. B. 
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zers and subscribers of said company that plaintiffs have trans
ferred the property of said disputed shares absolutely to the

Cabson.

company, the mis-en-eausc, for the purpose of providing funds 
for the organizing of said company and for working capital, as 
the directors may deem prudent, from time to time; by this

Demers, J. agreement, it appears the intention of the promoters was not 
to keep any direct interest in the said disputed shares, but 
to preserve for the protection of their allotted shares, a con
trol over the said transferred shares in order that they could 
not be disposed of for other purposes, though they belong to 
said company. Without any special interest defendants have 
filed twelve identical separate pleas for the evident purpose of 
multiplying costs ; Considering that no right should be abused, 
and that the Court should not sanction a practice which is mani
festly unjust : Ilrtu v. Humphrey, 32 Que. S.C. 169 (C.R.), 
June 18, 1907; Van Felson v. Boudreau, 18 Rev. de Jur. 216.

I dismiss the action with costs of one contestation only in 
favour of defendants, and with costs of another contestation in 
favour of the mis-en-eausc.

The appeal taken from the altove decision was dismissed by 
the Court of King’s Bench, the following opinion being handed 
down.

Qvrrals, J. Montreal. Gkrvais, J. (translated) :—The Superior Court 
for the District of Montreal, on the 28th day of June, 1912, 
dismissed the demand of the appellants, members of the organ
izing syndicate of the Kerr Lake Crown Reserve, Limited, later 
known as the Crown Reserve Mining Company, Limited, under 
a deed of association of the 15th of January, 1907, according 
to Which 800,000 shares were to provide payment to the Govern
ment of Ontario for the concession ; 630,000 shares to indemnify 
the members of the syndicate for their disbursements; and the 
rest, 569,950 shares, were to remain at the disposition of the 
company to help it in case it might need further funds for its 
exploitation. The appellants now wish to force the company to 
render an account of these last mentioned shares.

The Court of first instance has decided that under clause 7 
of the deed of association, the appellants purely and simply and 
without reserve abandoned all rights in these shares in favour 
of the company for the purpose of protecting their other shares, 
by assuring to these an increase of value, by making it unneces 
sary for the shareholders of the company to make further ad
vances, in a word, to assure the shareholders of financial aid 
outside of the syndicate from persons who might be willing to 
acquire its shares to aid the company and to put its business on 
a sound foundation.



The appellants gave to the trustees of the company, at the 
time of receiving their portion of the shares, a general and final 
discharge. The appellants allege to-day that the shares of the 
company have attained a very great value, and that conse
quently there is no further raison d'etre to keep these remain
ing shares as a reserve; that the company has no longer reason 
to believe that it will need them to ensure a complete and per
fect exploitation of its business.

The further question also arises, a question which arises in 
the administration of most of the joint stock companies with 
limited liability in Canada, to wit: whether the minority is ob
liged to follow the administrative dictation of the majority. Our 
Courts have decided in the affirmative, in the absence of such 
legislation (which by the by is very much to bo desired) as ex
ists in England and which comes to the help of the minority in 
certain cases, especially in that of the fusion or merger of com
panies, by allowing it to force the majority to buy its shares at a 
stipulated price, if not at a price set by judicial arbitration. In 
any event, in this case complete proof lias not been made that 
the company will not need to sell its shares to assure the execu
tion of works necessary for its ultimate development. In the 
second place, as we have above remarked, the appellants did not 
reserve any individual right in the reserved shares, which, by 
the deed of the 15th of January, 1907, were acquired purely 
and simply and without reserve by the company.

There yet remains to be decided the objection raised by the 
appellants, to wit: that, the company could not become owner of 
its own shares, that is to say, of those placed in reserve under 
clause 7 of the agreement of association of January 15th, 1907. 
The purport of this clause does not, in our opinion, constitute 
the company the owner of its own shares, but simply postpones 
their sale or distribution to a later date, under such sale condi
tions as it may deem advisable and in the interest of the com
pany, the care and control of which arc left to the majority of 
the shareholders.

Clause 7 of the deed of association of the 15th of January, 
1907, has no other effect in our view than that of a by-law of 
the directors and the shareholders regulating in the interest of 
the company the distribution of the 569,950 shares in question. 
Had not the directors and the shareholders the right so to do? 
Yes. Our law in virtue of articles 26, 80 and 132 of chapter 79 
of the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906, which regulate the or
ganization and administration of joint stock companies, as that 
in question in the present case, to be formed under the provi
sions of the said chapter, gives them that power.

For a joint stock company is not bound to sell all its shares 
in order to be able to commence business, since article 26, which

K. B. 
1912
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QUE. we have just cited, authorizes the commencement of business as
k. n.
1912

soon as ten per cent, of the authorized capital is subscribed and 
paid in.

Carbon.

The reasons given by the Court of first instance for the dis
missal of the action are those which this Court adopts in re
jecting the present appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

ONT. Re ALLEN.

H. C. J. 
1912

Ontario lliyh Court, Middleton, J. November 6, 1912.

1. Wills (§ III (1 4—138)—Coxiution in rkstbai.nt of marriage—Appi.i
CAUILITY TO BEQUEST OF PERSONALTY.

A devine and liequcst of nil the testator’s real and personal estate 
of every nature and kind to his wife for her own use and Itenefit fur 
her natural life or so long as she does not re marry, gives her the 
absolute right to dispose of the personalty.

[Compare He Johnson, 7 D.L.R. 373.]

2. Dower (8 I A—3)—Nature and extent of right to—Devisee oi

A widow who is a devisee of the freehold in lands cannot have dower 
in the sam* lands.

3. Wills (§ III (i 4—138)—Election by widow of testator between
DEVISE SUBJECT TO RESTRAINT OF MARRIAGE AND RIGHTS UNDER IN
VOLUTION of Estates Act (Ont.).

L'nder a devise of all the testator's real estate to his widow for 
her life or durante viduitaic, the widow is put to her election between 
the devise and her rights under the Devolution of Estates Act (Ont i 
or as doweress.

Statement Originating notice to determine a question arising upon the 
construction of the will and in the administration of the estate 
of the late II. B. Allen, who died on the 16th January, 1910.

A. A. Miller, for the widow.
K. C. Cattanach, for the infants.

Middleton, J. Middleton, J. :—By his will the deceased gives all his real 
and personal estate of every nature and kind to his wife for her 
own use and benefit for her natural life or so long as she does not 
rc-marry. Save for the appointment of executors, this con
stitutes the whole will. The property consists largely of real 
estate.

It was admitted that the will gave the widow an estate in the 
lands during widowhood, and that save as to this estate the 
testator (tied intestate as to his realty. It was also admitted that 
the personalty would go to the widow absolutely.

The widow claims that the will does not put her to her 
election, and that she is entitled to an estate during widowhood 
in the testator’s lands, and is also entitled in her own right to 
her dower interest in the same lands. She now seeks, under t lie
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Devolution of Estates Act, to elect to take a one-third interest in 
lier husband’s undisposed of real estate; i.e., in all his real estate 
subject to her estate during widowhood, in lieu of her dower.

I think I am concluded by authority, and that, as put by 
Boyd, C., in Marriott v. McKay, 22 O.R. 320, “a devise of all the 
lands to the widow durante vidait ate puts her to elect. That 
devise gave her the freehold, and as tenant of the freehold she 
could not have dower assigned to her while she held that estate.”

This is based upon the earlier decision in Wcstacott v. Cock• 
crlinc, 13 Or. 79, 80, where Vankouglmet, C., upon the same 
reasoning, reaches the same conclusion.

The widow is, therefore, put to her election. If she elects 
against the will, she may then make the further election under the 
statute to take one-third of the land. If she elects to take her 
estate during widowhood, her dower right is gone, and she cannot 
then elect under the statute, because the right given to her by the 
statute is to take the third interest in the undisposed of lands 
“in lieu of” her dower.

Costs out of the estate.

ONT.

H. C. J.
1012

AjUk

Middleton, J.

Judgment accordingly.

WASSON v. HARKER. SASK.

(Decision No. 1.) ^7

Sankateheirun Supreme Court, Parker, M.C. October 10, 1912. 1912

Parties (8II11—115)—Joinder—Adding pubchankr pbniiknte litk ah a
PARTY DEFENDANT—SaHK. RVLEB 42 AND 80.

Under rule 80 of the Saskatchewan Supreme Court rules (1911). it 
is proiier to make an order ex parte to add as a party defendant, in 
a foreclosure action a person who has, after order nisi for foreclosure 
and lieforc final order, acquired the equity of redemption in the mort
gaged premises; rule 42 as to notice of motion docs not apply in such

This is an application by the plaintiff for an order setting Statement 
aside the order made by myself on October 4th, 1912, adding 
Lysle J. Abbott as a party defendant to the action, on the ground 
that the order should not have been made ex parte, but on notice 
of motion.

C. IV. Hoffman, for applicant.
IV. II. McEwcn, for defendant.

Barker, M.C. :—It was contended that an application to add Parker, m.c. 
a defendant under rule 42 should be made by notice of motion.
I am of opinion, however, that rule '2 does not apply to the 
matter in question. The application to add Abbott was made 
under rule 86, which specially provides that applications made 
thereunder may be made cx parte, and I am of opinion that the
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oixlcr was a proper one to make under rule 86. On April 17tli, 
1912, the plaintiff obtained an order nisi for foreclosure of it 
certain mortgage made to the plaintiff by the defendant Marker 
giving the defendant six months in which to redeem. On May 
27th, 1912, the defendant Marker assigned all his interest in the 
land to the defendant Abbott, and a certificate of title was duly 
issued to him. Abbott is, therefore, the assignee of the equity of 
redemption of Marker in the mortgage sued on, and is properly 
wade a defendant in the action. See Annual Practice, 1912, p. 
291. In a foreclosure action an assignee may be made a party, 
after foreclosure absolute: Campbell v. Ilolylaud, 7 Ch. D. 166; 
or after order nisi for foreclosure: He Parbola Limitai, Mail, 
burn v. Varbola Limited, [1909] 2 Oh. 427. Sec also Guy v. 
Churchill, 40 Ch. I). 481. The practice in the Chancery Division 
under the English rule 181, which is similar to our rule 86, is to 
make the application by motion “of course” and in the King's 
Bench Division cx parte: Annual Practice, 1912, p. 286. A 
motion “of course” and a motion cx parte are exactly the same: 
Annual Practice, 1912, p. 862. The motion will, therefore, be 
dismissed with costs to the defendant in any event.

Motion dismissed.

THE KING v. FRASER.
Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Charles Townshend, C.J.

November 13, 1912.

1. Habeas corpus (8 IC—12)—Lack of jurisdiction—Misapprehension
ok magistrate—Affidavit—Question to he considered-K\
CESS1VE SENTENCE.

An application for the discharge of defendant from gaol, under 
an order in the nature of a habeas corpus, based upon tin* one ground 
that the committing magistrate, in sentencing defendant for a 
second offence against the provisions of the Nova Scotia Teni|« i 
anee Act, 1910, ns amended by Acts of 1911, ch. 33, sec. 8, was under 
n misapprehension as to his powers and sentenced the defendant for 
n longer term (three months) than lie would have done if he hud 
any discret ion in the matter as shewn by an nflidavit of the magi*
traie, will not lie entertained as it was not competent for the magis
trate to make such an affidavit, or for the Court to consider such a
question, the only question being whether or not the defendant was 
legally detained in custody.

2. Habeas corpus (8 IC—12a)—Commitment—When prisoner is leoai
i.y « OMMÎ1 U D.

A prisoner is legally detained where a gaoler has returned a good 
warrant, based upon a conviction which was rot attacked, and which 
was apparently regular, the law justifying i * sentence iuqioacd.

3. Haiikah corpus (|IC— 12o)—Review of commitment by habeas

The court cannot on an application for the discharge of a prisoner 
from custody by way of haltcas corpus review the act ion of the magi* 
trate on the merits, or send the prisoner back to the magistrate to
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Impoxv a lighter aenteiivv where the writvnee actually imposed was N.S. 
not in excess of what the law authorized. ------

4. lx TOXIC ATI NO I.IQUUH8 <$ III 1—ill)—l’KNAI.TY — WlIKTIIKH IIIHC'KKTION * '
ABY. 1012

The provision of wee. J4 of the Nova Scotia Tein|Kirnnee Act (N.S. ... JT
law* l»lo. eh. 2. ns amended NX laws 1011, eh. .1.1) which de I K#.
tiare* that, the offender on each ■ lent conviction shall he “liable Franfit
to imprisonment for three months," gives no discretion to the magis
trate to lessen the term of imprisonment. (Dictum per Townshend,
V..I.)

Defendant was tried before L. U. Crowe, Esq., stipendiary statement 
magistrate of tin- town of Truro, charged with keeping intoxicat
ing liquor for sale contrary to the provisions of the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, and it appearing that he had been 
previously convicted of a similar offence, the offence now 
charged was adjudged to be a subsequent offence, and for such 
subsequent offence defendant was adjudged to be imprisoned in 
the common gaol of the county of Colchester for the space of 
three months.

An order in the nature of a habeas corpus was obtained re
quiring the keeper of the gaol to return immediately whether 
or not the defendant was detained in gaol, together with the 
day and cause of his having been taken and detained, and the 
12th day of November, 1912, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, at 
the Supreme Court Chambers at Halifax, was appointed as the 
time and place for hearing the ion for the defendant’s
discharge.

To this order the gaoler returned the commitment. On the 
hearing of the application, counsel for defendant produced an 
allidavit from the committing magistrate setting out that pre
vious to sentence being pronounced, it was submitted on behalf 
of defendant that under the provisions of the Nova Scotia 
Temperance Act, 1910, as amended by Acts of 1911, eh. 92, sec. 
h. it was not obligatory that for the subsequent offence upon 
which lie was convicted defendant should be sentenced to the 
lull three months’ imprisonment mentioned in said sec. 8; hut 
that lie was of the opinion that lie had no discretion to make the 
sentence for any less period of time otherwise he would have 
done so.

See. 8 referred to, after repealing the corresponding section 
of the principal Act ami making provision for punishment of 
the offender in the case of a first offence, by fine or imprison
ment, with or without hard labour, continues: “And on each 
subséquent conviction he shall lie liable to imprisonment for 
three months with or without hard labour.”

./. Philip Itill, for prisoner, in support of application.

./ h. Hal si on, for prosecutor, rouira.

55

57
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N. S. Sir Charles Townshend, C.J.N.S. :—The application in this
g c case to discharge the prisoner from gaol is based on the one 
1012 ground that the stipendiary magistrate under the impression
—j that he had no discretion, for a second offence against the Nova

The Kino Scotia Temperance Act, 1911, sentenced the prisoner to three 
Fraskb. months’ imprisonment, but, as he states in his affidavit, had lie
—thought the law would allow him to make the imprisonment for 

Townshend. c.j. u less period, he would not have given him the sentence he did.
It is not disputed that the conviction was legal, nor is it 

contended that the sentence was illegal, but that in view of 
what has been contended, in an erroneous interpretation of 
his powers, the magistrate has imposed a more severe sentence 
than he would otherwise have done.

I may in the first place observe that I do not think it com
petent for the magistrate to make such an affidavit, nor for the 
Court to consider such a question—at any rate on Misapplication 
of this kind. My duty is confined to ascertain whether the 
prisoner is legally detained in custody. The gaoler returns a 
good warrant, based on a conviction not attacked, and so far 
as I know regular. The law justified the sentence imposed, and 
I find the prisoner is legally detained.

1 have been referred to Ilalshury’s Laws of England, vol. 
10, p. .39, where lie describes the writ of habeas corpus as 

mi vlfaetive meant of immediate release from unlawful or unjustifl 
able detention—

and it is contended that under the evidence it is here “unjusti
fiable.” Assuming I can look at the magistrate's affidavit, how 
can I say that his detention is unjustifiable when the law says 
it is justifiable! 1 cannot on this application review the action 
of the magistrate on the merits, or even send the prisoner hack 
to the magistrate to impose a lighter sentence.

if I do anything, it must be to discharge him from custody 
and he would then escape all punishment for an offence of 
which he has been properly convicted, and legally sentenced.

I regret that the interpretation of the statute as to the words 
“liable to imprisonment” cannot on this application come be
fore me so as to enable me to give a judicial determination as 
to their meaning, but as I was pressed to express my view, I 
may say that in my opinion, the magistrate was right. The law 
is obligatory and he has no discretion in the matter.

The application will be refused.

Applicalion refns> #/.
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ROBINSON v. DISTRICT OF SAANICH AND AIRMAN. B.C.

County Court of Victoria, B.C., l.ampman, County Judge. Ç.C.
February 3, 1912. |012

1. Appeal (§ I C—23)—Right to appeal in chiminal casks—ACCEPT
ANCE OF CASH BAIL WITHOUT AUTHORITY—EFFECT ON THE APPEAL.

Even though n County Court dues not possess jurisdiction to jiermit 
the giving of cash biil on an apjicul from a conviction hy a police 
magi'tratv under Cr. Code (190U), see 797, upon a summary trial, 
an ap|ieal is not lost where the attorney for the prosecution assents 
to the acceptance by the court of such bail, receives payment of the 
money, and permits the prisoner to go at large. *

2. Bail am» recognizance (8 I—12)—Bkcovkhy back of money deposited
AS BAIL.

In an action brought after the allowance by a County Court of an 
appeal from a conviction by a police magistrate, to recover cash de- 
|o«ited as bill, an nllegition in the plaint to the cllect that such 
money was deposited with the defendants as security for the npjiear- 
aiice of the ap|M‘llnnt, while in another paragraph the money was 
referred to as hiving lieen given ns security for costs, does not em
barrass or confuse defendants as to what money was claimed by the 
plaint iff, where the bail money was paid to one of the defendants, since 
it was received by him ns bail only and for no other purpose, notwith
standing that in the order allowing the appeal and requiring the money 
to lie returned, it was referred to as having been given as security 
for costs.

3. Bail and recognizance (§ I—12) —Recovery back of money deposited

Cash deposited ns bail with the attorney for the prosecution u|K>n 
an appeal to a County Court from a conviction by a police magistrate 
may, upon an allowance of the ap|»enl, lie recovered by the appellant.

4. Bail and recognizance (6 I—12)—Recovery of- cash bail—Deduction
of costs—Tender of balancf:.

Where, before the granting of an order by a higher court prohibit
ing a County Court hearing an appeal from a conviction by a police 
magistrate, which order carried #75 costs, such appeal was allowed 
by the County Court with costs of the same amount, upon a subse
quent action being brought by the appellant to recover cash deposited 
as bail, a tender by the defend Hits to the plaintilf of the amount of 
the bail, less the costs of such prohibiting order, was refused, the 
court declining on the ground that a counterclaim had not been tiled, 
nor a tender pleaded, nor any money paid into court, to consider 
whether the defendants were entitled to deduct the amount of such 
costs from the bail money.

5. Costs (81—3a)—On amendment—Changing name of defendant.
Vpon permitting an amendment as to the name of one defendant 

from the “municipality of Saanich" to its true corporate name, “the 
cnr|«orntion of the district of Saanich.” costs will not l« awarded the 
defendants where they were not misled by the error in the name of 
such defendant.

Trial of an action to recover from the defendants a deposit statement 
of $1,000, made as cash bail upon a proposed appeal from a 
magistrate’s conviction, in the circumstances set forth below.

V. B. Jackson, for the plaintiff.
Lowe, for the defendant Aikman.
Aikman, for the defendants the corporation.
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Lampman, County Judge:—On the 24th August, 1911, K*. 
telle Durlin, alias Carroll, was convicted by he police m.i >. 
trato for the city of Victoria for keeping a disorderly house, 
and sentenced to four months’ imprisonment. She appealed to 
the County Court, and by her counsel, Mr. Robinson, applied 
for bail. Mr. Aikman appeared for the corporation of Saanich.
Mr. Robinson suggested cash bail ; and, as Mr. Aikman mail- no 
objection—he assented to $1,000 as being sufficient- . fixed a 
cash bail at $1,000. At that time, in some way not explained 
to me, or; if explained to me, not now recalled by me, the Sa an- $
ich authorities then had in their possession about $250 belonging 
to Estelle Durlin ; and, while still in my Chambers, Mr. \ iU- 
man figured out the balance required to make up the $1,000, and 
thereupon instructed the Saanich constable to let Estelle Dur
lin go free when the balance was paid to him by her. Su lise- 
quently, when the appeal came on for hearing before me in the 
County Court, Mr. Aikman, for the prosecution, took objection 
to my hearing it, contending that, ns I had granted cash bail, 
which is a form of bail not allowed by the statute, Estelle Dur
lin had lost her appeal.

Just why an appellant should lose an appeal because of a 
mistake by me was not apparent, as I could not read the statute 1 
in that way; and, moreover, it seemed to me that Mr. Aikman 
had waived any right to raise such a contention, because of hi* 
assenting to cash bail, accepting the $1,000, and letting hi* 
prisoner go free. The appeal came on again before me on the 
27 th October, I icing the day set by me for the hearing; the ap
pellant, Estelle Durlin, and her counsel appeared, but the pro
secution was not represented. I allowed the appeal, Mr. Rubin- 
son for the appellant informing me that he had just conn- from 
upstairs, where a prohibition motion was being argued before 
Mr. Justice Morrison ; and that, on his informing Mr. Justice 
Morrison at eleven o'clock that the appeal was coming on at 
that hour, and that he was in a quandary as to what to do,
His Lordship suggested or intimated to him that lie should at
tend on the appeal. I fixed the costs of the appeal at $75. The 
order drawn up directed “that the money paid in as security 
for costs, viz., the sum of $1,000, he paid out to the appellant'* 
solicitor, Hume B. Robinson.”

This was an error, as the money was never paid into ('.art, 
and the $1,000 was not deposited or paid as security for cost*, 1 
hut as bail money. The next day—28th October—I was served 
with a prohibition order made by Mr. Justice Morrison restrain
ing me from hearing the appeal, which I had already Heard and 
allowed. My the order, Estelle Durlin was ordered to pa\ the 8 
costs of the motion, fixed at $75.

On the 3rd November, Estelle Durlin assigned to Mr. Rubin-
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son the said sum of $1,000 paid by her as bail money, and notice 
of the assignment was served on the Saanich authorities and on 
Mr. Aikman, and on the 3rd November Messrs. Ilanington and 
Jackson wrote to Mr. Aikman this letter:—

Hex v. Durlin.

B. C.

C. C.
1012

Rom n sox

Wv are Instructed by Mr. Hume It. Robin-on to demand from you 
payment of the sum of one thousand dollar* depo-it made in con
nection with appeal by K*telle Durlin, alia* Carroll, from the Magis
trate’* Court to the County Court, and which $1,000 Hi* Honour 
Judge Ijumpmnn ha* ordered to lie paid over to Mr. Robinson.

We understand that you have possession of this money, ami we are 
instructed to request your Immediate payment of the same over to 
u* for Mr. Robinson, otherwise we are to issue a writ to-day.

District of

Aikman.

l-ampman.

The money was not paid, and Mr. Robinson now sues. The 
pliant sets out the prosecution in the Police Court, the con
viction, and the appeal; and paragraphs 4 and 5 of the pliant 
are as follows:—

4. In connection with such appeal, the said K-telle Durlin, alia* 
Carroll, was required to deposit the sum of $1,000 as security for her 
np|Hiaring to prosecute the appeal, and the said sum of $1,000 was 
duly paid over by her, and was received by the «aid defendant Aik
man, and the defendant Aikman still hold* and retains the said sum 
of $1,000, either under hi* personal capacity or as solicitor for the 
defendant municipality.

5. The said appeal duly came on for hearing and was thereu|H>n 
allowed by Hi* Honour I*. S. Lampman. Judge of this honourable 
Court, and by order allowing the appeal, it was ordered that the sum 
of $1,000, security for costs of nppeal, should lie paid out to the plain
tiff herein, Hume It. Robinson, solicitor for the said appellant.

The defence consists of a general denial of the allegations in
the claim ; and that I had no jurisdiction to deal with the appeal 
is also pleaded. At the trial, the facts as alleged in the pliant, 
and as stated by me above, were proved; but the defendants 
claim to be embarrassed and confused as to what the plaintiff 
is really claiming from them, and they build up an argument 
around the inaccuracy in the order of the 27th October allowing 
the nppeal, wherein the sum of $1,000 is spoken of as security 
for costs, whereas it was in reality bail money. On the trial 
before me, Mr. Lowe appeared as counsel for Mr. Aikman, and 
Mr. Aikman appeared as counsel for the corporation of Saanich; 
and, when paragraph 4 is read, 1 really cannot treat their em
barrassment seriously. It is admitted that they received $1,000. 
What for? It was paid as bail; and I should think there could 
he no question that, when the condition of the payment is ful
filled, the money must be paid back to the rightful owner.

The ordinary bail bond provides that it shall be void if the 
air used appears when required, ami docs not depart without 
leave. The same conditions attach to a cash deposit ; and, when
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the appellant appeared before me on the day set for the hear in lt, 
she did all that she was required to do; and, when her app .il 
was allowed, the bail money should have been returned to her. 
Hut the defendants say that they are embarrassed and confused 
by the statements in the pliant, and are not sure what sum of 
$1,000 it is that the plaintiff desires to recover, although it is 
admitted that this is the only $1,000 that they are aware of 
having been received by them from Estelle Durlin in any such 
circumstances. It must be a very trying position for the cor
poration of Saanich and their legal advisers. They are confused 
as to what to do with this $1,000, although they know it does not 
belong to them ; they know they received it from Estelle Durlin; 
and they know or ought to know that she or her assignee should 
get it back; and, although the assignee has demanded it and sued 
for it, they are still uncertain us to what they should do with it.

If their plea that I had no jurisdiction is good, I cannot see 
that that helps them, as the circumstances under which they 
received it arc the same. It was not a gift. By what proem 
does it become their property? It would be a monstrous thing 
if they could not be made to disgorge.

An offer of payment of $925 was made (and not accepted), 
as the defendants claimed $75 as their costs of the prohibition 
order—as an offset against this is the $75 item of appeal costs; 
and, under the circumstances, I will leave this question of costs 
alone, as the defendants have not made any counterclaim, and 
have not pleaded tender or paid any money into Court. The 
plaintiff is entitled to judgment against the defendants for $1,- 
000. The name in the style of cause of one of the defendants 
should be changed from the municipality of Saanich to the 
corporation of the district of Saanich ; but, as I do not think 
the defendants were misled, they are not entitled to any costs 
of the amendment. The district is generally known ns the muni
cipality of Saanich, and on official documents the clerk still 
styles himself “clerk of the municipality of Saanich,” and 
uses the seal of Saanieh municipality.

It is only fair to the people of the old district of North 
Saanich to say that the defendant in this action is the district 
sometimes called South Saanich.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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Re STF.WART. SASK.

Simkatchewon Supreme Court, Wrtim re, C.J., in Chamber». S. C.
Oetober 11, 1912.

1 \ssud ATION'H (81—3)—R HUIT TO I XCOBPOBATIOR— I/AND SURVEYORS— -------
R.8.S. 190», ch. 79. OH. 11.

A wrtiflvate <»f incorporation un«N*r R.S.S., ch. 79. will bo denial 
an association having for its object tlie* promotion of honourable prac
tice among, and the elevation of the standard of land surveyors in 
the province, and also the promotion and conciliation of mi-umlor- 
•tandings lidwocn them, as well as the hearing and determination ol 
complainte and accusation* preferred by third persona against the pro
fessional conduct of land surveyors, and the imposition of punish
ment for misconduct, the contemplated objects of the association not 
being within the scope of such chapter, since the association seek* con
trol of all1 surveyors within the province and not merely over the 
members thereof.

Application by W. M. Stewart and seven other persons, statement 
under R.S. Saak. eh. 79, for a certificate entitling them to be
come incorporated under the corporate name of “The Associa
tion of Saskatchewan Land Surveyors.”

F. Ii. Itagshau', for the applicants.

Wet if ORE, C.J. :—The petition states the objecta of the as- wrtmore, tu. 
sociation to be, among other things, as follows :—

(6) To promote honourable professional practice and to repress dis
honourable practice and to consider all questions affecting the inter
ests of those engaged in the profession of land surveying in the Pro
vince of Saskatchewan, and generally to promote the interest* and 
to elevate the standard of the profession.

(c) To prevent and conciliate all misunderstandings between land 
surveyors and hear and decide all complaints and accusations pre
ferred by third parties agiinst them in relation to their professional 
ronduct, and to punish any land surveyor found guilty of the facts 
alleged in the said complaint or accusation, according to the gravity 
of the offence by whatsoever measure of punishment shall be just 
and in accordance with the legal authority in that behalf of the as 
sociation over its members.
1 ntn of opinion that the purposes and objecta of this contem

plated association go beyond what was intended by the Act 
under which the application is made, in so far as the objects 
set out in paragraphs (b) and (c) are concerned. In the first 
place, according to paragraph (6), it is intended that the as
sociation shall promote honourable professional practice and 
repress dishonourable practice and consider all questions affect
ing the interests of those engaged in the profession of land sur
veying in the province. Now, by that they are seeking to exer
cise a control over persons who may not belong to their associ
ation. That, to my mind, is away beyond what the Act contem
plates. And so, by paragraph (c) they attempt to deal with 
persons who may not be members of the association, and in a
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SASIC very drastic manner, namely, by hearing and deciding com
S.C. plaints preferred by third persons against such persons in iv
1912 lation to their professional conduct, and to punish any land sur 

veyor found guilty of the facts alleged in the complaint. 
itkwart. ^ must refuse to grant a certificate under such circumstances

Application refitmd
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Sept. 19.

IMPERIAL SUPPLY CO. v. GRAND TRUNK R. CO.

Exchequer Court of Canada, (’assets, ./. September 19. 1912.

1. Pucadino (8 HI H—315)—Patent actions—Wiiat mi st he plkaiu »
—EXCHEQUER C'OVBT ItUIÆH.

In a patent action ple.i dings and particulars have an Importait 
bearing on the question* at issue, and a plaintiff is entitled under i 
rules of the Exchequer Court of Canada to a full knowledge Is ! •- 
the trial of the issue* he is called upon to meet.

2. Mantkr and servant (11A—4a)—Respective rights of, in patiims
OBTAINED BY SERVANT WHILE EMPLOYED IIY MASTER.

The question of the respective rights of master and servant in p.it 
cuts obtained by the servant must lx- decided in each particular 
ujKin the facts of that case.

3. Patents (§ I—46)—Invention of servant—Property in—Master m
POS1NO ORANT OF PATENT.

In the absence of a special contract, the invention of a servant, 
even though made in the master's time and with the use of the master's 
material and at the expense of the master, does not become the pro 
perty of the master, so as to justify him in opposing the grant < ■ i 
patent for the invention to the servant, who is the proper patents.

[tie Marshall and Saylor’s Patent, 17 R.P.C. 553, referred t«,; 
Worthington Pumping Engine Co. v. Moore, 20 R.P.C. 41. distin 
guished.)

4. Patents (g IV—30)—Patent obtained by servant—Invention m
VIMKD AT MASTER'S EXPENSE—I'SE OF SAME BY MASTER— IJIENM.

Where a servant devises an invention in the time and at tin • \ 
pense of his master and with the use of the master’s material, and. 
hiving obtained a patent for the invention, assents to its use h\ 
master, the proper conclusion is that he has given the mastèi u 
irrevocable license to use the invention.

5. Estoppel (g III E—796)—IIy conduct—Master using servant’s pvi
ent—Denial of validity of patent.

A master who uses an invention under a license from his -1 
vant, the patentee, which license is not express, but is implied . 
law from their relationship and from the circumstances surrounding 
the invention, is estopped from denying the validity of the paten;

| Imperial Supply Co. v. (Irand Trunk It. Co. (No. 1), 1 D.L.R. 24.1. 
13 Can. Ex. R. 507, referred to.l

Statement Triai, of action for infringement of patent. The judgment 
on a preliminary trial of certain issues is reported, Imperial 
Supply Co. v. Grand Trunk It. Co., 1 D.L.R. 243.

Casgrain, K.C., and G. S. Stairs, for plaintiffs.
Lafleur, K.C., and A. E. Beckett, for defendants.
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Casselk, J. :—This vase was tried before me in Montreal on 
the 1st May last. The evidence was heard and at the request 
of counsel written arguments were subsequently handed in. I 
have since the trial perused and reperused the evidence, and 
considered the various authorities cited by the different counsel 
in their able arguments.

On the previous trial on tin- 22nd May, 1911, the issue was 
whether the paper purporting to be a license and dated the 2nd 
June, 1906, was binding on the Grand Trunk Railway ('o. I 
set out in detail in my reasons for judgment the conclusion I 
arrived at. holding that the document in question was not agreed 
to by the (irand Trunk Railway Co.

Had my opinion been the other way the case would have 
ended, as according to my view the Grand Trunk Railway Co. 
would have tarn estopped from disputing the validity of the pat
ent in question. I fully explained my view on the question of es
toppel. I was dealing only with the question of estoppel based 
on the alleged license of 2nd June, 1906.

I did not consider nor had I the evidence before me to deal 
with the question of estoppel by conduct or otherwise.

The case is a difficult one and open to conflicting views.
I have come to the conclusion from the reasons which follow 

that the Grand Trunk Railway Co. are estopped from impeach
ing the validity of the patents.

I have also come to the conclusion that if the defendants 
were at liberty to attack the validity of the patents, the evid
ence adduced before me is insufficient to support their defence. 
At the trial all the evidence as to whether or not the patentees 
Thomas Aikin Dalrymple and Roliert Burnside, Jr., were the 
inventors and entitled to the patents was adduced, so that if the 
defence is open to the Grand Trunk Railway Co. there has been 
a full trial on this question.

I think the patents ns between the parties are valid.
1 find, however, that the Grand Trunk Railway Co. have an 

irrevocable license to make and use for themselves the patented 
inventions. This point is 1 think practically conceded by the 
plaintiffs.

I do not think the Grand Trunk Railway Co. have any right 
to make and sell to others. 1 will deal with this question later
on.

In a patent action pleadings and particulars have an import
ant hearing on the questions at issue. Both by the rules of the 
Exchequer Court and the English practice the plaintiff is en
titled to proceed to trial with full knowledge of the issues he is 
called upon to meet.

It becomes important, therefore, to consider the issues raised 
by the defence.
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The first patent, No. 98330 was dated 3rd April, 1906 ; the 
second No. 129053, 1st Nov., 1910.

Since April, 1906, no claim has been put forward by the 
Grand Trunk Railway Co. for avoiding the patents or that the 
plaintiffs’ assignors were trustees of the patents until raised by 
their defence. They were aware of the intended application for 
the patents to the patentees and assented to the issue to them. 

The statement of claim was tiled on the 25th Nov., 1910. 
The plaintiffs are assignees through various assignments of 

the title of the patentees.
The first statement of defence is dated the 12th January, 

1911 (filed on the 13th January, 1911). The fourth paragraph 
of this defence is as follows:—

The defendants further say that prior to, and at the time of the 
issue to the said Thomas Aikin Dnlrymplc and Robert Burnside, Jr., 
of the said Canadian loiters patent, the said Dalrymple and Burnside 
were in the service of the defendants; that at the time the defendants 
were with the full knowledge of the said Dalrymple and Burnside law 
fully manufacturing, using and dealing with a device for lubricating 
the cylinders of steam engines; that while so in the service of the de
fendants, and at the suggestion and request of the defendants the 
said Dalrymple and Burnside devoted a considerable portion of their 
time in an endeavour to perfect the said device so being used and the 
improvements in lubricators mentioned in the statement of claim and 
said to be covered by the said Canadian letters patent, and for the 
time so spent were paid by the defendants; that for such purpose and 
in developing and perfecting such improvements said Dalrymple and 
Burnside were permitted to use and did use the premises, appliances, 
tools and materials of the defendants, and acted under the direction 
of, consulted with, and had the benefit of the advice and assistance of 
ofilcials of the defendants, competent to give and render such, in con 
sidération of all of which it was understood and agreed that not 
withstanding the issue to the said Dalrymple and Burnside of the 
said letters patent, application for which was then made, the de
fendants should have the right to manufacture, use and dispose of, 
as they saw fit, the improvements and alleged inventions covered by 
the said applications and letters patent ; that in view of the circum
stances stated, the defendants submit that, notwithstanding the said 
letters patent, or anything contained therein, or of any of the pro
visions of the said document of June 2nd, 1000, they had and have the 
full and absolute right to manufacture, use and deal with the said 
improvements and inventions mentioned in the statement of claim to 
the extent which they have, and of which the plaintiffs complain in 
this action; that the plaintiffs acquired their alleged interest in the 
said letters patent with the full knowledge of the facts herein set 
forth, and of and subject to the rights and privileges of the defen
dants in, to and in respect of the said device, articles, appliances, im 
provenants and alleged inventions, and by reason thereof arc not 
entitled to maintain this action against the defendants.
This defence sets up ft specific contract between the patentees
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and the Grand Trunk Railway Co., whereby, for the considera
tion mentioned, the Grand Trunk Railway Co. were, notwith
standing the issue of the patents, to have certain rights set out 
in this paragraph of defence.

The Grand Trunk Railway Co. have failed to prove any such 
specific contract as alleged.

The defence impliedly concedes that as between Dalrymple 
and Burnside and the other employees of the Grand Trunk 
Railway Co., Dalrymple and Burnside were the inventors hav
ing had the benefit of the advice and assistance of the officials of 
the Grand Trunk Railway Co.

The amended statement of defence was filed on the 5th 
June, 1911. This defence was filed after the first trial of the 
22nd May, 1911.

Paragraph 4 of this defence referring to patent 98330 is 
practically identical with paragraph 4 of the original defence.

Paragraph 5 of the amended defence is similar to paragraph 
4 of the original defence quoted, except that it has reference 
to the later patent 129053.

For the first time the claim that the patentees were trustees 
for the Grand Trunk Railway Co. is set up in the counterclaim 
dated 5th June, 1911.

I confess I share with Buckley, J., the difficulty in under
standing how a patentee can be a trustee for another of a patent 
which is void. The defence is inconsistent with the defence that 
the patents arc invalid. It savours of approbating and repro
bating.

See Richmond it* Co., Ltd., v. Wright son, 22 R.P. Cases 25, 
33, where the learned Judge finds that Wrightson was not the 
true and first inventor, but adopts the method of Mr. Justice 
Byrne of getting over the difficulty as reported in Worthington 
Pumping Engine Co. v. Moore, 20 R.P.C. 41.

On the 12th June, 1911, an order for particulars was granted 
requiring the defendants, among other matters, to give particu
lars of the 4th and 5th paragraphs of the amended statement 
of defence—

Particulars of the time, place and circumstances of the alleged ag
reement by and under which the defendants should have the rights 
claimed.

CAN.
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Particulars were furnished and the date of the alleged speci
fic agreement is given as of the month of March, 1905.

This particular was served on the 29th February, 1912, and 
repeated in further particulars of the 13th June, 1912.

As far back as June, 1906, the defendants were aware that 
the patentees were negotiating a sale of the patents. See letter 
of Maver to Robb, 4th June, 1906; also letters of 7th June,
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1906, Robb to Maver; 12th June, 1906, Maver to Dalrymple; 
and 18th July, 1906, Dulryinple to Maver.

Tln*n there is the claim for a license containing certain limi 
ted rights which the patentees declined to agree to.

Considering all the facts and circumstances referred to and 
the laches, even if the Grand Trunk Railway Co. had a right to 
claim an assignment of the patents there would be, mi my op
inion, great difficulty in their way of obtaining a judgment de 
daring that the patentees were trustees of the patents for them.

1 am of the opinion, however, that on the facts of this case, tie 
relationship of trustee and cestui que trustent did not exist.

The law on the rights of master and servant to patents ob
tained by the employee is intricate and each case has to be de 
cided upon the facts of the particular case.

In considering this case it has to lie lamie in mind that 
neither Robb nor Maver had any idea of how to obviate the de 
fects in the lubricator then in use.

It is not the case of an employer suggesting the idea and 
employing a skilled mechanic to work out his idea. In this latter 
case it may be that a sale in advance would be implied and en
forced on the issue of the patent, although the patent should 
probably issue to the employee. See Thornton on Patents 
(1910). pp. 59-60.

The law as laid down in ITeald’s application by the Solicitor 
General on an appeal from the Comptroller-General seems to In- 
accepted as a correct statement of the law.

In this case an application was made by Ileald for a grant 
of a patent. The grant was opposed on the ground that the 
applicant bad obtained the inventions from Keeler while in tin- 
company’s employment. The Solicitor-General (Clarke) is n 
ported in lie Ileald’s Application, 8 R.P.C. 4-9, at 430, ns stat
ing:—

I look to the earlier matter* in the month of May, 1880, when Mr. 
Heald wan in the employment of the company, and in a hook which 
was a lx>ok of the company and kept upon their premises wan r«- 
cording work that he did for that company. In that hook he record* 
not merely on the 20th May, hut on other day* certain incidents con 
nected with the production of an improved lamp whioh was clearly 
required because the old lamp had certain defects or shortcomings 
which several persons in the employment of the company were trying 
to remedy, and there is no doubt in my mind, from that diary that it 
was us the arr t'ont of the rompant/ and in thr drstre to sert* the in 
t crest a of that company that Mr. Heald made the improvements, «n 
far ns he made them, in question.

Tbe Solicitor-General then proceeds :—
Rut then I have to deni with the proposition that an Improvement 

made by a servant is the property of his employer so as to entitle the 
employer to take out a patent for it or to prevent the servant from
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taking out a patent for it. I am not aware of any authority which CAN. 
lays down that the invention of a servant even made in the employer's •
time and with the use of the employer's material and at the exjienw* A" * '
of the employer thereof becomes the property of the employer so as to 
prevent the person employed from taking out a patent for it. Imi-kriai,
The statement at the end of the judgment, p. 431, as to the S, ,,,,,Y(0 

rights of Mr. Heald from the date of the issue of the patent is <;rani>
obiter and not in accordance with what I consider the right of Thi nk
the (irand Trunk Railway Co. to he under the cire es
of tliis case. j.

In the matter of Marshall and Naylor's Patent, 17 R.U.C.,
553, Farwell, J., is reported at 555, as follows:—

It is laid down in Mr. Frost's Itook. in the hImciicc of a special con
tract the invention of a servant, even tl made in the employer's
time and with the use of the employer’* material and at the cx|>en*c 
of the employer does not become the property of the employer so as 
to justify him in opposing the grant of a patent for the invention to 
the servant who is the proper patentee.

See also Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure, vol. 30, p. 881 ; 
Fulton on Patents, 3rd ed. (190r>),24 and 110; Nicolas (1904), 
20-27-41.

In the case of Worthington Pumping Engine Co. v. Moore, 
20 R.P. Cas. 41, a decision of Ityrnc, J.. the facts were dilièrent. 
The case turned upon the peculiar relationship which existed 
between the agent and his employers. At p. 47, it is stated that 
the patents had been taken out without communication of his 
intention to do so to the plaintiff. At p. 49, the learned Judge 
states his reasons for granting relief. It is on the ground that 
the act of the patentee was a breach of his obligation under his 
contract.
• In the Supreme Court of the United States, Solomons v. 
F.«S\, 137 Unite'' States Reports 342, at 34f>, Mr. Justice Brewer 
states the law s:—

If one i* e. >yod to device or |>erfi*ct an instrument or a mean* 
for accomplishing a prescrilied result he cannot after successfully ac- 

the work for which lie was employed plead title thereto 
as against his employer. Thnit which lie has liecn employed and paid 
to accomplish becomes when accomplished tin- property of the cm

So, also, where one is in the employ of another in a certain line of 
work and devise* an improved method or instrument for that
work and use* the property of His employer ami the service* of other 
employees to develop anil put in praoticable form his invention, and 
explicitly assents to the use by his employer of such invention, a jury 
or a Judge trying the facts is warranted in finding that lie has so 
far recognized the obligations of service Mowing from his employment 
and the benefit* resulting from his use of the pro|icrty ami the assist
ance of the eii-eniployees of hi* employer as to have given to such 
employer an irrevocable license to use such invention.
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This case was approved: Gill v. United States, 100 U.S., p 
426.

In Bonathan v. llowmanville Furniture Manufacturing Co., 
31 U.C.Q.B. 413, the language of Wilson, J., is strong.

When this case was decided the statute in force was 32 and 
33 Viet. eh. 2. Section 6 provided that the invention should 
not be in public use with the assent of the inventor at the tinu 
of his application for a patent.

The statute in force when the first patent was applied for 
was the R.S.C. 1880, which provides not being in public use for 
more than one year prior to the application for a patent. The 
R.S.C. 1900 is similar.

In the Itonathan case, the patent would have been void as 
it was in public use prior to the application for a patent.

In the ease before me the patentees explicitly assented to 
the use by the Grand Trunk Railway Co. of the invention and 
1 find that they gave to the Grand Trunk Railway Co. an irre 
vocable license to use the invention.

The contention of the counsel for the Grand Trunk Railway 
Co. is that the license extends not merely to the use but that the 
Grand Trunk Railway Co. have also the right to manufacture 
or procure to be manufactured the invention for others.

I do not agree with this contention. It is no part of the busi
ness of the Grand Trunk Railway Co. to manufacture and sell 
lubricators.

In Hapgood v. Hewitt, 119 IJ.S. 226, where it is stated at 
233, that the contract of employment was a naked license to 
make and sell the patented improvement as a part of its busi 
ness, the Court was dealing with the case of a company who*.- 
business it was to make and sell ploughs.. These ploughs eon 
tained the improvements.

I think, having regard to all the facts of this ease, and tin- 
fact that the Grand Trunk Railway Co. have continuously used 
the inventions under the irrevocable license referred to above, 
they are estopped from disputing the validity of the patents.

As I have stated, the evidence as to whether or not the pat 
entres were entitled to the patents is before me and 1 proceed 
to deal with this question.

The defendants as to the first patent aver that one Hudson, 
un employee of the Grand Trunk Railway Co. was the first in 
ventor having conceived the idea in the fall of 1904. He al 
leges he had made a sketch which he shewed to one Jehu. I 
think this evidence too vague. It is improbable that Hudson 
would have kept his information to himself and not given the 
Grand Trunk Railway Co. the benefit of his invention. At most 
according to Jehu, it was a rough sketch without any details.
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The time is left very indefinite. Jehu says he spoke to his 
father within a week of the interview. The father is living and 
could have been called, hut was not. Hudson’s mother is still 
living and was present according to the witnesses at the inter
view with Jehu—she was not called.

According to Hudson, Burnside told him he had evolved 
some ideas but he, Hudson, said nothing of his invention. Clen- 
dcnning, a pattern-maker, got instructions from Ellis to pre
pare patterns. He states Burnside came to him first. He states 
that Burnside told him they were getting up a new lubricator 
and to work to the insinuations of Hudson. Burnside was Hud
son’s foreman. Hudson had sworn that lie got instructions from 
Rohh to go ahead and huild a lubricator according to the model 
he shewed him. Maver, who was with Rohb, says he gave in
structions to Dalrymple and Burnside. 1 accept the evidence 
of Dalrymple and Burnside. It would he unsafe to destroy a 
patent especially after such a length of time on evidence of the 
character adduced.

Then it is important in considering this evidence to bear in 
mind the allegation in the defence of the Grand Trunk Railway 
Co. set out in see. 4.

After the evidence of Hudson and others had been adduced 
when on was " to amend the particulars by setting
up that Lees was the inventor of the invention set out in the 
later patent of 1st Nov., 1910, the able counsel for the Grand 
Trunk Railway Co. puts their ease as follows :—

We lwvo line! evidence nlready ns to that modification (referring 
to 2nd patent) and I simply wanted to shew that Mr. Ix-ei is the 
man who suggested that modi finition. My position is that these em
ployees were all working with one common object. They were all 
giving their suggestions and ideas to devise a lubricator for the Grand 
Trunk Railway. The hulk of these suggestions appear to have been 
made by Hudson, Ellis and Lees.

This is hardly a claim that Hudson was a prior inventor.
1 also think the evidence of Lees as to the 2nd patent is in

sufficient to destroy the patent.
As to the conversation Burnside referred to by Lees when 

recalled, Pratt, who was said to be present was not called.
In the argument a further claim was put forward to the 

effect that the second patent of 1910 was void by reason of the 
invention not being the joint invention of Dalrymple and Burn
side but the invention of Burnside only. In the particulars de
livered, no such claim is made. The only claim is that the in
vention was that of Lees. The original invention was the joint 
invention. It was not working as well as contemplated, and 
Burnside states he conceived the invention and consulted Dal
rymple. They then perfected the invention and applied for and
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obtained the patent. The objection is a technical one. Tli 
later invention could not be used by the Grand Trunk Railu 
C’o. except in connection with the lubricator patented bv th
en Hier patent of 1906. I do not think the objection should In
to veil effect to, even if it were open to the Grand Trunk Railwa\ 
Co. to question the validity of the patent.

The plaintiffs are entitled to judgment for the usual in 
junction restraining the Grand Trunk Railway Co. from mak 
ing or selling to others the inventions in question..

The title of the plaintiffs was acquired on the first Octo
ber, 1910.

I find no assignment to them of any damages prior to th.it 
date. The damages must he “ to the pt to
this date. A statement of lubricators sent to the Grand Trunk 
Pacific has been given hut no dat«*s. I should think the par s 
could agree as to the damages. If not there must Ik* a refer me 
to the registrar.

The plaintiffs are entitled to the general costs of the ad >n 
except as to the trial of the issue as to the validity of the agn. 
ment of 2nd June, 1906. The costs of this trial I think tin- 
defendants are entitled to. As the evidence given on this tn il 
was used on the 2nd trial, 1 fix the costs of the defendants at 
#200 to Ik* set off pro (onto against the costs of the plaintiffs to 
Ik* taxed in the usual way.

Judgment for plaintiff.

55 71739^81
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REX v ALBERTA RAILWAY AND IRRIGATION COMPANY. IMP
,1 uilirinl Com mit In: of the Privy Council, li*oounl llaltlane, I.C., Lord p q 

Mnennghten, Lord Dunedin, and Lord Atkinson. July 25, 1012.

|. IIKIIH.KH I 8 I—11—I.1AIIII 1TY OK IRRIGATION COMPANY TO BBHK1K OVER
iiiiiiiways N'ohiii VVeht Irrigation Act, HI Vict. (Can.) cii.
35, HECS. 11 AND 15.

Where an irrigation company had received, under the North-West 
Irrigation Aol, uI Viet. (Can.) oh. now R.8.C. 1306, oh 61, a 
liii-iM- to take water to uao in its business in the North We-t Terri 
lory and obtiined authority to erosa with its works road allowance* 
nut yet used as public, highways reserved from its lands by the 
i rown for future use as public highways, such company is itself 
IhiiiiiiI. it Is'ing tlie |nirty for whose convenience and prolit the road 
allowances had been interfered with, to build bridge* when the road 
allowances afterwards lieoome public highways on both side* of the 
works constructed across them by the company, even though it had 
never stipulated that it would maintain the necessary bridge or 
bridges at the |*oints indicated in an lurompanying plan, where their 
works crossed road allowances or public highways as provided by 
-ill»-see. (hi. see. II of the said Irrigation Act, now sub-sec. 1 (6),
»ec. 15, R.S.C. 1906. eh. HI. which it did in an application required 
of every applicant for license under the Act to file with the loin- 
mi—ioncr of Public Works for the North-West Territories, by the 
afore-aid subwtion for tlie right to construct any canal, ditch, 
reservoir, or other works referred to in the memorial, across any 
road allowance or surveyed public highway, which may lie affected 
by such works.

|/frx \. I Iberta It. and Irrigation Co., 3 Alta. L.R. 70, a filmed on 
appeal; Alberta It. and Irrigation Co. V. The King, 44 Can. 8.C.R.
505, reversed on appeal.]

■ Hainots 18 I—8)—Constri ction of—Irrigation canal—North-West
Irrigation Act, 01 Vitrr. (Can.) cii. 35, see. 37.

Section 37 of North-West Irrigation Act, Hi Vict. (Can.) oh. 35, 
providing that any |»er*on or company constructing an irrigation 
works should during such construction keep open for safe and eon- 
venient travel "all public highways theretofore publicly travelled as 
such,” when they are crossed by such works, and shall, before the 
water is diverted into, conveyed or stored by any such works, ex
tending into or crossing such highway, construct, to the satisfaction 
• >f the Minister of the Interior, a substantial bridge, not less than a 
certain mimls-r of feet in breadth, with proper and sufficient ap
proaches thereto, over such works, and always thereafter maintain 
every such bridge and approach^ thereto, has, of course, no appli
cation t<> road allowances as in its own words it deals only with “all 
public highways theretofore publicly travelled as such."

; Highw ays (| V It—256)—('rohhi.no by work of public service cxib 
foration—Substitute for part of ii ton way ho urohhf.d.

Where in the exercise of a right conferred by statute upon a public 
Mi\i,c corporation, a public highway is interrupted by the work 
which the public service corporation is authorized to construct, there 
i> an implied obligation that the public service corporation shall main
tain nil adequate substitute for the highway by a bridge or other

I The King v. I Iberta It. and Irrigation Co., 3 Alta. L.R. 70 affirmed 
h appeal; I Iberta It. and Irrigation Co. V. The King, 41 Van. S.C.R.
"5. reversed on ajqieal. See also The Queen V. Inhabitant» of the 

ld> ,d Kty, 117 Eng. Reports H7I. 15 Q IS. 827. 19 L-T.M.C. 221, 14 
lur. ft56; It. V. Suuthaniplan, 17 Q.B.D. 435; Hertfordshire County 

Council V. Vrir Ifiirr Co., | IfMM | 2 Ch. 520. |
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This whs an appeal from an order of the Supreme Court of 
Canada (the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Idington dissenting) 
of May 15,1911, Alberta Railway ami Irrigation Co. v. The King, 
44 Can. S.C.R. 505, reversing decisions of the Supreme Court 
of Alberta and of the trial Judge.

The appeal was allowed and the judgments of the Alberta 
Courts restored.

The judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta, The King \ 
Alberta Railway and Irrigation Co., 3 Alta. L.R. 70, affirm' d 
the judgment of Scott, J., by which the action was maintained.

The action was brought, on behalf of the Government of the 
Province of Alberta, to compel the defendants to erect and main 
tain bridges across their irrigation canal at certain points where 
it crossed road allowances and highways which had not been 
publicly travelled as such prior to the construction of their irri 
galion works. The trial Judge entered judgment, pro forma, 
in favour of the plaintiff and the Supreme Court of Alberta, on 
an appeal, affirmed the decision. The judgment ordered that the 
company should erect the bridges or “abate and keep abated 
the nuisance created through the interruption of public travel 
by the maintenance and operation of their said irrigation canals 
across the said road allowances at the points . . . mention'd 
respectively, so that the said original road allowances respect
ively, having been adopted and now being used (save as to 
those portions extending for a short distance on each side of 
the said pointa respectively) as highways by the public, may 
be conveniently travelled by the public.”

The dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Idington in the 
Supreme Court of Canada with which opinion the Chief Jus
tice, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, concurred, and which favoured the 
affirmance of the decision of the Alberta Supreme Court which 
is approved by the present judgment of the Privy Council, is 
here given.

Idinoton, J. :—This ease is within a narrow compass, yet to 
understand it properly we must bear in mind the governmental 
and other condition of things in the North-West Territories, 
before and at the time of the appellants receiving their charter 
of incorporation, and the concession of water now in question.

These vast and almost uninhabited territories, after being 
acquired by Canada, in 1870, were legislated for by Parliament 
and within such legislation ruled by officers appointed l>\ the 
Dominion Government.

Legislative as well as administrative powers were detonated 
from time to time by Parliament or, within lines it laid down, 
by the government to the council or councils which, in time, 
thereby grew to be representative assemblies, or partly so. con
currently with the powers of the executive council proper
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All the details relative to this development except the one or 
two features directly bearing on this case may be passed by. 
In the delegating of these local powers from time to time the 
legislation therefor was not always as well expressed or the 
powers as well defined as they might hove been. In the rapid 
changes thus made some confusion was apt to arise, as we will 
see presently, in the carrying into execution of the legislative and 
administrative purposes of the parent and delegated powers.

This vast territory was from its acquisition being rapidly 
settled. To promote that settlement the lands were surveyed 
from time to time, according to a plan which, speaking generally, 
divided the land into sections of a mile square and left for the 
use or creation of future highways, road allowances of a chain 
in width, between each of these sections, so that each section was 
surrounded by a road allowance.

It would be as well also to bear in mind that the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company was entitled to select each alternate 
section in the whole stretch of country from east to west and 
forty-eight miles wide, which were to be free from taxation for 
a long period.

It was, I may observe, from the earliest period of this rule, 
sa these enactments relative to this company shew, hoped to carve 
out provinces each with autonomy like that of the other provinces 
of Canada, and that municipal institutions should, when settle
ment required them, be created by each of sueh provinces.

There had been, as the arid, or periodically arid, character 
of parts of the country became known, various legislative plans 
adopted for meeting this obstacle in the way of settlement and 
improvement.

These plans, saving rights acquired under them, were set 
aside by the North-West Irrigation Act, 1898.* Section 4t of 
this Act enacted that there should be deemed to be vested in the 
Crown, “the property in and the right to the use of all the water 
at any time in any river, stream, watercourse, lake, creek, ravine, 
canon, lagoon, swamp, marsh or other body of water.”

This Act covered all such water in the North-West Terri
tories. except in specified districts, and prohibited the diversion 
of it, saving by those having prior rights or licenses under this 
Act.

The water might be used for domestic purposes on the land 
where found, but its use for irrigation had to be acquired by 
means of licenses to be issued to individuals or companies from 
the Department of the Interior.

A comprehensive scheme is laid down in the Act and powers
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•fit Viet. (Can.) oh. 35, now contained in R.8.C. 1906, ch. 61, with 
different arrangement of section#.

♦Now #ee. 6, R.8.C. 1006, ch. 61.
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arc given the Minister of the Interior for making regulations to 
carry it out. The Commissioner of Public Works of the North 
West Territories has. in any case, to be memorialized by an. 
one desiring a license to divert and use such water. The pr<
1 iminary requirements to be observed by any of such memorial 
ists as apply for a license for diverting, or diverting and earn 
ing, a less quantity than twenty-five cubic feet of water per 
second, are of a simpler nature than those asking concessions 
respecting that or any greater quantity.

But the party applying for a license for the greater quantity 
had. in applying, to observe the same preliminary terms and 
conditions specified for an application for a license for the l< " 
quantity and in addition thereto a great deal more.

These several requirements are set forth in sections 11* and 
12t of the Act.

1 assume the prescribed mode of application set out in the* 
sections was complied with.

Amongst other things that these sections required, was an 
application, under section 11. sub-section ( /> > t of the Act. win ii 
is as follows:—

(6) An application on form* provided by the commissioner, for • 
right to construct any canal, ditch, reservoir, or other works refer nil 
to in the memorial, across any road allowance or surveyed public hi- 
way, which may lie affected by such woi k~.

The following is the form used by the appellants in making 
their application, so far as shewn in the case herein :—

Lethbridge, January 31, 189V 
To the Commissioner of Public Works,

Regina, Asaa.
Sir,—We beg to inform you that we have made application to 

the Minister of the Interior, under the provisions of the North AN - -t 
Irrigation Act, for permission to divert water from the St. Mary River, 
on the south-east quarter of section 36. township 1. range 25, we«t nf 
the fourth meridian, for irrigation purposes, and to construct the 
canals, ditches, reservoirs and other works necessary for the utilization 
of such water.

We have received the authorization for the construct ion of the works 
in question, hut would point out that in completing such construct i n 
it will lie necessary to cross the road allowance, or public highu.iv, 
and we therefore. Is-g to apply for |ierinisaion under the North We*t 
Territories and Dominion Iamds Act to construct and maintain the 
canals, ditches and reservoirs across the road allowances or public

•See. II (n) and (r) are now respectively see. 13 ami sub-wee. J of 
sec. 13. R.S.C. 1906, eh. 01, and art* referred to as (6) and (</) by tiw 
learned justice himself.

tXow see. 16, R.8.C. 1900, eh. 61. also unnecessary to be set out.
(This sub-section was wub-scc. 1(a) of sec. 15, R.S.C. 1900. eh. til, 

hut it was repealed by 7 & 8 Kdw. VII. (Can.) and a new tub-section 
substituted.

1
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highways at the places indicated in the accompanying plan, the neces
sary bridge or bridges at these points being constructed and maintained 
by us ns provided by sub-section (6) of section 11 of the North- 
West Irrigation Act.

Your obedient servant,
The Alberta Irrmiation Company,

Per C. A. Magrath, Superintendent.
The concluding words “as provided by sub-section (b) of 

section 11 of the North-West Irrigation Act” arc evidently mis
placed. The sentence seems rather long for the clear expression 
of its purpose. These words at the end, in one way of treating 
the sentence, are nonsense, and hence mere surplusage. But 
giving them a meaning they were evidently intended to bear, as 
if they had been inserted after the words “point out” near the 
beginning of the sentence, they are comprehensible.

In any way we may treat them (unless we are to assume there 
never was a comprehensible application made as required by 
the Act, and, hence, the whole concessions given by the commis
sioner void), can we read the notice without imputing to the 
applicant the express tender of an undertaking to construct and 
maintain the necessary bridge or bridges at the points indicated 
on the plant The only points indicated are the crossings of 
each road allowance or public highway. Had there been some 
selected from these and specially designated, such designation 
might have excluded the remaining crossings ; but as it is, the 
proffered undertaking can only mean all. No doubt the parties 
concerned so understood the undertaking to be and acted 
accordingly. This is, if possible, still clearer when we turn to 
sub-section (d)e of the same section 11, which is as follows:— 

(<f) A plan, in duplicate, on tracing linen, shewing in detail all 
headworks, dama, flumes, bridges, culverts or other structures to lie 
erected in connect ion with the promised undertaking, 

and ask its meaning.
We find applicants thereby required to furnish along with 

the memorial a plan of the bridges to be constructed on the 
proposed work. And on turning to those filed with this applica
tion we find two distinctly different bridge plans. One is evi
dently intended to meet the statutory requirement of 
section :i7t to which I will again refer, and the other is
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•Now subaec. 1(b) of wee. 15, R.S.C. 190(1, eh. 01. 
tThit section (now see. 2.'» R.8.<\ 1906, eh. 01» provides that any 

person or company constructing any works under the provisions of this 
Act. shall during auch construction keep open for wife and convenient 
travel all public highways theretofore publicly travelled as such, when 
Uiey are crowned by auch works, and shall. Iiefore water is diverted into, 
conveyed or stored by any such works extending into or crossing any such 
highway, construct to the satisfaction of the Minister [of the Interior)
• substantial bridge, not less than fourteen fis-t in breadth, with pro|*-r 
"id •iillleient approaches thereto, over such works; and every such bridge 
and the approaches thereto shall be always thereafter maintained by such 
pel son or company.
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a twelve-foot bridge. What is this twelve-foot bridge for? Is 
its draft or plan not to meet this very requirement of sub-section 
(d) and its construction to tit the proffered undertaking con
tained in the application! What other meaning can it haw 
Are we to discard all these things because the western man in 
a hurry had not taken time to revise his form and allowed tin 
projector to write his requisition and undertaking on a clearl.v 
defective form? It is a form that refers to some Act which I can 
not discover, and which certainly is not the true title of this 
Act. We must treat the application as designed to meet lli 
requirements of the Act, or as a nullity, for the parties had no 
power save when acting in conformity with the statute.

If we treat this application as null, what rights can appel 
hints have? They are bound by the statute to apply on a form 
provided by the commissioner who impliedly must have had Hi 
instructions and regulations of the Minister of the Interior for 
a guide, as the express power is given him by section 51* to pn 
serilie the forms to be used.

1 see no insuperable difficulties either in the way of our main 
taining the rights of the appellants or the rights of the Crown, 
when we have regard to the considerations already adverted to 
and the nature of the business the parties hud in hand. The 
commissioner could not be endowed by the North-West council 
or the Legislative Assembly which defined his duties, with power 
to deal with such a subject, regardless of the purposes of the 
Dominion. The forms were to In- provided by the commissioner, 
but the power in section 51 shews the forms were to be framed 
by the Minister.

It is true the commissioner was given by the Legislative 
Assembly in the year preceding the passing of the Irrigation 
Act, 1898, power to deal with questions affecting changes in, 
or obstruction to, roads, “including the crossing of such road 
allowances or public highways by irrigation ditches,” but this 
of necessity must be referable to Irrigation Acts which, as 
already noted, were swept away by this Act of 1898.

It is conceivable, however, that in referring to him by sec 
lion 16t of this latter Act, the granting of a certificate, regard 
was had to the local legislation. Now what did the commis 
sioncr do in respouse to this application! lie granted the per 
mission but the certificate thereof shews no reference to the 
proffered undertaking.

Surely that must lie read as an assent to the application on 
the terms offered. It seems rather a strong thing to presume

•Now hoc. 54, R.8.C. 1006, ch. 61.
tTlii* section wh« aem. 20. 21. 22. R.S.C. loon. ch. 61. It* mih . 

ill (Hub-sMR. I *n.i 2. see. 20 R.N.C.) wa* r«"pvnlv<| by hpc. 8, 7 4 8 E<U 
VII. (Can.) ch. 38, ami a new acction aulwtituted.
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that he intended to reject the terms proffered, which were so 
very onerous for the applicant., and so directly for th6 benefit 
of the public and governments he represented. To do so would 
seem like1 a betrayal of the trust reposed in him. 1 can draw no 
such inference. Nor do I see the slightest ground for such an 
implication.

The certificate ends by using the words: “subject, however, to 
the provisions of section .‘17 of the said North-West Irrigation 
Act.”

It is urged this impliedly relieved the applicants from the 
comprehensive words of the undertaking. How can that be so? 
It hut repeats what the statute had imposed and eould not be 
dispensed with by this officer. The applicants and he were 
both bound by that statutory provision which by its terms pre
supposes a travelled highway. It is the ease of mere road allow
ances he had, and we have, to deal with.

It may be admitted, for argument's sake, a crossing of a 
road allowance was subject to his judgment, as, for example, at 
a point where the configuration of th* ground was such as to 
render a highway impossible. That might be a case for his dis
pensing with a bridge. He could, for such or other good reason, 
have dealt with crossings, not covered by section 117, but yet 
within his power, in a way that might by his manner of selec
tion perhaps have given rise to the application of the maxim 
exprissio unites est cxclusio alterius relied on, and thereby re
lieved the applicant in regard to other places within this power. 
Then this argument might have had great force if so applied to 
the necessary crossings under his control.

How that can apply here I cannot understand. I cannot 
see how any expression relative to something else than that within 
his power and so being dealt with by him can have any bearing 
on the matter. It seems to me clear that all that was meant by 
this reference to section 37 was of abundant caution and does 
not affect the matter one way or another. And when we find 
nothing done to alter the plans submitted for two kinds of 
bridges the undertaking stands good. It seems this application 
and the certificate were printed forms likely in use for another 
Act, and hence clumsy of expression relative to this, yet these 
words, “the necessary bridge or bridges at these points being 
constructed and maintained by us" have a terseness and force 
that cannot be set aside.

They are the language the statute provides should be sup
plied by the commissioner for the applicant to use, and we are 
not idly to assume he departed from the requirement of his own 
implied demand according to the statute, merely because he did 
not reiterate same in his assent. And 1 find a printed form in 
the case before us which suggests an evident explanation for the
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peculiarity of ending this appellants’ application seems to wear 
In this form a blank space is left for receiving the name or 
designation of the party on whom the burden of building bridges 
and maintaining them was to be cast. In that blank when used 
by the appellants (as applicants) the word “us” was written in, 
no doubt by its officer, and it reads in the copy used for this case 
as if no pause or punctuation ever could have been needed 
Hence, if this surmise or inference be correct, appellants’ neglect 
to punctuate is entirely to blame for the present misleading 
shape which the end of their application assumes.

The limited nature of the commissioner’s powers relative to 
these road allowances and public highways, does not seem to un
to have conferred any jurisdiction to destroy either a public 
highway or a road allowance or authorize any one else to do so 
Ilia jurisdiction was entirely of a preservative character.

It is evident that the construction of a canal forty-eight feet 
wide as proposed in the one case, or of sixteen feet wide as pro 
posed in the other of those instances presented for our considéra 
tion, of necessity certainly had, unless provided against, this re
sult of destruction and not preservation.

I do not think the commissioner ever supposed he was assent 
ing to such destruction, nor do I see how we can fairly impute such 
kind of assent to him, in face of the accepted proposal providing 
for all the necessary bridges over road allowances or public 
highways. Nor can his adding from abundant caution the refer
ence to the statutory provision section 37, which is entirely 
applicable to other cases than road allowances, justify such an 
inference.

The express language of the application refers to “road allow 
anccs or public highways,” whilst section 37 clearly refers only to 
travelled public highways, an«T deals not with mere road allow 
ances. The application does not restrict its undertaking to build 
bridges only at public highways either then existent or by futur- 
development to become, before construction, public highways 
Nor should we forget that concessions of this kind given tli 
appellants are to be restricted, and the authority therefor restrict 
ed, within what is clearly and explicitly expressed or by impliea 
tion as clear as if so expressed. The intrusion involved in the ex. 
eution of such works without clear authority, upon parts of tli 
Crown domain consecrated as these road allowances were for a 
specific purpose, would be as illegal as if they had been fen< - I 
off by the appellants without clear and explicit authority 
Either such works, including such consequences without express 
authority from the dominant power, must Ik* held illegal and 
liable to abatement, or their continuation regardless of the tender 
of sufficient necessary bridges to overcome the consequences of 
such intrusion must be held illegal ; and abatement must follow.
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unies* the tender thereof which induced the grant be fully 
implemented. I might let the matter rest here but perhaps I 
ought not to pass in silence other points pressed in argument.

The attempt to import section 37 into the application in sub
stitution for the section 11, sub-section (6) already referred to 
as therein, seems without foundation. The elaborate, and I 
respectfully submit, irrelevant argument to prove that the term 
“road allowances’' means only public highways, leaves them as 
distinctly different as ever. Every publie highway may be on, 
or he loosely referred to as a “road allowance.” But every road 
allowance is not a public highway; yet, when it becomes such, 
will need a bridge over such canals us in question here, and 
when, and so often as necessity therefor arises, the undertaking is 
to become from time to time operative.

Let us bear in mind the condition of things already briefly 
referred to as existing in the country in question and the claim 
in argument that this building and maintaining of bridges in
volves enormous expense. The more the expense is magnified 
the less force favourable to the appellants does any argument 
derived from expense appear to have.

If tire section 37 of the statute is the only authority to be 
observed, and the only means out of the difficulty, there would 
seem to have been innumerable crossings by way of bridges and 
approaches to l>e constructed when tire district got settled. And 
at whose expense! And for whose benefit but those holding lands 
thus irrigated! It seems impossible to suppose that Parliament 
intended to supplement this concession by assuming the burden. 
If local taxation is the only source left, the upland landholder 
deriving no benefit might have to pay thus for the man on the 
level plain. And until Canadian Pacific Railway lands had be
come taxable the burden in some districts covered by this legisla
tion would probably fall on a fraction d part of a district con
cerned only with the need for bridges and perhaps having none 
of the irrigated lands within its jurisdiction. If the cost of 
bridge building is borne by the water company then the charge 
finally falls on those who arc paying for tin* use of the water 
and receiving the benefit thereof.

Every improvement helps even those not directly benefited. 
Yet taxation for others’ benefit does not tend to promote settle
ment, and its incidence docs not compensate. The Canadian 
Pacific Railway construction apparently conferred direct benefit 
on everyone within the range of the part exempted from tax
ation, yet common knowledge tells us its repetition of exemp
tion from taxation most unlikely in 1898, for a purely private 
enterprise like this.

It may be said these things have nothing to do with the inter
pretation of the statute. 1 agree; nothing of statutes and con-
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tracts must be construed in such a manner as to lead to absurd
ity. Hut these things constitute the conditions and surrounding 
circumstances that so evidently must have been present to the 
minds of those who asked in no doubtful terms for a concession, 
but were granted it in terms alleged to be ambiguous. Again it 
is said some bridges have been built by the Alberta Government. 
What does that amount to? It is said to have been done under 
protest. But whether so or not the circumstances are not at all 
of the same character as of a man who has made a grant being 
met by his own acts thereafter as interpretative of his intention 
relative to an ambiguous term of the grant.

The province was created after all these ugs now in
question, and it may well be that somebody had blundered. We 
have only too much apparent in this ease of how errors may 
occur in transacting government business in a country where 
conditions relative thereto are rapidly changing.

The great effort in argument seemed to be addressed to the 
proposition that section 117 must govern all that was ever con
ceivably within the range of the commissioner’s business vision, 
or powers in law, to impose. What can such a proposition lead 
to? When we reflect that this Act was equally applicable to the 
possibly common case of the farmer or farmers in need of water 
for irrigation purposes, applying for a license therefor. The 
grant prayed for in such case may involve the crossing (by 
means, for example, of a pipe or ditch of a capacity to carry only 
what a pipe of three inches or three feet in diameter might 
carry) of one or more road allowances not yet become travelled 
highways.

Who is to determine the question ©f the right to cross such 
road allowances and the terms upon which the leave is to be 
given? And by what procedure is such a determination to be 
reached ? At each step in the proceedings up to the officer who 
finally grants the permission to cross such road allowance, the 
man and the officer in each such case are identical with those who 
had to be consulted to certify and to do all leading to the grant
ing and to grant such permission as was given to the appellants. 
Yet we have two or three things urged upon us herein as if 
undoubted law, that if acted upon would lead to extraordinary 
results in the operating of this Act in this connection.

One is thus stated in the appellants’ factum :—
The “necessary" bridges were, of course, those which were rendered 

necessary by the statute under which the application was made. And 
that the Commissioner of Public Works so understood, is shewn by 
the language in which he couches his permission:—“subject, however, 
to the provisions of section 37 of the said North-West Irrigation Act.”

It would have been quite irregular for the commissioner to impose any 
condition not warranted by the Act. He did not do it. And it may 
fairly lie assumed that the company did not voluntarily assume any 
such liability.

4974
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The content ion means, if it means anything, that the only 
thing the commissioner could do in the ease of the farmers re
quiring permission for a pipe of a capacity of three Laches or 
three feet in diameter across a road allowance or travelled high
way, was to require they should build a bridge as provided for 
in section 37, or put the Public Works Department or other pub
lic authority to the expense of providing for all time a culvert 
for the sole benefit of such grantees.

It first assumes that an officer empowered to net on behalf of 
the Crown can never stipulate for anything conditional to his 
consent unless his power has been expressly clothed with a pro
vision enabling the public to be so protected. And in the next 
place it assumes that a grant obtained by virtue of such condi
tion is perfectly good. In other words, the grantee can repudi
ate, and by bis repudiation acquire, something he never could 
have got but by breach of faith.

1 cannot accept such a doctrine as law. Such a grant has been 
obtained either by fraud or mistake, if the officer had no right to 
stipulate; and work constructed thereunder must be liable to 
abatement.

It is further to be observed that said section 1G of the Act 
requiring a certificate as stated above, contains all the legislation 
of the Dominion relative to the commissioner’s power or duties in 
connection with the subject now in question. Certainly there is 
thus afforded the amplest scope for him so far as that legislation 
is concerned. And when we have regard to the power conferred 
by the above-mentioned enactment of the assembly, how can it be 
said he had no power to impose any conditions or stipulate for 
anything the public weal required at his hands in the discharge 
of his duty.

How can it be said he was confined to observing or to the 
stipulating for the observance by others of section 37 in the Actt 
He had no power relative thereto, lie could not dispense with 
its operations for an instant. It bound him and it bound the 
promoters, and still binds appellants. And to assume as a mere 
matter of course he was doing so, seems either idle, or that we are 
to assume he was an idle and useless functionary. If he had 
no power beyond the limits of this section 37, which is plain and 
expresses a purpose that becomes operative under certain condi
tions and not otherwise, why should there be a reference to him 
at all T

Again, it seems as if the man or company demanding a right 
of way across a road allowance dedicated to the public use when 
the district had not yet become so settled as to have any need for 
a bridge, must as an initial step have imposed by the commis
sioner upon him or it, the burden of needlessly constructing a 
bridge such as section 37 specified, or nothing. It is unneces-
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IMP. sary in this view to consider the question of want of authority, 
p c or semblance thereof, respecting the subsidiary undertaking 
1912 secondly in question herein. Any questions as to the mandatory
---- form of the judgment directing building of bridges where no
Rxx authority may exist for the constructing of the works necessitat- 

Alberta ing same, can be met by modification thereof, if the respondent 
Railway be so advised as to ask herein for same.

Irrigation It is competent for the respondent to waive the extreme right
Go. he may have to relief, and accept in any conditional form found
---- advisable, a judgment within and subject to such conditions. 1
** " " would allow suun amendment in this regard y way jf variation 

as the respondent may desire and be advise*
Meantime I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Lafleur, K.C. (of the Canadian Bar), 8. II. Woods, K.Ü. (of 

the Canadian Bar), and Geoffrey Lawrence, appeared for the ap
pellant.

Sir Robert Finlay, K.C., Ewart, K.C. (of the Canadian Bar). 
E. F. Haffner (of the Canadian Bar), and William Finlay, for 
the respondent company.

London, England, July 25, 1912. Lord Macnaghten, in de
livering their Lordships’ reserved judgment, said the question 
was whether the Provincial Government or the respondents, the 
irrigation company, were bound to construct the necessary 
bridges at the points where the company’s canals intersected the 
road allowances reserved throughout the Province of Alberta 
under the Dominion Lands Act, R.S.C. 1886, ch. 54.* The action 
was concerned with two typical cases. In both the company 
obtained permission to construct irrigation works in accordance 
with deposited plans which shewed the points of intersection. In 
the one the proceedings were regular throughout and complete. 
In the other some of the directions and formalities prescribed by 
the North West Irrigation Act, 1898, were not complied with. 
The claim in both cases was for an order requiring the company 
to erect across its canals at the points of intersection proper and 
sufficient bridges with approaches. The company admitted the 
allegations and further that unless the company were entitled to 
interrupt public travel, as the statement of claim alleged they 
had done, the plaintiff was entitled to the relief claimed.

The case might lie summed up in a few words :—Road nl- 
lowances are strips of Crown land reserved from public sale 
and settlement. They were reserved originally for the sole pur
pose of making roads when and as roads might be required. R 
fore the road allowances were wanted for roads, the irrigation 
company obtained authority under the North West Irrigation 
Act, 1898, to cross the road allowances met with in their route.

•Sec. 132. now #ec. 79, R.S.C. 1600, ch. 55.
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That authorization necessarily gave the company the right to 
occupy the road allowances at the points of crossing and to dig 
out the surface of the land there for the purposes of their irriga
tion works.

Thereupon the land at a crossing which was originally vested 
in the Crown for one single purpose came to he so vested for two 
purposes—diverse and to some extent antagonistic—both touch
ing closely the interest of the public and both perpetual ; (1) the 
convenience of wayfarers and travellers; and (2) the improve
ment of the country by irrigation. The first, however, was still 
the primary and paramount purpose. The second was subordi
nate. for the land was not freed from the original purpose when 
the company obtained authority to take possession of it; nor, 
indeed, could it be freed from that purpose except in pursuance 
of some statutory enactment.

The suggestion that the original purpose came to an end on 
the expiration of the period allowed for the construction of the 
company’s works was really not arguable. Then there came a 
time when the road allowances were wanted for roads. Who was 
to enforce the obligation of restoring them to a condition suit
able for that purpose or otherwise doing what might be necessary 
to give effect to the original purpose—if there was a dispute 
about it Î Clearly, the Attorney-General on behalf of the Crown. 
How was the obligation to be worked out? Due regard must be 
paid to both the purposes for which the land was held. The 
obvious and proper thing was to build bridges at the crossings 
where the road allowances had been made impassable by the 
company’s canals.

Who was to build the necessary bridges? Surely the party 
for whose convenience and profit the road allowances had been 
interfered with. The company had power under the Irrigation 
Act to construct “bridges.” The word “bridges” in that con
nexion must mean “bridges over the company’s canals where 
they interfere with roads or road allowances.” The construction 
of the necessary bridges was therefore one of the purposes of the 
company’s undertaking.

It followed that the stipulation about building the necessary 
bridges to which the company submitted on their original appli
cation was nothing more than a stipulation binding the company 
to do, as a matter of contract, what it would have been bound to 
do if there had been no submission. The result therefore was 
just the same whether the company’s proceedings had been regu
lar, as in the case of No. 6, or irregular, as suggested 
in the case of No. 8. Their Lordships might add that in 
their opinion sec. 37 of the Irrigation Act, to which frequent 
reference was made during the argument, had no application to 
road allowances. It dealt only with “public highways thereto-
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fore publicly travelled as such/’ Their Lordships would humbly 
advise his Majesty that the appeal should be allowed, the judg
ment of the Supreme Court reversed, and the judgments of the 
Courts below restored without costs. The costs paid under the 
order of the Supreme Court must be refunded, and there would 
be no costs of this appeal.

Appeal allowed.

WASSON v. MARKER.

(Decision No. 2.)
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Parker, M.C. October 17, 1912.

1. Mortgage (8 VII B—150)—Who may redeem—Assignee of equity of
REDEMPTION—FORECLOSURE ORDER.

An assignee of the equity redemption purchasing after an order nisi 
for foreclosure has been made at the .suit of the mortgagee, is bound 
by the order nisi, and, when added as a party defendant, he is limited 
by the period fixed for redemption by the order nisi.

I Re Parbola, Ltd., [19091 2 Ch. 437, followed.]
2. Mortgage (8 VI B—75)—Enforcement — Relief against accéléra

TION CLAUSE—APPLICATION OF 1 GEO. V. (SASK.) C1I. 7, SEC. 7. 
Sub-sec. MO) added to section 93 of the Land Titles Act by 1 Geo. 

V. (Sask.) ch. 12, sec. 7, whereby relief may be given against a mort 
gage acceleration clause in proceedings before the registrar of land 
titles does not apply to court proceedings, ex gr., a foreclosure action. 

[McGregor v. Hemstreet, 5 D.L.R. 301, followed.]
3. Mortgage (8 VII B—150)—Redemption—Right of purchaser pen

DENTE LITE TO REDEEM.
A purchaser pendente lite of the mortgaged premises added as a 

party defendant in a foreclosure action has a torus standi to apply 
to redeem without first entering an appearance.

Tuts is an application by the defendant Lysle J. Abbott 
(added as a defendant by order granted herein by myself on the 
4th day of October, 1012) for an order that, upon payment into 
Court to the credit of this action of the sum of $2.118.87, to
gether with interest thereon at 6 per cent, per annum from 
February 24th, 1912, until such payment in and costs to be taxed, 
this action be dismissed and that the defendants shall be relieved 
from the consequences of their default in payment of the mort 
gage upon which the action was brought.

The application was refused.
IV. II. McEwen, for applicant.
('. IV. Hoffman, for plaintiff.

Parker, M.C. :—An order nisi was issued April 17th, 1012, 
directing the defendant Darker on or before October 17th, 1012, 
to pay into Court to the credit of this cause $10,027.91 (being the
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full amount of the mortgage) with interest and costs as provided 
in the order, and in default there was to be foreclosure absolute 
and the title vested in the plaintiff, and the defendant and all 
persons claiming through or under him were to give up posses
sion of the lands to the plaintiff.

On October 4th, 1912, I made an order ex parte adding the 
defendant Lysle J. Abbott as a party defendant, on the ground 
that he was the assignee pendente lite of the equity of redemp
tion of the defendant Marker. On October Kith the plaintiff 
moved to set aside that order on the ground that it should not 
have been made ex parte. I held that the order was properly 
made and the defendant Abbott is, therefore, a party to the 
action.

The defendant Abbott now applies to be relieved from the 
acceleration clause in the mortgage (by reason of which, on the 
default of the defendant Marker, the whole amount of the mort
gage became due and payable) on payment of the principal 
and interest actually in arrears.

On behalf of the plaintiff it was urged as â preliminary ob
jection that the defendant Abbott has no locus standi to make 
the application, on the ground that he has not entered an ap
pearance and has, therefore, not submitted himself to the juris
diction of the Court. I do not think this objection applies here. 
The writ of summons was served on the defendant Marker on 
March 21st, 1912, and no appearance has ever been entered by 
him. An order nisi was issued April 17th, 1912, giving the de
fendant until October 17th to redeem, and that right is still in 
existence. The defendant Abbott is the assignee of the equity 
of redemption of the defendant Marker, and has, therefore, the 
same right to redeem as Marker has. It would not be necessary 
for Marker to enter an appearance in order to redeem, and I 
cannot see why it is necessary for his assignee to do so. Hither 
of these defendants is in an analogous position to a judgment 
debtor moving to open up a default judgment entered against 
him.

It was also urged by counsel for the plaintiff that I have no 
jurisdiction to vary the order nisi made by a Judge on April 
17th, 1912, and that the proper party to vary that order is the 
Judge who made it. As 1 do not intend to vary that order it is 
not necessary for me to decide the question of jurisdiction.

As to the application itself, I am of the opinion that it should 
be dismissed with costs. In Re Parbola, Limited, Blackburn v. 
Barbota, Limited, f 1900] 2 Ch. 437, the applicant was added as 
defendant to the action, he being an assignee of the equity of 
redemption. Hut it was held that he must be content to take his 
interest in the equity of redemption as he finds it, namely, as 
bound by the order nisi, and that he must redeem at the expira-
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lion of tin* tiin*» given for redemption. It was also held that t<. 
extend the time for redemption would lie entirely contrary 1 
the practice of the Court.

It was contended by counsel for the defendant, notwitl 
standing the foregoing, that section 92, sub-section (10), of tli 
Land Titles Act, entitles the defendant to relief from the acceler.i 
lion clause in the mortgage. This section reads as follows:—

Jii case default has occurred in making any payment due under an 
mortgage . . . and under the terms of the mortgage by reason . t 
such default the whole principal and interest secured thereby slia 
have become due anil payable, the mortgagor may. notwithstatulin/ 
any provisions to the contrary, and at any time prior to .sale or for* 
closure . . . pay such arrears as may lie in default under the mort- 
gag*, together with costs to lie taxed by the registrar, and he aha'I 
thereupon Is* relieved from tin* cm sequences of such default.
It was contended that th:s provision for relief applies e<piall 

to proceedings in the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan and t 
proceedings before the registrar of hind titles. This questi<> 
arose before the lion. Mr. Justice Brown in MvUntjor v. linn 
sired. 5 D.L.R. 301, 20 W.L.R. (>42, and the learned Judge held 
as follows:—

I am of opinion that that section can have reference only to pe 
veedings taken before the registrar of land titles, in view of the f.i 
that the section names the registrar of land titles as the person who 
shall tax the costs. It could never have been intended that he should tax 
the costs of an action brought in the Court.
1 consider that I am hound by that decision, and, then*Ion 

hold that the section does not entitle the defendant to the relii 
asked for. As the time for redemption expires October 17th. 
1912, it was agreed between counsel that the time should be ex 
tended until October 22nd, 1912, and 1 will, therefore, direct • 
stay of proceedings up to and including that date. Costs of Hi 
motion to be costs to the plaintiff in any event.

Motion ref list </.

WASSON v. MARKER.

(Decision No. 3.)

Su sl,ul eh nr an Supreme Court, Parker, .1 /.('. October 22, MM2.

Appeal (g III B—70)—Stay or i'Kimkeimxgh—Appeal pknihni;—Foreuo 
kike—Redemption.

Where the mortgagor would be barred from re-opening a forcclo-im 
as is probably the effect of sub-sec. 8. of sec. 93, of the Land Teh"* 
Act. It.S.S. 1909, ch. 41. and, unless the application to stay prod < 1 
ings upon an appeal from an order affecting the right to redeem u 
granted, the mortgagee might obtain a certificate of title to "■ 
lands, a stay of proceedings should lie granted pending the appeal. < o 
payment of the costs of the application and on giving security ' r 
the costs of the appeal.

| See also W illiams v. Hot, 44 Can. K.C.R. 1; Hcrrrs v. Konxcliui. 2 
S.L.R. 125; Mchanln V. Thompson, 18 W.L.R. 170.1
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'

An application for a stay of proceedings on the ground that SASK. 
an appeal was pending from the decision reported ante, Was- ^~7T
son v. Ilarkcr (No. 2). 7 D.L.K. 526.

The application was granted.
W. II. McEwcn, for applicant.
C. W. IIoff man, for plaintiff.

Parker, M.C. :—This matter first came before me on October Parj^77l0 
4th. when I made an order c.r parte adding Lysle J. Abbott as a 
party defendant, lie having purchased the equity of redemption 
of the defendant Ilarker in the mortgage sued on. On October 
11th the plaintiff launched a motion to set aside this order, on 
the ground that it should not have been made cx parte. On 
October 16th I gave judgment holding that the order of October 
4th was properly made, and dismissed the plaintiff’s motion with 
costs. In the meantime the defendant Abbott launched a motion 
returnable on October 8th for an order that upon payment into 
Court of the amount of principal and interest actually in 
arrears under the mortgage, together with costs, the action be 
dismissed, and that the defendants be relieved from the conse
quences of their default. This motion was enlarged, first until 
October 14th, and again until October 16th, pending decision on 
the motion to set aside the c.r parte order above mentioned, it 
being agreed between the parties that the defendant would not 
be prejudiced by reason of the fact that the time for redemption 
expired October 17th, and the time was, therefore, extended 
up to and including October 22nd. On October 17 I gave 
judgment dismissing the defendant Abbott’s motion with costs, 
and he now applies for a stay of proceedings on the ground that 
he has appealed to a Judge in ( hambers. On the argument of the 
motion I was asked by the defendant’s counsel to direct a stay, 
but I expressed a doubt as to whether or not I had the power to 
do so. as it would, at that stage of the proceedings, be virtually 
extending the time for redemption. The matter was finally 
settled by extending the time until October 22nd by consent. In 
the meantime the defendant has served a notice of appeal from 
my order of October 17th. and now makes this application for a 
stay of proceedings pending the appeal. Unless this application 
is granted the plaintiff will be entitled to foreclosure absolute, 
and may thereupon obtain from the registrar of land titles a 
certificate of title to the lands in question, and the defendant 
will be absolutely debarred from his right to redeem, when he 
appears quite willing to do so. It is merely a question as to 
whether he must pay the whole amount of the mortgage or 
only the amount of principal and interest actually in arrears.
It is true that in Campbell v. Hoi y l and, 7 Ch. I). 166. it was held 
that under proper circumstances a mortgagor might redeem 
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even after an order absolute for foreclosure was obtained, but 
this right appears to have been taken away by see. 93, sub-see < 
ami see. 1G9 of the Land Titles Act. See the judgment of 
Mathers, J., in Williams v. Box, 11 W.L.R. Ill, following the 
decision of the Privy Council in Bank of New Soulh Waits \ 
Campbell, 11 A.C. 192.

1 think in view of the foregoing that the defendant has made 
out a case for a stay of proceedings pending the appeal, np<»n 
proper terms. I will, therefore, make an order staying the pro
ceedings in the action pending the disposition of the appeal to 
the Judge in Chambers. Following Ballon v. Alberta Coal fV. 
2 Terr. L.R. 294 ; Alexander v. Wallers, 11 W.L.R. 26; and .!/< /•- // 
v. Sickalls, L.R. 8 Ch. App. 205; the defendants, however, must 
pay into Court forthwith the sum of $75 as security for the 
plaintiff’s costs of the appeal, and must also pay the costs of this 

forthwith after taxation thereof.

Slay of proceedings.

REX v. EBERTS.

(Decision No. 1.)

Alberta Supreme Court, H nr rep, V.J., Scott, Beck, amt Walsh. ././ 
June 22, 1912.

1. Trial (fi III K 5—281)—Homicide — Provocation to bkdvce to max
SLAUGHTER.

Vpon a trial of a murder charge the trial judge is justified in not 
submitting the question of manslaughter to the jury where there 
is no more than mere surmise or conjecture on which to rest su» li a 
finding.

2. Appeal (| VII L2—477)—Review of verdict—Murder — Culpable
HOMICIDE REDUCED TO MANSLAUGHTER.

Where the appellate court is of opinion that, upon the evident no 
jury could properly find that the prisoner shot the deceased while 
in the heat of passion caused by sudden provocation, no substantial 
wrong or miscarriage at the tr'al is shewn to warrant the appellate 
court in setting aside a conviction for murder or directing a new 
trial under the Vr. Code 1906, sec. 1019, by reason of the trial judge's 
instruction to the jury that they were bound, upon tlie evidence, «-ither 
to acquit the prisoner altogether or to find him guilty of murder.

3. Trial (| V C 2—290) - Murder—Manslaughter.
Vpon a trial for murder, upon a request for a charge of manslaugh

ter upon the alleged ground that the accused shot the deceased while 
“in the heat of passion caused hy sudden provocation." the charge was 
projierly refused where nothing was said in the evidence ns t<> the 
accused having been aroused to a heat of passion and the circum
stance* were, in the view most favourable to the defendant : (1) that 
he was on the scene with the criminal intent to steal ; (2) that he be
lieved the deceased to Is* a secret police officer; (3) that the only provo
cation suggested by the defence was that such officer came up t 1 2 3 the 
accused at a place where he was lurking under circumstanecs justify
ing suspicion and thereupon pointed a pistol toward him and told 
him “to go to hell.”

[<’rim. Code 1906, sec. 261. referred to.]

11115120
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Appeal by the accused following the refusal of a reserved 
case to review questions of law arising upon defendant’s con
viction before Simmons, and a jury for murder. The points 
raised by defendant were as to the alleged insufficiency of the 
Judge’s instructions to the jury as to manslaughter, and as to 
corroboration of an alleged accomplice.

The appeal was dismissed, Beck, J., dissenting.
J. IV. McDonald, for defendant.
/'. J. Nolan, for the Crown.

Harvey, C.J.—The defendant was convicted of murder of a 
policeman before my brother Simmons with a jury. At the 
close of the case his counsel took certain objections to the 
learned Judge’s charge to the jury and requested him to reserve 
a ease Lr the opinion of the Court cn ham which request was 
refused and this is an appeal from such refusal.

There are two questions raised in the appeal:—
1. Was tin- Judge in error in refusing to point out to the jury that

they might bring in a verdict of manslaughter?
2. Was lie wrong in his directions on the subject of corroboration?

The chief witness for the Crown was one Jasbec who stated 
that they started out at night to commit burglary, the prisoner 
taking his, Jasbec’s, gun with him, that after making two at
tempts and being frightened off by some one coming and after 
lie bad suggested that they should go home to which lie says 
the prisoner agreed, they moved on somewhere, apparently not 
for the purpose of going home, when they saw the figure or 
shadow of a man. Jasbec’s evidence to this is as follows, speak
ing of their leaving Burns’ butcher shop when be says in another 
part of bis evidence the prisoner agreed to go home : “Then 
we made our way around some buildings here (indicating) and 
finally we came to the lane behind the Imperial hotel. And we 
came up here and the outlines of the man were somewhere about 
here (indicating), and we saw him alsmt the same time and 
Eberts said, “I’ll bet you-that that is Jan, he wants to scare us.” 
Jasbec’s story is that the prisoner then took the gun and said 
he would go around the building one way and told him to go 
the other, that though he, Jasbec. twice requested him to go 
home, the prisoner started round the building, that when the 
prisoner was out of sight he started for home and then heard a 
shot when he started to run ; that he was soon overtaken by 
the prisoner running, who just before they reached home told 
him that he had not seen the man at first when he went round 
the corner of the building, but that all at once a fellow standing 
in front of him pointed a revolver at him and said, “What are 
you doing here, go to hell” and that lie then took his gun up 
and fired at the fellow, that lie shot him and he must be dead
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because he sank down as soon as the shot was fired, without a 
sound, that he told him also, “I guess it is one of the secret 
police but I am not sure about it.” Mrs. Jasbec states that lie 
told her much the same story and she adds, “He says, ‘Good, I 
kill him right away, it is good that I kill him.’ He said that 
too.”

The prisoner gave evidence in his own behalf and denied 
the story of Jasbec and denied being at the scene of the killing. 
If his story were true he was innocent, the jury evidently dis
believed it for they found him guilty.

If there was evidence on which they might have found him 
guilty of manslaughter the trial Judge should have pointed out 
the distinction between it and murder with reference to such 
evidence. If, however, there was no such evidence there was 
no obligation on his part to say anything about manslaughter. 
This was definitely decided in R. v. Gilbert, 12 Can. Cr. Cas. 
127, by the Territorial Court and affirmed in appeal by the Sup
reme Court of Canada: Gilbert v. The King (Decision No. 2\ 12 
Can. Cr. Cas. 127, 38 Can. S.C.R. 284.

It is suggested that the evidence I have quoted shews an 
abandonment of the burglarious intents, or at least would justify 
a finding of such abandonment ; whether it would or not I can
not see how that would help the case. The story told by him 
was that he shot the policeman and as pointed out in the Gilbert 
case, the law presumes the intention unless the evidence shews 
the reverse. The evidence contained in his story and the cir
cumstances of the case is to my mind quite the reverse. Tin- 
deliberate taking of the loaded gun from Jasbec to meet tin
man and the statement of satisfaction after indicate a deliber
ate preparation as well as a ictical admission of intention 
The facts also shew plent.x ground for motive. The men 
had been attempting to commit burglaries, some one had ap
peared and might have seen them. Other burglaries had been 
committed, then this man is seen who might be the one seen 
before and who ns the prisoners thought, at least afterwards, 
was a policeman who might have seen them at their work or 
might arrest them and who might therefore well be pul out 
of the way. It is suggested that there is evidence of a struggle, 
but all that is pointed out is that a button was pulled off de
ceased \s waistcoat and that the doctor and undertaker subse
quently found one of his arms bruised. There are, perhaps, cir
cumstances which, coupled with others might amount to evid'-nee 
of a struggle since they might easily happen in a struggle hut 
since they might as easily happen in a thousand other ways 
they appear to me to have no importance standing alone for any 
conclusion as to this cause and would not warrant an infer
ence of struggle.
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As I pointed out in the Gilbert case, [see 12 Can. Cr. Cas. 
129, at 132], a jury must have evidence and not hypothesis in 
which to make a finding of manslaughter. I think, therefore, 
that there was nothing in the evidence that would have justified 
a verdict of manslaughter and that, therefore, the learned 
Judge’s charge was unobjectionable in this respect.

On the question of corroboration 1 have already indicated 
that Jasbec’s wife gives evidence corroborating his. /»'. v. 
Seal (1835), 7 C. & P. 1G8, a decision of Parke, is cited as 
authority for the proposition that the evidence of the wife of 
an accomplice is not corroboration. 1 feel no hesitation in 
saying that I consider such a decision as entirely out of har
mony with our present law and views on the subject of evid
ence and of the present authority. There is, however, much 
other evidence corroborating Jasbec a J implicating the ac
cused though it is by no means far from doubt that Jasbec was 
an accomplice whose evidence required corroboration, the 
learned Judge, however, resolved this doubt in the prisoner’s 
favour, lie also very carefully directed the attention of the 
jury to the interest of the wife in confirming her husband’s 
story, as was proper. lie also carefully reviewed the evidence 
corroborating Jasbec in collateral facts and, if, as suggested, the 
jury might thereby have thought that the evidence of Jasbec 
in such points required corroboration it would not be because 
of the way the direction was given and it would, in any event, 
have been entirely to the benefit and in no way to the prejudice 
of the prisoner.

As in my opinion this ground of objection is also untenable 
the appeal should be dismissed.

ALTA.
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Keck, J. (dissenting > :—This is an appeal from the refusal iim*. j. 
of Si minons, J., to reserve certain questions for the decision of Migrating), 
this (’ourt. I propose to deal with one only of these questions be
cause in my opinion it is one which ought to be answered in 
favour of the prisoner and entitles him to a new trial.

The question is, whether the learned Judge erred in directing 
the jury that, in view’ of the evidence there were only two pos
sible conclusions they could come to—a verdict of guilty of 
murder or a verdict of not guilty, thus excluding a verdict of 
manslaughter, having regard, of course, to the grounds of the 
direction.

1 summarize as much of the evidence as seems necessary for 
the consideration of this question : The deceased, Willmett, a 
policeman in the R.N.W.M.P. came to his death in the early 
morning of Sunday, the 12th of April, 1908, at Frank, Alberta.
The prisoner and one Jasbec were living together with their
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families in a shack in Prank. It is almost entirely upon n. 
evidence of Jashec that the most material facts depend. These 
men and also one Jan Jakuhsiek were miners who at the i u- 
were ont on strike. Their money had run short. It appr.is 
that the prisoner and Jakuhsiek had on a number of prev ms 
occasions committed theft hv breaking into stores to procure 
provisions, and Jakuhsiek was in the mind to continue in lh;< 
course. Kherts and Jashec both kept firearms in their posvs- 
sion. Jakuhsiek also probably did. At all events there is w |. 
cnee that he was in the disposition to commit murder if it would 
serve his purpose. On Saturday afternoon there was talk !■■•- 
tween the prisoner and Jashec, during which the prisoner bur
rowed the prisoner's double-barrelled shot-gun, say ini: lu- 
wanted to go hunting. Later the prisoner told Jashec that they 
would go out that night and get provisions by stealing. The two 
went to bed together in the kitchen of the shack—they had Is-en 
in the habit of sleeping together there. During the night tin- 
prisoner wakened Jashec and told him it was time to go. They 
both got up. The prisoner loaded the gun. Jashec asked him 
what he wanted with the gun, and the prisoner answered, I 
always like to have something to defend myself with.” Jashec 
explains :—

I thought that lie took the gun along if a «log attacked him lie- 
cause he told me previously that he had tried to break into a hotel 
at Coleman and he got scared away by a bull dog.

The shack was on the outskirts of Frank. They went into 
the town to the C.P.R. depot—passed the waiting room and 
went to the freight shed. The prisoner gave Jashec the gun 
and said, ‘‘Hold the gun,” and tried to get into the window of 
the freight shed. Jashec then saw a man in the direction from 
which they had come and told the prisoner. Jasln-c says: lb- 
said, ‘Oh, that is another smart fellow going to get his stuff' *' 
—by which 1 understand another man out for the purpose of 
stealing provisions—‘‘and 1 said, ‘Come let us go,’ and lie 
said all right, and we went away from then- and followed I lie 
track to the bridge.” They crossed the bridge, waited a short 
time, and then returned and came down by the Frank hotel ami 
Jashec says, “l told him we had better go home.” Then Ilu-y 
went behind the buildings facing on the Main street of tin- 
town, going in the general direction from which they had 
come when starting out from their shack. They came to the 
back of the Burns’ butcher shop. The prisoner tried to get 
into the back door of the shop using a screwdriver. Jaslwc 
says

I wa* h|ntiding on the aide and I was uneasy and I said. “Tome »n 
Imme," ami lie said, "Just wait a second, I have got to put the - rewe
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They proceeded and came to the lane behind the Imperial 
hotel. They then both saw the outlines of a man. The pri
soner said, “I’ll hot you that is Jan” (JakuhsieU). It appears 
that Jakuhsiek and the prisoner had been out together on pre
vious occasions on similar expeditions. Jashee says :

The man d: «appeared here belli ml the buildings as fur ih we could 
see. He (the prisoner) said. “I'll bet you that i* Jan, hut I want 
to IIml out who it in." ami I said, “Leave it alone ami come home" 
ami he took the gun at the same time and he went in behind here, 
lie took the gun oil" me and he said, "t will go round this way and you 
go round that way,” and I said. “We had better go home” and he went 
round one way and I went the other ami I stopped here and tinnlly 
when I thought he was far enough round the corner I went off in 
this direction. . . . Eberts said. “You go back around this way
and we will see who it is."

ALTA.
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Beck, J.

The building spoken of is a small building on the lane in 
the rear of the Imperial hotel, an ice house. Jashee continues:—

I started on the way home and I made a few steps when I heard a 
shot fired. ... I heard a shot-gun and the first thing I thought 
the shadow that we had seen had shot at Eberts and I started to run 
and I run a distance, I do not know how far it might be—it might 
lie 25 yards and it might be 50 yards—I am not sure about that, 
when Eberts followed me up and he joined me.

At another place Jaslmc says, “I waited a little and I started 
to go off home and when 1 had made a few steps 1 heard a shot 
going.” Jashee says the shot came from the direction in which 
he supposed the prisoner was, that when the prisoner joined him 
lie (the prisoner) had the gun in his hand ; that they both ran 
on to close to the prisoner’s shack.

Jashee continues :—
And then I asked him what, is the matter; and he said: "When I 

come around that corner first I saw nothing: all at once a fellow 
standing in front of me and he pointed a revolver at me and said, 
‘What are you doing here Y go to hell’; and I thought lie drawed his 
gun up and I fired at him.”

ty Who did? A. Eberts took his gun up and tired at the fellow who 
pointed the revolver at him . . . and I said what became of him? 
And he said he shot him, ho shot the fellow and he must be dead 
because he sank down as soon as the shot was fired without a sound. 
... He (the prisoner) said: 1 guess it is one of the secret police 
but I am not sure about it.

1 note some other portions of Jashee’s evidence:—
Q. When did you first know that the man who had lieen killed was 

a policeman? A. On the Sunday morning, when Jakuhsiek (who had 
been down town) told us he had seen him.

Reverting to the time of their being at Burns' butcher shop Jasbec'e 
evidence on cross-examination is:—

Q. And then you got faint-hearted and started for home; is that not 
correct ! A. I always said to him, “Let's go home," since we started 
—first started.
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ALTA. Q. Why didn’t you go home the regular trail? A. Because I did
------ not like to go through the town. . . .

Q. When you left Vat Burns (the butcher shop) which way did you 
go? You wanted to get home—that was your intention, to get home? 
A. Yes. round here. . . .

r. Q. When you told Eberts that you had better go home, Ebert*
Ebkkts agreed to go? A. Yes.

Q. And he put the screws back in the door? A. Yes. 
neck. J. Q. And you started for home? A. Yes.

Q. And he agreed to do that? A. Yes.

The evidence shews that Willmett, the deceased, was dressed 
in civilian’s clothes, that when found his condition was that 
he was lying on his back, had a gash on the right side of his 
neck, that his shirt was torn, presumably by the discharge of 
the shot-gun and that there was a pool of blood soaked into the 
ground at the right side of his neck and some blood on his 
right hand and that there was a small calibre revolver lying 
by his side, about six inches from his hand—(the revolver was 
identified as that of Sergeant Hazlett, Willmett’s superior non 
commissioned officer) that the top button was torn off Will
mett’s vest. According to the judgment of Dr. McKenzie, who 
examined the body shortly after death, the shot was fired at a 
distance of ten or twelve feet. The undertaker, Addison, when 
preparing the body for burial found two marks upon it, which 
appeared not to l>e the result of the shot, namely—“a little 
square mark on the shoulder, which covered an inch square ex
actly, not a wound, more like a bruise, the skin was knocked 
loose, the skin was not gone off but it was loose though, and 
there was a little bruise right on the forearm.”

Upon this evidence and some admitted facts which I have not 
yet noted, it seems to me that the case might have been put to 
the jury in this way:—

A very large portion of the population of Frank is composed 
of miners, a very rough class of men of many nationalities. 
All these men—several hundreds in number—were out “on 
strike.” Their food supply was running short. Many bur 
glaries had taken place in the town without doubt committed 
by miners by way of providing themselves with food. They 
were a rough lot who kept firearms in their houses and carried 
them on these expeditions. Eberts was one of this class and on 
the night in question was out, accompanied by Jasbec, for the 
purpose of burglary and carried a firearm for the purpose—It 
it be admitted of use in effecting his escape in case of discovery 
Eberts having made an attempt at the C.R.R. freight sheds, de 
sisted on seeing a watchman. Having made another attempt 
at Rums’ butcher shop, Eberts again desisted, not owing to 
fear of being surprised, but to the persuasion of Jasbec. who 
urged him to come home, which he expressly agreed to do and
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shewed his real intention of doing by placing the screws in ALTA, 
the door. They both then proceeded in a direction which s c
though not in a direct line to their home, was in that general 191»
direction and the detour, which was not great, is accounted for ----
by their wishing to keep in the shadow of buildings. Passing 
in the neighbourhood of the Imperial hotel, Eberts sees—and no Ebehih 
doubt he could see for a considerable distance—the shadow of 
a man in the rear of the hotel. He really thought it is Jan m.j. 
Jakubsick whom he knows well and who seems to have been 
an unscrupulous desperado. He may have feared that, con
trary to his expectation, it would turn out to be another equally 
unscrupulous desperado whom he might not know and there
fore took the gun with him. He came close to the man Will- 
mett, whom lie took to be a civilian and whom he did not know.
Something occurred there, to which there were no witnesses 
except Eberts and Willmett, which resulted in Eberts shooting 
Willmett. There is clear evidence in which the jury could 
reasonably find that at the time Eberts caught sight of Willmett, 
he had abandoned his intention of committing any indictable 
offence on that expedition. There is evidence of a struggle 
between Eberts and Willmett in the torn skin on the shoulder 
and the bruise on the forearm of Willmett. The length of 
time indicated by Jasbec was more than sufficient for a mere 
meeting of the two men and quite sufficient for a short struggle.
Apart from the two men getting into an altercation there was 
no motive for Eberts shooting Willmett, whom it may be sup
posed lie still took to be a civilian—for after it was all over he 
only suspected him to be a policeman. There was something 
in the way of a threat by Willmett.

Ilis expression was not the common one “Get to hell out of 
this,” which means, “Go away,” but “Get to hell,” which may 
have been intended and taken to mean “I’m going to send you 
to hell.” There is no confirmation of the evidence of Jasbec of 
what took place at this the crucial point of his story and little re
liance can be placed upon it. With the evidence of Eberts’ 
abandonment of his intention to commit any indictable offence; 
with the absence of motive on his part for a deliberate killing 
of Willmett; with the evidence of his not knowing Willmett to 
be a peace officer; with the evidence of a threat on Willmett’s 
part; with the evidence of a struggle; with a hesitancy to accept 
Jasliec’s story, it seems to me that a jury might not unreason
ably have found a verdict of not guilty.

But if so, it seems to me that they were not properly dir
ected by the learned Judge, inasmuch as he made no reference 
in his charge to any of these points which I have enumerated, 
but in effect told the jury that if they disbelieved Eberts’ story
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in which In* set up an at hi—and believed Ja.sbvc’s story they 
had no alternative hut to find Kherts guilty of murder.

It is said, however, that the only question open for our con 
sidération is whether the learned Judge was right in excluding 
the possibility of a verdict of manslaughter. This may be so. 
but the points which I have enumerated are not, 1 think, com 
patihie only with a verdict of not guilty but are, I think, com 
patihle with a verdict of manslaughter. If it would have been 
not unreasonable for a jury to find a verdict of not guilty, il 
seems to me that it would equally have been not unreasonable 
for them to find a verdict of manslaughter on the ground of 
want of motive for deli Ik* rate killing, the threat, the struggl< 
the consequent arousing of sudden passion and provocation ; 
for the facts enumerated do not tend to establish a case of sell 
defence or accident rather than a case of a struggle, brought 
about, if you wish by the prisoner, in which provocation was 
given and sudden passion aroused excluding malice. In Tin 
Queen v. McDowell, 2."» U.C.Q.H., at p. 115, it is said:—

Ity the light of modern authority all questions as to motive, in
tent, heat of blood, etc., etc., must he left to the jury and should not 
lie dealt with as propositions of law.
In Itegina v. Brennan, 27 O.R., at p. 674, MacMahon, J . 

says :—•
It is unnecessary that I should refer at length to the charges of 

other eminent Judges, as shewing the care (1 might also say moIi< 
tude) evidenced by them, when the evidence disclosed that an assault 
had liven committed in leaving to the jury the question whether the 
assault was of such a character as should have furnished provocation, 
a ml that the mortal wound was given so recently after the provo
cation as to reduce the killing from murder to manslaughter. The 
following cases may lie referred to: Keg. V. Kirkham, H V. & l1.. at p: 
115; Hrginn V. Shcriroml. 1 C. & K. 556; Regina v. Smith, 4 F. 4 K. 
1066.
I would direct a new trial.

Appeal dismissed; Beck, J., dissenting.

EBERTS i appellant i v. THE KING ( respondent ).

(Decision No. 8.)

Supreme Court of Canada. Sir Charte* Fitzpatrirk. C,f„ and Daviet, 
Idington. Duff, Anglin, and Brmteur, JJ. October 7, 1012.

1. Trial (9 III II—261 )—Homividk — Provocation to RKDvck to max 
HI.AVUIITKR.

I'pon a trial of a murder charge the trial judjp* is justified in not 
submitting the question of manslaughter to the jury where there 
is mi more than mere surmise or conjecture on which to rest such a 
finding.

Iff. v. Eberts (No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 530, affirmed ]
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2. Al*rkai. (8 VII L2—477)—Review ok vi huh r—Murder — Culpable CAN.
HOMICIDE REDUCED TO MANSLAUGHTER.

Whcr<* the appellite court in of opinion that, upon the evidence no & 
jury could properly llml that the prisoner shot the deceased while 1012
in the lient of passion caused by sudden provocation, no substantial —
wrong or miscarriage at the trill is shewn to warrant the appellate Kiierts
court in setting aside a conviction for murder or directing a new 
trial under the Cr. Code 190(1. see. 101!». by reason of the trial judge s Tin; Kinu 
instruction to the jury that they were bound, upon the evidence, either ( No. 2). 
to acquit the prisoner altogether or to find him guilty of murder.

l/f. v. Ebcrta (No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 530, affirmed.]
3. Trial ( 8 V*C2—290)—Murder—Manslaughter.

I"pon a trial for murder, upon a request for a charge of manslaugh
ter upon the alleged ground that the accused shot the deceased while 
“in the heat of passion caused by sudden provocation.” the charge was 
properly refused where nothing was said in the evidence as to the 
accused having Is-en aroused to a heat of passion and the cireum 
stances were, in t view most favourable to the defendant : Mi that 
lie was on the scene with the crimiml intent to steal; 12 I that he be
liever! the deceased to lx> a secret police officer ; (3) that the only provo
cation suggested by the defence w is that such clli *er came up to the 
accused at a place where he was lurking under circumstances justify
ing suspicion and thereu|»on pointed a pistol toward him and told 
him “to go to hell."

I It. v. Ebnla I No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 530. affirmed; Crim. Code 190(1, sec.
201. referred to.]

An appeal by Fritz Eberts from the judgment of the Sup- Statement 
reme Court of Alberta cn banc, Heck, J., dissenting, refusing 
to grant a new trial to the appellant who had been convicted of 
murder.

Judgment was rendered on the 7th of October, 1912, by 
which the appeal was dismissed, Duff, J., dissenting.

J. IV. McDonald, and Colin MacLeod, for the appellant.
K. F. II. Johnston, K.C., and IV. .1/. Campbell, for the Crown.

Fitzpatrick, C.J. :—I concur in the opinion stated by Mr. Fitziwtrk*. cm. 
Justice Idington.

Davies, J. ;—This is an appeal from the judgment of the d»vi«*.j. 
Supreme Court of Alberta, sitting cn banc, refusing, Mr. Jus
tice Beck dissenting, to grant a new trial to the prisoner who 
had been tried and convicted of murder.

The application for a new trial was based upon the conten
tion that the trial Judge should have instructed the jury that 
if they believed Jasbee's account of the shooting as detailed to 
him by the prisoner immediately after it took place, it was 
open to them to find the prisoner guilty of manslaughter only, 
but that the trial Judge had charged the jury they were bound 
either to acquit the prisoner altogether or find him guilty of 
murder.

Article 261 of the Code rends as follows:—
Culpable liomivide. which would otherwise lie murder, may lie re

duced to manslaughter if the person who causes death does so in the 
beat of passion caused by sudden provocation.
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The question argued before us and which we are asked by 
the prisoner’s counsel to decide in the affirmative, is whether, 
under the evidence given by Jasbec, of the conversation he had 
with the prisoner immediately after the latter shot the deceased, 
it was open to the jury to reduce the crime with which the pri
soner was charged from murder to manslaughter.

No such contention was made with respect to the conversa
tion given in evidence by Jasbec’s wife. From her version one 
of two conclusions would have to be drawn, either that in shoot
ing the deceased as and when he did the prisoner was guilty of 
murder, or that he shot deceased in self-defence and should hi* 
acquitted. It would not be possible for counsel successfully to 
contend, under Mrs. Jasbec’s version of the prisoner’s state
ment of the shooting, that a verdict of manslaughter could be 
rendered.

But counsel did not contend that on Jasbec’s version of pri
soner’s statement the jury might have found him guilty of man
slaughter only. I do not think so. I do not think in the first 
place that it was open to the jury on the evidence to find that 
the prisoner had abandoned the criminal intent to steal with 
which he started out that night. It might be possible for some 
such finding to be made with regard to Jasbec himself. Both 
during the unsuccessful attempt to break into Burns’ store, and 
afterwards, while they were standing in the street in the rear 
of the bank, Jasbec suggested to the prisoner the abandonment 
of the criminal enterprise which they had jointly entered upon 
and a return home. He further said that when the prisoner 
took the gun from him and went away with it with the object 
of meeting the man whose shadow they had seen, he made up 
his mind to return home. But there was no evidence justifying 
any such finding as regards the prisoner.

Then as to the fact of the deceased who was shot being a 
secret police officer and believed by the prisoner to have been 
such when he shot him, I cannot see where there can be any 
doubt. The prisoner said to Jasbec just after the shooting, 
and while they were returning to their shack, that he guessed 
the man he shot was one of the secret police but was not sure 
of it. Probably not, absolute certain knowledge he hardly could 
have had, but he believed the man was a secret police officer.

The only “provocation” suggested was that stated by the 
prisoner to Jasbec that the man who he guessed was one of the 
secret police found him at the time of night and in the place 
he did and pointing a pistol towards him told him to go to hell. 
Nothing at all is said about the prisoner being aroused to a 
“heat of passion” by the action of the police officer. Not a 
word from which any such state of mind could be inferred. 
On the contrary, the prisoner told Jasbec that he raised the
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gun he carried and shot the man dead. Looking at all the cir
cumstances and facts surrounding the unfortunate shooting of 
the officer as detailed in the evidence, I am not able to bring 
myself to the conclusion that any jury of reasonable men could 
fairly find that the prisoner shot the deceased while “in the heat 
of passion caused by sudden provocation.”

I think, reading the charge* of the trial Judge as a whole 
and in the light of all the facts given in evidence, it cannot be 
said that his direction to the jury that they must either acquit 
the prisoner or find him guilty of murder, occasioned such a 
substantial wrong or miscarriage on the trial as would give us 
jurisdiction to set aside the conviction or direct a new trial. 
I think the judgment of the Court below was right and that the 
appeal should be dismissed.

Idinoton, J. :—The appellant and one Jasbec, being engaged 
about one or two o’clock a.m., in a joint expedition for purposes 
of stealing in Frank in Alberta, at a time when the miners were 
on strike, carried with them a gun, and having tried several 
places unsuccessfully, saw a man or shadow of one at some dis
tance. The appellant got the gun from Jasbec and started*with 
it to find out who the man was, suggesting it was possibly an 
acquaintance come to scare them. lie went one route or direc
tion and Jasbec another as agreed between them. Jasbec tells 
this story and proceeds to say he concluded to go home and 
had gone some short distance when he heard a shot fired and In 
a few minutes heard running behind him the appellant with the 
gun. Then both ran till near appellant’s shack.

The following evidence of Jasbec contains the story as there 
and then recited by appellant :—

Q. Did you have any talk with him? A. And then I asked him what 
was the matter. And he said. “When I came around that corner first 
I saw nothing; all at once a fellow standing in front of me ami he 
pointed a revolver at me and said, ‘What are you doing here, go to 
hell,' and I thought he drawed his gun and fired at him."

Q. Who did? A. Eberts took his gun up and fired at the fellow 
who pointed the revolver at him.

Q. Did you say anything more to him about it? What was next 
said by either of you after that? What was next said? Did you ask 
him anything then? He said he drew his gun and fired at him? 
He said he drew his gun up and fired at the man? A. And I said, 
“What became of him?" and he said he shot him—he shot the fellow 
and he must be dead because he sank down ns soon ns the shot was 
fired, without a sound.

Q. Did he soy anything else almut that man to you at that time? 
A. Y'es.

Q. What did he soy? A. He said, "I guess it is one of the secret 
police but I am not sure about it.” That is what he said.

CAN.
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Idlnglon. J.
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CAN. The appellant gave evidence on his own behalf and denied
^7 this whole story of Jasbec and declared lie had never been out 
1912 of his house on the night in question.
----  The story of Jasbec so fitted into the surrounding facts and

Ebkkis circumstances as to corroborate it and was so supported by 
The Kino evidence of others that there could be no doubt of appellant 
(No. 2). having shot one of the secret police found dead next morning 
idtaït^.j. with a pistol near his dead hand.

The contention set up is that it might have been the result 
of a quarrel or such other facts and circumstances as would, hi 
law, have reduced the culpable homicide from murder to man
slaughter.

The learned trial Judge refused to countenance this claim 
when counsel for the accused asked him to direct the jury that 
under such facts as in evidence, the offence must, if committed, 
he taken to be manslaughte.r. He directed the jury that theiv 
did not seem to he any ground for a verdict of manslaughter 
and it seemed as if there must be a verdict of guilty of murder, 
or not guilty.

The Court of Appeal dismissed an application made to it 
on this and other grounds. Mr. Justice Beck dissented, hold
ing that the jury ought to have been directed as to what would 
constitute manslaughter, and to consider whether or nor, if th. 
accused were guilty of anything, a verdict of manslaughter 
might not be the proper verdict.

It seems to me the learned trial Judge and the majority o' 
the Court were right in the view taken by them.

To reduce culpable homicide to manslaughter requires, in 
the class of manslaughter cases suggested herein, evidence of 
roused passions.

The man whose passions we are asked to find might hav • 
been so roused, has by his own oath denied the fact and left in 
his unsworn story nothing to rest such a finding upon. More
over his remarkable career as told by himself seemed to demon
strate that he was hardly the sort of man to be roused to passion 
by the sight of a revolver or the sound of rought alnguage. In
deed the language he used in relating this incident now in ques
tion to Mrs. asbec slightly varies from above and indicates li
fe! t bound to shoot or was pround of having shot first.

There is nothing but mere surmise or conjecture on which 
to rest such a finding as is claimed to have been legally possible.

The discarding or overlooking such a defence to a charge of 
killing a man he knew or believed to be a policeman, properly 
armed to deal with midnight prowlers carrying guns is hardly 
a case where we can, in the language of section 1019, find that 
“substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice” entitling us to 
interfere.
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A verdict of that kind in such a case would have been a 
travesty of justice and * of the administration of the law 
a farce.

No jury could properly return such a verdict. It would, 
therefore, have been idle or worse for the learned trial Judge 
to have entered upon an exposition of the law bearing on man
slaughter and thus needlessly perplexed the jury.

It might have been argued in such a case, hut it was not in 
this, that a man faced with a revolver was put in fear of his 
life, and therefore shooting first was to an acquittal.
But where a case of manslaughter, which is supposed to fall 
within what section 2(11 of the Criminal Code defines, can find 
place under the very peculiar circumstances of this case, I am 
at a loss to understand.

If the learned trial Judge had been asked to direct an ac
quittal on the ground that the man having reasonable appre
hension of death or grievous bodily harm, had taken the life 
of another, he should have explained the law bearing on the 
subject and left that to the jury.

True the surrounding fact and circumstances would not 
have seemed a very promising foundation to dwell upon such 
an issue, hut it was tin* only possible issue that could have been 
raised on such facts as put in evidence.

The appeal should be dismissed.
As a matter of courtesy due to a man on an appeal for his 

life we heard argument about want of corroboration, which, 1 
submit, needs no further observation than this: The gun found 
with the prisoner, the wad fitted for it found in and with the 
body of the deceased and a mass of evidence that connect'd ap
pellant therewith (quite independent of Jasbec and his story), 
if well marshalled and fitted together and carefully considered 
might have spared us that argument.

But I may add that it is doubtful if anything except the 
only point upon which a judicial dissent in the Court below 
appeared in judgment can he brought here.

Duff, J. (dissenting) :—I think there should be a new' trial 
because it appears to me that the effect of the learned trial 
Judge’s charge was to withdraw from the jury evidence which 
ought to have been considered by them and which, if considered 
by them might not improperly have influenced them favourably 
to the prisoner in arriving at their verdict.

The main facts are stated in the judgments in the Court 
below and I shall refer to them only in so far as is necessary 
to a clear apprehension of the ground upon which 1 think the 
verdict should not be permitted to stand. The prisoner was 
convicted of murder. The homicide occurred at Frank, Al
berta, on the 12th April, 1909. The trial took place four years
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afterwards in April, 1912. The chief witnesses as against the 
accused were one Jasbec and Jasbec’s wife. Jasbee says that on 
the night in question he and Eberts set out from a shack on 
the outskirts of Frank intending to get food by stealing. That 
abandoning a projected attempt on the C.P.R. freight sheds and 
a partly executed plan of entering Burns’ butcher shop they 
gave up the expedition and started for home. On the way home 
noticing the outlines of a man near the Imperial hotel who 
seemed to disappear “behind the buildings” Eberts (so Jasbec’s 
story runs) said, “That I bet you is Jan” (meaning a common 
companion Jabusick with whom they had been out before on 
similar expeditions), “give me the gun and I will go and see 
who it is”; and they separated, Eberts taking Jasbec’s shot-gun 
and setting out towards the figure they had observed while 
Jasbec proceeded on his way homewards. Shortly afterwards 
Jasbec says he heard a shot fired, the sound appearing to cone 
from the direction in which Eberts had gone. Later Eberts 
joined him and they reached their shack together. The next day 
the unfortunate deceased, a constable of the R.N.W.M. Police, 
was found in the vicinity indicated by this evidence, obviously 
killed by a discharge from a shot-gun. These facts and the 
evidence given by Jasbec and Jasbec’s wife of statements mad-- 
by Eberts constitute the substance of the case made by the 
Crown against the accused. The accused gave evidence in his 
own behalf and his defence was an alibi. The learned trial 
Judge in effect instructed the jury that if they believed Jasbec’s 
story in its substantial features shewing that the prisoner was 
the author of the homicide, then they had no alternative but to 
convict him of murder.

The following passages give the substance of the charge so 
far as material:—

But there nrc some specific definitions given which may possibly 
widen the meaning of the term murder from its common interpreta
tion, and they arc to this effect; that when a person goes out to com
mit some indictable offences such as burglary or robbery, and if he 
means to inflict grievous bodily harm for the purpose of facilitating the 
commission of any such offence, such as burglary or robbery, or to fadli 
tatc the flight of an offender upon the commission or attempted com 
mission thereof and death ensues from such injury, that would be 
murder. So that you see a person might be guilty of murder in that 
sense, although lie may not have had a murderous intention in the 
common ordinary conception of that term. He may have started out 
to commit a common indictable offence and may have armed himself 
for that purpose, in order to assist in committing the offence or to 
assist in his escape.

It has been pointed out to you in the address by counsel for the 
Crown, and quite properly, that while there is always, under our 
administration of justice, a presumption that a man is innocent until
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he is proved guilty, that is modified by another rule of evidence— 
that there may come a time when the inculpatory facts may be so 
numerous and so strong in their bearing that the onus shifts on to 
him, then. That teas really the form which this trial took. You 
had the evidence of a confessed accomplice in the burglary and who 
was with him at the time of the shooting, if true, and you have a 
complete history given of their proceedings that night at the time 
they left the shack, and the defendant has recognized that, and he 
has gone into the witness-box and has told a story.
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He has said that on the night in question he was drunk ; he does not 
remember when he went to bed. He corroborates Jasbec in the fact 
that he, Jasbec, and his wife were at his house that night. He does 
not say that he slept with Jasbec in the kitchen, but he says that in 
the morning he was in his bedroom with his wife, and his wife says 
the same thing.

You hare heard the whole of the evidence, and if you come to the 
conclusion he did go out, as Jasbec says, that night and that that 12- 
bore double-barrelled shot-gun of Jasbec’s teas taken with them and 
that that teas the instrument which caused the death of the policeman 
Willmott, then you will consider that in relation to the explanation I 
have given you as to the law which applies to people who go out and 
commit an indictable offence and take firearms tcith them and kill a 
man cither in effecting the purpose of committing that offence, or in 
trying to escape.

I am bound to say to you and instruct you that there scans to be 
only two conclusions you can come to, that is, a verdict of guilty of 
murder or a verdict of not guilty. I cannot see where you could con
sider the question of manslaughter at all in view of the statement of 
Eberts himself.

It will be your duty then, having regard to the explanations 1 have 
given of the laic and the way in which you will proceed to treat the 
evidence, to come to a conclusion as to whether Jasbec’s story of the 
happenings of that night, from the time they left the shack until the 
time they got back is substantially the true story, because if it is 
there is then no explanation from the défaillant that would enable me 
to give you any other instructions than what I have given you, namely, 
to find a verdict of guilty against him, that is, if Jasbec's story, that 
they started out and trent to the C./'.A*. freight sheds first and then 
went around by /*. /turns’ store and then around behind the Imperial 
hotel and that they had a gun tcith them and that the accusal asked 
for the gun and got it at the time they saw the shadow or what they 
thought was the shadow of a man and Jasbec heard the shot, and the 
other evidence given by these other people, that they heard a shot then 
—leaves it in the position that if Jasbec’s story is substantially true 
in regard to these important features of the happenings that night— 
then there is no alternative for you hut to bring in a verdict of guilty.

The Court:—The rule was well known, and has been explained by 
me to the jury, that if they believe beyond a reasonable doubt as 

35—7 D.L.B.
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reasonable men using the commun sense and intellect that reasonable 
men use in the affairs of life, especially in relation to serious matt<rs 
—using that common sense—if they as reasonable men believe that 
the story told by Jasbcc is the true one there is tio alternative / ,r 
them but to bring in the verdict / have indicated—the verdict of 
guilty; if they have a reasonable doubt as to the truth of that si y 
so far as it implicates Eberts they will give Eberts the benefit of that 
reasonable doubt.
It cannot be doubted that from these passages the jury 

would take the view that their sole task was to decide whether 
they should believe Jasbec’s story in so far as it was concern-,I 
with the incident related by the learned Judge himself and if 
they did so it was their duty to find a verdict of guilty.

I shall presently call attention to the passages in the evid
ence of Jasbec and his wife which I think the jury ought to 
have been asked to consider, but in the meantime, it is con 
venient to observe that the charge of the learned trial Judge serins 
calculated to mislead the jury in the important point of the 
burden of proof. The onus was on the Crown to establish the 
guilt of the prisoner to produce evidence, that is to say, wliirh 
should satisfy the jury beyond any real doubt that the prisoner 
was guilty of murder. It is quite true that the proof of homi
cide alone by the prisoner might constitute a prima facie case 
and a very strong prima facie ease against him. Rut if in prov
ing the homicide evidence of its circumstances and incidents 
was given of such a character ns properly to raise in the minds 
of the jury a real doubt as to the prisoner’s guilt it would then 
be their duty to acquit.

In criminal eases (it is needless to observe) the degree of 
certitude at which a jury must arrive before it might find the 
issue of guilty or not guilty against the accused is higher than 
that which depends upon the application of the criterion of the 
preponderance of evidence or balance of probability applied 
in civil cases. As to the onus of proof, in Ilex v. Stoddart, 23 
Times L.R. 612, the principles applicable in criminal trials arc 
stated in these words (at p. 617) :—

It seems to the Court that the jury ought to have lieen toll I that 
the prosecution having given primd facie evidence from which the 
guilt of the defendant might be presumed, and which, therefore, 
called for explanation bv the defendant, the jury ought to eon- I-t 
the evidence upon both sides, and if upon a review of the whole of 
the evidence they were satisfied that the prosecution had made out 
the case that the defendant Stoddart was a party to the eon-piracy 
they should convict him, but that if their minds were left in a Mate 
of doubt they ought to acquit him, as the burden of proving the de 
fendant*# guilt was still upon the prosecution. The passage* which 
have lieen cited at length are the only passages in the summing up 
which bear directly upon the question of the onus of proof. The con
cluding words of caution at the end of the summing up canu<»t be
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Raid to qualify the specific direction to which attention lias been 
called. In the opinion of the Court the jury may have thought that 
if Stoddart had not proved that he had supplied moneys in every case 
they must convict him, whereas the direction ought to have been that 
they must be satisfied, after consideration of all the evidence, that 
the Crown had proved that Stoddart was a party to the conspiracy, 
and, if in doubt, they ought to acquit him. It is in failing to ade
quately explain this that the Court is of opinion that there was a 
substantial misdirection.

The learned trial Judge seems (as appears from the ex
tracts quoted from his charge) to have thought that if the jury 
were once convinced that the prisoner was the author of the 
homicide that was the end of the case because evidence of facts 
justifying his act or reducing his crime to manslaughter must 
oome from the prisoner alone. That, of course, was equivalent 
to withdrawing from the jury all the circumstances disclosed by 
th** evidence of J a shoe or J a shoe’s wife hearing upon the degree 
of culpability which ought to be attached to the prisoner’s act 
assuming the homicide to have been his act.

Before going into that evidence (of Jasbec and his wife) 
there are two material observations.

1st. The prisoner’s statements to these two witnesses having 
been put in evidence by the Crown they became evidence in his 
favour as well as against him. In Hex v. Ilif/gins, 3 C. & P. 
603, Parke, J., said :—

Now, what a prisoner says is not evidence, unless the prosecutor 
chooses to make it so, by using it ns a part of his case against the 
prisoner; however, if the prosecutor makes the prisoner's declaration 
evidence, it then becomes evidence for the prisoner, as well as against 
him; but still, like all evidence given in any case, it is for you to 
say whether you believe it.

Il was for the jury to say how much of the prisoner’s state
ment they accepted as true, but the Crown having offered the 
statement and got it before the jury it was the duty of the jury 
to consider the statement as a whole and the consideration of 
it ns a whole could not properly he withdrawn from them; 
2nd, it. was for the jury to say how much they were 4o believe 
of the accounts which Jasbec and his wife gave of the prisoner’s 
stalements to them. They might believe parts of those accounts, 
reject other parts.

The jurors are not bound to believe the evidence of any witness; 
they arc not bound to believe the whole of the evidence of any wit
ness. They may believe that part of the evidence of a witness which 
makes for the party who culls him and not believe that part of his 
evidence which makes against the party who calls him: !»rd Black
burn. Dumn v. Mattery, 3 A.C. 1155, at 1801.

The point I have to discuss is whether on any reasonable view 
of the evidence of Jasbec and his wife (hearing in mind these
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principles) the minds of the jury might, under proper instruc
tion from the Court, have been brought into a real state of doubt 
as to the guilt of the prisoner. Mrs. J as bee’s account of Elurts* 
statement is as follows :—

Fritz Ebert» said he wan out with my husband that night hut he 
got had luck ; when lie came round the corner the policeman standing 
right before him and the policeman takes a revolver and put it 
right in his face and say. “Oo In hell” but he came before ami he

Q. Who shoot Î A. Fritz Eberts shoot.
Q. Shoot who? A. Shoot the policeman.
Q. Do you remember anything else? A. He says, "Good, 1 kill him 

right away—it is good that I kill him,” He said that, too.
Q. Is there anything else you remember ? 1 know it is a long time 

ago. Did you have any other conversation with Eberts and his wife, 
when they were together, or was that the only time? A. That was 
the only time.

Q. That was the only time Eberts spoke to you about the policeman? 
A. Yes.

Q. 'flint was on the Sunday that you heard of itf A. IV*.
Q. And had you already heard that the policeman teas killed at that 

finie or notf A. Yea, I heard it all right.

Jasbec’s account is this:—
Q. Did you have any talk with him? A. And then I asked him whnt 

is the matter. And he said, "When I came around that corner lii-' I 
saw nothing; all at once a fellow standing in front of me and In 
pointed a revolver at me and said ‘what are you doing here, go to 
hell,' and I thought he drawed his gun up and tired at him."

Q. Who did? A. Eberts took his gun up and fired at the fellow 
who pointed the revolver at him.

Q. Did you say anything more to him about it? What was next 
said by either of you after that? What was next said? Did you a-k 
him anything then? He said he drew his gun and fired at him? Hr 
said he drew his gun up and fired at the man? A. And I said, “Wind 
became of him?” and he said lie shot him—he shot the fellow and hr 
must lie dead liecause he sank down as soon as the shot was fired, 
without a sound.

Q. Did he say anything else about that man to you at that time! 
A. Yes.

Q. What did he say? A. He said, "I guess it is one of the secret 
jiolicemen, but I am not sure about it.” That is what he said.
I shall assume for the moment that this evidence was evid

ence which the jury ought to have considered. On that as
sumption the trial Judge would, of course, have instructed the 
jury that the first question to which they ought to apply their 
minds was how much of these two conversations really occurred, 
how far are these statements attributed to Eberts to be ascribed 
to him! Both witnesses were speaking of conventions which 
had occurred four years lx*fore. Jasbec himself had been under 
arrest for five months and having regard to the suspicion!
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naturally attaching to him (it was his gun, it will be remembered, 
from which the shot was alleged to have been lired) a jury 
would be acting wisely in examining his testimony with critical 
care, even with suspicion, and no lawyer would, of course, dis
pute that the question of what Eberts did really say in the 
course of these conversations was a question exclusively within 
the province of the jury. Did Eberts, for example, say to Jus
tice, “I guess it is one of the secret police”T Did he in talking 
to Mrs. Jasbec express satisfaction in having killed a police 
officer? At the preliminary hearing, Mrs. Jasbec had not re
called this part of the conversation. It is quite within the 
bounds of reasonable possibility that the jury may have re
jected this part of the story altogether or may have felt it to be 
of too doubtful credit to be acted on with safety in a capital 
case. Assuming them to have reached that conclusion, let us 
examine the effect of these statements in the light of the other 
evidence placed before the jury by the Crown, to see if there is 
any substantial foundation in them for the suggestion that the 
prisoner acted under such provocation or such reasonable fear 
of harm as to make it proper that the jury’s attention should be 
directed to them.

There was, I may repeat, abundance of evidence from which 
the jury might have reached the conclusion that when they 
saw the figure of the man who was shot they had abandoned 
their criminal project and were on their way home. However, 
little such a conclusion may commend itself to one’s own judg
ment, Jasbec’s own evidence is perfectly clear upon the point 
and Jasbec had been put forward by the Crown as a credible 
witness. In his cross-examination, p. 405, he says:—

Q. When you told Ebert# that you had better go home, Ebert# agreed 
to go? A. Yea.

Q. And lie put the screw back in the door? A. Ye#.
Q. And you started for home? A. Yes.
Q. And he agreed to do that? A. Ye*.

This is entirely consistent with the testimony given by him 
on his examination in chief. Again, his evidence is precis* to 
the effect that Eberts thought the man they had seen was their 
friend Jan. If the jury accepted this part of Jasbec’s testimony 
the situation they would have to consider was this: Eberts in 
these circumstances setting out to accost 1ns friend Jan suddenly 
meeting a stranger who, to use the language of the wife, ‘‘takes 
a revolver and put it right in his face” and Eberts shooting. 
These are the bald facts presented by this story; but there is 
a little more. Mrs. Jasbec’s report of Eberts* words is this:—

Fritz Eberts «nid he wa* out with my husband that night but he 
K°t bad luck; when he came round the corner the policeman standing 
right before him and the policeman take* a revolver and put it right 
in his face and eay uOo to hell," but he came before and he thoot.
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There can he no possible doubt that if the jury believed these 
words to have been used by Eberts they were entitled to and 
they would regard them as indicating that Eberts acted a 
response to and in defence against a sudden assault with a 
pistol. A good deal was made on the argument of the exclama
tion “Go to hell.” But the effect of such an exclamation upon 
a man in Eberts’ position would depend wholly upon the alti
tude of the person uttering it, and it is to be observed, mon- 
over, that Jashee admitted upon cross-examination that it wag 
not until after he had told his story to the police that lie re
called the use of this expression. The jury might very well 
in the circumstances consider this part of the evidence to be 
negligible. The fact, it may be added, that there were lawb-ss, 
not to say desperate men about is a circumstance which we id is 
as much at least in favour of the suggestions made on behalf of 
the prisoner ns against him.

Weighing all the relevant considerations I am unable to con
vince myself that a jury properly instructed might not reason
ably have taken a view of this evidence which would afford a 
foundation for real doubt as to the propriety of convicting the 
prisoner of the capital offence. I take it to be indisputable that 
where a homicide follows instantaneously upon acts which may 
be a sufficient provocation to take the act of the accused out of 
the category of murder it is a question of fact for the jury to 
say whether in the particular case there was such provocation: 
Criin. Code, sec. 2G1. It is said that there is no evidence here 
of passion ; but where provocation is proved is it to be said that 
a jury is bound to convict of murder as a matter of law in the 
absence of express evidence of passion outside of the act of 
homicide itself? That is an impossible proposition. If the cir
cumstances are such as legitimately to raise in the minds of the 
jury a real doubt as to the presence of malice in the legal sense 
then it is the duty of the jury not to convict of murder, is it 
to be laid down as a proposition of law that the presentin'-' of 
a pistol, in such circumstances as those we are considering. can- 
not properly afford a foundation for such a doubt ? The case is 
perhaps stronger in support of the suggestion that the appel
lant acted in reasonable fear of bodily harm. The account given 
by the Jashee woman of Eberts’ conversation with her, as 1 have 
already indicated, pointedly suggests such fear as his ground of 
action. A Court of Appeal would, however, be assuming a 
very grave responsibility if finding in the record evidence 
of circumstances which ought to have been considered by the 
jury as bearing upon the question whether the accused had 
acted in self-defence in response to a sudden assault, it sin mid 
say as a matter of law that these circumstances could afford no 
basis for a defence on the ground of provocation. To draw the
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lino between the efTeet of nets and words such ns those attributed 
to the unfortunate victim in producing such a state of passion as 
would constitute provocation within the meaning of the law 
and their effect in producing a reasonable fear of bodily harm 
such as would afford a ground for justification would be a 
feat of some difficulty, and one which a Court of Appeal could 
rarely attempt with safety.

I suppose indeed that no competent lawyer would he found 
to argue that these circumstances ought not to have been con
sidered by the jury had it not been for the fact that Eberts him
self went into the witness-box and denied all knowledge of the 
facts alleged against him. That he did so is undoubtedly a 
circumstance which would tell powerfully, and properly so of 
course, with any tribunal against the defence now suggested. 
But I am quite unable to bring my mind to the conclusion that 
the weight to he attributed to that suggestion was not altogether 
a matter for the consideration of the jury.

Two points remain. As to the suggestion that Eberts’ 
statements point to action in self-defence and not to action as a 
result of provocation and that since the learned Judge was 
asked to reserve a case only on the latter point it is not open 
to us to afford any relief, even assuming the prisoner to have 
been deprived of the benefit of a defence fairly open on the 
evidence—it will be unnecessary to repeat what I have said as 
to the hearing of the circumstances in question upon the de
fence of manslaughter. But then* is a further observation to 
he made. The learned Judge ruled in the most unmistakeahle 
way that if the jury found the prisoner was the author of the 
homicide then it was their duty to convict of murder. The 
necessary effect of his ruling was to withdraw from the jury 
all the considerations arising upon the prisoner's statements to 
Jasbec and his wife. He did not tell the jury that on the whole 
case they must convict of murder or acquit. lie told them in 
effect that if they found the prisoner had killed the deceased it 
was their duty to convict of murder. The statement of a case 
then with regard to manslaughter in effect would raise the sub
stantial question I have been discussing, namely, whether assum
ing the prisoner to be the author of the homicide there was any 
ground upon which a jury might reasonably entertain a doubt 
ns to whether he was guilty of murder.

The remaining question is whether it appears in the language 
of sec. 1019 that there was any “substantial wrong or miscarri
age of justice.” It is contended by Mr. Johnston that the 
prisoner having deliberately elected to stand upon an alibi can
not avail himself of a defence which is open upon the evidence 
adduced by the Crown but which assumes his complicity in the. 
homicide. In civil cases it is a rule generally acted upon that
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in order to prevent litigation going on forever a party who 
deliberately elects at the trial to fight his case out upon one 
issue and gets beaten upon it cannot raise on appeal a now 
and totally different issue. I should desire to consider the ques
tion long and carefully before committing myself to such a 
proposition as applied to prosecutions for criminal and especi
ally for capital offences.

It is not easy to reconcile this contention with the rule laid 
down in Ucg. v. Gibson, 18 Q.B.D. 537:—

We have to lay down a rule wlveli shall apply equally where the pn 
aoner is defended by counsel and where he is not:

per Mathew, J., at p. 543. In any case it had no application 
here. It was stated in the argument by counsel for the prisom r 
and not disputed that the issue of manslaughter was fully 
placed before the jury by counsel, and indeed the suggestion 
that it was not would be incredible. Then it is said that the evi
dence as a whole as it appears upon the record is convincing of 
the prisoner’s guilt, and that since we can see that he was 
rightly convicted, we are bound to hold that there had been no 
“substantial wrong or miscarriage.” I cannot agree. The 
construction of these words was authoritatively settled eighteen 
years ago by the Privy Council in Makin v. A.-G. for N.S.W., 
[1894] A.C. 57. Apart altogether from the binding force of the 
decision as an authority, the reasoning of Lord Herschell at 
pp. 69 and 70 is complete and conclusive. This is the pass 
age:—

The point of law involved is, whether where the Judge who tries a 
case reserves for the opinion of the Court the question whether evid 
encc was improperly admitted, and the Court comes to the conclusion 
that it wns not legally admissible, the Court can nevertheless affirm 
the judgment if it is of opinion that there was sufficient evidence to 
support the conviction, independently of the evidence improper!) 
admitted, and that the accused was guilty of the offence with which 
he was charged.

It was admitted that it would not be competent for the Court to 
take this course at common law, but it was contender! that sec. 423 
of the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 1893 (40 Viet. No. 17) 
empowered, if even it did not coni|>el the Court to do so. That sec
tion is in these terms:—

“The Judge by whom any such question is reserved shall, as soon 
as practicable, state a case setting forth the same with the facts and 
circumstances out of which every such question arose and shall trans
mit such case to the Judges of the Supreme Court who shall dvt- r 
mine the questions and may affirm, amend or reverse the judgment 
given or avoid or arrest the same, or may order an entry to be made 
on the record that the person convicted ought not to have been con
victed, or may make such other order ns justice requires. Provided 
that no conviction or judgment thereon shall be reversed, arrested or
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avoided on any case so stated unless for some substantial wrong or 
other miscarriage of justice."

Reliance was, of course, placed upon the language of the proviso. 
It was said that if without the inadmissible evidence there were 
evidence sufficient to sustain the verdict, and to shew that the ac
cused was guilty, there has been no substantial wrong or other mis
carriage of justice, ft is obvious that the construction contended for 
transfers from the jury to the Court the determination of the ques
tion whether the evidence—that is to say, what the law regards ns 
evidence—established the guilt of the accused. The result is that 
in a case where the accused has the right to have his guilt or inno
cence tried by a jury, the judgment passed upon him is made to de
pend not on the finding of the jury, but on the decision of the Court. 
The Judges are, in truth, substituted for the jury, the verdict becomes 
theirs and theirs alone, and is arrived at iqion a perusal of the evid
ence without any opportunity of seeing the demeanour of the wit
nesses and weighing the evidence with the assistance which this 
affords.

It is impossible to deny that such a change of the law would lie a 
very serious one, and that the construction which their Lordships 
are invited to put upon the enactment would gravely affect the much 
cherished right of trial by jury in criminal eases. The evidence im
properly admitted might have chiefly influenced the jury to return 
a verdict of guilty, and the rest of the evidence which might appeal 
to the Court sufficient to support the conviction might have lieen 
reasonably disbelieved by. the jury in view of the demeanour of the 
witnesses. Yet the Court might, under such circumstances, be justified 
or even consider themselves Imund to let the judgment and sentence

These are startling consequences, which strongly tend in their 
Lordships' opinion to shew that the language used in the proviso was 
not intended to apply to circumstances such as those under con
sideration.

Their Lordships do not think it can properly be said that there has 
been no substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice, where, on a 
point material to the guilt or innocence of the accused, the jury have, 
notwithstanding objection, been invited by tin* Judge to consider in 
arriving at their verdict, matters which ought not to have been sub
mitted to them.

In their Lordships' opinion substantial wrong would be done to 
the accused if he were deprived of the verdict of a jury on the facts 
proved by legal evidence, and there were substituted for it the ver
dict of the Court founded merely upon a perusal of the evidence. It 
need scarcely be said that there is ample scope for the o|>eration of 
the proviso without applying it in the manner contended for.
His Lordship is here dealing of course only with the case 

in which inadmissible evidence has been admitted and has gone 
before the jury. Ilis observations, however, seem to apply with 
equal force to the case of a misdirection in consequence of which 
a relevant evidence has been withdrawn from the consideration 
of the jury which might under a proper instruction and not
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unreasonably bring their minds into a state of doubt as to th 
propriety of the verdict at which they ultimately arrived. Sue 
a misdirection is error that (since it deprives the accused of h 
constitutional right to have submitted to the decision of a jun 
all the defences open to him on any reasonable view of the cv 
denee) can only be corrected by setting aside the verdict.

Anglin and Brodeur, JJ., concurred in the opinion stat'd 
by Mr. Justice Davies.

Appeal dismissed; Duff, J., dissentiup.

ZDRAHALv SHATNEY.
Manitoba Court of Appeal, Ifieluirds, Perdue. Cameron, and llagyart, JJ 1.

A ovember 4, 1912.
1. Appeal (jVIIM3a—550)—Facts otherwise proveh—Objection to

ADMISSIBILITY OF DISCOVERY DEPOSITIONS.
Where the defendant in a criminal conversation ease was examined 

for discovery before the trial without objecting to testify on the ground 
of privilege, and where he testified in his own defence at the tri ll and 
upon cross-examination repeated substantially everything included in 
the discovery depositions an objection taken on ap|eal against Un- 
verdict on the ground that the depositions on discovery were put in 
evidence at the trial by the plaintiff against the defendant’s objecti >n 
founded on the statute .'12-33 Viet. (Imp.) ch. 08, see. 3, will not he 
allowed.

[Fleury v. Campbell, 18 P.R. (Ont.) 110, referred to.]
2. Marriage (51—2)—Marriage Act (Man.)—Validation ok mar

riages INCLUDES PERSONS MARRIED IN FOREIGN LANDS—MANITOBA
Marriage Act.

The provisions of the Manitoba Marriage Act validating (under the 
limitations of that section) all marriages after two years bet\\«<-n 
persons not under legal disqualification notwithstanding irregularities, 
“so far as respects the civil rights in Manitoba of the parties or U< ir 
issue, and in respect of all matters within the jurisdiction nf the 
legislature of Manitoba,” apply to persons whether married within the 
Province or in foreign countries. ( Per Haggart, #KA.)

[See. 30 of Marriage Act, 5 & 0 Edw. VII. (Man.) ch. 41. con
strued.]

3. Husband and wire (J III A—144)—(rim. Con.—Proof <k acii a
marriage beyond evidence of cohabitation and reputation.

In a criminal conversation action there need not lx- evidence of the 
validity of the marriage ceremony, but there must lx* strong evidence 
of the marriage itself going beyond mere evidence of cohabitat i n and 
reputation, and the best proof that could lx- given of in actual mar
riage is by some person actually present at the solemnity.

[Morris v. Miller. 4 Hurr. 2057; Hitt v. Ilarlow, 1 1) »ug. 171 171; 
Wigmorc on Evidence, sec. 2084; Catherwood v. Canton (1811 13
M. k W. 261. 13 L.J. Ex. 334; If. v. Millie, 10 Cl. A F. 534: tin <4 
v. Beamish, 9 H.L.C. 274. 337; Mainwariny'e ease, 1 Dear. A 15. 139; 
If. v. Utiffin. 4 L.R. Irish 497. 503. 14 Cox C.U. 308; Mon in V. Miller,
1 W. HI. 032. referred to.]

4. Evidence (| XII F—952)—Proof of marriage i»y eye-witness.
The fact of a marriage having been validly solemnized may he |-u>ved 

by some person who was actually present and saw the ceremony |«r- 
formed.
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5, Evidence (§ XII F—952)—Proof of marriage—Testimony u cox MAN.
TEA CTI NO 1‘ABTY. -----

In nn action for criminal conversation, where evidence of n mar C. A.
riage can l>e proved by an eye-witness, in a jurisdiction wherein the 19J2
old common law disqualification lias lieen removed ami a party to the ------
action is therefore a competent witness; the hushund himself is one Zdraiial
of the best eye-witnesses and is competent. P.

[ Mon is v. Miller (17(17). 4 Burr. 2057; liirl v. Barlow (1779), 1 Siiatney. 
Dong. 171 (decided long prior to ch. (18 of 32 A 33 Viet. (Imp.)
(18(19), qualifying the husband), distinguished.]

(1. Evidence (8 VII H—032)—Proof of foreign marriage—Admission of 
DEFENDANT IN CRIM. CON. CASE—FOREIGN MARRIAGE LAW.

In an action for criminal conversation, the admission of the defen
dant, that he knew the plaintilf to lie married, coupled with the af 
flrmative testimony of those present at the ceremony, is evidence of 
the marriage, though it took place in a foreign country, but it is not 
sufficient to prove the foreign marriage law.

[Rex v. X ami in (1911), 24 O.L.R. 306; It. v. Creamer, 10 L.C.R.
404, 450m, referred to.]

7. Evidence (8 UK 2—151)—Presumption—De facto marriage.
A cogent legal presumption is raised in fivmir of any marriage 

which is shewn to lie celebrated <lc facto, and this presumption of law 
is not lightly to Is* rc|H'llcd or broken in upon by a mere balance of 
probability, hut the evidence for the purpose of nqielling it must be 
strong, distinct, satisfactory ami conclusive.

[Taylor on Evidence, 10th cd., par. 172. referred to.]

This action is brought to recover damages for criminal con- statement 
versation by the defendant with the plaintiff’s alleged wife.
The action was tried before Mr. Justice Macdonald. He allowed 
the case to go to the jury and they gave a verdict for the plain
tiff. The defendant has moved to set aside the verdict and en
ter a nonsuit on the ground that the evidence did not establish, 
to the extent required in a case like this, that the woman in ques
tion was the plaintiff’s wife.

The appeal was dismissed, the Court being e divided.
A’. F. Hag cl, K.C., for the plaintiff.
E. L. Howell, for the defendant,

Richards, J.A.;—The evidence shewed that the plaint'll' rmuMs.j.a. 
ami the woman had lived together, as man and wife, in this 
country. The plaintiff swore that he had been married to her 
in Hungary, apparently by the rites of the Roman Catholic 
church. He did not pretend to have any knowledge of the laws
of Hungary, or to be, in any way, ....... to say whether the
marriage was a legal one. The effect of his evidence is merely 
this, as I take it, that he went through a ceremony which he 
believed made himself and the woman man and wife.

There was also produced to the Court, although apparently 
not filed as an exhibit, according to the registrar’s entries in 
his hook, a document in the Hungarian language. A witness 
was called who spoke both Hungarian and English, who appar- 
•*n:ly stated its effect to the Court. There is no translation of

1
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it amongst the papers or in the evidence. This witness gave 
no evidence whatever to shew himself versed in the law of 
Hungary as to marriage. He stated that it was a marring ' 
certificate, issued in the Hungarian language, by the Hungarian 
country, and that it was an official marriage certificate. He said 
that it was from a Budapest Roman Catholic presbytery, jr 
residence of the Roman Catholic priest, purporting to be made 
up from a certain marriage book. Apparently he did not trans
late it literally but gave what he said to be the effect of it. 1 
take his evidence only to mean that, after reading it over, it 
seemed, on its face, to him to be a marriage certificate.

No evidence was called as to the laws of Hungary with re 
gard to marriages; so that there is nothing before the Court to 
shew where, or how the marriage ceremony might be lawfully 
performed according to the law of Hungary, and, there was 
also no evidence whatever to shew that the register, from which 
this certificate purported to be taken, was a public register, or 
record, or that either the register, or the extract or copy, which
ever it was, which was produced to the Court, would be evident 
of the marriage in the Courts of Hungary.

There was the further evidence relied on that the defendant, 
in letters he had written, had referred to the woman as the plain 
tiff’s wife. There was no evidence to shew that he knew this, 
further than might be implied from the fact that he knew they 
were living together as man and wife.

The first English case of importance, it seems to me, is 
Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057 [98 English Reports 73]. That 
was an action for criminal conversation. Proof was given of co 
habitation, and general reception of the woman as the man’s 
wife, and it was proved that, after their alleged marriage, ar
ticles had been drawn up between them, for the settling of tin- 
wife’s estate; and I assume that therein she was referred to as 
his wife. At the end of the argument, and before judgment 
was delivered, Lord Mansfield said:—

Proof of actual marriage is always used and understood in oppo»i 
lion to proof by cohabitation, reputation, and other circum»tnn>•- 
from which a marriage may be inferred.

In delivering the judgment of the Court, he said:—
We are all clearly of opinion, that in this kind of action . .

there must lie evidence of a marriage in fact: acknowledgment, .o- 
habitation, and reputation, are not sufficient to maintain this action. 

This is a sort of criminal action. . . .
It shall not depend upon the mere reputation of a marriage, which 

arises from the conduct, or declarations, of the plaintiff himself. .
No inconvenience can happen by thin determination; but Inconveni

ences might arise from a contrary determination; which might render 
persons liable to actions founded upon evidence made by the person» 
themselves who should bring the action.
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There was a judgment of nonsuit.
In Birt v. Barlow, 1 Doug. 171, at 174 [99 English Re

ports 113], Lord Mansfield, says:—
An action for criminal conversation is the only civil case in which 

it is necessary to prove an actual marriage. . . . An action for
criminal conversation has a mixture of penal prosecution; for which 
reason and because it might he turned to had purposes by persons 
giving the name and character of tcife to women to whom they arc 
not married, it struck me, in the case of Munis v. Miller, 4 Burr. 
2057, that in such an action, u marriage in fact must be proved.

In Birt v. Barlow, 1 Doug. 171, un actual marriage was 
proved; hut a rule for a nonsuit was made absolute, for lack 
of evidence of identification of the plaintiff and his alleged wife, 
as the actual persons who were so married. Towards the end 
of the judgment Lord Mansfield suggests that there might have 
been proof in such a ease by the bell ringers, the handwriting 
of the parties, or the persons present at the wedding dinner, 
but it must be noted that, in so doing, he was only referring to 
the question of identification of the parties and not to proof 
of the marriage itself.

In the report of Morris v. Miller, in 1 W. Bl. 632, it is stated 
that Lord Mansfield suggested that, if the register had been 
burned and the parson and clerk were dead, the marriage might 
be proved by a person present at the wedding dinner, and that 
stricter proof would be required in a case of bigamy than in one 
of criminal conversation. Those statements do not appear in 
the report in 4 Burr. 2057, cited above, which seems to be really 
the more careful one. I can not but think that, if made, the 
proof by the person at the wedding dinner was meant only to 
refer to proof of the identity, as in the subsequent cast» of Birt 
v. Barlow, 1 Doug. 171. But, in any case, these observations, if 
made, were obiter dicta, and the suggestion as to less proof being 
required than in bigamy lias not been followed. Also, they 
could not be taken as covering the case of proving a foreign 
marriage, as to which the case of Catherwood v. Cast on, 13 
M. & W. 261, 13 L.J. Ex. 334, and the Perth Earldom ease, 2 
II.L.C. 865, which I refer to later on, hold that there must be 
proved as a fact, by persons versed in the laws of such coun
try, what the law there was as to marriage, and that the cere
mony was in accordance with that law.

I take it that the marriage that had to be proved in an action 
for criminal conversation in England (before that kind of ac
tion was abolished there) could have l»cen proved by the evid
ence of witnesses, who were present at, and saw, the ceremony 
take place in a church building of the Established Church of 
England, in England. But that would be held sufficient be
cause the Courts took cognizance of the fact that by the law of
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England all such churches were places where marriages might 
lawfully l>e solemnized. But, even in England, where the mar
riage, to be so proved, took place in a chapel of any other r 
ligious body than the Church of England, the testimony of such 
witnesses had to be supplemented by proof that such chap 1 
was licensed for the performance of marriages: Hcg. v. Main- 
waring, 1 Dear. & B. 132. In other words, such a marriage had 
to be proved to have taken place according to the marriage law 
of England. With such further evidence required of a mar
riage, in the very country where the action is brought, it seems 
to me impossible to hold that, in the case of a foreign marriag.. 
nroof that it was celebrated according to the law of the country 
where it took place, could, in a similar action, be held unneo 
sary.

Cathrrwood v. Codon, 13 M. & W. 261, 13 L.J. Ex. 334, w is 
another action for criminal conversation. The plaintiff, an 
Englishman, domiciled in England, went through a mnrriiiLv 
ceremony, at the English Consular office at Bey rout, in Syr 
with the daughter of the Consul, who was an Englishman. Tim 
marriage was celebrated by an American missionary, according 
to the rites of the Church of England, though the missionary 
was not proved to have been in Episcopal Orders. The parties 
cohabited and were received as man and wife, and a son was 
afterwards born to them. The case went to the jury and the 
plaintiff recovered a verdict. A special case was submitted to 
the Court of Exchequer, by which the Court were to be at liberty 
to draw any inferences which, in their opinion, the jury would 
be at liberty to draw from the facts, and the question w.is, 
whether the proceedings constituted a marriage. Parke, It . 
delivered the judgment of the Court, holding (1) that because 
the missionary was not proved to be in Episcopal Orders such 
a marriage was not valid by the common law of England, lie 
then said:—

Rut, on the second argument, it was contended that in the action 
for criminal conversation, which is, as it was argued, an action 
agiinst a wrongdoer, it was quite sufficient to prove that the parties 
intended to celebrate, and that in their belief they did celebrate, a 
lawful and formal marriage, and that, as they afterwards cohabited 
ns man and wife, upon the faith of this botté fide belief, it constituted 
primé facie a sufficient marriage de facto, and was a good foundation 
for the plaintiffs maintaining this-notion against the defendant, at 
least until the defendant shewed affirmatively that the marriage was 
unlawfully contracted, which it is clear he has not done here. Vpon 
the facts as stated, we do not know what was the marriage law of 
Syria, where this took place, as to the marriages of British subjects 
there residing, not whether British Christian subjects might not marry 
by a form allowed in that country, without any violence to their re
ligious feelings. And we, therefore, are left in complete uncertainty
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whether the marriage lx- unlawful, if it lx* necessary for the defendant 
to shew that to lie the cam*. The question, therefore, is, whether the 
plnintitf must, in the first instance, shew this marriage to be clearly 
legal, or whether he has done sufficient to east the burden of shewing 
the contrary on the defendant. And we think that this burden is on 
the plaintiff, and that he has not done sufficient to establish a primA 
facie c»sc against the defendant. The case# of Morria V. Miller. 4 
Burr. 2057. 1 W. Bln. (132, and Dirt v. liar line. 1 Doug. 171, and the 
uniform practice ever since their decision, seems to have settled, that 
in actions of this nature, ns in the indictment for bigamy, it is neces
sary for the plaintiff to shew what the Courts call a marriage in fact, 
which we think is fin actual marriage, valid, or avoidable, and not 
yet avoided ; see 3 Inst. 88; and that acknowledgment, cohabitation, 
and reputation, which raise a presumption of a valid marriage, are not 
sufficient.

Unless the plaintiff prove a marriage whereby the relation of hus
band and wife is really created, he cannot succeed ; and the mere proof 
of a ceremony which the parties auppnse to lie sufficient to constitute 
that relation, is not enough. It must lie shewn to be sufficient ac
cording to law for that purpose. If this were not required, it might 
hapjien that a defendant might lie made responsible in a ease in which 
the act complained of was done by the supposed wife, with the full 
intent of putting an end to the invalid and void contract into which 
she might have entered. It is therefore very reasonable to hold, that 
a husband, in this aetion, must establish a contract of marriage bind
ing lmth on himself and on his wife, and shew the fact of adultery 
during the continuance of this contract.

Here the plaintiff has not shewn such a contract. It is quite con 
sistent with nil the facts here proved, that the supposed wife of the 
plaintiff has quitted him, and gone to cohabit with the defendant, be
cause. though, at the time of the ceremony, she intended to contract, 
and believed she did contraet. marriage with the plaintiff, she has 
since discovered that she made no contract binding upon her on that 
occasion, if she married the defendant, she could not on this proof 
he convicted of bigamy, and according to the authorities, the two cases 
appear to depend on the same principle.
I have quoted this at length because it seems to me very 

strongly in point. It tends to shew that a marriage in a foreign 
country must be shewn to have been according to the law of 
that country, and that the burden of shewing this is on the plain
tiff. and that, not having shewn it, he does not establish an 
actual marriage or marriage in fact. The learned Judge gives, 
at greater length and more fully, the same reasons which Lord 
Mansfield relied on in the cases above cited.

In the Perth Earldom ease, 2 H.L.C. 865, the claimant, in 
proof of his pedigree, put in evidence attested copies of extracts 
from the register of marriages, births and deaths kept in certain 
places in France. The witness who produced them, and had 
compared them with the originals, proved that they were kept 
in an official place and under the care,of official persons.
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It will be noted that two things were there proved which 
are not proved in the present case; that is, that they had h..*n 
compared with the originals, and were kept in official places 
under the care of official persons. Yet this evidence was ob
jected to on the ground that these documents were matter of 
foreign law, which foreign law should be proved by competent 
witnesses, and that it must be proved that the registers were 
kept according to the laws of France, and that they would Im? 
received in evidence in France. The Lords of the Committee 
agreed with this, and required the evidence of a French lawyer, 
to prove the above facts, before they would receive these cer
tificates in evidence.

It is stated in a number of cases that the proof of marriage, 
in a case like this, must be as strong as would be required in a 
case of bigamy.

Rep. v. Smith, 14 U.C.R. 565, was a case of bigamy. To prove 
this marriage (to one Mary Patterson) two parties, who had 
been present at the wedding, gave evidence. One of them had 
himself been married at the same time. Their evidence was 
that the marriage took place before one Parsons, a justice of 
the peace, at Manchester, in the State of New York. One wit
ness testified that he subsequently saw the fact of that justice of 
the peace’s election, as such, in the town records of Manchester, 
in the possession of another justice of the peace, and in the lat
ter’s office, and was told by him that it was a record book, and 
that the book did contain entries of the election of town officers. 
Sir John Robinson delivered the judgment of the Court of 
Queen’s Bench for Upper Canada. After reciting the facts, 
he stated as follows:—

Now, we know that by the common law of England such a person 
could not legally solemnize marriage. In our own country we know 
that a justice of the peace could do so, and can still, under certain 
restrictions, but we arc not therefore at liberty to infer that a justice 
oan do the same in the foreign country where it is alleged the pri-oner 
was married to Mary Patterson. Proof, therefore, was necessary of 
the authority, and the proof that was given amounts only to this: 
that Parsons was a justice of the |>eacc in the State of New York at 
the time; that he did as such assume to solemnize matrimony in an
other instance ns well as in this; and the same witness who swears 

'this, the brother of Mary Patterson, swears in direct and positive 
terms that Parsons, as a justice of the peace, had authority in the 
State of New York to marry. The witness who gave this evidence did 
not state whether it was by any written law of that country that the 
authority was given, or whether without any written law marriages 
by a justice of the jteace are or were then held valid in that country. 
\Ye can as individuals have no doubt that he speaks correctly, 1 • >r we 
have heard the authority of justices of the jieacc to solemnize marriage 
in the State of New York proved upon various occasions in such i man
ner aa was clearly sufficient according to our law of évidents fiat
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we cannot act in a cant* of this kiml u|mn the knowU-ilgv which we MAN.
have acquired in other eaws ; and the qlient ion ia whether evidence of ------
the foreign law in this respect, given by a person who never at any 1 
time, for all that appearo, was a lawyer, or an inhabitant of the for- 
eign country in question, oan lie received as evidence. Zdraiial

We are of opinion that it can not, and that in this case such proof v.
of a valid marriage as the law requires was not given. Siiatney.

Hirj. v. Duff, 29 IT.C.C.P. 255, was another case of bigamy, aiciurds, j.a.
The evidence produced was, first, a deed of land, made by the 
accused, after the second marriage, to a trustee, to pay the 
rents and profits to his first wife. This deed contained a power 
of revocation by the grantor. The trustee named in the deed 
testified that the accused told him when the deed was made that 
tin- land had been bought with the first wife’s money, and he 
wanted the rents to go to her every three months, lie stated 
to the trustee the name and address of the first wife. The trus
tee’s wife testified that she had heard the accused asking the 
trustee to take upon him the trust for the benefit of the ac
cused’s first wife and their child.

Un a reserved case it was held by Wilson, C.J., and Gwynne, 
and Galt, JJ., that the evidence shewed that the object of the 
deed was, really, to deprive the second wife of any claim on 
the land, and that the statements of the accused, of the existence 
of the first wife, were not statements against his own interest, 
and, therefore, were not evidence against him.

In Wigmore on Evidence, section' 2084 and 2085, it is ad
mitted that the law, as to evidence necessary to prove a mar
riage. was plainly determined in .1/orr/s v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057, 
and Birt v. Barlow, 1 Doug. 171, and has ever since been ac
cepted. He holds the grounds taken by Lord Mansfield to be 
(1) that the action was penal in its nature and says that it has 
always been so treated in a marked manner in England, and also 
that, to receive habit and reputation alone, might enable a man, 
having a mistress, to recover damages for her seduction. Wig- 
more says that, so far as the first reason is concerned, it stands, 
or falls, with the general policy of establishing a special rule 
for criminal cases, and that, so far as the second reason is con
cerned, it is indeed based on a real contingency, yet he thinks it 
doubtful whether there is any need of exercising special vigil
ance on behalf of a defendant, whose conceded conduct deprives 
him of honourable sympathy.

It seems to me that, if the first ground is still the law of 
England, and apparently it is admitted by Wigmore to be, that 
a comment as to the second need not be considered, especially 
as that comment, though the view of the learned text-writer in 
no way changes the binding effect of the two decisions by Lord 
Mansfield and one by Baron Parke, which I have quoted.

7 D.L.B.
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he proved in this Court as facts, to shew that the marriage is 
an actual one.

Marriage depends on law as well as on the fact that bi
parties to it purported to marry. In trials for bigamy - i.- 
fiudges have held (though there has boon a great diversit 
opinion on the point) that statements by the accused, ol 
fact of the first marriage, may he taken by juries to lie suffi
cient proof of it. as a legal marriage—at least when those s' it, 
ments were not made, as in Rep. v. Duff, 29 IT.C.O.I*. 2-’> > n 
the accused’s own interest. It is cogently pointed out by Mr. 
Justice Harry, in /»Y//. v. (Iriffin, 4 L.R. Ir. 497, that

if the inlmisHion In- not evidence of a legal marriage, no man « iM 
In- allowed to |ih-a«l guilty to a charge of bigamy. Such i|«-«i m* 
.Ms-m to me to In- only arguable on tin- ground 4hat, in an adnn on 
ngainat his own intercut, the nec-uned ahmild be |>re«unied to knim 
the law, or, |N-rlia|w tluU, in aiu-h a (Mac, the mitral guilt would U- iIm- 
auimi whether the tlrat marriage waa. or was not, a legal on--, it 
the aeeiiai-d believed it to Ih- according to law; that lM-lief la-in i-n 
|dietl from Ilia admi-edon.
Hut 1 fail to see how any such principle can apply to en

able a plaintiff seeking, in order to promote his own ini- «1. 
or advantage, to recover damages in an action for erim mil 
conversation—to ask that, because he swears he went through 
what he believes to have been a marriage ceremony—the legality 
of which depends on foreign law, of which our Courts <lo not 
take judicial cognizance, but which, when a necessary element 
of a ease before them has to lie proved as a fact—such proof 
should be held unnecessary and the legality of the Ibivign 
ceremony, as a marriage, taken for granted.

Some confusion has arisen from numerous dicta Ilia'. in 
criminal conversation, the proof must be the same as in h im> 
That may he correct in reference to proof in the ordinar.x way. 
Hut I think no Judge has ever laid it down (or meant to d« - » 
that in criminal conversation the mere statement, under oath, 
or otherwise, by the plaintiff, that he had been married to the 
woman, should have the same effect, in proof of man ■ re. as 
an admission by the accused, in bigamy, might have as proof 
of guilt. 1 am unable, therefore, to see that judicial decisions 
as to the effect of such an admission are in any way applicable 
to this ease.

Further, to hold that the plaintiff’s uncorroborated testi
mony could lie sufficient proofs of the marriage, would open the
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door for the bringing of actions by men who wore not really 
married to the women they claimed were their wives, as sug
gested in Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057. Wigmore seems to 
suggest, that because actions of this kind are less frequent than 
in Lord Mansfield's time, a less stringent rule of proof of the 
marriage should now prevail. I cannot see the force of that 
argument. Though the volume of such actions has diminished, 
the need for protection from possible blackmail is, in each action 
brought, as great as ever.

As to the certificate no attempt was made to shew that the 
witness, who staled what he considered its meaning, was ac
quainted with the Hungarian law of marriage. There is noth
ing in the English or Manitoba Evidence Acts that makes such 
a certificate evidence by itself. In the absence of proof that the 
certificate was an extract from a register of marriages, pro- 
perly kept according to the law of Hungary, and that such a 
certificate would, itself, be evidence of the marriage, in the 
Courts of Hungary, it should, in my opinion, not have been 
admitted in evidence, or its effect read to the jury. I do not 
see that, if the witness had translated it verbatim, it would 
have made it any better in this respect.

The admissions in the defendant’s letters cannot, because 
thev are in writing, I think, stand on any better plane than 
if they were verbal admissions; and the case of Morris v. Miller, 
4 Burr. 2057. shews that a verbal admission by the defendant 
that the woman was the plaintiff’s wife, is not proof of the fact 
in an action such as this.

I think the plaintiff has failed to meet the burden cast upon 
him in respect of proving the marriage, and would set aside the 
verdict and enter a nonsuit.

It is argued that the effect of such a view is to make it ex
tremely difficult for a person, married in a foreign country, to 
procure the evidence of that marriage, because, although it 
might he proved by the issue of a commission, the plaintiff would 
perhaps be too poor to incur the expense of the issue of a com
mission. I can only understand that argument as meaning that, 
otherwise necessary proof may lie dispensed with where the 
parly, on whom it lies to give that proof, is too poor to get it 
a reason which, of course, cannot be maintained Apart from 
that, however, I think that the assertion of such a ground over
looks entirely the effects which might result from the absence 
ot Mich strict proof, and which are referred to by Lord Mans 
field and Baron Parke, in their judgments iiltove quoted.

I’kkih k, J.A.;—This is an action brought by the plaintiff 
against the defendant for criminal conversation with, and alien
ation of the affections of, the plaintiff’s wife. The jury re
turned a verdict for the plaintiff and awarded him damages in
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the sura of $1,000. At the close of the plaintiff’s case defra
clant’s counsel moved for a nonsuit upon the ground that the 
marriage of the plaintiff to his alleged wife had not been suffi, 
ciently proved. The motion was renewed at the close of the 
case. The defendant asks that a nonsuit be entered on this 
ground, lie also takes the objection that the defendant’s rx- 
amination for discovery should not have been admitted in evid
ence against him on the ground that a defendant in 
a criminal conversation action cannot be compelled to 
appear and be examined for discovery, and, if he did 
so appear and was examined, bis evidence, given on 
such examination, could not be used against him, under 
32 and 33 Viet. (Imp.) eh. 68, sec. 3, and on the auth
ority of Fleury v. Campbell, 18 P.R. (Ont.) 110. In regard to 
this latter objection it appeared that the defendant was called 
at the trial as a witness in his own behalf and, on cross-rxam- 
ination, all the important parts of his examination on discovery 
were reiterated by him. I do not think that it is necessary to 
further consider this point, especially in the view I take in re
gard to the first objection.

Up to the close of the plaintiff’s case the only proof of his 
marriage is contained in the following passage in his own evid
ence :—

Q. You came from where? A. From Moravia.
Q. You came from Moravia? A. Yes.
Q. Were you a married man ? A. Yes, I was married in the old 

country.
Q. What place? A. Hungary, Budapest.
Q. You were married in the old country, in Hungary, Budapest. A. 

Yes.
Q. When ? A. 17 years ago.
(,». By what ceremony? A. In the Court and in the Churoh.
(J. You were married in the old country in the Church ? A. V<
Q. That is, you were in Court, what is called a civil ceremmn ? A.

Q. And in the Church ? A. Yes, sir.
Q. What Church. A. The ltnman Catholic, Budapest.
Q. That is the sacramental ceremony of marriage? A. Ye*

After the defence was closed the plaintiff’s counsel ton- 
dered in evidence a document called a marriage certificate, pur
porting to certify to the marriage of the plaintiff and liis wife. 
Defendant ’s counsel strongly objected to the reception of this 
document as evidence. One of the witnesses who understood 
the Hungarian language was recalled, and, notwithstanding 
the objection of defendant’s counsel, the witness gave to the 
jury a translation of the contents of the certificate ami at
tempted to prove other facta in connection with it. This witness 
was an ordinary workman and made no pretence of having any
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special knowledge in regard to the certificate, beyond under
standing the language in which it was written. It is not clear 
from the shorthand writer’s copy of the evidence furnished to 
this Court, whether the document was filed as an exhibit or not. 
Tin- Court record contains no entry of it, and the document is 
not amongst the papers put in at the trial.

The certificate merely purported to have been issued from an 
office in Hungary. The authenticity of the certificate or of the 
records to which it referred was not proved, and there is no 
evidence that the certificate was issued under any lawful auth
ority. Nothing was proved in regard to the certificate except 
what appeared on its face. It is clear that tlie certificate was 
not receivable in evidence: see Lyell V. Kennedy, 14 A.(’. 4 $7. 
448, 449; Finlay v. Finlay, 31 L.J.N.S. Pro. & Mat. 149. The 
trial Judge should not have allowed a translation of it to be 
given to the jury. The only evidence of marriage, therefore, 
which was properly before the jury was that which the plaintiff 
himself gave and which appears in the extract already quoted.

It has long been settled law that in an action for criminal 
conversation with the plaintiff’s wife, the plaintiff must prove 
an actual marriage whereby the relation of husband and wife 
was really created. In Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057, Lord 
Mansfield said:—

XVe are all clearly of opinion that in this kind of action, an action 
fur criminal convernation with the plaintiff's wife, there must In- evid
ence of a marriage in fact; acknowledgment, cohabitation and reputa
tion are not sufficient to maintain thin action. . . . Thin in a sort 
of criminal action; there is no other way of puninhing thin crime at 
common law. It shall not depend upon the mere reputation of a mar
riage, which arinen from the conduct or declarations of the plain
tiff himself.
In Cathcrwood v. Caslon, 13 M. & W. 261, 13 L.J. Ex. 334, 

also an action of the same nature, it was sought to prove a mar
riage between two British subjects alleged to have taken place 
in Syria. Both parties were members of the Church of Eng
land. The marriage was celebrated by an American missionary, 
according to the rites of the Clmreh of England. The parties 
afterwards cohabited and lived together as man and wife. It 
was held that a marriage had not been proved because it had not 
been shewn to have been celebrated in the presence of a priest in 
holy orders. Parke, B., in giving judgment, said :—

Unless the pluintiff prove a marriage whereby the rclution of hus
band and wife in really created, ho cannot succeed; and the mere 
proof of a ceremony which the parties supine to lx* sufficient to con
stitute that relation, is not enough.

These cases indicate that in a criminal conversation action, 
the fact that a marriage took place must be established with the 
same degree of certainty as would be required upon an indict-
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ment for bigamy. As to the proof required in the latter action, 
see Keg. v. Smith, 14 C.C.R. 565; Ilcg. v. Duff, 29 IJ.C.C.P. Li 
Roscoe’s Grim. Ev., 13th ed., p. 272.

In the present ease the plaintiff and his alleged wife u 
citizens of a foreign country when the alleged marriage en-, 
mony took place, and it was said to have been performed n 
that country. Our law recognizes and holds valid a fon n 
marriage when it has been performed according to the rites or 
ceremonies held requisite by the law of the country where tli 
marriage has taken place. Our Courts give effect to the pr n 
eiple that the form of the contract is governed by the law of 
place where the contract takes place: Dicey, Con. of Laws. 2nd 
ed., 615, 616:—

The law of a country where a marriage is solemnised must r 
il«‘ci(l<‘ all <|n«‘stions relating to the validity «if the ceremony hy » 
the marriage is alh-ge«l to have been constituted.

Sottomayor v. De Karros, L.R. !1 P.D. 1, 5; see also ();/»/. n 
v. Ogden, [1908] P. 46. If then the plaintiff seeks to prov- u 
a Court of law in Canada that he was in fact married in Him 
gary to the woman he calls his wife, both being domicilei! n 
that country at the time, lie must shew that such marriage " s 
performed according to the rites ami ceremonies held re«|ii «• 
by Hungarian law. It is not sunieient for him to state nn > 
that he was married “iu the Court and in the Church.” lb- 
must go further ami shew that his marriage was a valid on n 
Hungary.

It was argued that the defendant had in effect admitted tb • 
marriage by speaking of the woman as the wife of the plaint i 
Hut it is clear that he was referring to her general repute s 
such. He does not appear to have had any knowledge that the 
marriage took place in fact or that it was celebrated in l«-gal 
form.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that in ordinary • \il 
actions marriage may be presumed where the parties have lived 
together for a long period as man and wife and have been n 
garded and received as such: Doe v. Filming, 4 Ring. 266; / rs 
v. Pie rs. 2 H.L.C. 331 ; Sastry Vi laider Aronrgary v. St mix - " »/ 
Vaigalie, 6 A.C. 364; Kh:pps v. Moore, 5 U.C.R. 16. Hut on m 
indictment for bigamy, or in the quasi criminal action for dam 
ages against an alleged adulterer, sueh rule does not apply ami a 
valid first marriage must be proved: see Taylor Ev., 10th <>L 
par. 172.

It only remains to be pointed out that section 30 of the 
Marriage Act, 1906. only applies to marriages heretofore or 
hereafter solemnized in this province where the minister or 
other person who solemnized the marriage was not duly author
ised, or where any of the requirements of the earlier sections of
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the Act had not been complied with, but the parties have been 
living together as man and wife. It does not attempt to make 
valid a marriage in a foreign country between citizens of that 
country.

1 think the appeal should be allowed with costs. The verdict 
should be set , and a nonsuit entered with costs in the 
Court of King’s Bench.

Cameron, J.A. :—The plaintiff was married to his wife (who 
was living at the time the action was brought but died before the 
trial) at Budapest in Hungary in October, 1 HOG, and lived and 
cohabited with her thereafter until they separated in conse- 

uence of the alleged wrongful conduct of the defendant, which 
is the subject of this action. The charge is that the defendant 
had illicit and adulterous relations with the plaintiff’s wife for 
a long time prior to the separation. The defence denies gener
ally the plaintiff’s allegations, and specifically that stating his 
marriage.

The case was tried before Mr. Justice Macdonald and a jury 
on November 18, Bill, when a verdict was found for the plain
tiff for $1.000. The judgment entered thereon is now moved 
against on the grounds (1) that the examination of the defend
ant was improperly admitted as evidence, and (2) that there 
was no evidence of the plaintiff's marriage as alleged. Objec
tion was also taken to the amount of the damages awarded.

I cannot attach importance to the first ground of objection. 
The evidence in the examination was in its main features all 
brought out on the defendant’s examination. A new trial could 
not lie awarded on this ground.

The second ground is more formidable. Here the evidence 
intended to establish the marriage is that of the plaintiff hiin- 
sc|f, who swore that he was married at Budapest in Hungary, 
“in the Court and in the Church,” that is by both a civil and 
a n ligious ceremony. He lived with his wife for sixteen years 
and they had a child, issue of the marriage, who died at the 
age of five years. There was also put in, in corrolioration, a 
certificate, purporting to come from the Church authorities in 

To this objection was taken on various grounds, 
amongst them, that the provisions of the law relating to solemni
zation of marriage in Budapest were not given in evidence. 
I'laintiff’s counsel did not, however, rely upon this certificate, 
lait upon the direct evidence of the marriage contained in the 
plaintiff’s testimony.

It is urged that this proof is wholly insufficient.
If (tentons live together a* man amt wife, it will, in favour of mor

ality and decency, lie presumed that they are legally married.

But to this rule there are in England two exceptions.
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Hoth on an indictment for bigamy, and on a polit ion claiming dam 
ages against an alleged adulterer (which, under the Divorce Ad 
luw taken the place in Kngland of tin» action for criminal converse 
lion), a valid first marriage must lie proved; ami even the proof .,f 
a ceremony, which tlie parties supposed to be sullicient to constitute 
the relation <if husband and wife, is not enough, unless it be shewn to 
lie legilly valid: Taylor on Evidence, sec. 172.

The special rule concerning evidence of marriage in actions 
for criminal conversation, was first laid down by Lord Mails 
field in Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057. There the man and 
woman

were married ai Mayfair Chapel. The register or books could not lie 
given in evidence. Keith, who married them, was transported; and tin- 
clerk, who was present, was dead. So that the plaintiff could not 
prove the actual marriage by any evidence.

The plaintiff proved articles made after marriage, 
also cohabitation, name and reception of her by everybody as his wife, 
though we did not indeed prove it by any register, or by witnesses who 
were present at the marriage.

Evidence was also given of a confession by tile defendant 
of adultery with plaintiff’s wife. Lord Mansfield held in

an action for criminal conversation with tlie plaintiff’s wife, then- 
must be evidence of a marriage in fact: acknowledgment, cohabitation 
and reputation are not sufficient to maintain this action.

But we do not at present define what may or may not lie evidence 
of a marriage in fact.

In this decision Lord Mansfield himself made the law as 
he pointed out in the subsequent case of Itirt v. Harlow, 1 Doug 
171, 174.

But an action for criminal conversation has a mixture of penal 
prosecution; for which reason, and lwrausc it might lie turned to laid 
purposes. ... it struck me, in -the ease of .1 forris v. Miller, 4 Burr 
2057. that in such an action, a marriage in fact must I*» proved.
But he pointed out also that marriages arc not always 

registered, where proof by register would be impossible an-l 
other proof would be admissible. Mr. Justice Blackstone says 
at p. 171 :—

That the lient proof that could be given of an actual marriage. » i. 
by mmie person personally present at the solemnity.

In Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057, as it is reported in Sir W. 
Blackstone’s reports, at p. 632, Lord Mansfield’s judgment is 
differently reported, thus;—

In these actions there must lie proof of a marriage in fact, as con 
tranted to cohabitation and reputation of marriage arising from them*-. 
Perhaps there need not be strict proof from the register, or by a per 
ton prceent. but strong evidence must be had of the fact; as bv a 
person present at the wedding dinner, if the register be burnt and tlie 
parson and the clerk arc dead.
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So that all that is necessary is proof of a “marriage in fact” man. 
or of an “actual marriage,” which signifies “as a rule of evi- 
donee, in these decisions, proof of an eye-witness, i.e., either by wi2
the register containing the parson’s entry or by the oral testi- ----
mony of parson, clerk or some other person present at the Z,,RJ,,AL 
ceremony:” Wigmore on Kvidence, sec. 2084. It is not laid Siiatnry. 
down that there must be evidence of the validity of the marriage 
ceremony, but that there must be strong evidence of the marriage 
itself, more than mere evidence of cohabitation and reputation.

Now, in this case, we have the evidence of an eye-witness, 
to wit : the plaintiff. Ilis evidence would not have been admiss
ible in England at the time when Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057, 
was decided (1767) or Hirt v. Harlow, 1 Doug. 171 (1779). The 
common law rule disqualifying parties to actions of this kind 
as witnesses remained in force until 1869 (22 & 23 Viet. ch.
68). So that until then the question of proving a marriage by 
the evidence of a party could not arise.

I think it can be forcibly contended that the plaintiff's 
evidence in this case is strong evidence of the fact of his mar
riage; and, in fact, the best evidence within his power to give, 
and, therefore, it is sufficient to meet the requirements of de
fendant’s counsel as set forth in Morris v. Miller (p. 2058), to 
which the Court there gave effect, although it refused to define 
what might or might not be evidence of a marriage in fact (p.
2059). But that best evidence (referred to in Morris v. Miller,
4 Burr. 2057) certainly could not at the time of that decision be 
the evidence of one of the parties to the action and to the 
marriage under the common law rule, disqualifying parties as 
witnesses, then prevailing.

The question is undoubtedly rendered more difficult by the 
decision of the Court of Exchequer in Vatlurwood v. i'aslon 
H44), 13 M. & W. 261, 13 L.J.E.X. 334. The plaintiff there 

was an Englishman, domiciled in England, travelling in Syria, 
who married the daughter of the English consul at Bevrout, he 
being twenty-one years of age and she under that age. The 
marriage was celebrated by an American Missionary according 
to the rites of the Church of England of which both parties 
were members. Afterwards the parses cohabited ns man and 
wife and had a son. issue of the .damage.

The case was twice argued. On the first argument it was 
held that the marriage was invalid on the authority of /.* v.
Mill is, 10 Cl. & F. 534, which case was decided by the House of 
Bords, largely on the effect of the Marriage Act, 26 Geo. II. eh.
33. This judgment of the House of Ixmls was by a Court 
equally divided, and has been questioned by eompetent author
ity. to which I shall refer hereafter. In any event it was suffi
cient to justify the annulment of the Catherwood marriage on
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the ground that it was not celebrated in the presence of a 
priest in Episcopal orders.

On the second argument it was contended that the action 
being one of criminal conversation it was sufficient to shew 
that the parties had gone through a solemn ceremony with t 
bonâ fi<h intention of contracting a valid marriage, and had sub. 
sequently cohabited. Baron Parke, delivering the judgment of 
the Court, held, that, since Morris v. Milhr, 4 Burr. 2057 an I 
Kiri v. Ilarl/iw, 1 Doug. 171, it was

fleet***»rv for the plaititifT to shew what the Court* call a marring n 
fart, which we think i* an actual marriage, valid or avoidable, an I 
not yet avoided.
Then he goes further, in my humble opinion, than is just 

fied by the cases relied upon by him as authorities when ! 
says :—

And if the plaintilT prove a marriage whereby the relation of Im 
band and wife i* really created, he cannot succeed ; and the mere j>i • f 
of a ceremony which the partie» suppose to be sullieient to eon»titn . 
that relation, i- not enough. It must In* shewn to Is* sullieient ace * I 
ing to law for that pur|x»»e.
lie further goes on to point out that the supposed wife ni y 

have left the plaintiff ami gone to cohabit with the defendant 
because sin* had discovered that the contract of marriage assumed 
to have been entered into at Bey rout was not binding on her 

1 would point out that in the Catlurwood case, the marriage 
was invalid under If. v. Millis, 10 Cl. & F. 534, which case, <>ï 
disputed authority, was based upon provisions of the English 
Marriage Acts, wholly inapplicable here. The country in wli li 
Bey rout is was at the time Mohammedan in point of religion. 
Furthermore, the parties in the Vatherwood case were an Eng 
lishman and an Englishwoman, both domiciled at the time of 
the marriage in question in England and both were members of 
the Church of England. I do not imagine that Baron Parke 
intended his judgment to go any further than the facts of the 
case immediately before him warranted or necessitated. I 
certainly do not feel inclined to give it any wider application. 
To us to-day, and in this country, the decision in the Millis 
case appears to have inflicted a great wrong and would sun ly 
not now be held to be a binding authority.

As to that ease, see the remarks of Lord Campbell in 
Beamish v. Beamish, 9 II.L.C. 274 at 337, where he says that h.* 
deemed the decision that unless a priest, especially ordained, 
were present at the ceremony, the marriage was null and void 
and the children thereof illegitimate, was so unsatisfactory that 
he resorted to the extraordinary expedient of entering a pro
test against it in the Journals of the House.

lu Main waring’» case, 1 Dear. & B. p. 139, Mr. Justice Willis
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declared that tile deciaion in I'allit riruml x. t'anion. VI V. & W. 
201. VI L.J.Kx. 3114, turned upon //. v. Millis, It) Cl. & F. 534,

wliicli 1 shall never cmittidvr as n Mailing authority.

Here, at any rate, the facts are wholly different from those 
in the Cathcrwood ease. We have no declaration of this or any 
other Court that the marriage here in question was invalid. On 
the contrary, practically the opposite is the ease, in that there 
has not been the slightest attempt to question its validity here 
or abroad, and, in fact, the defendant admits it himself. The 
man and wife here were not Canadians or British subjects, lmt 
Hungarians. Their domicile, unquestionably, at the time of the 
marriage was not here, hut in Hungary, where they were living 
at the time and of which country they were citizens or subjects. 
The evidence is the best evidence in the plaintiff's power to 
give, and is more than evidence of “acknowledgment, cohabita
tion and reputation " for it goes back to tin* inception of the 
i'. lotion of husband and wife at and by a religious and a civil 
ceremony. The religious ceremony was performed in the 
Roman Catholic Church in Budapest in Hungary, in which 
tli Christian and not the Mohammedan faith prevails. 
Surely it is the part of common sense to say that a 
cremony performed under these circumstances, in a civilized 
and Christian country, lived up to for sixteen years, and abso
lutely unquestioned, can and must be assumed to be regular and 
duly performed. 1 refer to Lord Kllenhorough's dictum in If.

Ilnnnpt/ni, 10 Hast 282, at 2S!I. followed in It. v. (Iriffiu, 4 L. 
R. Irish 407, 503, 14 Cox C.C. 308.

If the plaintiff were to be held here to the strict performance 
nf the very letter of the decision of Baron Parke, what would lie 
have to prove? The law of Hungary relating to the solemniza
tion of marriage? That would not be sufficient, for it would 
fail to shew that the ceremony in question complied with the 
I'iw. and that the officer or priest celebrating the ceremony acted 
in accordance therewith. The plaintiff would also need to prove 
the official character of the magistrate performing the civil 
ceremony sixteen years ago, and also it may be. tin* due Episcopal 
ordination of the priest celebrating the religious ceremony at 
tin same time. And in all this proposed proof the impossibility 
of the magistrate or priest identifying this plaintiff and his wife 

now dead) with the parties who participated in the ceremonies 
before them in Hungary, is apparent. These same difficulties 
face us in supposing an attempt to prove the marriage by virtue 
of a certificate. That certificate would Ik* useless without addi
tional evidence establishing the law of Hungary and the identity 
of the ceremony vouched for by the certificate with that re
ferred to by the plaintiff and here in question, and without evi
dence establishing the identity of the parties named in the certi- 
1 cate with the plaintiff and his wife.
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lie went no further than that. There certainly is before ns 
strong evidence, absolutely uncontradicted, of the actual 
marriage in this case in the testimony of the plaintiff himself.

Cameron. J.A.
who, without the slightest attempt being made to impeach Iik 
evidence on the point, swears positively to the fact of h s 
marriage. He regarded the woman as his lawful wife and she 
regarded him as her lawful husband. That is the unquestioned 
fact.

In addition to this we have the evidence of the defendant, 
who, throughout his relations with the plaintiff’s wife, regarded 
her as his (the plaintiff’s) wife, and speaks of her in that, and 
no other way. The defendant says that the plaintiff’s wile 
spoke to him of the plaintiff* as her husband. That he regarded 
her as the ’s lawful wife is incontrovertible. Tin* cor
respondence referred to at p. 158 and put in at the trial also 
shews this as the defendant’s view. 11 is evidence throughout 
is, I take it, an admission that he knew and acknowledged tin- 
plaintiff’s wife to be his (the plaintiff’s) wife, and that tin- 
defendant regarded her in no other light, whatever may haw 
been the nature of his relations with her.

My conclusion, therefore, is that the iff’s evidence on
the subject of the marriage is evidence of a party to it, an eye
witness, and is therefore evidence of a “marriage in fact” or 
“actual marriage” within the accepted meaning of the rule 
laid down by Lord Mansfield. Moreover, we have here the evi
dence of the defendant in corroboration, to which weight must 
lie given. See Wigmore on Evidence, sec. 208(5.

As for the rigid rule of proof laid down by Baron Parke. 1 
would consider it inapplicable to this case for the reasons 1 have 
stated. To enforce that rule here or in cases like this would 1"- 
simply a denial of the right to bring an action, as in practice it 
would be impossible to comply with it.

With reference to proof of marriage in bigamy cases, t In

decisions are collected in Crankshaw’s Criminal Code, 338-341 :
The fact of the marriage having liecu validly wdemnized max In- 

proved by some person who was actually present and *nxv the ceremony 
|>erformed : p. 340.
In support of this the author cites A*, v. Allison, 1 R. & It. 

109 ; and /». v. Main waring, 1 Dears. & B. 132.
1 cite also the case of It. v. Newton, 2 M. & Rob. 503, or It. 

V. Simmonsto, 1 Car. & K. 1(54. In that case the prisoner shortly 
after his return to England had told his wife’s sister of his 
marriage in New York by a Presbyterian clergyman and he had 
also referred to her as his wife on other occasions. It was left

4
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to the jury to say whether this was not sufficient evidence “that man. 
the law had been a valid one according to the law in force at c A
New York.” That is the important feature of that case as 1012

hearing upon the ease now before us. The admission was held __ -----
sufficient to establish not only the fact of the ceremony, but Zdb*,,al 
the validity of the ceremony according to the foreign law. This suatnet. 
point is altogether apart from that of the obvious propriety of

1 . ^allowing evidence of an admission made by a party against his 
own interest, or from that that the defendant in a bigamy 
case,

in acknowledging marriage, wjieakt of the fact in which he was per
sonally concerned, and of the truth of which he cannot possibly be
ignorant,

as said by Robinson, C.J., in Campbell v. Carr, fi U.C.Q.B.O.S.
484. The Newton or Simmonsto case goes farther than that, 
for it holds that the admission of a defendant is not only evi
dence against the defendant in a bigamy case, of the fact of the 
first marriage, but is also evidence of the foreign law.

In Hegina v. Smith, 14 U.C.Q.B. 560, proof of the first 
marriage was given by the brother of the woman, both of whom 
were brought up in Upper Canada, and were apparently British 
subjects. The brother said lie was present at his sister’s mar
riage with the prisoner in the State of New York before a jus
tice of the peace, “a magistrate having power to marry,” and 
that the two lived thereafter as man and wife for a short time.
The prisoner was found guilty and sentenced to three years in 
the penitentiary, but a case was reserved for the opinion of the 
Court as to the proof of the validity of the first marriage in 
the State of New York. The Court held that the evidence given 
by the brother, that the justice of the peace had power, was 
insufficient as it was “given by a person who never at any time, 
for all that appears, was a lawyer, or an inhabitant of the 
foreign country in question.” The decision goes no further 
than that. In this present ease the plaintiff made no statement 
as to the persons who officiated at his marriage, and I can find 
no authority requiring that he should do so. Moreover, the 
plaintiff was an inhabitant of the foreign country in question 
here, as also was his wife. I would not extend the decision in 
Uegina v. Smith in its application any further than required 
by the facts set forth. And it is to be borne in mind, that the 
Court considered the question of evidence in the case of a 
prisoner already sentenced to three years in the penitentiary.

No doubt we must take Lord Mansfield's rule as binding.
But we must remember the peculiar social conditions prevailing 
at the time the judgment was rendered when, for reasons stated 
in Wigmore on Evidence, sec. 2084, note, this particular form of 
action flourished and was naturally an attractive means of bfack-
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•wail. These conditions no longer exist, and so far as the del'm 
dant in such actions is concerned, and the propriety of givin 
him any special protection,

it i*i dmilitfui whether there is any neeil of exercising special \r
aims» in behalf uf a «Ivfomlalit whose conceded conduct deprives him • i
honourable sympathy: /ft. :20H4.
It is mi such grounds ns these that I would plnep » liber. ; 

const ruction on Lord Mansfield’s rule a ml would restrict the ; i 
plication of Bn roll Burke's judgment in the Colhcru'ooil e; 
to eases similar in circumstances to that ease.

Strong evidence must, it is true. Is- given in such a 
ns this of the actual marriage, something more than mere cv 
dice of cohabitation and reputation. But if this form of acli.ni 
is to be allowed at all, restrictions as to evidence, impossible to 
be complied with, should not he thrown in its way. The modern 
tendency is in the interests of public justice to relax the strict 
ness of a rule of evidence which tends practically to block it 
plaintiff’s right to recover. When the plaintiff has gone into 
the box, deposed positively as to his marriage, which is not im 
peached in the most indirect way or by the slightest eviden. 
when lie has lived with his wife for sixteen years, and had issi, 
by her, and where that relationship has been acknowledged In 
the -, and more particularly by the defendant, by his words 
and conduct, it does seem to me that strong and amply sat. 
factory evidence has la-cn given of the fact of the marriage with
in the fair intent and meaning of Boni Mansfield's rule. I must 
admit that I have reached this conclusion not without some dilli 
cully hut it seems to me justified by authority and by consider 
lions of public intcri-st.

Since writing the foregoing, I am referred to Rei v. .Vnoaia, 
24 O.L.R. .'106 (1911), a judgment of the Ontario Court of Ap
peal, where it was held (on a raw stated for tile opinion of the 
Court upon an indictment for bigamy) that an admission uf 
the accused, coupled with evidence of those present at the n r 
mony, was sufficient evidence of a marriage in Macedonia. It 
was held, expressly, that the testimony of these witnesses was 
not sufficient to prove the Macedonian law: per Maclaren, .1 V, 
at 311. But the evidence, while not sufficient to prove the for. ta 
law, was held to he not without weight. The various authori
ties dealing with the (position ns to the degree of weight, if any 
at all. Hint is to Is- attached to admissions in such cases are 
dealt with in Mr. Justice Maclaren's judgment. That such an 
admission, unsupported by other evidence, was sufficient was 
held by the Court of Appeal for Lower Canada in It. v. <>. . 
rare, 111 L.C.R. 4114. 450n, and by the Supreme Court of the 
United States in Mitet v. United Statin, 103 U.8. 304. I think 
the •judgment of the Supreme Court in expressly upholding

5
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(p. 311) the view set out in /«'. v. Simmonsto, 1 C. & K. 154, 
and that

it in for the jury !■«» determine whether whnt he (the aevuned) «nid 
was an admission that lie had been legally married nerurding to the 
laws of the eonntry where the marriage was solemnized,

is entitled to great weight. A long list of eases is given in sup
port of this view, including /«'. v. Vpton (1839), 1 Russell on 
Crimes, 7th ed., 983 ; /»’. v. Newton, 2 II. & Rob. 503, or Sim- 
inonsto, 1 C. & K. 154.

In the Naoum ease the opposing decisions are referred to 
also; It. v. Savage, 13 Cox C.C. 178, and Hex v. Li misa g, 18 
Times L.R. 751. The comment of Barry, .1.. in Quetn v. Griffin, 
4 L.R. Ir. 497, is instructive as to Lush, J.’s, statement in /»*. v. 
Savage, 13 Cox C.C. 178, as also is his remark that if an admis
sion in bigamy he not evidence of marriage

no man should lu» allowed to plead guilty to a charge of bigamy.

(In H. v. Griffin, 4 L.R. Ir. 497, the point was as to the proof 
of validity of the second marriage of the accused.)

The conclusion of the Court was that there was ample cvid-

if the Judge Iwlieved it. as he did. to support the conviction, 
though

it might have been well if the Macedonian law had been proved.

I consider this opinion of the Ontario Court of Appeal, con
curred in by all the Judges, lends support to the view which has 
appealed to me in this present case.

The learned trial Judge stated expressly that the jury were 
to assume the marriage as a fact (p. 159) allowing the case to 
go to them on that assumption. After the jury brought in the 
verdict, Mr. Ilowell, said :—

Your lordship intimated that it would still lie open to me to argue 
the (piestioii as to proof of the marriage, if we still saw fit?
And to this the learned trial Judge assented. It seems to 

me that this procedure, while perhaps unusual, was tantamount 
to allowing the case to go to the jury, reserving to the defendant 
the right to move to set aside the verdict on the ground of want 
of evidence, an arrangement to which the parties agreed.

I would not interfere with the damages awarded by the jury 
which cannot be regarded as excessive in an action of this

character), and think the motion to set aside the judgment 
entered must In* refused with costs.

II Aon art, J.A. :—1 agree with the conclusions arrived at by 
my brother Cameron, who in his reasons has very fully re
viewed the authorities.

The trial Judge1 apparently was not satisfied as to the suffi
ciency of the proof of the marriage and in order to shorten
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matters told the jury to assume that the parties were married 
so the question is open and that question is whether there is 
sufficient evidence of the plaintiff’s marriage to support the 
verdict.

Hex v. Naoum, 24 O.L.R. 306, is a recent case in the On
tario Court of Appeal. The Court was unanimous, and Mr. 
Justice Maclaren, who delivered the judgment of the Court, 
collected and reviewed the authorities. A case was stated by 
the County Court Judge before whom the defendant was tried 
for bigamy and convicted, and the question stated for the op
inion of the Court was, whether there was sufficient legal evid
ence of the first marriage which took place in Macedonia to 
warrant the conviction. The evidence upon which the accused 
was convicted was that of several witnesses who were present 
when the ceremony was performed ; that the ceremony took 
place in the village Creek church and was performed by the 
priest of that church in the presence of the villagers gathered 
there to witness it, and that such ceremony was performed in 
the same manner and by the same officiating priest as and by 
whom weddings usually were performed in that village (and 
in so far as the witnesses were qualified to speak) according to 
the rites, laws and customs of that country. The evidence also 
shewed that the prisoner and the woman with whom he went 
through the ceremony had lived together as man and wife and 
had two children born to them. There was also an admission 
made by the prisoner after his arrest. Mr. Justice Maclaren 
said that if it were necessary to prove the Macedonian law as 
to marriage he did not think the testimony of the witnesses 
would be sufficient for that purpose, and while the evidence of 
the Macedonian witnesses was not sufficient to prove the for
eign marriage, there was ample evidence, if the Judge believed 
it, to support the conviction.

Does our Marriage Act apply to the question before us? 
What object had our Legislature in view when it revised and 
amplified our statute respecting the solemnization of marring's?

Before considering the wording of the Act, let us consider 
the law generally on this subject :—

A vugent legal prvaumption is raised in favour of any marriage 
whinli is shewn to lie celebrated dc facto. ... If ikthoiih live to
gether ns man and wife it will, in favour of morality and devenry. I* 
pmuimed that they arc legally married.
Taylor on Evidence, 10th ed., par. 172. And text-wri* r* 

put it stronger and state that the presumption of law must 
prevail unless broken in upon and is much stronger than any 
ordinary legal presumption. It is a presumption of law. not 
lightly to lie repelled or broken in upon by a mere balance of 
probability, but the evidence for the purpose of repelling it must 
Ik* strong, distinct, satisfactory and conclusive.
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But this presumption of law in favour of marriage does not 
hold good under all circumstances. Two exceptions to this are 
recognized in England. On an indictment for bigamy and on 
a petition claiming damages against an alleged adulterer which 
latter is practically our present action for criminal conversa
tion. A valid first marriage must be proved and even the proof 
to constitute the relation of husband and wife is not enough 
unless it he shewn to be legally valid : Taylor on Evidence, 10th 
od., par. 172; Catlnrwood v. Cation, 13 M. & W. 261, 1-1 L.J. 
Ex. 334 ; Morris v. Miller, 4 Burr. 2057 ; Birt v. Barlow, 1 Doug. 
171. The foregoing is a general statement of the law laid down 
in the text-books.

Let us consider briefly the conditions existing in Manitoba 
to-day and at the time of the passing of the Marriage Act in 
1906. Immigration to our country is invited and encouraged 
and thousands of families every year arc coming from remote 
countries and primitive communities, and speaking different 
languages. It may lie that more than one half the marriage 
ceremonies of the residents of Manitoba were celebrated in the 
home land. Our Legislature, with a view of insuring immi
grants in the enjoyment of their marital rights and prompted 
by the same motives that gave rise to the legal presumptions 
in civil suits in favour of marriage by special enactment gave 
the husband and wife, in cases where their matrimonial civil 
rights were concerned, a position at least as strong as that en
joyed under the legal presumptions in civil eases. Let us ex
amine our Marriage Act, ell. 41, 1906.

The former statutes an* consolidated and revised and three 
sections, namely 28, 29, and 30, are added. Sections 28 and 29 
legalize marriages solemnized by certain clergymen, Salvation 
Army officers and Quakers, and they apply only to marriages 
solemnized “in this Province.”

Now, take section 30. Observe that the limiting words “in 
this Province” are designedly left out. It refers to “every 
marriage heretofore or hereafter solemnized.” It evidently 
applies to the marriage of every person whose marital rights 
may he the subject of adjudication. The substance of the sec
tion is:—

30. Every marriage heretofore or hereafter solemnized between 
persons not under a legal din|u ilifieation to contract such mar
riage-. -.hall after two year-* from the time of the Kolemnization thereof 
or upon the death of either of the |«r*iei* lief ore the expiry of such 
time lie deemed a valid marriage *o far a-* nwpects the civil rights 
in this Province of the partie.-* or their issue and in re*|iect of all 
matter-* within the jurisdiction of the legislature of Manitoba, not
withstanding the clergyman, mini-der. or other person who solemnized 
• he marriage was mit duly authorized to solemnize marriage-*, and
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notwithstanding any irregularity or insufficiency in the proclamation 
of intention to intermarry, or in the dispensation thereof or in the 
iaaue of the license or notwithstanding the entire absence of either, 
etc., etc.
It has boon contended that this section 30 applies only to 

marriages solemnized in this Province. Why were the words of 
limitation “in this Province” expressed in the former sections 
and deliberately left out of this. Take the example of a far
mer just south of parallel 49 selling his farm and moving across 
the boundary and taking a farm in Canada and becoming a 
citizen. Can this enactment lie invoked by his neighbour who 
was married in Manitoba and not by the naturalized Ameri
can!

The Legislature recognized the difficulty of procuring evid
ence of marital contracts consummated in all quarters of the 
globe from all people speaking many different languages and 
by this enactment determined to guarantee our naturalized 
citizens in the enjoyment of their marital rights.

This action concerns “the civil rights in this Province of 
the” plaintiff. The marriage is substantially legalized. You 
could not offer evidence of the non qualification of the offic ial, 
nor evidence of the irregularity or insufficiency of the proclama 
tion, or in the dispensation, nor could you question the limine 
or assert the absence of it. The statute practically covers all 
that constitutes the ceremony. You cannot even challenge the 
marriage for its invalidity. The statute gives the party a 
stronger position than he would have in a civil suit under ilk- 
presumptions which could be rebutted or repelled.

The plaintiff has affirmatively proved the ceremony hv au 
eye-witness, cohabitation, living as man and wife for 16 years, 
the birth of issue, and the recognition by the defendant of tin- 
existence of the relationship of man and wife. This, 1 think, is 
sufficient evidence of the marriage.

If section 30 of the Marriage Act applies, then what was 
formerly a legal presumption has the qualities of a statutory 
right and covers this suit which is brought to enforce a civil 
right of the plaintiff.

The appeal should be dismissed.

The Court being < g nail g divided, the appod 
was dismissed without cost*.
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THE B. 4 R COMPANY LIMITED ». HUGH S. McLEOD et al. ALTA.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Stuart, October 14. 1012. ^ ç
1. Ai To.MOBii.K8 (§1—1)—Public bfgvlation an» control—Restriction 1912

—Common Law Liability—2-3 fl ko. V. (Ai.ta.) ch. 0, kkc. 35. -----
Section 35 of the Motor Vehicle Act, 2-3 Geo. V. (Alta.) ch. 6. pro- 

viding that the owner of u registered motor vehicle shall be liable for 
any violation of the provisions of the Act while operating such vehicle, 
is restricted to the penal liability thereby imposed, and does not alter 
the common law liability of the owner of a motor vehicle for the 
violation of the Act. either by himself or hv any other person in charge 
of or operating such vehicle.

f.1/a/fri v. Gillies, 1(1 O.L.R. 558; and Venal V. Dominion Automo
bile Co., 24 O.L.R. 551. distinguished.]

2. Evidence (8 HIT—270)—Onus or proving negligence from opera-
TION OF AN AUTOMOBILE—MOTOR VEHICLE ACT, 2 3 GEO. V. (ALTA.)
CH. 0. SEC. 33.

Section 33 of the Motor Vehicle Act. 2-3 Geo. V. (Alta.) ch. (1, pro
viding that the onus of shewing that any loss or damage incurred by 
any person from the operation of a motor vehicle did not arise through 
th<- negligent or improper conduct of the owner or driver thereof, 
shall rest upon the owner or driver, merely establishes a new rule of 
evidence in civil cases, and does not alter the common law liability 
of the owner or driver for the negligent operation of a motor vehicle.

3. Automobiles (| 1—5)—Negligence in use of—-Common law liability
of OWNER.

At common law the owner of n motor vehicle is not answerable for 
the negligence of the driver thereof, except where the relation of master 
and servant exists, and where, at the time of the negligent act. the 
latter was acting within the scope of his employment; and such lia
bility can be changed by statute only by the use of distinct and un
equivocal words.

[Arthur V. Rokcnham, 11 Mod. 150, referred to.]
4. Automobiles (8 1—1)—Public regulation—Liability of owner when

CAR BEING USED AT TIME OF ACCIDENT BY ANOTHER PERSON WITHOUT
owner's knowledge or consent.

The Alberta Motor Vehicle Act (2-3 Geo. Y. ch. 01 does not render 
the owner of a motor vehicle liable for a violation of the provisions of 
the Act resulting in injury to the plaintiff where the vehicle was at 
the time of the injury being used by am ft her person without the owner’s 
knowledge or consent.

5. Pleading (§ H J—2.31)— Sufficiency of allegation ah to negligence
—Automobile operated by owner's son—Agency—Amendment
AT TRIAL.

An allegation in the plaintiff's statement of claim for injuries re
ceived by being struck by an automobile, that such vehicle was l>eing 
driven by the son of the defendant, is not a sufficient allegation of 
agency to render the defendant answerable, and the statement cannot, 
at the trial after all the evidence is in and the argument in progress, 
lie amended to shew such an agency.

6. Principal and agent (6 III—33)—Father and won—Negligence of
SUN IN DRIVING AUTOMOBILE—PROOF OF AGENCY—LIABILITY FOR
NEGLIGENCE OF SON.

The agency for the defendant of his son, whose negligent driving of 
an automobile resulted in an injury to the plaintiff, is not established 
by the facts that the son had the opportunity of using the vehicle 
whenever he liked, and that on the d iv when the accident occurred it 
was the intention of the defendant that his son should later in the
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day Like I lie defendant's family riding, where it appeared that th. 
-on had obtained the car from the garage where it was kept hv th. 
defendant, and was taking a few of his own friends for a ride when 
the accident occurred since, at the time of the accident, the autoniohil.- 
was being used solely for the purposes of the defendant's son.

7. Automobiles (8 1—6)—Negligence—Driving towards street inter
SECTION—Less THAN AUTHORIZED SPEED I.IMIT—COLLISION WITH
ANOTHER CAR.

To drive an automobile towards an intersecting street at a speed of 
ten miles per hour, although that speed may he within the maximum 
permitted by law, is negligence sullicient to prevent the plaint ill" re 
covering for a collision between his own and the defendant's auto
mobile, which approached on the intersecting street at a greater uio 
of speed than was |x>rmitted by law, since the speed of the plaintilfs 
automobile at such place was unreasonable as lie must have known the 
possibility of meeting other automobiles moving on the intersecting 
street at a rate of speed equal to his own.

8. Costs (g 1—2)—Refusal op, on dismissal—Defendants joined and
PLEADING WITHOUT SEVERING OF DEFENCE.

Where the owner of an automobile and the person who was runiiin,' 
it at the time of an accident were joined as defendant and, without 
severing their defences, were represented at the trial by the »anm 
counsel, costs will not he granted either defendant where the damage 
action was dismissed as to the owner of the automobile beeau-c the 
person operating it was not his servant, and as to the latter Induce 
of the plaintiff's own negligence in the operation of his car.

Statement The plaintiffs, the owners of nil automobile, sue the defend
ants, who are respectively the owner and the driver of another 
automobile for damages resulting from the collision of the two 
automobiles on the intersection of Centre street and 6th avenue 
in the city of Calgary, on the afternoon of Sunday, March 17th, 
1912.

The action was dismissed against the defendants.

Stuart, J.:—The plaintiff seeks to attach liability to Hugh 
S. McLeod, the owner of the second automobile, who was not 
present at the time of the collision, upon two grounds. First, 
it is claimed that the effect of the statute 2-3 Geo. V. (1911-1912 
chapter 6, called the Motor Vehicle Act, is to make the owner 
who holds a certificate of registration under the Act civilly liable 
in damages to any person injured by his automobile even though 
it may not have lieen in charge of a person for whose negligence 
the owner is responsible under the common law, provided there 
has been a violation of the Act by the person in charge. See 
ondly, liability at common law was suggested in the argument.

The Act referred to provides for the registration of tin- 
owners of automobiles and for the issue of licenses to chauffeur* 
and contains a number of regulations and prohibitions ;h to 
speed and other matters intended to secure the safety of persons 
using the highways. For breaches of these regulations and pro
hibitions certain penalties arc imposed.

Section 35 of the Act reads as follows :—
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The owner of a motor vehicle for which a certificate of registration 

ha* been issued under the provision* of this Act shall be liable for 
violation of any of the provisions thereof in connection with the 
operation of such motor vehicle.
Section 33 reads ns follows:—

When any loss or damage is inclined or sustained by any person 
by a motor vehicle, the onus of proof that such loss or damage did not 
arise through the negligence or impvo|H?r conduct of the owner or 
driver of the motor vehicle shall la* upon the owner or driver of the 
motor vehicle.

It is contended that the real effect of these two provisions is 
to change the common law rule and to render the certificated 
owner liable no matter who is in charge if the person who is in 
fact in charge has violated the Act and damages have l»een 
caused to anyone.

Two eases from Ontario were cited to me in support of this 
contention, viz., Mattci v. Gillies, lf> O.L.R. 558 and Verrai v. 
The Dominion Automobile Go., 24 O.L.R. 551. The Ontario 
statute does not differ very materially in its wording from ours. 
Our section 33 is an exact copy of sec. 18 of the Ontario Act while 
our section 35 corresponds with the Ontario section 13, except 
that we use the words “liable for” where the Ontario Act says 
' responsible for.” There is. therefore, in my opinion little possi
bility of distinguishing the two statutes by reason of any special 
terms employed in them and if the decisions of the Ontario 
Divisional Court are correct the plaintiffs’ contention would ap
pear to be sound.

1 hesitate a great deal before venturing to differ from an 
opinion deliberately expressed by Chancellor Boyd, Falcon- 
bridge, C.J.K.B. ami Teetzel, Middleton and Latchford, JJ., of 
the Ontario High Court of Justice. But after careful consid
eration I find myself quite unable to assent to their view.

The statute is called “An Act to regulate the speed and 
operation of Motor Vehicles on Highways.” This indicates the 
purpose of the statute and from the beginning to the end with 
section 33 as practically the only exception its sections provide 
what motor owners and chauffeurs must or must not do in certain 
circumstances. Section 36 imposes penalties for the violation 
of these directions. Section 35 says that the certificated owner 
shall Ik* liable for any violation, the implication being that his 
presence or absence in the motor at the time of the violation is 
to lx» immaterial and it is in the very next section, viz., 36, that 
the 's arc imposed. Without reference to section 33 it
seems to me that there is altsolutely not a hint in the statute 
of any intention to change the law as to civil liability. Then 
all we have is section 33 which lays down a new rule of evidence 
iu civil cases which arise out of the negligent driving of motor
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Is negligent and causes damage to another person is not liable 
qua owner but only if the driver is his servant acting within 
the scope of his employment. To change this rule and to make 
the owner liable in any case whether the relation of master and
servant exists between him and the negligent driver or not is to 
enact a very sweeping change of the common law. It seems to 
me that the rule is clear that a statute can only do this by dis
tinct and unequivocal words. In Arthur v. Rokcnham, 11 Mod. 
150, the Court said :—

Statute* are not presumed to make any alteration in the common 
law further or otherwise than the Act does expressly declare ; therefore 
in all general matters the law presumes the Act did not intern! to 
make any alteration; for if the Parliament had that design they wmld 
have expressed it in the Act.

Statutes in derogation of the common law are to be construed 
strictly. See Kndlich, Interpretation of Statutes, sec. 127 : <>d- 
gers, Common Law of Kngland, p. 71.

In Rex v. Morris, quoted in Ilardeastle, 1st ed., p. 122, 

Hoyles, J., said :—
It is a sound rule to construe a statute in conformity with the 

common law rather than against it, except where and so far as the 
statute is plainly intended to alter the course of the common law.

In accordance with this rule I can find nothing in the statute 
which indicates a plain intention to alter the rule of the com
mon law to which I have referred. Full effect can be given to 
sec. 33 by treating it as merely meaning what it says, viz., that 
the burden of proof in regard to negligence is hereafter shifted 
in the specified cases. The use of the word “owner” in the 
section is quite intelligible in this regard because the owner 
may even at common law often be the defendant even though 
not present himself, for the negligence may be that of a servant 
in charge for whom he is responsible. In such a case if the 
owner and not the servant is sued as defendant then sec. 33 
operates to throw the burden of proof upon him. With regard 
to section 35 it can be given a full and sufficient meaning by 
confining its effect to penal liability. The section is surrounded 
by clauses containing directions and prohibitions and is fol
lowed directly by the section imposing penalties.

The section must be read in the light of all those other 
clauses and as it appears to me the obvious inference is that 
its effect is to be restricted to the question of penal liability. It 
is to be observed also that section 34 says that nothing in the 
Act is to lie held to “curtail or abridge” any right of action 
for damages resulting from negligence. When the Legislature
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was so careful to explain its meaning in regard to “curtailing 
or abridging” a right of action for damages one would infer 
that if it had intended to extend and enlarge that right it would 
have done so in explicit terms.

It is useful also to compare the former statute 6 Edw. VII. 
(1906) eh. 26, with the present one. In section 10 the Legisla
ture set forth in very specific language the civil liability of an 
owner and in express terms gave a right of action against the 
owner to the person whose horses had become frightened. A 
right of action against the owner qua owner was there created 
although limited to a special ease. If it had been intended not 
to destroy such right of action, hut to extend it to all eases 
surely the Legislature would have used an unequivocal language 
as was used in section 10 of 1906.

I hold, therefore, that the defendant Hugh S. McLeod is not 
liable under the statute.

It was contended, however, that the defendant James W. 
McLeod who drove the car was the servant or agent of and 
under the control and direction of the defendant Hugh S. Mc- 
lieod. There is no such allegation in the statement of claim. 
All that is stated is that the automobile alleged to have caused 
the action was ‘‘driven hv the defendant James W. McLeod, 
son of the defendant Hugh S. McLeod.” This, of course, is not 
a sufficient allegation of agency. It was only after all the evi
dence was in and in course of the argument when I pointed 
this difficulty out to the plaintiffs’ counsel that an application 
to amend the statement of claim was made. This was objected 
to by the defendants’ counsel and I think quite properly so at 
that stage. The question of the relationship between the two 
defendants was a question upon which the defendant H. S. 
McLeod was entitled to give evidence. He, in fact, gave none 
on his own behalf, because as the pleadings stood during the 
trial he did not need to give any. I think it was then too late 
to permit any such amendment. This, of course, is conclusive 
and decide the action in his favour so far as the defendant 
II. S. McLeod is concerned.

1 may as well add. however, that even if I were to allow the 
amendment I do not think the result would lie different. The 
only evidence of agency was contained in the testimony of the 
defendant II. S. McLeod called by the plaintiff. He said that 
his son had been driving automobiles for about three years, 
principally the witness’ own ear. that the son had the oppor
tunity to take the car out and make use of it whenever he liked 
and that it was the intention that the son should take the family 
out in the car later on in the afternoon. The car was kept at a 
garage. The son had gone there, taken it, not to the family 
home, hut down town in the city “for a little run,” had got two
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friends in the ear ami was going over to Ilillhurst, a suburb of 
the city, with them when the accident happened. The ride with 
the family was to take place after the return from Ilillhurst.

There is an interesting article in Canadian Law Times, v»l. 
32, p. 702, on the family use of automobiles in which some 
American cases dealing with the question of children’s agemy 
for the father who owns an automobile are cited. In a New- 
Jersey ease, Doran v. Thomson, 72 N.J. Law 754, a daughter 17 
years old had the use of her father’s automobile whenever she 
wished. On the occasion in question she went out with it an.l 
took some of her own friends with her. The New Jersey Court 
held that there was not sufficient shewn to constitute her the 
agent of her father. The present ease is very similar. The son 
was at the time of the accident using the automobile for his 
own purposes entirely. The writer of the article cited concludes 
with these words:—

The controlling question in all of the-* cases should lie whether tlie 
child was actually using the machine for his own purpose or for a 
family purpose for which the father was legitimately responsible. 
This appears to me to be a sound view and is conclusive on 

the facts of the present case in favour of the defendant II. s 
McLeod even if the amendment of the statement were allowed. 
The action is therefore dismissed as against the defendant Hugh 
s. Mel

In so far as the defendant James W. McLeod is concerned, 
his liability if any must rest upon the fact that his negligence 
was ultimately the cause of the accident. The plaintiffs’ chauf
feur Hodgson said that he himself was going west on 6th avc. it 
about 14 or 15 miles an hour and that he slackened his speed 
when lie saw a pedestrian crossing ahead of him on Centre 
street to about 8 or 10 miles an hour. The defendant McLeod 
says that he himself had been going alunit 15 miles an hour 
north on Centre street and on reaching 6th avenue he had 
slackened to 12 miles an hour. He admits that he was exceed
ing the speed limit but lie says Hodgson was going faster than 
he, about 20 miles an hour. One Oaks who was with McLeod 
says that Hodgson was going 10 or 12 miles an hour, “lie 
seemed to going like the mischief. He flashed past us.”

In view of this evidence I think I may safely conclude that 
Hodgson was going over 10 miles an hour. In these days when 
a chauffeur mentions 10 miles an hour as his rate of speed we 
may not unfairly, I think, assume that he is being careful not 
to admit a breach of the law. He admits a speed of 14 or 15 
miles an hour on the avenue. If that is so, and in view of his 
own and the other evidence, I am convinced that he was going 
at an unreasonable speed across Centre street. At that place I 
think 10 miles an hour, even if not prohibited by the statute, is
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an unreasonable speed and n person who goes at that rate when 
lie must know the possibility of other cars coining at as great 
a rate the other way is guilty himself of negligence. I think 
the defendant’s account of the relative positions of the ears is 
the more credible in itself in view of the exact place of the 
accident, and it is besides corroborated by two other witnesses. 
But even taking Hodgson’s own evidence as correct it is obvious 
that he could see southward on Centre street as far as the middle 
of the block quite a few feet before he reached Centre street at 
all. If he then saw a car going as fast as he says McLeod’s car 
was going and yet kept on at the rate he acknowledges, then in 
my opinion he was negligent in doing so. It is quite possible, 
indeed probable, that McLeod was going faster than Hodgson 
hut that is not the decisive factor. I can find nothing to justify 
me in saying that the ultimate negligence rested in McLeod 
more than in Hodgson. They were both going too fast across 
a certain spot. They collided. I eannot say that it was really 
the negligence of one any more than of the other which caused 
the accident. It is true McLeod’s ear hit the plaintiffs* but it 
would have been an extraordinary coincidence if the right 
front wheel of McLeod’s car had struck exactly the left front 
wheel of the plaintiff’s or if the most extreme front right hand 
corner of the one had exactly hit the extreme front left hand 
corner of the other.

The result is the action should be dismissed also as against 
defendant James W. McLeod.

With regard to costs, the result of my conclusions on the 
lights of the parties would be to give the defendant Hugh S. 
McLeod his costs against the plaintiff although with regard to 
Jauns W. Mclieod, he should. I think, hear his own costs. 
Strictly, this would be the proper result as to costs. But the 
two defendants did not sever in their defence, they were repre
sented by the same counsel at the trial and the practical effect 
would l»e to make the plaintiff pay the costs of the defendant 
James W. McLeod. In the circumstances I think that would 
he unjust. It would be much nearer the fair result to let the 
father bear the son’s costs. There will, therefore, he no costs 
of the action to any party.
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MAN. PETERSON v. BITULITH1C & CONTRACTING CO.
K.B.
1912

Manitoba Court of Kîmj’h Bench. Trial before Mather», CJ.K.B. 
\ovcmber 20, 1912.

Nov. 20. 1. Hkuiwayh (g III—114)—Statutory authority to widen streeis.
■com Ol CONRTBUenON 01 STATUTE, EXPRESS X Ml IMPLIED
Special Survey Act (Man.).

A statutory provision, authorizing municipal corporations “to fix tin- 
location or width of roads or highways and to establish bounds r> 
lines the positions of which (owing to obliteration of the original nionii 
ments defining the same on the ground) have become doubtful or 
di.limit of being ascertained,’* is not in its terms or by implication 
wide enough to authorize the expropriation of land for the pur|HM- 
of widening a road.

| See. 3, Special Survey Act, R.S.M. 1902, ch. 158, as amended by sec. 
1. 10 Kdw. VII. (Man.) ch. 62. construed.I

2. Statutes (811 A—96)—Construction ok statutes—Legislative in
text—Personal rioiits, iiow guarded by presumptions 
Rhi-xtal Survey Act (Man.).

In construing a statutory provision, it is presumed that the legi- 
lature does not desire to vontiscate the property or to encroach on tic- 
rights of persons, and it is therefore expected, that, if such hi* its in
tention, it will manifest it plainly, if not in express words, at least 
by clear implication, and beyond reasonable doubt, esjiecially where 
the objects of the Act do not obviously imply such an intention.

(Sfiecial Survey Act, R.S.M. 1902, ch. 158, sec. 3, considered.]
3. Statutes <$ II 1$—112)—-Construction or statutes—Deprivation or

PERSONAL RIOIITS WITHOUT COMPENSATION.
A statute should not be construed as interfering with or injuring 

persons’ rights without compensation, unless a court is so obliged to 
construe it.

| Maxwell on Statutes. 4th ed.. p. 427, applied; Special Survey Act, 
R.S.M. 1902, ch. 158, considered.]

4. Statutes ( § 11 H—118)—Construction or statutes — Municipal
POWER TO EXPROPRIATE ADJOINING LANDS IN WIDENING STREETS.
1IOW LIMITED.

Where a statute authorizing municipalities to widen streets dm- 
not expressly or by necessary implication provide to that end for <*\ 
preprinting the lands of adjoining owners, and contains no provisions 
for awarding com (tenant ion upon such expropriation, the Act will Is* 
con-trued strictly in favour of vested rights of adjoining owners, 
especially where another class of statute confers upon municipalitio 
the powers of expropriation necessary for such purpose.

5. Injunction (8 I E—48)—Right to remedy—Damages and injunction
—Encroachment.

A municipal corporation which exceeds its powers by infringing the 
property rights of an adjoining owner in widening a street, will Is* en
joined and held in damages.

Statement Action for injunction and for damages for trespass already 
committed.

Judgment was given the plaintiffs for the injunction prayed 
for and for damages.

//. M. Hanncsson, and W. B. Towers, for plaintiff.
II. P. Blackwood, and A. Bernier, for Bitulithic Co.
I. Campbell, K.C., and A. K. Dills, for municipality of St. 

Vital.
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Mathers, C.J.K.B. :—In this action, the question at issue is 
the width of St. Mary’s road, where the same crosses lot 106 of 
the parish of St. Boniface.

The plaintiff Peterson is the owner of a strip 45 feet wide 
of this lot, fronting on the above mentioned road. lie bought 
this land in 1909, from his co-plaintiff Quay, and went into pos
session on the 1st of September, in that year. In June of the 
following year he enclosed this 45 foot strip by a fence which, 
at the front, was built along a line parallel to and 33 feet dis
tant from the centre line of the road.

The contention of the defendants is that this road is 99 feet 
wide and extends for 49% feet on each side of the centre line 
and that the plaintiff has consequently inclosed a portion of the 
highway 16% feet wide across the front of his land.

In May last the defendant company was constructing a bitu- 
lithic pavement upon St. Mary’s road under a contract from the 
defendant municipality. For the purpose of this work the com
pany removed the fence which the plaintiff had placed along 
the said road 33 feet from the centre line and commenced to 
grade a road on this 16% feet in dispute; but were stopped by 
an interim injunction.

This action is to have the injunction made perpetual and 
for damages for the trespass already committed.

The plaintiff was in possession and occupation, and was en
titled to hold it against the defendants, unless they had a better 
right to the possession than he had, the onus of shewing which 
is on them.

The defendants plead that St. Mary’s road is 99 feet wide 
opposite lot 106 St. Boniface, and they specially rely on a sur
vey made under the provisions of the Special Survey Act, eh. 
158. R.S.M., as establishing the width of this road as 99 feet.

Apart from the proceedings taken under this Act, the de
fendants have, in my opinion, failed to shew that they have 
any right to interfere with the plaintiff’s possession, and they 
must stand or fall upon the right acquired by such proceed
ing*

The special survey relied upon was made in the beginning 
of this present year, and the plan thereof was filed in the laud 
titles office as No. 1871, on the 30th July last.

By this special survey, St. Mary’s road is shewn of a uni
form width of 99 feet, for which purpose 16% feet in perpendi
cular depth is taken off the front of the land occupied by the 
plaintiff.

It was not contended that the Act, as it stood l>efore the 
amendment of 1910, gave power to compulsorily take land for 
the purpose of widening a highway. By that amendment a 
special survey may be ordered “for the purpose of fixing the
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location or width of any road or highway.” It is contended 
by the defendants that these words in the statute authorize the 
taking of a portion of the plaintiff's land.

Section 5 of the Act makes provision for a notice to tin- 
parties affected by the special survey. The notice must state 

Bitulitiuc that the plan has been tiled, and also set forth the object of 
yONTSAcnxu the special survey. In this ease a notice was published in the 

Co. Manitoba Gazette on the 4th of May, 1912. This notice says 
u " _ , that a special survey has been made :Uetlivrs. UJ.

for tin* purpose of corrvcting errors in prior surveys of the abov«* 
described portion of the said city and for the purpose of defining and 
establishing the location of boundaries of property within the same 

That notice conveys no intimation of any intention of going 
further than correcting errors in prior surveys. It gives no 
intimation of an intention of taking land not already included 
in a street or highway for the purpose of establishing a new 
width or new boundaries to the highway. No objections were 
filed pursuant to the notice and in due course an order-in 
council was passed by the Lieutcnant-Governor-in-eouueil ap
proving of the plan, and a notice was subsequently published 
of the order-in-council.

Section 15 of the Act says, amongst other things, that such 
notice:—

when ho published shall lie cuncluidve evidence of the order-in-council 
and of the regularity of all proceedings leading up to the pansage ot 
such order in-council, and of the approval of the survey and plan and, 
except in wi far as the order-in-muneil may Iw set aside or varii-d 
under the provision» of this Act such order-in-council shall not be 
set aside on any ground whatever, and such survey and plan shall 1- 
thenceforth held to be approved, and shall be linal and binding upon 
all parties ivhatsocver.

This provision euros irregularities leading up to the order 
in-council, but is an entire failure to state the purpose of tin- 
special survey in the notice published under section 6 an irregu 
larityf Its purpose is to let those whose rights or interests may 
be affected by the survey know what is meant to be accomplished 
by it, and to afford them an opportunity of stating their objec
tions, if any, before it is approved. The notice published gave 
no intimation of the real purpose of the survey, viz., to establish 
an entirely new width to St. Mary’s road, and for that purpose 
to expropriate the nccess ry land, but, on the contrary, stated 
the purpose in a manner calculated to mislead a property 
owner into the belief that errors in prior surveys were alone to 
be corrected. In my opinion this defect in the notice is a good 
deal more than an irregularity and is not cured by section If).

But 1 think the plaintiff must succeed on another ground 
also. In my opinion the Special .Survey Act does not authorize 
the expropriation of land for the purpose of widening a road.

588
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It is presumed, where the objects of the Act do not obviously 
imply such an intenti »n. that the Legislature does not desire 
to confiscate the property or to encroach on the rights of persons, 
and it is therefore expected that, if such be its intention, it will 
manifest it plainly, if not in express words, at least by clear 
implication, and beyond reasonable doubt. It is a proper rule of 
construction not to construe an Act of Parliament as interfering 
with or injuring persons’ rights without compensation, unless 
one is obliged so to construe it: Maxwell on Statutes 427.

The only reference to compensation in the Special Survey 
Act is in sec. 13, which provides that the Court of King’s 
Bench or the Court of Appeal might, on an appeal from the 
Attorney-General, award compensation, but by sub-section (a) 
of that section it is provided that no evidence or other matter 
shall on such appeal be adduced or heard other than such as 
was before the Attorney-General.

Section 12 provides for a hearing by the Attorney-General, 
who is empowered to dispose of the same in such manner as he 
shall deem just and equitable. But apparently he is under no 
obligation to award compensation, no matter how much pro
perty has been taken.

If the intention of the Legislature were that the property 
of citizens should be taken under the provisions of this Act, one 
would expect to find special provision not only for awarding 
compensation to those injured, but some method provided for 
the assessment of such compensation. As no such provisions are 
to he found in the Act, and as the wording of the Act does not 
make it clear that such was the legislative intention, I must 
conclude that it was not intended by this Act to expropriate 
land for the purpose of widening the road. I am supported in 
this conclusion by the fact that the Municipal Act contains 
ample provision for widening highways and if necessary expro
priating land for that purpose, and assessing the compensation 
to he in such case awarded.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff for the in. unction 
prayed and for damages, which I assess at $50 and costs of suit.

Jiulf/mnit for plaintiff.

GREEN, SWIFT & CO. plaintiffs, appellants v. GILBERT G. LAWRENCE 
i defendant, respondent).

The Supreme Court of Canada. Sir Char Ira Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Dai its, 
Idington, Duff. Anglin, and Brodeur. JJ. June 4. 1012.

1. Appeal (| VII L.1—508)—Findings or trial judge—Reversal—Trial
WITHOUT JURY.

It is the duty of an ap|iellnte court to reverse the decision of a trial 
indue on a question of fact upon a trial without a jury, “if the evidence 
coerces the judgment" of the appellate court to do so.
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2. Evidence (6 11 E 7—101 ) — Onus — Fraudulent conveyance — si ..
PICIOU8 (TBCUMSTANCES.

Where n transfer of pro|ierty imule by a debtor is attacked by In- 
creditors as fraudulent and intended to defeat or delny the creditor-, 
and the transaction is shewn to he surrounded by suspicious circim 
stances, it will not Is- sustained on the uncorroborated evidence of t 
parties t" the transaction ; the onus i' on them i" disprove the Iran 
as to which a presumption lias been raised against the parties to the 
transaction. (Per Brodeur, J.)

Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta 
dismissing plaint ifT’s action.

The appeal was allowed.

C. II. (Irani, for the appellants ex parte.
The respondent was not present nor represented by counsel.

Fitzpatrick, (’.J., agreed that the appeal should be allowed 
with costs.

Dam Fas, J., concurs with Anglin, .1.

Idinuton, J.:—A brother of respondent started in Strathcou.i 
in the end of 1900, or January, 1007, a gents’ furnishing busin< - 
The respondent had come to the same place a year or two pn 
viously and worked as a journeyman blacksmith for some tine 
and later acquired, and jointly with another carried on, during 
thc times here in question the business of a blacksmith.

Whilst so respectively engaged the brother acquired equiti* 
in several pieces of real estate.

In the entl of August or the beginning of September, 100s. 
the brother sold out to one Forsythe and one Ksserv, his busim 
for SI,000 cash and four promissory notes of $500 each, 
and a transfer of two lots in Strathcona estimated at $2.000.

These transactions took place on the 2nd of September, IflOK. 
The notes except one noil-negotiable were immediately transfern I 
to the respondent. The real estate part of consideration was 
first directly transferred by Forsythe, one of the purchasers of 
the business, to respondent. The creditors had a meeting with 
him in the office of the solicitor for appellant with a view to indm • 
him to surrender what he had then got of the proceeds of the sale 
of the business. He refused to do so and got his solicitor to draw 
up a second transfer to one Lavell who was to hold it for him. 
Then he left for the east, having first borrowed $200 from 
the bank.

The appellant on behalf of themselves and other creditor* 
brought an action against him, Lavell, and the brother to recox« r 
said notes and real (‘state for their benefit, charging they had been 
fraudulently transferred.

The respondent put up no defence; but Lavell, his truste. 
or alleging himself his trustee, defended as such and the Court 
duly declared these several transfers to and for respondent fraieI- 
ulent and void.
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The brother had received in April, 1907, from two men who 
were joint purchasers from one Mrs. Bonier, the land now in 
question, and at the time of his selling out and making above 
fraudulent dispositions of his property he had fully paid up the 
balance of price he assumed on taking it over and was entitled 
to the conveyance of said land.

No doubt before, and at all events ever since Selon v. Slade, 
7 Yes. 265, [32 English Reports 108] where Lord Eldon in speak
ing of vendors' ami purchasers’ legal position, laid it down that

from the execution of the contract, the estate is in equity tin* property
of the vendee descendible and devisable as such, 

that rule has been observed.
Such being the position of matters the brother, or respondent 

with his connivance, induced Bonier, acting under power of 
attorney from his wife, to convey to the respondent instead of 
to himself by a deed dated the 3rd September, 1908, the land nowin 
question. But the respondent delayed its registration until the 
26th January, 1909, though the affidavit of execution had been 
made on the same day as the deed bears for its date. The deed 
he says was handed him by his brother.

The brother fled from the country shortly after and on the 
15th of September respondent, as already stated, left for the east.

Bonter, who executed this deed for his wife, had died before 
the trial. There is nothing to shew how he came to make this 
to respondent. There never had Ih*oh any transfer by the brother 
to the respondent, nor the slightest written evidence suggesting 
it except receipts I am about to refer to.

The respondent had been in communication with the brother 
in the States from time to time ever since, but burnt the letters 
he received from the brother. He was forced to admit on the 
trial that he had one note ami perhaps others for accounts due 
the brother which he had been collecting. It is stated, but not 
proven, that searches were made for debtor’s books and papers 
hut none could be fourni, and respond nt has not seen fit or been 
able to throw any light on them. The brother was no doubt 
insolvent at the time of said transfers as the learned trial Judge 
finds.

On the foregoing facts including the legal presumption I have 
adverted to relative to the ownership of the property immediately 
before and at the time of the transfer to respondent I think the 
onus of proving how he got the transfer in question rested upon 
him. He, as it were, stcc|>ed to the neck in fraud by the various 
other devices he joined in to help his brother to defeat his credi
tors, undertakes this task all alone. Iiet us hear his story, con
sider it, and measure if we can how great a strain it puts on human 
credulity.

He alleges his brother a day or two before the 2nd of June, 
1W7, told him that he could not very well carry this property
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taken for debt, due by the men assigning to him, and that the 
price was $1,50() of which a thousand dollars then remained 
unpaid. He took a day or two to consider it and on that date 
told hie brother he would take it. Then and there in his black
smith shop he says he paid his brother a hundred dollars and got 
a receipt as follows:—

June 2nd. 1007.
Received from Cl. Cl. Lawrence One Hundred Dollars, payment on 

Hunter lot.
SUN. (Sgd.)

II. F. Lawrence.
On six different occasions after that he made payments on 

account of this purchase and got on each occasion a receipt for 
the payment.

He says they were written by his brother with a fountain pen 
on forms which he carried in his pocket. 1 believe the fountain 
pen part of the story. The ink is the same and as the money 
got was paid at different places, not identified except as to the 
first and last payments, it would hardly be likely to get the same 
ink all the time except from a fountain pen. The payments 
extended over fourteen months and a half, but this fountain pen 
was clearly replenished from the same bottle, and what more 
does anyone want? Some people have been suspicious enough 
to believe that on the clear face of them, though handled by a 
blacksmith and having the same identical single wrinkle across 
all, but otherwise smooth as the daintiest could wish, that tin \ 
must have been written all at one time. No need to doubt the 
fountain pen part of the story. But the written verbiage in the 
body of each of six of them is identical except as to amount . They 
were on printed forms the brother is said to have carried with 
him. (1. G. Lawrence never varies the words “payment on Router 
lot” in said six receipts. This shews how the first impre»i<m 
of the sale was so stamped on the writer’s mind over a period of 
ten and a half months as never to vary any more than the ink 
in the fountain pen. And when the seventh and last came to 
be written, the 20th of August, 1908, for five hundred dollars, 
it only varied in this regard by the words “in full.”

Why did lie not get the deed on that date? Why did he wait 
till the 3rd of September?

Now previously to and concurrently with all these payments 
on account of this lot, he swears he was lending his brother money 
till at the time he absconded the advances amounted, with 
interest, to $1,529.10. Six advances in all, two in November, 
1900, of $15 each; one February, 1907, $00.70; on the 23rd 
of April, 1907, $000; on the 2nd of August, 1908, SlldO; 
and on the 18th of August, 1908, $100; and for interest on these 
up to the 31st December, 1908, in accordance with agreement, 
$138.40.
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He never received a single receipt for any of these loans from CAN- 
the man who always carried on his person the fountain pen and 
the hook of receipt forms.

Then in his affidavit proving this claim for money lent, he 
refers to the notes transferred to him by his brother as above set 
forth as security for these advances. How did he fail to prove 
liis advances? Surely it was not for want of willingness to swear to Lawbcnc*. 
them. Yet he seems to have failed somehow. idinîùm j.

The bank account of the brother has been examined in vain 
for confirmation of the respondent's story. The respondent 
swears he invariably paid in cash. The deposits made by the 
brother on or after the dates of the cash of the larger payments, 
on being traced disclose that they were so composed of cheques 
and small sums as not in any way to correspond with the alleged 
payments of the respondent. The inference is rather damaging 
to the respondent’s story.

The respondent got married in October, 1907, and at some 
time during a period not exactly fixed thereafter kept an account 
in the Dominion Hank which is not produced but he admits was 
not used for such moneys as in question here or in relation to 
the loans above referred to, and says it was only for domestic 
purposes. He kept another account from the 10th of February,
1908, in the Canadian Hank of Commerce, which he admits was 
first started as a savings bank account, but immediately after
wards changed to a general current account. It was continued 
till the 2nd of August, 1908, on the deposit side and on the debit 
side till the 8th of October, 1908, but no sum drawn therefrom 
was used in relation to this business. Indeed the aggregate of 
all dc]M)sits therein was only $197.80. Why so amidst abun
dance? The respondent to answer this resorts to the common 
subterfuge of parents professing to have paid what their financial 
appearances would indicate they would be unlikely to possess, 
by alleging he kept this money out of which he made the loans to 
his brother and paid him on account of the purchase in question 
as well as other advances in relation to small real estate purchases, 
in a trunk in a room he hired or used. He admits the lock on 
the door was a common mortice lock. Such confiding trust as 
to IxfTp, as he swears lie did, in such a place the large sums he 
claims reaching at one time close to $3,200—is somewhat rare.

During the time he kept a bank account in the Hank of Com
merce, lie paid his brother on the 22nd of April, 1908, the sum of 
$200 on this purchase, on the 2nd of August, 1908, the sum of 
$000, bv way of loan, on the 18th of August, 1908, the sum of 
$000 by way of loan, and on the 20th of August, 1908, the sum of 
$•">00, being the first payment on this purchase.

His only explanation in answer to his own counsel for preferring 
the trunk to the bank is:—

•1*—7 D.L.l.
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Q. How was il Iliai you didn't use the hank? A. Well, 1 never w• i 1 
niiieh on the hank, and I wasn't I didn't know inueh about rtmniui: > 
hank aceount.
Surely for it man who kept a current account for himself in 

one bank, and another for or by his wife in another, this is rallier 
an * answer which some people must he excused for
doubting or disbelieving. When the large sums paid out in 
August, 1900, were pressed upon him as remarkable, he answered: 
“Well, 1 might have borrowed that." But when asked from when 
his answer was “Different ones,” and no further does he vent no
on that. He neither recalls names of lenders nor calls them a> 
corroborator». Evidently he was surprised himself to find I- 
was so flush of cash. He elsewhere tells of borrowing smaller 
sums in connection, 1 infer, with other ventures in real estât» in 
a small way, and paying 8% therefor and on such small balaim > 
as incurred in purchases of small lots that one is surprised then it 
in view of his facility for responding to his brother’s calls. I lie-»- 
incidents coupled with an analysis of his story, convince me In
nover had the money he professes to have advanced at the tiim- 
he alleges he made them.

The house on the property in question was insured by tin- 
brother in his own name to the amount of $1,000 for twelve months 
from the 20th of September, 1907, represented by him to I • 
occupied by a tenant. The brother represented then he was tin- 
sole owner of the property insured.

He hail, according to ret *s story, been already paid
$525 and could only have an interest of $475 in the whole propei i \ 
Of course respondent is not responsible for the brother’s repre
sentations or misrepresentations. But his conduct in relation 
to that later on is .most cogent evidence against him. The home 
was burnt down on the 25th of November, 1907, and he saw tin- 
fire, yet is satisfied to give the lamest sort of excuse an owner of 
a burning house could give for not finding out more about if. 
He says he started for it but could not find out where it \\a 
The conversation he relates next morning is suggest m-
indeed, but rather than from what is said by the absence of :m\ 
reference to respondent’s loss or concern in the fire aim i.iilun- 
to look for an account of this insurance, as well as the clear non
chalance he then evinced. And as to the insurance he says :

(j. And you knew at the time I lie house was humod down that if " 
insured? A. lie told me lie had it insured and Bonier hail it in-iin-l. 
and he didn’t think either one would get the money.

(j. And that is all the enquiry that you made about it? A. Ye* 
Moreover he swears he never knew till his solicitor told him a 
few days before this evidence was given herein, that the brother 
had got the insurance its in fact he did to the sum of $905.

There is proven to have been a deposit made by the brother 
in his bank account of $905, by way of cheque on the 20th of 
February, 1908. This was not followed up in detail by the
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evidence adduced by appellant. The learned trial Judge in
timated Inter on In* was satisfied the brother got the insurance 
ami the matter of going further was drop|M>d.

I infer this was not only the insurance money that was then 
dc|M>sited, but also that it sheds light on the brother's way of 
conducting Ins business in regard to his banking account, and 
thus renders tin* absence from the same account of moneys the 
respondent professes to have paid, a matter of surprise for those 
who can be surprised by anything herein. Again, is it credible 
that as lietween brothers so confiding in each other as these two 
di«l, that the brother would have sought to overreach the |>oor 
répondent by such a method as this transaction evinces if there 
is any truth in the respondent's story? Assuming in law such 
insurance might exist and be taken by the brother, let us hope 
for the credit of human nature it would not hap|>cn between these 
men.

I am not speaking of the possibilities of rascality in a man in
suring a house in which he has an interest of only S475 |mt #1,000. 
We must, to make the story of respondent true, believe not only 
that such was the rascally conduct of the brother, but also that 
lie exacted from tin* respondent, his loving brother, after succeed
ing in the rascality, the balance of S975 due on the purchase money 
and leaving him a lot worth only six hundriul dollars as the respond- 
ent swears, in his aflidavit on registering the deed now in question 
five months after having paid the sum of $500 to cover the balance 
of the purchase money.

There never was, says the receipts already dealt with, a scrap 
of a pen passed between these men to shew there was a dealing 
of any kind lietween them as to this lot. Nor did the rescindent 
ever enter the transaction or his alleged payments on account of 
it any place, although lie admits lie kept hooks in his business 
and hail some entries at home, which however he did not produce, 
relative to the loans he alleged.

lb* tells of a number of dealings in or about the si.me year he 
had in the way of buying real estate and he admits in every other 
case they were hhIucihI to writing, but says this one was hetwmi 
brothers. Ami he adds, of course he had the receipts; but not 
one of them shews the price or the land save “on limiter lot." 
Indeed it is one of the marvellous things in these receipts that by 
no chance did another description get entered then* or any of 
the terms or price appear. And in this connection 1 may observe 
that one receipt has in tin* written part the sum of two hundred 
and twenty-five dollars and in figures at the finit “$125."

The reason he ussigns for taking these receipt* is:— 
q And when you bought from your hrolher you got receipt* for

money you |mid him? A. I hud reason* for getting reeei|it*. 
q. Why? A. There might hr some trouble between him and lionter.

How this could help him passes ordinary understanding if
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the receipts were given on their dates. But if they were all 
manufactured on the eve of the brother's flight and as a means 
of inducing Mrs. Bonter to let the deed go to him instead of to 
the brother as his contract calls for, I can clearly understand 
his meaning. It seems an unconscious half confession such as 
people mixed in shady transactions often evince in the wit ne— 
box.

This brings us to consider the terms which respondent says 
were the bargain.

(j. Ami what was it? What was this bargain? Ilarvey P. Lnwrenvv
was your brother? A. Yes, sir. Well, my bargain was to buy it fur
$1.000 ami pay him—make the payments just as I got the money.
Another place he swears there was not to be interest charged. 

Yet the brother had to pay interest at 8% i>er annum, on the 
balance of $1,(MM) due Mrs. Bonter when he became the assignee 
of the original contract and the taxes.

We are not told that respondent was assessed or who got the 
rents. Indeed there seems a strange omission in this evidence 
not having l>een sought out by apj>ellnnt and presented. The 
rescindent no doubt should have mentioned these matters if any 
bargain had been made regarding them for he states the bargain 
above.

The extraordinary thing happens more than once in course 
of these events related by this man that loans are made when 
one would have expected the money to have been applied to 
the fulfilment of the purchase if in truth there were a purchase, 
and the advances of sums beyond the likelihood of what such 
a man as respondent would have lying idle in a trunk. If lie 
had the means he would have us liclieve available, it is incon
ceivable why they were not applied long before they were1.

But if the whole story is not enough to damn the credit of 
him relating it, surely the plain patent false swearing we are 
presented with by a comparison of the evidence he gave in his 
examination for discovery relative to the note or notes lie gut 
from his brother to collect, and the statement in his affidavit 
proving his claims with that he is forced to admit on tin- irial 
hereof, should end all trust in such a story.

It is not the ordinary case of a man making a slip about >umc- 
thing respecting which he has been taken unaware ami might 
have forgotten. He was not only caught with the notes that 
became the subject of the suit I have referred to, but lie had 
at least one other note he expressly admits his brother must 
have left with him, as well as other claims I have no doubt he 
held, but equivocated as to. These in his possession, lie swears 
in the affidavit he knew of no other property in this country 
than what he sjiecifies (being that the creditors arc suing him 
and his trustee for) and omits all reference to these thing* he 
was collecting for his brother. The transaction involved in his
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trying to defeat the creditors was disreputable in the extreme. 
No honest man could have engaged in it. To hide, however 
trilling, comparatively speaking, these small notes or accounts 
were, and send the proceeds to the ahseonding debtor and cover 
his dealing up by false swearing, stamps the character of the 
man these creditors have had so long a struggle to reach, and 
shews him so unutterably unworthy of credit, that it seems 
idle, when the onus of proof is upon him, to consider such a story 
as he relates as for a single moment entitled to credit.

And with every respect for the Courts below, 1 must add 
that had the onus of proof rested, as assumed below and often 
exists, in such cases on the creditors at the initial stage, and 
they had, as frequently has to be done, put him accused of fraud 
in the witness-box, he should have been condemned on his own 
story, forming clearly only part of a general scheme to defraud 
the creditors; and is condemned, I submit, not only by the law 
as it has (to which exception is taken below) been expounded 
and enforced by Judges in Ontario abhorrent of fraud, but every
where else where such eases are to be found and the law is properly 
administered.

In Kngland such case's as this cannot be found in the reports 
because, I venture to submit, inqiossihle to receive countenance 
there.

The usual test has everywhere been to consider what honest, 
prudent men would probably do in making purchases such as 
attacked, and compare that with the conduct of those whose 
conduct is charged with having been fraudulent in its design. 
And when toe natural circumstances are found such as would 
not be expected from those honest and prudent in the like case, 
to require some corroboration to rebut suspicions thus aroused. 
The man who will deliberately enter into a fraudulent scheme 
to defeat creditors will generally be ready to |ierjure himself to 
complete his fraud. This man has faltered in his course, and 
has not thought it worth while to contest here the creditors’ 
claims in question.

I think this uppeul should be allowed with costs here ami 
in the Courts below, and the relief given the creditors as prayed 
for.

Durr, J.:—I think there ought to be a new trial in view of 
the fact that the question on which the trial .fudge has passed 
was almost exclusively a question of credibility, and that his 
view has been concurred in by two at least of the members of 
the full Court. I am not prepared to hold that this Court ought 
to go further and give nt for the plaintiffs. On the other
hand, the ease is exceptional and in some respects extraordinary, 
and the result, when all the circumstances are considered, must 
be regarded as most unsatisfactory. I am convinced by the 
learned trial Judge’s reasons for judgment that the signifieance
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of many of the facts disclosed by the evidence was not appreciated 
by him. In particular, 1 think he failed to appreciate the full 
effect of the connection of the ret and his solicitor with
the transaction which had already been set aside, and which 
was almost contemporaneous with the execution of the deed im
peached in these proceedings. I refrain from further comment 
upon the evidence.

1 may add that 1 do not accede to the contention that in 
Alberta there is any rule of law applicable to such actions as 
this requiring transactions between relatives, which may he 
attended by suspicious circumstances, to be supported by inde
pendent evidence, i.c., by evidence drawn from some source other 
than the testimony of the parties themselves. There is no such 
rule in the law of Kngland; and only the Alberta Legislature 
has authority to introduce such a rule into the law of that 
province. It is a question of fact in each case for the Judge or 
the jury, as the case may be (subject, of course, to the super
intending jurisdiction of the Courts of Appeal), whether or not 
the presumption of fraud arising from the circumstances i in
cluding, of course, the relationship of the parties) or from the 
statute has been overborne by the testimony or other evidence 
produced in defence of the transaction impugned. As a general 
rule, the determination of that question by the tribunal before 
which the witnesses have ap|>eared will be conclusive, except 
in cases when there has been some error in principle or tlioe 
(of which this appears to be one) in which the Court of Appeal 
sees convincing reasons for thinking there has been a miscarriage 
by reason of the evidence being misunderstood or because the 
attention of the tribunal has not been directed to facts having 
an important bearing upon the issue.

Anglin, J.:—Probably because he shrank from finding the 
defendant guilty of perjury and of supporting his false story by 
using documents which he knew to be fabricated, the trial Judge, 
“with some reluctance,” dismissed this action—but without eo>ts.

Un appeal, two of the learned Judges composing the Court 
en \>anc (Harvey, C.J., and Stuart, J.) could not see their way 
to reject the story which the trial Judge had thus “believed’ 'i. 
Mr. Justice Scott, on the other hand, found no difficulty in treat
ing the defendant's evidence as utterly incredible, and he would 
have directed judgment for the plaintiffs. Mr. Justice Berk, 
although of the opinion that the defendant had knowingly made 
use of fabricated receipts to corroborate his testimony, thought 
it would be more satisfactory that there should be a new trial 
in order to obtain, if ]>ossiblo, the evidence of the defendant's 
absconding brother, and because the trial Judge had not given 
sufficient weight to the rule requiring corroboration of the evi
dence of a defendant who seeks to uphold a suspicious transfer

8834
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in his favour which is attacked as fraudulent as against the 
creditors of the transferor.

CAN.

While I agree that the learned trial Judge would appear not 
to have attached sufficient importance to this rule and to have
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action between the defendant and his brother, practically con
temporaneous with that now in question, had already been set I.awbknce.

Swift & Co.

aside as fraudulent as against the creditors of the absconder, An“,ln 3 
and while the evidence of Harvey Lawrence might, if that were 
possible, make still more clear that which is already painfully 
apparent, namely, that the story told by the defendant is quite 
unworthy of belief, 1 am, with respect, unable to find in these 
facts sufficient ground for ordering a new trial of this action 
instead of directing judgment for the plaintiff.

Upon a mere statement of it, the inqieached transaction is 
suspicious. The defendant was bound to establish its honesty 
and validity. The only evidence adduced for that purpose; is 
utterly incredible. Not merely for want of corroboration of the 
evidence of the defendant offered in support of it, but because 
it is in fact not supported by any evidence which can be accepted, 
the defence fails. No good purpose can be served by a new 
trial. However loath we may Ik* to reverse the decision of a trial 
Judge on the question of fact, “it is our duty to do so if the evi
dence coerces our judgment so to do”: The “(iairloch,” [1809]
2 Ir. 1, 13; Coghlan v. Cumberland, [1898] 1 Chan. 701.

1 would allow this ap|H*al and direct judgment for the plain
tiff. with costs throughout.

Brodeur, J.î—This action is to set aside as fraudulent a con- nrodi-ur. j. 
veyanee of a lot of land in Kdmonton.

It is alleged that the brother of the respondent, Harvey F.
Lawrence, was the owner of that property, and that,
on the 3rd of September, 1908, when he was insolvent, he had 
the transfer made in favour of the rc>

The respondent pleads that when his brother became the 
equitable owner of the lot in question, in the month of April,
1907, he almost immediately sold his interest to him, and that 
he paid him the price agreed U|M>n.

The evidence shews that Harvey F. Lawrence was insolvent 
at the time the transfer was made on the 3rd of September, 1908.
It is also established that at the same time he sold his business 
that lu* was paid by notes and pro|K*rty, which he transferred 
to the respondent, and that the transfer of those notes and of 
that pro|H*rty having been attacked by the apiiellunts, was set 
aside by the Court as fraudulent.

The rescindent was the only witness produced to prove the 
facts alleged in his defence. He was unable to bring any written 
evidence of the alleged agreement with his brother, with the 
exception of some receipts, which, instead of fortifying his con
tention, shew conclusively that they were all made at one time.
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When asked where he took the money to pay his brother, 
he stated that he kept that money in his trunk in his boarding
house, and that he had kept in that way during that time a sum 
of nearly $3,000.

He certainly was not a man of means, though he was doing 
fairly well as blacksmith.

It is rather extraordinary that he should keep ,t his trunk 
such large sums of money, when it is proved that he had a bank 
account in the branch of the Hank of Commerce.

The amounts which he deposited in that bank from February 
to August, 1908, did not reach in all the sum of $200, and In
nover had any balance exceeding $00.

We have in evidence the bank account of his brother, and 
no trace of the money which the respondent claims having given 
to him can be found in the deposits which he made between 
April, 1907, and Septemlxr, 1908.

The trial Judge reluctantly dismissed the action, though lie 
found that the receipts produced created a suspicion of fraud. 
The facts brought in evidence all tended to disprove the story 
of the respondent.

It is evident for me that the alleged sale by his brother to 
him of his interest in the property did not take place, that no 
money was paid, and that the transfer of the 3rd of September, 
1908, was fraudulent.

All the circumstances of the cast? create the presumption that 
the transfer was made in the respondent's name for the purpose 
of defrauding his creditors: Alberta Assignment Act 1907, 
eh. 0, sec. 39.

It is one of those cases where the uncorroborated evidence 
of the parties is insufficient to prevent the deed being set asid< 
The following precedents: Merchants Bank v. Clarke, 18 (irant 
594; Bice v. Bryant (1880), 4 A.H. (Ont.) 542; Morton v. Xihnti 
5 A.R. (Ont.) 20; Rice v. liice, 31 O.R. 59; (Iowans v. Chermr, 
7 Man. L.H. 02; Merchants Bank v. Hoover, 5 W.L.R. 510, de
clare that where a transaction is attacked us fraudulent, and it 
is shewn to be surrounded by suspicious circumstances, it will 
not be sustained on the uncorroborated testimony of the parties 
to the transaction.

The rescindent was at one time ready to resiliatc the con
tract and to sign the necessary document to that effect, lie 
said he refused “because he was not sure whether there were 
any creditors or not.”

What a lucid explanation, when he knew that his brother had 
disapiH'ared and that a warrant had issued against him for 
haxing defrauded his creditors.

The api>eal should lie allowed with costs.

Appeal allowed.
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Alberta Supreme Court, Waluli, ./. November 1.1. II» 12. ^

1. Lax» thlkh (g VII—70)—Muxkii-ai. uy-law—Rksolutiox—Strkkt 1912
CLOSINU. ------

When* a municipal corporation, instead of prowwliug by way of N’ov. 15. 
by-law, attempts to close a highway bv mere resolutions of the coun
cil, and applies under the Land Titles Act (Alta.) for an order for 
the registration thereof as a by-law, the application will be refused.

|Sub-see. 7, sec. 2t), Land Titles Act. (I Kdw. VII. ( Man.) eh. 24, 
as enacted by see. 19, ell. 5, Alberta Statutes 1907, construed.|

2. 11 Hi II WAYS (g V A—245)—IIV LAW CLOSING mil.IC II Kill way»—Statu-
TORY AUTHORITY, COMI-MANCti WITH—ULTRA VIRUS—CONSTRUCTION
OF HTATVTK.

A municipal by-law to close a public highway, the passage of which 
is authorized by statute, is ultra riicn, unless passed in compliance 
with the provisions of the statute, including such requirements us 
notice to the owners of lands abutting on the highway in question and 
public notice by advertisement.

|The Town Act, 2-3 Geo. V. (Alta.) ch. 2, sec. lli.'l, sub-sec. 17, con
strued.]

.1. Municipal corporations (§ 110 2—55)—By laws — ISkmh.utionh —
Closing highways a no strkkts.

When a by-law is prescrilied by the statute as the method by which 
a municipal corporation may exercise the power of closing a high
way, such power can only be exercised in that way and effect cannot 
Is* given to a mere resolution of the municipal council.

An application made on behalf of the town of Bassano, tin- statement 
(1er sub-sec. 7 of see. 20 of the Land Titles Act, as enacted by 
see. 1!) of ch. f> of the Alberta Statutes for 1007. for an order for 
the registration of certain so-called by-laws of the town, closing 
certain streets in the municipality.

The application was refused.
(}. A. Walker, for the motion.

Walsh, J. :—What are presented to me as the by-laws to wauh.j. 
lie registered are not by-laws at all but are merely resolutions 
of the council and even they do not purport to enact that tin- 
streets in question shall be closed. There are three of these re
solutions. The first one simply consents to the closing of some 
of these streets, the second one merely instructs the secretary 
to correspond with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company re
specting the proposed closing of another street upon the com
pany agreeing to provide a proper subway and the third strikes 
out from the second resolution the provision respecting a sub
way.

The power of a town to close a public highway is conferred 
by sub-sec. 17 of see. 163 of the Towns Act which authorizes the 
passing of a by-law for that purpose. This sub-section contains 
many provisions, which must be < d with before the by
law can be passed, for notice to the owners of lands abutting15
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by-law is prescribed by the statute as the method for exercising 
the power thus given to the corporation such power can only 
be exercised in that way and effect cannot be given to a nit re

Re
Bass a no. resolution especially when, as in this case, the wording of the 

resolution is quite inadequate to effect the closing of the streets.
The section of the Land Titles Act above referred to only 

authorizes the registration of a by-law.
The motion must be refused.

Application refusal.

CAN. WICKENS v. McCONKEY.

8. C.
1012

Supreme Court of Camilla, Sir Char 1rs Fitzpatrick, C.J., ami Panics, hli
Duff, ami Anylin, JJ. June 4, 1912.

1. Evidence f § XI K—8:il )—Defamation—Pbiob slander of plain hi f
Il Y DEFENDANT.

Evidence of u simuler spoken to a witness, but not complain-•! < f 
in the statement of claim, is not admissible to prove a subséquent 
slander which is complained of in the action. (Decision of Supreme 
Court of Alberta h firmed on np|M-al without opinion.)

2. Evidence (§ XII K—983)—Defamation—Exact words of slander.
In an action for slander the witnesses must lie able to swear i • 

exact words of the defendant, and not merely to the substan • <*r 
ellect of them. ( Decision of Supreme Court of Alberta affirmed on 
np|>eal without opinion.)

3. Libel and slander (#11 F—R">)—Publication — Question of f\< i.
The question as to whether a slander has liven published or u • i- 

one of fact, and where the trial takes place without a jury, the 'u 1 
'udge's finding "ill not reversed on appeal unless the ap|n

iurt has a "firm conviction of error." ( Decision of Supreme i art 
Alberta nfiirmed on appeal without opinion.)

Statement Appeal by the plaintiff (1. W. Wickcns from the decision of 
the Supreme Court of Alberta, whereby the judgment of Mr. 
Justice Beck, dismissing the action, had been affirmed.

The appeal was dismissed.
The action had been brought originally by (1. W. Wickcns 

and his brother, J. A. Wickcns, for damages for slander in res|>eet 
of certain alleged statements, charged to have been made by 
the defendant, accusing the plaintiff of complicity in the burning 
of certain hay. An order bail been made by Mr. Justice Beck, 
of the Supreme ( ourt of Alberta, requiring plaintiffs to elect 
to proceed separately and to amend the statement of claim 
accordingly, and the plaintiffs thereupon elected to proceed with 
the action of the plaintiff (1. W. Wickcns, and the statement of 
claim was amended hv making him the sole plaintiff.
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The defendant pleaded a general denial, and further denied 
that the damage alleged resulted from the speaking and pul idea
tion of the words complained of. By leave of the trial Judge, 
the defendant amended his defence by adding further pleas, 
that, if any words were spoken and published, as alleged by the 
plaintiff, which the defendant denies, the same were spoken 
without malice and in the belief that they were true, and on 
privileged occasions and under such circumstances as to make 
them privileged occasions; and, in the alternative, the defendant 
also set up that, so far as any words complained of were spoken 
and so far as they consist of expressions of opinion, they were 
fair comments on the facts, which were and are matters of public 
interest, as well as affecting the personal interest of the defen
dant, and that the said words were spoken and published, if 
at all, in good faith.

The action was tried at a special sittings of the Supreme 
Court of Alberta at Made id, Mr. Justice Beck presiding, with
out a jury. His reasons for judgment were as follows:- -

CAN

s. c.
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Statement

Beck, J.:—The evidence, after a careful consideration, does n«*.4 
not satisfy me that any one of the four slanders charged have 
Ikvi» proved. A slight modification of the words alleged in para
graphs 3 and 4 would leave them applicable to John Wiekens 
only, not to the plaintiff. Witnesses, speaking of conversations 
of the most casual kind, after a year and a half or a year, are 
apt not to be exact. The statement alleged in paragraph •’> re
garding “breaking even," I think, did not refer to the fire. The 
slanders alleged in paragraphs 3 and (i would, taking all the 
surrounding circumstances—that they were made pending a 
criminal inquiry, etc.—would, even if established, be privileged.
Sec McCann v. Prendra a, 10 O.R. 573.

The action will be dismissed with costs.
The reasons for judgment of the Supreme Court of Alberta, 

delivered by Mr. Justice Stuart, in which Harvey, C.J., and 
Scott and Simmons, JJ., concurred, were as follows:—

Stuart, J.:—The plaintiff complains of five separate slanders, atu»rt. t. 
or, rather, of the repetition of the same slander on four separate 
occasions. No evidence was adduced in support of the first 
statement complained of.

The second complaint is that the defendant said, in the 
presence of one William Carr, “The Wickenses hired Lemon 
to burn the hay, ami we are going to put him down to-night,” 
mill the innuendo is that the plaintiff and his brother, J. A.
Wiekens, were eriminally connected with the setting tire to 
certain hay belonging to the defendant.

The evidence in support of this complaint consisted of that 
of William Carr alone. He was asked by counsel, “What was 
the effect of that conversation?” ami he answered:—
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CAN. ► A. 'Vhc effect was lie merely said the eiwe was in their ImntlH ai l
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that Wiekenses hail hireil l.emon to hurn the hay ami that they v.i i. 
going to put him down that night.
Again lu* was nskvtl by the Court:—

WlCKKNB
V.

MCCONKKY.

Q. lie staled what? A. That the Wiekenses had hired l.emon 
hurn the hay and they were going to put him down that night.

Stuart, J. Again, in cross-examination, lie said:
(j. Now, you say that lie said what to von? A. Mr. MeConkey said 

that they had the trial in their own hands and Wiekenses had hind 
I.emon to hum the hay and they were going to put him down that

(j. Are you sure of those words? A. Yes, sir; Mr. Walker was 
present at the time.

Q. If 1 tell you that Mr Walker, who is one of the witnesses for Mr. 
Wiekens, swears that he did not hear this conversation, will it 
your ideas at all? A. Well, I say 1 heard it or 1 could not repeat it, 
because it was spoken to me on the sidewalk.
And uguin:—

(j. You were confined to this thing- that MeConkey said in the 
presence of Walker that the Wiekenses hired l«emon and that they 
were going to send him down to-night? A. 1 remember he s|H)ke those 
words himself.
The evidence of Walker, which had previously been taken 

on commission, does not refer to this matter at all.
The third complaint, as set forth in paragraph 4 of the state

ment of claim, is that the defendant said to one Leonard Heaton, 
“The Wiekenses had something to do with it,” and this innuendo 
is that he meant thereby that the plaintiff and his brother were 
criminally connected with the said lire. The evidence in support 
of this complaint consisted of that of Beaton alone.

He was asked by plaintiff's counsel:—
(j. What did MeConkey say? A. Tlmt Wiekens was implies!' ! n 

the hurtling of tlie liav. But of that 1 cannot give the exact word 
(j. That was the effect of what he said? A. That was the effet : of 

the conversation.
i}. That who were aled? A. The Wiekenses. 1
(j. What would lie the effect of those conversations the gem-i.d 

effect? A. lie led me to believe that the Wiekenses were implies!'<1 
in the burning of the liny.
And, referring to the stories that were going round, the wit

ness said:—
A. The feeling, I believe, that was left from the stories was that die 

Wiekens was implicated in it.
(j. That is outside of MeConkey altogether? A. That is

1 can tell you.
(j. That is outside of MeConkey altogether? A. Well, and then him 

at different conversations telling me.
The fourth complaint is that the defendant said, in conversa» 

tion with one O. II. Turner and one Williai i Dann:—

5

7

1
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I have come out about even; Walker squared with me ami Walker 
broke even with (ieorge Wickens on an aeeount which he daml not 
rolled. If Power* hail worked the way I did. there would have been
someone else ill the coop besides IX1 in on.

Ami the innuendo was
that Walker had «-nm|>cii*nted the defendant in rc*|iect of the loss 
sustained by the defendant on aeeount of the said fire, and that Walker, 
in return, hail l*»en n leased from a debt owing by the said Walker to 
the plaint iff, for the reason t’uit the plaintiff dared not roin|iel the 
said Walker to pay the said debt for fear the said Walker would divulge 
information in connection with the said fire which would implicate the 
I iff in eriminal proceedings, and meaning that if one Powers, who 
had an interest with the defendant in the hay that was burned as afore
said. had used as much nee in prosecuting the investigation in 
regard to the burning of the hay as the defendant did, the plaintiff 
w ould have been criminally liable and would have1... .. placed in custody.
In support of this charge the evidence of William Daim and 

of O. II. Turner was adduced. Dann stated:—
(J. Just tell u* what you rcmemlier? A. I rcmemlier him (McConkey) 

saying he had come out about even—that he hod squared with Walker 
and Walker hail broke even with the Wiekenses.

(J. That who had squared up with Walker? A. McConkey.
Q. Do you remember anything further of that conversation? A. I 

remember he said that if Powers had worked the same as he hnd, they 
would have had more in the coop la-sides Ix-mon, and from the way 
they wen* talking and the conversation, I took it to lie the Wiekenses.
And on cross-examination lie said:

(J. Ami from that day to this you remembered, won! for word, this 
casual conx-enuition about perfect strangers? A. I got acquainted with 
them afterwards ami I can remember them. If the words were not 
the same a* that, it was the same meaning.

CAN
kc!
1012
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The witness Turner also swore that he had heard the defen
dant use the words sworn to by Dann. Turner, however, re
lated other more definite statements which he heard the defen
dant make on another occasion, but these other statements are 
not complained of in the statement of claim.

The fifth complaint is that the defendant said to one “( bathe,” 
“•lack Wickens him! 1.4*111011 to burn the hay. The old man 
furnished the candles.” The innuendo was that the plaintiff's 
brother, Jack Wickens, had procured Lemon to set fire to the 
defendant's hay, that the words, tin1 “old man,” referred to the 
plaintiff, ami that plaintiff had committed an indictable offence 
bx lurnishing the candh*s for the purpose of burning tin* hay.

The evidence in sup|>ort of this consisted of that of Chaftie 
aloiu . ( 'haffie states I :—

A. Well, I think he tohl me on that occasion that they wen* responsi
ble for burning the hay.

That who were rc*|MHi*ihlc? A. The Wiekenses. 
tj. Do you rcmemlier any words w hich he used? Who were rcs|tonsi-

94
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blc? Do you remember what words he used? A. IthinkhenaidJ.uk 
hired Mr. I<emun« to hum the hay.

(J. And what else? A. I don't know—and the old man biminlml tin- 
candles.

(J. Who did you understand was the old man? A. Mr. (Seorgi' 
WirkCns.

(J. What wan the impression he left in your mind an to who he aceu-i I 
for the burning of the hay? A. He left mi to think that the Wieken . - 
were ren|Hmnible for the huniing of the hay.
The witness repeated, in crow-examination, the “he (defen

dant) told me that the old limn furnished the candles.’' Again 
he was asked:—

(J. The trial wan on the 5th or 6th anil thin wan in the iH-ginniiit: of 
September, and he told you that the evidenee wan against Jack Wicken.- 
Imt there wan nothing against (ieorge? Now, what about it? A. IP- 
referred to the Wiekenn.

Evidence was given, apparently without objection, by one 
Brooks that the defendant had said the same thing to him on 
the same day as defendant had spoken to Chaffie. But Brooks 
was not present at the conversation with Chaffie, and the state
ment of claim docs not complain of any slander sjMikcn in the 
presence of Brooks.

The defendant denied directly the use of the language im
puted to him by these* various witnesses.

(The Court here quoted the reasons of judgment given h\ 
the trial Judge.|

With regard to the alleged slander in the presence of < r. 
it is obvious that the learned trial Judge took the correct \ivw. 
The whole evidence shews that there was more talk about Jack 
Wickens than about his brother, the plaintiff. Carr did not 
swear to the list* of any Christian name. The surname Wickens 
ends in an “s.” He might easily misunderstand the singular 
for the plural in such a case, and it would be unsafe to lei Un
ease turn upon the use of the article “the” lief ore the name, 
especially after the lapse of such a period of time.

The same remarks apply to the evidence of Beaton and the 
same result would follow. In both these cuscx the witm -<> 
swore only to the substance or effect of the defendant’s wools. 
This is insufficient: IS Halsbury 644.

The fourth complaint in regard to what was said to Dana 
and Turner de|H-nds entirely on an innuendo. The more direct 
slander to which Turner swears is not complained of in the state
ment of claim. While it may possibly be admissible as evidence 
to shew malice and aggravate damages. 1 think it is itiadmi>-iUe 
merely as pnx>f of the utterance of the subsequent slander 
Neither can it be used in sup|>ort of the innuendo, liecausc it i* 
clear from Turner's evidence that it wits spoken on an entirely 
different occasion. Turner says it was spoken immediately after 
the fire, which occurred in May, 1908, while the slander com-

CAN.
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plained of was in April, 1009. With regard to the innuendo 
itself, 1 have much doubt whether the words are capable at all 
of the meaning which it is endeavoured to attach to them. The 
innuendo built up in the pleading is an exceedingly elaborate 
one, and consists of quite a number of links, which it requires 
gome slight ingenuity to follow.

With regard to the fifth complaint, it is to be observed that 
Brooks does not corroborate Clmffie, but swears to another 
statement and another occasion altogether. The evidence of 
Brooks was clearly inadmissible in proof of the utterance of the 
slander to Clmffie. Even, again, if Chaffie’s evidence i< accepted, 
we have an innuendo to consider. This, of course, is not so 
difficult a one to build up as in the Turner ease, ami if we were 
satisfied that the defendant spoke the words to Chatfic, the 
further step might with safety be taken. But the learned trial 
Judge was not eonxineed by ( 'haffie's evidence alone in face of 
the defendant's denial, and I should hesitate to say that of two 
witnesses, of whom 1 have seen neither, that one should be be
lieved whose evidence faded to convince the trial Judge.

Upon the whole ease, while, no doubt, there was much evi
dence, bulking it together, xvhich the defendant had to meet, 
yet 1 have not been able to convince myself that the trial Judge 
was clearly wrong in the decision he arrival at. Possibly 1 
might have decided the other way had I heard the c\ lence, 
hut 1 have not that firm conviction of error which alone would, 
I think, justify a Court of Ap|>eal in reversing a finding of fact 
made by the trial Judge.

This being so, it is unnwessarv to discuss the question of 
privilege, and the appeal will be dismissed with costs.

The plaintiff appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada.
Wallace Xexbitt, K.C., and f. C. Md'aul, K.C., for ap|>cllnnt.
./. Craig Brokovski, for rescindent.

Fitzpatrick, C.J., Davies, Iiunuton, and Di rr, J.I., were 
of opinion that the ap|>cal should be dismissed with costs.

A noun, J.î—By his statement that the plaintiff had not 
proved any one of the four slanders charged, the learned trial 
Judge intended, as I understand him, to express his opinion 
that publication had not been established. Neither in the argu
ment pn-sented for the ap|H-llant at bar nor in my |ierusal of the 
record and faetums have I found anything which satisfies me 
that this conclusion of the learned Judge, affirmed in ap|>cnl, 
was erroneous. It follows that the appeal fails and should be 
dismissed with costs.
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Alberto Supreme Court, Walsh, ,/. October 20, 1012.

1. IXDiCTMKXT, IXKoHMATlox AM) COMPLAINT 1 6 Î—2)—VeBIKIC ATlOX »y
Opt. 28.

OATII—AMKMIMKXT OK IXKOHMATION—KaII.VKK TO BE SWEAB—Si i.
HTITVTIOX OK XAMK OK ACTT SKI).

A conviction for an offence ag.iinwt the Liquor License Onlimu . 
cannot lie Mi»taine«l under an information and warrant describing > »- 
accused as "Big Hoy of ( algary. Allwrta." where, before the ami-. ,| 
pleided to it, the information was amended, without being re «« on 
to. by striking out the words "Big Boy” and substituting therclor 
the name of the accused, William Davis, and where his objection to 
the jurisdiction of the police magistrate to try him on the giM, ! 
that no sworn information had been laid against him, was 
ruled and the trial proceeded with.

[Hi f/ina v. Mi Suit, .1 Can. Cr. Cas. 184. and Ur Conklin. 31 V It.
180. 1Oô. sjiecially referred to; Hex V. Vraieford, 0 D.L.H. 380. 
tinguiahed.]

2. Harkah ctibpvs (|IC—12)—JuBtanicTiox ok pouce maoihtbate— Iiii
UAL CROCK) IIIXUS—ARHKXCK OK A 8WOKX IXKOHM ATIOX.

An accused person in an application on the return of a summons 
for a habeas corpus, may avail himself of an objection to the jmi« 
diction of a police magistrate to try him for an offence against >he 
Liquor License Ordinance, on the ground that no sworn information 
had been lodged against him and that he was therefore improperly 
brought before the magistrate, under a warrant of arrest, where Id* 
objection liefore the magistrate was overruled, the trial proceeded with, 
and the accused found guilty.

[lie Haptintc Caul (No. 2), 7 D.L.H. 25, followed; Regina v. McSutt, 
3 Can. Crin. Cas. 184, 186, referred to.]

Statement Application, on the return of a si. minons for a writ of hah at 
corpus with certiorari in aid, to quash the conviction of the 
prisoner for a breach of the Liquor License Ordinance, and for 
his discharge from custody without the actual issue of the writ.

The prisoner was discharged from custody.
./. McK. Cameron, for the prisoner.
Stanley L. Jones, for the Crown.

Walrii, J. ;—Davis is a prisoner in close custody in the lock
up of the city of Calgary under a warrant of commitment is
sued by the police magistrate following his conviction for a 
breach of the Liquor License Ordinance. On the return of a 
summons for a writ of habeas corpus and a certiorari in aid lie 

•s for an order quashing this conviction without the actual 
issue of the writ of certiorari and for his discharge from cus
tody without the actual issue of the writ of habtas corpus. This 

rests upon several grounds, but I have only con
sidered one of them as it is, 1 think, sufiicient to entitle him to 
his liberty.

Delmar Hodgkins laid an information liefore a justice of 
the peace against “Big Boy of Calgary, Alberta” charging him 
with an offence against the Liquor License Ordinance upon 
which this justice issued his warrant to apprehend “Big Boy."

4
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This warrant was executed by the informant Hodgkins by the 
arrest under it of the prisoner. Before the accused pleaded to 
this charge the information was amended by Hodgkins who 
struck out from it the words “Big Boy” and substituted there
for the words “William Davis” and the information thus amen
ded was not re-sworn. Counsel for the accused called the at
tention of the magistrate to this and objected to the police magis
trate’s jurisdiction to try this charge on the ground inter alia, 
that as the information had been altered and not re-sworn there 
was no valid information upon which the police magistrate could 
act and he moved for the discharge of the accused. These ob
jections were overruled by the police magistrate who proceeded 
to a trial of the accused and finding him guilty, imposed upon 
him a fine of $100 and costs or two months’ imprisonment. It is 
under a warrant issued upon this conviction that the applicant 
is now in custody.

The warrant under which the accused was arrested could 
only have been issued under an information in writing and un- 
iler oath. See section 054 of the Code, which, by section 711. is 
made applicable to summary convictions. The only sworn in
formation is that charging Big Boy with the offence named in 
it There is no sworn information of any kind against William 
Davis. And yet it is William Davis who is convicted of the of
fence which is sworn in the information to have been com
mitted by Big Boy. In short, there is a sworn information 
against and a warrant to apprehend Big Boy under which a con
viction is made against William Davis. And being before the 
magistrate under a warrant which could only have been issued 
on a sworn information charging him with having committed the 
offence therein specified, I think that in the absence of such 
information, he was there improperly. It may be that “Big 
Boy” is but an alias for “William Davis,” but of this there is 
no evidence before me. Even if such is the case, I do not Be 
llow that would mend matters. Then» is authority for the 
proposition that an information which has been amended must 
la* re-sworn in order to retain its validity, at any rate where a 
sworn information in writing is a prerequisite to the jurisdiction 
of the magistrate. See Hnjina v. MeSutt, II Can. Cr. Cases 184, 
and remarks of Wilson, J., in Ht Conklin, .1! V.C.Q.B. 160 at 
166. A fortiori it seems to me that when in such a case there 
is no sworn information at all against the accused, a conviction 
against him is bad. The case of lit r v. Crawford, 6 D.L.R. ISO, 
decided by our Court en banc is easily distinguishable from this 
ease. That was a case of a summary trial and the judgment 
of the Court was rested partly upon that fact and partly upon 
t!" ground that in that ease an information was not necessary at 
all.

ALTA.

:I0 7 D.I..R.
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The accused was, therefore, in my opinion, improperly be
fore the magistrate. There remains then for consideration 
only the question which my brother Simmons decided in on 
way: Re Baptiste Paul (No. 1), 7 D.L.R. 24, and which my 
brother Heck in the same matter decided in the other way, /.V 
Baptiste Paul (No. 2), 7 D.L.R. 27>, namely, whether or not the 
accused being, although improperly brought there, before a 
magistrate otherwise having jurisdiction over him in respect of 
this olTence can insist upon the objection that he then unav nl- 
ingly made against the right of such magistrate to try hin<. 
There are many authorities in support of the two conflict in : 
views of this question none of which is I think binding on me 
so that 1 am free, as were my learned brothers, to follow tli- 
line of decisions that most appeals to me. I adopt the view of 
my brother Beck as it is to my mind more in consonance with 
reason and justice. If during a sittings of this Court a man 
came into the Court room bringing with him another by force 
and stated to the Judge that this other owed him an amount 
which was within the jurisdiction of the Court and asked him 
to award judgment in his favour for the same and the alleged 
debtor protested that the Court could not in that summary man
ner and without the issue of the proper process determine tin- 
question of liability, it could not be supposed for a moment that 
judgment could lie then and there given against him. Tim 
is a certain procedure established by our civil practice which 
must lie followed before the Court can by its judgment give 
effect to the rights of litigants. Why should any rule less strict 
be applied to the practice of Courts in matters involving tin- 
liberty of the subject when this practice is as clear cut and well 
defined as that of our civil Courts? All that a man can do who 
was in the prisoner's plight is to protest and if that prute>: ;s 
based upon proper grounds effect should be given to it by tins 
Court if the magistrate disregards it. As Chief Justice Graham 
says in Ilcgina v. .!/< Xutt, 3 Can. Cr. Cas. 184, at 186:—

Raving stated an objection amt having caused that objection to - 
noted, 1 cannot ms- what further a man under arrest can do. II . m- 
not leave the Court room; he cannot apply to have certiorari I- f -re 
judgment ami lie ought not to lie obliged to take the chances .if hi* 
point and sit mute, allowing other defences to go by abstaining i >m 
cross examining witness.

The order will go for the discharge of the prisoner.
Prisoner discharge <i.
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Re GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC DEVELOPMENT CO., Ltd. SASK.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Lamont, J., in Chambers. October 11, 1012. ^ p

1. Land titles (Torrens system) (9 IV—10)—Rioiit of vendor ix> file 1912
a caveat — What interest sufficient to sustain. ------

In order that the seller of I mid may tile a caveat against it under 0,1 H- 
sec. 125 of the Susk. lai ml Titles Act. the interest claimed by him 
must lie derived through the document on which the caveat is 
founded, and must lie an interest dilièrent from that held hy him us 
owner of the land ; and a right aeuuired through a restrictive coven
ant on the part of the purchaser of the land, contained in a contract 
of sale, is mit suflicient to sustain a caveat.

| Hut see Annotation to this ca*e.]
2. Land titi.es (Torrens system) (9 IV—10)—Restrictions in con

tract for sale—Rioiit of seller to file caveat.
The seller of land doe* not acquire the right to lodge and con 

tinue a caveat against it under sec. 125 of the Saak. Land Titles Act, 
by a condition inserted by him in the contract for the sale of the 
hind prohibiting the purchaser from erecting any buildings thereon 
other than a church, since such condition amount* only to the re
tention by the vendor of an interest already possessed by him. and did 
not confer upon him any new or different interest in the land, which 
is essential to sustain the tiling of a caveat.

[But see Annotation to this case.]
3. Buildings (9 II—18)—Restriction in deed ah to use of buildings.

A clause in an agreement of sale of vacant land that “the purchaser” 
will use the property for the erection of a church and buildings in 
connection therewith, and for no other purpose does not disclose an 
intention to hind subsequent purchasers and mortgagees to the re
striction. and a caveat under the Lind Titles Act. R.S.S. 1009, in re- 
speet thereof should therefore, lie discharged, even if such constituted 
an interest in land under the statute.

[But sec Annotation to this case.]

An application on behalf of the Grand Trunk Pacific De- statement 
velopmcnt Company, Limited, to continue a caveat placed 
against lots 2d, 24, and 25 in block 4 in the townsite of Nokomis.

The application was dismissed.
II. F. Thomson, for the company.
F. IV. Turnbull, for the trustees of the Presbyterian Church,

Nokomis.
La mont, J. :—On the 29th March. 1909, hy an agreement in unwut. j. 

writing, the company sold the lots to I). J. Jamieson, J. W.
Richardson, and K. W. Reekie, trustees of the Presbyterian 
Church, Nokomis, for the sum of $200, $fi(i.74 cash,
$66.74 on the 24th May, 1909, and the balance on the 24th Nov
ember of the same year. The agreement sets out that, in eon- 
sideration of the eovenants, conditions, and stipulations con
tained therein and the payments to he made as therein specified, 
the performance of each and every of the said covenants as well 
as the said payments, the company agreed to sell to the pur
chasers the said lots on the above-mentioned terms. The agree
ment also contained the following"provisions:—
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That ho (the purchaser) will use the property for the erection .if 
a church and buildings in connection therewith and for no other pur

If the purchaser, or his legal representatives or assigns, shall pay 
the several sums of money aforesaid punctually at the several times 
above fixed and shall in like manner strictly and literally perform 
all and singular the said conditions, then lie, his heirs and assign, 
approved as herein provided, upon request at the office of the land 
commissioner of the company, at the city of Winnipeg, and the sur
render of this contract, shall lie entitled to a deed or transfer a 
veying the said premises in fee simple freed and discharged from ill 
incumbrances, but subject to the reservations, limitations, proviens, 
and conditions expressed in the original grant from the Crown, and 
subject to the reservation of mines, minerals, coal, or valuable stones 
in or under the said land.

After entering into the contract, the company caused to he 
registered against the lots a caveat, in which they claimed m 
interest under the agreement for sale with the trustees, “for the 
purpose of preventing the purchasers from using the properly 
or any building thereon for any other purpose than that of a 
church.M The purchasers erected a church upon the property, 
and paid the instalments of purchase money as they became due 
under the agreement, and received a transfer from the company 
in fee simple, hut subject to the reservation, limitations, pro
visoes and conditions expressed in the original grant from the 
Crown, and subject to the caveat. The transfer was registered, 
and a certificate of title issued to the trustees, but it was also 
subject to the caveat. The trustees then caused the registrar 
of land titles to send a notice to the company to the effect that 
the caveat would lapse at the expiration of thirty days unless the 
company should, within that time, file an order of a Judge con 
tinning the caveat.

The question to be determined on this application is, has the 
company a right to have its caveat continued?

The right to lodge a caveat against land in this provine. s 
given by sec. 125 of the Laud Titles Act, R.S.S. 1900. eh. 41. 
which reads as follows:—

Any person claiming to lw interested in any land under any will, 
settlement or trust deed or under any instrument of transfer or 
transmission or under any unregistered instrument or under an execu
tion where the execution creditor seeks to affect land in which the 
execution debtor is interested beneficially, but the title to which is 
registered in the name of some other person or otherwise, may lodge 
a caveat with the registrar to the effect that no registration of any 
transfer or other instrument affecting the said land shall be in ole 
and that no certificate of title therefor shall be granted until -mh 
caveat has been withdrawn or ha« lapsed as hereinafter provided un • -- 
such instrument or certificate of title is expressed to be subjc i io 
the claim of the caveator as stated in such caveat.
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Tliis section, in my opinion, means that, to be entitled to 
lodge a caveat in respect of certain lands, the caveator must de
rive the interest which he claims through the document on which 
his caveat is founded. If he acquires no interest under the docu
ment, the document will not form a foundation for the lodging 
of a caveat. In this case the caveat is founded upon the agree
ment between the company and the trustees. That agreement 
does not give the company any interest in those lots which it 
did not have before. At the time the agreement was signed, 
the company had the entire interest in the lots by virtue of 
being the registered owner thereof. A company, having an en
tire interest in land, and desiring to sell a portion of that in
terest and retain the balance, may adopt one of two courses. 
It may, upon making a sale of the land, reserve to itself an in
terest therein. This it may do by limiting its grant to a por
tion only of the interest which it owned in the property, retain
ing the balance. In this case, however, the interest retained 
belongs to the company, not by virtue of the agreement by which 
it reserves its interest, but by virtue of it being the owner of 
the whole property and not having parted with the interest re
served. It acquires no interest in the land under the agree
ment for sale. Or the company may, on making a sale, convey 
the entire interest in the property and obtain from the pur
chaser a re-grant of the interest,it desires to hold. In such a 
case, the re-grant, provided it amounted to an interest in the 
land, would, if in proper form, he registrable, and, if not re
gistrable, would be a sufficient instrument of transfer upon 
which to found a caveat under the aliove section. In the agree
ment upon which the company has founded its caveat, there is 
no re-grant or re-transfer to the company of any interest in the 
lots by the trustees. There is nothing but a covenant on the 
part of the trustees to use the lots for the erection of a church, 
and for no other purpose. A covenant may, under certain cir
cumstances, operate as a grant ; but. before it can be given that 
effect, it must clearly evince an intention on the part of the 
covenantor to confer on the covenantee a right to affect the land 
in the manner claimed. What the company is really trying to 
do in this case is, by means of a perpetual caveat, to affect all 
subsequent purchasers and mortgagees of these lots with notice 
of the restrictive covenant of the trustees. The agreement does 
not disclose any intention on the part of tin* trustees to confer 
that right on the company, even if that could be considered an 
interest in land under the section, which I doubt. It, therefor», 
does not confer upon the company any interest in those lots 
which would Ik» properly the subject of a caveat.

The application will lx» dismissed with costs, and the caveat 
discharged.

A p plication dittn isscri.

Rk

Co.. Lu».

Lâmont, J.
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Annotation—Buildings igll—181 Restrictions in contract of sale as to 
user of land.

The judgment above reported denis with two question* upon which tlivre 
up|H-ur to lie no precedents exactly in point. Dealing, however, with the 
general principles applicable to the construction of contracts and to the 
interpretation of statutes, there is much to be said against the view taken 
by Lament, ,1., in Hr tlrand Trunk Pacific Development Co., rej 1

First, as to the restriction contained in the contract, the gen
eral tenor of the agreement as set out in the opinion itself, indicate* an 
intention that the property itself shall not lie used for any purposes other 
than for a church, ami not merely that the parties named as |iiircha-«T< 
would not otherwise use the land until they conveyed it to some one else.

The express mention of “assigns” set-ms to have little significance in 
restrictive covenants of this character, limiting the method of user of the 
land, when the claim is raised directly by the contracting party in whose 
favour the restriction was imposed, and the party against whom enforce
ment is sought is either Vie other party to the contract or his assignee «if 
the contract or of the title thereunder, taking with notice of the restriction.

An assignee of a freehold interest is only bound to observe restrictive 
covenants of which he has actual or constructive notice at the time of the 
assignment, and this obligation is only an equitable one: Julk v. Uoxhay 
(1848), 2 l‘li. 774; Formby v. Darker, [19031 2 Ch. 539, C.A. The latter 
ea«- depended on the subsequent owner taking with notice of the covenant, 
laird Cottcnham, L.C., said: "It is said that the covenant being one which 
does not run with the land, this*Court cannot enforce it; but the que*- 
tion is, not whether the covenant runs with the land, hut whether a party 
shall Im- |*ermittcd to use the land in a manner inconsistent with the 
contract entered into by his vendor, and with notice of which he pur 
chased."

Other cases base the right of enforcement as against transferees u|Kin 
the theory that a restrictive covenant creates an equitable interest in the 
land of the nature of a negative easement : London and H.W, U. Co. v. a< <. 
20 Ch. 1). 592; ami that it binds a subsequent legal owner unless he is 
protected as a purchaser for value without notice: Boyers v. lloscgood, 
119(H)! 2 Ch. 388; Osborne v. Bradley, [1903] 2 Ch. 449; Ue Msbrt and 
Pot ta, [10061 1 Ch. 389; Wilkea v. Spooner, [19111 2 K.B. 473, 8n L.J. 
K.B. 1197; see also as to a restrictive covenant to erect buildings only a» 
approved by vendor's surveyor: Heading Industrial Co-operative Society 
V. Palmer, 11012] 2 Ch. 42, 81 i*J. Ch. 454.

Where the vendor of freehold mentiorts to the purchaser that the pro
perty is subject to the same conditions as the adjoining property, the pur 
chaser is not thereby fixed with constructive notice of restrictive coven
ants of which lie was not aware: llonc v. dakatatter, 53 Sol. Jo. 289.

The conveyance of a house contained a covenant on the part of the 
purchaser not to use or occupy the same for the purpose of any trade or 
manufacture or for any other purpose than a private residence. The as
signee of the purchaser, who carried on a day-school for girls on pren -«•* 
about half a mile distant from the house, proposed to use the liou-c

99
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rv-idence for herself and certain relatives, and that four of the governesses -----
and such of the pupils as might In* sent to stay with her with the object ISiiiMing 
of their attending the school should also live tliere. It was held that the J.','restrictions 

in contract.
proposed user of the house would be a breach of the covenant : Hobson v. 
hillock, [18118) 1 Cli. 424. <17 LJ. Ch. 205; 78 L.T. 224 ; 14 Times L.R. 241.

A class of rights may lie created by grant or covenant which arc so 
far “interests'* in the land in equity, that breach of them by the covenantor 
himself will lie restrained by injunction at the instance of the covenantee 
himself, but are so far merely personal and collateral contracts that the 
assignee of the covenantor will not be bound, even though he purchase the 
land with notice of the existence of the covenant: Formby v. Barker, [ 11)03)
2 Ch. 539, 651 ; and see Hoir ell V. Ilemaley, [ 1909) 2 €h. 252, 78 I*J. Ch. 
741, as to breach by the lessee of the purchaser.

A negative or restrictive covenant imposed upon the user of land will 
not, if it be a covenant in gross, be enforced by injunction against an 
owner, who was not a party to the deed containing the covenant. In 
lHti8, F. sold to a company all his land at a certain place, and the com
pany covenanted for themselves, their successors and assigns, with F., his 
heirs, executors and administrators, not to build a beerhouse or shop on 
a particular portion of the land.

After F.’s death the company sold to 11. this particular portion with 
notice of the covenant ; but 11. nevertheless began to erect a shop. Tliere- 
ii|M>n the plaintiff, the sole devisee under F.'s will, and his personal repre
sentative, claimed an injunction to restrain him from so building. It was 
held that her remedy was by an action for damages, which (semble) 
would lie only nominal ; and that an injunction could not be granted:

Foimby v. Uarker, 11903) 2 Ch. 539, 72 L.J. Ch. 716, 51 W.R. 646, 89 
L.T. 249 C.A.

Even where a grant in the nature of an easement includes not only the 
particular privilege or right as incidental to a specified pnqierty, but a 
more extensive right, a personal privilege, irrespective of the land granted, 
such |M*rsonal privilege could not Ik* granted or assigned over by the ori
ginal licensee since there is not known to the law such an interest in land 
a» an easement in gross: 1‘uriloin v. Ifobtnaon, 30 Can. 8.V.R. 64; Ackroyd v. 
Smith, 10 C.ll. 164.

As to the other question raised in He (hand Trunk 1‘acific Development 
Co., alsive reported, it is to lie observed that the statute in quest ion, R.S.S. 
1900, ch. 41, see. 125, as to the person entitled to tile a caveat in order to 
give notice of the claim on tlie record of the title, does not say that the 
caveator'» claim must be founded upon an “interest" in lands in the 
technical sense in which the word “interest’* is frequently used in lamd 
Titles Acts passed in furtherance of the Torrens system of title regis
tration. The caveator is to lie a |ierson "interested** in the land, and this 
difference of phraseology may include claims which would not be included 
as "interests in land" in the technical sense : and yet the person may in the 
words of the statute, lie “interested under any will, settlement or trust 
deed, or under any instrument of transfer or transmission or under any un- 
registered instrument," etc. If the contract itself is an "unregistered instru-

I
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in contract.

in his own favour interested in the land under such contract? It is sub
mitted that he is so interested. The word "under” may be construed in 
that connection as having the same significance as the phrase “by virtue 
of" which is defined in the Century Dictionary as meaning “by or through 
the authority of": See Words and Phrases Judicially Defined, verb. “Un-

B.C. CASKIE v. MINISTER OF LANDS, B.C.

S.C.
1912

Hiitinh Columbia Supreme Court, Uregory, J. November 21, 1912.
1. Appeal (§111 F—95)—Limitation ok time fob appealing—Claim to

Nov. 21. ('■own i.ANiiH—Land Act ( BA*. ).
The right of appeal by way of petition against the decision of the 

Minister of lands ( B.C.), refusing an application for purchase of 
Crown lands is not preserved by the tiling of a petition in a district 
registry within the statutory period of thirty days when no service 
of that jietition is made on the Minister of Lands, but a fresh |>etition 
is tiled too late in the principal registry and the latter petition is 
served on the Minister.

[Land Act, R.K.H.C. 1911, ch. 129, sec. 103, considered.]
2. Appeal (§111 F—95)—Time fob completing appeal—Petition under 

Land Act (B.C.)—Departmental decision iftusing claim.
The time for taking an apjieal from the decision of the Minister of 

lands (B.C.). refusing an application to purchase Crown lands is to 
lie computed from the date of the ofllcial rejection of the claim and 
not from u prior date when the district commissioner gave notice to 
the applicant that the lands Department had instructed him not to 
accept applications for the land until further advised.

Statement Petition by way of appeal by Angus Caskie from the de
cision of the Minister of Lands refusing his application to pur 
chase lot 9203, Kootenay district, and also refusing to cancel 
a new record of pre-emption issued to A. 0. Watson, for the 
same land, the original pre-emption record having been can
celled by the assistant, or local commissioner for the district, 
on the grounds of non-compliance with the requirements of the 
Land Act, on the application of the said Andrew Caskie, whose 
chief complaint was that the pre-emptor, Watson, had not “re
sided” on the land pre-empted. There was ample evidence be
fore the assistant commissioner that the man had done a great 
deal of work on the land in the way of clearing and cultivation, 
and had also erected dwellings, and stable thereon, but he, for 
some considerable period of the time slept in the house of his 
brother, on the adjoining pre-emption, about a quarter to half 
a mile from his line. The reason submitted for this was that his 
father was very advanced in years and his brother was a hope
less, bed ridden cripple, and to both of them the pre-emptor
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was the only attendant and nurse. On the cancellation of the 
pre-emption record, the petitioner herein applied to the Minister 
of Lands for permission to purchase the land in question, but 
the Minister, having under consideration the application of the 
pre-emptor for a review of the proceedings before the assistant 
commissioner, telegraphed and wrote to the assistant commis
sioner on the 9th of July, 1912, not to accept any applications 
for the land until further advised, and on the 26th of July, de
finitely refused the application of the petitioner, on which date 
the assistant commissioner returned the and money
of the petitioner.

On the 22nd of August Caskie filed his petition from this 
decision in the Nelson registry of the Supreme Court. He did 
not serve either the Minister or the assistant commissioner with 
a copy of this petition. On the 3rd of September, the agents of 
the petitioner’s solicitor filed a petition in the Victoria registry 
of the Supreme Court, and the Minister was duly served with a 
copy thereof.

The petition was refused.
Maclean, K.C., for the petitioner.
Hass, and Bulloch-Webster, for the Minister of Lands.

B.C.

S. C.
1912

Minister

1U .

Statement

Gregory, J. :—Mr. Hass, in opposing the petition, raises five orrgory. j. 
grounds, viz.: (1) the petitioner is not a person affected by the 
commissioner’s decision (sec. 49) ; (2) he has not complied with 
the provisions of see. 34 of the Land Act; (3) he should shew 
that he is not disqualified from purchasing under sec. 49 of the 
Land Act; (4) the appeal is on a point of fact and not of law 
(sec. 163) ; (5) the appeal is out of time (sec. 163).

His last point is the only one which I think is sound, lie- 
cause it does not appear to me that the appeal is out of order.
This, of course, depends upon the date of the commissioner’s 
decision and the date on which the appeal is taken. Mr. Hass 
thinks that the decision appealed from is contained in the letter 
of the 9th of July, from the district commissioner advising the 
petitioner’s solicitor that he had received instructions from the 
department not to accept applications for the land in question 
until further advised. He, however, retained the application 
and cheque accompanying it until the 26th of July, when he 
wrote returning both and advising the solicitor that the depart
ment had sanctioned the issue of a new record to Watson. This 
is, I think, the appealable act, and the one which the petitioner 
has appealed from. It is dated the 26th of July.

The evidence before me is that the petition was filed in the 
registry office at Victoria on the 3rd of September, 1912, and 
served upon the commissioner (Minister) on the same day, thus 
more than one month after the rendering the decision, and so 
too late.

7899
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B.C. Mr. Maclean, for the petitioner, slated that the petition was
tiled in Nelson on the 22nd of August, 1012. That may or 
may not have been a different petition. Evidently the petition 
served upon the Minister of Lands was the petition filed at Vic
toria, and the one which, I think, must govern.

The prayer of the petition will, therefore, have to be re
fused, with costs.

Petition refused.

Minister 
of Lands, 

B.C.

WHYNOT v. McGINTY.

.Vova Seotia Supreme Court. Russell, J. October 21, 1012.
N.S.

S. C.
1912 1. Bills of sale (8 III—40)—After-acqvibf.d property — Equitable

A clnu"«e in a bill of sale which purports to include after-acquired 
property confers n* to the latter a mere equitable title which must 
give way to a legal title obtained bona fide and without notice.

[Reeves v. Harlow, 12 Q.fi.ft 436. commented on; Ilolroyd v. Mar
shall, 10 H.L.C. 191. applied. |

2. Bills of sale (8 III—40)—At-1; it-acquired property—Bills of Sale 
Act ( N.S. ).

The Bills of Sale Act. H.S.X.S. 19U0, ch. 142, does not by registration 
protect the grantee as to property to lie acquired by the grantor after 
the making of the bill of sale and which the latter thereby purports to 
transfer in advance of his obtaining title thereto.

[Thomas v. Kelly, 13 A.C. 510. refeired to.]

statement Trial of action for conversion of chattels.
McLean, K.C., and Marycson, for plaintiff. 
Ilall and Purney, for defendants.

itmwii. j. Russell, J. :—The plaintiff claims to be the purchaser of a
cow which the defendant took possession of under a bill of side. 
The cow in question was not the property of the defendant when 
the bill of side was made, but the instrument contained the 
usual clause making the security cover after-acquired property. 
As I understand the law. the defendant’s title to the after-ac
quired property is a creation of equity only, although there are 
statements in the decision of the Court of Appeal, per Bowen. 
L.J., in Reeves v. Harlow, 12 Q.B.D. 436, which might be cited 
-to shew that such a transaction conferred a legal title. I do not. 
however, understand that these expressions were intended to 
overthrow the well established doctrine as understood ever since 
the case of Ilolroyd v. Marshall, 10 H.L.C. 101.

The defendant’s title being in equity merely has to give way 
to a legal title obtained bonâ fide and without notice. Actual 
notice of the bill of sale there was none, and the case of Joseph 
v. Lyons, 15 Q.B.D. 286. seems to negative the idea of a con
structive notice arising from the filing of the bill of sale. Sus
picion is thrown upon the bona fides of the alleged sale, but
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there is nothing that. I can act upon. The plaintiff swears that NS-
lie bought the cow for $25. and gave credit on a board bill for ^ 
the amount. I have my own suspicions, but they are not strong 1912

enough to warrant me in finding that there was no sale in the ----
absence of any evidence to impeach its validity. I think the " 11 y not

vow was wortii $40 for which amount the plaintiff must have M.oivnr.
judgment with costs. ............................................................... ,

It is further contended that the Bills of Sale Act docs not 
refer to after-acquired property, for which Thomas v. Killy, in 
13 A.C. 519. is cited. I think this contention is correct, but it is 
not necessary to the success of the plaintiff.

Judgment for plaintiff.

MAHOMED v. ANCHOR FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO. B.C.

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, CM.A., Irving, Martin, and C. A.
(lallihcr, JJ.A. Sovcmbcr 5, 1012. 1912

1. Insurance <| Ill El—75) — Kirk insurance — Application sighed j^T5
WITHOUT READING WHEN FILLED IX BY ANOTHER PERSON—EFFECT

If an applicant for a fire insurance policy chooses to sign, wi.liout 
reading, the application tilled in by some other person, and acquiesces 
in that form of application, lie inu-t he treated as having adopted it. 
(Per Irving. J.A., dismissing ap|ieal in an equally divided court.)

[Itiggar v. Hock Life Assurance Co., 11902J 1 K.B. 510, applied.1

2. Insurance (g III E 1—75)—Fire insurance — Application — Ap
praisement — When a limited sun-agent of insurer pre
sumed TO BE AGENT OF INSURED.

Upon an application fur a lire insurance policy, where an agent of 
the proposed insurer sends to the applicant a sub-agent, whose func- 
lion- are limited to getting the application signed and the amounts 
apportioned as to value and risk, and where the insurer's sub agent, 
upon the suggestion of the applicant, appraises the property, makes 
the apportionment and insert* same in the application, which thus 
completed is signed and adopted by the applicant; the insurer is not 
hound by the knowledge of the sub-agent as to such appraisement, 
but, as to it, the sub agent is presumed to be the agent of tin- ap
plicant. (Per Irving, J.A., dismissing appeal in an equally divided

[Itiggar v. Hock Life, 11002) 1 K.B. 51(1, applied; Batcdcn v. London, 
Edinburgh, and (llasguir Ins. Co., [1892] 2 Q.B.D. 534, distinguished.]

3. Insurance (8 HI El—75)—Fire insurance — Application — Ap
praisement BY LIMITED SUB-AGENT — APPLICATION SIGNED BY 
applicant—When “adopted."

Upon an application for a fire insurance policy, where the insurer’s 
agent sends a sub agent, having limited authority, to the applicant to 
get the application signed and the amounts apportioned as to value 
and risk, and where, instead of having the necessary appraisement 
made by the applicant, the sub-agent, at the applicant's request, 
makes it himself and inserts it into the application, ami where the 
applicant then without rending it signs the application; this was an 
adoption of the application by the applicant. (Per (lallihcr, J.A., 
dismissing appeal in an equally divided court.)
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Appeal by plaintiff from judgment of Murphy, J., settim 
aside the verdict of the jury rendered in his favour and dis 
missing the action.

The appeal was dismissed by an equally divided Court.
('rail/, for appellant.
J. A. Russell, for respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.B.C. :—The defendants’ head office is at 

Calgary in the Province of Alberta. They appointed L. I‘> 
Freeze their general agent for British Columbia, and supplied 
him with blank forms of their policy signed by the president and 
manager. He solicited insurance from the plaintiff’s husband, 
who was acting on her behalf. The husband told Freeze that sh 
would take insurance to the extent of $1,800 on her stock of 
merchandise, furniture and fixtures, and $300 on the contents 
of a stable, and suggested to Freeze that he should inspect tie 
goods and effects and ascertain whether he would insure them 
for these amounts. Freeze made the inspection, and filled up a 
form of proposal—the form supplied by the defendants—ii 
which he described the merchandise and household effects as 
being contained in a one storey dwelling house and store. II. 
stated the value of all the goods including the contents of tie 
stable to be $3,000, and apportioned the insurance as follows 
to stock of merchandise and meats, $1,300 ; to store fixtures and 
furniture, $200 ; to household furniture, $300 ; and to contents 
of stable, $300. lie admits that the proposal was not read over 
by him to the plaintiff or her husband when they signed it 
They are Italians, and it is apparent that they left the matter 
entirely in the hands of Freeze, as the insurer. On the day on 
which the proposal was signed, Freeze issued the policy. Norn- 
months afterwards a fire occurred and the goods were partially 
destroyed and damaged. The defendants’ appraiser fixed th 
loss at $040.05. This action was brought for that sum. Th- 
defendants resisted on the following grounds : that in the signed 
proposal the building was erroneously described as a one store) 
building, whereas part of it was two storeys in height; that it 
was erroneously described as a store and dwelling, whereas 
it was a store and lodging house ; that the value of the goods 
was over-stated, and that a chattel mortgage was not disclosed 
There were also set up as defences that the action was not com 
menced within six months next after the loss or damage or 
curred, and that the proofs of loss were insufficient. 1 do not 
think there is any substance in the last mentioned defence. Nor 
is the action out of time. While it was not brought within the 
six months specified in variation No. 20, it was brought within 
the year specified by the statutory condition. The variation of 
the statutory conditions in this policy are not set forth in ac
cordance with the provisions of the B.C. Fire Insurance Act,
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but purport to be in accordance with an Ontario Act. They 
arc, therefore, to be disregarded, and as far as this policy is 
concerned, the rights of the parties ' ' upon the statutory
conditions only : Citizens Insurance Co. of Canada v. Carsons 

1881), 7 A.C. 96,119; Green v. Manitoba Assuranci Co. 1901 . 
] : Man. L.R. 3957 The verdict effectual I) disposed of the 
chattel mortgage.

The only question left, the substantial one in this appeal, 
is, are defendants estopped by reason of the nets and knowledge 
of Freeze from setting up the alleged misrepresentations, and 
over-valuation (if any) contained in the proposal ? So far as 
the facts are concerned, the jury, upon sufficient evidence, have 
found them in favour of the plaintiff. It may be doubted that 
the stock of meats and groceries, to which $1,300 was appor
tioned, were ever of that value, though there is no positive evid
ence of this, but it is certain that the store fixtures and house
hold furniture were of much greater value than the sums ap
portioned to them. No question arises as to the contents of the 

e, so that that item may be eliminated from the case. In 
answer to the question, what was the value of the property pro
posed to be insured on the date of the application for insurance, 
the jury answered that they could not accurately state it. They, 
however, found that the value was placed on it by Freeze, and 
that the apportionment was made by him, that from his in
spection of the property he knew or ought to have known that it 
was a store and lodging-house, and that neither the plaintiff nor 
her husband misrepresented the value of the property. The 
learned trial Judge nonsuited the plaintiff, basing his judgment 
largely on No. 20 of the statutory conditions which provides 
that no condition of the policy should he deemed to be waived 
except in writing signed by an agent of the company. With 
respect, I am unable to see the applicability of this condition 
to the facts of this case. The first condition is the one relied 
upon by defendants, and they contend that that cannot be 
waived except in writing. That condition provides that false 
description or misrepresentation shall avoid the policy. Hut 
this is not a condition subsequent. There was in my view of the 
case no attempt to waive condition No. 1. The situation and 
value of the goods, and the character of the house were known 
to and described by Freeze. lie described and insured goods 
which he himself saw contained in a house which he himself 
saw, at a valuation which he himself made, and the question is 
not whether there was a waiver of any condition of the policy, 
but whether the company is not now estopped from contending 
that the facts are otherwise than as known to and stated by 
Freeze. The question is not a new one, hut it is undoubtedly a 
very important one. By their mode of doing business insurance
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companies arc forced to rely very largely on the statements 
made in proposals for insurance as a protection against the care 
lessness and dishonesty of their agents. On the other hand, ap 
plicants for insurance, who, in a great many eases as we know, 
are not accustomed to business of this nature, look to the agent 

Anchor Fire to put the proposal and all matters connected with it in proper 
k Marine form. They sign documents which are submitted to them, rely 
N8(V>AN<K ing upon the superior knowledge and judgment and good faith

---- of the insurance company as represented by their agents. This
“au.14 particularly so in the case of persons of the plaintiff’s class, 
(dissenting), calling in life, and foreign birth and language.

It was urged upon us, relying upon Itiggar v. Bock Life As 
surancc Co., 11902] 1 K.B. 516, that the plaintiff was bound to 
know what she signed. Wright. J., in that case approved iu a 
general way of New York Life Insurance Co. v. Fletcher ( 1885 
117 U.S.R. 519, where that doctrine was asserted. Rut it is 
apparent from the reasons given in each of these cases that tin 
Courts did not intend to lay down a doctrine applicable to all 
cases, but only to the facts and circumstances of the cases Ik*for 
th em. Unquestionably no such doctrine has been adopted in
any Court in respect of ordinary contracts. Circumstances of 
education, station in life, ignorance of the kind of business iu 
hand, confidence in the other party, absence of advice, and 
many others may be considered. And 1 am confident that tiler- 
is no difference in this respect between such contracts and con 
tracts of insurance; and no conditions contained in the pro
posal or in the policy can affect the question if under the cire uni 
stances of the particular case the party was not bound to know 
what he signed. If he were not so bound how could anything 
contained in the document, call them conditions, warranties or 
representations, affect the matter, for ex hypothesi he knows 
nothing of them. That the applicant for insurance is not iu 
all cases bound to know what he signs was decided in the case 
of Ilawdcn v. London, Edinburgh and (Ilasgotv Asscc. Co. 
11892] 2 Q.B.D. 534, and in several othei °asos referred to in 
argument.

Reverting to the case of New York Life Insurance Co. \ 
Fletcher (1885), 117 U.S.R. 519, it is apparent that there is no 
conflict between that and the Bawden case. In the former, re
ference is made with approval to Insurance Co. v. Wilkinson. 
13 Wall. 222, where the same Uourt adopted a statement of tli 
law contained in the American leading cases as follows—

By the interested or officious z«*al of the agents employed by the in 
surancc companies, in the wish to outbid each other and procure cu- 
tomers, they not infrequently mislead the insured by a false or errone
ous statement of what the application shou’d contain, or, taking the 
preparation of it into their own hands, procure his signature by an

B.C.
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assurance that it is properly drawn and will meet the requirements of B.C.
the policy. The hotter opinion seems to lie that when this course is '
pursued, the description of the risk should, though nominally pro- ( 1 
ceeding from the insured, lie regarded as the act of the insurers.
And in the reasons for judgment it was further stated that Maiiomki» 

the reason for this (estoppel of the company) is that the repre- anchor Fire 
seutation was not the statement of the plaintiff, and that the & Marine 
defendant knew it was not when he made the contract, and that lN8,('”j'NCF
it was by the defendant who procured the plaintiff s __1
signature thereto. Mtcdnn.id.

To the like effect is the judgment of the same Court in (wanting). 
Insurance Co. v. Mahonc, 21 Wall. 152.

The case at bar appears to me to he a stronger one in favour 
of the plaintiff than either of these. The agent Freeze, the 
scope of whose authority was, at least, ns wide as that of any 
of the agents in the cases referred to, considered, and 1 have no 
doubt quite honestly, that this building could be properly de
scribed as a one-storey building. lie considered that it could 
he properly described as a store and dwelling; and his evidence 
is that the rate would be the same for a store and dwelling as 
for a store and lodging-house. lie chose to employ his own 
language to describe both.

With regard to the alleged over-valuation, there is no evid
ence of it, and the onus was upon the defendant. The jury 
found that they could not state the value at the time of insur
ance. It has, therefore, not been proven that there was an over
valuation of the whole of the goods and effects in question. The 
apportionment of the insurance to the different classes of goods 
was the act of the agent, and, to my mind, it makes no difference 
whether Freeze did it himself or had it done by one of his em
ployees. The plaintiff asked for an insurance upon the whole 
without making any segregation save as to the contents of the 
stable, and the jury have found that no misrepresentation was 
made by either the plaintiff or her husband.

Under these circumstances, I have no hesitation in coming to 
the eonclusion that the learned trial Judge was wrong in non
suiting the plaintiff: and would therefore allow the appeal and 
direct that judgment be entered for the ? for the amount
claimed, namely, $940.05.

Irving, J.A.:—I would affirm the judgment and dismiss the irrtng.j.a. 
action on the ground that there was over valuation of the mer
chandise which was valued at $1,900. The other matters were 
rated as follows : Frame building, $200 : other goods, $900; and 
stable, $900: in all. $9,000. The plaintiffs admit that they asked 
for $9,000. but contend that as they did not themselves fix the 
sum of $1,900, for the merchandise, they are not responsible 
for the merchandise being over-valued.
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In Hifif/ni■ v. Hock Lift Assura un. ( 19021 1 K.B. 516, it wns 
1h*M that if a person in the position of the plaintiff ehooses to 
sign without reading it, a proposal form which somebody (say 
the company’s agent) has filled in. and if he acquiesces in that 
form being sent as signed by him, he must he treated as bavin- 

Anchor Fire adopted it. Business could not be carried on if that were not tlv 
& Marine: ]aW-

1X81 RANCH
Co. The learned trial Judge left to the jury these questions: Did

, ,—■ Freeze apportion the insurance to he carried on the different
classes of property 7

Did Freeze place the value set out ill the application on tie 
property ?

To both these questions the jury answered yes. With even 
deference these questions should not have been left to the jury at 
all. There was no evidence upon which the jury could find any 
hut one answer to both questions, and that was “no.” The 
witnesses to the facts upon which these two answers are based, 
were Freeze, the plaintiff and her husband. These are all the 

’s witnesses. Freeze says (p. 37) :—
I took part of the application for insurance from Mahomeil himself. 

He told me wlint he wanted—#2,000, or #2.100 (p. 38). I wrote the 
ion out in the street and th n I took it to the office. After 

wards I sent Ilowden to Mahomed's store to get it signed, and the 
amounts apportioned, i.e., the amounts to go on tlie stock and on the 
furniture, and on the house, etc. It (the application) was brought 
back signed by the plaintiff and Mahomed and was lying on my de-h 
when I saw it. The total value was then written on it. Also, the 
other amounts to lie insured, viz., groceries. #1.300; office furniture 
#200; house furniture. #300; and stable, #3(t0. I went down there (p 
34) just before the policy was issued. He had not got his stuff in 
there at all. He had some meat and other things downstairs. I don’t 
think the upstairs had anything at all.
Mahomed says (p. 83) :—

Freeze wns not at my store when the application wns signed—ju»t 
“the once.” i.r., just the one (Ilowden), the other agent again.

Mrs. Mahomed says (p. Ill) :—
1 signed the application in my store. Xoliody was there except 

my husband “and the agent." “Just the agent."

This must mean Ilowden. it cannot mean Freeze. She eon 
tinues in answer to the question ;—

Q. Did you rend it at the time you signed it? A. No, I did not rend 
it at all.

Q. Did you hear any talk nlmut how much insurance there should Is*, 
did you hear your husband talk with the agent about that, as to how 
much insurance there should be? A. Yes.

Q. What was said? A. He asked me how much and my husband told 
him to look it all over and to judge how much he thought it was to 
make the insurance.

B. C.
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Q. Look it all over and lee how much he tlmuglit it was worth and B.C.
put that much in? A. Yes. -----

Q. What Impawned after that. Did they talk about those insurance ^
matters? A. He fixed the insurance and I signed my name to it. and ___
he went to the office and after lie went to the office and the next day Maiiomko 
lie brought the policy, etc. r.
*4 oo nr i ii . . . . Anchor FireAt p. M. Ma honied makes a statement that gives the mipres- & Marine

sion that it was to Freeze he said you make the apportionment, Insurance 
ote., but when we read the testimony of the plaintiff herself and (a 
Freeze, when she had called, we see that he speaks inaccurately. irring. j.a. 
He said (p. 83) Freeze was there again and got everything, 
and made the rates to me, and he said :—

I will send my min down ( i>„ Howden without doubt ) — 
and he (t.e., Ilowden) said:—

IIow do you want to get the insurance put down? etc.

Mahomed could not have asked Freeze to make the valuation 
1 ) because according to Freeze the stock was not there fp. 34) 

and Mahomed’s statement at p. 82 agrees with this—
He came there again and we had a little groceries.

(2) Because according to Mrs. Mahomed this conversation 
took place between her husband and Ilowden in her presence at 
the time of signing the nation. (3) Again. Mahomed says 
fp. 102), in answer to the question : Did you tell Mr. Freeze what 
any of the groceries or things were worth? he (Freeze) said :—

You had better figure the cost what you think all the effects would

No witnesses were called for the defence, and nothing can he 
clearer on the plaintiff’s testimony than this, that the apportion
ment was made at the interview between Mr. and Mrs. Mahomed 
and Howden at the time of the signing the application, and 
that Freeze was not present on that occasion. There was no 
evidence to justify the finding of the jury that Freeze either 
apportioned the insurance to the several items, or that lie placed 
the total valuation at $3,000. In fact it was not suggested. We 
are, therefore, not troubled with the finding of the jury that 
Freeze had a knowledge of the true facts or that he misled the 
plaintiff.

Ilowden, it seems, from the plaintiff’s own testimony, did 
exactly what he was instructed to do. lie asked her how much 
the insurance should he, and she, instead of figuring up the cost 
of the different things, said “examine for yourself.” Assume 
that nothing more was said, and that Ilowden made the examin
ation and came to the conclusion that the merchandise would 
stand being insured at $1,300, and the true amount was about 
one-half that sum, would it not be the duty of the assured to say 

40—7 D.I..R.
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“You have made a mistake!” Would not the assured infrin. 
the first statutory eondition? In my opinion she would.

If she, after asking Iiowden for his opinion, or for a su 
gestion, chooses to sign the application without looking at r 
she adopts him as her agent, and is hound by his misrepresent.i 
lions. For these reasons, I think the principles laid down in 
liifjtfar v. /fork Lift. 11902| 1 K.B. 516, apply.

Are the company hound by Iiowden\s knowledge assumiiu: 
that he had knowledge? I should think not. as he was an agent 
only to get the proposal signed and the amounts apportion- I 
The apportionment was to be made by the plaintiff. Her appl 
cation was to he the basis of the contract. She had the onl 
means of truly stating what the value was. The case differs 
from Itawdcn v. The London, Edinburgh tf* Glasgow 1 net. r-. 
[1892] 2 Q.B. 534, because Iiow'den was sent up for a certain 
limited purpose.

Martin, J.A. :—With every respect for the view taken of 
this case by the learned trial Judge, the judgment lie directed to 
be entered eannot stand, certainly not for the reason he bases it 
on, viz. : condition 20, relating to waiver, as to which it is only 
necessary to say that during the argument we unanimously ruled 
that it was not a question of waiver and that waiver had nothing 
to do with misrepresentation. Were it not for this opinion <•! 
the learned trial Judge he considers that the ease would have 
been brought within the principle of the decision of the Court of 
Appeal in Itawdcn v. London, etc., Assce. Co., [1802] 2 Q.B. 531.
I think that on the finding of the jury on the various points 
clearly explained to them in the charge, on every one of which 
there was ample evidence for them to find either way, that this 
case must be governed by the Bawdt n ease, and the other author 
ities in Canada to the same effect which were cited to us.

We were referred by defendant’s counsel to a decision of 
Mr. Justice Wright, delivered on Xov. 27, 1901, in liig gar 
Bock Life Asset. Co., [1902] 1 K.B. 510, but the learned Juduc 
distinguishes the case before him from the Itawdcn ease, liera use 
the agent “invented the answers to the question” and therefore 
he could not lie considered the agent of the company. The learned 
Judge relies upon an American authority in regard to which all 
1 need say is that he himself on p. 525 expresses a doubt as to its 
“doctrines” being “applied to their full extent.” Moreover, in 
the following year, 20th Jim., 1902, the same learned .lu I un
decided Hough v. Guardian, etc., Assee. Co., 18 Times L.R. 273. 
which is in harmony with the liawden ease.

With respect to the objection taken to the incompleteness of 
the proofs of loss, I am clearly of the opinion that in view of tin- 
correspondence between the company and the plaintiff's soli- 
tors the company is not entitled to press that defence.
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Finally, as to the lack of notice under condition 13a, that is a 
matter which can and should in the circumstances he cured 
under tin- remedial provisions of see. 2 of the Fire Insurance 
Policy Act as interpreted by Li win ft at. trading as the Prairii 
Vihi Oil Vo. v. Standard Mutual Fire Ins. Vo. < 11110). 44 Can. 
S.C.Ii. 41.

The appeal should, in my opinion, be allowed.

Gam.!iikr, J.A.: In my view of the case, there is only one 
point I need consider, viz.: the over-valuation of the stock in 
trade as apportioned in the insurance. Were the jury justified 
in finding that Freeze made the valuation and the apportion
ment !

A perusal of the evidence discloses the following facts: 
Freeze, who was called as a witness for the plaintiff, says he did 
not make the apportionment ; that he sent a man named Ilowden 
from his office to the plaintiff’s premises to make the apportion
ment and have the application signed, and when the application 
was presented to him for signature the figures were filled in and 
it was signed by the plaintiff and Thomas Mahomed, her hus
band. Thomas Mahomed says, at p. 83 of the appeal lmok:—

Q. Itefore I leave that Mr. Mahomed, at the time these two men 
were there. Freeze and the agent, and went over the premises like you 
have Imh-ii telling, was that liefure that (taper was signed or after? A. 
Before that piper was signed. One time he came him«-lf and got 
everything.

Q. Who? A. Freeze. He was there again and got everything and 
made the rates to me and he said—“I will send my man down i » vou,H 
and he said—“How do you want the insurance put down " \nd I 
a«ked him—“You had better look yourself,” ami he said—“\\ I #1.800 
lie enough for the stock and the rooming house ami dinii • an. ami 
the kitchen?" And I said “That is alright. I think t enough."

There may be some confusion ns to who is meant by “he” 
ns it appears in connection with the words “he said how do you 
want the insurance pul down,” etc., but I think it is made clear 
from the evidence which precedes it when in reply to Mr. Craig, 
Mahomed says, at the bottom of p. 82 and the top of p. 83. that 
the application was signed at a time when Freeze was not there, 
but the other one. meaning Ilowden, and in view of this. I think 
it must also be concluded that the person spoken of as the 
“agent” by the plaintiff in her evidence (A.B. Ill) is Ilowden. 
The evidence follows:—

Q. Did you rend it at the time you signed it? A. No, I did not rend 
it at all.

Q. Did von hear any t ilk about how much Insurance there should 
lie, did you hear your husband talk with the agent about that, as to 
how much insurance there should he? A. Yes.
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B.C. Q. What was said? A. He asked me how much and my husband told
' him to look it all over and to judge how much he thought it was t.

make the insurance.
Q. Look it all over and sec how much he thought it was worth and 

Mahomed put that much in? A. Yes.
r. Q. What happened after that? Did they talk about those insurance

Anchor I'IKE matters? A. lie fixed the insurance and I signed my name to it.
& Marine
Insurance If I am correct in this view of the evidence, there is no evi 

f,°- deuce upon which the jury could find that Freeze made the ap- 
Qaiiihrr, j.a. portionment personally, in fact quite the contrary.

In this view, then, we have the fact that Freeze sent Ilowdcn 
down for two purposes to make the apportionment, and have tin* 

in signed, and we find both the plaint iff and her hus 
hand discussing with him the very question which Freeze says 
he. Ilowden, was sent to settle.

Now, both the plaintiIT and her husband say that they did 
not make the apportionment, and the jury are entitled to be 
lieve that, but they did not say directly that Freeze did, nor in 
my opinion is there evidence upon which a jury could reason 
ably so find ; so that the strongest light in which the ill's 
case can be put is that it was made by Ilowden. Ilowden ap
pears to have worked this one day in the office with which 
Freeze was connected ; however, lie was sent down by Freeze to 
make the apportionment, and we will assume that he filled in thi- 
fi gu res after consultation with the plaintiff and her husband, 
as they describe it in their evidence. The plaintiff and her hus
band then signed the application, a part of which was a declar 
ation that the values, etc., set out in the application were just 
and true. This was then taken to the agent Freeze, and by him 
forwarded to the company, and Freeze for the company, issued 
the policy which he had power to do without reference to the 
company.

Admittedly the stock in trade was insured for twice its value, 
so that the policy is vitiated under clause 1 of the conditions 
unless the company are estopped by tin* act of their agent.

A number of cases have been cited to us in support of this 
contention, but to hold the company estopped under the eireum 
stances case would, to my mind, be going further than
has yet been done. It is not reasonable to suppose that Howden 
was sent there to merely fill in the figures on his own responsi
bility. If tliat were so, Freeze who. aceording to the evidence 
for the plaintiff, had inspected the premises and their contents, 
would have filled them in himself, and Ilowden would simply 
have had to obtain the signatures; but supposing Ilowden did 
fill in the figures after the conversation detailed at pp. 81$ and 
111, and without insisting on plaintiff's naming the values her 
self, can the plaintiff by saying. You go on and make the valu
ations, and then warranting their truth to the company as well

0
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as tin* general agent who issued the policy, successfully urge 
that she did not adopt Ilowden s valuation as hers. It seems 
to me to hold so, under the circumstances of this case, would be 
to open th«- door wide for the practice of fraud.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Appall dismissal by an tqually divided Court.
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Re THE MARRIAGE LAW OF CANADA.

(Reference by the Governor-General in Council to the Supreme Court of 
Canada of Certain Vacations concerning Marriage.)

Judicial Commit hr of the /Vicy Council, Viscount Haldane, L.C., Earl of 
llalsliuni. Lord Uacnaghtvn. Lord Atkinson, Lord Shaw, and Chief 
Itaron Colics, duly 29, 1912.

1. Vi.NHTI I l TloNAI. I.AW ($11 A—1U0)— PoWKKS OK DOMINION PABI.IAMK NT
—MAKKIAOK LAWS.

V|hiii tho true construction of the B.N.A. Art conferring upon the 
Parliament of Canada the exclusive legislative authority over “Mar
riage ami Divorce" a ml upon the legislature of each Province the exclu 
live power of making laws in relation to the "Solemnisation of Mar 
riugc in the Province," the Parliament of Canada has no power to 
amend the Marriage Act, ll.S.4'. IU(HI, ch. 10Ô. by adding thereto eitla-r 
the whole or any of the provision# of a section, providing that every 
ceremony or form of marriage, theretofore or thereafter performed by 
any person authorized to iperform any ceremony of marriage by the 
law# of the place where it is perfornusi, and duly jierformed ac 
cording to such laws, shall everywhere within Canada lie deemed to 
Is* a valid marriage, notwithstanding any differences in tlie religious 
faith of the persons so married and without regard to the religion of 
the person performing the ceremony ; and that the rights and duties 
as married people «if the respective jicrsons married as aforesaid ami 
of the children of such marriage shall lie absolute and complete, and 
that no law or canonical decree or custom of or in any Province of 
Canada shall have any force or effect to invalidate or «pialify any 
such marriage or any «if the rights of the said |icrsoii# or their child
ren in any manner whatsoever.

|He Maniayc Laics, 0 D.L.R. 588, 4tl Can. 8.C.R. 132, affirmed on

2. MaKBIAOE (9 I—2) — Powebh ok Pbovincial Lkuihlatube to make lawn
BKHVEITINO THE SOLEMNIZATION OK MABBIAUE.

Section 92 of the B.N.A. Act which enacts that the legislature of each 
provimv may exclusively make laws relating to matters within an 
enumerated «dass. among them Isdng “property and civil rights." "sol
emnization of marriage, and “generally matters of a local or private 
nature in the province." operate# by way of an ex«#'pti«ui to the powers 
eonferml by suh-sw. ltl of sec. 91 of the B.N.A. Act as regards "mar
riage,’ and the Provim-ial legislator»1' therefore have jurMiction to 
enact conditions as to s«demnization which may affWt the validity of 
the marriage contract.

3. Statutes (9 II A—104)—Constbvction—Meaning ok worn*—“The
SOLEMNIZATION OK M ARK! AUK"—B.N.A. ACT. SEC. 92.

The words, "the solemnization of marriage in the province" as u#e«l 
in sub-sec. 12, see. 92. of the B.N.A. Act. primd facie, ini|Nirt all that 
was ordinarily meant by solemnisation in the systems of law in force 
in the various provinces of Canada at the time of the passing of the 
Act. including «sunlitions which allVct the validity «if the marriage.
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4. Statutes (8 HA—103)—Construction — Meaning or “solemn izx
tion or mabbia<ie“—Limitation or wobdh “mabbiaoe and 
divorce.”

The rule as to giving to the words of u statute their plain and 
ordinary meaning, when applied with due regard to the law existing m 
•C anada at the time of the passing of the liritish North America Ad 
gives to the words “solemnization of marriage" as contained in »ul> 
jects which a provincial legislature lias jurisdiction under sub-sec. I.' 
of sec. 92, of the II.N.A. Act, an effect in the nature of a limitation 
ii|Min the words "marriage and divorce" as contained in sub-see. 2ii. 
-ee. HI. of the said Act as reg.irds the constitutional power of tie 
Parliament of Canada to legislate upon the subject of marriage.

5. Constitutional law (8 HA—160)—Solemnization or mabbiagi
I Provincial jurisdiction.

The powers conferred by sub-sec. 26, sec. 01, of the B.X.A. Act up n 
the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada to nuke laws, in res pet 
to “marriage ami divorce” are limited by the provisions of sub-«v 
12, of see, 92, of the said Act, which confers exclusive jurisdiction 
upon the legislatures of each province to make laws relating to "t!a 
solemnization of marriage in the province."

This was an appeal, by special leave, on behalf of the Dom 
inion Government of Canada from the answers given by tic 
Supreme Court to a series of questions submitted to them by 
the Governor-General in Council under the authority of section 
60 of the Supreme Court Act (lie Marriage Laws, 6 D.L.R. 
588, 46 Can. S.C.R. 132).

Wallan Xe.shill, K.C. (of the Canadian liar), La fleur, K.C 
(of the Canadian liar), and Geoffrey La avenu, appeared in sup 
port of affirmative answers to questions 1 and 3 and of negative 
answers to sub-sees. A and 11 of question 2.

Mignault, K.C. (of the Canadian Bar), and Hcllmulh, K.C 
(of the Canadian Bar), represented the other side.

It. ('. Smith, K.C. (of the Canadian liar), and Geoffnon, K.( 
(of the Canadian Bar), for the Attorney-General of (Quebec.

/•’. Arnoldi, K.C. (of the Canadian liar), for the Attorney 
General of Ontario, supported the enactment of a general 
marriage law for the whole of Canada and adopted so much 
of the argument as was consistent with that view.

The questions submitted to the Supreme Court were as 
follows :—

1. (a) lias the1 Parliament of Canada authority to enact in
the whole or in part Bill No. 3 of the fi.*st session of the 12th 
Parliament of Canada, intituled “An A et to amend the Mai 
riage Act”?

The Hill provides as follows :—1. The Marriage Act, eh. 105 
of the Revised Statutes. 1006, is amended by adding thereto the 
following section :—3. Every ceremony or form of marriage 
heretofore or hereafter performed by any person authorized to 
perform any ceremony of marriage by the laws of the place 
where it is performed, and duly performed according to such 
laws, shall everywhere within Canada be deemed to lie a valid
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marriage, notwithstanding any differences in the religious faith 
of the persons so married and without regard to the religion of 
the person performing the ceremony. (2) The rights and duties, 
as married people, of the respective persons married as aforesaid, 
and of the children of such marriage, shall he absolute and com
plete, and no law or canonical decree or custom of or in any 
province of Canada shall have any force or effect to invalidate 
or qualify any such marriage or any of the rights of the said 
persons or their children in any manner whatsoever.

(b) If the provisions of the said Bill are not all within the 
authority of the Parliament of Canada to enact, which, if any, 
of t le provisions are within such authority T

2. Does the law of the province of Quebec render null and 
void unless contracted before a Roman Catholic priest a marriage 
that would otherwise be legally binding, which takes place in 
such province (a) between persons who are both Roman Catholic, 
or (/>) between persons one of whom only is a Roman Catholic?

3. If either (a) or (b) of the last preceding question is an- 
ewered in the affirmative, or if both of them are answered in the 
affirmative, has the Parliament of Canada authority to enact 
that all such marriages, whether (a) heretofore solemnized, or 
(b) hereinafter to be solemnized, shall be legal and binding?

The answers of the Justices of the Supreme Court were in 
substance to the following effect :—1. As to the first question, 
the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Davies, Mr. Justice Duff, and Mr. 
Justice Anglin were of opinion that the proposed legislation was 
ultra vires of the Parliament of Canada. 2. As to the second 
question, all the Judges concurred in holding that the law of 
Quebec did not render null and void unless contracted by a 
Roman Catholic priest a marriage which took place in that 
province between persons one of whom only was a Roman Cath- 
lic. As to the validity of such marriages between persons who 
were both Roman Catholics, the Chief Justice asked permission 
to decline to answer, Sir Louis Davies, Mr. Justice Idington, and 
Mr. Justice Duff were of opinion they were valid, and Mr. Jus
tice Anglin held they were null and void. 3. As to the third 
question, all the Judges except Mr. Justice Idington were of 
opinion that the Parliament had no power to enact such remedial 
legislation, while Mr. Justice Idington’s answer was:—“As to 
the third question, sub-sec. (a), I answer Yes, to he concurred in 
by the respective Legislatures of provinces concerned ; and as to 
sub-sec. (h) I answer Yes, if and when a province fails to pro
vide adequate means of solemnization.”

The Dominion Government now obtained special leave to 
appeal in order that the various questions might he argued be
fore and decided by the Judicial Committee.
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H allacc Nesbitt, K.C., in opening the case, said his submission 
was that the provinces might do what they thought fit alwut any 
solemnization they required in reference to a contract which th- 
Dominion had declared should he a valid contract of marriagi 
but they could go no further. The Dominion had the sole power 
of dealing with what should form the essential thing to a con 
tract of marriage. It must have an undivided sovereignty in 
connexion with a contract which formed the very basis of soeietv. 
The question lor consideration, he thought, was a very simple 
one, being dependent upon the construction of the sections of 
the British North America Act, and he maintained that tin- 
words “marriage” and “solemnization of marriage” were used 
in that Act in their natural sense, as they were used in any 
country professing the Christian religion.

The word “marriage” could not be taken as necessarily in
cluding any ceremonial as part of its validity. For 1.500 years 
marriage had meant a contract made between a man and woman 
to live together in the relation of husband and wife, and a marri
age was binding in its full legal force as if it had been sanctioned 
by half a dozen religious ceremonies. Marriage was the creation 
of a contract.

The word could not he said to have a fixed meaning, because 
under the law of England, since a certain time, in order to create 
a status of marriage a priest had lieen necessary; while in Scot
land, under the same law, the status was created by mere con
tract to become man and wife.

Geoffrey Lawrence followed on the same side. lie said that 
when the Imperial Parliament assigned to the Canadian Parlia
ment and the provincial Legislatures the two subjects, marriagl

and solemnization of marriage, for legislation it was impossible 
to construe those words by reference to the law of England, 
Scotland, France, or any other country.

Lord Siiaw said there must evidently be something attach
ing to the ceremony of marriage, which must be performed by 
solemn words. There was a solemnization in one sense, but a 
public ceremony was not essential.

Lord IIalkbury said it was important for society that there 
should be some public record of what had taken place, namely, 
the agreement between the parties.

Mr. Lawrence said his submission was that in assigning to 
the provincial Legislature the solemnization of marriage the con
stitution of marriage was left with the Dominion Parliament. 
The Dominion Parliament was entitled to legislate with refer 
ence to the marriage, and the provincial Legislatures were only 
entitled to legislate as to the solemnization without imposing that 
solemnization as a condition of the validity of the contract.
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Arnoldi, K.C., for the Province of Ontario, said his instruc
tions were confined to drawing their Lordships' attention to a 
memorandum from the Province of Ontario which considered 
that an Act of Parliament which rendered valid, throughout the 
Dominion, marriages performed in the Provinces by persons 
legally authorized by such Province, would result in consolidat
ing and perfecting provincial authority throughout Canada, and 
in this view the passing of such an Act by the Dominion Parlia
ment would enlarge rather than encroach upon provincial juris
diction.

Jldlmulh, K.C., in supporting the ease for negative answers 
to questions 1 and 3 and an affirmative answer to question 2, said 
the Act imposed upon the form of marriage laid down by the 
provinces certain changes in the provincial law. It took away 
the liberty enacted with regard to the solemnization of marriage 
by the provinces. The Act was not striking at ecclesiastical or 
canon law. hut actually striking at the provincial law, the object 
being to prevent a province from declaring that there shall he a 
limited authority in a person in regard to the performance of 
the marriage ceremony. Supposing a Roman Catholic priest was 
only authorized to perform a marriage ceremony for Roman 
Catholics and an Anglican clergyman for Anglicans, and so on. 
and the Dominion stepped in and said it authorized the Anglican 
or Roman Catholic to read his service over people of a different 
faith? The object was that marriage should he really solemn, 
that it should lie in the religion of those who were about to con
tract. It was going a long way to say that that interfered with 
the capacity to contract. If the other argument, was correct a 
Jew or a follower of Confucius could marry a Jew or a Roman 
Catholic according to the Jewish rituals, because the person who 
performed the ceremony would have a right to perform it. If 
their Lordships were to decide that it was within the power of 
the Dominion to do what the Hill proposed it would not neces
sarily follow that the Bill would pass.

Lord Atkinson:—You agree that this Bill is designed to 
effect something, and you are agreed what it is designed to 
effect ?

Hcllmuth, K.C. said it was designed to give an absolute auth
ority where there was now only a limited authority with regard 
to the official who could celebrate.

R, C. Smith, on behalf of the Province of Quebec, said the 
whole object of the inquiry was to obtain a definition as to the 
respective powers of the Dominion and the provinces. The con
struction put upon the Bill would have the effect that a Quaker 
who was competent to celebrate the marriage of Quakers would 
have also the power to celebrate the marriage of everybody, 
whether Quakers or not.
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Geoffrion, KC., argued that the matter really in the hands of 
tin* Federal Government was marriage minus solemnization. The 
Rill purported to say that an officer who was given by Quebec 
law a limited authority to perform the marriage ceremony should 
have a universal authority to do so.

Nesbitt, K.C., who replied on behalf of the Dominion, main
tained that no province had the right to declare, in face of 
Dominion legislation, that if a certain ritual had not been com
plied with by the parties, although they had gone through the 
ceremony of marriage prescribed by Parliament, the marriage 
should not lie treated, in another province, as a valid marriage. 
The proposed legislation presupposed a ceremony, authorized 
by the province, by a competent officer according to a ritual 
which the parties had voluntarily submitted themselves to. The 
question before their Lordships was a vital one, not easy of 
solution, a question which many persons in Canada were keenly 
watching, anxious to know whether the design of the Federation 
of one great growing nation should be set aside and a question 
affecting the whole basis of society be governed by merely local, 
isolated, and factional differences.

The following authorities were referred to in the course of 
the argument.

Dalrymplc v. Dalrymple, 2 Ilagg. Cons. 54 ; It eg. v. Mill in, 
10 Cl. & F. 534; Beamish v. Beamish, !) ILL. Cas. 274 ; Brook \. 
Brook, 9 ILL. Cas. 193; Iloelyc v. The Queen, 9 App. Cas. 117. 
1 Phillimore Ecclesiastical Law, 643-4, 2nd ed. ; Bank of Toronto 
v. Lam Ik , 12 App. Cas. 575 ; Citizens Ins. Co. v. Parsons, 7 
App. Cas. 96; A tty.-Gen. for Ontario v. Tlamilton St. It. Co.,
119031 A.C. 524; Atty.-Gen. for Canada v. A tty.-Gen. for Ont.,
11898] A.C. 700; Atty.-Gen. for Ont. v. Atty.-Gen. for Canada,
11912] A.C. 571 ; City of Montreal v. Montreal Street It. Co.,
11912] A.C. 333; Atty.-Gen. for Ontario v. Atty.-Gen. for Can
ada, |1896] A.C. 348.

The Lord Chancellor intimated that judgment would be 
reserved.

London, July 29, 1912. The judgment of the Board was 
delivered by the Lord Chancellor.

The Lord Chancellor (Viscount Haldane) said the ques 
tions to be decided had arisen on an appeal, for which special 
leave was given, from the answers returned by the Supreme 
Court of Canada to certain questions submitted by the Govern
ment of Canada pursuant to section 60 of the Supreme Court 
Act.

The questions so submitted were the following:—
(1) (a) Has the Parliament of Canada authority to enact in 

whole or in part Bill No. 3 of the first session of the Twelfth
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Parliament of ( * i intituled, “An Act to amend the Marri
age Act”? (b) If tin* provisions of the said Bill are not all within 
tin* authority of the Parliament of Canada to enact, which, if 
any, of the provisions are within such authority ? (2) Does the 
law of the Province of Quebec render null and void unless con
tracted before* a Roman Catholic priest, a marriage that would 
otherwise be legally binding, which takes place in such province,
(a) between persons who are both Roman Catholics or (b) 
between persons one of whom only is a Roman Catholic. 
(3) If either (a) or (b) of tin* last preceding question is an
swered in the affirmative, or if both of them are answered in the 
affirmative, has the Parliament of Canada authority to enact 
that all such marriages, whether (a) heretofore solemnized, or
(b) hereafter to be solemnized, shall be legal and bindingT

The answers of the learned Judges of the Supreme Court 
were in substance to the following effect : (1) As to the first 
question the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Davies. Mr. Justice Duff, 
and Mr. Justice Anglin were of opinion that the proposed legis
lation was ultra vires of the Parliament of Canada. Mr. Justice 
Jdington differed. (2) As to the second question all the learned 
Judges concurred in holding that the law of Quebec does not 
render null and void unless contracted by a Roman Catholic priest 
a marriage which takes place in that province between persons 
one of whom only is a Roman Catholic. As to the validity of 
such marriages between persons who are both Roman Catholics 
the Chief Justice asked permission to decline to answer, Justices 
Sir Louis Davies. Idington, and Duff were of opinion that they 
were valid, and Mr. Justice Anglin held that they were null and 
void. (3) As to the third question, all the Judges except Mr. 
Justice Idington were of opinion that the Pat tit has no 
power to enact such remedial legislation.

The decision of these questions, continued his Ijordship, turns 
on the construction to be placed on secs. Ill and 02 of the British 
North America Act, 1807. Sec. 01 enacts that the Parliament 
of the Dominion may make laws for the peace, order, and good 
government of * in relation to all matters not coming 
within the classes of subjects by the Act assigned exclusively to 
the I -gislatures of the provinces, and. for greater certainly, but 
not so as to restrict the generality of the foregoing terms of the 
section, it declares that, notwithstanding anything in the Act, 
the exclusive legislative authority of the Parliament of the Dom
inion extends to all matters coining within the classes of subjects 
enumerated. One of these is marriage and divorce. The section 
concludes with a declaration that any matter coining within any 
of the enumerated classes shall not be deemed to come within 
the class of matters of a local or private nature comprised in the 
enumeration of the classes of subjects by the Act assigned ex
clusively to the Legislatures of the provinces.
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Sec. 92 enacts that in each province the Legislature may ex 
clusively make laws in relation to matters coming within the 
classes of subjects enumerated in this section. Among these is 
the solemnization of marriage in the province. The enumeration 
also includes, inter alia, property, and civil rights, and generally 
matters of a merely local or private nature in the province.

In the course of the argument it became apparent that til- 
real controversy between the parties was as to whether all ques 
tions relating to the validity of the contract of marriage, includ
ing the conditions of that validity, were within the exclusiv- 
jurisdiction conferred on the Dominion Parliament by sec. 91. 
If this is so, then the provincial power extends only to the direc
tory regulation of the formalities by which the contract is to he 
authenticated, and does not extend to any question of validity. 
This was the view contended for by one set of the learned 
counsel who argued the case at their Lordships’ bar. The other 
learned counsel contended that the power conferred by sec. 92 
to deal with the solemnization of marriage within a province had 
cut down the effect of the words in see. 91, and effected n dis
tribution of powers under which the legislature of the province 
had the exclusive capacity to determine by whom the marriage 
ceremony might lie performed, and to make the officiation of the 
proper person a condition of the validity of the marriage.

If the latter view is taken, it is clear how the questions must 
be answered. For it was agreed between counsel that the Rill 
referred to in the first question was intended to enable a person 
with any authority to perform the ceremony to perform it 
validly whatever the religious faith of those married by him.

On the footing indicated, the Rill would therefore be ultra 
vires of the Dominion Parliament. The third question would 
also be disposed of, for the Parliament of Canada would, in the 
events indicated in the question, have no authority. The second 
question consequently becomes, not only unimportant, but super
fluous.

Notwithstanding the able argument addressed to them, their 
Lordships have arrived at the conclusion that the jurisdiction 
of the Dominion Parliament does not, on the true construction 
of secs. 91 and 92, cover the whole field of validity. They con
sider that the provision in sec. 92 conferring on the provincial 
Legislature the exclusive power to make laws relating to the 
solemnization of marriage in the province, operates by way of 
exception to the powers conferred as regards marriage by sec. 
91, and enables the provincial Legislature to enact conditions as 
to solemnization which may affect the validity of the contract.

There have doubtless been periods, as there have been and 
are countries, where the validity of the marriage depends on the 
bare contract of the parties without reference to any solemnity.
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But there are at least as many instances where the contrary 
doctrine lias prevailed. The common law of England and the 
law of Quebec before confederation are conspicuous examples, 
which would naturally have been in the minds of those who in
serted the words about solemnization into the statute. Prima 
facie these words appear to their Lordships to import that the 
whole of what solemnization ordinarily meant in the systems of 
law of the Provinces of Canada at the time of confederation is 
intended to come within them, including conditions which affect 
validity. There is no greater difficulty in putting on the langu
age of the statute this construction than there is in putting on it 
the alternative construction contended for.

Both readings of the provision in sec. 92 are in the nature 
of limitations of the effect of the words in sec. 91, and there is, 
in their Lordships’ opinion, no reason why what they consider 
to he the natural construction of the words “solemnization of 
marriage,” having regard to the law existing in Canada when 
the British North America Act was passed, should not prevail. 
This conclusion disposes of the question raised, and their Lord- 
ships will humbly advise his Majesty accordingly.

Declaration that proposed Bill is vitra vires.

SHAW v. MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF N Y.

Supreme Court of Canada. Fitzpatrick, C.J., Darien. Idingtou. Duff, 
Anglin and Hrodeur, JJ. October 7, 1012.

1. INSURANCE (8 III B—51)— INNOCENT MISTAKE OK AGKXT IX CALCILA-
tiox—Rescission—Dkiay IX iiriMil.SO ACTIOX.

Where an agent of a life insurance company, by an innocent error 
in calculation made at the time the policy issued, represented the 
surrender value of the policy to lie greater than it really was. which 
correct amount could have l>eeii ascertained by Insured by reference 
to a mortality table, in the absence of fraud or evidence shewing that 
this representation induced insured to take out the policy, rescission 
on the part of the insured will not Ik- allowed, especially where many 
years elapse ln-fore action is brought.

I Shaw v. Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Xcw York, 2.1 O.L.R. iwD, 
affirmed.]

2. Kbaud and deceit (6IV—17)—Wrong estimate ok surrender value
NOT A PROMISSORY REPRESENTATION.

A representation by an agent of a life insurance company to the 
insured made at the time of the issuance of the policy, based on an 
innocent error in calculation, as to the surrender value of tin- policy, 
is not a promissory representation to the insured where the correct 
amount could have lieon ascertained by him by reference to a mortality 
table.

ISAair v. Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Xcw York, 23 O.L.R. M9, 
affirmed.]

.1. Insurance (81111)2—73)—Construction ok policy—Effect ok pro
VISION IN POLICY LIMITING AGENT'S RlfillT TO MAKE PROMISES.

Where a policy of life insurance contains a provision to the effect 
that the agent has no power to modify the contract of insurance, or
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l<t bind tlie company by making any promise» or by receiving any rv 
presentation or information not contained in tlic application for tin 
policy, a false representation by the agent to the insured made at tin 
time of taking out tin- policy, even if it amounts to a promissory re 
presentation will not bind the insurance company. (Dictum per Fit/ 
patrick, C..T.)
An appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Court 

of Appeal, Shaw v. Mutual Life Insurance Go. of New York, 23 
O.L.R. 559, allowing an appeal from the judgment of Latchford, 
J., at trial in favour of the plaintiff.

The appeal was issed.
/. /•’. Ilelhnuth, K.C.; for appellant, referred to Smith v. 

('hasttrick, 20 Oh.I). 27 ; Smith v. Kay, 7 II.L.C. 750 and Gordon 
v. Street, (18991 2 Q.B. 641.

IV. Nr shit, K.(’., and /*’. Arnoldi, K.O., for m *, re
ferred to Hormastte v. Equitable Life, 22 Times L.R. 735.

Fitzpatrick, c.j. Fitzpatrick, C.J. :—This action was brought originally to 
enforce the contracts of insurance evidenced hv the two policies : 
but at the trial, by an amendment, résiliation of the contracts 
and return of the payments for premiums was asked for. There 
is no allegation of fraud ; the ground or cause of résiliation relied 
upon is the alleged representation made by the special agent of 
the company with respect to the surrender value of the policy at 
the expiration of the 20 year period, when the insured had, be
sides the protection of the policy in case of death in the interval, 
three options open to him :—

(«) The right to require paid up policy at end of term.
(6) The right to surrender at end of term of twenty years.
(c) The right to continue the policy a» insurance with annuity after 

twenty years.

He chose to exercise his right to surrender. The surrender 
clause is in these terms :—

This policy may lie surrendered to the company at the end of the 
said first jieriod of twenty years and the full reserve computed by the 
American table of mortality and four per cent, interest and the sur 
plus as defined above will lie paid therefor in cash.

This clause does not attempt to fix the surrender value or 
the amount of the reserve ; but postpones the ascertaining of 
those amounts till the end of the first period of 20 years; it is, 
in effect, a promise to pay 20 years after the date of the policy, 
an amount to he ascertained then by a fixed method and on a 
fixed basis. The misrepresentation alleged consists in a state
ment made by the agent of the company at the time the policy 
was taken out to the effect that, calculated according to the 
terms of the surrender clause, the insured would be entitled to a 
money payment of $1,013, whereas it is now ascertained that the 
clause and the other provisions of the policy give the insured a 
lesser sum of $678.82.
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The question is: Does the calculation made, at the time the 
policy issued, at the request ot' the insured, by the agent, 
although admitted now to have been made in error, render the 
policy voidable?

I hold not. There is nothing in the evidence to satisfy me, 
and the plaintiff has not said so when examined as a witness, 
that he was induced to enter into the contract by the error made 
by the agent in his calculation of the surrender value of the 
policy at the end of the term of twenty years. On the contrary,
I think the fair inference, on all the evidence is, that, if the true 
surrender value had then been ascertained and given to the 
insured, he would still have taken the policy. This is not a case 
of fraud practised by, or on behalf of the company, hut an 
error in calculation made with respect to the benefit to he 
derived by the insured, assuming the contract to be carried out 
honestly and in the best of good faith. The company is careful 
not only to fix the basis upon which the benefit is to be obtained, 
but also to stipulate against the binding effect of any promise 
made by the agent such as is now relied upon. The policy has 
this provision:—

Notice to the holder of this policy. No «gent has power on behalf of 
the company to make or modify this or any contract of insurance, to 
extend the time for paying the premium, to bind the company by mak
ing any promises, or by receiving any representation or information 
not contained in the application for this policy.

1 cannot see how, even assuming it to have been satisfactorily 
proved, which it is not, that the calculation made by the agent 
was a promissory representation to the insured, the company 
can he bound, in view of all the provisions of the policy.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Davier, J., concurred with Anglin, J.
Idington, J. :—The appellant made an application to re

spondent on the 27th September, 1889, for $2,000 insurance on 
his life upon the 20 pay life ret. prein. plan 20 year distribu
tion; gave his promissory note at one month for the tirst pre
mium of thirty-three dollars and paid that and nineteen suc
ceeding premiums. He got, two months later, as requested, two 
policies each for $1,000. He brought thereon this action on the 
22nd February, 1910, to recover the sum of $2,026, and by his 
declaration of the 2nd April, 1910, alleged the issue of said 
policies, and further that the agent of the had in
duced him to apply for said policies

on the distinct representation and assurance that the reserve on each 
of the Maid policies computed by the American table of mortality and 
four per cent, interest was a fixed sum, and that said sum on the ex
piration of the twenty years during which tin- premiums were payable 
would amount to $527.00 on each of the said policies.
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And further:—
8. The said agent as a further inducement represented to the plain- 

till" that the surplus on each of the said policies at the expiration of 
twenty years from the date of issue of the said policies would amount 
to the sum of $480 on each of the said policies.

He allegeu also that relying upon the truth of said repre 
.Mitx.wr 8en,at*ons he had paid the premiums for the full period of
Co ok twenty years which had expired on the second of November.
N.Y. 1909.

iington, j. At the trial on the 18th May, 1910, he was allowed to amend 
this declaration by adding a prayer for rescission of the said 
contracts and a repayment of the premiums so paid and interest 
from dates of payment.

The learned trial Judge gave this latter form of relief, and 
allowed the recovery of $1,304.64, hut was reversed by tin1 
Court of Appeal for Ontario.

Appellant’s contention was that the agent had represented 
that upon the expiry of the twenty years, he would be entitled, 
as one of four options given, to receive on each policy the sum 
of $527 out of a reserve fund and $486 out of a surplus fund. 

The policies each expressly provided as follows:—
Surrender.—This policy may lie surrendered to the company at the 

end of the first period of twenty years, and the full reserve eqmputvd 
hv the American table of mortality, and four per eent. interest, ami 
the surplus as defined above, will be paid therefor in cash.

The alleged representations as to the amount to he expected 
out of the surplus fund could not he enforced because any verbal 
representation such as alleged could not legally vary tin- 
written policy, and could not in any case be held to have been 
misrepresentations of fact upon which fraud could be assigned 
and recovery thereon be based. This claim therefore was dis
allowed by the learned trial Judge and no further contention 
has been made as to it.

The questions raised are thus reduced to the sole question of 
whether or not there was such a fraudulent representation by 
the agent as to entitle the appellant to claim rescission of the 
contract and a return of the premiums paid with interest.

The case is peculiar in this that the alleged representations 
were oral and the appellant does not pretend he can remember 
and give literally all that was said to him by the agent or agents 
twenty years ago, but depends on a memorandum in writing 
made later and speaks by that.

There were two agents concerned in the application. One 
Belfry first came to canvass appellant, saw him several times at 
his office and on the street, and later one McNeil representing 
himself as a special agent came and then both interviewed him. 
This resulted as stated above in his signing an application, being 
examined, and giving his note.
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On the 6th November following he seems to have written 
McNeil for some explanation.

We have no copy of this letter and properly speaking no 
secondary evidence of its contents. lie produced and proved a 
letter in reply from McNeil dated the 11th November, 1880, - 
which refers to this letter of the 6th. The greater part of this 
reply consists of an explanation of delays, and assuring him 
that the policy had been issued and gone to Mr. Belfry to whom 
lie had wired to deliver the policy if that had not already been 
done. The reply then continues as follows:—

You scorn to lx* in doubt ns to the kind of a policy you applied for. 
In order to make it clear to you I send a slip to shew your plan.

You will observe that the cash value in 20 years is composed of two 
elements, i.o., the reserve and the surplus.

For particulars see plan.
This plan was a sheet of printed paper in which evidently 

there had been filled in a number of the masses of figures it 
contains. A good deal has been said as to its being a thing 
given the agents to use and as to its want of heading indicating 
its non-authoritative issue, but in the view I take this is of 
little consequence.

The appellant says he got this in the same envelope as the 
letter and that he read it and being satisfied with it placed it for 
safe keeping with the policies.

He does not pretend to remember more than that he is sure 
it bore out the representations made him verbally. IIis evidence 
is as follows in his examination :—

I do not pretend now to sav that I remember them, but they said 
there would be a cash surrender value, or an annuity, or other 
benefits of the policy, that is from memory. I signed an application 
for $2,000. ... I was satisfied when I received this slip of paper,
lieenuse it sets forth the representations made to me verbally by 
McNeil and Belfry, and I attached it to my policy, kept it with the 
policy, and have had it for twenty years. At the expiry of that time 
T expected the representations made in that paper to lie made good. 
Instead of that I have been deceived. . . .

Q. You can't recollect what was said to you before you received that 
letter? A. No, I do not pretend to recollect the conversation. . . .

Q. And are you prepared to swear here now what the figures were 
they gave you? A. Yes.
I mny observe that the letter of McNeil by no means clearly 

indicates that the exact amounts involved were what had con
cerned appellant. On the contrary, it is information regard
ing the nature of the plan of insurance and not the accuracy 
of any figures involved that would seem to have been desired.

The learned trial Judge believed him and no attempt is made 
to discredit him. I assume therefore he is a truthful witness 
and the inferences I draw must not be taken as indicating the 
contrary.
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Hut I must bear in mind that the charge now made is one 
of fraud, and the nature of the alleged fraud, aiul ask myself if 
I can properly say such a charge so founded on that sort of 
reeollection of a conversation, indeed of many conversations, 
made twenty years ago, is sustained.

It seems to me, as Mr. Justice Magee has observed in the 
Court of Appeal, that it was quite possible that the item of 
reserve payable might have been correctly stated by McNeil or 
Helfry in their conversations, and that when the appellant saw 
the amount in question stated therein even slightly better than 
Helfry or McNeil had stated, he put it away, as he says, satis 
lied. I do not take it he is swearing to an identification of each 
line, letter and figure as the exact verification of what he could 
recall.

Therein are set forth the figures for each year of twenty 
years that would he payable at death, and the figures for each 
result according to the four options he was entitled to select 
from in case of surviving the twenty years.

To he quite sure that all or any one of these numerous 
figures were identical with what he had been told in the con
versations that had taken place six weeks or more before is a 
feat of memory that would he unusual.

Indeed the most any man can say in such a case is just what 
the appellant does say and that is liable to the honest mistake 
Mr. Justice Magee suggests as possible, and I think in tins 
case, quite probable.

It is hardly likely that an insurance agent intending to 
defraud would have selected an item which was based on tables 
of mortality accessible to anyone choosing to enquire and make 
the requisite calculation his policy on its face rested on.

The risk of doing it with a gentleman of education and 
especially of the legal profession liable to have the subject 
brought, to his mind at any moment, and of a young man likely 
to he canvassed again by others for additional insurance, seems 
altogether too great to permit of one readily aasuming there 
was fraud involved in the evident mistake.

It evidently was a mistake I think. In this appellant’s own 
case wc have furnished an apt illustration of how mistakes will 
occur.

He seems, in January, 1909, to have anticipated the falling 
due of these policies. He wrote on the 28th of that month 
to respondents in Toronto a letter of enquiry setting forth in 
blank the several options. The figures were “filled in on this 
letter at the Toronto office” is the note made in the case and tins 
is confirmed by appellant’s evidence, I think, as a fact. And a 
letter is written on the 1st of February, 1909, from that office 
repeating same information. In reply to this, appellant on the 
fifth of the same month writes as follows:—
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Dear Sirs,— CAN.
Rv Policies Noe. .1781.16 end 3781.18.

When 1 took out these policies with your company over 20 years ’ • 
ago. I was supplied with a guarantee shewing what the result would 
be to me if I survived the period. The following are the figures. In Siiaw

view of the figures submitted in yours on the 1st inst., would l>e glad
to know before I take whatever action I deem advisable, whether Ml'TUAL 
the options submitted in yours of the 1st inst. arc final. . *',FB

Figures submitted and guaranteed when insurance was effected.
NY. 20 year investment policy $1000.00, age 27, rate $33.00 per $1000.00.

$527.00
486.00

1. Surrender policy for cash, reserve 
surplus Idington, J,

$1,013 00
2. Paid up policy for $1,825.00.
3. Paid up policy for $1,000.00 and cash $486.00.
4. Annuity for life, $81.50.

Yours truly,
J. R. Shaw.

Now it so happens that the very memorandum on which lie 
relies in writing this letter, and in this ease, makes it plain that 
as to the surrender policy for cash, the reserve item was guar
anteed, hut the surplus item was only estimated and based on 
past experience. I am quite sure no one wotdd be justified in 
suggesting fraud in this mistaken representation by appellant 
of what he was guaranteed. But this is more than mere illustra
tion, it is an apt test of the appellant’s powers of accurate obser
vation as well as recollection. I do not think it would he safe, 
resting entirely thereon as we must, to maintain this appeal.

I may observe that the sum of $93, is but a fractional part of 
the entire obligation the respondents by this form of policy 
undertook with and towards the appellant. Ills life was insured 
for twenty years, and then after the respondent had carried 
that, he had the option of selecting and calling upon it for 
further benefits. It is not a correct appreciation of the bargain 
and benefits to be had thereunder to compare the $93 with what 
he was entitled to on the basis of one of two items of a single 
option to he made after he had meantime enjoyed twenty years 
insurance of $1,000 and various sums increasing yearly up to 
$1,627. And when he selected this first option of surrender to 
say it was the proportion of that sum of $93 to a total of $434, 
is surely delusive. To appreciate accurately the materiality of 
this $93 in its relation to the whole contract, we ought at least 
to know what it would have cost to carry such an insurance on 
such a life for twenty years.

This (piestion only becomes material when we come to con
sider the question of whether or not the appellant was in fact 
induced by this mistake to do anything; and if found a fraudu
lent mistake to enable, or set* if it would enable, the Court to
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the contract so far as executed.
He does not venture to swear that he was induced therein

IXHVBANCK

NX

to enter into this contract. Nor do I wish to lay down as law 
that in a case of fraud it is always necessary to swear to tin- 
inducement. It may be inferred from the nature of the transa. 
tion and the substantial materiality of what has been misrepr- 
sented, when regard is had to the entire contract and the relath. 
value of the part or thing so misrepresented hears to the whole

Idlngton, J. transaction.
Can anyone safely infer, in this case at this distance of 

time and on such defective evidence of the material facts which 
should be known, as a fact that, if the appellant had seen in 
this memorandum the true figures $434, instead of he
would have withdrawn from the contract.

I cannot so infer. To do so would imply on his part an 
accuracy of observation and of calculation and taste for making 
same, he evidently had not, or he would have seen and tested 
the tables of mortality for himself, or, in this case have seen 
to it that he had duly estimated the value of twenty years in 
su ranee and deducted that service value from the sum he alter 
natively claimed in the event of rescission. Assuming, as 1 do 
not, that under such circumstances he was entitled to rescission, 
I need not discuss or pass an opinion, either on that or the ques
tion of whether or not his true remedy was not an action on the 
warranty that misrepresentation generally carries in it.

Whatever rescission means it does not mean that he rescind
ing is entitled to retain any, much less a large part of what lie 
bargained for, and to get back all he paid with interest as 
awarded appellant at trial hereof.

Another thing 1 cannot understand is how the appellant 
who came to realize on the 5th February, 1009, this mistake, and 
to sue on the policies a year later, could be permitted to rescind 
his contract in May, 1910.

If it was a fraud that had, as now is of necessity urged, been 
committed upon him, he was liound, if electing to rescind on 
such ground, to have repudiated the contract at once on its 
discovery, and rescind, or claim rescission then. He should 
not, and in law I submit could not, take full advantage of being 
insured for the rest of that year and then later on attempt 
repudiation.

Every hour of this he was putting respondent, who could 
not rescind, at a disadvantage. He was not entitled to have 
attempted such a thing. 1 tried on the argument to get his 
counsel to explain how the last paragraph of the statement of 
claim was at all consistent with this requirement of the law. 1 
am yet without a satisfactory reply.
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I assume counsel must have read the judgment of Mr. 
Justice Meredith who deals with this from the pleading point 
of view, and had found that the least said the better.

I am unable to understand how the real question of proper 
repudiation was not raised and argued out on facts so patent 
as here. Fortunately the other grounds I rest on suffice.

It is usual to claim rescission by the writ in eases of fraud 
if it he the purpose to repudiate tlite contract.

This appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Duff, J. :—1 concur in the result.

Anoun, J. :—After a careful study of the evidence, oral and 
documentary, I find myself unable to say that it has been satisfac
torily established that the appellant was induced upwards of 
twenty years ago by a material misrepresentation to enter into 
a contract of insurance of which he now claims rescission on 
that ground. My brother Idington has indicated reasons why 
the appellant’s evidence is insufficient to sustain his claim and 
to justify a reversal of the judgment of the Court of Appeal. 
Apart from the difficulty created by his failure to bring action 
promptly on discovering the alleged misrepresentation and his 
omission to pledge his oath that that misrepresentation actually 
induced him to enter into the contract (which I regard as most 
important), for lack of satisfactory evidence of the misrepre
sentation itself, which, in the circumstances of this case, would 
require to be even more than usually clear and convincing, this 
action fails.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Brodeur, J. :—I 
with costs.

agree that the appeal should he dismissed 

Appeal dismissed.

PETTIT v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO.

Manitoba King’s Bench. Trial before Prendergast, ./. October 28, 1012.

1. Mastkr and servant (I IIE 5—232 ) —Fkllow-hkkv a nth — Who ark 
— Watchman at i.kvkl crushing — Train crew—Common law

A person employed by a railway company ns a watchman »t the 
crossing of its railway with a stris-t railway at level is a fellow ser
vant with the crew of a train passing over the crossing; and. if lie is 
killed in consequence of the negligence of the train erew, his widow 
cannot recover damages at common law against the railway company.

[Waller v. South Eastern R. Co., 2 H. & C. 102; Morgan v. Vale of 
heath R. Co., L.R. 1. Q.B. 149; and Lovell v. Howell, v. C.P.I). 161, 
followed.]
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MAN. 2. Mastkr AND SERVANT (8 11 A4—109)—Liauility of railway company
FOB DEATH OF EMPLOYEE—BREACH OF STATUTORY DUTY—KaII.VRi

K. B.
1912

to ring bell—Freight train running backwards—R.S.C. 1906, 
cii. 37, sec. 276.

Canadian 
North khn

.Section 276 of the Huilway Act, RJ9.C. 1906, ch. 37, is for tlie pn* 
lection of employee» of the railway company as well as of the publi>. 
and the widow and administratrix of a watchman employed hy the 
company at a level crossing of the railway with a street railway, who 
is killed in an accident caused hy a breach of that section by the run 
ning of a freight train backwards over the crossing without any per 
son <hi the end car to give proper warning of its approach, resulting 
in a collision with a street car crossing the tracks, may recover dam 
ages against the company under that section.

| McMullin v. X.N. Blccl ami Coal Co., 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 198. 39 ('an. 
S.C.K. 593, and hamoml v. (J.T.K. Co., 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 401, 16 O.LR. 
365, followed.]

3. Death (8 HI—20)—Who liable fob causing—Several tortfeasors 
OUNTBIBUTINO FO IXJUB1 RIGHT "l WIDOW 01 THE BAILW
EMPLOYEE TO RECOVER.

Kven if it were shewn that a street railway company, as well as a 
railway company, might also be liable for the consequences of an 
accident which resulted in the death of one of the railway's employees 
because of the negligence of the motorman, an employee of the «tiret 
railway company, that would not prevent the recovery of full dam 
ages from the railway company.

[“77ir Ilf mina," 13 A.C. 1. and llurrmrs V. The March (las ami Coke 
Co., L.R. 5 Ex. 67, followed.]

Statement The plaintiff is the administratrix of the estate of John Vet 
tit, her deceased husband, and brings this action for her own 
benefit under the Act respecting compensation to families of 
persons killed by accident, alleging that the death of the said 
John Pettit was caused by the defendant company’s negligence.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for $5,000.
\V. II. Trueman, for the plaintiff.
O. II. Clarke, K.C., for the defendants.

I'rendergast, J. Prendergast, J. :—That part of Main street in the city of 
Winnipeg, where the accident happened, runs north and south, 
and at its southern end, communicates with ami opens on to a 
bridge, called the Norwood bridge, which spans the Red river.

The defendants own and operate a line of railway which in
tersects and crosses said Main street almost on the line of junc
tion of the latter with the said bridge, and the track of the rail
way at this crossing is level with the street.

The Winnipeg Electric Railway Company own and operate a 
street car line which runs along said Main street and over said 
bridge, and the track of this line, which is also level with the 
street, intersects the defendants’ line where the latter crosses 
Main street as aforesaid.

The southern end of Main street, which, as stated, abuts on 
to the bridge and is crossed hy the defendants’ line, is higher 
than the main portion of said street, being taken up hy what was 
called "the incline,” which begins 62 feet north of the bridge on
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the street level and rises gradually till it reaches the bridge at 
the latter’s top level, thus doing service as a bridge approach.

On June 22nd, 1911, the date of the accident, John Pettit was 
in the employ of the defendants, as watchman appointed by 
them pursuant to an order made by the Board of Railway Com
missioners on October 16th, 1905, under section 269 of the 
Railway Act, ordering

that the said crossing (the crossing above referred to) lie protected by 
stationing at such crossing a watchman or watchmen, . . . the said rrcndergMt, J. 
watcliman or watchmen to lie employed by the Canadian Northern 
Railway Company, who shall provide such shelter as may be necessary 
for him or them. . . .
This shelter had been provided for in the shape of a signal 

box or shanty, which is a small building about 7 feet square, 
standing 18 feet east from the street car track and about 8 feet 
north from that of the defendants.

It is shewn that the fatality happened a short time before 
midnight on the date stated, and that it was caused, at the inter
section above described, by the colliding of a street car moving 
southerly, with the end car of a freight train of the defendants 
moving backward and easterly, whereby the street car was 
thrown easterly off the track, and toppled over on Pettit, who was 
then about 2 feet from the defendants’ line, injuring him to such 
extent that as a consequence he died the next day.

The plaintiff contends that the accident was due to the negli
gence of the crew operating the freight train, and claims both 
at common law and under the Railway Act.

1 will dispose at once of the claim at law, which does not 
require any further inquiry of fact than is above set out.

I do not think the plaintiff can succeed on this branch of his 
case, for the reason that he and the train crew were discharging 
duties under common employment at the time of the accident.
The distinction urged that the duties of the crew in operating 
the train were different from those of Pettit, who was watching 
at the crossing, does not seem sufficient to negative the character 
of common employment. They were all employed in a general 
way in connection with the service of the running of trains, and, 
moreover, besides the application and use of the propelling 
power, it was also the crew’s duty to give from the train all rea
sonable and proper signals or warnings to the public, the very 
duty which Pettit bad also to perform on the level of the 
crossing.

In Missouri, K. <G T. It. Co. v. Goss, 72 S.W.R. 94, the action 
seems to have been under the statute only ami so cannot support 
the distinction advanced. To what extent the Courts have gone 
in refusing to accept such distinctions as fundamental was shewn 
in Waller v. South Eastern It., 2 II. & C. 102; Morgan v. Vale
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MAW of Neath It. Co., L.R. 1 Q.B. 149, and Lovell v. Howell, 1 (MM)
K. B.

Dawhurn, in his work on Employers’ Liability, 4th ed., p.
after stating that there are two essential ingredients in common 
employment—a common work and a common master—adds sig
nificantly :—

1‘KTl'IT

Canadian 
Northkkn 

R. Co. What constitutes a common work and common master often involves
points of tlie greatest nicety. As regards common work, I cannot (1ml 
a case of different occupation which has been held to constitute a good 
answer to the defence of common employment.

This seems to me to lie fatal to this branch of the plaintiff's cas.- 
i should say, however, that, were the plaintiff not precluded, 

in my opinion, for the reasons stated, from setting up a common 
law liability, I should find in his favour on the facts, as will 
appear hereafter.

I now come to the case under the statute.
It was urged for the defence that the sections of the Railway 

Act on which the plaintiff relies are meant for the protection of 
the public and not of employees. In McMullin v. N.S. Steel d 
Coal Co., 39 Can. S.C.R. 593, it was held that section 251 of the 
Railway Act of Nova Scotia, which is similar to section 276 of the 
Dominion Act, is for the protection of servants of the company 
standing on or crossing the tracks as well as of other persons. 
And in Lamond v. O.T.K. Co., 16 O.L.R. 365, which is directly in 
point, as the person injured was a watchman as in this case, tin 
Court held that

although the deceased was au employee of the defendants and it was 
his duty to protect persons crossing the tracks from the cars, he had a 
right to rely, as far as his own safety was concerned, on nothing being 
done to ex post» him to unnecessary danger, and on the above section 
(section 276 of the Railway Act) being complied with.
The plaintiff may then avail herself of the statute.
Now, what are the facts! The evidence shews that the night 

in question was a very dark night. There was, however, an elec
tric light near the foot of the incline, and another near the cross
ing. The distance from the crossing at which a car without lights 
on the defendants’ tracks could be seen was variously estimated 
at from 40 to 200 feet.

It was Pettit’s custom, as his duty required, to be on the 
look-out and whenever a train or street car was in sight, to keep 
himself in the vicinity of the crossing, generally opposite the 
signal box, and perhaps more frequently somewhat to the south 
thereof. To a street car he would signal a clear road by produc
ing a white light at night or a white flag in the day time, or give 
the stop order by producing a red light or red flag, also accord 
ing to the time of day. C.N.R. trains having the right of way, 
there was apparently no occasion to give them the pass signal.
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but one of the train crew stated that it was his custom when 
coming near the bridge to whistle to the flagman, who would 
then come out with a red lantern and give him the pass order by 
waving it in a circle.

There were eleven witnesses for the plaintiff, all apparently 
reputable and most of them of the best standing in the com
munity where they live, who seem to have been in a position to 
judge and know, and whose evidence is to the effect that when 
the train was approaching the bridge they neither saw the train 
itself or any man or light on it, nor did they hear any bell, 
whistle or other warning of any kind.

Walter Leslie, Miss Leslie and Miss Agnes Kasler were going 
over from Winnipeg to Norwood ; they were familiar with the 
crossing, and knew that there might be danger there at all times. 
Mr. Leslie says that he would always be on the alert at the cross
ing. That night when crossing the C.N.R. tracks, they neither 
saw any light nor heard any sound revealing an approaching 
train, although Mr. Leslie said that he always looks both ways 
before crossing and Miss Leslie says she actually looked in the 
very direction of the train ; and they had proceeded further only 
one minute, having covered less than 100 feet in the meantime, 
when the crash told them of the catastrophe.

Then, there are the conductor of the street car, and Mr. and 
Mrs. T releaven and Miss A vend, who* were passengers thereon. 
The conductor saw the train only when within 12 feet from it. 
Mr. and Mrs. Treleaven were so seated as to have a clear view of 
the track westward. The first says that he was naturally looking 
in front, and the latter says, “I was looking towards the track 
for there was my life and I felt sure the track was clear," and 
the car was struck before they had realized that anything was 
coming. Miss A vend just caught sight of a l>ox car coming in 
the dark when it was 8 or 10 feet away, and would call an un
truth any assertion that there was a light on that car.

There was also on the incline quite close to the street railway 
and about 27 feet from the C.N.R. track, a party of four waiting 
for a ear to proceed to Norwood. The first car to come, which 
was the one in question, however, passed without stopping as 
they expected, which naturally caused them to follow it by sight 
as it went by. The collision occurmi almost at once. These 
witnesses are John Gibson, William Knutson, Miss Kate Mc
Kenzie and Miss May Ross. The first is positive and the three 
others are moreover vehement in their declaration that they were 
in a position to hear and see, that they heard no sound of bell or 
whistle and that there was neither man nor light on the end box 
car.

On the evidence of those eleven witnesses I come to the con
clusion that there was no warning given. If the bell was rung
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at all as stated by one witness for the defence, it was not rung 
when near the bridge, or the sound of it at all events did not 
constitute a warning whatever may have been the cause, as it was 
not observed by intelligent people careful for their lives, who 
were apprehensive of danger and were listening for just such 
warning. The same may be said alnmt a light on the last car. 
I may say that the testimony of Dowdle and Wilkinson docs 
not commend itself to me at all; but it is sufficient that the evi
dence should she>v, that, if there was such a light there, it was 
of such a nature or in such condition or held or placed in such 
position that it could not he seen by people watching for such 
signal, and that it was consequently useless as a warning.

The evidence also shews that Pettit was there in the proper 
place at the proper time, active and vigilant in the discharge of 
his duties as a watchman. It is established that, after looking in 
all directions, and in circumstances which shew his unapprehen 
siveness of danger, he deliberately gave the white lamp proceed 
signal to the car which was at the foot of the incline; and that 
almost at once after the car had started he (Pettit), shewing 
signs of distress, moved about, quickly moving his lamp in a 
manner which was not understood at the time, but which sub
sequent events shewed he meant as a danger signal and reverse 
order.

It seems to me that there is no other conclusion to reach but 
that it was at the same moment, although he had just been look
ing westerly as well as in other directions, that he first caught 
sight of the train backing up on to the crossing.

Dowdle, who claims he was on the end car with a lamp, says 
that, as he was approaching the bridge, he whistled out with his 
fingers to Pettit, and that the latter came forward with a red 
lantern and gave him tin* proceed signal by waving the same in 
a circle. I absolutely dislielieve this. This man’s manner of 
giving evidence, and his general behaviour were not at all satis
factory to me. But the main consideration is that his contention 
is altogether inadmissible in the light of that part of the evi
dence with respect to Pettit’s signalling the street car, which was 
so firmly and abundantly established—unless it be held that 
Pettit was suddenly strieken with insanity or seized with a 
murderous impulse, which there is surely no ground for assum
ing.

There were eleven witnesses who, at different phases, but 
most of them simultaneously and throughout, followed Pettit’s 
course of action, and their evidence covers the full range of 
passible events in such a way as to leave no room for admitting 
such signalling as Dowdle says was given to him. The nearest 
approach to corroboration of Dowdle’s testimony was by Miss 
Kasler, who says that when she passed the crossing with Mr. and
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Miss Leslie, Pettit was there, having in his left hand a red 
lamp and a white lamp.

XVhat appears to have happened is this: Pettit, having looked 
from the west side of the bridge in the direction of the C.N.R. 
track as Miss Kasler said he did, and found everything in order 
on that side, as he thought, proceeded towards the shanty, 
where he probably put on the ground the red light, lie then 
gave to the street car the white pass signal. Then, becoming sud
denly aware of the approach of the train, he tried by waving the 
white light right and left to reverse his pass order to the car. 
What followed exactly must be greatly a matter of surmise. He 
probably conceived at that moment the idea of signalling to the 
train as well. It was probably with that end in view that he 
rushed towards the signal house as he was seen to do. There he 
probably grasped the red light and had perhaps begun to wave 
it, possibly in an agitated and disordered manner, when the 
collision took place anfl the car was pushed over and fell on him, 
smashing at the same time the red lamp, which was later found 
at that spot. There is no reason to believe that Dowdle, wherever 
he may have been then, could have seen any waving of the red 
light by Pettit, except at the moment, at the place and in the 
manner just stated.

With respect to the defendants’ contention that, inasmuch as 
the street car only slowed up and did not exactly stop at the 
foot of the incline as it should have done under the Railway Com
missioners’ order, the street railway company were the cause 
or one of the causes of the accident, 1 would say that, even if they 
were a factor in the event, the case would come within the deci
sion in “The Bernina,” 13 A.C. 1, and Burrows v. Thr. March 
(las tO Coke Co., L.R. 5 Ex. 67.

In my opinion the plaintiff is entitled to recover under the 
statute, and I assess the damages at $5,000.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff for the amount 
stated with costs.

Judgment for plaintiff.

K. B. 
ISIS

Canadian
Xobtiiebn

REX v. McNUTT.

Xova Scotia Supreme Court, (iraham, E.J., Mcntjher, llussell, Drpsdale, anil S. C.
UH chic, JJ. November 18, 1012. j012

INTOXICATING LIQUORS (gill K—94 ) —SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT OF-
fencks—N.S. Temperance Act 19H), cii. 2, hec. 44.

Where on the trial for nn ofTenee against the provisions of the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act, the prosecutor in answer to a question ns to 
whether the accused had tieen convicted of keeping intoxicating liquor 
for sale during the last year, replied in the affirmative, this question 
and answer before adjudication of the principal charge does not con-

Now 18.
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Statement

•titute an enquiry by the magistrate “eoncerning such subsequent of 
fence,” in contravention of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act 1910, Hi. 
-• 44. and a motion for the discharge of the prisoner on habrn%
corpus will he refused.

2. Statutes (§ II R—111 )—Directory provisions—Nova Scotia Temper 
ance Act 1910, CH. 2, sec. 44.

The provisions of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act 1910. ch. 2. sec. 
44. respecting proceedings for offences against l'art I. of the Act in 
ease of previous conviction or convictions are applicable to the pro 
vedure only and ns such are directory and not imperative.

Motion before the Supreme Court for the discharge of tlu- 
de fendant on habeas corpus.

The application was refused.
On tlu* 21st October, 1912, defendant was convicted before 

L. O. Crowe, Esq., stipendiary magistrate in and for the town of 
Truro, for unlawfully keeping intoxicating liquor for sale con 
trary to the provisions of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, John 
XV. \\raller being the informant.

The Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, ch. 2, sec. 44. with 
respect to proceedings upon any information for committing mi 
offence against the provisions of Part I., in case of a previous 
conviction or convictions being charged enacts that:—

(a) The magistrate shall in the first instance enquire concerning 
such subsequent offence only, and if the accused is found guilty thereof 
he shall then, and not la-fore, enquire concerning such previous eon 
viction, etc.

It appearing to said magistrate that said defendant was pre 
viously, to wit, on the 2nd day of May, 1912, convicted of a like 
offence, the magistrate adjudged the offence first mentioned to 
he an offence committed subsequent to the last mentioned offence 
and for said subsequent offence ordered the defendant to In- 
imprisoned in the common gaol of the county of Colchester for 
the term of three months. A motion for the discharge of the 
defendant on habeas corpus was made before the Chief Justice at 
Chambers and having been refused was now renewed before the 
full Court. The facts are fully stated in the following opinion of 
Russell, J.

./../. Power, K.C., in support of appeal :—The magistrate pre
siding at the trial made enquiries in reference to a previous 
conviction of the accused contrary to the statute: N.S. Acts, 
1910, ch. 2, sec. 44; A\ v. Nurse, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 173, 7 O.L.R. 
718; N.S. Acts, 1911, ch. 33, sec. 14; K. v. Oddie, 2 Dennison's 
Cr. Cae. 264; R. v. Qibton, 18 Q.B.D. 687; /«*. v. Allen, 44 Can 
S.C.R. 331 ; Char nock v. Merchant, [1900] 1 Q.B. 474; It. \. 
Salter, 20 N.S.R. 206; R. v. Johnston, 11 Can. Cr. Cas. 12; R. \. 
Wallace (not reported).

J. L. Ralston, contra:—The sections of the statute referred 
to arc only in relation to procedure. The old statute provided
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that after the justice had enquired into the subsequent offence he 
could ask the accused whether he had been previously con
victed; the new statute leaves that out and says that after con
victing of the subsequent offence he shall enquire as to the pre
vious offence. The old statute might he construed as forbidding 
the giving of evidence as to the previous conviction, whereas 
the new statute is plainly only a direction as to the procedure 
to be adopted.

The evidence was properly admitted by the magistrate: 
Pliipson <m Evidence, 5th ed., p. 57 : Ji. v. Bait Id, 6 Cr. App. R. 
30; Hales v. Kerr, [1908 ] 2 K.B. 601; K. v. Wyatt, [1904] 1 
K.B. 188. 1!' the evidence of previous conviction was relevant
the accused could be cross-examined in relation to the charge: 
Pliipson, 5th ed., p. 434.

Power, K.C., replied.

N. S.
s. c.
1912

Rex

McNutt.

Statement

Graham, E.J., concurred in judgment of Russell, J. orai.am, e.j.

Meagiier, J. :—I agree with the distinction pointed out by Meagher, j. 
Mr. Ralston, for the Crown, between the earlier and the later 
statute on the subject; but 1 cannot accept the argument for the 
defendant that the magistrate lost jurisdiction by reason of what 
took place on the trial before him. If I did, I should be over
ruling The Queen v. Stevens, 31 X.S.R. 124, which had the sup
port of five Judges of the Court, which I am not prepared to do.

Finally, I do not consider that what took place was an en
quiry by the magistrate at all. I mean the enquiry he is spe
cially directed to make if the defendant is convicted of the 
subsequent offence. It was an enquiry by counsel as to the de
fendant for the purpose of discrediting her as a witness, and 
during the argument I saw his right to do so, at least, to the 
limited extent adopted here, which has not been abridged by the 
provision under review.

In any aspect the question and answer, at the most, elicited 
illegal evidence only, to which the magistrate could not give 
effect.

Russell, J. :—The facts respecting the conviction of the dc- rum«ii, j. 
fendant in this case are fully set out in the decision of the 
learned Chief Justice, which is as follows:—

This application under the Liberty of the Subject Act is for the dis
charge of the prisoner from custody on the ground of an illegal con- 
viction for keeping liquor for sale in violation of the Nova Scotia 
Liquor License Act, 1911.

It appears from the aflidavits that the prosecutor Waller a police 
constable was called as a witness, and nsked by the prosecuting counsel 
whether the accused had been convicted of keeping intoxicating liquor 
for sale during the last year, and he replied that she had. No special 
conviction was mentioned nor were any particulars given of any such 
conviction.
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The statute provides, wc. 44, a# follows:—
The proceeding* upon any information for committing an ofTem. 

against the provisions of Part I., in case of a previous conviction being 
charged, shall l>e ns follows:—

(a) The magistrate shall in the llrst instance inquire concerning 
such subsequent offence only, and if accused is found guilty thereof, he 
shall then, and not before, inquire concerning such previous conviction 
or convictions as alleged in the information.

(b) Any such previous conviction shall be provable by the produc 
tion of a certificate under the hand of the committing magistral-', 
without proof of his signature or official character, or by any other 
satisfactory evidence.

Now it is quite plain from all the evidence before me that the 
magistrate did not first inquire into the previous conviction of the 
accused, but did so after he had convicted her of the subsequent offence 
as the law directs, unless it should lie held that the question asked and 
answered by the witness Waller can be treated and regarded as a con 
tra vent ion of the Act. It seems very clear that the words of the section 
44 are imperative, and that if, as a matter of fact, the magistrate di-l 
enter on the inquiry as to the previous offence before determining the 
subsequent offence, he was wrong and acted without jurisdiction, and 
the prisoner should lie discharged : see Hex v. .Vurse, 8 Can Cr. Cas. 17«i.

It was suggested by counsel for prosecutor that the evidence of Waller 
was not given nor received as evidence of previous conviction, but us 
evidence to prove the intent of tlie accused in having liquor on lier 
premises, but I think this point was well answered that it was un 
necessary as the Act makes the mere keeping an offence until the con 
trary is proved.

I am, however, of opinion, after carefully considering the whole 
matter, that Waller's evidence cannot lie regarded as evidence of the 
previous conviction as required by the Act, ami was not so offered or 
intended.

There is no evidence shewing any particular convictions of the a- 
cused, nor of the conviction specified in the summons. I take it that 
what the magistrate is forbidden to do is to enter into any inquiry of 
“such conviction or convictions as are alleged in the information." 
There is nothing to shew that Waller's evidence had any reference t - 
this particular conviction. When the magistrate has convicted on the 
subsequent offence, then he must have legal evidence of the former 
conviction. None such was offered or given in the first instance by 
Waller.

For these reasons alone the motion for the prisoner's discharge mu-' 
be refused.

Since writing the foregoing. I have liecn referred by Mr. Power to a 
decision of Russell, J., in The King v. Passerini (not yet reported).

I agree generally with the learned Judge in that case, but on turning 
to the printed case I find that the prosecutor was permitted by the 
magistrate to give full evidence as to the date, amounts and other par
ticulars of the previous conviction as he states it: On the said 17th 
November, the first day of the said trial, and before the close of the 
case for the prosecution on the subsequent offence, the informant being
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on the stand, I allowed him to testify to previous convictions of the 
defendant, giving the dates and identifying the defendant.

This wivs in direct violation of the Act, but as I think nothing of the 
kind took place in this trial, I do not think the conviction can be 
quashed.
One way of testing the question in this ease suggests itself. 

Assume that there was no other evidence offered to previous con
viction except that given by Waller, was there lawfully sufficient 
evidence on which she could have been convicted of a second 
offence! I am quite sure there was not, especially as the law 
requires evidence of the previous conviction as stated in the 
warrant.

I have examined Deal-try *n Caste, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 443, but 
cannot sec that it helps the defendant here.

The case of Rex v. Passe ri ni (not reported) is distinguish
able from the present in one respect, apart from that referred to 
in the decision of the learned Chief Justice. The statute then 
in force explicitly stated that the defendant should not “lie 
asked” whether he had been previously convicted. These words 
are not in the statute now in force. All that is now forbidden is 
that the magistrate should “enquire concerning such previous 
conviction or convictions as alleged in the information.” It is 
sufficient for the present purpose to say that the magistrate made 
no such enquiry and, therefore, there was nothing done that was 
in contravention of the statute. It would be going beyond any
thing decided in the case of Rex v. Passe ri ni to say that the 
mere fact that a relevant, though unnecessary question put by 
the prosecutor to shew the intent with which the liquor was kept, 
amounted to an enquiry by the magistrate which by the terms of 
the statute he is forbidden to enter upon until after the defend
ant has been found guilty of the offence charged in the informa
tion.

At the same time I feel bound to say that, even under the 
terms of the former statute, if a case had been before the Court 
in which the charge was that of keeping for sale and evidence 
were given, although unnecessary, to prove the intent with which 
the liquor was kept, I should not now consider that the con
viction was invalidated by the admission of such evidence. In 
other words, my impression is that Passcrini was a very fortunate 
and possibly too fortunate prisoner.

Dbysdale, and Ritchie, JJ., concurred with Meagher, J.

A pplication refused.

N. S.

8. C.
1912

Rex

McNutt.

Dryedale, J. 
Hitcbie, J.
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SASK. McBRIDE v. RUSK.

8.C.
1912

Stukatchi u an Supnmr Court, Neir lands, Lnmont, and Broun, JJ. 
November 23, 1912.

Nov. 23.
Appeal VII L 3—508)—Review ok facts—Prima pacie case—Triai.

WITHOUT JURY.
Where no relisons for judgment were given by the trial Judge 

ii|i|iealei| from, nml it did not ii|t|>eiir on the record in appeal then 
from that the trial Judge had discredited the plaintiff's testimon 
the judgment dismissing the action at the close of the plaintiff’s cn 
» ill le set aside and a new trial ordered if it appears to the appellut 
t'ourt that the plaintiff had made out a primii facie case which, 
such ruling, the defendants desired to answer by calling witnesses.

Statement Appeal by plaintiff from judgment, dismissing plaintiff 
action.

The appeal was allowed and a new trial ordered.
IV. F. Dunn, for appellant.
U\ If. Willoufihbt/, for respondent Watson.
//. C. Pope, for the other defendants.

Newlande, J. Newlande, J. :—This is an action on a promissory note 
The defendants deny that they made the note in question, and 
that it was presented for payment, it being made payable at 
the Molson s Rank, Simcoe, Out. At the trial the signatures of 
the defendants were proved by putting in questions and answers 
from their examinations for discovery admitting same. Tin 
plaintiff gave evidence that the note was presented for paymenl. 
and the learned trial Judge allowed him to In* recalled after 
the close of the plaintiff's case to prove that the note was so 
presented for payment before action brought, which he did. 
The learned trial Judge then dismissed the action. As there 
are no reasons given for this judgment, it is impossible for us 
to tell on what grounds the action was dismissed, whether 
because he dislielieved the plaintiff’s evidence or because he did 
not think the plaintiff had made out a ease. As the learned 
trial Judge has not said that he dislielieved the plaintiff's 
evidence, I see no reason why this Court should dislielieve it. 
and unless we reject the plaintiff's evidence, he has certainly 
made out a case. I think the judgment of the learned trial 
Judge should lie set aside, with costs.

As the defendants wished to give evidence, I think there 
should lie a new trial, and that the costs of the first trial should 
abide the event.

*?—*•* La mont, and Brown, JJ., concurred.

Al'lu ni allinrnl ami «de trial uranlril.
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FARRELL v. FITCH. B.C.

Hritinh Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., I cm np, SI art in. arul #1 » 
tlallilirr, JJ.A. November ft, 1912. 1912

1. Mines am» mini kain (g I H—10)—Mineral claim—Raii.way Aid Act — 
(B.C.)—Minium’ location, when not kxceited ruoM grant to Nov.ft.
RAILWAYS.

A mini»ml Haim of n free minor umlor locution ut the «lute of the 
grunt of n Inn«l miImmIv in the Province of Hritinh Columbia to n 
milixin com|iuny puimuiut to the Railway Aid Art, 1890, is not excepted 
umler that Act from the grant to the railway company, a* Iambi 
“alienated by the Crown." where the locator by hi* default (in not 
performing certain eoinlitioiw) lows his right to a grant of the land 
as well as its minerals.

| Hers. Hi, HI, Railway Aid Act. eh. 40, B.C. Htatutes, 1HOO, refer ml 
to. I

•_>. Mixkh and minerals (| I A—ft)-—Mineral claims—Chant under 
Railway Aid Act (B.C.) rmbracem mineral claims, when— 
CONKTKVITION OK ACT.

The legislative intent of the Railway Aid A«-t (B.C.) was. that the 
interest of the Crown in bonis (already located as mineral claims), 
which are comprised in a greater block of lands granted as a snbsid; 
to a railway company under the Act, may pass to the railway company, 
subject to existing and future rights of the |«ersons who prior to the 
subsidy hail made su* h locations.

| Railway Ai«l Act, B.C. Statutes, 1890, eh. 40, construed; Onhornr 
v. Mornan ( lsss), Id A.C. 227; Nelnon and Fort Sheppard /•'. Co. \.
.lorn ( IH!*7 ). B.C.R. :i!HI ; /.'« Umars. \ B.C.K., pt. 2. MU ; Stafford 
shiri Haul in a Cir. v. F.mmatt, I..R, 2 Ex. 20S, referred to. |

Appeal by the plaintifTs from the judgment of Clement, J., statement 
in an action for trespass to mineral claim located after the grant 
of a railway subsidy by the Province of British Columbia to 
the defendants under the provisions of the Railway Act, B.C.,
1890.

The appeal was dismissed.
<’. Wilson, K.C., for appellant.
McMullin, respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.A.: The plaintiff claims damages, for Macdonald, 

trespass to mineral claims which were located after the grant C-J'A* 
of a land *y by the province to the defendants, or their 
predecessors in title, pursuant to the Railway Aid Act, 1890, 
and amending Acts. The plaintiff contends that the ground 
covered by her said mineral claims was at the time of the grant 
aforesaid under ion, and held of record as mineral claims 
and that these expired after the said grant was made, and 
thereupon the land reverted to the Crown and again became 
waste lands open to location as mineral claims, and were re
located thereafter, and are held.now by her as mineral t 
located upon waste lands of the Crown. She bases this conten
tion upon see. 10 of the said Railway Aid Act, which excepts 

42—7 d

1

C6D

7
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B.C. from the grant “any lands hold by grant, lease, agreement for 
sale, or other alienation by the Crown, Indian reserves or settle 

1912 ments, military or naval reserves, or lakes or lands in which
---- any person other than the Crown shall have a vested interest.”

Farbei.l That section does not specifically mention mineral claims, al 
Fitch. though at that time mining was one of the principal industries
— of the province. If section 10 stood alone, it might be proper

M££A.,d’ to infer that mineral claims fell within the exceptions. The in 
terest of a free miner in his mineral claim was defined by the 
Mineral Act then in force, and practically the same definition 
has been continued ever since, as being a chattel interest equiva
lent to a lease. At that time it carried with it a right on the 
performance of certain conditions subsequent to a grant in fee 
of the land as well as of the minerals. As sec. 10 is, in my opin 
ion, to be interpreted by the aid of section 13 of the same Act, 
I do not feel called upon to express an opinion as to whether or 
not, had sec. 10 stood alone, it would be proper to hold that 
mineral claims fell within it. I am of opinion that said see. 
13 clearly enough indicates that mineral claims were intention 
ally omitted from sec. 10. Sec. 13 provides that the Lieutenant 
Governor-iu-council may grant to the railway company the 
right for a period of twenty-five years to exact a percentage not 
exceeding 5% of the gold and silver extracted from ores which 
may be found upon any of the lands granted. So far the section 
does not cast any light upon sec. 10, but what follows in my 
opinion does. I quote:—

Hut such pemuituge shall not apply to mines (in any of the lamta 
granted) which may have been acquired before and arc held by min 
ing companies or individuals at the time of the filing by the railway 
company of its map or plan under the Railway Act, nor shall such 
percentage apply so long as such mines (in any of the lands granted) 
are held by such mining companies or individuals or their lawful 
successors in title.
This section was repealed the following year, but the repeal 

does not, I think, affect the significance of the section as shew 
ing the intention of the legislature at the time sec. 10 was 
passed. To my mind it shews that lands in the blocks granted, 
upon which were located mineral claims, included in the broader 
term “mines,” were intended to pass to the railway company, 
subject to the rights of the holders of such mines, which were 
expressly reserved by the Act. The words inserted in brackets 
in the above quotation, from sec. 13 are mine. They do not add 
to, but simply repeat the antecedent words in the first part of 
the section, which arc in my opinion clearly to be inferred. 
The inference which I draw from the last part of the section 
recited is that on the expiry of the title of those holding such 
mines at the time of filing the railway plan, the railway com
pany might be authorised to exact a percentage in the same way
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as it might be authorised to exact a percentage from ores ex
tracted from the lands mentioned in the first part of see. 13. I 
think the legislature has clearly indicated that it intended that 
the interest of tin- Crown in lands covered by mineral claims, 
or mines, should pass to the railway company subject to exist
ing and future rights of free miners.

Having come to this conclusion, it is unnecessary for me to 
consider any other phase of the ease. No matter what the 
status of the original claims was, whether they were in existence 
before the filing of the map or plan or not, as to which there is 
no evidence in the ease, they expired after the grant which was 
made in October, 1901, and the title which the plaintiff now 
claims is a title to mineral claims which, if 1 am correct in my 
view, were located upon occupied lands, namely, upon the lands 
of the defendant company. If that lie so, she is not entitled to 
succeed in this action. The relief she claims in this action is not 
founded upon the ownership of mineral claims so located; she 
does not pretend that she has complied with the provisions of 
the Mineral Act in respect of such locations.

It follows that the appeal should be dismissed.

B. C.
C. A. 
1012

Macdonald.

Irving, J.A. :—I think this appeal must he dismissed. rning, j.a.

Mr. Wilson relies on his certificate of work, and argues that 
on the pleadings in this ease it is not open to the defendants to 
attack the plaintiff’s title. The statement of defence contains 
(1) a denial of the plaintiff's property in the land ; and (2) 
a claim that the land is the property of the railway company.

The first of these defences s the plaintiff's posses
sion and his title. The second disputes the plaintiff’s title by 
asserting a title in the defendant under Crown grant of 3rd 
October, 1901, and by implication asserts a right of possession 
in the defendant as owner.

It is admitted (p. 110) that the lands in question are con
tained within the limits of the grant to the railway company.
The defendant railway company has a status by virtue of its 
grant under eh. 40, B.C. stats., 1890, to attack the plaintiff’s 
title. The grant from the Crown is entirely different from the 
miner’s right mentioned in Osborne v. Morgan (1888), 13 App.
Cas. 227. Having regard to that difference, the pleadings in 
my opinion are sufficient to enable the defendants to shew the 
location was faulty under see. 29. Nelson and Fort Sluggard 
U. Co. v. Jerry (1897), 5 B.C.R. 396, was relied on as an author
ity for the proposition that the defendants had no status to 
attack the plaintiff's location. With all respect, I cannot find 
that laid down in the judgment of the Court of Appeal in that 
case, nor, in my opinion, can the grant to the plaintiff 1m- con
strued by reference to the decisions in the Nelson and Fort 
Sheggard II ai l way v. J(rryf 5 B.C.R. 396. The plaintiffs there,

C7D
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the railway company, made their selection on 23rd Mardi, 
1893, their Crown grant issued 8th March, 1895, and there was 
excepted therefrom all lands alienated, or held as mineral 
claims, prior to the date of selection. The defendants located 
the Paris Belle on 24th December, 1894, and the location was 
illegal and void, but the defence was this : the Paris Bell- 
covered a previous good location on the Zenith, located 15th 
June, 1892, and certain additional land. As to the Zenith, it 
was set up that as it was a good location made prior to 23rd 
March, 1892. and never abandoned, it did not fall within tin 
terms of the company’s Crown grant. This defence as to 
the Zenith, viz., that it had not been abandoned, succeeded, 
and it was also pointed out that on the authority of Re Drums. 
1 B.C.R. pt. 2, 334, had it been abandoned after 23rd March, 
1893, it would not become the company’s property, but would 
have reverted to the Crown. In dealing with the Zenith ground 
it was not suggested that the plaintiffs had no status to attack 
the defendants’ title. As to the additional area, t'.e., outside of 
the Zenith boundaries, the defence was that under the Railway 
Subsidy Act and the terms of the plaintiff’s Crown grant, tli- 
land was open to free miners, and that the defendants had law 
fully located their claim on 24th December, 1894.

The reply was the location was bad, because (1) no rock in 
place had been discovered ; and (2) no compensation had been 
made to the company.

The rejoinder of the defendants set up that the plaintiffs 
were estopped from attacking the defendants’ title because they 
fthe defendants) had, on 8th November, 1895, obtained a cm 
tificatc of improvements. The full Court held that, although 
the location was illegal and void, the failure of the plaintiffs t-» 
protest on 8th November, 1895 (after writ issued) estopped th- 
coinpany from (piestioning the defendants’ title, on the prin 
ciple laid down by Channel, B., in Staffordshire Bankinrj ('< 
v. Emmott, L.R. 2 Ex. 208. McCreight, J., in giving judgment 
says expressly :—

Roth the railway company and the licensees of the Crown have 
rights under the Act and Crown grant. The free miner can enter, 
locate, record and in due course obtain a certificate of improvement - 
etc., and the railway company must have a right to see these privi
leges are not abused by the miner to their detriment.
The plaintiffs in the case at bar have not obtained a eert 

ficate. The Nelson & Fort Sheppard Subsidy Act, 1892, eh 
38, sec. 5, confined the company to “unoccupied Crown land.” 
and specially excepts “lands held as mineral claims.” Tli- 
Railway Aid Act, 1890, eh. 40, sec. 10, does not except lands 
from the grant simply because they arc occupied. The Act of 
1892 uses wider words of exemption than docs the Act of 189*'.
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Again, oh was to be expected from the different terms in the 
two Acts, the language of the exceptions in the Frown grant in 
this ease is different from that used in the other ease—the ex- 
eeption there expressly included “all lands alienated by the 
Crown or held as mineral claims” but here those words are not 
used.

How can it be said that lands improperly located are “alien
ated” by the Crown, particularly in view of see. 18, which pro
tects the free miner’s rights, subject to compliance with the 
mineral Acts? The word “alienated” indicates a recognition 
by the Crown of the rights of the locators of the claims. There 
is no such recognition in this ease. It is to be noted that the 
contention that the Zenith had not been properly located was 
not established in Xtison v. Jerry (1897), 5 B.C.R. 39G. Order 
19, rules 13 & 14.

B. C.

O.A.
1912

Farrell

Irfing, J.A.

Martin, and Gallihkr, JJ.A., concurred with judgment of 
Macdonald, C.J.B.C.

Martin, J.A. 
Oallihrr, J.A.

Appeal dismissed.

McKERRAL v. THE CITY OF EDMONTON.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Sim maim. ./. Xovember 22, 1912.

1. Death ( | 11 B—13)—Actios is damages—Who may maintain—Par
est — Personal representative—lx urn Campbell's Act.

Where the parent of a deceased child, whose death was alleged 
to have hcen caused by certain wrongful acts ( which would not l»e 
grounds for an action at common law ) i< given a certain right of ac
tion therefor by statute, and where the statutory provision requires any 
such action to lie brought by and in the name of the executor or ad 
ministrator of the deceased child; an action of that class in-titnts-d 
by the parent as such, instead of as such executor or administrator, 
cannot lie maintained.

| Monayhan v. Horn, 7 <’an. S.C.R. 409, followed; Lord Campbell's 
Act. 9 & 10 Viet. eh. 93; XAV.T. Ordinances 1911 (Alta.), eh. 4N, 
sec. 3; Osborn v. iSiUett (1873), L.K. 8 Kx. 88, referred to.]

2. Death (|IIB—13)—Action in damages — Parent — Personal re
prehentative — Amendment operating to defeat statute—
Limitation of time.

Where the death of a child is alleged to have been caused by the 
wrongful act, neglect, or default of the defendant, and where com
pensation in damages for negligence causing death is given bv statute 
to certain relatives for their financial loss but with a provision that 
the action for same shall Is* brought by the executor or administrator 
of the deceased child suing in a representative capacity, and where 
the action is limited hv the Act to a certain period after the death, 
and an action was brought tiefore the expiry of the limitation period, 
by the parent as such, a motion on his liehulf after the limitation 
period had expired, to amend by suing in the alternative as the |ier 
sonal representative of the deceased child will not lie granted, as its 
allowance would operate to defeat the statute.

[N.W.T. Ordinances, 1911 (Alta.) ch. 48, sec. 3, referred to.]
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Statement

The plaintiff’s 4J/j year old son was killed by being run over 
by a street ear belonging to and operated by the defendants on 
their line of railway in Strathcona. The plaintiff sues as the 
father of his child, claiming damages. At the opening of the 
trial plaintiff asked leave to amend by suing in the alternative 
as the personal representative of the child. The accident oc
curred in July, 1910, and the right to sue as personal represent 
ative of the deceased child is given by those parts of Lord Camp
bell ’s Act which are re-enacted by eh. 48, Consolidated Ordin
ances N.W.T. 1911. Sec. 3 of this ordinance provides that the 
action must be brought by the executor or administrator of de
ceased. Sec. 4 enacts that the action must be brought within 
twelve months after the death of the deceased.

The action was dismissed.
L. A. Giroux, for plaintiff.
,/. ('. F. Down, for defendant.

Simmons, J. :—Lord Esher, M.R., in Weldon v. Neal, 19 
Q.B.D. 394, enunciates the principle applicable under such cir 
cumstanccs, namely, that even though not barred at date of 
writ, if such an amendment were allowed after the expiry of 
the date in which it would become barred would be to allow the 
party to take advantage of the former writ to defeat the statute 
On the principle above laid down the amendment cannot, at 
this stage, be entertained as it would, if allowed, revive a cause 
of action, which, in the meantime, has become barred by the stat
ute. The plaintiff, is, therefore, confined to his common law 
action. He has not defined the nature of his claim for damages 
and makes no claim for funeral expenses or medical attendance 
and offered no evidence of such and his claim would therefore 
be confined to one of loss of service of his child.

The maxim actio personalis tnoritur cum persona has long 
been recognized as the law in England.

In Osborn v. Gillett (1873), L.R. 8 Ex. 88, the plaintiff 
claimed in damages for loss of services and burial expenses 
against the defendant who, by negligent driving caused the 
death of plaintiff’s daughter. The plaintiff claimed damages 
at common law and also as personal representatives by virtue 
of Lord Campbell’s Act.

Pigott, B., and Kelly, C.B., both held that the law as laid 
down by Lord Ellenhorough in 1808, in linker v. Bolton, 1 
Camp. 493, namely, that the death of a human being could not 
be complained of as a civil injury, was still the law in England 
Pigott, It., relied strongly on the preamble of Lord Campbell’s 
Act, as clear recognition that such was recognized by Parlia 
ment as the law at the time of the enactment 9 & 10 Viet. eh. 
93, and that the language is not confined to cases to which tin
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maxim actio personalis moritur cum persona applies, but is 
perfectly general. The preamble to Lord Campbell’s Act re
cites :—

Whereas no action at law is now maintainable against a person, 
who. by his wrongful act, neglect, or default, may have caused the 
death of another person, and it is oftentimes right and expedient that 
the wrongdoer in such cases shall be answerable in damages for the Edmonton. 
injury so caused by him. 8lm~
The remedy under this act is confined to the wife, husband, 

parent and child only of deceased. The Act manifestly refused 
to sanction, by legislation, many other claims such as those aris
ing out of the relations of master and servant where special 
damages arise out of the death of one of the parties.

Bramwell, 13., dissented strongly against the opinions of the 
majority of the Court. He concludes a very exhaustive review 
of the English and American cases with the following expres
sion of opinion :—

Hut in this case it seems to me that the principle the plaintiff re
lies on is broad, plain and clear—viz., that he sustained a damage 
from a wrongful action for which the defendant is responsible; that 
the defendant, to establish an anomalous exception to this rule, for 
which exception he can give no reason, should shew a clear and bind
ing authority, either by express decision, or a long course of uniform 
opinion deliberately formed and expressed by English lawyers or ex
perts in English law. I find neither. With the exception of Baker v.
Bolton, 1 Camp. 403, there is no semblance of an authority on this 
side of the Atlantic, and the cases on the other side are merely founded 
on that one, and some vague notion of merger in a felony.
The <|nest ion came before Lord Alverstone, C.J., Sir Gorell 

Barnes, 13., and Parwell, L.J., in the Court of Appeal in Eng
land in 1906, in Clark v. London General Omnibus Company,
Limited, (1906] 2 K.B. 648. The Court took the view in this 
case that they must decide between the reasoning of the major
ity of the Court in Osborn v. Gillett, L.R. 8, Ex. 88, or the argu
ments of Bramwell, 13., in his dissenting judgment in that case.
The Court were unanimous in their opinion that no common 
law action could be maintained by the parent or master for in
juries causing the immediate death of his child or servant ; and 
that also that a parent can not recover, either at common law 
or under Lord Campbell’s Act, for funeral expenses under like 
circumstances.

In Monaghan v. Horn, 7 Can. S.C.R. 409, Taschereau, dis
senting from the majority of the Court, in an able judgment 
supports the view taken by Bramwell in Osborn v. Gillett, L.R.
8 Ex. 88. The learned Justice argues that the wrongful action 
of the defendant having terminated the contract of service by 
causing the death of the servant or child, it is inconsistent to 
assert that the death having terminated the contract therefore 
no action lies. The learned jurist says :—

ALTA.
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terminate the master's or father's claim for compensation, is to sa\ 
that the claim for compensation would cease before having existed, 
for as I view it, it is the termination of the contract that creates

McKkbbai.

Edmonton.

the action against the wrongdoer.

In the same case QWynne, J., took the view that the common 
law action would exist between the time of injury and death of

Bimmons, J. the person injured as during that period the contract of ser
vice might still continue but that the death of the injured per
son terminated the contract of service, and consequently, ter
minated any cause of action arising thereunder.

The majority of the Court (Taschereau, and Fournier, JJ., 
dissenting) held that the claimant had no locus standi, not hav
ing brought her action as the personal representative of the 
child.

That then, is the law of England and in Canada and the 
plaintiff’s action fails as lie has not sued as the personal re 
presentative of his deceased child.

Action dismissed with costs.
Action dismissed.

MAN. McCUTCHEON LUMBER CO. v. MINITONAS.
C. A.
1912

(Decision No. 2.)
Manitoba Court of Appeal, lloicell, C.J.M., Itirhards, Perdue, Cameron.

Nov. 25.
and Uaggart, ,/J.A. November 25, 1912.

Taxkh ($ III E—142)—Rkcovkby by distraint—Validating statutk.
A tux validation statute may apply to a pending action calling in 

question the validity of the tax assessment; and where it declare* tha* 
the assessment vas valid and binding notwithstanding any defect or 
irregularity in the proceedings taken, and that the validity thereof 
shall not lie questioned in any action on account of any defect or 
irregularity in said proceedings, or on account of non-compliance with 
any statutory provisions, the statute must ho construed a* retroactive 
and aa including case* as to which litigation was pending at the time 
it was passed.

[10 Edw. Vlf. (Man.) ch. 38, construed; McCutehcon Lumber Co. 
v. Minitonas, 2 D.L.R. 117, affirmed on different grounds.)

Statement Appeal by plaintiffs from a decision of Prendergast, J., Me- 
Cutchcon Lumber Co. v. Minitonas, 2 D.L.R. 117.

The appeal was dismissed.
J. R. Coyne, and J. Galloway, for plaintiffs.
C. P. Wilson, K.C., and W. C. Hamilton, for defendants.

Howell. O.J.M. 
Bichanla, J.A.

Howell, C.J.M., and Richards, J.A., concurred in the judg
ment of Uaggart, J.A.

Perdue, J.A.:—The plaintiffs were the owners of certain 
personal property consisting of an engine, boiler and mill raach 
inery, sleighs and wagons, all of which was within the limits of
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the defendant municipality. The municipality assessed this 
property for taxes for the years 1905 to 1908 inclusive. The 
taxes not having been paid, the municipality distrained upon 
the property for the amount claimed to l>e due, the defendant 
Campbell acting as the bailiff or agent of the municipality in 
making the distress. The plaintiffs then commenced this action 
alleging that there were no taxes due by reason of the non- 
fulfilment by the council of the municipality, of the require
ments of the statutes in regard to the assessment of the property 
and the imposition and collection of taxes. Breaches of the 
statutory requirement in each and every one of the years above- 
mentioned were alleged to have been made, the effect of which 
was, it was claimed, that there were no taxes due upon the pro
perty in respect of which the distress could t>e lawfully made. 
The plaintiffs asked for a declaration that there were no taxes 
due or in arrear from the plaintiffs to the defendant municipal
ity, an injunction to restrain the sale, and damages for illegal 
distress.

The suit was commenced on 13th February, 1909, and while 
it was pending and before it was brought on for trial, the Legis
lature of the Province passed an Act, 10 Edw. VII. ch. 38, en
titled, “An Act respecting the Rural Municipality of Mini- 
tanas.” The preamble of this Act which is a public one, re
cites that doubts had arisen as to the legality of the assessments 
made by the council of the municipality in the years 1901 to 
1909, inclusive, and of the by-laws striking the rates and mak
ing the levies for these years, and respecting the ability of the 
municipality “to enforce payment of the taxes now appearing 
in the hooks of the municipality” as charged against lands, goods 
and chattels on account of provisions of the Municipal Aet and 
the Assessment Aet, relating to assessing, rating, levying and 
charging of taxes not having been strictly complied with, and 
that it was expedient to set such doubts at rest and to legalize 
and validate such assessments, by-laws, levies and taxes. The 
Act then goes on to declare that:—

Notwithstanding any defect or irregularity in the proceedings taken 
in the making of such assessments or passing such by laws or of 
assessing, rating, levying and charging of said taxes or in the pro
ceedings prior or subsequent thereto, the said assessments, by-laws, 
levies and taxes are hereby declared to have been and to lie sufficient, 
valid, effectual and binding as if all such proceedings had been fully 
and completely carried out according to all the provisions of the 
Municipal Act, and the Assessment Act, but no further or otherwise, 
the intention of this Act being only to cure all defects in the pro
ceedings aforesaid, and the validity and legality of said assessments 
and by-laws, levies and taxes shall not Ik* questioned in any action, 
suit or proceeding in any Court on account of any defect or irregu
larity in said proceedings or on account of any provisions of the
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Municipal Act, or the Assessment Act not having been complied with 
in the making of said assessments or the passing of aaid by-laws or in 
the assessing, rating, levying and charging of said taxes or in the 
proceedings prior or subsequent thereto.

Counsel for the defendant municipality did not seriously 
attempt to combat the objections urged against the proceedings 
leading up to the levy of taxes in each year. The municipality 
relied upon, and the argument was almost wholly directed to, 
the effect of the above Act as validating and confirming tin- 
assessment and taxation for the years in question.

Counsel for the plaintiff relied upon the view taken by 
the Supreme Court of Canada in O'Brien v. Cogswell, 17 Can. 
8.C.R. 420, and Whelan v. ltyan, 20 Can. S.C.R. 65, and since 
followed in many cases, as to the strictness of construction to 
be placed upon legislation having for its object the remedying 
of defects in assessing and levying taxes, caused by non-compli
ance with the imperative provisions of the statute under which 
the assessment and levy were made. The above cases and thos< 
which Followed them in our Courts related to sales of land for 
taxes in which the contest arose between the original owner, or 
some one claiming through him, and the party who purchased 
at the sale for taxes. In Whelan v. By an, 20 Can. S.C.R. 65, in 
order to prevent what it regarded as confiscation of the land 
owner’s rights, the Court placed a very strict, if not strained, 
construction upon an enactment which was intended to validate 
the assessments and levies upon which the tax sale was based 
Whether the Courts would have applied the same strictness of 
construction, in order to relieve a ratepayer of the municipality 
whose personal property had been seized or sold for taxes levied 
against it may be open to question.

The present case is a contest, not between the owner and 
the tax purchaser, but between the municipality and a rati 
payer who is seeking to avoid the payment of taxes. The re
sult of the plaintiff’s success in this case would be that a con 
siderable sum of money, forming part of the taxes relied upon 
by the municipality to provide a revenue for its ordinary pur
poses, would be lost and a heavier burden would be laid upon 
the other ratepayers in order to raise money to make good the 
deficiency. The plain object of the legislation was to cure all 
defects in the various steps to be taken by the municipality in 
assessing the property, imposing the taxes and enforcing pay
ment of them. Roth the preamble and the enacting part shew 
that this was the clear intention of the Act, and the effect of 
the enactment is expressed in words, the meaning of which is 
unequivocal and cannot be explained away. In order to make 
its purpose and effect unmistakeably clear the Act declares 
that the validity and legality of the assessments, by-laws, levies, 
and taxes shall not be questioned in any action, suit or pro-
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ceeding in any Court, on account of defect irregularity, or 
on account of non-compliance with any of the provisions of the 
Municipal Act or the Assessment Act.

The decision of the Privy Council in Toronto v. Russell, 
[1908] A.C. 493, is particularly applicable to the present case. 
There an action was brought by the owner of land against the 
municipality to set aside a sale for taxes, on the ground of a 
defect in the description of the land in the assessment roll and 
of failure to give notice of the sale. An Act of the Ontario 
Legislature (3 Bdw. VII. eh. 86, sec. 8) had been passed which 
declared that all sales of land within the city for arrears of 
taxes during a period which covered the sale in question, were 
validated and confirmed, notwithstanding any irregularity in 
the assessment or other proceedings for imposition of any taxes 
so in arrear, or any failure to comply with the requirements of 
the Assessment Acts in regard to the manner in which any assess
ment roll or collector’s roll of the city had been prepared. It 
was held that the insertion of an insufficient or inaccurate de
scription of the land in the assessment roll was a failure to com
ply with the requirements of the Assessment Acts which required 
a description to be inserted which was neither inaccurate nor 
insufficient; but that this defect, if it existed, came within the 
very words of the statute and was cured by it. It was further 
held that since the main and obvious purpose and object of the 
Legislature in passing the Act there under consideration, was 
to validate sales for arrears of taxes, where the requirements 
of the statutes had not been observed, and to quiet the titles of 
those who had purchased, the Act should, where its words per
mitted, be construed so as to effect that purpose and attain that 
object.

Applying the principles laid down in Toronto v. Rustnll, 
[1908] A.C. 493, I think it is clear that this Court must hold 
that all the defects and failures on the part of the defendant 
municipality to comply with the requirements of the statutes 
in connection with the assessment and imposition of taxes in 
this ease were cured by the Act.

No exception of pending litigation is made in the Act. It 
was strongly urged that the Act should be construed as if it 
contained such exception, that there was not a clear intention 
expressed that it should apply to the present case and that, 
therefore, this case was impliedly excepted.

In determining whether a statute applies to pending litiga
tion or not, liord Denman, delivering the judgment of the 
Court, enunciated the following rule:—

We are of opinion in general that the law an it existed when the 
action was commenced must decide the rights of the parties in the 
suit, unless the legislature express a clear intention to vary the 
relation of the litigant parties to each other: Hitchcock v. Way, Ü 
A. A E. 943, 951.
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Jesse], M.R., expressed the rule in the following language 
It is a gvm-rul rule that when the Legislature alters the rights of 

parties by taking away or conferring any right of action, its enact
ments, unless in express terms they apply to pending actions, do not 
affect them. It is said that there is one exception to that rule, nanielv, 
that where enactments merely affect procedure and do not extend to 
rights of action, they have been held to apply to existing right-: 
ltr Joseph Suchc and Co., 1 Ch.D. 48, 50.
See also Re Athlumncy, 11898] 2 Q.B. 547, 552, and cases col 

lected in Beal, Cardinal Rules 421-424. But if an Act is in its 
nature a declaratory Act, the argument that it must not he con 
strued so as to take away previous rights is not applicable: 
Attorney-General v. Hertford, 3 Ex. 670; Attorney-General \. 
Theobald, 24 Q.B.D. 557, 559.

The Act in question in this case declares the assessments, 
etc., to have been, and to be, sufficient, valid, effectual and bind 
ing and enacts that the validity and legality of the assessments, 
etc., shall not be questioned in any action, suit or proceeding 
in any Court on account of any defect or irregularity in said 
proceedings, etc. If the plaintiff's property had actually been 
sold for taxes and the action had been brought to set aside or to 
claim damages for an illegal sale, I think that the Act being de 
claratory of the validity of the assessment and other proceedings 
would have been construed to be retroactive in its effect, and 
the intention to make it applicable to all actions or suits, in
cluding those then pending, to have been sufficiently clearly ex
pressed. But the present action is not to set aside a sale. An 
injunction had been obtained restraining a sale, and it is now 
sought to have the injunction made perpetual and to have it 
declared that there were no taxes due or owing by the plaintiffs 
to the municipality. Even if the municipality had no right 
to distrain- and sell at the time the action was commenced, tin 
effect of the Act is to give it the right now to take such pro
ceedings. The grounds upon which the interlocutory injunction 
was granted have disappeared and the plaintiffs cannot, in 
view of the Act, shew any grounds upon which an injunction 
could be issued restraining the municipality from proceeding 
in future to collect the taxes by distress or otherwise.

The Court cannot now find that there were no taxes due or 
owing by the plaintiff to the municipality, when the Legislature 
has declared that there were taxes legally imposed, the validity 
of which cannot be questioned by the Court.

The evidence shews that in one of the years the municipality, 
at the request of the plaintiffs, made an abatement of one half 
of the taxes because of a fire that had occurred. It is said that 
the plaintiffs through their agent, by reason of this, promised 
to pay the balance. In the view I have taken as to the main 
contention it is not necessary to deal with this last point.
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The plaintiffs had strong grounds to support their con
tention when the suit was commenced. Grave defects appeared 
in the assessments or other tax proceedings in each of the years 
mentioned. Were it not for the Act the proceedings could not, 
I think, have been upheld. The Legislature intervened on be
half of the municipality and enabled it to win the suit.

1 think the trial Judge should, in awarding the costs, have 
taken into account the fact that the plaintiffs had good grounds 
for instituting proceedings in the first place and have given them 
costs up to the time the Act came into force. There has, how
ever, been no leave given to appeal on the question of costs, 
and no ground has been stated which would give this Court the 
right to interfere with the trial Judge’s disposition of the costs. 
In order to do justice to the plaintiffs in the matter of costs, so 
far as it lies in the power of this Court, 1 think that, in dis
missing this appeal, no costs of the appeal should be given to 
the defendants.

Cameron, J.A.:—A perusal of eh. 38, 10 Edw. VII. being 
“An Act respecting the Rural Municipality of Minitonas,” 
leads me to the belief that it has the effect of curing the various 
defects relied upon by the plaintiff as nullifying the proceedings 
of the defendant municipality in making the assessments and 
imposing the taxes in question. The Act is of a curative and 
remedial character and will be given a liberal construction. 
The administration of the country is largely carried on through 
the medium of the municipalities, as instrumentalities of govern
ment, and for educational and governmental purposes gener
ally, money must be raised by taxation. Defects may easily 
occur in the proceedings necessary to assess property and levy 
taxes, particularly in municipalities recently organized and 
the Legislature frequently and properly rectifies these errors. 
That legislation is not to be regarded as vicious, but, on the con
trary, as meritorious and beneficial. And the action of the 
person, properly liable to taxation in common with others, who 
undertakes to resist or escape from payment of his share of 
taxes, and thrust the burden of them on his fellow-citizens, is 
not to be unduly favoured by the Court. These principles are to 
he gathered from the recent case of Toronto v. Iiusscll, [1908] 
A.C. 493, and, apart from tin- question of authority, they com
mend themselves as founded on sound reasoning and on a due 
regard for the public interest.

Such being the nature of the Act, to be gathered from its 
provisions, it must affect a matter which is in litigation such as 
this before us. And in addition to this, I think the very word
ing of the statute is such as to make it retroactive to the same 
extent as if that had been said in express terms. It seems to 
me impossible to read this Act without coming to the conclu-
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sion that it was the intention of the Legislature to make the 
taxes, as they appear on the hooks of the municipality, lawfully 
due and payable, and to declare that whatever was necessary to 
make them so lawfully due, should he deemed to have been done, 
from the beginning, and that no question arising out of these 
matters should be raised in any Court. That being clear there 
must be an end of the case, and 1 concur in dismissing the 
appeal.

IIaooakt, J.A. :—The question is, does eh. 38 of 10 Edw. 
VII. of the statutes of Manitoba enable the defendant munici
pality to collect by distress, under the Assessment Act, the 
taxes which are the subject-matter of this suit T

The plaintiffs say that inasmuch as the Act creates legal 
rights and imposes legal obligations which did not before exist, 
it should receive a strict interpretation, that it should not be 
construed retrospectively, and Huit, having been passed after 
the commencement of the action, the presumption is that it does 
not apply to pending suits.

The defendants contend that it is a remedial Act, a curative 
statute, and ought to receive a wide and generous construction.

Lord Blackburn, in Caledonian If. Co. v. North Hrilisli 
Itailuay Co., 6 A.C. 114, 126, in discussing the interpretation of 
statutes, says :—

The mutter turns upon the const ruction of an Act of Parliament, 
which is an instrument in writing. I believe there is no dispute at 
all that in construing an instrument in writing we are to consider 
what the facts were in respect to which it was framed, and the oh 
ject as appearing from the instrument, and taking all those together 
we are to see what is the intention appearing from the language when 
used with reference to such facts ami with such an object.

The preamble clearly sets forth the existing conditions re
quiring the legislation It recites the doubts as to the legality 
of the assessments, ni d of the by-laws striking the rates and 
making the levies, and respecting the ability of the municipality 
to enforce payment of the taxes now appearing upon the books, 
on account of certain provisions of the Municipal Act and the 
Assessment Act relating to the assessing, rating, levying and 
charging of said taxes not having been strictly complied with 
and the operative or enacting clause enacts that the

assessments, by laws, levies and taxes are hereby declared to have 
lwen and to he stifllcient, valid, effectual ami binding as if all such 
proceeding* had been fully and completely carried nut. . . . and 
the validity and legality of said assessments and by-laws, levies, and 
taxes shall not lie i|ue*tiimed in any action, etc.

In 1908, the manager of the plaintiffs, on account of the 
mill being burned, applied for a reduction in the amount of 
taxes, and the council passed a resolution allowing the same,
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and the manager agreed to pa.v the red need bill. Does not this 
look like a waiver of an irregularity in the assessment !

The Legislature, when passing the Act, must have had in 
view the subject-matter of this litigation, and must have in
tended to establish the liability of the plaintiffs for the arrears 
of taxes, and 1 think the wording of the statute is wide enough 
to effect that object, and in express terms the plaintiffs and de
fendants are relatively placed in the position they would have 
been in if the council and their oflfiecrs had to the letter com
plied with the provisions of the Municipal Act and the Assess
ment Act.

Here there is no confiscation, no forfeiture, no sale or deed 
to declare valid or void, as was the case in O'Brien v. ('oy swell, 
17 Can. S.(\R. 420 ; Uyan v. Whalen, 20 Can. S.C.R. 65, and 
the other eases relied upon by the plaintiffs. The declaration 
that the assessments, etc., have been, and are to be, sufficient 
makes the statute retroactive, and from the context and sur
rounding circumstances, it is apparent that the Legislature had 
in view the circumstances that gave rise to this suit.

The appeal should l»c dismissed.
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Appeal dismissed.

STANDALL v STANDALL MAN.

Manitoba King'*< Heneh, Ma I hem, A ./I. Sovcmber 28, 1912. K. B.
1. Motions ani> ohiikhh (g I —2)—Lawikii motion no iiak to krkhii motion 1®12

ON 8AMK MATKRIAL—Al.lMONT. ^ 
Where noti«i‘ of motion for interim alimony is given, ami alliilavits 

pro. ami coil, arc tiled, lint the motion lapses, a second application, 
even a year liter, is not irregular because for the same relief and
on the same material as the former application, no judicial decision
having l**en rendered on the earlier motion.

|Nwi/A v. Kdmundn, 10 Man. L.R. 240; Sager V. O'h'lynn, •"> W.I..R.
521; Payne v. Arwherry (No. 21, 13 P.R. 1192; l)nmin a v. Plaafair,
118»7| 1 Q.R. 3tl8. referred to.)

2. UlVOKC'K AXII reparation (g V B—50) — Intkkim alimony — Dkhkrtion
WITH OKKKR TO RKMVMK rollAIIITATION. WHEN IIAK.

( pon a motion for interim alimony resisted hy the defendant upon 
the ground that he had offered to resume cohabitation with the plain 
tilf. such an offer when* cruelty and desertion were wet up in the
statement of claim is not a liar to the application, a in the
absence of the allegation of cruelty, it would Is* otherwise.

\Sniilir v. Snider. II P.R. 140; Thisikêlone v. Thrakntone. 10 O.L.K.
.'ISO. referred to; see also Kareh V. Km eh (No. 11. 3 D.I..R. 05 S. |

3. Divorce and reparation (| VB—Sfl)—Interim alimony — Tkhth ok
KAIR AXII RKANON A IM.E A MOI'NT AH INTERIM ALIMONY.

I pon an application hy plaintiff for interim alimony, the court 
will consider the following questions: (a) dilatory course of plaintiff 
in going to trial; ( b) her own earning capacity ; (r| her sources <»f 
income from her adult chi hirer ; hut on the other hand will take into 
consideration the ex|s>nse to which the applicant is put in supporting 
the live dependent children.

| Kareh v. Kareh, 3 D.L.R. «58, 21 O.W.H. 883. referred to. |
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4. Divorce axii hkpabatio* (|VB—52)—Intérim aumony—Counsel fee
NOT ALLOWED, WHEN.

I'pon an application for interim alimony counsel feci will not I» 
ineliiilvil un 1cm it is nflirmatively shewn that the employment of 
counsel was necessary.

[Coirir v. Cnirir, 17 O.L.R. 44; K.B. Practice Rule 042 (Man.), re 
ferred to.]

5. Divorce ami hkpasatiox (| VB—60)—Interim alimony — Inability
(IF DEFENDANT TO l*AY, EFFECT OF.

Interim alimony will not lie ordered if it appears that the defendant 
has no ability to pay.

I l‘hrtrill v. Fhrrrill, fl O.LR. 042. applied.]

Tills is an appeal from an order of the referee made the 31st 
October, 1912, ordering the defendant to pay $90, on or before 
the 9th day of November, as and for arrears of interim alimony 
from the 1st day of October, and to pay the sum of $15 per 
week thereafter up to the trial of this action ; also to pay on or 
before the 8th November, the sum of $75, as and for interim dis
bursements.

The order appealed from was varied.
E. L. Howell, for the plaintiff.
//. A. Btryman, for the defendant.
Mathers, O.J.K.B. :—The action was begun on the fitli Oel 

oher, 1911. and the defence was filed on the 4th November fol 
lowing. On the 7th November, 1911, the plaintiff served a 
notice of motion for interim alimony and interim disbursements 
In support of that motion an affidavit of the plaintiff was filed 
and on the 15th Novcmlier, an affidavit of the defendant was 
filed in opposition thereto, and on the 2nd December, the defeu 
(hint's affidavit was answered by an affidavit of the eldest daugh 
ter. Nothing further was done with that motion and no order 
was made upon it.

In October of this present year a new notice of motion for 
the same relief was served. No new material was filed, lm! 
the plaintiff was cross-examined upon her previous affidavit 
and the examination was used against her without objection. 
On this latter application the learned referee made the order 

?d from.
The first ground of appeal raised is that the order was 

made upon a second application for the same relief. In sup 
port of this objection, Smith v. Edmunds, 10 Man. L.R. 240. 
and Saper v. O'Flynn, 5 W.L.R. 524, were relied upon. Tin 
reason for the rule that a second application will not be enter
tained after the dismissal of a previous application for the same 
purpose, is that the party has already got a judicial decision 
against him on the ease lie submits: Fa y ne v. Newberry (No. 2 . 
13 P.R. 392; Dnmbey v. Playfair, 11897] 1 Q.B. 368. As no 
order was made on the previous application it is no bar to the 
present motion. That ground of appeal, therefore, fails.

D3D
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The plaintiff, in her statement of claim, alleges cruelty and 
desertion. The defendant, by his defence and by his affidavit 
offers to resume cohabitation with the plaintiff. Such an offer, 
in the absence of an allegation of cruelty, would be an answer 
to the application: Snider v. Snider, 11 1\R. 140; but in view 
of the allegations of cruelty in the statement of claim, the de
fendant’s offer is no bar to the plaintiff’s right to interim ali
mony: Theakstonc v. Theakstone, 10 O.L.R. .'$86.

It is almost a year since this action has been at issue. It 
might have been brought down to trial at any time during that 
period. There is no reason, if the plaintiff so desires, why it 
should not be tried before the end of the year. During all that 
time the plaintiff has been able to support herself. She ob
tains her meals in the house of the defendant and she is earn
ing $11 per week as a dressmaker. She is strong and healthy 
and able to continue to earn her own living. The housekeeping 
at the home is conducted by one of the daughters, who is 20 
years of age. One of the sons is in employment and pays $5 
per week as board, and they have a boarder who pays $4 per 
week.

MAN.

K.B.
1012

Standall

Standall.

Mathers, C.J.

It appears, however, that the burden of supporting the de
pendent children, of whom there are five, largely falls upon the 
plaintiff. In view of such cases as Karch v. March, 3 D.L.R. 
658, 21 O.W.R. 883, I see no reason to differ from the conclu
sion arrived at by the referee as to the right of the plaintiff to 
an order for alimony if the defendant is able to pay it.

As to the amount ordered I might have something to say; 
hut in view of the conclusion I have arrived at upon another 
point it does not become necessary to deal with that question.

It seems to me that no case was made for ordering $75 as 
interim disbursements. The material is entirely silent as to 
what the actual disbursements an». Apart from counsel fees 
they should not exceed $25. An amount to cover counsel fees 
should not be ordered in view' of rule 942, unless it appears 
that the employment of counsel is necessary: Cowie v. Cowie, 
17 O.L.R. 44.

Interim alimony will not be ordered if it appears that the 
defendant has no ability to pay. Upon this appeal an affidavit 
was, by leave, filed by the defendant upon which he was cross- 
examined. This new material shews that since his affidavit, 
sworn to on the 15th November, 1911, two judgments have been 
recovered against him, one for $193, and one for $800, and that 
he has l>een examined as a judgment debtor. The house in which 
the family reside in the city of Winnipeg has been sold for 
taxes, amounting to about $150, and he is unable to redeem it. 
None of the properties which he owns bring in sufficient re
venue to meet payments in connection with mortgages thereon

43—7 D.I..S.
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MAN. and taxes. lie lias no money and no income whatever, except
K. B.
1912

his daily wages as a tailor. 1 feel strongly convinced that if 
the order of the learned referee is permitted to stand, the de

Stan Dali.

Standall.

fendant will be unable to comply with it. I think, under tin* 
circumstances, the order for interim alimony cannot stand 
Merrill v. Merrill, 6 O.L.R. 642.

Ma then, C.J. There will be some disbursements necessary in bringing this 
action down to trial. These 1 think the defendant should pay
I will, therefore, vary the order of the referee by disallowing 
that part of it which directs payment of alimony and reduce 
the amount to be paid for disbursements to $25 without costs.

Order varied.

SASK. Re MOOSECANA SUBDIVISION, and GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC 
BRANCH LINES.

8.C.
1912

Naskatchemn Supreme Court, X nr lands, J., in Chambers. 
November 18, 1912.

Nov. 18. 1. Land titles (Tobbens system) ($ IV—41)—Railway sxpiopbiatiun
PROCEEDINGS—FILING CAVEAT.

The plan filed by a railway company pursuant to the Railway An 
(Van.) a» n preliminary to expropriation proceedings for a right of way. 
is an instrument under which the railway company claim to be intn 
eated in the property within see. 125 of the Land Title# Act, R.8>. 
1909. eh. 41, and although itself not rogisterahle under that statute, 
it will support the registration of a caveat by the company.

[As to caveat* generally under the Torrens land title ay stem, 
see Annotation to this case.]

2. Land titles (Torrens system) ($ IV—42)—Continuation or caveat

A caveat under the I.aml Title* Act (Saak.) by a railway company in 
re#|iect of their location plan for a right-of-way filed under the Rail 
way Act (Can.) will lie continued only upon the company proceeding 
under the Railway Act with the expropriation of the land*.

Statement The Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines, on the 15th day of 
July, A.I). 1911, deposited their location plan in the land titles 
office at Moose Jaw pursuant to see. 160 of the Railway Act and 
claimed the right to register a caveat by virtue of such plan 
and did so register a caveat.

The registrar of the land titles office. Moose Jaw, at the 
request of the registered owner mailed a notice to the caveator 
(the company) stating that its caveat would lapse at the expira 
tion of thirty days unless continued by an order of the Judge.

The company applied for an order to continue their caveat
An order was made continuing the caveat.
W. E. Knowles (Moose Jaw), for the Grand Tnmk Pacific 

Branch Lines Company.
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Moorecana
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Branch

Nfwlends, J.

W. II. It. 8 pot ton (Moose Jaw), for the registered owner SASK. 
and the Brratt Company, Limited, purchasers under an agree- s r 
ment for sale. 1912

Nbwlands, J. :—He caveat registered by the G.T.P. K. Co. 
against certain lots and blocks in the Mooseeana subdivision of 
the city of Moose Jaw being part of sec. 3-17-20 W. 2nd.

The G.T.P. R. Co. claim the right to register the above-men
tioned caveat from the fact that they have filed a plan, profile 
and book of reference of the location of a part of their railway 
line across the above-mentioned property under the provisions 
of sec. 100 of the Railway Act. The filing of the plan, etc., gives 
them the right to take, without the consent of the owner a piece 
of land 100 ft. in breadth across the same for right-of-way.
See sec. 177 of that Act. Sec. 125 of the Land Titles Act gives 
any person claiming to be interested under any instrument of 
transfer or transmission or under any unregistered instrument 
the right to file a caveat. Sub-sec. 11 of see. 2 of that Act de
fines an instrument as meaning, amongst other things, a map or 
plan.

The plan in question is, therefore, an instrument, and, as 
the filing of it gives the railway company right to take certain 
lauii for the right-of-way without the consent of the owner, it 
confers upon them an interest in such land, and as they get such 
interest through an instrument that is not, and cannot be re
gistered in the technical sense in which the word is used in the 
Land Titles Act, they can, I think, under sec. 125, register a 
caveat. To maintain the caveat, however, they must proceed 
under the provisions of the Railway Act to get the title of the 
lands described therein, and, as it was admitted by counsel that 
they have done so in this case, the order will be for the continu
ance of the above-mentioned caveat.

As this is the first time an application of this kind has been 
made, there will be no costs.

Order continuing caveat.

Annotation—Land titles (Torrens system) (6 IV—41)—Caveats— Parties Annotation.
entitled to file caveats—'•Caveatable interests." ------

laiml
In eases where no mention of lienefivial rights of others is made oil titles—- 

the face of the register, the proprietor of land under the Torrens system Caveats 
possesses special facilities for disposing of the property, and so defeating 
these lieneflcial rights; the remedy by injunction is then peculiarly applic
able, and an expeditious and inexjiensivc method of obtaining the advantages 
afforded by the ordinary injunction forms an essential part of the system :
In re Martin, 11900] 8.A.R. 09, nub nom. McKacharn v. Colton, ( 1902J 
A.C. 104; Bovin v. We key (1870), 1 V.R. 1; Broad foot v. Foxwell (1890),
7 Q.L.J. 4. This method consists in the entry of a caveat on the register, 
by which the proprietor is prevented from effecting any change in, or
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SASK.

Annotation
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Annotation inmtinned)—Land titles (Torrens system) (8 IV—41) —
Caveats—Parties entitled to file caveats—“Caveatable interests.*'

encumbrance on, the proprietorship. Such caveats are usually spoken of :i' 
“caveats against dealings,*' as distinguished from “caveats against appli 
cations ’ * i.e., original applications to bring land under the system : Hogg 
Australian Torrens System, p. 1029.

Caveats against dealings embrace what are termed, in the Hi Land 
1 ransfer Acts, “cautions,” “inhibitions,” and “restrictions”: Land 
Transfer Act (Imp.) 1875, secs. 53, 57, 58.

Hogg (Australian Torrens System, 1059), says : “The close analogy 
between injunctions and caveats, and the peculiar appliealu. ty of th 
remedy by injunction in the case of land under the Torrens system, see 
MeEaeharn v. Colton, 11902] A.C. at 107, suggests that the true principle 
which should govern the question whether un interest lie caveatable or not. 
is that a caveat may lie entered under circumstances which would just it', 
an injunction being granted by the Courts. See In re Kauri Timber Co. 
(1889), 7 N.Z.R. at 462. At the same time it must lie remembered that, 
given the caveator’s interest, a caveat may lie entered ns a matter of 
right under circumstances which might not call for the immediate inter 
mention of the Courts.”

A caveat is an “instrument ” within the meaning of the Land Titles 
Act of Saskatchewan, and when properly lodged prevents the acquisition 
or bettering or increasing of any interest in tue land legal or equitable, 
adverse to or in derogation of the claim of the caveator, at all events as it 
exists at the time the caveat is lodged : Bask. Land Titles Act, R.8.S. 190:». 
ch. 41, secs. 2 (former 2), 125 (former 136), and 128 (former 139), 
considered; McKiUop v. Alexander, 1 D.L.R. 586, 45 Can. R.C.R. 661, 
affirming same case nub nom. Alexander v. desman, 4 8.L.R. 111, which 
reversed Alexander v. desman, 3 S.L.R. 331.

A caveat which describes the lands against which it is filed with reason 
able certainty which enables the registrar to identify the land, but omits 
to give the numlier of the certificate of title as required in the statutor 
form is a sufficient compliance w:th the Land Titles Act, R.S.8. 1909, ch 
41, sec. 126, which is intended for the guidance of registrars and should 
lie construed as directory only : McKitlop v. Alexander, 1 D.L.R. 586; 
Willie v. Jellctt, 2 Terr. L.R. 133, on appeal, Jellett v. Wilkie, 26 Can 
P.C.R. 282.

A caveat filed under sec. 133 of the Real Property Art, R.8.M. 1902. 
fh. 148, must accurately set forth the title, estate or interest in the land 
claimed by the caveator, and a petition filed by the caveator after notice 
served upon him by the caveatee, under sec 131 of the Art. requiring tin 
caveator to take proceedings upon his caveat, must lie one asserting sub 
stantially the same title, estate or interest as that stated in the rut eat 
or it will lie dismissed: He Cass and Canada Traders, 20 Man. R. 139. 1 • 
W.L.R. 194; MeArtkur v. Glass, 6 Mnn.R. 224; MeKay v. Nanton, 7 Mun.lt. 
250, and Martin v. Morden, 9 Man.R. 565, followed.

Priority is not acquired by the filing of a caveat by one who hecntif 
interested in land under an agreement for its purchase after an execution 
bad lieen lodged and registered against it in the land titles office: Re Prie<. 
I D.L.R. 407; IVilkie v. Jellett, 26 Can. 8.C.R. 282, distinguished.

The intention of sec. 132 of the Manitoba Real Property Act, R.8.M 
1902, ch. 148, is that a transfer or other dealing with land may be put

3
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Annotation (continued)—Land titles (Torrens system) (8 IV—41)— SASK.
Caveats—Parties entitled to file caveats—‘Caveatable interests." ------

Annotation
through by the district, registrar subject to any existing caveat filed after ------
the first certificate of title has been issued, and in such case the rights 
of the caveator, whatever they may be. are preserved, but no additional 
force should be given to the claim set out in the caveat, by making a new 
certificate of title “subject” to it: Pearson v. 07trim, 4 D.L.K. 4lit.

A caveat based on a prima facie valid document will not be vacated 
on a summary application to a Judge in Chambers where the fm ts are 
involved and each party has denied by affidavit the principal allegations 
made on affidavit by the other party; the application might lie entertained 
if the facts were undisputed and the issue rested on the interpretation or 
xalidity of the written document on which the caveat is founded : MeOreevy 
i. Murray, 1 D.L.R. 285.

As an application for the continuance of a caveat under see. 130 of 
the Land Titles Act, R.S.8. 11)09, eh. 11, is neither an action nor a proposed 
action, therefore power to grant an order for that purpose cannot lie 
delegated by the Judges of the Supreme Court to Local Masters, as it does 
not come within the authority conferred upon the former to make rules 
deleg x their powers to Local Masters in respect to action brought or 
prop» ' I to be brought in their respective «listricts: lie a Caveat, 3 D.L.K. 
MM).

A caveat will lapse where the caveator, after proper lapsing notice hail 
been given the caveator bv the registrar, obtained a void order under sec. 
130 of the Land Titles Act, R.S.H. 1909, eh. 41, from a Judge of the 
District Court acting as a Local Master, which he was without jurisdiction 
to grant, extending for more than thirty days the time for the lapsing of 
the caveat. But a caveat will not lapse where the notice given for that 
purpose by the registrar to the caveator rc»cited that it was sent out under 
the provisions of si-c. 141 of the Land Titles Act, which, howex<>r, did not 
relate to caveats, since the notice was not such us xvas required by sec. 130 
of the Act in order to terminate a caveat : Hr a Caveat, 3 D.L.R. MM).

The appellants in He Ebbing, 2 S.L.R. 167, secured a mortgage from 
one Kbbing on rertuin lands, and applied to the registrar to register a 
caveat against such land, claiming an interest therein under such mortgige. 
At the time of such application grunt from the Croxvn for such land had 
not been received, and the appellants proiluced no evidence that such grant 
had issued or that the mortgagor was entitled to mortgage such land. The 
registrar refused to register such caveat, and the appellants appealed from 
his decision. The Court held that, as the registrar could not accept and 
register the mortgage under xvhich the caxeator claimed until the Croxvn 
grant xvas received by him or until he xvas satisfied by affidavit in form 
K. to the Land Titles Act that the mortgagor was entitled to create the 
mortgage, neither could he accept and register a caxeat claiming under 
siu-h a mortgage in the absence of the Crown grant or evidence of the 
right of the mortgagor to create such mortgage: He Ebbing, 2 S.L.R. 167; 
Cnar-Reott V. (/uigere, 2 8.L.R. 374.

The I.and Titles Act (Saak.) preserves to the Court jurisdiction to 
deal with questions of fraud and with other equities that may arise affect 
big land, and which would properly Ik- cognizable on the equity side of the 
1 ourt: Turner v. Clark, 2 Husk. R. 200.

Hogg (Australian Torrens System, 1039) says: One useful function
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of n caveat is to afford notice, to persons who propose to deal with the 
proprietor, that the ordinary legal rights of the proprietor are—temporarily 
or altogether—restricted: In re Wildash (1N77), Queensland L.R., pt. II, 
p. 47; In rc Scanlon (1887), 3 Queensland L.J. 43. The mere fact of 
the caveat being entered on the register is not, however, necessarily notice 
to all the world of the restrictions imposed on the proprietor of the land : In 
re Wild ash, Queensland L.R., pt. II, p. 47 ; Queensland Trustees v. Kegistrar 
General (1893), 5 Queensland L.J. at 51. A caveat is sometimes spoken 
of as though it were an instrument which, by priority of registration, 
secured priority of interest; but the proper view seems to be that a caveat 
is worthless unless there is in existence at the time of its entry on tlv 
legister, an enforceable right of some kind relating to the land ; and that, 
on any such right coming to an end. the caveat lieeomes of no effect : 
See Butler V. Saddle Hill 0.31. Co. (1884), 2 N.Z.S.C. 296; Kissling v. 
Mitchelsnn (1881), 3 N.Z.C.A. 261. Nevertheless, the proprietor of the 
estate or interest in respect of which the caveat was lodged is entitled, 
on its ceasing to have any vitality, to have it removed ns being in the 
nature of a blot on his title: In re Beauchamp (1867), 1 Q.S.C.lt. 161. 
In re Thomson (1886), 5 N.Z.8.C. 52; Taylor v. Land Mortgage Boni 
(1886), 12 V.L.R. 748; and see Ex parte Cameron (1894), 15 N.8.W. 139; 
Hogg’s Australian Torrens System, p. 1040.

The lodging of a caveat has been held to 1h* a sufficient intervention 
within the ride laid down in Cohen v. Mitchell (1890). 25 Q.B.D. 262, so 
as to prevent a purchaser from a bankrupt or insolvent acquiring rights 
in the property against the official assignee: In re Valmatcer (1890), 16 
V.L.R. 793; Hogg’s Australian Torrens System, p. 1040.

Under see. 136 of the Land Titles Act (Sank.) a cestui que trust 
claiming a beneficial interest of any sort may lodge a caveat whether the 
declaration is in writing or not : Be Work, 2 Hask. R. 431.

Sec. 49, sub-sec. 8, of the Land Registry Act (B.V.) does not require 
that the lis ptndtns (or other evidence) of a caveator shall lie filed during 
the currency of the caveat ; it is effective if filed liefore the caveat; the 
words “have filed” are to lie construed ns meaning “haxe on file”: 
Croft v. Whiting, 14 W.L.R. 634.

A plan, of record in the Winnipeg land titles office, set forth a sub 
division of a tract of land, including parcels numbered 1 to 9. The raven 
tors agreed to buy from the N. I. company parcels 5 and 9; and by their 
caveat, against parcels 4 and 8, claimed “an estate or interest as pur 
chasers under a certain agreement for sale,” describing it. Parcels 4 and 8 
stood in the name of the C. T. company the caveatees. By the |ietition of 
the caxeators, under schedule L. to the Real Pro|ierty Act, they set up 
representations made to them by M., xvho was alleged to control the pro 
party, personally and as a member of the N. I. company, that parcels 4 
and 8 were set apart for a publia street ; that the caveators had bought 
on the faith of such representation; and that they were entitled to a way 
of necessity over parcels 4 and 8. See. 133 of the Act required that the 
caveat shall state the nature of the title, estate, interest, or lien under 
xxhich the claim is made. It was held that the caveat did not comply with 
the requirements of sec. 133, and the petition should be dismissed. As the 
matters set forth in the petition were distinct from the claim set up in th
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Annotation (continued) — Land titles (Torrens system) (8 IV—41) —
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caveat, hoc. HU of the Act would not affect the filing of n certificate of 
fi> prndetui in respect of an action brought by the caveators against the 
ra\eatees to enforce the right claimed in the petition: Be Cass and 
Canada Traders, 20 Man. R. 139, 1.1 W.L.R. 194 (Man.) ; McArthur v. 
(.7ass, 0 Man. L.R. 224, followed.

The appellant, the Uuar Scott Company, filed two caveats against the 
respondent Uuigere'a land, one under a mortgage which was shewn to have 
Ix'cu given in respect of Crown lamia la*fore the issue of the patent, and 
the other a judgment recovered against the respondent under the name of 
(icar as to land of which the respondent was registered as owner under 
the name (Suigere. The respondent served a notée requiring the with
drawal of the caveats, and a summons was taken out by the appellants 
to continue them. On the hearing the Judge in Chambers dismissed the 
summons, without giving any time for bringing an action to maintain the 
rights. If there is any bona fide question of law or equity to lie decided 
as to the right of the caveator to the estate or interest claimed under 
the caveat, such question should lie disposed of in an action, and the 
caveat should be continued for a sufficient time to allow un action to lie 
brought in which to decide such question: Hoar Scott Co. v. Guiyirc, 2 
N.L.K. 374.

A caveat may lie filed under a judgment against land of which the 
debtor was the registered owner under another name, as the land may 
properly be said to be registered in the name of “some other person,” 
and living so registered the judgment creditors had a right to file a 
caveat. The question of whether or not the land was the homestead of 
the respondent and not liable to be charged by the appellants’ judgment 
was not such a question as should properly be determined in summary 
proceeding# under the laind Titles Act: (lour Scott Company v. Guiyerc, 
2 Sask. R. 374.

While a caveator upon an equity of redemption In respect of an 
agreement by the mortgagor to give a second mortgage on demand for the 
price of goods sold to him. may not give the caveator a status to rank 
in respect of surplus proceeds of sale under the first mortgage, he is at 
liberty to take legal proceedings to establish his claim thereon, and an 
application by other parties for distribution of the fund may be postponed 
for a reasonable time to permit an action to be brought by the caveator: 
Be Fishir, 4 8.L.R. 374, 378; Gilbtrt v. Vlltrich, A 8.L.R. 50. A caveat 
is only a notice, not an encumbrance: Gilbert v. UlUrich, A 8.L.K. 50, 17 
W.L.R. 157.

Where a caveateo alleges ns a ground for discharging a caveat that 
he signed the instrument under which the caveator claims under mistake 
and by reason of misrepresentation, the Judge should not «leal with such 
a matter summarily on originating summons umler Land Titles Act, (1 
Kdw. VII. (Alta.) 1900, ch. 24, sec. 91, but should direct further proceed
ings by action or otherwise umler see. 92: Sawyer-Massey Co. v. Dennis, 
1 A.L.R. 125.

A caveat registered in respect of un option for the purchase of land 
which was executed on the Lord’s Day, contrary to C.O. (N.W.T.) 1898, 
ch. 91, sec. 3, as preserved by the Lord’s Day Act, R.8.C. 1906, ch. 153, 
sec. 10, may be vacated and set ashie: F allié v. Dalt hast r, 4 D.L.R. 705.

SASK.

Annotation.

titles —
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Annotation Caveats—Parties entitled to file caveats—‘Caveatable interests."
Sec. 97 off the Alberta Land Titles Act, 0 Edw. VII. eh. 24, dealing

Land 
title* -

with registration by way of caveat, applies only as between persons claim
ing under the same root of title, and, for this purpose, each fresh certificate 
of title constitutes a new root of title: Arnot v. Peterson, 4 D.L.B. 861.

One who first acquires the right to purchase land and files a caveat 
in the land titles office, is entitled to priority in Alberta over a person 
claiming to Ik* a subsequent purchaser: Edgar v. Caskey, 4 D.L.R. 400.

The decision in the latter case was, however, reversed on other ground- 
ailed ing the merits: Edyar v. Caskey (No. 2), 7 D.L.K, 45.

MAN. SWANSON v. McARTHUR et al.

K. B.
1912

Manitoba King's Bench. Mathers, C.J.K.B. November 14, 1912.

1. Motions and orders ($ II—b')—Kx parts order—Order on notice to 
one party only—Rescission.

Nov. 14. Where an extra-provincial corporation, made a <o defendant with 
an individual, obtains an order setting aside the service of proee-i- 
upon it on the ground of want of jurisdiction, and notice of tin- 
application was served on the plaintiff only and not upon the individual 
defendant, the order is as to the latter an ex parte order and is subject 
to rescission us such.

* [Be Doyle and Henderson, 12 P.It. 38. referred to.]
-• Motions and orders ($11—6)—Ex parte orders—Time for motion 

to rescind.
An ex parte order of a referee may be rescinded by himself under 

Manitoba K.B. rule 438 if it appear*, on the motion made to rescind, 
that such ex parte order was improperly made, and this notwithstanding 
that the application to rescind was not made within the four-dav 
limitation of that rule, if" it appears that the interests of the objecting 
party were not affected (Man. K.B. rule 342).

Statement An appeal by one of the defendants from order of a referee. 
The appeal was dismissed.
W. II. Trueman, for plainti<T.
W. C. Hamilton, for defendant.
I). II. Laird, for Eastern Construction Co.

Mit there. CJ. Mathers, C.J.K.B. :—In December, 1909, plaintiff begun an 
action against the defendant McArthur and the Eastern Con 
struction Co. McArthur resides in the Province of Manitoba, 
but the Construction Company is an Ontario corporation, with 
head offices at the city of Ottawa in that province.

McArthur had a contract for the construction of a large 
portion of the National Transcontinental Railway, and he sub 
let a portion of the work to the plaintiff. Subsequently lie 
assigned, it is alleged, his contract for the work so sublet to 
his co-defendant.

The action is brought to recover from McArthur for work- 
done under such sub-contract, but the statement of claim also 
contains this clause:—
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The |ilaintiIV undertook and performed the said work, ineluding varia MAN. 
tioiiR ordered hy the said engineer, and in addition thereto, at the —
request of the defendants, work on said line from station 11 SU to K-
station 1200, at the rates and prices provided for in said agreement, 
and the whole of said work was completed on December 7, 1908. Swanson

The plaintiff claims for the whole work against Me Arthur. McArthub.
but claims for the work done between stations llHli and 120() a ----
against the Construction Company, if it should he considered Msthers'rJ‘ 
that such work was done at the request of the company, and 
for that company alone. In the prayer a claim is made against 
McArthur, and in the alternative, against the Construction 
Company.

McArthur, on the 11th February. 1910, tiled a statement of 
defence, in which, amongst other things, he claims relief over 
against his co-defendant, the Construction Company.

The Construction Company g been served, moved to set 
aside the service and to strike their names out of the statement 
of claim on the ground that they were not proper parties to 
the action and were not subject to the jurisdiction of the Court, 
and on the 1st of March, 1910, an order was made by the 
referee in the terms asked for.

Notice of this application had been served on the plaintiff, 
but not upon McArthur. Subsequently, when the order was 
served upon McArthur, lie moved to rescind it. and on the 10th 
June, 1910. an order was made by the referee rescinding his 
former order. From this latter order the Construction Com
pany appeal.

On the statement of claim as framed the Construction Com
pany was, in my opinion, a proper party to the action, and 
therefore there was jurisdiction to serve them with a statement 
of claim out of Manitoba under sub-see. (g) of rule 201.

The Construction Company, however, contend that the 
referee had no jurisdiction to rescind his own order. If I ho 
order is not to he regarded as an ex parte order, I think that 
contention would he correct: Re Hoi/h v. Henderson, 12 1MI.
38.

An ex parte order may lie set aside upon an made
within four days from the time of its coming to the notice of 
the party affected, under rule 438. As to the defendant 
McArthur, this order was, in my opinion, an ex parte order, 
and the referee had jurisdietion to rescind it under this last 
mentioned rule.

It is said, however, that the application was not made within 
the four days prescribed, and that no order was made extending 
the time. Under rule 342:—

It shall not Ik* necessary to give effect to any objection on the ground
of irregularity if it shall appear that the interests of the party object
ing arc not and will not lu» affected by such irregularity.

0
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Swanson
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This objection was apparently taken before the learned 
referee, and he did not give effect to it, no doubt upon the 
ground that the interests of the objecting party were not affected. 
I think the referee was right in so dealing with the objection.

The appeal will, therefore, be dismissed with costs in the 
cause to the defendant McArthur in any event.

Appeal dismissed.

SASK.

iTc!
1912

Nov. 23.

HAVNF.R v. WEYL.
(Decision No. 2.)

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Haultain, C.J., Lamont, and Brown, JJ.
November 23, 1912.

1. Principal and agent (§11 A—8)—Agent’s authority to secure pur 
CHASER FOR LAND—RIGHT TO CONCLUDE AGREEMENT FOR HALE- 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

One who entern into poHHesnion of land under an agreement for it* 
purchase made by an agent of the owner, which wns not satisfactory 
to tho latter, cannot obtain specific performance of tho agreement where 
the agent had authority only to secure a purchaser and not to enter 
into a contract for the sale of the property.

[Ilamer v. IVeyl, 0 D.L.R. 141, affirmed. 1

Statement An appeal by the plaintiffs from judgment dismissing 
action, Havner v. MV i/I, 5 D.L.R. 141.

The appeal was dismissed.
J. A. Allan, for appellants.
M. V. Bigelow, for respondents.

Haultain, C.J.:—This is an action for the specific perform 
a nee of an alleged agreement for the sale of land accompanied 
by alleged acts of part performance.

The agreement is claimed to have been made between the 
plaintiffs and one II. Westergaard, as the agent of the defend
ant. The transaction was brought about as the result of certain 
correspondence between the defendant and Westergaard, which 
will la* more particularly referred to.

A large amount of correspondence which took place before 
tho 21st April, 1911, need not be referred to, as it contains in 
effect nothing but repented requests from the defendant to Wes
tergaard to sell the land in question for him at the best possible 
price and repeated and consistent refusals by Westergaard to 
awume the responsibility imposed by what he terms in a letter 
to the defendant “your carte blanche power of attorney.”

For the purposes of this action the correspondence, in my 
opinion, begins with the following letter from Westergaard to 
the defendant:—
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Mr. ( has. 0. Weyl, 
Miunciska, Minn.

Miicoun, Sank., April 21, 1911.

Dear Sir,—I have your reply to my wire of to-day, tolling me to 
close «leal at best price obtainable at your expense, but this is a respon
sibility I <lo not care to assume. When I wired you this forenoon I 
had what I thought a prospective buyer, a man who was looking for 
a piece of land at a snap and took him out to look over the place. Wo 
found, however, that the place is in a «Ivplorablo condition, completely 
covered with weeds, and that in order to get any benefit out of tho 
land at any time it would h: ve to be summer fallowed, as seeiling it 
for a crop this year is out of the question. Another drawback is the 
fact that there arc no men nrouml there who are able to rent the land 
and work it in any kind of ilei'ent shape. Downing cannot hamlle it, 
nor Weed, and there is no one else there or arouml. To summer fallow 
it would mean a cash outlay of $4(Kf, and in another year an owner 
would l>e up against the same proposition of finding a man to work it, 
in order to get any returns from it, and this, as I have explaine«l, is 
a difficult matter. The surrounding country, as you know, is poorly 
settled, and this makes it so har<l to do anything with the lund. Home 
of the men who bad laml there is sold out this spring, among them 
George Wet more, who had the south-east of 30-5-9, with 126 acres 
broken, considerable summer fallowed, and buildings in which he lived, 
lie sold for $1,600 cash, ami it is a good quarter. Last week Georgo 
kludge, who ha«l the land clear, sold thé 8.W. of 10-6 9 for $1,400 
cash, so you see from that what land in that neighbourhood brings. It 
is a pity that it is so, but that fact remains. For some reasons pro 
epective buyers don’t like that locality, partly, I presume, because 
there are so much vacant land between there ami town. I had expected 
a more definite reply to my wire, as I was not able to close any deal 
on what you said, and I don’t see why you should leave a matter of 
some importance to you, to me, a stranger, who might have taken 
mlvantage of your carte blanche power of attorney, so to speak ; as 
mentioned before, I would not assume the responsibility. I pressc«l this 
party for an offer that I couhl submit to you, ami tho very best he 
would do was $1,600 cash, us it will require considerable cash to put 
the land in shape. A «bled to this is the fact that unless something is 
done to the land soon, the municipality will have the weeils cut and the 
expense charge*! up against the land, ns its present condition is a detri 
ment to the whole neighbourhood I have personally taught laml within 
seven miles of town for $H an acre, improved, an«l recently taught 
another quarter for $1,400, but I »m not in the market now, haven't 
got the cash.

Have you the title to this land, ami is it clear, or is there u mort 
gage on it! I did not think it necewwry to waste any more money 
on telegrams, as the matter couhl not ta explained in a few words, 
but you can let me know on receipt of th s letter what you want to 
do. If there is to ta a deal, it will have t be done right away, as 
this party is likely to be able to pick up som. bing at any time, ami 
he was not over anxious even at the price offered, ho is looking for only 
one quarter. I showed him one half section two and a half miles from

SASK.

sTc.
1912

Havneb

Haultaln, G.J.
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SASK. town, 258 acre» under cultivation, that the owner was needing to da

S. C.
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which he offered at #20 an no re with half crop, hut it required a little 
more money than this party had to invest at the present time. 1 also 
spoke to the young man 1 had reference to in my letter, he did not

Wktl

rare to consider it, as he linds it very difficult to interest people in 
that direction, and he knows the condition of the land, lie referred 
to the considerable outlay of money that would lie necessary, and l>.\

llaultikin. C.J, the way, he is the party that bought the two quarters referred to for 
*l.tAH) and #1.400 respectively, lie don’t list land, but buys it out 
right, and lieing on the ground and familiar with practically the cnlir- 
district and knowing the condition of the prospective sellers, are able 
to buy at prb es that may seem small.

1 will make no suggestions as to what you ought to do. 1 haw 
explained at some the conditions prevailing, and you will ha
to make up vour mind accordingly. What 1 have stated are the fart', 
and to me jiersonally it makes no difference what you decide to d<> 
but as you showed your confidence in me, 1 want to retain it by stating 
the case clearly.

Yours truly,
11. Wk.stkkiiaari>.

Following this letter, the subjoined correspondence took 
place between Wvatergaard and the defendant :—

Minneiska, Minn., April 24th, 15*11.
Mr. II. Westergaard,

Macoun, Husk.
hear Sir,—Your very courteous letter of the 21st received to d.i>

I am very sorry the land is in such condition. You know 1 had put su 
much confidence in Mr. Vrquhart, n lifelong friend, and depended on 
his judgment, which was short in regard to Mr. Weed.

As it is now,, I will consider it a great |iersonnl favour to sell tin- 
land at figures you mention, sixteen hundred, and I will make out tin- 
pa iters ns soon us 1 know the name of the buyer.

In regard to my wire, it was to rend ‘.‘at my rx|»enae, wire result.”
1 think it ls*st to sell the land at once and the figures or price a box. 

mentioned will be satisfactory. The Toronto tienerul Trusts Co. h:. 
mortgage of live hundred dollars on place. Originally there was eiglu 
hundred dollars of a mortgage, and of this I paid three hundred, so u 
leaves five hundred still unpaid. The interest is due Pecemlier 1st and 
is all paid. Taxes also paid. I appreciate the trouble you have gone 
to more than 1 can express. All 1 can add is, close the deal and 1 
will appreciate the favour.

Very respectfully,
8.K. 34-5 9. chah. (1. WBYL.

Ai**H 2ltth, 1911.
Chas. 0. Weyl,

Minneiska, Minn.
Party referred to buying other land, will take it myself, sixteen him 

dred, five hundred cash, six hundred November on my note 1 tearing six 
per rent, interest, assume mortgage five hundred.

II. WKHTBMOAAMIf.

1
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Miivoim, Sask., April 2Sth,

Mr. ('haR. (1. Weyl,
Minneiskn, Minn.

Dear Hir,—Mince sending you tin* telegram I ho other night, in which 
1 stated I would personally purchase from you the H.K. of .'M-ZMl W. 
2nd for $l,fioo, I have found a party «ho is willing to pay cash, and 
a* I was not particularly anxioua to take it myself, even on the ternia 
atated. ! endow* a transfer for the land, which please aigu a a indi
cated and return to me at your earliest convenience, ao that the deal 
ran lie settled and the money forwarded to you. Pleaae also send me 
the tax receipts and the receipts showing payment made un account 
of the mortgage to the Toronto délivrai Trusts Corp. on which ther<* 
remains unpaid $800 according to your letter. 1‘lease Is* very par
ticular to see that the transfer is executed properly and have the 
notary initial all changes, such as from Province to State, as indi
cated in pencil. A deposit has I aim made liy the purchasers to hind 
the deal, and I agreed to furnish the transfer without delay, as they 
have made arrangements to have the land summer fallowed, which will 
mean a cash outlay for them of about $100, and they naturally don't 
want to have the matter drag along.

I have no doubt you will prefer this deal to the other, as you will 
receive your full equity at once, instead of part cash and the balance 
in the fall.

Yesterday a farm adjoining the town site, with over 100 acres in 
crop, with buildings and improvements valued at $2,."00, sold for $l,loo, 
crop and all.

Your* truly,
11. WtSTKftOAARD.

SASK.

s. c.
1912

Wktl.

Heultatn, C.J.

From this correspondence. ami according to the evidence of 
both Weatergaard and the plaintiff Meflregor, it appears that 
on the 26th April, after the telegram of the tut me day had l teen 
sent, Westergaard entered into a verbal arrangement with the 
plaintilT .M-(Jregor for the sale to the plaintitTs of the land in 
question for the sum of $1,800, not $1,600, as stated by Weater
gaard in his letter to the defendant notifying him of the trans
action. The next day (the 27th) the plaintitTs handed Wea
tergaard a draft for $1,288.78, Iteing the amount of the pur
chase money less $512.62 due for principal and inten*st on the 
mortgage to the Toronto (louerai Trusts Corporation. This 
draft was drawn by Meflregor on his firm at Marengo, Iowa. 
This draft was not accepted by Weatergaard as cash, as he states 
in his evidence as follows :—

I referred to the draft as a deposit in my letter until we had actu
ally received a remittance for the money. It was a draft drawn by 
Mcdregor on his firm, which wns not the actual money. It was not 
placed to my credit until we (the Northern Oown Bank) had a remit
tance for the draft.

Westcrgaard is the manager or agent of the Northern Crown 
hank at Macoun, Sask.
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SASK. The several bank drafts put in at the trial shew that tlv
S. C.
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proceeds of the first draft could not have been actually credited 
to Westergaard at the bank at Macoun until late in the first 
week in May at the earliest. The date of the actual receipt of

Havnkr the proceeds of this draft might be significant if it were neee> 
sary to consider the effect of the alleged acts of part perform
ance which were begun on the 27th April and could only haw

HeulUln. C.J. been continued as such up to the 7th or 8th of May, when the 
plaintiff McGregor admits he was informed of the defendant’s 
refusal to recognize the transaction.

The transfer sent by Westergaard to the defendant for his 
execution states the consideration to be $1,600, and contains 
the following memorandum of incumbrances:—

Incumbrances: Mortgage in favour of Toronto (leneral Trusts Coi 
poration.
The defendant not having acknowledged the receipt of Wes 

tergaard’s letter enclosing the transfer, Westergaard sent him 
the following telegram:—

May 5th, 1911.
Chas. 0. Weyl,

Minneiska, Minn.
Awaiting return signed transfer sent you last Friday. Wire reply.

He Westehuaard.

To this the defendant sent the following reply:—
Minneiska, Minn., May 7th, 1911.

Mr. IÎ. Westergaartl,
Macoun, Bask.

Dear Sir,—At the time the transfer was received the only man in 
this place that could pro|*rly fill it out was sick. A few days later 1 
liegan taking stock and could not leave town to get the transfer filled

We are now moving the stock from this store, and when that is 
completed I can get away for a few «lays. I received your message 
to return the transfer which accompanies this, also payment for your 
message, and if this isn't sufficient please let me know. At the time 
I received your first message 1 was under the impression that the sale 
would be sixteen hundred net, as 1 had written some time ago I thought 
the land ought to lie worth $18 or $20 per acre. That place has cost 
me just $2,300, and to sell for $1,10(1 would be a big drop. I sincerely 
ho|ie this has not put you to any inconvenience, and thanking you for 
the many favours, I remain,

Very respectfully,
Chas. O. Weyl.

Except for a letter from Westergaard to the defendant on 
the 10th May, protesting against his refusal to ratify the deal, 
no further correspondence, apparently, took place, and this 
action was begun on the 12th December, 1911.

On these facts I have no hesitation in coming to the con
clusion that the judgment of Mr. Justice Newlands was correct,
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and that the appeal should lx* dismissed. Westergaard was only 
authorized to accept a specific offer communicated by his letter 
of the 21st April. This was an offer by a man named Kwers. 
and Westergaard, in his evidence at the trial, stated that Kwers 
was the man referred to in both his letter and telegram of the 
21st April and his telegram of the 26th April. Kwers’ offer 
having been withdrawn, Westergaard made an offer on his own 
behalf by his telegram of the 26th April. On the same day 
upon which lie made this offer, and without waiting for a reply 
he made the alleged arrangement with the plaintiffs. Mr. Bige
low contended in his factum and argument that if any sale 
was made to the plaintiffs it was made by Westergaard on his 
own behalf. In this connection the following portions of Wes
tergaard ’s evidence at the trial may be quoted :—

(141) Q. So that statement, “I am about to purchase,M was not 
correctf You had no intention of purchasing—none whatevert A. No,

(151) Q. You never honestly believed that you were the owner of 
the land! A. Not that I wan the owner. 1 believed that my offer would 
lie accepted.

(152) (j. For how long did you believe thatf A. Until I had a 
reply from Mr. Weyl—the time elapsing from the date of my telegram 
until I had a letter from Weyl, in which he declined to sign the 
transfer.

In addition to this Westergaard filed a caveat against the 
land in question on the 17th May, 1912, in which he stated under 
oath that he claimed to be an equitable owner of an estate in 
fee simple in the lands in question under an agreement for sale 
by the defendant to him emliodied in the correspondence almve 
referred to.

In any event Westergaard was either selling to the plaintiffs 
on his own liehalf without any right or as agent for the defend
ant without any authority.

If it were necessary I should lie prepared to find on the 
evidence that no part performance with the knowledge, auth
ority or acquiescence of the defendant has been proved.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

687
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N.B. CLUFF v. BROWN.

sic!
1912

Snc Briinnuiek Supreme Court, Barker, C.J., Landry, McLeod, 
White, and Barry, JJ. April 19, 1912.

1 Courts ($ I A—2)—Jurisdiction ok judos to entertain motion for a
KOREION COMMISSION.

A Judge has jurisdiction to entertain a motion for u foreign com 
mission to take testimony, notwithstanding that the original summons 
had been made htv the registrar of the court and that the application 
should therefore have l*een first made to the registrar.

2. Appeal ($ VJ! II—340)—Interlocutory order for a foreign com mi
SION—1RREOULAK APPLICATION.

Where a motion for a foreign commission is first made to a Judge 
instead of to the registrar of the Court under N. B. rules, order .'I", 
ride 5, and the commission has been issued, an appeal from the order 
will not he entertained merely on the ground that the applicant should 
have been ordered to pay the costs of the irregular application.

Statement Appeal from an order made by McKeown, J., directing that 
a commission be issued to examine a witness at Montreal.

W. /'. Joncs, K.C., for plaintiff, respondent.
A. B. Connell, K.C., for defendant, appellant.

Barker. C.J.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Darker, C.J. :—An order for directions was made in this 

case by the Registrar on the 13th November last. Later an appli
cation was made to McKeown, J.t for an order for a commission 
to examine a witness in Montreal. On hearing the summons 
objection was made to the Judge acting, as the original summons 
had been made by the Registrar and this application must, there 
fore, he made to him by way of notice as provided by rule 
order 30. The Judge, however, made the order and the com 
mission issued. This motion is made to set aside the order and 
commission.

The practice adopted in England as to this rule is thus stated, 
in discussion of the practice under this order 30, in the Annual 
Practice 1912, at p. 460, in the paragraph, “notice for subse
quent directions’’:—

If either party issues an ordinary summons for any interlocutun 
purpose before judgment instead of proceeding by notice under raie 
5, it :m irregular, and may lie dismissed with costs, or if entertained, 
the costs will be given against the party issuing it.

According to this rule, therefore, McKeown, J., shoult^ either 
have declined to act and dismissed the application with costs, or 
if he made the order he should have done so at the applicant’s 
expense. As to the * a jurisdiction to entertain the motion
and make the order, we entertain no doubt. Having made the 
order and the commission having issued, we are not prepared 
to interfere simply because the party was not compelled to pay 
costs. The express language of the rule leaves no doubt as to its

7
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intention and object, and this Court should see that all applica
tions for directions provided for by the nde should be made and 
disposed of under the original summons by a three days' notice 
as the rule directs. There are considerations of convenience as 
well as expense, having no bearing whatever on the question of 

, that render the rule valuable iu practice and make 
its observance desirable in the interests of suitors.

Order 70, rule 1, gives the Court almost, unlimited scope in 
dealing with questions of practice such as this : See per Kay, J., 
in Ucynolds v. Coleman, 86 Ch.l). 408 at 458. As to this present 
motion we think it should la1 disposed of in the same way as was 
done in IFIsraeli Asbestos v. Isaacs, 40 N.B.R. 481, 10 K.L.R. 
117, in which a point similar in principle to that involved here 
came up for discussion.

This motion will be dismissed without costs.

Mot ion (I ism is si d.

STRAYER v HITCHCOCK.

Sank a trhemm Supreme Court, Newlitnds, Lu mont, and Brown, ,1,1.
A - inlo r 23, 1012.

1. Brokers ($ Il B—12)—Real estate agent's commission—Requisites 
OF LIABILITY.

In onler to entitle h real estate agent to eominiKition. he iimut have 
Well the “efficient cause’* of the sale; it is not enough that thero 
wmt an introduction and that such introduction wan a causa sine qua

\Hiiretail v. (Sourie, | 19lO| A.<!. 614, Stratton v. I’action, 44 Can 
KC.R. 30.i, followed; Hoyle v. Crassick, 6 Terr. L.R. 232, Miller v. 
Hartford, 19 Times L.R. fiTS, referred to.]

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the .lodge of 
the District Court of the district of Moose Jaw, in an action to 
recover commission on the sale of certain lands.

The appeal was allowed, and judgment entered for the 
plaintiff.

•V. II. Craig, for appellant.
./ F. Frame, for respondent.

Newlands, J. :—I agree that this appeal should be allowed. 
When the defendant said he would give the plaintiff a coin 
mission of one dollar per acre if he sold the land, he did not, in 
my opinion, give the plaintiff authority to make a sale of the 
land. The interpretation which. I think, should be put upon 
his language is, that if the land was sold to Patterson he would 
give him $1 per acre. The land was subsequently sold to Pat
terson, and partly as a result of the plaintiff’s efforts. The 

44—7 D.L.B.
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SASK. defendant, 1 think, subsequently admitted liability by paying tin
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plaint ill* $100, as this payment is not in any other way accounted 
for.

Hitchcock.

La mont, ,1.: 1 concur in judgment of Drown, #1.

Drown, .I.: This is ai appeal from a judgment of the DU
trict Court .lodge for tile judicial district of Moose Jaw in an 
action for the recovery of commission on the sale of land. The 
property sold was a half section situate near Drinkwater in th 
province, and the plaintif)* was engaged in farming and to sonic 
extent in real estate business at that time. The plaintiff, know 
ing that the defendant owned the land in question and that tli
sante was for sale, on the 16th of January, 1911, shewed the land 
to a prospective buyer of his, one James Patterson. After

eting the land, Patterson and he arranged to go to Moo>. 
Jaw the next day and see the ' , who owned the land
and who resided there. This they did, hut Patterson was not as 
yet aware of the name of the owner. The following i>
Patterson’s version, as given at the trial, of what took place up 
to this time:—

(j. You ure » farmer, retailing »t Drinkwater, Mr. PattersonÎ A. Yes,

And you lire the man that has Iteen spoken about this morning a* 
having bought this half section of land from Mr. Hitchcock? A. Yes,

(j. When diil you first know about this half section of land being 
for sale? A. About the 16th of June, if I remember right.

tj. Ilow did you learn of it? A. Mr. fetrayer rode down to my place 
ami drove over there ami shewed me the land.

Ij. Did you know the owner of the land? A. No. sir, I did not.
Q. You went over »nd examined it? A. Yes.
Ij. Was any urrnngcment made between you and Mr. 8traver.’ 

A. None, no, sir.
tj. 1 don't mean with reference to the purchase; any arrangement 

ns to anything further than looking nt the land? A. No, no'
while wo were looking at the land, but on the way home he said we 
would go to Mooso Jaw next day.

Q. Were you going with him? A. Yes, sir.
Q. For what purpose? A. For to try and liny the land.
(j. Did you know at the time who the owner was? A. No, I del

(J. The real estate men keep that to themselves, 1 suppose, until after 
deals are closed? A. Well, 1 guess they do.

(J. Well, you came to Moose Jaw, you and Mr. Ht rayer ? A. Y«- 
lie intended to drive his horse, but instcml of that 1 drove my team

There is some dispute its to what took place after the parlies 
arrived at Moose Jaw. The trial Judge in his judgment says: 
“I find nil the issues of fact in favour of the defendant.” This 
very summary disposition of the facts does not tend to lessen

6
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ht nil the difficulties of mi appellate Court. Ordimivily this 
would mean that all tin* issues of fart asset out ill the pleadings 
were found favourably to the defendant, it is evident, however, 
that sui*h was not the learned Judge's intention here, because by 
his pleadings the defendant denies that any sale whatever was 
made to Patterson -a fart which at the trial all parties admitted 
I am of opinion that what the Judge meant was that where 
there was any cyntliet between the versions of the parties as 
to what took place, he accepted the defendant’s version rather 
than that of the plaintiff. Accepting, therefore, the defendant’s 
version as being the correct one, we find that before noon on 
the 17th of June the plaintiff and Patterson came to the 
defendant’s office, and upon the plaintiff wanting to know the 
defendant’s price of the land in question, to use the defendant’s 
own language, we find the following took place:—

I was very busy that day, and I quoted him a prive on the land, and 
terms, and then they went out and eamt hack again and made an 
appointment for the afternoon, after dinner, and when they were going 
out Mr. »St rayer stepped hack and told me who he w as, and he says : 
“If I sell this land, will you give me a commission ?” And I says, 
“What do you want?” And he says, “A dollar an nere.'’ And 1 
says yes, I would. They went out and they came hack later on and we 
further discussed the buying of the land, and it finally wound up by 
Mr. Patterson refusing to buy the land, that the price was too high 
They left the ofliee, and I never saw Mr. Ht rayer until after the land 
was sold.

SASK.

S.C.
1012

Hitchcock.

The plaintiff and Patterson left the defendant’s office and 
t\ent home together. Patterson had evidently not given up his 
idea of purchasing the farm, for on the following day he, with 
his wife, made a further inspection of the farm. Upon being 
asked as to why he went, lie said in his evidence :—

A. Well, I was interested in the land and wanted to buy it if 1 
could buy it for t\hat 1 thought it was worth.

(J. So you took your wife with you f A. Yes.
(J. And did she get interested in it I A. Yes, she wanted me to buy 

it even at that price, and I thought it ought to be ul*out *0.1 an acre— 
that is what I thought the prive of it was.

(j. Did you ever go and look at the land lignin f A. Yes, I rode 
over on horseback again.

IJ. Ho you were still interested in it? A. Yes, I was.
CJ. Could not get it out of your mind ? A. Well, I kind of wanted 

it, but it was a little bit high.

The plaintiff did not cease in his endeavour to influence 
Patterson to buy the farm, for we find that subsequently, mid 
in the same month, he saw Patterson, still urging him to buy 
the farm. The following is his evidence on that point :—

A. I simply told him 1 would like to set* him get this place because 
it was close to town, and farms close to town nre hard to get, not many
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SASK. for sale. I tolil him if he could make the deal for the place he would
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like it.
(j. That was in the month of June! A. That was June.
<j. And as far as you are concerned there was nothing more to do

Hitchcock.

with this property or the selling of itf A. I did not have am 
further conversation with Mr. Patterson after the month of June until 
he bought the property from Mr. Hitchcock.
Early in August Patterson came to Moose Jaw to see th< 

defendant in reference to the farm, the following being his 
evidence on that point :—

A. 1 came up to see about working it down, and to see if he had 
made any different price on it, but we did not say anything at all ; i 
did not to him, nor he to me. We did not say anything that 1 can 
remember of about buying; we talked about working the land down, 
and ho was to meet me.

Q. Did you make any bargain ns to working the land down ? A. No. 
not in his office. Mr. Hitchcock was to meet me on Saturday, at two 
in tho afternoon on his farm down there. We made a bargain to work 
the land down at a dollar an acre.

Ills Honour: What do you mean by “working the land down”? 
A. Double discing.

Mr. Craig: Did that deal ever go through! A. No; wo drove out 
over tho land; he talked to sell it to me; he talked of discing, and I 
said, “Double discing !” and he said, “Disc it crossways,” and 1 
said, “If this was my farm I would double disc it,” and he said. 
“Let me sell it to you and disc it any way you want.”

(j. And you talked about buying! A. Yes; ho told me to think it 
over and let him know on Monday, and I did so, and bought it.
The defendant’s evidence in this connection is as follows:—

. . . They left my office and I never saw Mr. Straycr until 
after tho land was sold, and I did not see Mr. Patterson until the 
second occasion when he came up into my office and I did not recogniz*- 
him. He told me who he was, and he said he wanted to get sour 
work on the land of discing it, and I told him I had not seen the land 
since it was ploughed up, but I would go down and meet him on the 
following Saturday for the purpose of looking over the land and have 
it disced. I did go down on the Saturday and met him there in the 
afternoon. We drove over the land together in his wagon and came 
back to tho house, where I had my car waiting, and we discussed 
nothing at that time but working the land. Just before leaving— I 
don’t know whether I mentioned the fact that he should buy it or bl
asted me if I would not sell it, but, however, the conversation was 
opened up lad w een us, and I quoted him a price on it and told him he 
had better think it over and talk it over with his wife und let me know 
on Monday whether he was going to work the land or going to buy it. 
On the Monday morning he appeared in my office in Moose Jaw and 
bought tho land.

About the 22nd of August the plaintiff saw the defendant 
with reference to his commission on the sale of the land, when 
the following conversation took place, that is, as given by tin 
plaintiff, but its correctness is not disputed by the defendant :
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A. I asked him about my eommisaion on the sale of the land by him 
to Mr. Patterson, and he said that he had entirely forgotten me in the 
transaetion when he elosed the deal with Mr. Patterson, and I recalled 
our conversation that I had previous to the time that 1 took Mr. Pat 
terson in that first day, and he admitted it all, but he said he had 
completely forgotten me at the time he made the sale to Mr. Patterson, 
my having anything to do with the deal. After a little further con
versation 1 told him I thought I was entitled to all my commission 
because 1 had In ought him a man who had bought the farm, lie said 
he would like a little time to think it over, lie seemed to be fair, and 
I asked him how much time. He said he would like a few days, and 
I told him I would make it a week, but I would want to hear from 
him, and that 1 thought I had earned my commission.

This, as it appears to me, briefly gives a statement of the facts 
in accordance with the findings of the trial Judge, and in tin- 
most favourable light from the defendant’s point of view. The 
trial Judge, in finding against the plaintiff's claim, was evidently 
of the opinion that the plaintiff's bargain was to sell the land, 
lie says :—

I have no doubt whatever thut the plaintiff, when ho saw the 
defendant at his ollive, wanted to know what commission the defendant 
would allow him if the plaintiff sold the land. The plaintiff already 
had a purchaser for the land, and knew that the purchaser was in the 
city, and this fact seems to me to corroborate the defendant’s version 
of the contract, that the plaintiff’s contract was to sell the land, not 
to find a purchaser for it.

The language used under the circumstances did not. in my 
judgment, require or authorize the plaintiff to sell the land 
that is, the plaintiff was not authorized to execute or enter into 
a contract of sale on behalf of the defendant. It was rather, 
in effect: “If your man Patterson will buy this land on my 
terms I will allow you a commission of one dollar per acre.” 
Sec Boyle v. Orassick, 6 Terr. L.H. 232, 2 W.L.R. 284. On this 
contract is the plaintiff entitled to his commissionT The test 
is, Was the plaintiff “an efficient cause of the sale”? Biurhcll 
v. (Jowrie ct al., [1910] A.C. 614: Stratton v. Vachon, 44 Can. 
SC.R. 395. A mere introduction is not enough. It is not even 
sufficient to shew that the introduction was a causa sine qua non ■ 
Miller v. Radford, 19 Times L.H. 575; Wilkinson v. Marlin, 8 ('. 
and P. 1. In this case, however, there was much more than 
an introduction. The plaintiff had shewn Patterson the land 
and influenced him to buy, and had brought him into touch with 
the owner. It is true this was not done in pursuance of any 
contract, because the plaintiff has not ils yet even seen the 
defendant. It was rather in anticipation of a contract. It no 
doubt influenced the defendant in agreeing to pay a commission 
and made more valuable the services which the plaintiff subs • 
fptently rendered pursuant to the contract. The plaintiff, after 
making the contract with the defendant, brought Patterson, his
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intending purvlnwr, to the defendant's office again, when I Nil 
teraon ai d the defendant had an opportunity of discussing, and 
did discuss, I lie tenus of sale, and the plaintiff subsequently 
continued to urge Rat tenon to purchase the property. It is to 
my mind clear that 1’atterson did not abandon the idea of pur 
chasing. He says so himself. The very next day he went to 
see the land again. Iiecaiwe, as lie says, I was interested in tIn
land and wanted to buy it, if I could buy it for what I thought 
it was worth. And when he subsequently went to Moose dan 
to see the defendant aland discing, he still, according to his 
evidence, had the idea of purchasing the land in his mind. 
Moreover the defendant, in his interview with the plaintiff in 
August, after the sale had taken place, did not n e the
plaintiff's claim for a commission; he simply stated that lie had 
forgotten the plaintiff in the transaction. There certainly was 
not such a length of time intervening as to justify him in for
getting. The defendant further admitted liability by paying 
$100 on account. I a in of opinion that the plaintiff was. within 
the meaning of the authorities, an efficient cause of the sale, 
and that he is entitled to his commission of one dollar per acre. 
There are three hundred and thirteen acres in the land sold, 
and the plaintiff has already received $100 on account. Tin- 
appeal should Ik* allowed with costs, the judgment of the Court 
Mow reversed, and judgment entered for the plaintiff in the 
Court Mow for $213, and his ctwts of action.

Appeal allow (I.

UNION BANK v. MacCULLOUGH.

.1 Iberia Nuprnnc Court, Walnh, J. May 21, 1912.

1. Bills ami mites i | IV—80)—Promissory mite—Presentation—Ki
EKVT or NON PRESENTATION AM TO (o) LIAUILITY ; (6) WHIM.

Presentation of a promissory note is not wcessury to Imlil tlu
ma kt-r. and tile holder may sue the maker, without presenting it, 
hut if it ap|s-ars that there were funds available at the phee of pat 
ment tin» costs may la* awarded against the plaintiff in an action on 
the 4|ote.

|fVro«as v. Canadian Uuardimn l.ifr /«*. Co., 17 O.L.R. 21MI. fol 
lowed; Bills of Exchange Act. R.N.C. I IIMNii eh. 119. see. 183; Jtobrrf 
ton v. \orlh-trett It r g inter Co., Id W.I*R. 913; Jouet V. England, fi 
w LB IS iwferrvd t". I

2. Bills anii notes (| IV—80)—Promissory note—Presentment—When
1‘AYAHI.K AT CERTAIN BANK. lll TY IMINIKEII THEREON.

Where a promissory mite matures payable at a branch hank, which 
is then the holder thereof, its only duty is to hold the note at the 
place of payment ready for surrender to the maker ii|*m payment, or 
to charge it to his account if there is to his credit at such branch 
Iwnk enough money to pay it.

A^D
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:i. Bills and noted ( 8 VIII—1 .*>8 )—Oral aureemem to hi new —Kxdor
BEE A PARTY.

An iigi'wim-iit set up liy tin* mnkvr of u promissory notv that Inith 
tliv original puyvv ami tin» plaintilF endoraee had agm»d livfnrv tin- 
note was given to grant a rem-wal thereof at maturity, hilt not uvid- 
eneed liy any writing. d<n-s not dise lose a defem-e entitling the defen 
dant to proceed to trial, where the plaintiffs claim has been verified in 
the manner required for summary judgment.

4. Evidence ( g VI F—.î44o)—Promissory note—Verrai, aureemem he-
FORK NOTE MADE) TO RENEW SAME.

All alleged oral agreement made prior to the making of a promissory 
not) by which the payee and the proposed endorsee were to renew it 
at maturity for a further fixed |s-riod. cannot Is* shewn in contradic
tion of the effect of the note itself so as to extend the time for pay
ment.

Application by the plaintiff for an order striking out the 
defence and appearance and for summary judgment on the 
ground that there is no defence to the action.

The application was granted.
Dclioussy, for plaintiff.
J. Mack, for defendant.

W.XL8H, J. :—Two possible defences are suggested by the de
fendant. One is that the plaintiff has not proved that the note 
was presented for payment. The note is payable “at the Union 
Bank, Didshury,” that being the branch of the bank at which 
it was negotiated by the payee Morgan. The affidavit of the 
manager of the Didshury branch on this point is that “the said 
note was- duly presented for payment.” The defendants affi
davit states that he does not remember where the note was made 
payable, hut it was never presented to him personally for pay
ment and he has no knowledge of any presentation having been 
made.

My view of sub-sec. 2 of see. 183 of the Bills of Exchange 
Act is that presentation is not necessary to hold the maker of 
a note. I am not aware of any decision of our own Court on 
the question, Hut conflicting judgments have been given in some 
of the other provinces. In Ontario, Mr. Justice Riddell held in 
Freeman V. Canadian Guardian, 17 O.L.R. 296, that presenta
tion was not necessary and in Manitoba Mr. Justice Cameron 
held the same way in Uobertson v. Sorth West Ifu/ister, 13 W. 
L it. 613, while Mr. Justice Richards in the same ease held the 
other view*. Mr. Justice Newlands in Jams v. Knt/tand, f> W. 
L.R. 83, held that presentation is necessary and there are judg
ments of the Nova Scotia and British Columbia Courts on the* 
point. 1 think that the holder of a note may sue the maker 
without presenting it for payment, hut if it appears that there 
wen* funds available at the place of payment which would have 
been applied in payment of it if it had been presented, the Court
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might ami doubtless would, award the costs of the action against 
the plaintiff. This is, in my opinion, the true meaning of the 
rider to this sub section. In any event, I should hold upon the 
material before me that the note was presented for payment 
The note was held at maturity at the place where it is payable. 
I do not know exactly how the bank would present the note to 
itself for payment. I should think that its only duty would be 
to hold the note at the place of payment ready for surrender to 
the defendant upon payment being provided for, or to charge it 
up to the defendant's account if there was to his credit at this 
branch enough money to pay it. It surely should not Ik* neces
sary for one of the clerks to go through the form of presenting 
it to another of the clerks or the manager and demanding pay
ment of it, and there is no pretenee here that there was funds 
at the Union Rank, Didsbury, for payment of the note.

The other defence is that the note was given to the payee 
Morgan on the express condition that the same should be re
newed at maturity until December, 1912, and that before the 
note was made, the then manager of the plaintiff's Didsbury 
branch agreed to grant such renewal. There is no proof or even 
suggestion that there is any writing evidencing this arrange 
ment, and 1 do not think that any effect can be given to an 
agreement of this kind which is wholly verbal.

The order will go striking out the appearance and defence 
and giving the plaintiff leave to enter up judgment for the 
amount sued for with interest and costs.

Application granted.

LOFFMARK v ADAMS.

Ilrilish Columbia Com I of ApproI, Macdonald, CJ.A., Irving, Marlin, and 
CaUiht'r, JJA. November ft, 1912.

1. Evidence (6119—108)—Pbksumptions—Xeoliuence cavsixu death.
In an action fur damage* fur negligence, eu using death, the |ier*onal 

representative, suing under Ixird Campbell's Act. must shew more 
than the omission by the defendant employer of a statutable duty to 
guard the machinery; he must prove also that the fatal accident was 
occasioned by the negleet of the statutory duty, and where there was 
no witness of the aeuident, nor was there any evidence from which an 
inference could lie drawn from the position of the body or otherwise 
that the neglect of the statutory duty was the cause of death, the 
action must lie dismissed.

[f'onndian Coloured Colton Mills v. Kervin, 20 Can. S.C.R. 478. 
applied; Crand Trunk It. Co. v. Ilriffilh, 45 Van. S.C.R. 380, and 
Hiransra Vale v. Iticc, 110121 A.C. 230, referred to.]

2. Trial (8 1IC8—110)—Evidence consistent with existence or non-
EX18TENCE OF NEUUOKNCB—WITHDRAWAL FROM JURY.

In an action for negligence, where the evidence for the plaint HT is 
equally consistent with the existence or non existence of negligence, it 
is not competent for the judge to leave the case to the jury. (Per 
Irving. J.A.)
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Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Hunter, C.J. 
B.C., in an action for damages for negligence.

The appeal was dismissed.
•S'. 8. Taylor, K.C., for appellant.
Armour, for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A. :—1 am unable to see any distinction 
between this case and that of The Canadian Coloured Cotton 
Mills Co. v. Kcrvin, 29 Can. K.C.R. 478. It would be hard to 
find two eases in which the essential facts are more alike.

It follows that I am bound to dismiss this appeal.

B. C.

C. A.
1012

Lome ARK

Macdonald,
O.J.A.

Irving, J.A.:—I would dismiss this appeal. Where the min*.j.a. 

evidence is equally consistent with either view, that is, of the 
existence or non-existence of negligence, it is not competent for 
the Judge to leave the case to tin* jury. It was argued that the 
balance of probability is in favour of the plaintiff’s ease, but it 
is well to remember, as the Lord Chancellor pointed out in 
Swansea Vale v. Hier., [1912] A.C. 239, that before you van 
weigh probabilities you must have some foothold or ground in 
comparing and balancing probabilities at their respective values, 
and as Meredith. J., pointed out in Graham v. Grand Trunk ll.
Co. (1911), 25 O.L.'R. 429, jurors are not at liberty to draw on 
their imagination.

Martin, J.A. :—After a careful consideration of the facts Minin, j.a. 
in this case as compared with those in Canadian Coloured Cotton 
Mills v. Kcrvin* (1899), 29 Can. S.C.R. 478, 25 A.It. 36, 28 
O.R. 73, I find myself unable to put the case for the plaintiff at 
bar upon a stronger ground, seeing that in the Kcrvin case, the 
jury bad negatived the contention that the deceased bad dis
obediently or negligently crossed the trench on two planks, 
thereby n ig it impossible for me to distinguish the principle 
upon whic. at case was decided from the present.

It follows that the appeal must be dismissed.

Galliukr, J.A. :—This case seems on all fours with Kcrvin oiiiiher. j.a. 
v. Canadian (Coloured Cotton Mills Co., 29 Can. S.C.R. 478, and

•The head note of the case of Canadian Coloured Col Ion Mills Co. v. 
Kcrvin, '20 Van. S.C.R. 47#. i* as follows:—

K., a workman in a cotton mill, wan killed by Ix-ing caught in a revolv
ing shaft and da idled against a beam. No one saw the accident, and it 
could not h* ascertained how it occurred. In an action by bin widow and 
infant children a gamut the company the negligence charged was want of 
a fence or guard around the machinery, which ealined the death of K.. 
contrary to the provision* of the Workmen'* Vompenaation Acf. Held 
( G Wynne. ,f., di«*cntingi. that whether the omission of such statutable 
duty could or could not form the basis of an action at common law. the 
pi amt ill* could not recover in the absence of evidence that the negligence 
charged was the cill*c of the accident.
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iilthougli the vit-WH expressed in tin* later ease of Grand Trnnt 
//. ('o. v. Griffith, 4Ô Can. S.C.It. ÎIHO, seem to be somewhat at 
variance with the judgment in the hrrvin ease, it may he dis 
tinguiahahle on tlit* fact*.

The facta and circumstances here are almost identical with 
the Ixirrin case, and as that case was not cited or referred to in 
Grand Trunk A\ Co. v. Griffith, 4Ô Can. K.C.R. .'{SO, nor so far 
as I am aware its authority <|uestioned, I feel myself hound hy 
that decision.

The appeal should he dismissed.

A fi/nal dis in i ssi d.

CAN.

Kx. C.
1912

Nov. 4.

PICKELS v. THE KING.

Kfchnjucr Court of Cnnaita, A miette, J. Sot member 4. 1912.

1. Pi.kAiuxu 18 I N—114)—Amkxiimkxt to i'ktitiun or biuiit—-Land
DAMAOKM.

Where » |wtition of right to recover from the Crown compensalion 
for liiml taken and for resulting damages to property hy reason of 
the erection of ice piers on ami opposite the auppliant's iainl. makes 
a claim Imth for the value uf the laud taken and for damages, an 
amendment at the close of the case claiming the value of the land 
taken and ottering to waive expropriation proceedings and convey to 
the Crown the land taken upon a certain sum lieing paid over to the 
suppliant as compensation for the land, is unnecessary and will Is*

2. Hariioi kh (8 1—•'»)—Public iiariumh—Wiiat amounts to.

A place does not necessarily In....me a “public harbour,” within the
meaning of section I (18 of the It.X.A. Act, 18417, I «cause public moncx • 
had h«s»n expended by the Federal government at that plais* and 
several government wharves Are situated there.

[Fi*hrrien Cane, 118981 A.C. 7<HI, applied.)

3. Cm his t fi III It—20(1 )—Kxuiikqukh uourt ok Canada—Jurisdiction
to award dam auks por takinii ok land kor ivk mi»—Tin Kx
riicqi KH Court Act, hk.vm. ID, 20.

The Kxchispier isuirt of Canada has jurisdiction to award damagi - 
for the taking of pro|ierty by the Crown for the purpose of erecting 
an ice pier on riparian land, by virtue of sub-section ( h | of section 
20 of the Kxcheipier Court Act (Can.), providing for claims “against
the Crown for damage to property injuriously ulfeeted by ............ ..
struct ion of any public work." and section ID of the same Act, giving 
the court jurisdiction where “the land of the subject is in the |m»« 
session of the Crown."

4 Damaukm (6 III LI—2.11)—Taking ok property kor ivk pier—Mi \mi hi
OK DAMAOKM.

Where the Crown erects an iis* pier on land of a riparian owner, the 
measure of damages, under the i.xpropriation Act. R.N.C. I Dim, cli. 
14,1, in addition to the value of the land taken, is comfMUiaation for 
injurious alfeetion to the remainder of the property.
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Km INK NT I SWAIN I g I I) :t -till I DaMAOKH t'MIKM Km'Kui-hiatiun Act 
KHKCTIOX Oh III I'lKIt holt IIAHIIOIII DxMAi.K TO X KNHM. IXH.MII 

I Nil WITH I'lKK—N Klil.lliKXCK. IN I.Al'Nt IIINU.
Where tin* oW’iiiT of rii'iirimi l.m-l n|><>n xyIumv Inn.I tlie 4'rnwn erect* 

mi lev |ii«‘F Iwininv* viiliilvil In «lamage* umlvr tIn* Kx|iro|iriiilion Art, 
K.N.C. Illuil. vli. Ii:l. fur injurious atVvctiim to tliv rviuaimlvr of hi» 
|iru|N-rly. lie ninnul cluiin ns onv of tin* item*. «lamage* mislaiiMil by 
ii'iison of it volli-ion of onv of his vvssvln with tliv pier in iini'slion 
while tliv v«***vl wns In'ing launched, whvrv it ii|i|iviirs from Ihv will 
vins' tlinl earn whs not «'xervisvil in tin* launching.

It. W.XTK.R.H I 8 II A—"til — UllillTM OK KII’ARIAN OWNKK II.XMAOKH holt TAK 
I Nil ol I'Kul'hKTV KoK KKKVTIoN Oh I'M M 1 NTKHh KKI Nil WITH OWNUl'H

A ri|iarian oxvncr. u jurr mil urn, is enlitlvil not only to tin- in* of 
tliv w itvr for iloiiivstic |Uir|»osvs. but to tliv l ight of iivccmh to amt 
from thv riv«*r from his pn>|icrty or whnrvv* vrvi'tvil thvri'on. nu-l if 
|iivrs arc crwlvil on or nliout his |iro|ivrty. ami his riparian rights 
nrv abriilgvil or takvn away, hv is vniitlvil to mui|H'iisntioii for tliv

|A'l'a/t hi «>»»</«»#’ ('nsr. I App. <'n*. <1112; Mmilt v. t'ily of Toronto, <1 
I). Lit. là-. 27 O.LK. I. referred Ui.|

7. Damaufh (8 MIL I—2311—Mkxhckk ok ihiii'KNm xtiun koh taki.no 
OK I'ROCKRTY KllK UK I'lKK—DxMAI.KH INIIKKKNT TO LA Nil,

Whvrv thv oxxTH-r "f rip irian In ml livvontvs vntitlvil, umlvr tliv Kx 
propria!ion Act, It.SC. limit, oh. 113. to iiimpcrtsation for injurious 
alTi'i'lion to his projivrty. livcaiiwv of tliv vrvction of an in* pivr up«in 
his Inml. tliv ilamagv* that hv is vntitlvil to recover are auvh as are 
inlivrvnl to thv laml ami not to thv |ier*<>n or to thv biisinvss «if tue

The Niippliunt brought his petition of right to recover from 
the respondent tin» sum of $20,000, as coin pensa lion for land 
taken and for damages to his property resulting from the erec
tion of ice piers on and opposite his land and premises. lie 
alleged in his petition of right, that lie was, since the 12th De
cember, 1908, the owner and occupier of a certain lot of land 
and premises situate in the town of Annapolis Royal, fronting 
upon the Annapolis river, and including the shore Imtwccn high 
and low water marks: that he had established and built a ship
building plant on the said premises, and carried on there the 
business of building ships; and further that when he acquired 
the land he contemplated constructing a wharf on a portion 
tlicr<*of, and using a portion as a lumber yard, shipping lumber 
therefrom over and from this wharf, and carrying on a general 
wharf and shipping business. The said lands, he alleged, by 
reason of their nature, situation ami location, are only and 
solely or chiefly adapted and suitable as a site for a shipbuild
ing plant, lumber yard and wharf and a business to lm carried 
on in connection therewith.

He further stated in his pleading that between the 1st June, 
1910, and the Mist Deeemlmr, 1910, a public work, w 'bin the 
meaning of the Exchequer (’ourt Act, consisting of three ice 
piers wen* constructed ami erected by the Crown upon the bed 
and shore of the said Annapolis river in front of his land.
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fronting on the said river—one of the piers being so constructed 
and erected upon his land lietween high and low water marks, 
and two others in front of and in close proximity to his land ami 
premises. And he further alleged that by reason of the con
struction of the said piers lie has subsequently been unable tu 

This Kino, make use of his shipbuilding plant, or to build or launch vessels
----- there; or to carry on business of a lumber yard, or shipping btisi
• emon ne8g> or j0 ,.mq a wharf on his land which has become, and is 

rendered wholly unsuitable for many purposes for which ii 
would !>c adapted, and otherwise used if the said piers luiil not 
been constructed, including the purposes of the various busi
nesses already mentioned. lie concludes by alleging that his 
land has become and is very injuriously affected and greatly 
reduced in value by reason of the construction of the piers.

The Crown, by its plea, denied that the suppliant has 
suffered any loss or damage, and adds if he has suffered any 
such loss or damage, no action lies in respect of the same as 
against the Crown. And the Attorney-General further says, 
that, if any ice piers were constructed by the Crown, one of Un
said piers was already erected and the location of the others 
clearly indicated at the time the suppliant became the purchasn- 
of the land mentioned in his petition of right, and that the luml 
occupied by the said piers had been so taken or appropriated by 
the Crown in the interest and for the improvement of naviga 
tion, and the suppliant’s title, if any, was and is subject to the 
construction and maintenance upon the said land of the said ice 
piers. And the Attorney-General further says that the petition 
of right discloses no cause of action against the Crown.

F. 8. Roger», K.C., for suppliant.
J. A. McLean, K.C., and //. Rugglcs, for Crown.

Audrttr, j. Audette, J. :—The suppliant bought the property in ques
tion in this case on the 12th December, 1908, for the admitted 
sum of $1,050. The lmundary of his property (as will appear 
by the purchase deed filed herein as exhibit 7A) runs down to 
low water mark on the Annapolis river, anil this boundary 
also appears on the Crown grant given, by the Nova Scotia 
Government, to his predecessor in title on the 1st March, 1871. 
which said grant is also tiled herein as exhibit No. 1.

The suppliant claims that, as pier No. 1 is built on the 
foreshore between high and low water marks and that both his 
purchase deed and the provincial Crown grant of 1873, granted 
since Confederation to his predecessor in title, give him a fee 
simple in the said foreshore, he is entitled to compensation for 
the value of the land or locus upon which the said pier No. 1 is 
erected. The suppliant’s counsel, at the close >f his case moved 
to amend the petition of right by claiming he value of this
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land, undertaking at the same time if the sum of $25 be paid 
for this paree! of land lie would waive expropriation proeeeil- 
ings, convey the land and give title to the Crown for the same 
upon the said compensation money of $2."» being paid over to 
the suppliant, in .the view the Court takes of the petition of 
right as drawn, such amendment is unnecessary, as by the recital 
part of the same, especially by paragraphs 3 and li, the suppli
ant claims both for the value of this land and for damages. The 
prayer of the petition is very short and general, only asking that 
the suppliant be “paid $20,000, or such other sum as to this 
honourable Court shall seem .just, with costs.” The application 
for this amendment is refused as unnecessary under the cir
cumstances, and the question as to whether or not the suppliant 
has good title in the said locus will be considered hereafter.

It is common ground at the Bar and clearly established that 
pier No. 1 has been erected between high and low water marks to 
which suppliant’s title extends and which is derived from a 
Crown grant of the Nova Scotia provincial authorities since 
Confederation. It is contended by the Crown that the locus is in 
a “public harbour,” and therefore the property of the Federal 
(iovernment under the B.N.A. Act, 18IJ7.

What is a public harbour within the meaning of sec. 108 
of the B.N.A. Act, 1807? The definition, if definition it can 
lie called as the definition must be clearer than the thing defined, 
is now to be found in the judgment of the Judicial Committee of 
the Privy Council, in the ease now known as the Fisheries ease, 
[1898] A.C. 700, from which the following excerpt is taken, p. 
711

With regard to public harlmurs, thoir Lordship* entertain no doubt 
that whatever is pr»|terly comprised in this term became vested in 
the Dominion of Canada. The word* of the enactment in the 3rd 
schedule are precise. It was contended on liehalf of the province, that 
only those part* of what might ordinarily fall within the term 
“harbour" on which publie works had been executed became vested in 
the Dominion, and that no part of the bed of the sea did so.

Their I»rdsbip* are unable to adopt this view. The Supreme Court, 
in arriving at the itame conclusion, founded their opinion on a 
previous decision in the same Court in the case of Holman v. (heen, 
H Can. N.C'.It. 707, where it wa* held that the foreshore lietween 
high and low water mark on the margin of the harbour became the 
property of the Dominion ns pnrt of the harbour.

Their Lordships think it extremely inconvenient that a determin
ation should be sought of the abstract i|ue*tion, what falls within 
the dcscrfcption “publie harbour." They must decline to attempt an 
exhaustive definition of the term applicable to all case*. To do so 
would, in their judgment, la* likely to prove misleading and dangerous. 
It must depend, to some extent, at all events, upon the circumstance* 
of each particular harbour what form* a part of that harbour. It is 
only possible to deal with definite issues which have been raised. It
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ii|»|NNirt to haw larn tlioiiglit liy tin* Stqircme Court in the va tv of 
Il ni man v. Uhth, «I Can. S.c.ll. 707. that if more than the puM 
workt voniM'vtvil with the harlNiur patM'il umlvr that Word, and if r 
invludvd any part of the IhmI of the tea.' it followed that the f«u« 
thore Iftwwu the high and low water-mark. Iieing al*o Crown pn 
|**rty, likewiw |»a»*vd to the Dominion.

Their lairdthipt are of opinion that it doet not follow that, l>« 
vaute the foieahore on the margin of a harbour it Crown property 
it neveaaarily form* part of the harlmur. It may or may not do ». 
according to eirvumataneea. If. for example, it had a< Imvu

utvd for liar lam r |»ur|»o*c*, *uvh at anchoring thipt or landing good 
it would, no doubt, form part of the harliour; hut there are other va
in which, in their IjonUhip»' opinion, it would It- cipmlly clear that it 
did not form part of it.

From tlu* perusal of the above it will be foutu! that if tie 
suppliant's property was situate in a public harlioiir at tie 
time of Confederation, it passed to the Federal Government 
under the H.N.A. Act, 18Ü7, and that the provincial Crown 
grant would therefore In* ultra vins. Under the facts of the 
present case, can it la* that the land in question formed
part of a public harliour at Confederation7 The question must 
be answered in the negative, and the provincial Crown grant 
must stand, under the circumstances of this case, the evidence 
adduced being insulïicient to rebut it. No reliable evidence to 
that effect has been adduced. Public moneys were expended at 
Annapolis by the Federal Government since Confederation and 
subsequent to the date of the provincial grant, hut that would 
not it a public harbour at Confederation. See general
report of Minister of Public Works, from 30th June, 18ti7, to
1st July, 1888, p. -’11

The Act to provide for the appointment of harlmur masters 
for certain ports in the provinces of Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick (3ti Viet. eh. 9) was, in 1873, made applicable to tli- 
port of Annapolis, by a proclamation which appears in the 
Canada Gazette, vol. 8, p. 1107.

It is true Annapolis Royal, which was visited by De.Mont is 
far hack as 1004, is the oldest settlement on that part of tic 
coast ; hut can it he said that there was then at Confederation 
a public harlmur, extending from Dighy Gut to Bridgetown, a 
point about 18 miles up the river from Annapolis, coinprisin/ 
both the Annapolis Basin and the river? It is true that then 
are four government wharves erected since Confederation Is 
tween the narrows and Bridgetown; but the fact of any whan 
being erected would not make the plaee a public harbour, not 
any more than all the wharves on the coast from Belle Isle to 
Quebec would make that part of the St. Lawrence a 
harlmur. Sonic of the witnesses contended that Annapolis 
harbour extended to the head of the narrows at the west end

1
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Tin re can he no doubt that the piers in question are pub
lic works, within the statutory definition and the decisions of 
the Courts. The suppliant would further he entitled to recover 
under sir. 19 of the same Act which gives the Court jurisdic
tion where “the land of the subject is in the possession of the 
Crown.”

lias the suppliant suffered any damages by the erection of 
these piers? Has his property decreased in value from the 
same? The suppliant tells us in his testimony that when he 
bought in Decemlier, 1908, he contemplated using the pro
perty as a ship yard, lumlier yard with a wharf, and also con
structing a marine slip. He said he thought of expending 
$8,000 to $10,000 on the wharf and $30,000 on the marine slip.

Since the erection of the piers the suppliant launched two 
vessels of 600 and 300 tons respectively. The first vessel was 
launched successfully, and the second, although a smaller one, 
being delayed in the launching, went off only at the ebb tide and 
collided with one of the piers and thereby suffered damage. 
It is contended by some experienced witnesses that a vessel 
should never be launched with the ebb tide and the Court in
clines much in sharing that view. Indeed, if a vessel launched 
with the ebb tide were going aground, it might lie a serious 
matter to haul her off the ground with a falling tide. Then, at 
this very place, with the ebb tide, the vessel is taken down to

of French Itasin. others that the harbour ended at the Acadia

From the nature of the narrows, the topography of the sur
roundings. and the facts in evidence in the present ease, this 
Court finds that if there is a public harlsmr proper at Annapolis, 
it does not extend any furtive east than to the western limiiid- 
ary of the suppliant's property, or to the eastern end of the 
Acadia wharf property. Indeed, the river narrows down to a 
very small width opposite the suppliant's property with a rise 
and fall of tide of 27 feet in the spring; the current is very 
swift and strong, and the river is very deep, making if unde
sirable for anchoring, although physically possible. There were 
no wharves liefore Confederation on either side of the river 
opposite the narrows, and this Court fails to find from the evi
dence adduced any element that would tend to make the suppli
ant 's property part of a public harbour, under the decision of 
the Fi»herifË case aliove cited.

Coming to the question of injurious affection or damage 
to the suppliant’s property, the Court finds that if any damage 
is proved, he is entitled to recover under sub-sec. (b) of see. 
20 of the Exchequer Court Act, which reads as follows ;—

Every claim ugiim-t the Crown for damage to property injuriously 
a fleeted by the const met ion of any public work.
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tlie piers by the title itself. However, it was contended, and 
rightly so, that with an eastern wind it would not he safe to 
launch a vessel there, as the wind would carry the vessel to the 
piers. The result of the evidence would go to shew that whil- 
the use of this property as a ship yard is still quite available 
and good, yet more care will have to he exercised in launching 
vessels, and that is the conclusion arrived at by the Court.

It is also in evidence from the testimony of the witnesses 
adduced on both sides that the piers would interfere in docking 
vessels at a wharf constructed on the suppliant’s property.

With respect to the marine slip, a deal of conflicting evi 
dence has been adduced as to whether or not it would be advis
able to build a marine slip on this property, and as to whether 
there would he any justification in expending the sum of 
$35,000 named by suppliant upon such works at Annapolis 
The Court has read the petition of right with care, ami lias 
intentionally recited at the opening the several grounds upon 
which the suppliant rests his claim for damages; hut has failed 
to find any mention of a marine slip in his petition of right. 
Forsooth, the suppliant alleges therein that

the sahl land* ami prcmiM»* by r«*a*on of their nature, nil mit inn ami 
location, an» only and solely or chiefly adapted and suitable a* a wit- 
for shipbuilding plant, lunilier yard and wharf, as aforesaid, and 
businesses to la» carried on in connection therewith.

Was not the idea of this marine slip an afterthought coming 
to the suppliant’s mind since the institution of this action? If 
so, in view of his evidence, it would only go to the weight of 
the evidence, because if a marine slip is a practicable and ad vis 
able business undertaking at Annapolis, it would perhaps form 
an element for consideration. However, in the view this Court 
takes of the question of damages, it becomes in a certain degree 
unnecessary to consider this matter any further. It must, how 
ever, he said that the evidence goes to shew that the piers would 
interfere with a marine slip, if one were constructed on the 
suppliant’s property.

Indeed, under the Fishmongers’ Case, Lyon v. Wardens, if< . 
Fishmonger Co., 1 A.C. 662, and the eases therein referred to, it 
clearly follows that a riparian owner enjoys rights, cx jure 
naturae, which are quite distinct from those held in common 
with the rest of the public. Besides the use of the water for 
domestic purposes, which in a case of salt water is however 
obviously less valuable, the riparian owner has over and above 
the rights enjoyed by the public, the right of access to and from 
the river frein his property or wharves erected thereon. And 
if any piers have been erected on or about his property, that 
take's away, or at all events alters and abridges the riparian 
owner’s right to the free and lawful application of his property
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to imy business purposes lie sees fit, mid he is. therefore, entitled 
to compensation for this injurious infection : Fuhmongt rs* Cast, 
Li/on v. Wurtltns, tic., Fishmongers’ Co., 1 App ('as. <1112; AOrth 
Short It. Co. v. I1 ion, 14 App. Cas. (112; Bigaoucttc v. Xorth 
Short It. Co., 17 Can. S.C.R. .'Kid ; Merritt \. Citif of Toronto, 0 
D.L.R. 152, 27 O.L.R. 1; Hutte v. Booth tl ni, 11 O R. 401, 
14 A.R. (Ont.) 410; Booth v. Hutte, 15 A.C. 188.

At all events, having found the Crown has taken the piece 
of la ml upon which pier No. 1 is erected, the ease comes within 
sub-arc. ' b), see. 20 and see. 10 of the Exchequer Court Act ; 
and as a parcel of land is taken would it not also follow 
that under the Expropriation Act damages should he paid for 
injurious affection to the balance of the property owned by the 
claimant.’ This property has been injuriously affected and the 
suppliant is entitled to recover both under tin* statutory law 
and the ease law above cited.

Coming to the question of quantum of damages, we must 
bear in mind that the property was bought by the suppliant in 
December. 1908, for $1,050. The suppliant and witness Whit
man contend it was sold at that price in view of the above 
mentioned prospective improvements which the suppliant was 
to put upon the property, thus increasing the value of the ad
joining property which lielouged to the vendor, lint there is 
no such covenant in the deed of sale whereby the purchaser was 
to improve the property in any manner whatsoever. The sup
pliant paid the market value of the land at the time. George 
K. Corhett, an old resident of Annapolis, and a person well 
versed in commercial undertakings, thinks $1,050 in 1908 for 
this property was a pretty good price. Another witness Clar
ence W. Mills, says $1,050 in 1908, is “a fair good price for 
the property.” The suppliant himself at page 35 of his evidence 
would appear to admit as much. There is also the witness 
Edward F. Neville who placed a valuation of $1,500 in 1908. 
Further on in his evidence lie named a high figure which he 
subsequently explained by saying that lie named the amount in 
view of the business the suppliant proposed to start, and the 
money lie was to expend upon the property—and he added he 
did not take into consideration whether the undertaking would 
pay.

Witness Corliett bought a deep water property below the 
town, not quite half a mile from the Acadia pier, on the An
napolis side, jx'ith about 1,200 to 1,300 feet frontage, for which 
he paid between $700 and $730. About three years ago he also 
sold to the suppliant for $3,000 two wharves with a block of 
land on a front street, 40 feet on St. George street, running 
back to the front wharf 90 feet or 100 feet. One wharf is 200 
feet long by 30 feet wide, with a large block between ; the other
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wharf is 100 feet by 40 feet wide. It is true the wharves were 
not in good repair, but such a sale will give an idea of tin- 
value of the property at Annapolis. Then it was contended by 
the Crown and is shewn by the evidence, that this question of 
building the piers on the river to retain the ice in the winter 
and give a clear port below the narrows, was agitated as far 
back as 1002—that the matter was mentioned at a meeting of 
the Board of Trade, and witness Corbett went to Ottawa asking 
for it. Furthermore, tenders were asked in March, 1908, for 
these works, and after the contract bad been first accepted the 
contractors refused to proceed with the works and the contra.-t 
was given to a second firm and the works were finally begun in 
June, 1909. The demand for tenders was posted in the An 
napolis post office. In view of these facts, counsel for the Crown 
contended, and not without reason, that the suppliant must 
have been aware of such project of building the piers at the 
place where they are to-day, at the time he bought in December, 
1908. The suppliant, a keen business man who would likely 
acquaint himself with anything of public interest in Annapolis, 
denies the knowledge at the time he purchased that the piers 
were to be erected where they now stand, although the natural 
inference would be the other way. The claim made by the sup
pliant in his evidence runs as high as $25,000 with a close 
follower in the person of the vendor’s brother, who acted as 
agent in the sale of this land. IIow could a bare piece of land 
bought in December, 1908, for $1,050 be damaged to the extent 
of $20,000 or $25,000 in June, 1909 (the time at which the erec
tion of the piers was started) when no improvements were made 
upon the property and no preparation made for that purpose. 
Then the damages that are recoverable here are not damages in 
the nature of loss of business; the damages the suppliant is en 
titled to recover are damages that are inherent to the land and 
not to the person or to the suppliant’s business. Richards \. 
The King (unreported.)

The price paid for this properly in December, 19(18, appears 
to have been the fair market price at the time, and the Court 
is of opinion that under all the circumstances of the case, if 
the sum of five hundred dollars, inclusive of the twenty-five 
dollars for the value of the land upon which pier No. 1 has been 
erected, is paid the suppliant, he will be fairly and liberally 
compensated for both the land taken and for all damages what
soever to his property resulting from the construction of the 
said ice piers.

Therefore, then- will be judgment that the suppliant is en 
titled to recover from IIis Majesty the King, the sum of five 
hundred dollars, upon his conveying to the Crown the piece of 
land, between high and low water marks upon which pier No.
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1 is erected, and giving » release of any incumbrance whatsoever 
which may be upon the same, the whole in satisfaction for all 
damages past, present and future resulting from the erection of 
the said ice piers on and opimsite the s property, with
interest upon the said sum of five hundred dollars, from the 
lath day of June, 1909, and costs.

Judgment for /Jaintiff conditional 
upon making conveyance.
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WINNIPEG STEEL GRANARY A CULVERT CO. Ltd. v. CANADA INGOT 
IRON CULVERT CO. Ltd. et al.

Manitoba Court of l;»/ic»i/. Iloircll. C.J.. Itichanhi, Pnilur. Conn ion amt 
llnijynrt, JJ.A. .Vow»uber 17. 1012.

1. Liiiei, and slander (#11 E.1—82)—Privileged communications—Cir
cular LETTER C'A LI.1 XU ATTENTION TO LETTER SENT OUT IIY «USI
NES» RIVAL TO MUNICIPALITIES—GRAFT IIY PUBLIC OFFICERS.

XVlierc* Um* defendant company, who were engaged in manufacturing 
and aelling certain articles u*ed principally by municipalities, finding 
their business interests imperilled by the unlawful acts of plaintiff 
company, their rivals, who bad issued a circular and sent 
it to municipal secretary treasurer*, reeve*, and councillor* 
in various provinces, calling their attention to the fact that it was 
unlawful for the company to pay commission* directly to these officers 
on any future sales to their municipalities but leaving it to these 
"Ulcers to select local agents to represent the company in making sales 
to the municipalities, sends out a circular letter to the same officers 
and to others calling attention to plaintiff's circular and intimating 
that it would be difficult for an honest rival to compete with one who 
used such a circular or did the acts which the circular suggest* and 
that hundreds of honourable secretary-treasurers and councillors have 
spurned the graft, the wending of such circular by defendants is a 
privileged communication.

\ IIill v. Ihnham, 71) Hun. (X.Y.) 3.10, referred to.]
2. Evidente (# II Ell—181)—Privileged communication—Malice—Bur

den of PROOF.
Where the alleged libel complained of is a privileged communication, 

the burden is upon the plaintiff to prove express malice.
3. Libel and blander (fill A—0G>—Privileged communication—Ac

TUAI. MALICE NECESSARY TO CONSTITUTE LIBEL.
If the statement complained of as libel is a privileged communica

tion. then, to make it libellous, there must Is- actual as distinguished 
from legal malice.

[Clark v. Molyncux, 3 Q.B.D. 237, referred to.]
4. Evidence (8 II M—3(13)—Privileged communication—Express malice

—How PROVED.
In an action for lil*el, where the occasion is privileged, express malice 

may Is* proved in two ways: (1) by inference to I** drawn from the 
excessive language of the document itself; and (2) by recklessly stat
ing what was untrue or stating that which defendant knew to be un-

r>. Libel and blander (#11 K—35)—Privileged communication—Exckhh
OF PRIVILEGE NOT SUFFICIENT TO CONSTITUTE LIBEL—EVIDENCE OF
MALICE.

Where in an action for libel, the occasion is privileged, and there is 
evidence to go to the jury on the question of malice, if the jury
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MAN. "imply llml* I lint lli«* wtHlvnieni wn* in exi-e-»" of tin* privih-ge only, 
there nin-t In* judgment for the défendant, ainre u mere exce*w <>f 
pviv ilege' i% not m-eenMirily evidence of malice.

Liiiki. ami hi. amok if III A—1W i — 1‘Hmi.MiK» i on mi n ivatiox—Mai.i« i 
KXPRKHHLV MlfXI>—Xm KHMITY HlR.

Iii an action for lilw-l where the occasion is privileged, in order to 
justify a verdict for plaintilf the jury mii<t exprcaaly find malice.

Liiiki. ami mi.axiikr if III (—MW)—I‘mix iuhikh communication—Ah 
MK.WK OK MAMCR—l*RKMUMI»TlON.

Where the occaaion i* privileged, in an action for Iihel. the pre-mmp 
t i on i* in favour of the ahteiice of malice.

[Spill v. Maul, L.K. 4 Kx. 232. referred to.]

Trial «III <‘ 7—l«i.*>)—Ubkl am» iuhpu Pbivilkoed commusica
TIO.X—(JUKSTION FOB CXU'BT.

It ia a qnewt ion of fact for the court whether, in an action for libel, 
a certain communication in privileged.

1». Trial if lie 7—lo.A)—Liiiki. ami slamikr— I’bivilkukh oommunica
TIO.X — Kxc KHMIVR PUBLICATION—4JUKMTIOX FOR COURT.

Whether an alleged IiIn-IIoii* article in to nuch an extent excessive 
that it might la- held hy the jury to la* in exeena of the privilege in a 
cpiention for tlie trial court.

| Mrlfuitc v. ll'eafrra. 11903] 2 K.H. 100. referred to.]

Mi. Liiiki. axii mi.axiikr if III r—113)—Priviubokd communication— 
Truth—M ai it k immatkriai..

Where an alleged lilielloiin ntatement in true, if it la» a privileged 
communication, t Itéré can la- no recovery no matter what amount of 
malice nutv exist.

V i x XIPKO

LiRXXARY 4 
rULVKKT
Co. Ltd.

Statement

How.II. C.J.M.

17 D.L.B

11. Liiiki. axii mi.amor if MIC—1 MM—Fair commkxt ox mattkrm of
I’Um.lU IXTKRKMT.

Everyone has n right to comment on matters of puhlic interest pro 
flded he tha-n no fairly and honestly a ml such comment, however seven-, 
is not actionable. [Per Cameron. .I.A.)

|<hlgers on Li lie] and Slander. 3th ed.. 194. referred to.]

12. I.IHKI. AXII MI.AXIIKR (fill A—Oil—IH MK.XMU K OK WITXKMM. AM Mill 'V
I \<. M U H I

In an art inn for lila-l. it seems that even the demeanour of a party 
on tlie witness stand is an element for consideration on the quest ion of 
the existence of malice. (/*rr Cameron. .LA.)

[Thulium v. Hrailburfi, [ 1006 ] 2 K.B. 027. referred to.]

An appeal by the defendants front the judgment at trial 
in favour of the plaintiffs in an action for libel.

The appeal wait allowed and a new trial ordered.
//. VhiUipps and C. S. A. Uogrrs, for plaintilTH.
(\ /*. Wilson, K.C., for defendants.

Howell, C.J.M. :—The plaintiffs in this case are manu
facturers of corrugated steel plate culverts, which an* practic
ally only used by and sold to municipalities to In* used in the 
construction of culverts across the highways. The defend 
ants are also manufacturers of the same articles. The plain
tiffs had been carrying on this business for some time and in
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January, 1912, issued a circular and sent it to municipal secre
tary-treasurers and reeves and councillors in various parts 
of this and the adjoining provinces. The circular is in the 
following language :—

Agreement* Hrv subject 1» air ideal*, lire. strike*, or other cause* 
beyond our control.
\Viaai|Mig Steel Ora nary ami Culvert Co.. Limited,

Sheet Metal Mauufacturcr*.
St. Itonil'aee ami Regina.

St. Rotiifave, Mail., Jail. *27. 1912.
Dear Sir*. At a reecnt meeting of our director* it waa decided, 

owing to recent legi*lation. to renew no contract* direct with any 
*ecretary-trea*urer or councillor of any municipality.

We are ah*olutely prohibited from paying any commission direct 
to you for any future *ale* made to your municipality. and the law i* 
a* emphatic in regard to you not taking any eoinin »i«n,

We are endowing two contract*. We would a*k you to have the 
name *igned hy a laiwine** a**ociate or friend who i* prepared to repre 
*ellt u*.

We are leaving to you the «election of tin* agent which we trust 
will !*• *ati*factory to you. Have contracts *igncd. witnc**ed. and 
returned to u*.

Thanking you for past favour*, and wiwhing you a prowperou* New 
Year.

Your* very truly,
WlNMI'Mi ST»;»:!. (iBAXABY AXII Cfl.VKBT Ctl., I.TII.

W. II. Hamilton.

MAN.

C. A.
1912

WlXXIPKO

(•BAX XMV & 
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Howell, C.J.M.

This circuhir in some way came to the knowledge of the 
officers of the defendants and they wrote what might be called 
a criticism of the circular, attaching to that criticism a copy of 
the circular, and maihsl all tli x to secretary-treasurers and 
councillors of municipalities in this and the adjoining provinces. 
This criticism or document is the subject of this action of liln-1.

In their criticism of the plaintiffs' circular, they headed it 
with “Bribery! Bribery!! Bribery!!!*’ and in their comments 
they called the attention of the readers to the difficulty that an 
honest rival would have in competing with one who used such 
a circular, or did the acts which the circular suggests, ami in 
the course of the alleged libellous document is the following 
statements:—

la-t it Is* recorded that hundred* of honourable secretary-treasurer* 
and councillor* in Western Canada have spurned the graft. Remem
ber the name of the company.

No one can read the plaintiffs' circular without coming to 
the irresistible conclusion that in the past the plaintiffs had on- 
tracts "direct” with secretary-treasurers and councillors lor 
the sale of goods to the municipalities of which they were otfi-
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eers, ami paid those officers a commission on such sales, and 
further, that they proposed to continue that same practice in 
the future “indirectly”; and to do that indirectly it was in 
the circular proposed that a friend or business associate of such 
officer should he the agent and receive the commission.

It certainly looks to me as if the attention of the plain- 
tin's had been called to section 1(»1 of the Criminal Code, and 
that they projwsed still to act in violation of that Code by here
after doing it ‘‘indirectly.”

Quite aside from the Criminal Code, one would think that 
the plaintiffs might hesitate in sending such a circular as that 
on the grounds of common honesty. A great deal was said, ap
parently, at the trial, and a good deal was argued before this 
Court, that what both parties intended to refer to in this 
matter, wax the Secret Commission Act, 1909; but it seems to 
me it makes little difference, in my view of the case, what par
ticular statute the parties had in view'. The defendants find 
their business interests imperilled by the unlawful acts of a 
rival and seek to call the attention of their common customers 
to the astonishing statements in the plaintiffs’ circular.

At the trial, it does not seem clear whether the learned Judge 
ruled on the question of privilege or not. 1 have no doubt, as 
a matter of law, that the defendants, in the conduct of their 
business, and in the pushing and protection of their trade, 
had a right to comment to municipalities who might be their 
customers upon this extraordinary circular of the plaintiffs.

The defendant is entitled to defend his interests and any rommuni- 
eation is privileged which a due regard to h s own interest renders 
necessary: Odgers 273.

This question is fully discussed and taken for granted in 
Hill v. Durham, 79 Huit. (X.Y.) 335, and many English 
cases carry out the principles laid down in Odgers.

1 think, at the trial, the learned Judge should have told the 
jury that the sending of that circular was within the defendants’ 
privilege, and he should have then distinctly told them that it 
was upon the plaintiffs to prove express malice.

If the occasion is privileged, then, to make it libellous, there 
must be actual, not legal, malice, “that which is popularly called 
malice:” ('lark v. Mftlyncux, 3 Q.B.D. 237, 247.

If the defendants’ officer, in the discharge of his duties, 
stated what was untrue, knowing it to lie untrue, that would, of 
course, be evidence of malice. Express malice may be proved 
in two ways: (1) by inference to be drawn from the excessive 
language of the document itself; and (2) by recklessly stating 
what was untrue, or stating that which he knew to be untrue.

If the occasion is privileged, and there is evidence to go to
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the jury on the question of malice, then, if the jury simply find 
that the statement was in excess of the privilege only, there must 
be judgment for the defendant. In order to justify a verdict for 
the plaintiff they must expressly find malice, and a mere excess 
of privilege is not necessarily evidence of malice.

In other words, the occasion being privileged, the presump
tion is in favour of the absence of malice, and it is upon the 
plaintiff to prove actual malice : Spill v. Maul, L.R. 4 Ex. 232.

It was for the Judge to say whether the occasion was privi
leged or not, and, as it is for the Judge to say whether a docu
ment might be held to be libellous on its face, so it is for him to 
say whether the alleged libellous article was to such an extent 
excessive that it might he held by the jury to be in excess of the 
privilege: McQuirc v. Western, [1903] 2 K.B. 100, 111.

If they so find, it might be evidence of malice so as to defeat 
the defence of privilege.

At the trial the learned Judge left certain questions to the 
jury, but intimated to them that they need not answer them 
unless they chose. Amongst the questions the fourth one was in 
the following language : “If the defendants’ circular was false 
or malicious, assess the damages?”

That question cannot be a proper statement of the law. If 
the circular was true and malicious there must be a verdict for 
the defendants because, if true, the plaintiffs cannot recover, 
no matter what amount of malice may exist.

I think the jury in this case should have been instructed upon 
the lines above set out. 1 think they should clearly have been 
told that the defendants, in their business interests, were justi
fied in meeting the plaintiffs’ peculiar, and I think I might say 
unlawful, circular, and further they should have been told that, 
in this case, it was upon the plaintiffs to prove express malice, 
and that malice is not to be presumed against the defendants 
when the occasion is privileged, and must be proved either by 
extrinsic evidence or by inference from the excess of their state
ments.

MAN.

C. A.
1912

Winnipeg 

Granary A

Culvert

Howell, C.J.M.

I confess, it seems to me that the defendants' statements were 
not excessive, and that the plaintiffs have no fault to find with 
the defendants’ criticism of their astonishing circular. But, 
without deciding this question, and without deciding whether 
the case should have been withdrawn from the jury, I think it 
is expedient, in this case, to grant a new trial, for the reasons, 
amongst others, set out in ('lark v. Molyncux, 3 Q.B.D. 237.

The appeal is allowed with costs to be costs in the cause to 
the defendants in any event of the cause. The judgment is set 
aside and a new trial granted, the costs of the trial to be costs 
in the cause.
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Cameron, J.A. :—Everyone has a right to comment on 
matters of public interest provided he does so fairly and 
honestly and such c nment, however severe, is not actionable. 
It has been said that .air and honest criticism on public matters 
is privileged. See Hcnwood v. Harrison, L.R. 7 (\l\ 60(i. This 
does not mean that the words have been published on a “privi
leged occasion.” “There is, it is true, a close analogy between 
the two defences of ‘fair comment* and ‘privilege* yet they 
are not identical.” Odgers on Libel and Slander, at p. 194, re
ferring to Lord Esher’s statement in Mirirah v. Carson, 20 
Q.R.D. 275 at 280, where the distinction is set out with great 
clearness.

It has been said that a fair comment on a matter of public 
interest is no libel. This, however, does not mean that the words 
were not defamatory : i.c., not injurious to the reputation. If 
they were not defamatory, of course no action would lie. It is 
only when the words do tend to injure the reputation that the 
question arises : Can they be excused as being a fair comment 
on a matter of public interest ? The words may be in them
selves libellous, but as soon as they are shewn to be a fair and 
bond fide comment on a matter of public interest, they cease to 
be actionable : Odgers ih. “It is precisely where the criticism 
would otherwise be actionable as a libel that the defence of fair 
comment comes in.” Per Lord Loreburn in Dakhyl v. Labott- 
cherc, 11908] 2 K.B. 325s.

Plaintiffs’ counsel takes the ground that even if the defend
ants’ comments on the plaintiffs’ circular letter, which comments 
are the subject of this action, are held to be fair comment upon 
a matter of public interest, that defence cannot avail the defend
ants in this case inasmuch as it was alleged and proved that 
the comments were published maliciously. This is an important 
question not yet apparently passed upon in any Canadian Court.

It is stated in Odgers that the defence of fair comment will 
fail if it be not a comment published without malice, p. 196. 1 
refer to the further remarks in Odgers on this subject at p. 
224, under the caption—

The comment must not be published maliciously. 
l'or n long time h was doubtful whether malice was in issue when 

a plea of fair comment was set up. . . . Hut it has now been clearly 
laid down in Thomas v. Hradbury, Agneic <(• Co., Ltd., [ lthlU] 2 K.B. 
027. 77 L.J.K.B. 720. 95 L.T. 23, that a plea of fair comment will not 
avail a defendant who is proved to have acted maliciously. The onus 
<>‘f proving malice is on the plaintill", and any facts that would go to 
shew malice were the defence one of ordinary privilege, may Ik* proved 
to rebut a defence of fair comment (Plymouth Mutual Co operative and 
Industrial Nocicty, Ltd. v. Traders’ I'ublishiny Association, Ltd., 
[1900] 1 K.H. 40.1, 75 L.J.K.B. 259. 94 L.T. 258). or it may "be in
ferred from the terms of the article itself:" per Collins, M.R., in
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Thomas v. Itradbury, Agncir ,(■ Co., I.ld.. [limit] • K.IS. 027, at p. 037. 
TIm'sc caws have established the view whieli had lieen less elenrly indi
cated in M< (Juin v. Western Morn in y Sens Co., [11103] 2 K.B. 100, 72 
L.-LK.H. 012. ‘>1 W.R. OSO. SS L.T. 737; and Caryll v. Daily Mail Cab 
Hshiny Co. (1004). 00 L.T. 307. If the right to publish a fair com
ment on a matter of publie interest is misused to gratify any indirect 
motive, the malice thus shewn destroys the defence.

The hen11 note to the report of Thomas v. Itradlmru. | 19(Mi| 
2 K.B. (i27 states the effect of the decision thus

In an action of libel, where the defence is that the writing com
plained of is fair comment upon a matter of public interest, evidence 
that the defendant was actuated by malin1 towards the pluintilf is 
admissible upon the ground that e aliment which is actuated by malice 
cannot Is* deemed fair on the pari of the person who makes it. and. 
therefore, proof of malice may take a criticism that is primâ facie 
fair out tide the limits of fair comment.

The Muster of the Rolls, in delivering the judgment of the 
Court, said at p. (>40;—

Proof of malice may take a criticism primâ faeir outside the right of 
fair comment, just a* it takes a communication primâ faro privileged 
outside the privilege.

For if it did not
an action based on a criticism is wholly outside the ordinary law of 
libel, of which malice, express or implied, has always Imsmi considered 
to lie the gi«t.

Page (i.‘Wr
it is, of course, possible for a pci moi to have a spite against an

other and yet to bring a perfectly dispassionate judgment to hear upon 
his literary merits; but, given the existence of malice, it must Is- for 
the jury to say whether it has warped his judgment.

I‘age 1142. Ami the opinion was, as atateil in the heailnote, 
that evidence of malice actuating tin- defendant was admissible.

In the discussion of this case, defendants' counsel drew atten
tion to, and emphasized, the word "distorted” used by the 
Master of tile Kolia in his .judgment at p. tills, and also at 1142, 
when* lie states that

■Comment distorted by malice cannot in my opinion he fair on the 
part of the person who makes it.

But the language used in that case was defamatory : it must 
have been, or it would not have liven held actionable. There 
can lie comment entirely fair and not actionable. There can 
also In* comment which is defamatory and therefore actionable 
per w, except where the defence of fair comment is raised. In 
Lord Collins* judgment the words “comment distorted by 
malice,” mean, to my mind, “comment defamatory in its nature 
by owing its expression to malice,” or. “defamatory comment 
dictated by malice,” and is so interpreted in the head note where 
“actuated” is used. Certainly if the comment were not défa

is AH.
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matory, and therefore, not actionable, it would be immaterial 
whether it were dictated by malice or not.

Bower, in his work on Actionable Defamation, in discussing 
this subject, says:—

.lust us fraud, if pleaded nud proved, annuls every obligation, what
ever be the nature of the contract or transaction creating that obliga
tion, so malice, if pleaded and proved, annuls prima facie protection, 
whatever be the nature of the publication to which that protection is, 
in the first instance, accorded.

Bower, p. 155. And no distinction in this respect is drawn 
between the defences of comment or duty and interest.

That “comment” is as much a vase ... of the genus defeasible 
immunity as any of the communications usually described as “quali- 
fiedlv privileged" is now well settled by Thomas v. Bradbury, [1906] 
2 K.I1. 627, if it cun be said to have ever been really in doubt: lb. 364.

The primû fade protection accorded to “fair and accurate reports of 
proceedings," and to fair comment is as much liable to lie displaced 
by pro f of an evil motive on the part of the person publishing, as 
any other kind of defeasible immunity. The former branch of the 
proposition was not definitely established until 1879, nor the latter 
until 1906: lb. 413.

In neither case is the immunity absolute. The absolute 
immunity of fair comment was not even argued by counsel in 
Thomas v. Bradbury, [1906] 2 K.B. 627.

The doctrine that the defence of fair comment can be 
destroyed by evidence that shews malice on the part of the de
fendant (or, in other words, that the defendant’s state of mind 
had something to do with the case) has not been free from 
criticism. In the article on Libel and Slander in Halsbury’s 
Laws of England, contributed by Lord Justice Vaughan-Wil- 
liams and Mr. A. Romer Macklin, vol. 18, at 707, it is said:—

Assuming that the comment is a comment on a matter of public 
interest and that it is founded on fact# which are not misstated, 
and is a fair comment in the sense that it is a reasonable inference 
from those facts, it is not easy to explain satisfactorily why the 
state of the defendant’s mind at the time when he made the com
ment should affect the defence.

This is an obvious commentary on the doctrine. And yet it 
may be, on the whole, a wise provision of the law which holds 
that A., if he be actuated by malice towards B., must refrain 
from using defamatory language about him. If he does, he does 
so at his peril, because the plea of “comment” will avail him 
nothing, and, in these circumstances, a policy of silence and 
self-restraint is most expedient.

It has liven said that, given the existence of malice, it is for 
the jury to say whether it ha# warped the judgment of the critic: 
that comment distorted by malice cannot be fair on the part of the 
person who makes it: and that, therefore, evidence of malice actu
ating the defendant is admissible and should be left to the jury.
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In support of this is quoted Thomas v. Bradbury, 1190G] 2 
K.B. (127, and in the note, attention is called to the word “actu
ated” used in the headnote to that ea&e compared with “dis
torted” as used in the body of the report.

As to the analogy between the defences of qualified privilege 
and fair comment, it is pointed out in Plymouth Mutual v. 
Traders Publishing Associa!ion, |1906] 1 K.B. 40:1, hv Vaughan 
Williams, L.J., referring to White v. Credit Hi form, 11905] 1 K. 
B. 6Ô3, and quoted by Collins, M.R., in Thomas v. Bradbury, 
[1906] 2 K.B. 627, 642, that

in both caws the question raised is really us to the state of mind of 
the defendant when he published the alleged libel, the question lieing 
in the one case whether he published it in the spirit of malice, in 
the other ease, whether he published it in the spirit of unfairness.

A statement made on a qualified privileged occasion from feel
ings of spite or from some other wrongful and indirect motive is 
an abuse of the privilege and is not protected, though there be no 
intrinsic evidence of actual malice in the actual words used. No too, 
it may be said that the existence of malice in the mind of a com
mentator at the time of the publication of the comment suggests that 
the comment may not really have been made in the exercise of the 
right of fair comment on a matter of public interest but to gratify 
personal spite, or in other words may have been an abuse of 
the right, though the words used are not intrinsically unfair. 
In short, the abuse, whether of the right of comment or of a quali
fied privileged occasion, arising from a wrong state of mind actu
ating the publication may avoid the defence of fair comment or 
privilege, though the language used is not intrinsically unfair in 
the one case nor in excess of the occasion in the other. The analogy, 
however, is far from close. The burden is on the plaintÜT, by prov- 
ing express malice, to rebut the protection prima facie arising if 
words are spoken or written on a privileged occasion; whereas, on 
a defence of fair comment, the burden is on the defendant to shew 
that the comment is fair, ami in so doing to negative the writing 
or publication of the comment being actuated by an unfair state 
of mind:

Ilalsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 18, p. 707, sec. 1291. 

But the result, in the opinion of the authors, is this:— 
Whatever lie the ground, it is clear that on the defence of fair 

comment or criticism, evidence that the defendant was actuated by 
malice towards the plaintilf is admissible and that proof of malice 
may take a comment or criticism that is prinA facie fair outside 
the limits of fair comment: p. 708. See also note (n) where reference 
is made to the passage from the judgment of Fletcher Moulton, L.J., 
in Plymouth Mutual v. Traders Publishing Association, [190(1] 1 K.B. 
403, 418, quoted by Collins, M.R., in Thomas v. Bradbury, 11900] 
2 K.B. 027, 642. ' I am clear that in both cases . . . (privilege 
and fair comment) . . . the state of mind of the defendant 
when he published the alleged libel is a matter directly in issue.
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Evidence of malice, therefore, will destroy the defence that 
the alleged libel is a fair comment on a matter of public interest : 
Odgers 342. “Any indirect motive, other than a sense of duty, 
is what the law calls * malice’ (per Lord Campbell, C.J., in 
Dickson \. Karl of Will on, 1 F. & F. 413, 427). The question 
of malice or no malice is for the jury, lint there is always the 
prior question: Is there any evidence of malice to go to the 
jury .' And this is for the Judge: Odgers 346.

In Thomas v. liradbury, 11906] 2 K.B. 627, it was urged 
for the plaintiff that there was extrinsic evidence of malice 
(the particulars of which are set out in Lord Collins’ judgment 
at p. 637) and also that the language of the article complained of 
could lie looked at for intrinsic evidence. In this case before us 
the plaintiffs’ counsel dwelt upon certain matters in the evi
dence which, in his opinion, are such as the jury might con
sider as going to shew malice.

The evidence of the defendants’ president was referred to 
in several places as indicating an indirect motive. At one place 
the following question and answer were given :—

Ij.—Do you think this company or its officers ought to he in 
gaol ? A.—1 think so, yes, e

And it would seem that even the demeanour of a party in 
the witness box is an element for consideration (Thomas v. Hrail- 
bury, 11906] 2 K.B. 627, 637). It was also claimed that the 
wording of the comments was excessive in its imputations of past 
offences, and of the intention to commit further offences, and 
that facts are imputed not to lie found in the circular. Stress 
was also laid on the anonymity of the defendants’ publication, 
and on the large circulation given to it, in excess of that given 
the* plaintiffs’ circular.

It is argued that the trial Judge should have held, and that 
this Court now should hold, that the defendants’ publication is 
a comment is an honest expression of their opinion, and
does not go beyond the limits of what may he fairly called 
criticism ; that there was nothing in the publication beyond such 
a comment ; that there was nothing for a jury to consider, and 
that there should, therefore, be a verdict for the defendants. 
This was what was done in AlcQuire v. Western, |1903] 2 K.B. 
100, by the Court of Appeal. But in that case

it was not suggested that there was any evidence of actual malice, 
there were no personal imputations, nor could any statement of fact 
be impugned : p. 10H.

But, supposing the trial Judge had declared his inten
tion of so holding on the pleadings, plaintiffs’ counsel would, 
no doubt, have said: “We propose submitting evidence which 
will shew*these defendants cannot take advantage of that posi
tion because in their publication they were actuated by actual

616305

2
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malice.” Then it would have been impossible. I submit, for 
the Judge to carry out his proposal to withdraw the ease from 
the jury, lie would necessarily have gone on with the trial 
and submitted the evidence of express malice, if any, to the 
jury.

I have not felt called upon to consider this ease as turning 
on the defence of privileged communication or publication on a 
privileged occasion. That ground of defence is not explicitly 
taken in the pleadings, was not expressly put forward amongst 
the grounds of appeal and was not definitely pressed up as in 
argument.

Tin- trial Judge was not directly asked to withdraw the case 
from the jury on the ground that there was no evidence of 
malice. No doubt he considered that, in the circumstances, tin- 
safe r course was to leave the whole case to the jury. But, with
out determining whether this was or was not the proper course, 
it does seem to me that the trial Judge should have directed tin- 
jury to bear in mind that the criminal law applicable to muni
cipal officers had been in force since the adoption of the Crim
inal Code, and that, in any event, apart from its being a crim
inal offence, the taking of remuneration by municipal officers 
from those having transactions with tin- municipalities was 
essentially fraudulent and dishonest, and forbidden by law prior 
to the enactment of the Code. More than that, I think it should 
have been made plain to the jury that the fact that a impie of 
these transactions wherein the officers received a commission 
was known' to one member, or even to all the members, of a 
council could make absolutely no difference in the criminal, civil 
or moral liability of the parties to it, if there were such liability. 
That the true shareholders of a municipal corporation are tIn- 
ratepayers, and, even if each of these consented individually to 
a transaction of this kind, that also would not alter, condone or 
change whatever criminal, civil or moral liability, if any, then- 
might be.

1 think, therefore, that there must be a new trial on these 
grounds, and in view of the possibility of additional evidence. 
In the event of a new trial, I think the evidence of councillors 
and others intended to shew that the transaetions impugned wen- 
known to them should be rigorously excluded as irrelevant to 
the issue.

Richards, Perdue, and IIaggart, JJ.A., concurred with 
Howell, C.J.M.

Appeal allowed and new trial ordered.
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B.C. McMULLEN v COUGHLAN.
C. A.
11)12

British Coinmhia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, Martin, and 
(lallihcr, JJ.A. Xovcmbcr 5, 1912.

1. Master and servant (§11 A 4—70)—Defective machinery—Mah-
1 I ll’s KNOWLEDGE en DEFECT—MACHINE ‘'REPEATING” ON ONE OPEBA-

ln an action to recover ngaiimt a master for injuries received while 
operating a coping machine, where it appears from the plaintiff's 
evidence that he was not aware of any Uvfect in the machine and 
another witness testifies that knowledge of the defect had lieen brought 
home to the defendants, such defect living the “tripping" of the 
machine twice when the operator had worked the “tripper" only 
once, a verdict by the jury for the plaintiff will not !h* disturiied on 
appeal, although it depends solely on the balance of probabilities 
without definite evidence on either side as to the cause of the repeated 
operation.

Statement Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Clement, 
J., after verdict given by a jury, the action being one for dam
ages for personal injuries.

The appeal was dismissed.
S. S. Taylor, K.(\, for appellant.
Armour, for respondent.

Macdonald,
C.J.A.

Macdonald, C.J. :—I think this appeal should be dismissed. 
The jury found a general verdict, and awarded the plaintiff 
$.100 damages for the loss of the ends of the fingers of one hand, 
which were cut off in a coping machine which he was operating. 
The machine in question was used for shearing iron or steel. 
The head to which the shears were attached moved vertically 
up and down. When the operator desired it to descend he 
pressed with his foot what is called a tripper. If he desired it 
to descend only once he took his foot off the tripper during the 
descent, otherwise it would after rising descend again.

It was claimed by the plaintiff that this machine would some
times descend a second time when the tripper was properly re
leased by the operator. It is conceded that if so the machine 
was abnormal and defective. The evidence for the defence is 
that the machine was not defective, and that it was practically 
impossible that it should act thus unless the operator kept his 
foot too long on the tripper. The plaintiff’s injury he claims 
was received by reason of the cutting head of the machine 
descending a second time when it should not have done so. lb* 
claims that at the time of his injury he was not aware of this 
defect in the machine. He brings home to the defendants notice 
of this defect by the witness Blaikie, who says that the machine 
acted in that way when he was operating it, and that he called 
the fact to the attention of the defendants’ foreman. Another 
witness who operated the machine very frequently and for a 
considerable period of time, says that it acted in this way with 
him many times. While 1 have a very strong belief that the
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plaintiff’s accident arose from his inadvertently keeping his 
foot too long on the tripper, yet in face of the evidence above 
referred to, I think it was open to the jury to find the verdict 
they did. The jury were entitled to believe Rlaikie and the 
other witnesses, and if so, they were entitled to conn1 to the 
conclusion that the machine was defective, and that that fact 
was brought to the knowledge of the defendants. I do not 
think the plaintiff need point to the particular defect in the 
mechanism which produced this peculiar action of" the machine, 
and the jury were entitled to diseard if they chose the evidence 
of the witnesses for the defence, who say it was in perfect con
dition.

Irving, J.A.:—I would dismiss the appeal. irrim.j.A.
As there was no misdirection I do not think we would he 

justified in setting the verdict aside: King v. Toronto, (1908]
A.C. 280; in saying this I do not wish to be taken as approving 
or disapproving of the finding.

Martin, J.A.:—This case, the more it is examined, is shewn Martin, j.a. 
to turn on a very simple question which if answered affirma
tively established the plaintiff’s right to recover and removes 
any objection to the charge. And the question is—is there rea
sonable evidence to go to the jury in support of the contention 
that the machine “tripped” a second time voluntarily, without 
the agency of the plaintiff? The testimony of Rlaikie fat pp.
21, 25, 26, 32, 39) is clear that not only had it done so on two 
occasions when he was in charge of it, but that he had reported 
this dangerous defect to the defendant’s foreman. Lilly. This 
supports the plaintiff’s own account of what * ‘nod, at pp.
56-7 ; otherwise the cause of the accident would be inexplicable.
The suggested cause of the second “tripping.” an unstable 
foundation, given by Rlaikie (pp. 29. 33, 40) does not sound 
unreasonable, and moreover the defendant John Cough Ian’s 
evidence on discovery shews the machine was a second-hand one 
when he bought it, “in good condition” as he believed.

The appeal should, in my opinion, be dismissed.

Oaluher, J.A. :—I would dismiss this appeal. aeimwr. j.a.

I think this case was properly left to the jury: see Grand 
Trunk If. Co. v. Griffith, 45 Can. S.C.R. 380.

At the close of the plaintiff's ease Mr. Taylor moved for dis
missal of the action on the ground that then1 was no evidence of 
negligence on the part of the plaintiff, citing among other eases 
Walsh v. Whiteley, 57 L.J.Q.R. 586. and Morgan v. lint thins,
59 L.J.Q.R. 197.

If the evidence of Rlaikie, at p. 22 of the appeal book is to 
be believed, then there is the very evidence which was lacking in
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Walsli v. Win tele y, 57 L.J.Q.B, 580, as decided by n majority of 
the Court, Limiley and Lopes, L.JJ., and which brings it within 
Morgan v. Hutchins. 50 L.J.tj.B. 107.

In speaking of this machine tripping with liim on several 
occasions when his foot had been taken off the lever, Blaikie 
says :—

Q. Did you nay anything about this dangerous condition? A. I did 
to Mr. Lilly.

Q. Wlm is Mr. Lilly? A. lie is foreman of the slpip.
Q. What did he say about it? A. He turned around and told me 

the same thing—to look out—she would trip.

Blaikie does not appear to have been cross-examined upon 
this. Then the plaintiff says he was never warned by anyone 
that the machine would trip a second time.

This was all evidence to go to a jury as to the negligence of 
the defendant’s foreman. If the machine tripped a second time 
without the agency of the person operating it, it argues a de
fect—in fact the defendant’s case is that it could not.

There is then before the jury the evidence of both parties, 
and whether rightly or wrongly they have found in plaintiff's 
favour.

No cause can be assigned by either party why it should trip 
a second time without human agency, so in determining the 
question the jury no doubt took into consideration tin balance 
of probabilities (which they would be entitled to do) and as 
these are dependent on pure questions of fact upon which the 
evidence is contradictory, we would not be justified in setting 
aside the verdict.

I would not interfere with the scale of costs awarded by the 
learned trial Judge.

Appi al (Iism issctl.

BERGKLINT v. WESTERN CANADA POWER CO.
British t'uliiinitia ('oint itf Apinal, Macdonald, CJ.A., Irving, Martin, anil 

flallihcr, -I J.A. Xo rent her 1912.

1. Mahtkh am» servant (fill A4—7.» i—Sake puck to work—Ixsvm
VIENT el.KAKINU OK INCLINE—COMMON EMPLOYMENT.

An action by a workman in reaped of |H*raoiial injuries c lined by 
a 'tone rolling down a higher incline on to a ledge of rock upon which 
the plaint ill' was working, fails, where the eminence almve the ledge 
had I wen cleared to their own satisfaction by the plaintill' himself and 
the fellow-workmen sent bv the superintendent of the works to clear 
such incline for the purpose of ensuring safety in such operation*.

[McDonald v. BA'. Bled rite B. f'o., HI HAUL 3 HU. referred to. |

2. Master and servant (8 II B3—146)—Sake place to work—Duty ok
SERVANT AH WELL AH MASTER TO ENSURE HAKETY.

The relation of master and servant implies an obligation oil the 
part of the master to provide for the safety of his servant in the
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course of his employment to the la»*t of the muster's judgment yet, 
in that sort of employment where the servant must have known as 
well as his master, or prohuldy Is-tter, whether or not the plaee was 
safe, it is the servant’s duty to exercise diligence and caution trr- 
avoid danger. {Per Irving. .Î.A.)

\Pricttley v. I’oirlrr (1837), 3 M. A XV. 1, applied.]

3. Master and hkkvaxt (J II A4—731—Sake pla< e to work—Ai.tkrxa
TIVK METHODS OK I'KOTKVTIOX—|*LA<K 1X1 WORK I’RKTABHII BY WORK
MAN AND FELLOW -KM PLOY EES.

In an action by a plaint ill workman against his employer for dam
ages for an injury caused while at work on a ledge of rock, where the 
inference from the plaintiff's own testimony was that the clearing 
off of the debris on an incline above the ledge, if it had Is-en well 
and carefully done, was a reasonable and projier meisure of pro
tection to the workmen, and where that clearing off was done by the 
plaintiff liinself and his fellow workmen, the defendant employer 
(unless negligent by knowingly ap|minting incompetent servant* or 
omitting statutory precaution*» e*ea|ies liability, under the doctrine 
of common employment, for the negligence of the fellow workmen al
though the jury's finding grouped together as the cause of the in 
jury I Kith the negligent clearing and the omission to erect a harrier 
to deflect falling rock, which latter method was according to the 
plaintiff's evidence necessary only where the clearing could not lie 
undertaken.

[McDonald v. It. C. Eleetric It. Co., Id HA\ll. 3Ktl, referred to.]

4. Mahtkr and hkbvant (JIIH3—141$)—Neiii.iuk.nve — Pkkronai. in
jury—Daxukrovk place to work—Volenti non kit injuria.

The doctrine of "volenti non fit injuria" applies to bar a negligence 
action by an employ»*1 for personal injury in resjH*-t of the employer’s 
failure to protect the place of work on a hillside from fulling stones 
and debris, where the nature of the ri*k was known to the employee, 
who with his fellow workmen had done the work they thought suffi
cient to guard the plat*1 against the stones and debris, and where the 
plaintiff was an ex|iericnee<l man at such work. (Per Irving, J.A.)

| Smith v. Itakrr, [1801] A.C. 325, distinguished.]

Appeal by tin* defendants from tin* judgment of Clement, 
J., in an action for damages resulting from injuries caused by a 
stone which fell and bit the plaintiff while standing on a ledge 
of rock which was being cleared in order that a steam drill 
might be placed thereon.

The appeal was allowed and the action dismissed.
Sir ('. II. Tupper, K.C., for appellant.
8. S. Taylor, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.B.C. :—Tin* bulk of the evidence in this case 
was directed to proving the negligent system of op»»rating aerial 
trams, but this has hern disposed of against the plaint ill* by 
the verdict of the jury. The only question remaining is, was 
there evidence to support the jury’s finding that defendants 
were negligent “in not sufficiently clearing the face of the in
cline and by not placing barriers to prevent rolling stom*s and 
other debris from causing injury to employees.”

Now, it is common ground that the plaintiff and two other 
workmen were detailed by the foreman to clear away the loose
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or dangerous rocks and debris above the ledge upon which they 
were to work, and on which the plaintiff was working when the 
accident happened. These men worked at such clearing for at 
least four or five hours. I will quote from the plaintiff :—

(). My quvution is, did you think at the time when you were clear
ing it that you had not cleared it suflicivntly ? A. 1 do not think so.
And again :—

Q. Your idea, Mr. Itvrgklint, is in short, that the accident was due 
to this insuilicient clearing at the edge of the hill? A. Yes.

i). You have told us that you and Maclean and McKinnon did the 
clearing? A. Yes.

And again :—
l>et me put it to you again, Mr. Itvrgklint, isn't it o fact that you 

cleared off these loose rocks in order to prevent them tumbling on you 
when you went to work? A. Yes, sir.

Q. So far as you could sec you cleared off all loose rock? A. Yes, 
sir.

The only qualification of this is where he states that :—
At the edge we cleared off as many stones as we saw, but there 

were stones higher up the mountain.
Q. There were stones higher up the mountain, and did you tell any

one, or suggest to anyone there was any danger higher up the moun
tain? A. No.

The plaintiff further says that he had had experience in 
Sweden in similar work.

Q. Was it not always your custom in working on that class of work, 
either in Sweden or at the works, to go up above the ledge and clear 
oir the loose atones before you went down on the ledge to work? A.

The Interpreter:—His answer is that when it was not too much 
work they cleared off the rock, but if it was too much work they 
put protection.

Now, in this case the jury have found that the face of the in
cline was not sufficiently cleared ; if this be so, that was the 
fault of the plaintiff and his fellow-workmen. The jury fur
ther say that there was negligence in not placing a barrier: 
that is the kind of “protection” the plaintiff apparently meant 
in the answer above quoted. So that the system (if we can use 
that much abused term in connection with the work in question I 
usually adopted under circumstances similar to those in ques
tion here, was to clear the rocks off above unless that involved 
too much work or expense. It was only in case that method of 
clearing was not practicable on account of the amount of work 
involved that the placing of other protection, such as a barrier, 
was resorted to. In the face of this evidence, t# say nothing of 
the evidence of witnesses who say that a barrier in this case 
would be unnecessary and dangerous, I cannot see how the jury
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could reasonably find the verdict they did. Some stress was 
laid upon the fact that the plaintiff did not speak or understand 
English very well. This undoubtedly would render him less 

“b of expressing himself both at the trial and when the 
work of clearing was being done, but on the other hand there is 
no suggestion that he was under any misapprehension at all with 
regard to the duties of himself and his fellow-workmen in clear
ing the incline and making it safe. His own admitted knowledge 
of such work enables one to safely conclude that he was quite 
satisfied that the place had been made safe.

It seems to me that this was one of those unfortunate acci
dents which occur without fault on either side, the risk of which 
is incidental to an employment which, at best, is hazardous.

It follows that the appeal should be allowed, ami the action
dismissed.

Irving, J.A. :—I think this appeal should be allowed.
The plaintiff received his injury from a stone which fell 

from above and hit him as he was standing on a ledge or shelf 
of rock which was being cleared in order that a steam drill might 
be placed thereon.

The plaintiff was working under the immediate orders of 
one McLean. He, the plaintiff, and another man, McKinnon, 
were helpers to McLean, and it was McLean’s machine they 
were about to set up on the shelf or ledge. This ledge pro
jected a few feet from the side of the hill, which rose above 
them some forty or fifty feet. Below them some thirty feet or 
so was the bottom of the pit.

As*a safeguard, McLean, McKinnon, and the plaintiff, had 
been sent up the hill some hours lieforc the accident took place 
to clear off the loose stones and debris, so as to make the ledge 
a safe place for them to work the drill. The three men went up 
and removed a quantity of stuft* from the brow of the hill, and 
McLean said, “That’s enough, we can now go down to the 
ledge.” The plaintiff did not think enough of the loose mat
erial had been removed but did not say so, apparently because 
he did not expect that he himself would be required to work on 
the ledge for any length of time, the usual practice being for 
McLean and McKinnon to run the drill together after it was 
once set up. After they had descended to the ledge, McLean 
thought more stones should be removed from the face of the 
hill, and he sent McKinnon up to do this.

The three, McLean, the plaintiff, and McKinnon—possibly 
McKinnon hud not returned—hut certainly McLean and the 
plaintiff, then began clearing the ledge, when a stone and some 
dirt came down the hill and struck the plaintiff on the head. He 
fell back into the pit below and was injured.
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B C- Jn my opinion this evidence which I have taken from his
C.A. own testimony, disentitles the plaintiff to go to the jury. In
1912 the first place, McLean was a fellow-workman, and in the ab

sence of any evidence that the defendants had knowingly en- 
EBC^LIXT trU8tC(l the duty of supervising to an incompetent man, the 

Western plaintiff cannot expect to recover. 1 don’t suggest that McLean 
Canada was guilty of negligence, but it was he who said sufficient has

__1 lieen cleared away. The principle was settled in Priestley v.
* nine, J-A. Fowler (1837), 3 M. & W. 1, where Lord Ahinger, at 6, said:—

The mere relation of the master and the servant can never imply 
an obligation on the part of the master to take more care of the 
servant than lie may reasonably he expected to do of himself. He is, 
no doubt, bound to provide for the safety of his servant in the course 
of his employment, to the best of his judgment, information, and be
lief. The servant is not bound to risk his safety in the service of his 
master, and may, if he thinks lit. decline any service in which he 
reasonably apprehends injury to himself ; and in most of the cases in 
which danger may lie incurred, if not in all, lie is just as likely to be 
acquainted with the probability and extent of it as the master. In 
that sort of employment, especially, which is described in the de
claration in this case, the plaintiff must have known as well as hi* mas
ter, and probably better, whether the van was sufficient, whether it was 
overloaded, and whether it was likely to carry him safely. In fact, 
to allow this sort of action to prevail would be an encouragement to 
the servant to omit that diligence and caution which he is in duty 
bound to exercise on the behalf of his master, to protect him against 
the miseonduct or negligence of others who serve him, and which 
diligence and caution, while they protect the master, are a much 
better security against any injury the servant may sustain by the 
negligence of others engaged under the same master, than any re
course against his master for damages could possibly afford.

The latter portion of the quotation is peculiarly applicable 
to the present case—and this is the second ground for dis
missing the action, because the plaintiff was himself a party to 
the negligent clearing away-—if negligent it was. The plain
tiff, however, relies on what has been called a negligent system. 
In McDonald v. B.C. Electric II. Co., 16 B.C.R. 386, 18 W.L.R. 
284, I refer to a number of cases on the question of system. Too 
often the jury get the idea that because there is an accident 
there is a right to damages. If that were so, the Workmen's 
Compensation Act was unnecessary, but with that idea in their 
heads they listen to evidence as to how the accident could be 
prevented. The question here was not, I think, put as fully be
fore* them by the learned trial Judge as it ought to have been. 
What he should have asked them, having regard to the admitted 
circumstances of the case, was this: “In your opinion was the 
clearing off’ of the debris alwve the place where the men were 
about to work—if it had been well and carefully done—a rea
sonable and proper measure of protection to the men?” There
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is no doubt that it was, and the Judge seems to have thought 
so because he ruled there was no case to go to the jury on that 
point. With deference to the learned trial Judge, that seems to 
me to he the only question in the case, because the want of 
care in respect of which the defendants are liable is in connec
tion with that particular piece of work. In this connection the 
jury’s answer shews that they have fixed the company with 
responsibility for neglecting to sufficiently clear the face of the 
incline; and, not or, for not erecting overhead barriers to pro
tect the men.

The jury concede, in effect, that if the face* of the incline 
had been properly cleared, on which being properly done no 
barriers would be necessary, the accident could not have oc
curred. I think this establishes what 1 have already suggested— 
that the defendants escape under the doctrine of common em
ployment.

In Wilson v. Merry, L.R. 1 ILL. (Sc.) 326, in discussing 
the charge there, Lord Colonsay pointed out that the question 
involved was not one of a defect in the general arrangement or 
system, for which in certain views tin; defenders might be re
garded as liable, but was one as to the construction of a tem
porary structure erected by order of Neish, a foreman, for cer
tain working operations then about to be undertaken. This, 
Lord Colonsay points out. raised a totally different question for 
the jury, and that was in reference to the liability of the de
fenders for the fault of Neish, the foreman.

If it was simple misdirection, that would mean a new trial, 
but I think there was no case to go to the jury on the principle 
that the negligence, if any there was, was that of McLean.

The doctrine of volcns was much pressed on behalf of the 
defendants. Smith V. Haler, |181)1] A.C. 325, 338, was re
ferred to. In that case, wherein a great many matters are 
dealt with, there was really only one point, and that was, ac
cording to Lord Halsbury, 335, whether the plaintiff should 
have been nonsuited by the County Court Judge because he 
had admitted in his own evidence that he knew of the danger, 
or according to Lord Watson, 351, whether the jury were war
ranted in finding as they did that plaintiff was not volcns.

The House determined the question in favour of the work
men on the facts of that case. It was argued for the defend
ants, who admitted a defective system, that the mere fact of a 
workman continuing to work with a knowledge that there was 
danger would, in every case, necessarily imply his acceptance 
of the risk, and justify the Judge in dismissing the ease. Lord 
Watson declined to accede to that suggestion, and said, whether 
it would or would not have that effect depended (a) upon the 
nature of the risk; (b) the workman’s connection with it, as
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well as upon other considerations which must vary according to 
the circumstances of the case.

Now, we know what (a) the nature of the risk in this case 
was, it was danger from stones falling on the men as they 
worked on the ledge—not unlike the risk in Smith v. Baker, 
[1891] A.C. 325—but when we come to consider (6) the work
man’s connection with it, we find no parallel in Smith v. 
Baker, [ 1891 ] A.C. 325, nor have we (as there was in that case, 
p. 336-349) an admission of negligence on the part of the de
fendants. In the circumstances of that case, Lord Watson 
said the question was one of fact. Lord Herschell, at 360. 
said :—

It was, of course, open to the defendants to contend that after the
plaintiff's admission as to his knowledge of the dangerous character
of the work, the ease ought to have been withdrawn from the jury.

Having regard to plaintiff’s answers set out at pp. 89 and 
90, I think that the case should have been withdrawn from the 
jury, and the jury’s finding—if they found the plaintiff was 
not volera—was against the weight of evidence.

Martin, J.A. (dissenting) :—1 am unfortunate in finding 
myself unable to take the same view of this case as my learned 
brothers.

To clear the ground, I shall first say that in view of the evi
dence of McKinnon, a witness for the defendant company 
(at p. 194) and the learned Judge’s charge on the point, it is 
hopeless, in my opinion, for the defendant to seek to rely upon 
the defence of volais-, nor can I see any escape from the find
ing of no contributory negligence which, in view of the charge, 
must be inferred to have been found by the general verdict in 
favour of the plaintiff. And I am equally satisfied that the 
damages awarded are not so large that we should be justified in 
interfering with them.

Then as to the negligence of the defendant company. It 
is found by the jury to consist in “not sufficiently clearing the 
face of the incline and putting in place barriers to prevent roll
ing stones and other debris from causing injury to the em
ployees.” This is not a finding of two distinct acts of negli
gence having, it may be, different legal consequences, but the 
essence of the meaning is, when the circumstances are properly 
understood, that the jury considered the only safe way to pro
tect the workmen was to clear away rock, dirt, etc., a reasonable 
distance back from the brink of the excavation (t.e., “face of 
the incline”) thereby creating a berm and then place a barrier 
of planks or logs at the brink, so as to omit no reasonable safe
guards in a situation which was admittedly dangerous. There is 
nothing in such a verdict having regard to the evidence and
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charge of Mr. Justice Clement that is ambiguous, and as the 
work was on a large scale and of a long continued nature, the 
permanent (using the word in a relative sense) or continuous 
protection of its workmen must, in my opinion, necessarily form 
part of the system requisite to be established by the company for 
the safe conduct of such operations. That there was abund
ant evidence to go to the jury on which they might reasonably 
reach such a conclusion, is not, in my opinion, open to serious 
controversy.

But while I see no reason for disturbing the verdict, I think 
it desirable to add that the application twice made to the 
learned trial Judge by the defendant’s counsel to put ques
tions to the jury should have been acceded to, and 1 repeat 
what I said in Eves v. Linton on June 10th last, and in Guthrie 
v. Hunt ting (1910), 15 B.C.R. 471, on the authorities there 
cited as to the duty of the trial Judge to do so in negligence 
cases. If that proper course had been followed in the present 
case it is altogether probable that the parties would have been 
saved the expense of this appeal and assuredly this Court would 
have been spared much additional labour in trying to reach a 
just conclusion.
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Galliiier, J.A.:—I would allow the appeal.
The jury have found the accident was due to the negligence 

of the defendants in not sufficiently clearing the rocks and 
debris from the face of the incline, and in not placing protect
ing barriers. I think they might reasonably find from the evi
dence that the accident was due to a stone or other debris com
ing from above where the plaintiff was working on the ledge 
and knocking him down, but the question still remains, whose 
negligence was that? If it was the negligence of the plaintiff, 
he cannot succeed. If not due to a defective system, and caused 
by the negligence of fellow-workmen, he cannot succeed, there 
being no question of the competency of the foreman.

The facts are that the plaintiff and two other men were 
sent up on the incline to clear oft* loose stones, rocks and rubbish 
above a ledge on which they were to set a drilling outfit. 
The foreman went up and inquired if everything was cleared 
off all right before they started barring the loose rocks off the 
ledge to prepare a level foundation for the drilling machine.

One of the men in the presence of the plaintiff answered yes, 
and the plaintiff made no comment. It appears this precaution 
was always taken, but the plaintiff* contends that in addition 
barriers such as planks or logs should have been suspended by 
ropes above to prevent anything coming down on the workmen, 
and in not providing these the company’s system was de
fective.
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In the first place, I think it is a misuse of the word “system.” 
It is not a system at all, as I understand the application of that 
word in connection with the operation of works. For their own 
protection when a drill was to be moved from ledge to ledge, 
men were sent up to clear away any loose stuff that might be 
above, and which might accidentally roll down and injure them. 
If this cannot be properly classed as a system, and in my 
opinion it cannot, the failure to erect the logs or barrier is not 
a defective system, and there is no negligence on the part of

Western
Canada

Oalliher, J.A. tile company.

Appeal allowed, Martin, J.A., dissenting.

MAN. COONEY v. JICKLING.

(Decision No. 2.)K. 11. 
1912 Manitoba Court of Kino's Bench, Mathers, CJ.K.B. November 20, 1012.

Nov. 20. l. Costs (§ II—20)—Taxation of costs—Rkvikw under Manitoba K.B.
Rule <184—Necessity of filing written objections.

Under .Manitoba K.B. Rule (184. allowing “any party who may Is* 
dissatisfied witli the certificate of a taxing officer, as to any item or 
part of an item which may have been objected to." to apply to a 
judge in Chambers for an order to review the taxation, written ob
jections are not a prerequisite to the right of appeal; oral objections 
being sufficient.

2. Costs (§11—29)—Taxation of costs—Counterclaim where plain 
tiff’s claim not denied—Erroneous taxation readjusted on

Where in an action to recover a liquidated sum of money, defendants 
do not deny the plaintiffs claim, but set up a counterclaim, and the 
plaintiff instead of entering judgment upon his claim and going to 
trial on the counterclaim alone, sets the action down for trial on both 
claims, and judgment is rendered allowing plaintiff's claim with posts 
and dismissing defendant's counterclaim with costs, the plaintiff is 
allowed to tax only the costs on the counterclaim, and where costs 
were taxed on both claims, they will be readjusted on review and sent 
back to the taxing officer for revision, so that the plaintiff will get 
only those items which he could properly have taxed in respect of 
his defence to the counterclaim.

Tins is an appeal from the taxation of the taxing officer atStatement
Morden.

The hills wen* referred back to make the necessary altera
tions.

The judgment at trial is reported as Cooney v. Jickling (No 
1), 6 D.L.R. 145.

C. II. Locke, for plaintiff.
II. E. Swift, for defendant.

Mathers, c.j. Mather», C.J.K.B. :—The defendants did not deny the
plaintiff’s claim which was for the recovery of a liqui
dated sum of money, but they set up a counterclaim. The
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plaintiff did not sign judgment upon his claim, as he 
might have done and have gone down to trial on the 
counterclaim alone, hut he set the action down for trial on 
both claims. As there was no dispute as to the plaintiff's claim, 
the whole trial was occupied with the counterclaim. As a re
sult, judgment was given allowing the plaintiff's claim with 
costs and dismissing the defendants' counterclaim with costs.

The plaintiff brought in two bills of costs, one upon the 
claim and another upon the counterclaim, and both bills were 
taxed, and the defendants appeal.

In the first place the plaintiff contends that no appeal will 
lie as no written objections were carried in before the taxing 
officer pursuant to Rules 908 and 909.

These rules correspond with Ontario Rules 1182 and 1188. 
Ontario Rule 774 provides that a party dissatisfied with the cer
tificate of a taxing officer may apply to a Judge in Chambers to 
review the taxation as to any item or part of an item which has 
been objected to, as provided by Rules 1182 and 1188. The 
Manitoba Rule 084 was evidently copied, in part, from Ontario 
Rule 774, or its predecessor, Rule 801 ; but the part thereof con
fining the appeal to items concerning which written objections 
were made has been omitted.

Manitoba Rule 084, is as follows:—
US4. Aliy party who may be disitatisllecl with the eertitieate of u tax

ing oflieer, as to any item or part of an item which may have liccn 
objected to, may apply to a Judge in Chandlers for an order to review 
the taxation as to such item or part of an item, and the Judge may 
thereupon make such order as to the Judge may seem just.

The only limitation placed by this rule on the right of ap
peal is that the item or part thereof appealed against should 
have been objected to before the taxing officer. This objection 
may be oral or in writing.

In my opinion, therefore, the carrying in of written objec
tions is not a pre-requisite to the right of appeal, and the plain
tiff's objection fails.

1 find that a similar objection was taken in Middleton v. 
Blank (unreported) before my brother Macdonald, and, after 
consideration, he decided the point against the objection.

The first objection is that in the bill of costs appertaining 
to the plaintiff's claim, an order for production and incidental 
charges were taxed. This the defendants contend should not be, 
as the plaintiff's claim was admitted and there was no necessity 
for an order for production. 1 agree with this contention; but 
as the plaintiff would have been entitled to obtain an order for 
production in respect of the counterclaim, and he has not 
charged for it in that bill, the items may be allowed.

It is next objected that two fees for advising on evidence are

MAN.
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allowed. This is clearly wrong, as there should be no fee for ad
vising on evidence respecting a claim concerning which there 
would be no evidence.

A counsel fee of $40 was also taxed for the trial of the plain
tiff’s claim, and also a counsel fee of $00 on the trial of the 
counterclaim. As the plaintiff might have signed judgment by 
default in respect of his own claim, no counsel fee should lie 
taxed in respect to it.

I have spoken to Mr. Walker, the senior taxing officer, and 
he agrees with this; but says that, in that event, as the trial 
lasted •one day, the counsel fee in respect of the counterclaim 
should be increased to $75, and I do this.

The next item is, instructions for brief ; two instructions for 
brief and two briefs were taxed. This is an error, there should 
have been one instruction for brief and one brief.

I have revised the bill in consultation with Mr. Walker, the 
senior taxing officer, and he agrees with the disposition 1 have 
made of it.

The net result is that the plaintiff’s taxed bill on his claim 
should be reduced by $58.90, and the bill on the counterclaim 
should be increased by $15 making a reduction on the total of 
the two bills of costs of $43.90. The bills will be referred back 
to the taxing officer to make these deductions.

The defendants are entitled to the costs of this appeal to be 
taxed and set off against the plaintiff’s taxed costs.

Bills referred back.

CHEW v. CROCKETT.

(Decision No. 2.)

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, \cwlands, ,/. October 20, 1012. «

1. Sale (8 IB—10)—Resale where purchasers have not complied
WITH TERMS—PASSING OF TITLE.

Where, by the terms of an executor's sale settlement was to be 
made at once and the purchasers of a chattel agreed that they would 
furnish an acceptable note Ijefore the next evening, their failure to 
do so justifies a re sale of the chattel by the executor where the title 
to the chattel did not pass to the purchaser.

2. Sale (8 I B—13)—Executor’s sale—Passing of title.
Where, by terms of sale of horses at an executor's sale, the pur- 

chaser was to furnish an approved note by u certain time, the fact 
that the executor told the purchaser that if the animals were left on 
his unoccupied farm they would lie at the risk of the buyer, and that 
by the seller’s direction the horses were put into a livery stable by 
the buyer, does not conclude the seller from claiming that title to the 
property did not pass where the buyer failed to furnish the note in 
time.

[Castte v. Playford, L.R. 7 Ex. 08, referred to.]
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Action to recover possession of a pair of horses sold by the 
defendant to the plaintiffs.

The action was dismissed.
An interlocutory application in the same case is reported as 

Chew v. Crockett (No. 1), G D.L.R. 368.
«7. A. Allan, for plaintiffs.
//. F. Thomson, for defendant.

Newlands, J. :—The defendant, who was the executor of 
the estate of Henry Crockett, deceased, sold the two horses men
tioned in the statement of claim at public auction. The terms 
of sale were cash or approved joint notes or bankable paper. 
The plaintiffs bought these horses in at the sale jointly. The 
defendant refused to accept their joint note and they agreed 
to get another party to sign same who would be acceptable to the 
defendant. The defendant and the auctioneer’s clerk swear that 
the security was to be furnished before the next evening, and 
the plaintiffs swear that no time was fixed. I am inclined to 
believe the defendant’s evidence, because by the terms of sale 
settlement was to be made at once, and also because it was an 
executor’s sale and was so announced by the auctioneer.

The plaintiffs not having made settlement before the next 
evening, the defendant resold the horses and the plaintiffs 
brought this action to recover the same.

As I have adopted the defendant’s story, that the security 
was to be furnished before the next evening, the plaintiffs can
not recover unless the horses were delivered to the plaintiffs 
and the property passed to them. On this point they rely upon 
the fact that the defendant told them that if they left the 
horses on his farm on the night of the sale they would be at their 
own risk, as there would be no one there. He afterwards told 
them to leave them with a livery stable keeper, which they did. 
Under all the circumstances of the case, I do not think the pro
perty was to pass. It is not inconsistent with the defendant’s 
ownership that the plaintiffs should take the risk if the horses 
were left on an unoccupied farm for a night. See Castle v. 
Play ford, L.R. 7 Ex. 98; Martineau v. Hitching, L.R. 7 Q.B. 
436*.

Judgment will, therefore, be for the defendants with costs.
Action dismissed.

SASK.
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McCORMICK v. KELLIHER.
(Decision No. 2.)

Hriliah Columbia Supreme Court, Clement, ,/. June 24, 1912.

1. Mahtkh and servant (g V—340)—Workmen's compensation law—
17NSUCCESSFUL NEGLIGENCE ACTION.

Where a plaintiff sues her son’s employers for negligence charged as 
having caused the son’s death in the course of the employment and a 
judgment in her favour in the negligence action is reversed on appeal, 
the plaintiff may still apply to a Judge of the Supreme Court (B.C.) 
to fix and allow compensation apart from negligence to which she may 
le entitled by reason of the fatal injury having been received in the 
course of the son’s employment with the defendant.

IMcCormick v. KeUiher, 4 D.L.R. (5.17, applied. |

2. Costs (§ I—2d)—Set-off — Workmen’s compensation—Allowance
AFTER UNSUCCESSFUL NEGLIGENCE ACTION.

<>n allowing compensation under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(B.C.) it may be directed that the plaintiff receive only such costs as 
would have been incurred had her claim liven limited to statutory 
proceedings under the latter Act. with a deduction therefrom of the 
defendant's extra costs occasioned by reason of the plaintiff pro
ceeding by action.

| Cotter mole v. Atlantic Transport Co., [1902] 1 K.B. 204, 71 L.J 
K.B. 173, is Times L.R. 102, applied. |

Application for the assessment of damages under the Work
men’s Compensation Act (B.C.) in an action brought under Lord 
Campbell s Act and upon the common law and the " rs’ 
Liability Act (B.C.) founded on alleged negligence.

A judgment at trial in favour of plaintiff in the negligence 
action was reversed on appeal ; McCormick v. Kcllihcr, 4 D.L.R. 
657 ; and the plaintiff thereupon applied to a Judge of the 
Supreme Court (B.C.) for the statutory compensation under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act (B.C.) on the ground that the 
fatal injury was caused in the course of the son’s employment 
with the defendants. An order was thereupon made allowing 
compensation, but with limited costs, and a set-off to the defend
ant of extra costs of defence by reason of the plaintiff's pro
ceedings not having been limited to those applicable to the 
claim under the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

If. S. Wood, for plaintiff.
K. A. Lucas, for defendant.

Clement, J. :—Acting upon what I take to he the opinion of 
the majority of the Court of Appeal, I entertain this application. 
There will Is* an award in favour of the plaintiffs for $1,500; 
and as to costs I act upon the view upheld in Cattcrmolc v. 
Atlantic Transport Co., [1902] 1 K.B. 204, 71 L.J.K.B. 173. 
that I may, if I think the case a proper one in that regard, give 
the plaintiffs costs, with or without deduction, by awarding them 
costs as they would have incurred had they limited themselves

22
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1o proceedings under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, less a 
deduction of the extra costs occasioned to the defendants by 
reason of the plaintiffs proceeding by way of action instead of 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

Order accordingly.

B. C.
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KING LUMBER CO. v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO.

RritiNli Columbia Court of Appeal. Irrinfi. Marlin, ami llalliher, 77..I. C. A.
Xorcniber 5. 1012. 1912

1. Proximatk cause (8 II A—17)—Spread of fire—Several concurrent v
FIRES AH CAUSE. 'SoV' “*

XVlierc it appears that tin* lots by tire was occasional by the con
current* of several tires for only one of which the defendant was 
liable, a refusal to put to the jury tin* question of what other tires 
were 'burning at the time in that vicinity ami which one or more of 
such tires occasioned or contributed to the burning of the plaiiitilf's 
property, will not justify a new trial, where the judge in his in
structions to the jury fully covers that point.

2. Trial (8 I I)—15)—Cross-examination ok witness iiy reference to
DEPOSITION TAKEN ON DISCOVERY—-FALSE IMPRESSIONS DRAWN
therefrom—Discretion of trial judge.

Where a witness is cross-examined by reference to his deposition 
taken on discovery, it is not permissible to conduct the proceedings in 
such a way as to give to tin* jury a false impression of the evidence 
given by the witness on d scovery. and where that is « the
trial judge, in his discretion, may allow the whole of the discovery 
evidence to lie read, or permit such other steps to Ik* taken as may Is* 
necessary to remove the false impression. ( /'<•;• Irving. 7.A.)

An appeal by defendants from the judgment of Clement, Statement 
J., in an action for damages caused by the spread of fire.

The appeal was dismissed, Martin, J.A., dissenting.
Davis. K.C., and McMullen, for appellant.
8. 8. Taylor, K.C., for respondent.

Irving, J.A.:—I would dismiss this appeal.
There was, in my opinion, evidence sufficient to justify the 

jury in coming to the conclusion that the fire which caused dam
age to the plaintiff's was either wholly or in part the combined 
fire which, according to the evidence of the bridge gang. Sam. 
McDonald, and the two de Wolfes, travelled from the north
west corner of lot 4f)02(>, or the hillside tire, which broke out to 
the east of the pump-house on the 29th or 30th June, and I 
agree that the questions submitted by the defendants’ counsel 
might very properly have been left to the jury ; but having 
regard to the whole charge of the learned Judge, I am of op
inion that the case was properly left to the jury, and that we 
would not he justified in disturbing the verdict.

A question was raised during the argument as to the prac
tice of cross-examining a witness from the deposition taken on

511
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Martin, J.A. 
(dissenting).

Martin, J.A. (dissenting) :—After a re-consideration of the 
charge and the evidence relative thereto I can find no escape 
from the conclusion that there must be a new trial for misdirec
tion.

The objection clearly raised by counsel (on pp. 648-9 of the 
appeal book) involved an important question which should have 
been placed before the jury because, quite apart from the point 
raised as to the “Curzon” fire, there was unquestionably evid
ence to go to them with respect to the fire on the hillside which 
was admittedly burning for some hours before it was enveloped 
in the big fire, nevertheless the question as to how far that fire 
contributed to the damage, if at all, was definitely withheld from 
the jury. It may possibly be that the jury might have taken 
the view that it (the “hillside” fire) was caused by sparks from 
the big fire and therefore must be deemed to be part of it, but 
that is a matter they have never passed upon, though to us 
essential to determine it before damages can be properly assessed 
and the responsibility therefor placed upon the proper shoulders. 
The direction to the jury on pp. 654-5, that the question was one 
of a “preponderating fire,” is, with all respect, one that cannot 
be supported and must inevitably have led the jury to a wrong 
conclusion. It is not a question of preponderance of size but 
distribution of liability, and if there were three or more fires 
contributing to the damage, the “preponderating” one is no 
more the “real cause” of the damage than the lesser ones. Each 
is the “real cause” of the damage it creates and the principle 
is not altered by any difficulty in its application. If my land is 
damaged by the discharge upon it of combined streams of re
fuse from two different factories, each of the factories is liable 
for the damage caused by its own stream though one of them 
may greatly “preponderate” in volume over the other ; and 
though the cause of the damage to me may be “concurrent” be
cause the two streams have intermingled before discharging up
on my land in one flow, yet that does not relieve the authors of 
the original two streams from their several responsibility for 
such share of the damage as may be apportioned between them 
according to the quantum of the refuse discharged.

It may be, in the case at bar, that even if the “hillside” fire 
were found to be an independent one, the damage occasioned 
thereby would be very small, but that does not alter the prin-
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ciple; indeed, it would only increase my regret that a matter 
which might so easily have been placed before the jury and dis
posed of was not so dealt with, thereby avoiding the heavy ex
pense of this appeal and of the lengthy new trial which must be, 
in my opinion, ordered. The costs of the former one should 
abide the result of the new, and the respondent will have the 
costs of this appeal.

Galliher, J.A.:—The question of liability only has been 
tried. On the evidence, 1 do not think we would be justified in 
interfering with the finding of the jury.

There remains only the question as to whether there should 
be a new trial by reason of the fact that the learned trial Judge 
refused to put certain questions to the jury and also by reason 
of misdirection.

A series of questions were put to the jury and Mr. Davis, 
counsel for the defendants, requested that the following ques
tions also be submitted :—

What, if any, other fires than that fought on July 10th, were burn
ing in the vicinity of Yalik or Curzon, on or prior to July 30th, 1910?

What one or more of such fires occasioned or contributed to the 
burning of the plaintiff's property ?

This the trial Judge refused to do, and instead charged the 
jury as follows :—

Now, just a word with reference to the point raised by Mr. Davis. 
In these cases you have to arrive at what has been called the real 
cause of the loss. If you find that there was a junction of any of 
these fives and the evidence does not satisfy you that one or the 
other was the preponderating fire, so to speak, then you have to 
answer the first question, either “it began down the valley,” “it began 
at Yalik," or “we do not know where it began." that is, the fire that 
did the damage, the real cause, the real cause of the catastrophe. 
For instance, supposing the fire that began on Yalik townsite or near 
Yalik townsite smouldered there and got in this draw in the hills, 
if that fire would have died out had it not been for the other over
whelming fire coming from lower down the valley, then you would 
say that the real cause of the plaintiff's loss was the lire that came 
from down the valley.

If there was a concurrent cause and you are not able to say which 
was the preponderating cause, you simply have to say, “we cannot 
definitely determine what was the origin of the fire that did the dam
age.” It is a difficult point, I quite see. If there were two fires which 
came together, one of which they are responsible for and the other 
they are not responsible for, and you are unable to say which was the 
preponderating fire which caused this loss, then you will simply say 
you cannot say, and if you cannot say the defendants, of course, win, 
because the burden is on the plaintiff to lead you to such a state of 
conviction that you find ultimately in their favour.
This charge really deals with the questions which Mr. Davis 

asked to be submitted so that unless there is misdirection in
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tin* manner in which flu* jury were so charged the defendants 
are not entitled to a new trial.

Reading the whole of that part of the charge complained of 
I do not think it is unfavourable to the defendants—portions 
of it, if they stood alone, might he so construed, but we should 
read it altogether and so read, in my opinion (and after a 
perusal of the authorities cited), it does not amount to mis
direction.

I would dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dismissed, Martin, J.A., dissenting.

YUKON. Re THE STEWART RIVER GOLD DREDGING COMPANY, Limited.

Ten Horial Court of the Yukon Territory, Macaulay, ./. September 24. 11112.Y. T. C.
1912

Sept. 24.
1. Corporations and vompaniks (g VI A—81.1)—Winiunii-vp in Yukon

TkRHITORY—RVLKS GOVERN I no PROCEDURE.

An application for an order to proceed with the winding up of a 
company in the Yukon Territory is properly made pursuant to Un- 
rules of procedure made by the judges of the Supreme Court of the 
North-West Territories at a time antecedent to the separation of the 
Yukon Territory from the North-West Territories, since no rules 
have been made modifying or replacing these rules.

2. Corporations and companies (g VIII)—380)—Korku; n corporations
—Company winding-up in Yukon Territory.

A foreign corporation doing business in the Yukon Territory un
der a license of the Dominion tlovernment. is subject to the provisions 
of the Dominion Winding up Act. R.S.C. lima. <-h. 144. in so far as its 
assets situate within the Dominion of Canada are concerned.

Tins is an application for an order to proceed with the wind
ing-up of the company; for an order appointing James George 
Purdcn, provisional liquidator of the company, as permanent 
liquidator of said company, and for an order directing the sale 
of the assets of said company.

The order asked for was granted.
C. W\ C. Tabor, for petitioners.
J. I*. Smith, for company.

Macaulay, J.:—The application was made before me in 
Chambers, on the 17th day of August last, pursuant to the rules 
of procedure made by the Judges of the Supreme Court of the 
North-West Territories at a time antecedent to the separation of 
the Yukon Territory from the North-West Territories. No rules 
having been made modifying or replacing the said rules, these 
rules are the sole rules pertaining to proceedings under this Act 
in the Y'ukon Territory.

The notice of at ion was duly served, pursuant to an 
order made by me on the 21th day of July last, upon the parties 
mentioned in the said order.

4
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The application is supported by an affidavit of Daniel Alex
ander Matheson, of Dawson, one of the petitioners and a share
holder of the company, stating, among other things, that the 
company is in a state of insolvency and unable to pay its debts, 
and that the assets of the company, so far as he is able to ascer
tain, will not bring sufficient to pay the debts of the company, 
and that in order to save as much as possible to the company, 
and realize as much as possible from the assets of the company, 
it is, in his opinion, that the company be forthwith
wound up and the assets thereof sold to the best possible advan
tage.

On the 3()th day of August, 1911, on an application for a 
winding-up order in this case, before the Honourable Mr. 
Justice Dugas, the learned Judge made an order for tin* winding 
up of the company and in the suid order appointed the said 
James George1 I'union provisional li<|uidator, subject to further 
directions of the Court.

The learned Judge apparently made the order under the 
provisions of sub-sec. (e) of sec. 11 of the Winding-up Act, and 
such order has not been " from tvs provided by see. 103
of the said Act.

The company in question was, as shewn in the petition for 
winding up, incorporated in the State of Arizona in the United 
States of America. It was, on the 11th day of December, 1908, 
pursuant to the provisions of til Viet. (Can.) eh. 49, licensed 
to carry on business in the Yukon Territory.

This company is undoubtedly a trading company under sir. 
tiof the Winding-up Act, and, under the order of tin- 30th Xugust, 
1911, is in process of being wound up under the provisions of 
sub-sec. (b) of sec. ti.

There is no Winding-up Act in the Yukon Territory, and as 
this company is a foreign corporation doing business in Canada 
under a license of the Dominion Government, it is a company, 
in my opinion, under federal control, and subject to the pro
visions of the Dominion Winding-up Act, insofar as its assets 
situate within the Dominion of Canada are concerned.

The learned Judge, in his order of the 30th August. 1911, 
did not, in so many words, state that the company was insolvent, 

in my opinion, on the material before him, he could 
have so fourni.

Aside from the question of insolvency, however, I am of 
opinion, for the reasons above stated, that the company is in the 
process of being wound up, and is also a company under fiileral 
control, and that it is advisable that the order asked for should 
be grantisl, and it is therefore granted accordingly.

Costs of all parties should ho paid out of the proceeds of the 
assets of the company.

Ordrr uraithd.
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ALTA. Re WILLIAM STAGGS.
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(Decision No. 1.)
- Alberta Supreme Court, Stuart, J. November 23, 1912.

Nov. 23. 1. Habeas corpus (§ 1 C—18)—Extradition proceedings—Conflict of
DATES AS TO TIME OF OFFENCE.

Upon an application on habeas corpus for the discharge of a pri
soner from custody, where it appears that in extradition proceed
ings lie was committed upon the charge that he did “on or about 
the 8th day of February. 1912,” obtain a promissory note from a 
certain party by false pretences with intention to cheat and defraud, 
and where the proceedings were begun by an information which 
stated that the olfence had been committed on “the 8th day of Febru
ary. 1911,” and where throughout all the documents forwarded from 
the foreign jurisdiction up to the date of the present application the 
olfence is alleged as of “the 8th day of February, 1911”; the warrant 
of commitment is invalid.

[Extradition Act, R.S.C. 1906. ch. 155. See also United States v. 
Webber (No. 1). 5 D L.lt. 803; He Webber et al., 6 D.L.R. 805.]

2. Indictment, information, and complaint (§2A—7)—Sufficiency
OF AIXEGATIONB—TIME—CONFLICT OF DATES.

Where the accused is committed under a warrant of commitment 
for extradition based on an information alleging the offence as of a 
year prior to the date shewn by the commitment, the information is 
not a sufficient basis for the commitment, and the prisoner will be 
discharged in a habeas corpus proceeding.

3. Extradition (g I—8)—International — Review’ of proceedings —
Omission to read statutory statement.

In an extradition proceeding under the Extradition Act, the 
omission of the extradition judge to read to the accused the state 
ment set forth in sub-see. 2 of see. 684 Cr. Code 1906, is not fatal to 
the proceedings.

[Can. Crim Code, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 146, sec. 684. referred to; see 
also United States v. Webber (No. 1), 5 D.L.R. 863; He Webber. 6 

D.L.R. 805, concerning criminal procedure requirements.]
4. Extradition (8 I—8)—International — Review of proceedings—

Foreign depositions—Original—Copy.
A foreign deposition for use in an extradition proceeding must 

purport to lie certified as the original or a true copy thereof by a 
judge, magistrate, or officer of the foreign state; and it is not admis 
mble in the extradition proceeding when it appears that the eertili 
cate is not given by any such foreign officer competent to certify 
that the original deposition contains a true record of the evidence 
given by the deponent.

[Extradition Act. R.S.C. 1906. eh. 155, see. 17, referred to.]

Statement An application for a writ of habeas corpus and for the dis
charge of the prisoner from custody without the actual issuing of 
the writ.

The prisoner was discharged.
Cameron, for the accused.
James Short, and F. S. Selwood, for the State of Kansas.

Stuart, >. Stuart, J. :—On the 9th of November, 1912, Mr. Justice 
Simmons, acting as a Judge under the Extradition Act, issued 
his warrant committing one William Staggs for extradition upon 
the application of the State of Kansas upon a charge that the
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said Staggs, did on or about the 8th day of February, 1912, ob
tain a certain promissory note from the Welda State Bank in the 
State of Kansas by false pretences with intention to cheat and 
defraud the Welda State Bank.

The extradition proceedings were begun by an information 
under the Extradition Act which stated that the offence had been 
committed on the 8th day of February, 1911. Strangely 
enough, throughout all the documents which had been 
forwarded by the authorities in Kansas to date, 8th of February, 
1911, had been inserted. It was not until the oral evidence was 
taken before Mr. Justice Simmons that it elearlv appeared that 
the cheque which the accused was alleged to have given ami 
which turned out to be worthless and in return for whieli be had 
received the note in question was dated and had been in fact 
given on the 8th of February, 1912. although in the information 
itself it does appear by the copy of the cheque inserted therein 
that the date was the 8th of February. 1912.

The accused is now being held for extradition under tin* war
rant of the 9th of November. This is an ion for habias
corpus and for the discharge of the accused without the actual 
issue of the writ. I have consulted both my brother Simmons 
and my brother Walsh, the latter of whom issued the summons 
for the habeas corpus proceedings and they both agree with me 
that the warrant of commitment which states that the offence was 
committed on the 8th day of February, 1912. cannot stand upon 
an information which states that the offence was committed on 
the 8th of February, 1911. It was suggested and strongly urged 
upon the argument, and it is, no doubt, the fact, that the date. 
8th of February, 1911, was throughout a typographical error. 
If I had any power to amend, it would probably lie a proper 
case for making an amendment, but I cannot see that I have any 
authority whatever to make such an amendment in the informa
tion. Possibly that amendment might have been made by Mr. 
Justice Simmons at the hearing, at any rate if the information 
was re-sworn. However that may be, it is clear that I cannot 
make it now. That being so, it is impossible for the warrant of 
commitment to stand; this is quite sufficient to justify an order 
for the discharge of the accused ami lie will be discharged 
accordingly.

A number of other objections were taken to the proceedings, 
but I shall only refer to two of them. One objection was that 
the extradition Judge did not, at the close of the hearing of the 
evidence read to the accused the statements set forth in sub
section 2 of section (>84 of the Criminal Code, and it was argued 
that by virtue of section 13 of the Extradition Act which directs 
that a hearing of an application for extradition shall proceed as 
nearly as may be ill the same manner as if the fugitive was
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brought before a justice of the peace charged with an indictable 
offence committed in Canada, this statement must necessarily 
he read to the accused or otherwise the proceedings are defective. 
As 1 stated on the argument I am of opinion that this is not 
fatal to the proceedings. The very wording of the statement 
shews that the justice of the peace is giving the accused some 
assurances as to what may or may not happen during the later 
course of the proceedings against him and during his trial in 
the Canadian Courts. I cannot see that an extradition commis
sioner has any right or could he expected to give any assurances 
as to what would happen on the trial of the accused in Kansav 

Another objection referred to the deposition of one L. A. 
Davis, which was put in before Mr. Justice Simmons. Davis was 
the manager of the hank in Oklahoma, upon which bank the cheque, 
which was alleged to have been worthless, was given, and his 
evidence was adduced in order to shew that the accused had not 
any funds to his credit in that hank. It is very clear to me 
that this deposition was not admissible. It was taken before one 
XV. J. Orme, a notary public, and was taken in the State of 
Oklahoma. The original deposition was not produced. All that 
was produced was a copy of it certified, to he a true copy by one 
K. C. Simons, a justice of the peace for a certain county in the 
State of Kansas, and his certificate states that the copy pro
duced was a true copy of the depositions of Davis on file in his 
office. I do not think that this is in compliance with section 17 
of the Extradition Act. That section says that the deposition 
must purport to he certified to he the original or true copies by 
a Judge, magistrate or officer of the foreign state. Now. it is 
true, that Mr. Simons does certify that the document to which 
his certificate was attached was a true copy of a deposition 
which was in his office, but the real effect of his certificate is this 
that he certifies that the copy which he sends forward is a true 
copy of something which purported to be the original of a deposi
tion taken lw*fore Orme, the notary public. This, it seems to 
me. does not give any sufficient authentication of the actual evi 
deuce given by Davis. The extradition Judge, it is true, by 
virtue of section 17 may accept depositions which purport to he 
certified to la* true copies, but my opinion is, that this certificate 
must la* given by some one who is in a position to certify that not 
only the copies, hut the originals of which they are copies do. 
in fact, contain a true record of the evidence given by the wit
ness. Simons, the justice of the peace, was not in a position to 
do that. Quite evidently all he had before him was what pur
ported to he a deposition made hv Davis before Orme in another 
state. That was consequently insufficient, and, 1 think, the 
deposition of Davis was, therefore, inadmissible.

However, 1 think Mr. Justice Simmons was possibly justified
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in accepting the evidence of Van Duzer, given liefore him orally 
to the effect that he was manager of the Welda State Bank and 
that the cheque that had been given to hint on the Oklahoma 
bank had been returned with a notarial protest attached in which 
the statement was made that there were no funds, as sufficient 
prima facie evidence that there were in fact no funds for the 
cheque at the time that it was given.

Mr. Justice Simmons tolls me that this is the view he took, 
and my brother Walsh, on a casual statement of the facts seems 
inclined to agree with that. If there hail been nothing further 
1 do not think that I could have set aside the commitment on 
the ground that there was not sufficient evidence of the false pre
tence to justify a committal by a magistrate.

It is not necessary to refer to any of the other grounds taken 
as the prisoner will be discharged in any case.

Prist) m r tlisthanjftl.

Arthur Newton Christian TREADGOLD v. Peter ROST, Antonio Zucco, 
Dominico Bragga, Dominico Albini, Augusto Sarto, Tom Laconi, Stipan 
Lalich, Mike Pavisicb, Mike Becih, Joseph Stadlbouer, Mike Menini 
and Peter Pontalette.

Territorial Court of the Yukon Territory, Macaulay, J. October 21, 1912.

1. Specific performance <6 I A—:ti—Whittix inhtbimknt xor con
TA1XIX0 ENTIRE XUIll I XII VI .

Specific performance of a written instrument will not be deens'd 
xi'lie re it it -hewn that this i nut ruinent «lid not contain the xvliolc 
agreement of the parties, but that it wan tin- intention of the partie- 
at the time of the execution «if th- instrument that a formal agree 
ment should Is* later entered into lad ween them.

[•Yfoir v. Currie. 21 O.L.R. 4SU; Thompson V. MrPhrronu. .‘1 D.L.It. 
21111, referred to.l

2. specific perform anm t|l.\ Amiiemknt imiehniti ok im th

Where it appear- that the term- of a xxritten agreement .ire in 
definite or uncertain, ttpeeifle performance will not In- decreed.

[ Yen tike v. Fa i barker. 2 D.L.I!. tl.'ll. -pccially referred to: ~ee also 
Annotation. 2 D.L.It. 03tl, a» to oral contract* generally.)

3. Vexdob and purchaser (8 1 B—ô)—Part ok im iu ii xsk price in stock
—How COMPUTED.

Where, by the term* of an agreement, part • *f the pureha-e priee of 
a mine was to la* in utoek of a company to I*» formed, a tender of that 
amount of stock computed at par Hoes not necc—arily fulfil the agree 
ment, since the value of the ~t«*-k dcpcml* on tlie state "f the market 
at that time, ami the vendor i- entitled i«i -o milch of the stock a* 
that part of the purclm-e price xvould then buy.

[Ucllquham v. Taylor. 11893) I Ch. 1). 33. referred to.]

4. Vfximib axu purchaser (#1 It—3)—Past payment in sna k of com
PANY TO MK FORMED—TkXDI K Ol SUN K IN COMPANY FORMED FOR
OTIIFB PURPOSE—iKSTOPPKI..

Where, by the term* of an agreement to purchase ». mine, part of 
the purelia-e price wa* to la» in stock of a company to lie formed bx
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the purchaser to acquire and work a certain creek or aueh parts as 
lie may consider advisable, a tender of stock in a company which is 
formed for another object, is not sullicient, and the vendor will not U- 
coinjiellcd to accept such shares, unless he had knowledge of the for 
mation of such company and had by his conduct so acquiesced that 
he would be precluded from objecting to the same.

5. Specific i*ereobmance (8 I A—3)—Contract in two parts—Perform
ANCE OF ONE WHERE OTHER IS IMPOSSIBLE.

If two parts of a contract are mutually exclusive, specific |»erforni 
a nee of one part may be decreed if specific performance of the whole 
is impossible. Hut where the two parts are dependent one upon 
the other, and it is impossible to decree specific performance of the 
one part, it will be denied as to the entire agreement.

[See Annotation on Specific Performance generally, 1 D.L.R. 354.]

0. Specific performance (§ 1 A—11)—Part payment where impossible 
TO GIVE specific performance otherwise.

Where the terms of an agreement for the sale of a mine are un 
certain, and it further apjiears that this agreement was not the final 
agreement but that a more formal agreement was to Is* drawn up later, 
the fact that part of the purchase price has been paid by the pur 
chaser, is not such part performance of the contract as would entitle 
him to specific jierformanee. and he will have to avail himself of an 
other remedy for the recovery of the moneys so paid.

This is an action for specific performance of an agreement 
in writing alleged to be contained in the following letter, viz:—

Murray's Hotel,
Dominion Creek, Y.T.

Lower Dominion, 25 Aug., UK)t).
A. X. C. Treadgold, Esq.

Dear Sir,—In consideration of your assistance in consolidating my 
position on Dominion creek, I agree to give you the exclusive right 
to purchase all my interests on Dominion creek and its hillsides and 
bene lies for the price and sum of two hundred thousand dollars, payable 
as to ten thousand dollars on October first of this year and as to tin* 
remainder in stock of a company to be formed by you to acquire and 
work Dominion creek or such parts of Dominion creek as you may 
consider advisable. I will give you all the assistance in my power 
to ascertain the values of all the ground on the creek and to acquire 
such claims as you may consider desirable, turning over to you all 
claims which I have acquired or may hereafter acquire with your help 
at the price paid by me for same. You shall form the company at your 
discretion as to place and time of incorjioration and amount of capital, 
and my stock shall be issued to me fully paid, and you shall decide 
when it may be desirable to merge the company in a larger company.

Yours faithfully,
Peter Rost.

liy E. Peter Rost.
Witness: Elizabeth Rost.

Also for a decree ordering and directing the defendant Rost to 
execute and deliver to the plaintiff a transfer of claims vested 
in defendant Rost as trustee, for an inquiry and account of all 
gold and gold dust and gold bearing gravels taken by the several 
defendants from any of the claims mentioned in the statement of
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claim, and payment to the plaintiff of the amount due on such 
inquiry and account; for an injunction restraining the defendant 
Rost from selling, mortgaging, transferring or otherwise disposing 
of, or encumbering said claims and interests, and from interfering 
with plaintiff’s right to renew said claims, or any right of the 
plaintiff therein in any way; and injunction restraining the 
defendants from mining or working the said claims, and also for 
a receiver.

The action was dismissed.

F. T. Comjdon, K.C., and Charles Macdonald, for plaintiff.
C. IV. C. Tabor, watching brief for Dominion Mining Co., Ltd.
J. B. Pattullo, K.C., and J. P. Smith, for defendants Rost, 

Lalich, Pavisich and Becih.
No one appeared on behalf of the other defendants.

Macaulay, J.:—On the 11th day of May, 1012, an order 
was granted appointing a receiver as asked, and an interim 
injunction restraining the defendants, or any of them, from work
ing or mining the said claims, and, on the 20th day of May, 1912, 
an order was granted continuing the injunction until the trial 
of this action. The receiver duly filed his report, passed his 
accounts and paid the balance in his hands, amounting to 84,844.16, 
into Court, and obtained his discharge.

The plaintiff is a mining promoter who has successfully organ
ized large mining enterprises in this territory, and is still engaged 
in further organizing and promoting large mining companies to 
work the gold bearing gravels in this district, is a graduate of 
Oxford University, England, and is, and has been, a successful 
mining promoter.

The defendant Rost is a man unable to read or write except 
for the fact that he has learned to write his own name, but, as I 
gathered from the evidence, has had an experience of between 
30 and 40 years mining in Australia and in this territory, and apart 
from the fact that he has no education, appears to me to lie a 
shrewd mining man and possessed of more than the ordinary 
amount of intelligence, and a man who thoroughly understood 
the business of mining in a practical way.

The defendant Rost depended entirely upon his wife, who 
seems to have a fair education, to transact any business for him 
that required to be in writing, and generally to look after his 
clerical affairs.

Previous to the 25th day of August, 1909. the defendant 
Rost had acquired a large block of claims on Dominion creek in 
this territory with a view to obtaining capital to mine the said 
block of claims on a large scale by dredging or other modern process 
which would yield much larger profits than if mined by the 
cruder methods hitherto employed in mining on said creek, and, 
with the object of engaging capital to so operate his said mining
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ground, on the 10th day of July, 1009, went to the plaintiff's 
residence in Dawson and in the interview with the plaintiff 
disclosed to him his plans for working the said ground. At 
that interview Host’s holdings on Dominion creek were disclosed 
to the plaintiff, also adjoining properties which would be required 
to be secured to carry on the mining operations on a large scale, 
as shewn by six pages of memorandum taken in plaintiff’s hand
writing ami put in as exhibit “A-2” at the trial.

After that interview some correspondence took place with 
regard to introduction of papers in defendant Host’s possession 
which would In- required to be examined, and. on the- 30th day of 
July, 1909, another interview took place at the plaintiff’s home 
in Dawson between the plaintiff and defendant Rost when four 
pages of memorandum (exhibit “Z-l”) were taken in the plain
tiff’s handwriting, and at which time both plaintiff and defendant 
Host say the terms of an agreement they decided to (‘liter into 
were settled lietween them but now both differ as to what those 
terms were.

It is admitted that at that interview the amount of Host’s 
indebtedness on his claims was placed at about $00,000.00 and 
that the amount of money that lie and his wife had put into the 
claims was about $00,000.00. Other things appear in the memor
andum also about which the plaintiff and defendant Host differ, 
but it is admitted that the question of securing what were known 
as the Mortison interests was discussed at that meeting, and 
that the plaintiff was to endeavour to secure those interests to 
include them in the scheme that was being arranges! for carrying 
on the said mining operations.

The mining claims of the defendant Host on Caribou creek, 
a tributary of Dominion creek, were also discussed at this inter
view and a valuation of $‘20,000.00 placed upon them, and it is 
admittisl by both parties that those claims of the defendant 
Host were to be included in the list of claims which the defendant 
Host would be expected to convey under the agreement which 
was being arranged between him and the plaintiff.

There were some outstanding debts against the claims of the 
defendant Rost which were pressing for payment, and it is admit
ted that the plaintiff was to advance the money to meet these 
payments, but plaintiff and the defendant Host differ as to the 
manner in which the money was to be advanced.

On the 25th day of August, 1909, the plaintiff arrived at 
the home of the defendant Host on Dominion creek with the 
above mentioned letter, which he alleges contains the agreement 
between himself and Host prepared in his own handwriting, and 
the said letter, after having been read over to Host, was signed 
by him and witnessed by his wife Elizabeth Host; only the de
fendant, his wife Elizabeth Host, and the plaintiff, being present 
at this interview.
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After the signing of that letter the plaintiff took the document 
away with him, leaving no copy with Rost.

Both Rost and his wife say that they asked the plaintiff 
what this document was, and why lit1 had not brought an agree
ment setting out the terms of the arrangement entered into 
between them. They further say that they stated to the plaintiff 
at that time that the $00,000.00 indebtedness of Rost was not 
mentioned in this letter, nor the Caribou claims, nor tin* mining 
machinery belonging to Rost, and that, according to the arrange
ment they had made, all these matters should be mentioned, 
and that the plaintiff replied that this is only a letter to shew 
they were dealing together, and that lie would return in about 
three days with a proper agreement.

They further state that they asked him several times for the 
agreement and the plaintiff said lie was very busy and would 
provide it later; that he wished the defendant Rost to have 
confidence in him and he would make a rich man of him. This 
the plaintiff denies and says the letter contains the whole agree
ment.

The defendant Rost says that the arrangement entered into 
between tin* plaintiff and himself prior to the 20th of August, 
1909, was that his (Rost’s) holdings on Dominion and Caribou 
creek, and his mining machinery, was to be taken into tiie scheme 
arranged between the plaintiff and himself at a valuation of 
about $260,000, that the plaintiff was to pay his liabilities, amount
ing to about Stiff,000.00 at once, and to pay him $60,000.00 in 
cash, being the amount of money he and his wife had put into 
the claims, and that, if they formed a company, his interests in 
that company would represent $140,000.00; that it was estimated 
that the whole amount of money required to purchase the portions 
of Dominion creek which they required for their scheme would be 
about $800,000.00, including the $260,000.00 to be paid fur his 
holdings; and whether they sold the whole1 to a company or worked 
the property themselves his interests should be represented by 
the proportion of .$140,000.00 to the total cost of the properties, 
and that the plaintiff always promised to reduce this agreement 
to writing. He further says that he was to lend his assistance 
to acquire further claims, and that he did acquire many claims 
which, by arrangement, were purchased in his name and paid for 
by the plaintiff; that he also staked or caused to be staked many 
claims on the said creek which now stand in his name, and the 
expenses for staking said claims were paid by the plaintiff, and 
which said claims were to form a part of the said scheme for work
ing Dominion creek on a large scale, and which claims are the 
trust claims referred to in this action, ami which he still holds in 
trust under the said agreement.

On or about the 9th day of October, 1909, the plaintiff paid 
tin* defendant Rost $10.000.0(1, and during the same fall and the
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following year, and before the 8th October, 1910, various sums 
amounting to $9,755.75, and which latter amounts were the 
claims referred to as the pressing claims of the defendant Rost 
which the plaintiff had agreed to pay. Rost says that when the 
payment of $10,000.00 was made the plaintiff told him the formal 
agreement was being prepared and would be executed, and would 
be submitted for signing, but that plaintiff left the territory on 
one of the last boats in the fall of 1909 and did not return until 
the following summer, and without having the agreement signed 
as agreed upon.

During the summer or fall of 1910 the defendant Rost was 
still pressing for an agreement and, on the 28th day of October, 
1910, the plaintiff paid Rost 812,500.00 and, on the 15th day 
of November, 1910, made a further payment to him of $10,000.00. 
Rost says these were payments made on account of the agree
ment. The plaintiff says they were advances made to the de
fendant Rost, who required money, and that it was agreed that 
such payments were to be charged against the stock coming to 
defendant under the letter of August 25th, 1909.

On or about the 23rd day of November, 1910, one J. T. Patton, 
an agent for the plaintiff, prepared an unsigned agreement between 
the plaintiff and the defendant Rost which, with the typewritten 
suggested alterations, was put in as exhibit “D-2” at the trial.

The agreement is as follows, and following are the suggested 
typewritten alterations:—

Know all men by these presents, (hut I, Peter Rost, of Dominion 
Creek, in the Yukon Territory, miner, for and in consideration of the 
sum of one dollar of lawful money of Canada, now paid to me by Arthur 
Newton Christian Treadgold, of Dawson, in the said territory, ami 
other good and valuable considerations (the receipt whereof is hereby 
acknowledged), do hereby agree to sell, assign and transfer to the said 
Treadgold, on the terms below mentioned, all that certain placer 
mining pro|>erty situate on Dominion creek and tributaries thereof, 
in the Dawson Mining District of the Yukon Territory, and more par
ticularly described in the schedule attached hereto, marked "A" (which 
is hereby made part and parcel of this agreement), together with all 
cabins, sluiccboxes, water rights, machinery ami other improvements 
and appurtenances thereto belonging or in anywise appertaining.

The purchase price is two hundred and fifty-eight thousand, one 
hundred and fifty-five dollars and seventy-five cents ($258,156.7*>l 
payable in cash and stock as follows: The sum of $118,155.75 in cash 
in manner following, to wit: $42,255.75 at or before the sealing and 
delivery of these presents (the receipt whereof I hereby acknowledge 
as follows: $10,(XX).0() on ()ctol>er 1st, 1909; $12,500.00 on October 2Mli, 
1910; $1(),(XX).(X) on November 15th, 1910; and $9,755.75 in sundry 
amounts at various dates as |ier my statement hereto attached and 
marked Schedule “B”); $5.(XX).00 on December 15th, 1910; $5,000.00 
on March 1st, 1911; and $05,,.KX).00 on October 1st, 1911. and on October 
1st ,1911, t he balance of the purchase price, namely, the sum of $140,(XMU'U 
in stock of the Dominion Mining Company, a company to be formed 
by the said Treadgold for the purpose of mining the said mining property
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in conjunction with other placer mining property. And it is provided YUKON,
herein that all payments, whether of cash or of stock, may be made y~x~c
to my credit with the Hank of British North America at Dawson afore- '

I hereby covenant that I have a good title to the said mining property Tri.augold 
and the appurtenances and a good and full right to transfer the same.
That I will execute good and sufficient transfers of my said property, Host. 
conveying the same free and clear of and from all liens, mortgages and m«. «uiay. j. 

other encumbrances, to the said Treadgold, and will place the same 
in escrow with the said Bank of British North America at Dawson, 
the said transfers to be delivered to the said Treadgold on payment 
of the above-mentioned purchase price.

I further covenant with the said Treadgold that should there be any 
encumbrances against my said property, or any part thereof, the said 
Treadgold shall have the right to pay off and discharge the same, and 
to deduct any moneys so paid from the above-mentioned purchase price, 
and any such payments shall be considered payment to me, pro tanto, 
of the purchase price.

I further covenant and agree that the said Treadgold shall have the 
right to enter upon the said mining property, either in |>crson or by 
his representative, for the purpose of examining, prospecting and 
operat ing the same.

This agreement and all the covenants therein contained shall enure 
to the benefit of and be binding on the respective heirs, executors, 
administrators and assigns of the parties hereto where the context 
admits of such construction.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal, at Dawson, 
in the Yukon Territory, the 23rd day of November, 1910.
Signed, sealed and delivered

in the presence of [Seal.]
Suggested Alterations:—

1. Rost retains right to work ground during continuance of option 
and retain profits from such working.

2. Rost to retain all cabins on creek claim No. 27 below up|>er dis-

3. Rost to retain all machinery.
4. Time to be made essence of contract as to payments.
5. Rost does not understand as to capitalization formation or object 

of company from which he is to receive stock and does not understand 
how he makes his profits therefrom.

The price at which he turns in these properties is the actual cost 
price to himself.

0. Escrow letter to bank. Terms of-----
The plaintiff says Patton was acting for hini and, he thinks, 

also for the defendant Rost. He also says that he was being forced 
by defendant Rost to enter into a new agreement, as he already 
had paid $200,000.00 for the Morrison, or Hammon & Sloss 
interests, and had about $100,000.00 invested in the said trust 
claims.

The defendant Rost on this occasion employed Mr. \\. C.
Tabor, a solicitor practising his profession at Dawson, to act on 
his behalf, and Mr. Tabor submitted the above mentioned type-
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written suggestions to be added to the said agreement. The 
plaintiff refused to sign the agreement with the suggested altera
tions, and consequently it was never executed by the parties.

The plaintiff tendered a transfer dated November 9th, 1910, 
to defendant Rost, transferring from Rost to the plaintiff the 
claims known as the Rost interests, and also a transfer from Rost 
to the plaintiff dated November 9th, 1910, of the claims known 
as the Trust claims, which said transfers the defendant Rost 
refused to execute.

Again, in the month of November, 1911, the plaintiff tendered 
to the defendant Rost two transfers from defendant Rost to the 
plaintiff of the above mentioned claims, which transfers the 
defendant Rost refused to execute; and plaintiff also tendered to 
defendant Rost 38,000 shares of the par value of $5.00 each in 
the Dominion Mining Company, Limited, a company formed 
by plaintiff, in payment of the $190,000.00 mentioned in the said 
letter of August 25th, 1909, which said shares the defendant 
Rost refused to accept in payment as aforesaid, and, on the 9th 
day of May, 1912, the plaintiff launched this action.

The plaintiff, in his evidence given at the trial, says that it 
was part of the agreement that he should meet the liabilities of 
the defendant Rost and charge the amount so paid against the 
purchase price of $200,000.00 mentioned in the letter of August 
25th, 1909, and that it was never the intention of the parties 
that he should pay the defendant Rost's liabilities, amounting 
to about $60,000.00, in addition to the purchase price of $200,000.00 
mentioned in the said letter of August 25th, 1909. The letter 
itself is silent on this point, and in the absence of any evidence 
I would have construed the word “interests” to have meant 
the defendant's rights or equities on Dominion creek, and that 
the plaintiff was purchasing the same for $200,000.(X) whatsoever 
they might be; and that he was agreeing to assume any liabilities 
against the said properties.

In his evidence at the trial the plaintiff further says that lie- 
had a complete list of Rost’s holdings prior to the date of that 
agreement, but in the said letter the word “interests” is used 
and not the word “holdings.”

The unsigned agreement supports the contention of the 
defendant Rost that the liabilities, amounting to about $60,000.09, 
were to be paid in addition to the $200,000.00 mentioned in the 
said letter, and in this respect tin- weight of evidence is with the 
defendant Rost. The plaintiff asserts one thing which the 
defendant Rost and his wife denies, and the documentary evidence- 
supports the- contention of the defendant Rost.

The Caribou claims are not mentioned in the said letter of 
August 25th, 1909, and both the plaintiff and Rost say the Caribou 
claims were to be included in the agreement between them. 
Rost says his mining machinery was to be included also. Thu
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plaintiff says the machinery was not taken into consideration, YUKON, 
but the transfers which were after tendered to Rost for execution y p q 
included, amongst other mining claims, Rost’s mining claims on mi2 
Caribou cre< k, and also his mining machinery; and the whole 
weight of evidence, in my opinion, supports the contention of 1 rbadoolo 
the defendant Rost that the said letter of August 25th, 11)09, r,>nt.
did not contain the whole of the agreement between the parties, ----
and that it was the intention of the parties at that time that a ■Ji
formal agreement should be entered into between them, and I so 
find as a fact.

In Bellamy v. Dcbenham, L.R. 45 Gh.I). 481, North, .1., at 
492, says:—

In Hussey v. Horne-Payne.A A.C.311, the rule of law is expressed very 
neatly, though no new rule is there laid down. The contract must be 
evidenced in writing, signed by the party who is to be charged, an4 
the letters which I have mentioned shew such a contract signed b> 
the party to be charged. Hut it has always been held to he open to 
a defendant against whom specific performance is sought, to shew that 
the written document signed by him did not include all the terms of 
the actual contract, and that he may do that, either by reference to 
other correspondence which can fairly be read with the letters which 
are said to constitute the contract, or by means of parol evidence out
side the written document altogether.

The defendant may say that when a contract is found in correspond
ence, you must look not only at the two or three formal letters which 
are said in themselves to constitute a contract, but also at the other 
correspondence. It is clear that that may be done, but for what pur
pose can it be done? Hussey v. Horne-Cayne, 4 A.C. 311, lays down the 
law very clearly, and I agree with every word of Mr. Justice Kay’s 
comments upon it in Bristol, Cardiff and Swansea Aerated Bread Co. v.
Maygs, 44 Ch.I). (Hfi. In Hussey v. Home-Baync there were certain 
letters which apparently constituted a complete contract, but on looking 
into the whole correspondence it was found that those letters did not 
contain all the terms of the contract, because the earlier letters shew 
that there were other terms then in negotiation, and the later letters 
also shewed that those terms were still in negotiation and were not 
concluded. It was clear, therefore, that the letters which were said 
to constitute the contract did not contain the whole of it, and, that 
being so, that what was called a contract was not complete, and could 
not, therefore, be enforced.
Rost says a formal agreement was to be prepared and signed; 

the letter did not contain the whole agreement.
See Winn v. Bull, L.R. 7 Ch. I). 29. Jessel, M. IL, at 32, 

says:—
It comes, therefore, to this, that where you have a proposal or agree

ment made in writing expressed to be subject to a formal contract being 
prepared, it means what it says. It is subject to and is dependent 
upon a formal agreement being prepared. When it is not expressly 
stated to be subject to a formal contract, it becomes a question of con
struction whether the parties intended that the terms agreed on should 
merely be put into form, or whether they should be subject to a new
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agreement, the terms of which are not expressed in detail. The result 
is that I must hold that there is no binding contract in this case, and 
there must, therefore, be judgment for the defendant.

See also Stow v. Currie, 21 O.L.ll. 480. The agreement is silent 
as to the rate at which Rost was to take stock. Also as to the 
time when the payment of stock was to be made, and is in
sufficient and incomplete in this respect.

See Thompson v. McPherson, 3 D.L.R. 200; also House v. 
Brown, 14 O.L.R. 500. Mr. Justice Anglin in this case, at 505, 
says :—

That the want of a definite provision in a contract fixing the amount 
and dates of payment of deferred instalments of purchase money, ren
ders a contract incomplete and unenforceable where it is contemplated 
that these mutters shall be subject to further negotiations and future 
settlement between the parties thereunder, is well established.

All the stock of the Dominion Mining Company, Limited, 
which company the plaintiff states was the company formed 
for the working of the ground mentioned in the agreement, was 
issued to the plaintiff, as appears by the evidence, and no pro
vision made for working capital, and plaintiff, in his evidence, 
says there was no necessity for making such a provision, but 
where the working capital was to come from was not explained. 
It is provided in the agreement upon which suit is brought that 
§190,000.00 of the purchase price is to be paid in stock of a com
pany to be formed by the plaintiff, and the plaintiff did tender 
to Rost 38,000 shares of the par value of §5.00 each in the Dominion 
Mining Company, Limited, in payment as aforesaid, which said 
shares defendant Rost refused to accept.

If $190,000.00 of the purchase price was to be paid in stock 
then, in my opinion, that could only mean that Rost was to 
receive §190,000.00 worth of stock, and it would depend on the 
state of the market as to whether a share would be worth more or 
less than §5.00. See Douglas v. Baynes, [1908] A.C. 477. See 
also McLaughlin v. Whiteside, 7 (iront 573, and Bell v. Northwood, 
3 Man. L.R. 514, where it is laid down that specific performance 
will not In* decreed where the terms of the contract signed by 
the parties are uncertain.

See also Fenske v. Farbacher, 2 D.L.R. 034.
If an agreement docs not eontain all the terms of the eontraet between 

the parties, it <loes not sntisfy the requirements of sec. 4 of the Statute 
of Frauds, and specific performance will be refused.

Sec also Mcllquham v. Taylor, 1 Ch.D. 53, as to value
of shares.

In the alleged agreement of the 25th of August, 1909, it was 
provided that defendant Rost was to receive §190,000.00 of the 
purchase price of his property in stock of a company to be formed 
by the plaintiff to acquire and work Dominion creek or such parts 
of Dominion creek as plaintiff might deem advisable; and that

9
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the plaintiff should form tlio company at his discretion as to 
place and time of incorporation and amount of capital.

The company formed by the plaintiff and known as the 
Dominion Mining Company, Limited, and tin* shares of which 
company were tendered to defendant Rost in payment of 
$190,000.00 of the purchase money referred to in the said agree
ment, was a company formed, as shewn by the letters patent 
(exhibit “I” in this case), with power not only to carry on the 
business of mining but also to carry on the business of a manu
facturer and dealer in logs, lumber, etc., also to carry on the 
business of a general dealer in merchandise, and of a land and land 
improvement company, also with power to build, acquire, own, 
charter, navigate and use steam and other vessels, and generally 
to carry on the business of a general trading company in any 
part of ( anada or elsewhere.

According to the terms of the letter of August 25th, 1909, 
Rost was to take stock in a company to be formed by the plaintiff 
to acquire and work Dominion creek, or such parts of Dominion 
creek as he might consider it advisable. The Dominion Mining 
Company, Limited, is not a company formed for that object. 
True it might carry on mining operations on Dominion creek or 
it might carry on any of the kinds of business mentioned in its 
charter in any part of the world.

The state of the law is clearly set out, that defendant Rost 
could not be compelled to accept shares in such a company in 
payment of the stock mentioned in the said agreement unless 
he had knowledge of the formation of such company and had by 
his conduct so acquiesced that he would now be precluded from 
objecting to the same. There is absolutely no evidence to shew 
that Rost had any knowledge of the kind of company the Dominion 
Mining Company, Limited, was, but, on the other hand, the 
evidence shews that he had absolutely no knowledge about the 
formation of the said company.

An attempt was made to fasten knowledge upon him by 
shewing publication in the Canada ( iazette of April 30th, 1910, 
pp. 3323 and 3321, of notice of application for the formation 
of the company, and also publication in the Canada ( iazette 
of March 4th, 1911, p. 2881. of notice of application for sup
plementary letters patent of the said company, which, it was 
alleged, was notice to the world; but there was nothing in either 
of the said notices that would convey to the mind of the defendant 
Rost that the Dominion Mining Company, Limited, was a com
pany such as proposed in the letter of August 25th, 1909, nor 
would the said notices, or either of them, convey such knowledge 
to the mind of any reasonable man. Dominion creek, in the 
Yukon Territory, is not mentioned in either of the notices, nor 
is the name of the plaintiff mentioned in either of the notices; 
nor are there anv other word or words contained in either of the

YUKON
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Memulay, J.
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is there anything contained in the letters patent themselves, 
or the supplementary letters patent that would convey any

Tbeadgold
such knowledge, as neither Dominion creek, the Yukon Territory, 
nor the name of the plaintiff, appear in the letters patent or 
supplementary letters patent of the said company.

Macaulay, J.
There were no shares in the Dominion Mining Company, 

Limited, allotted to Host, but it is argued that when shares were 
tendered to him he should have objected at that time to the kind 
of shares tendered or he was bound to accept. Rost refused 
to accept the shares when tendered, but he had no knowledge, 
nor had he any means of having any knowledge as to the nature 
of the shares tendered to him. On this point alone the plaintiff’s 
action must fail.

See Re Russian (Vykounsky) Iron Works, Stewart's case, L.R.
1 Ch. App. 574; Re Cachar Co., Lawrence's case, L.R. 2 Ch. App. 
412; Downes v. Ship, L.R. 3 E. & 1. 343; Re Russian (Vykounsky) 
Iron Works, Webster's case, L.R. 2 Equity 741; The Sillikcr Car 
Co., Ltd. v. Donohue, 44 N.S.R. 315.

The objects of the company formed, as stated in the letters 
patent, are much more extensive than tho.se stated in the agree
ment and of an entirely different nature than those contemplated 
in the agreement; and the above cases are all authorities to shew 
that the defendant would not be bound to accept shares in such 
a company unless by his conduct he had so acquiesced that lie 
would be bound to accept the said shares. The evidence shews 
that he in no way acquiesced, and consequently could not be 
forced to accept the shares.

It was argued on behalf of the plaintiff that there were two 
distinct causes of action in the statement of claim in this case, 
the first cause of action being for specific performance of the 
agreement to convey Rost’s holdings on Dominion creek, and tin1 
second cause of action for specific performance of an agreement, 
to convey the claims known as the Trust claims to the plaintiff, 
and counsel cited: Hunt v. Spencer, 13 (irant 225; Green v. Low, 
22 Beav. 025; Fry on Specific Performance, 5th ed., par. 805, ami 
a line of cases, to shew that specific performance will be granted 
one part of a contract if it is impossible to grant specific per
formance of the whole. This is true, no doubt, if the two part 
of the contract are mutually exclusive, one of the other. The 
Court may then treat them as independent of each other. Here 
the two parts are dependent one upon the other. The very 
object of obtaining the Trust claims was to assist in consolidating 
Rost’s position on Dominion creek, as shewn by the evidence. 
True, the claims which were purchased were paid for with tin- 
plaintiff’s money, and he also paid the expenses of staking the 
claims which were staked, but the defendant Rost supplied his 
time, knowledge and experience in pursuance of the agreement, 
and both the plaintiff and defendant Rost have an interest in 
those claims.
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If 1 ordered them to he conveyed to the plaintiff then the 
position of the defendant Host on Dominion creek, in place of 
being consolidated as agreed by plaintiff when he and Host 
entered into an arrangement, would be absolutely lost, as some 
of the Trust claims are most necessary to him if his holdings 
are to be worked on a large scale ; and had he not entered into 
this arrangement with the plaintiff lie might have acquired those 
claims by obtaining capital elsewhere.

It was argued by counsel for defendant Host that the only 
way he could be put in his original position would be by giving 
him all the mining properties between upper and lower discovery 
on Dominion creek for which he was willing to pay; but 1 cannot 
see that in this action I am able to grant the request of either 
the plaintiff or the defendant Host. They are both interested 
in the Trust claims and they will have to obtain relief in some 
other form of action. Neither can I grant damages as asked by 
the plaintiff. The case of Lavery v. Purnell, L.H. 31) ('h.D. 508, 
is an authority on this point. It was there held that there is 
no jurisdiction to give damages in substitution for or in addition 
to specific performance where specific |H»rformance could not 
properly be granted.*

The fact that the plaintiff has made payments on account 
to the defendant Host is not such a part performance of the 
contract as would entitle him to specific performance, and he will 
have to avail himself of another remedy for the recovery of the 
moneys so paid.

Having held that the plaintiff fails in his action for s|>eeific 
performance then his action must also fail against the laymen. 
They were working on the property of the defendant Host, and 
having held that there was no agreement entered into between 
the defendant Host and plaintiff which the law would enforce, 
Host was entitled to enter into a lay agreement with his co-de
fendants, for the working of his mining property.

In any event no notice was served upon the laymen until the 
month of March last, when all the work was done upon the said 
properties except the washing of the gold from the gravels extracted 
from the ground. The defendant laymen proved no damages 
at the trial other than the share of the moneys coming to them

YUKON.
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'I.nnrtf v. Purnell, L.R. .10 (’h.D. 508, i* an authority for the proposi
tion that the doctrine of part performance did not extend to enable the 
Court to award damages on a parol contract which wa* insuffle lent. under 
the Statute of Fraud*, although *|>eeille performance might In* ordered he
rmine of such part performance. In that ease th“ hold ini' wan that the 
jurisdiction to give damage* in «ub*titutkm for. or in addition to Hpcciflc 
|ierformarice. has not been extended to cane* where specific performance 
could not po**ibly have been directed ; and, accordingly, the contract, hav
ing. from lapMc of time, become at the hearing incapable of specific perform
ance. the e<|uitalde doctrine of part performance i aw voiding the operation 
of the Statute of Fraud*) did not enable the plaintiff to obtain relief 
in damages.

48—7 b.L.R.
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under the lay agreement; consequently no other damages will he 
allowed to them.

The injunction granted will be dissolved and the moneys in 
Court paid out to the defendant Rost and his co-defendants the 
laymen in their proper proportions according to the agreement 
entered into between them.

The action will be dismissed with costs to be paid by the 
plaintiff to the defendant Rost, and also the costs of the defendant 
laymen, together with all costs of and incidental to the applica
tion for receiver and injunction.

The letter of August 25th, 1909, should be cancelled as prayed 
for in the counterclaim of the defendant Rost, but the claim for 
rectification of the said letter by the defendant Rost having 
been abandoned by counsel at the trial such claim will be dis
missed with costs that were made necessary to the plaintiff by 
reason of the said claim being asked for in the counterclaim of 
the defendant Rost, with a set-off as against the costs ordered 
to be paid by the plaintiff.

Action dismissed.

ARNOLD v. NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY, Limited.
Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Simmons, ./. November 21. 1912.

1. Mohtoagk (8 IB—6)—What constitutes—Equitable — “Once a
MORTGAGE ALWAYS A MORTGAGE.”

Where an instrument covering certain lands purports to be an 
absolute assignment and power of attorney but is really given only 
to secure a loan for which the borrower gives his promissory note, 
such instrument is merely an equitable mortgage, and under the 
maxim “once a mortgage always a mortgage" the grantee will la* 
limited strictly to his rights as a mortgagee.

[London ami Globe Finance Corporation v. Montgomery, IS Time*' 
L.R. 0(11, distinguished ; Samuel v. Jarrah, f 1904] A.C. 324. followed. |

2. Mortgage (9 I K—24)—Converting security for loan into I’vii
ciiase—Option to mortgagee to purchase.

A mortgagee cannot lawfully provide at the same time us the 
loan is made, for any event or condition on which the equity of r< 
denrption shall Ik* discharged and the conveyance become absolute, 
nor for an option to purchase, although the option price is far in ex 
cess of the loan; and this, although it appears that the lender was 
not willing to lend unless he had both the security and the option 
and that the lender and borrower were dealing at arms’ length.

[Vernon v. Itethel, (1761), 2 Eden 110, 113; X oak es v. Rice, 11902] 
A.C. 24; Salt V. Northampton, ( 1892] A.C. 1, followed.]

Action for specific performance of an alleged agreement to 
sell certain land in respect to two of the lots and an abatement of 
the price of the third lot.

The action was dismissed.
G. li. O'Connor, for plaintiff.
O. .If. lligtjar, for defendant.
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Simmons, J. : -The plaintiff is a grain dealer of Shoal Lake, 
Manitoba, and the defendant Frank C. Field resides at Winni
peg, province of Manitoba. Helen Lillian Field, daughter of 
the defendant Frank C. Field, died intestate and unmarried in 
the province of British Columbia, administration of her estate 
was granted by the Supreme Court of British Columbia to her 
mother, Rhoda Jane Field. At the time of her death Helen 
Lillian Field owned lots 21, 28 and 29 in river lot 14 of the 
Edmonton Settlement of record in plan B, of the city of Ed
monton. One Albert French, as attorney for Rhoda Jane Field, 
sold and transferred to one Laura M. Wilson said lot numbered 
21. Subsequently, the defendant Frank C. Field employed 
Edward B. Fisher, a barrister of Winnipeg, to look after his in
terest in the Edmonton property as heir at law of his daughter. 
While negotiations were pending between Mr. Fisher on behalf 
of the defendant Frank O. Field and Messrs. Davis & Co., of 
Vancouver, B.C., solicitors of Mrs. Field, the said Frank C. 
Field instructed Mr. Fisher to get an advance for him on the 
security of his interest in the Edmonton property and also to get 
a purchaser for the property. As a result Mr. Fisher got the 
plaintiff Arnold to advance Frank C. Field $1150, and two 
documents were executed by Field which arc as follows :—

Know all men by these present» that I, Frank C. Field, of the city 
of Winnipeg, in the province of Manitoba, gentleman, in consideration 
of the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) to me paid 
by Alfred 8. Arnold of the village of Shoal Lnke, in the province of 
Manitoba, grain dealer, do hereby assign, transfer and set over to the 
said Alfred S. Arnold, Ilia executors, administrators and assigns, 
absolutely and for his sole use and benefit of my right, title and in
terest in and to certain projierty situate, lying and being in the city 
of Edmonton, in the province of Alberta, and being composed of:— 

I<ots numbered twenty-one (21) twenty-eight (28). and twenty-nine 
(29) in block fifteen ( 15) of river lot* twelve (12) and fourteen 
(14) of the Edmonton settlement in the city of Edmonton as shewn 
upon map or plan of the said river lots, registered in the land titles 
oflioe for the North Alberta registration district as plan “IV; with 
power to perform all things and to take all actions and to make all 
negotiations in connection with said property, whether for the sale or 
mortgage of same and with power to take any action by suit or other
wise, or to prosecute any action already instituted and generally to 
do all matters and things which I myself might do in connection with 
the sale, mortgage or disposal of the said property, and to give all 
receipts for moneys paid and to give any option in connection with 
the sale or for disposal of the said property in the same manner as 
I might do.

As witness my hand and seal this 1st day of March, A.I). 1911.

ALTA.

S. 0. 
1912

X AVION AL

Hlmiuons, J,

Agreement made in duplicate this 1st day of March. A.D. 1911, 
Between:—
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tolin, gentleman, hereinafter called the vendor,

Alfred S. Arnold, of the village of Slmnl Lake, in the Province of

National
Trust

Co., Ivro.

Manitoba, grain dealer, hereinafter called the purchaser of the other

Whereas the vendor alleges that he is the owner of lots nuiuliercd 
twenty-one (21), twenty-eight (28) and twenty-nine (89) in block 
fifteen (15) of river lots twelve (12) and fourteen (14) of the Ed-

Simmons, J. monton settlement in the city of Edmonton, as shewn upon plan or 
map of said river lots registered in the land titles oflice for the North 
Alberta land registration district as plan "D.”

Now this agreement witnesseth that the vendor in consideration of 
the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars ($.150.00), the receipt 
whereof is hereby acknowledged, hereby offers and agrees to sell to the 
purchaser, his heirs and assigns, the said lots, (or such part thereof 
as may lie required by the purchaser) for the sum of six thousand 
dollars ($0,000.00) at any time la-fore the fifteenth day of April, A.D. 
1011. This offer to be irrevocable until the said last mentioned 
date. This offer, if accepted before the said date, shall thereupon 
constitute a binding contract of purchase and sale; all adjustments 
to be made to date of transfer; the purchaser to examine the title 
at his own expense, the vendor not to lx- bound to produce or shew 
any evidence except such as are in his possession. The purchaser 
to make objections and requisitions within thirty (30) days after 
acceptance, and title to lie deemed accepted, except as to any objec
tion or requisition made which the vendor is unwilling to remove 
lie may rescind this agreement.

Time shall be of the essence of this contract.
In witness whereof, our hands and seals this 1st day of March. A.D. 

1911.
nml in addition Field gave the plaintiff a promissory note which 
is as follows:—

$350.00
Winnipeg, Man., Mar. 1st, 1011.

Six weeks after date. ! promise to pay to the order of A. S. Arnold 
at the Northern Crown Hank here, the sum of three hundred and 
fifty dollars, value received with interest at 12"', per annum.

Frank C. Field.

Before the expiration of the option Field took his legal busi
ness away from Mr. Fisher and placed it in the hands of Messrs. 
Campbell, Pitblado & Co., barristers, Winnipeg, and advised 
them that he had signed the option in ignorance of its contents. 
Two days before the expiration of the option Mr. Adeoek. an 
employee of Fisher’s, served a member of Campbell, Pitblado 
& Co.’s firm in their office with a written notice of the accept
ance of the option. Field refused to carry out the sale and the 
plaintiff sued for specific performance of the agreement to sell 
as to lota 28 and 29 with an abatement of the purchase price for 
lot 21.
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The defendant Field admits the execution of the documents 
hut says he did not read them nor understand them and thought 
they were solely for the purpose of securing the loan of $d50.00.

The defendant Field also sets up that the option to purchase 
is void as it is a cloud on the equity of redemption of the de
fendant and should therefore lie set aside.

On the allegations of fraud and mistake I found against 
the defendant Field, and refused to believe his evidence relating 
to the negotiations and the execution of the documents in so far 
as they related to mistake and fraud. The negotiations were all 
carried on by the defendant Field and Mr. Fisher. Tin* defend
ant Field was hard up and was also anxious to have his interest 
in the property converted into cash. The instrument, which 
purports to he an absolute assignment and power of attorney, 
can not be viewed in any other way than as an equitable mort
gage securing an advance of $:150.(M) for which Field gave his 
note. The doctrine “once a mortgage always a mortgage,” seems 
to be fatal to the plaintiff's exercise of the option.

It is contended on behalf of the plaintiff that any equity of 
redemption which the defendant had only arose at the expiration 
of the time fixed for the option.

The London <(■ Globi Finanet ('or/wration Limited v. lias il 
Montgomery and others, IS Times L.IÎ. titil. is cited in favour of 
this proposition. In that case the plaintiffs gave the defendants 
a call on 42,0110 Lake View shares at C11 per share in return for 
a loan of £450,000 by the defendants to the plaintiffs. Lord Al- 
verstone, C.J., held that the plaintiffs must establish two pro
positions in order to set aside the transaction -first, that the 
transaction was a mortgage and second that it was a clog on the 
equity of redemption. Lord Alverstone came to the conclusion 
the transaction embodied in the documents under consideration 
could not properly be regarded as a mortgage but was in effect 
a deposit of certain shares as security for a loan; the security 
for the loan being the right to take these shares at the price of 
t'11 per share.

To bring the present case within the principle laid down by 
Lord Alverstone it would be necessary to conclude that the loan 
of $.'150.00 was the sole consideration for the option. The option 
recites that the consideration therefor is the $1150.00. What 
then is the effect of the assignment and the promissory note! 
Some purpose and effect must surely be given to them. 1 am 
unable to attribute any other purpose and any other effect than 
the absolute pledging of the defendant’s interest in these lands 
to secure the payment of the note.

I am free to admit that the interpretation of the two docu
ments which together represent one transaction is not free from
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A perfectly fair bargain made between two parties to it, each of 
whom was quite sensible of what they were doing, is not to be per
formed because at the same time a mortgage arrangement was made 
between them. If a day had intervened between the two parts of 
the arrangement, the part of the bargain which the up]x>llant claims

Simmons, J.
to be performed would have been perfectly good and capable of being 
enforced ; but a line of authorities going back for more than a cen
tury has decided that such an arrangement as that which was here 
arrived at is contrary to the principle of equity, the sense and reason 
of which I am not able to appreciate, and very reluctantly I am 
compelled to acquiesce in the judgments appealed from.
In that case a limited company borrowed money on the se

curity of their debenture stock subject to the lender having the 
option to purchase the stock at 40 per cent, within twelve 
months. The loan to become due and payable with interest at 
30 days’ notice on either side. Within the 12 months and before 
the company gave notice of their intention to repay the loan, the 
lender claimed to exercise his option of purchase and the option 
was held to be void as it was a clog on his equity of redemption. 
Lord Maenaghten says that :—

a mortgagee is not allowed at the time of the loan to enter into a 
contract for the purchase of the mortgaged property.
This latter rule, I think, is founded on sentiment rather than 

principle. It seems to have had its origin in the desire of the 
Court of Chancery to protect embarrassed landowners from im
position and oppression and it was invented, I should suppose, 
in order to obviate the necessity of inquiry and investigation in 
cases where suspicion may he probable and proof difficult.

In 1701, Northington, L.C., in Vernon v. Rethcll (1701), 2 
Eden 110, 113, laid down the rule broadly :—

That this Court, as a Court of conscience, is very jealous of per
sons taking securities for a loan and converting such securities into 
purchases and, therefore. 1 take it to be an established rule that a 
mortgagee can never provide at the time of making the loan for any 
event or condition on which the equity of redemption shall be dis
charged and the conveyance absolute.
In Xoaken v. Rice, [10021 A.C. 24, and Salt v. Northampton, 

[1802] A.C. 1, the same principle is discussed and strictly en
forced.

In the case now under consideration it is clear from the evi
dence that the plaintiff was not willing to advance the loan un
less he had both the security and the option. The parties were 
dealing at arms’ length and each got exactly what he wished 
to bargain for.

Notwithstanding this 1 am of the opinion that the case can
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not lie distinguished from Samuel v. Jarrah, [19041 A.C. 324. 
The taking of the hypothecation hy way of absolute assignment 
and the promissory note so clearly stamp the transaction with 
the character of a mortgage that option is not enforceable. The 
plaintiff’s claim for specific performance is therefore dismissed 
with costs.

The defendant admits that he is ready and willing to repay 
the loan with interest and on repayment of same with interest 
the defendant is entitled to have plaintiff’s caveat removed from 
the register.

A ction (lismisse.d.
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TOUHEY v. CITY OF MEDICINE HAT.
Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Stuart, J. June 26, 1912.

1. Highways (g IV A 5—184)—Duty to keep sidewalks “in repair"—
Accumulation ok snow and ice.

The neglect of a municipality to take any steps to make its side
walks safe for travel in the winter season when ice and frozen snow 
accumulated thereon in such a manner as to make the sidewalks 
dangerous for pedestrians is a breach of a statutory duty to keep 
the sidewalks “in repair.”

[7'flt//or v. City of Winnipeg, 12 Man. Lit. 4SI ; Rxngland v. Tor
onto. 23 U.r.C.V. 93; Walker v. City of Halifax, 16 N.8.R. 371; 
Cordon v. Belleville, 15 O.R. 29. considered ; City of Kingston v. 
Brennan, 27 Can. S.C.R. 46, distinguished.]

2. Negligence (gUC—98)—Contributory negligence—Knowledge of
condition of icy sidewalk.

Contributory negligence is not to he imputed to a plaintiff suing 
for personal injuries sustained by falling on an icy sidewalk in a city 
street, merely la-cause the plaintiff had seen the condition of the walk, 
where the general condition of all the sidewalks in the city was the 
same and the municipality had made no attempt at improvement for 
many weeks of the winter season while the dangerous condition sub
sisted.

[Bleakley v. Prescott. 12 A.R. 637; Cordon v. Belleville, lô O.R. 
29. and Burns v. Toronto, 42 V.C.R. 560, considered.]

3. Damages (g III 1 1—100 )—Quantum — Tests — Personal injury.
Where damages are allowed for personal injury the following are 

among the proper tests ns to the quantum : («) was t he business in
terrupted thereby a paying or a losing concern ; (b) amount of doctor 
and hospital bills ; (c) amount of personal inconvenience, pain, and 
suffering.

The plaintiff sues the defendant corporation for damages re
sulting from a fall upon a sidewalk in the city, upon which, as 
she claims, snow and ice had been allowed to accumulate. 

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for $555 and costs.
(!. T. Davdson, for plaintiff.
J. J. Mahaffy, for defendant.
Stuart, J. :—The action is based upon negligence, which in 

the present instance is, 1 suppose, to be treated as a very general
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term, including within its meaning the breach of a statutory 
duty. Sec. 3, sub-sec. 3 of the statute, eh. 63, of 1906, incorpor
ating the city says :—

Every public road, street, etc................belonging to the city, in
eluding all erottaings . . . sidewalks, and other works made or 
done therein or thereon by the city . . . shall be kept in repair 
by the city and in default of the city keeping the same in repair, the 
city besides being subject to any punishment provided by law shall 
be civilly responsible for all damages sustained by any person by 
reason of such default.

If properly drawn, the statement of claim should have 
alleged a default by the city in its obligation to keep the side
walk in question in repair. The distinction will be made clear 
from a perusal of the two counts in the claim in liingland v. To
ronto, 23 U.C.C.P. 93.

The plaintiff’s evidence is that between four and five o’clock 
in the afternoon of February 22nd, 1911, she was walking along 
Toronto street, that she had her rubbers on, that her husband 
was with her, though he had not hold of her arm. that the side
walk was covered with ice, that it was all ice, “kind of up and 
down, some places high, some low, quite rough like,” that she 
slipped and fell and broke her leg. Upon cross-examination, 
she said that the other sidewalks in the town were in the same 
condition.

The physician who was called, said that he noticed nothing 
abnormal about the street, that it was just in its usual condi
tion and that parts were not as icy as others. The plaintiff’s 
husband said the sidewalk was icy, that where plaintiff fell it 
was icy, slippy and a little rough, “kind of wavy and rough,” 
that the sidewalk could not be seen, that the walk was icy all 
along, though there might have been a few bare spots and that 
he thought it was a little rougher and slippier where she fell.

One Snell, whose shop was on Toronto street, near the spot 
in question, said that he helped to pick the plaintiff up, that the 
walk was very icy at the time, that in some places the snow had 
been shovelled and in some places not, that it had been icy since 
19th January, that the sidewalks were never clean between 
times, that there had been a thaw just before so that the ice 
was worse, and that there had been some snowing and some 
thawing.

One Curtis said there was frozen snow there three or four 
inches thick except in one or two places where they cleared the 
snow, that as the snow had been trodden down and frozen it 
produced a rough uneven surface, that he was accustomed in 
1911 to walk on the walk in question from four to six times a 
day and that he did not remember that the walk was ever clear 
of ice or that the city ever cleaned it off.
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The city engineer was called for the defence and slated that 
the city did not clean the sidewalks in the winter of 1911 and 
that the general condition was the same all over the city, that 
the snow was packed on the sidewalks, and that there was noth
ing out of the ordinary in the condition of the sidewalk at the 
time in question.

It is clear from this evidence that the city made no attempt 
to keep the sidewalk free of ice, that the condition of the side
walk was dangerous to pedestrians, and that it had been in that 
same condition for some weeks at least and that the officials of 
the defendants knew of the condition of the walk.

In Taylor v. The City of Winnipeg, 12 Man. L.R. 4SI, Killam, 
J., said:—

The question wem# properly to have been reduced by the late Sir 
John Thom paon in Walker v. The I'il/i of Halifax. Ill X.S.R. 371, to 
one of reaaonablene**.
I gather from the report that the Manitoba statute simply 

imposed an obligation to repair and made no reference to com
mon law negligence. It seems to have been the view of Killam, 
J., that an obligation to keep in repair means an obligation to 
keep in reasonable repair and that the» Court is entitled to read 
into the statute the word “reasonable” just as the Supreme 
Court of the United States read the same word into their 
statute against combinations in restraint of trade.

The case of City of Kingston v. Drrnnan, 27 Can. S.C.K. 46, 
is not really applicable here because in that ease the statute con
tained a proviso requiring existence of gross negligence in ease 
of lack of repair due to snow and ice.

The rule of “reasonableness” is also "in Hinylamt v.
Toronto, 23 U.C.C.P. 93, where Gwynne, J., said:—

And with reference to these and such like surrounding circum
stances (i.e., condition of the weather, etc.), the question must lie 
whether or not the road or sidewalk was in reasonable repair for 
the use to which it was applied. The question must Lie always one 
having relation to what is reasonable, having regard to the surround
ing circumstances.

The application of the rule of “reasonable repair” of course 
tends to render useless any attempt to distinguish between the 
action for negligence and for breach of the statutory duty to 
keep in repair because it is obvious that a condition of “reason
able repair” will always be considered as shewing the exercise 
of reasonable care by the corporation.

Burns v. Toronto, 42 U.C.R. 560, is a very instructive case. 
Harrison, C.J., thought the defendants guilty of negligence, but 
the plaintiff also guilty of contributory negligence in circum
stances very similar to those existing here. Wilson, J.. relieved 
the defendants because of absence of notice or knowledge on
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their part of the defective condition, while he also thought the 
plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence. Armour, J., refused 
to go so far as to find the plaintiff guilty of contributory negli
gence and apparently agreed with Wilson, J., as to the absence 
of knowledge in the defendants.

In Blcaklcy v. Prescott, 12 A.R. (Ont.) 637, the defend
ants were held not guilty of negligence, but the facts were not 
so strong against the town as in the present case, llagarty, 
C.J., said:—

Villons we hold them to lx* insurers of the full safety of every per
son using their sideways I cannot see their liability. I suppose the 
state of the Prescott sidewalks on that January day was a st.ite com
mon to all the Canadian towns and villages in severe weather. No 
matter what amount of reasonable diligence may be displayed in try
ing to clean the sidewalks, the changes in the weather will occasion 
ally put them into that glassy, slippery state.

He remarked also upon the failure of the plaintiff to put 
something on her feet to prevent slipping. The present plain
tiff cannot be charged with this omission. I agree with what 
was said in Blcaklcy v. Prescott, 12 A.R. (Ont.) 637, but in 
the present case the condition of the sidewalk was much worse 
and of long standing and unless we are to say that the corpor
ation is entitled to take the position that there is no use in 
trying because at any moment a storm may come and put the 
sidewalks in a bad condition, 1 do not see that that judgment 
should be here applied. Upon the question of contributory neg
ligence, I agree entirely with what was said by Armour, C.J., 
in Gordon v. Belle vile, 15 O.R. 20:—

1 do not think we ought to cmt-ble corporations to evade their plain 
duty by rending into this enactment u proviso that they arc not to 
be civilly responsible to any person who uses such road, street, bridge 
and highway knowing that they have neglected their duty and 
have not kept them in repair. It would lend to this absurdity that 
the more the corporation neglected the duty, the more the road was 
out of repair and the longer it continued so, the more it would become 
known, and the greater would become the number of those requiring 
to use it who would know its condition and the fewer would become 
those who would not know its condition, and so the more it was out 
of repair and the longer it continued so and the greater the neglect of 
the corporation the less would be its responsibility, for it would be to 
fewer people.

See also the whole judgment and remarks of Street, J., ns
well.

Adopting for the purpose of the present case the rule as 
to reasonableness, I am unable to say that the sidewalk in ques
tion was in the circumstances in a reasonable state of repair. 
I cannot understand how it can be argued that it was unless we 
are to say that it is reasonable for the corporation to take no
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notice whatever of the accumulation of snow and ice on the side
walks of the town. No evidence was presented by the corpor
ation to shew what expense would be involved so that I am not 
in a position to consider that element of reasonableness in judg
ing of their default. It was not till the next year, apparently, 
that the corporation even went so far as to pass the by-law im
posing the duty on the adjoining property holders to keep the 
walks clear, although as stated in one of the cases I have cited, the 
passing of such a by-law would, in any case, not have relieved the 
corporation from liability. The sidewalk was clearly in a very 
dangerous condition and was allowed to remain so for some 
time and I think the corporation could reasonably be expected 
to make at least some effort to minimize the dangerous condition. 
In the present case they made no such effort. In so far as contri
butory negligence is concerned, the plaintiff did take the pre
caution of wearing rubbers ; and for the reasons given by the 
Judges in Gordon v. Belleville, 15 0.1$. 20, I do not think that, 
by the mere fact of walking on the sidewalk provided for the 
public and upon which she was practically invited to walk, the 
plaintiff laid herself open to a charge of contributory negli
gence.

I think, therefore, she is entitled to damages. I do not think 
she can recover any on account of injury to her business. Upon 
her own evidence her business was unprofitable and any future 
improvement is too problematical for me to act upon. Her doc
tors’ and hospital bills amounted to $55. She was using crutches 
up to December 1st, 1911, that is till a little over nine months 
after the accident. She stated that she was still in a bad condi
tion but the evidence of her physician prevents any possibility 
of finding any permanent injury, and there was nothing to shew 
exactly what she meant by being still in a bad condition. I 
think, therefore, I must assume a full recovery and that the dam
ages must be confined to a reasonable allowance for the pain 
and suffering and personal inconvenience endured. In such 
cases it is impossible to say that any particular sum will fully 
compensate the plaintiff and the Court should not be induced 
to give any very large amount for the purpose of attempting lo 
give full compensation. I think $500 is as far as I ought to go 
in the present case. The husband who was joined for conform
ity at the trial waived any claim for loss of his wife’s services.

There will, therefore, be judgment for $555 and costs.
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REX v. LEY.

Alberta Supreme Court, Wnlsli, ./. September 3, 1012.

1. Statutes (8 II A—1041—Constriction ok statute— "Greater sm:i>
THAN ONE MILK IN KOVB MINUTES*'—MOTOR VkHICI.K AcT (ALTA.).

In *w. 20 of the Motor Vehicle Act, 2-3 Gen. V. (Alta.) eh. 0. 
the expression “greater speed than one mile in four minutes" means 
any h|hh*«I for any distaiiee less than a mile which if eontinued would 
result in a full mile being covered in less than four minutes, the 
word “speed" as therein used meaning rate of motion, and the words 
“one mile in four minutes" simply supplying the measure of the same.

| See. 20 of Motor Vehicle Act, 2 and 3 Geo. V’. (Alta.) eh. 0, con

2. Statutes (| HA—100)—Construction of statutes—Amiiiuvity —
Determining principle where either ok two meanings poh

l'|Hin a question of construction of certain words in a statute, if 
the words in themselves are susceptible of either of two meanings, 
the court will adopt the more reasonable construction.

[Sec. 20 Motor Vehicle Act, 2 and 3 Geo. V. (Alta.) eh. 0. con

3. Indictment, information and complaint (8 11—00)—Information
—Charging offence under statute—Variation from words
of statute.

An information charging, under the Motor Vehicle Act (Alta.), the 
offence as driving “at. a greater sjieed than fifteen miles per hour" 
instead of in the words of the statute “at a greater *|»eed than one 
mile in four minutes," charges the identical offence covered by the 
words of the statute ami is siillicient, although it may be the I letter 
practice in such case* to follow the words of the statute itself.

|Sec. 20 Motor Vehicle Act, 2 and 3 Geo. V. (Alta.) eh. 0. referred 
to.]

An information was laid against the defendant, charging 
him with g driven an automobile along a public street in 
the city of Calgary “at a greater speed than fifteen miles an 
hour, contrary to sec. 20 of the Motor Vehicle Act.” Upon his 
appearance before the police magistrate objection was taken that 
the information disclosed no offence. This objection was over
ruled and the trial proceeded. The police magistrate found as a 
fact that the defendant drove his automobile on the occasion in 
question 110 yards in !()•/> seconds and he convicted him.

,/. MacKinlcy Cameron, for 
F. S. Sclivood, for respondent.

Wai.811, J. :—At the request of counsel for the defendant the 
magistrate has stated a case under see. 761 of the Code in which 
the following questions are submitted for the opinion of tIn- 
Court :—

1. Did the information diwloae an ollcnve under nee. 20 of tIn- 
Motor Vehicle Act?

2. Doe* hoc. 20 of the Motor Vehicle Act mean that the rate of speed 
must not exceed fifteen mile* per hour for any distance less than a

5
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3. Was there any evidence on which I could have convicted the ALTA,
accused of an offence under sec. *20? ””

4. Should I have given elfect to the objections of the defendants'
counsel and dismissed the information? .
Sec. 20 above referred to reads as follows:— Hex

No person shall operate a motor vehicle upon any public highway j ^ 
or street where the same passes through any city, town or village, at __ 
a greater speed than one mile in four minutes, nor ut a greater speed Welsh, J.
than one mile in six minutes in turning a corner «if an intersecting 
public highway or street in any city, town or village.

(2) If the rate of speed of any motor vehicle shall in any case 
exceed the limit herein defined, it shall ls> prim#} faric evidence that 
the jierson operating such motor vehicle is running the same at a 
rate of speed greater than is reasonable and proper having regard to 
the trallie and use of the street or highway, or so as to endanger the 
life or limb of any person or the safety of any property.

(.1) Provided also that the Lieutenant-Clmernor-in council may make 
regulations governing the further use of highways iu cities, towns 
and villages by the owners of the motor vehicles.

All of those questions submitted depend for their answer 
upon the meaning which is to be given to the words “at n greater 
speed than one* mile in four minutes” which appear in this sec
tion. The defendants ‘‘argument in brief is that these words 
mean that n motorist must cover the full distance of one mile 
before subjecting himself to the penalties of the section and that 
even then, so long as he occupies four minutes of time in so do
ing, the speed at which he covers any portion of the mile is im
material. lie says that these words simply limit the time with
in which one mile may be travelled and that they therefore have 
no application to a distance short of a mile. Mr. Cameron re
ferred me to a great many authorities which deal with the prin
ciples governing the construction of statutes and he was good 
enough to hand to me after the argument a most excellent précis 
of the same. If there was in my mind any uncertainty what
ever as to the meaning of the words which 1 have here to inter
pret, I no doubt would have found these authorities most help
ful. Hut I have not had the slightest difficulty in reaching a 
conclusion as to what they mean and I am therefore disposing 
of this ease without finding it necessary to refer here to any of 
them.

I think that the word ‘‘speed” as here used means ‘‘rate of 
motion” and the words ‘‘one mile in four minutes” simply 
supply the measure of the same. I interpret “speed” in this 
way on the authority of the best lexicographers. Webster’s 
fourth definition of the word as a noun is

art or state of moving swiftly, swiftness, rapidity, dispatch, also rate 
of motion, velocity, ns a high speed, the speed of a horse or vessel, 
a speed of 20 miles per hour, that is a rate of motion at any given 
time, that would, if continued, result in travelling 20 miles in an
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a speed greater than one mile in four minutes, that is to say at 
a speed which if continued would result in n full mile being 
covered in less than four minutes is guilty of a violation of see.
20. This is the natural and logical construction of the section 
arrived at without any straining of its language. Mr. Cam
eron’s interpretation of it necessitates a transposition of these 
words for to mean what he says they do, they should read, 

no person shall operate a motor, etc. for one mile at a greater speed 
than four minutes.
My interpretation is in consonance with the spirit of the Act 

which undoubtedly is to give others than motorists some rights 
in the highways and it leads to no anomalies or incongruities. 
That the very opposite of this would result from the adoption of 
the defendant’s view is easily capable of illustration. Under 
it a man who drives his car 1,759 yards in a minute (a feat 
which from my observation of motoring in Calgary is, I fancy, 
by no means impossible of performance) and then stops it and 
proceeds no further would not under the defendant’s interpre
tation of it be guilty of a breach of this section, because the dis
tance travelled by him falls short of a mile, though only by a 
yard. Neither would he be, if after so stopping his car he keeps 
it standing for three minutes and then proceeds for he then takes 
four minutes to cover the mile. In other words, a man who only 
takes one minute to cover 1759 yards is immune from punish
ment under this section, whilst one who travels 1,760 yards in 
three minutes and fifty-nine seconds is subject to its penalties. 
Unless driven to it, no Court would do the legislature the in
justice of holding that it meant to enact any such absurdity. 
Even if the words are capable of the meaning attributed to them 
by Mr. Cameron, which I very much doubt, they are certainly 
open to the construction which 1 place upon them and I should 
act upon the well known principle that where one of two con
st rue. ions is open, the Court should adopt the more reasonable 
of them. The part of the same section which prohibits

a greater speed than one mile in six minutes in turning a (Mimer of 
an intersecting publie highway,

can apply only to a corner which is a full mile in length if the 
defendant’s contention is right, and I do not know any spot in 
Alberta where a man could be occupied for a whole mile in turn
ing a street corner. This prohibition might apply to a mile race 
track if it was a street corner, which of course it is not. Mr. Sel- 
wood pointed out the similarity between these words and the 
language employed in section 393 (c) of the Railway Act, which 
prohibits a railway train from passing “in or through any
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thickly peopled portion of any city, town or village at a speed 
greater than ten miles an hour.” This prohibition would be 
entirely nugatory if Mr. Cameron’s construction of the very 
similar phraseology of the section in question is the right one.

The fact that in other portions of this Act and in the former 
Act, which is repealed by it and in similar Acts of other pro
vinces, the words ‘‘rate of speed” are used, could only help the 
defendant, if at all, if there was a difference in meaning be
tween “speed” and “rate of speed” which 1 do not think there 
is, at least as here used.

The defendant cannot escape conviction on the ground that 
the information charges the offence as driving at a greater speed 
than fifteen miles per hour, instead of in the words of the stat
ute. The offence charged is identical with that provided against 
by the statute for one who drives at a greater speed than one 
mile in four minutes certainly drives at a greater speed than 
fifteen miles an hour. There is, however, no reason why the 
words of the statute should have been departed from. Police 
officials will find it far easier and much safer to follow the words 
of a statute which create an offence than to employ language 
of their own to describe it.

My answers to the questions submitted are; to No. 1, Yes; to 
No. 2, Yes; to No. 3, Yes; and to No. 4, No.

In accordance with the understanding arrived at on the argu
ment, I make no order as to costs.

Judgment accordingly.

DAYNES v B.C. ELECTRIC R. CO

ttritish Columbia Court of Appeal, Mnedonnld, ('.•/. 1.. Irving, Martin, and 
tlallihcr, JJ.A. November 5, 1012.

1. Stbkkt railways (I III It—27n)—Rear end collision—Failure by
MOTORMAN TO OBSERVE RULES.

Where it appears from plaintiff's own evidence that he was familiar 
with a rule of the railway company culling fur a five minute interval 
between ear* and he. a* motorman of a ear, failed to observe that rule, 
which failure on his part caused a collision with a car ahead, a verdict 
by the jury in his favour will Ik* set aside and the action dismissed on 
appeal. (Per Macdonald, C.J.A., and (ialliher, J.A.)

2. Witnesses (1 II A—32)— Refreshino recollection—Reference to
NOTES MADE AT TIME OF TRANSACTION.

A witness may refresh his recollection from note* made hv him at 
the time of a transaction in question and then make a statement as to 
the truth of that memorandum. The rule is that the memorandum 
proposed to be looked at must lie made by the witness, or adopted as a 
correct account by him at or about the time when it was made. (Per 
Irving, J.A.)
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3. Witnesses (8 HA—32)—Kekreniiing recollection—Noter made at
TIME OK TRANSACTION—I/INS OK ORIGINAL—ACCURACY OK COl'Y. 

Nyiicre the loss of nriginiil notes of a certain transaction in question 
lias Im-cii proved, and that a transcript thereof has been made on the 
following day, and that this copy was accurate, and the memory of the 
witness has been exhausted on the subject, he has a right to refresh 
his memory by reference to the copy. (Per Martin, J.A.)

Appeal by defendants from the judgment of Hunter, C.J. 
B.C., for damages resulting from collision.

The appeal was allowed anti the aetton dismissed.
L. G. McPhillips, K.C., for appellant.
S. S. Taylor, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A. :—The pliantiff admits that he was 
familiar with Rule 91 of the Standard Rules, which, insofar 
as need be recited here, reads:—

Unless some form «if block signals is us«‘d, trains in the same dir 
ection must keep at least live minutes apart, except in dosing up at 
stations. When the view is obscured by curves, fug, storms, or other 
causes, they must Is- kept under such control that they may he stopped 
within the range of vision.

1 do not intend to enter into a discussion as to whether or not 
the system of despatching and operating cars on this inter-urban 
tramway was a defective one. Under any practical system some
thing must be left to the intelligence and care of those in charge 
of the trains or cars. If the above rule requiring the rear car 
to keep five minutes behind the leading one was not observed by 
defendants’ motormen to the knowledge of the defendants, as 
the plaintiff swears, ami if, as he also swears, the customary 
rule was to keep a distance of al>out 700 feet behind, he was 
hound, and the duty was more insistent, because of the near 
proximity of the car ahead, and the fog, to observe scrupulously 
the latter part of the rule.

The facts upon which my decision depends are not in dis
pute. The plaintiff was following the car “Cloverdale,” ap
proaching Strathcona station in a dense fog. lie knew by cer 
tain land marks that he was approaching the station, the horse
shoe curve and arc light enabling him to tell exactly where lie 
was. lie admits he knew that the Cloverdale would probably 
stop at that station to let off passengers: he intended to stop 
his own ear there also. The Cloverdale was standing at the 
station when the plaintiff arrived, with its rear at the far end 
of the platform, yet the plaintiff came to the station at such 
speed that he was unable to stop his ear though all brakes were 
in order, before the front of it had reached the far end of the 
platform and crashed into the rear of the Cloverdale with such 
force as to telescope the vestibule of his own ear and to do con
siderable damage to the Cloverdale. I think the plaintiff is re
sponsible for what happened, and that the jury could not rea-
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sonably, upon the facts in evidence, assuming a negligent svs- B-c- 
tern, acquit him of contributory negligence.

I would, therefore, allow the appeal and i iss the action. 1912

Irving, J.A. :—The defendants, in my opinion, are at least Haynes

entitled to a new trial on the ground of non-reception of evid- 
ence. The mistake into which the learned Judge fell, 1 think, Ki.kvtrio 
was in forgetting the purpose to which the extended notes was R. Co. 
to be applied. The practice of refreshing one’s memory is an imn*. j.a. 
every-day affair, whether for the purpose of giving evidence in 
Court or merely for the recalling of one’s engagements. One 
looks at the note of the incident and then is able to act or speak 
with certainty. The note is not the evidence. The testimony 
of the witness is that having refreshed his memory by looking 
at the note, he is now able to make a statement.

In Burton Plummer 1834 . \ X- E. ill. a clerk to .1

tradesman entered transactions as they occurred into a waste 
hook from his own knowledge. These entries were afterwards 
copied into a ledger by the master and the clerk checked them 
off. It was held that the clerk could look at tlmo ledger en
tries for the purpose of having the facts brought to his mind.
In this case the waste book has been destroyed. Erie’s argu
ment, which prevailed, was to the effect that the ledger entries 
were in the nature of an original memorandum made by himself 
though not with his own hand.

The extended notes, in my opinion, may be regarded as 
duplicates or quasi-originals of the memorandum taken the day 
before. The rule is that the memo, proposed to he looked at 
must have been made by the witness, or adopted as a correct 
account by him, at or about the time when it was made.

On the merits of the case 1 think the verdict for the plain
tiff cannot stand. lie was the author of his own misfortune.
The Rules plainly call for a five-minute interval between ears.
Mr. Taylor seeks to invoke tin* rule of statutory construction 
that the headings govern the rules which are ranged immedi
ately under it. It may well be that headings are inserted for 
convenience of reference and are not intended to control the 
interpretation of the clauses which follow: see 9 App. Cas. 3(19.
It does not appear to me that Rule 91 applies to trams run by 
time tables only. In my opinion. Rules 83. 94, and 91 can very 
well he read together.

I would set aside the verdict and dismiss the action.

Martin, J.A.:—It is, from the view 1 take of the case, neves- Martin, j.a. 
sarv to first consider the ion for a new trial based upon
the alleged improper rejection of the evidence of McCutcheon.
Assuming that evidence to be material, I have no doubt, after 
examining all the authorities cited to us, and also Thf hintf v.

4!»—7 D.L.H.
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52
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Inhabitants of St. Martins, 1 C. & K. 210, and 13 liais. 595-6, 
on “Evidence,” that it should have been admitted ; the loss of 
the original notes was proved, also the transcript thereof on the 
following day, and the accuracy thereof, and the memory of the 
witness had been exhausted on the subject (pp. 115-6) : the 
right to refresh his memory by reference to the “exact copy” 
had, in my opinion, been established.

It cannot, I think, be successfully contended that the evid
ence was immaterial. The question asked (p. 114) as to the 
statement made by the plaintiff respecting the position of the 
ear “Cloverdale” indicates, to my mind, the general object of 
the evidence which would, for one thing, be adduced to support 
the contention that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory 
negligence ; or by shewing that he had made conflicting state
ments, to discredit him in the minds of the jury. What hap
pened was, in the circumstances, really tantamount to the total 
rejection of the witness before counsel for the defendant had 
reached a stage where he could be called upon to do more, and 
in such circumstances his remark that, “I don’t think I can ask 
the witness anything more that would be useful,” was quite 
understandable and appropriate.

There must, I think, be a new trial ; the costs of the former 
one to abide the result of the second ; the appellant should have 
the costs of the appeal.

Gallmer, J.A., concurred with Macdonald, C.J.A.

Appeal allon'cd and action dismissed.
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CROOKSTON v. MILLER

Alberta, District Court. Lethbridge, Judge Winter. October 18, 1912.

Municipal corporations (§ II C 3—114c)—Regulation of 
Pool Rooms—By-law Fixing License Fee—Reasonableness — 
Q iiash ing ConvicHon.]
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Winter, D.C.J. :—The appellant, who is a pool hull proprie
tor, having been convicted on the 22nd June, 1912, under the 
provisions of a by-law of the town of Magrath has appealed 
against the conviction on the ground that the by-law is un
reasonable as amounting in fact to a prohibition instead of a 
regulation of his business. It was admitted for the purposes 
of this case that the by-law was passed in due form and that 
the town was empowered under the Municipal Act to pass 
by-laws for the purpose.

The by-law in question purports to be for the regulating of 
pool tables and provides for a license fee of $300 for the first 
table and $200 for every subsequent table. The town has a 
population roughly speaking of 1,100 inhabitants. The ap
pellant has three tables at his pool room. In respect of these 
the annual license fees under the by-law would amount to $700. 
It was proved that with license fees of any such amount there 
would be no return at all for the appellant after allowing for 
the money invested in the tables, payment of their upkeep, rent 
and ordinary incidental expenses.

The rule is, that where the power to legislate on a given 
stibject is conferred and the mode of the exercise is not pre
scribed, then the ordinance passed in pursuance thereof must be 
a reasonable exercise of the power or it will be pronounced in
valid, and to the same effect, Biggar’s Municipal Manual, 11th 
ed., at pp. 332 and 333, and the cases there cited.

The precise point raised in this case is to he found in Re 
Talbot and City of Peterborough, 12 O.L.R. 358, which was a 
motion to quash a by-law purporting to regulate the sale of 
cigarettes. The annual license fee imposed was $200. This sum 
was proved to exceed the profits from the annual sales of those
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articles. In giving judgment quashing that by-law MacMahon, 
J., says:—

One of the lient tests in reaching a conclusion as to whether the 
sum required to be paid for a license is extravagant and unreasonable, 
is to consider whether the license fee is disproportionate to the nature 
ami profits of the business and so in fact amounting to a prohibition. 
I adopt this test and find that, in view of the very limited 

population of the town of Magrath, the license fee is unrea
sonably high and that its imposition is an absolute prohibition 
of the business of pool rooms. The conviction will be quashed, 
with costs to the appellant. Ball, for appellant. Palmer, for 
respondent.

Re LETHBRIDGE CHARTER.

Alberta, District Court, Lethbridge, Judge Winter. August 14. 1012.

Taxes ($ III F—14ti)—Salt—Redemption—Confirmation of 
Salt—Timt to Redeem—N.W.T. C.O. Albtrta (1011), ch. 109- 
Lcthbridge Charter Construction.]

Judge Winter :—This is an application by a purchaser for 
confirmation of a sale by the city of Lethbridge of land sold 
to him for arrears of taxes. The sale took place on the 4th 
April, 1910, and the transfer, after the expiration of a year 
from that date, was delivered to the applicant, such transfer 
being dated 3rd May, 1911. The application for confirmation 
is made under the provisions of ch. 100 of the Consolidated 
Ordinances. The owner, who opposes the application, is tin- 
registered owner in fee simple of the land under an uncancelled 
certificate of title.

For the purposes of the case before me it was admitted that 
the transfer was properly issued to the applicant, and that prior 
to the hearing of the application for confirmation the full 
amount of principal with interest and costs was tendered by Un
registered owner to him and refused, and it was argued that 
the charter of the city of Lethbridge, which provides for tin- 
redemption of land sold under similar circumstances within a 
year from the date of sale, superseded the provision for redemp 
tion in the confirmation ordinance as being inconsistent with 
that provision. It may In* well, in order to elucidate the pro
cedure for confirming a tax sale, to take, by way of example, a 
simple instance detailing the steps which must be taken by a 
purchaser of land sold for arrears of taxes from the city before 
he can become registered as owner. “X” is the registered owner 
of lands in the city of Lethbridge. These are sold for arrears of 
taxes to who, at the expiration of one year from the date
of sale, obtains a transfer (“in tht form provided in the I ai lid
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Tit ha Act”) to himself from the secretary-treasurer of flip city. ALTA. 
The effect of this is to vest in “Z” all rights of property which ^ q
“X” had therein and otherwise confirms the title in “Z.” “Z” 1912
cannot register his transfer at the land titles office until lie ----
has obtained a Judge’s order confirming the sale. “Z” there- nm*sioN8 
fore obtains a summons under eh. Kill Cons. Ord. from the 
Judge for an order confirming the sale and on the return of the 
summons the side in ordinary course is confirmed and the trans
fer with the Judge’s order of confirmation is then left with the 
registrar of land titles, who after four weeks registers “Z” as 
absolute owner.

Neither the Lethbridge charter nor the Land Titles Act pro
vides any machinery for confirming a sale for taxes, yet inas
much as these two Acts were both passed on the same date, and 
the former refers in terms to tin* latter, which latter exacts, as 
a pre-requisite of registering a transfer of land sol-1 for taxes, 
that it shall be accompanied by a Judge’s confirmation order, 
it must be accepted that tin- Legislature, when passing the Leth
bridge charter, had in mind tin* provisions and procedure con
tained in ch. 109 which is the only enactment in force making 
provision for the confirmation of sales, and that, according to 
the accepted rule of interpretation of statutes, these enactments 
were intended to be read so as not to la* repugnant the one to 
the other but to be reconciled where necessary as far as possible.

It is to be observed that secs. 19 and 20, Title XXX. of the 
Lethbridge charter, are practically identical in terms with secs.
201 ami 202 of the Municipal Ordinance, but I have not yet 
found any authority which holds that a person could not re
deem the land sold under the Municipal Ordinance if he offered 
to redeem on the terms allowed by tin* Confirmation Ordinance.

Under the Lethbridge charter an owner of property sold for 
taxes has no power, so far as the city is concerned, to redeem 
after a year from the date of the sale, and tin* city has no power 
then to accept the redemption money. The redemption money 
in such case, if paid within that time, would have been the sum 
paid by tin* purchaser, with 10 per cent, thereon ami any further 
sums levied against the land which might have been paid by the 
purchaser. When, however, the purchaser applies for a con
firmation order under ch. 109 and the applicant before the hear
ing tenders to the purchaser, (a) the full amount of the pur
chase money, (b) any further sums charged against tin* land 
and lawfully paid, (c) 20 percent., and full costs on such tender 
or payment being made tin* Confirmation Ordinance gives the 
owner the right to redeem, ami tin* confirmation order would in 
these circumstances be refused.

The right to redeem given by the Confirmation Ordinance is 
not one which the city of Lethbridge could give effect to. but
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the Judge on an application such as the present can do so under 
that ordinance. The ordinance exacts payment of costs and also 
a higher rate of interest than is required by the Lethbridge 
charter as a condition of redemption. It is not inconsistent 
with the Lethbridge charter hut gives the owner a further locus 
pa'nit entice imposing severer terms as conditions for redemption. 
It is impossible to read the Confirmation Ordinance without 
seeing that the Legislature had in mind in drafting that enact
ment that laws in relation to sales of land for taxes arc to pro
vide for the collection of such taxes and not for forfeiture of land 
in arbitrary fashion.

The owner of the land having in the case before me per
formed all the preliminaries required by the Confirmation Ordi
nance, the application to confirm the sale to the applicant is 
refused. The owner is to be at liberty to redeem the land on 
payment of the purchase money with 20 per cent, interest cal
culated to the date of the hearing, $2 costs of the transfer paid 
by him, and any further sum charged against the land and law
fully paid by him. As the tender of the redemption money was 
made only after notice of the application of the present proceed
ings, which were properly instituted by the applicant, had been 
received by the owner, and this application being in the nature 
of a test case it will he equitable that each party shall bear his 
own easts of it. Dunlop, for the applicant. Johnstone, for the 
owner.

SINGER v. MUNDELL.

Saskatchewan Bvpreme Court, Judge Farrell, Local Master.
February 28, 1912.

Assignments for creditors ( § VIII—fifio)—Notice of Con
testation of Claim—Failure of Creditor to Bring Action Within 
Time Limited by Statute—Jurisdiction of Court to Extend 
Time.]

Judge Farrell, L.M. :—The defendant is the assignee of one 
J. D. Gale, under the provisions of the Assignments Act for the 
general benefit of creditors and the plaintiff filed with the de
fendant his claim to rank against the estate of the said Gale in 
his hands. Under instructions from the solicitor of the estate 
and the said Gale, the defendant as provided by sec. 31 of the 
Assignments Act served the solicitors of the plaintiff on Sep
tember, 1911, with notice of contestation.

On November 2, 1911, the plaintiff by his said solicitors 
applied ex parte to the local Master at Moosomin, for an exten
sion of the time in which they might apply for an originating 
summons to decide the validity of their said claim, and at the
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same time applied for the said summons on the same material. SASK.
I, as local Master, granted both applications, extending the time s "c‘
in which the application for this originating summons could 1012
be made to the said 2nd day of November, 1911, and signed the ----
summons the same day. When the matter came on for hearing the Draaroiia. 
defendant appeared by counsel and took the preliminary objection 
that as the plaintiff had not applied for the said summons within 
:t0 days after the receipt of the said notice of contestation he 
could not now be heard, that the claim was already barred, 
that the summons was a nullity and that I had no jurisdiction 
to deal with the matter. He further contended that the order 
of November 2, 1911, did not help the matter as the extension 
of time granted thereby was made after the 30 days had 
expired, and was therefore too late, and should not have been 
made. He further objected that I had no jurisdiction to 
issue this summons or hear the application as the application 
could only be heard, under the interpretation clause of the 
Act, by a Judge of the Supreme Court, but afterwards aban
doned this objection, so I need not further refer to the matter 
here. Counsel for the plaintiff contented himself with quoting 
rule 704, and contended that that rule was applicable to the 
case in point, and gave authority to apply for and obtain the 
said extension of time after the time for making the applica
tion had expired.

It seems to me from a reading of the governing section of 
the Assignments Act, namely, sec. 31, that the defendant’s 
objection is well taken.

Here in this case before us, the plaintiff filed his claim 
against the assignee with the defendant and he on September 
28 last, served the plaintiff with notice under the above sec
tion contesting his said claim. This having been done, the sec
tion provides that the claimant may, within 30 days of the re
ceipt of such notice, or such further time as a Judge may allow, 
apply for an originating summons to decide the validity of his 
claim, but it further enacts that “in default of such action being 
brought within the time aforesaid ... the claim . . . 
shall he forever barred.” The words, “within the time afore
said” quite evidently mean, “within the said 30 days, or within 
the time to which said 30 days may be extended by a Judge.”
In the case before us here, the 30 days within which the plaintiff 
could commence his action by originating summons was up on 
October 28 last, and if on or before that day he had not ob
tained the required originating summons or any extension of 
the time in which to so apply for it, his claim to rank in the 
said estate by the clear terms of the statute was barred forever.
As a matter of fact he did neither of these things and in my 
opinion his right to rank in the estate of the said Gale iu the
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the plaintiff applied hotli for an extension of time and for an 
originating summons. The plaintiff’s claim to rank was then 
gone. There was nothing for me to adjudicate upon, and 
I had no longer any jui" “ tion in the matter, and 1 should not 
at that date either have extended the time in which the plaintiff 
might apply for his said summons, nor have granted the sum
mons. It was contended by counsel for the plaintiff that under 
rule 704 of the rules of Court 1 had power to extend the time 
for the said application even after the time for making
the application under the statute had expired, and that tin- 
wording of the statute that the said application is to be made 
“under the practice regarding originating summonses in the 
Supreme Court” shews that it is the intention that the rules of 
Court should govern all applications under sec. 31, in
cluding the applieation for an extension of time, and if so, rule 
704 allows the applieation to be made after the stipulated time 
had expired.

Rule 704 is with the English rule, marginal rule
967, and almost identical with the Ontario rule. Tf rule 704 
is applicable here and 1 had authority under it to extend the 
time in which the plaint ill' could make his said application, after 
the said 30 days had expired, tin- defendant’s objection would 
fail, as I did under these circumstances grant the extension and 
the plaintiff’s summons was issued within the time granted by 
the extension. However, I am of the opinion that this rule does 
not give power to extend the time fixed by see. 31 of the Assign
ments Act after it has once expired. There is no doubt at all 
that under this see. 31, the method of procedure in applying 
for the necessary originating summons and of conducting this 
action after the summons is granted must be according to tin- 
practice and rules of the Supreme Court. However, the time 

by this section in the claimant may bring his
action is not a rule of Court, nor fixed by any rule of Court, 
hut is a special statutory enactment, not to be varied by rules 
of Court, which deal with matters of procedure, unless it can he 
clearly shewn from the statute itself that it is the intention of 
the Legislature to make the rules of Court to apply in such 
eases.

I do not think it can be contended that any such intention 
has been shewn by the Legislature. The scope of this rule 704 
was discussed in lit Oliver and Scott*» Arbitration, 43 Ch. 
1). 310. Kekewich, J., says, at 313:—

1 have no doubt about this point. 1 shall certainly not hold that
this Act of Parliament, which limits tin- time, could lie altered other

1
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wine than hy the authority wliivli made the enact ment, that in to 
way. by the Legislature itself.
In Doyle v. Kaufman, 3 (j.B.I). 7. 340, and Hewitt v. Harr, 

[1891] 1 Q.R. 98, the Court refused to extend the time for re
newing » writ of summons after the expiration of the 12 months 
from its date, under this rule, when the claim would, in the 
absence of such renewal. In* Imrred hy the Statute of Limitations. 
In Purcell v. Kennedy, 14 Can. K.C.R. 453, the Supreme Court 
of Canada held that the time within which the trial of an elec
tion petition must he commenced cannot lie enlarged beyond 
the six months fixed by the statute unless an order has lieen ob
tained on application made within the six months. They held 
further that an order granted after the expiration of the said 
six months is an invalid order, ami can give no jurisdiction to 
try the merits of the petition which is then out of Court. It is 
to be noted in that cast1, in the dissenting judgment of (iwynne, 
J„ at 500, he builds up his argument on the ground that the 
statute under discussion there did not declare or enact that 
election petitions shall stand dismissed or shall In- deemed to 
he out of Court unless tin* trial shall lie commenced within six 
months from the presentation of the petition; in other words, 
it appears to be .evident that if tin- statute had so declared he 
would have agreed with the other Judges. Here the statute 
distinctly enacts that if the claimant does not bring his action 
within the time limited it shall be forever Imrred. In the 
election case above the statute allowed as iu see. 31 the time to 
he extended on application to a Judge.

Purcell v. Kennedy, sub nom. Knnndy v. Purcell. 59 L.T. 
N.8. 279, came Indore the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council, hut on principles of general policy that Court refused 
leave to appeal to them from the judgment of the Supreme 
Court.

In He Indrpcndmt Order of Port sins. 1,3 W.L.R. 409, the 
Chief Justice, in refusing to amend a defective notice of appeal, 
used the following words:—

Î cannot do that, and if I did it would nerve no purpone, Iiccaune 
the 15 day* «rationed in wee. :ttl of the Surrogate Courts Act had 
expired long before the motion came before me on the 1 lit It February. 
The order wan made on the *2lnt January, the notice of appeal w*i 
nerved on the 5th February, the very tant of the 15th days, and I 
wan anked on the 10th February, to make the amendment. That in. 
practically, 1 wan anked 10 day* after a bad notice of ap|tcal wan 
given, and 10 day* after the time for giving notice had expired, to 
make it a good one. I know of no authority which would authorize 
me to do that.

SASK

S. C.
1912

llKl'lKIOXS.

The question of my jurisdiction to set «side my own order 
was not raised, but 1 refer to Jackson v. Canadian Pacific H. Co., 
7 W.L.R. 828. As the point has arisen partly through my own
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error in granting the plaintiff's cx parte application for an ex
tension of time, although Ï have now no recollection of the eir 
cumstanees under which I granted the extension, I will award 
no costs. The plaintiff's summons is, therefore, dismissed with
out costs, and if necessary, the said order of November 2, 1911, 
is also set aside without costs. C. V. Truscott, for plaintiff. A. 
It. Ilogg, for defendant.

BANK OF MONTREAL v. ROGERS.
Sankalrhrtean Supreme Court, Juili/r Mcl.org, Local Hauler.

March 25, 1912.

Garnishment (§ III—68)—Trial of a Garnishee Issue — 
Assignment of l.aml Coni met—Rights of Judgment Creditors 
I'agnunt of ('taint of Assignee—Hight to Attach Surplus.]

Judge MuLoro, L.M.:—The plaintiffs on February 6, 1912, 
recovered judgment against the defendant for live thousand 
and ninety-five dollars and three cents, and on January 18, 
1912, garnisheed I stilt Schumacher and Reutz, and the Farmers 
Lumber Company. Both the garnishees appeared to the writ of 
garnishee summons and denied liability, the former suggesting 
that the Quebec Bank was assignees of an agreement of side In- 
tween themselves and the defendant, which is the transaction 
by which the defendant's monies were sought to Is* attached, 
and thereupon under rule 514, the matter comes before the 
Court.

Mr. Moxon, who appeared on behalf both of the Quelier 
Bank and the garnishees, Schumacher and Reutz, contended 
that the procedure was incorrect. 1 am not sure that I alto
gether understand this objection. It seems to me that it was 
quite proper for the garnishees if they had notice of this assign 
ment, as they did have, to bring the attention of the Court to 
that fact. “The Leader," L.R. 2 Adm. 914. At any rate all 
the partait are before me now and I think, there fort1, that I am 
in a position to deal with the matter as it stands.

The facts herein are not in dispute. The defendant on July 
1, 1911, sold his property to the garnishees Schumacher and 
Reutz, upon the terms then agreed upon. On the 3rd of Sep 
tomber, 1911, this contract was assigned to the Quebec Bank and 
notice thereof given to the garnishees, on the eighth of the 
same month. I do not know that it is necessary, in view of the 
conclusion I have arrived at, to recapitulate the exact terms of 
the assignment, but the contract in quest ion was transferred 

im h *pecUd collateral ■warily fund for tin* |wynient of «II present or 
future indebted new* nr liability of the underwigned to the bank and 
the fund* whall remain in the hand* of the hank until all Indebtedne-- 
of the undenugned is paid.
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It is contended th.it the assignment is mi absolute one and SASK. 
that notwithstanding tin- fact that the debtor may still have 
some interest when the via ini id' the (Quebec I tank is paid off, 1912 

that for this reason the debt is not an attaehable one; that no 
debt arises between the judgment debtor and the garnishees | 
until stieli time as the bank's claim is satisfied and they have 
re assigned the eontraet of sale to him. A eopy of the agree
ment for sale in question was put in by consent, and no assign
ment appears endorsed thereon or attached thereto, the bank 
claiming entirely under the assignment I have already set 
forth.

Now in this ease I think it material to consider by whom 
these objections are raised. They are not raised by the judg
ment debtor, but they are raised, as I have stated, by the gar
nishees and by the (Quebec Hank, the assignees of the agree
ment. I think it was open to the judgment creditors to shew, 
as they did shew beyond doubt by < ral evidence, that 
Rogers, the judgment debtor, still has a large interest after 
providing for the claim of the Quebec Hank. 11 is examination 
for discovery clearly shews that, and this evidence is not dis
puted by any of the other parties. That the terms of the deed 
may Ik* " by collateral evidence was laid down in Itar-
ton v. The Hank of New South Wales, 1Ô A.C. 979. I think I 
am justified, therefore, in finding under the evidence, as I do 
find, that then* is ample after payment of the assignees’ claim, 
to satisfy the judgment debt if this fund is available for that 
purpose, and that the assignment is by way of charge only.

I was referml by counsel to a number of eases in which a 
previous assignment was held to operate as against a subsequent 
gai ice order. It is unnecessary to recapitulate them lien*.
Hut 1 was not referred by counsel to any ease in which just 
exactly the same considerations and facts as obtain here arose.
All the former cases proceeded on the si ground that all 
the judgment creditors could attach was what the judgment 
debtor was honestly entitled to. and if in this instance the 
claim of the Queliee Hank was so large as to swallow up the 
monies otherwise payable by the garnishees to the judgment 
debtor, the same rule would necessarily apply. The only case 
that I can find in point is that of Hirsch v. Coates, 18 C'.U. 757.
In that instance the judgment debtor had assigned —previous to 
the judgment being recovered and consequently previous to the 
order that was made attaching the debts all his property in 
trust for his creditors, and the order * made order
ing the garnishee to pay the judgment creditor was s< but
the language used by Jervis, C.J., is as follows;—

In my judgment the meaning of tin* utatute i« thin: Win*re * cre
ditor ha» obtained a judgment, and there are debt» due to hi» judg-
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SASK. ment debtor. Im* may go before a .Imlgv and olitain an rx parie order.
-----  under wet ion 61, to attach debts owing or accruing to the judgment

debtor, and that order binds those debts, and makes ultimately avail 
able to the execution creditor so much as may remain after satisfying 

jjlM0 all equitable claims thereon. If the debts have been assigned, and the
I)K( taiONH. assignment swallows up the whole, then the judgment creditor gets

nothing.
The effect of the Judge’s order under the English practice 

is the same, I think, as service of the garnishee summons un
der our rules. 1 refer also to the /»V General Horticultural 
Company, c.r parte Wliil(house, 32 ('h.I). 512, where ('hit!;,, J., 
holds that the effect of the order nisi is to give the judgment 
creditor execution against debts owing to his debtor, and the 
doctrine in Ilirseh v. Coates, 18 C.R. 757, is commented on and 
approved. It seems to me that this case is on very parallel lines 
to the present one, and that there was at the date of the service 
of the summons still a debt accruing due to the judgment debtor, 
and in view of the fact that there is a large surplus in favour 
of the defendant after the satisfaction of the hank’s claim, I 
cannot see that any real injustice is done them by the order I 
purpose to make.

It is possible that some inconvenience to them may arise, 
but only of a trifling character. That is, the money in place of 
being paid direct by the garnishees to them would be ordered 
to be paid into Court, to be paid out to them to the extent of 
their claim and then in satisfaction of the plaintiff's judgment. 
The <|uestion of convenience in matters of this kind was dealt 
with in Tapp v. Jams, L.R. 10Q.lt. 591,50J, and I do not think that 
the small inconvenience that they will suffer should weigh in 
the scales as against the large amount of the judgment creditor's 
claim. An order to a certain extent similar, so far as 
the payments as they fall due. was made in Smith v. Van Ituren,
6 W I B 12.

So far as the claim of the Farmers Lumber Company is con
cerned, I can see no shadow of reason for entertaining it. The 
reason that was put forward was that they had a mechanics’ 
lieu on the building sold under the agreement of sale above re
ferred to, and this, it appears to me, is no reason at all. The 
evidence shews clearly that this lien was put on at the suggest ion 
of the judgment debtors to protect themselves, and they still 
have this security. So far as the garnishees are concerned, it 
does not seem to me to effect their position either, because un
der the authority of Iteauchamp d> Co. v. Messer, 13 W.L.R. 
404, I gather that they would be entitled to set off such sums as 
they had to pay under this lien against the money otherwise 
due by them to the judgment debtor. Lynd, for plaintiff. Me- 
Augliey, for Farmers Lumber Co. Moxon, for Quebec Bank 
and Schumacher and Rent/..
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BROOKS v. BROOKS. SASK.

8nnkatrhnrnn Supreme Court. •lutltie turret!. Lorn I Master. S. C.
Fehruart/ ti. MM2. 1912

Judgment (§ VII C—282)—lhfault of Appinrancc—lrre- Mbmo 
ilulanh/ in Oopy of Summons Sirrnl on Oefemlnnt- Inclusion Decisions. 
of Interest—Vnlhpiiilalcil Itainaips.]

Judge Farreij., L.M.t—The writ of summons was pro
perly issued Oil December lit, 1911. under rule 1 of the former 
rules of practice, then in force, to which was attached the plain
tiff’s statement of claim under rule 2 of the same rules. This 
writ and statement of claim were duly served upon the defen
dant on December 22. 1911. and as the defendant did not ap
pear the plaintiff' signed judgment for the claim set out in the 
statement of claim on January 12. 1912. and his costs and he 
issued executions under which the sheriff has seized the goods 
and chattels of the defendant and still continues in the posses
sion of the same. The plaintiff’s statement of claim sets out 
that his claim against the defendant is for work done and ser
vices rendered by him for defendant at defendant’s request 
and for money had and received by the defendant from the 
plaintiff at defendant’s request, particulars of which are given 
as follows:—

Ti> wage, tnr two month* sail -H 11II v - at <40 a mont li. <117.75 
To cash ail vmirvil .... SH4 :l.*i
By rrrilit of one hor*e at ton INI

«SM.10
Tile plaintiff therefore claim*:—
1. The «aiil *nm of SSôg.to together with Interest tla-reon at live

per cent, per annum from thi* date until payment or judgment.
2. The eo*t* of thi* act ion.

The statement of claim is of the same date as writ, viz., the 
!9th day of December. 1911.

The form of writ issued was a printed form and bore the
name of Ilia late Majesty Kdward VII. This has It..... changed
in the original writ as issued, to the name of the present sov
ereign. George V., hut in .........spy served upon the defendant
this correction had not been made, and this copy had the name 
of Kdward VII. instead of George otherwise the copy served
on the defendant was a tru...... .. of the original writ served
thereon.

I will deal with this latter point first, and in view of the 
conclusion 1 have come to in respect to the other phase ol this 
motion 1 will not dwell on it more than to say, that the writ in 
this ease has las-n properly and regularly issued in every respect 
according to the rules. The only slip is in the copy served. 
That, I think, is purely a clerical error by which the defendant
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has been no wise prejudiced, especially as he swears in tile 
affidavit he has filed that he never looked at the copy of the 
writ served upon him (not even the day it was served) until 
after his goods were seized under the plaintiff's execution here
in. I think the ease of Pleasants v. East Dereham Local Hoard, 
47 L.T.N.S. 439, and Wesson Brothers v. Stalker, 47 L.T.N.S. 
444 of the same volume, sufficiently cover the point and I refuse 
to set aside the judgment on this ground. As will be noticed 
the plaintiff in his statement of claim, claims for $852.10 and 
interest on that sum at five per cent, from date of the state
ment of claim until payment or judgment. In signing judg
ment this interest was computed at $2.84. and added to the 
$852.10 and judgment signed for these two sums and costs. 
The defendant contends that this claim for interest so com
puted at $2.84 is unliquidated damages and could not be includ
ed in plaintiff's judgment without the same being assessed as 
provided by rules 123 and 126 and not having done so the judg
ment must be set aside as bad. It was admitted by plaintiff’s 
counsel in the argument in this action that the plaintiff’s judg
ment here had been signed under our rule 121, but he contended 
that the judgment had been properly signed under that rule 
and that rule allowed and provided for the charge for interest 
made in this case.

Rule 121 is identical with old rule 90 and both are taken 
from the English rule order 13. rule 3.

From the reading of these rules, it would appear as if the 
words, “together with legal interest” were wide enough to carry 
five per cent, interest on the sum claimed from the date of the 
writ to judgment as has been done by the plaintiff in this case, 
and probably prior to 1892 would have done so. At any rate 
claims for interest were before that date allowed as coming 
within the' rule which under a succession of decisions in that 
year, are now held to be unliquidated demands. The cases I 
refer to are Ryley v. Master; > eba Gold Mining Co. Ltd. v. 
Trubshawe, [1892] 1 Q.B. (>74. following Rodway v. Lucas, 10 
Ex. 067, 24 L.J. Ex. 155; Wilks v. Woods, 11892] 1 Q.B. 684; 
London and Universal Hank v. Earl of Clancarty, 11892] 1 
Q.B. 689, and Lawrence <1* Sons v. Willcocks, at p. 696 of the 
same volume, and Gold Ons Reduction Co. Ltd. v. Harr, 11892] 
2 Q.B. 14.

These cases clearly shew that no claim for interest under 
this rule can be allowed which does not arise by contract, ex
press or implied or by statute. As Fry, L.J., one of the Judges 
in the Court of Appeal, who decided the case of Wilkes v. Wood, 
[1892] 1 Q.B. 684, says in his judgment ;—

It ii said that the words “with or without interest" justify a special
indorsement when there is no contract to pay interest. I think
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that is not so, but that tlie rule refers to eases where both the prin
cipal sum due and the demand of interest are liquidated sums, and 
the latter arises by contract expressed or implied, or by statute. 
The cases of Sheba Gold Mining (Jo. Ltd. v. Trubshawe, 

[1892] 1 Q.B. 674, and Wilks v. Wood, (18921 1 Q.B. 684, are 
exactly in point with the case here. In both of these cases the 
writ was endorsed for a sum certain for goods sold and de
livered and then a claim for interest was made from the date 
of the writ until payment or judgment, and in both cases it was 
held that the claim for interest was a claim for unliquidated 
damages. In the case before us there is no pretence that the 
claim for interest is founded on statute or an express or implied 
contract to pay interest.

It was objected in the argument that these cases did not 
apply to the plaintiffs judgment, as they were decisions as to 
what or what not are specially indorsed writs under English 
marginal rule 16 and application for judgment under English 
marginal rule 115 and were not decisions regarding judgments 
signed under English rule 103. I do not think the objection is 
well taken. It is true that in this province there is no provision 
made for specially indorsed writs, or any kind of indorsement 
on writs for that matter, hut in this province the statement of 
claim is tiled and served with the writ, practically the two 
together taking the place of the specially indorsed writ in the 
English practice. It is to lie noted here that the judgment 
signed under our rule 121 is. notwithstanding the service of 
of the statement of claim, signed in default of appearance. 
Other rules provide for judgment in default of defence. The 
phraseology of rule 121 is practically the same as the first part 
of English rule 16 as to special indorsement.

Our rule 121 uses the word “only” which is omitted from 
English rule 103, so that under our rule judgment can only 
be signed in cases confined to liquidated demands, no matter 
what may be done under English rule 103. As Lord Esher, 
M.R., says in Wilks v. Wood, 11892] 1 Q.B. 684, p. 686, “the 
word ‘only’ in the rule means ‘only.’ ” In my opinion all the 
cases quoted above are applicable to the case and all other cases 
coming under our rule 121. However that may be, the ques
tion as to what may he claimed for interest in a judgment signed 
under our rule, has come up for judicial decision in Ewing v. 
Latimer, 5 Terr. L.R. 499. There Scott, J., in giving judgment 
quotes with approval the judgment in British Columbia Land 
and Investment Co. v. Thain, 4 B.C.R. 321, where interest 
claimed under circumstances very much more in favour of the 
plaintiff than here was held to he unliquidated demands.

I therefore find that the claim for interest here is not founded 
on contract either express or implied, that it is unliquidated
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(lamages, that the amount of the same has been wrongfully 
included in the plaintiff’s judgment, and the judgment then- 
fore must be set aside. The application of the defendant to In
let in to defend was not opposed on the hearing of this applica
tion. The plaintiff's judgment therefore is set aside as well as 
the executions issued thereon, and the defendant’s goods art- 
released from seizure. The defendant is allowed in to defend. 
The sheriff is proteeted, and the costs of this ion art-
awarded to the defendant in any event on final taxation on 
condition that no action be brought against the plaintiff. The 
terms of this order may be spoken to further if necessary. (’. V. 
Truscott, for plaintiff. A. T. Procter, for defendant.

JOHNSON et al. v. HETHERINGTON et al.
Stmknlrhnnin Supreme Court. Xeirlamla, January 28, 1912.

Judgment (§ II A—GO)—Conclusivcness of Former Judg
ment—Re» Judicata.]

Nbwlaniw, J. :—This is a stated ease, the question submitted 
for decision being, whether the decision of Mr. Justice Lamont, 
Re Hetherington, 3 S.L.R. 232, in the matter of the sale under 
execution of the south-west quarter of section 14, township G, 
range 22, west of the 1st meridian, that said land was not the 
homestead of the execution debtor, Hetherington, is res judicata.

The question arises the second time because of the claim of 
a mortgagee who was not a party to the interpleader issue in 
which the above decision was given, and the parties interested 
consented to an order to submit this special case for decision 
before anything further was done in the matter. The claim 
made by the mortgagee is the same claim as was made by the 
execution debtor Hetherington, namely, that the land under 
seizure is the homestead of Hetherington. and therefore exempt 
from seizure under execution.

The mortgagee claims title through the execution debtor; 
and if the previous claim had been decided in favour of the 
execution debtor it would have inured to the benefit of the mort 
gagee. I’lider these circumstances there is no question in my 
mind that this matter is res judicata, ami that tin1 only way in 
which it can lie brought up again, other than on appeal, is on 
application by the mortgagee to Lamont. J., to re hear the cast- 
on the ground of the discovery of new evidence which will have 
a material effect on the issue. Vrooman, for the plaintiffs. 
Harr, for claimants.

51
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Re MUNICIPALITY OF BURNABY.
Rritish Columbia Supreme Court, element, in Chambers.

January 30, 1912.

Elections (§ IT R 1—31)—Form and Contents of Ballots— 
Statutory acquirements as to Uniformity of Form—Irrequtar 
Ballots Used—Duty of Returning Officer to Reject—Sew Elec
tion.]

Clement, J. :—In my opinion, sec. 53 of the Municipal Elec
tions Act prescribing that “one kind or set” of ballot papers 
“shall he prepared for each ward” establishes uniformity in 
the form of ballot used as one of the principles of the Act gov
erning municipal elections in this province. Under sec. 78 the 
returning officer should have rejected the 10 ballots com
plained of as being “dissimilar to those officially supplied.” 
The clerk of the municipality is the offieial supplier of ballots 
under sec. 52 and the 10 ballots complained of were certainly 
not of one set or kind with the other ballots used and were in 
fact dissimilar to the ballots prepared or supplied by the clerk. 
The act of the returning officer in counting these ballots is sub
ject to review on this petition : see sec. 80. The expression “a 
majority of the votes cast” in sec. 91 must mean, therefore, a 
majority of the votes legally cast.

The election must be held invalid but without costs as the 
respondent is not in any way to blame for what has happened 
nor is the good faith of the returning officer impugned. The 
order will contain any necessary directions as to the holding 
of a new election : see sec. 91 (r).

MONARCH LUMBER CO. v. HEWITT.

Manitoba Kiny's Reach. RrcnJn oast. in Chambers. March 11. 1012.

Plf.adino (§ I S—14fi)—Striking Out Itcply—D<lay in Fil
ing Judicial Discretion of Refcrct Amendment of Statement of 
('laim—Costs.]

Urfndergast, J.:—Appeal by defendant from referee’s 
order dismissing application to strike out reply.

I should not interfere with discretion of the referee in refus
ing to give effect to objection that reply was filed after time 
fixed by the Act, or in entertaining objection to substance of 
reply, although said objection was not set out in notice.

I am of opinion, however, that the reply is bad. It is in no 
way called for by the statement of defence, which is a mere 
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ure: Odgers, 5th ed„ p. 249. This new matter should be set out 
in the statement of claim, in the alternative or otherwise.

Dkcihionr.

Appeal allowed, reply struck out and plaintiff allowed six 
days to amend statement of claim if so advised.

I will not interfere with costs allowed by referee.
Costs of this application to he costs in the cause to defen

dant in any event. Deacon, for appellant. Elliott, for respon
dent.

ALTA. ARMSTRONG v. McINTYRE.

1). C. 
191*2

Alberta, District Court, Lethbridge, Judge 11 "inter. May 17, 1912.

Master and servant (§ II A4—75)—Workman’s Compen
sation Act—Liability to Person Injured While lie moving Coal 
from Mine—“Undertaker” as Defined by Act—Meaning of 
“ Workman”—Casual Employment.}

Judge Winter :—The applicant was one of a threshing gang 
employed by one Green way to thresh the grain of the respondent. 
The respondent was to furnish the gang with coal and potatoes. 
Towards the end of October owing to climatic conditions the 
threshers were not able to continue their work, and on the even
ing of October 25, some conversation occurred between the re 

and some of the members of the gang about getting 
coal from an adjacent mine, and although the evidence on this 
point is contradictory, I am satisfied that some understanding 
was come to that those who got the coal would receive some re
ward for their labour from the respondent. The respondent was 
at liberty, by arrangement with the owner of the mine, to take 
out what coal he needed paying at the rate of fifty cents a car
load ; at this time he wanted about two loads, about six ears, it 
would take a miner about two hours to obtain these.

On the 26th of October, the respondent drove the applicant 
and two other members of the threshing gang to the mine, and 
having entered it the applicant, who had had some two years’ 
experience as a miner, began to pick out some of the coal. The 
respondent warned him that the part he was working in was 
not safe and that he should come away and work at another 
part where there appears to have been some timbering done. 
The applicant, however, appeared to he confident in the safety 
of his method of working and got out a carload of coal. When 
proceeding to pick out the second carload a lump of rock fell 
on him causing complete paralysis of his legs which condition 
continues to the present time. It is admitted that the applicant 
is permanently disabled anti under the circumstances above set 
forth he claims compensation under the Workmen’s Compensa-

444
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tion Act. The Act applies only to “employment” by an “un
dertaker” as defined by sec. 2, sub-sec. which in the case of a 
mine means the owner or operator of the mine.

The respondent was neither owner nor operator of the mine. 
In addition, in my view, the applicant did not enter into a con
tract for service with the respondent so as to bring him within 
the definition of “workman” given in sec. 2, sub-sec. 8. He 
and his fellow-threshers were at the time members of the thresh
ing gang of which Green way was the head and they were all in 
the latter’s employ. I find that the arrangement was that the 
respondent having indicated to the applicant and to the fellow- 
threshers who accompanied him, where the coal could he obtain
ed left it to them to obtain the coal and that he was to remuner
ate them according to the number of carloads produced—that 
this was a casual arrangement to get a limited quantity of coal 
for this one occasion, and that the applicant and the fellow- 
threshers who went with him were independent contractors 
rather than employees of the respondent. On these grounds my 
judgment must lie for the respondent with costs and the award 
will be made in these terms. Palmer, for applicant. Ilogg. for 
respondent.

ALTA.
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HERVE v. DOMINIQUE.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before \Yal*h. J. May 2, 1012.

Husband and wife (§ III A—144) — Husband's right of 
action for criminal conversation—Measure of compensation— 
Defendant's failure to testifg — Presumption of admission.]

XValsii, J. :—There are no questions of law involved in the 
decision of this case and the facts are practically undisputed. 
There can be no question whatever upon the faet/i but that this 
man, Dominique, had broken up a family, which until its unfor
tunate acquaintance with him, was a happy and contented family. 
The evidence, not only of the plaintiff himself, but of the 
neighbours who were in a position to judge, is very clear upon 
that point. The little family out on the homestead was happy 
and contented and as the plaintiff puts it, “ambitious to get 
along.” There does not seem to have been a cloud in the family 
sky so far as the evidence shews until, unfortunately, the plain
tiff, with a view to bettering the lot of himself and family, went 
to the grade of the Alberta Central Railway, where the defen
dant was either a contractor or a foreman.

The evidence of the actual transactions had between the » 
defendant and the plaintiff’s wife whilst they were on the grade 
and until September when they went to Mountain House is not 
very specific, but sufficient is shewn by the uncontradicted evi-
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dence of the plaintiff and of some of the witnesses to convince 
me that the relations between this man and the plaintiff’s wife 
were not what they should have been and were the direct cause 
of the plaintiff leaving the place where he was living and taking 
his two children away wi h him after an ineffectual attempt to 
induce his wife to go with him. That Dominique had then suc
ceeded in captivating the affections of this woman and was mak
ing a plaything of her there, there can he absolutely no doubt. 
That he followed her to Calgary is established by the evidence 
of some of the witnesses. One of the witnesses speaks of having 
gone down on the train with him and of Mrs. Herve having met 
him at the station and of their having gone away from the 
station together and of Dominique having given him the address 
of Mrs. Herve in Calgary and the same witness speaks of having 
seen them together at the Exhibition in Calgary at a later period.

The statement made by Dominique sworn to by the two 
Sonnie brothers, that he was going down to Calgary, that she 
had given him lots of it when she was here and he was going to 
Calgary to get some more, I think refers to the plaintiff’s wife 
and is practically, in the face of no denial by the defendant, an 
admission of tin- fact that improper relations had taken place 
between them before she left for Calgary and were to be con
tinued there. Ilis admission as to the open living in adultery 
which took place in September at the Mountain House lasting 
for some weeks and continued upon her return there at a later 
period, puts, of course, beyond question the fact that he was 
living with her as his wife. I think the plaintiff did everything 
which he could to induce his wife to leave the fascinations of 
this man. The only wonder to me is that he exercised the 
patience and the self-control which he did. I think he went as 
far as. if not farther than, a husband should go to reclaim his 
erring wife. I am satisfied on all of the evidence on the plain
tiff’s part and of which there has been no contradiction, that it 
was through no fault of the plaintiff’s that his wife fell or that 
having fallen she refused to be reclaimed.

The only question for decision in my mind is the amount of 
damages which the plaintiff is entitled to recover from the de 
fendant. The principle which is applicable in such a case as this 
is. as 1 understand it, that damages are awarded, not as a punish
ment to the defendant, but as a compensation to the plaintiff and 
it really is a very difficult matter to know what sum of money 
could adequately compensate the plaintiff for the wrong he has 
suffered at the hands of this defendant. His home hits been 

» broken up; his two little children are in the care of a stranger: 
his wife lias become an outcast from society and I do not think 
that any sum of money could place him in the position from 
which he has been driven by the devilish nets of this defendant 
Certainly his home can never be restored.
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The difficulty I am in is in determining an amount of money 
which the defendant should pay, which by any process of rea
soning could lie considered to be anything like an adecpiate com
pensation to the plaintiff for the wrong he has suffered. The 
defendant has appeared in Court. lie has taken an active part 
in the trial except in the matter of giving evidence. He has by 
his failure to testify practically admitted the truth of everything 
which has been sworn against him. My wonder is that he has had 
the nerve to face a trial of this kind in a public Court.

The evidence of his own son shews that his actions around the 
camp were so scandalous that the son was forced away from it 
and that the defendant’s lawful wife has been practically aban
doned by the defendant by reason of this illegitimate love of his. 
Of course these facts do not affect the plaintiff in any way. 
They arc no reason why the amount of the plaintiff’s compensa
tion should be increased, but they are circumstances which shew 
very clearly the outrageous character and conduct of this con
scienceless man. The plaintiff is a man iu humble circumstances. 
He is a labouring man, but the home of the labouring man is 
just, as sacred as the home of a prince. I do not know what 
verdict a jury would find against him. but my judgment is that 
he should pay the plaintiff the sum of lÿd.(HK) and costs. Payne, 
for plaintiff. Moore, for defendant.

ALTA.
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HARNOVIS ct al. v. CITY OK CALGARY.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Heck, J. May 16, 1912.

Street railways (§ Hi 0—4*2) — Duty of motonnan — Re
versing of power—Injury avoidable notwithstanding contributory 
negligence — “ Last cltar chance ” — VItintait in gligi nee. ]

Beck, J. :—I stated at the conclusion of the trial that I was 
satisfied that there was negligence on the part of the defendant, 
but that I felt a difficulty in coming to a conclusion on the ques
tion of contributory negligence. I think there was negligent*! on 
the part of the defendant in the following respects:—

I find that, though the gong may have been sounded upon 
the entrance upon the decline into tin* subway on the south 
side, the ringing of it was not continued and that it was again 
sounded only when useless because the accident could then not 
lie avoided. I find, too, that either by reason of faulty instruc
tion to the motorman or of his forgot fulness. In* was under the 
impression which was incorrect, that the car, inasmuch as it was 
running on only one cylinder, could not In* reversed ; that had he 
reversed, the accident might have Ih*cii avoided or at least 
greatly minimized. I find, too, that the car was running at a rate
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which, had it not been checked in instant anticipation of the 
accident, would have been at a rate of more than ten miles an 
hour as it crossed Ninth avenue, a rate, which in view of the 
obstructions to the view of passengers passing along that avenue, 
is excessive. There is also the admission of the motorman to 
the effect that had he not supposed that the plaintiff would turn 
north so as to run parallel to the car instead of crossing the track, 
he could have stopped the car in time to avoid the accident. I 
think he should not have taken it for granted that they would 
turn north.

As to the question of contributory negligence on the part of 
the plaintiff. 1 observe first- that the onus of establishing this to 
the satisfaction of the Court is on the defendant, remembering, 
however, that if the circumstances established are equally con
sistent with the negligence of the plaintiff as of that of the 
defendant being the cause of the accident, the plaintiff fails. In 
White v. Barry It. Co., 15 Times L.R. 474, A. L. Smith, L.J., with 
whom concurred Rigby and Vaughan-Williams, LL.JJ., is re
ported as follows:—

In his opinion it was necessary for the plaintiff to make out n case 
of negligence against the defendants, and if he succeeded in doing that, 
it became necessary for the defendants to shew that the plaintilf had 
by his own negligence contributed to the accident, and, if the jury 
were satisfied that that was made out, the question arose whether, 
in spite of that contributory negligence, the defendants, by the exercise 
of reasonable care, could have done something to avoid the accident. 
Tliat also was a question for the jury. He did not think that they 
could say in such a ease, that as a matter of law. there must be a non
suit. It was true that in Dairy v. London ami 8. W. It. Co., 12 
Q.ll.D. 70, the Court did hold in a en<e somewhat like the present 
that it was the duty of the Judge to nonsuit the plaintiff because it 
was apparent that he had been guilty of contributory negligence. 
I»rd Justice Haggallay, however, dissented, and Lord Esher had since 
expressed a doubt whether the judgment of himself and Lord Justice 
Bowen was right.
1 think there was contributory negligence on the plaintiffs’ 

part. I am not sure that it is made clear by the evidence—perhaps 
because the locus in quo was so well known to the counsel and 
myself- hut the fact is and I suppose it may 1m* taken ils admitted 
—that there arc two street car tracks on Second Street East, and 
that, therefore, the car was running on the cast side of the street, 
that is. the opposite side to that upon which the plaintiffs entered 
upon it. Under these circumstances, I think the plaintiffs, if 
they had looked, could and would have seen the car in sufficient 
time to avoid the accident, and I think they must he held guilty 
of negligence in not looking.

On the other hand, notwithstanding the plaintiffs’ negli
gence in this respect, I think as I have already said, that, even 
so, the accident would have been avoided or at least greatly
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minimized if the defendant’s motorman when he saw that the 
plaintiffs were not, as he supposed, going to turn so as to parallel 
the ear line but to cross it, had reversed the power on the car 
which he probably would have done had he understood that it 
could be done.

1 think, therefore, that the plaintiffs are entitled to judgment, 
and I assess the damages at $120, payable to the plaintiff 
Hercovisch, and $1,000, payable to the plaintiff Harnovis. There 
will be no costs. Forsyth, for plaintiffs. Moffatt, for defendant.

ALTA.

8.0. 
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GARCIS v WATSON

Alberto fin pram Court. Trinl before lVo/s/i. J. Moi/ 3, 1012.

Sale (§ III D—40)—Purchase of Growing IIay—Refusal to 
Accept Deliveru — Opportunity Given Purchaser to Inspect— 
Passing of Property — Implied Warranty—Judicial Discretion 
as to Awarding Interest.}

Walsii, J. :—The real defence to this action is that the hay 
which the plaintiff cut and appropriated to this contract is not 
the hay which the defendant bought from him. The only evid
ence on this point is the evidence of the parties themselves. A 
day or two before the contract was made they drove out to the 
land on which the hay was growing. The plaintiff’s evidence is 
that he pointed out to the defendant the land that was his and 
the hay which was to be cut from it and to form the subject-mat
ter of the contract which they were then negotiating. The de
fendant denies this. He says that from his examination of the 
land since then and judging from the position of the stacks of 
hay which have been cut by the which are now on
the land, what the plaintiff shewed him as being the land from 
which the hay was to be cut lies about a quarter of a mile to 
the east of the most easterly of these stacks of hay. I have to 
decide between these two witnesses as to which is correct. 
They both impressed me as being honest and truthful men. I 
do not think that either of them would, so far as I can judge 
by his demeanour in the box wilfully state an untruth. My 
opinion, however, is that the plaintiff is right in his stitemem 
of the facts. The land from which the hay was cut was his; 
he was familiar with its location from the ownership of it. 
The defendant was a stranger in the country, having only 
been in it about three months and having, ns he himself says, a 
very confused idea of the location of the sections and the dif
ferent parcels of land in that neighbourhood. I think that he 
has been mistaken, his mistake arising from the natural con
fusion which a new arrival in this country would be under in

16212311
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tically prairie land. My finding of fact, therefore, upon this 
question is that the hay which the plaintiff cut was the hay

III 1 liions

with respect to which he and the defendant contracted.
Mr. Locke has argued that no delivery or offer to deliver the 

hay has been established and as the plaintiff's action is for the 
price of goods sold and delivered that was necessary. The 
evidence is that the plaintiff did notify the defendant that the 
hay was there ready for him so that there was this offer. After 
this the defendant negotiated with one McKay for the sale of 
the hay to him which act was, 1 think, inconsistent with the 
plaintiff’s ownership. 1 think, that, under this contract, and in 
the events which have ned the property in this hay passed
to the defendant before the commencement of this action. Then 
the statement of defence alleges that it was an express or im
plied condition of the agreement that the hay should be cut, 
cured and stacked in a good, thorough and workmanlike 
manner and when stacked it should be good, merchantable 
upland hay. There certainly was no express contract as to the 
quality of the hay and 1 do not think that under the circum
stances any such condition could be implied. The defendant 
examined and inspected this hay before he purchased it. He 
knew exactly what he was purchasing and I think that he got 
what he purchased. 1 do not see how under these circumstances 
any implied condition as to the quality of the hay could arise. 
Even, if so, the evidence does not satisfy me that the hay did 
not answer this requirement. There is no evidence at all as I 
recollect it, to shew that the hay was either cut or cured or 
stacked in an improper manner. The only evidence offered by 
the defendant, as to the condition of the hay is that of Mr. 
Hillman, who went to it in company with Mr. McKay. Mr. 
McKay took a handful of hay from each of two of the five 
stacks. The handful which lie took from oiu stark was 
described by Hillman as being a coarse, rough hay not suitable 
for the livery business and hay which he would not take him
self but that the handful from the other stack was of a better 
quality and that he would use it. 1 cannot see how, under any 
circumstances, one handful of hay from a 55-ton lot could be 
taken as a fair sample of the entire 55 tone and that is the 
length to which Hillman's evidence goes. 1 think, then?fore, 
that even if the defendant was entitled to rely upon the eon 
dition which he ays should be implied from this contract, that 
he has failed to establish a breach of that condition and lie, 
therefon*, cannot successfully raise that as a defence to this 
action.

The evidence of the plaintiff shews that his land from which 
this hay wan to tie cut was the south half of section l.'k I think.

5
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undvr the authorities, he had a right to identify the property alta.
in that manner and that being identified in this manner the de- ^"c"
fence of the Statute of Frauds under sec. ti of the Sale of Goods jg12
Ordinance, raised by the defendant cannot prevail. I think.
therefore, the defendant must pay for this hay. The plaintiff
makes a claim for interest.. I think this is a proper ease in M ls,ONH-
which I should exercise the discretion which I have to disallow
the claim. It is a case of hardship on the defendant, largely, I
must admit, through his own fault. The hay which he has
bought and for which, in my judgment stands, he must pay, is
now of no value whatever.

The plaintiIT made a good bargain and 1 think the price 
which the defendant agreed to pay was a good, if not an exces
sive price, for the hay. He has made more, I think, than a 
reasonable profit oat of it, and 1 do not think I will implement 
that profit by adding the interest which he claims on the pur
chase price.

The judgment, therefore, will Ik* for the plaintiff for $440, 
being the value of 55 tons of hay at $8 a ton with eosts. On 
the defendant’s counterclaim his right to Ik* paid the amount 
of the promissory note is admitted. The rest of the counter
claim was withdrawn some time before tin* trial began and 
the defendant will be entitled to judgment upon his counter- 
claim for .$(>!), being the amount of the note with interest to 
date and that amount will be set olf against and deducted from 
the amount of the plaintiff’s judgment. 1 think there should 
be no costs of the counterclaim. In strictness the defendant 
would be entitled to his costs of tlu* counterclaim on the small 
debt scale and the plaintiff would be entitled to set off against 
them his costs of the counterclaim on the Supreme (’ourt scale.
The costs on the small debt scale could not amount to a very 
large sum. and practically all the costs which the plaintiff has 
incurred with respect to the other parts of the counterclaim is 
the delivery of the defence to the same. I think these costs 
could practically balance one another ami then* will therefon*
In* no costs of the counterclaim. Murphy for plaintiff. Locke, 
for defendant.

SHERMAN v. MABI.EY.

1 Iht'i la Supreme Court. Tnnt before U ulsh. J. \luu 2. 1812.

Sale (§11 A--27) — Implied Warrant if — Purchase of 
Specified Animals — Durden of Proof of Shewing that Animal 
Delivered Corresponds with Thosi Pan based—What Amounts 
to Aereptance—Ile fusai to Accept—.V otice of. ]

Walsh, J. :—I have carefully considered the conflicting evi
dence in this rather peculiar case and I must confess that I
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conclusion respecting it. The plaintiff’s case as framed in his 
pleadings is on a cheque of the defendant for #651) payment 
of which was stopped hy him. The case, however, throughout

Mi MO.
Decisions. the trial, was treated as being brought to recover the balance 

of the purchase price of certain animals sold and delivered by 
the plaintiff to the defendant; 1 having intimated that in my 
opinion that was the proper form of action and having ex
pressed my willingness that the pleadings should be amended 
accordingly.

The agreement between the parties, as I find it, was that 
the plaintiff sold to the defendant one specified hog, seventy 
one specified sheep ami eighteen specified lambs, for $1175, of 
which #20 was paid in cash at the time and the balance of which, 
#650, was to be paid on the delivery by the plaintiff to the defen 
dant of these animals at the Lacombe stock yards. This agree
ment was oral but there is practically no dispute between the 
parties as to its terms. The plaintiff did deliver one hog ami 
eighty-nine sheep and lamie to the Lacombe stock yards, and 
he says these are the identical animals which formed the subject 
matter of this contract. The defendant admits the delivery of 
one hog and eighty-nine sheep and lambs hut he says the sheep 
and lambs which were delivered were not the sheep and lambs 
for which he contracted. He says that instead of there being 
eighteen lambs in the flock delivered there were thirty, making 
an increase of twelve in the number of lambs and a correspond 
ing shortage, of eouree, in the number of sheep and it is around 
this point that this expensive warfare has been waged. 1 think 
the onus is upon the plaintiff of proving the delivery of the hog. 
sheep and lambs contracted for and I do not think he has satis- 
tied that burden. The animals were loaded on the car at 
Lacombe and shipped to Vermillion. There is no doubt in the 
world and I find as a fact that on the arrival of this car at 
Vermillion there were twenty-nine lambs in that flock. A man 
named Fife had taken one of them from the defendant at La
combe, bringing the total of the lambs, therefore, up to thirty.
I find this on the evidence of the defendant himself, corne 
borated as it is to some extent by the evidence of his two wit
nesses, Woods and Rutherford. My finding, therefore, of Ibis 
issue is that the plaintiff did not deliver to the defendant the 
identical sheep and lambs which were contracted for.

I do not think that the shipment of these animals to Vermil 
lion under the circumstances constituted an acceptance of them 
by the defendant which would make him liable to pay for them. 
They were delivered by the plaintiff at the stock yards after 
dark. He and the defendant did not meet that day until about 
eight o’clock in the evening, this being towards the end of Nov-
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ember and the plaintiff made a statement to the defendant then ALTA, 
which 1 think the defendant was justified in treating as a re- 8 q
presentation that the animals which he had left at the stock yards 1912
were the identical animals which the defendant had agreed to 
buy. The defendant had not seen them then that day, but 0,vouons 
acting on the strength of his representation he gave the plaintiff 
his cheque for $650 being the balance of the purchase money.
After that the defendant went to the stock yards but there was 
no light in the yards by which the lambs could be distinguished 
from the sheep. The defendant did not busy himself actively 
in the loading of the animals, having left that to a friend 
named Fife and two of the railroad men, none of whom could 
be treated in any sense as the agents of the defendant for the 
acceptance of this delivery.

1 find that the shipment was made from Lacomhe by the 
defendant in ignorance of the actual composition of the flock 
and in reliance upon the representations made to him by the 
plaintiff. Ilis rc ion of the delivery was very prompt.
The car arrived at Vermillion on the morning of the second 
day after the shipment from Lacomhe and the discrepancy 
which existed was made plain to the defendant immediately. lie 
started back from Vermillion on the same day to notify the 
plaintiff that he would not accept these in performance of the 
contract and he at once notified him verbally to that effect, lie 
followed this up with a written notice on his return to Ver
million. I find, therefore, that there was no acceptance by the 
defendant of the sheep and lambs which the plaintiff delivered 
at Lacombe.

On this finding the defendant is entitled to a judgment dis
missing the action. It was agreed, however, yesterday on my 
suggestion that if my finding should be in favour of the defend
ant he should retain the sheep and the lambs which have been in 
his possession ever since and should pay the plaintiff for them 
the balance of the purchase price, $650, less such sum as I 
should fix as representing the difference in value between the 
twelve sheep and the twelve lambs which were substituted for 
them. I find the average value per head of the sheep which 
the defendant bought to he $8 and tin* average value per head 
of the lambs to be $4.40. 1 arrive at this by a simple arith
metical calculation. I take the evidence of the defendant which 
is the only evidence as to the value of the lambs. lie states 
their average weight at 80 pounds and their value at five and 
one-half cents per pound, making $4.46 per head. There were 
eighteen lambs in the flock at $4.40 per head would
In- $79.20. as representing the value of all of the lambs which 
the defendant agreed to buy. For the purposes of this calcula
tion I take $050 as the total purchase price, attributing the

A5A
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hog. Deducting from the $650 the sum of $70.20 as representing 
the value of the lambs the balance of $570.80 is left which, 
divided amongst seventy-one sheep, makes in round figures $s

Decisions. per head. The difference, therefore, between the average value 
of the sheep and the average value of the lambs is $3.60 per 
head, which, multiplied by twelve, makes $43.20, and deducting 
this from $650 the balance is $606.80, the amount which tin- 
defendant will have to pay the plaintiff. The defendant is eu 
titled to his costs of defence and counterclaim. These will In- 
taxed and the defendant will be entitled to retain the amount 
of the costs as taxed out of the sun of $606.80 and the payment 
by him to the plaintiff of the difference will be a full satisfaction 
of the judgment and a full settlement of all matters in dispute 
in this action. It is lamentable that this costly litigation should 
have been indulged in over such a trifling amount, but I think 
the blame for it should be laid at the door of the plaintiff. The 
defendant was within bis rights in refusing to accept goods 
differing from those lie contracted to buy. I think the offer he 
made to the plaintiff that he would pay his expenses to Vermil
lion and return for the purpose of enabling him to satisfy him
self with respect to this mistake, if it was found on this examina
tion that the defendant was not right in his statement, was an 
eminently fair offer and I am rather inclined to think that tlit* 
plaintiff's refusal to accept it was based to some extent at least 
on his knowledge that his examination of the animals would 
only result in establishing the contention of the defendant. 
Macdonald, for the plaintiff. Murray, for the defendant.

CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. v. TRUSTS AND GUARANTEE CO. Limited.

A Iberia Supreme Court, Walsh, ./., in Cluimbrrs. May 17, 1912.

Pleading (§ III C—328»)—Sufficiency of Pica of Payment 
Paying into Court Amount of Plaintiff's Claim trith Reserva

tion of liiyhts—Striking Out as Embarrassing.]
Walsh, J. :—The plaintiff’s claim is for payment of the ar

rears of purchase money and in default absolute foreclosure un
der an agreement made between it as vendor and one Sorenson 
ns purchaser, for the purchase from it by Sorenson of certain 
lands, which agreement was afterwards assigned by Sorenson 
to the defendant, the assignment containing a covenant by the 
defendant with the plaintiff for the payment of the purchase 
money.

The statement of claim contains all of the allegations neces
sary to entitle the plaintiff to the relief which it asks. There
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are but four paragraphs in the statement of defence. Para
graph 1 expressly admits all of the allegations contained in the 
first fifteen paragraphs of the statement of claim. The defence 
is silent as to the remaining two paragraphs of the statement of 
claim, the allegations contained in which are therefore taken to 
be admitted. Paragraphs two and three of the defence allege 
that the defendant holds the said assignment as trustee for the 
original purchaser Sorenson and certain others who have made 
advances to him and that Sorenson claims to have certain rights 
of action against the plaintiff arising out of its breach of the 
said contract. Paragraph 4 brings into Court tin? full amount 
of the plaintiff’s claim

with the reaervation of nil right-* under the contravt sued on herein
of the suid Henry Sorenson or nil other parties interested under and
hy virtue of the miid contrnet.

The plaintiff moves under rule 127 to strike out paragraphs
2 and 2 of the statement of defence which I have summarized as 
above and the reservation which the defendant seeks by para
graph 4 to attach to its payment into Court. Paragraphs 2 and
3 are manifestly pleaded as introductory to and explanatory of 
this reservation. Standing hy themselves they are badly plead
ed. Their allegations, ex-en if true, afford no defence to the 
action and they therefore violate rule 109 which says, in sub
stance, that every pleading shall contain only the material facts 
on which the party relies for his defence. If the statement of 
defence contained only those two paragraphs the plaintiff would 
undoubtedly be entitled to judgment upon the pleadings for 
the relief claimed by it.

If, however, the condition which the defendant seeks to 
impose upon its payment into Court remains upon the record 
it may be that the statements contained in the offending para
graphs should be allowed to be pleaded but in different form 
from that in which they now appear. Is there then any author
ity for this attempt on the part of the defendant to make this 
payment in other than an unqualified, unconditional payment? 
Provision is made in our practice for but two methods of pay
ment into Court, both of which are to be found in rub* 130. 
One of these is a payment “by way of satisfaction which shall 
he taken to admit the claim or cause of action in respect of 
which the payment is made”; the other is with a defence deny
ing liability.

In the absence of any rule permitting a defendant to impose 
upon his payment into Court any qualifications or restrictions, 
I do not think that he can do so. The money in this case was 
paid in by way of satisfaction and by force of the ride the 
plaintiff’s claim and therefore its right lo the money is thereby 
admitted. This reservation is, I think, embarrassing to the

ALTA.
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subject to the qualification which it is under by the terms of the 
pleading with which it is paid in. What difficulty that might
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subject the plaintiff to in its future dealings with this contract,
1 cannot say, nor 1 suppose can the plaintiff foresee.

I think that it is entitled to have its right to this money ab
solutely and unconditionally determined in this action and it 
cannot be sure that this has been accomplished if it takes this 
money out of Court subject to the terms which the defendant 
seeks to impose upon it. The rights which the defendant seeks 
by this method to protect from prejudice arise out of facts which 
should either be pleaded by way of defence to this action or 
be asserted by way of counterclaim or cross-action. If they fall 
within the first class they should be now set up as a defence. 
It would be intolerable that the defendant should admit its lia
bility in this action and then be allowed to sue tQ recover hack 
from the plaintiff the amount paid in satisfaction of its liability, 
basing its right to do so upon a state of facts which might have 
enabled it to defeat the plaintiffs’ action. If they fall within 
the latter class no prejudice can possibly result to the defendant 
by its unconditional payment of the amount claimed.

1 understood Mr. Ross to say that all of these rights with 
one exception are such as should be made the subject of a coun
terclaim or of a cross-action. The plaintiff's’ motion is en
titled to succeed and the order will go striking out paragraphs
2 and 3 of the statement of defence and so much of paragraph 4 
assets up the reservation in question. I think, however, that the 
defendant should have an opportunity if it so desires to amend 
its defence by setting up such facts as should he pleaded as a 
defence or a partial defence to this action and to reduce the 
amount of its payment into Court accordingly. Unless such 
amended defence is delivered within seven days from the ser- 
vice of this order upon the defendant’s solicitors (pending 
which the money is to remain in Court) the money may be paid 
out to the plaintiff upon proof being filed with the clerk of tin- 
service of this order and of the defendant’s failure to amend. 
The plaintiff is entitled to the costs of this motion. Walker, for 
the plaintiff. Ross, for the defendant.

ALTA. GREAT WEST LIFE INSURANCE CO. v. LYTTLE.

DC.
1912

Alberta, District-Court, Calgarii. Judge Carpenter. Mag 20, 1912.

Insurance (§ III IT lôfii—Premium nohes—Liability of 
tnakcr—Effect of failure to pay—.1 vtndance of policy—Cotuli- 
lion in application—Tin Insurant » Act, H.S.C. 190fi. ch, 34, 
sec. 71. !
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Judge Carpenter:— This net ion is on » promissory note given ALTA, 
for the first premium on an insurance policy on the life of the 
defendant, amounting to $231, and interest thereon as set out in 1912 

the note. The defence as amended at the trial, resolves itself 
into a plea of partial failure of consideration and the defendant 
brings into Court the sum of $58.90, being proportionate amount 
of the premium note and claims that that amount is sufficient to 
satisfy the plaintiffs’ claim.

In the ion for the insurance, signed by the defendant,
there is a proviso that

if a note ... lie given for the first nr a subsequent premium or 
any part thereof, ami the same be not paid at maturity, »uch policy 
shall thereupon become void but the note . . . must nevertheless

In the policy itself there appears a proviso
that if default is made in payment of the llr*t or any subsequent 
premium or any part thereof, nr of any note, cheque or other obligation 
given on account thereof, said policy shall mise and Is* void, subject, 
however, to certain rights in resjieet of policies on which three full 
years' premiums have Imn-ii duly paid as herein otherwise provided, but 
it may lx* revived on production of evidence satisfactory to the com
pany of continued good health and the payment of overdue premiums 
with interest thereon at the rate of seven per cent, per annum.
There is no dcninl on the port of the defendant as to the issue 

and delivery of the policy, but, as I have said before, the claim is 
made that the payment of the proportionate amount of the 
premium up to the time that default was made by the defendant 
in the payment of the note, which was ninety days after the 
date thereof, this date corresponding with the date of the appli
cation, relieves the defendant of any further liability.

The objection was raised by defendant’s counsel that this 
clause as it appears in the application, comes within the proviso 
of section 71 of chapter 34, R.S.C., that is the Insurance Act.
I must hold, however, that the proviso occurring in the appli
cation does not come within tin- operation of this section.

In the Manufacturers’ Life Insurance Co. v. (lardon, 20 A.R.
(Ont.) 309, the facts in regard to the proviso for forfeiture for 
non-payment and the payment nevertheless of the notes given, 
are to all intents ami purposes identical with the ease before me.
The application in that case provided that if any note given for 
the first or any subsequent premium was not paid at maturity, 
the policy should thereupon become void, hut the note must, 
nevertheless, l>e paid, while in the policy itself there was a 
proviso that if within two years from the commencement of the 
insurance any note given on account of the first or second years’ 
premium should not be paid, the policy should be void ami all 
payments made upon it should be forfeited. It was held that 
the proviso in regard to the payment of the note did not come

51
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within the provisions of section 71 of the Insurance Act referred 
to, hut that it was rather

iin agreement in no way affecting the contract, but defining what the 
right# of the partie* should lie in re*j>cet of the note or note* given 
for the premium. The effect of the non-payment at maturity is dis
closed on a condition which is set out in full on the back of the policy 
and the only object of this collateral agreement U to avoid all doubt, 
about suing ou the note being considered a waiver of the previous for 
feiture. Per Burton, J.A., p. 328.

As 1 have said before, the case here cited is indistinguishable 
from the one now under consideration, and the question as to the 
right to insist upon the forfeiture and also to recover the note, 
and whether the assured could have set up any defence on the 
ground that the policy had lapsed, is dealt with in the judgment 
of Maclennan, J.A., Manufacturers’ Life Insurance Co. v. (lor 
don, ‘20 A.R. (Ont.) 309, at p. 335, where he held that the note 
was given for valuable consideration, and that the assured was 
liable to pay the note whether the company chose to insist upon 
the forfeiture or not. And see also the judgment of Haggarty. 
C.J.O., in McOeachie v. The North American Life Assurant < 
Co., 20 A.It. (Ont.) 187. This case is approved of in the Mann 
fact un rs' Lift Insurance Co. v. Iiotves, 10 Man. L.R. 540, where 
it was held that a person who applies for and receives a policy of 
life insurance, and gives his promissory note for the amount of 
the first premium, payable in three months, cannot by refusing 
to pay the note and returning the policy avoid liability for the 
full amount of the note, although the policy becomes void b.x 
reason of such non-payment. In that case, the condition as to 
the forfeiture for non-payment and payment of the note never
theless, was incorporated in the policy, but as appears from the 
rase I have before referred to, this distinction is immaterial. 
For the reasons I have given there will be judgment for the 
amount of the note, together with interest as therein set out, ami 
costs.
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THISTLETHWAITE v. SHARP. SASK.
Ilnlllifiml hixlrict Court. Sarlnlrlu wOH. .lutlt/t Marinin Wurt h !!• I D. C.

PlXTl'REH f § IV—23)—lluildiny La milord and Tt mini. I — l1>l"
Trial of action for possession of a building or for damages for Mkmo. 
illegally retaining possession thereof. Decision*.

A. M. Panton, for the plaint iff.
F. It. Conroy, for the defendant.

Mavleax, Diet. Judge : The plaintiff, in the month of 
(Holier, 1911, rented (for two months) from one Mrs. George 
II. Stephenson, lot 11 in block 12, plan It 3419. in the town of 
Norfolk ford, with the residence thereon, and occupied
the same for a time. During the tenancy, on the 8th Novem- 
ber, Mrs. Stephenson conveyed the lot and residence to William 
M. Sharp, the defendant. When the lot and premises were 
rented as aforesaid by the plaintiff, permission was given to 
him to construct a small building which was to form a lean-to 
connected with the house already erected thereon ; and the 
plaintiff was. at the time, given permission to remove the same 
when he vacated the place on giving up the tenancy. The 
building so erected by the plaintiff was, on the 10th November, 
while he was in oceupation of the premises, disconnected and 
removed a short distance from the other building, preparatory 
to moving it. The plaintiff moved out on the 18th November; 
and, although his tenancy had not expired, lie allowed the pur
chaser to take possession.

In this action, the plaintiff claims possession of the said 
building from the defendant, or, in the alternative, damages 
for the illegal possession of the same. The question whether the 
building formed part of the realty or was a chattel was argued 
at length by counsel for the plaintiff and defendant ; hut I 
do not require to decide that point, in view of my present find
ing. The r, the defendant, knew that the was
tenant at the time he bought. There is evidence that the de
fendant was also told that the slunk did not belong to the 
house ; and George II. Stephenson, the husband of Mrs.
Stephenson, who sold the property, and her agent, *d 
the defendant on the fith December as follows :—

Till** i* to certify that Mr. ThMIelhwaitv erected the hIhmI to the
kitehen at hla own expeiM* ami which belong* to him. Plea** allow
him to remove name.

The legal authorities that I have examined all decide that 
possession by the tenant is constructive notice to the pur
chaser of the terms and conditions of lease. The purchaser, 
knowing that the plaintiff was a tenant, is hound by all the
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conditions and stipulations agreed to as between Mrs. Stephen 
son and Mr. Thistlethwaite.

In Preston on Abstracts, 2nd ed., vol. 5, p. 400, it is said
that

possession by ji tenant is constructive not I tv of hi* lease, nml of itll 

lliv stipulation* in hi* lease «ml render* it incumlicnt on a purcha*ci 
to take notin' of thv nature iimt extent of the interest of a tenant.

In Hunt v. Luck, 11902] 1 Cli. 428, Vaughan Williams.

Shaking for myself ... I think that the conclusion of Farwell. 
.1,, was right. In his judgment he. after quoting the older authorili<
•aui«l 111 : "The rule established by these two vases may In- -luted thu- 
( I ) A tenant'* occupation i* notice of all that tenant's rights, hut not 
of hi* lessor's title or rights." . . . We have therefore to apply
the first of ilie rules stated by the learned Judge. Now, what do. 
that mean? It means that, if a purchaser or a mortgagee has noli, 
that the vendor or mortgagor is not in possession of the property, h 
must make impiiries of the person in possession of the tenant xxIm 
is in possession—ami lind out from him what his rights are. and, if li 
doe* not choose to do that, then whatever title he acquires as put 
chaser or mortgagee will he subject to the title or right of the tenant 
in possession. That. I believe, is a true statement of the law. . .

See also Bell on Landlord and Tenant, 1904 ed., pp. 50.VI. 
Even if the building in question form part of the really, 

the plaintiff can remove it under bis contract with the lessor, 
of which contract the purchaser had legal notice.

In Uob&ou v. dorringe, [1897) 1 Ch. 182, Smith, L.*l 
says :—

It seems to us that the true view of the hiring and purchase agre. 
ment, coupled with the annexation of the engine to .the soil which 
took place in this case, is that the engine became a lixture— i.e„ part 
of the soil—when it wn* annexed to the soil by screws and holts, *uh 
jeet a* Isdween Hobson ami King to this, but Hobson bail the rigl ’ 
by contract to unllx it ami take possession of it if King failed to pax 
him the monthly instalments. In our opinion, the engine became . 
lixture i.e„ part of the soil—subject to this right op Hobson xxln.li 
was given by contract. Hut this right was not an easement created 
by deed, nor was it conveyed by a covenant running with the land. 
Neither could the r ght be enforced in equity against any purclia*. i 
the land without notice of the right; and the defendant florringc i- 
such a purchaser. . . . That a person can agree to tlx a chattel to 
the soil of another so that it become* part of that other's freclml I. 
upon the term* that the one shall Ik* at lilierty in certain events 
retake possession, xvc do not doubt. . . .

Were I required in this case to decide whether or not lins 
building or lean to was h fixture, I should be inclined to tin- 
view that the intention of the parties should lie considered, 
ami that it remained a chattel; but I am not called upon in
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this case to give a finding on that point. The plaintiff has SASK. 
the right to move the building in ipiestion, and I so find: and n ,,
an onliT may go aeeoriiingly. If. however, he prefer to allow nili
it to remain on the property—the defendant having refused — 
lo give him the right to remove the same and thereby being nmsioxs 
liable for a wrongful act—he, the plaintiff, can have judgment 
for the value of the building, if he so desire, which value I 
fix at #100, the amount the plaintiff' testified to in his evidence 
as being the cost of the building to him. The plaintiff stated 
that he could have rented the building had he been allowed 
to remove it; and I allow liiin two months’ rent at #8 per 
month. I also allow him #1."> damages for the illegal possession 
by the defendant. The plaintiff' hired a man to remove the 
building, and incurred expense owing lo the refusal of the de
fendant to allow ita removal. The defendant counterclaims 
for damages for injury caused lo his residence through moving 
the plaintiff’s building or lean-to. The plaintiff, in his pleading, 
denies all damage. There was conflicting evidence of the 
amount of damage done; the defendant asserts that the main 
building was injured, the plaster broken, and the kitchen parted 
from the stone building. The evidence does not satisfy me on 
this point. Mr. Streeter, a witness, is positive that the only 
damage was the splitting of the base hoard, the corner Isiards. 
two or three pieces of the siding, two drops broken, a piece of 
the cap ripped, and the steps removed. I am prepared to Ih-- 
lieve that the plaster may have also been injured, as the main 
building may have been shaken somewhat. Mr. Streeter says 
that he removed the top rails fastening the lean-to to the main 
building before he removed the 3 by 4 blocks, the underpinning; 
but I tint! from Ilia evidence, on cross-examination, that he 
says :—

The shark was nailed far enough to hold. I released all nails first 
la-fore we moved it: didn't remove all; the rest rame loose when we 
knneked two I,y finira from underneath.

From this statement I can understand that the main build
ing was somewhat shaken, and that the plaster would In- 
broken in consequence of the disconnecting of the building.
The plaintiff anil Streeter both swore that #T would repair 
all the damage. They do not lake into consideration any in
jury except wlml was caused lo the outside of the buildings; 
in view, however, of all the evidence, I fix the damage at *2.-1, 
living the amount which the plaintiff testified the defendant 
asked from him when the matter of the damage was first 
Spoken of. 1 allow nothing for the crevice between tile build
ings, as Streeter has testified that there was a crevice between 
the kitchen anil the atone building before he removed the lean- 
to; and that he used a gauge or piece of wootl to make sure
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whether or not the opening would lie enlarged by the diseon 
necting of the said lean-to. Streeter was the only witness who 
gave positive evidence on this point; the other witnesses gaw 
opinions only as to the crevice and what caused it. Counsel 
for the plaintiff hinted, at the trial, that the defendant should 
not recover on his counterclaim, because the plaintiff was will 
ing to repair any damage; but he could and should have mail 
good the loss, even although possession of the building was n 
fused him. This was a duty to be done, even if lie had or had 
not a legal right to remove the building, and he should not hav 
delayed repairing any damage caused by him. In the plaintiff's 
reply to the defence he denies all damage, and the defendant 
was entitled to prove his counterclaim, and is now entitled to 
recover.

I allow plaintiff the possession of the said building or. in 
the alternative, its value, which 1 fix at $100; also $16 foi
rent and $15 for damages for illegal possession, with costs 
the plaintiff must make his choice within 15 days from the 
date of this judgment. I allow the defendant on his counter 
claim the sum of $25, with costs in so far as he succeeds; and 
the same shall, on taxation, be set off' against the plaintiff’s 
claim and costs, and judgment be entered for plaintiff for the 
balance.

Judgment for plaintiff.

FISHF.R v. McLEOD.

Saxkatrheiean Supreme Court. Parker, II.C. September 20, 1912.

Parties (§ III—120)—Adding Additional Third Parties - 
Application by Present Third Parlies — Joint Liability.] 
—Application on behalf of Stobart Sons & Co., Ltd., and 
Greenshields Western. Ltd., added as third parties, for an order 
compelling the defendant to add certain other co-contractors as 
third partus, in addition to themselves.

Parker, M.C, :—I’nder and by virtue of an agreement dated 
the 3rd March, 1908, the defendant purchased from Ilamelin 
Bros. & Co., of which company he was also a shareholder and 
creditor, all the assets of the company, according to terms more 
particularly set out in the said agreement. All the creditors of 
the company joined in the agreement and executed the same. 
The agreement contains the following clause:—

It is further understood and agreed tint, if notion should lie brought 
ngninst the said pnrtv of the second part by any shareholder of thv 
company, creditor of the company, or any person on account of or 
in connection with the said sale to the party of the second part of 
said assets, the said creditors will indemnify and save harmless the
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said parly of the weoond pert against and from all costs or expenses 
which lie may sustain or In* put to in connection with any and nil 
such action.

I am of opinion that tin* liability created by tin? above clause 
is a joint liability on the part of the creditors who joined in the 
agreement, and the two creditors added as third parties are en
titled to have their co-contractors joined with them. The defen
dant McLeod, as far as his relation to the third parties is con
cerned, is in tin* position of a plaintiff, and the third parties in 
their relation to him are in the position of defendants: Pillcy 
v. Ifobinson, 20 Q.B.D. 155; Kendall v. Hamilton, 4 App. Cas. 
504.

It was contended by counsel for the defendiftit that Rule 74 
(Sask. Judicature Rules, 1911) applies only to a defendant. 
Section 2, sub-sec. 8, of the Judicature Act, defines a defendant 
as follows:—

“Defendant*' shall include every person served with any writ or 
summons or process or served with notice of or entitled to attend 
any proceeding.

I am of opinion, therefore, that the applicants in this motion 
are defendants, within the meaning of this definition. See 
Fowler v. Knoof, 3(i L.T.R. 219, which is a decision under sub
sec. 3 of sec. 24, of the English Judicature Act, which is identi
cal with see. 2, sub-see. 8, of our Judieature Act.

The order will go directing the defendant to join as third 
parties all the creditors who joined in the agreement. Costs 
of the motion to the third parties in any event. P. L. Hastcdo, 
for the applicants. E. B. Jonah, for defendant.

HICKLE v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO.

Alberto Supreme Court. Trial before Stuart. J. November 9. 1912.

Damages (§11114—190)—Personal Injuries—Instaure of 
Amount—Aetual Suffering—Loss of Earnings.]—Trial of an 
action for damages for personal injuries. Judgment was given 
for the plaintiff for $1,500.00. Stuart, J. :—It is exceedingly 
difficult upon the evidence to say how much damages should be 
allowed in this ease. I have no doubt, of course, that the plain
tiff received a rather serious injury and that he suffered con
siderably as a result of it. I have no doubt either in view of 
the medical testimony that the accused is still in poorer health 
than he would have been if the accident had not happened. The 
doubt in the case arises from tin* uncertainty as to the perman
ent or temporary character of his trouble. On the whole the 
medical testimony leaves a strong impression on my mind that

SASK.
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the injury is not permanent but that a full recovery .s prob
able. In any case, 1 think the burden was on the plaintiff to 
prove a permanent injury and I do not think he did so, although 
Dr. Graham's evidence, called by the defence, does suggest the 
possible necessity of a serious operation before a full recovery 
could be expected. 1 cannot, however, base my assessment of 
damages on the basis of a permanent injury because that has 
not been proven. The plaintiff did no doubt suffer some pe"'uii- 
ary loss from not being able to do as much work on his hou .es as 
he would otherwise have done, but even this it is hard to esti
mate with any degree of certainty. Taking his undoubted actual 
suffering and discomfort into consideration as well his un
doubted present general debility and his undoubted pecuniary 
loss of some amount, I am of opinion that the sum of $1,500 is 
hot an excessive amount to allow him. It is not a light thing to 
be deprived of one’s good health for over a year and apparently 
for nearly two years. 1 hesitate to go beyond the amount named 
because 1 think I should then be beginning to approach the area 
of uncertainty and perhaps of excess.

There will be judgment for $1,500 and costs. I. W. Me- 
Ardle, for plaintiff, G. A. Walker, for defendant.

BATES v. KIRKPATRICK.
(Decision No. 2.)

Manitoba Court of .1 ppeal. Ho well, C.J.M.. Itichanlx. Penlue, Cameron ami
Haggai < JJ i Oetobt > 21. 1912.

| Itahs v. Kirkpatrick, 4 D.L.R. 305, affirmed.]
Banks (§ VIII—160)—Statutory su ltrily — Chattel mort

gage as collateral.]—Appeal by defendants the Vnion Bank 
from the decision of Macdonald, J., 4 D.L.R. 305, 21 W.L.R. 607. 

A. K. Iloskin, K.C., for the defendants, tin* I'nion Bank.
J. l\ Curran, K.C., for the plaintiff.

The Court dismissed the appeal without calling upon the re
spondents.

COAFFEE v. THOMPSON

(Decision No. 9.)

Manitoba Court of Appeal. Ilomll, C../.I/.. Rirhanlti. Pc nine, Cameron ami 
llaggart, I. October 29. 1012.

[Coaffee v. Thompson, 5 D.L.R. 0, affirmed.]
Vendor and purchaser (i I C—13«)—Vndiscloscd building
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rt strictions.]—Appeal from the decision of Mathers,
5 D.L.R. 9, 21 W.L.R. 905.

J. E. O'Connor, K.C., and W\ S. Morristy, for the plaintiff.
,/. B. Coyne and L. J. Earle, for the defendant.

The Court dismissed the appeal without calling upon the re
spondent.

MIKULASIK v. SCOUTEN.

Yale Countg Court, B.C., IIin Honour Judge Bicanmm. April 20. 1012.

Fires (§ I—6)—Sparks from a Threshing Enyint—Setting 
Fire to Property on Adjoining Land -Segligcnce.]—Trial of 
action for damages caused by tire from a traction-engine.

A. />. Macintyre, for the plaintiff.
J. It. Archibald, for the defendant.

Judge Swanson :—1 find that the evidence does not disclose 
any negligence on the part of the defendant.

The plaintiff relies on the doctrine of Flctcht r v. It glands, 
L.R. 1 Kx. 265, affirmed sub nom. Itylands v. Fit teller, L.R. 
3 ILL. 330, 37 L.J. Kx. 161, as determining the defendant’s lia
bility. The plaintiff contends that the defendant, in using a 
dangerous machine like a steam traction-engine, must do so at 
his own peril ; and, if he causes injury to others, whether he is 
guilty of negligence or not, he must la* held liable, on the old 
theory of the man who keeps a wild beast on his premises being 
responsible in any event for damages caused by the escape of 
the animal.

I was inclined at the trial to hold that, to fasten liability 
upon the defendant, negligence must be shewn on his part. My 
views were based upon the Manitoba eases : Booth v. Moffat, 11 
Man. L.R. 25; Owens v. Burgess, 11 Man. L.R. 75; Chaz v. Les 
Cisterciens Reformes, 12 Man. L.R. 330; also the Upper Canada 
case, Dean v. McCarty, 2 U.C.R. 448.

With all respect, it seems to me out of keeping with the 
modern conditions of industrial life in this country to hold that 
so beneficial and so commonly used a machine as a traction-en
gine should be practically placed in the same category as a wild 
beast, so as to render the owner liable for damans in the event 
of loss happening, apart from any default or negligence on the 
owner’s part, llad the owner of the traction-engine been an 
incorporated body with statutory powers to run traction-en
gines, the owner would have escaped liability, following tbe 
reasons set forth by Mr. Justice Blackburn, in Jones v. Fcstiniog 
It. Co. (1868), L.R. 3 Q.B. 733, 37 L.J.Q.B. 214. Mr. Justice
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B-C. Blackburn refers to Flelcher v. Il y hinds, which had already hern 
c f, decided in the Exchequer Chamber in which he gave judgment.
1912 the latter ease being affirmed by the House of Lords in 1868
—: L.R. 3 ILL. 330.

Mkmo. „ .
Ukvihionh I here is apparently a diversity ol view as to the application

of the doctrine of Firtdur v. Hylands to the modern conditions 
of industrial life in Canada amongst tin* Judges of the differen. 
provinces.

Chief Justice Hunter has held in ('rnrr v. Moth rshaw. 9 
B.C.R. 246, that this doctrine is apidicable in the case of a 
question as to liability for loss occasioned by setting out a bush 
fire for settlement purposes. A similar question is now under 
advisement by the Court of Appeal of British Columbia in 
Derby v. Kllison.

I find, however, that in the case at bar, 1 am bound by 
authority directly in point, a decision of the English Court of 
Appeal in Powell v. Fall (1880), 3 Q.B.D. 597. 49 L.J.Q.B. 
428. The headnote to that case is as follows: “A person who. 
without negligence, and in accordance with the provisions of 
the Locomotives Act, 1805, uses a locomotive engine on roads" 
(which is the same as our traction-engine) “is liable
for injuries caused to the property of others.”

Two years later reference is made to this case by Mr. Jus
tice Burton in the Ontario Court of Appeal in the case of Hil
liard v. Thurston (1882), 9 A.IL (Ont.) 514. In that case the 
owner of a steamlioat navigating the inland waters of Ontario, 
without legislative authority, was held liable for loss occasioned 
to property by fire communicated thereto by the steamer, with
out proof of actual negligence. Mr. Justice Burton says, at p 
523: “In my view, this case is governed by the principle of 
Flelcher v. Ilylands. That principle applies, I think, when a 
person uses a thing of a dangerous character on a public high
way and causes injury to another.” And again, at p. 524, he 
says : “This proposition appears, no doubt, somewhat startling, 
and is an extension of the liability of steamboat owners beyond 
what it is generally assumed to be, and I find that in many 
of the American Courts the Judges have refused to extend the 
principle of Flelcher v. Hylands, L.R. 1 Ex. 265, and L.R. 3 
II.L. 330, to cases of this description, but then in many of the 
American Courts the ease of Fletcher v. Hylands is denied al
together, whilst*with us it is a binding authority.” And at pp. 
525 and 526, the same learned Judge refers to Powell v. Fall, 
3 Q.B.D. 597, as hearing out this view. No reference is made to 
either of these cases in the judgment of Chief Justice Spragge. 
and no reference appears in the printed notes of the argument 
made at the bar by the learned counsel, Mr. S. II. Blake, Q.O., 
and Mr. Charles Moss, Q.C. fnow Chief Justice of Ontario).

D36C
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I do not find any eon tribu tory negligence on tin- part of 
the plaintiff in allowing straw to remain near tin- roadway 
on his own farm in the places where it was thrown out by the 
separator.

I distinguish on this point the ease of ('aims v. Canadian 
Northern It. Co., 10 W.L.R. .19 (Newlands, J.), in which the 
plaintiff was held guilty of contributory negligence. In the 
Saskatchewan case, the plaintiff piled baled hay near the de
fendant railway company’s tracks along which engines emitting 
sparks in the usual course were constantly passing. Sparks from 
tlie railway engine fell on the hay, and spread to the plaintiff’s 
warehouse. 1 do not think there was the least obligation rest
ing on the plaintiff in the case at bar to guard against such an 
unusual casualty as that which occurred in the present case. 
I think the plaintiff’s claim has been greatly magnified and 
padded up. The defendant acted somewhat generously to the 
plaintiff after the accident in providing hay, straw, and a small 
quantity of lumber. Under the circumstances, I will allow judg
ment for the plaintiff for $.>0 and costs.

B. C.

C. C. 
101*2

|)K< ISIONK.

Judgment for plaintiff.

LORD v. BERGERON et al. QUE.
Quebec King’s Bench (Appeal Hidei. Irchamhraull. C.J.. I.arerpne. Cross, .7

Carroll, a ml (terrais, JJ. October 31. 1012. p,ii>

Contracts (§ VIII— 44rt)—Wrongful Interferon« — Pre
venting Owner of Chat tils from Honoring Samc—C.C. (fur.),
.1/7. 1003.]—This was an appeal from a judgment of the Sup
erior Court (Martineau. •!.), dismissing appellant’s action with 
costs.

The appellant’s action was one for #.*>00 damages against 
several citizens of Marieville and Rev. Caul Desrochers. He 
had bought certain furniture and a refrigerator from the Sem
inary of Ste. Marie de Monnoir; when he went to get these at 
the Seminary on May 9th, 1910, he was refused permission to 
remove them by the Rev. Abbé Desrochers, aided and helped by 
the co-defendants. The Abbé stated he was acting under in
structions from his curé, and intimated there would be resist
ance to any attempt at removal. No overt act, however, was 
done by either party. The appeal was allowed and several of 
the co-defendants condemned to pay $.*>0 and costs of appeal.

Arüiiambeai'I.t, C.J., and Carroll, J., dissented.

Cross, J., rendering judgment for the majority of the Court, 
after he had reviewed the evidence, said:—

“It is argued for the defendants that they have violated no
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QUË. law and committed no offence or quasi-offence ; that they ut-
K b. tered no defamatory word and were guilty of no violence. Even
1912 without taking into consideration, for the moment, the legal
----  effect of the threatening movement which was made when the

Decisions plaintiff was about to take away the refrigerator, it appears to
me that the words uttered by these three defendants suffice to 
ground an action under 1053 C.C. If a plaintiff desiring to re
move his goods finds confronting him a defendant who says, 
1 You will not take the goods,’ and the plaintiff thereupon an
swers, 4 Well, I will hold you responsible for the loss and outlay 
which 1 suffer by your interference, ’ our law would be but a 
futile instrument if it would not maintain the claim of such 
a plaintiff.

“Under other systems of law, there might be more hesitation 
in attaching responsibility. In England it had no doubt often 
been decided that mere words, uttered in such circumstances 
and not in themselves defamatory, would not give rise to a 
right of action, but I take it that that view does not now pre
vail there as the opinion appeal’s to have been plainly stated in 
Quinn v. Leal ham, [1001] A.C. 405, that a 4 violation of legal 
right committed knowingly is a cause of action,’ and that ‘it is 
a violation of legal right to interfere with contractual relations 
recognized by law if there be no sufficient justification for the 
interference. ’ Reference may also be had to Giblan v. National 
Amal. Society, etc., [1903] 2 K.B. 000, and to Wilkinson v. 
Daveston, 118071 2 Q.13. 57, in which last mentioned case a de
fendant was adjudged to pay damages for having said to the 
plaintiff that her husband had just been killed.

“I therefore consider that the plaintiff established a ground 
of action against these three defendants.” J. Demers, K.C., for 
appellant. L. Lussier, for respondents.

GRAND TRUNK R. CO. v. PARENT.

{Jurber kitty's Unie It. Archamhrault, I.ariryne, Cross, Carroll ami
(terrais, ././. October SI, 1912.

Appeal (§ VII L 2—476)—litview of Verdict—Liability of 
Railway for Can sin y Death.]—This was an action for $15,000 
damages suffered by the respondent as the result of the death of 
her husband who was killed by one of the respondent’s trains 
on February 27th, 1911, near Clark’s Island. The trial Judge 
maintained the action and condemned the appellant to pay 
$5,000 damages.

Carroll, J., said that there was evidence of common fault 
in that the deceased went on the tracks in a severe storm with
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his cap pulled down far over his ears, and in that the employee's 
company did not take any steps to prevent the accident until 
the train was almost on top of the victim. The Court refused to 
interfere in the assessment of damages as found by the trial 
Judge and the appeal stood dismissed. A*. G. DcLorimier, K.C., 
for appellant. A. riante, K.C., for respondent.

WATTS v. TOLMAN.
(Decision No. 2.)

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Howell, C.J.M.. Richard*. Perdue, Cameron, and 
llaggart, «/./. .Vorember 18. 1012.

STEPHENSON.

October 10, 1012.

GOLD MEDAL FURNITURE CO

Manitoba King'* Bench, Metcalfe. ./.

Costs (§ I—2)—On dismissal—-Absence of offering any evi
dence—Inference.]—Metcalfe, J. :—The defendants having 
moved for a nonsuit, and judgment being reserved, l subse
quently gave judgment allowing the nonsuit as to Tina Stephen
son and Margaret Stephenson, and refused the nonsuit as to 
William Stephenson and J. A. Stephenson. [See Gold Medal 
Furniture Co. v. Stephenson, 17 W.L.R. 653.]

Subsequently the case coming on again for hearing, counsel 
for both defendants stated that he offered no evidence. 1 see 
no reason to change my opinion as expressed in my reasons for 
judgment on the motion for nonsuit.

The parties having agreed that if there was liability, the 
amount should be ascertained by reference, there will be a 
reference to the Master to ascertain the amount owing.

Counsel for Margaret Stephenson and Tina Stephenson has 
applied for leave to tax full costs. I refuse to make such order.

D. II. Laird and F. J. G. McArthur, for plaintiffs.
C. P. Fullerton, K.C., J. P. Foley and F. M. Hurbidge, for 

defendants.

I

O.A.
1012

[Walts v. Tolman, 6 D.L.R. 5, affirmed.]
Usury (§ II—25)—Recovery of excess — Money Lenders 

Act, R.S.C. 1906, ch. 122.]—Appeal from decision of Mathers, 
« -I K.B. «: D.L.R. :>.

II. F. Tench, for defendant.
J. F. Davidson, for plaintiff.
The Court dismissed the appeal with costs.

K.B
1912
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MAN. HAM v. CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO.
^ (Decision No. 2.)

1912 Manitoba Court of Appeal, Howell, C.J.M., Richards, Perdue, Metcalfe, 
—— and Haggart, JJ.A. October 16, 1912.

Memo.
Dmsio.ss. J If am v. Canadian Northern If. Co., 1 D.L.R. 277, varied. j

Damages (§ 111 0—306)—Measure of compensation—Interest 
on verdict.]—Appeal from the judgment of Preudergast, J., Ham 
v. Canadian Northern It. Co., 1 D.L.R. 377, 20 W.L.R. 359, in 
favour of the plaiutilf in an action for personal injuries aris
ing from an accident caused by the negligence of the company. 

O. II. Clark, K.C., for appellant.
1\ C. Locke and C. II. Locke, for respondent.
The Court of Appeal by an oral judgment varied the deci

sion of the trial Judge by disallowing the claim for interest, 
hut otherwise dismissed the appeal without costs.

Judgment varied.

STEWART v. SAUNDERS.
(Decision No. 2.)

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Howell, C.J.M.. Richards, Perdue, Cameron, awl 
Hayyart, JJ. November 25, 1912.

[ti/titw/ v. Saunders, 4 D.L.R. 312, affirmed.]
Contracts ( § 1 E 4—80)—Carol agreement to furnish part 

of purchase price—Partnership—Trust.]—Appeal from decision 
of Prendergast, J., 4 D.L.R. 312.

A. It. Hudson, and O. W. Jameson, for plaintiffs.
J. It. Coyne, and E. It. Levinson, for defendants.
The Court dismissed the appeal.

FENSON v. SHORE.
(Decision No. 2.)

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Hotcell, C.J.M.. Richards, Perdue, Cameron, and 
Hayyart, JJ. November 25, 1912.

[>’<nson v. Shore, 6 D.L.R. 376, affirmed on appeal.] 
Judgment (§ III B—212)—Judgment Act (Man.)—Certifi

cate of judgment—Prior unregistered equitable title—Con 
tracts.)—Appeal from decision of Mathers, C.J.K.B., 6 D.L.R. 
376.

W. II. Trueman, for plaintiff.
P. C. Locke, for defendant.
The Court dismissed the appeal.
By arrangement between the parties, no costs were awarded.
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SOMERVELL v. TROTTER. ALTA.

Alberta. Dint vie t Court, Calgary, •hoi ye Minier. \pril 4. 1912. D. C.
Damages (§ III A4—79)—Breach by buyer—Measure of >J1~ 

compensation—Attnnptul cancellation. \—Action for damages Memo.
for breach of contract by refusal to accept goods ordered from Decisions. 
the plaintiff's by the defendant.

,/. B. Roberts, for the plaintiffs.
.4. B. McKay, for the defendant.

.Judge Winter :—In November, 19i»7, the defendant gave 
au order to a firm called “ Stevenson», *’ for a parcel of 
rive dozen pairs of “K.” boots, for delivery some time in tile 
spring of 1908. The Stevensons were acting as selling agents for 
the plaintiffs, though this was unknown to the defendant, who, 
however, knew that this line of boots was a well-known brand 
manufactured in England.

In January, 1908, the defendant wrote to the Stevenson» 
cancelling the order. No copy of this letter was produced ; 
the Stevenson» deny having received it; but the defendant 
says that the receipt was acknowledged by them by a letter 
(which was lost), which letter stated that they (Stevenson») 
were communicating its contents to their house—or, in other 
words, to their principals, the plaintiffs.

By the time the notice of cancellation was received by 
the plaintiffs, they had shipped the goods direct to the de
fendant. Those arrived in Calgary apparently some time in 
April, 1908, which was approximately the date when they 
were originally intended to arrive for sale by the defendant.

In April, shortly after the arrival of the goods in Calgary, 
the defendant had an interview there with one of the Steven
son», and lie (the defendant) seems to have assumed that the 
cancellation of the contract had been mutually accepted. He 
did not pay the draft of the plaintiffs which was attached to 
the bill of lading for the goods, and that draft was protested 
for non-acceptance; but he says that, as a matter of friend
ship to the Stevenson», he paid the protest fees on the draft, 
and then seems to have dismissed toe matter from his mind, 
under the impression that the Stevenson* would clear the goods 
at the customs, and sell them on their own account, the con
signment being a commodity which could readily be disposed of.

At this point there was evidently a mutual misunderstand
ing. involving a loss which might easily have been avoided.

The Stevensons state that their understanding was that the 
defendant was to clear the goods at the customs in Calgary 
and forward them to Vancouver for sale on his account : while 
the defendant, as above stated, considered that he had no 
further interest in the consignment. It should be noticed that
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tin* goods, having been consigned to the defendant, could have 
been cleared by him alone or on his order, and that he never 
gave or offered to give any such order to enable the Stevenson.s 
to clear the goods; so that, had the defendant bestowed ordin
ary commercial reasoning on the subject, he would have appre
ciated the fact that there was some act required of him to 
enable the Stevensons to obtain possession of the goods. This 
supports the view taken by the Stevensons, and the reasonable
ness of the plaintiffs’ claim. As a result of the failure of any 
person interested in the goods to clear them at the customs, 
they were, in the usual course of things, sold by the customs 
authorities, and the plaintiffs then brought the present proceed
ings.

1 find that the defendant entered into the contract for the 
purchase of the goods with the plaintiffs, “the unknown prin
cipals, ” through the Stevensons, and that he could not cancel 
that contract without being at least responsible in damages for 
breach thereof at the time they received notice of cancella
tion. They had already shipped these goods when notice of 
cancellation was received by them. The damage they sustained, 
therefore, is the contract-price, £>3.5.4., for which amount judg
ment is given in favour of the plaintiffs, with interest at the 
legal rate from the date of the writ, with costs, including those 
of the commission for taking evidence in British Columbia and 
the examinations for discovery. The counterclaim is dismissed 
with costs.

Lest it be forgotten, I note that I understand that there is 
a sum in the hands of the customs authorities, being the net 
proceeds of the sale of the consignment, to which the defend
ant would be entitled on making the proper application.

CASE (J. I.) THRESHER MACHIN I tU. v. SING.

.\lhertn, Dinttict Court, Macleod, Judge ('rateford. Mag H, 1012.

Interpleader ($ I—10)—Creditors’ Uelief Act—Validity 
of assignment of “future book-debts"—Attachment of debts— 
Priorities—Threshers’ Lien Ordinance.]—Trial of an inter
pleader issue.

Jvdoe Crawford:—Vpon the hearing no evidence was ad
duced, hut 1 was asked to decide the question at issue upon cer
tain facts which were stated and admitted hy counsel. These 
facts are not in every particular correct, as counsel for both sides 
admit, lint stated simply and shortly they are as follows:—

(1) T. W. Linder, on or about the 18th September, 1909. 
bought a threshing outfit from the plaintiffs, of whom 1 shall

—
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(3) The company have received from various persona num
erous sums of money, as stated in the issue, and there remains 
owing to them on account of the contract the sum of $1,204.20.

(4) During the year 1911, Linder did some threshing for 
one John Maloney, and by reason of such threshing Maloney 
is indebted to Linder in the sum of $208.93.

(5) The defendant sued Linder for payment for work done 
by the defendant in connection with the threshing outfit, but 
whether in connection with Maloney's threshing is not made 
clear, and obtained judgment for his claim for wages, and 
placed an execution in the sheriff’s hands for the purpose of 
recovering the amount of his judgment.

(6) He at the same time by a garnishee order attached the 
moneys in the t of Maloney; and Maloney paid to the 
sheriff the amount of his indebtedness to Linder.

(7) Nine other wage-earners, as the Court files disclose, 
took the same proceedings; and apparently this case was brought 
to test the rights, not only of the defendant, but of the nine 
other wage-earners.

(8) It is admitted that the wage-earners were in the em
ployment of Linder within one month prior to the time that the 
moneys in question came into the hands of the sheriff, and that 
their claims are for wages for less than three months.

(9) The company claim the moneys in the sheriff’s hands as 
belonging to them under their assignment.

There may he some question as to whether the proper par
ties are before me in this matter; but 1 do not think it neces
sary to consider that question, for no objection by counsel was 
taken upon the hearing or during the argument.

Two propositions of law are well established, which are 
applicable to this case: first, that the assignment, if valid, 
takes precedence of and has priority over the garnishee pro
ceedings; secondly, a chose in action is not a chattel so as to 
come within the provisions of the Bills of Sale Ordinance.

speak as the company, and entered into a written contract with 
the company at the time.

(2) The contract contains the following clause:—
All moneys or earnings which shall In* owing to or earned by the 

purchaser or work done by him during any season hereafter, either 
wholly or partly with or by the aid of the said machinery nr any 
part thereof shall until the full price and interest is paid to the 
extent of the purchase-money hereunder or notes therefor, and all 
rights the purchaser may acquire under the Thresher*' Lien Act, with 
full power to enforce the same, belong to and are hereby assigned by 
the purchaser to the company; any amount received by them there 
from, les* expenses of collecting the same, to lie nplied on account 
of such money or notes.

6
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L.R. iM (AV Miller and American-Abell Engine and Thresher 
Co. and \Y< latter, 7 W.L.R. 839), has any application; for our
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statute which was then applicable has been repealed, and the 
new clause which is contained in eh. 5 of the statutes of 1907. 
reads almost word for word the same as the English statute 
and the construction to lie put upon the English statute and its 
application to a ease like this has been decided beyond all per 
advent me in the highest tribunal in the Empire. 1 refer to 
Tail In/ v. Official Ueceiver, 13 App. Cas. 523.

In the issue before me, counsel for the defendant urged that 
the moneys in the sheriff’s hands should be distributed by him 
under the Creditors’ Relief Act, and that the assignment could 
not prevail to prevent this, by reason of the fact that there was 
nothing to indicate whether the gross earnings or the net earn
ings were assigned by the clause in the contract above set out. 
and that the gross earnings were not properly assignable, lie 
also contended that it should In* shewn what debts were collected.

These contentions did not seem to have been urged by coun
sel in the ease 1 have mentioned, but some reference is made to 
them in the judgment of one of the Lords Justices—Lord Pit/ 
Gerald. At p. 539, he says :—

Wlmt construction in to lie put on “future book-debt»*"? Doe» it 
mean the trade debt» entered in the trader»* books, or does it mean 
the net residue of these debt» after satisfying the claims of those 
creditor» by means of whose property those debts came into existence' 
Would an aceount have to lie taken a» in the case of the trading of a 
bankrupt after bankruptcy and without certificate, and debts becom 
ing due to him in that second trading, and claimed by the assign*»* 
as after-acquired pnqierty.
And again, at p. 540, he says:—

Suppose, too. in the ease of future debts, tint the mortgagor had oh 
tained hills and notes and oilier securities from his debtors, how an* the 
l ights and liabilities of the parties to he adjusted ? Or suppose a 
trader become Inuiknipt, his assets consisting largely of recent hook 
debt*, representing his stock in trade out of which they were created. 
Are those Imok-deht* to go to the holder of the bill of sale, prob 
ably some years old, not registered, and of which the real creditor» 
have no notice? 1 allude only to these |Hi»»ib|c contingencies as il In - 
trating some of tin* difficulties that lieset tin* question, and indicat 
ing the inex|>edieney of carrying the law a step further than it has 
hitherto gone in practice.

These remarks by tile learned law lairds. to my mind, in
dicate clearly that, had he the power, he would have given a 
judgment ditwnting from the other Lorda. The other Lords, 
on the other hand, do not hesitate to hold that an assignment 
of Imok-dehts to arise in fuluro, without regard to the 
whether they are net or gross earnings and the other questions

7

77
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raised by Lord FitzGerald, is perfectly valid; and Lord Mac- 
naghten voices the opinion of all in his judgment, which is 
stated by Lord FitzGerald to be one of great learning and 
ability and remarkable for its boldness. At p. 542$ he says:—

It lins long been settled that future property, possibilities, and ex- 
jiectancies are assignable in equity for value. The mode or form of 
assignment is absolutely immaterial^ provided the intention of the 
parties is clear. To effectuate the intention, an assignment for value 
in terms present ami immediate has always been regarded in equity ns 
a contract binding on the conscience of the assignor, and so binding 
the subject-matter of the contract, when it conies into existence, if 
it is of such a nature ami so described as to be capable of being ascer
tained and identified.

Dkcibionb.

In all cases of this kind, it should be borne in mind that 
there is a distinction between a valid assignment at law and 
a valid equitable assignment. The clause in our Judicature 
Act which I have referred to as corresponding to the English 
Act, defines only what is a good assignment at law. This docs 
not, however, prevent assignments which do not fufil the re
quirements of the statute from being valid assignments in 
equity. In all the cases I have read in connection with this 
question, knowledge of some kind has been shewn to have been 
brought home to the fund-holder. On the other hand, the money 
has been paid over by the fund-1 older before action was brought, 
and the action has been one to recover, not from the fund-holder, 
hut from some third party, to whom the fund has been handed. 
The only evidence before me that Maloney had any notice of the 
plaintiffs’ contract is the fact that he paid the company in Oct
ober, 1910, and in December, 1910, sums aggregating about 
$100. lie must, therefore, have had some knowledge of their 
claim; and, if he had, would be fixed with constructive notice of 
their rights under the assignment. However this may be, and 
apart altogether from this fact, the lack of notice does not, in 
my opinion, prevent the assignment from being a perfectly 
good equitable assignment, by reason of the fact that none of 
the parties have altered their positions by reason of the lack of 
notice.

In William Brandt» Sons and Co. v. Dunlop /lubber Co.,
11905] A.C., at p. 401, Lord Macnaghten says:—

Why that which would haw been a good equitable assignment before 
the statute should now lie invalid and inoperative because it fails to 
come up to the requirements of the statute, 1 confess 1 do not under
stand. The statute does not forbid or destroy equitable assignments 
or impair their efficiency in the slightest degree. Where the rules of 
equity and the rules of common law conflict, the rules of equity are to

52—7 D.L.B.L____
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And again, at p. 462, he says :—
The language is immaterial, if the meaning is plain. All that i* 

necessary is, that the debtor should In* given to understand that tIn- 
debt has been made over by the ereditor to some third person. If the 
debtor ignores such a notice, he does so at his peril. If the assign 
ment he for valuable consideration and communicated to the third 
person, it cannot 1>c revoked by the creditor or safely disregarded by 
the debtor.
I find, therefore, that there was a good and valid assignment 

of this hook-debt created by the instrument in writing above 
described and made between Linder and the company.

Having regard to the decision of Stuart, J., in the ease of 
Amcrican-Abell Engine Co. v. Hag, 9 W.L.R. 594, and to the 
provisions of the Threshers’ Lien Ordinance, the wage-earners 
can have no lien on this debt.

The moneys that were paid by Linder to the sheriff in the 
garnishee proceedings were, therefore, paid over to the sheriff 
improperly, and cannot be deemed to be moneys levied by the 
sheriff so as to be distributable by him under the provisions 
of the Creditors’ Relief Act. The moneys must, therefore, be 
paid over by the sheriff to the plaintiff. The costs of this issue 
and the costs of the sheriff on his application for the interpleader 
order, if not already paid, must be paid by the defendant.

Re TURNER and CAROSELLA.
Albert a, hinhiet Court, Lethbridge, Judge Winter. August 14, 1912.

Taxes (§111 0—150)—Enforcement — Sale — Right to re- 
deem — Time for Redemption—Tender — Lethbridge Citg 
Charter—Tax Sale Confirmation Ordinance (1901), ch. 12. | 
—Application by a purchaser, under the Tax Sale Confirmation 
Ordinance, C.O. 1905, ch. 109, for an order confirming a sale 
of land by the corporation of the city of Lethbridge for ar
rears of taxes.

Judge Winter:—Tbe sale took place on the 4th April, 1910; 
and tlie transfer, after the expiration of a year from that date, 
was delivered to the applicant, such transfer being dated the 
3rd May, 1911. The application for confirmation is made under 
the provisions of ch. 109 (ch. 12 of 1901 ) of the Consolidated 
Ordinances.

The owner who opposes the application, is the registered 
owner in fee simple of the land, under an uncancelled certifi
cate of title. For the purposes of the case before me, it was 
admitted that the transfer was properly issued to the appli
cant, and that, prior to the hearing of the application for con
firmation, the full amount of principal with interest and costs
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was " red by the registered owner to him and refused ; and ALTA.
it was argued that the city of Lethbridge charter, which pro-
vides for the redemption of land sold under similar eircum- 1912

stances within a year from the date of sale, superseded the pro- ----
vision for redemption in the Confirmation Ordinance, as being 
inconsistent with that provision (see title I., sec. 1).

It may be well, in order to t "" the procedure for con
firming a tax sale, to take, by way of example, a simple instance, 
detailing the steps which must be taken by a purchaser of land 
sold for arrears of taxes from the city before lie can become re
gistered as owner. “X.” is the registered owner of lands in the 
city of Lethbridge. These are sold for arrears of taxes to “Z.” 
who, at the expiration of one year from the date of sale, obtains 
a transfer (“in the form provided in the Land Titles Act”) to 
himself from the secretary-treasurer of the city. The effect of 
this is to vest in “Z.” all rights of property which “X.” had 
therein, and otherwise confirms the title in “Z.” (sec. 20).
“Z.” cannot register his transfer at the land titles office until 
he has obtained a Judge’s order confirming the sale (Land 
Titles Act, sec. 82). “Z.,” therefore, obtains a summons, under 
C. 0. cli. 109, from the «Judge, for an order confirming the 
sale; and, on the return of the summons (no steps to redeem 
having been taken by the owner), the sale in ordinary course 
is confirmed, and the transfer with the Judge’s order of confirm
ation is then left with the registrar of land titles, who, after four 
weeks, registers “Z.” as absolute owner (Land Titles Act, sec.
82).

Neither the Lethbridge charter nor the Land Titles Act 
provides any machinery for confirming a sale for taxes; yet, 
inasmuch as these two Acts were both passed on the same date, 
and the former refers in terms to the latter, which latter exacts, 
as a prerequisite of registering a transfer of land sold for taxes, 
that it shall he accompanied by a Judge’s confirmation order, it 
must he accepted that the legislature, when passing the Leth
bridge charter, had in mind the provisions and procedure con
tained in ch. 109, which is the only enactment in force making 
provision for the confirmation of sales; and that, according to 
the accepted rule of interpretation of statutes, these enactments 
were intended to be read so as not to be repugnant the one to 
the other, but to be reconciled where necessary as far as pos
sible.

It is to be observed that secs. 19 and 20, title XXX., of the 
Lethbridge charter, are practically identical in terms (except 
as to the grounds on which a transfer may be set aside) with 
secs. 201 and 202 of the Municipal Ordinance (which Ordinance 
does not apply to the city of Lethbridge) ; but I have not yet 
found any authority which holds that a person could not redeem

5
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Drtpuons deem after a year from the date of the sale, and the city has no 
power then to accept the redemption money. The redemption 
money in such case, if paid within that time, would he the sum 
paid by the purchaser, with 10 per cent, thereon, ami any fur
ther sums levied against the land which might have been paid 
by the purchaser (title XXXIII., sec. 14). When, however, 
the purchaser applies for a confirmation order under ch. 109, 
and the applicant, before the hearing, tenders to the purchaser 
(a) the full amount of the purchase-money; (b) any further 
sums charged against the land and lawfully paid; (c) 20 per 
cent, (instead of 10 per cent.), and full costs (that is, such costs 
as the Judge might allow), on such tender or payment being 
made, the Confirmation Ordinance gives the owner the right to 
redeem, and the confirmation order would, in these circumstan 
ces, be refused.

The right to redeem given by the Confirmation Ordinance 
is not one which the city of Lethbridge could give effect to; 
hut the Judge, on an application such as the present, can do so. 
under that Ordinance. The Ordinance exacts payment of costs 
(not required by the Lethbridge charter) and also a higher rate 
of interest (double the amount) than is required by the Leth
bridge charter as a condition of redemption. It is not inconsisi 
ent with the Lethbridge charter, hut gives the owner a further 
locus pœnitentiæ, imposing severer terms as conditions for re
demption.

It is impossible to read the Confirmation Ordinance without 
seeing that the legislature had in mind, in drafting that enact 
ment, that laws in relation to sales of land for taxes are to pro
vide for the collection of such taxes and not for forfeiture of 
land in arbitrary fashion.

The owner of the land having, in the case before me, per 
formed all the preliminaries required by the Confirmation Ord 
inanee, the application to confirm the sale to the applicant is re 
fused. The owner is to be at liberty to redeem the land on pay
ment of the purchase-money with 20 per cent, interest, cal
culated to the date of the hearing, $2 costs of the transfer paid 
by him, and any further sum charged against the land and law
fully paid by him.

As the tender of the redemption money was made only af
ter notice of the application in the present proceedings, which 
were properly instituted by the applicant, had been received 
by the owner, and this application being in the nature of a test 
case, it will he equitable that each party bear his own costs of it. 
Shepherd and Dunlop, for the applicant. L. M. Johnstone, for 
the owner.

■
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BEATTY v. HODSON.
Naskatchnran. District Court, Italllrfonl, Judge Maclean. 

January 0, 191 "2.

SASK.

D. C. 
1912

Bailment (§ 111—17)—Liability of Bailee—Injury to Horse Memo. 
Hired.]—Action for $300 damages for the loss of a marc hired l)K‘ i8ioxs. 
by tlie defendants, which animal died from alleged wrongful 
treatment of the defendants, and for tin* loss of use and services 
of a gelding hired at the same time by the defendants, through 
the alleged wrongful treatment and want of care.

Judge Maclean ;—I have no hesitation in coining to the con
clusion that the team in question was driven too far without 
rest and feeding. In the condition of the mare, which was 
known to both defendants, more than usual care should have 
been shewn. The animal should not, with her looseness of the 
bowels, have been given water in the river where she would be 
in danger of drinking to excess. She should have been rested at 
least once and fed before coming to Swanson’s; and, when sin*, 
at Swanson’s shewed such langour and lack of desire to eat, the 
defendants should not have attempted to drive her any farther, 
especially when Swanson would have provided a substitute.
The animal was certainly over wrought. There was further 
evidence that she had been sweating; perhaps the day was warm, 
but she must have been driven the 45 miles to Swanson’s at 
about nine or ten miles an hour, for the defendants were about 
five hours going that distance. The witnesses Sagmoen, Saun
ders, Watt, Hill, Reynolds, Davis, Dr. Tanner, and Dr. Elliott, 
all testify that a horse should be fed at least every twenty-five 
miles; and, when the team was driven a distance of 45 miles in 
the then condition of the mare, 1 must hold that there was not 
proper care and attention shewn. The mare died.

As the result of all the evidence submitted, I must come to 
the conclusion that the mare died from exhaustion, the result 
of negligence and want of care of the defendants, while driving 
the said horses and while the horses were in their custody.

1 fix the loss of the mare at $200. This amount the plaintiff 
offered to take in settlement, and 1 presume it was a fair value.
The team cost $450 ; and, according to the evidence of the plain
tiff, the mare was of no more value except for breeding pur
poses than was the gelding. The gelding shewed signs of ex
haustion as well from the long drive; he was brought into the 
stable in a very tired state ; and, from the evidence of several 
witnesses, I find that he was suffering from the effects of the 
distance travelled and lack of proper care. The plaintiff, in 
consequence of the animal’s condition, had him put in pasture 
to recuperate, and the animal was there for some weeks before 
being sold, and the loss to the plaintiff in the said livery busi-
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ness through the non-use of the said gelding, he said, would bo 
about $12 a week. 1 fix the loss at $1 a day and allow him for 
15 days, or $15. I also allow the plaintiff $10 for removing and 
burying the carcass of the dead animal. There will be judgment 
for the plaintiff for $225 and costs ; the witness l)r. Tanner will 
be allowed professional witness fees. R. R. Earle, for the plain 
tiff. II. C. Lisle, for the defendant.

KELSON v. MORRISEY, FERNIE and MICHEL R. CO.

(Decision No. 2.)
Itritisli (\ilumbia Court of .1 ppral. Macdonald, CJ.A., in Chambers, 

March 11. 1012.

Motion on behalf of plaintiff for an extension of time for 
giving notice of appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada from 
the judgment of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia 
whereby the judgment in favour of plaintiff at the trial was 
reversed and a new trial ordered : llctson v. Morriscy, etc., It. 
Co., 1 D.L.R. 33, 17 B.C.R. 65, 19 W.L.R. 835.

The plaintiff’s solicitors had through inadvertence omitted 
to give notice of appeal within the time limited by the Supreme 
Court Act (Can.), sec. 70. The notice of motion for the exten
sion of time was not served until nearly two months after the 
decision sought to Ik* appealed from, and section 70 of the Sup
reme Court Act (Can.) required notice of appeal to be given 
within twenty days after the decision.

Macdonald, C.J.A., refused the motion, saying that a soli
citor’s mistake is not a ground for extending the time for giving 
a notice of appeal under sec. 70 of the Supreme Court Act 
(Can.). E. V. Bod well, K.C., for the motion; I). E. McTag- 
gart, contra.

FULLER v. BEACH.
Itritish Columbia. County Court. Vancouver, Judge (Irani. May 22, 1012.

Mechanics’ liens (§ VIII—66)—Procedure—Time for Re
gistering Lien—Wrongful Termination of Building Contract 
Liability of Contractor—Architect's Certificate—Lien of Sub
contractor]—Action to recover $340 alleged to be due on a con
tract. for plastering a building, and for a declaration of lien 
against lot 20, block 247, I). L. 526, on which the building in 
question was constructed. The defendant Turner was the owner 
of the lot in question. The defendant Beach was a building con 
tractor, and had entered into a contract to erect for Turner a
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building on the above lot for $8,500, he (Beach) supplying both B c-
labour and materials for the job. Extras brought the contract- C Oi
price up to $8,877. 1912

Judge Grant:—There is little, if any, dispute as to the facts. Memo.
Beach let the contract for plastering to the plaintiff, for Decisions. 

$740. There is no objection made as to the manner in which 
the work was carried on and performed by the plaintiff. It 
seems to have been entirely satisfactory to the architect in 
charge. The great bulk of the plaintiff’s contract was per
formed on or before the 15th December, 1911; but there was 
an amount of touching-up to do after the other trades had 
completed their work, which was some time towards the end 
of January. This touching-up was done, at the request of the 
said architect, and was completed on the 26th January, 1912.
It was a provision of the contract between Beach and Turner 
that, in the event of any delay in the work, caused by lack of 
material or men, or any other cause, filing of liens, assignment 
or bankruptcy, “the proprietor or his agents shall, after 24 
hours’ notice in writing given to the contractor, have power to 
find the requisite material or labour and charge the cost thereof 
against this contract and deduct the same from any sums that 
may or shall become due to the said contractor.”

By said contract it was further agreed that the contractor 
should, before obtaining any certificate, submit to the proprietor 
or architect a correct statement, giving individual names and 
amounts opposite,'of all sums due or owing, either for labour or 
materials, against this contract to the date of the said certificate; 
and, further, that all payments made to the contractor were 
given in trust to be paid for labour and materials used in carry
ing out this contract ; and the payments were to be made at the 
rate of 75 per cent, of the value of the work done, in accordance 
with the architect’s certificate. According to the progress cer
tificates received and paid from time to time, up to and includ
ing the 18th December, 1911, the defendant Beach received from 
the defendant Turner $6,100. At the date of the last payment, 
all the work under the plaintiff’s contract with the defendant 
Beach had been completed, save and except the said touching- 
up after the other trades were out.

As appears from the evidence of the architect, the defendant 
Beach misapplied some $263 of the last payment of $600 made 
on the 18th December, 1911. This money was to pay wages, 
and he spent only $337 for that purpose, and the balance for 
other purposes ; and, as the architect says, “this was the immedi
ate cause why the contract was taken away from him,” or of 
his dismissal, which was couched in the following words :—

Dec. 21st, 1011. Mr. A. R. Reich, contractor, 4th ave. and Cedar
et. I beg to give you notice that, seeing you have made an assign-
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ment, in accordance with the 3rd clause of the contract, Mr. Turner 
himself will complete the works and deduct the cost thereof from aux 
sums that are now or may become due to you on account of the suM 
contract.

Yours truly,
T. E. J.

About this date—the 21st December, 1911—the defendaiii 
Beach made an assignment for the benefit of his creditors. Al 
though the evidence is not very explicit as to the exact time of 
the assignment, 1 take it to have preceded the above notice by 
a very few hours. Up to this time Beach had been paid on pm 
press certificates $6,100. If this was only 75 per cent, of tin- 
work and materials done and provided there were then $1,586.2 » 
in the hands of the defendant Turner, provided the house was 
being built within the contract-price.

After the contract was taken from the defendant Beach, by 
the architect, no steps were taken by the architect in the way of 
making a report as to how much work had been done under 
the contract, or how much would be required to complete tin- 
work in accordance with Beach’s contract, nor was any notice 
of the cancellation of the contract given to the assignee, nor any 
care taken to see that the balance of the work was done with a 
reasonable regard to having the same done as cheaply as the cou 
tractor might have done it.

The rights of Beach, the assignee, or the plaintiff, were nol 
considered in re the finishing of the work. The entire matter 
was taken in hand by the defendant Turner and finished at 
an expense of $3,181.27. Assuming that the architect, in giving 
his progress certificates, retained 25 per cent, of the value of 
the work and materials, the value of the work done under tin- 
contract of Beach was $7,668.25, leaving $1,208.75 worth of 
work and materials yet to complete the contract if the contract 
price was not being exceeded, but the actual amount paid out 
by the defendant Turner, in his method of having the work done, 
was $3,181.27, which would bring the actual cost of the building 
—if paid—to $10,849.52. Bearing in mind the provision of tin- 
contract between the defendants Beach and Turner, “that, in 
the event of any delay in the work, caused by lack of material 
or men or any other cause, tiling of liens, assignment in bank 
ruptcy, the proprietor or his agents shall, after 24 hours’ notie»- 
in writing given to the contractor, have power to find the requi
site material or labour and charge the cost thereof against this 
contract, and deduct the same from any sum that may or shall 
become due to the said contractor,” I do not think that the de
fendant Turner was within his rights in sending the notice of 
the 21st December, 1911, terminating the contract.

Under the terms of the contract, in the event of delay, caused

B. C.

C. C.
1012

Dkcisionr.
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either by lack of material or men, the proprietor had the right, B- C. 
after notice, to furnish the same, and deduct the cost thereof c 0
from any sums then or thereafter falling due to the contractor. lyjo
Beyor . under the contract and the facts in evidence, he was ----
not justified in going. Had he complied with this provision of djjJmJ!? 
the contract, and left the conduct of the work in the hands of 
the contractor, it might have been possible for him—the con
tractor—to have completed the contract within the contract- 
price, plus the extras. This the defendant Turner prevented by 
dismissing the contractor and repudiating the contract, and he 
now says : “Because I, as owner, was compelled, in the manner 
in which I completed the work, to pay more than the amount 
agreed upon with the contractor, the plaintiff, as sub contractor, 
under and by virtue of the provisions of sec. 8 of the Mechanics’
Lien Act, is not entitled to a lien against the property in ques
tion.” This position would be unassailable provided the owner 
had kept himself within the four corners of his contract with 
the contractor, and of the said Act; but, having chosen to re
scind or repudiate the contract and take the matter into his 
own hands, in the manner before mentioned, 1 do not think that 
position is now open to him.

In the absence of evidence that up to the time the contract 
was cancelled by the defendant Turner the cost of the work 
done exceeded the contract-price for the same, 1 cannot find 
that fact; and from the progress certificates issued by the archi
tect and the provision of the contract as to retaining 25 per 
cent, of the value of the work done, which I have no reason to 
believe was not observed by the architect in granting his cer
tificates, 1 do not think such was the ease. It is a general rule 
that where one party to a contract repudiates it, the other party 
can sue at once. See Hochstcr v. I)c La Tour, 2 E. & B. (178, 
and Frost v. Knight, L.R. 7 Ex. 111. It amounts to repudia
tion if the employer gives notice to the builder not to do any 
more work : see Cort v. Ambcrgatc, etc., U. Co. (1851), 20 L.J.
Q.B. 4(50. The defendant Turner, having improperly terminated 
the contract with his contractor, became liable to the contractor 
as on a quantum meruit without the certificate of the architect 
—Smith v. Gordon, 30 C.P. 553—and a lien may be enforced 
upon a quantum meruit. See Wallace on Mechanics’ Liens, p.
71. The cancellation of the contractor’s contract put an end to 
the sub contract of the plaintiff, and thus gave him an immedi
ate cause of action for the amount of work done by him under 
the said contract with the defendant Beach, and the right at 
once to file a lien against the property in question for the same.

On the 23rd December, 1911, the defendant Turner received 
from the plaintiff a notice in writing of his intention to file a 
lien herein. Between that date and the 8th January, 1912, the

7
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plaintiff anil the defendant Turner met in the office of the said 
architect, when, according to the uncontradicted evidence of the 
plaintiff, “they”—that is, Turner and the architect—“asked 
me to go back and complete the work when it was ready, and I 
did so according to their instructions.” At this same time it 
was agreed between them that, when the house was ready and 
the other trades all out of it, the plaintiff would go back and fin
ish up his work, and that in the meantime the plaintiff' was to 
receive $400 from the defendant Turner without prejudice to 
his claim for the balance.

I don’t think anything turns upon that—whether it took 
him the afternoon, or took him three or four days, if it was part 
of the contract. The contract was not completed until the work 
was done; and, if it was only a half hour’s work and was not 
held back in bad faith, it would be a proper completion of the 
contract. I am satisfied that it was the intention of the plain
tiff and the defendant Turner that, notwithstanding the can
cellation of Beach’s contract, the plaintiff’s contract to plaster 
the building in question should not be considered cancelled, but 
should be adopted by the defendant Turner, and be fully com
pleted by the plaintiff* when the defendant Turner was ready 
for him. The effect of this, in my judgment, was to extend the 
time for filing the lien to 31 days after the actual completion, 
which, by the evidence, was on the 26th January, 1912. If 1 
am correct in this view, the lien, which was filed on the 14th 
February, 1912, was in time; and the plaintiff is entitled to re
cover, and to a declaration of lien, without obtaining a final 
certificate from the architect.

There will be judgment against the defendant Beach for the 
sum of $340 and costs ; and 1 order and adjudge that the plain
tiff' has established and has a valid mechanic’s lien upon and 
against lot 20, block 247, D.L. .">26, group 1, Vancouver district, 
together with the building thereon ; and that the said lien be en
forced for the said sum of $340 and costs ; and that further con
sideration of the matter be adjourned. Bray, for the plaintiff*. 
White, for the defendant Turner.

URBASZ V. GALL.

Hrilish Columbia, County Court, East Kootenay, Judge Thompson.
June 25, 1912.

Judgment ( § 11 B—72)—Effect and Conclusivcncss of De
fault Judgment—Irregularity of Service of Summons—Sheriff's 
Deturn—Discontinuance Against One of the Defendants—Set
ting Aside Judgment—Leave to Defend.]—Motion by the defen
dant to set aside a judgment and garnishee proceedings.

Judge Thompson :—The plaintiff originally entered the ac-
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tion against the defendant Gall and another defendant, after
wards discontinuing the action as against the other defendant. 
The sheriff’s officer served the other defendant, believing him to 
be Gall ; and, judgment having been entered upon default against 
Gall, a motion was made and heard on the 24th of May, 1912, to 
set aside the judgment and all proceedings taken thereunder. 
The motion was successful, and the judgment was set aside. In 
the meantime, on the 13th May, the sheriff’s officer served the 
defendant Gall; the plaintiff’s solicitor on the 25th May, at 10 
o'clock in the morning, signed judgment. Shortly afterwards, 
on the 25th (the 24th having been a holiday), the defendant’s 
solicitor entered the office of the Court, and then found that 
judgment had been signed. This motion is to set aside the ser
vice on the defendant Gall as irregular, upon the grounds here
inafter mentioned. Mr. Lawe contended that the judgment 
was irregular upon the grounds hereinafter enumerated, which 
I will deal with seriatim.

1. The order of the 24th May, made the service of the 13th 
May upon Gall void. I cannot hold with the defendant on this 
ground. While, undoubtedly, the more proper practice would 
have been for the plaintiff's solicitor to wait until he ascer
tained whether or not the judgment which as set aside on the 
24th May was irregular, still he had a perfect right to serve the 
defendant in the meantime; and the defendant’s proper course 
was to file a defence without prejudice.

2. The plaintiff’s solicitor had no status to take any action 
until the order of the 24th May was entered. This objection, 
I think, is sufficiently answered by my answer to the first ob
jection.

3. The sheriff’s officer, in making the service, did not com
ply with Order II., Rule Hi, of the County Court Rules. This 
objection is the most serious one brought forward by Mr. Lawe. 
Our Rule is as follows: “If the service of a summons has been 
personal, the sheriff who served the same shall endorse on the 
copy of the summons delivered to him by the registrar the fact 
of such service; . . . and in every case of service the sheriff 
shall endorse on such copy the place where service was effected, 
and all endorsements on summonses shall be signed by the sher
iff.”

Order IX., Rule 15, of the Supreme Court Rules, is as fol
lows: “The person serving a writ of summons shall, within 
three days at most after such service, endorse on the writ the 
day of the month and week of the service thereof, otherwise 
the plaintiff shall not be at liberty, in case of non-appearance, 
to proceed by default.”

The Supreme Court Rule is mandatory, and is specific in its 
statement that, unless this endorsement is made by the person

B C.
C.C.
1012

Dkcisions.
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Rule, on the other hand, is merely directory, and, in the event 
of non-compliance by the sheriff, does not bar the plaintiff from
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signing judgment any more than if he were not to comply with 
Marginal Rule 14, stating that the sheriff shall keep hooks, etc., 
or Marginal Rule 15, by which he is directed to prepare and ex
amine all processes. I must hold against the defendant on this 
ground.

4. The copy of the summons served was not a true copy. 
This objection is trivial, the only difference being that some 
figures were written on the bottom of the summons served. 1 
must hold against the defendant on this ground.

5. The judgment of the 25th May is irregular and defective 
in that it does not contain the proper style of cause, the second 
defendant not having been mentioned. This objection, 1 think, 
is covered by Prince Albert v. Strange, 2 DeG. & Sm. C52, 70!) : 
“Where an action is dismissed as against one of the several de
fendants, it would seem that it is not irregular to leave that de
fendant’s name out of the title of the action.” Much more 
would this he the case where the action had been discontinued 
as against one of the defendants. I must hold, therefore, that 
the judgment was regular.

Another objection has been made that the garnishee sum
mons served was in the form used after judgment, whereas 
the affidavit filed was in the form used before judgment. In 
examining the record in the clerk’s book, all these documents 
—the judgment, the affidavit in support of the garnishee order, 
and the garnishee order—were, apparently, delivered at the 
same time; and, while the garnishee order may have been im
properly obtained, it was an order given on application to the 
registrar. The material upon which the order was obtained may 
have been defective, but the order was obtained and duly served, 
and the money paid in. No appeal has been taken from the re
gistrar’s order; and I must hold that, so far as this application 
is concerned, the money has been properly paid in by the garn
ishee and must abide in Court. At the time when the motion 
was made, a further verbal application was made by the defen
dant’s solicitor, and not objected to by the plaintiff’s solicitor, 
for leave to defend. While the plaintiff’s solicitor was techni
cally correct in entering the judgment on the 25th May, he was 
well aware, from the application that was made on the 24th, 
that the defendant intended to defend ; and, while the order of 
the 25th did not, in so many words, give the defendant leave to 
defend, that was undoubtedly the clear intention.

In any event, I would undoubtedly give the defendant leave 
to defend, he having sworn that he has a bond fide defence. The 
only question is as to terms. While I hold that the service of
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the 13th May ami the judgment of the 25th were regular, I B C
must express myself as deprecating the practice cf taking such c c
an advantage as the plaintiIT’s solicitor has taken in this action ; igj j
and I order that the defendant he allowed to enter a dispute- ----
note within five days after the entering of this order, and the

. . . „ Ilr.( ISIONB.
service upon him or Ins solicitor, or within five days after his 
taking out the order and serving the same upon the plaintiff's 
solicitor. Costs to the plaintiff in the cause. F. C. Lawe, and 
A. I. Fisher, for the defendant. A. Macneil, for the plaintiff.

HUNTER v. KERR.

IliiHuh Columbia, (Stunly Court, Vancouver, Judge (liant. July 10, 1012.

Vendor and purchaser (§ I B—7)—Deduction from Purchase 
Money for Deficiency in Quantity—Description “More or Less” 
—Absence of Fraud.]—Action for the recovery of compensation 
for an alleged deficiency in a certain block of land sold by the 
defendants to the plaintiff.

Judge Grant :—The description of the land sold was as fol
lows :—

Commencing at a post that is planted at the south-east corner of 
the north-west quarter of lot 338; thence west 7 chains and 93 links; 
thence north 6 chains and 14 feet ; tlienee east 7 chains and 05 links; 
thence south 6 chains and 14 feet to the point of commencement and 
containing five acres more or less . . . according to the registered 
map or plan of said subdivision deposited in the land registry ofiiee 
at the city of Vancouver.
The block was purchased by the plaintiff on the aliove de

scription, under an agreement for sale dated the 29th Sep
tember, 1909, the purchase-price living $7,500, of which $1,000 
was paid down, and the balance was payable $1,000 yearly on 
the 29th days of each succeeding September until fully paid. 
In February, 1911, the plaintiff caused a survey of the said 
lands to be made, when it was found that the block only con
tained a little over 4.6 acres.

No notification was then given by the plaintiff to the defen
dants as to shortage. In December following the survey, the 
plaintiff paid the defendants $1.000 on account of the purchase- 
price, without in any way mentioning a shortage in the acreage. 
Previous to this payment, hut after the said survey, the plain
tiff re-sold the block for $13.000. In April. 1912, the plaintiff 
approached the defendants with the proposal to pay off the bal
ance on the block, upon his being allowed a rebate of 7 per 
cent. This was refused by the defendants, and not until the 1st 
May, 1912, was any mention made by the plaintiff as to shortage.
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BC- The defendants refused to make any abatement whatever in the
C.c. purchase-price; and two weeks later the plaintiff paid the de-
1912 fendants the whole unpaid balance, and took from them a con-

Mkmo vpynnc(1 of the property in fee. It does not appear that, after
visions, the refusal of the defendants to consider any abatement in the

purchase-price by reason of the block falling short of five acres, 
anything was said as to the alleged shortage, until after the bal
ance of the purchase-price had been paid by the plaintiff and 
the conveyance thereof executed and delivered by the defend
ants; and, after the matter had been fully completed, just as the 
defendants were leaving the office of the plaintiff’s solicitor, he 
—the solicitor—handed to one of the defendants a notice in writ
ing stating that the said balance of the purchase-price was paid 
under protest, and that the plaintiff would claim damages for 
whatever was short of the five acres.

There is no allegation of fraud in the plaint, and nothing 
in the evidence to shew fraud. Before the purchase by the 
plaintiff, he went upon the land and saw the location of the 
stakes, and of the fence that partly enclosed it, and beyond 
question he got just the lands he expected he was getting, his 
only disappointment being in the actual quantity, in acres, 
roods, and perches, which it contained. Ilad he taken the 
trouble to have examined the map or plan of the subdivision 
in the land registry office, he could have ascertained the exact 
acreage of the block; hut this he does not appear to have done. 
Upon this branch of the case, Joliffe v. linker, 11 Q.B.D. 255. 
is an authority directly against the plaintiff. Watkin Williams. 
J., in delivering the judgment of the Court, says, at p. 2H7 :— 

I am further of the opinion that, after the purchaser has taken a 
conveyance anil the purchase-money has liecn paid, no action can be 
maintained, either at law or in equity, for damages or com|icnsntioM 
on account of errors as to quantity or quality of the subjectmatter of 
the sale, unless such error amounts to a breach of some contract or 
warranty contained in the conveyance itself, or unless some fraud and 
deceit has been practised upon the purchaser.
See also Dart on Vendors and Purchasers, 7th ed„ vol. 1, p. 

512; Clanton v. Lcich, 4 Oh. 1). 103; DcbvnJiam v. Sawbruh/r, 
[19011 2 Ch. 98.

In his argument the plaintiff’s solicitor assumes that Un
block was sold at $1,500 per acre; but such is not the evidence. 
While the plaintiff says that he figured upon a basis of $1,500 
per acre, he does not pretend to say that the defendants and 
he agreed upon the block at the rate of $1,500 per sere; and I 
find that the block was sold for $7,500 “and containing five 
acres more or less.”

There seems to be a disposition on the part of some pur
chasers to hold that the phrase “more or less” only applies
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in their case when it is more, and never when it is otherwise. B C- 
That this one-sided interpretation cannot stand the test of 
judicial interpretation is shewn in Wilson Lumber (Jo. v. Simp- 1912 
son, 22 O.L.R. 4.12, 17 O.W.R. 820, affirmed on appeal, 23 O.L. —
R. 253, 19 O.W.R. 950. In delivering judgment in this case, dkisionb 
Meredith, C.J.C.P., very ably and exhaustively reviews the Kng- 
lish, Massachusetts, and New York authorities upon the point, 
and, approving and following the same, holds that the words 
“more or less,” added to the statement of the depth, controlled 
the statement, so that the plaintiffs were not entitled to com
pensation for the deficiency—the difference not being so great 
as to raise the presumption of fraud or gross mistake. Follow
ing the above authorities, I hold that the is not entitled
to compensation, and dismiss the action with costs to the defen
dants. F. J. McDougal, for the plaint ift'. J. W. DeB. Farris, 
for the defendants.

BARR and ANDERSON v. PERCY & CO.
Ilrilish Columbia, County Court. Vancouver, J mlgc tirant. April 22, 11)12.

Mechanics' liens (§ V—32)—To lV/m/ Property it At
taches—Seftarate Lots Indivisible. Contract.]—Action to en
force a mechanics’ lien.

Judge Grant :—The plaint shews that the plaintiffs in this 
action are a firm of flg^jrs, and the defendants Percy are 
builders, while the defendants the Dominion Life Assurance 
Company are the mortgagees of the lands described in the claim 
for lien herein, and the defendants M. M. Harrell, W. Wight- 
man, and Laura Bell Wilson are beneficial owners of the said 
lands, under agreements for sale executed subsequently to the 
date of commencement of the furnishing of the materials and 
labour for which this lien is claimed. The plaint further shews 
that on the date of entering into the contract in respect of which 
this action was brought, the defendants Percy & Co. were the 
owners of the said lands ; and that the plaintiffs agreed with the 
defendants Percy & Co. to supply certain labour and materials 
in connection with the construction of a building for Percy and 
Co. on 31st avenue, South Vancouver, on lots G. II. J. K. and L, 
in lots 4, 5, and 6 in block 8, D.L. 391 and 392, for which the 
defendants Percy & Co. promised to pay; and this action is 
brought, under the Mechanics’ Lien Act, 1910, by the plaintiffs 
against the above defendants, owners, mortgagee, and owners 
of beneficial interests, for a declaration that the plaintiffs are 
entitled to a lien 011 the said lands in respect of the moneys al
leged to be owing for the work and materials done and furnished 
on and for the said building.

A4B
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B.C. In the affidavit of lien as appears in the plaint, the particu
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lars of work done and materials furnished are as follows :—
Aug. 22ml, 1911, to 5/7 of amount of contract for plumbing seven 

bouses for S. Percy & Vo., to Ik; erected in South Vancouver, namely,

Decisions.
to plumbing in five houses on lots 4, 5, and 0, block 8, district lots 
301 and 302, group 1, Vancouver district, at the rate of $104 per 
house, being the proportionate part of the contract made between the 
claimants and the said S. Percy & Co. for the plumbing of seven Iioum-s 
ns aforesaid, on account of which said contract there is now due in 
respect of the said five houses the sum of $821.50.

The defendants S. Percy & Co. and M. M. Harrell in their 
dispute-note, amongst other things, say that, if a contract was 
entered into by the defendants S. Percy & Co. with the plain
tiffs for labour and materials, it was an entire contract for 
work, etc., in houses not only on G, II, J, K, and L, in sub
division of lots 4, 5, and 6 in block 8, district lots 391 and 392, 
referred to in paragraphs ti and 9 of the plaint, but also in 
other houses not situate thereupon, one being on 20th avenue 
and the other on Little avenue. While the plaint alleges that 
the contract was in connection with the erection of a building 
on lots G, II, J, K, and L, of lots 4, 5, and 6, block 8, D.L. 391 
and 392, the evidence offered shews a contract to do the plumb
ing work not in one building on all the above lots but in seven 
different buildings, five of which were on 31st avenue, one of 
each said houses being on one of each said lots G, II, J, K, and L, 
and one on 20th avenue and one on Little avenue ; and that the 
contract-price for the seven houses was $1,150. The work was 
to be done according to three different plans—four houses of 
one plan, two of another, and one of the third. I cannot find 
from the evidence that it was agreed upon by the parties that 
the work would be done by the plaintiffs at $1G4 for each house, 
but that the contract was for the seven houses at $1,150; nor 
can I find that there was any separate account kept for each 
house, shewing what each job cost. It is quite true as to the 
baths, boilers, sinks, and tilings of that nature, that they could 
ascertain what and how must went into each house, but that 
does not apply to the work of installing, where at least a part 
of the men worked indiscriminately at the job, sometimes 
spending some unstated part of each day at all of four houses ; 
and it was not attempted to shew the time spent on each indivi
dual house.

From the evidence, I find that the contract was treated as 
entire and not as separate contracts; that separate prices were 
not fixed for each house, but a lump sum for the whole seven ; 
and that it was not shewn, and from the manner in which the 
work was performed and accounts of time and material kept it 
cannot be shewn, what each job actually cost. Under the fore
going statement of facts, I am asked to hold, as to lots II, .1.
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K, and L, that they are liable to a lien tor four-sevenths of the BC- 
contract-price of $1,150. The evidence shews that none of these c c

s or lots are now owned by the Percy s, L being owned jgj2
by the defendant Wilson, K by the defendant Harrell, while II ----
and .1. are owned by a Mr. ('lark, who has not been a party nmeross 
to this action. The evidence does not show that four-sevenths 
of the work and material was done and furnished on these four 
houses; but I am asked to say arbitrarily that such was the fact, 
and then to place upon each house, and the owner thereof, the 
responsibility of paying the entire judgment, in order to get the 
incumbrance thus placed upon his land removed.

Such a proposition is, in my judgment, against natural jus
tice and judicial authority. See Currier v. Friedrich, 22 (ir.
243; Darien v. McCollum, i) O.W.R. 756 ; Fairclough v. Smith,
13 Man. L.R. 509; Oldfield v. Harbour, 12 P R. 554. This right 
of declaration of a lien on the aforementioned property is wholly 
statutory, and is enforceable only in manner provided by the 
statute, and I am asked by the plaintiff to hold that the Act 
is so broad in its scope as to charge one lot of land for services 
rendered upon another lot of land, because the person render
ing the service upon each lot did so under an indivisible con
tract. I cannot so read the various provisions of the Act.

In sec. 2 “owner” means “any person having any estate 
or interest, legal or equitable, in the lands upon or in respect 
of which the work is done or material placed ... at whose 
request and upon whose credit, or upon whose behalf or with 
whose privity or consent, or for whose direct benefit, such work 
is done or materials furnished.”

Section 6 defines the nature of the lien, it enacts that 
••very jierHoit who does work ... or furnishes nny material to he 
used in the making, constructing, erecting, etc.. ... of any build
ing. etc., for any owner, contractor or sub-contractor . . . shall by 
virtue thereof have a lien for the price of such work ... or mat
erials upon said erection, building . the materials so placed
. . . and the lands on or benefited thereby or enjoyed there
with. or upon or in respect of which such work ... is done or 
upon which such material is . . . furnished to Is* used.

Section 7 declares that the amount of such lien shall not 
exceed the sum actually owing to the person entitled to the 
lien. Owing for what ? Unquestionably for work or materials 
done or furnished upon the land occupied or benefited thereby, 
rather than for work done or material furnished upon some 
other lot of land. To me it is plain that the clear meaning of 
these sections is that a lien, under the Act, in respect of this 
claim, attaches only to the erection, building, etc., in respeet of 
which the work was done and material furnished, and to the lands 
occupied thereby or enjoyed therewith, and then only when 
furnished for the owner as above defined, as distinguished from

M—7 D.L.B.
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flip owner of some other lot or building or erection. The Ai t 
does not give a lien upon property owned by one person for 
materials furnished in respect of another property owned 1. 
another person.

At the close of the case the plaintiff in his argument ask* d 
to have his claim apportioned by claiming one-seventh of tli 
entire claim against each of the lots II, J, K, and L, and a ban 
doning as to lot 0; that, at most, it is a case of claiming too 
much against each property ; and that, when the amount of tin- 
lien is ascertained, it can be apportioned to each individual 
lot. An answer to such a request is, that the evidence does not 
shew what the work at each house was to or did cost. The con 
tract was not separate as to each house, and the plans were dis 
similar, and there is no evidence to shew what was actually 
owing to the plaintiffs for each house ; and, in the absence of 
evidence, there can be no finding of the amount owing on each 
house.

Assuming that the plaintiffs were entitled to four séparai.- 
liens in respect of the four separate properties, were they en
titled under the statute to consolidate the four separate amounts 
owing to them into one claim, and thus, by means of registering 
their claim of lien, create an incumbrance for the whole amount 
against each f 1 think that sec. 19 of the Act answers that ques
tion in the negative. Section 19 declares that a lien upon any 
such erection, etc., or lands, shall absolutely cease to exist ; ( 11 

in the case of a contractor’s lien after the expiration of thirty 
one days after the completion of the contract unless in th> 
meantime the person claiming the lien shall file . . . an
affidavit . . . stating in substance (a) the name and re
sidence of the claimant and the name of the owner of the pro
perty or interest to be charged ; (b) the particulars of the kind 
of work ... (c) the time when finished . . . (d) the
sum claimed to be owing . . . (e) the description of Im
properly to be charged, and shall, within the said thirty-one 
days mentioned, file in the land registry office of the district 
within which the land lies a duplicate copy of affidavit . . . 
which duplicate . . . shall be received and filed in said land 
registry office as a lien against the property against which tin- 
lien is claimed.

Section 28 provides that any number of lien-holders may be 
joined in the one suit, but no provision has been made in the 
Act for consolidating actions as against the defendants, where 
the lienholders have a claim for lien against two or more pro
perties. 1 cannot conceive that the legislature contemplated 
such a course, for it would be manifestly unjust to allow one 
man’s property to be incumbered, even temporarily, with an 
alleged claim for which it was not legally chargeable. I con-
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strue see. 10 to mean that each parcel of land shall he deemed 
as incumbered only in respect of the lien with which it is pro
perly chargeable. Section 24 provides for cancellation of the 
lien when the amount due in respect thereof is ascertained and 
paid, and it certainly contemplates that each owner should be 
in a position at any moment to remove the incumbrance by pay
ment of the amount actually due and chargeable under the Act 
against the property, which he would not be able to do if it 
were permitted to consolidate liens against several pieces of 
property.

No such lien as is claimed herein has been created by the 
Act, and I think the registered claim is a nullity and must he 
set aside. No request was made to amend the affidavit of lien 
or plaint under the provisions of see. 20; and I doubt very much 
if this would he a proper case for applying the curative 
powers of sec. 20. By sec. 34 upon the hearing of a claim for 
lien the Judge may. as far as the parties before him . . . 
arc debtor and creditor, give judgment against the former . . . 
for any indebtedness arising out of the claim in the same man
ner as if such indebtedness . . . had been sued upon in the 
County Court in the ordinary way . . . and judgment may 
be given for the sum actually due. . . . The evidence shews 
the indebtedness of the defendants Stephen Percy and F. A. 
II. Percy, trading under the name of S. Percy & Co., and the 
said firm of S. Percy & Co. to he indebted to the plaintiff in 
this action in $821.50, and there will be judgment against them 
in favour of the plaintiff accordingly, and the actions against 
the defendants the Dominion Life Assurance Company, M. M. 
Harrell, and Laura Bell Wilson, will he dismissed with costs 
against the plaintiffs, and the liens registered herein will be 
cancelled. W. C. Brown, for the plaintiffs. Ii. M. Macdonald, 
for the defendants.

B. C.

C. C.
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MACLURE v. CUSACK.
Ilrilinh Columbia, County Court, Victoria, Judge I.ampman, March 14. 1012.

Architect (§ I—5)—Right In Recover Fees for Preparing 
Plans —Defence of Not Being Satisfied with Plans—Payment 
into Court—Costs.]—The plaintiff, an architect, sued for $337.- 
50 for services in preparing plans and specifications for a house 
which the defendant contemplated building. The defence was, 
that the plans were never accepted, and that no instructions 
were given to prepare specifications.

Judge Lampman:—It appears that at first the defendant 
intended building in the James Bay district; and, after hav-
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not to build there. Subsequently, he decided to build at the 
corner of Cook and Collinson streets, and the plaintiff was
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again employed as architect—no special agreement was made, 
but the plaintiff proceeded with plans, and from time to time 
submitted them to Mrs. Cusack, who had charge of the matter 
for the defendant. Changes were made at various times in the 
plans, and visits were made to completed houses designed by the 
plaintiff in order that Mrs. Cusack could the better decide on 
what she would like. Finally, the plaintiff thought all was 
settled, and he submitted his plans and specifications to several 
builders and received tenders and sent them to the defendant. 
The defendant then said that he had not finally approved of tIn- 
plans and specifications; and the result was that the building 
proceedings were dropped; and the plaintiff now sues for his 
fees. The first ground of defence, viz., that the plans were 
never completed to the defendant’s satisfaction, is, I think, 
bad in law.

I do not think an architect’s right to be paid for his work 
differs from that of any other professional man, or a day lab
ourer. If I employ a man to dig for me, I cannot at the end 
of a week’s digging say to him: “I don’t like the way you dig. 
and I won’t pay you for what you have done.” Neither could 
I refuse to pay a surgeon simply because I did not like the man 
ner in which he performed an operation. The employment can 
lie terminated, but for work already done payment must 1m- 
made.

In the ease before me, the main complaint the defendant 
has with regard to the plan is in regard to a very small matter 
—the position of a door. From the negotiations I am satisfied 
that there was an implied contract for specifications. For a 
time Mrs. Cusack was hurrying up the plaintiff, as she wanted 
to get along with the building. Roth the defendant and his 
wife laid great stress on the fact that the plaintiff had not been 
instructed to call for tenders, as the wife had not yet seen tin- 
specifications; and there is no suggestion that any one other 
than the plaintiff was to prepare them. Besides, the visits to 
the interior of another house to see the finish would be, I should 
think, to gain information for use in the specifications rather 
than in the plans. The defendant ’s own case is, that he was on 
the verge of instructing the plaintiff to call for tenders; and he 
surely did not expect to let a contract without specifications for 
a house which he probably thought would cost at least $8,000. 
and have hardwood floors. The lowest tender was $13,500, and 
the plaintiff claims 2% per cent, on that amount—$337.50. Tie 
claim in the plaint when issued was $327.50, and the claim for 
an additional $10 was made at the trial on amendment, as, at
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the time the plaint was drawn, the plaintilT did not have the 
figures of the lowest tender.

Without admitting any liability, the defendant paid into 
Court $163.75, which he tendered in full settlement. Uy an 
unfortunate misunderstanding, hardwood panelling was speci
fied, making an extra expense of $2,500 or $3,000. 1 am satis
fied that Mrs. Cusack never really intended this, and the amount 
of the lowest tender for the purpose of computing the fees 
should be reduced by $2,750. It is clear that, hail the house 
been built, this change would have been made in the specifica
tions; and, besides, drawing plans and specifications for hard
wood entails no more work and skill than drawing them for fir 
or cedar. This would leave the estimate for the house $10,750, 
and the ordinary fee would be $263.75. 1 think that the defen
dant is entitled to have the plan shew the door as Mrs Cusack 
wanted it placed; and, to cover that, 1 think an allowance of 
$5 is ample.

The plaintiff’s claim is thus reduced to $263.75; ami for 
that amount he is entitled to judgment. The costs of the ac
tion will be taxed on the scale applicable to $100, as that is 
the amount by which the sum to which the plaintiff is held en
titled exceeds the amount paid into Court. W. II. Langley, for 
the plaintiff. F. C. Fowkes, for the defendant.

B. C.

C. C.
1912
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JOHNSTON & CARSWELL v. DESPARD.
Itiilinh Columbia. Count a Court. Yale, Judge Sira mum. Jan nary !). 1912.

Loos and logging (§ 1—1)- Booms — Obstructing Naviga
tion — Bights and Liabilities of Bart g Bt moving Obstruction 
Public Highway—Nuisance.]—The plaintiff company, the own
ers of a sawmill on Long lake in the Okanagan district, claim 
damages from the defendants for trespass in opening and set
ting adrift a boom of saw-logs comprising some 500,000 feet 
of timber. The defendant is a retired clergyman living on a 
fruit ranch on Long lake. Long lake is connected at its south
ern end by means of an artificially cut canal with Woods lake. 
Both lakes and canal are navigable. The canal, which is a 
small one and the only opening between tbe two lakes, was cut 
through by the Dominion 1*111)110 Works to facilitate
the navigation of these lakes. The only craft navigating these 
lakes and canal are two small steamers owned and operated by 
the plaintiff company for towing logs to their sawmill, and 
some half a dozen motor launches operated by settlers along the 
shores of these lakes. The facts of the case are substantially ad
mitted. The defendant on June 1st last had occasion to go by 
his motor boat from his residence at that time on the east shore

186
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of Long lake through the canal in question to the store at 
Oyaina, which is on the north shore of Woods lake, quite close 
to the south mouth of the canal. On arriving at the canal be
tween 7.30 ami 8 a.in. of the day in question the defendant 
found the canal blocked with saw-logs, the plaintiff company’s 
steamer “City of Vernon” being then in the canal. The steamer 
cleared the canal for the defendant, who says he hailed the en
gineer of the steamer in passing, informing him that he was go 
iug to the store and would be returning presently. Ten minutes 
afterwards the defendant returned in his boat to the canal and 
found the steamer had gone south on Woods lake, leaving no one 
in charge of the boom which was still moored near the south 
mouth of the canal. By this time the boom had again swung 
around with the current, which runs back and forth between 
the two lakes, and had completely blocked the canal right up 
to the bridge over the canal a distance of some 35 feet from the 
south mouth of the canal.

The defendant says he was very anxious to get back home 
with all speed as he was that day engaged in freighting in his 
motor boat about four tons of his furniture, which he had to 
remove that day in his boat to the west shore of Long lake. The 
defendant’s residence was at this time between one and a half 
to one and three quarters of a mile from the Oyama store. Tin- 
defendant finding the canal blocked completely, landed, tied 
up his boat, and took a plank lying on the shore and tried to 
push the boomsticks, which partly enclosed the logs, on one 
side. lie says that for three quarters of an hour he used every 
effort to move the boomsticks, but was unable to move them. 
He then went on the east side of the boom, untied the rope or 
cable by which the boom was moored to the shore, and after 
half an hour’s work succeeded in moving sufficient logs from 
the canal to make a C-foot passage-way for his boat. He then 
took his boat through the canal, tied it up on the north side, 
and returned at once to close the boom. He tried to pull the 
boomsticks in, and re-moor the boom to its original position, 
but he had not the physical strength to accomplish this. Fail 
ing in this he resumed his way in his launch to his home, the 
boomsticks swinging out to the south and freeing all the logs, 
which floated down Woods lake. The plaintiff company’s 
steamer did not return to the canal until about noon, no one 
having been left in charge of the boom during the absence of the 
steamer. The engineer of the steamer in his evidence says there 
was too much slack to the boomsticks, the boom not being full 
of logs, which gave more play to the current, thus swinging the 
boom around and closing the mouth of the canal.

The plaintiff company have only asked to be recompensed 
for the actual outlay in picking up the logs, but the defendant
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refused to settle the claim as he asserts lie was vindicating a 
right which lie claimed along with other members of the pub
lic. There were complaints made that the canal had been fre
quently obstructed by the plaintiff company's saw-logs to the 
great inconvenience and annoyance of the settlers who use this 
canal with their launches.

The defendant's counsel, Mr. Billings, claims that the ob
struction to this public highway constituted a nuisance which, 
by law, the defendant was justified in personally abating. This 
was the view I took at the trial, and after carefully reviewing 
the authorities, I am satisfied, that, under the circumstances of 
this case, the defendant was quite justified in his actions. The 
right to take the law in one’s own hands is one not very much 
favoured by British law, nevertheless it is a right which an in
dividual may invoke subject to certain well defined conditions 
in abating a private nuisance, and even in abating a public 
nuisance within certain narrow limitations.

The canal in question is navigable, and is a public highway. 
Smith's Leading Cases, vol. 2, pp. 164 and 165 in the notes to 
the case of Dovaston v. I'aync, define a highway as a passage 
open to all the King's subjects, public rivers being there termed 
highways as falling within the above definition, being passages 
open to all the King’s subjects: Mayor of Colchester v. Ilrookc, 
15 L.J.tj.B. 59; Dimes V. Pelley, 19 L.J.Q.B. 449; McEwcn v. 
Anderson, 1 B.C.R. 308. In the latter case the hcadnote reads 
in part :—•

Every subject of the realm lias a right to the user for legitimate 
pur|M)ses of public navigable waters and harbours within the realm 
where the tide ebbs and Hows, lie cannot lie deprived of that right 
except by Legislative authority, duly exercised.

By sec. 4 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act, Rev. 
Stat. of Canada, ch. 115, no bridge, boom, etc., shall be con
structed so as to interfere with navigation unless the site is ap
proved by the Uovernor-in-council. The plaintiff company shew 
no legislative authority to obstruct navigation in this canal. 
The obstruction, therefore, must be held a public nuisance. This 
being a public and not a private nuisance the question arises, is 
the defendant privileged to take the law in his own hands, and 
abate the nuisance without resorting to litigation. The usual 
remedy to redress a public nuisance is by indictment, the of
fence being one against the public.

Gould, on Waters, 3rd ed., pp. 248 and 249, states that when 
a public highway is unlawfully obstructed any individual who 
has occasion to use it, and is thereby stopped in his journey may 
remove the obstruction in order to effect a passage. The public 
remedy, he states, may be pursued whenever the passage is par
tially obstructed, but the master of a vessel would not be justi-
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or wantonly, thereby injuring property which is so placed as 
to constitute a common nuisance but which does not interfere
with the reasonable prosecution of his voyage. A private in 
dividual cannot abate the nuisance to a greater extent than is 
necessary to effect a passage. In the case at bar the passage was 
completely obstructed, the defendant acting with great consider 
ation, in iny opinion, in making only a narrow passage for liis 
launch through the logs, and using all diligence and care in 
opening and afterwards in endeavouring to close the boom.

In Webber v. Sparks (1842), 10 M. & W. 485, it was held 
that in the case of an obstruction to a public way such as the 
placing of posts and rails across it any member of the public 
may abate the nuisance and pull down the obstruction so far 
as is necessary to the exercise of his right of passage. Hut he 
cannot justify doing more than the necessity of the case re
quires. In Mayor of Colchester v. Ilrooke (1843), 15 L.J.Q.H. 
59, Lord Denman, C.J., at 67, says:—

It in very important for the sake of the public peace, and to pri
vent oppression even on wrongdoers, not to confound common witli 
private nuisances in this respect. In the case of the latter the in
dividual aggrieved may abate, 3 ltl:ick*toiie Com., p. •>. so as lie com 
mita no riot in so doing it; and the public nuisance becomes a pri
vate one to him who is c«|)ccially, and in some particular way, in 
convenienced thereby, as in tlie case of a gate across a highway, which 
prevents a traveller from passing, and which he may therefore throw 
down; but the ordinary remedy for a public nuisance is itself public, 
that of indictment, and each individual, who is only aggrieved as one 
of the public, can no more proceed to abate than he can to bring an 
action.
In commenting on the statement of the law on this subject 

by Hlackstone in his Commentaries, vol. 3, p. 5:—
If a new gate l»e erected across the public highway, which is a common 

nuisance, any of the King’s subjects passing that way may cut it down 
and destroy it.
Odgers in his work on Common Law (1911), at p. 958, 

says :—
Ilut it is now clear law that to justify a private individual in abat 

ing a public nuisance on his own authority he must shew that it did 
him a special injury; he can only interfere with it as far as may lie 
necessary to exercise his right of passing along the highway with rea
sonable convenience and not because the obstruction happen* to be 
there. *A private individual can abate a nuisance only when necessary 
to exercise a right,

adopting the language of Lord Campbell, C.J., in Dimes v. 
Vetley (1850), 19 L.J.Q.H. 453. In this case the defendant's 
ship had struck against the plaintiff’s wharf and jetty in the 
river Thames. It was held that the defendant could not defend
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himself by pleading that the wharf and jetty obstructed the 
navigation of the river, unless lie also shewed that there was a 
necessity to navigate the ship over the part of the river where 
the wharf and jetty were, or at any rate that the right course 
of the ship was over that part, and that she could not have 
avoided the nuisance by taking any other course with reason
able convenience. Lord Campbell, in Rahman v. Bind: (1852), 
21 L.J.Q.B. 4(H), alludes to his former judgment in Dinus v. 
Pctlcy, 19 L.J.Q.B. 453, and adds:—

A person cannot, at hi* pleasure, go into a public highway ami re
move an obstruction which may hap|H‘ii to la* there. Ile must -hew 
some necessity for his going over the part obstructed.
In commenting on the decision in Dimes v. Pctlcy, Cock- 

lmm, C.J., in Arnold v. Holbrook (1873), 11! L.J.Q.B. 83,

The law is correctly stated in IHhuh v. Prtlvy, which decide* that a 
necessity must la* shewn to pass the place where the alleged nuisance 
is or a right to pass over that part, ami that it would lie in
convenient ami diflicult to have taken another course by which the 
nuisance might have been avoided.

Mr. Justice Gray in the above case in our Supreme Court, 
McEwcn v. Anderson, 1 B.C.R. 308, at 310, says:—

If the obstruction lie of a public nature, of which the whole com
munity may complain, the steps for removal must take place at the 
instance of the Crown, as guardian of the public interests, and by its 
officers; but a man who is specially injured thereby in his |>er*nn or 
property, retains ami has the fullest right to apply to the Courts of 
the country for redress for that personal injury, and it is useless for 
the wrongdoer to attempt to justify the private and personal wrong 
and injury resulting from his act by the allegation that the act was 
a wrong to the whole public. The law is plain, the ebb ami How of 
tidal waters constitute a public highway.

See also Denny v. Thwaites (1876), 46 L.J.M.C. 141, us to 
right of surveyor of highways to remove pipes at side of high
way. See Addison on Torts, 8th ed., 1906, p. 902, as to right to 
remove obstructions in public thoroughfares: Clerk & Lindsell 
on Torts, 3rd ed., pp. 149 and 150; Pollock on Torts (Blackstone 
ed.), pp. 254, 255.

As to the right of commoner to summarily remove fences 
erected on commons, see Arlett v. Ellis, 31 R.R. 214.

The plaintiff’s counsel, Mr. Rogers, argued that the defen
dant had no right to abate the alleged nuisance as he had suf
fered no peculiar damage as distinct from that suffered by other 
members of the public and relied on W interbottom v. Earl of 
Derby (1867), 86 L.J. Ex. 194. Kelly, C.B., at page 198, there 
says :—

(sinking at all the authorities, I think the true principle of the kiw
is that he only who has sustained a damage peculiar to his own jier-
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son, or to him in the exercise of his trade or calling is entitled to 
maintain this action.

And Channell, B., at same page, says :—
The greit contest has been that the plaintiff cannot maintain an 

action of this description without shewing individual and peculiar dam 
age arising to hiinwlf beyond that sustained hv the rest of Her Maj 
esty'a subjects.
It is to be remembered, however, that the latter was an ac

tion for damages against the obstructor of a publie footway, and 
not a case as to right to abate a public nuisance. Clerk & Limi- 
sell, at page 150, in the footnote (c) state :—

The right of abatement is not limited to cases in which the party 
might bring an action : See XV interbottom v. Lord Derby, 36 L..I. 
Ex. 194.

Apart from this point raised by Clerk & Lindsell (which 
would appear to be very problematical in view of the concluding 
words of Lord Denman above quoted in the case of Mayor of Col
chester v. Brooke, I think the obstruction in the case at bar did 
the defendant a special injury. I refer also to the Ontario case, 
CrandeU v. Mooney, 23 U.C.C.P. 212, where it was held that the 
defendant, who had stretched a boom across the Fenelon river, 
a navigable stream, obstructing the plaintiff’s steamer plying 
between Lindsay and Fenelon, and preventing her from reach 
ing the latter place was liable to an action, the peculiar damage 
sustained by plaintiff entitling him to maintain it.

The case at bar is distinguishable from a recent case in our 
Supreme Court decided by Mr. Justice Clement, November 20th, 
1911, Waddell v. Richardson, 19 W.L.R. 531. In that case the 
plaintiff’s fences enclosed part of the highway abutting on his 
lands. The defendant tore down the fences although his right 
of passage along the highway was not really interfered with. 
It was held there that the defendant as a private individual had 
no right to abate the nuisance caused by the obstruction of the 
highway, Clement, J., stating, at page 532:—

The law certainly docs not give the right to a private individual 1<> 
remove the obstruction unless his right of passage is really interfered 
with, which is not the case here.

In the case at bar the defendant’s right of passage was com 
pletely obstructed by the plaintiff company. I do not think 
the defendant was obliged by reason of this obstruction to leave 
his motor boat unattended at the canal, and walk home carrying 
his goods with him (which in some cases though not in this 
might be beyond his strength to do), a distance of one and a 
half to one and three quarters of a mile rather than do as he did. 
1 think it reasonable that he should be allowed by law to pursue 
his journey home by the conveyance he chose to adopt on this
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occasion, and which he generally used in that district, his motor 
boat. The defendant has acted throughout, 1 think, in a fair 
and reasonable manner.

The action is accordingly dismissed with costs. R. 11. Rogers, 
for plaintiff. F. Billings, for defendant.

WALTON v. BIGGS.

Manitoba. County Court. Win ni pry. Paterson, ./. .Inn nary 25, 1012.

Covenants and conditions (§ II A—6)—Lease of Apart
ments—Quiet Enjoyment — Preach — Entitling Sewing Mach
ines and Noisily Using Pressing Irons in Looms Overhead — 
Vacation of Premises — Liability for Lent of Uncxpircd Portion 
of Term.]—The plaintiff was the owner of the Strathmore block, 
in Broadway, in the city of Winnipeg, and in August, 1010, 
granted a lease of suite 38 to the defendant. The lease con
tained a clause that, if the lessee should abandon or vacate the 
premises, the same might he re-let by the lessor, for such rent 
and upon such terms as the lessor might see fit ; and, if a suffi
cient sum should not be thus realized after the payment of the 
expenses of such re-letting to satisfy the rent, the lessee agreed 
to pay the deficit.

In June, 1011, the defendant vacated the premises without 
payment of the rent becoming due under the lease, and the 
plaintiff was able to sublet the suite only from the 15th August, 
1011, to the 30th September, 1011. The plaintiff sued to re
cover $60, the balance due after accounting for the amount re
ceived from the sublessee. The defence raised was, that the 
lease contained a covenant by the plaintiff with the defendant 
that the defendant should have “quiet enjoyment” of the suite; 
and the fact was, that the defendant was obliged to vacate and 
abandon the same, owing to the fact that the occupiers of the 
suite overhead carried on therein a business of dressmaking, 
which business necessitated such a constant and frequent use of 
sewing machines, and caused such a nuisance, that the defen
dant and his family were unable to live in the suite.

The occupiers of the overhead suite were the tenants of the 
plaintiff, and carried on the business of dressmaking with the 
knowledge and consent of the plaintiff. The defendant notified 
the plaintiff of the nuisance and of his intention to vacate the 
premises unless the nuisance was abated ; but the plaintiff failed 
to abate the same; and the defendant was forced to rent another 
suite ; and he filed a counterclaim for $51, the amount of the 
excess of rent he had to pay over and above what he was re
quired to pay under his lease with the plaintiff.
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JrnoE Paterson, hold that the plaintiff could not recover 
the rent sued for. and entered a nonsuit. He also held that the 
counterclaim of the defendant should he dismissed; and that 
each party should pay his own costs. The learned Judge was of 
opinion that the daily and continual use of the sewing machin.^ 
by the dressmaker in her business, not being merely for domestic 
purposes, was an infringement of the covenant for quiet en 
joymeyt. In addition to the nuisance caused by the sewing 
machines, there was also a further nuisance owing to the thump 
in g of the pressing irons used by the dressmaker. A. Adam 
son, for the plaintiff. T. R. Ferguson, K.C., for the defendant.

Re CUTKN1FE STATIONS.

Ilhil nl of Ifni I mi ij VommiMHWiirnt. April 10. 1012.

Carriers ( § IV I)—550)—Hoard of Hail wan Commission! i*
li (ifillation of Location of Stations ami Sidings—Hailwans 

Exploiting Town site — Disregard of Vuhlic Convenience. | 
Application by the Canadian Pacific It. Co. and (fraud Trunk 
Pacific It. (to. in connection with the location of the stations and 
facilities at Cut knife. (Files Nos. 18650 and 19191.)

The Chief Commissioner :—These matters involve the loco 
tiou of stations and facilities at Cut knife, on the lines of the r< 
spective railways. The controversy is brought about by reason 
of each railway company desiring to exploit a townsitc of its 
own without regard to the future and permanent convenience 
of the public.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, on February 7th. 
1912, applied for leave to locate its Cut knife station on the 
south half of section 52, 45, range 21. Prior to this
date, it had sold lots in a forty-acre townsitc at this point, and at 
the date of hearing some seventy people were living upon this 
townsite, and a number of buildings had been erected, some of a 
substantial and valuable character. The railway has been built 
to this point, but no station has been erected.

In November, 1911, the Hoard received petitions signed by 
some eighty persons, reciting that the Grand Trunk Pacific 
Branch Lines Company had located its line of railway along the 
northerly Itoundary of sect ion 28, township 45, range 21, and 
had purchased the north-east quarter of that section for a town 
site, and had subdivided it into lots; that the Canadian Pacific 
Railway Company had announced that its townsite would In- 
located on section 52, one mile from the Grand Trunk Pacific 
townsite ; and that the establishment of the townsites and two 
stations, as aforesaid, over a mile apart, would be a matter of

0507
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serious inconvenience to the residents and settlers, and would 
interfere with the growth and development of the town of Cut- 
knife. The prayer was that the Canadian Pacific Railway Com
pany should be ordered to locate its station on the north-east 
quarter of section 28.

On February 12th, 1912, the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch 
Lines Company >r approval of proposed station at Cut-
knife, on “section 33, ton ' 411, range 21.” In the letter from 
the solicitor for the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company 
enclosing this ion, it was stated that it had reference “to
the petition of the residents of Cutknife re. Canadian Pacific 
Railway and Grand Trunk Pacific Railway townsite,” meaning, 
I presume, the petition above referred to; that petition referred 
to a station on section 28. and not section 33.

The council of the rural municipality of Cutknife, on Feb
ruary 24th, passed a resolution in which it was recited that the 
Grand Trunk Pacific was asking for approval of its station on 
the “north-taut quarter of section 28. township 43,“ just one and 
a quarter miles east of the Canadian Pacific Railway townsite. 
The request of the council was that the station buildings should 
be so located that passengers could readily transfer, and “con
tribute to the building of a united town.”

The plans attached to the application of the Grand Trunk 
Pacific Branch Lines Company, and signed by the vice-president 
and chief engineer, shew’ a subdivision on “section 33’, town
ship 43, range 21.”

The matter came on for hearing at Saskatoon, and a number 
of residents upon the Canadian Pacific Railway townsite ap
peared, and strongly urged that the application of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company should be granted, for the reason that 
these people had purchased lots, put up buildings, and started 
business of various kinds upon the representation that they 
should have station facilities. It seemed to be such a plain case 
for adjustment between the railway companies, that the matter 
was left over for hearing at Winnipeg, in order that a conference 
might lie had ; and at the latter sittings the following letter from 
the Land Commissioner of the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch 
Lines Company, directed to the solicitor for the Transcontin
ental Townsite Company, was filed:—

Rk N.K. y«, 2R 4.121.
At the nitting" of the 1 loan I of Railway Commiaaioners, at Sank- 

at'ion, on the 20th Instant, you are hereby authorised, on I trim If of 
the ft rand Trunk Pacillc Development Company, Limited, to make the 
following arrangement with the Canadian Paeitlc Railway Company, 
if the latter will consent to a joint townsite at Cutknife, to be situ- 
ated on the above quarter Beet ion, namely, to give to the Canadian 
Pacific Railway Company free right-of-way and station grounds across 
the above quarter section; and, further, to give the Canadian Pacific
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Railway Company either one-third of the lots into which the abov- 
quarter section will be subdivided, or a one-third interest in the in 1 
proceeds of the sale of lots in the said townaite.
This offer the representatives of the Canadian Pacific Hail- 

way Company refused, and stated they would not join in any 
townsite proposition. It will he observed that this letter refers 
to a joint townsite on section 28, the same section referred to 
in the petition before mentioned, while the formal application 
of the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company is for ap
proval of station on section 33.

I certainly thought at the hearing, the location claimed for 
the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company was section 28. 
but the formal application seems to call for section 33; and if I 
read their plan attached to the application correctly, their pro
posed station and townsite is on the south-east quarter of section 
33, township 43, range 21. From what was said at the hearing, 
and from the plans and documents filed, it is impossible to say 
where they desire to locate this station.

In a letter from the solicitor for the Grand Trunk Pacific 
Branch Lines Company on the file, dated December 27th. 1911, 
he states that the company has its side-track on the north-east 
quarter of section 28. This, however, was some weeks before 
the application for station approval was filed. I do not know 
whether it is 28 or 33 that is wanted. The formal application 
asks for 33, and there has been no other written application filed. 
No order can intelligently be made upon this application of tin* 
Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company.

The principal objections advanced against the application 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company are contained in tin- 
petition above referred to, and in a letter from the solicitor for 
the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company, dated Feb
ruary 7th. The petition contains no facts that would justify 
the Board in withholding station facilities from those who haw 
located upon the Canadian Pacific Railway townsite. Tin- 
letter contains the following statement :—

I am advised by our chief engineer that the Canadian Pacific Rail
way route map, shewing the deviation from the original route in this 
vicinity, came up for hearing in the latter part of November; where» 
in the early part of November, the Canadian Pacific was advertising 
that steel would Ik- laid to section 32-43-21, the location of their 
siding, to be in time to haul out this season's crops ; and my best in
formation is that steel was laid before route map was approved, not 
to mention location. In other words, the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
in their revision in the vicinity of Cutknife, built their line before it 
was approved by the Board.
I do not know how this is; no evidence was given ns to when 

the line was built. The solicitor’s information may or may not 
have been correct.
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The position of matters, then, is that the Canadian Pacific 
Railway Company has its ion regularly before the Board
for approval of a station upon section 32 (south half). The 
necessity for early construction is evidenced by the appearance 
of landowners and business men, who support the ion.
Why should approval be withheld? I see no reason. An order 
may go as asked.

The reprehensible practice of railway companies selling lots, 
and undertaking to build stations before approval of location is 
obtained, is sadly in evidence in this case. It is difficult to under
stand why this is done; nothing is gained by it, and it always 
lands someone in trouble.

Commissioner McLean concurred.
Brackcnberry, for the Municipality of Cutknife. Bond, for 

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Mansur and Zimmer
man, for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, and Worth, 
for certain property owners.

WESTERGAARD v. WEYL.

Saskatchewan, District Court. Judge Rimmcr. May 1. 1012.

Brokers (§1IB—12)—Sale of land—Commission-Quan
tum meruit—Termination of employment—Offer to purchase on 
own behalf.]—Action for commission on the sale of land.

Allan, for the plaintiff*.
Brooksmith, for the defendant.

Judge Rimmkr:—The plaintiff claims combiission on the sale 
of land. $200. The defendant denies employment, service; and 
says, alternatively, that, if the services were rendered, they were 
of no value. Further, the defendants sets up that, if there was 
any agency, it was determined by the plaintiff’s offer to pur
chase the land himself.

The following are the material facts, as disclosed by the evi
dence and exhibits filed. The defendant, who resides in the 
State of Minnesota, in September, 1010, entered into correspond
ence with the plaintiff in relation to land owned by the defend
ant near Macoun. Finally, on the 15th April, 1911, the defend
ant wrote to the plaintiff in relation to the expediency of selling 
the land, and said :—

Of course, I expect to pay for the trouble; and, if possible, cun you 
take up this matter and dispose of the land at the best advantage. I 
won’t set a price, but leave that to you. ... I will he willing to 
pay the commission, and want it a regular business deal, and at the 
same time it will be a great personal favour.
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This was the first mention of commission. The whole of the 
correspondence discloses that the defendant was relying greatly 
upon the advice of the plaintiff. The letters of the plaintiff are 
consistent with the view that he was depreciating the value 
of the land, and his subsequent conduct shews that he pro
posed to profit by this depreciation. In his letter of the 19th 
April, 1911, the defendant said:—

If the young man who goes to Iowa can dispose of this quarter 
section, have them do so at the ln>*t price they can obtain. By tele 
gram of the 21«*t April, after refusing the responsibility of fixing a 
price the plaintiff stated: "Best offer $1.(100 cash, land is in no shape 
for crop, must lie summer-fallowed, covered with weeds and uncut 
llax straw, unable obtain renter, have written explaining fully.”
The plaintiff did write explaining fully all the drawbacks 

to the land and the advantage of selling. On the 24th April, 
1911, the defendant replied:—

I am very sorry the land is in such condition . . . As it is now. 
1 will consider it a great personal favour to sell the land at figures 
you mention. $1.(100, and I will make out the papers soon as I know 
the name of the buyer.
Then comes to the defendant from the plaintiff the follow 

ing telegram of the 27th April, 1911:—
Party referred to buying other land, will take it myself. $1,600. 

live hundred cash, aix hundred November, my note bearing aix per 
cent, interest, assume mortgage. $f>00.

If. Wehtkruaarii.

The defendant did not reply to that telegram or accept the 
offer. Notwithstanding this, Westcrgaard subsequently, accord
ing to his statement, agreed to sell the land to the Ilavner Land 
Company for .*1(1,800, and accepted the purchase-price less tin* 
amount due on the mortgage. lie never disclosed to the de
fendant the sum obtained, 1ml forwarded for execution a trans 
fer shewing the consideration only as $1,600. This transfer 
Weyl did not execute, for reasons which are not pertinent to 
this action. Westcrgaard then brings this action to recover 
|200.

I hold that lie cannot recover. There is no evidence of an 
agreement to pay any fixed sum as commission. There is no 
evidence of listing; and Westcrgaard was, in fact, not in the 
real estate business, but was a bank manager. He might, how 
ever, if an agreement existed, be entitled on a quantum meruit; 
but I hold that his offer to purchase on his own behalf was in
consistent with a continuance of the relation of principal and 
agent; and that thereupon the agency must have been deter
mined. Ilis subsequent conduct shews what was in the mind of 
Mr. Westcrgaard. He was, in intention, buying the land at 
$1,600 and selling at $1,800. It is just the difference in these 
amounts for which he sues. There cannot be the slightest doubt
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from his conduct that he is looking, or has looked, for a profit SASK. 
out of the transaction, which he did not disclose to Weyl, and D c 
which Weyl had no reason to suspect until these proceedings ]012
were instituted. Such a condition is not consistent with the ----
continuance of the relation of principal and agent entitling DgjjJJJJm 
the agent to remuneration. As stated by Nesbitt, J., in Mani
toba and North-West Land Corporation v. Davidson, 34 Can.
S.C.R. 255, 27)9, I think the test is:—

Has the plnintilT. by making such an umliHclosed bargain in relation 
to his contract of service, put himself in aueh a position that he has 
a temptation not faithfully to perform his duty to his employer? If 
he has, then the very consideration for the payment for his services is 
swept away.

I also refer to the judgments of Cotton, L.J., and Bowen,
L.J.. in Boston Deep Sea Fishing and 1er Co. v. Ansi It, 39 Ch.
I). 339, and of Alverstone, L.C.J., in Andrew v. Bamsay & Co.,
19 Times L.R. 920.

Ag stated by Lord Alverstone:—
This case turns on the broad principle that where a person is not 

entitled to say. “I have been acting as your agent and doing the work 
you have employed me to do," he cannot recover the commission 
promised him.

The work Westergaard was e to do (if any) was to
obtain the best price, not to sell to himself and resell at a higher 
price, or to sell at a higher price than he disclosed to his prin
cipal. The case is fully covered by Manitoba and North-West 
Land Corporation v. Davidson, 34 Can. 8.C.R. 255.

Judgment for the defendant with costs.

WESTAWAY and GREAVES v. CLOSE.
Kaëkotchnmn, District Court, Itattlvford, Judge \larIvan. June 17, 1012.

Brokers (§ II A—8)—Commission — Beat Estate Agent— 
Transaction Closed by Principal—Employment of Sub-agents 
—Absence of Authority or Batification.]—Action for a com
mission on the sale of land.

Judge Maclean:—The plaintiffs, who are a firm of real 
estate brokers doing business at North Battleford, seek to 
recover from the defendant the sum of $100, commission for 
finding a purchaser and the sale of the north-east quarter 
of section 20, township 23, range 14, W. 3rd M., in the province 
of Saskatchewan, being the property of the defendant.

I find the following facts. The defendant, Henry Close, 
authorized his brother, C. W. Close, to sell for him the said 
land, and agreed to pay him for such service the sum of $100.

64—7 D.L.R.
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C. W. Close went to the plaintiffs and listed the land, and at 
the same time stated to the plaintiffs that the land belonged to 
his brother, and that they would be paid for their services the 
sum of $1 per acre commission. The plaintiffs never saw the 
defendant himself, and all negotiations were made with C. W. 
Close, and he signed the listing hook for the sale of the property. 
The plaintiffs introduced to ('. W. Close, one Gordon, who after
wards purchased the land from the defendant. Gordon was in
troduced to the defendant by C. XV. Close, hut he (C. XV. Close) 
did not inform the defendant that he had listed the properly 
with the plaintiffs, or that any arrangement with respect to $1 
an acre commission was at any time made. The defendant, in 
his evidence, admitted that he had inquired from his brother, 
C. W. Close, how he happened to meet Gordon, and was in
formed that the introduction came from the plaintiffs, and the 
defendant said that he at once notified his brother that he was 
not going to be responsible for any commission other than the 
$100, which he afterwards paid over to C. XV. Close.

There are certain suspicious circumstances in connection 
with this case which lead me to think that perhaps the defen
dant knew' of the arrangement that C. XV. Close had entered 
into with the plaintiffs. He came to North Battleford with his 
brother, and the sale was made in North Battleford to Gordon, 
by the defendant; but at no time did he visit the office of the 
plaintiffs or enter into any arrangement with them himself. As 
stated, the whole of the negotiations in this matter were entered 
into by C. W. Close.

After carefully weighing the evidence, and looking into the 
cases to which I was referred by counsel, I have come to the con
clusion that the plaintiffs cannot succeed in this action. In 
order that the defendant can be bound by the actions of his 
brother, there must be acquiescence and ratification on full 
knowledge of all the facts; and, so far as the evidence goes, the 
defendant was not advised of the arrangement which was en
tered into between C. X\\ Close and the plaintiffs. The maxim 
delegatus non potest delegare applies in this case. C. XX\ Close 
had no authority for establishing the relationship of principal 
and agent between his own principal and any third person.

The law, as I find it, is as follows:—
Tin* exigencies of busmens do, from time to time, render necessary 

the ourrying out of instructions of a principal by a person other 
than the agent originally instructed for the purpose. . . . And we 
are of opinion that an authority to the ellect referred to may ami 
should lie implied, where, from the conduct of the parties to the 
original contract of agency, the usage of trade, or, the nature of the 
particular business which is the subject of the agency, it may 
reasonably lie presumed that the parties to the contract of agency 
originally intended that such authority should exist, or where, in the
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course of the employment, unforeseen emergencies arise which impose 
upon the agent the necessity of employing a substitute: Wright on 
Principal and Agent, 2nd ed., 102 [quoting Lord Justice Thesiger in 
/>r Buaarhc V. All. 8 Ch. D. 280, at 310],

This case appears to me to be very simple, after consider- 
tion of the facts. The defendant authorized his brother to sell 
his property, but in no way did the defendant give him auth
ority originally to make any agreement binding him with any 
third person. A person may make an arrangement with any 
person to sell his property, but that should not convey the right 
to the third person to bind his principal to give terms other than 
those originally agreed to, unless it can be clearly shewn that 
he acquiesced and ratified what the said party did after full 
knowledge of all the facts. The plaintiffs in this case have, to 
my mind, brought action against the wrong party. So far as 
the evidence goes, C. W. Close is clearly liable; and this judg
ment will in no way be a bar to the plaintiffs bringing a new 
action and holding the proper party liable. 1 regret that C. W. 
Close did not give evidence at the trial; and 1 further regret 
that application was not made to me to have him added as a de
fendant, as this matter could then have been disposed of with 
less trouble and expense. The action will be dismissed with 
costs. A. M. Canton, for the plaintiffs. J. M. Ilanbidge, for 
the defendant.
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LAZIER v. MacCULLOUGH ct al.
Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Walsh, J. November 19, 1912.

Corporations and companies (§VC1—102)—Transfers 
—Autrement for sale—Conflicting evidence.]

Walsh, J. :—I find that the defendant MacCullough acquired 
the shares in question under an agreement which bound him to 
pay In cash therefor the sum of $15,000 on the 6th day of De
cember, 1907. This is the agreement sworn to by the plaintiff 
and Morgan, both of whom positively deny the making of any 
subsequent agreement in alteration of or substitution for it. The 
defendant, Vermilya, called as a witness for MacCullough, 
swears that this was the original agreement of purchase. That 
this was his view of it years ago, at or some time subsequent to 
the making of it, is evidenced by the memorandum made by him 
on stubs of share certificates 85 and 92, shewing that these certi
ficates were held subject to the payment of $15,000 by MacCul
lough. It is true that he is under the impression that a subse
quent arrangement was made under which MacCullough was to 
get these shares upon selling 80,000 of the 40,000 shares belong
ing to Lazier, Vermilya and Morgan and held by them for that
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purpose at 50 cents per share. This impression is, however, far 
too vague for me to act upon it. He does not know when it was 
made or where or why or who was present at the making of it. 
In fact he would not swear that it was made at nil. lie is, how
ever, positive that the third arrangement sworn to by MacOul 
lough as having been made in March, 1008, under which in con
sideration of MaeCullough assuming with others liability for the 
Thomas purchase money and of the services rendered by him in 
the formation of and flotation of the company lie was to get these 
shares without the payment of any sum, was not made. We 
therefore have the evidence of three witnesses, one of them called 
by the defence, proving the original agreement to be as I find it, 
two of them denying and the third quite unable to prove the 
alleged agreement with respect to the sale of the 30,000 shares 
and all three denying the alleged agreement of March, 1908, As 
against this, I have the evidence of the defendant alone.

The preponderance of evidence is so overwhelming in favour 
of the plaintiff’s contention that I must give effect to it. If the 
evidence was nicely balanced, I might consider more carefully 
than I have done the probabilities of these different stories, but 
when the facts are established beyond controversy, as they are in 
my opinion, I do not think that I should disregard them in 
favour of something else that may appear more probable. So far. 
however, as I have considered the case from that point of view I 
see nothing improbable in the plaintiff’s story. MaeCullough 
was introduced to the proposition by his old friend Vermilya 
in whom I take it he had confidence. He went out to the pro
perty and made a personal examination of it before deciding to 
go into it at all. The bait of getting shares of a par value of 
$115,000 for $15,000 no doubt was an alluring one. IIis activity 
in the interest of the company after the making of the agreement 
is quite intelligible even if he was not hound to concern himself 
about it. As a person entitled to 115,000 shares in the capital stock 
of the company he ought to be reasonably expected to take some 
interest in its welfare. The fact that he made himself personally 
liable in March, 1908, for the Thomas purchase money is suscept
ible of a very easy explanation. This agreement was made on the 
day that the option from Thomas expired and MaeCullough s 
evidence is that if it had not been arranged for on that day it 
would have lapsed. Ilis name perhaps gave additional strength 
to it, but he at that time bad faith in his associates who wen* 
primarily liable for the purchase money and lie evidently had 
faith in the property. The Thomas agreement, however, covered 
both the coal and surface rights. The coal company was only in
terested in the coal rights, but he and Lazier, Vermilya ami 
Morgan were interested in the surface rights under their agree
ment of the 19th of October, 1907 (exhibit 2), and as a member
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of this partnership he was concerned in keeping the Thomas 
agreement on foot.

But for the agreement of the 19th of June, 1907 (exhibit 7), 
I would have found that these 115,000 shares were the property 
of the plaintiff. This is his story and in it he is fully corrobor
ated by Morgan. They say that they originally had a half inti-r
est each in the proposition, but that when Vermilya was brought 
into it he acquired a quarter interest only which was taken out of 
Morgan’s half, Lazier retaining his original interest. Vermilya 
says, however, that he bought a third interest in it and that this 
is so, is, 1 think, shewn by exhibit 7. That appears to he the only 
writing evidencing this arrangement. This agreement provides 
for tin- incorporation of a company capitalized at $1,000,0(10 and 
for the issue to Lazier. Vermilya and Morgan each of shares in 
the same of a par value of $200,000. The whole agreement evi
dences the fact that each of these three men had an equal inter
est in the proposition. It is not suggested that any change was 
made in it between its date and the introduction of MacCuIlough 
as an interested party. At that time the capitalization of the 
proposed company was placed at $999,000 and the shares to 
which these three men were entitled were cut down from 000,000 
to 500,000. I think that they took in this substituted issue of 
500,000 shares the same interest that they had agreed for by 
their original agreement, namely, one-third each. That being so, 
I find that the 115,000 shares contracted for with MacCuIlough 
belonged to Lazier, Vermilya and Morgan in equal shares. This 
view is strengthened by the fact that they all took an active part 
in the making of the agreement for the sale of the same to Mae- 
Cullough. If Lazier alone was interested in these shares I do 
not know why it was necessary that tin- other two should have 
been as actively concerned as he was in the negotiations leading 
up to the sale unless it be perhaps that in the interests of tin- 
company they wanted the deal to go through, for it is admitted 
that Lazier was to lend this money to the company when he 
received it. Nor does any good reason appear why the shares of 
Vermilya and Morgan should have been cut down to one quarter 
each and that of Lazier increased to one-half when MacCuIlough 
came in.

These three men were therefore the vendors to MacCuIlough 
and in strictness they should all be before the Court. Vermilya 
is a defendant. He was not made such from the point of view 
of his interest in these shares, lie has, however, given his evi
dence and has had his interests protected by counsel. I am in
clined to think that he does not intend to make a claim to any 
part of this purchase money, but Ik- that as it may, he could 
not on his own evidence have a larger interest in these shares 
than 1 am finding him entitled to.
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Morgan is not a party to the action, but lie was a witness. 
He disclaimed any interest in these shares and stated expressly 
that Lazier is entitled to them. It may be that he will be will
ing to assign his interest in them and in MacCullough’s purchase 
money to the plaintiff. Upon the plaintiff* filing with the clerk 
such an assignment from Morgan, with an affidavit verifying 
its execution by him, judgment will be entered in favour of the 
plaintiff against the defendant MacCullough, for $10,000 with 
interest at 5 per cent, from the 6th day of December, 1907. If 
this assignment is not tiled Morgan may be added as a plaintiff 
upon his written consent thereto, verified by affidavit being filed 
with the clerk and in that event the judgment will go in favour 
of Lazier and Morgan against MacCullough for $5,000 each with 
interest at 5 per cent, from the 6th of December, 1907. If the 
plaintiff’s consent is not so filed, the judgment will be in favour 
of the plaintiff alone for $5,000 and interest as above upon 
Morgan being added as a party defendant which may be done 
without further order.

The defendant MacCullough will pay to the plaintiff his 
costs of the action including the costs of said defendant’s ex
amination for discovery and of the examination of the plain
tiff for discovery if one was held but of no other examinations 
for discovery. lie is not to pay any costs of procuring Morgan’s 
consent or of adding him as a plaintiff or defendant.

The plaintiff must pay the costs of the defendant company 
and the defendant Vermilya. They were unnecessarily made 
parties for the only relief sought against them was an injunc
tion restraining the delivery of the share certificates to Mac
Cullough and his registration as a shareholder and both of these 
things had been done before the action was commenced.

The plaintiff is entitled to a lien on these shares for the 
amount of his judgment as is also Morgan if he is added as a 
plaintiff. I make no order for judgment in favour of Vermilya 
for although he filed a defence he has put forward no claim 
against MacCullough, and did not at the trial suggest his in
tention to do so. Leave is reserved to him to apply within one 
month from this date as he may see fit. If Morgan is added 
either as plaintiff or defendant, the pleadings may be treated 
as amended accordingly or the plaintiff may make the necessary 
amendments to that end.

Turcdic, for the plaintiff.
Xavary, for the defendant MacCullough.
Adams, for the defendant company.
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JORDAN v. J. I. CASE THRESHER MACHINE CO. SASK.
Saskatchewan District Court, Saskatoon, Judge Mel.org. January 15, 1912. jj q

Trover ( § II—31)—Defences—Denial of property in the 1912
goods—Alternative claim as bond fide purchaser for value from Memo. 
chattel mortgagee—Validity of chattel mortgage.]—Judge Me- Decisions. 
Loro :—This is an action of trover or detinue for articles de
scribed in the statement of claim as “two black marcs, the pro
perty of the plaintiff.”

The defence after denying the property of the plaintiff in 
the goods, proceeds :—

in the alternative the defendants say that in the month of November,
1907, the said goods were mortgaged by one Win. Vandale, who was 
then the owner, to the defendants which said mortgage was duly 
filed and kept renewed pursuant to the provisions of the Hills of 
Sales Act,

and then goes on to say that default having been made in pay
ment of the monies secured under the mortgage, the defendants 
under the power conferred on them seized the goods, and by 
reason of such facts are entitled to the goods as against the 
plaintiff.

I have set forth the pleading in extenso because I think that 
important results may follow from it. No reply was filed, hut 
at the trial of the action the plaintiff contended that the chattel 
mortgage, to which 1 shall presently refer, was invalid on the 
ground that the articles in question were not properly described.
Now, if the plaintiff intended to take exception to the chattel 
mortgage on any ground, except possibly the ground he does 
take, I am of opinion that it was not open to him to do so be
cause by rule 155 he should have distinctly specified what he 
contended rendered the transaction void or voidable. By rule 
194, it is provided that if no reply be delivered the effect of it 
shall be that all the material statements of fact in the pleading 
last delivered shall be deemed to have been denied and to be in 
issue.

It is hard to specify exactly what the material facts are that 
would be denied by this method of pleading, but 1 gather that, 
to say the least, the fact that the goods were mortgaged by Van- 
dale would he denied ; possibly, also, that the mortgage was duly 
filed. 1 am free to admit that this phase of the case has caused 
me more difficulty than any other branch of it. 1 have assumed, 
therefore, that the question as to whether the mortgage was 
given and whether it was filed are raised by the pleadings and 
put in issue.

The facts of this case as I find them are briefly these : one 
Wm. Vandale, purchased from one Wright, two horses ; these
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horses are described in the bill of sale by Wright to Vandale
as:—

1 llrown mare, In a mini X O on right thigh, called “Mag.”
1 llrown mare, branded X O on right thigh, called “Kate.”

On the 7th of November, 1907, the J. I. Case agent, one 
Osborne, proceeded to Vandale’s farm and took from him a 
chattel mortgage covering one black mare, five years old. 
“Kate,” one black mare, five years old, “Mag.” and some other 
articles. This is the description of the horses in dispute, ac
cording to Osborne’s testimony, as given to him by Vandale. 
Osborne, however, in making out the duplicate for filing pur
poses, described these homes as “one bay mare, five years old. 
called ‘Kate;’ one black horse, five years old, called ‘Mag.’" 
Osborne explains, and I accept his testimony, that the mis
description was purely an error; that he was very much ham
pered and busy at the time and «fuite inadvertently inserted the 
wrong description.

The mortgage with the wrong description was filed in tin- 
proper office on the 20th November, 1907. Some time in tin- 
month of October, 1909, Vandale sold two black mares named 
“Kate” and “Mag” respectively, to the plaintiff. There is 
a certain amount of discrepancy in the terms of the sale, but 
there is nothing to suggest that the plaintiff was not a purchaser 
in good faith.

On May lfi, 1910, the J. 1. Case Thresher Co., the defendants, 
by their bailiff, one Gold, seized these homes, and two or three 
days afterwards the plaintiff replevied them. I find as a fact 
that the horses sold were the horses on which the defendants 
intended to take their mortgage. Now, though I have stated 
that if the plaintiff wished to attack the chattel mortgage for 
some irregularity, he could not so attack it by a simple denial 
of the execution or filing of the document; he must raise the ob
jection specifically; at the same time I think it is open to 
him to say that the goods in question are not mortgaged; 
that what is mortgaged is a “black horse” and a “bay 
marc,” and in that sense raise the insufficiency, or per
haps I should say the inaccuracy, of the description. He 
can surely say: “These articles that you say are mortgaged 
do not purport to be those covered by your chattel mortgage at 
all; they purport to be something wholly different;” and in 
that sense he can urge that no mortgage of these articles was 
ever given or ever registered in accordance with the Hills of 
Sales Act, and that he, being a purchaser in good faith, has pri
ority over the mortgagee. Now Vandale gave, at one time, to 
the bailiff, a description of these homes for the purpose of 
identifying them when the latter intended to seize them from 
the plaintiff. Gold afterwards seized them and stated that
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the diwription whs in nil respect» accurate. That description is 
as follows:—

Mag was a lihu-h mure with a split car, a scar mi the breast, white 
mi eacli hind foot, and branded, Kate was a black mare with a scar on 
the nigh shoulder, with white on each hind foot ; ami a small star on 
the forehead of each mare.
Now, it must he clear that it is the mortgage that is filed that 

operates against purchasers, and the description there of these 
two horses is, as 1 have stated : “one lmy mare, five years old, 
Kate; one black horse, five years old, Mag,” the description re
quired by our statute is such “> and full description of
such goods and chattels that the same may he readily and easily 
known and distinguished” and the same as that of the Manitoba 
statute referred to in McCall \. Wolff, Id Can. S.C.K. 180, 183, 
where the learned Chief Justice is reported as follows:—

1 do not think the legislature intended to coniine this description 
to the parties by whom it was prepared as between themselves alone, 
but the description was to enable the property to be identified as 
against third parties, creditors or others claiming an interest in the 
property. This need not Is- such a description as that with the deed 
in hand without other inquiry the pro|H*rtv could be identified, but 
there must in my opinion, lie such material on the face of the mort
gage as to indicate how the property may lie identified if proper in 
quiries are Instituted.

And at the end of his judgment he states : “The statute is a 
wise one and should he so construed as to make it effectual.”

The only other evidence in the deed tending to identifi
cation was the description of the articles as being on a certain 
quarter section, describing township and range, presumably the 
home of the mortgagor, hut the evidence established that the 
mortgagor had left there—though whether before the sale to 
the plaintiff or not is not made clear. 1 will assume, in the ab
sence of evidence to the contrary, that they were still on the 
farm when sold.

Now, accepting that as a test of what is required, can it be 
said that describing a març as a horse, and a hay mare ns a 
black marc, is a sufficiently accurate description, more especially 
where the marks on the animals afforded such excellent means 
of identification. It seems to me beyond doubt that the de
scription is wholly insufficient ; it is not only insufficient, hut 
it is actually misleading and I cannot think that the reference 
to the locality can cure the defect. It was urged, however, on 
behalf of the defendant, that the plaintiff could not take this 
objection inasmuch as prior to the purchase he had never 
searched the records ; that his position consequently was not in 
any way altered or prejudiced, and that if he had applied to 
the defendants he could have seen from the mortgage in their 
possession what the correct description was, and it was con-
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were seized in his possession. This branch of the ease, 1 think 
is covered by the decision in Moffnll v. foul son, lit U.l'.Q It. 
341. In that instance also there was an insufficient description

Dkcihions.
of two horses ; they were just described as “two horses.” 
There was some evidence that the purchaser had knowledge of 
the mortgage anti it was held not to a fleet his right to raise 
the objection. The legal effect of the misdescription is dealt 
with as follows by the learned Chief Justice, the statute being 
the same as our own ; he says:—

There wan no description whatever of the two horses mortgaged by 
which they could lie “readily and easily known ami distinguished" 
from any other two horses. The effect of that, 1 think, is to make 
the mortgage of them absolutely void as against a subsequent pur 
chaser in got id faith, for the fourth clause of the Chattel Mortgigr 
Act, 20 Viet. ch. 3 (corresponding to our section 14), is to lie 
read in connection with the preceding clauses, and thus the particu 
lar description which it exacts is made to form one of these requisites 
which must lie found in all chattel mortgages, to enable them to 
bind the goods by virtue of registration only where there has been no 
immediate and continued change of possession.

The only question, then, is whether this defendant should lie held 
to In* a subsequent purchaser in good faith, within the meaning of 
the second section (corresponding to our section 11), in which case 
only he would lie entitled to hold against the mortgagee in con 
sequence of the defective description of the horses. 1 think he should 
he so held, for there seems to lx* no reason to doubt upon the evidence 
that he bought iu good faith in this sense, that he paid a fair consider 
at ion for the horse which is in question, and did not buy him col lu- 
eively, iu order to assist the mortgagors in placing him out of the 
plaintiff's reach. The only question is as to the effect of the evidence 
given of the defendant being aware of the mortgage before lie bought.

And Iu* goes on to say :—
Hut at any rate, 1 think the notice of the existence of a mortgigo 

insufficient to pass the property would not make the defendant a pur
chaser in bad faith.
Now the object of the Act after nil is merely to give intend

ing purchasers notice, ami if he chose to take the chance of 
buying these horses without searching the records he surely can
not lie in a worse position than if he had been told that there 
was a mortgage against them which insufficiently or Inaccurately 
described them. There must be judgment for the plaintiff 
with costs. Jordan, for plaintiff. Hastedo, for defendant.
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FITZGERALD v. WARNER. SASK.
Noakalchnraii, Dinlritl Heurt, lluuHumin, Jutlge Farrell. April 25. 11112. p q

Attach il knt (§111—45)—Vroci dure— Irrt gular affidavit 1912 
leading to issui of writ Striet eom/dianre with Hubs of Court Memo.
—S ask. Itulrs (1911), 545.]—Judge Farkku, : This is an ap- Decisions, 
plication by the defendant to set aside a writ of attachment on 
tlie ground of alleged irregularity in the issue of the writ, and 
that the defendant has not absconded and does not intend to 
abscond from this province. From the material before me, I 
think the plaint ill's had reasonable cause for issuing the writ 
of attachment herein, and notwithstanding the defendant’s 
denials 1 am not at all satisfied that he did not intend and was 
not about to abscond from the province. However, the remedy 
given the plaintiff by order 38 is an extraordinary and drastic 
one, and comes under the class in which it has been held that the 
requirements of the statutes or rules must Ik* strictly complied 
with to entitle the plaintiff to the remedies so provided.

In this case the *s have complied with the first part
of Rule 545, and have shewn by affidavits that before the appli
cation for the writ of attachment, an action had already been 
commenced for the recovery of the amount claimed to lie due 
from the defendant to tin* plaintiff, that it is over $50.00 and 
shewing clearly from what cause it arose.

As this is an alleged case of “about to abscond” sub-section 
(a) of the second part of this rule requires that the plaintiff 
or his agent must also swear, giving his reasons, that the de
fendant :—

(a) Is h I h >n t to abscond or lots absconded from Saskatchewan leav
ing personal property in any judicial district thereof liable to seizure 
under execution for délit.

The question is. Have the plaintiffs with this part
of the rule? Their agent Lewis has sworn that he has good 
reason to believe that the defendant is about to abscond from 
the province, giving his reason for so believing, and this is cor- 
rohorated in the manner required by the rule, by a person 
whom 1 am ready to call a credible person. This, however, is 
not enough, he must swear not only that he believes the defend
ant is about to abscond, but that he is leaving personal pro
perty in any of the judicial districts of the province “liable to 
seizure under execution for debt.”

1 have already held in the case of Richardson v. Roberts, 10 
W.L.R. 497, which was a very similar case to the present, being 
that of an attachment of debt, that a strict compliance with 
the requirements of this rule in such cases as these is absolutely 
necessary. The writ of attachment herein and all proceed-
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ings hereunder are set aside. As to costs, I do not see that I 
can deprive the defendant of them, hut I will make them eon 
ditional, that no action be brought against the plaintiffs be 
cause of the wrongful issue of said writ, and these costs to be 
costs iu the cause to the defendant in any event. The sheriff 
will be protected in any event. Truscott, for defendant. Proc
tor, for plaintiff.

MERCER v. M----------- .

Ilritiuli Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, and 
(Sallikcr, JJ.A. April 2. 1812.

Vendor and purchaser (§ I C—18)—Option to purcham 
land—Conditional on owner of undivided part confirming satin 
—Absence of confirmation.]—Appeal from the judgment of 
Clement, J., at the trial.

Hodwdl, K.C., and Sir ('. 11. Tapper, K.C., for appellant.
S. S. Taylor, K.C., for respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.A., concurred with Galliuer, J.A.
Irvinu, J.A. :—I would dismiss this appeal. M—’s evidence 

has been accepted by the learned trial Judge, and I feel that 
I also must accept it.

The evidence is that the option was only delivered subject to 
Kcary’s confirmation. I understand that meant that he— 
Keary—would join with them in that option on the same terms. 
1 think the ground taken in the loth paragraph of the state- 
ment of defence is established.

In Ex parte llarding, 12 Ch. I)., 557, 564, James, L.J., 
said :—

If three persons sign a document, amt it is said that they are not
liable, because the intention was always that they should not Is*
liable unless some other persons should also sign, that is an equity to
get rid of a legal liability.

Galliuer, J.A. :—This case was ably argued by counsel on 
both sides, and the evidence placed before us very fully at the 
hearing. I have examined the authorities to which we were re
ferred very carefully, but after all it seems to me the ease 
narrows down to one single fact. What was the intention of 
the parties as contained in the agreement and disclosed in the 
evidence? It seems to me there is only one answer. When the 
agreement was entered into which called for a sale of the entire 
property, it was known to all parties that the parties signing 
had only a three-fifth interest, and that there was two-fifths out
standing in one Keary.

The agreement does not purport to be a sale of the interests
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of the M----- s and Bowles, whatever that interest might be, nor B.C.
on the face of the agreement itself can we infer that they were 
agreeing to sell their interest only. ,q12

The sale was of the whole property at a lump sum for the ----
whole, and it was in contemplation of all parties that this agree- |)K^“(?N8 
ment had to be signed by Keary. Now, whether we accept
M----- ’s statement that it was to be no deal unless Keary signed,
or the contention of the other side that it was an agreement to 
which Doherty was to obtain Keary’s signature, seems to me 
to no difference in view of the fact that what was in the 
contemplation of the parties was that Keary’s approval of a 
sale of his interest at the figure mentioned in the agreement 
was to be procured. This was not done, and the fact that his 
confirmation was afterwards obtained in a roundabout way and 
on payment to him of a much larger sum that his proportion 
would have been under the agreement, seems to me altogether 
outside of what was in the contemplation of the parties.

When this is borne in mind, I have no difficulty in dis
tinguishing this case from those cited to us by Sir Charles 
Tapper. A number of other points were argued before us, 
which in the view I take as above expressed, it becomes unneces
sary to decide. The appeal should be i" issed.

SUTCLIFFE v SMITH. B.C.

Rritish Columbia, County Court. Yale, Juihje Hioatuton. May 13. 1012. C. C.

Vendor and purchaser f § I K—28)— Stipulation for lie&cis- 
sion for Son-production of Dad—Action for Instalment of 
Purchase-money—Waiver — Payment into Court.]—Action to 
recover an instalment of purchase-money of land, under an 
agreement of sale and purchase.

Orimmett, for the plaintiff.
Mauejhan, for the defendant.

Judge Swanson:—On the 7th February, 1911, the plaintiff 
and defendant entered into an agreement for sale of lots 9 and 
10 in block 9, south-west corner of Mainmette avenue and Voght 
street, in the city of Merritt, whereby the plaintiff agreed to sell 
to the defendant and the defendant agreed to buy from the 
plaintiff the said lots, for the price of $1,100, payable $150 on 
execution of the agreement. $475 on the 7th August, 1911, and 
the balance, $475 on the 7th February, 1912, with interest at 7 
per cent, per annum. The vendor entered into the following, 
among other, covenants, with the purchaser:—

To convey nnd unsure or cause to be conveyed and assured to the pur
chaser, his heirs or assigns, by n good ami sutïlcient deed in fee simple,
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the hereditaments and premises above described, together with the 
appurtenances thereto belonging or appertaining, freed and discharged 
from all incumbrances, save taxes, rates, and assessments from tin- 
date thereof, but subject to the conditions and reservations con 
tained in the original grant from the Crown, and such deed to be pre
pared at the expense of the purchaser, and to contain the usual statu 
tory covenants.

The agreement also contained the following clause:—
If the vendor, his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, can 

not produce a satisfactory deed or agreement of sale of lots 9 ami 
10 in block 9, free from all incumbrances, to the purchaser, his heirs, 
executors, administrators, or assigns, on or before the 28th February, 
1911, the sum of $150 shall lie forfeited and returned to the purchaser, 
his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, and this agreement 
of sale shall be void ami cancelled by the vendor, his heirs, executors, 
administrators, or assigns.

This action was begun on the 19th September, 1911, to re
cover $475, the amount of the instalment alleged to be due on 
the 7th August, 1911, together with interest, $41.17, and some 
taxes paid by the plaintiff for the defendant as alleged, $550: 
in all, $521.67. The plaintiff based his action upon the defend
ant’s covenant to pay pursuant to the agreement of sale. The 
defence raised is, that on the 28th February, 1911, the plaintiff 
was unable to produce a satisfactory deed or agreement of sale 
of the lots, free from all incumbrances, and that, therefore, the 
defendant demanded back from the plaintiff the amount paid 
by him, $150, payment of which was refused. The defendant 
contends that, by reason of non-production of the said deed or 
agreement of sale, the said agreement of sale dated the 7th Feb
ruary, 1911, was void, and that the said sum of $150 was due by 
the plaintiff to the defendant under and by virtue of the agree
ment. The defendant accordingly asked for cancellation of the 
agreement and for a return of the $150.

At the time the last-mentioned agreement of sale was entered 
into, the only title to or interest in the lands and premises pos
sessed by the plaintiff was by virtue of an agreement of sale, 
dated the 25th June, 1910, entered into by the registered owners 
of the lots in question, H. B. Conklin and J. C. Conklin, as 
vendors, and the plaintiff as purchaser: under which the plain
tiff agreed to buy lot 10 in block 9 and lot 15 in block 10, in the 
city of Merritt, for $650, payable $140 cash on execution of 
agreement; $170 on the 25th December, 1910; $170 on the 25th 
June, 1911; $170 on the 25th December, 1911; with interest 
at 8 per cent, per annum. Under this agreement of sale, tin* 
plaintiff* had made the cash payment, $140, on the 25th June, 
1910, and paid the first instalment, $170, and $20.45 interest.

The plaintiff’s only title to or interest in lot 9, block 9, was 
derived under an agreement of sale (exhibit 3) dated the 13th

■
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December, 1910, between the registered owners, B. B. Conklin B. C. 
and J. C. Conklin, as vendors, and the plaintiff, as purchaser, “T
the price of lot 9 being therein set forth as $200, payable $50 191.,
on execution of the agreement, and the balance, $200, in three —
equal instalments at 6, 12, and 18 months from the date thereof, Memo
....... u . ’ Decisions.with interest at 8 per cent, per annum.

As a matter of fact, when the plaintiff and defendant ex
ecuted the agreement of sale dated the 7th February, 1911, now 
in issue in the case at bar, the plaintiff had not paid anything 
whatever in respect of lot 9, block 9, under the agreement dated 
the 13th December, 1910. The Conklins were both absent from 
Merritt at the time the agreement dated the 7th February,
1911, was executed by the plaintiff and defendant. The plaintiff 
did not at that time have possession of the agreement of sale, 
deliver)' not having been made to him of the same by the Conk
lins. The defendant knew the nature of the interest possessed 
by the plaintiff in the lands in question at the date the agree
ment between them was signed.

It was by reason of that fact that the defendant had the 
above-recited clause, to the effect that if the plaintiff failed to 
produce a satisfactory deed or agreement of sale of lots 9 and 
10 on or before the 28th February, 1911, the $150 paid by the 
defendant was “to be forfeited and returned” to the defendant, 
added to the agreement of sale. On the 28th February, 1911, 
the plaintiff was unable to comply with the above-recited coven
ant, to the knowledge of the defendant—the Conklins not hav
ing returned to Merritt—and payment not yet having been 
made by the plaintiff. The defendant, however, according to 
his own evidence, was willing to waive this clause in the agree
ment at least up to the 12th May; about that time the defendant 
was about to leave Merritt. The plaintiff was still unable to pro
cure the agreement of sale to lot 9, block 9; but the plaintiff 
asserts that on or about the 11th March, 1911, with the consent 
of the defendant, he paid $25, on account of the purchase-price 
of lot 9, to one Crockett, an alleged agent of the Conklins. The 
plaintiff says this met with the full approval of the defendant, 
which, however, the defendant stoutly denies.

I am inclined to hold that the defendant did not at that date 
consent to the plaintiff's paying Crockett the $25, but that at 
that date the defendant was anxious to have the agreement can
celled and to get his money back, apparently being now anxious 
to get out of the whole transaction. Sulwequentlv and before 
action brought, the plaintiff made his payment due under ex
hibit 3 in respect to lot 9, ami obtained an agreement of sale 
signed by the Conklins.

The plaintiff admittedly, even at the time of the trial, the 
28th February, 1912, was not possessed of the full legal estate
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in lots 0 and 10 in question. There was no dispute, however, 
that he was not in default to the Conklins under the two agree
ments of sale executed by him and the Conklins, above-men
tioned. The defendant at the trial contended that the plaint ill's 
action must fail, as he must shew a good title in fee simple, free 
from all incumbrances, before he can compel payment of any 
of the instalments of the purchase-money due under exhibit 1. 
This defence was not expressly pleaded. If an amendment to the 
pleading be necessary for the purpose, I will allow an amend
ment to permit of this defence being pleaded. None of the agree
ments of sale in question were registered.

The defendant also avails himself of the defence, whatever 
effect it may have, afforded by sec. 74 of the Land Registry Act 
of 1906. The defendant, at the time he entered into the agree
ment (exhibit 1) was well aware that the plaintiff claimed title 
nly under the agreements of sale (exhibit 2 and exhibit 3). The 

plaintiff never represented to the defendant that he had tin- 
legal estate in fee simple in the lands in question. The circum
stances of the case are constantly being duplicated in this coun
try in dealings with real estate under agreements of sale. It is 
an everyday affair for a man having only an agreement of pur
chase of real estate to enter into a new agreement of sale with a 
purchaser from him, both parties knowing that the last vendor’s 
title is secured only under his agreement of sale.

There was no deception in the ease at bar. It seems to me a 
serious thing to give effect to the defendant’s major contention 
that he should be relieved of his obligation to pay under this 
agreement, and have the agreement rescinded and receive his 
money back because, at the date of the agreement of sale or at 
the time of the trial, the plaintiff did not have vested in him 
the full legal estate in the lands in question. The plaintiff is 
in a legal position to call for a conveyance of the legal estate in 
fee simple on completing his payments under his two agree
ments of sale with the Conklins (exhibit 2 and exhibit 3). The 
defendant says it would be unjust to compel him to make his 
payments in full to the plaintiff, when, after he had done that, 
he might find the plaintiff in default to his vendors, the Conk
lins, and be left to a more or less shadowy personal remedy 
against the plaintiff.

The defendant’s position is very forcibly put by l’erdue, 
J., in the Court of Appeal of Manitoba, in llartt v. Wishanl- 
Lanqan Co., 9 W.L.R. 519, 538:—

It npjK-ari to me it would be unjust and unreasonable that the plain
tiff should lie compelled to pay all his purchase-money, amounting to 
over $50,000, before he could call upon the vendor to shew a g<*od 
title to the land. After all the money was paid, he might find that 
the vendors could not make title, and that he was left with simply 
his remedy on the covenant which might prove to he worthless.
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Richards, J., concurs in the judgment of Perdue, J.A. ; 
Howell, O.J.A., and Phippen, J.A., being of a contrary opinion. 
See the judgment of Stuart, J., in Graves v. Mason, 8 W.L.R. 
542, dismissing an action to recover instalments of purchase- 
money of lands sold to the defendants. See Williams’ Vendor 
and Purchaser, 2nd ed. 32.

I prefer to adopt the reasoning of Phippen, J.A., in Ilartt v. 
Wishard-Langan Co., 9 W.L.R. 519, at p. 528. lie says:—

It is true that, by the terms of that contract, the vendor can at 
any time call for the fee a* of right; hut the plaintiff «intends that 
such title is not. sufficient to support the agreement of sale, and tlint 
he ia, therefore, entitled to be repaid what he has parted with. That a 
vendor can be called upon to repay purchase money merely because 
it appears lie holds title under an agreement of sale, although such 
agreement of sale entitles him. on terms, to an immediate fee, is a 
proposition to which I am unable to accede.

The learned Judge, at p. 530, quotes from the judgment of 
Strong, C.J., in Armstrong v. Nason, 25 Can. S.C.R. 269, 268:—

It is an elementary principle that if a vendor contracts to sell 
land without any saving condition ns to the nature of the title he is 
to confer upon the purchaser, the law implies that it is incumbent 
upon him to make out a good title in fee simple.

Commenting on this, Phippen, J.A., adds:—
It is undoubtedly the vendor's right to receive such a title, but the 

time when the vendor is called upon for fulfilment of his obligation, 
apart from on appeal to the equitable jurisdiction of the Court and 
from custom, to my mind depend* upon the terms of the contract. 
The learned Judge, also at p. 530, continues:—

The covenants of the vendor and the purchaser in the present case 
are independent. At law the purchaser would have no defence to an 
action on his covenant for an overdue instalment. Hut where the ac
tion is brought, as here, for tlie recovery of instalments payable by 
the terms of the contract before the time for completion has arrived, 
the vendor appenrs entitled to judgment for them, unless some equit
able ground of relief is shewn, as. for instance, the existence of in
cumbrances or some defect in the title. Where the only objection is 
the existence of incumbrance* to an amount not exceeding the purchase- 
money, the overdue instalments should lie paid into Court, and the 
same rule should, in general, govern where there are defects in the 
title, and the defendant is in possession, unless he will go out of 
possession.
At p. 532 ho adds:—

It would be unwise unnecessarily to allow purchasers capriciously 
to rescind contract* liecause some small interest or estate in the sub
ject mat ter of the agreement happen* at the moment of sale to lie 
beyond the control of the vendor.

The latter portion of the judgment of 1‘hippen, J.A., p. 530, 
are a quotation from a judgment of Stre. I, J., in Armstrong v. 
Auger, 21 O.R. 98, at p. 102, as follows:—
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The Inter cases in this province have, however, established the rea
sonable rule that a purchaser whose purchase-money is payable by in
stalments which became due before his right to a conveyance arrives, 
is entitled to pay them into Court instead of to the vendor, where the 
vendor’s title is defective or subject to incumbrances: O'Keefe v. Tay
lor, 2 Gr. 305; Thompson v. Ilrunskill, 7 Gr. 542; Chantier v. Incc, 
7 Gr. 432; Wardell v. Trcnouth, 24 Gr. 465; Cameron v. Carter, 0 O.R. 
426; Creenicood v. Turner, 64 L.T.N.S. 261; see Sugden on Vendor 
and Purchaser, 14th ed., p. 231.

Street, J., adds, at p. 103 ;—
In the present case, the covenant to pay being independent 

and the time for completion not having arrived, the defen 
dant has shewn the existence of charges which form an equitable 
ground for controlling its effect. He must be allowed to pay into 
Court so much of his purchase-money as may be necessary to protect 
him against the charges in question, unless the plaintiffs elect to pay 
the commutation at once and remove the trouble.

In Foot v. Mason, 3 B.C.R. 377, at p. 381, Drake, J., says:—
I am not aware that it is necessary to an action for specific per 

formance that the vendors should be the holders in fee, if they can 
obtain a grant to the purchaser free from incumbrances.

See judgment of Martin, J., in Towcnd v. Graham, 6 B.C.R. 
539, 544, in which Foot v. Mason, 3 B.C.R. 377, and several lead
ing Ontario cases are reviewed. See Re Bryant and Barmin g- 
ham’s Contract, 59 L.J. Ch. 636.

I find that the defendant waived compliance with the cov
enant in writing, requiring production of deed or agreement of 
sale on or before the 28th February, 1911. I think that judg
ment should be given in the plaintiff’s favour for the amount 
of the instalment overdue as set forth in the plaint, together with 
interest and taxes as therein claimed. I, however, order that the 
amount be paid into Court, and not be paid out to the plaintiff 
until he can shew in himself title in fee simple, free from all in
cumbrances, save taxes, rates, and assessments payable since the 
date of the agreement of sale. There will be a reference as to 
title before payment out to the plaintiff is made, if so desired by 
the defendant.

The defendant’s counterclaim is dismissed with costs.

CHEKALUK v. WEBSTER.
Alberta, District Court, Calgary, Judge Winter. April 15, 1912.

Master and servant (§ I E—23)—Liability of Master for 
Wrongful Dismissal — Res Judicata—Former Proceedings un
der the Masters and Servants Ordinance.]—Action for damages 
for wrongful dismissal.

Jvdoe Winter:—The plaintiff seeks to recover in the Dis-
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trict Court damages for wrongful dismissal, the circumstances 
being as follows. The plaintiff, being a domestic servant in 
the employment of the defendant, was discharged by him, as 
he alleges, for cause, and he thereupon paid her wages up to 
the date of her being discharged. The plaintiff then took pro
ceedings under the Masters and Servants Ordinance, in the city 
of Calgary Police Court, to recover damages for wrongful dis
missal, when the magistrate discharged the summons, holding 
that no damages were payable; and I assume that, in his view, 
the plaintiff had not been wrongfully dismissed. At any rate 
these an* the facts, as 1 understand them to l>c admitted hv the 
counsel for the plaintiff and defendant.

In the present action the defendant relied on the plea of res 
judicata. It was contended for the plaintiff, not very strenu
ously, it is true, that sec. 6 of the Masters and Servants Ordin
ance, by preserving a civil or other remedy, enabled tin plaintiff 
in such a case as the present to bring the present proceedings. 
There is no substance in this contention. A servant can pro
ceed either for recovery of wages and other damages in lieu of 
notice either in a civil Court or under the Masters and Ser
vants Ordinance, but cannot recover in both proceedings for 
the same cause. If, however, by way of example, the servant has 
four months’ wages owing to him and desires a speedy adjudi
cation, he can, under the Ordinance, proceed for not more than 
two months’ wages and for wrongful dismissal, and being then 
successful can bring an action in a civil Court for the other two 
months’ wages.

In order to establish the plea of res judicata, the Court whose 
judgment is relied on as establishing that plea must have had 
jurisdiction directly in the matter in question, which was in 
the present case whether the plaintiff was wrongfully discharged 
and on that account entitled to damages in lieu of the custom
ary notice. The magistrate’s Court had such jurisdiction and 
duly adjudicated. The plea, therefore, is good: Millctt v. Cole
man, 44 L.J.Q.B. 194, 33 L.T. 204.

The fact that, according to usage, the servant is generally 
entitled to one month’s notice or to one month’s wages in lieu 
of notice, while under the Ordinance such damages are limited 
to four weeks, does not. in my view, affect the sufficiency of the 
plea.

Judgment will, therefore, be entered for the defendant with 
costs. Forsyth, for the plaintiff. McGillivray, for the defen
dant.
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CAN. Re DOMINION and CANADIAN NORTHERN EXPRESS COMPANIES, 
Re Tariff on Cream.

1912 Hoard of Railway Commissioners. July 23, 1912.

Decisions.
Carriers (§ IV C 2—530) — Governmental Regulation 

Power of Board of Rail wag Commissioners to Fix Express 
Rates — Revising Local Tariff on Cream—Former Orders.] 
Consideration of the Special Local Tariff of Dominion and Can
adian Northern Express Companies applicable on cream be- 
tween points in the Provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta and 
Manitoba, and Ontario, west of Port Arthur, for distances not 
exceeding 300 miles made effective on November 1st, 1911, 
which was suspended by the Hoard on October 27th, 1911 
(Pile No. 4214.219.)

Mr. Commissioner McLean :—The hearing in this matter, 
which was held in Winnipeg on March 25th, 1912, was the out
come of a series of negotiations which took their origin in the 
Hoard’s judgment in the express investigation.

At the hearing in Winnipeg on September 15th, 1911, in 
which complaint was made by the Manitoba Dairymen’s Associ
ation against the express companies, on the ground that these 
companies had not made reduction in the tariff on sweet cream 
for butter making, as required by the Hoard’s judgment in tin* 
express ease, it was stated by Mr. Burr, on behalf of the Dom
inion Express Company, that the express companies had been 
figuring out a new schedule of rates which they desired to sub
mit to the Hoard. It was suggested by the Hoard that further 
negotiations should take place between the express companies 
and the parties interested, to see if an agreement could be ar
rived at. Subsequent to this, negotiations were carried on be
tween the express companies and the parties affected.

The question of the express tariffs on sweet cream, and on 
sour cream, in the territory west of and including Port Arthur, 
was dealt with in the Hoard’s judgment in the express investi
gation. The disposition then made was that there should be a 
lower rate on cream to the creamery for butter making than 
upon that used for domestic purposes. It was stated by the 
Chief Commissioner:—

it appears that there is considéra hie shipment of butter hv express 
from these creameries. The cream is their raw material. The com
pany gets some earnings from carriage of the finished product, and 
so it is perfectly in order to give a lower rate on cream to the cream
ery than upon that used for domestic purposes, so we think the in
tention of the company should he given effect to, and the business of 
the creameries be left undisturlied. The tariff to lie filed may provide 
for the existing sour cream rate upon all cream when shipjied to 
creameries for use in the manufacture of butter. The tariff to remain 
as it is upon cream for domestic purposes.
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There is an obvious anomaly in charging different rates upon 
the same commodity moved under the same general conditions, 
the only reason for the difference being the final use. The Board, 
in an early decision on October 10th, 1904, when the Grand 
Trunk Railway applied for a ruling as to whether it would be 
allowed to continue a difference in the rate of freight on bitu
minous coal of 10 cents per ton between certain points on its line 
of railway, such reduced rates being in favour of the manufac
turer as compared with that charged the dealer or consumer, 
ruled that it could not properly entertain such an application. 
A similar position has been taken by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, which has ruled that it is improper to so base a 
classification that it makes the rate dependent upon the use to 
which the article shipped is to be devoted : Jours Bros. Co., V.M.
and WMJt. Co., 21 I.C.C., i>. 579.

In its conference rulings it has laid down the position that 
the carrier has no right to attempt to dictate the uses to which com
modities transported hy it shall Is- put in order to enjoy a transporta
tion rate.
Rule 34, Conference Rulings Bulletin No. 4.
It has re-affirmed this position in its decision In the Mollir 

of Bcstrictcd Bates, 20 I.C.C. 426.
Its position is most succinctly put in the following words:— 

The rule is well established that a rate cannot !>e based upon the 
use to which the commodity is to In- devoted; neither can a rate be con
fined by its terms or application to an individual or a class; it must 
be open to all shippers alike.

Virginia Chemical Co., V.A.C.L.B.B. Co., 22 I.C.C. 397.
While it is true that the rate practice as to cream for butter 

making as distinct from cream for domestic use bore some feat
ures of analogy to the milling-in-transit privilege, it is apparent 
that the predominating consideration was that the practice was 
an established one In the absence of further evidence, and in 
the lack of complaint in regard to the higher rates on cream for 
domestic purposes it was not deemed expedient to disturb the 
existing arrangement which the express companies had initiated.

It was, however, recognized at the time of the hearing, that 
there would be a difficulty in differentiating between cream for 
butter making and cream for domestic purposes. It was then 
stated in evidence by Professor Mitchell of the Manitoba Agri
cultural College that

there would be a disposition on the part of some to ship cream pre
sumably for butter making purposes, when in reality it would In* used 
for other purposes.

It was thought in the disposition under the judgment that 
the limitation of the butter making rate to cream “shipped to 
creameries for use in the manufacture of butter,” would meet

CAN.
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this difficulty. The existing difficulty in this regard was set 
out by Mr. Burr for the express companies, whence stated in 
the present hearing that they were

willing to allow the present tariffs on both classes to remain in effect 
if we can have some protection in the matter; if we can know what is 
one and what is the other. You will recollect, sir, that in a confer
ence we had in Ottawa on the same subject, many months ago, this 
question was discussed, and we asked that the shippers or the con
signees pay us the charges on the higher rate, and when they proved 
to us satisfactorily that a part of the consignment were on the lower 
rate class, we would make a refund. You asked us to confer with the 
WinnijM'g people on the point. They refused absolutely to have any
thing to do with that.
In the hearing in Winnipeg in September, 1911, already re

ferred to, the same matter came up incidentally in evidence, 
and it was stated by counsel for the applicants that the matter 
might be arranged by allowing the cream to be billed in on the 
butter making rate, and that thereafter the consignees could pay 
the express company the difference in rate on the portion of the 
consignments which might be used for domestic purposes.

The more carefully one examines the situation, the greater 
appear to be the difficulties of carrying out a dual system of 
tariffs based simply upon differences in the use of the commod
ity. One cardinal intention of the Railway Act is that there 
should he adequate publicity for clearly defined rates to be paid 
for services rendered. It is readily apparent that the dual sys
tem offers an inducement to an unscrupulous shipper to bill his 
cream on the butter making rate, when in reality it is to he 
used for domestic purposes. While no such evasion of the in
tention of the tariff may have taken place it is manifestly coun
ter to the obvious intent and policy of the Railway Act to leave 
not simply a loop-hole but a wide open door available for such 
evasion. Such an arrangement sets a premium on perjury. It 
may happen also that there is an innocent evasion of the require
ments of the tariff Cream may be shipped in for butter making 
purposes. There may be some small surplus of sweet cream which 
is not used for thit purpose and is sold for domestic uses. It 
would put a great burden upon the creamery company to keep 
exact tab on such small sales. It is also apparent that such a 
small sale might be made by an innocent employee of the com
pany, and without any ;niilty knowledge of the management of 
the company.

The arrangement suggested by the company, namely, that all 
cream should be billed in cn the higher rate, a refund being 
made on the portion which w.is used for butter making, is con
trary to the policy of the Railway Act. It requires no elalior.i- 
tion to appreciate that this wouh. leave a way open for rebating 
arrangements. On t? e other hand, the suggestion already rc-

-
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ferred to, that all of the cream should be shipped in on the 
lower rate, arrangements being made whereby a subsequent addi
tional payment should be made for the portion of the cream used 
for domestic purposes is equally open to objection as contrary 
to the policy of the Railway Act in regard to rebates.

The tariff which was suspended on October 27th, 1911, pro
vided for a uniform rate on cream irrespective of its use. Mr. 
Burr, on behalf of the express companies concerned, stated, both 
in a eonnnunicaton to the Board which is on file, as well as in 
his evidence in the present case, that the computations in re
gard to rates under the tariff in question were that 20 per cent, 
of the movement by express was for domestic use, and that *0 
per cent, was for butter making. The following table sets out 
a comparison of the existing rates on sour cream; the rates on 
sweet cream, and the new rates proposed in the tariff to apply 
on all cream irrespective of use:—

CAN.
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CREAM RATES IN ALBERTA, SASKATCHEWAN, MANITOBA. AND 
ONTARIO.

( Wkst of Port Arthur.)

Miles.
listes on

Sour Cream. 8w
Rates on New Ratos apply

ing <m Imt li kinds.
5 8 10 5 8 10 5 8 10

25 14 ig 24 35 38 48 20 25 30
50 10 20 25 30 58 72 25 30 35
75 20 •j:. 30 48 77 00 30 35 40

100 20 31 30 00 00 120 35 45 50
150 38 i : 48 72 115 144 45 55 00
200 50 ."> 5 00 84 134 108 55 05 70
250 62 67 72 ! oo 144 180 05 75 80
300 74 79 84 ! "" 154 192 75 85 00

Mr. Garnit hers, of the Crescent Creamery, stated that about 
4 per cent of the cream received by him was for domestic pur
poses, and about 13 per cent, was used in the manufacture of 
ice cream; the balance being us' d in the manufacture of butter. 
He stated further that during the year 1911, he had manufac
tured about 000,000 lbs. of butter. He contended that on ac
count of the large amount of cream used in butter making any 
decreases in the rate on cream for domestic purposes would he 
more than neutralized by the increase in the rate on cream for 
butter making purposes, and lie submitted a computation that 
at present the express charges on the total cream used in Mani
toba would mean $42,000, while under the proposed tariff it 
would mean $60,000, or an increase of $24,000.

It was contended by various witnesses that the conditions in 
regard to cream shipments by express in the North-western Pro-
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vinces, wore entirely different from those existing in the Pro
vince of Ontario. The essential point of difference referred to 
was the use of centralizing in connection with hotter making. 
Mr. Carruthere testified that he had been engaged in the cream
ery business in Ontario and eastern Canada, and that he was 
more or less familiar with the conditions in eastern Ontario. Tin- 
difference as between Manitoba and eastern Canada, he testi
fied, was as follows :—

Well the different*» is thin. In eastern Canada the population which 
is engaged in dairy farming is much more than it is liere, and at 
every cross-road three or four miles apart there is a cheese factory or 
butter factory where the farmer delivers his goods to In» manufactured, 
while in Manitoba everything has to lie handled by the railroads to 
bring it to one common point, us there is no part of Manitoba that 
has |sipiilation enough to sup|Hirt any location factory, either elieetv 
or butter.

The same witness further testified :—
I should judge that any shipments of cream in Ontario would lu

ll sed for domestic use in large cities such as Toronto, Montreal and 
such points.
He further testified he did not know of any factory operating 

in either Ontario or Quebec on the same system as his company. 
Professor Mitchell, in his evidence, corroborated the evidence of 
Mr. Carruthcrs, stating that the cream in Ontario for butter 
making purposes is practically all handled in an entirely diHel
en t way from that in which it is handled in Manitoba, and that 
it is not shipped by express to any extent.

In such a comprehensive investigation as was carried on in 
the general investigation of express rates, it necessarily follows 
that the general principles laid down do not exhaust the scope of 
regulative power. The Board was concerned with the investiga 
tion of the rates and practices of companies which had been a 
very much shorter time subject to the regulative jurisdiction of 
Parliament than had the railway companies. The scope of such 
a general investigation was, therefore, of necessity concerned 
with the blocking out of general reforms. The work of regula
tion in regard to express rates, instead of having been com
pleted by the express judgment was simply begun by it. It 
will, of necessity, follow that in many eases complaints in re
gard to rates and practices will have to be dealt with from time 
to time. Some of these complaints may arise from conditions 
which were not developed at the time of the general investiga
tion. Others may develop from conditions which were imper 
feet ly set before us. At any rate it is apparent that some time 
must elapse before a complete body of regulative experience* in 
regard to express rate's in Canaela is developed, and this will be* 
elcvelopeel when elealing from time to time with e*omplaints. 
both general and special, as they arise*. This was aflirmativclx
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m-OEiiized in tile express jmlçment itself whieli. in ileiiliinz 
with the matter of rate complaints from various points in the 
West said,

but those are not dealt with, at it it eonnidvred that the ltottvr courte 
to pursuv it to await a gi-ueral revision ami re-alignment that mutt 
follow those limlingt. when if a more satisfactory situation is not 
brought about complaints that have not la-en dealt with categorically, 
or solved in the general result, will lie further considered.

The express companies, since the issuance of the judgment in 
the express investigation, have been re-aligning and re-arranging 
their rates. The experience of the Board in connection with this 
shews that further work is to he done and this will be dealt with.

In the evidence and statements submitted, reference was 
made to conditions existing in the adjacent north-western states, 
and it was contended by counsel for the applicants that the de
cisions as to express rates in these adjoining states gave the 
measure of what should be reasonable in the present ease. It 
was stated in general terms hv Mr. Carruthers. and by Pro
fessor Mitchell, that the conditions in these adjoining states of 
the American Union were practically identical with those ex
isting in the Canadian North-west. It was stated on the other 
hand by Mr. Burr that the conditions were dissimilar. But the 
situation is that the Board is left simply with two sets of as
sertions, neither of which is hacked up by any evidence to sub
stantiate the similarity or dissimilarity alleged. The Board has 
already held that where the traffic compared moves over two dif
ferent routes, this precludes the mere reference to difference in 
mileage rates being taken as prima facii evidence of discrimina
tory treatment, and that this held with es ial force where com
parisons are made with the rates of railways which arc not sub
ject to the Board's jurisdiction : Canadian Oil Companies v. 
Crand Trunk, Canadian Pacific and Canadian Xorlhcrn lia i 
way Companies, 12 Can. Ry. Cases

The same line of reasoning covers the allegation of similarity 
of eireiiinstances; a prima fad# ease as a similarity of circum
stances must he made ; but this is not done by mere allegations.

This Board has always appreciated the value of the regula
tive work done by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and its 
findings have always been held in esteem. But the Board in 
holding that the decisions of that Commission are applicable 
in their entirety here only in cases where circumstances in Can
ada are on all fours with the circumstances upon which the 
aforesaid decisions depended, has recognized the burden placed 
upon it by Parliament of investigating the special circumstances 
of the eases coming before it. The Interstate Commerce Com
mission itself, in dealing with the situations arising from the 
regulation of rates by State Railway Commissions, has said that
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while, upon general principles of comity the action of a State 
Commission in fixing rates on state traffic must he treated with 
all due respect, at the same time the Interstate Commission has 
never felt itself hound to accept a state-made rate as the neces
sary measure of an interstate rate. That is to say, it must ex
amine the circumstances for itself : E. E. Saunders & Company 
v. Southern Express ('o.} 18 I.C.C. 415.

Sufficient justification has been advanced for doing away 
with the anomalous situation of two tariffs dealing with the same 
commodity; the difference in rate being dependent upon the dif
ference in use. The Hoard has already recognized the advantage 
of having a uniform tariff on cream irrespective of its use in the 
section east of Port Arthur. The Board, by its order No. 13381, 
of March 21st, 1911, dealing with the situation east of Port Ar
thur. fixed certain express rates on cream for butter making, 
and a tariff of higher rates on cream for purposes other than 
butter making. It was found in practical operation that this 
arrangement was unsatisfactory, and accordingly order No. 
14594, of August 21st, 1911, was issued fixing uniform rates for 
cream irrespective of the use to which the commodity was applied. 
Such an arrangement having been made east of Port Arthur, 
the question faces the Board, arc the conditions sufficiently 
dissimilar west of Port Arthur to warrant a different treatment 1 
As 1 construe the Railway Act the Hoard must find its criteria 
of the reasonableness of Canadian rates within Canada. I fur
ther apprehend that while it is the policy of the Railway Act to 
foster elasticity of rate making in so far as it is compatible with 
public policy, and that to this end the railways are permitted 
to vary rates with circumstances and conditions subject to the 
onus of disproof if these rates are shewn to be prima facie dis
criminatory, there is not the same broad discretion vested in 
the Hoard. In other words, the Hoard being concerned with the 
correction not primarily with the initiation of rates must care
fully consider in regulating rates in one section of Canada what 
it has done in another section of Canada. The railway, and 
what is here said, covers the express company as well, having 
its finger on the pulse of trade may quickly vary rates to meet 
changing needs. The Board has not, and was not intended by 
Parliament to have this direct relationship, since its powers are 
invoked only where grievances arise. It is concerned with cor
rective not with experimental rates.

As has been noted, it was contended in the course of the 
hearing in the present case, that the conditions in regard to cen
tralization differentiate the situation west of Port Arthur from 
the situation east thereof. The Hoard has, however, found on 
investigation, that the centralizing system is gradually increas
ing in Ontario with which special comparisons were made in the
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course of the hearing. It is advised by the Dairymen’s Associa
tion of Western Ontario that the amount of cream shipped by 
express for butter making purposes is at least as great at that 
shipped for domestic purposes. The T. Eaton Company, which 
has the largest centralizing plant in Western Ontario, manufac
tured in 1911, 841,000 pounds of butter. This company advises 
the Hoard that the relative percentages of cream shipped into 
their factory by express for butter making are as compared with 
the shipments for domestic purposes 93 5/8 per cent, and ü 3/8 
per cent.. Statements from other plans shew that the percent
age shipments of cream by express for butter making purposes 
are steadily increasing. On due consideration of the whole mat
ter, it appears justifiable to take what has been done by the 
Hoard in the section east of Port Arthur as a measure of what 
it should do in the section west of Port Arthur.

The tariff covered by the Hoard’s order No. 14594, above re
ferred to, covers distances up to 200 miles. As the situation in 
the present case r quires a longer mileage the rates may be 
stepped to 300 miles on the same basis as set out in the order, 
and indicated in the following table. The following tabular 
summary sets out a comparison of the western sour cream rate, 
the western sweet cream rate, the eastern uniform scale and the 
uniform scale proposed by the express companies:—

Miles. Western 
Sour Cream. Sweet ('ream. Uniform Seale.

Proposed 
Uniform Seale.

5 8 10 5 8 10 5 8 10 5 8 10
2.1 14 19 24 35 38 48 15 20 23 20 25 30
50 111 20 30 58 72 18 31 25 30
75 20 25 30 48 77 00 22 31 30 30 35 in

100 20 31 00 90 120 20 41 35 43 50
150 38 43 4H 72 115 144 34 51 45 65
200 50 55 00 81 134 108 42 50 01 55 70
250 02 07 72 00 144 180 80 00 71 03 00
300 74 70 81 00 134 102 58 70 81 73 83 •0

T am therefore, of opinion, that the express companies should 
instal within thirty days from date of the order making this 
judgment effective, a tariff west of Port Arthur, which will put 
into force the same provisions as are contained in the Hoard’s 
order No. 14594, subject to the rates for 250 and 300 miles be
ing stepped as indicated. Further additional mileage, where 
necessary, should be covered by the tariffs on the same scale.

CAN.
Kv. Com.

1912

Dkcisioxs.

The Assistant Chief Commissioner concurred.
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INDEPENDENT LUMBER CO., Ltd. v. DAVID ct el. and HÜRLBÜRT
I claimant ).

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Newlondu, Lamont, and Brown, JJ.
November 23, 3912.

Costs (§ I—19d)—Issue directed on an appeal—-Insuffici
ent record.]—Application on behalf of the claimant Hurl 
hurt to be allowed the costs of an appeal which was taken to 
this Court from the order of the District Court Judge for tin- 
judicial district of Moosomin upon an interpleader application 
which, by consent of the parties, he disposed of summarily.

The application was granted.
IK Mundcll, for claimant.
•/. A. Allan, for plaintiff.
Lamont, J.:—In disposing of the application, the learned 

District Court Judge upheld Hurlhurt's, right to the goods 
seized and directed the sheriff to withdraw from possession. The 
plaintiffs appealed from this decision to this Court, and sought 
a reversal of the order of the District Court Judge, or, in tin- 
alternative. the direction of an issue. On the appeal the great 
bulk of the argument was directed to the question whether or 
not the relation of landlord and tenant had been created between 
11 iirlburt and David. On this point the Court decided against 
the plaintiffs’ contention : Independent Lumber Co. v. David, 1!» 
W.L.R. J87. But as it did not appear from the material tiled 
that the seizure by IIurlburt had been made between sunrise 
and sunset, and as the Court was unable to determine whether 
or not the validity of llurlburt’s seizure had been questioned or 
relied upon before the District Court Judge, this Court directed 
an issue to be tried. In reference to the costs in appeal, the 
judgment-roll of this Court reads :—

Ami it is further ordered and decreed that either party he at liberty
to apply to this honourable Court after the final disposition of '
said issue for the disposition of the costs of this appeal.
A perusal of the judgments given in appeal satisfies me that 

if this Court had been sure that the validity of llurlburt’s 
seizure bad not been questioned in the Court below, the plain
tiffs would not have been allowed to raise it in appeal. In hi> 
judgment on the issue the District Court Judge has, for our 
information, stated that the point was not argued before him 
on the interpleader application, nor was his attention drawn 
to it. lie also states that he agreed to dispose of the application 
summarily at the request of the plaintiffs and with the consent 
of the defendants. Had these facts been before this Court when 
the appeal was disposed of, I am satisfied the appeal would 
have l>een dismissed with costs. Ilurlburt was successful on all 
points on the issue, and in my opinion he is entitled to the costs 
of the appeal.

. 1 pplication prantt d.
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ALEXANDER ». TODD. g c

British Columbia, County Court, Victoria. Judge Lampman {Arbitrator). C.C.
January 30, 1912. jqjo

Master and servant (§ A2—49)—'"Courte of Employ- -—
ment”—Workmen’s Compensation Act, R.S.ll.C. 1911, eh. *244 Decisions. 
—Employee Working on a Pile Driver—Presumption That he 
Pell Overboard.]

Judge Lampman (Arbitrator) :—The respondents were oper
ating a pile driver for the purpose of constructing a fish trap off 
Otter Point, Vancouver Island. The deceased and other work
men slept upon the pile driver and upon the morning in ques
tion, the deceased, with the other workmen, arose and washed for 
breakfast and was proceeding along the pile driver on the way 
to breakfast and the deceased was not seen again. It was proven 
that he had been subject to fits. The morning of the accident 
was a clear, fine morning and the tide was running out, so that 
there was no likelihood of the body being found on the beach, 
and the body was never found.

There can be no doubt that the deceased fell overboard and 
was drowned, and the question 1 have to decide is whether the 
accident arose out of and in the course of the employment. At 
the conclusion of the evidence the inference that 1 drew from 
the facts was that the deceased after washing had, instead of 
going in at once to breakfast, gone back to the end of the pile 
driver or to the side of the scow tied alongside for the purpose of 
relieving nature and that while going or while in the a *t or while 
on his way back was seized with a lit and fell overboard and was 
drowned. In Blovclt v. Sawyer, (> W.C.C. Hi. it was held that 
an accident that occurs to a workman when he is on the works 
eating his dinner arises out of and in the course of his employ
ment; and in Elliott v. Rtf, f> W.C.C. 27, it was held that an 
accident which happened to a workman on the scene of his work 
while returning from relieving nature during the dinner hour 
arose out of and in the course of the employment. There is no 
suggestion of suicide or murder, and I think it is quite clear that 
the evidence warrants the inference I have drawn that the acci
dent arose out of and in the course of the employment.

The lafest case to which my attention was drawn—a case in 
the House of Lords. S.S. “Swansea Yah ” (Owners of) v. Rice 
(1911). 4 B.W.C.C. 298, presents circumstances somewhat simi
lar. There the deceased was known to be suffering from giddi
ness. and while on duty disappeared from the deck of his ship 
and the County Court Judge who tried the case inferred that 
the accident arose out of and in the course of the employment, 
and the House of Lords held that he was justified by the balance
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of probability. It may be that the deceased Alexander fell over 
board while walking around the deck of the pile driver for sonic 
purpose other than 1 have mentioned, in which case I think the 
result would be the same as there is no probability that he was 
doing anything out of the ordinary routine.

Since Alexander’s death the respondents have paid bis widow 
$25 and that amount will have to be deducted from the $1,500 
compensation allowed by the Act. It appears that at the time of 
his death some wages were due Alexander and have not been 
paid to his representatives, but that matter is outside the scope 
of the arbitration.

BRADSHAW v BRITANNIA.

Hritish Columbia Supreme Court, Murphy, April 10. 1912.

Master and servant (§ III B 3—305)—Liability of Master 
for Injuries to Employee of Independent Contractor—Contract 
under Supervision of Mine Superintendent—Driving a Tun
nel.)—Motion for nonsuit.

Murphy, J. :—On the first question as to whether plaintiff was 
in the employ of an independent contractor, 1 think there was 
evidence to go to the jury. Even if the question was one purely 
of the interpretation of the written contract I would be in
clined to hold against the defendant. The contract provides 
not only that the work is to be done according to direction of 
the engineer but further that it is to be carried on under tin- 
general supervision of the mine superintendent. In order to 
give effect to such general superintendence I think there must 
be such control and direction of the men employed by the con
tractor as would have the legal effect of placing them in tlie- 
employ of the defendants.

But on the evidence as given at the trial I think there was 
ample justification for calling upon the jury to pass upon what 
was the relationship between plaintiff and defendant as estab
lished by the actual working out of the contract.

As to the position that plaintiff, even if an employee, was a 
mere licensee. Again. I think there was ample evidence to go 
to the jury. The motor had been running only a comparatively 
short time and abundant evidence was given to shew that tin- 
train was commonly ridden upon by the employees and that to 
tile knowledge of the officials.

1 think, too, there was ample evidence for the jury to pass 
upon as to whether it was not reasonably necessary for plaintiff 
in doing his work to use the train. As all findings are in favour 
of the plaintiff there will be judgment for the amount of tin- 
verdict with costs. Craig, and McDonald, for plaintiff. Davis, 
and Kerr, for defendant.
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REX ex rel. Taylor v. GEORGE.
Saskatchewan, District Court. Battlrfonl, Judge Marteau. 

February 22, 1012.

Quo warranto (§ IV—41)—Procedure Preliminary Objec
tions—Failure to Entitle Notice of Motion—Reference to Wrong 
Statute — Non-payment of Taxes as Ground for Avoiding Elec
tion.]

Judge Maclean :—Certain preliminary objections were raised 
by counsel for the respondent as follows:—

(1) Notice of motion not properly headed. It h not an applica
tion in the District Court.

(2) An acting District Court Judge has not jurisdiction to hear 
the matter.

(3) That paragraph 3 of the notice of motion refers to the provi
sions of the Municipal Act and should have referred to the ltural 
Municipality Act.

!

I du not consider tlmt the objections 1 and 3 are fatal to this 
application. The notice of motion should not have been headed 
simply in the District Court but the notice of motion discloses 
fully the nature of the application and the respondent has not 
been taken by surprise. The hearing should have referred to the 
Controverted Municipal Elections Act and also the District 
Court, the Court in which the proceedings are entitled. 1 would 
certainly allow an amendment and if necessary now do so. 
The same answer applies to objection 3. As to the jurisdiction 
of the acting District Court Judge I do not agree with respon
dent's counsel. The District Court Judge is under the Elec
tion Act persona detignala hut under the District Courts Act, 
see. 7, sub-sec. 4, any acting Judge has the same jurisdiction 
and same powers as the Judge of the district and to oust his 
jurisdiction would be to my mind a very narrow view of the 
Act. In the absence of any express authority holding a con
trary opinion and binding on me 1 decide that the acting Dis
trict Court Judge has jurisdiction in the matter.

Among other grounds in the notice of motion on which it 
is claimed the respondent is illegally elected is the contention 
that at the time of the election lie was in debt to the munici
pality for taxes. 1 find from the certified copy of the assessment 
and tax collector's roll placed in evidence that $93.17 were 
owing by the respondent when he was nominated and tile elec
tion was' held. The correctness of this roll is not disputed. It 
should bear the seal of the municipality hut that objection was 
not raised and I allow it to he amended to comply with sec. 
293 of the Rural Municipality Act. The respondent says in his 
affidavit that “he was cancelled out of the lands’’ on which such 
taxes were levied before the 4th of December, 1911, hut I find,
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P the roll prepared he was assessed. If he wished to object he
1912 should have appealed from a wrongful assessment to the Court
---- of Revision and if necessary to a Judge, but I have no evidence

Decisions that he did anything towards objecting to said assessment.
1 find the respondent was assessed and his name on the roll 

and amount owing is prima facie evidence of his debt. Could 
he legally be elected and hold the said office of councillor? Sec. 
93 of the Act says who are eligible. The respondent owing taxes 
to the municipality could not he legally elected and his election 
must be set aside. I have some sympathy for the respondent 
but I must and do on the facts and evidence as presented me 
find that he was and is disqualified. As there was only one 
legally nominated candidate, namely, the relator, he is now en
titled to he declared elected and I so order and direct.

The respondent I find is not entitled to his seat as said coun
cillor. The costs of this application will go to the relator and 
after taxation judgment may be entered and enforced as pro
vided by sec. 34 of the Controverted Municipality Elections 
Act. Moxon, for the relator. Routledge, for respondent.

HAMPTON v. MACADAM

Haskateheiran, Dishirt Court, Battlcford, JwUjc Maclean.
September 27, 1912.

Physicians and burgeons (§ II—42)—Liability for Want of 
Care or Skill—Evidence licquired—Absence of Proof of I)ani 
age.]—Action by a married woman and her husband to recover 
damages against the defendant, a medical practitioner, for 
negligent and unskilful treatment of her in the month of 
March, 1012, while professionally attending her, when she had 
a miscarriage. The defendant denied all improper and un
skilful treatment, and alleged contributory negligence on the 
part of the wife, and denied that she had sustained any damage.

Judge Maclean :—I find the following facts from the evid
ence. The defendant, who is the medical attendant under Gov 
eminent appointment for certain Indian Reserves, was return 
ing from a professional visit to Pound maker Reserve on the 
evening of Friday the 22nd March, 1912, and was called in to 
see the plaintiff Mrs. Hampton, by her husband, Robert Hamp
ton, who was, at the trial, joined as a plaintiff in the action. 
She was suffering severe pain prior to a miscarriage, and was 
in labour when the defendant first saw her. She was, shortly 
after his arrival, delivered of a three or four months’ fœtus. 
I hemorrhage was profuse, and the defendant, who had no pro-
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per medical appliances or medicines with him, did his best to SASK. 
stop the haemorrhage with the material he found in the house, D c
and was successful. Part of the afterbirth or placenta came ]9]2
away, but a portion remained in the uterus, and nothing fur- ----
ther was done that night by the defendant. In the morning, decisions 
Mrs. Hampton asked him what his bill was, and the defendant 
replied that he would send it by mail, lie went away on Sat
urday morning, the 23rd March, and was driven to town by the 
plaintiff*’ servant.

I find that the defendant, in his unprepared state, and when 
called in on an emergency ease, while returning from the Re
serve, was not justified in taking steps, by curetting or other
wise, forcibly to remove the placenta at that time. The medical 
evidence all shewed that great care was required, and without 
proper assistance and equipment any attempt to operate further 
might cause the very thing that should be avoided, namely, the 
introduction of any foreign matter that might produce blood 
poisoning or septissemia. Contradictory evidence was given as 
to what was said by the defendant to the plaintiff as to getting 
all the afterbirth away. The plaintiff swears that the defendant 
said: “You will be all right now; 1 have taken it now, and you 
will be all right.” This the defendant denies,and I believe his 
version. He says he knew he had not removed all the afterbirth, 
and further says that he used the words, “you will be all right,” 
to encourage her when she was in a state of great weakness 
bordering on collapse. I cannot find from the evidence that 
the defendant erred in his treatment of the plaintiff on the night 
in question.

The plaintiff and her husband testified that the defendant’s 
attendance on her was on the night of Wednesday, the 20th 
March. 1 find that they are mistaken in the date. The evidence 
of the defendant, which is supported by written and verbal 
testimony, is conclusive that the night in question was Friday 
the 22nd March. The defendant arrived at Battleford on the 
morning of Saturday, the 23rd March; and, after a very short 
delay, an hour or so, left for another Reserve, returning on the 
morning of Sunday, the 24th March. There is evidence, un
contradicted, that he inquired at his home, when In* returned on 
Sunday, if any word had been received from the plaintiff, and he 
also called up the hospital by telephone to know if she, the plain
tiff, was there. The defendant has sworn that the plaintiff said 
she would come into the hospital, and that he told her to come 
for further treatment. This is denied by the plaintiff; but 1 
accept as correct this statement of the defendant, as it is cor
roborated by his subsequent inquiry at the hospital about the 
plaintiff being there. The plaintiff had a family physician, Dr.
Millar, and this the defendant knew; and, on Monday the 25th

50—7
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March, the day the plaintiff came to the hospital to be further 
treated, the defendant spoke of the ease to Dr. MacMillan, the 
family physician’s substitute, who was on that day called in to 
attend to the plaintiff. Although the defendant was asked for 
his bill on the Saturday morning, and considered i. nself dis
charged or that his services were no longer required, he was in
terested in the case, and shewed such feeling by inquiring of 
her welfare and speaking of her condition to Dr. MacMillan.

I find from the evidence that the defendant believed that the 
plaintiff was coming into the hospital, and that lie would not 
be engaged any further in the case; and it is the fact that his 
services were not again asked for. A great deal of medical ex 
pert evidence was given at the trial as to what treatment in su< li 
cases is proper—the immediate removal of the placenta or after
birth, and curetting, if nature will not at once do its work, or 
the expectant treatment, waiting events, that is, to watch if any 
symptoms of blood poisoning arise, such as fever, headache, 
hæmorrhage, etc. These theories I will not diseuss, nor will I 
venture to find from the evidence which theory is the correct 
one. I am not required to do so, because, first, the defendant 
could do nothing more than he did on the night in question ; lie 
could not further operate without the help of a nurse, without 
chloroform, and without obstetrical instruments and antiseptic 
material ; and, second, because, where doctors and authorities 
differ, the defendant is not to be condemned because somebody 
else of equal or greater skill would have pursued another course.

Further, I find that Dr. MacMillan certainly adopted the ex
pectant theory, and did not consider it wise to operate at that 
time. The nurse Nixon and Dr. MacMillan contradicted each 
other on the question of the plaintiff’s condition when he saw 
her, and on the correctness of the sickness chart, also as to 
what was said on the two visits of the doctor. I am not required 
to find whose statements are false. The defendant cannot he 
blamed for the treatment of Dr. MacMillan; and, so far as I 
can read from the evidence, no attempt has been made to criti
cise adversely the said doctor’s methods, unless it be by Dr. 
Rlyth, who in his evidence did not approve of the expectant 
treatment.

The plaintiff, to succeed in this action, must shew : (1) that 
there was negligence or want of skill or carefulness on the part 
of the defendant ; and (2) that she has been injured, and that 
the injury is the result of the negligence and want of skill of 
the defendant. Was there negligence or want of skill or careful
ness on the part of the defendant while so employed by the 
plaintiff? “The general rule is, that the degree of care or skill 
required of physicians is that ordinarily possessed by the aver* 
age members of the profession in good standing’’: American 
and English Annotated Cases, vol. 1, p. 306.
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Mr. Justice Lamont, in Dan gar field v. David, 17 W.L.R. 240, SASK. 
at p. 253, lays down the principle of law which applies to this p c 
ease in the following quotations:— 1912

The degree of skill which n physician, in the exercise of his pro- Memo.
fession, is rvipiired to possess, is laid down by Tindal, C..T., in 1am- Decisions.
phrrr v. Hiipns. S C. A 1*. 170, ns follows: “Kverv person who enters 
into a learned profession undertakes to bring to the exercise of it a 
reasonable degree of care and skill. He does not undertake, if an at
torney, that at all events you shall gain your ease, nor does a surgeon 
undertake that he will perform a cure; nor does he undertake to use 
the highest degree of skill. There may Ik* persona who have greater 
education and greater advantages than he has, hut he undertakes to 
bring a reasonable degree of skill." And in Iteven on Negligence, ed. 
of 1908, p. 1128. the rule is laid down as follows: “The degree of 
skill requisite is such as may Ik* expected in the circumstances of 
time and place from any average person in the profession—one neither 
specially gifted nor extraordinarily dull. Where this reasonable amount 
of information and skill, proportioned to the duties that arc under
taken, is found, there is no liability for errors of judgment in the 
application of knowledge. Rack case depends on its own circumstan
ces; and, when an injury has ls*en sustained that could not have 
arisen except from the absence of reasonable skill or diligence, then 
there is liability.”

As stall'd before, I fail to see where the defendant or any 
physician could have done more on the night in question. I 
consider and so find that the defendant deserves a great deal of 
consideration ; when in poor health himself, he turned off his 
road to render assistance in such a case. lie would have been 
severely criticised had he refused to attend the patient, and it 
is not what I find he deserves to criticise his treatment, when, 
in no way professionally equipped to answer an emergency call, 
he did what he could under the circumstances. In view of my 
finding as to no negligence, I do not require to consider the ques
tion of damages, but I may just say : (11 that, so far as the 
special damage is concerned, I have no evidence to show that the 
plaintiff incurred the hospital and doctor’s expenses on account 
of the defendant’s treatment ; the further treatment could only 
be properly attended to in the hospital, as was done before when 
the plaintiff was sick in a similar way ; and (2) no general dam
age was proven.

The plaintiff had a miscarriage in August, 1911, and again 
in March, 1912, and these premature births, so soon after each 
other, would weaken the constitution and leave an impaired 
condition of health. There is no evidence that the plaintiff suf
fered any injury from the lack of proper treatment. She was 
operated on on Wednesday, the 27th March, by Dr. Blyth, and, 
shortly after, the fever fell, and she quickly regained her nor
mal condition. Dr. Millar testified that she was amvmic and not
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of a strong constitution. As to contributory negligence, I may 
say that, when the plaintiff was suffering with a threatened mis 
carriage for some days, she could and should have procured 
medical assistance before she did, and she should have had a 
nurse to assist her some days before and afterwards, as asked 
for by the defendant. Her suffering and illness was intensified 
by her own neglect to obtain relief sooner. The husband, who 
assumed the responsibility of nursing, was not a proper person 
to wait on a woman when in such a condition. To do nursing 
for a patient at all times, and especially in confinement cases, 
requires the utmost cleanliness as a first duty, and a farmer's 
clothes and person are not generally free from foreign germs.

I find that Dr. MacAdam, the defendant, in his treatment of 
the plaintiff, exercised a reasonable degree of care and skill, 
and was not guilty of any negligence on which the plaintiff 
could found this action. The action is dismissed with costs. 
R. R. Earle, for the plaintiffs. W. W. Livingston, for the de
fendant.

Re DRUID STATION

Hoard of Railway Connu ixsionrrs. June 17, 1012.

Carriers f 6IV D—550)—Governmental Regulation — Erec
tion of Station — Contradictory Evidence—Board of Railway 
Commissioners.]—Petition of the residents and property owners 
of Druid, Saskatchewan, and vicinity, that the Grand Trunk 
Pacific Railway install a station at that pojnt close to the Can
adian Pacific Railway station, in order to make the construction 
of ‘ransfer track between the two roads feasible. (File No. 
191

Commissioner McLean :—This /application was heard at 
Saskatoon. Coupled with it is the application of the Grand 
Trunk Pacific for the approval of its station at Dodsland which 
it dealt with under file 19440.

The Canadian Pacific branch from Kerrobert to Rosetown 
approaches the Calgary-Biggar branch of the Grand Trunk 
Pacific about mileage 44 on the Canadian Pacific branch and 
runs alongside of it for a distance of about three and a half 
miles on the north side. It then crosses to the south side about 
one mile from Druid station on the Canadian Pacific. Dodsland 
station as proposed by the Grand Trunk Pacific will be about 
one and a half miles west of Druid. Petitioners from Druid 
desire to have the Dodsland location placed north of Druid so 
that the Dodsland development may be between the two loca
tions.

It is unfortunate that the growth should be dissipated be-
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tween the two stations. But except where the Board is justified 
in intervening because of discriminatory treatment it is not 
its function to deal with the possible growth of a new town. It 
is the Board’s function to see, in so far as possible, that there are 
proper facilities for as large as possible a portion of the public 
using the railways. The evidence presented is contradictory. 
This is usually the ease in applications in which townsites, 
whether belonging to private individuals or to railways, are 
involved. At least as many people favour the proposed Dods- 
land location as oppose it. On the whole it appears that the 
proposed location at Dodsland in co-operation with the station 
at, Druid will reasonably serve more of the public using the 
railway than would the proposed re-location.

As to the transfer track, this is a matter which may be dealt 
with when the need therefor 's shewn. The present disposition 
as to the transfer track in no way prejudices a later ion.

CAN.

101J
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The Assistant Chief Commissioner concurred.

Re GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC BRANCH LINES.

Hoard of Railway Com in issiniin s. Mardi 20, 1012.

Carriers (§IVD—550)—Governmental Regulation as to 
Erection of Station—Board of Railway Commissioners—Appro
val of Works Constructed in Contravention of tin Rail wag Act.] 
—Application of the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines, under 
section 167 of the Railway Act, R.S.C. 1006, eh. .'17, for the 
approval of revised right-of-way and location of station grounds 
on its Tofield-Calgary branch, between township 42-21 and town
ship 41-21, west 4th meridian, Alberta; which station is known 
as Bashaw, Alberta. Heard at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (File 
No. 10821.70).

The Chief Commissioner (Hon. J. P. Mxbee) ;—We have 
held repeatedly, and it was recognized by a statute passed two 
or three years ago, that where the law requires a railway com
pany to obtain the authority of the Board, or the sanction of the 
Board, before the construction of a work, or locating a building, 
or a station of that kind, and it has not obtained that authority, 
and constructs the work, the Board has no jurisdiction to ap
prove of it after it has been done. That was recognized. We 
held that over and over again, and Parliament gave us auth
ority to approve of work that had been constructed in contra
vention of the statute prior to the end of the year 1909. We 
approved of hundreds of works under that provision.

We have no authority to approve of works that have been 
built in contravention of the Act, subsequent to the above date.

3241
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Re SAVOY and CANADIAN NORTHERN R CO.

lit tit i'il of l! nil n <t;i Cum mi uni (merit. Mutch 111, 11)12.
Railways (§ Il B—18)—lliyhway Crossings — Application 

for Constnn lion of Subway — Excessive Expenditure — Cru 
postd Diversion of lliyhway—Submission of Clans.]—Applica
tion by J. B. Savoy and another lor the construction of a sub
way at a highway crossing.

The Chief Commissioner (IIon. J. P. Mauee), Edmonton:
-There is not sufficient information before us, given upon be

half of these applicants, that would justify this Board in requir
ing the railway company to construct a subway at tbe point in 
question. The application is made by two or three gentlemen 
living in that vicinity for this order directing the construction 
of this subway. The purports to he made by J. B.
Savoy, and another person, and Local Improvement District. 
1 do not know what the number is. 1 do not know whether it 
is intended that some Local Improvement District is a party 
applicant or not. Is the Local District Company a party Y Mr 
Edwards: Yes. The Chief Commissioner: What is the number? 
Mr. Edwards : 27 T-4. We are furnished no information as to 
the probable cost of the work. The railway company, in con 
structing the road, tiles its plan, and the engineer of the Board 
approves the crossing. This very crossing has been approved 
by order of the Board. But that does not establish the fact that 
it cannot be varied or changed. It would seem to be inconveni
ent, possibly unsafe. It is altogether likely that some improve
ment can and should be made. On tbe evidence, though, we 
could not require the railway company to go to an expenditure 
of what their engineer says would be $8,000 or $9,000. Nobody 
else lias given us any estimate of tbe probable cost of the work. 
We cannot embark on requiring railway companies to make 
unknown expenditures all over tbe land in every township of 
the Dominion. They would be wrecked inside of six months if 
we adopted any such policy as that. It may be that, by a diver 
sion of tins road, it can be made mucb more convenient and 
much safer for those who require to use it. We dispose of tIn
application in that way now, in so far as it co era the const ruc
tion of a subway, but the liocal Improvement District may, if 
it desires, have the question of a road diversion considered. It 
would look, as if two or three different diversions
might In- considered, one of which would be convenient and 
could In» worked out U|»on the basis of a reasonable expense, 
and perhaps, in the end, Ik- much better and more satisfactory 
than a subway constructed upon the back of the road, upon the 
brow of a bill.

7899
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If the parties desire to send us in any information with re- CAN. 
speet to any plan, or proposed diversion, all of the information Ry,com.
we have got here now will be available, and will endeavour to 1912 

get the roadway put in a better condition than it apparently ^
now is in 1 but insofar as the subway is concerned, it is out of 
the question.

Re PHEASANT POINT FARMERS and CANADIAN PACIFIC R CO.
Itoanl of It ai l ira y Commimtiuncm. March 25, 1012.

Carriers f § IV A—521a)—Governmental Regulation—Con
struction of Side Tracks—Distance Apart Convenience of 
Shipper — Hardship on Hallway Order of Hoard of Ha i lie a y 
Commissioners.] Petition of farmers in the district of Pheasant 
Point, near Carherry, Manitoba, for an order requiring the Can
adian Pacific Railway Company to construct a siding on their 
line, at a specified point convenient for their purpose.

The Chief Commissioner (IIon. .1. P. Marks) I am 
afraid that in this matter we cannot make any order. It, no 
doubt, would be a convenience to these gentlemen to have this 
siding. It would save them a certain distance in hauling out 
their grain. They are also labouring, apparently, under a draw
back because of the hilly nature of the country. Rut there aro 
other features that preponderate. Some six or seven miles 
apart is generally the limit of stations. That leaves perhaps 
three or four miles as the farthest anybody has to draw.

If these people could get this siding, they would save two or 
three miles in drawing out their grain ; but, if we required one 
railway company to put in a siding between two stations where 
the sidings would be within three miles or thereabouts of a 
station, we would have to apply the same principle to all rail
way companies; and, if we granted the request of these gentle
men, we should have to grant the request of others in similar 
circumstances.

It does not seem to us good practice or good policy. Every 
break in the main line is an additional danger and an addi
tional liability to accident, and so on. It should not Ik> per
mitted or required unless for the gravest reasons.

In this case, these gentlemen have only al>out three miles 
farther than if they had the siding at this point. It would 
never do to require companies to put in sidings every three or 
four miles along their railway line. It would, probably, in 
the end, bring about greater inconvenience than it would con
venience.

We shall have to refuse this petition.
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CAN. Re MUNICIPALITY OF NUTANA end CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO

Ry. Com. Hoard of Itaihray Commissioners. March 20, 1012.

Railways ( § 11 C—25)—Duly to Fence Hiyht-of-way—Or- 
Memo. d<r of Hoard of /failway Commissioners—Limitations of Ordir 

Decisions. „x (0 /Articular Localities.)—Complaint of tin* municipality of 
Nutana, Saskatchewan, relative to Canadian Northern Railway 
Company not fencing their right-of-way through that munici
pality. (File No. 9991.51.)

Saskatoon, Sask. The Chief Commissioner (Hon. 4. IV 
Mabeh) :—Two or three years ago, upon the complaint of a la re
number of munit s in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and 
after hearings at a number of cities in those provinces, and afli-r 
having received complaints innumerable from farmers and set
tlers whose cattle and horses and stock had been killed upon tin- 
railways, where the rights-of-way were un fenced, we made an 
order requiring the railway companies to fence the un fenced 
portions of their rights-of-way in these provinces on or before a 
fixed date. The railway companies, or some of them, appealed to 
the Supreme Court, and the Supreme Court held that we had 
exceeded our jurisdiction in making a general order of that char
acter, and that we should have confined the order to some speci
fic locality.

Now, we have a complaint here of a specific locality that is 
un fenced. We all know that this road has been built for many 
years; that it goes through a thickly settled, highly cultivated, 
and rich agricultural district ; and that it is a section of country 
through which a railway should have been fenced long ago.

In this case, an order will go that the Canadian Northern 
Railway Company fence all of the un fenced portion of the right- 
of-way along the Qu’Appelle, Long Lake, and Saskatchewan 
Railway, between Saskatoon and Regina, on or before the first 
day of November, 1912; that these fences shall be of the char
acter and description described in the Railway Act, namely, 
fences of the character that will turn cattle and other animals; 
and that, for every day’s default, if any, after the first day of 
November, 1912, the company shall be assessed the sum of fifty 
dollars per day by way of a penalty.

EDMONTON STREET R. CO. v. GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC R CO. 
(Decision No. 2.)

Hoard of Kailiray Commissioners. Auyusl 30, 1012.

Appeal (§ XI—720)—Granting Leave to Appeal—Order of 
the Hoard of liailway Commissioners—4'anéd a Supreme Court

0
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—Fixing Cost of I nslnllnlion. Maintain net and Protection of CAN. 
Crossing of Haitway Inj Municipally Owned Street tin I wag.] — Ry. Cora.
Application of the (Irand Trunk I'nciflc Railway y, for 1912
leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada from an order ----
of the Hoard, Edmonton Strut It. Co. v. (irand Trunk Pacific decuhorb 
It. Co., 4 D.L.R. 472, putting half the coat on the said railway 
company of the installation, maintenance and protection of a 
crossing of the Edmonton municipally owned electric street rail
way over the tracks of the Grand Trunk Pacific, on Twenty- 
first street, in the city of Edmonton. (File No. 194J5.)

Tub Assistant Chirp Com mission hr (Edmonton):—The 
(j Trunk Pacific Railway Company has, for a number of 
years, had its tracks on Twenty-first street, in the city of Edmon
ton, and operates its trains along that street. By an application, 
dated the 10th March. 1912, the city of Edmonton asked this 
Hoard for authority to cross the tracks of the Grand Trunk 
Pacific on Twenty-first street with the tracks of its municipally 
owned electric street railway on Short and Nelson avenues where 
those avenues cross Twenty-first street.

The application of the city was granted by order No. 1(5701, 
dated 4th June, 1912, which placed one-half of the cost of con
structing and maintaining the crossing, and the devices for its 
protection, on the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company. The 
railway company did not object to the crossing, hut submitted 
to the Hoard before the order was issued that it should not pay 
any part of the cost of the work. The Grand Trunk Pacific now 
in its desire to he relieved of the share of the cost of the cross
ing put upon it by the order, seeks leave to appeal to the Sup
reme Court of Canada from the order, on the grounds set out in 
its application, dated the 24th June. 1912.

Both parties were heard at some length at the sitting at Ed
monton on the 24th July last. The Hoard has a well-ei 
practice, where one railway seeks to cross another, of putting 
the entire cost of the construction and maintenance of the cross
ing as well as the entire cost of the construction and mainten
ance of any protective device which it may order on the junior 
road. We have also a well-established practice of considering a 
munit owned street railway as senior to the tracks of a 
steam railway which a municipality seeks to cross with its 
street railway if the street upon which the street railway is to 
Im* operated over the steam railway was a street at the point of 
crossing prior to the construction of the steam railway. That is. 
the seniority of the street at the point of crossing is taken to 
give seniority to the street railway, because the operation of a 
street railway is but one of the many ways a municipality might 
carry traffic along its street.

Short and Nelson avenues are senior to the Grand Trunk
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Pacific Railway where those avenues cross Twenty-first street. 
The-Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company was permitted to lay 
its tracks along Twenty-first street, by an agreement made with 
the city of Edmonton, dated March 6th, 1906, and confirmed by 
the Legislature of Alberta in 1907. (See 7 Kdw. VII. eh. 36.) 

By sec. 7 of the agreement it is provided that, 
the company may utilize, without charge therefor, any streets re
quired for its railway in reaching the city limits, etc.
It is contended by the railway company that this provision 

should relieve it of the obligation placed upon it by the order 
of the Board to pay a portion of the cost of the crossing. The 
Board is of the opinion that it was not bound by the agreement, 
and that, even if it was so bound, the provisions of sec. 7 of the 
agreement, quoted above, do not mean that the company should 
be relieved of paying such expense as is placed upon it by the 
order. These are both questions of law, which I think the rail
way company might be permitted to argue before the Supreme 
Court of Canada.

The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company also urges that 
an order should not have been made, because at the time the ap
plication was made by the city of Edmonton the city had not 
complied with the provisions of some statute of the Province of 
Alberta. We clearly had the right, undi r the Railway Act, to 
make an order for a crossing, and, if the railway company thinks 
the city is not complying with the provincial laws, the Courts of 
the province are open to it to take such action as it may desire. 
We will not submit any question to the Supreme Court under 
this head.

An order may, therefore, go submitting the following ques- 
lions to the Supreme Court:—

( 1 ) Was the Hoard bound by the agreement between the city of 
Edmonton and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company?

(2) If it was so bound, do the provisions of sec. 7 of the agree
ment mean that the railway company should not pay such expense at 
is plait'd upon it by the Hoard's order?
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Re GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC R CO and FORT SASKATCHEWAN 
TRAIL.

Ilnurtl of Rail ira y Commianioncr». March 18, 101*2.

Railways (§ II B—18)—('tossing Over High wag — Order 
of Board of Bailway Commissioners — Failure to Comply with 
Conditions Imposed, Where Highway Diverted /uscission of 
Order—New Order for Construelion of Overhead Bridge.]- 
Application in the matter of the crossing of the Grand Trunk 
Pacific R. Co. over Fort Saskatchewan trail and in connection 
with the proposed diversion of the said trail.

CAN.

Ry. Com.
ms

Decisions.

The Chief Commissioner (IIon J. P. Ma bee) :—This death- 
lied repentance never appeals to me very strongly. The first 
communication that came to the Hoard in this matter was one 
of the 21st November, 1908, from Turnbull Allan, chairman of 
Local Improvement District 27 S. 4. He pointed out that the 
district council desired to bring to the Hoard's attention the 
following facts :—

The fi rand Trunk Pacific Railway crosses the highway between 
Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan on the north-east quarter of 16- 
fi.3 *24 W. 4. The highway run* north-east and south-west ; the railway 
runs nearly due east and west. The dump at the crossing of the high
way is about 21 feet in height. The evident intention of the railway is 
to provide a subway.

As the dump stands at present, it would appear to be the intention 
of the railway to make the subway not more than 111 feet wide, and 
crossing the dump at right angles. The width of the highway is till 
feet.

The council is of opinion that the subway should not lie less than 
33 feet in width, and that the walls of the subway should be in line 
with the highway, and not, as apparently proposed, at right angles 
to the dump.

If the apparent intention is carried out. there will be two sharp 
turns on the road at the entrants' and leaving the subway, which, with 
the narrowness of the subway, will make the place most dangerous to

The council has given notice to the railway company of its objec
tion to the plan of the proposed subway, and asks the order of your 
Hoard to compel the company to conform to the recommendation 
herein made.

Now, at that time, the railway was under construction, and 
the earth, according to this statement, had been dumped in on 
the highway so that it left an open crossing in the highway of 
only 21 feet, wiping out the right of the public to use the bal
ance of the highway up to the titi feet. That letter was served 
upon the railway company or their agents, and the matter was 
set down here for hearing in Edmonton on Friday the 19th
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February, and was heard here on that date. It was referred to 
one of the Hoard’s engineers to inspect the ground and make 
his report.

The engineer’s report was dated on the 15th March, reciting 
that lie had inspected this place on the 19th February, and tIn
operative portion of his report was based upon two or tlirn* 
facts, one of which was that the Fort Saskatchewan trail was 
crossed at that angle which would make the view had for travel
ling on the highway. That, 1 presume, is, of course, provided the 
subway walls were placed at right angles to the railway and not 
parallel to the highway. The second fact is that Norton street 
is to be used in the near future by an electric street railway 
That was three years ago day before yesterday, 

lie says:—
1 am of opinion that tliv (irmiil Trunk Pacific llailway aliould lip 

u»ki*«l to divert the Fort Saskatchewan trail to Norton street as shewn 
on plan ami construct a pt-ruinm-nt overhead bridge over Norton street 
full «kl feet wide, with the required clearance of 22 Vi feet ; and that 
the railway company should also lie asked to till in the dip between 
the (Irand Trunk Pacific ami the Canadian Northern Railway tracks 
on Norton street. Ily using the route via Norton street and the diver 
sion, it would make tlie distance to travel only about 430 feet further 
than via the direct route along the Fort Saskatchewan trail.

Then he deals also with the question of injury to land along 
the Fort Saskatchewan trail north of the track owing to that 
trail being closed up.

The plan referred to by the engineer is a plan shewing both 
a subway on the trail, a fifty-foot girder at right angles to tin- 
railway track and an alternative diversion of sixty feet in w idth, 
estimated cost of grading and bridge $9,000.

My recollection of what took place at the hearing in Febru
ary of 1909 (unfortunately we have not the volume of evidence 
here) was that this diversion was to be carried down to the point 
where the water-opening was there, and that there was to be a 
bridge from the end of the road elevation over to Norton street, 
the engineer having estimated the cost of the grading and of that 
bridge to be $9,000.

If my recollection is accurate there were opinions expressed 
here by those who were opposing that diversion that it was an 
impossibility to construct a satisfactory roadway there, that a 
bridge could not be properly constructed. They told us about 
the flow of the water and so on in flood time that people had 
seen coming down there. At any rate that was the situation at 
the hearing, followed up as I have indicated by the report of 
the engineer of the 15th March.

The next matter of importance that appears on the lih- is a 
letter written by me to the general solicitor of the railway com 
pany, dated the 26th day of July, 1909. There had been a lot of
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correspondence and many complaints sent in about this trail 
being in the same condition and this dump obstructing traffic, 
and so on. A number of affidavits had been sent in bv some of 
the interested parties.

On the 26th July, as I say, I wrote to the solicitor of the 
railway company pointing out that he had made an application 
on behalf of the Grand Trunk Pacific for leave to divert the 
Saskatchewan trail.

Tin* Board intimated that if it were rioted and diverted, tin* pro
perty owners should lie compensated. We were afterwards advised 
that no attempt hail been made to compensate the owners, but that the 
railway company had proposed to erect a line of railway over the 
highway without leave having been obtained therefor.

At the time your application to divert the Saskatchewan road came 
up at Kd mont on. there wa* also a complaint, as you will remember, 
about the embankment then existing at the highway crossing.

We have had several telegrams and formal complaints alunit the 
wooden structure that has lieen erected. The opening is said to be 
only 15 feet ; it is at right angles with the railway, and not parallel 
with the travelled portion of the highway. We have been furnished 
with photographs shewing the awkward position in which this struct
ure leaves the highway traveller. It cannot lie |iermitted to remain, 
and the firand Trunk Pacific need expect no approval of this work. 
On the other hand, we are of the opinion that the obstruction should at 
once he removed, and if the Saskatchewan road is not to lie closed up 
and diverted, a permanent work should be put upon the ground and of 
a kind to lie approved by one of the Hoard's engineers, having regard 
to the public convenience, as well as that of the railway company.

We have received a lengthy communication from Messrs, fîrieshach 
and O'Connor of Kdmonton, and in replying to it I have enclosed them 
a copy of this letter.

Will you In» good enough to take this matter up at once with your 
company and advise us if it is necessary for us to interfere further.

Then there was a postscript to that letter as follows:—
Since dictating the foregoing. I have notiml your letter of tlie 20th 

duly. Of course it i* no answer to the complaint in connection with 
this matter, and if you so regard it. I would lie pleased if you would 
refer me to the portion of the Railway Act under which you contend 
that a railway can construct its line over a highway and leave what
ever opening and at whatever angle its chief engineer chooses. My 
understanding of the Railway Act is quite different.

The letter of the 20th July, referred to in that postscript is 
to this effect :—

I lieg to say that our chief engineer advises that he has allowed 20 
feet clear owning under our track which is maintained in good shape, 
and he is fixing up and improving the approaches to the opening so 
that there can lie no reasonable exception taken to the condition of the 
roadway on the Fort Saskatchewan trail at thia point.

The next important step in this long-drawn-out matter was
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the hearing at Edmonton on the 23rd August, 1909. The parties 
appeared here, evidence was given, the matter was deferred for 
further consideration, and on the 29th October the order was 
made which has given rise to all the trouble.

That order provided that the railway company should con
struct, before the first of July, 1910, a subway (>ti feet wide and 
14 feet high, with two spans, with a rest pier in the centre, the 
abutments to be constructed at right angles to the highway 
(that means, of course, parallel with the highway) to permit of 
the passage of the Port Saskatchewan trail on its present grade 
under the tracks of the railway company. Detail plans of the 
said structure to be first approved by an engineer of the Hoard.

Then having before us the recommendation that had been 
made by the engineer many months before, an alternative was 
given to the railway company, instead of constructing that sub
way on the Saskatchewan trail, if they so desired, to close that 
portion of the trail crossed by the railway and divert the trail 
to Norton street on the southern side of the railway, that if it 
desired to do that it was hereby authorized to do so on condition 
that it first secures and files with the Hoard releases from the 
owners of all property faeing on Fort Saskatchewan trail and 
lying between the right-of-way of its railway and the intersec
tion of Fort Saskatchewan trail with Norton street on the north 
side of the said right-of-way, for all land damages which will be 
caused by the closing up and diverting of Fort Saskatchewan 
trail as herein provided.

In passing it will be noted that that has never yet been done. 
Of course it was possible, in one view, an onerous condition to 
impose upon the railway because they have no power to compel 
people to release. That feature of it, however, was taken care 
of later on upon an application by the railway company which 
will be referred to in a few moments.

The latter part of that option contained the provision that a 
plan and profile of that diversion was to be approved by an en
gineer of the Hoard.

Now the railway company were to do two things before they 
were at liberty to take advantage of that alternative. The first 
was to obtain releases from those land owners who were suffering 
damages by the closing up of that road, and the second was to 
file a plan and profile of that diversion for the approval of an 
engineer of the Hoard. Well they did not do anything.

A lot of correspondence took place, complaints came in to 
the Hoard, and the matter was set down for further hearing at 
Edmonton on the 19th September, 1910, and it was heard here 
on that date. A lot of evidence was given. Many complaints 
were made about the impassability of this Saskatchewan trail, 
the obstruction still living left there in the highway illegally, and
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an order was made, dated 19th September, dealing with both 
Norton street and this diversion—that is the Norton street eross- 
ing and this diversion.

The third clause of that order of the 19th September was as 
follows :—

That the said railway company «hall complete all the necessary 
work to properly connect Norton street and Fort Saskatchewan trail 
in accordance with the standard regulations of the Hoard nllecting 
highway crossings as amended May 4th, 1910, ami to the satisfaction of 
an engineer of the Hoard within one month from this date.

That called upon the railway company to complete by the 
19th October that diversion.

Up to that time they never had filed a plan and profile pro
vided for by the order of the 29th October, 1909. Mind you 
we are speaking now of nearly a year after the order giving the 
alternative1 to construct this diversion; and it is stated by the 
engineer, of course he has not the dates when he began or when 
he finished (one would not expect that he would have), at any 
rate not here at the moment, hut he thinks he commenced work 
sometime during the fall, in October; he finished it at any rate 
during that year of 1910. He thinks he is quite safe in saying 
that the diversion was completed before the end of the year.

Well, the Hoard was never notified that the work had ever 
been commenced. The company was still in default in not filing 
its plan shewing its grade and shewing the nature of the work. 
The Board’s engineer who had originally made the inspection 
expected there would he a bridge connecting the roadway with 
Norton street. Whether that was feasible or not I do not know. 
At any rate our engineers never had any opportunity to pass 
upon it. This roadway would he elevated. It was running along
side of the railway track, the elevation on the side away from the 
railway track might he so high, which would call for some sort of 
protection in the way of guard rails or the like. There was 
nothing upon the Hoard’s file to shew at what elevation that was. 
All these things were taken into the hands of tin- railway com
pany without the Hoard’s engineers having any opportunity to 
exercise their judgment upon the matter.

It is said then that this work was finished by the end of 1910. 
The second order I have just been referring to, of the 19th 

September, 1910, required them to finish the work to the satis
faction of the engineer of the Hoard. The Board was never noti
fied that the railway company ever thought the work was fin
ished. The railway company never gave the Hoard an oppor
tunity to have one of its engineers inspect the work and see 
whether and say whether it was completed to his satisfaction or 
not.

Then another letter which perhaps it may be well to refer
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to is datvil Till November, 11)10. That <li-als with a lotter written 
by the solicitors of the railway company to the Board, dated 2nd 
November, and it refers to an application for an extension of 
time to comply with clause 2 that 1 have just referred to, so that 
it would seem, apparently, that on the 2nd of November tin- 
work had not been finished.

The letter of the 7th November in reply to the letter of the 
2nd November dealing with the application for extension of 
time, among other matters covers the following:—

We hail complaints as far back as November, 190H. Mr. Drury re 
ported on the matter in Mardi of 1900. At that time he reported that 
your company should be asked to divert Saskatchewan trail to Norton 
street. Your company was about that time furnished with a copy of 
that re|H)rt. In the meantime, you had constructed your railway over 
the trail without authority. We hail repeated letters from the various 
parties interested submitting photographs and other material, in 
eluding several ailidavits, and on the 2Uth July of Ibid. 1 wrote you 
advising of my views of the position matter* were then in. Your 
answer to me of August 2nd contains a statement that for the pur 
]H>se of avoiding undue delay in construction, that it had been the 
practice of obtaining approval of highway crossings after the road 
had liecn constructed relying upon previous approval of the location 
plans for the authority to cross highways. In answer to this state 
ment 1 ls-g to say that this is not the practice of any other railway, 
and we have succeeded in getting all of the other railways to follow 
the law and make their applications for the approval of highway 
crossings before carrying their railway lines over highways.

The matter came up before Mr. Scott ami Mr. Mclx-an at Edmonton, 
on the 20th Octolier of 19011. when an order was made of which you 
have a copy.

We received complaints in July of 1010, from the solicitors, Messrs, 
(iriesbach A O'Connor, also from Mr. (Iraliam, secretary treasurer of the 
village of North Edmonton—two complaints from the latter ami as 
you are aware the matter came up for hearing again at Edmonton 
on the 10th September. No attention, whatever, was apparently paid 
to the order then made, but your company simply left it to the ap 
plicants to follow the matter up, which they did in their letter of the 
2Hth of October, |>ointing out that the month expired on the 10th of 
Octolier, and that Mr. O'Connor had gone over the ground on the 
2Jrd ami found that your company had done absolutely nothing to 
wards connecting the trail and Norton street.

After our attention is brought to the fact that you are in default, 
no explanation whatever is made, except that you had found it prac 
tii-ally impossible to got lalmurers to do the necessary grading; that 
there was not siillieient material available in the immediate vicinity, 
and that it would la- necessary to bring it in by train and put it in 
place by team.

No statement of any kind is given as to why the matter was allowed 
to delay from the 19th of September until the 2nd of November; and 
I might say that it has been the practice of every other company — 
where orders have been made and it was the desire that the time
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should 1m* extended—to make application to the Hoard in good time 
for such extensions. We have invariably endeavoured to he reasonable 
in these matters in the past, and it is not tlie custom of other com
panies to wait until they are in default and then when brought to 
task to make an application of this sort.

It seems that your chief engineer, as well as your divisional engineer, 
were present on the 10th of September, and knew at that time that 
the company would he expected to have this work completed within a 
month.

I am forced to say that I think this matter i* quite in line with 
many other matters that your company has had with the Railway 
Hoard, and I think it is high time that some steps should Is* taken to 
find out whether the engineering department of the tira ml Trunk Pari 
tic is subject to the Railway Act or whether it has a procedure unto 
itself uncontrolled by the law that other companies arc supposed to 
tie governed hv.

The point is not—as put by your chief engineer—that the completion 
of the work will he of little use until the trail is closed, hut it is 
rather that since first complaint was made there has been a steady 
and studied resistance to any interference in connection with this 
matter. As already pointed out. your road is there illegally, and 
although, personally. I have «lone all I could to assist your company 
in every reasonable way, my elforts have liecn met with a desire from 
\ our engineering department to do as it saw fit irrcs|ieetive of any- 
liody else'a views.

The balanee of the letter «huis with » communication from 
some of the solicitors.

That letter was answered on the 28th November. On the 28th 
November no intimation was made to tin- Hoard that work had 
been started then. it is possible that it may have been.
The solicitor said lie would take this matter up vigor* usly with 
both Mr. Kelliher and Mr. Brewer on my return,

and you need not trouble writing me further in reference to this mat 
ter. I will <k> everything possible under the circumstances. As you 
know we are in default under the order of which we s|K»kc nn Satur
day. I cannot liclp this now. but will *ec that everything is done that 
is possible at the present time ami will further see that no default 
occurs with respect to future orders.

Now then, after that w<- had petitions ami letters innumer
able almost. There are several petitions that were forwarded to 
tin- ex-Ministcr of Un- Interior and by him forwarded to our 
secretary, signed by large numbers of the residents. We have 
letters here from Mr. Clare, telegrams and letters from solicitors 
and all sorts of comm unicat ions. On the 22nd of February, 
1911, answering a letter from Mr. Francis Clare, secretary- 
treasurer of the United Farmer* of Alberta—being, I think, 
about the fourth or fifth letter from Mr. Clare—the history of 
th«- whole thing was given. He was complaining that the people 
who use this trail, ami had no notice of its closing up, and the 
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people living out in the country who came into the city, and tin- 
people who went from the city to the country by means of this 
trail, seemed to feel very keenly the position in which matters 
had been left. Among other things it was pointed out to Mr. 
Clare that when the matter came up at Edmonton the railway 
people were told that before they would be allowed to divert the 
trail they must produce releases from all land owners, and so on, 
that there was very considerable delay in the company acquiring 
the necessary land, and so on, and that they had proceeded with 
the closing up of the work on Norton street, and then a number 
of the additional steps in the matter that I have briefly adverted 
to were dealt with, and then it goes on to say:—

I only refer to the foregoing for the purpose of indicating that the 
question of closing up the trail was well known to all concerned from 
the commencement of the matter.

At Edmonton, on the 29th of October, 1909, an order was made in 
which the railway company was given the alternative of closing the 
Saskatchewan trail by the diversion of it to Norton street; and in 
this order provision was made for securing and tiling releases from 
the land owners who might be injured. A copy of this order was 
furnished to the municipality of North Edmonton, and so far as the 
Board knows, that disposition of the matter was entirely satisfactory.

The next order was dated the 19th September, 1910. in which the 
railway company was given leave to expropriate lots 36, 37, 38 and 
43, etc.

That is the matter that was referred to a little while ago. 
The railway company being unable to obtain releases from 

certain of these land owners it seemed only reasonable to the 
Board that they should not be blocked in their undertaking by 
reason of those who might be stubborn or unreasonable or who 
might honestly be holding their lands at a greater value than 
they were worth, so an order was given the railway company for 
leave to expropriate these properties in order to carry out their 
work.

The letter goes on to say:—
The company was also required to file a plan for carrying the rail

way over Norton street; and was also required to do all the work 
necessary to connect Norton street and Fort Saskatchewan trail, in 
accordance with the standard regulations of the Board and to the 
satisfaction of an engineer of the Board.

So far as I know, there never has been any serious objection ad 
vunced to the diversion of the trail into Norton street, until the re
ceipt of your letter. It would Ik? entirely unreasonable and unjust, 
after the railway company had made all its plans and had expro
priated the lots above referred to, to enable it to comply with what 
originally seems to have been a recommendation by one of the Board’s 
engineers, to reverse? all this and not divert the trail. The whole 
theory of the diversion was to close up the crossing of the railway
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over the trail. If that approach was to he left there, and the trail CAN.
left open, there would be no diversion, and no need of doing all that _1 ’ Ry. Com.lias been done. jg^

Now that was the view that we took in Feliruary of 1911.
That is the view we would still take were it not for the con- decisions. 
tinned persistent want of respect to public convenience that the 
railway company has displayed in connection with all of this 
matter. We find now that the roadway is more seriously ob
structed on the Saskatchewan trail where the railway crosses 
than it was three or four years ago. When 1 was out there 
three or four years ago there was not that hump that has been 
referred to, after you get through, going away from the city, 
that now exists. It is positively dangerous as it exists and the 
only wonder to me when I passed it yesterday was that people 
had not been upset and injured in trying to get along the high
way which they had a right to use. That seemed to have been 
caused by part of the embankment sliding down on to the trail.
At any rate the railway company has apparently paid no at
tention whatever to it, no regard whatever to the rights of the 
public who arc travelling along there, and they leave them to 
get by as best they can ; no doubt many people with loads and so 
on taking their lives in their hands getting over that difficult 
and dangerous place.

Then the Norton street diversion is impassable. One might 
possibly walk over it as it now stands but it is absolutely im
possible to get any vehicle across from the Saskatchewan trail to 
Norton street now hv this diversion that is said to have been 
finished a year ago.

It is explained that the embankment has slid down on to the 
work. Well, this is the fault of the railway company. They 
have themselves to blame for it entirely. Perhaps, if they had 
submitted their plans, as they were directed to do by this order, 
to one of the Board’s engineers, they would have been saved all 
that work. He would probably have disapproved of it. In the 
result it seems to me he must have disapproved of it, from the 
fact of this embankment sliding down. It is perfectly apparent 
that the road was either constructed in an improper place or im
properly constructed or something was wrong about it, or the 
first winter that passed over it would not have made it so that it 
could not be used at all.

Now, we are not dealing with this matter in any way with re
ference to the claims of these land owners. We pay no attention 
to Kelly bringing this thing up because he has not been settled 
with. That is not an element in it. That is a mere individual 
matter. He should get his redress. We arc dealing with this 
thing upon the basis of the public convenience, the thousands 
and thousands of people who have to use that crossing every
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year. It does not seem fair or reasonable that the thing should 
be permitted to remain in this position any longer, and if this 
Board can prevent it it will not remain in this position any 
longer. The railway company in the past has certainly had the 
best of us in connection with this matter, but if we are able we 
will see that they will not have tin1 best of us very much longer.

Now, the company has done nothing in connection with the 
matter in conformity with either the law or the permission that 
we have given them. They were there originally as trespassers. 
They are there still as trespassers. We gave them the right to 
close up the trail under certain conditions, none of which have 
they ever observed, and it seems to me that the only reasonable 
thing we can do now is to do what should have been done in the 
first place. If I had had the knowledge that I have got now of 
the whole situation I never would have consented to an order 
going closing up this trail in the first place. It seems to me it 
would be about as reasonable, and perhaps more reasonable, to 
have closed up Norton street, and diverted it into the trail than 
to close up the trail and divert it into Norton street. Doubtless 
one of the reasons, indeed it is referred to in the engineer’s 
original report which actuated him in making the report which 
he did was the representation that it was the desire of the city 
of Kdmonton to run a street railway along Norton street. For 
that reason he would not lie, of course, an assenting party to 
closing up Norton street, but as far as 1 am concerned, knowing 
the thing as 1 do know it now, I would not have been a consent
ing party to closing up the Saskatchewan trail. Apparently 
the original intention of the railway company was not to close 
it up. We have plan after plan filed here by the railway, and 
application after application made by the railway company, 
shewing subways and overhead crossings upon both of these 
streets.

It seems to me that idea of the railway company in the first 
place was the right one, that subways should be constructed at 
both of these streets and that is what the railway company must 
provide now.

It is all very well to say they have wasted a lot of money in 
the construction of this diversion. Of course they have. This 
Board, and the public that are affected are in no way responsible 
for that. The company has brought that all about themselves. 
And, while no one wishes to see railway companies, or for that 
matter private individuals, wasting money, if a railway com
pany will voluntarily go ahead as this company has done, it can 
waste its money if it likes. That is all that can be said about 
that feature of it.

The better way will be to rescind the order of the 29th Oct
ober entirely.
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A new order may go requiring the railway company to con
struct an overhead crossing on the Fort Saskatchewan road, 
spoken of as the Saskatchewan trail, of fifty feet in width, abut
ments to be parallel with the highway, or if it chooses it may 
make the opening (hi feet in width and put tin* abutments at 
right angles with the railway. It must file within thirty
days (detail plans) covering that work, for the approval of the 
Board’s engineer. And it must complete the work within ninety 
days after the approval of the plan by the Board's engineer.

In the event of the plan not being filed witbin the above 
specified time, or in the event of the work not being completed 
within ninety days from the approval of the plan by the Board's 
chief engineer, the railway company shall be liable to a penalty 
of $100 a day for every day’s default; and in conclusion let me 
say that if there is a penalty accruing either under the first head 
or under the second I will undertake to see it will be imposed 
and enforced, and that it will not be remitted.

CAN.

Rv. Com.
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LESSARD v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. ALTA
Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Simmon*. •/. July 17. 1912. s (.

Carriers ( § III 0—.'188)—Shipment of Perishable Goods in 19,2 
Box Car—Shipper's Omission io Order Refrigerator Car ali 
Higher Rate.]

Simmons, J. :—The plaintiffs shipped a carload of butter on 
April 12th, 1911, over the defendant’s railway from Edmonton 
to Calgary, in a box freight car. Alfred Denis, a member of the 
plaintiff firm had charge of the shipping and says he telephoned 
the defendant company at Edmonton and lie understood the 
rate was 21 cents, so In- paid it. and when the ear got to its destin
ation he found he had made a mistake, lie says he paid accord
ing to what they told him at the freight office. The bill of lading 
put in by the plaintiffs, lias a space noted as follows:—

If charge* are to be prepaid, write or stamp here to be prepaid 
and no writing appears in this space. Below this is a space on 
which appears:—

Received $52.14 to apply on prepayment of the charge* on the pro
perty described hereon.
The butter was invoiced to the Crown Feed & Produce Com

pany at Calgary, at 30 cents per pound, although Mr. Dcuis says 
the market price of butter at Edmonton then was 35 cents per 
pound. He gives as a reason for invoicing to Calgary at a lower 
price that he had not time to attend to the sale of the butter in 
Edmonton. Mr. Denis says he told the agents of the defendant 
company at Edmonton to have the car rushed. He says he did

7
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ALTA. not think it was necessary to ship in a refrigerator car. Mr.

1012
Kennedy, a witness for the plaintiff, and at that time an em
ployee of the Crown Feed & Produce Co., says:—

Decisions.

A eloso car with tlu* heat touting on the roof would turn any butter.
It would take almut a week to turn it.

He also says the weather was very warm at that time. The 
temperature records put in by plaintiff confirm his statement as 
to the weather conditions. lie says he did not think it wise to 
ship butter in a box car in April. Mr. Denis says he did not ex
pect any warm weather in April.

The car arrived in Calgary on the night of the 17th or 
morning of the 18th of April and was placed by the defendant 
on delivery track G where the Crown Feed & Produce Company 
usually had their cars placed for delivery. The Crown Feed & 
Produce Company say they verbally told the defendant on the 
18th to place the car on Lhe Swift Packing Co.’s siding while 
Burns, freight clerk in defendant company’s freight office, says 
he got these instructions on the 19th of April. The car was not 
placed on the Swift siding till the 21st and the Swift Company 
commenced unloading when the car checker stopped them as 
the e was a balance of $47.40 due for freight. The unloading 
ceased about 5 p.m. on Friday and Mr. Cahil, manager of Swifts, 
tried to get the Crown Feed & Produce over the telephone and 
get them to adjust the freight so that unloading might proceed. 
He was unable to do so on Friday afternoon and on Saturday 
the officials of the defendant company took up the matter with 
the Crown Feed & Produce Co. ami finally Mr. Campbell, in 
charge of car checking went to their office and got a cheque for 
the balance of freight and released the car and unloading pro
ceeded on Saturday afternoon and was completed. The mem
bers of the Crown Feed & Produce Company and their assistant 
Mr. Kennedy, gave evidence of enquiries made by them on the 
18th. 19th and 20th as to this car and also as to instructions 
given by them to the defendant’s officer in the freight depart
ment to have the car placed on the Swift siding. I cannot give 
very much weight to this class of evidence in view of their ac
tions after the ear was placed on the Swift siding. The bill of 
lading sent bv their principals at Edmonton to them indicated 
on the face that all freight charges had not been paid. When 
their attention was called to the necessity of paying the freight 
in order to allow unloading to proceed they did not pay the 
freight and the defendant company sent an official of their own 
to the Crown Feed & Produce Company, and only after some 
wrangling with them he secured from them their unaccepted 
cheque for the freight and he released the ear, although he need 
not have done so until he secured acceptance of their cheque. 
It is admitted by tiffs’ own witnesses that unloading was
delayed a whole day on account of the unpaid freight charges.4
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The sections of the contract of tin* carrier printed on the back ALTA- 
of the bill of lading and which havi a bearing on this ease are « q 
1. 3 and 8 which are as follows:— 1912

1. The carrier of any of the goods herein described shall 1m* liable memo 
for any loss thereof or damages thereto except as hereinafter pro- |)j, inion8

2. The carrier shall not be liable for loss, damage, or delay to any 
of the goods herein described, caused by the act of God. the King's or 
public enemies, riots, strikes, defect, or inherent vice in the goods, or 
the act or default of the shipper or owner; for differences in weights 
of grain, seed or other commodities caused bv natural shrinkage or 
discrepancies in elevator weights when the elevators are not o|H-rated 
by the carrier, unless the weights are evidenced by government certi
ficate; the authority of law or by quarantine. For hiss, damage or 
delay, except where cartage is to he performed by the carrier or its 
agents, caused by fire occurring after forty-eight hours (exclusive of 
legal holidays), after written notice of the arrival of said goods at des
tination or a port of export (if intended for export and not covered by 
a through bill of lading) has been sent or given, the carrier's liability 
shall lie that of the warehouseman only. Except in case of negligence 
of the carrier (and the burden of proving freedom from such negli
gence shall be on the carrier), the carrier shall not lie liable for loss, 
damage or delay occurring while the goods are stopped and held in 
transit upon the request of the party entitled to make such request.
When in accordance with general custom, on account of the nature of 
the goods, or at the request of the shipper, the goods are transported 
in open cars, the carrier (except in case of loss or damage by fire, in 
which case the liability shall lie the same as though the goods had 
been carried in closed cars) shall In- liable only for negligence, and the 
burden of proving freedom from such negligence shall In- on the 
carrier.

The owner or consignee shall pay the freight ami all other lawful 
charges accruing on said goods and if required, shall pay the same 
before delivery if upon inspection it is ascertained that the goods 
shipped are not those descrilied in this bill of lading, the freight 
charges must be paid upon the goods actually shipped, with any addi 
t ion a I penalties lawfully payable thereon.

The carrier shall not In- liable for the act or default of the shipper 
or owner.
The defendant* cannot lie held liable Wause the owner 

chose to toko the clinnce of shipping butter in a box ear in April 
in the expectation that the weather would remain cool whereas 
I lie weather conditions became so warm as to cause injury to the 
hatter. The own agents, the Crown Feed & Produce
Company, engaged in the same business, considered it unsafe to
do so. Tlie defendant....npany on request could have provided
a refrigerator ear, though at a higher rate.

Tim plaintiffs’ own agents, the consignees, caused a delay of 
a whole day by failing to pay freight charges.

The plaint iif it seems to me must also fail on another ground.

8052
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Counsel for plaintiff at trial endeavoured to locate the injury as 
having occurred between the 17th and 21st while the car was at 
Calgary through the failure of the defendant to place it on 
Swift’s siding. 1 am not able to find on the evidence that the 
defendant company had any notice that the car was to be placed 
on the “Swift” siding prior to the placing of the car on No. 6 
siding where the Crown Feed & Produce Company usually took 
delivery. The delay in the change from this siding to Swift’s 
was primarily caused by the plaintiffs themselves. The defend
ant company had to move a car placed with many others at a 
time when plaintiffs say the yards were congested and get it in 
to a private siding. 1 am not able to say they were an unreason
able time in doing so.

The plaintiffs’ action is dismissed with costs.
S. B. Woods, K.C., for plaintiffs. G. A. Walker, for defend

ant.

MICHELLI v. CROW’S NEST PASS COAL CO., Limited.
Hritish Columbia, County Court, Judge Thompson. October 16, 1012.

Master and servant (§ II A.—43)—Notice of inquiry— 
Workmen's compensation.]—Judge Thompson, arbitrator:— 
This is an application under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 
made by one Raffelle Michclli against the respondent company. 
The applicant on the 21st. day of November, 1911, was in the 
employ of the respondent company at No. 3 mine, Michel, one of 
of the properties of the respondent company. He was, on that 
date, injured by a fall of rock from the roof and is now perman
ently disabled. It appears, according to the applicant’s evi
dence that he was instructed by the fire boss, under whose orders 
he worked, to go to No. 2 slope of No. 3 mine, to work with some 
Slav workmen in pulling out props. These Slavs appeared to 
have a leader, a Slav, by name of Billi.

The applicant says that he obeyed the fire boss and while 
working with the Slavs was injured. Billi, on the other hand, 
says that he stopped the applicant when the latter came to him 
and that he told him not to go further as there was danger; that 
he said to him in English : “You had better stay here, it is pretty 
dangerous up there;” that the applicant did not listen but start
ed off; that twice Billi took hold of the applicant’s coat and told 
him to stop. That Billi then left and Michelli started off. The 
accident occurred shortly afterwards. This evidence is in part 
confirmed by one Jan Dormin, another Slav. He says that 
Michelli was not working under Billi. Another Slav, Steve 
Mikus, states that he also warned Michelli. After the accident 
Michelli was taken to the Michel hospital, where he still lies per-
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manently disabled. Evidence was given that at the time of the 
accident, Dr. Shaw, one of the resident physicians of the hos
pital, drew up the following certificate:—

Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1902.
Michel, B.C., Nov. 21st, 1911.

I hereby certify that I have this day examined Raffelle Michel», 
working No. 772, whose injury consists of fracture of spine with par
alysis of legs said to have been received in mine No. 3 on the 21st 
day of November, 1911. Probable duration of incapacity, probably 
permanent.

R. M. Shaw, Burgeon.
Operating Department 

Received 
Dee. 9th, 1911.
The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company. Limited, 

which was duly forwarded with a letter reading as fol
lows :—

Michel, B.C., 8th December. 1911.
In the Matter of the Workmen'll Comjirneation Act, 1902.

The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited,
Fernie, B.C.

Dear Sirs:
Enclosed find notice of injury of the following (tersons: Robert Rae, 

Raffelle Michelli and Fred Noherny.
Yours truly,
Mavbick Bvbrkll. Secretary.

Operating Department 
Received 

Dec. 9th, 1911.
The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company. Limited,
United Mine Workers of America.

Local Union No. 2334 
Michel, B.C.

3 Copies.
For original see attached to 
Robert Rae, 3829.

both of which were received by the respondent company on 
December 9th, 1911.

On the 21st February, 1912, Dr. Shaw drew ip the following 
certificate :—

District 18 U.M.W. of A.
Michel Loral Union No. 2334.

Doctor's Certificate.
No................ (Date) Feb. 21st, 1912.

This is to certify that I have attended R. Michelli from November 
21st, 1911, to February 21st, 1912, inclusive. Nature of illness, 
fractured spine, paralysis, and that the patient was unable to work 
during that period. Unable to work.

R. M. Shaw, Medical Doctor. 
Operating Department, Received Feb. 22nd, 1912.
The Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited.

C.C.
1912

Decisions.
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lowing letter :—
Michel, B.C., 21st Feb., 1912.

In the Matter of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1902.

Decisions.
The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited, Fernie, B.C.

Dear Sirs.—Enclosed find doctor’s certificates for the claims of
Roliert Christian. Robert Clare, John Ferancik, Frank Pajk, R. Mich- 
elli, John Volpatti and Albert Allan.

Yours truly,
Maurice Burrell, Secretary.

Operating Department, Received Feb. 22nd, 1912.
The Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited, 

t'nited Mine Workers of America. IxkmiI Vnion No. 2334.
Michel, B.C.

7 Copies, for original see attached to R. Michelli.
File 3828.

both of which were duly received by the company on February
22nd, 1912.

On the 25th March, 1912, Dr. Weldon, another resident 
physician at the Michel hospital, drew up another certificate:—

District 18 U.M.VV. of A. Michel Local Union, No. 2334.
Doctor’s Certificate.

Xo .... (Date) March 25th, 1912.
This is to certify that I have attended R. Michel li from February

21st to March 25th inclusive. Nature of illness, broken back and that 
the patient was unable to work during that period.

R. C. Weldon, Medical Doctor.
Operating Department, Received March 20th, 1912.
The Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited, 

which was forwarded to the respondent company with the fol
lowing letter :—

Michel, B.C., 25th March, 1912.
In the Matter of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1902.

The Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited, Fernie, B.C.
Dear Sirs,—-Enclosed find doctor's certificates for the claims of 

the following persons : Robert Clare, John Ferancik, R. Michelli,
John Volpatti and Robert Christian.

Yours truly,
Maurice Burrell, Secretary.

For original see attached to File 3779, R. Christian, 

and which was duly received on the 2Gth March, 1912, by the 
respondent company.

No further proceedings appeared to have been taken until 
the applicant’s solicitor, on the 17th August, 1912, issued and 
served upon the respondent company the formal request for 
arbitration and particulars. At all events there is no evidence 
before me of any further steps being taken prior to that date.

The respondent company resist the claim on the following 
grounds :—
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1. Lack of notice of injury a* soon as practicable.
2. Lack of claim for compensation made within six month-*.
3. Serious and wilful misconduct on the part of the applicant.

I will deal with the objections in order:—
First—Th“ lack of notice of injury. The applicant argues 

that the doctor’s certificate of November 21, 1011, and the letter 
of Maurice Burrell, of December 8, 1911, constitute a proper 
notice of injury. I do not think they do.

Sub-section 2 of section 7 of the Act is specific in its require
ments.

1. Name and address of the person injured. This requirement has 
been complied with.

2. The cause of the injury. This requirement was not complied 
with.

3. The date at which the injury was sustained. T.iis requirement I 
construe as having been complied with.
The non-cotnpliance with the second requirement, however, 

in my opinion is fatal to the construction of these documents as 
a proper notice of injury under the Act. The notice is in this 
respect defective. The Act, however, while providing for the 
giving of a notice of injury by the applicant to the respondent, 
contains a proviso :—

Provided always that the want of. or any defect or inaccuracy in. 
such notice shall not ue a bar to the maintenance of such proceedings, 
if it is found in the proceedings for settling the claim that the em
ployer is not prejudiced in his defence by the want, defect, or inaccur
acy. or that such want, defect or inaccuracy was occasioned by mistake 
or other reasonable cause.
In other words a defective notice or even no notice at all is 

not a bar to the maintenance of the proceedings if it is proved
that :—

1. The employer is not prejudiced in his defence; or
2. The want or defect was occasioned by mistake or other reason

able cause.

In dealing with this aspect of the case it must be borne in 
mind that it would be unreasonable to expect the applicant him
self to give the notice. He is a foreigner, unable to speak Eng
lish, injured so that h. will never again have any use of his 
limbs; and undoubtedly as any person would be in the same situ
ation, with an impaired mentality induced by the shock, his ill
ness and his confinement to bed. In Lever v. McArthur, 9 B. 
C.R. 417, on p. 420, Mr. Justice Martin says:—

The plniutilT was confined for several months to the hospital in 
consequence of the serious injuries he sustained ami that is a most 
material element in this case. There is no doubt that for the first 
few weeks this man was not in a position to transact the most ordin
ary business or attend to his nlfairs. It may he that his mind was 
clear, but we all know that when a man is sick and suffering such as
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such a shock to the system causes frequently loss of mental force and 
dulls the faculties, and 1 am not prepared to say that this man in tlii* 
case could not, from that fact alone, be reasonably excused from the

Decisions.
giving of the notice.

The notice of injury was given on his behalf by one Maurice 
Burrell, secretary of the Miners’ union, to which (though there 
is no evidence before me to that effect) Michelli presumably be
longed.

The onus of proving that the respondent company has not 
been prejudiced is upon the applicant: Hughes v. Coed Talon 
Colliery Co., Lid., 78 L.J.K.B. 539, 2 B.W.C.C. 159. Has the 
applicant satisfied the onus? 1 think he has, and that the re
spondent company has not been prejudiced in its defence. A 
notice of the injury was given to the company, defective in one 
particular, in that it did not state the cause of the accident. Ii. 
W. Young, the secretary of the company, in his examination for 
discovery, says:—

5. Q. You know that Michelli was employed by the company? A. 
Yes.

6. Q. Where was he employed by the company ? A. At Michel, 1 
believe.

7. Q. What was he doing? 1 mean what was his occupation? A. 
Track cleaner.

8. Q. Was he injured while working there ? A. He was injured while 
working there.

0. (,i. While working for the company? A. Yes.
10. Q. Do you know the cause of the injury? A. I do not know the 

details of the injury. 1 believe it was from an accident received while 
working in the mine.

11. Q. How soon did you lean -bout the accident? A. The next day. 
And further on:—

40 Q. From whom did learn the particulars about this aeci
dent? A. We got the i iv accident report.

In the fitce of thés» dements it is inconceivable to sup
pose that the company’s officials would not know the cause of 
the accident. And, that being the case, and all the other re
quirements having been complied with, 1 must hold that the re
spondent company was not prejudiced in its defence : BuH v. 
Gellyceidrim Colliery Co., Lid., 3 B.W.C.C. 44; McClelland v. 
Ml, 2 B.W.C.C. 472; BiadL v. Milton, 5 W.C.C. 55.

There is another excuse, however, allowed by the Act for the 
want or defect in a notice of injury, namely : If such want, de
fect or inaccuracy was occasioned by mistake or other reason
able cause. In Eke v. Sir William Hart Dyke, 3 B.W.C.C. 482. 
on page 485, Cozens-llardy, M.R., says :—

Then upon that, there is a proviso that (a) the want of or any de
fect or inaccuracy in such notice shall not be a bar to the maintenante
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claim that the employer is not. or would not. if a notice or an amend 
ed notice were then given and the hearing postponed, lie prejudiced in
his defence by the want, defect or inaccuracy. That is the first limb ___
in the proviso. Then conies the second limb: “or that such want, Memo. 
defect or inaccuracy, was occasioned by mistake, absence from the Decision 
United Kingdom, or other reasonable cause.” Now. the second limb 
has nothing whatever to do with the prejudice caused to the cm 
ployer by the want of notice. It says the want of notice shall not be 
a bar if the want was occasioned by a reasonable cause.

Evidence was given by the witness, Martin Burrell, of a 
custom of the respondent company to accept these certificates 
and letters accompanying them i notices of injury. The 
natural deduction Burrell would therefore make is that the 
respondent company would accept them in this ease. Mr.
Young, in his examination for discovery, says:

20. Q. Did you or did you not receive notice of injury from Mr.
Burrell, of the Michel local union in the month of December? A. I 
think there was a letter enclosing the doctor's certificate. I think 
it was written in December. I would not he sure.

32. Q. Have you not infrequently paid compensation after receiv
ing notice from the local union of the district? A. The local union 
usually forwards certificates to us and we keep the doctor's certi
ficates as a basis on which to pay compensation where the question 
of liability is not in dispute.

33. Q. As a matter of fact, you don’t know in what case the ques
tion of liability may become a matter in dispute? It may hap|ien in 
any case, may it not? A. Yes.

34. Q. How long has the company been in the habit of recognizing 
those doctor’s certificates when liability is not in question? A. I do 
not know.

35. Q. It has lieen for some time? Since you were connected with 
the company? A. Since I have been in Fernie this last time. Since 
November. 11)011, it has been in force.

36. Q. You have often paid out compensation on the strength of 
those doctor’s certificates? A. We always do where the question of 
liability is not disputed.

37. Q. From whom do you, as a rule, get the letters enclosing those 
certificates? A. The secretaries, I think.

And in his evidence at the arbitration says that the company 
lias paid compensation on these doctor’s certificates. The appli
cant’s counsel has asked me to hold that the company are 
thereby estopped from setting up this or the second defence.
I cannot so hold ; nor is the evidence admissible to prove estop
pel. But I do hold that there has been a genuine mistake, not 
of law, that is, as to the legal effect of these certificates, but of 
fact, that is, as to whether or not the company would accept 
them as-a notice of injury. 1 hold therefore that the applicant 
has satisfied the onus imposed on him to prove that the defect in
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the notice whs not such that the respondent company was prr 
judiced in its defence thereby, and that such defect was occa
sioned by mistake.

Counsel for the respondent company has argued that the 
claim for compensation with respect to the accident has not been 
made within six months from the occurrence of the accident 
causing the injury. In Powell v. Main Colliery Co., Ltd., 69 
L.J.K.B. 758. 2 NV.C.C. 29, the House of Lords has held that 
the claim for compensation mentioned means a claim made to the 
employer, not the initiation of proceedings in arbitration. Un
doubtedly a demand for compensation must be made: Perry v. 
chnn ris. :! W.C.C. 56; Trimiii■ \. Wells ii Co., W.C.C 
58, held that the following words constituted a claim: “I shall 
be extremely obliged if you will let me know what compensation 
you will allow me.” Here there was no actual demand, merely a 
request. In Lour v. Myers <{* Son, 75 L.J.K.B. 651, 8 W.C.C. 22. 
was held that a claim need not be in writing. In Powell v. Main 
Colliery Co., Ltd., 2 W.C.C. 29, Lord Ilalsbury says :—

I wish to sny Homvlliing apart from the mere words upon the whole 
of the statute itself. It appears to me that the statute deliberately 
ami designedly avoided anything like technology. I should judge from 
the language and the mode in which the statute has been enacted that 
it contemplated what would he a horror to the mind of a lawyer, 
namely that there should not he any lawyer» employed at all and that 
tin- man who was injured should he able to go himself and say, “I 
claim so much." and that then he could go to the County Court Judge 
and say, “Now, please to hear this case because my employer will 
not give me what I have claimed." It appears to me that that is the 
meaning and construction of the whole statute and that is what the 
legislature intended and that is the reason why it avoided any technical 
phrases. It strikes one at once that if anything which to a lawyer's 
mind would lie in the nature of a technical application or a technical 
commencement of the litigation was intended the legislature was 
competent and had suflicient knowledge to say what it meant.

In Linklatcr v. Webster cl* Son, 6 W.C.C. 50, a claim was 
made under the Employers’ Liability Act, none being made 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act. This the Court of 
Appeal held to be a valid claim. 1 cite these cases to shew that 
a claim need not be specific and that very little will constitute 
a claim under the Act. Surely, in view of these decisions I 
would be straining the meaning of the Act to hold that tin» 
letters of February 21, 1912, and March 25, 1912: ‘‘Enclosed 
please find doctor’s certificates for the claims of” combined 
with the heading: “In the matter of the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act, 1902” do not constitute a claim. The object of the 
Act is to let the employer know that a claim has been made. 
And the r< company could have no dearer evidence
of a claim having been made than these two letters. 1 need5538
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only again refer to the words of Lord Ilalsbury in Powell v. 
Main Colliery ('o., 2 W.C.C. 29, quoted above, to see the reason
ableness of aueh a conclusion. I find, therefore, that there has 
been a claim for compensation duly made within six months 
from the occurrence of the accident causing the injury.

Counsel for the respondent company argues that the appli
cant in not heeding the warnings of the Slavs. Billi and Mikus, 
was guilty of serious and wilful misconduct. The facts I find 
are these. Miehelli obeyed the orders of the fire boss to help 
the Slavs. I believe Miehelli when he says the Slav Billi or
dered him to take off the props and to take them away. I believe 
Miehelli could understand this because Billi could shew him by 
signs as well as speech. I believe Billi did say something about 
the place being dangerous, but I do not believe that Miehelli 
understood him. I had both men in the witness box, Miehelli, 
an Italian, in the hospital, and Billi. a Slav, in the Court-room.
I tested their English-speaking abilities and could not understand 
either of them. I tested them in such a manner that they could 
not know I was so doing and failed to understand them. Much 
less could they understand each other. I do not believe that 
Miehelli could understand the witness Mikus. There was plainly 
some feeling of animosity between the Slav and Italian witnesses 
which led to exaggeration on both sides. I do not believe that 
Miehelli appreciated that he was running into danger ; and I 
believe he under tood he was carrying out his instructions when 
he was injured. While this ease differs in some respects from 
Granick v. B.C. Sugar lie fining Co., 15 B.C.R. 198,* in principle, 
they are similar. As expressing the true intent and meaning of 
the Act, I refer to the words found in the judgment of the learn
ed Chief Justice, on p. 202:—

That Act has always been roust rued liberally in favour of the in
jured or hi* dependant*, and the employer him always been required 
to fully satisfy the onus which i* placed upon him of shewing that 
the workman wa* guilty of misconduct, disentitling him or hi-* depend
ant* to obtain the eoni|>en*ation provided by the Act. I think it is 
incumbent on the defendant to practically exclude by evidence every 
other hypothesis than wilful and serious misconduct before it can suc
ceed in such an issue.
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Miehelli had his instructions which he apparently did un
derstand. lie had a vague warning from Billi which 1 believe 
he did not understand or which he might very reasonably have 
taken as a mere expression of opinion, namely, that the place 
was dangerous. In either event he was undoubtedly justified 
in acting as he did. 1 hold, therefore, that the respondent com
pany have not satisfied the onus cast upon them of proving

•(Sranick v. B.C. Sugar Itrfining U B.C.R. ins. affirmed nub nom.; 
B.C. Sutjar ltcfinin<i Co. V. Uranirk. 44 Can. S.C.R. MS.
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serious and wilful misconduct on the part of Michelli. Serious 
neglect is not alleged. There is no question and it is not dis
puted but that the accident arose out of and in the course of the 
applicant’s employment. Michelli’s wages were $2.75 per diem 
or $16.50 a week. I find, therefore, in favour of the applicant 
in the sum of $8.25 per week from the 5th day of December. 
1911, until the sum of $1,500 shall have been paid or until In
is able to earn the sum of $16.50 per week ; together with the 
costs of the arbitration. I will, if required, grant a stated case 
to the respondent company on any or all of the three points in 
question. Macneil, for the applicant. Herchmer, for the re
spondent.

B C. Re VANCOUVER, VICTORIA AND EASTERN R. CO. and INGRAM
s C British Columbia Supreme Court. Murphy, J., in Chambers.
JQJ2 September 12, 1912.

Costs (§ II—32)—Taxation—Award under Railway Ad 
(Can.)—Reasonable Expenses.]

Taxation of costs under the Railway Act, R.S.C. 1906, eh. 37.

Murphy, J. :—The principles under which taxation of costs 
should be carried out are laid down by Mathers, J., in Re 
Canadian Northern R. Co. and Robinson, 17 Man. L.R. 579. 8 
W.L.R. 137, and are:—

Firxt—That the taxation should be on a solicitor and client basis.
Second—That where land is taken compulsorily the costs should be 

taxed on a larger scale than in ordinary litigation. Everything that 
was necessarily or reasonably done and every expense that was neces
sarily or reasonably incurred in order to properly present a party's 
case to the arbitrator* should lx* allowed to him in taxation.

Third—The tarill of costs prescribed for ordinary litigation may be 
accepted as a general guide but the taxing ollicer is not hound by it 
and should not follow- it in all circumstances.

Applying these principles to the disputed items 1 hold that 
the costs of obtaining transcripts of evidence as was done here 
is a reasonable expense which n prudent man would incur and 
I direct that the registrar proceed to tax such disputed costs 
but in so doing l in no way hamper his discretion in deciding 
whether any particular item is chargeable as one which was 
necessary. I allow the $6 paid for the auto, as I hold that it is 
an expense reasonably incurred. As to the third set of disputed 
items I hold that the registrar is not bound to refuse to tax 
them merely because they do not fall within the words of any 
particular item of the Supreme Court tariff. I hold also that 
lie is not precluded from taxing them by reason of sub-section 
3 of section 201 of the Railway Act. R.S.C. 1906, ch. 37. 1 fur
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ther hold that they are only recoverable as reasonable expenses 
actually incurred and that, therefore, before they can be taxed 
an affidavit of increase must In- filed. If such affidavit is filed the 
registrar is to proceed to tax them but in so doing he is not 
bound to allow the amounts actually paid but only such amounts, 
if any, as he in his discretion deems fair in view of all the cir
cumstances and then only if lie. in his discretion, deems that such 
amounts were reasonable and necessary expenses demanded by 
a proper presentation of the appellant’s case. lie is not to 
allow any amounts under this head which he deems to result 
from unnecessary work or from over-caution. With these di
rections the matter is referred back to the registrar.

R. L. Reid, K.C., for applicant. Maeneil, K.O., for respond
ent.

LOPER v. CAIRNS.

Maui tuba K inn's Bench, Bat lemon. A'/'., Before. October 21, 1012.

Discovery and inspection (§IV—20j—Objection to be 
Sworn—Presence of Opposite Party.]

George Patterson, K.(\, Referee:—Following Merchants 
Bank v. Ketchum, 10 P.R. (Ont.) 366, ordered that tin; plaintiff" 
attend at his own expense on being served with a new appoint
ment, and in default thereof the action be dismissed with costs.

LETHBRIDGE SASH AND DOOR CO. v. TAYLOR.

Alberta. District Court, Lethbridge, Judge H'iw/er. October 10, 1012.

Sale ( § 11 A—27) Implied Warranty of Fitness—Purchase 
of (Hass—Absence of any Inspection In fore Delivery — Pur
chaser's Assumption of Disk—Alleged Custom—Sufficiency of 
Evidence to Establish.]

Judge Winter:—This action is brought to recover $31.39, 
being the price of certain glass which the plaintiffs claim to 
have sold and delivered to the defendant, who, while not dis
puting the delivery, claims that such glass was delivered to 
him in substitution for or to replace other glass of the same 
quality purchased of the plaintiffs and which proved to be un
fit for the purpose for which it was intended and unmerchant
able.

The following are the circumstances: The defendant, who 
required a large quantity of panes of glass, enquired of the 
plaintiffs the price and stated the number of panes he required
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for his greenhouse ami was told by their salesinau that lie 
would want 24 eases or thereabouts. Each ease contained 4u 
sheets of glass. The defendant paid for these. Neither 
the plaintiffs nor the defendant had inspected the cases he fon
de livery. The cases were delivered by the plaintiffs and on 
opening them up the defendant diseovered that a large propor
tion of the sheets of glass were broken, lie then ordered from 
the plaintiffs and obtained delivery from them of a sufficient 
quantity of sheets of glass to replace those which were broken. 
It is for the price of this second delivery of glass that the pre
sent action is brought.

The plaintiffs, who are wholesale dealers and who generally 
supply retail merchants, contend that it is the custom of tin- 
trade to sell and purchase by the ease as it stands unopened at 
a lower price than when the case is opened and examined, in 
which event it is sold by the sheet, every sheet being sound, 
the price then being $12.15 the case, *.«., for 40 sheets of glass 
—that when buying by the case unopened the purchaser takes 
the risk of all breakages. It was stated by the plaintiffs and 
their witnesses that they themselves always purchased glass on 
these terms and that when selling the purchaser from them 
assumed the same risk.

The defendant swore that he was not informed of such usage 
and that he did not know of its existence. 1 was not, previously 
to the hearing, aware of any such usage nor do I think it is 
generally known to exist, except, perhaps, among wholesale 
jobbing houses and retail houses. Moreover, the defendant 
was entitled to believe that he was to receive the full quantity 
of sound sheets, as the number of cases the salesman told him 
he would require would have been sufficient only if every sheet 
had been sound. On the supposition that a percentage of the 
sheets might lie broken the nuinlier of cases sold would have 
been sufficient.

A custom of the kind sought to be set up, in order to incor
porate it as a mercantile usage, must be such as attaches uni
versally to the subject matter of the contract in the place where 
it was made and it should be shewn that the parties knew the 
custom. The evidence of the custom should be clear, cogent 
and irresistible: Burke v. Make, (i 1\R. (Ont.) 2HO, also Bar- 
sons v. Ilart, 30 Can. S.C.R. 473. I do not find the alleged usage 
was so notorious and generally acquiesced in that it could he 
presumed to have formed an ingredient of the contract for the 
purchase of this glass, anil I find that the defendant was ignor
ant of the alleged usage.

By the Sale of Goods Act there were implied as conditions 
of the contract that the glass should be reasonably fit for the 
purpose for which, to the knowledge of the plaintiffs, it was
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bought and, that it should he of merchantable quality. So far 
as the broken sheets of glass were concerned, they were neither. 
Judgment will be for the plaintiff on his claim for $31.3», and 
I assess the damage to the defendant at the same amount, for 
the breach of the implied warranty, and as regards these sums 
there will he a set-off. As the result of this judgment is that 
neither party is entitled to receive any difference from the other, 
there will be no costs C. F. 1*. C'onyheare, K.C., for plaintiff. 
W. S. Ball, for defendant.

He ANCHOR INVESTMENT CO. Limited.

Itritinh Columbia Supreme Court, Murphy. ,/.. in Chamber».
January 15, 1012.

Corporations and companies ( § VI A—313)—Trading 
( 'om pang—IV i ndi ng- up—I mol ve mg. |

Murphy, J. :—Application by a creditor to wind up, which 
is opposed by the company and some creditors, whilst the peti
tioner is supported by other creditors. Proceedings are insti
tuted under the Winding-up Act, R.S.C. 1906, eh. 144.

It is first objected that the company is not a “trading com
pany” within the meaning of the Act and therefore the Court 
has no jurisdiction. The memorandum of association empowers 
the company to do a great many things such as acting as real 
estate and financial agents, manufacturing and dealing in brick, 
selling and supplying gravel, etc., which admittedly would make 
it a trading company, if such powers had l>ecn exercised. The 
company since being licensed in British Columbia has, however, 
merely bought and xold land and in one instance erected an 
hotel which it afterwards sold. It is argued that 1 must have 
regard only to its operations and not to its powers. I cannot 
agree. To do so would he to concede that a company might he 
at one moment within the scope of the Act and at another with
out it according as it was exercising one or other set of powers 
conferred upon it by its memorandum of association. Further 
it has been held that if the company for any purposes for which 
it exists comes within the term defined by the Act it is sufficient. 
Rc Lake Winnipeg L. d* T. Co., 7 Man. L.R. 255.

It is next contended that no case for winding up within the 
Act has lteen made out. The application is based on the insol
vency of the company ami if an order is to be made it must he 
because the material tiled satisfied some one of the sub-sections 
of sec. 3 of the Act. It. was argued that the petitioner holding 
an unsatisfied judgment was sufficient to invoke sub-section (a). 
But admittedly sec. 4 has not been complied with and that being 
so said sub-section (a) cannot he made the foundation of an

ALTA.
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order. He Qu'Appelle Valley Farming Co. Ltd., 5 Man. L.R. 
ICO and lie Ewart Carriage Works Limited, 8 O.L.R. 527.

Next it is sought to rely upon sub-section (d) i.c., that the 
company has acknowledged its insolvency otherwise than in sub
sections (a), (b), and (c). This sub-section requires something 
actively to be done by the company which constitutes such ac
knowledgment : He Qu'Appelle Valley Farming Co. Ltd., 5 Man. 
L.R. ICO. I think further that this sub-section was inserted to 
cover actions by the company not intended by them to amount 
to such acknowledgment, but which the Court holds do in fact 
constitute an acknowledgment of insolvency. The two preced
ing sub-sections seem to cover all possible acts which a company 
might commit with the intention of making such acknowledg
ment.

Now here the company on the 5th of January, 1911, entered 
into an agreement with the National Resources Co. Ltd., where
by it parted entirely (except in one contingency involving a 
breach of contract) with the control and administration of the 
only asset it has in British Columbia. This agreement provided 
for contingent payments to the Anchor Investment Company 
dependent on sides of this asset the only certain payment there
under not accruing due for a period of seven years. Then on 
February 6, 1911, the directors passed two resolutions as fol
lows :—

•Moved by J. T. Cook, seconded by A. R. Stevens, that all creditors 
of the company lie written to or seen by J. T. Cook, president, and the 
situation of the company explained and requested to file their correct 
claims to C. E. Rennett who would dispense pro rata money received 
from the National Resources Security Company or, any source, as the 
same ore received. (Signed.) J. T. Cook and James Larmour.

Moved by J. T. Cook, seconded by James Larmour that all parties 
from whom any moneys are payable to the company or may be payable 
to the company from any future transactions, shall lie notified to 
pay same to C. E. llennett. on behalf of the company, the said C. E. 
Rennett to hold the same in trust for the company, and dispense same 
to the various creditors pro rata ns arranged by resolution of directors, 
passed even date herewith. (Signed.) J. T. Cook, A. R. Stevens, 
James Larmour and C. E. Rennett, February Oth, 1011.

Pursuant to such resolutions letters were sent to creditors, 
one of which reads :—

Vancouver, R.C., Feb. 20th.
McLennan, MoFeely & Co.,

At a meeting of the Directors of Anchor Investment Co. Ltd., it was 
decided to request that all accounts be sent in and they will be filed 
with Mr. C. E. Rennett who will pay out pro rata immediately the 
money is received from sale of projierty. Your account has been re
ceived and will he filed accordingly.

The Natural Resources Security Co. Ltd., have purchaser an interest
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in Mamet Town site with the Anchor Investment Co., and they will be B C.
pushing the sale of this property very soon now, when these claims -— 
will be taken care of. S. C.

» . « . 1912Anchor Investment Co. Ltd., ____
By J. T. Cook, /'res. Memo

Decisions.
In my opinion these acts bring the company within the scope 

of said sub-section (r/). Insolvency is the condition in which 
the debtor is placed when he has not sufficient property subject 
to execution to pay all his debts if sold under legal process at a 
sale fairly and reasonably conducted : Dominion liank v. Cowan,
14 O R. 405. That the company was in this condition on Febru
ary 6, 1911. is, I think, clear from the material before the Court 
and I think further that it acknowledged such to be the case 
when it passed the above resolutions and notified creditors to 
file claims with a trustee who would pay same pro rata. This is 
a clear intimation that the company cannot pay its debts in full 
as they mature and is, in effect, a scheme to gain time by a pro
ceeding analogous to an assignment for the benefit of creditors 
without taking the actual step of formally executing such an 
assignment.

It is argued that what was done was merely an internal ar
rangement made by the company for its own convenience. This 
view might be taken had it stopped at passing the resolutions 
but when it proceeded to notify creditors of what it had done 
and advised that the result would he the pay ment of claims pro 
rata as funds came in went beyond any internal arrangement 
and as stated amounted to an acknowledgment of insolvency. I 
think then that the case for an order is made out under this sub
section. The Union Rank by its solicitors appeared on the final 
hearing and contended that even were this so an order should 
not be made as there would be no resultant benefit to creditors.
In the first place it is to be noted this bank is not a primary 
creditor, but merely holds the company as endorser on certain 
notes which the president of the Anchor Investment Co., on his 
cross-examination state's are being paid on at the rate of $500 
per month.

But that aside, I consider the report of Mr. Shaw, the ac
countant appointed by me to report on the company’s condi
tions. shews beyond doubt not only that it would be beneficial to 
creditors to make such winding-up order but that their interests 
might be gravely imperilled were it not made. That report 
shews the company’s records and hooks to be in a state of chaos 
and further shews the company’s moneys to have been handled 
extensively without any record whatever of such handling being 
entered in proper books of accounts. There is apparently a cash 
shortage of over $500 on the part of the person who handled 
these moneys.
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Now the arrangement whereby Bennett is made trustee to 
collect and disburse the company’s funds is clearly revocable for 
the notification thereof to the Natural Resources Security Co. 
distinctly states that they are to act thereunder until notified 
to the contrary. The company may then at any moment cancel 
this arrangement and demand payments to itself. Such pay
ments, if the past actions of the company are any criterion of 
the method in which their business in the future will be carried 
on, might never get into the company’s accounts at all. It was 
suggested that if an order was made under this sub-section tin- 
question of costs should be considered as the material implement
ing its requirements was only filed on the final argument by 
special leave. On the whole I think costs should follow the 
event. The main item is Mr. Shaw’s charge and whilst it is 
true his report because of the chaotic character of the company’s 
records did not materially assist me on the question of insol
vency it was of much value in determining whether the making 
of the order would be beneficial or otherwise to the creditors as 
a body.

E. Bloomfield and Jackson, for applicant. C. M. Wood- 
worth, for the company.

BURNS v. CITY OF CALGARY; ROSS v. CITY OF CALGARY.

Alberta Supreme Court. Harvey, C.J.. Scott. Heck and Simmons,
June 22, 1012.

Taxes (§111 D—138)—Appeal from assessment—Validity of 
—Excessive valuation—How value determined—Actual sales— 

Admissibility of evidence as to price received.]
Appeal from judgment of Judge Carpenter of the District 

Court, on an appeal to him from the decision of the Court of Re
vision of the city of Calgary, assessing certain property belong
ing to the appellant, P. Burns. Judge Carpenter’s decision was 
as follows :—

Judge Carpenter :—There were a number of preliminary 
objections raised at the hearing of this appeal, which must In
disposed of before I consider the real questions involved.

In the first place objection was raised by Mr. Clarke on 
behalf of the ratepayers whose assessments are here in question, 
there was no proper notice of appeal filed on behalf of the ap
pellant. The notice was entitled :—

In the Supreme Court of Alberta, Judicial District of Calgary, and 
directed to the City of Calgary, to the city clerk of the city of Calgary, 
and to the Judge of the Supreme Court having jurisdiction in Calgary, 
who may hear these appeals.
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By nvc. 41 of the Calgary city charter as it originally was. 
provision was made for an appeal in such cases to the “Judge 
of the Supreme Court having jurisdiction in the city of Cal
gary.” By see. 1 of eh. 9, of the Alberta Statutes, 1909, it was 
provided that :

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any city or 
municipal charter in force in the province, appeals from the decision 
of the Courts of revision, shall he made to the Judge of the District 
Court of the district within which the city or town affected is situate.

ALTA.

S.C.
1912

Dkcihiosb.

And by sec. 2 of the same Act it is set out that :—
The procedure on such appeal shall continue to In* the procedure act 

out in the city or municipal charter of the city or,town affected. And 
nothing herein shall he taken in any wise to vary the provisions of 
any such city or municipal charter otherwise than hy substituting 
the district Judge of the District Court «if the province of their sevi-ral 
districts respectively for such Court or Judge as shall have been men
tioned in the said city or to which such app«ials shall lie had. taken, 
or made.

The notice of appeal in regard to the assessment in question 
was delivered to the city clerk as required by the provisions 
of see. 41, sub-sec. 1, of the city charter, and a copy of the notice 
was, with a number of other notices of appeal, delivered to me 
as required by sub-see. 2 of the same section and I fixed the hear
ing of this and the other "< for the 12th instant, and as 
in the other appeals, the city clerk posted the required notice 
mentioned in sub-see. :$ of this section. Subsequently at the 
request of counsel for the parties whose assessments are the sub
ject matter of this appeal, and with the consent of counsel for 
the appellant, 1 enlarged the hearing until the 20th instant, 
counsel for the former parties reserving any right to raise any 
objection as to the form of the notice of appeal.

It will be seen that none of the parties interested are in any
way prejudiced by the form of notice given, and the objection 
raised in this connection is purely a technical one, and 1 confess 
1 would be very loath to give effect to an objection of this kind 
in any such case. And it seems to me that there is no reason 
why I should consider this notice void, even though the Judge 
to whom the notice of appeal is addressed is wrongfully de
scribed. In lit McCulloch and tin Judge of tin County Court 
of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, 9.) U.C.Q.B. 449, 
it was held that the notice of appeal addressed to “The Judge” 
instead of “The Judge of the County of the County Court of 
Leeds and Grenville,” was good; and in The Queen v. The Re
corder of Liverpool, If» Q.B. 1070, 117 Eng. R. 704, where the 
notice of appeal was given to the quarter sessions, though a sub
sequent notice, after the expiration of the time limited for the 
giving of such notice, of an appeal to the borough sessions, the

D3A
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proper tribunal, was given, Lord Campbell, C.J., held that tin- 
notice was not had because there was coupled with it a state
ment that the appeal was to be to the county sessions. “That.” 
he said, “was merely an erroneous surplusage, which could not 
mislead.”

There is not the slightest suggestion here that any of tin- 
parties interested were in any way mislead or prejudiced by 
this notice. The city clerk was not, for he at the proper tiun
delivered to me the notice of appeal and posted the notice of 
the day appointed for the hearing, as required by the provisions 
of the charter. Indeed, no objection was raised by the city 
solicitor in regard to this notice. It is true that copies of this 
notice were served by the appellant upon the parties interested 
but such service is not at all required, and in any event as I 
have said these parties were not in any way misled by such 
notice, for they have appeared at the hearing both in person 
and by counsel. I will therefore overrule this objection.

As to the objection that the term “any person” in sec. 41 
only refers to persons who are directly interested in the assess
ment dealt with by the Court of Revision, I do not think this 
need be considered seriously. Further objection was raised that 
the assessment was completed before the Act of 1911 came into 
force, but I am unable to accept this view. This Act came into 
force on December 20, 1911. By sec. 27 of the city charter, as 
amended, it is provided that it shall be the duty of the assessor 
to begin to make assessment not later than the 1st day of Nov 
ember in each year for the following year, and on or about the 
1st day of January in each year to return to the city clerk such 
assessment roll. To give effect to this contention would be in 
effect, to hold that the assessor, once he had valued the property 
could not make any change in regard to its assessment, or re
consider his valuation, and to do so, as under the present circum
stances, might easily result in two properties lying side by side 
being assessed according to entirely different standards, and this 
only for the reason that the one was valued yesterday and the 
other one to-day. The case cited by Mr. Muir, liradsliair \. 
Trustees of Ilivcrdalc Public School District (No. 1), 3 Terr. 
L.R. 164, can, 1 think, easily In- distinguished from the case now 
under consideration.

I come now to what is, apart from the technical objec
tions I have mentioned, the main question involved in this 
appeal. By the amendment to the city charter, ch. 32 of tlu
st at u tes of 1907, the limits of the city were extended so as to 
take in certain lands, amongst which are some of the lands 
forming part of the subject-matter of the present appeal, and 
sec. 25 of the charter, which along with sec. 26 provides for 
the mode of assessment of property, was amended by adding a
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clause, providing that land used for agricultural purposes in ALTA, 
any of the areas then brought within the limits of the city 
should not be assessed at a greater value or for a higher amount
than $50 per acre, unless or until the same was sub-divided ----
into lots or parcels. In 1910, the limits of the city were again d^hhinb 
extended by the amendment of that year, being ch. 28 of the * * ° 8 
statutes ot 1910. and see. 25 of the said charter was still fur
ther amended by adding a further clause which made the 
former added clause, that is the amendment of 1907, referred 
to, apply to such of the lands further brought in, as were used 
for agricultural purposes. The land brought in under these 
amendments, and not sub-divided was, after the year in which 
it was brought in. assessed at the rate of $50 per acre, as lands 
used for agricultural purposes, and there does not seem to have 
been any attempt to construe the phrase “lands used for agri
cultural purposes” with any strictness. A small proportion of 
this land was apparently used for these purposes, or at least was 
more or less under crop, but by far the greater portion of it 
had been used for the purpose of pasturage alone, and it is 
doubtful whether any of it is used in connection with the actual 
raising of stock.

In one case under consideration, that of the Eau Claire Lum
ber Co., the land is used only to pasture horses used in con
nection with their business. It is, however, unnecessary, 1 
think, so far as the determination of this appeal is concerned, 
for me to deal with the question of what are or are not lands 
used for agricultural purposes. In 1911, when the limits of 
the city were further extended there was a section inserted in 
the amending Act, which became law as of December 20, of 
last year, repealing sub-secs, (h) and (/) of sec. 25 referred to. 
and as a consequence since that date there is in the city charter 
no clause providing for the assessment of any land within the 
city limits at the rate of $50 per acre, because it happens to be 
land used for agricultural purposes.

The exemption from taxation of lands at its true and actual 
value and at a rate uniform with the surrounding property has 
been eliminated from the charter, and as a consequence the 
mode of assessment is the same in regard to land whether within 
the city limits before 1907, or brought into the city in 1907 or 
1910. The land is to he valued at its true and actual value and 
the assessment throughout the city is to be as uniform as pos
sible. A great deal of stress was laid at the hearing of this ap
peal upon the agreement which was alleged to have been made 
between the city council and the owners of the lands brought 
within the city limits under the amending Acts of 1907 and 
1910, particularly in reference to the Act of 1907.

The minutes of the city council were produced to shew that
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conferences had taken place between the owners and a committee 
of the council, but whatever may have taken place, i think there 
has not been given in any way proof that there was any agree
ment entered into by the city with the owners of the lands then 
brought in, and as to any such agreement in 1910, there has 
been no proof. In these minutes I find a report of the com
mittee on the charter, to the effect that they had had a confer
ence with Messrs. Burns, Walker, and others, and that these 
gentlemen had expressed a willingness to come into the city 
corporation upon the terms, amongst others, that farm lands 
should not be assessed for a sum exceeding $50 per acre as long 
as the same were not subdivided. And at the first council 
meeting thereafter, a resolution was passed to the effect that 
the delegation proceeding to Kdmouton in connection with tin- 
amendment of the charter be authorized to consent, if pressed, 
as to the taxation of farm lands, then to be brought in, that 
such he not assessed during a period of 10 years at more than 
$50 per acre, unless subdivided. There is nothing in that re
solution to shew that the city was prepared to consent to an 
exemption for an indefinite period, such as was actually given 
by the Act of 1907. If this agreement had been proved the 
question might be raised as to what authority the city council 
would have to enter into such agreement without a reference to 
the ratepayers, or indeed at all. But it does not seem to me to 
be necessary to consider this point in view of the legislation of 
1911.

The Act of 1911, as I have said, has repealed the clauses re
lating to the assessment of any lands taken into the city as 
farm lands or lands used for agricultural purposes, and that 
being so there remains, apart from lauds used for manufactur
ing or industrial purposes as provided by sub-sec. (r) of see. 25. 
only one method to be adopted in the assessment of land with
in the city limits. And I think the Court of Revision acted 
wholly beyond their powers when attempting to give effect to 
what is alleged to be at least a moral obligation in regard to 
the assessment now' under consideration. If the Act of 1911 is 
ultra vins, and there is no suggestion to the contrary, then 
there can be no further assessment of unsubdivided land used 
for farm purposes at the rate of $50 per acre, for the right to 
make an assessment in this manner is taken away by the amend
ment of 1911, and these lands are, as 1 have said before, to hr 
assessed at their true and actual value.

In only remains for me to consider whether or not the values 
placed by the assessor upon these lands was based upon their 
true and actual value. Considerable stress was laid upon tin- 
fact that so far as the Burns property was concerned, Mr. 
Burns had given in July last an option of purchase upon all
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the lands of his in question, including other lands, at prices 
considerably less than these values. This option expired on the 
last day of November last and was not exercised. But as this 
particular transaction would have involved an amount of over 
$2,000,000 and on cash terms, it is not at all surprising that tin- 
option was not exercised. Mr. Burns, in his examination, men
tioned prices at which lie was now willing to sell the various 
properties in question that were owned bv him, and if 1 am 
right, these prices corn ‘ with the prices set out in the
option referred to. While such evidence must have considerable 
weight I do not think that it is at all conclusive. And in his 
evidence, Mr. Burns stated that a small piece of this land, some 
31 acres or thereabouts, valued in this option 1 think at $1,000 
per acre was actually disposed of by him a few days ago at tin* 
value placed upon it. by the assessor. And the other evidence 
called on Mr. Burns’ behalf rather sustains the assessor's valua
tion than otherwise, and so far as these properties are con
cerned. I do not feel like altering the valuation placed upon 
them by the assessor.

As to the Walker properties I do not think any evidence ad
duced at this is sufficient to disturb the assessor’s fig
ures. And the same applies to the various Riley properties, 
and to those of the Kau Claire Co., of Mr. Inglis, of Messrs. 
Rahy & Laurendeau, and of J. Bannerman. As to the appel
lant’s appeal in regard to the assessment of his own lands in 
the Capitol Hill subdivision I do not see my way clear to dis
turb this assessment. What is mainly relied upon in this par
ticular portion of the appeal is the assessor’s valuation of the 
Riley properties adjoining, which are not subdivided. I am 
not, however, prepared to go to the extent of saying that all un
subdivided property must be valued for assessment purposes 
exactly as if it were cut up into lots. That, 1 think, is possibly 
going to the other extreme, in the place of the assessment of $50 
per acre. As I have said before, 1 am disposed to leave these 
properties at the original assessment as fixed by the assessor, 
and not consider that I must reduce the adjacent subdivided 
property to the basis of such assessment.

The appeal against the decision of the Court of Revision 
whereby the assessment of the various properties mentioned 
in the notice of appeal was reduced to an assessment of $00 
per acre, will be ed, and all these properties will lie as
sessed at the values placed upon them by the assessor as shewn 
in the assessment roll returned by him to the city clerk. The 
appellant’s appeal in regard to his own properties will In» dis
missed. I have already held at the hearing of this appeal that 
1 had no jurisdiction in regard to lands wholly omitted from 
the assessment roll, and not the subject of an appeal to the

9
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In regard to assessments Nos. 36,587, 39,158 and 39,159,
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being the properties of James Inglis, Messrs. Raby & Lauren
deau and J. Bannerman, respectively, I was under the impres 
sion that these lands had been reduced by the Court of Re
vision to an assessment of $50 per acre. 1 find, however, that 
these lands were originally assessed at that rate. The evid
ence of value as to the Inglis property is that a fair valuation 
would he $1,000 per acre; that a fair valuation of the Raby & 
Laurendeau property is $600 per acre; and that a fair valua
tion of the Bannerman property is $650 per acre. These as
sessments, namely, No. 36,587, being the Inglis property; No. 
39,156, being the Raby & Laurendeau land, and No. 39,159 
being the Bannerman land will be raised respectively from $50 
per acre to $1,000 per acre, $600 per acre, and $650 per acre, 
respectively, making the Inglis assessment $120,000, the Raby & 
Laurendeau assessment, $192,000 and the Bannerman assess
ment $104,000. As the appellant has succeeded in by far the 
most important part of the appeal he should have his costs.

Harvey, C.J. :—The appellant Burns was assessed by the 
assessor of the city of Calgary in respect of 1132.19 acres situate 
within the city and all in one block but assissed in nine sep
arate parcels according to the sectional sub divisions, for a 
total of $3,284.120. On appeal the city council sitting as a 
Court of Revision, reduced the assessment to $56,610, being at 
the nominal rate of $50 an acre without regard to value. An 
appeal from this action was taken by Ross, a ratepayer, to 
the district Judge, who restored the original assessment. This 
appeal is from his decision.

The boundaries of the city were extended in 1907 by which 
they included a portion of this property and again in 1910 by 
which they included the remainder. By the statute extending 
the Jaries in 1907 it was provided (ch. 32, sec. 7) that
there should lie no assessment for the current year in the terri
tory added to the city and that thereafter such portion of it as 
consisted of lands used for agricultural purposes should not be 
assessed at a greater value or larger amount than $50 per 
acre unless or until the same is subdivided into lots or parcels. 
The Act of 1910 (ch. 28, see. 2) the same provision re
specting the area added by it. In 1911, the legislature repealed 
these provisions leaving the general provisions to apply to them.

On the appeal In-fore the district Judge the assessor stated 
that he had assessed their lands as all other lands in the city at 
what he believed to Is- their actual value, but admitted that In- 
had no actual sides of similar property to that in question to

7
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guide him. Other witnesses gave evidence of their opinion ALTA, 
of the market value of this property and upon quite ample s 
evidence the learned Judge concluded that the assessment was a jop»
fair one and being satisfied of the illegality of the action of —
the Court of Revision he restored the original assessment. On p^^ox 
the present appeal the appellant applies for leave to give evid
ence of actual sales of this property nearly all of which he 
has made sales of since the hearing below. In view of the 
very great variance between the estimates of witnesses as to 
the value on tin* appeal below which is to be expected in such 
a case it seems advisable that when such satisfactory evidence 
as that of actual bonâ fidr sales establishing a market value, 
can he had it should lie received and we therefore consider it 
proper to receive it. Counsel for the appellant Hums raises 
no question on this appeal except as to the fairness of the valua
tion. Counsel for the appellant Ross below offers no opposition 
to the appeal considered in this way stating that his purpose 
has been served by establishing that it should he assessed at 
its actual value and not at a nominal sum. Counsel for the 
city urges that the assessment should not be reduced in view 
of the provision of sec. :$9 (1) of the charter which provides 
that “no assessment shall be changed—which appears to Is* in 
practical uniformity in regard to value throughout the city.”
If it were clear that this uniformity existed throughout the city 
there is no doubt the assessment should stand but inasmuch as 
the assessor has stated that he assessed at what lie considered 
the actual value it is to Is* assumed that though, in some cases 
when lie had insufficient data lie may have been over-sanguine 
and assessed too highly, speaking generally throughout the 
city the assessment is the actual value and to make this assess
ment uniform it should be placed at its actual value which is 
shewn by the appellant’s evidence now before us of the Iwst 
price lie says lie has been able to obtain and which lie has ac
cepted.

It is necessary to ileal with the parcels individually and for 
convenience sake they may lie deserilied by their number on the 
assessment roll :—

No. 2011. von*i*ting of hill ui'rc« in H**c«*ed at #180.000. It hat l*»en 
Hold for $170,000. The nH*e**nient will In» red need to that amount.

No. 270, consisting of 100 am»*, i* a**i»»*i»d at $480,000. It ha* Into 
sold for $240,000, to which amount tin» a**i»**mi»iit will In» noticed.

No. 271, eon*i*ting of Ido am»*, in a**i»**i»d at $180,000. It ha* In»i»ii 
Hold for $240,000, to whivli amount the n**v**mi»iit will In* mimed.

Nearly 10 avre* of the*e two pa reel* have not lieen Hold, hut have 
la-en expropriated hy the Canadian Northern Railway, hut there in 
no reason to consider their value greater than the remainder on which 
the a*He*wunent i* ha*ed.

No. 272, con*i*t* of .108,18 seres and i* assessed at $2,.VMi an acre

■
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ALTA. making a total of $770,450: of thin 32 acres have «old at. $3,000 an
—acre or $500 in excess of the assessment. No reduction can of course 

lie made for that portion; 77 acres have been sold at $1,050 an acre, 
the remainder ia still unsold. $2,500 is almost exactly the average 

Memo. of the two sales and for the unsold portion the assessment seems fair.
Decisions. The assessment will lie reduced by $550 an acre for 77 acres sold at

$1,050. making a total deduction of $42,350, and reducing the total 
assessment to $728,100. No objection is taken to the assessment of 
No. 274 which will remain unchanged at $170,500.

No. 500 has not been sold ami there is, therefore, no basis for re
duction and it will, therefore, remain unchanged at $02.5181.

No. 5788, containing 05 acres is assessed at $3,500 an acre, or 
$332,500. It has been sold for $3,000 an am* or $285,000. to which 
amount the assessment is reduced.

No. 7017, comprising 100.07 acres assessed at $3,000 an acre or 
$320,010; 3.03 acres have been taken by the Canadian Northern Rail 
way for $3,000 an acre. The remainder has been sold for $2,000. The 
assessment will be reduced by $100,000. leaving it $223,010.

No. 7018, consisting of 42.4 acres is assessed at $4,000 an acre or 
$170,100. It has been sold with the exception of 15 acres which has 
no exceptional value at $3,000 an acre. The assessment will lie re 
duccd by $1,000 an acre, leaving it at $127,020.
As we have arrived at the proper assessment by the evidence 

available now for the first time there will be no costs of the 
appeal.

Scott, Beck, and Simmons, J«T., concurred.

A. II. Clarke, K.(\. for appellant. 1). S. Moffat, for respond
ent.

B C. DONNELLY v. ROBERTS.

C. C. Ilritinh Columbia. Vancouver Cou ni y Court, •fudge Grant.
1012

Salk (§ I C—10)—Conditional salt- Effect of rc-taking />«.<- 
tession.]

Judge Grant;—This action was brought to recover from 
the defendant the sum of $018.24 as a balance for goods sold 
and delivered. The defendant having entered a dispute note 
herein the plaintiff moved under order XII. of C. C. Rules for 
speedy .judgment. The motion was heard in Chambers, and on 
or about August 26th, an order was ‘ “that the plaintiff he 
at liberty to sign final judgment in this action against the de
fendant, L. V. Roberts, for the sum of $.'>15.59 with interest and 
costs”—a slight error in the computation of amount due the 
plaintiff being corrected. Upon this order no formal judgment 
lias been signed, as appears by the records of the case in tile 
registrar’s office.

5
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After entering the order for judgment, as it appears, the 
plaintiff instead of taxing costs and entering judgment and 
issuing execution thereon proceeded to re-possess itself of the 
soda fountain that formed the major part of the claim herein. 
This it did under and by virtue of the provisions of a condi
tional sales agreement in the words and figures following:—

August 22nd, 1011.
To Donnelly. Watson & Brown. Limited. Calgary, Alt».

Please idiip to niv (onri address a* wain a* possible, the following 
good* an |>er price and term* agreed upon, f.o.h. ear*.

One KI011 soda fountain without luck liar delivered on the lloor 
at No. 2274 4th Ave.. Kit*ilam- S.120 00
% doz. glass-holder*
1 doz. glasses I Xo charge. )
1 10 gal. steel tank :til 00
1 Daisy peanut warmer ......................................... 22 SO

Amount ............. .................... $.172 50
I or we agree to accept and pity for the said good* on the follow

ing term*: $.12 ca*h. and the lialancc a* follow*. #10 |**r month. 
Oct. 22nd. Nov. 22ml, Dec. 22ml. 1011, Jan. 22ml, Feh. 22ml. Mur. 
22nd. April 22nd. #2.1 per month. May. June. July, August and Sept
ember. and the balance then due at #10 per month until May. 1013. 
and $2.1 per month until paid in full.

Ami I or we agree not to countermand thi* order and if the above 
article* are not nettled for by ca*h or note* within ten diy* after *aine 
are delivered, according to “term* of *ule" then the account shall lie- 
come due and I (we) hereby agree, for value received, to pay «aine 
on demnnd. And I I we i further agree that the title to the *aid 
article* shall not pa** from you until all the above amount, whether 
payable a* cash or on note*, i* paid, hut shall remain your pro|icrty 
until that time, and that until the whole amount i* paid I (we) will 
not sell or remove the *uid article* from our premise* without your 
consent in writing *o to do. and in case of default in the payment 
a* almve specified, or that any of my (our) goods I*» seized under 
legal process or I (we) become insolvent, you are at liberty without 
proce** of law. to forcibly enter upon my (our) own premise* and take 
down and remove the *aid article*, ami I (we) hereby waive all 
claims for damage* that 1 (we) might »u*tain from such removal; 
and it i* hereby also expressly agreed and understood, that any 
money paid on account of *aid article* shall not In- recoverable at 
law. hut shall he forfeited a* a rental charge for tin- use of said 
articles; and for the execution of thi* the parties do elect domicile 
in tlie city of Vancouver, province of British Columbia, for demand* 
of payment, suit*, etc., and I (we) further agree, if you at any time, 
owing to my (our) default or otherwise, resume po**e**ion of said 
articles, to waive any notice of sale anil allow you to rc*«dl at any 
time without giving u* noth*1 of vour intention, and I (we) also 
agree to insure tin» said articles to its full insurable value and to 
assign policy of insurance to you. and that the foregoing emlsidies 
all the agreements made between u* in any way. hereby waiving all

BC.
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Decisions.
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BC. claim# of verbal agreement# of any nature not embodied in this
order: these article# ore only on hire or lease until paid for.

I (we) hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy of this order.
This order i# subject to the approval of the firm at Vancouver and

i# contingent upon strike#, accident* and other delay* unavoidable or 
beyond their control.Decisions.

Salesman, .1. A.

Having re-possessed itself of said soda fountain, the plain- 
tiff company next, issued execution herein for $175, allowing 
to the defendant tin* sum of $240.59, as the value of the goods 
re-possessed. From the evidence and admission of counsel 
no steps were taken by the plaint ill' company to, in a public 
and open way, ascertain the value of the goods so re-taken. The 
valuation was its own, and the execution was issued for the 
balance, under which the sheriff on the 12th October took pos
session of defendant’s place of Imsinesss. A demand was made 
upon plaintiff’s solicitor by defendant’s solicitor for partira 
lars of the amounts credited on account of said order for judg
ment, shewing in what way the same so credited was made up, 
and this information not being forthcoming, the defendant 
served on plaintiff a notice of motion returnable in Chambers 
for an order that the plaintiff give such particulars. The 
motion came before Iloway, J., then presiding in Chambers, who 
adjourned the hearing of the application, but made an order 
that the sheriff should not in the meantime proceed with the 
sale. On the hearing of this application plaintiff’s counsel ob
jected to the jurisdiction of the Court to grant the order applied 
for, on the ground, amongst others, that there was no rule of 
Court or other provisions under which the application could 
be sustained. On the 25th October, the adjourned hear
ing came before me when the objections taken on the first 
hearing were renewed. In the meantime the cheque of Taylor. 
Ilarvey, Baird, Grant & Stockton, solicitors for the defendant 
herein, was accepted by the sheriff in lieu of the levy made, 
and was to be held subject to the order of the Court herein.

After hearing the argument of counsel herein, the matter 
was taken under consideration, and the order to the sheriff to 
stay proceedings herein was continued. This brings me to con
sider the question of jurisdiction of the Court to grant relief 
in a case of this nature.

This ease is in many respects similar to Arnold v. Play ter, 22 
O.R. 608, where the defendant purchased machinery from a 
company, under a conditional contract of sale in writing, pro
viding that the property should remain in the company until the 
price was paid in full, with the right to resume possession and 
re-sell on non-payment, but without any provision that in such
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latter event tlie purchase money was to be applied pro lanto, 
and the defendants remain liable for any balance. On default 
after certain payments had been made the company obtained 
judgment on the notes, which had been given for the purchase 
money, and subsequently seized and sold the machinery, and 
applying the proceeds sought and were allowed to prove a claim 
in the Master’s office for the balance due on the judgment. In 
this case it was held that the whole matter was examinable in the 
Master's office, although the judgment had lieen recovered, and 
as the consideration for the judgment had disappeared by the 
intentional act of the company in taking possession and selling, 
the claim should have been disallowed.

Arnold ct id. v. Playler, 22 O.R. 608, followed Sawyer v. 
Pringle, 18 A.R. 218, in which ease after default in payment by 
the purchaser of a machine under an agreement whereby the 
property was not to pass until payment in full, with a pro
vision that on default the whole price should fall due, and that 
the vendors should be at liberty to resume possession, nothing 
being said as to re-sale, the vendors seized the machine and re
sold it, and after crediting the proceeds, brought this action to 
recover the balance of the original price, and it was held that by 
the rc-salc the original agreement had been put an end to and 
that the plaintiff's had no right of action: Sawyer v. Pringle, 18 
A.R. 218, was followed in Harris, Son d* Co. v. Dustin, 1 Terr. 
L.R. 404, where Wetmore, J., at 4111, uses the following 
words :—

In my opinion that caw lay* down the law correctly and I would 
have mi hesitation in following it. Hut the learned counsel for the 
plaintilTs urged that in this case there was no re-sale and he there
fore draws a distinction between this case and Sawyer v. Pringle, 18 
A.R. 218. It is true there is that distinction, but it is not necessary 
that there should be a rc-salc to bring the case within the ratio 
(Icviilcntli of Sairyer v. Pringle. That case is far more reaching in its 
consequences than that.
The agreement in question in this action is very similar to 

the agreements referred to in each of the before cited cases, save 
and except it is iu the agreement in suit expressly provided:—

It is hereby also expressly agreed anil understood that any money 
paid on account of said articles shall not lie recoverable at law, but 
shall lie forfeited as a rental charge for the use of said articles.

If the plaintiff* under this agreement saw fit to elect to re
pudiate the agreement for sale, and to treat it as a hiring agree
ment and the moneys paid thereunder forfeited as a rental 
charge for the use of said articles, it cannot now be allowed to

We are willing to treat the agreement as an agreement for sale 
with a privilege to repossess the property at our own valuation ami to 
recover on execution for the balance.
50—7 D.L.B.

BC.

C.C.
1912

Decisions
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B.C. Having re-possessed the property under the agreement the
C.C.
1012

plaintiff is not entitled under it to anything more than tin* 
money paid under it as a rental charge. As appears by the

Decisions.

authorities cited above, no merger arises here. The plaint ill' 
seized under the power given it by its contract and in the asser
tion of its right to retake the property and to treat the payments 
as made on account of hire, hut in so doing it cut the taproot of 
its action then pending which now fails, it was held in Arnold 
v. Planter, 22 O.R. 608, that the Master could go behind tin* 
judgment, if, for example, it had been paid, and this trans
action of sale subsequent to the judgment shews that the con
sideration for the judgment has disappeared by the intentioinil 
act of the vendor—the judgment creditor, and in view of this 
last cited authority 1 hold that in a properly launched motion
I have authority to go behind this judgment and set it aside 
for the reasons hereinbefore given, but 1 know of no authority 
empowering me to order the particulars asked for in this 
motion, and it must be refused with costs. In the meantime, I 
will, if the defendant requires it, make an order retaining in 
the sheriff’s hands, for say ten days, the cheque so paid in to 
him in this suit so as to enable the defendant to move to vacate 
the judgment for the reasons herein given. Fraser tV Walt inn, 

for the plaintiff. Taylor, for the defendant.

S AS K. HAIG V ROGERS et al.

s.c.
1912

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, ■hnli/r Itimmer, Local Master.
October 12, 1912.

Stay op proceedings (§ 11—21)—Pending action by second 
mortgagees—New action by first mortgagee—Multiplicity of 
suits—Sask. Pules 180, 181.]—Jijdok Rimmer, L.M.:—Order to 
go. The defendant, the Rogers Lumber Company, second mort
gagees, on the 2nd of July, 1912, commenced an action in which 
they joined the f alleging that the first mortgage which
he held had been paid. To this claim the plaintiff, J. T. Haig, 
in this matter, and defendant in the first action, filed a defence 
on the 16th of September, 1912, and afterwards on the 28th 
September, 1912, he commenced this second action on the first 
mortgage claiming foreclosure or sale. The parties in the second 
suit are identical save as to the positions they occupy as plain
tiff and defendant. Upon the pleadings filed in the first action 
there is a clear issue of facts to be determined before the plain
tiff Ilaig in this action can have a right to foreclosure or sale. 
I can see no reason why his claim in this action could not have 
been set up by way of counterclaim in the first action. The case 
is in nowise similar to Williams v. Raleigh, 14 P.R. (Ont.) ôü,

C4B
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cited to me. In view of rules 180 and 181, I consider that there 
is every possibility of all issues between the parties being deter
mined in the first action and that the second action constitutes 
a municipality of proceedings to be avoided. As stated in 
Scarle v. ('hoot, ‘23 Cli.D. 723. 727, the whole tenor of the Judi
cature Act is to require all proceedings as far as possible to hi* 
taken in one action. The second action involves multiplicity and 
confusion. The plaintiff is not entitled to foreclosure or sale 
if the mortgage is discharged, this second action involves con
fusion prejudicial to the present applicant. It should, in my 
judgment, lie stayed with leave to the plaintiff in this action 
to file his counterclaim in the first action: Ladd v. Islington, 32 
L.J. Ch. 976. Mroateh and Lennox, for the plaintiff. Pickett 
and Schull, for defendant, the Rogers Lumber Co.

BARNUM v. BECKWITH.

liriliMh Columbia Supreme Court. Gregory, ./. December 11. 1012.

Execution (§ 1—11)—Stay—Pendency of appeal—Supple
mental material—Terms.]

This is an application to stay execution pending an appeal to 
the Court of Appeal.

The application was refused.
Aikmant for plaintiff.
F. A. McDiartnid and J. Y. Copeman, for defendant.

Gregory, J. :—On the hearing, 1 expressed the opinion that 
no sufficient ground had been shewn for granting the applica
tion, and only delayed dismissing the same because of Mr. Mc- 
Diarmid’s suggestion that I was prejudiced against his client, 
until I had an opportunity of consulting some of my brother 
Judges. I have now had that opportunity, and see no reason for 
changing the view I then expressed.

The affidavit does not even state that it is intended to appeal, 
but simply that the solicitor has received instructions to appeal. 
There has been ample opportunity to make this application 
since the sheriff went into possession, but the defendant, though 
repeatedly notified of the plaintiff’s intention to proceed and 
enforce his rights, takes no steps, and actually pays the sheriff 
and secures his withdrawal from the goods seized.

It seems to me there is nothing left for me to stay—the exe
cution is satisfied.

If the execution could still be stayed, the defendant should 
come into Court with all necessary affidavits to establish his 
position: an adjournment will not be granted to enable him to 
procure affidavits: Barker v. Lavery, 14 Q.B.D. 769. The execu
tion creditor must shew special grounds for seeking a stay:

SASK.

S. C.
1912

|)K< ISIQNS.

B. C.

8.C.
1912
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B. C. The Annot Lyle, 11 P.T). 114; Atkins v. Great Western R. Co.,
S. C.
1912

2 Times L.R. 400; Webber v. London, Brighton, etc., B. Co., f>1 
L.J.Q.H. 154; Reynolds v. McPhail, 13 B.C.R. 159. No spécial

Décisions.

grounds have been shewn here. Mr. McDiarmid’s second affi
davit, and Mr. Barnum’s in reply I do not consider. 1 only 
agreed to allow defendant to supplement his original affidavit 
if he could produce authority that the practice allowed it. No 
such authority has been shewn me, and Barker v. Lavcry, 14 
Q.B.I). 709, above referred to. being a decision of the Court 
of Appeal, seems to be conclusive against it.

Application refused.

GARVEY v. FREER.

British Columbia Supreme Court. Trial before Murphy, J. July 30, 1912.

Partnership ($ VI—29)—Dissolution Agreement—Frauda
it n (• Rcprcsc ntation.]

Mvrphy, J. :—I have already decided that plaintiff is en
titled to succeed on the main action on the ground that no dam
age was suffered by the defendants even assuming that the mis
representations alleged by them were all made. In the event of 
the case going to appeal it may he desirable, however, that I 
make findings of fact on this branch of the case. I find, there
fore, that Garvey, husband of the plaintiff, and her assignor in 
this matter represented in effect to defendants that he had ex
clusive control of the property in question in the sense that it 
would still be on the market open for purchase for a sum not 
exceeding $19,000 when defendants and himself reached Port 
Kssington. 1 find that he did not in reality have such exclusive 
control but that in fact the property was still for sale when de
fendants arrived at Port Kssington and that they did purchase 
it as Garvey had said they would be able to and that at a price 
less than the outside price named by him to them.

There will be judgment for plaintiff for the amount claimed 
and the costs. As to the counterclaim, I find that Garvey did 
represent to defendants that he had $1.000 commission coming 
out of the final payment to be made to the vendors of Ilaysport 
and that he agreed that this $1,000 should be put into the part
nership assets as part of the consideration for his being taken in. 
1 find that the partnership was in fact constituted on this basis, 
the $1,000 being made partnership assets and that the dissolu
tion took place on the assumption that the remaining partners 
would be able to retain this $1,000 out of the final payment to 
lie made on the Ilaysport property. I find that Garvey in reality 
had no such claim and that the making of said representation 
was so reckless on his part as to be fraudulent. A close perusal
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of the partnership agreement and of the dissolution convinces me B-C- 
that I am not precluded from acting on these findings of fact s ^
and as I am of opinion that the defendants can deduct this 191»
$1,000 from the consideration agreed to he paid by them for the ----
dissolution I give judgment on the counterclaim against Mrs. DicMioii 
Garvey for $1,000 and costs. In this view the counterclaim 
against Garvey must be dismissed hut under the circumstances 
this will be without costs. The plaintiff is to have all costs oc
casioned by the amendment of the pleadings granted on the first 
hearing. C. XV. Craig and R. R. Maitland, for plaintiff; D. A.
McDonald, for defendant Garvey; J. Edward Bird and V. II.
Shaw, for defendants Massey and Freer.

GIBSON v. GARVIE.

British Columbia Supreme Court. Trial before Clement, 7. June 17, 1912. 

Ferries (§ I—4)—Exclusive Privilege.}

Clement, J. ;—Upon the short ground that the plaintiff has 
not, under his grant from the Crown, made, used or plied a ferry 
such as was stipulated for in the grant, I must dismiss this action. 
A decision is necessary merely to settle the question of costs, as 
the license or grant expired on March 31st last, and at the trial 
1 was informed there was no traffic to warrant the plying of a 
ferry at the point in question. “A right of ferry,” says Ijord 
Macnaghten, in Simpson v. Attorney-General, [1!)04| A.C. 47G, at 
490, “is a derogation of common right, for by common right any 
person entitled to cross a river in a boat is entitled to carry pas
sengers too.” One of the terms of the grant in question here is 
that ‘‘the boat used for the conveying of passengers and for tow
ing the scow shall conform in all respects with the requirements 
of the Steamboat Act”; and it seems to me that until such a 
boat was put upon the run the grantees of the right of ferry in 
question here had not entered into enjoyment of the right grant
ed so as to entitle them to an injunction to prevent the exercise 
by another of the common right referred to by Lord Macnaghten, 
much less to recover damages as for a trespass. I do not think 
the law lays down any such ‘‘dog in the manger” principle. 
Here confessedly the grantees never put on a boat conforming 
with the requirements of the Act mentioned and they were in 
fact fined for breach of the Act. In the face of this state of facts 
it seems to me hopeless for the plaintiff to seek the aid of the 
Court, and this action should be dismissed with costs.
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B. C. WASSERMAN v. GOLD

8.C.
1912

British Columbia Supreme Court, (iregory, J., in Chambers. March 10. 1912.

Stay of proceedings (§ I—13)—Non-payment of Costs of

Decisions.
Prior Action—Ground for Staying Second Action.]

Gregory, J. : —The stay aske-d for should lie gr * In the
case of Hall v. Paulct, 66 L.T.N.S. 645, a stay was granted, al
though the second action was in a different division of the Court 
from the first. In McCabe v. Bank of Inland, 14 A.(\ 413. at p. 
415, Lord Ilerschell says the same rule applies, even though tin- 
actions were not between precisely the same parties, etc. These 
two cases appear to me to cover the principle of the present case.

SASK. CRUIKSHANK et al. v. RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF COULEE.

D. C. 
1912

Saskatehciran, District Court at Moose Jaic, Judge Ouseley.
August 10. 1912.

Taxes (§ 1 F 4—90)—Public Property—Interest of Liccnsn 
from Crown.]

Judge Ouseley :—This is an appeal to me from an assess
ment of taxation of the appellants Cruikshank and Simpson by 
the respondent municipality. The appellants took an appeal to 
the Court of Revision of the municipality, which appeal was dis 
missed and from the decision of the Court of Revision the ap
pellants appealed to the District Court Judge. The appellants 
are in possession of a large tract of land comprised of about 
seven thousand acres and the respondents are a municipality 
situate within this judicial district.

The respondents and their assessor for the year 1911 have 
assessed the appellants as owners or occupiers of 7.360 acres of 
land situate within the r< ' municipality. This assess
ment is made under provision of section 252 ct scq. of the Rural 
Municipality Act, being ch. 87 of the R.S.S. 1909; the enabling 
clause of this statute reads as follows : “As soon as may be in 
each year, but not later than the 1st of July, the assessor should 
assess every person, the owner or occupier of land in the munici
pality and should prepare an assessment roll in which should bi
set as accurately as may be :

(1) The name of the owner and the name of the occupier 
of each parcel of land in the municipality which is not exempt 
of assessment.

(2) A brief description of each of such lot or parcel of land 
and the number of acres.”

The notice of assessment, hereafter referred to as exhibit 
“B,” states that the appellants are assessed for 2,240 acres of

9

41
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laud and contains a statement that should appellants think that 
they have been wrongly assessed or that their name or name of 
any person has been wrongfully inserted in the roll or omitted 
therefrom, they may within twenty days of the date of the notice 
lodge a complaint, with the secretary of the municipality. The 
notice further states that the property described in the notice is 
assessed upon acreage basis ami not upon valuation, the rate per 
acre to la* fixed by council of the municipality, which should not 
he less than 2,/_»c. nor more than per acre unless a higher 
rate is required to meet any debenture coupons which may ac
crue during the year.

SASK.

D.C.
1912

Dkcisioss.

The appellants hold certain lands owned hv the Government 
of Canada under written instrument, which lands are situate 
as I have said herein within the boundary of the rural munici
pality of the n Tin* respondents having observed all
the requirements as provided by law assessed the appellants for 
the said lands, claiming they were occupants of tin* said lands 
hv virtue of the written instrument. It should lie noticed that 
section 252 enacts that the only persons liable to la» assessed 
would he those on the assessment roll ami the only persons liable 
to he placed upon the assessment roll are persons who arc cither 
the owners or occupants of land in the municipality. The ques
tion, therefore, which 1 have to decide is whether the appellants 
are, under the terms of the written instrument under which they 
possess tin* land, the owners or occupants of tin* land described 
in the written instrument. It will he necessary before discussing 
this question, to examine the instrument under which the 
hints hold the land and this I shall proceed to do. The inden
ture was made in duplicate on the 21st day id" June, 1911, and is 
made between His Majesty King George V.. represented by 11 is 
Honour the Minister of the Interior of Canada, hereinafter re
ferred to as the Minister, of the first part, and Hubert Cruik- 
sliank and John I). Simpson, of the Province of Saskatchewan, 
hereinafter called the lessee, of the second part. The recitals arc 
that whereas the lands described are Dominion lands within the 
meaning of the Lands Act, and whereas the Act pro
vides among other things that leases of unoccupied Dominion 
lands may Is- granted by the Minister for grazing purposes to 
any person for a term of years for such rent and upon such terms 
as the Governor-in-council may order, and that whereas the les
sees having applied for a lease for grazing purposes, this inden
ture witnesseth. that in consideration and subject to the rents, 
stipulations, provisos ami conditions hereinafter ( His
Majesty doth demise and lease unto the lessee the following 
lands: By the liabniilinn clause the lessees are to have and to 
hold the said lands for a term of 21 years, yielding and paying 
therefor unto His Majesty his successors and assigns the clear

443^

461

5464
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SASK. rent of .$147.20 per year. The indenture also contains this

D.C.
1912

clause :—
These presents arc made and issued subject to the following provisos.

Decisions.
terms and conditions: (1) That the lessee will abide by, perform and 
fulfil and keep all provisos, terms and conditions and that upon breach, 
whether negative or positive, the term granted shall at the option of 
the Minister cease ami expire, and right of reentry is given to His 
Majesty his successors and assigns in the event of breach. (U) That 
the lessee shall within each of the three years from the date of com
mencement of the term, place upon the tract of land hereby demised, 
not less than one-third of the whole number of stock which they re
quire to place upon the said tract, namely, one head of cattle for every 
20 acres. (8) That the lessee will not during the said term use or 
allow to be used any part of the lands or premises demised for any 
purpose other than grazing purposes, and shall not allow sheep to 
graze or be kept upon any part of the said tract without the consent 
in writing on that behalf by the Minister, and will not, during the 
said term, cut or destroy, or allow to be cut or destroyed any timber 
or timber trees without the consent of the Minister. (12) That should 
any portion or portions of the land demised lie now occupied by any 
person or persons who have settled thereon, such persons and those 
claiming through them shall not lie disturbed in their possession by 
the lessee unless by tbe consent in writing of the Minister; and the 
Minister may, if lie think it expedient to do so, from time to time give 
the lessee written notice that the land in possession of such persons 
and such adjoining lands as he may think proper are withdrawn in 
the operation of these presents, and the term created shall cease and 
determine, and the lessee shall become entitled to a reduction of rent 
hereby reserved equal to two cents an acre for every acre so withdrawn, 
but shall have no further claim or be entitled to any other compensa
tion for or on account of such withdrawal. (13) That should any 
person or persona become entitled under the provision of the preced
ing clause, or in any other way, to lands included within the bound 
aries such person or persons shall become entitled to the free use of 
such right of way across the lands hereby demised as may be required 
for convenient and proper access to the lands so held by him or them, 
and the lessee shall not interfere with such person or persons in the 
proper use of such right of way, and in case of dispute the decision of 
the Minister shall be final. (18) That no implied covenant or liability 
of any kind upon His Majesty’s part is created by the use of the words 
“demise" and “lease” or by the use of any other word or words herein. 
(21) The lessee shall not be entitled to break or crop any portion of 
the lands demised, but the Minister of the Interior may grant the 
lessee permission to cultivate and crop such portion of the said lands 
as may be considered necessary for the growing of fodder for his stock 
and further providing that the lessee shall not dispose of any fodder 
so raised by barter or sale without the consent of the Minister. (22) If 
any of the lands leased produce hay the lessee is not entitled to use, 
barter or sell the same but may, upon applying to the Agent of the 
Dominion Lands in whose district the land is situate, obtain in accord
ance with the regulations on that behalf the first permit, free of dues,
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to cut so much of the liny an the losiw actually requires for the use 
of his own stock provided the rental of the leasehold has lieen paid and 
further providing that the agent may then issue permits to other ap
plicants and the permitees will I*- entitled to enter upon the leasehold 
and cut and remove the quantity of hav specified in their permit, sub
ject, however, to such conditions as the Minister of the Interior may 
think proper for the protection of the lessee.

It is, I think, admitted on both sides that the property of 
the Crown is exempt from taxation. If authority were needed 
for this, it can he found in the judgment of Ritchie, C.J., in 
Attorney-General of Canada v. City of Montreal. Id Can. S.C.R. 
352, 355; hut it has been held that the tenants of the Crown 
property, paying rent for it are rateable like other occupants. As 
to this, in Mersey Docks v. Cameron, 11 II.L. Cas. 443, Mr. Jus
tice Blackburn in giving the opinion of the majority of the 
Judges, which was adopted and acted on by the House of Ivords, 
thus enunciates the law on this subject :—

The Crown not being named in the Statute of Elizabeth is not bound 
by it ; and consequently the overseer cannot impose a rate on the 
Sovereign in respect of lands occupied by Her Majesty, nor on those 
occupied by the servants of Her Majesty. The exemption depends en
tirely on the occupier and not upon the title to the property. The 
tenants of Crown property paying rent for it are rateable like other 
occupiers.

It seems to me that it is necessary to get the true meaning 
of the word “occupant” i.i the sense in which it is uswi in the 
statute. Arc the appellants the occupante of these lands? The 
answer to this question depends upon the construction of the 
instrument issued by the Crown and under which the appellants 
enjoy the use of the land. By sub-sec. It) of sec. 2, ch. 87 R.S.S., 
“ ‘occupant’ includes the inhabitant occupier of any land in the 
rural municipality, or if there be no inhabitant occupier the 
person entitled to the possession thereof and the leaseholder or 
holder under agreement for sale and any person having or en
joying in any way for any purpose whatever the use of any land 
in a rural municipality.”

By sub-sec. lti of sec. 2 “ ‘land’ or ‘property’ includes lands, 
tenements and hereditaments.”

It will be noticed that the definition of “occupant ” under ch. 
87 R.S.S. is different from the definition of “occupant” as given 
in the Municipal Ordinance C.O. 1898, sub-sec. 9, sec. 2. Under 
that Act “ ‘occupant’ means a person who possesses, holds or 
occupies any land under any title whatsoever or even without 
title, or is occupying lands of the Crown under any style of loca
tion, agreement or tenure whatever.”

Bearing these definitions in mind it Is nect*ssary to consider 
whether or not the appellants are occupants within the meaning 
of the statute. In order to get a full definition it is necessary

SASK

Decisions
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to read the provision of tin» Dominion Lands Act, 1908, oil. 20, 
in connection with the provincial statute. In construing the 
indenture under which the appellants enjoy this land, the sub
stance of the indenture or agreement will he considered more 
than tlm words. See Smith v. Overseers of St. Michael, 3 E. & 
E. 383, at 390, where it is said: “In determining whether a 
transaction is a lease or a men* license the substance of the agree 
ment will he considered more than the words.” And in Hoads v. 
Trampinefbon, L.R. 6 Q.B. 56, “If the nature of the acts to ho 
done by the lessee imply the right to exclusive possession, the 
transaction will be deemed a demise.”

Now, in examining the agreement entered into between the 
* ami the Crown, is the instrument a lease or is it a mere 

license? 1 have purposely given a fairly full description of the 
contents of the instrument, entered into. I am of the opinion 
that the instrument entered into between the Crown and the 
appellants on the 21st day of June, 1911, is not a lease but a 
mere license. In the first place there is no exclusive possession 
conferred by the instrument on the lessee. Of this there is almn 
dant proof; for instance, by clause eight the land was not to he 
used for any other purpose than grazing and in addition the 
licensee is prohibited from allowing sheep to graze and prohibit
ed from cutting timber. By clause 12, if there are any persons 
in occ ion of this land or any part of them they are not to l*e 
disturbed. By clause 21 the licensee cannot operate or crop, ex
cept for fwider, and then, the fodder grown, they are prohibited 
from selling same. By clause 22 he cannot sell hay nor can the 
hay be cut unless under a permit, and then for stock ; and in ad
dition to this permits may be granted to others to cut hay on the 
land included in the license and it may be removed.

Bell, Landlord and Tenant, 43, speaks the rule thus:
Moreover, n tenancy will not In» created unless the right of exclusive 

possession is conferred upon the leasee. Permission to use premises in 
common with the lessor or others, or where the control of the premi-es 
is retained by the lessor, will lie construed ns n mere license and not 
as a demise, although the instrument by which such permission is 
granted is called a lease and contains the usual words of demise.

Taylor v. ('aidaril (186.1), 3 B. & K. 826; London and Sorti* 
au stern Railway Company v. Hackmaslcr, L.R. 10 Q.B. 70. 444 
Smith v. Lambeth Assessment Committee, 9 Q.B.D. 585, 10 
Q.B.D. 327.

The judgment of Lord Blackburn in Tin Mersey Docks \ 
Cameron, 11 II.L. Can. 443, haa been held not to apply. Sin* 
Victoria v. Hoars, 8 B.C.R. 303. The Crown, whether repre
sented by the Province or the Dominion, ia not liable to taxation 
under sec. 125 of B.X.A. Act.

3
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Now, with regard to the question whether the improvements 
have been validly assessed so ns to hind the occupant. What is 
the occupant to be assessed for? Is he to Is* assessed as the 
owner? If so, he is in fact assessed for Crown lands which are 
exempt. See Attornen-fleneral of Canaila v. CiVi/ of Monlnal. 
13 Can. H.C.K. 3;»2, where it was held the owners of land occu
pied by the Crown could not be assessed.

If owners of land occupied by the Crown could not be assessed 
then the tenants of the Crown cannot he liable as there can he 
no tax ini|Mtsed on Crown property. Menu y Docks v. Cameron, 
11 ILL. Cases 443, does not apply. It lays down the rule that 
tenants of Crown property paying rent are rateable like other 
occupiers. They are not rated on the value of the land but on 
the value of their interest which is based on their rental. Here 
the occupier is not rated on his interest hut in respect of the en
tire value of the land and improvements.

The provincial Legislature has no power to deal with the 
rights of the Crown as represented by the Dominion (lovern- 
inent.

SASK.

DC.
1912

Décisions.

Where any property mentioned in the preceding clause is 
occupied by any person otherwise than in an official capacity 
the occupant shall Ik» assessed in respect thereof, hut the property 
itself shall not he liable.

Apart from the express provisions in the agreement there 
are no implied covenants to lie inferred on liehalf of the Crown; 
see the judgment of the Chief .lustice of Canada in llnlmrr v. 
Queen, 23 Can. S.C.It. 4HH.

I would also refer to the judgment of Mr. .lustice Newlands, 
in (hier v. Cottar!, t> W.L.R. 536. In that case the trustees of 
school district No. 560 assessed the plaintiff for taxes which were 
assessed on plaintiff’s homestead prior to entry hv him. The 
learned .lodge fourni that the argument of the Deputy-Attorney 
was fallacious and that by sec. 125 B.X.A. Act no land or pro
perty belonging to Canada or any province is liable to taxation 
and finds against the argument then adduced that the interest 
of the homesteader could In- assessed although until patented by 
the Crown the interest could not Is* sold. At page 537 the 
learned Judge proceeds :—

I earned *ee that thi* argument, however ingeniou* it may I»', an 
*wer* the ohjeethm that la ml lielonging to Canada i* thereby taxed. 
It i* true that the interest only wa* a**eseed, Imt if the tax I winnie* a 
lien on the land realizable from a »uh*4*|iienl oevu|iant who derive* hi* 
title from the Crown, I earned wee hut that the property of the Crown 
ha» I wen taxed. A *uh*equeiit honie*teader or pureha*er would have to 
take into consideration the lien* for taxes that were against the 
land and If a purehnner, would give that much le** for the land which 
would mean that the Crown paid the taxe*.
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By sec. 43 of the Dominion Lands Act (1908), eh. 20:—
A receipt for a payment on account of the sale or lease of land shall, 

unless the sale or lease has been forfeited, revoked or cancelled, entitle 
the person to whom it was issued to take, occupy and use the land de
scribed in the receipt and to hold possession thereof to the exclusion 
of any other person, and to bring and maintain action for a trespass 
committed on the said land ; and the land shall not be liable to lie 
taken in execution before the issue of letters patent therefor. Provided 
that occupancy, use and possession of such land shall be subject to the 
conditions of the sale or lease and to the provisions of this Act or of 
any other Act affecting it or any regulation made thereunder.

A mere perusal of this section will shew the distinction 
between cases such as Osler v. Coltart, G W.L.R. 536, which I 
have quoted, and He Cunningham and Waudiope Village School 
District, 2 S.L.R. 377, 11 W.L.R. 399, and those arising under 
instruments such as the Crown and the appellants entered into 
in this case. Under the Dominion Lands Act power is given to 
bring action for trespass committed on the land, also the right 
to occupy and use the land described to the exclusion of any 
other person. Nothing of this nature is given to the appellants 
and in fact the agreement is exactly opposite. To illustrate this 
I need only point out what I have already quoted from Allan v. 
Liverpool, L.R. 9 Q.B. 180, where Blackburn, J., says at 191 :—

The poor rate is a rate imposed by the statute on the occupant and 
that occupant must be the exclusive occupant, a person who, if there 
is a trespass committed on the premises would tie the person to bring 
an action for trespassing upon it.

I think it is clear that the appellants could not bring an action 
for trespass nor is their position the same as the homesteader 
under the Dominion Lands Act, consequently I do not think 
that the cases under the Dominion Lands Act can apply. The 
only case that seems directly opposed to this decision is Crosskill 
v. Sarnia Handling Co., 5 Terr. L.R. 181. This is a judgment of 
Mr. Justice Scott. The learned Judge says :—

In my opinion the defendants were occupants of the land to such 
extent as to render them liable for the payment of taxe* in respect of 
them. Under the lease they had the right of sole occupation (subject to 
certain conditions and exceptions which do not appear to me to affect 
the question raised), and they exercised that right by running sheep 
upon the lands during the year 18110. The fact that the lands were 
not enclosed or that the defendants may have permitted the stock of 
other persons to run or graze upon them does not, in my opinion, re
lieve them from liability as occupants.
It does seem to me that the argument which was urged 

before me, that the appellants here had not the right of sole 
occupation, and the authority which I have cited in support of 
that contention, could not have been urged before the learned 
Judge in Crosskill v. Sarnia Hanching Co., 5 Terr. L.R. 181,

SASK.

D.C.
1012

Decisions.
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and it is also well to note that the statute which was under 
construction before him contained a different definition of the 
word “occupant” from the statute which I have to construe, and 
this distinction I have already pointed out.

Under these circumstances I have come to the conclusion 
that appellants were not liable to be assessed as occupants of 
these lands and that the appeal taken by them from the Vourt 
of Revision of the respondent municipality must he allowed. 
As this is a matter which, so far as I am aware, has been raised 
under this statute at least, for the first time, I do not think I 
should award any costs.

SASK.
dTc.

1912

Dmeioxs.

RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF SPY HILL v. BRADSHAW.

HaMkatrhnran, IHulrirl Com I. .\/oo*ornin. Jutltic Fm it'U. t/fl.v 11. 1012.

Taxes ($ III K 1401 .1x«#ssmcnt Enforcement—Action 
io Recover—Mtanintf of “Occupant” ami "Squatter”—R.S.S. 
1909, ch. 88, nee. 2. j

Judge Farrell : This is an action by the plaintiffs for the 
recovery of the taxes and arrears of taxes levied against the de
fendant by local improvement district No. 152, in the years 1905, 
1900.1907,1908,1909,1910 and 1911. amounting in all to the sum 
of $97.90, as the occupant during these years of the north half of 
section JO, in township 18, range JO, west of the first principal 
meridian, in the Province of Saskatchewan, said land living situ
ate within the said local improvement district.

By an order of the minister of municipal affairs of the prov
ince, dated the 30th day of August, 1911, the said lands of said 
local improvement district were organized as a rural municipal
ity under the name of the plaintiffs, namely the rural munici
pality of Spy Hill, No. 152. to take effect on. from and after the 
11th Decemlier, 1911, and under sec. JJ4 of the Rural Munici
pality Act the rights of the said local improvement district 
against the defendant for said taxes then became those of the 
plaintiffs and are vested in them. It appears that 17 years ago 
the plaintiff and his family eame upon the land in question. 
Aliout that time some sort of dwelling house was built upon the 
land, also stable and corral. Whether some of these were built 
by the defendant’s predecessor or not is not very clear from the 
evidence, but I think it is immaterial. The defendant and his 
family continued to live upon said land for 1J years, occupying 
the house during that time and using the stable and corral with 
the said lands, and other adjoining lands as a ranch.

About four years ago the defendant and his family moved 
from said premises a few miles away, but still continued to use, 
as he does yet, said buildings as the headquarters of his ranch,
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SASK. ami his sons under his directions at certain times ot‘ the year
D. C.
1912

continue to occupy (as also occasionally himself) the house while 
in charge of animals belonging to their father upon said ranch.

Decisions.

The lands in question are fenced in along with other lands and 
this has been done by the defendant for the better use of said 
lands in his business of a rancher.

The defendant also paid school taxes on said lands for some 
of the years he was occupying the dwelling house thereon by him
self and family, prior to four years ago. The defendant, how
ever, says that he is not the owner of said lands, nor is he a 

steader of the same, nor has he ever made a stead or
pre-emption entry of them. lie < ‘ i lie is a mere squatter on 
said lands, without any legal rights of any kind to them, and that 
such school taxes as he may have paid in regard to the.se lands 
were paid purely voluntarily on his part under some sort of 
friendly agreement between the school trustees and himself. It 
was taken for granted that the lands are Crown lands. The 
legislation governing the right to levy these taxes is see. f>2 of eh. 
88 of the Revised Statutes, which enacts as follows: “The council 
may cause to he levied in each year for the general purposes of 
the district a tax not less than one and one-quarter cents and not 
more than five cents per acre upon every owner or occupant in 
the district for land owned or occupied by him.” This is 
cal with sec. 49 of ch. 24 of the Ordinance of 1902, 2nd Session, 
except that sec. 49 bail the word “all” before the said “land” in 
the last line, making the section read, “for all land owned or oc
cupied by him,” a variation that has no bearing upon the issue 
here. This ordinance and its subsequent enactment as ch. 88 of 
the Revised Statutes, are the ordinance and statute in force 
touching this r during the years 1905 to 1911, both inclu
sive, when these taxes were levied.

The word “occupant” is defined by sec. 2 of the Local Im
provement Act R.S.S. 1909, ch. 88. It will be noted that the 
definition defines as an “occupant” any one enjoying in any 
way the use of land, without reference to his right to use it. 
Further it is enjoying the use of the land, which one can do 
without actual residence upon the land. This part of the 
definition is wide enough I think to cover any person who has 
any kind of use of land at all, and whether it involves a per
sonal occupancy or residence on the land or not. It will also he 
noted that the word “occupant” as used in this Act is not re
st ricted to even the said definition of the term, for the section 
only says that it shall include the definition given, which does 
not prevent it from having a still wider meaning if that is 
possible.

Is then the defendant here such an occupant ? In my opinion 
he is. I think for the first three years, that is for the years

1 1

4

86

8
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190.1. 19(H) iiml 1907 liv would hr ;i person described by the SASK. 
phrase “inhabitant occupier” in the section, and probably the p c
phrase might he continued to cover the remaining years. I low- 1912

ever, whether or not such would be a correct construction to put ----
upon that phrase it is not necessary to decide here, tor I do not p^nnoxg 
think that there is any doubt that the defendant comes under 
the last clause of the definition, namely, “any person having or 
enjoying in any way or for any purpose whatsoever the use of 
the land,” and this is for the whole period for which these taxes 
are levied. Irtiller this clause I am of the opinion that it is 
immaterial whether the person taxed has any legal title of any 
sort to the land or not or whether lie is a mere squatter as 
claimed by the defendant. I have no hesitation in finding on 
the evidence that the defendant has now, and has had since and 
including the year 190.1 and every year since, the special use 
and enjoyment of this half section in question herein, and I 
further find that he is an occupant of said lands as defined by 
said Ordinance and Act. The word “squatter” as defined by 
Stroud in his .Judicial Dictionary, is “a person who has taken 
possession of a piece of land and occupied it by buildings or by 
cultivation and has by so taking possession of it asserted a right 
to it.” In giving this definition, the learned author is but quot
ing the words of the Lord Chancellor when delivering judgment 
in the House of Lords in //oggan v. Esquimau <V Xanaimo Ry„
|18'/4J A.C. 429, at 434. and 437 of that judgment his 
expresses the opinion that there is no difference between a 
“squatter” and a “settler.” Plainly a “squatter” from this 
definition cannot be anything else than an “occupant” as de
fined by the Local Improvement Act. Besides this we have a 
number of decisions of our own Court shewing the class of per
sons who have been held to he “occupants” where the word has 
not been defined as in the Act before us. See ('antiIon v. Lorlic 
School District, 3 Terr. L.R. 414; Crossbill v. Sarnia Ranching 
('0., 5 Terr. L.R. 181, and Ri Spring ('rich' School District, 7 
Terr. L.R. 259.

Having found as I have that the defendant is an “occupant” 
of the lands in question as defined by the Act. it is quite clear 
that under see. 49, eh. 24, see. 50, eh. 36 and sec. 52, eh. 88,
R.S.S., the district would have a right to levy the taxes sued on 
against the defendant.

See Canhclon v. Lorlii School District, 3 Terr. L.R. 414;
Crossbill v. Sarnia Ranching Co., .1 Terr. L.R. 181 ; Rc Spring 
Crick School District, 7 Terr. L.R. 259; AUowag v. Rural Muni
cipality of Morris, 8 W.L.R. 729; Ri W'anchopc School District 
Assessment, 2 8.L.R. 327, 11 W.L.R. 399; Graham v. Broadview 
School District, 3 Terr. L.R. 200; Rc Attorney-Gem rat X.W.T, 
anil Canada Settlers Loan Co., 1 W.L.R. 225; Osier v. Col tart,
6 W.L.R. 536; Robertson v. Hopper, 2 S.L.R. 365, 12 W.L.R. 5.

7027
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SASK. There will, therefore, be judgment for the plaintiffs for the
D.C.
1912

amount claimed with costs. Wylie, for plaintiffs. The defend
ant. ill person.

Memo.
Decisions.

B.C.
THOMSON v. INTERNATIONAL CASUALTY CO. and VAN HUMMEL.

C.A.
1912

Itritish Columbia Court of Appeal. ManlonaUI, C.J.AIrving, Martin ami
1lalliher, JJ.A. June 4, 1912.

Fravd and deceit (§ VI—25)—Promissory Notes given for 
stock subscription—Misrepresentations of agent—Action against 
company and agent—Liability—Costs.]

An appeal by the defendant Van Ilummell, the agents of the 
defendants the International Casualty Co., from the judgment 
at trial dismissing the action against the company and giving 
judgment against the appellant; the plaintiff cross-appealed. 
The appeal and cross-appeal were both allowed.

J. B. Patullo, K.C., for Van Ilummel.
F. J. McDougal, for the company.
TV. 8. Deacon and T. E. Wilson, for Thomson.

Macdonald, C.J.A., Martin and Galliher, JJ.A. (oral) 
allowed the appeal, and the cross-appeal without costs to the 
appellant.

Irving, J.A. (dissenting) :—Mr. Deacon says the defendant 
Van Hummed should not be allowed his costs below as he was 
the author of the trouble. When we stop to consider what the 
trouble was, we find an answer to that argument. The trouble 
was between the plaintiff and the company, and in the action 
founded on that trouble the plaintiff gets his costs from tin- 
company. The action against Van Hummed and in respect of 
which it is suggested that he should not receive his costs, was 
an alternative action, and arose out of the alleged contract be
tween bimself and the plaintiff. The falsity or truth of the 
representations in issue in the action against the company were 
not involved in the action against Van Hummed. The defend
ant company admitted that Van Hummed was their agent to 
make the representation that the plaintiff would be the com
pany’s doctor; but denied that Van Hummed was authorized to 
say within what time the company would commence work in 
Vancouver. This Court has decided that the company was liable 
on his representations, on the ground that this being a matter of 
contract, his representation was the company’s act. The Courts 
have vigorously denounced the practice of adding agents un
necessarily as co-defendants: Barnes v. Addy, L.R. 9 Ch. 
244; Burstall v. Bey fus, 26 Ch. D. 35.

I would allow the defendant Van Hummed his costs below 
against the plaintiff.
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Election by widow Bet ween devise subject to restraint of mar
riage and rights under Devolution of Estates Ayt (Ont.).......... 491

Realty in Ontario—Statutes in force at time of death..................295

DESERTION—
See Divorce and Separation.

DETINUE- 
See Trover.

DIRECTORS—
Right of. to contract with company................... 9t»

DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION—
Admissibility of depositions taken Facts otherwise proved............ 554

Objection to be «worn—Presence of opposite party ......................913

Report of accident—Privilege—Intention of party preparing same 7 

Statement furnished by employee as to accident—Use of solicitor 
—No litigation contemplated—Privilege ....................... ..................... 6



DISMISSAL AND DISCONTINUANCE—
Different defendants joined—Pleading without severing defences 
—Refusal of costs on dismissal ....... .................................................. .180

Discontinuance against one of two defendants—Judgment by de
fault against other defendant .......  ................................................  826

Quebec practice Inscription for judgment . 207

DISTRESS—
For taxes, see Tanks.

DIVORCE AND SEPARATION
Interim alimony—-Counsel fee not allowed, when 072

Interim alimony—Desertion with oiler to resume cohabitation, 
when bar ............................................................................................... 071

Interim alimony Inability of defendant to pay. effect of 672

Interim alimony - Tests of fair and reasonable amount as interim 
alimony ........................... 671

DOWER
Nature and extent of right of Devise of land 4114

DRAINS AND SEWERS—
Liability of municipal corporation draining surface water into 
natural watercourse—Overflow   314

I, ability of municipal corporation for obstructing Packing up 
of water..................................................................................................... 413

Procedure—Work for improving an existing system 10 Ed tv.
VII. (Ont.) eh. INI. see. 77 -17

Rules for making assessment Test of determining outlet liability 
—10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) eh. »<1 218

EASEMENTS—
Undefined right-of-way—Grantor to obtain survex 3.18

ELECTIONS- -
Contest—Preliminary objections Non-payment of taxes as ground 
for voiding ............................................................  870

Form and contents of ballots -Statutory requirements as to uni
formity of form—Irregular ballots used Duty of returning oflicer 
to reject—New election.....................................................   78.1

Irregularities—Technical or formal objections 126

Nomination papers—Absence of place of residence and addition 
of nominee - Dominion Elections Act. R.S.C. lflOti. ch. 0, sees. 94 
and 100 .................................................................  126

Petition—Custody of voters’ list—Proof that pet it ioner’s name 
appears therein     162
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ELECTRICITY—
Injuries resulting from—Knowledge of peril Contractor—Liabil
ity—Contact with crudely constructed pile-driver .........................  MOI
Injuries resulting from—Knowledge of peril Electric company 
Duty to abate danger........................................................................... MOI

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS—
Nee Street Railway*.

EMINENT DOMAIN
Damages under Expropriation Act Erection of ice pier for har
bour Damage to vessel colliding with pier Negligence in launch
ing ........................ ..................................................................................099

Expropriation by railway Right to tile caveat Continuation of.. «174 

Jurisdiction of Exchequer Court of Canada to award damages . . 698

Review of award Railway Act (B.C.)—Scope of appellate juris
diction—When findings are sustained Measure of damages 174

Review of award under Railway Act (Can.) ..................... 441

Taxation of costs—Award under Railway Act.................................912

Test of determining injuring liability by construction of drainage 
works—10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) eh. 90 ................................................... 218

EM VIA » Y ERS LI ABILITY— 
See MaHTKB AM) SKItVANT.

EQUITABLE MORTOAOE— 
See Mortgage.

ESTOPPEL—
Agency—Equivocal reply after loss sustained ................................. 274

Assent to irregular sale by sheriff—Impossibility of ratification 206

By conduct—Master using servant's patent—Denial of validity of 
patent.........................................................................................................  504

Disputing landlord's title—Proof of tenancy—Overbolding Ten
ants Act (Ont.) ................................................................................ 84

I movent mistake of agent in calculation—Delay in bringing 
action us ground for refusing to rescind insurance policy .............. 637

Judgment for tax arrears—Concurrent remedies ..........................  353

Participation in legal proceedings—Subsequent objection to their 
regularity Waiver .................................................................................. 260

Pretended a;tenoy—Repudiation .........................................................  274

“Oil lease" of \ ife's lands executed by husband in presence of wife 345 

EVIDENCE—
Absence for seven years—Presumption of death—Appointment of 
counsel to represent estate ................................................................... 114
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EVIDENCE—Conti nurd.

Action for criminal conversation—'Failure of defendant to testify 
—Presumption of admission ........... 787

Admissibility—Opinion—Facts—Jury ...............................................  178

Admissibility of statement made by a deceased person against his 
own interest .......................................................................................... 478

Admissibility of testimony of president of insurance company as 
to acceptance of application—Prejudice ........................................... 369

Burden of proof as to fraud in negotiating promissory note— 
Value in good faith without notice of fraud...................................... 1

Burden of proof of establishing materiality of alleged misrepre
sentations or concealments ................................................................  360

Burden of proof of shewing that animals delivered correspond with
those purchased .................................................................................... 793

Conclusiveness of entries in solicitor's docket ................................3*23

Contract—Silence as consent—Rebuttal ....................... 84

Defamation—Exact words of slander ... 602

Defamation—Prior slander of plaintiff by defendant . 602

Election petition—Qualification of petitioner . 192

Expert evidence—Code Civil Procedure (Que.)—Viewers and ex
perts—Appointment by trial Judge sua sponte............................... 22

Identity—Presumption--Similarity of name..................................... 46

Libel—Plea of the public interval .................................................. . 66

Negligence*—Death of employee while working on pile-driver 
Presumption that lie fell overboard and was drowned S77

Non disclosure of fact that property was incumbered—Absence 
of evidence of value of premises—Materiality....................................370

Onus—Fraudulent conveyance—Suspicious circumstances 590

Onus—Purchase by agent on his own account—Notice. . 46

Onus—Sale of goods—Saving proviso “if unable to deliver 
promptly" ....................................................................................... -45

Onus of establishing affirmatively truth of representations—Con
tract with corporation to repudiate as lieing induced by misre
presentation ........................................................................................... 97

Onus of proving negligence from operation of an automobile— 
Motor Vehicle Act. 2 3 Ceo. V. (Alta.) ch. 6, sec. 33 >79

Parol evidence as to testator's intention—Surrounding circum
stances—Admissibility of testator's declaration ............................ 452
Payment of deposit—Dominion Elections Act—Presumption as to 
regularity of nomination • 126
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KVI DKN< 'E—('tmlinucd.
Payment of fees by petitioner—Controverted Electiona Act (Alta.) 192

Presumption- De facto marriage..........................................................565

Presumption as to gratuitous service of directors. ................ 323

Presumption as to legislative intent—Construction against in
fringement of personal rights ............................................................  586

Presumption as to payment of account—Partner of creditor as 
well as of debtor—Status...................................................................... 239

Presumption as to resilience—Election js-t it ion—Statutory |M»riod 192

Presumption of fraud—Sheriff’s sale—Failure to observe statu 
tory conditions ....................................................................................... 206

Presumption that sub-agent of insura ms- company is also agent 
for insured ............................................................................................... i>19

Presumptions—Negligence causing death.............   690

Presumptions—Wholesale manufacturer and «Ica 1er—Machinery— 
Misllts—Seller presumed to krmw re«|uirements ........ 245

Privileged communication—Express malice— How proved 7*»7

Privileged communi<*ation—Malice—llunlvii of proof 707

Promissory note—Verbal agreement (Iwfore note made ) to rem-xx
same ........................................................................................................ 695

Proof of foreign marriage—Admission of ilefemlant in crim. con. 
case—Foreign marriage law ..............  555

Proof of marriage—Testimony of contracting party .. 555

Proof of marriage by eye-witness .......... ........................ 554

Registered sub-division of lands.....................  352

Sufficiency of evidence in claim for m-ghgem-e against im-dical 
man for want of care .....................................................  880

Sufficiency of evidence in proving unusual contract ... 31

Sufficiency of proof of marriage—Baptismal register—legitimacy 
of children .................................................     60

Sufficiency of proof of marriage- Certificate of foreign County 
Court clerk ...............     65

Sufficiency of, to establish purchaser’s assumption of risk on the 
purchase of glass ................................................................................... 913

Weight—Seed grain—laick of vitality—Frosted condition—tier 
mina ting test—Random test of 100 seeds—Complete test.......... 201

Wills—Construction of—Condition subsetpient — Presumption 
against intestacy ............................................................................   169



EXAMINATION FOR DISCOVERY—
See Discovert and Inspection.

EXECUTION—
Quebec practice—Seizure of moveable* preceding seizure of im
moveables ...............................................................................................  205
Sale by sheriff of immoveables—Quebec practice.......... 200

Stay—Pendency of appeal—Supplemental material—Term-* 931

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS—
Right of executor to costs as between solicitor ami client—«lusti 
flcation in bringing action—Amount recovered within lower juris
diction ........................................... .. 478

EXEMPTION—
Homestead exemption—Waiver of ... 176

EXPERTS—
Code of Civil Procedure re)—Viewer- a ml expert- 22

EXPRESS COMPANY—
Handing receipt to other party than their customer Special con
ditions ....................... ............................... ............... 4541

Power of Hoard of Railway Commissioner- to tlx rates—Tariff on
§68

Shipment of goods—Stipulations limiting liability 450

EXTRADITION—
International—Review of proceedings—Foreign depositions—Ori
ginal—Copy . . ........................... ... 738

International Rev. of proceedings—<hni*-ioti to read statu 
tory statement ...................... .......... . . 738

FATAL ACCIDENTS ACT—
See Death.

FELLOW SERVANTS—
Who are—Watchman at level cro—ing injured through negligence 
of train crew .......... ........................... 843

PENCE—
Duty of railway eoni|niny to fence track. -*-e Railway*.

FERRIES—
Exclusive privilege ....................................... .................. .... 933

FIRE INSURANCE—
See Insurance.

FIRES—
Proximate cause—Several concurrent fires........... ... 733

Sparks from a threshing engine—Setting tire to property on ad 
joining land—Negligence .... ........................ .................. .... 8417

FIXTURES—
Building—l«andlord and tenant 801

5
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FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER—
Forcible ejection—Who may maintain action for..............................480

FOREIGN COMMISSION—
See Dumnitioxm.

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS—
N«*e (VlRWRATIOXH AND COMPANIES.

FRAUD AND DECEIT—
Burden of proof aa to fraud in negotiating promissory note—
Value in good faith without notice of fraud ..................................... 1

Fraudulent sale of share*—Right of liquidator to recover money 
paid by company.................................................................................................454

Liability of principal for fraud of agent ............... ............. 454

Promissory notes given for stock subscription—Misrepresenta
tions of agent—Action against company and agent—Liability— 
Costs  944

Representation that land was in business section of proposed 
town mere expression of opinion ............... ............................. 384

Representation that main street of proposed town would become 
principal street is expression of opinion only....................................... 384

Representation that purchaser could dispose of land at increase 
mere matter of opinion     384

Wrong estimate of surrender value not a promissory représenta -

FRAU DU LENT CON V E Y A N< 'EN—
Assignments and Preferences Act—Fraudulent chattel mortgage 
- Insolvent debtor Surety’s rights, when impaired by his own
scheme ................................................................................................................ 148

Assignments and Preferences Act (Ont. (—Insolvent debtor—Sub
rogation—Surety's status on fraudulent preference........................ 148

Evidence—Suspicious circumstances ......................................................   590

Insolvent debtor—Creditor's action—Proof required. . 190

Preference—Subrogation rights of surety .. 149

Subrogation—Insolvent debtor and his surety—Scheme for fraudu
lent chattel mortgage—Prior subrogation rights, how effected 148

Substitution of securities—Good faith   149

To whom remedy is available—Unpaid creditor whose goods are 
sold—'Bulk Sales Act. 1 Geo. V. (Que.) ch. 31» .................................. 27

Transactions between relatives—Clo.iking with wrong name to 
hide intent ......................................................................................................... 149

Unpaid creditor whose good* are not sold—Right to attack—C.C. 
(Que.) art. 1033 ..................................................................................... 27
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G AMINO—
Depositing money for speculation—Rights of winner* ami loner*
—C.C. Quo., art. 1927 ................................. . ... 395

GARNISHMENT—
Affidavit—Information and lielief without siting out ground*. 379 

Affidavit—Title of cause 378

Allidavit—Validity of. when «worn prior to action 378

Trial of a garnishee issue—Assignment of land contract—Right* 
of judgment creditor*—Payment of claim of assignee—Right to 
attach surplus .. 778

HABEAS CORPUS—
Commitment for trial—lllegilitv—Right to discharge 172

Commitment—When prisoner is legally committed 499

Discharge of prisoner—Remitter to magistrate—Discretion 172

Extradition proceeding*—Conflict of dates a* to time of offence 738 

Illegal proceedings—Arrest without warrant 24

Illegal proceedings—Arrest without warrant—Protest by accused. 28

Jurisdiction of police magistrate—Illegal proceeding*—Absence of 
a sworn information............................. 808

I jack of jurisdiction—Misapprehension of magistrate—Allidavit 
—Question to be considered—Excessive sentence . 498

Renewal of application on same grounds 28

Review of commitment by Italien* corpus 498

HARBOURS—
Public harbour—What amounts to 898

HEIRS—
Meaning of—Description of beneficiaries in will 312

HIGHWAYS—
By-law dosing public highways—Statutory authority, com plia ms* 
with—l'Itra vire*-Construction of statute ... 801

Crossing by work of public service corporation—Substitute for 
part of highway so crossed 613

Duty to keep sidewalks “in repair"—Accumulation of snow ami 
ice '........................................................................................... 759

Statutory authority to widen streets. *co|ie of—Construction of 
statute, express and implied—Special Survey Act ( Man. I 388

HOMESTEAD—
Homes’.ead exemption—Waiver of exemption 175

HOMICIDE—
Trial—Provocation to reduce to manslaughter 530. 538. 539
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horses—
Fright of—Driver of automobiles meeting driver of horses—Lia
bility ......................... 177

Injury to, while in hands of bailee, see Bailment.

HUSBAND AND WIFE—
Crim. Con.—Proof of actual marriage beyond evidence of cohabi
tation and reputation ........................................................................... 554

Husband's right of action for criminal conversation—Measure of 
compensation—Defendant's faillite to testify—Presumption of 
admission ................................................................................................ 787

Property transactions between—Oil lease of wife's lands executed 
by husband in her presence—Estoppel .............................................. 345

Right of creditor to recover from wife—l/tan made directly to 
herself ................   470

HYPOTHEC—
Hypothecary action to recover school taxes—Jurisdiction of Cir
cuit and Superior Courts, Quebec ..................   407

ILLITERACY—
Mutuality in contracts—Execution by making a mark...............  118

IMPROVEMENTS—
Compensation for improvements made by subsequent lessees under 
“oil lease” ........................................................................  345

INDEPENDENT CONTRACT* 1RS—
See Mastkr and Servant.

INDICTMENT. INFORMATION AND C<EUPLAINT—
Information—Charging offence under statute—Variation from
words of statute .....................................................................................  704

Sufficiency of allegations—Time—Conflict of dates.................... 738

Verification by oath—Amendment of information— 1 . lure to re- 
swear—Substitution of name of accused ............................................ 008

INFANTS—
Defence by infant—Act of minor hindering appointment of tutor— ' 
Failure to plead ................................................................................. 200

Service of process—Irregularity—Proof of prejudice ... 200

INJUNCTION—
Inconvenience of defendant—tirounds for refusing—Damages in 
lieu of ................................. *.......................................................... .........  120

Inconveniencing defendant—(«rounds for refusing—Railway com
pany—Temporary bridges ........................................................................ 120

Right to remedy—Damages and injunction—Encroachment........ 580

Right to restrain municipal corporation—Overflow of watercourse 
—Drainage ditch ................................................................................  314
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INSOLVENCY—
Fraudulent conveyance—Proof rv<|uired ........................................... 190

Rights of assignée—Recovery of moneys paid by insolvent—Illegal 
“blind pool”—Contract ......................................................................  395
What passes to assignee—Purchase of license under susjicnsive 
condition—Default in paying instalments—Existence of considera
tion and absence of fraud .. ........ 445

INSTRUCTION TO JURY—
See Appeal; Thai..

INSURANCE—
Concealment—Failure to state that threat was mads* to hum ap
plicant’s premises ................................................................................ 370

Conditions in application for insurance—Binding effect on appli 
cant—Failure to comply with statutory requirements—Insurance 
Act—R.S.O. 1897. eh. 203 .................................................... 369

Construction of policy—Ellect of provision in policy limiting 
agent's right to make promises ................................................ 637

Failure of insured to give statutory notice of loss—Absence of 
proof of prejudice to company—Acts of ollieers of insurance com
pany ......................................................................   370

Fire insurance—Application—Appraisement by limited sub-agent 
—Application signed by applicant—When “adopted" 619

Fire insurance—Application—Appraisement When a limited sub
agent of insurer presumed to ho ag'-nt of insured ...... 619

Fire insurance—Application signed without reading when tilled in 
by another person— Effect of . 619

Innocent mistake of agent in calculation Rescission Delay in 
bringing action ................... ............................................ . 637

Non-disclosure of fact that property incumliered Prejudice of 
insurance company ................................................................................... 369

Premium notes Liability of maker -Effect of failure to pay - 
Avoidance of policy —Condition in application The Insurance Act, 
R.8.C. 1906. ch. 34. sec. 71 .   798

Proofs of loss—False statement—Statutory requirements R.S.O. 
1897, cli. 203 .................................................... -170

Relief from failure to give notice of loss R.S.O. 1897, ch. 203. see.
172 ............................................................................................................ 370

Representations Filling out application form signed in blank 
Intention ................................     369

Vitiating contract—Representation made innocently . • 369

INTENT—
Li bel-*-Belief in truth—Immateriality .............................................. 00
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INTEREST—
Allowance of same on verdict—Damages for personal injuries 812
Judicial discretion as to awarding ......................................................  791

INTERPLEADER- -
Creditors’ Relief Act—Validity of assignment of “future book- 
debts”—Attachment of debts—Priorities—Threshers' Lien Ordi
nance .........................................................................................................  814

INTOXICATING LIQUORS—
Enforcement of allirmcd judgment Warrant of commitment issued 
by appellate Judge .................................................................................... 95

Penalty—Whether discretionary ..................................................... 497

Right to sell a license to sell liquors ................................................... 445

Second and subsequent offences—X.S. Temperance Act. 1910, ch. 2, 
see. 44 .....................................................  651

IRRIGATION—
Liability of irrigation company to construct bridge over highway 
—North-West Irrigation Act, 01 Viet. (Can.) ch. 35, secs. 11. 15 
and 37 ............................................................................. 513

JAILS—
Municipal corporations Liability for injuries to inmates .87

JOINDER—
Of parties—Ground for dismissing action Conditions imposed.... 280 

JOINT TENANTS—
Devise to persons jointly .............................................    452

JUDGMENT—
Conclusiveness of former judgment —Res judicata........................... 784

Default of appearance Claim by possession—Personal service....... 114

Default of1 appearance—Irregularity in copy of summons served on 
defendant—Inclusion of interest—Unliquidated damages ............... 781

Effect and conclusiveness of default judgment—Irregularity of ser
vice of summons—Sheriff's return- Discontinuance against one of 
the defendants—Setting aside judgment—Leave to defend............. 826

Grounds for refusing summary judgment—Action on cheque Hold
er in due course........................................................................................ 458

Irregularities in us ground for dismissal of action................ 266

Judgment Act ( Man.)—-Certificate of judgment—Prior unregis
tered equitable title—Contracts.............................. ................... 812

JUDICIAL SALE—
Deposit paid into Court—Interest ................................................ 116

JURISDICTION—
Of Courts, see Court».
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JURY—
Interlocutory motion to strike out jury notice................................. 259

Motion to strike out -Question as to equitable mortgage where 
deed alwolute in form.................................................................. 188

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE—
Jurisdiction—Illegal proceedings Absence of sworn information 008

Jurisdiction—Procedure in criminal cases....................... 481

Jurisdiction of police magistrate Preliminary enquiry. 4*1

Misapprehension of magistrate—Absence of jurisdiction—Excès 
live sentence ............................... 490

Power of, to commit for trial .171

Stqiendiary magistrates- Status Relations to municipality 405

LANDLORD AND TENANT—
Breach of covenant for quiet enjoyment—Running sewing machine 
and noisily using pressing irons 843

Retaining possession of building—Fixtures KOI

LAND SURVEYORS—
Right to incorporation under R.K.K. 1009, eh. 79—Associations 503

LAND TITLES—
Amending record by substituting actual date of receipt of in*tru 
ment .............................................   460

Municipal by-law—Resolution—Street dosing 601

(Torrens system)—Caveats—Parties entitled to file caveats— 
‘•CaveateWe interests” .....................................................075

(Torrens system)—Continuation of caveat—Terms 074

(Torrens system)—Railway expropriation proceedings—Filing 
caveat .........................................   074

(Torrens system )—Restrictions in contract for sale—Right of
seller to file caveat...................... ............................. ........ 611
(Torrens system)—Right of vendor to tile a caveat—What in 
terest sufficient to sustain . ........................................ Oil

LAPSING—
Enjoyment of bequest—Rights of substitutes to dis|M>se of pro
perty ..................................................................................................... 403

LEAVE TO APPEAL—
See APRAL

LEGACY—
See Wills.

LEGISLATURE—
Powers of Provincial Legislature re the solemnization of marriage 029
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LEVY AND SEIZURE—
Absconding debtor—Process—Motion to set aside—Summary re
lief, when refused ................................................................................  *238
Immoveables—Sequestration—“Animo domini” ................................. 205

Non-observance of statutory formalities—Annulment of sheriffs 
sale .......................................................................................................... 205

Right of unpaid vendor of immoveables ...........................................  205
Sale of immoveable—Failure to publish statutory notice of sale. 205 

LIBEL AND SLANDER—
Charging invalidity of marriage of person deceased—Lack of 
knowledge that the deceased libelled had children surviving. 00

Demeanour of witness, as shewing malice .........................................  708

Exact words—Prior slander of plaintiff by defendant.....................  002

Fair comment on matters of public interest .......................... 708

Justification—Belief in truth—Immateriality of motive or in
tention ..................................................................................................... 00

Justification—Matters of public interest—Attack on private char
acter ......................................................................................................... 00

Plea of justification as evidence of malice—Abandonment—Aggra
vation of damages ................................................................................. 06

Privileged communication—Absence of mali —Presumption . 706

Privileged communication—Actual malice necessary to constitute 
IIM ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7"7

Privileged communication—Circular letter calling attention to 
letter, sent out by business rival to municipalities—Graft by 
public officers ........................................................................................  707

Privileged communication—Excess of privilege not sufficient to 
constitute libel—Evidence of malice .................................................  708

Privileged communication—Malice expressly found—'Necessity for 708

Privileged communication—Truth—-Malice immaterial................ 708

Publication of statement that parents were not legally married— 
Charge of bastardy ................................................................................. 65

Publication—Question of fact. 602

LICENSE—
Liability of licensee for taxes ....................................................... 034
Municipal by-law regulating pool rooms—Fixing license fee—
Reasonableness ........................................................................................ 771

Restaurant license—Conditional sale—Right to sell license certi
ficate ........................................................................................................... 445
Unpatented mining claim—Status of licensee in attacking Crown 
grant........................................................................................................... 63
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LIENS—
Threshers' lien—Creditors' Relief Act .............................................  814

LIFE INSURANCE—
See Insurance.

LIGHT AND POWER—
See Electricity.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS—
Action for damages for death of child—Amendment operating to
defeat statute................................................... 001

Negligence of civilian rifle association ......................   429

Notice of contestation of creditor's claim Failure of creditor to 
bring action within time limited by statute—Jurisdiction to ex 
tend time ........................................................................ 774

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES—
Liability for default in option—Penalty—Construction .. . 291

LIQUIDATED DEMAND—
See Judgment.

LIQUIDATION—
Of company, see Corporation and Companies.

LIQUOR LICENSE—
See Intoxicating Liquors.

LIS PENDENS—
Foreclosure action—Purchaser |>endente litc.................................495

LOCAL OPTION—
Offences, see Intoxicating Liquors.

LOGS AND LOGGING—
Rooms—Obstructing navigation—Rights and liabilities of party 
removing obstruction—Public highway—Nuisance ......... 837

LORD CAMPBELL’S ACT—
Negligence causing death—What personal representative must 
shew..........................................................................................................  69fl

Who may maintain action for death of deceased child—Parent- 
Personal representative ........................................................................ 661

LUMBER—
See Logs and Logging.

MALICE—
In Libel and Slander, see Libel and Slander.

MALPRACTICE—
Liability for, see Physicians and Surgeons.
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MARRIAGE—
Marriage Act (Man.)—Validation of marriage includes person* 
married in foreign land*—Manitoba Marriage Act ..................... 554

Powers of Provincial Legislature to make laws respecting the 
solemnization of marriage ................................................................... 6211

MASTER AND SERVANT—
“Course of employment"—Workmen's Compensation Act, R.S.B.C.
1911, eh. 244—Employee working on a pile-driver-Presumption 
that he fell overboard ........................................................................... 877

Defective machinery—Master's knowledge pf defect—Machine 
“repeating" on one operation ............................................................... 718

Employer's liability—Notice of injury under statute .....................  4(13

Fellow-servants, who an*—Watchman at level crossing—Train 
crew—Common law remedy ................................. .........................  . 645

Liability of master for injuries to employee of independent con
tractor—Contract under supervision of mine superintendent— 
Driving a tunnel ................................................................................... 878

Liability of master for wrongful dismissal—Res judicata—Former 
proceedings under the Masters' and Servants* Ordinance .............  860

Liability of railway company for death of employee—Breach of 
statutory duty—Failure to ring bell—Fivight train running back
wards—R.S.C. 1906. ch. 37, sec. 270................................................. 646

Negligence—Personal injury—Dangerous place to work—Volenti 
non fit injuria .........................................  721

Notice of injury—Workmen's coin|iensation !)i(4

Payment by piece-work on premises under supervision ... . 2

Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act Permanent disability— 
Option not available to employer .....................................................  138

Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act—Permanent injuries— 
Measure of damages .......................................................  138

Respective rights of, in patent* obtained by servant while em
ployed by master ................................................................................  no4

Safe place to work—Alternative methods of protection—Place to 
work prepared by workman ami fellow-employees ............................ 721

Safe place to work—Duty of servant as well as master to ensure 
safety.........................................................................................................  720

Safe place to work—Insufficient clearing of incline—Common em
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Title to land—Restraint upon alienation . 312

Transfer of tills*—Right of purchaser to demand unincumbered 
title ...................................................................... 306

Transfer of title—Rights of purchaser where transaction is to In- 
completed at distance from registrar's office ;iotl

I'ndieclosed building restrictions ... 807

VENUE—
Action against civilian rifle association 420

V

VESTED RIGHTS—
Building |#rmit—Contract partially complete thereunder—Sub
sequent by-law ................ 420

VOTERS' LIST—
Custody of—Election petition—Evidence that petitioner's name
appears therein ................. PI

VOTING—
See Emotions.

WAGES—
Preferential claim for—Meaning of “wage* not exceeding three 
months'' ............ ...............

WAIVER—
Party appearing a* witness—Estoppel—Subsequently raising que* 
tion as to his competency to give evidence----

See TeMIEB.

WARRANTY—
Sale of seed grain by description—By sample—Sale of Goods
Ordinance Act (Alta.i ...........................
Implied warranty on sale, -ee S\i>.
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WATERS—
Hacking up in drain—Liability of municipal corporation ................ 413

Municipal drainage ditches—Use of former natural watercourse— 
Rights to use of whole system ..........................................................  217

Overflow of natural watercourse—Drainage of surface water—Lia
bility of municipality .......................................................................... 314

Rights of riparian owner—Damages for taking of property for 
erection of pier interfering with owner's rights............................. 699

WILLS—
Condition in restraint of marriage—Applicability to bequest of 
personalty .. ............................................. .................................. 494

Construction—Condition subsequent—Presumption against intest
acy ..   169

Construction—Description of lands—Township lot—North half 
for south half—Mistake in description ............................................. 237

Construction—Restraints upon alienation .......................................  403

Construction of bequest of personalty—Nature of estate or in
terest—Life interest—Absolute gift ................................................. 375

Construction of devise—Restraint upon alienation.......................... 311

Description of beneficiaries—Who may take—Meaning of “heirs'’. 312 

Devise to two persons jointly—Joint tenancy......................................452

Election by widow of testator between devise subject to restraint 
of marriage and rights under Devolution and Estates Act (Ont.) 494

Enjoyment of bequest—Rights of substitutes to dispose of pro
perty—Lapsing ...................................................................................... 403

Evidence as to testator's intention—Admissibility of parol testi
mony ........................................................................................................ 452

Interpretation—Revocation clauses .   419

WINDING VP—
See Corporationk and Companies.

Compelling directors to submit themselves to examination on ' 
winding-up proceedings............................................................................ 257

Examination of directors—Procedure—Rules, regulations and 
practice ...................................................................................................... 267

Yukon territory—Rules governing procedure—Foreign corpora
tion .............................................................................................................  736

WITNESSES—
Credibility of—Reversal of findings of Court by appellate Court.. 31

Cross-examination of. by reference to depositions taken on dis
covery ........................................................................................................ 733
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WIT N BSSKS—Contint" •I.
Demeanour of witness as shewing malice in libel and slander 
action .......................................................................................................... 70H

Refreshing recollection—Notes made at time of transaction—l»ss 
of original—Accuracy of copy................................................................... 70S

Refreshing recollection—Reference to notes made at time of 
transaction .................................     767

Witness fee—Solicitor—Professional witness fee—Cross-examina
tion on professional a Hid a vit....................... ...... 321

WORDS AND PH RANKS—
“A right of ferry" 93.1

“A sub-agent" .     53

“About to abscond" ............................................................. . 859

“Actuated" ................. ............................................... .. 713

“Alienated” ................ ................................. ....................... . 661

"Barred forever"   776

“Blind pool"...............  397

“Bridges"................................................................................................................525

“Cautions" .............      670

“Caveats against dealings" . . . . . ............................ 676

“Contracting" ................     266

“Defeat" .............................. 165

“Define"......................   360

“Delay"  165

"Direct” .............     709

“Distorted" ............................   713

"Efficient cause"  689

“Employment" ............... 787

“Fail” ....................    >49

“Fair comment" ........... .............................. .... ,. 712

"Future book-debts" . . ....................... .... 814

“Heirs" ........................     313

“Hinder" .................................   165

“Holdings" ........................................................................................................ 748

"In good condition"......................   719

63—7
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WORDS AND PHRARER—Continued.
“Inhibitions” ........................................................................  676

“In repair”...................................................................................... 760

“Instrument” ................................... ... .......... 070

“Interests”................................................................................ 148

“Investment broker”................................................................... 007. 000

“Jointly” ........  452, 454

“Last clear chance" .................................................................................789

“May” .............................................................   202

“Mines"..........................................................................  658

“More or less” ...................... ........................333, 829, 831

"Motor car" ................................................................   406

“Must” ........................................................................................................ 232

“Name".....................................................................................  131

"Occupant” ......................................... 907. 941, 942. 943

“On condition" ...........................................................   144

“Once n mortgage always a mortgage" .........................................  754

“Only" ................................................................................   783

“Owned" ....................................................................    329

“Prejudice” ........................................................    165

“Preponderating”..................................................................................... 734

“Privilege” ......................................................................   712

“Profits" ......................................................................   398

“Protection" ............................................................     722

“Provided” ............t..................................... .. 144

“Public harbour"..............................................................................698, 701

“Quiet enjoyment” .................................................................................. 843

“Rate of speed" .........................................................   767

"Real cause”.......................................................................................   734

“Reasonable".............................................................................................. 761

“Restrictions” ....................................................................  676

"Shall" ............................................................................................... 232, 260

“Silence gives consent”..............................................     86
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WORDS AND PHRASER—f’ontinunl.

"*o a»".................................... 144

“Solictors' bill»" .  325

“Speed” ......................... ............. ... 7U5

“Squatter” .......... 941. «143

"Standing by”.............. 331

“Subject" ...................... 677

“Substitute" .................................................................................. 43, 53

“Swindle" .............................................................. gyj

“Train"............................................................... 405

“Unable”.................................................................... 249

WORK AND LABOUR—
Payment by piece—Work on premises under supervision—Quebec 
Workmen’s Compensation Act............   2
See Contracts.

WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION 
See Master and Servant.

WRIT AND PROCESS—
Irregularity in copy of summons served—ludgment entered by de
fault—Wrongful inclusion of interest ............ 73j

Service of process on infants—Appointment of tutor 266

Service of summon»—Irregularity—Sheriff'* returns—Setting aside 
judgment by default ................................................................... 826

Setting aside service—Absence of fraud—Mode of raising que* 
tion—Intervention ................... 205

Writ of summons—Substituted service—Sufficiency 114

WRONGFUL DISMISSAL—
See Master and Servant.


